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PREFACE.

It becomes my duty to set forth in this preface a brief account of the present
volume, to explain its composite character, in which it differs in some respects from
all its predecessors, and, as it is the last official volume that I expect to prepare, to
briefly point out the lines, along wiiich thd work of the Geological Survey has ad-
vanced, and the results that have been thus far attained. By the numbering under
which it appears the present volume is counted in with the reports that have pre-
ceded it during the last 21 years; but as a matter of fact, it is the outcome of a dis-
tinct organization of the geological work of the State.

The Second Geological Survey was organized in 1869 and was under the direc-
tion of the late Professor J. S. Newberry up to 1883, although his active work upon
it was substantially terminated in 1876. Under Dr. Newberry's direction. Reports of
Progress for 1869, 1870 and 1871, and Volumes I, II, III and IV were issued; includ-
ing also Volumes I and II, Paleontology, togther with a geological map of the State,
on a scale of four miles to the inch. In direct continuance of this work, volumes
V and VI were issued, under my direction as State Geologist, in 1884 and 1888 re-
spectively. A preliminary report on Petroleum and Gas was also published in this
series in 1886.

The Second Geological Survey nominally terminated in 1888, with the publica-
tion of Volume VI

;
but in the subsequent year (1889) provision was made by the

Legislature for the continuation of geological work on a small and inexpensive scale,
the results to be made known by annual reports. The direction of this work was
placed in my hands, but provision was made for only a part of my time. A report
was issued in 1890, entitled "First Annual Report of the State Geological Survey,
Third Organization.'' Shortly before the time for publication of the second annual
report, I was disabled in health to such a degree that it no longer seemed advisable
I or me to continue the double duty which I was carrying on ; and permission was
accordingly obtained from the 70th General Assembly to publish the material gath-
ered for the Second Annual Report together with certain other chapters, presently
to be named, under the title of Geology of Ohio, Volume VII.

It was the original plan of my predecessor. Dr. Newberry, to divide each vol-
ume of his reports into two parts, the first covering general geology and the second;
paleontology. In pursuance of this plan. Volumes I and II were issued in two parts,
or, in reality, in two distinct volumes, the volumes in lact, differing in size and in
other respects. But when the time came for the publication of Volume III, the
finances of the State had become somewhat straitened, and the legislature to which
the volume was offered was disinclined to incur the large expense, viz., about 160.000,
necessary forpublishingthe paleontology on the scale on which the two preceding vol-
umes had been issued. The Legislature, however, authorized the publication of the
general geology part 1, under the title ofVolume III. Considerable material had been
prepared under Dr. Newberry's supervision for the paleontological part ofthis volume.
A chapter prepared by Prof R. P. Whitfield of the American Museum of Natural
History, New York, after having been held for several years without any injiication
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that the State would undertake to issue it, was finally published in the Transactions

of the New York Academy of Sciences. The edition thus issued was not, of course,

designed for general distribution and but few copies could have found their way to

Ohio. Through the courtesy of the Academy, I have been enabled to reproduce

Professor Whitfield'b chapter, and also to use the engraved plates, prepared for the

Academy's Transactions. This constitutes Chapter III, Part II, of the present vol-

ume. It will be borne in mind that it was originally prepared under the direction of

Dr. Newberry and at the expense of the State, for Volume III, Paleontology. When
the plates were ordered for this chapter, the preparation of my Second Annual Re-

port was in progress, and the plates are accordingly printed as belonging to the

Second Annual Report. The Survey is greatly indebted to the courtesy of the New
Vork Academy of Sciences in this matter.

A similar state of things was found in the case ofa chapter prepared by Mr. E. O.

Ulrich of Newport, Kentucky, except that he had received no compensation for his

work, this being made to depend on the publication of Volume III. I have

made good the promise of Dr. Newberry in this respect, also, and Mr. Ulrich's chap-

ter, viz. : chapter VII, will be found to be of great service and value to students of

Ohio paleontology.

Three other paleontological chapters I have been able to add to Volume VII.

through the generous and gratuitous contributions of the gentlemen named below.

Prof. C. L. Herrick, of Denison University, has thrown a great deal of light on the

history and subdivisions of the Waverly group of our series by his methodical

study of the paleontology of its different elements. The materials embodied in

his chapter had been previously published, in the main, in college bulletins; but

they become for the first time accessible to the State at large in the present chapter,

viz.. Chapter IV, Part II.

Similar statements can be made as to Chapter V, prepared by A. F. Foerste,

Ph. D. He treats of the paleontology of a single formation of the Ohio scale, and

makes additions to our knowledge, of great interest and value. Part of his chapter

has been previously published in transactions of societies; but the same statement

applies to it as to the preceding chapter.

Finally, Prof E. W. Claypole of Buchtel College, contributes a very interesting

chapter, viz.. Chapter VI, on the great fossil fishes of the Ohio shale. With his

chapter there is also included an important contribution in the same line by Prof

A. A. Wright of Oberlin. This chapter may be counted a direct continuation of the

work in which Dr. Newberry was so deeply interested, and to which he gave so

much "time and space in the previous reports of the Surve3^

The paleontological chapters thus enumerated are as follows

:

Chapter III, Contributions to the Paleontology of Ohio, by Prof. R. P. Whit-

field (originally prepared for Volume III, Paleontology).

Chapter IV, The Waverly Group of Ohio, Prof. C. h. Herrick.

Chapter V, The Clinton Group of Ohio, Dr. A. F. Foerste,

Chapter VI, Fossil Fishes of the Ohio Shale, Professors E. W. Claypole and

A. A. Wright.

Chapter VII, Lamellibranchiata of the Lower Silurian F'ormation of Ohio,

E. O. Ulrich (originally prepared for Volume III, Paleontology).

The cost of each of the two volumes of Paleontology previously published was

at least $60,000, the editions being 20,000. The present volume has been printed in

an inexpensive form, and the full equivalent of Volume III, Paleontology, is now
furnished to the people of the State at scarcely greater cost than a volume without

illustration would require. The choice was necessarily made between a volume

issued in this way and no publication of paleontology.

In making up my final volume I found that chapters had been promised on

certain other subjects, by the organizations of the Surveys, with which I have been
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connected during the last twenty-five years. In Newberry's First Report of Prog-

ress, 1869, he named among the subjects that were to be studied and reported upon,

the Archaeology of Ohio. This promise also I have been able to make good, by the

publication of a sound and judicious chapter on the subject by Mr. Gerard Fowke.

Mr. Fowke has been for many years in the employ of the Ethnological Bureau of

the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, and is an expert on all the questions

which he discusses. Through the courtesy of the United States Bureau above named,

Mr. Fowke was allowed to make free use of the information he had collected while

in its employ. The present chapter was thus prepared at merely nominal expense

on the part of the State.

The publication of Volume IV of the main series of our reports was ordered

by the Legislature on the promise that it should contain an account of the Zoology

of the State and also a list of the plants growing within its boundaries. It was

accordingly named in the act authorizing its publication," "Volume IV, Zoology

and Botany." A botanical list had been duly prepared for the volume by the late

Dr. H. C. Beardsley of Painesville; but when the printer called for the copy, it had

been in some way mislaid, and was not recovered in time for publication with the

rest of the volume. Thus the volume entitled "Zoology and Botany" finally ap-

peared without a line pertaining to the last named subject. This deferred promise

I have also been able to make good. Prof. W. A. Kellerman of the Ohio State

University, assisted by Mr. W. C. Werner, of the same institution, took upon them-

selves, without any compensation from the State, the great labor involved in mak-

ing out a list of Ohio plants. This work has been done with the greatest enthusi-

asm and fidelity. It combines all the facts of previously published lists with a

considerable addition of original determinations, making the list far more complete

than any that has appeared hitherto.

Part II of the present volume is thus largely devoted to making good the

promises made by the Survey to the State during the last twenty-five years ; and

while in no way personally responsible for any of these promises, it is a great sat-

isfaction to me to see them amply fulfilled in my last volume.

Part I of the present volume is devoted to Economic Geology. It includes a

chapter on the Geological Scale of the State, and is accompanied by a small geo-

logical map, printed in colors. It also includes a chapter on the Clay Deposits, and

one on the'Coal Measures of the State, prepared by the writer. To these there is

added an especially valuable chapter on the Clay Working Industries of Ohio, by

Edward Orion, Jr.

A large portion of the appropriation made for the preparation of this volume
has been used in the construction of maps showing the boundaries of our more im-

portant coal seams. These maps, therefore, constitute an integral and important

part of the volume. In regard to them and the service that they can be made to

render to the economic interests of the State, a few statements are necessary at this

point.

In their construction a great deal of faithful labor has been expended. All the

outcrops indicated were traversed on foot, with b urometer and township map in

hand, and the aid of the landowners was constantly sought in securing the results

of observations and tests as to the presence of coal seams on their respective farms.

The question as to whether the coal had been mined or is still left in the ground is

not touched in the maps. They are designed to show the original outcrop boundaries

of the seams. Thus, also, it comes aboutthat seams are represented in some areas

where they are too thin for working, under present conditions. Their presence as

geological elements in the section is sometimes all that can be asserted; but, when-
ever practicable, the thinner extensions of the seam are left out.

In Chapter IV, Part I, page 270, a classification of our coal seams will be found.

The coal seams of the Conglomerate Coal Measures, though possessing great im-
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portance at a few points in the State, are not delineated, except in a single instance

on the present series of maps. These seams are four or five in number, and one of

them, viz., the Sharon coal (Coal No. 1 of Newberry), has been an important ele-

ment in our coal resources up to the present time. But all the known areas of it

are either already worked out or are rapidly approaching exhaustion. It could

answer no useful purpose to delineate the original boundaries of exhausted coal

fields, and the know^n portions of the seam that remain untouched w^ould appear

insignificant if laid dowm by themselves.

The Quakertown coal (Coal No. 2 of Newberry) attains considerable importance

in one district of the State, viz., in Jackson and Vinton counties. It is here known
as the Jackson Hill or Wellston seam. Its areas, at least as they were understood

two years ago, are indicated on Map No. 2, by a subordinate boundary.

The remaining seams of this division, viz., the Mercer and Tionesta coals, are

nowhere of importance enough to justify their representation on our maps from an

economic point of view.

The next great division, the I^ower Coal Measures, constitutes the heart and

center of the Ohio Coal Field ; but the two lowermost seams of this series are too

inconstant to justify representation. In Stark county the Brookville seam, or the

coal under the Putnam Hill Limestone is locally mined, but such is its uncertainty

that no good purpose could be subserved by representing it much beyond its

present development.

A similar state of things is found in the case of the Clarion coal in Vinton and

Jackson counties. This seam underlies the famous Ferriferous limestone and there

is a considerable territory in which it gives promise of being able to support min-

ing in the large way, but it was feared that more harm than good would come by

representing it as present in unexplored areas in which while it is geologically due,

it has not been proved. The Kittanning coals, Ivower and Middle, therefore, are the

first seams to which the mapping has been made to apply. Inasmuch as the upper

of these two seams, viz., the Middle Kittanning, is immensely the more important of

the two, its outcrops are the ones that are represented. But, as already noted else-

where, the lower seam is separated from it by so small a vertical interval that the

one boundary answers almost equally well for both.

A similar state of things is found to hold in the case of the two Freeport seams,

IvOwer and Upper. The Upper, which is by far the steadier and more valuable seam, is

represented by a boundary, but whenever the Lower is present in the same areas, the

one boundar}^ is generally sufficient for all practical guidance. It is to be carefully

noted by all who study the maps, that where the Kittanning and Freeport bound-

aries appear on the same maps, the boundaries of the former are in all cases to be

<^ontinued through the areas which are assigned to the Freeport coal.

It would have been more satisfactory if each seam could have had a sheet to

itself, but the demands of economy in the accomplishment of our work, necessi-

tated the adoption of the present plan.

The great Pittsburg seam as a matter of course, comes in for a boundary in our

maps, as does also another seam a hundred feet above it, which is well developed in

three or four counties in the very centre of our coal area. The latter is known in

Ohio geology as the Meigs Creek coal. Finally, on map No. 10, the collected areas

of the several seams are shown in their outcrops.

In the representation of each seam, the object has been to delineate the boun-

daries of those portions of it that lie above the natural drainage, but far more care

has been taken in running the outcrop or upper boundary than in running the lower,

for the reason that when this lower boundary occurs, the character of the territory

is already established, as certain to be within the recognized boundaries of the

seam. In the drainage boundary there are always enough points definitely located

to justify the position given to this line in a general way.
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In several of the maps, and notably in Nos. 7 and 8, thete has been a slight de-

parture from the general plan in the following particular, viz., the Kittanning coal

is indicated in areas where it has descended below drainage, but where one or both

of the seams are still known to exist. It would perhaps have been better to have

maintained the same system throughout the entire field ; but persons of intelligence

enough to take interest in the maps will scarcely be misled by the features named.

All of the maps are drawn to one scale, viz., two miles to one inch, except maps 9

and 10. Among the advantages to be derived from them, the two named below are

especially prominent.

1. The continuity of the various seams,and their identity with well known
seams of adjoining states isfully andfinally demonstrated. Since the publication

of Volume V, in 1884, there has been, in fact, no adequate ground for doubt in re-

gard to this subject. The connections of the main seams were fully recognized and

they were continuously traced in a general way at that time ; so that no open minded

student of our geology has since that day, been in doubt as to the true order, but

the present maps, with their unbroken lines of outcrop, make the whole subject so

plain that even the wayfaring man can henceforth have no excuse for mistaking or

confusing their places in the system. The propriety of replacing the local and nu-

merical designations of our coal seams with the names first given to the same seams

in Pennsylvania, is fully established by these maps. The laws of scientific nomen-
clature do not allow us to multiply names unnecessarily for one and the same object.

A fossil must always be known by the first name given to it, in connection with ade-

quate description and publication. So, also, an identifiable stratum must retain the

designation under which it was first made known to the scientific world. This com-

mon law requires us to adopt the Pennsylvania designations of our coal seams, be-

cause the latter were first described in Pennsylvania. The Pittsburg and the Sharon

seams, especiallj^ the former, have always been known in Ohio by their Pennsyl-

vania names, but from lack of knowledge of the true equivalents of the remaining

seams, local names and worse than this, numerical designations that have not even

the merit that one and the same number is applied to one and the same seam in all

instances, have been fastened upon them, and thus the recognition of their identity

has been seriously obstructed. In conclusion, it can truly be said that these ques-

tions are permanently settled for both the practical man and the scientific student

by our maps.

A few questions of subordinate interest remain as to the proper places in the

scale of certain seams in particular fields, but the large questions have passed

from debatable ground into demonstrated certainties.

2. The second and by far the more important service that these maps are able

to render is found in the fact that they, for the first time, fuake it possible to deter-

mine the areas of our several coal fields. The areas above drainage can be directly

measured, by cutting them out of the maps, with proper care, weighing the several

areas in a chemical balance, and comparing their weight with that of some standard

area ; ur, better still, they can be determined by the use of the planimeter. Prof. C.

N. Brown has at my instance applied this instrument to the maps under considera-

tion, and the results which were thus attained will forthwith be stated.

Our coal seams cannot, however, be supposed to terminate abruptly with their

disappearance below drainage. Some extension of them under cover is believed in

by everyone ; but very different judgments will be formed by different observers as

to the limits within which they can be reasonably expected. Theoretical views will

color our opinions on such a question. An estimate made by one who holds to the

essentially marginal character of our coal deposits will differ widely from an esti-

mate made by another who counts it entirely possible that all the seams of the Ohio

scale could be cut by a single shaft at the center of the field. Any measurement of

the acreage of our coal resources must, therefore, in this respect, be a matter of
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judgment ; and so, also, will be the fixing of an average thickness of our seams in

the several fields.

In making an approximate determination of our coal lands on this new basis, I

have, in the first place, assumed a total breadth of the coal-forming swamps of

twenty miles, measiired from the average outermost outcrop of the seam, in the di-

rection of the greatest dip. This shows a somewhat larger area of the seam under
cover than above drainage. The coals would thus be followed down to a depth of

200 to 300 feet below the surface. It does not seem to me that the most sanguine
student of the facts would ask for a larger extension of any of our seams that have
been treated in this way, unless an exception be made for the Upper Freeport Coal.

The Freeport coals seem to have had a somewhat different history from that of the

earlier seams, and for them it is possible that the assigned limit will sometimes be
too narrow

The areas assigned to the Pittsburg coal are deduced rather from reported

occurrences of the seam in deep borings than from any theoretical views.

In the second place, I have had the areas of the seams in question measured as

they f re found above drainage or rather until they are fairly under final cover. The
boundaries on which this measurement depends are visible and unquestioned.

With areas of coal seams computed in square miles, and with the thickness of

each estimated in feet, the problem of determining the quantity of coal in township*

county or state, becomes a simple one. The specific gravity of Ohio coals ranges

between 1.24 and 1.34. I have taken 1.28 as a fair average. On this basis a cubic

foot of coal weighs eighty pounds. An acre of coal one foot thick, yields about

1,750 tons, and a square mile 1,120,000 tons.

The two Kittanning seams show, on the first basis a total area of 3,873 square

miles; on the second basis, of 1,847 miles. For the combined thickness,of the two
seams calculated for this area, I count four feet a fair figure. The contents of the

field are, therefore, 17,350,000,000 tons, by the first computation and 8,274,000,000 by
the second.

The Freeport coals show, on the first basis, an area of 3,149 square miles, and
1,285 miles by the second. I assume four and one-half feet for the total thickness

of this area. The original amount of Freeport Coals in Ohio, is, therefore, 15,880,-

000,000 tons by the first computation and 6 476,000,000 tons by the second.

The Pittsburg coal, with an estimated thickness of four feet, has a computed
area of 1,250 square miles, and a tonnage of 5,600,000,000 tons. Finally, the Meigs
Creek coal shows a tonnage of 2,777,000,000 tons, on an area of 620 square miles and
with a thickness of four feet.

The sum of these several results exceeds 40,000,000,000 tons by the first computa-
tion and 23,000,000,000 by the second. The total acreage of the measured seams of

the State is 8,893 square miles by the first measurement and 5,032 square miles by
the second, and the average thickness is estimated as four feet.

But, even were these figures entirely within the mark, there would be large

abatements necessary in the computation of our coal resources. In all coal mining
a certain percentage of loss must be provided for. It never falls below ten per cent.,

and it sometimes reaches forty per cent. I will estimate the loss in Ohio mining at

twenty per cent.

Again, all of our seams have suffered more or less loss from erosion that took
place during or immediately succeeding their formation, and this may be styled

contemporaneous erosion. The losses in our best fields from this source are con-

siderable. I will put them at ten per cent. Finally, "wants" occur in every field,

and, including in this reduction the areas that have already been worked out, I should
be disposed to reduce the figures by at least twenty per cent. These three sources

of loss make a total abatement of fifty per cent., thus leaving an available supply of
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20,000,000,000 tons by the first computation and 12,000,000,000 tons by the second.

Even when thus reduced, the figures pass far beyond all intelligible conception.

For how long a time would such amounts of coal last? That, of course, de-

pends upon the rate of annual consumption. In 1892, the output of Ohio mines

was 13,500,000 tons. Since mining has been going on in the large way in the State

the production has been doubled in periods of about ten years. At this rate the

annual production will reach 25,000,000 tons a year, early in the twentieth century.

Supposing it to run steadily at this point, Ohio coal would last about eight hundred
years on the basis of the first measurement and less than five hundred years by the

second. But, if the rate should continue to advance as it has done heretofore until

an annual output of a hundred million tons is reached, the duration of the supply

would be correspondingly diminished, viz., to two hundred and one hundred years,

respectively.

I look to see our mining engineers avail themselves of the above named
boundaries, now for the first time provided for them, and proceed along different

lines of theory and investigation to determine the coal resources of particular fields

or definite areas.

In conclusion, a few words will be devoted to a review of what has been already

accomplished by the several geological surveys of this State, and to a brief consid-

eration of what remains to be done.

1. The general stratigraphical order of our several formations is now fairly

well determined; so far, at least, as their occurrence within our State boundaries is

concerned. Their correlation with the series of neighboring states leaves some-

thing to be desired. This is especially true of the northeastern corner of Ohio.

2. The leading features of our economic geology have been set before the peo-

ple of the State so that land owners of ordinary intelligence can acquaint themselves

with the probable value of their mineral resources. They are no longer at the

mercy of men who are able to take advantage of their ignorance.

3. The salient features of our paleontology have been made intelligible to all

of our people who take an interest therein.

As to what remains to be done in Ohio geology, it is difficult to speak. The
science of geology is constantly lengthening its cords and strengthening its 'stakes.

Every line of investigation opens up larger questions than those which it directly

undertakes to settle. New methods of research are coming into use, and old prob-

lems must be reconsidered by their aid. It is only the generalities of our geology

that have been thus far attacked. Deeper and more thorough work will be de-

manded in every subdivision of every field. It remains to be seen how much of

this more refined study will be carried on at the public expense under State direc-

tion. Speculation upon this point is unnecessary.

There are, however, several subjects that could well bear more investigation of

the type that 1 as been thus far maintained than they have received. The Lower
Helderberg limestone and the Ohio Shale, in particular, furnish excellent subjects

for more careful stratigraphical and paleontological determination.

The drift formations, glacial and post-glacial, of the State, have thus far been
studied in a very superficial way. It is but recently that methods have been devised

for taking better account of their complex history. Closely connected with these

deposits, is the consideration of the pre-glacial drainage systems of the State. The
little study that has already been given to these subjects reveals their highly inter-

esting character. Further investigation in these lines is sure to bring ample reward.

It cannot be denied that during the progress of the survey, the great interest

of Agriculture has received less direct attention than, in the beginning of our work,

it was led to expect and much less than its intrinsic importance would warrant it in

demanding. There are two principal reasons for this neglect, first, that the geolog-
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ical work proper of the survey has always thus far required the full amount of time

and means that were available ; second, that the knowledge necessary for thorough

scientific work in this direction could not be easily commanded. In short, it may
be true that the time has not yet come for a satisfactory treatment of the important

relations between geology and agriculture, but the subject is to be kept in view as

one of the unfinished problems of the survey. A beginning could perhaps be made
with profit at the present time in a preliminary classification of the soils of the

State in connection with their native floras. Such a task would require adequate

acquaintance with and adequate interest in the several branches involved which in-

clude agriculture, botany, meteorology, geology, chemistry and some divisions of

zoology.

The building-stones of the State have not received the attention that their

growing importance demands. No review has been made of them since the publi-

cation of volume V, and the treatment at that time was far from satisfactory, hav-

ing been condensed from a report made for the 10th United States census. A good

beginning of a new chapter on this subject was made four years since by the writer

4)ut the loss of the field notes before they were put in shape brought this purpose to

naught.

The recent discovery of rock salt in northern Ohio and the establishment of an

important business upon this unexpected occurrence have been alluded to in the

opening chapter of the present volume, but the facts justify a more extended

account for which, to my regret, time and space do not now suffice.

The production of petroleum and gas has been by far the most interesting and

important subject in the economic geology of the State during the last ten years.

Three separate volumes of the Survey reports have been devoted almost exclusively

to it within this period, viz.: Preliminary Report, 1886, Vol VI, 1888, and First

Annual Report, 1890. The development has gone on with unabated vigor since the

publication of the last volume and a rich harvest of facts remains uugarnerecj at

this time, but the exclusive privileges of this subject could not be further continued

without doing injustice to other economic interests. I greatly regret that I have not

been able to follow with proper care and detail the progress of the drill during the

last four years. I also regret that the want of space forbids the introduction of such

of these facts as I have in hand into the present volume.

Two oil fields of considerable importance have been brought to light within

this time, viz.: The Monroe county and the Corning fields.

The Monroe county oil is derived from the I^ogan Conglomerate which is known
in the adjacent Sistersville oil field of West Virginia as the " Big Indian" sand. It

is identical with the salt water rock of Pomeroy, and also with the great salt water

horizon of the Macksburg oil field. Its outcrops constitute the most striking

feature in the scenery of the Hocking Valley from Lancaster to Logan and are also

finely shown in the picturesque gorge of the Licking river between Newark and

Zanesville.

The Corning field derives its oil from the Berea Grit, which is reached in wells

about 1,000 feet in depth. These wells produce a moderate quantity of rather heavy

oil but they seem to show fair vitality.

The principal feature of the last four years in this connection is, however, the

continued development and expansion of the oil production of the Trenton lime-

stone in northwestern Ohio. This production is beyond question the most striking

and surprising fact in the economic geology of the country for the last twenty-five

years. Ten years ago, it would not have been possible to make a more improbable

forecast as to the future oil supply of the country than one which should embody
the results of our present experience. The black swamp of northwestern Ohio is at

this time the leading source of the illuminating oil of the United States and the

source of this oil is found in a lower Silurian limestone.
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The last four years have not given us new oil fields in the Trenton limestone so

much as important extensions of those already discovered. The counties which
were named in the report of 1890 as the chief sources of supply still constitute

our main reliance. The principal generalizations that the opening years of this

development seemed to warrant have been in the main confirmed and established by
the later experience, but a proper study of the newer facts cannot fail to throw im-

portant light on the geological conditions of petroleum accumulation.

At the date of the last report, viz., 1890, many facts were adduced showing the

rapid decline of the wonderful supply of natural gas that several counties of north-

western Ohio were then enjoying, from which decline the speedy extinction of the

supply was inferred, so far as its large use in manufactures was concerned, unless

the unworthy applications and reckless waste that were then going on should be
promptly arrested. These warnings were disregarded; in one or two instances,

they were even resentedj as likely to interfere with enterprises that were under
way.

The event has proved, however, that the facts that were then apparent were
correctly interpreted. The decline went on Steadily. Most of the glass factories

for example, that were brought into the district on the promise of free fuel have

been abandoned or removed. The few that remain are eking out the feeble gas

supply with coal, wood and oil. Pumps have been added to almost all of the pipe

lines, but even with their aid it has proved impossible to maintain an adequate do-

mestic supply for all consumers during the last two winters.

The outcome is indeed a sorry one. Under judicious control, the gas stored

in the Trenton limestone might easily have supplied all northwestern Ohio with the

unspeakable advantages of gaseous fuel for household use for at least a quarter of a

century. Household use is the highest aiid, in reality, the only proper use to which
natural gas can be applied.

It is a relief to be able to name one gas-field in the state that has, in the main,

escaped the prostitution and abuse which all the older fields have suffered. The
Thurston field of Fairfield county deserves this distinction. It has supplied gas in

large amount, to the city of Columbus, for household use, since January, 1890. For
a few months in the summer and autumn of that year, gas was also furnished to

manufacturers in various lines, as iron-working, brick-making, lime-burning and
the production of steam for power, but under these demands, the supply soon gave
unmistakable evidence of being overtaxed. Pressure and volume in the wells and
pipe-lines rapidly fell away, and the large consumers were, one after another, obliged

to return to coal. The pressure continued to fall until domestic use became
dangerous and finally the gas was shut off from the city altogether.

After being closed a few weeks, the wells regained their pressure, but the

company had learned by disastrous experience, that it could not maintain the

domestic supply of the city and at the same time furnish fuel for rolling mills and
brick kilns. Household supply was forthwith resumed and it has not been inter-

rupted for a single hour during the past three and one-half years. The field gives

every indication of maintaining the supply for many years to come. Fully half

the population of Columbus is now enjoying the inexpressible advantages of an
ample and constant supply of gaseous fuel.
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Questions are often asked as to the number and order of the reports of the

Geological Survey of the State under its several organizations. A list of these

publications is given herewith.

Titlt Date.
No.

pages.
No. copies. Geologist in charge.

First Geoi^ogicai, Survey—18:^7-8.

1. First Annual Report
| 1838

2 Second Annual Report
|

1838
134
1^36

5,000

5,000

W. W. Mather.
W. W. Mather.

Second Geoi^ogicai^ Survey— 1869-1888.

3. Report of Progress
4. Report of Progress
5. Report of Progress
6. Geology of Ohio, vol. I, part

II Geology
7. Geology ot Ohio, vol. I, part

II Paleontology
8. Geology of Ohio, vol. 1 1,

part I Geology .'

9. (neology of Ohio, vol. II, part
II, Paleontology

10. Geology of Ohio, vol. Ill,

Geology
11. Geological Atlas of Ohio....

12. Geology of Ohio, vol. IV,
Zoology and Botany

13. Geology of Ohio, vol. V,
Economic Geology

14. Preliminary Report on Pe-
troleum and Inflammable
Gas

15. Geology of Ohio, vol. VI,
Economic Geology

1869
1870
1871

1872

1873

1874

1875

1878
1879

1882

1884

1886

1888

176
568

680

401
49 plates

701

431
59piates

958

1,070

1,124

76

831

14,500
14,500

400

J. S. Newberry
J. S. Newberry
f. S. New^berry

20,000 J. S. Newberry

20,000 J. S. Newberry

20 000 J. S. Newberry

20,000 J. S. Newberry.

20,000

5,000
J. S. Newberry.

J. S. Newberry

20,000 J. S. Newberry

10,000 Edward Orton

2,500 Edw. rd Orton

15,000 Edward Orton

Third Geologicai. Survey—1889-1894.

16. First Annual Report
17. Geology of Ohio, vol. Vli,

parti, Economic Geology.
18. Geology of Ohio, vol. Vil,

(complete.)

1890 323

1893 290

1894 970

10,000 Edward Orton

2,500 Edward Orton

7,500 Edward Orton
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A.l of these volumes have been published bythe State, under the general and

sometimes under the entire control of the State printer. The Geological Atlas

alone, No. 11 of above list, was published by a private firm.

The distribution of the copies of each volume has been made through the

members of the General Assembly by which the publication of the volume was or-

dered, or, in some instances, by the members of the next succeeding General Assem-

bly. Up to the issue of Volume V (No. 13 of the list) the entire editions, after pro-

viding moderate allowances for the geological corps and the State Library, were

distributed pro rata among the members of the Legislature. No opportunity was

afforded for the purchase of copies on the part of tho-e desiring to secure them

and no provision whatever was made for maintaining the sets of those who had re-

ceived the earlier volumes. It is almost incredible that after making the expendi-

tures which the large editions of the earlier volumes necessitated, the volumes

shou'd be scat' ered over the State in such a reckless and wasteful way. Individual

members of the Legislatures would sometimes take pains to distribute their quotas

to those who had the preceding volumes, but such cases have been comparatively

infrequent.

With the issue of Volume V (No. 13) a new policy was inaugurated, to the ex-

tent of placing a cert <in number of copies in the care of the Secretary of State, to

be sold at cost of publ cation. This arrangement has met a real want, as is shown

by the fact that the stocks of all the volumes but the last two are entirely ex-

hausted. There is no State office and no State officer that can furnish at the present

time either a single complete set or any single volume of the other reports, in answer

to the most deserving applicant. Book dealers in the larger cities of the State are in

some instances gathering complete or broken sets of the reports, to meet the de"

mauds. The prices of the volumes range from $1 to |;3.50 per volume. Some of the

volumes cannot now be found in the market, at least in complete form. Voume V
with its maps seems to have been entirely absorbed and Volume VI is but infre-

quently offered. It may prove to the advantage of the State to republish some of

these vol imes, as they hare not, by any means, outlived their usefulness.

It remains for me to make acknowledgment of valuable aid and assistance th .t

I have received in the preparation of the present volume.

The mapping of the coal seams was kindly taken off my hands after I had suf-

fered a disablement which incapacitated me for the necessary fieldwork, by Prof. C.

N. Brown of the Ohio State University. The credit for this entire division of the

report belongs to him and to his assistants. All of the latter displayed great fidel-

ity and diligence, but it is proper that special mention be made of Mr. C. E. Sher-

man, C. E., chief draughtsman; of G. P. Grimsley, Ph. D , who was engaged in field

work for a Icnger time than any other assistant, and of A. F. Foerste, Ph. D., whose

service though brief was of unusually high character, standing as it did for good

training and previous experience in similar lines of work.

To the several railroad companies who have furnished free transportation to

tlie officers of the Geological Survey for all or portions of the time in which the work

of preparation of volume VII has been going forward, cordial thanks are hereby

tendered. The aid so rendered has been of great advantage to the State, helping

out the narrow appropriations with which the Survey has been carried forward.

To Mr. W. K. Moorehead, Curator of Archaeology in Ohio State University,

thanks are due for the generous loan of his map of Fort Ancient, w^hich accompanies

Chapter I of Part II.

To Hon. Leo. Hirsch, Supervisor of State Printing, I am under great obligations.

He contributed all the assistance possible in every stage of the publication, and it is

through his skillful administration that so large and varied a volume is issued at so

small a cost to the State.
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For the typographical errors in two of the chapters, their authors, viz., Prof. R.

P. Whitfield and Edward Orton, Jr., must not be held accountable, as it was not

practicable to give them the opportunity of reading their own proof.

Many defectfs and errors, typographical and otherwise, I recognize, but in exten-

uation, I may urge that the preparation and publication of the volume have been

attended with some peculiar disadvantages, which it is not necessary to explain. In

view of the facts, I bespeak the lenient judgment of the reader. E. O
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GEOLOGY OF OHIO.

OH^?%.I^a:'JB>I^ I.

GEOLOGICAL SCALE AND GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF

OHIO.

By Prof. Edward Orton.

Owing to the mode of divStribution of the volumes of the Ohio Geo-

logical Reports, viz: through the members of the successive legislatures

that order the publication of the successive volumes, it becomes neces-

sary to introduce each volume as it appears, with a brief review of the

geological column of the state, in order to make it certain that the state-

ments which are to follow will be properjy understood by those into

whose hands the volume may fall. It is never safe to assume that those

who receive one volume have any knowledge of or any means of obtain-

ing any other volume of the series.

The geological scale of Ohio comprises strata, named in ascending

order, of Lower Silurian, Upper Silurian, Devonian, Sub-carboniferous

and Carboniferous age, and also a series of deposits of the Glacial period.

The principal divisions are shown in the following table. The thickness

that is assigned to each of the elements is not necessarily the average

thickness of the various exposures.. In some cases the more common
measure is given; in others it is counted better to indicate the thickness

of some of the best known exposures. In the text, the limits of each
formation will be more definitely stated:

The geological order herewith described is further represented in the

accompanying diagram. A brief review of each of these divisions will

be made in the succeeding pages of the present chapter.
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18. Glacial drift to 550 feet. I ^ ^
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17. Upper Barren Coal Measures 500
16. Upper Productive Coal Measures 200
15. Ivower Barren Coal Measures 500
14. Ivower Productive Coal Measures 250
13. Conglomerate Group 25'J '' j

12. Sub-carboniferous limestone, Maxville, Newtonville, etc., 25

f lie Logan Group 0-350. ^ 50O

I

lid Cuyahoga Shale, 150-450.
|
500^ )

11. Waverly Group { lie Berea Shale 20-50. } to
[

500

I

lib Berea Grit 5-160.
|

800^ j

I la Bedford Shale 50-150. )

I
10c Cleveland Shale. )

10. Ohio Shale. \ 10b Erie Shale. V 250 to 8,000 feet... 300

[ 10a Huron Shale. j

9. Hamilton Shale ( Olentangy Shale ? )

8. Devonian Limestone, Upper Helderberg or Corniferous,
including West Jefferson sandstone

7. Lower Helderberg limestone, or Waterlime, including Syl-
vania sandstone, 50 to 600 feet ,

6d Hillsboro sandstone
6c Guelph or Cedarville limestone,50-200,
6b Niagara limestone

I

6a Niagara Shale, including Dayton linie-

t stone, 5 to 100
5. Clinton Group, in outcrop, 20 to 75 feet; under cover, 75 to 150.

4. Medina shale, in outcrop, 25^; under cover, 50 to 150

3. Hudson River Group, 300^ to 750^

2. Utica Shale, not seen in outcrop, but 300 feet thick under
cover in northern Ohio

1. Trenton limestone, seen only in Pt. Pleasant quarries, if at

all, in the state

6. Niagara Group.
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The Trenton Limestonk.

The Trenton limestone is one of the most important of the older for-

mations of the continent. It is the most widespread limestone of the

general scale of the country. It extends from New England to the

Rocky Mountains, and from the islands north of Hudson's Bay to the

southern extremity of the Allegheny Mountains in Alabama and Georgia.

Throughout the vast region it is found exposed in innumerable out-

crops. As it decays, it gives rise to limestone soils which are sometimes

of remarkable fertility; as, for example, those of the famous Blue Grass

region of central Kentucky, which are derived from it. It is worked for

building stone in hundreds of quarries, and it is also burned into lime

and broken into road metal on a large scale throughout the regions w^here

it occurs.

But widespread as are its exposures in outcrop, it has a still wider

extension under cover. It is known to make the floor of entire states, in

which it does not reach the surface in a single point.

It takes its name from a picturesque and well known locality in

Trenton township, Oneida county, New York. The small river, known
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as West Canada Creek, makes a rapid descent in this township, from the

Adirondack uplands to the Mohawk Valley, falling three hundred feet in

two miles, by a series of cascades. These cascades have long been

known as the Trenton Falls, and the limestone which forms them was
appropriately named, by the New York geologists, the Trenton limestone.

The formation, as seen at the original locality, is a dark blue, almost

black, limestone, lying in massive and even beds, which are sometimes
separated by thin layers of black shale. But it is to be noted that a few
feet of its uppermost beds consist of crinoidal limestone of great

purity of composition. Both limestone and shale contain excellently

preserved fossils of Lower Silurian age. By means of these fossils, and
also by its stratigraphical order, the limestone is followed with periect

distinctness from Trenton Falls to every point in the compass. It is

changed to some extent in color and composition, as it is followed in

different directions, but there is seldom a question possible as to its iden-

tity. The Trenton limestone forms several of the largest islands, in

whole or in part, in the northern portion of Lake Huron, as the Mani-

toulin islands. From this region it dips, under cover of the lake and
also of higher formations, to the southward; but it is found rising again
In outcrop in the valley of the Kentucky River, near Frankfort, and pos-

sibly, also, at a single point wnthin the limits of the state ot Ohio, viz.:

in the quarries of Point Pleasant, which are located in the valley of the

Ohio River, in Clermont county, twenty miles above Cincinnati. The
Point Pleasant beds have a thickness of about fifty feet. This outcrop

of rock was definitely referred to the Trenton horizon, apparently on
stratigraphical grounds, by the late W. M. Linney, of the Kentucky Ge-

ological Survey, a number of years ago ; and in the course of the explo

rations of our underground geological structure, which followed the

search for oil and gas in western Ohio, the indications seemed to point to

the correctness ot Mr. Linney's conclusion, and the Point Pleasant beds

have been counted Trenton limestone in several of the last volumes of

the Geological Survey. This determination has, however, lately been
called in question by Mr. Joseph F. James, of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, who bases his argument on paleontological grounds. Mr. James
holds that it is impossible to separate the Point Pleasant beds from the

overlying series, which are referred to the Hudson River age. It is not

safe to affirm positively that the determination made by Mr. Linney, and
supported by the facts brought to light in the Ohio reports, is beyond
question ; but it still seems probable that this is the true interpretation.

Th - fossils of the Trenton limestone and of the Hudson River group are

identical to a considerable extent.

The thickness of the Trenton limestone proper, as it appears in out-

crop in the rocks of central Kentucky, is given by the geologists of that

state as one hundred and seventy-five feet. It is immediately underlaid,

in this region, by two other limestones, viz.: the Birdseye and Chazy,
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which have a thickness respectively of one hundred and thirty and three

hundred feet, the entire set of unbroken limestones, beginning with the

Trenton, and including the two formations above named, being thus

about six hundred feet in thickness.

It is altogether probable that these three limestones constitute the

soHd mass which the drill has so often penetrated in Ohio within the last

few years to a depth of five or six hundred feet. The formations, which
the geologists separates when they rise to the surface, are counted by the

driller as a single limestone, for which he needs no other name than that

with which he begins, viz.: Trenton. The several divisions, however,

are found to vary somew^hat in grain, in color and in chemical composi-

tion as well as in the fossils they contain.

Below this great limestone mass a sandstone, more or less calcareous,

is reported in many of our deep wells. This is probably on the horizon

of the St. Peter's sandstone of the northwest and very likely deserves to

be called by this name. It is forty to sixty feet thick, as generally re-

ported, and is charged with the rank salt and sulphur water which is

known in Kentucky as Blue Lick water. It must, however, be ac-

knowledged that water of quite similar composition is sometimes found

in or between the limestone beds above named as well as in the under-

lying stratum.

Still deeper, impure magnesian limestones are found, at least in the

Ohio series, for the next one thousand feet of descent. This was well

shown in the deep wells of Springfield and Dayton. These beds must

be referred to the Calcilerous period of the general scale, so far as, at least,

as their uppermost portions are concerned.

To the question so often asked, and to which a sharp and exact

answer is expected, "How thick is the Trenton limestone?" it is thus

seen that it is not only not easy, but not even pOvSsible to give such an

answer, on account of the ambiguity of the term as it is popularly used.

The interest of the question, however, is practical, and centers in those

portions of the limestone that yield gas and oil. Restricting the scope

of the question to this point of view, it can be stated that no part of

the Trenton limestone, more than a hundred feet below its uppermost

surface, has thus far proved productive of either gas or oil, in the large way.

2. Thk Utica Shale.

The immediate cover of the Trenton limestone in the locality from

which the latter derives its name, is a well-known stratum of black shale,

three hundred to seven hundred teet in thickness, and, possibly, in por-

tions of eastern New York, much thicker than the maximum above given.

This conspicuous stratum received from the New York geologists the

name of Utica shale, from the fact that very many outcrops of it occur in

the vicinity of the city of Utica. This bed of slack shale has proved to

be very persistent and wide-spread. It must be acknowledged, however,
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that it is not as well characterized by definite forms of life as most of the

strata that receive independent names in the geological scale. It is every-

where, but sparingly fossiliferous ; but while only a few of the forms that

t contains are found exclusively in this series of deposits, there are still

enough, when taken in connection with the litkological characteristics of

the shale, to establish and maintain its identity.

The first of the deep wells that was drilled in Findlay revealed, at a

depth of eight hundred feet, a stratum of black shale, the fragments of

which, brought up by the driller or by explosion of nitro-glycerine in the

oil rock, contained what may be styled the most characteristic fossils of

the Utica shale of New York, and the black shale eight hundred feet be-

low the surlace in northwestern Ohio, was thus positively identified with

the Utica shale of central New York. This bed of shale, as proved by
the driller, in Ohio has the normal thickness of the formation in New
York, viz. : 300 feet, and, taken in connection with the other elements in-

volved, it extended and continued the New York series into the under-

ground geology of northern Ohio in the most unexpected and at the same
time in the most satisfactory way.

The Utica shale thus discovered and defined is a constant element in

the northwestern portion of the state. Its upper boundary is not always

perfectly distinct, as the Hudson river shale that overlies it sometimes

graduates into it in color and appearance. But as a rule the driller, with-

out any geological prepossessions whatever, would divide the well section

in his record so as to show about three hundred feet of black shale at the

bottom of the column, or immediately overlying the Trenton limestone.

This stratum holds its own as far as the southern central counties. In

the wells of Springfield, Urbana and Piqua a dark-colored stratum is

found in undiminished thickness, but apparently somewhat more calca-

reous in composition than in the locality where it was discovered. From
these points southward, according to the somewhat scanty facts that

have been secured, the formation thins rapidly until it is apparently re-

placed by dark-colored limestone bands, known as "pepper and salt rock"

by the driller. No great falling off in black shale appears in the

Dayton wells ; but at Middletown a sharp boundary between gray shale

three hundred and ten feet thick (Hudson river), and black shale one

hundred feet thick (Utica), the latter directly overlying the Trenton
limestone, was reported by a driller whose observations seemed entitled

to confidence. The black shale was reported still further reduced in the

wells at Hamilton and from that point southward it was not distinctly

recognizable. From these and similar facts it appears that the Utica

shale is much reduced and altered as it approaches the Ohio Valley, and

is finally lost by overlap of the Hudson river shale in this portion of the

state and to the southward.

The identification of the Utica shale as a distinct stratum in the

lower beds of the series exposed at and near Cincinnati, which has been
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made by some geologists, is counted doubtful, to <ay the least, in view of

the facts given above.

3. The Hudson River Group.

The very important and interesting series now to be described ap-

pears in mOvSt of the previous reports of the State Geological Survey

under another name, viz.—the Cincinnati group. It is unnecessary to

review here the long discussions pertaining to the age of this series, or

the grounds on which the change in the name by which it is known has

been based. Suffice it to sa}^ that the change has appeared necessary to

many geologists on paleontological grounds, solely. But for those who
have not been convinced by the statements in regard to this subject, a

sure ground for the change has been found in the recent discoveries in

our underground geology, by which it appears that the Hudson River

series of New^ York can be followed almost continuously, and with but

little change in its general character, Irom the eastward into the state of

Ohio, and thus to the outcrops of the iormation in the southwestern por-

tion ot the state.

The Hudson River group in southwestern Ohio consists of alternat-

ing beds of limestone and shale, the latter of which is generally known
as blue clay, but which was called in the earliest accounts of our geology,

marlite. The proportions of lime and shale vary greatly in different

parts of the series. The largest percentage of shale occurs in the two

hundred and fifty feet of the series that begin fifty or seventy-five feet

above low^ water in Cincinnati. The entire thickness of the series in

this proportion of the state is about seven hundred and fifty feet.

The division that has been proposed and adopted in the previous

reports of the Survey into an upper and a lower series, seems natural and

convenient, and accordingly likely to be maintained. The lower is

designated in the reports as the Cincinnati division and the upper as the

Lebanon division. The Cincinnati division has a thickness ot four hun-

dred and twenty-five to four hundred and fifty feet, and the Lebanon
division a thickness of about three hundred feet. The divisions are

separated on both paleontological and stratigraphical grounds. Both of

them abound in exquisitely preserved fossils of Lower Silurian time; and

in fact the hills of Cincinnati and the vicinity have become classical

ground to the geologists of the world on this- account.

As the series takes cover to the northward and eastward it retains

for some distance the characteristics already described ; but as it is fol-

lowed further it becomes less calcareous The limestone courses are

thinner and fewer in number, and inasmuch as they resist or delay the

drill but little in its descent, the entire series comes to be counted shale.

One other fact must be noted in this direction. The shale at certain

points, and especially on the western border in the northern portion of

the state, as noted in the previous section, grows dark in color, so that

the boundary between the Hudson River and the underlying Utica divi-
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pass with the driller as black shale. The Hudson shales are thin in this

northwestern corner of the state, the entire measure running as low as

three hundred leet, or even less. It seems probably, in view of this and

other facts, that they were lain down in a sea that grew shallow in that

direction, viz , the west. At least, there was a perceptibly smaller amount
o: the fine sediments of which the formation consists brought in as we fol-

low it in this direction. To the eastward the greenish blue shales already

named are always found, and the series also thickens considerably in this

direction. The Hudson river shales are everywhere fossiliferous, as the

fragments of corals and shells brought up in the drillings abundant

testify. Some of the fossils are identifiable in the fragments brought to

the surface by the driller.

The Hudson River group occupies in its outcrop, about lour thousand

square miles in southwestern Ohio, but it is doubtless coextensive with

the limits of the state, though under very deep cover in large part. The
shales of the series in in southwestern Ohio contain large quantities o^

phosphates and alkalies, and the soils to which they give rise are pro-

verbial for their fertility.

The presence of these fined-grained and impervious shales in so many
separate layers forbids the free descent of water through the formation.

In its outcrops, consequently, the Hmison River shales have no water sup-

ply, and, as found by the driller, they are almost universally dry. The
shales give rise to frequent "blowers" or short-lived accumulations of

high-pressure gas when struck by the drill, as is found in the experience

of many towns ot western Ohio within the last few years, and it also

yields considerable amounts of low-pressure shale gas at many points in

the state, some of which have proved fairly durable.

4. The Medina Shale.

A stratum of non fossiliferous shale, generally red or yellow in color,

and having a thickness of ten to forty feet, directly overlies the upper-

most beds of the Hudson River group at many points of outcrop in

southwestern Ohio. From its stratigraphical position, these beds were

referred to the Medina age in the reports of the Geological Survey for

1869, but the identification was considered as grobable, rather than cer-

tain. The occurrence of fifty to one hundred and fifty feet of red shale

in the deep borings that have recently been carried forward in northern

Ohio, at exactly the place in the general scale where the Medina forma-

tion should be looked for, and so much nearer to the outcrops of the

formation, that its continuity with these was hardly to be questioned

>

this fact, taken in connection with the occurrence of like beds of red shale

holding the same relative position in all the deep borings in the central

portions of the state, gives full warrant for counting the Medina epoch

duly represented in the outcropping strata of southwestern Ohio, accord-

ing to the determination above named. It occurs here only in included sec-

tions, its thin and easily eroded beds never being iound as surface
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formations for large areas. There is good reason to believe that the

Medina formation is coextensive with the limits of the state, except in

the regions from which it has already been removed by erosion.

The red color of the shales is persistent, but there are some well

records in which this color does not appear. This is especially true in

Allen county, and to the westward and northwestward from Lima. Blue

shales alternate with the red in the eastern sections. In the western they

replace the latter. Thin beds of sandstone are found in the Medinai

especially to the westward. Small pebbles occur in some of these beds.

5. The Clinton Limestone.

The Clinton group of New York appears as a surface formation in

Ohio only in the area already named. It forms a fringe or margin of the

Cincinnati group through ten counties, rising above the soft and easily

eroded rocks of this series, and of the previously named Medina shale, in a

conspicuous terrace. It is everywhere a well-characterized limestone

stratum. The stone is highly crystalline in structure, and is susceptible

of a good polish. In some localities it is known as a marble. A consid-

erable part of it, and especially the upper beds, are almost wholly made

up of crinoidal fragments. In thickness it ranges between ten and fifty

feet. Its prevailing colors are white, pink, red, yellow, gray and blue.

At a few points it is replaced by the peculiar form of hematite ore that is

elsewhere so characteristic of the formation. The ore is generally too

lean and uncertain to possess economic value, but it was once worked for

a short time and in a small way in a furnace on Todd's Fork, near Wil-

mington, Clinton county.

The limestone contains throughout most of its outcrops a notable

quantity of indigenous petroleum, but the only valuable accumulations

of oil and gas that have been found in it thus far have been brought to

our knowledge since 1885. It is the source of the low pressure gas of

Fremont (upper vein), and also of the important supplies at Lancaster,

Newark and Hadley Junction. In a few instances it has proved itself an

oil rock. Wells drilled to this horizon have in a few instances yielded

twenty to thirtybarrels a day, the supply being continued for several months.

Under hervy cover, and particularly in the new gas fields named
above, beds of sharp sandstone are sometimes interstratified with the

limestones. The main reservoir of the Lancaster gas is in fact a sandstone.

In outcrop the stratum is porous, as a rule, and the water that falls

upon its uncovered portions sinks rapidly through them to the under-

lying shale (Medina), by which it is turned out in a well-marked line of

strong springs.

In composition the limestone in its outcrops in southern Ohio is

fairly constant. All its most characteristic portions contain eighty to

eighty-five per cent, of carbonate of lime, and ten to fifteen per cent, of

carbonate of magnesia. At a few points, however, and notably at

Brown's quarries near New Carlisle, Clarke county, it appears as the
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sion is somewhat obscure. The entire interval in such instances may
purest carbonate of lime in the state. Under cover to the northward it is

found more magnesian in composition, being indistinguishable from the

Niagara that overlies it. It also becomes shaly and changeable in char-

acter at many points, but in this respect it is growing more like the

formation as found in western New York. As it becomes shaly the

thickness of the series is much increased.

It is everywhere uneven in its bedding in its outcrops, being in

striking contrast in this respect to the formations below it and also above
it. The beds are markedly lenticular in shape, and extend but a few leet

in any direction. They seldom rise to two feet in thickness.

The uneven bedding, the crystalline and crinoidal characters, the

high colors, and particularly the red bands, taken in connection with the

chemical composition, combine to make the Clinton limestone an exceed-

ingly well-marked stratum throughout southwestern Ohio, and from the

hints yielded by the drill in northwestern Ohio, it seems to have much
the same character there. It becomes more shaly and much thicker to

the eastward. Throughout the northern central and central portions of

the state it carries bands of red shale universally.

The fossils of the formation by which it is most definitely character-

ized will be found described in a subsequent chapter of this report.

The Clinton limestone is directly followed at a number of points in

the territory occupied by it in outcrop, by a bed of very fine-grained

bluish-white clay containing many fossils distribute4 through it, the

fossils being crystalline and apparently composed of pure carbonate of

lime. Some of them are characteristic of the formation elsewhere, while

others are known only in this bed. A similar bed of white clay is

reported at the same horizon by the drillers in northern Ohio, and the

drillings show the presence of fossils of the same characters. This clay

seam can be appropriately designated as the Clinton clay, but it merges
into and is indistinguishable from the lowest element in the overlying

group. It has been named by Mr. Foerste the Beavertown marl. The
Clinton, in its outcrops, is entirely confined to the southwestern part of

the state.

t>. The Niagara Group.

The Clinton limestone is followed in ascending order by the Niagara

group, a series of shales and limestones that has considerable thickness

in its outcrops, and that occupies not less than thirteen thousand square

miles of territory in Ohio as a surface rock.

The lowest member is the Niagara shale, a mass of light colored

clays with many thin calcareous bands. It has a thickness of one hun-
dred feet in Adams county, but it is reduced rapidly as it is followed

northward, and in Clark and Montgomery counties it is not more than

ten to fifteen feet thick. Still further to the northward, as appears from
the records of recent drillings, the shale sometimes disappears entirely

;
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but in the great majority of wells, especially in Hancock and Wood
counties, it is a constant element, ranging from five to thirty feet. The
gas wells are often cased in this shale, but a risk is always taken in doing

so, as water is liable to be found in the underlying Clinton rocks.

In Montgomery, Miami and Greene counties the shale contains, in

places, a very valuable building stone, which is widely known as the

Dayton stone. It is a highly crystalline, compact and strong stone,

lying in even beds of various thickness, and is in every way adapted to

the highest architectural uses. It carries about ninety-two per cent, of

carbonate of lime. The Niagara shale, as a rule, is quite poor in fossils.

It is apparently destitute of them in many of its exposures ; but there

are still parts of the state in which it contains a considerable fauna.

The best phases of it, in this point of view, are found in Highland

county, south of Hillsboro.

The limestone that succeeds the shale is an even-bedded, blue or

drab magnesian stone, well adapted at many points to quarrying pur-

poses. It contains many characteristic fossils of Niagara age. It is

known in Ohio by various local names, derived from the points where it

is quarried. There are several . subdivisions of it that are unequally

developed in different portions of the state. Like the shale below it,

this member is thickest in southern Ohio. It cannot be recognized as a

distinct element in the northern part of the state, either in outcrop or in

drillings. It may be that its horizon is not reached in any natural ex-

posures of the formation in this part of the state.

The uppermost division of the formation is the Guelph limestone,

which differs very noticeably in several points from the Niagara lime-

stone proper. It obtains its name from a locality in Canada, where it

was first studied and described. It has a maximum thickness in south-

ern Ohio of two hundred feet. It differs from the underlying limestone

in structure, composition and fossils. It is either massive or very thin-

bedded, rarely furnishing a building stone. It is porous to an unusual

extent. It is generally very light in color, and is, everywhere in the

state, nearly a typical dolomite in composition. It yields lime of great

excellence for the mason's use. It is exceedingly rich in fossils, contain-

ing a large number that is thoroughly characteristic.

Unlike the previously named divisions of the Niagara, the Guelph

limestone is as well developed in northern as in southern Ohio in all

respects. Not more than forty feet of it are found in its outcrops there,

but the drill has shown several times this amount of Niagara limestone,

without giving us, however, the data needed for referring the beds trav-

ersed to their proper subdivisions. What facts there are seem to point

to the Guelph as the main element in this underground development of

this formation in this portion of the state.

The Hillsboro sandstone is the last element in the Niagara group.

It is found in but few localities, and its reference to the Niagara series in

its entirety is not beyond question. In Highland count}^ it has a thick-
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ness of thirty feet in several sections. It is composed of very pure,

even-grained, sharp silicious sand. Other deposits of precisely the same
character are found in the two next higher limestones of the scale at

several points in the state. One of these deposits is interstratified with

the Waterlime in Scioto, Wood and Lucas counties, and others are im-

bedded in the Corniferous limestones of central Ohio. The latter have

been referred to the Oriskany period, but, strictly speaking, this reler-

ence is inadmissible, inasmuch as normal Corniferous limestone with its

most characteristic fossils is found below as well as above the sandstone.

The subject will be further considered on a succeeding page.

The Hillsboro sandstone is sometimes built up above all the beds of

the upper Niagara limestone, but again, it is, at times, interstratified

with the beds of the Guelph division. In the latter case it is itself fossil

iferous, but when found alone it seems destitute of all traces of life.

These sandstones in the limestone formations suggest in their peculiari-

ties a 'common origin. They all contain many unworn and nearly perfect

crystals, and sometimes seem to be mainly composed of the same. Their

occurrence in outcrops becomes a matter of interest to us, now that yve are

called to interpret the varied records of deep drillings throughout the

state. What would otherwise be altogether anomalous sections may be

rendered intelligible by the known presence of such elements in the

scale.

TAe Salina Group.

This group has appeared in all the recent tabular sections of the

rocks of the "state, but in the light of facts obtained within the last four

years, it can no longer be counted a distinct or recognizable element in

the Ohio scale. Newberry gave it the place which it has held in the

column, and assigned to it a thickness of forty feet. To it he referred

the plaster beds of the Ottawa county peninsula, and certain impure

limestones of Put-in-Bay Island. He also recorded the disappearance of

what he counted the same stratum a few miles south of the lake shore,

in a shaly bed that rests immediately upon the Niagara limestone.

The identifications are, however, incompatible. The limestones of

Put-in-Bay and the plaster beds of the peninsula do not directly overlie

the Niagara limestone as represented, but on the contrary are separated

from it by several hundred feet of the brown, even-bedded, sparingly fos-

siliferous magnesian limestone that we call the Lower Helderbetg lime-

stone or the Waterlime. In other words, the plaster beds of Gypsum are

buried in the middle, or above the middle of this great sheet of limestone,

instead of being planted at its base. The reference of this formation to

the Salina was rendered probable at the time from the fact that all the

gypsiferous formations of New York were then counted of Salina age. It

has since been proved, however, that gypsum is also contained in the

Waterlime of central New York, and it is in like situations that the Ohio
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quarries are found. There is nothing to excite surprise in these new
facts, for both gypsum and salt are the products of geological accidents

and can be found in formations of every age, unless it be the oldest.

Wherever, by warping of the crust, bodies of seawater have been exposed

to evaporation these products are bound to appear.

The Salina period is an important one in the New York scale, a

thousand feet of deposits being credited to it, and there are probably

some deposits in Ohio that are contemporaneous with it in age

;

but it cannot be the gypsum-bearing beds of Ottawa county that

held this place, unless the formation is made to take in at least one half

of the entire series that we now call Lower Helderberg or Waterlime.

This gypsiferous series proves to be of considerable thickness and to be

wide-spread. It is struck in scores of walls that have been recently

drilled in northern and central Ohio. In Sandusky, gypsum was found

in quite pure and thick beds, through several hundred feet of the strata

through which the drill passed, and m the deep wells of Cleveland; Wads-

worth and Akron both rock salt and gypsum are found in large and

economically important deposits. The salt beds of Cleveland are found

at a depth of about two thousand feet below the surface of the lake, in

the latter named stations at a depth of two thousand six hundred and

fifty to two thousand eight hundred feet below the surface. Small

deposits of gypsum have also been found in the deep we;lls of Columbus,

Newark and many other towns in this same association.

The reference of distinct portions of our geological scale to the

Salina period must be discarded for the present, at least, on the grounds

that have now been given.

7. The Lower Helderberg or Waterlime Formation.

The interval that exists between the Niagara and the Devonian

limestones is occupied in Ohio by a very important formation. This

formation was first separated from the previously undivided mass of the

Cliff limestone by Newberry in 1869. He found and identified its fossils

and showed by means of them and by the position of the stratum in our

series, that the rocks of this interval are the equivalents in part, at least,

of the Waterlime of the New York scale. The Waterlime of New York

is classed by most geologists with the Lower Helderberg series; but

Hall counts it the upper member of the Salina group of that state, a ref-

erence that seems likely to be ultimately considered the true and

proper one. The name is most unhappily chosen. Strictly applicable

to only an insignificant fraction of the beds of this series in New York,

we are still obliged to apply the designation Waterlime, with its mislead-

ing suggestions to all the deposits of the same age throughout the

country. The name is in fact a type, or representative of a class of

names that ought never to be introduced into science.
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Though the last to be recognized of our several limevStone forma-

tions, the Waterlime occupies a larger area in Ohio than any other, its

principal developtnents being found in the drift covered portions of the

northwestern quarter of the state. It has also a much greater thickness

than any other limestone of the state, its full measure being at least six

hundred feet, or twice the greatest thickness of the Niagara limestone

It can be described as, in the main, a strong, compact, magnesian

limestone, poor, as a rule, in fossils, and often altogether destitute of

them >/or considerable areas, microscopic forms being excepted. It is,

for the most part, drab or brown in color ; but occasionally it becomes

very light-colored, and again it is found dark blue in color. Throughout
much of its extent it is brecciated, the bed seeming to have been broken

into sometimes small and sometimes large angular fragments after their

hardening, and then to have been recemented without further disturbance.

In addition to this, it contains an immense amount of true conglomerate,

the pebbles, many of which are bowlders rather than pebbles, being all

derived from the rocks of the same general age, but frequently dififering in

color from the matrix. A bowlder weighing a ton or more has recently

been found in central Ohio, which was broken from the conglomerate

phase of this formation. The most striking exhibitions of this phase are

found in Lucas county. The surface of many successive layers at numer-

ous points are covered with suncracks, thus furnishing additional proof of

having been formed in shallow water near the edge of the sea. In such

localities the beds are usually quite thin and are also impure in composi-

tion. In these respects, this phase suggests the conditions of the Onon-
daga Salt Group of New York. These features are very characteristic

ones. A rude concretionary structure is also quite distinctive of the beds

of this age. The Waterlime in Ohio everywhere contains petroleum in

small quantity, which is shown by the odor of freshly broken surfaces.

No noteworthy accumulations of oil or gas have thus far been found

within it. At some points it carries considerable asphalt, distributed

through the rocks in shot-like grains, or else in sheets and films. Thin
streaks of carbonaceous matter traversing the rock parallel to its bed
planes are one of the constant marks of the stratum in Ohio It is

generally thin and even in its bedding, but in some localities it contains

massive beds. At some points, as at Greenfield, Highland county, it is

remarkable for its evenness, and great value is given to the formation on
this account, when combined with other qualities already named. It is

frequently a pure dolomite in composition and accordingly it yields mag-
nesian lime of high quality and is extensively burned in the state, rival-

ing in this respect the Guelph beds of the Niagara. In southern Ohio it

has a maximum thickness of one hutidred feet, and here it reaches its

highest quality in all respects; but in central and northern Ohio it attains

the great thickness previously reported. There also, it contains several
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distinct types of limestone rock. A considerable part of it is very tough,

strong, dark blue limestone, while other portions are white, porous and
soft.

This formation has a great extension throughout the peninsula and
the islands of northern Michigan. It constitutes the greater mass of

the island of Mackinac and is also found carrying beds of gypsum and
possibly salt in the mainland of St. Ignace and northward. In Macki-
nac Island the concretionary, conglomeritic and brecciated phases are

very strikingly shown. It no doubt underlies all the lower peninsula.

The line of junction between the Niagara and Waterlime is some-
times obscure and no means are at hand for drawing sharp lines of divi-

sion.

All that has been thus far said applies mainly to the formation as

found in outcrop ; but well-reamings brought up from considerable

depths at various points in the state render it certain that the principal

features now given mark the formation below ground as well as above.

There is no reason to doubt that the Waterlime has as wide a distribution

in the subterranean geology of Ohio as the formations already described.

It is to be found in every part of the state in which it is due.

The formation has come into new prominence, through the revela-

tions of the drill, within the last few years. In regard to no other ele-

ment of the series have the geologists been so wide of mark as in

regard to the Lower Helderberg formation. What belongs to it was
taken from it and given to a stratum that has no existence in the state

;

and it was credited with but one-sixth of its real thickness. Its out-

crops ought to have shown that it has a much greater thickness than

was assigned to it, since they cover several scores of miles in an east and
west line. A large amount of additional investigation is demanded to

put it in order, and to secure such a mastery of it as to be able to

determine from an inspection of any outcrop what place it holds in the

general series, will be a valuable service to the geology of the state.

Winchell established, approximately, one horizon in it which promises

to be of some service, namely, the horizon of the Tymochtee Slate, a bed
of dark blue slaty limestone that is found in outcrop in the valley of

Tymochtee Creek near Carey, Wyandot county. It is below the middle

of the formation and probably within one hundred to two hundred feet

of the Niagara limestone. A few other facts can be added that bear upon
the same point. The excessively hard and strong dark blue pure lime-

stone of Allen, Hardin and Hancock counties and some adjoining

regions, which often has its surface conspicuously marked with sun-

cracks, belongs to the middle portion of the formation, but probably

above, rather than below the middle.

The purity of the limestone renders it easily soluble in atmospheric

water, and more than any other lime of the state it gives rise to subter-

ranean water courses. The most striking example in this line is to be
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found in the Castalia Springs of Erie county. The Castalia Springs are,

in reality, the point of exit of a large volume of under-ground drainage.

For fifty to seventy-five miles to the southward there is an entire absence

of surface streams, all the water descending promptly through the joints

of the limestone, which is here covered with but a shallow deposit of

drift.

The lyower Helderberg formation undoubtedly gives rise to the oil

rocks of Petrolia, Canada, and of the immediate vicinity. It unquestion-

ably, also, contains many of the salt deposits of that portion of the

country, which have been in past time referred to the Salina age.

A single other element remains to be inserted in the Lower Helder-

berg column, the interpolation of which, at this point, may occasion sur-

prise to those who are conversant with the older statements in regard to

our geological scale. The element to which reference is here made is

known as the Sylvania sandstone. A remarkable series of deposits of

extremely pure glass sand has long been known in Lucas and Wood
counties of northern Ohio and in adjacent territory in the state of Michi-

gan. The two best known of the Ohio deposits are those of Sylvania and

Monclova, which respectively lie ten miles northwest and west of Toledo.

Other similar deposits are known in Wood county. Since the develop-

ment of the glass industry in northwestern Ohio, following the discovery

of natural gas in that region, these sand deposits have been worked on a

very large scale in meeting the demands of this new interest. The sand

affords a basis for the manufacture of glass of the highest quality. In the

Sylvania quarries the sandstone is found twenty or more feet in thickness,

and resting upon beds of normal Waterlime, which is exposed a few rods

to the eastward. The entire series is sharply inclined here, descending

in almost a due west direction at the rate of one foot in seven. The
rocks overlying the sandstone, as observed in extensive quarries that are

open here, are unmistakable Waterlime, or Lower Helderberg, containing

all the characteristic marks of the formation, including its chemical com-

position, its bedding, its bituminous streaks and its fossils. Further on,

the conglomerate phase of the Waterlime, described on the previous page,

appears. There is nothing in the whole formation more chara;cteristic

than this. At the end of the series, eighty rods to the westward from the

sandstone quarry, a few feet of undoubted Corniferous limestone occur,

rich in the fossils of the formation and true to its chemical composition.

These facts are absolutely decisive as to the age of the sandstone. It lies

at least two hundred feet below the Corniferous limestone.

The Monclova or Holland sandstone apparently holds a like position

in the series to that of the Sylvania sandstone. The Grand Rapids sand-

stone of Wood county probably belongs to the same horizon. Again, it

is presumably the Sylvania sandstone that was reached in the deep wells

of Cleveland and Wadsworth within the last four years, at a depth of

over two thousand feet below the surface and under cover of three hun-
2 G. O.
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dred feet of limestone. At any rate, a sandstone found at this depth
has very much the same character as that from the Sylvania quarries.

That there is another sandstone of character similar to that of the
Sylvania sand, and which is included in the Corniferous limestone, is

beyond question. This formation will be described in the next succeed-
ing section. The Sylvania sand can henceforth be counted an Upper
Silurian sandstone and a part of the Lower Helderberg series.

Whether the sandstone beds of Champaign and Logan counties are

all to be referred to one horizon remains to be determined by further

study. At present such a reference seems very doubtful.

8. The Upper Helderberg Limestone.

All of the limestone of Devonian age of Ohio has been referred by
Newberry to the Corniferous limestone, and this term is in general use
at the present time. It may be questioned whether it is wise to break
in upon this use, but inasmuch as several geologists hold that the

Devonian limestone of Ohio covers more than the simple epoch known
as the Corniferous in New York, a more comprehensive term, viz., the

Upper Helderberg limestone, is on the whole counted decidedly preferable.

A two-Yold division of this series in Ohio is possible and proper, the divi-

sions, being based on both lithology and fossils. The divisions can be
known as the Lower and Upper Corniferous, if the old term is still

maintained in use; or, on geographical grounds, as the Columbus and
Delaware limestones. For the upper division the designation Sandusky
limestone might well be used. In central Ohio, at a few points, there is

a marked contrast between the lower and the upper beds, the latter being
thin and shaly, non-fossiliferous in the main, and interrupted with fre-

quent courses of black flint. This phase is seen at the state quarries

near Columbus. Generally, however, both divisions are calcareous and
fossiliferous, and the differences consist in changes of color and com-
position, in the thickness of the several beds and in the distribution, and
also in the kinds of fossils present. The maximum thickness of the

Upper Helderberg series in Ohio, so far as present records show, is

between seventy-five and one hundred feet.

Included in the lower beds of the limestone there are at many
points, deposits of sharp sand of the same general character as the

deposits that have been already described under the names of Hillsboro

sandstone and Sylvania sandstone. These beds may be known under
the name of the West Jefferson sandstone, one of the localities at which
the sand is found being near this village. This Upper Helderberg sand-

stone is not Oriskany in age. It has nowhere been found to underlie

the Corniferous limestone, but it is always interstratified with the latter,

at least where its place in the series can be fully determined. It attains

a thickness of but few feet at most, and is nowhere worked for economic
uses except upon a very small scale.
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In chemical composition the Corniferous limestone is easily distin-

guished from all that underlie it. It is much less magnesian than the

other members of the Cliff liipestone of Ohio, already described. It is

never a true dolomite in composition, as the Waterlime and Niagara

limestones almost always are. The carbonate of magnesia ranges in it

from two to thirty-five per cent., reaching the latter figure in but few

cases. The composition of the typical, heavy-bedded lower Corniferous

may be taken as seventy per cent, carbonate of lime and twenty-five per

cent, carbonate of magnesia. The higher beds of the Columbus stone,

regularly yield ninety-one to ninety-five per cent, of carbonate of lime.

The upper division, or the Delaware stone, is much less pure in central

Ohio than the lower, a notable percentage of iron and alumina, as well

as silica, generally being contained in it. It is therefore, seldom or

never burned into lime. In northern Ohio, on the contrary, it is often

found a fairly pure limestone.

Both divisions, but particularly the lower one, carry occasional

courses of chert, that detract from the value of the beds in which they

occur. The chert is found in nodules which are easily detached

from the limestone for the most part. In some conditions in which the

chert occurs, fossils are found in it in a remarkably good state of preser-

vation. The percentage of chert and flint in any section would be con-

siderable, and this fact must be borne in mind in the analysis of drillings

from wells that penetrate the formation. The beds of the lower division

are prevailingly light-colored, ranging from whitish to gray, drab and

brown. The upper beds are oftener blue than otherwise.

The beds of the lower division are, as a rule, much thicker than those

of the upper. The lowermost courses are sometimes quite massive. In

the state quarries the thickness of these courses is not less than five feet-

In the upper division the thickness of the several courses seldom reaches

one foot.

Throughout the entire formation Devonian fossils abound in great

variety and in great numbers of individuals. They are often found in an

excellent state of preservation. The oldest vertabrate remains of the Ohio

rooks are found in the Corniferous limestone, a fact which gives special

interest to it. The uppermost beds of the lower or Columbus division is,

in many places, a genuine " bone bed "; the teeth and plates and spines of

ancient fishes, largely of the nearly extinct family of ganoids, constitut-

ing a considerable portion of the substance of the rock. Corals of vari-

ous types are also especially abundant and interesting in this limestone*

In fact, the formation is the most prolific in life of any in the Ohio scale.

At a few points in central Ohio, the upper division is found in a shaly

state and carrying characteristic fossils of the Marcellus slate. This fact

was first noticed in its true significance by Professor Whitfield.
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9. The Olentangy Shale.

At Prout's Station, seven miles south of Sandusky, Dr. Newberry

found fifteen to twenty feet of a highly fossiliferous blue shale, interven-

ing between the Corniferous limestone and the great black shale. The

fossils that he found in this exposure are proved to be all of Hamilton

age, unmingled with those of the underlying Corniferous limestone;

and he accordingly described this stratum, of which there are several

other exposures in the same region, as the only Hamilton formation of

the entire scale of the state.

It seems probable that this blue shale of northern Ohio is the exten-

sion and equivalent of a deposit of shale which Professor N. H. Win-

chell found in Delaware county and which he named the Olentangy.

This stratum is twenty or thirty feet in thickness, is blue in color, cal-

careous in composition, but almost destitute of fossils. Its stratigraph-

ical position is exactly that of Newberry's Hamilton. It is found in

comparatively few sections of three or four counties of central Ohio.

When the rocks of this part of the series are traversed by the drill of

the well-borer, this stratum is likely to be classed with the limestone be-

low, rather than with the black shale above, and, as already suggested,

the incorporation ot this element with the limestone might easily serve

to expand the measurement of the latter by a small amount.

With this formation t-he great limestones of Ohio were completed.

While they are built into the foundations of almost the whole state, they

constitute the surface rocks only in its western .half. The Upper Silu-

rian and Devonian limestones of our scale which were formerly known

collectively as the Cliff limestone, have an aggregate thickness of seven

hundred and fifty to eleven hundred and fifty feet where found under

cover; and though differences exist among them by which it has already

been shown they can be divided into four or more main divisions, there

is still no reason to believe that any marked change occurred in the char-

acter of the seas in which they were formed during the protracted

periods of their growth. The life which these seas contained was slowly

changing from age to age, so that we can recognize three or more distinct

faunas or assemblages of animal life in them.

Differences are also indicated in the several strata, as to the depth

of the water in which they were formed, and as to the conditions

under which the sedimentary matter that enters into them was supplied,

but no marked physical break occurs in the long history. No part of the

entire series indicates more genial conditions of growth than those that

the Devonian limestone, last described, and the latest in order of them
all, shows. It is the purest limestone of Ohio. The formation consists

almost exclusively of the beautifully preserved fragments of the life of

these ancient seas. In particular, the corals and crinoids that make a

large element in many of the beds could only have grown in shallow but

clear water of tropical warmth.
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The change from the calcareous beds of this age to the next succeed-
ing formation is very sharp and well marked, as much so, indeed, as any
change in the Ohio scale.

10. The Ohio Shale.

(Cleveland Shale, Erie Shale, Huron Shale, of Newberry.)

A stratum of shales, several hundred feet in thickness, principally

black or dark brown in color, containing, especially in its lower portions,

a great number of calcareous and ferruginous concretions, many of them
large, and all of them remarkably symmetrical, stretches entirely across

the state, from the Ohio Valley to the shores of Lake Erie, with an out-

crop ranging in breadth between ten and twenty miles. This formation

has constituted one of the most conspicuous and well-known features of

Ohio geology since this subject first began to be studied. It separates the

great limestone series already described, which constitutes the floor of all

of western Ohio, from the Berea grit, which is the first persistent sand-

stone reached in ascending the geological column of the state, and which,
in like manner, may be counted the floor of all of eastern Ohio. By the

geologistsof the first survey it was designated as the Shale Stratum or the

Black Slate, It will be treated in this report under the designation Ohio
Shale, Newberry divided it into three divisions, which he named respec-

tively the Huron, the Erie and the Cleveland shale. He based the

separation of the hitherto undivided mass in part upon the colors of the

proposed divisions, the Cleveland and the Huron being counted black

shales, and the Erie a greenish-blue shale. The names Huron and Erie
were unfortunately chosen, for both are liable to be confounded with cur-

rent names of other geological formations. The name Huron was adopted
from Alexander Winchell, but a very different range was assigned to it

from that which its author originally claimed. Winchell's "Huron
group '* extends, in his own words, from the top of the Devonian lime-

stones, "to the conglomerate above the grit stones of Huron county."

It is thus seen to include Newberry's Huron, Erie, Cleveland and Bed-

ford shales, together with the Berea grit and Cuyahoga shale. It would
have served the interests of geological classification much better to have
replaced the term altogether than to have thus restricted it to a small

fraction of what it was originally made to cover. The name is also likely

to be confounded with the Huronian slates, an older and well established

division of the Canadian system of rocks.

The Erie shale, in like manner, is sure to be confounded with the

Erie clay of the Canada Survey, a name given to an important line of

deposits of the Glacial period. Both the shale and the clay have their

typical exposures in the same localities and their outcrops are not
dissimilar in appearance. It is not, therefore, surprising that the names
should be confused in popular use.
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But aside from these grounds of objection to the particular names

employed, the classification referred to is itself inconsistent with our

present knowledge of the shale formations. We have records by the

score of wells drilled through the shale at many points in northern Ohio

during the last few years, and we have also the results of continued study

of the formation in its outcrops. The facts gathered from both these

lines of investigation, not only fail to confirm the three-fold division

above announced, but they demonstrate the impossibility of applying to

the shale formation any system of classification based upon the color

of the shales; and as for the fossils, they are so sparingly distributed that

they cannot well be used to mark horizons in the formation, aside from

the few that will be mentioned Jater.

10a, The Lower Beds—Huron Shale,

The Huron shale was defined by Newberry as a homogeneous mass

of black, bituminous shale, two hundred to three hundred and fifty feet

in thickness, directly overlying the limestone series already described.

The objection to this definition is that there is no such mass of shale in

Ohio. The formation on which the main statements pertaining to the

Huron rests, and which furnishes nearly all the examples instanced, is

the shale stratum of central and southern Ohio, but this is not merely

the bottom portion of the shale series of northern Ohio. It comprises all

of the elements of the northern section. In other words, the so-called

Huron shale of central Ohio is the full equivalent of the Cleveland, Erie,

Huron shale of northern Ohio. It is not a homogeneous mass of black

shale, as it has been commonly counted, but beds of blue or greenish-blue

shale are frequently interstratified with the prevailing black beds,

especially in the middle portion of the series. The top and bottom of

the column are generally black shale, and the same thing is true in north-

ern Ohio. These facts show the grounds on which the classification now

referred to is based, but the objection to it is that no line of division can

be drawn between the Huron and Erie, or the Erie and Cleveland shales.

The records of many drilled wells in northern Ohio show that alternations

of black and blue shale occur not once only, but scores of times, in the

formation.

10c, The Upper Beds— Cleveland Shale,

The Cleveland shale has a somewhat better chance for survival as a

distinct division than the Erie or Huron. The upper boundary of it is

tolerably distinct, inasmuch as a belt of black shale generally underHes

by fifty to one hundred feet the Berea grit, which is by far the best land-

mark in this part of the scale, the interval being occupied by the Bedford

shale, itself a well characterized formation. In some sections, however,

there is no black shale at the point where the Cleveland shale belongs,
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and in all sections the lower boundary of the formation is likely to be

uncertain, unless the bottom of the first bed of black shale found below

the Berea grit is in every case taken for the bottom of the Cleveland

division. If this is done, the Cleveland shale will be found to stand for

very unequal periods of geological time, as the uppermost black bed has

a considerable range in thickness. It often falls to thirty feet and some-

times extends to two hundred feet. It is probably the larger half of the

great black shale of southern Ohio. It is this element that proves most

persistent in the southerly extension of the black shale. The shale that

covers the Lower Silurian limestone in central Kentucky is the upper or

Cleveland division, as its most characteristic fossils, presently to be named,

prove.

The mineral basis of all these shales, whether black, brown, blue or

red, is essentially one and the same thing, viz., afine-grained clay derived

from the waste of lands. As supplied to the sea basin, it was originally

blue or gray, but a small percentage of peroxide of iron goes a great way

in coloring such deposits red; and in like manner, organic matter in

comparatively small amount gives them a dark or black color. The
organic matter that colors these shales was probably derived in large part,

as Newberry has suggested, from the products of growth and decay of

sea-weeds, by which these seas were covered like the Sargasso seas of

our own day.

These organic matters seem to have accumulated along the shores

and in shallow^ water in greater quantity than in the deeper seas. Hence,

if the section of these shale deposits is taken near the old shore-lines, or

where shallow water occurred, a larger proportion is black than if the

more central areas are examined. The only land of Ohio at this time

was to be found in and along the Cincinnati axis, a low fold that had en-

tered the state from the southward at the close of Lower Silurian time,

and that had been slowly extending itself northwards through the suc-

ceeding ages. Southwestern Ohio was already above water, a low island

in the ancient gulf. But the shales on their western outcrop, where they

are largely black, are exactly equivalent in age to the alternating and

much thicker beds of black and blue shale, the latter being in large

excess, that were forming at this time in the central part of the basin,

viz., in eastern Ohio. The color of the shales is, from this point of view,

an accident, and cannot be safely used as a ground of division. The entire

shale formation that we are considering seems to have been laid down

without physical break or interruption. It must have required an im-

mensely long period for its accumulation. This is shown not only by the

fineness and uniformity of the materials which compose it, and which

could not have been rapidly supplied, and by the great thickness of the

formation in eastern Ohio, but also by the geological equivalent of the

shale in the general column of the country, which furnish even more con-

vincing proof as to its long-continued growth. The Ohio shale, as
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Newberry first proved, is certainly the equivalent in the general scale of

the Genessee slate, the Portage group and the Chemung group, the last

named being itself a formation of great thickness and extent in New
York and Pennsylvania. In other words, the shales of our column fill

the entire interval between the Hamilton proper and the Catskill group,

and in the judgment of some geologists a wider interval even than that

named above. As Newberry was the first to show, the oil sands of

Pennsylvania are banks of pebble rock that are buri d in the eastward

extension of the Ohio shale, but which make no sign within our own
limits.

But while definite boundaries for the division proposed can not be

laid down or applied within the shale formation, the facts that the top and

bottom of the column, on their western out-crops, are prevailingly black,

and that the middle of the series is oftener interrupted with light colored

beds, are important ones in the history of the formation and deserve to be

held in mind. From what has been already stated, it is seen that the com-

position and thickness of the shale series depend upon where it is meas-

ured, whether on the border of the formation or in the interior of the old

sea-basin in which it was formed. On the western border of the shales in

southern Ohio, in Highland county, for example, the interval between the

Upper Silurian limestone, on which the shales here rest by overlap, and

the Berea grit, is three hundred feet. In Ross county the same interv^al

is nearly four hundred feet. From both of the measurements fifty feet

must be deducted for the thickness of the Bedford shale, in order to give

the real thickness of the series now under consideration. In the sections

named the shales are mainly black, although blue beds are still recogiza-

ble in the series. Passing northwards to Crawford county, the series is

found about four hundred and fifty feet thick. In Lorain county, at Elyria,

it is about nine hundred and fifty feet, and at Cleveland, about one thou-

sand three hundred feet thick, while in Tuscarawas county, at Canal Do-

ver, the drill descended through one thousand eight hundred and sixty feet

of alternating beds of blue and black shale without reaching the bottom

of the series, and in the Ohio Valley, at Wellsville, through two thousand

six hundred feet of shales, without reaching bottom. In the last two sec-

tions the blue shales decidedly preponderate, though the separate black

beds can be counted by the score.

The shales are for the most part poor in fossils, except in those of mi-

croscopic size. Banks representing a score or more of feet in vertical

column olten fail to reward a careful search with a single specimen of ver-

tebrate, molluscan or articulate life, and so. far as the unaided eye is con-

cerned, they are almost equally barren of vegetable remains. Occasion-

ally, however, fossiliferous bands are found, the contents of which serve

to determine the geological age and equivalence of the portion of the

series in which they occur.
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A calcareous band near the bottom of the series at Bainbridge, Ross
county, has yielded a few Hamilton fossils. A band of similiar character

near Defiance, and in the same part of the column, yields a few forms in

abundance, but not in a very good state of preservation. Newberry re-

ports from northern Ohio a number of forms that are counted character

istic of the Portage group of New York.

The great black shale of the mountains of Virginia, which has gen-

erally been recognized as of Hamilton age, is the equivalent of the for-

mation which we are now describing, and carries some of the same fossils

that are alluded to in the preceding paragraph.

The Erie shale of Newberry, embracing the central and most of the

tipper portion of the shale column, has yielded a somewhat larger list of

fossils at a few points in northern Ohio, from which the age of the beds is

shown to be Chemung, a determination of great importance in Ohio geol-'

-ogy. In higher beds of the same blue shale there are found at a few

points forms that are referred to as the Sub-carboniferous. Counting this

the boundary line between the Devonian and Sub-carboniferous, Newberry
took what he deemed the first identifiable horizon above as the base of the

last named division, and accordingly drew the line at the base of the so-

<:alled Cleveland shale. This boundary is not a definite one, as subsequent

investigations have shown, but the top of the upper black or Cleveland

shale would answer fairly well for this purpose. It is the first stratigraphi-

cal mark that has any claims to persistency above the beds that hold the

fossils already named. The fossils of the black shale proper offer no
serious difficult}^ in the way of extending Devonian time to the upper limit

of the stratum, and this boundary is consequently assumed as the only

-one that can be made practically serviceable.

The Cleveland shale, limiting the term to the highest bed of black

shale in the series, and which is about fifty feet thick at various points

near Cleveland, contains a few fossils, most of which are quite small, but

the most striking and remarkable fossils at once of the shale formation

and of the entire scale of Ohio, remain to be named. They are the great

fishes which have been described under several genera and species, by
Newberry and later by Claypole. Some of them belong to the basal beds

of the black shale, and others, including the largest, are found near the

summit. The first of the series were found at the centers of the great

concretions that have been already named as characteristic of the forma-

tion. The latter are also found in the uppermost beds of the formation

in central and southern Ohio, and also in Kentucky, proving the age of

the latter to be the same as that of the upper beds of northern Ohio.

Brief mention must be made of the vegetable fossils of the shales.

Fossil wood, derived from trees allied to the pine, is quite common in the

lower beds (Huron). The wood is often silicified and the original struc-

ture is in such cases admirably preserved. This wood is sometimes found,

like the fish remains already noted, at the hearts of the concretions, but
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occasionally large sized blocks are found free in the shale. On account

of its enduring nature it is often found in those beds of glacial drift that

were derived largely from the destruction of the shales.

Strap-shaped leaves are occasionally found upon the surfaces of the

shale layers. Sometimes they form thin layers of bright coal which de-

ceive the ignorant. Fossil rushes, of the genus Calamites, are also occa-

sionally met with.

But the forms already named are of small account, so far as quantity

is concerned, when compared with certain microscopic fossils that are,,

with little doubt, of vegetable origin, and which are accumulated in large

amount throughout the black beds of the entire shale formation, compos^

ing, sometimes a notable percentage of the substance of the rock, and ap-

parently giving origin, to an important extent, to the bituminous charac-

ter of the beds.

The leading forms of these microscopic fossils are translucent, resin-

ous discs, ranging in long diameter from one-thirtieth to one-two-hun-

dredth of an inch. Several varieties have already been noted, depending

upon the size, particular shape and surface markings of these bodies.

They were first discovered by Mr. B. W. Thomas, an expert micro-

scopist, in the water supply of Chicago, which is derived from Lake
Michigan, and Mr. Thomas afterwards learned that they were washed by
the water from the bowlder clays that compose the banks and bottom of

the lake. He found the discs present in fragments of black shale, and
also free in the clay which was derived from the comminution of the shalc

They were afterwards re-discovered in the black shale of Kettle Point-

Lake Huron, by Sir William Dawson, who published a description of the

form here found under the name Sporangites Huronensis. Sir William

counted them at this time the spore-cases of some lycopodiaceous tree.

The facts pertaining to them have of late been more widely published

and the attention of geologists in various parts of the world has been

called to these and similar forms, and thus there is promise of a speedy

enlargement of our knowledge in regard to them. Sir William Dawson
now considers the common forms to be the spore-cases of rhizocarps allied

to Salvinia of the present day. This identification would refer these

bodies to floating vegetation on the surface of the seas in which the shales

were formed and is thus directly in line with the sagacious interpretation

of Newberry, who many years ago attributed the origin of these black

shales to a Sargasso sea.

11, The Waveri^y Group.

Vhe important mass of sediments of Sub-carboniferous age, which is

known in Ohio and in some adjoining states as the Waverly group, comes
next in the column. The name Waverly was given to these strata by the

geologists of the fiirst survey, from the fact that at Waverly, in the Scioto

Valley, excellent sandstone quarries were opened in them, the products of
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which were quite widely distributed throughout central and southern

Ohio, as far back as fifty years ago. Associated with the sandstone at

this locality, and everywhere throughout the district, were several other

strata that were always counted as members of the group by the geolo-

gists who gave the name. In fact, the boundaries were made definite and

were easily applied. The Waverly group extended, by its definition and

by unbroken usage in our early geology, from the top of the great black

shale to the Coal Measure conglomerate. This latter element was, in a

part of the field, confused with the Waverly conglomerate, afterwards

recognized and defined by Andrews, until a recent date, it is true, but the

intent of the geologists is apparent, and many of their sections were com-

plete and accurate. If the term Waverly is to be retained in our classifi-

cation, and it bids fair to be, every interest would be served by recogniz-

ing and retaining the original boundaries. The departure from them that

has been proposed has led already to more or less confusion. To make
the Cleveland shale the base of the Waverly is, as has been already shown*

to turn the entire shale stratum into a no-man's land. Aside from a few

sections in northern Ohio, where an arbitrary limit was fixed for this

upper division, there is no place in the state where a line can be drawn
with any approach to a certainty between Cleveland and Erie, or between

Erie and Huron. The plan was proposed before the true equivalence of

the northern and southern ends of the column had been established. If

the fact th^t the Cleveland shale of northern Ohio forms the top of the

great shale of central and southern Ohio had been known, it is doubtful

whether any proposal would have been made to break into this undivided

and indivisible series, which had been held to underlie the Waverly group,

ever since the name was first applied.

11^. The Bedford Shale,

At Waverly and in its vicinity, numerous sections are afforded

reaching from the black shale to the Waverly sandstone courses. This

interval ranges from fifty to ninety feet in thickness, and its boundaries

are generally clear and distinct. It is occupied with shales, light blue or

gray for the most part, but sometimes reddened in the lower portion

with peroxide of iron. The latter phase is seen in the excellent section

found ^t Piketon. These shales are thin-bedded, occasionally inter-

rupted with fine-grained sandstone courses, and sometimes carrying un-

gainly masses of the same material, nodular or rudely concretionary in

shape. The beds are almost entirely destitute of fossils, aside from the

burrows of sea-worms, which are found on the surfaces of most of the

layers, often preserved with great sharpness of outline. At a few points,

however, fossiliferous bands, containing a considerable number of species,

are found. These have recently been pointed out by Prof C. L. Her-

rick, and an account of some of these fossils will be found in his con-
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tribution to the present report. All the layers, and especially the upper
ones, are generally ripple-marked. In many instances, every sheet, for

many successive feet, is marked with the most symmetrical sculpturings

of this sort.

This stratum, thus definitely characterized and bounded, received

the name of the Waverly shale in the reports of the second Geological

Survey for southern Ohio, but in northern Ohio, it was named by New-
berry the Bedford shale, the equivalence of the strata not being at that

time recognized. The latter name deserves to be universally accepted,

being applied to a perfectly distinct and homogeneous formation. The
stratum has precisely the same boundaries in northern that it has in

southern Ohio, viz. the top of the great black shale and the Berea grit,

and, in the main, precisely the same characteristics throughout its whole
extent. The description of the stratum at Waverly applies to it at every

other point, except that in, northern Ohio at a few localities, and espe-

cially about Cleveland, there are fifteen to twenty feet of valuable stone

included in it. This stone is even-bedded, very strong and durable and
it supplies a large quantity of flaggings, caps and sills of the best grade.

It is known as the East Cleveland, Euclid and Independence blue stone.

In northern Ohio more of the Bedford formation is red colored than in

southern, and here it is the top of the formation, rather than the bottom
that is thus marked. In the lower beds of the Bedford shale, fossils are,

in northern Ohio, at a few points, abundant. They are of pronounced
Sub-carboniferous character according to Newberry's determinations, but

Professor Herrick inclines to place them somewhat lower in the scale.

None of these fossils have been reported south of the lake shore, but the

stratigraphical relations of the shale are so clear and its lithological char-

acteristics so persistent and pronounced, that there is not a stratum in

our geological column that can be followed across the state in more
easily demonstrated identity than this.

11<^. The Berea Grit,

We have reached in our review the Berea grit, the second element

of the Waverly series, and not only the most important member of the

series, but by far the most important single stratum in the entire geolog-

ical column of Ohio. Its economic value above ground is great, but it

is greater below. In its outcrops it is a source of the finest building

stone and the best grindstone grit of the country, and when it dips be-

neath the surface it becomes the repository of invaluable supplies of

petroleum, gas and salt-water. Its persistence as a stratum is phenome-
nal. Seldom reaching a thickness of fifty feet, its proved area in Ohio
above ground and below, is scarcely less than 15,000 square miles, and
beyond the boundaries of Ohio it appears to extend with continuity and
strength unbroken into at least four other adjacent states. In the
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Opinion of Prof. I. C. White, the Berea grit becomes the famous Murrys-

ville gas sand and also the Gantz oil sand of Washington county, Penn-

sylvania, but other of the geologists of the state and particularly J. F.

Carll, deny such equivalence. As a guide to the interpretation of our

series, and especially as a guide to our subterranean geology, it is

invaluable.

The stratum was named by Newberry from the village of Berea,

Cuyahoga county, where the largest and most important quarries of the

formation are located. The name is the most appropriate that could

have been selected for this stratum, and inasmuch as it has priority in

all fields, it ought to be made to supersede all other names, in adjoining

states as well as in Ohio.

From what has been already stated, it will be seen that the Berea

grit and the Waverly quarry-stone of southern Ohio are one and the same
sheet of sandstone. The identity was missed for a long while in the

study of our geology and a wrong order of arrangement found temporary

acceptance. The resulting dislocation of our Sub-carboniferous series

brought into all our work upon it an element of confusion that is scarcely

yet eliminated.

The Berea grit, as seen in outcrop, is a sandstone of medium grain

in northern Ohio and of fine grain from the center of the state southwards.

In northern Ohio it contains one pebbly horizon over a considerable

area, but the seam is thin and the pebbles are small. The stratum is

sometimes false-bedded and on the other hand, it is sometimes remark-

ably even in its bedding-planes. Its main beds or sheets have a maxi-

mum thickness of ten feet, but this is an unusual measure and is seldom

reached. The formation ranges in thickness from five to one hundred
and seventy feet. Occasionally, but very rarely, it fails altogether from
the sections in which it is due. Like the Bedford shale below it, it

stands for an old shore line, many of its surfaces being ripple-marked and
worm burrows abounding in its substance.

It is poor in fossils, but not entirely destitute of them. Fish

remains are the most conspicuous, but by far the rarest of the forms it

contains. * Plant impressions are also unusual through most of the for-

mation, but in northern Ohio there is a certain part of the stratum in

which they are quite abundant. They sometimes accumulate in quantity,

enough to be known as coal blossoms, the carbonaceous streaks that sep-

arate the sandstone beds varying in thickness from a line to a half inch.

These carbonaceous streaks are a source of weakness, as a rule, to the

stone. Throughout the great quarry district the material of which the

stratum is composed is sand as clean as can be found on any sea-beach

today. As the stratum is followed into central and especially into

southern Ohio it grows more impure as its sand grows finer in grain, a

small percentage of clay beiilg held in it at most points.
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Under cover it retains the same characteristics in composition that

it possesses above ground, ranging from fine to middling grain, and very

seldom showing pebbles. It has been proved by many hundred borings

in southeastern Ohio during the last few years, and its composition at

great depths is almost as well known as in its outcrops.

lie—TAe Berea Shale— Waverly Black Shale of Andrews.

A bed of dark, often black shale, fifteen to fifty feet in thickness

makes the constant and immediate cover of the Berea grit throughout its

entire extent in Ohio. The shale is highly fossiliferous. The bottom

layer, which is especially rich in fossils, is very hard and stubborn,

being composed of sand bound together with pyrites ; consequently this

bed when struck in the drilling of wells, is often referred to the sand-

' stone below, rather than to the shale above, but its fossils and its bitum-

inous character favor the reference here given, inasmuch as it marks no

new conditions in the history of these beds.

The stratum was first described by Andrews under the name of the

Waverly black shale, the typi(5al outcrop being found at Rockport on

the Ohio River, but about the same time Meek, who was studying the

fossils of the formation in northern Ohio, introduced the designation

Berea shale. The latter name is clearly preferable and ought to obtain

currency.

In southern and central Ohio, and indeed in almost all of its out-

crops, the boundaries of the Berea shale are sharp and perfectly distinct.

The Berea grit is its base, and the blue beds of the Cuyahoga shale over-

lie it. In Cuyahoga county, however, and eastward, the upper limit can-

not always be fixed with precision, neither the dark color nor the fossils

of the shale disappearing abruptly, but both gradually diminishing.

There are, however twenty to forty feet that always deserve to be

counted here.

When struck by the drill under cover, the formation uniformly

yields a line of facts similar to that already reported. Of the records of

the many hundred wells that have been carried down to and below this

horizon in southern Ohio and in adjacent territory, during the last few

years, there has not a single one been found that has failed to give a

place to this little band of black shale. Its services in setting in order

our Sub-carboniferous geology have been simply invaluable. It is

apparently wanting at a few points in northern and central Ohio. At
least some of the drilkrs who have sunk deep wells here declare that

they have found no trace of this stratum.

The Berea shale contains a larger percentage of bituminous matter

than the Ohio shale, the amount sometimes reaching twenty-four per cent.

It is a source of petroleum on a small scale, as is shown by the fact that in

southern Ohio an important ledge of sandstone that belongs just above

it is often saturated with mineral tar derived from this source.
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lid. The Cuyahoga Shale

It is impossible to retain for this great division of the Waverly the

limits assigned to it by Newberry when he gave it its name. He made

it fill the entire interval between the Berea grit and the Coal Measure

conglomerate, and according to present knowledge, at least three distinct

elements are to be found in every full and normal section of this interval.

One of them, viz., the Berea shale, has been cut ojBf from the foot of the

•column. Another, and a much more conspicuous division, has been taken

off of the top of the column, viz., the Logan group. But there still remain

one hundred and fifty to four hundred feet of a perfectly distinct, homo-

geneous and most persistent formation that deserves a name as much as

the Berea grit itself, or any other stratum in the Ohio scale, and for

-which no more suitable name could be found than that which it already

l>ears, viz., the Cuyahoga shale.

It consists of light-colored, argillaceous shales, which are often re-

placed with single courses of fine-grained sandstone, blue in color, and in

southern Ohio weathering to a brownish-yellow. As a constant charac-

teristic there are found through the shales nodules of impure iron ore,

generally flat in form, concretionary in origin, and often having white cal-

careous centers.

By good rights the shale should suffer one more reduction at its lower

extremity. Everywhere through the state there is found, directly above

the Berea shale, or at a short remove from it, a number of courses of fine-

grained stone. These courses are sometimes separated from each other

by beds of shale, or they may be compacted into a single stratum. The
individual courses also vary greatly in thickness and in color and general

<:haracters. Throughout southern Ohio, and particularly in Ross, Pike

and Scioto counties, the stratum yields freestone. It is best known from

its outcrops on the Ohio River at Buena Vista, where it has long been

very extensively worked for Cincinnati and other river markets. The
Buena Vista stone, at its best, is one of the finest building stones of the

country. The same horizon yields excellent stone near Portsmouth,

Lucasville and Waverly. At the latter point it is known as the Waverly
Thrown stone.

Northward, through the state, stone of more or less value is found in

the bottom courses of the Cuyahoga, but in Trumbull county, near War-
ren, the horizon acquires extreme importance as the source of the finest

natural flagging that is to be found in our markets.

It would have been well if the thirty or forty feet containing these

courses had been cut off from the Cuyahoga shale, in which case the divi-

sion thus formed would have been well named the Buena Vista stone

;

but inasmuch as the series does not absolutely require the change, it is

left unmodified. The Sharpsville sandstone of White ( Second Penna.

Survey, Q. 4 ) belongs to this horizon and is the proper equivalent of the

Buena Vista stone.
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There are a few sections in which the Cuyahoga shale is more largely

replaced by these freestone layers than in the general account above
given. In the cuts of the Marietta and Cincinnati Railroad, east from
Chillicothe, the freestone appears to constitute a notable proportion, per-

haps fifteen or twenty per cent, of the whole material. There are other

points at which the stone has no value.

Under cover the Cuyahoga shale retains with great distinctness and
persistency the same characteristics that are found in its outcrops. From
the deep drillings of eastern Ohio, wherever its horizon has been reached,

there are uniformly reported three hundred or four hundred feet of white
shales with occasional sandstone layers through which the drill descends
rapidly and easily. The Buena Vista courses are also frequently reported

directly above or at least near to the Berea shale.

The fossils with which the Cuyahoga shale has b en credited have
been largely derived from the division next to be described, while this was
counted a part of the shale. As here limited, it is, for the most part, poor
in fossils. The surface of many of its beds are marked with the impres-

sions of the cock-tail fucoid, and in its upper portions occasional courses

are found in which the animal fossils of this age are abundant and well

preserved. The most characteristic and interesting fossils of the Cuya-
hoga shale, proper, are preserved in concretions, as has recently been
shown by Professor Herrick.

He. The Log^n Group.

The divisions of the Waverly series in northern Ohio as

laid down by Newberry, happened to be made at a point

where the section is abnormal and incomplete. By atrophy or

by overlap, the upper member of the series is wanting in the Cuyahoga
Valley, or is at least very inadequately represented there. The
missing member is, in volume, second only to the Cuyahoga shale, among
the divisions of the Waverly. It is much richer in the fossils of the Sub-
carboniferous than any of the other members. In composition it is varied

and striking, one of its elements being a massive conglomerate, or series

of conglomerates, not less than two hundred feet in its largest sections,

which extends in unbroken outcrop through at least a half dozen counties

of Ohio. No good reason can be found for dividing the Waverly series at

all, if a member like this is to be left without a name, or is to be merged
with an unlike and incongruous division from which it is as sharply differ-

entiated as any one stratum o: Ohio is from any other.

A typical or representative section of this group is scarcely possible,

but the most characteristic and persistent part of the series is one of the

conglomerates that occurs near the bottom. At all events, coarse rock,

if not always technically conglomeritic, is generally found here. Pebbles

do not in all cases make a conspicuous part of the rock when it takes a

conglomeritic phase. The most characteristic feature of the pebbles in
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large bodies of the rock is their small and uniform size. The larger

pebbles are generally flat. There is, however, a good deal of variation

in all these respects. Much of the conglomerate is fairly even in its

bedding and otherwise adapted to quarry purposes. Theformation yields

in central and southern Ohio quite a large amount of valuable building

and bridge stone.

The conglomerate is peculiar in this respect, viz., that it is fossilifer-

ous, containing both animal and vegetable fossils. The usual Sub-car-

boniferous types of both divisions are found in it. It is interrupted by
layers of fine or medium-grained sandstone and sometimes by shale

deposits. In central Ohio, there are two fairly persistent beds of con-

glomerate, as recently shown by Herrick, that can be used in stratigraphi-

cal determinations. In a succeeding chapter of this report the divisions

that are recognized by the author last named and that are based upon
both lithological and paleontological characteristics will be found suc-

cinctlyand clearly described. The work of Professor Herrick in this field

makes a valuable contribution to our Ohio geology.

The prevailing colors of the coarse sandstone of the Logan group

are yellow, red and brown. Some of it is beautifully varigated. Its

best developments are in Hocking. Fairfield, Ross, Vinton, Licking,

Knox and Wayne counties, which constitute the northwestern arc of the

sea-boundary of Ohio in Sub-carboniferous time. South of Ross county

it loses most of its pebbles, and south of the Ohio it becomes the Knob-
stone formation of Kentucky. It is also the Knobstone formation of

Indiana, at least in part. In northeastern Ohio the Logan group is

also destitute of fossils, and perhaps the conglomerate element proper

does not appear here at all.

W^'hite gives a generalized section of the rocks of Erie and Crawford

counties of Pennsylvania, in Report Q 4, page 66, of the Second

Pennsylvania Survey. He shows the presence of six sandstones ip. the

scale, and three of these are common to the Ohio scale as well. The
Shenango sandstone of his column is without doubt the representative

of our Logan sandstone and Waverly conglomerate. His Sharpsville

sandstone is our Buena Vista stone, and his Corry sandstone appears to

be none other than the Berea grit. The sandstones of the Pennsylvania

column that underlie the Berea grit do not appear as such in the Ohio

scale, as has been already shown. By the same token, White's Orange-

ville shale is an equivalent of our Berea shale, his Meadville shales are

our Cuyahoga shale in part, and his Shenango shales are a part of our

Logan series.

Interstratified with the conglomerate courses in southern Ohio, are

two or more fairly persistent layers of impure limestone. No fossils

have been found in them. Similar layers occur in the Logan series of

northeastern Ohio, except that in this case the limestones are fossilifer-

8 G. O.
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ous. They are the upper and lower Meadville Hmestones of White, and

can be followed into Ohio from Crawford county, Pennsylvania, where

they were first described.

The Logan sandstone that succeeds the Waverly conglomerate in

the full section is an uncertain and inconstant element, for the reason

that it plays fast and loose with the stratum last described. Much could

be said in favor of counting it the upper portion of the conglomerate.

In typical exposures it is a fawn-colored, fine-grained, even-beded sand-

stone. In this phase of the formation the most favorable conditions for

the marine life of the period seem to have been attained, the sandstone

being prolific in fossils. The characters above given are quite widely held

throughout the state. The Logan sandstone is often found directly

underlying the lowest coal seam.

! The Olive shales of Read are probably the exact equivalent of the

Logan sandstone in age. They seem to take its place in the central

counties in part. Overlying the coarse rock in Knox and Coshocton

counties, Read reports more than three hundred feet of sparingly fos-

siliferous shales, to which he gives the name here used.

Diverse as these elements are, they are blended and interlocked in

the Logan group, leaving it in stratigraphy and fossils a well-defined and

easily followed series throughout all parts of the territory in which it is

due, except in possibly a small area in northern Ohio, as already noted,

and even here, there is no difiiculty in recognizing the presence of this

series. The several elements are, however, of smaller volume here than

elsewhere. Under cover, throughout southeastern Ohio, the series is in the

highest degree persistent and regular, much more uniform, indeed, than

in its outcrops. It consists of two hundred feet or more of prevailingly

coarse rock, almost everwhere pebbly m spots, but interrupted with sheets

of shale, yellowish and reddish colors being the characteristic ones. It

has considerable interest in connection with gas, oil and salt water in

Ohio, being the reservoir of the brines of the Hocking and Muskingum

valleys, and furnishing in the latter large supplies of gas in the early days

of salt manufacture in this state. It is also the "Big Indian" sandstone

of the oil well drillers of western Pennsylvania, West Virginia and

Southeastern Ohio.

The Sub-carboniferous series of Ohio has now, with the exception of

a single element next to be named, been passed in review. It is seen to

be a very sharply characterized series, a most persistent sandstone, though

not a thick one, lying near its base, bedded in shale and covered also by

shale, the lower shale being often red in color and the roof shale being

always black, and another sandstone or conglomerate stratum, two hun-

dred feet or more in thickness, forming the upper member of the series

;

these two persistent sandstone formations being separated from each

other by three hundred or more feet of light-colored, soft, argillaceous

shales. No conditions could be more favorable for tracing such a group
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under ground tlian the conditions here found, and consequently the

records of deep drillings in southern Ohio become almost as clear and

legible as if the rocks through which the drill has passed lay exposed to

the light of day.

The real, though not the formal separation of .this group from the

underlying shale is due to the late Professor E. B. Andrews, and consti-

tutes one of his most important contributions to our knowledge of Ohio

geology. He was the first to show that the great conglomerate of Hock-

ing, Fairfield and I^icking counties is Sub-carboniferous in age, and he

further called attention to a highly fossiliferous, fine-grained sandstone

overlying the conglomerate, to which he gave the name of I^ogan sand-

stone, from its occurrence at lyOgan, Hocking county. Up to this time

this conglomerate had been universally counted as the Coal Measure con-

glomerate. Read made know the existence of a heavy body of shale,

which he called Olive shales, overlying the conglomerate and replacing

the lyOgan sandstone in Kiiox^ Holmes and Richland counties.

As both conglomerate and sandstone have their typical outcrops at

lyOgan, no better name can be found for the formation, which must

include conglomerate, sandstone and shale, than that here adopted, viz.,

the Logan group.

The maximum thickness of the Logan group is not less than four

hundred feet. Its average thickness is perhaps two hundred feet. It has

received less study than tl;e rest of the series, and it is only within the

last three years that divisions have been recognized in it by means of

which a measure of order can be given to its principal outcrops.

12. The Sub-carboniferous Limestone.

This element is of comparatively small account as far as its surface

outcrops are concerned, in Ohio, but it gathers strength to the southeast-

ward, and is shown in several well records of the Ohio Valley, in the

eastern part of the state, as a stratum fifty or more feet in thickness. It

was recognized as a member of our geological column by the geologists

of the first survey, but Professor Andrews was the first to assign to it its

proper place, and to show its true equivalence. He designated it the

Maxville limestone, from a locality in southwestern Perry county,' where

it is well exposed in beds that aggregate fifteen or twenty feet in thick-

ness. Still heavier deposits of it are found in the valley of Jonathan's

Creek, in Muskingum county, near Newtonville. Professor Andrews

collected at these points the fossils by which its age was determined to

be that of the Chester limestone of the Missouri and Illinois sections.

In its best development, the limestone is a fairly pure, fine-grained,

sparingly fossiliferous rock. It breaks with a conchoidal fracture. In

fineness and homogenity of grain it approaches lithographic stone and

has been tested practically, in a small way, for this use. It is seldom even

or regular in its bedding. ^ It is light drab or brown in color, and often is

a beautiful building stone, though somewhat costly to work.
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The fire-clay found associated with it at several points in southern

Ohio is one of the most valuable deposits of this sort in our entire scale^

The outcrops of the limestone occur in Scioto, Jackson, Hocking, Perry

and Muskingum counties. It is reported in some of the well records of

Steubenville, Brilliant, Macksburg, Clarington and at several other points

in eastern Ohio.

There remains to be briefly described the great Carboniferous system

of Ohio. An extended and more careful review of its composition will

be given in succeeding chapters of the present volume, and it will be

enough, at this point, to set in order its more striking features. There is

a question as to the divisibility of the lower portion of the series. The
Pennsylvania geologists describe as the conglomerate series a number of

strata, including several beds of coal, limestone and iron ore, that have

been counted members of the true Coal Measures in most of the

volumes of our Ohio geology. The grounds for such division are, with-

out doubt, much more imperative when the formations are studied in

Pennsylvania and the Virginias. So far as the Ohio series is concerned,

it is not probable that any division would have been called for on this

ground, but, for the sake of the general order, the classification recog-

nized in Pennsylvania and to the southward will be adopted here.

13. Thk C0NG1.OMERATE Group.

This group consists of three great sandstones, between which and in

which are distributed two thin but persistent limestones and four coal

seams, several of them of considerable value. The order is shown in the

table below. A fifth coal seam is occasionally found.

" HoMEwooD Sandstone:.
(Tionesta Coal).

rOre.
Upper Mercer Group. \ Limestone.

( Coal, No. 3 a. Newberry.
(Ore.

Lower Mercer Group. \ Limestone.
y Coal, No. 3, Newberry.

MASsn,i,ON Sandstone, Upper.
(Quakertown Coal). Coal No. 2, Newberr}'.
MassiIvIvOn Sandstone, Lower.
Sharon Coal—Coal No. 1, Newberry.

. Sharon Conglomerate.

This group has an average thickness of two hundred and fifty feet,

though the range of the formation is considerable.

14. The Lower Coal Measures.

This division includes the most important section of the Coal
Measures, so far as Ohio is concerned.

In it are found six seams of coal, four horizons of limestone, two of

which are marine in origin, and several valuable iron ores and fire-clays.

A detailed account of the composition of this important division will be

Conglomerate group.
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found in the succeeding chapter, and the reader is, therefore, refered to it

for details as to the structure of the group. Its thickness can be counted

about two hundred and fifty feet.

15. The Lower Barren Measures.

For the same reasons that have been given under the preceding

head, no detail will here be entered into as to the composition of this

formation, further than to say that it comprises from three hundred to

five hundred feet of strata which have been of little economic interest.

Though included in the Coal Measures they are well described by the title

which they bear, the Barren Qoal Measures, the coal seams that are

included in them being thin and wanting in persistency.

16. The Upper Coal Measures.

This division is also to be treated in a succeeding chapter. Its thick-

ness may be taken as two hundred and fifty to three hundred feet, but its

upper boundary is lacking in definiteness.

17. The Upper Barren Measures.

The upper Barren Measures complete the geological column of Ohio
so far as its bedded rocks are concerned. In other words, the latest

formed rocks of our scale are included in this division. They are to be

looked for in the southeastern portion of the state. Belmont and Monroe
counties contain the most of these exposures. While they are included in

the Coal Measures by the name above assigned to them, a question has been

raised by some geologists as to whether they should not be referred to the

succeeding age, viz., the Permian. The argument for this is based upon
the character of the fossil plants that they contain. The formation is but

poorly shown in Ohio, and no ground appears upon which an easily

recognized classification could be established.

18. The Glacial Drift,

Over the various bedded rocks of at lea^t two-thirds of Ohio are

spread in varying thickness the deposits of the Drift. The boundary
which marks the farthest advance of the Drift formation, enters Ohio
in Columbiana county, passes eastward through Stark into Wayne county^

where it bends sharply to the southward, following in that direction as

far as Holmes county. From this point its general direction is south-

westerly. It leaves the state in Brown county, crossing the Ohio River

into Kentucky, a small part of which is included in the Drift formation.

A number of prominent points can be noted by which the boundary can
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be well designated. Newark, Lancaster and Chillicothe, for example, are

situated almost exactly upon the Glacial boundary. The Drift deposits

are separated by a vast period of time from the bedded rocks of the

geological scale of the state. Many millions of years would undoubtedly

be needed to fill the interval between the latest formation of the state,

viz., the Upper Barren Coal Measures, which mark the period when rock-

making in Ohio was brought to an end, and the deposits of the Glacial

Drift. These deposits consist of beds of sand, gravel and clay, variously

intermingled and distributed. Bowlders or large blocks ot rock, make a

conspicuous contribution to the drift deposits. The clay, by reason of the

distribution of these bowlders through it in large amount, is named the

Bowlder clay. Another designation of it is Till, by which name a deposit

of similar age and origin is recognized in Great Britain. Although the

most recent of our geological formations, and separated from the present

but by a few thousands, or tens of thousands of years, the questions as to

its origin are still anomalous and perplexing to a remarkable degree. We
can give a much better account of the formations of Paleozoic time than

we can of this series that almost merges into the present. Suffice it to

say that all geologists now believe that the Drift series is the product of

two great lines of events which have worked separately in part, and in

part have worked in combination.

The Bowlder clay, which is the most characteristic of the Drift de-

posits, is now known to have been formed under land ice. It can only

be explained by the passage over the regions in which it is found of a

sheet of land ice, advancing slowly from the northward. The beds of

gravel and sand, on the other hand, which| make the latest formation of

the drift, are the results of a re-arrangement of the materials of the

Bowlder clay in shallow basins of water. The bowlders which constitute

so marked a feature of the Bowlder clay can be, in multitudes of

instances, traced directly to the ledges of rock from which they were

derived. Many of them must have been transported from the Canadian

highlands, a journey of not less than five hundred miles. Upon the

University farm, within the limits of the city of Columbus, representa-

tives of various formations of Canada and northern Michigan have been

found, as, for example, portions of the conglomerate which has its out-

crops at the Bruce mines along the north shore of the River St. Mary's,

in Canada. Fragments of the Marquette iron ores and of Keewenaw
Copper are also found there; bowlders of the Pictured Rocks, or Pots-

dam sandstone of the south shore of Lake Superior also occur. All of

the material of the Drift is derived from regions to the northward. A
large portion of that which covers Ohio, at least in the central portion of

the state, is derived faom the formations that come to the surface in the

northern parts of the state. The limestone and the shale of these

regions has made very extensive contributions to these beds. The black

shale, especially, proved an easily wasted formation, as the ice sheet
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attacked it, and it gave way to such an extent that it disappeared

entirely from large areas which it must have formerly covered. This is

attested by the vast amount of shale which can be recognized in the

Bowlder clay. As the ice advanced, it exerted great disturbing force

upon what was then the surface of the state. A sheet weighing scores

of tons to the square foot and moving forward with irresistible force,

holding in its foot fragments of the hardest rocks of the continent, could

not fail to leave the traces of its advance by smoothed and striated rocks,

which occur everywhere along its path.

There is a question among geologists as to whether the Glacial

deposit can be best explained by a single ice period, or by recurrent

ice periods. The question is still under discussion, but the weight of

opinion on the part of those best qualified to judge seems to be in favor

of the latter theory at the present time. But all of the questions per-

taining to the origin and history of this formation must be counted far

from being definitely settled. The average thickness of the drift

deposits cannot be given without providing at least for very wide

departures from any general figure. The greatest thickness yet observed

in the state is five hundred and thirty, feet, which was reached in a boring

that was begun near St. Paris, Champaign county, several years ago. The
five hundred and thirty feet of Drift there found, did not exhaust the Drift

deposits, but the driller was obliged to abandon the work before he had

reached bedded rock. The estimates of average thickness that are occas-

ionally made are entitled to but small consideration. The valleys of the

old surface of the state are packed full to a depth of several hundred feet,

while the original up-lands that bound the valleys may be covered by but

a few feet or by a few scores of feet. It is sufficient to say that the amount of

material thus brought down and distributed over the state is vast in

amount and that its deposit has added immensely to the value and

resources of the state. The soils of three, quarters of Ohio are derived

* from the Drift and are consequently much more varied in composition

and, at the same time, of more uniform excellence, than they could have

been if derived solely from the underlying bedded rocks. The water

supply of the same portion of the state is almost wholly dependent up-

on the Drift formation. There are entire counties in which the bedded

rocks do not once come to the surface, and in which they have, conse-

quently, no effect upon the character of the surface.

GEOI.OGICAI. STRUCTURE.

The chief formations of the state have now been passed in brief

review. As to the geological structure of Ohio, or the mode of arrange-

ment of these several formations, as far as their departures from the posi-

tion in which they were formed is concerned, a few general statements

must suffice.
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The annals of the geological structure of Ohio are comparatively-

short and simple. All the movements that have afifected its strata have
been of the continental type, /. e., slow and gentle and unaccompanied by
fractures, displacements, or the formation of well-marked arches and
troughs. The dominant forces in all movements which we can trace

have been two-fold ; first, that growth of the continental nucleus to the

southward which began in the earliest era and which was maintained
throughout paleozoic time, and, secondly, the system of northeast and
southwest foldings of the eastern border of the continent, which culmin-

ated in the formation of the great Appalachian mountain system. The
latter division of these forces is the more conspicuous. It was displayed

in the first emergence of the rocks of the state above the surface of the

sea. The approximate date of this emergence is the close of Lower
Silurian time.

The Cincinnati Axis.

Under the above designation, the most important fact in the early

history of the geological structure of the state is known. The best ac-

count that has been given of it is that of Newberry which is found in

Geology of Ohio, Volume I, page 90. This account needs to be sup-

plemented by the facts given in Volume II, page 411, and in Volume
VI, page 46.

About the close of Lower Silurian time a broad and very flat arch
made its appearance in Ohio at its southwestern corner. This arch had
already traversed Tennessee and Kentucky in a northeasterly direction,

and upon the geology of these states it exerted a profound influence.

Newberry counts this elevation due to the same cause by which the great

mountain arches of the Atlantic border were long afterwards formed,

namely, the crumpling of the crust, due to its contraction by cooling, the

force acting at right angles to the Atlantic coast line. The direction of the
^

Cincinnati axis is approximately the same as that of the later axes of

elevation, namely, north of east and south of west. In Ohio and Indiana,

this important feature proves to be much less simple than was formerly

supposed. This has been shown in Geology of Ohio, Volume VI, page
41. The main axis is there proved to have, in western Ohio and in

Indiana, a northwesterly instead of a northeasterly trend; but a subor-

dinate elevation branches from it on the western border of Ohio in Mer-
cer county and traverses northern Ohio to the shore of Lake Erie.

Possibly it crosses the lake basin into Canada.

There are probably other lines of slight elevation in southern Ohio
that go back for their origin to an early date. The few facts that we have,

bearing on the structure of the Lancaster gas field, for instance, seem to

point to such a date of the uplift upon which its gas production depends.

But such conclusions can be derived only from the results of the drilling
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of deep wells, and consequently the facts will be scanty and cannot be

worked out minutely, or with absolute certainty.

The movements to which the Cincinnati axis is due, were in reality

profound and long continued, and their influence on the geology of this

portion of the Mississippi, were far-reaching. All the dips of the strata

in the southwestern quarter of the state stand in close connection with

the formation and growth of the Cincinnati axis. These dips are mainly

southeasterly in direction and are satisfactorily accounted for by theuniform

growth of the Cincinnati axis while the strata were in progressof formation.

So far as known the Cincinnati anticline is nowhere, in southern Ohio or in

the states of Kentucky and Tennessee, distinctly associated with the ac-

cumulation of petroleum ; but in central and northern Ohio and also in

Indiana, its influence in this connection has lately been found to be im-

portant and of vast economic interest. A slight modification may be re-

quired as to the date of the origin of this great feature in the latter areas.

The Indiana gas field, which is probably the largest continuous gas field

thus far discovered in the world, is wholly conditioned by and dependent

on the broad up-lift which is the immediate and direct extension of the

Cincinnati axis. It is certain, however, that the movements of the strata

in the territory last named, by which petroliferous accumulation was pro-

vided for, occurred at a much later date than that assigned for the original

emergence*of the Cincinnati axis at the southward. Upper Silurian and
Devonian strata are distinctly involved in the low arch in which the gas

and oil are gathered. The same thing is true of the broken structure on
which the oil production of Hancock and Wood counties in northern

Ohio, depends. This district can be referred to the Cincinnati arch

only by a very liberal interpretation of this great structural feature of the

state. The details of this structure are traced out at some length in

Geology of Ohio, Volume VI, chapter III.

The Appalachian Folds of Eastern Ohio.

The rock flexures of eastern Ohio are invested with much more
general interest than the facts pertaining to the far more ancient and ob-

scure Cincinnati uplift. The cause of this greater interest is found in

the economic importance of the former in connection with oil and gas.

The anticlines of eastern Ohio are unmistakably part and parcel of the

great series to which the Allegheny mountains of Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia belong. These folds are exceedingly well developed in central

Pennsylvania. The whole system of Paleozoic rocks is there bent into

enormous arches in which two or three miles of length are compressed

into a single mile. Nowhere in the world is there any more striking and
beautiful exposure of rock arches than here. The number of distinct

folds is considerable ; but as the series is followed to l:he westward the
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flexures become less crowded and less pronounced, until in western Penn-

sylvania they no longer constitute the dominant features of the country.

They are flattened and reduced until the pitch ofthe strata falls as low as one

or two degrees, and the beds now traverse the summits of the arches with-

out any fracture whatever. It has been found by the experience of the last

twenty-five years that these unbroken arches are the main repositories

of the oil and gas that have acquired such extraordinary value within this

period, especially in Pennsylvania. The further westward the arches are

followed, the feebler they are found to be ; consequently, only the lowest

of the Pennsylvania series pass into Ohio. But the same law holds be-

yond state boundaries, and the folds which are due to the same general

cause, that originate and run their entire course in Ohio, are even lower

and weaker than the lowest of Pennsylvania. They no longer take an

important part in the topography of the regions which they traverse, and

they can be detected only by close and continuous series of measurments.

Sometimes they are represented only by a suspension of the usual dip,

the beds taking a terrace-like arrangement for a small space. They are,

however, still found, to some extent, effective in the separation of the

contents of the porous rocks of the series involved. Consequently, the

driller for oil and gas makes constant inquiry as to the location of the

axes or anticlines of eastern Ohio. It is not pleasant to be obliged to an-

swer that these important structural lines have not been as yet -laid down
upon our maps, but this is the fact in regard to them. As already im-

plied, the feebler the axes, the greater must be the difficulty in tracing

and locating them. Labor enough has been spent on this line of ques-

tions to have accurately located all of our anticlines, if they could have

been followed with the same ease and certainty with which the arches of

western Pennsylvania are traced. But aneroid measurements are not suf-

ficient, as a rule, for this sort of work in Ohio. Nothing less than pro-

files run by the engineer's level affords a sure basis for the determination

of our feeble folds. But the running of such lines across a rough country

is expensive and, furthermore, can be done only under careful geological

guidance, for the reason that the determination of the strata on which the

whole work turns, involves an accurate knowledge of the entire geological

section that is concerned. The scale on which it has been possible to

carry on field work in Ohio for the last few years has been so very small

that it has been out of the question to attempt the determination of many
lines by the methods here noted. A careful examination was made by
the Survey of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad from Newark east to Bel-

laire, to catch, if possible, the arches that cross this road. A like exami-

nation was made of the southern poition of the Cleveland, Lorain and

Wheeling railway and a less careful examination of the Cleveland and

Pittsburg railroad on Yellow Creek. Private surveys have also covered

considerable territory in Muskingum, Morgan, Guernsey and Harrison

counties, the results of which have been, in part, available to the Survey*
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The results of all the observations made to date can be summarized in

few words.

ThB FrKDBRICKTOWN ARTlCLINli.

The first axis known to enter the state from Pennsylvania north of

the Ohio river, is a very feeble fold, named by Prof. I. C. White, in the
Geological Reports of Pennsylvania, the Fredericktown axis, the name be-

ing taken from the small village on the Little Beaver, in the southwest
corner of Pennsylvania. The axis gives rise to the Smith's Ferry oil field

and probably also to the weak gas production of East I^iverpool. But it

is not known that any value is attached to it northward. It apparently
crosses the Ohio Valley near East Liverpool and traverses the Pan Handle
of West Virginia for a few miles

; probably it recrosses the river near To-
ronto. Its feebleness is shown by the fact that, though crossing the river

twice, it has not had the slightest apparent efiect on the course of the
stream.

The Wellsburg Anticline.

Another weak line of elevation comes into Ohio from West Virginia,

a few miles below Steubenville. It may be called the Wellsburg anti-

cline, a gas field of considerable promise having been found ten years ago
near the West Virginia village of this name. The gas of Brilliant, on the
Ohio side of the river, must apparently be referred to the same elevation.

If this axis is assumed to run parallel with the line already indicated as

the Fredericktown axis, it will be found to cross Captina Creek near the
Captina coal mines where, as is well known, a distinct uplift is seen. If

extended still further to the southward, this line would cross Mt>nroe
county a few miles east of Woodsfield.

The Salisbury Anticline.

The next fold to be indicated lies six to eight miles northwest of the
Fredericktown axis. It may be called the Salisbury anticline, from the
fact that it was first located near the station of this name on the Cleve-
land Pittsburg railroad, in the Yellow Creek Valley. The extension of
this axis, if it crosses the state line into Pennsylvania, has not been noted.

As seen in tracing the well known coal seams of the Yellow Creek Val-
ley, the fold is very slight, but is still an arch and may reasonably enough
be expected to show some economic interest in portions of its extent.

The Cadiz Anticline.

This fold is probably entirely confined to the territory of Ohio. It is

somewhat more distinct and of greater force than any of those already

named. Its best marked development thus far is to be found in the ten-
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ter of Harrison county. The summit of its low arch lies one to two miles

due east of the court house in Cadiz. The general fact of an uplift at

this point was noted as far back as 1874 by Prof. J. J. Stevenson, who
refers to it in his report upon the geology of Harrison county, Volume

III, page 201. It has been traced through two townships to the northward

of Cadiz; its extension southward is probably indicated either by the

Barnesville gas field, which lies about two miles northwest of the village,

or by the low arch that was found by the work of the Survey in the sec-

tion already named along the line of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, a

mile east of the railway station at Quaker City. If the latter identification

is true, it would be to this arch that the short lived gas production of the

last named town is due. The former reference seems, however, the more

probable.

A slight change in the direction of either this line of elevation, or

the one last named, viz., the Salisbury axis, would reach and explain the

well known oil field of Macksburg. Though at no time a great oil field,

Macksburg has been of considerable economic importance at times dur-

ing its development, while in scientific interest, it is not inferior to any oil

field of the country. It was here that the "terrace structure" as con-

nected with oil accumulation was worked out by F. W. Minshall, Esq., and

the verification of his discovery by the detailed work of the Ohio Geolog-

ical Survey, makes a contribution of great significance and value to the

geology of petroleum. If still continued southward, this line would cross

the Muskingum Valley near Lowell.

The Cambridge Antici^inb.

The next arch or fold to be noted, is like the one last named, though

feeble, still distinctly traceable. It was first recognized by Prof. J. J.

Stevenson in his report on the geology of Guernsey county, Geology of

Ohio, Volume III, page 220. As determined by the instrumental work of

the Survey, the summit of the Cambridge arch, lies very near the western

boundary of the corporation limits; but the developments of the drill

seem to place the axis a mile or so further eastward. As to its extension,

the uncertainty already confessed in regard to the axes previously named

exists. From the occurence of gas and oil near McConnelsville, a slight

relief in the rock formations must occur at that point. If Cambridge and

McConnelsville are joined by a straight line, this line would be in fair ac-

cord with the facts previously indicated in this section.

The recent oil production of Corning, in the southeastern corner of

Perry county, must be explained by some low fold of the strata in this

territory, and this fold may be designated as the Corning axis, but there

are not facts enough at hand to determine its exact location or its exten-

sion.
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THE CLAYS OF OHIO, THEIR ORIGIN, COMPOSITION AND
VARIETIES.

By Prcf. Edward Orton.

In Volume V, Geology of Ohio, published in 1884, a chapter

prepared by Edward Orton, Jr. was devoted to the clays and the

industries established on them in the state. The chapter contained

an excellent review of the various substances which the com-

prehensive title above given includes. In its first section was
discussed the question as to the origin and composition of clays. In

the second section the several divisions of the clays of Ohio were pointed

out, so far as their places in the geological scale are concerned, and in the

third section a careful review was made ot all the leading lines -of manu-
facture in which the clays of the state at that time were being employed.

In the several years that have passed since the publication of Volume
V there has been a great expansion of clay working industries in Ohio

and in the country at large. One of the most important of these indus-

tries in the state at the present time has been introduced within this

period and other older lines of manufactures have been greatly increased

and strengthened during the same interval.

Districts from which the coals have been mainly taken are the prin-

cipal theaters of this development ; and it is now evident that the clays

which have hitherto been entirely neglected, after the coals ceased to be

mined in the large way, will prove far greater sources of wealth to such

districts than the coal itself ever proved to be. Higher grades of labor

and more stable industries are built on the clays than the coals could be

made to support. The remnants of coal in such places are generally

ample to supply cheap fuel for the manufacture of the clay, for a few

years, at least.

The new and general interest with which the subject of clay is now
invested demands more than a simple supplement to the chapter con-

tained in Volume V. There is need of the same elementary and extended

statements that this chapter presented and since it cannot be presumed
that the volume in question is accessible to the great majority of persons

who are now disposed to study the subject for the first time, it has been
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deemed best to furnish to all such readers as intelligible an account as

possible of the origin and classification of clays and shales, as well as a

description of the uses to which they are being applied in the state at the

present time. This, however, will involve a repetition of the statements

and discussions of the former chapter on the subject ; and inasmuch as

the mere change of form in the statements for the sake of change can be

of no value, the materials of the previous chapter will be used in the pres-

ent report with all freedom. The divisions of the chapter of VolumeV
will be for like reasons employed in the present report, with but slight

. modifications. The present chapter will be devoted to the origin, com-

position and varieties of clay.

SECTION I. .

The Origin and Composition and the Varieties of Clays.

Origin of Clay,—What is clay? No substance entering into

the composition of the earth is more commonly met or more familiarly

known. All persons of ordinary intelligence have a more or less definite

idea as to what is meant by the word. As ordinarily used, clay denotes

any earthy substance which can be worked up with water into a plastic

mass and then retain the shape into which it has been formed, when dried.

Clay and sand are two of the most common products of the decomposi-

tion of the older rocks that constitute what is familiarly known as the

crust of the earth. They enter into almost all vSoils and generally their

aggregates make nine-tenths of these soils. Desert plains and barren

mountain sides as well are largely covered with clay or sand. And the

same is true to a great extent of the floor of the sea, especially that por-

tion of it that constitutes the margins of the continents.

So wide a range of distribution naturally suggests great variety of

composition in the substances that are called clay and the most casual

examination confirms this expectation. Varying and ever-changing pro-

portions of sand, iron oxide, lime and organic matter and fragments of

many kinds of rocks are found associated in masses to which we are

obliged to give the name of clay. Strictly speaking, however, the term

applies to a single mineral, viz., silicate of alumina or kaolinite. This

mineral in a pure state is of comparatively rare occurrence, and large and

accessible accumulations of it become of great economic value in many

parts of the world. But it is this mineral that makes the basis of all

clays. The percentages of it vary indefinitely in their composition and,

as already stated, other substances in considerable variety are united with

it under a common designation. The larger the percentage of kaolinite,

the more characteristic is the clay containing it,

Kaolinite is not an original product of the earth's crust. It is

always the result of the decomposition of other and more complex min-

eral aggregates. The one great source of it is felspar in one or the other

of its leading divisions. The most abundant mineral in the crust of the
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^lobe is quartz or crystallized silica. Quartz, including the silica derived

from it, forms one quarter of the portion of the earth which we know as

its crust. Next to quartz in abundance is felspar, or rather the group ot

felspathic minerals. There are three or more well-marked divisions of

the felspar family, viz;, orthoclase or potash felspar, albite or soda felspar,

and anorthite or lime felspar. All of these are complex minerals.

Orthoclase may be taken as the type of the group. Its composition is

thus expressed in chemical terms, KgjO, AlaOs 6 Si02. In other

words it is a double silicate of potash and alumina. It appears that in

nature, when the opportunity for original composition among the

elements was offered, their natural afl&nities were never satisfied with

the formation of the simple compounds of silica and alumina, or silica

and potash, but these substances were obliged to enter into double

combination. As above described, the case is really much more complex

than has been here represented. Silicates of both potash and soda and

also of lime and magnesia are all found in the same mineral aggregation,

which must be designated by one or the other of the general terms used

in the classification of the felspars. But one of the substances named
above is quite likely to be in the ascendant and gives character to the

compound. But if the silicate of alumina is to be sought for in a com-

plex mineral, how does it attain the separate existence in which it

becomes so serviceable to us? In other words, how does clay originate

from felspar?

Clay is- a product of the decomposition of felspar through the agency

of the atmosphere. Though seeming so bland and harmless, the atmos-

phere is charged with agencies that will dissolve the firmest rocks of the

earth's crust. The oxygen, which is one of its main constituents, the

carbonic acid and the water that are always present in it, though the latter

occur in small and in varying proportions, constitute, when taken

together, an almost universal solvent. Soil waters also, containing the

acid products of vegetable decomposition, become a powerful agent of

rock * disintegration and decay. Under the combined agencies above

noted granite rocks, and particularly those containing potash fel-

spar, pass through a rapid process of decomposition. At least one phase

of the process is the decomposition of the silicate of potash of the com-

pound mineral, through the agency of the carbonic acid of the air. The
carbonate of potash thus formed is soluble and is removed as fast as set

free in drainage or in surface waters, while the silicate of alumina

remains behind as clay. The granite rocks of which the felspar was a

leading component contain also quartz and mica and various other min-

erals, some of them in relatively large amounts. These accessory min-

erals become blended with the silicate of alumina in the process of

decomposition; and it is the product of this result that we call clay.

The silicate of alumina is its base and its characteristic element, but dis-

seminated in the mass are grains of quartz, flakes of mica and indefinite
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proportions of lime, iron and other elements, together with fragments of

various minerals and rocks in all stages of disintegration and decomposi-

tion. Clay, therefore, is not silicate of alumina pure and simple. For

this compound we have the specific name already given, viz., kaolin.

This word comes to us in a somewhat modified form from the Chinese

language. It is said to be derived from two words (Kau-ling), meanings

"high ridge," reference being made to some locality from which large

deposits were derived.

Physical Properties of Kaolin. Kaolin is a definitely constituted min-

eral and can therefore be represented by a chemical formula, which is as

follows: AI2 O3, 2SiO^ 3 H^ O. The proportions of the different

elements are shown herewith, viz:

Alumina, 39.80)
Silica, 46.30 V Geikie's Text Book, p. 81.

Water, 13.90 J

or, discarding fractions, we have. Alumina, 39, Silica, 47, Water, 14.

The color of the mineral is white. Its specific gravity ranges from 1.5 to

2.2. Its hardness varies between 1 and 2. It is soft and meagre to the

touch when dry, and plastic when wet. It takes, also a definite crystal-

line form, that of thin plates. This, however, it very infrequently assumes.

Derived, as it is in most instances, from the decomposition of felspathic

rocks and chiefly from the decomposition of granite and gneiss, kaolin is

very seldom found pure in nature. In other words, the usual product of

such decomposition is clay and not kaolin. But the name of the mineral

is commonly applied to masses of high-grade clays, from which the finest

work can be manufactured. The deposits are generally found bordering

masses of easily decomposed felspathic rocks. The particles of kaolin

are exceedingly fine and hence are easily held in suspension in water

and can be transported for long distances; but part of them, carried by
water to lower levels, accumulate there in such settling basins as are

naturally furnished. With the clay, fine particles of sand and rock are

also transported which are subsequently removed from the so-called

kaolin deposits by repeated washings. Most of the kaolin used in the

arts has been subjected to this last mode of treatment. A new method
has recently been invented in which separation of the clay is effected by
regulated air blasts.

In the decay of felspar, it happens that many of the grains of the

undecomposed mineral are set free along with the products of chemical

change. A fine mechanical division of the mineral is also accomplished

by ordinary abrading agencies, as those of streams and waves. The fel-

spar particles constitute almost as fine-grained a mass as the kaolin itself,

and they are often mistaken for clay, but they do not become plastic in water,

and by this means can be distinguished from clays proper. It is thus

seen that finely divided felspar, known as felspathic mud, must be dis"
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tiaguished from decomposed felspar, though a superficial examination
would easily confound the two products. As a necessary result of the

mode of origin already described, more or less of this felspathic mud is

ordinarily associated with deposits of clay.

Chemical Properties of Kaolin,—^The physical properties of kaolin

have been described in the preceding paragraph. It remains to describe

with equal brevity the chemical behavior of the mineral. Its most marked
chemical characteristics are its insolubility and its infusibility. Kaolin is

not affected by any of the ordinary chemical agents, nor by the higli tem-

peratures that we are able to produce. Out ol the latter fact grows one
of its most important uses, viz: the supply of refractory materials for

the various needs of metallurgy and other lines of manufactures. Kaolin

shares this character of infusibility to some extent with one or two other

substances, as, for example, with quartz, which is pure silica, and also

with talc, which is silicate of magnesia. But it easily stands at the head
of the list of refractory substances and is indispensable in many of the

arts of practical life.

But while kaolin, taken by itself, is infusible even when exposed to

the highest temperatures, in the presence of compounds of lime, mag-
nesia, iron, potash, soda and certain other elements, it readily combines
with these substances and forms double silicates, similar to those which
constitute the felspars of the granite rocks, the history of which we have
already briefly followed. The substances last named are accordingly

called, in these relations, fluxes. Named in the order of their effective-

ness in this work, the principal fluxes are potash, soda, iron, lime and
magnesia. Even small percentages of one or more of these substances in

admixture with the clay will destroy the value of the latter as a refractory

substance. So, also, with the felspathic mud, already described. Con-

taining, as it does, the potash, soda and lime of the original minerals, it is

ready to take part in the mischievous reactions which render the clay

fusible. On the other hand, the finely divided silica of the original min-

eral, which is sure to be leift in greater or less amount from the decom-
posed granite in ihtimate admixture with the kaolin particles, detracts

nothing from the latter in its heat-resisting properties. In almost all

high-grade clays a notable percentage of free silica is found. This is the

only impurity that can be allowed in clay without detracting from its

value as a refractory body. For many uses the silicious clays are not

inferior to the purest kaolin.

The fluxing elements already named, and particularly potash, lime

and iron, are so widely distributed in nature, and especially in the older

felspathic rocks, that it cannot be expected that they would be wholly

wanting in the products of decay of the latter. Only in the rarest

instances, as already stated, in another connection, will the kaolin parti-

cles be found without admixture. Whenever they occur, the deposit, if

easily accessible, acquires considerable commercial value. The great

4. G. O.
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mass of clays consist of these more or less impure products that have

been already described. No chemical formula can be given that will

include them, but they vary from one another indefinitely and endlessly.

The only thing essential to their retaining the name of clay is that a con-

siderable percentage of the kaolin base, namely hydrated silicate of

alumina, must enter into all, giving them the quality of plasticity when
wet, which is the commonly accepted characteristic of this group of sub-

stances. The name of clay is, probably, sometimes applied to compounds

containing as small an amount of the hydrated silicate as ten per cent.

From the statements already made it will be seen that the clays of

high grade are likely to be found near the rocks from the decomposition

of which they are derived. They have been transported but short dis-

tances from the places where they were disengaged. In point of fact they

are often found intermingled with undecomposed rock in the very ledges

which gave rise to them. The well-known Cornish rock of southwestern

England, widely used in porcelain manufacture, is an example of this

mode of occurrences.

Clays of this character, however, constitute an extremely small per-

centage of the immense group of argillaceous deposits. The great

majority of them have been transported by the ordinary agencies of

rivers and seas far from their original sources and have been variously

blended with other products in the course of their removal. Entering

into stratified rocks of various grades and names, these clay deposits pass

through an unending cycle of change. Formed from the waste of the

dry land in one geological period, they may themselves become the dry

land of a succeeding period, to be again removed and built into new rock

formations ; and to each stage the proportions and associations of the

clay may be different from any that have preceded it. Much of the clay

that takes part in the formation of the present surface was originally dis-

charged from the felspathic rock to which it is to be traced in the earliest

stages of the earth's history. The felspathic decomposition accomplished

in our own period is a relatively insignificant sdurce of the clays that are

available to us for any of the uses to which we apply -them. The soft

beds from which we make our building and our paving brick to-day, if we
could follow them through all their history, might lead us back at least in

part to the original granitic crust that constituted the first dry land of the

globe. Certainly a considerable part of the clay that we are at present

using in Ohio is taken from beds of Paleozoic age.

C1.ASSIFICAIMON OF ClyAYS.

There is no scientific, or, in other words, there is no exact classifica-

tion of the clay deposits of the earth's surface possible at the present

time; but for the sake of convenience, we divide them roughly into a few

general divisions. One of the commonest of these popular divisions is
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that whicli classifies argillaceous material into two groups, namely, clays

and shales.

Clays and Shales—This distinction is recognized in geology also. It

does not necessarily mark any difference in quality or in chemical compo-

sition, though many of the leaner varieties of clay will be found under

the head of shale; but it is based upon the presence of a thinly stratified

or fissile structure in the latter which is wanting in clays proper. This

structure is called lamination. It is quite possible for materials of ident-

ically the same chemical comJ)osition to be found in both divisions. The
clays proper lack this fissile texture, but between well-marked types of

the two extremes every gradation can be recognized. The line separat-

ing such a series into clays and shales will be an altogether arbitrary one.

The clays may contain such large amounts of one or another of the

impurities already mentioned as of common occurrence in these deposits

that they can be named from these impurities. Thus we find calcareous

clays, silicious clays, ferruginous clays, carbonaceous clays.

Similar divisions of shales are recognized, but in addition to those

already named as calcareous, silicious, carbonaceous, or bituminous and the

like, we sometimes speak of argillaceous shales implying a decided pre-

ponderance of the last named element. We also recognize alum shales,

pyritiferous shales and various others. Shales differ among themselves

very much as to hardness and other physical properties. Some of them
break up easily into clays, under the action of water, while others can

with diflBLCulty be made to show the plasticity which is the first test of all

true maltered argillaceous deposits. Shales must be carefully distinguished

from slates, withwhichthey often agree closelyin appearance and in general

composition. Slates are shales or other argillaceous deposits that have

been hardened and otherwise metamorphosed by heat combined with high

pressure. Slates are among the most durable rocks, while almost all

shales are perishable upon exposure.

As a rule, shales originate in deeper water than clays. The lamina-

tion which is characteristic of them may take its rise either from inter-

mittent deposit of the materials composing them, or from the effect of the

pressure of the overlying beds, or from both these factors combined.

Several varieties of shale have been found to be better adapted to

important lines of clay manufacture than even the higher grades of clay,

and a great enhancement of value is in progress in respect to such

deposits.

Varibtibs of Ci.ay.

Bearing still in mind that the divisions of argillaceous deposits which
we find it convenient to recognize are for the most part popular and not

scientific, and furthermore that the exact boundaries of these divisions

cannot be laid down, we can separate, for our present purpose, all of them
into two rhain groups, viz., high grade clays and low grade clays.
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High Grade Ci^ays. -

f 1. Kaolin.
2. China clay.

3. Porcelain clay.

4. Fire clay (hard).

5. Fire clay (plastic).

6. Potters* clav.

Low Grade Ci.ays. -

1. Argillaceous shale.

2. Ferruginous shale.

3. Silicious clays.

4. Tile clays.

5. Brick clays. \
6. Calcareous shale, j

Uses.

Manufacture of fine ware.

it {( (( u

Refractory materials.
(( ((

Earthenware, etc.

Uses.

Paving block, etc.

Pressed brick, etc.

Pavijig block, sewer pi^e, etc.

Roofing tile, draining tile,

f Pressed brick, ornamental brick,

\ Common brick, etc.

The first division comprises all clays and shales that contain in con-

junction with not less than fifty per cent, of kaolin base little else but

finely divided silica. The amounts of the fluxing elements are in all cases

small, rarely aggregating as much as five per cent, and generally falling

below three per cent. Oxide of iron constitutes much the largest single

element of these fluxes. In almost every case 'the potash is low. Such

a division as is suggested here wouW leave out some highly refractory

clays, it is true, but the good properties of such would seem to result

principally from the silica they contain.

The second division includes all ordinary clays and shales. They
may range in kaolin base from ten to seventy per cent., but they always

carry a notable percentage of the fluxing elements. The alkalies gen-

erally make two to five per cent., while lime, magnesia and iron add two

or three times as much more. Coarse sand and rock fragments often

make a conspicuous part also. These low qualities of the clay more

frequently result from a surplus of fluxing element than from a deficiency

in kaolin base.

In the present discussion of these several varieties of deposits,

special consideration will be given to those that are found represented in

the geological scale of Ohio. Kaolin, china clay, porcelain clay and pipe

clay, as they are ordinarily designated and distinguished, do not occur

within its boundaries, but all the other divisions named above are found

in great abundance and in great variety. Brief descriptions of these

several divisions as they occur in Ohio will be given at this point.

1. Fire Clay.—Between kaolin proper and the purest fire clay of the

state no true line of division can be drawn. In chemical composition

they are identical, as seen in the following analysis:

1 2

1. Mineral Point clay. ( Wormley,)

2. Sciotoville clay. {Lord.)

Silica.

. Alumina.

Combined water.

49.20 43.78

37.80 46.82

11.70 13.77
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but in popular language they are separated into distinct groups. The
name "kaolin" has generally been given to deposits derived directly from

the decomposition of felspar, though it is not strictly confined to such

products. But the term "fire clay" is restricted to clay deposits of more
or less purity that are found in our several series of stratified rocks and
notably in the underclays or slates of coal seams. Coal Measures are

universally Clay Measures as well.

It must be distinctly borne in mind, however, that the designation as

commonly used in the state at the present time is no guarantee of the

quality of the deposit to which it is given. The name is applied indis-

criminately to all underclays ofcoal seams without any reference whatever

to their grades or composition. Hard clays that come fully up to the

kaolin standard are grouped promiscuously with soft or plastic deposits

that may be very low in the kaolin base and very high in all the elements

that impair the quality. The truth is, the word has lost its proper restric-

tion of meaning, and unless its appropriate limits are restored it would be
better if it could be dropped altogether. A fire clay, properly speaking,

is what its name indicates, a refractory clay, and therefore a clay of high

grade. It becomes white by calcination. The term becomes positively

misleading when applied to fusible clays that will melt into slag at

moderate temperatures. But by far the largest use of it in the state at

the present time is in application to this last named class of clays. In
this report the designation will be limited as strictly as possible to refrac-

tory clays.

Fire clays are divided into two well-marked and contrasted groups,

viz., non-plastic and plastic clays. The former constitute our chief supply

in Ohio. Non-plastic fire clays are sometimes known as rock clays and
also as flint clays. They exhibit when broken a smooth conchoidal frac-

ture. On exposure to the weather they crumble into small but angular

grains, beyond which the disintegration does not advance perceptibly.

Their particles, even when finely ground, do not show the ordinary plas-

ticity of clay. In this respect, one of the most important and character-

istic of all the clays departs notably from the definition of the very class

to which it belongs, but it is held in its place by its chemical composi-

tion and behavior. Moreover, by repeated and prolonged grinding, a

growing measure of plasticity is imparted to the mass.

Plastic fire clays do not necessarily differ in appearance firom other

plastic clays, but chemical analysis shows the ground of their separation.

The best of them equal the best of the hard clays already described,

closely approaching kaolin in composition, and they are of equal value

for refactory materials.

To the question so often asked, as to what the peculiarity of the

hard fire clays depend upon, no full and satisfactory answer can be given.

The more probable explanation is that the clay has assumed a definite or

at least an incipient crystalline form. Under the microscope it is some-
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times seen to consist of bundles of minute rods, crowded close together,

while the soft clay lacks this feature altogether, or contains only frag-

ments of these rods. The difference between the two groups of clays

does not depend on the amount of alumina nor on the impurities they

contain, as a superficial examination might lead us to conclude. What-

ever the explanation may prove to be, the line of demarkation between

them is clear and well defined.

None of the plastic underclays of the state, so far as known, show

the high quality which would justify the application of the term "fire

clay" to them; but they are all universally known by this name and it

seems a hopeless attempt to restrict the term to its true signification.

2. Potter's Clay.—Between the plastic underclays of the state that

are called fire clays and the clays that are known as potter's clays, there

is no difference whatever. The names are strictly interchangeable in

common use. When potteries are drawing their supplies from them,

they are likely to be named in accordance with the fact; but otherwise

they are known under the former designation. As a rule, however, the

most characteristic clays of this division are decidely inferior in composi-

tion to the fire clays. They contain large proportions of the fluxing

elements and always show a high degree of plasticity. The last named
quality it obviously an essential one and governs all the rest. The clays

of this division are used not only in stoneware, but also to a considerable

extent in sewer pipe, fire-proofing, flue linings, paving blocks and orna-

mental brick.

3. Brick Clay.—The last of the divisions made in the rough classi-

fication that has here been attempted, comprises a large variety of clays

and shales, which are more or less used in the manufacture of sewer pipe,

paving blocks and common building brick. It includes all the coarser

forms of clay and the numerous varieties differ so widely among them-

selves that no definition can be given beyond the simple statement that

all contain more or less silicate of alumina in their composition.

SECTION II.

The Clay Deposits of Ohio.

To understand the distribution of the clays in Ohio, we must acquaint

ourselves with the geological scale in the state, and of the areas covered

by its several formations. All the varieties of argillaceous deposits that

have been enumerated in the preceding section, so far as they have pres-

ent or prospective economic value, viz : shales, brick clays, potters* clays

and fire clays, will be included in this review.
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GKOI.OGICAI. SCALB OF OhIO.

18. Glacial drift to 550 feet.

17. Upper Barren Coal Measures 500
16. Upper Productive Coal Measures 200
15. Lower Barren Coal Measures 500
14. Lower Productive Coal Measures 250
13. Conglomerate Group 250

12. Sub-carboniferous Limestone, Maxville, Newtonville, etc.... 25

!11^
Logan Group, 0-350^]

lid CuyahoRa Shale, 150-460^
11^ Berea Shale, 20- 50^

11<^ Berea Grit, 3 to 160^

11a Bedford Shale, 50-150^ J

{10^ Cleveland Shale...

)

10<^ Erie Shale ^250 to 3,000 feet..

10a Huron Shale j

9. Hamilton Shale (Olentangy Shale?) 25
8. Devonian Limestone, Upper Helderberg or Corniferous, in-

cluding West Jefferson sandstone 75

7. Lower Helderberg Limestone or Waterlime, including Syl-
vania sandstone, 50 to 600 feet 500

6<af Hillsboro sandstone 30
6c Guelph or Cedarville limestone,

50^-200^ 150
6^ Niagara limestone 50
6a Niagara Shale, including Dayton

limestone, 5^ to 100^ 100
5. Clinton Group, in outcrop, 20^t6 75^; under cover, 75^ to

150^ 50
4. Medina Shale, in outcrop, 25^; under cover, 50^ to 150^ 75

3. Hudson River Group, 300^ to 750^ 750
2. Utica Shale, not seen in outcrop, but 300 feet thick under

cover in Northern Ohio 300
1. Trenton limestone, seen only in Pt. Pleasant quarries if at all 50

1. The lowest, or oldest argillaceous stratum that is known to be
worked, or to have been worked for economic use in Ohio is the Medina
shale, No. 4, of the table above given. As will be seen from the table, it

has a thickness of twenty-five feet in its outcrops, which are wholly con-

fined to southwestern Ohio. In fact, it scarcely appears as a surface for-

mation at all, even there. Its soft and easily eroded beds account for this

fact. It is mainly found in included sections and the number of them is

not large. The Medina shale is reddish, whitish, yellowish, or blue in

color. The first named color is most characteristic. In composition the

shale undoubtedly contains a considerable percentage of lime and mag-
. nesia, occurring as it does between two great limestone formations, but no
analysis is at hand. It has not appeared to be of value enough to justify

any outlay in this direction, since but a single application of it to

economic uses is known in the state. Twenty years ago, one of the most
conspicuous beds of the shale exposed in the state was worked to a mod-
erate extent for the manufacture of common drain tile in connection with

the ordinary clays of the Drift. The locality is on the National Road in

Miami county, as the road descends from the east into the valley of the

great Miami River. The clay is said to have proved satisfactory in the
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very common use to which it was here applied. It Was used, not because

it was counted superior in any way, in quality, to the drift clays that were

worked with it, but because it was obtained with less trouble and expense

than they. It cannot reasonably be expected to bear high heat without

melting, on account of the large amount of lime in its composition.

The same line of remarks would apply to the numerous beds of shale

that occur in the Hudson River formation, which directly underlies the

Medina shale. There are about eight hundred feet of this formation

shown in the state and its outcrops occupy six thousand square miles of

our territory. The upper part of the formation is rich in shale, beds of five,

ten, or fifteen feet of it frequently occurring interstratifiedwiththe limestone

sheets. No instance is known, however, in which an attempt has been

made to turn these calcareo-argillaceous beds to economic use. The

latter are marls rather than shales. A similar line of facts is also found

in certain argillaceous deposits of the Clinton and Niagara divisions of

our shale. At the top of the first named series of beds a very fine-grained

deposit of bluish-white clay occurs. It is locally known as the Clinton

marl, Beavertown marl, etc. Calcareous fossils are distributed through

it. The marl is but one to four feet in thickness. If there were more of

it, it is possible that some use could be found for it, since the fineness of

grain is unusual.

The Niagara shale (6a of the scale above given) is another of these

calcareo-argillaceous deposits that deserve the name of marls in part, at

least, of its extent, rather than of shale, There is a large body of this

formation, its maximum thickness, which is reached in Adams County,

being a full one hundred feet. In so considerable an extent there must

also be .considerable range in quality, and it seems by no means unlikely

that some parts of the Niagara shale will prove well adapted to use in

clay working o some sort.

The next formations that deserve mention in this list are numbers

nine and ten of the scale, viz: the Hamilton or Olentangy and the Ohio

shale, respectively. The Hamilton (No. 9) has no where been worked as

a basis of clay manufacture and does not seem likely to be. There are

but few outcrops of it to be found and what there are give no promise of

special adaptation to practical uses. This stratum has a thickness of

fifteen or twenty feet only.

It is somewhat different with the Ohio shale (No. 10), at least so far

as its possibilities are concerned. This is a great formation, ranging in*

its outcrops between two hundred and fifty and four hundred feet in

thickness. Under cover, as it is followed to the eastward, it is continu-

ally strengthened until on the Pennsylvania border it has been proved by

drilling to be more than two thousand five hundred feet thick. Its out-

crops are of large extent, occupying a belt ten to twenty miles wide that

reaches entirely across the state from north to south.
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It is not a simple or homogeneous formation, but consists of alter-

nating bands differing slightly from each other in composition. The two
leading types included in the formation are a black shale and a greenish-

blue shale, but several other varieties are occasionally met. All of them
are highly silicious in character, but the black shale contains eight to ten

per cent, of organic matter that gives to it its color, while the greenish-

blue variety derives its characteristic tint from silicate of iron. The
black shale is found at the bottom and generally again at the top of the

formation, while the blue shale characterizes the middle of the series.

But no three-fold division based upon the'facts above given can be any-

thing but misleading, for the reason that there are more likely to be thirty

or three hundred alternations than three. It is, however, true that beds

of black shale are almost certain to be found at the bottom of the series,

while at the middle of the column more or less blue shale is present.

The alternations are very frequent in this last named division, as a rule,

as is shown in a multitude of well records.

There is but one point in the state where large use has been made
of this series, viz., Columbus. It has been here employed in the manu-
facture of sewer pipe of thoroughly approved quality and also of com-

mon and of building brick in the large way. In both cases it is the

greenish shale, or some variety of it, that has been brought into requisi-

tion. The possibilities of the formation have scarcely been touched as

yet, however. There will, without doubt, be found large uses to which

parts of it will be found well adapted.

The Bedford shale (No. 11a of the scale) is the next argillaceous de-

posit in our series that deserves mention. It cannot in all cases be dis-

tinguished from the underlying series that has just been described

Where the latter, for example, has the blue color that occasionally marks

it, and where the Bedford also has the same color, no line of demarka-

tion can readily be drawn between them. The only means of distinguish-

ing the two series in such cases would be by noting the fossils that they

severally contain; but the characteristic fossils of each are few in number
and uncertain in occurrence, at least in the great majority of its outcrops,

A . ready means for the determination of the Bedford shale is, however,

at hand in most instances. It is generally a red shale and is thus sharply

distinguished from the hundreds of feet of shale below it that are really

continuous with it, and also from the great series that overlies it with

but one or two interruptions in the way of sandstones which occupy the

interval.

The Bedford shale can therefore be described as a stratum twenty to

eighty feet thick, red or light blue in color. In the great majority of in-

stances more or less of it is red, while bands of grey or blue shale are

sometimes intercalated. This color is its characteristic mark and by

means of it the stratum has been proved a very persistent one, having

been followed under hundreds and even under thousands of feet of cover
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m the drilling of deep wells to the east and south of its present outcrops.
It is at present used at but one point in the state in the large wav.

The Akron Vitrified Brick Company employes the red shale in the manu-
facture of a pressed brick that is certainly not surpassed by any like

product of the state. The shale is mined and worked at or near Inde-

pendence. The great possibilities of this stratum for such applications

have been recognized and indeed demonstrated for many years. It is

surprising that but one practical attempt has been thus far made to ren-

der it available for economic uses.

The Cuyahoga shale, (No. 11^) a great stratum one hundred and
fifty to four hundred and fifty feet in thickness, consists of light colored

grey or blue shales that has unlimited possibilities of service in the prac-

tical wa}^, but which has been almost completely ignored thus far. Its

day is, however, sure to come. Its adaptation to paving block manufac-
ture in particular will be recognized, and it will be at once demonstrated
as soon as it is used, that no better material for this purpose is found in

our entire series than the Cuyahoga shale can supply. It has a broad
outcrop and is available for use in every county in which it is due from
the Lake shore to the Ohio Valley. Without doubt different sub-divisions

will be established in the formation when it comes to be generally used.

Particular beds will be discovered adapted to particular kinds of clay

manufacture.

The Subcarboniferous limestone horizon (No. 12) holds a far more
valuable argillaceous deposit than any that has yet been described in our

series. The limestone itself is an uncertain deposit, but its place in the

series is well marked. In a few instances in southern Ohio, and in a

much larger number of instances in Kentucky, a hard fire clay, known
as flint clay, comes into the section. This clay is one of the two or three

strictly first-class clays of the state. It has been worked largely at Scioto-

ville and Portsmouth, and is accordingly commonly designated in Ohio as

the Sciotoville clay. Other outcrops of it occur near Logan, Hocking
county,and here it is called the Logan clay. It has beenused in manufac-

tures here also, to quite an extent. Wherever found, its great value is at

once recognized. Itbecomes a basis of manufacture of fire clay products in

the strictest use of this word. Furnace linings and other similar uses

demanding refractory quality of high grade absorb the entire product

of this seam. A single analysis exhibits the general characteristics of

the Sciotoville clay. {Lord).

Silica 50.95

Alumina 39.49

Alkalies 30

Magnesia... , 28

Water 9.18
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These figures show a deposit approaching absolute purity, and attest

the very great value of the clay. Unfortunately the deposits of this seam
in Ohio are few in number, and they are also capricious to a high degree,

even within the narrow limits in which they are represented at all.

The clay deposits of Ohio that have now been described, with the

exception of the one last named, would scarcely enter into the account of

the practical clay working of the state as at present carried on. We
should be told in making this review that we had not yet reached the

clays of the geological columns; that the latter are all to be found, with
the single exception noted above, at a higher level in our series than our

examinations have yet covered. As far as general use is concerned,

this is entirely true. The coal measures of the state at the level to which
we have now come in our review, are also the clay measures of the state.

Every coal seam is normally underlaid by a bed of clay. Further, it is

often overlaid as well by clay or shale. Sometimes the coal fails to appear

where it is due and clay may occupy the place that belongs to it. The
thin coal-measure limestones, in like manner, often rest on clay or are

covered by such deposits after the fashion of coal seams. It thus results

that we fipd argillaceous deposits by the score, through the entire series

of the Conglomerate group and the Coal Measures proper, including the

Barren Measures. A brief catalogue of the principal horizons, so far as

the latter are known, will now be given.

13. The Carboniferous Congi^omerate Group.

As is well known to all students of our geology this group em-
braces several great sandstones and conglomerates, four or five coal seams,

some of them of wide range and one, at least, of considerable economic
value, two thin but persistent limestones, three or four iron ore seams,

and a half dozen argillaceous deposits that are severally known as fire

clays and shales. The order of the Conglomerate group is as follows:

Tionesta sandstone.

Tionesta coal.

Tionesta clay and shale.

Upper Mercer ore.

Upper Mercer limestone.

Upper Mercer coal.

Upper Mercer fire clay.

Lower Mercer iron ore.

Lower Mercer limestone.

Lower Mercer fire clay.

Massillon sandstone (upper).

Quakertown coal.

Quakertown shales.

Massillon sandstone (lower).

Sharon shales.

Sharon coal.

Sharon clay.

Sharon conglomerate.
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The elements of interest to us in the present connection are the fol-

lowing: Tionesta clay and shale, Upper Mercer clay, lyower Mercer clay,

Quakertown clay and shales, Sharon shales. These elements will each
be briefly characterized in the order that has been followed thus far in the

chapter, viz., the ascending order.

The lowest coal seam of our series, the true designation of which is

the Sharon coal, but which is also known as the Mahoning Valley coal,

the Youngstown coal, the Akron coal, the Massillon coal, the Jackson
Shaft coal, rests on a thin deposit containing a small amount of clay,

which in turn is supported by the massive Sharon conglomerate. No one
would venture to call this particular underclay as it generally appears, a
fire-clay. It is highly silicious and would serve as refractory material of

fine grade. It resembles in composition and character the gannister of

the English miner. No use has thus far been made of it in Ohio and it

is not therefore included in the list of our clay resources.

(a) The Sharon Shales,—This series directly overlies the Sharon
coal in most sections. In thickness it ranges from one to fifty feet. In
its most characteristic form it is a dark blue, sometimes an almost black
shale, carrying at certain levels heavy nodules of iron ore, wjiich in the
early days of iron manufacture in western Pennsylvania and northeastern

Ohio were drawn upon to a small extent for furnace supplies ; but they
are not likely to be further molested. Near the bottom of the series and
overlying the coal, the shale frequently contains abundant and charac-

teristic fossil plants. The shales proper have lately become the basis of

one of the largest sewer pipe industries of the Un ted States, at Akron and
in its immediate neighborhood. The same deposit is also worked in Ak-
ron in one of the largest roofing tile works of the country. The shale is

generally high in iron oxide, the amount of this substance ranging be-

tween 10 and 15 per cent. So important a proportion of iron as this in a
clay would be sure to impress a particular character on all the products
manufactured from it. The excellent color of the Akron sewer pipe,

which has done so much to commend it in the general markets of the
country, is mainly due to the abundance of this element.

{b) The Quakertown Clay and Shale, The deposits here named
occupy a few feet (5 to 30) between the two divisions of the Massillon
sandstone, when such a division occurs. They can, with a great deal of
propriety, be referred to the Quakertown coal, from which they take their

name, one body of the clay lying under and one directly over the carbon-
aceous streak that is the sole representative of this coal seam in a large

part of the area where it is due. The argillaceous deposits of this age
are worked in but three counties of the state at the present time, so lar as
known, viz.. Summit, Portage and Stark counties. In Summit' they fur-

nish the stock for the important potteries of Springfield, and in Portage
for the Mogadore potteries. The Massillon Fire Brick Company has de-

veloped the most valuable deposit yet known on this horizon and so far
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the only one of its kind. It consists of four to five feet of hard fire clay,

immediately underlying the carbonaceous streak which represents the

Quakertown coal. The bottom of the fire clay is thirty feet above the

Sharon coal, which has been mined in the same territor>\ This clay re-

sembles the hard, or "number one" fire clayof southern Ohio in its general

appearance. It contains, as the latter clay does, abundant traces of veg-

tation which consist in the main of the rootlets of Stigmaria or old coal

plants. This seam has been made the; basis of an important fire brick

manufactory, though other first class clays are also worked here.

Overlying the coal streak ten feet of shale are found adapted to

coarser clay products, as paving blocks.

(c) The Lower Mercer Clay and Shale,—^We reach in our ascent the

best marked horizon of the entire Conglomerate Measures, that, namely,

of the blue or Lower Mercer limestone. This limestone constitutes one

of the vital nodes of this series. Above it is found an iron ore that often

proves valuable. Under it is a coal seam for which not very much can

be claimed, but which in three counties in the state supports a few small

mines. Below the coal is an argillaceous deposit, sometimes shale, but

generally clay, which is worked in a large way and increasingly, for var-

ious clay products. This horizon is the basis of important manufactures

in Stark, Tuscarawas, Muskingum and Hocking counties and particularly

in the latter. The Columbus Brick and Terra Cotta Works, located at

Union Furnace, is a large and well-established enterprise. There is con-

siderable range in the quality of the formation throughout the state, but

it nowhere yields clays of especially high character. The average com-
position would be without meaning or significance of any sort. A single

analysis from the Union Furnace field is here introduced as showing as

well as any one analysis can, the general type of clay that belongs here.

The figures are as follows. {E, Lovejoy, E. M.)

Water 3.72

Silica, combined :.. 3427
Alumina 27.64

Si ica, free , , ...23.92

Iron 1.39

Lime 50

Magnesia 64

Potash 2.70

Moisture 1.15

The shale or clay that immediately overlies the Lower Mercer lime-

stone gives promise, in its appearance, qf adaptation to economic uses. At
the bottom of it, the place of the I^ower Mercer ore is found, and for three

or four feet directly above the ore the clay is exceptionally light colored.

The stratum is nowhere thick, however, and no instance is known of its

being brought into use.
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(d) Upper Mercer Clay and Shale,—The Upper Mercer coal (num-

ber 3 of the numerical series) is not a seam of economic importance in

any part of our coal field. It is not worked in even the the smallest way
at more than a single point in the state, viz., Canfield, Mahoning county,

where it is known as the Bruce coal. It has here a thickness of about

thirty inches. But though generally too thin to be considered, at least

under present conditions, as worth mining, it is nevertheless a persistent

horizon. There is almost always a few inches of coal at its proper level.

Its clay is even more persistent than the coal seam. A bed of light- colored,

plastic clay can be found at this level in every county in the state in

which it is due. It has been practically worked in but few instances

and therefore it is be judged mainly by its outcrops. But it seems

safe to say that the deposits of this age contain a large amount of argil-

laceous material ofat least fair character. At Haydenville, Hocking county,

it is extensively worked under the name of the Mingo Clay. It is one of

the most valuable clay deposits of the entire series that is included with-

in the Haydenville coal field, the series ranging from the Mercer to the

Freeport horizon. As shown by a single analysis, it has thf^ following

composition: {Reed)

Silica 69.92

Alumina 23.46

Alkalies 1.4S

Oxide of Iron 2.00

Magnesia .40

Lime 48

Water....... 3.84

The deposit is eight to ten feet in thickness here. Much can be ex-

pected on the Upper Mercer horizon in cross sections of the coal field,

when clay comes to be required in larger quantities and in greater

variety than the present demands.

(<?) Tionesta Clay.—A few feet, fifteen or twenty, above the deposits

of the age last named, another valuable bed of clay is sometimes found

which can be designated by the name given above. But it must be con-

fessed that this horizon is one of the undetermined and therefore of the

uncertain horizons of the Conglomerate Coal Measure series. Whatever
name shall be decided upon for the deposit, it is certain that a more or

less persistent clay formation occurs in many counties of the state, as

above described.^ It is used and valued highly in the Union Furnace

works already named. A single analysis cannot, of course, go far toward

showing the character of a widespread deposit, but the following results

give the general composition of the seam as shown at the point last

named. {E. Lovejoy, E. M.)
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Silica 33.42

Alumina 25.80

Free Silica 28.39

Oxide of Iron 1.39

Lime 51
Magnesia .04

Alkalies
; 2.70

Water 0.51

The description of this stratum completes the list of the principal

clay and shale beds of the Conglomerate Coal Measure group. Itremains
to enumerate the beds of like composition and character in the Coal
Measures proper. This great series embraces the following elements,

viz.:

Upper Barren Coal Measures.

Upper Productive Coal Measures,

Lower Barren Coal Measures,

Lower Productive Coal Measures.

The list of principal clay deposits of the Lower Coal Measures is as

follows, viz.:

Upper Freeport clay and shales.

Lower Freeport clay and shales.

Middle Kittanning clay and shales,

Kittanning clay.

Freeport limestone clay.

Putnam Hill limestone clay and shales:

These deposits are named in descending order. r

1. The Putnam Hili. Limestone Horizon.

The Putnam Hill limestone covers a coal seam which is designated

in Geology ot Ohio, Volume 5, as the Brookville coal. This identification

is called in question, though not positively denied, by some geologists who
have written upon the question, but for want of abetter title, the desig-

nation can still be maintained. A valuable deposit of clay is found in

the central Coal Measure counties at the level herein named. It is espec-

ially well-developed in Muskingum county, where it is worked on the

large scale. But it extends in good volume and good character through
Coshocton, Tuscarawas and Stark counties, where it is also worked quite

largely; and, further, it is found in promising condition in Perry, Hocking
and Vinton counties to the southward. Like the Lower Mercer clay of

the Union Furnace section, it yields on calcination, at least as it is found
in the vicinity of Zanesville, a buff or cream-colored product. This clay

is the main reliance of the great tile manufactory of Zanesville. In its

chemical and in its physical structure it meets the demands of this very
important industry better than any other deposit that has been found.
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It has also been sent out in thelarge wayfrom the Zanesville district to North
Baltimore, Wood county, where a Cleveland company is engaged in the

manufacture of pressed brick. The clay here named furnishes a buff

brick of great beauty and excellence, natural gas being used as the fuel

for burning.

In the Zanesville field the clay seam proper ranges from three to ten

feet in thickness, with a general average of six feet, but for thirty feet

below the limestone in many sections nothing but shale and clay are

found. It is generally divisible into an upper or plastic portion and a

lower and more silicious division. The seam is largely worked at Canton

in the manufacture of paving brick. A single analysis of it, as it is found

at North Industry, near Canton, gives the following result:

[Stein and Schwartz.)

Moisture, 6.45

Combined Water, 5.41

Silica,
'

63.09

Alumina, 20.17

Oxide of Iron 2.12

Alkalies, 2.76

The lower portion of the seam at the same point was analyzed by

itself, with the following result:

Moisture, 10.42

Combined Water, 12.72

Silica, [ 41.15

Alumina, 28.78

Oxide of Iron, 3.38

Alkalies, 3.55

This lower half of the seam is known as fire-clay, but the analysis

shows that it certainly cannot rank high in refractory qualities.

This horizon must be counted as without doubt one of the valuable

clay deposits of the state. Its use has only been begun as yet. The areas

occupied by the seam in the district named are large and the exposures

in natural sections are abundant. It can be mined under cover to good

advantage, the limestone furnishing a strong and excellent roof for the

workings. A certain part of the seam in the vicinity of Zanesville is

highly esteemed as a source of refractory material. The Harris Fire

Brick Works, six miles above Zanesville, on the west side of the river,

make use of the lower part of the formation. The series found at this

point is as follows

:

Putnam Hill Limestone.

Putnam Hill limestone shale, 11 feet.

White clay, 4 to 5 "

Dark clay, 2 "

Fire clay, 2 "

Sandstone and sandy shale, 5 "

Brown clay, 14 "
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The beds known as fire clay in the table above, and the sandstone and
sandy shale underlying it are what are used for the brick manufacture and
the product serves an excellent purpose in the construction of the kilns

for the manufacture of pressed brick, in the great factories of Zanesville.

2. The Ferriferous Limestone Clays.

This deposit must not be omitted, as it occupies a well-marked place

in our series, especially in the southern counties, of our Coal Measures.
It underlies the limestone coal of the district named above, having a

thickness of two to six feet. It is light-colored, of the plastic variety, and
appears to be of fair quality, but no important use is known to have been
made of it as yet. As clay industries are developed in the districts in

which it occurs, it will no doubt be found able to make some contribution

to their supplies.

3. The Kittanning Clay and Shales.

Under this head we come to the great clay horizon of the state. Its

importance far outweighs that of any other clay seam of our scale.

Indeed, it is probably equal, in value, to all other sources of clay in the

Coal Measures combined. The geological position of the Kittanning clay

is easily remembered. It belongs between the Ferriferous limestone and
the Lower Kittanning coal. Often it fills the entire interval between
these well-known beds. In some sections, however, where the interval

is unusually expanded, a sandstone occurs and the clay and shale are con-

sequently reduced to some extent thereby. In its more important fields

it ranges in thickness between eight and thirty feet. In some districts it

is merged, with only the interruption of the Lower Kittanning coal seam,

into the clays that belong next in the ascending series, viz, those which
come in below the middle Kittanning coal. In this case the combined
deposits constitute a section measuring not less than fifty feet. The Kit-

taning clay horizon proper is seen at its best where it enters the state

from Pennsylvania, and again where it leaves the state in its extension

into Kentucky. In both of these localities of the Ohio Valley, viz, in

Columbiana and Jefferson counties, on the one side, and on the other, in

Lawrence county, it shows large volume and excellent quality. In Tus-
carawas, Stark and Muskingum counties, also, and, in fact, in the other
central counties of the coal field, it is scarcely less developed.

As a rule, the horizon produces a white plastic clay, almost always
of fair quality and, in places, of the highest excellence. The plastic clay

is the foundation of the great pottery industries of Eastern Ohio, where
it is worked on a very large scale. A second, and even more valuable

phase of the clay is found at a few points in Stark, Tuscarawas ^nd
Carroll counties. The formation here yields a hard or flint fire clay of

5 G. O.
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quality scarcely inferior to the best clays of the country. This phase is

known under the name of the Mineral Point clay. It is largely worked

and manufactured at the village of this name, and at Canal Dover, as well,

and the products have an excellent name in all markets, for their refrac-

tory quality.

Analyses of the Mineral Point clay have been often published. A
single one will be quoted here, fairly representing the formation. {Lord)

The figures show a clay of great excellence.

Combined silica 35.39

Alumina 31.84

Combined water 11.68

Percentage kaolinitebase , 78.91

Free silica ....17.13

Titanic acid 1.68

Sandy material (total) 18.81

Susquioxide of iron 0.67

Lime ! 0.50

Magnesia 0.19

Potash 0.59

Of the ordinary phase of the deposit, viz., the white plastic variety,

abundant analyses are at hand, but it is hard to find any one that can be

called thoroughly representative. In the discussion of clays in manufac-

tures in a succeeding chapter, numerous analyses will be found. The

products of this horizon are used on a great scale in the finer pottery

manufacture for saggers, also in part for the manufacture of Rockingham

and yellow ware; and, k)wer still in the scale of value, for stoneware.

These clays are a main dependence of great sewer-pipe factories, and also

are sometimes used in making fire-brick of ordinary quality. An enor-

mous amount is now being turned to account in the manufacture of pav-

ing brick. By reason of the uses and adaptations above named, the Kit-

tanning clay seems certain to hold for all time to come the first place in

our clay horizons.

4. The Middle Kittanning Clay.

As already stated, this stratum is in some instances merged into the

Kittanning clay proper, but it deserves a name and place of its own in

our scale. At one locality, viz., Oak Hill, Jackson county, it yields a

*'No. 1,** or hard fire clay, and is there made the basis of an important

fire-brick manufacture. It carries in many of its outcrops, nodules ofiron

ore, which interfere to some extent with its availability as a source of clay

for manufactures. No peculiarities of composition can be claimed for it,

according to present knowledge, but it reinforces in an important way,

the deposits of the horizon already described, which directly underlie it.
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5. The I<ower Freeport Clay.

For the clay seam that underlies the Lower Freeport coal, no great

development can be asserted and no great peculiarity of composition can
be claimed. At one locality, viz., in the vicinity of Moxahala, Perry
county, the seam has been found in the condition of a hard or flint clay,

but of only moderate excellence. It carries enough oxide of iron to shut
it out from the highest grade. Usually the clay is of the ordinary type
of the plastic under-clays of the Coal Measures. It is possible tb^t

special adaptations will be found in some of its outcrops when the demand
from our clay manufactures becomes more extensive.

6. The Upper Freeport Clay and Shale.

Much more can be said for the agillaceous deposits of this horizon
than for the two last named. They are found in large volume and
extend much more widely throughout the Coal Measures than the coal

from which they derive their name. At several points in its extent, the

Upper Freeport clay has assumed a hard or flinty phase, and then
becomes a refractory clay of greater or less excellence. In western Penn-
sylvania this phase is known as the Bolivar clay. In the Muskingum
Valley, below Zanesville, it has been worked to a sm^U extent, under the

name of the Ballou clay.

The common phase is found to be well adapted to all ordinary uses

in almost all parts of the state. It is certain to become one of the main
dependencies of the future clay-working industries of those districts in

which it occurs.

The detailed description of the persistent deposits of clay and shale

of the state series, will not be carried beyond this point in our review.

The l/ower Barren Measures that follow the Lower Coal Measures, next
in ascending order, contain vast deposits of shale, the true value of which
is just beginning to be understood and appreciated. It is the paving
brick industry that has, for the first time, shown the possibilities of
service that they contain. These shales are distributed through the

entire series, but about the middle portion of this division, some deposits

of pecuHar excellence have been developed, particularly in the Sunday
Creek Valley. That part of the series bounded by the Cambridge lime-

stone below and the Crinoidal limestone above, seems admirably adapted
to paving block manufacture. No true fire-clays are known in this

division until its summit is reached in the Pittsburg coal. A fire-clay of

some promise has been noted underlying this great coal seam at a few
points in Athens county. It is not known that any test has been made
by which its character or value can be determined. At a single point in

eastern Ohio, viz., at Bellaire, a bed of shale twenty feet or more in thick-

ness directly underlies the Pittsburg coal. This deposit has lately been
made the basis of a promising paving block and sewer-pipe plant.
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Certain deposits of red shale and clay, by which the Barren Measures
are made conspicuous, will doubtless be found on suitable trials to furnish

materials adapted to some of the uses to which like deposits are being

turned in other portions of our scale. It seems quite probable that they

can be made into pressed brick of high quality. These red bands a. e

very wide-spread and persistent, and attention will no doubt be soon

directed to them.

It can be seen from this review that every portion of our Coal

Measures can be depended upon for a supply of argillaceous material,

fire clay, potter's clay or shale, covering a wide range of composition,

from nearly pure kaolin to brick clays, and adapted to nearly all the lines

of manufacture in which these substances are employed.
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THE CI.AY WORKING INDUSTRIES OF OHIO.

By Edward Orton, Jr., E. M.

The manufacture of clay wares of all kinds in Ohio has experienced

very great expansion in the last decade. Next to the mining of coal, it

is probable that clay working occt^pies the highest position in those

industries which depend upon the natural mineral resources of the state.

It a prophecy without risk to say that it will be only a short time until

clay working becomes the more important of the two, as our coal deposits

have t»een subjected to a yearly increasing strain for over half a century

and are becoming every year less accessible in location and smaller in area,

while on the other hand, the clay deposits have so far been only barely

touched and still yield new measures of their enormous value and extent as

attention is turned to their exploration.

The expansion which has prevailed in the last decade in the clay

business has several causes: one of them is the natural increase which
has blessed alike all of the healthy, well-located industries of the state; a
second reason is the recent adaptation of brick to the paving of city

streets, which has opened a new and virgin field to our manufacturers,

and thirdly: the comparatively recent discovery of the great value of

the shale deposits of the state in the manufacture of the grosser forms
of clay wares.

A careful statement of the origin of clays and the geologiofl and
geographical distribution of the shales and clay deposits of Ohio, as weU
as a discussion of the relation that these shales and clays bear to each-

other, will be found in the preceeding chapter of this volume.

It is the intention to confine this article to a description of the

various clay working industries established in the state, giving such
information in regard to the development of each and the underlying

principles of manufacture and to the chemical technology of the proces-

ses as has been found current among the clay workers of the state, or

has been available from other sources. In order to properly take up
the discussion of these questions it is fitting that a brief review of the

main points as to the origin, composition and properties of clay should

be first presented, even though it duplicates to some degree the work of
the preceding chapter. The present review is written from a practical

standpoint.
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SECTION I.

GENERAL CGISSIDERATIGN OF CLAYS.

(a.) Origin, Pure clay is a hydrated silicate of alumina, composed of

one portion of the sesquioxide of aluminum united with two portions of

silica and two portion of water. Clay in this sense may be represented

by the chemical formula.

Al 2, O 3, 2 Si O 2 + 2 Ha O.

Clays in this popular meaning of the term are something very differ-

ent from the pure mineral. They are compound minerals or mixtures

of minerals, having no definite proportions of base to acid, no definite

composition either chemically or mineralogically, but all containing some
of the real mineral clay and all retaining something of its physical and
chemical characteristics.

Pure clay. Kaolin, or Kaolinite is not a natural mineral, but is

derived from the decomposition of another. Feldspar, which is a silicate

of alumina and some alkaline base like potash soda or lime, is a hard

stony rock bearing no resemblance to clay in any respect. This feldspar,

when exposed to the action of water containing carbonic acid gas in

solution, is dissolved or broken up and the alkaline base is carried away in

solution; leaving the silicate of alumina alone.

This origin of kaolins from the decomposition of feldspar rock is

thoroughly established and cases are frequently found where a bed of

feldspar is covered or surrounded by the kaolin formed from its decom-
position and extending down into the crevices of the rock wherever the

water has had a chance to penetrate.

But while it is likely that many of our beds of kaolin owe their

origin directly to beds of feldspar, still it is not to this source that we
owe our enormous deposits of clay.

Feldspars are very widely disseminated in other minerals and form a

notable part of granitic and gneissic rocks, which form a large part of

the earth's crust. Granite consists of quartz, mica and feldspar. Quartz

is not affected by any of the natural atmospheric or aqueous agencies

now at work, and mica but slightly so, but the feldspar, as has already

been shown, is sensibly attacked.

When the feldspar is thus decomposed the bond which held the

quartz and mica firmly together is gone, and these minerals are partly

washed away and partly retained in mixture with the kaolinite which
has been formed. Granite is not of any permanent composition chemi-

cally, but is always composed of varying proportions of these three

minerals. Hence, the clay resulting from granite would vary with the

variations of the parent rock, as well as from the great variations which
attend the conditions of its formation. Also, nearly all of the clay

deposits of the world are formed from the decomposition of the earlier

rocks, and have been successively deposited in water, hardened into rock,
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eroded again by the rains and frosts and ice of centuries, and again

deposited. No one knows or can guess how many times our clays have
been thus treated, and each transfer is of course accompained by the

further mixing and blending of clays with each other and with the

detritus of all other rocks.

In the light of these few statements on the origin of our clays, it is

not a source of surprise that they vary but that they retain as much of a

family likeness as they do.

{b) Composition,—As has just been indicated, we must expect to find

their chemical and mineralogical composition varying through a very

wide rapge. Indeed, there is some difficulty in determining how much
the pure clay base may be mixed with silica and other minerals and stiU

' be called a clay. There is hardly any common rock which does not con-

tain it. Limestones when they disintegrate and dissolve away leave a

residue of clay behind them ; sandstones will generally become plastic if

ground fine with water, from the presence of the same mineral.

This irregularity of composition led at first to great misunderstand-

ing of the nature of clays. It is only in the light of their origin that we
can understand the anomalies which their composition presents. Pure
clay or kaolinite has a percentage composition of

Silica (Si Og) 46.3.

Alumina {AI2 O3) 39.8.

Water (H2O) 13.9.

which may be represented by the chemical torraula Alg O3 2Si O2 2H 2O.

Impure clays contain less alumina and water and more silica and

other elements beside. The researches of the late Professor Cook first

demonstrated that in any clay the silica could be separated into two kinds

:

viz :—^that combined with the alumina as a hydrous silicate, and that free

from combination and present as quartz or sand. It is possible that free

uncombined hydrated silica is present in some clays, but this form is cer-

tainly rare. By a chemical process it is possible to make a separation of

the silica into the two named classes, and on assembling the alumina, com-

bined water and the combined portion of the silica together, and finding

their ratio to each other it was found that a body was obtained having the

same percentage composition as kaolinite. There were naturally some
variations due to the errors of the chemical process employed and proba-

bly to the presence of other silicates than those of the clay proper, but

while the kaolinite bases thus found were sometimes too silicious and

sometimes too aluminous, nevertheless the essential identity of the base

of all clays was established. This chemical proof of the identity of the

presence of one kaolinite base in all clays has been a strong support of

the theory of their origin, and their origin in turn leads us to expect what
l)y research we find in the composition.

Clay then is found, both by this theory of its origin and the discrim-

inating use of chemical analysis, to be a mixture of a kaolinite base with a
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large variety of other minerals. The most important of these associated

minerals is quartz, or free silica, or sand, as it is variously termed. It is

found in all clays, to some extent. Even the purest kaolins contain small

fractions of a per cent, of it, and on the other extreme it is hard to say

where a sandy clay ends and an argillaceous sandstone or freestone begins.

There is a great difference in the size of the grains of quartz, some clays

being very coarse and others are so very fine grained that it becomes im-

possible to separate the sand from the clay by any mechanical process,

like washing in water.

Feldspar and mica are found in almost all clays. Sometimes the

mica can be plainly discerned by the eye. Feldspar cannot be distin-

guished from sand by such means, but its presence is highly probable in

many clays. Both feldspar and mica contain the alkalies in combination
with silica and alumina. Hence we can most easily understand the pres-

ence of the alkalies in a chemical analysis of clays, when we believe them
to exist in these minerals. It is not possible to imagine free alkalies exist-

ing in a mineral which owes its origin to slow deposition in water and
the presence of some comparatively insoluble silicates, like feldspar or

mica, seems necessary to explain their continual presence.

In this connection, the question arises, how can feldspars remain un-
decomposed or unkaolinized during all the exposure to water and air

which must have been their lot. Possibly the formation of kaolin on the

surface of a grain of feldspar serves as a shield to shed water from the

inside of the grain and possibly the retention of the feldspar in the mass
of tough and plastic clay protects it from continual attack by the elements.

It seems likely that the mica minerals contribute more largely to the pot-

ash of clays than the feldspars, as they are very much less affected by the

agencies of decomposition.

The oxides and other compounds of irons are an almost invariable

constituent' of clays, and probably next to the silica, they are the most
important. The oxides, both as sesquioxide and protoxide, free or hy-

drated,are the commonest forms, but the carbonates of iron are not un-
common, and sulphides are an occasional and very injurious impurity.

Possibly iron combined as silicate is sometimes present.

Iron is the great coloring agent of clays. The tints vary from the

lightest buff to strong cherry red and from drab to blue or green. The
amount of coloration is not proportional to the amount of iron, however,
as perfectly white china clays have been found in analysis to contain over

one per cent, of iron, and other clays containing this amount might show a

strong yellow or pink color. The effect of the iron on the color of a clay

is much increased by the burning process, and the colors produced in

burning vary from cream color to perfectly black—almost all tints being

represented,but the reds,browns and greens predominating. The condition

of the iron has much to do with its coloring power. If it is disseminated
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in little grains or crystals it has but small effect on the color of the clay

;

the more intimate the mixture or combination the greater its effect.

The amounts of iron found in clays vary from minute fractions of

one per cent, to twelve or even fifteen per cent, of the whole.

Ifime and magnesia are found in small but persistent amounts in

nearly all clays. These alkaline earths are probably present in many
cases as silicates, as they are insoluble in water and nearly so in acids

—

but many clays contain notable amounts of carbonates of lime and mag-

nesia. These carbonates are sometimes present as small pebbles or grains

of limestone, brought into their present position by the glacial agencies of

recent geological time. In this condition they do very great harm to the

clay in manufacturing processes. When intimately mixed with the whole

substance of the clay their effect is less apparent. Clays of this descrip-

tion generally burn to a greenish color, or even cream colored, if the lime

is present in large amounts. The cream colored bricks which are found

so commonly in Canada, northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota

are manufactured from this class of clays.

Titanic acid is found in nearly all clays. Its presence was viewed

with much interest for some time, and is attributed to the mineral ^enac-

canite or titanate of iron, but titanic acid is so nearly chemically inert

.that it is not commonly determined in an analysis. It is weighed in an

ordinary analysis partly with the silica and partly with the alumina. It

is not known to have any effect on either color or fusibility.

Organic matter is a frequent but not an important constituent of

clays. In many of the Ohio clays and shales large quantities of decom-

posing carbonaceous matter was in suspension in the water which was
depositing the beds of clays; and as a result the shales or clays are col-

ored bluish or black. When a clay is colored by this cause it can readily

be detected, as a comparatively low heat is sufficient to drive out the

organic matter, leaving the clay to be colored by its mineral constituents.

It is not often that organic matter is a sotu'ce of any detriment to a clay;

it is generally so finely divided or present in such volatile organic com-
pounds that it leaves the clay sound and solid after the gases are expelled

. by heat. When it occurs as. small lignitic grains, as it sometimes does in

the clays of later geological age, it is a possible source of porosity after

burning. In some parts of the Huron shale, there is so much organic

matter that it greatly facilitates the burning of the clay, just as some
black band iron ores contain enough organic matter to aid in their own
calcination.

Rare minerals containing barium, strontium, lithium, cobalt, copper,

zinc and such bases, and phosphoric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acids

are liable to be occasionally found in clays, but are not frequent enough
to be of any real importance in practical work.

Thus w^e have seen that mineralogically clay is a compound of a clay

base with sand, feldspar, mica, and other silicates, colored by iron oxides,

or organic matter.
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Chemical analyses of clays generally state the ultimate quantities of

the various elements represented, but fail to give any idea of their minera-

logical structure. This can be in part remedied by such an arrangement
of the elements as was first devised by the late Prof. Gook, of the New
Jersey Survey, and which was followed in Vol. V of the Ohio Survey,
and has been used largely in the present report. This method of report-

ing an analysis classifies the clay into kaolinite base, sterile impurities

like quartz and titanic acid, and deleterious or fluxing impurities includ.

ing the strong bases such as iron, lime, magnesia and the alkalies. This
system requires, however, that an extra determination shall be made for

each analysis, separating the silica into the combined and the free. The
chemical processes employed in this separation are far from satisfactory,

however, and since the essential facts of the kaolinite base theory have
been generally adopted it seem not inadmissible to divide the silica into

free and combined, by calculation of the kaolin ratio from the percentages

of alumina and water present. This has been done in most of the new
analyses made by the Survey for the present report. No table of analysis

has been prepared for presentation in this section of the report, but special

pains have been taken under each separate industry described, to present

such analyses as were available in that particular branch. Attention is

therefore invited to the succeeding tables to illustrate the general state-

ments relative to composition of clays made here.

(c) Properties,—The properties of clay which make them indis-

pensable to mankind are three fold:

1st. Plasticity when wet, by w^hich it can be formed into the

multitude of shapes that suit our convenience.

2d. Permanence when burnt, which enables us to fix these useful

forms in material at once cheap, ornamental and durable.

3rd. Refractoriness or the ability to stand high and long-continued

heat without fusion or loss of form.

Plasticity is a quality which is shared by very few other minerals

and very few other artificial compounds capable of standing heat. It has

never been satisfactorily explained by any one who has worked upon the

subject. The late Prof. Cook, of New Jersey, has done more for the sub-

ject than any one else. He found out by microscopical examination of

kaolins that the mineral generally presents a distinct tendency to crys-

tallization. Some kaolins are composed of masses of hexagonal plates or

scales piled up in long bundles or faces and masses of unattached scales.

When they present this appearance they are very little plastic. By grind-

ing a sample of such clay fine, and working and kneading it with water, it

gradually becomes plastic however, and an examination under the glairs

then shows that the crystalline structure is much broken up, and that the

still perfect scales or crystals are embedded in a homogenous matrix com-
posed of the waste of the other crystals which have been destroyed by
the grinding and kneading. Other clays, already naturally plastic, shDw
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no plates at all, only a homogenous matrix. .Xhese points indicate that

the plasticity of a clay depends on the extent to which this tendency to a
crystalline structure has been destroyed in the treatment that the clay

has received. This theory is in harmony with the facts as presented by
the clays of New Jersey, which are of more recent geological formation

and of different character from those found in Ohio. In Ohio, the clays and
shales all belong to the Carbdniferous or older geological formations, and
it seems probable that some other agency than crystallization has made
many of our clays and shales non-plastic which once were so. In
default of any adequate explanation, it may be suggested, that long and
intimate association of the clay base with its. silica and its other constit-

uents, the influence of enormous pressures for age after age of geological

time, possibly the influence of low metamorphic heat and the binding,

cementing action of the tarry organic compounds produced by the slow
change of the vegetable matters incorporated into the clays, have com-
bined to make many clays non-plastic. Most of these can be made plas-

tic again by grinding and kneading with water, but many fail to develop

much of their old plasticity. Beside these clays, which are now difficultly

plastic, there is a class of clays found in the Coal Measures of Ohio and
adjoining states which is entirely devoid of plasticity jind no known
treatment is sufficient to induce any marked return to the plastic state.

Such clays are known 2^flint clays and are only known as clay at all by
their behavior under heat and by the fact that an analysis discloses that

they are generally nearly pure kaolins in composition. The action of

frost and water on these clays is to crumble them to a fine, sharp sand;

grinding with water leaves them still gritty and with no more plasticity

than a sand rock would develop under similar treatment.

The origin of these clays is altogether unexplained. Occurring as they

do, remarkably pure clays in the midst of very impure ones—^they must
have been deposited in much the same way as the plastic clays around
them. They even contain pebbles sometimes, which shows the existence

of currents through the swampy tracts of which they formed the floor.

Organic acids, such as are, developed in swamps, are supposed by some to

have aided the vegetation in withdrawing everything of a soluble nature

from the clay, but this does not account for their freedom from silica.

The subject is full of interest and greatly needs more time and attention

than the Survey was able to devote to its study.

Permanence in clay ware depends on the way in which the chemical

changes during burning are brought about and the temperature to which
the clay is ultimately subjected. If the heat applied has been only suffi-

cient to drive out the water of hydration, the resulting material

will be porous and friable, and while it will have shrunk very sensibly in

volume and is not soluble in water or organic acids, still the action of

frost is sufficient to crumble it to dust on account of its porosity and
attraction for moisture. If the heat has been carried up gradually above
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this point, the clay will be found to continue to shrink and grow more

hard and dense and more impervious to water until finally, if the heat be

stopped at the right point, the clay will have become practically imper-

vious and very hard, strong, and tough. Clay in this condition is a new

chemical compound composed of a mixture of all its bases combined with

all its acids, forming a mineral as nearly indestructible as any known to

man. Small bits of pottery made in the earliest times of prehistoric man
come down to us as fresh and unaltered by the centuries of exposure as

they were when made. Records made in hard-burnt clay are imperisha-

ble except to animate force. If the heat be continued above this most

favorable point the clay begins to deteriorate in some of its qualities. It

may grow harder but less strong, or it may become spongy and vesicular

like lava, or it may melt into a fragile glass, but whatever the change, it

is a retrogression. What the temperatures are at which these various re-

sults are obtained varies entirely with the nature and coinposition of the

clay under treatment. Some clays require only a low heat to develop

their best qualities, others demand the highest heats attainable in metal-

lurgical practice.

Refracto7'iness or infusibility is the last property of claj^s which

makes them of such great value to man. This subject naturally becomes

involved with a consideration of the causes and conditions which contribute

to permayiencey as in both, the action of the clay under fire is the subject

of discussion. The qualities which a clay develops while burning are

obviously largely dependent on its chemical and mineralogical composi-

tion. As has been pointed out, the heat which is applied and the way it

is applied and the kind of atmosphere which surrounds the clay under

heat, have an important bearing on the qualities it shall develop. But

the composition is of first and foremost importance and not only the ulti-

mate composition but the method of combination of its various parts.

Kaolin or the kaolinite base of clay is practically infusible in the

highest heat obtained in metallurgical practice. Quartz, its chief and

bulkiest impurity, is likewise infusible in practice. Both can be fused in

the flame of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe. But intimate mixtures of clay

and quartz, even in the absence of all other impurities, are not as infusible

as the ingredients are separately and the application of intense and long

continued heat tends to form a new chemical compound having all the

.silica combined with all the alumina in a new relation of base to acid.

Fusibility of a clay has been in the past considered as depending

mainly on the relative amount and character of its impurities other than

quartz. Both quartz and kaolinite being infusible the idea has been that

the metalic oxides present formed the entering wedge wfiich destroyed a

clay infusibility. There is much to be said in favor of this view, as it is

an open fact that clays do stand high temperatures substantially in the

order of their purity.

However, the drift of opinion now seems to be toward the theory that

the fire qualities of a clay will depend on its total aggregate composition,
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in which all of its bases are combined with all of its fixed acids. This

aggregate composition is best expressed by means of the '* Oxygen
Ratio."

By the oxygen ratio is meant the ratio existing between the oxygen
of the silica and any other acid elements, against the oxygen existing in

the alumina, iron, lime, magnesia, and alkalies or other bases present.

It is the peculiar quality of silica in the capacity of an acid to unite

with any indefinite quantity of bases, and the only present means of

classifying these miscellaneous compounds is by the ratio of the oxygen
in their bases and acids. By this means silicates can be classified as being

subsilicates, protosilicates, sesquisilicates, bisilicates, trisilicates, etc.,

or nearest to one or other of these standard compounds, as the case

may be.

In considering this theory of the importance of the oxygen ratio of a

clay it is not meant to disparage the important influences exerted by its

feldspathic and ferruginous impurities ; but only to point out that a given

amount of these fluxing impurities would probably cause clay of a certain

oxygen ratio to vitrify at a comparatively low heat, while another clay

containing the same fluxing impurities, but of quite a different ratio,

would still be unaffected at the same temperature.

The ferruginous impurities of clays consist, as has been before

stated, ot both of the oxides of iron, anhydrous or hydrated carbonates

of iron, sulphide of iron, sometimes sulphate of iron, phosphates of iron,

titanates of iron and possibly silicates of iron. In all of this array of

minerals it is to be expected that the action of the iron would vary ; it is

known to play two important parts as free or uncombined sesquioxide of

iron, and free protoxide of iron, and is now| believed by many chemists to

act in a third and still more important role as hydrated sesquioxide of iron,

chemically combined with the alumina and silica to form an iron clay.

Instances of this substitution of part of one base for another are not

infrequent in chemistry. They are called double-salts. For instance,

alum is a sulphate of alumina but an iron alum may easily be made in

which part of the alumina is replaced by the similar oxide of^iron. This
iron alumina sulphate them becomes a fixed chemical compound, only

broken up bychemical means. This theory,based on the part that iron plays

in clays, goes further to explain the various and confusing reactions of

iron in clays than any yet brought forward. For instance, two clays of

the same iron content are found to be of entirely different color on burn-

ing, one being red in every particle and the other of a light color with

here and there a dark grain. The latter will stand a large increase of

temperature with no further change than shrinking somewhat, and the

black grains becoming black blotches of a fluid cinder. The red clay, on
being brought up to the same heat successively grows closer grained, then

vitreous or glassy in fracture changing color from darker to lighter red,

and then through the brown colors till finally the vitreous fracture disap-
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pears, the clay turns black in color and porous and vesicular like lava

and worthless for any purpose.

In the light colored clay the iron was present as grains of sesquiox-

ide; heat and the influence of the gases of the fire reduced this finally to

ferrous oxide; in this condition the fluxing action began to assert it elf

and combination between any accessible free silica and the iron ensued,

forming black ferrous silicate; this would rapidly continue to absorb .such

additional quantities of silica from the clay as would satiate its affinities

at that temperature; and the iron has now done its worst in this clay.

In the red clay the iron is assumed to be present as an iron alumina

silicate. All parts of the clay alike are equally permeated by it and colored

by it. As the heat is increased the iron, affecting every part of the clay

causes a fritting or incipient fusion of the clay with its other constituents.

When this process is complete the clay presents a glassy fracture, a very

hard structure, non-porous and having no affinity for water, and generally

a brown red color. If now the heat be still increased the iron begins to

be affected by the reducing gases of the fires, and to be reduced to a lower

state of oxidation in which combination with the alumina of the clay is im-

possible. This reaction then continued, results in the complete destruc-

tion of the valuable qualities of the clay; it becomes porous, light in

weight, brittle and rotten in texture, unable to stand either blows or fric-

tion. Also the phenomena presented in the changes of color of clays

under the action of reducing and oxydizing atmospheres lend additional

strength to this theory.

Take several samples of fire clay, such as is used for pipe or stone-

ware, and subject them to a strong reducing or carbonaceous atmosphere

for a time; if one sample be quickly withdrawn and cooled it will show
itself probably of a gray or bluish color in its whole structure, indicating

the presence of a ferrous oxide in very small quantities. If the balance

of the white hot samples now be allowed to slowly cool in a light draft of

air they will become yellow, red or brown according to the quantity of

this iron, aside from the free iron which the clay contains, which will

manifest itself by small blotches of black cinder for every grain which lay

exposed to the surface. This change in color is due to a re-oxidation of

the iron in its long exposure to heated air during the cooling process.

Also it very seldom happens that a clay is found which will yield up its

iron contents by solution in boiling hydrochloric acid. Yet any free iron

oxides, or ferrous silicates or other iron compounds are readily decom-

posed by this means. Hence the inference that part of the iron is present

as a double silicate of iron and alumina which like the simple silicate of

alumina is not attacked by hydrochloric acid.

These and other reasons make the assumption a probable one that

iron plays its most important part in the chemistry of clays as a chemi-

cally combined constituent of the clay base.

The action of lime and magnesia in promoting the vitrification and

fusion of clays is a power ul one if the bases are present in large quantity.
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Nearly all clays contain small amounts, probably united in the feld-

spathic minerals present; when the amounts of lime and magnesia are

larger they are most frequently present as carbonates. These carbonates

are not often present in the fire clays but they are a frequent and impor-

tant constituent of the shale beds of Ohio. The carbonates are some-

times finely divided and intimately mixed with every portion of the clay,

as in the slip clays used by potters for glazing, on account of their low

melting points, or are disseminated in grains and pebbles as in the clays

of glacial origin. When in this latter form the clay is useless, except for

the commonest and crudest purposes, as the particles of lime having be-

come caustic by heat, slack on exposure to the air again and mark the sur-

face of the ware with unsightly pit holes. Besides assisting materially in

lowering the melting point of the clay, these alkaline earths exercise an

important action on its color. The famous cream-colored brick clays of

our northwestern states contain twenty to thirty per cent, of lime and mag-
nesia and this is sufficient to disguise the presence of five per cent.of iron.

In smaller quantities seven to twelve per cent, of the earths are suffi-

cient to make the vitrification of the clay occur at so low a heat that it still

retains the bright red color due to its iron and the strength that it is capa-

ble of giving.

If the clays contain less than seven or eight per cent, of lime and
magnesia and the heat used in burning be high the clay generally becomes
a dirty green in color by the formation of lime and iron silicates.

Th2 alkalies, potash and soda are the most powerful fluxing agents

which clays contain. They are present, as has been explained, as feld-

spathic and micaceous minerals and are therefore ready to begin to melt
as soon as the temperature rises. Free oxide of iron is the least obnox-
ious state in which iron can be present in a clay, since it requires more
temperature to get it to unite with the minerals around it than a pre-

viously formed silicate of iron would require. So also the potash and
soda are in condition to do the most harm to the melting point of the clay,

being already combined as silicates.

The actual amount of any of these active fluxes, which a clay can con-

tain and retain its fire qualities is impossible to say. The result of these

fluxes depend on the amount, on the state of division of the clay, and the

state of division of the fluxes, and on the character of the silica with
which they are associated, and also largely on the number of fluxes rep-

resented. It is a general rule in the theory of fluxing compounds that a

mixture of bases will make a more fusible compound than an equal

amount of any of the bases separately.

(d) The Changes Occurring in Clay by Burning. In forming a concep-

tion of the qualities that a clay^will develop on burning, its composition,

considered as to its oxygen ratio and as to the probable effect of each sep-

arate impurity, is seen to be of the greatest importance.
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But in attempting to develop these qualities which its compositions

indicates, it is necessary to understand the chemical and physical changes
which take place in all clays when subjected to heat.

Clay when heated, first loses the water which has been mechanically

added to it, to render it plastic and soft. This water having been mechan-
ically added to the clay, has no chemical ties to break in coming out again,

and therefore evaporates at all temperatures and at the temperature of212°

F. is converted into steam. Therefore it is necessary to raise the heat s€>

slowly as to allow all of this moisture to escape as vapor before the clay^

becomes heated above the boiling point of water, for the generation of

steam would of course tend to destroy the structure which has been im-

parted to the clay and which it is important to keep. After the moisture

has been thoroughly driven out, the temperature may be increased with
much more speed. For purposes of investigation, if the heat be raised at

a slow Fate and the clay weighed at frequent intervals, it will be found
that no change in weight occurs (after the moisture is expelled) while the

clay is successively raised past the melting point of tin, lead, zinc and an-

timony, and that it is considerably above this point, probably not far from
1,000° F. or a low red heat, hardly perceptible in daylight but clearly per-

ceptible in the dark, when the clay next begins to lose weight. When this

heat is attained, the combined water, which has been a chemical part of

the clay heretofore, is expelled and the clay loses weight to this extent.

A pure kaolin loses about 14%, and any other clay less, in proportion

to the amount of real clay it contains. If there is any organic matter in

the clay it will probably be driven out at about this stage in the burning.

It depends on the kind of organic matter; if it were sawdust mechanically

added to the clay to induce porosity of structure, it would require further

heat to remove the charcoal produced; if it were hydrocarbons and coaly

materials existing in the clay naturally, they would probably be driven

out at this heat. If there is any sulphide of iron present in the clay it

begins to decompose at this temperature, giving off free sulphur, which
oxydizes at once to sulphurous acid, and usually in the presence of the

superheated steam and air to sulphuric acid.

These reactions are beautifully illustrated in the successive changes

of vapor which discharge from the stack of a kiln which is burning

wares made from a sulphurous clay. First of all comes a copious cloud of

steam while the moisture is being driven off; then a period during which

no gases are seen to emerge except black smoke after each fire is replen-

ished with coal, then the combined water beginns to appear in the form
of steam, and soon the steam is reinforced by a blue permanent smoke
which still floats away into the atmosphere after the steam disappears.

When occasionally this blue smoke is bro^ught down to the surface of the

earth it is found to be intensely irritating to the lungs of man and beast,,

and fatal to vegetation. The production of the first sulphuric acid is

accomplished while the water of hydration is still passing off, but the cloud
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of sulphuric acid still continues to come after no more steam can be

detected by the eye. Sometimes the gases from sulphurous clays are not

blue as have been described, but brown or reddivSh in color. This may
be due to the simultaneous expulsion of carbonaceous matters and sul-

phuric acid, and the reaction between these two. The production of all

these gases and their expulsion from the mass of the clay is easily

effected if the temperature of the clay is kept nearly stationary while the

expulsion is in progress, The heat must not be allowed to fall below the

initial point, and it must not be allowed to go much above, for as fast as

the clay loses its combined water, it undergoes a great physical change, a

closing up of its pores, a general shrinking and settling together of its

molecules, so that it becomes more and more difi&cult for the gases of the

interior portions of the clay to find their way out through the dense

layer of the exterior.

It is by a failure to recognize and obey this simple law that 90% of

the losses in burning clay wares occur. All clay workers appreciate the

importance of burning slowly at first, but very few realize that the real

time to go slow is midway in the process of burning, or more explicitly

while the combined water or "water smoke" is being driven off. After a

kiln of clay ware is lit and the moisture is dried out, the heat may safely

increase as fast as convenient till the water smoke begins to appear. At
this stage the heat must be simply maintained until the steam ceases to

issue from the stack or until every part of the kiln has attained the dull

red color in daylight and been held at that point for a few hours.

If this precaution is not observed and the heat is allowed to increase

on the ware before the water is all expelled, the escaping steam from the

inside of the ware being confined by the denser layers surrounding it,

causes the clay to swell or puff up like a loaf of bread under the action

of yeast. This comparison is not an idle one. A piece of bloated clay

ware and a loaf of light bread have both been made porous and spongy
by the efforts of an imprisoned gas to escape from confinement.

This action, variously named as puffing, bloating, blowing, swelling,

blistering, blubbering, manifests itself in very many ways in the different

kinds of wares which are made out of clay. As might be expected from
the principles involved, the larger the mass of the clay the greater dan-

ger of bloating it, and the longer the heat must be held stationary to

allow the escape of the gases. Latge objects like fire bricks, glass pots

and glass furnace blocks and retorts contain a notable quantity of calcined

clay or ground brickbats from which all water has been expelled. This
produces an open structure and allows the escape of the gases from the

interior. Great care and long time has still to be taken in burning these

objects. But in the case of large paving blocks, where no calcined clay is

used and where the body clays are generally somewhat plastic and easily

fusible, the difficulty is much increased, as the clay tends to begin to

6 G. O.
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vitrify at so low a heat that the opportunity of expelling the combined

water before the outer layers of the clay become dense is much diminished.

In pottery and pipe-making, less trouble is experienced on account of

the thinness of the section of the ware. This change of structure in a

clay by bloating may be very marked or very slight. If the action has

been very slight no change in structure can be detected by the naked

eye, but a change in color is apparent, perhaps in a narrow band or small

area furthest from the surface of the ware. As the action increases, the

deepness of the color increases, the size of the areas affected increases,

and soon the discolored areas are seen to be minutely porous or full of

holes and cells. Further increase of the action is marked by an increase

of all these symptoms and the object begins to swell out of its proper

shape. The last stages are so excessive in some cases that the clay has

become so porous and cellular that it will float on water.

In this discussion, combined water has been mentioned as the cause

of these phenomena. It is the common cause, without doubt. Iron

pyrites or any form of sulphur which is decomposed by heat at the same

temperature is able to cause the same phenpnena and is harder to control

than water alone. It is possible that organic matter may have the same

action in some cases.

If the clay has been safely brought through to this stage of its burn-

ing with no changes of physical structure except the shrinkage and

closing up of its pores and general consolidation of its particles, there is

generally no further fear of trouble in burning it. The heat may be

raised as rapidly as is convenient and as high as the fusibility of the clay

will allow without danger to the structure. There are, however, excep-

tions to this general line of facts. If a clay contains sulphate of lime or

any other sulphates not decomposed at low red heat, they are likely to be

decomposed at a still higher heat, to give off sulphuric acid and cause a

set of phenomena very similar to those caused Dy the combined water.

There is this difference, however, that bloating from combined water or

sulphides nearly always proceeds from the center of the mass outwards,

while porosity produced by sulphates or sulphuric acid begins on the out-

side and proceeds inward as the temperature sufficient to cause it pro-

ceeds by absorption toward the center of the mass. Instances have been

seen of this kind of bloating where a still unaltered core was surrounded

by a porous envelope, when the burning process was stopped before com-

pletion of the bloating. This is due to the fact that the body of the clay

had become compact and solid before the heat necessary to decompose the

sulphate had been attained and gases generated near the surface of the

clay were unable to make their escape, which is never the case where

combined water is the cause of the bloating.

The presence of sulphate of lime in small quantities is not likely to

do any harm, for it is comparatively soluable in water and if the clay is

washed, as in the pottery process, small quantities of this mineral will be
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removed. If the clay is not washed but merely tempered with water,

this water becomes a solution of sulphate of lime and when the clay is

dried before and during the burning process, the sulphate is carried to

the surface of the ware in small quantities and deposited there as a white
incrustation. If the clay contains a small quantity only of the sulphate,

it is probable that the action of the water will prevent any of the bloating

effect being accomplished.

There may be other agencies besides those which have been indi-

cated which are the cause of this second bloating of clays. The question

has not been, by any means, probed to the bottom as yet, but it seems
tolerably certain that in the cases mentioned the action is substantially as

has been described.

The phenomena which clays show when undergoing the changes due
to excess of heat are very various. Some clays simply get soft and pasty

and become more and more fluid as the heat is raised. Such clays gen-

erally contain a good deal of the alkalies and alkaline earths. Many goo.d

fire-clays, when their refractory qualities have been over-taxed show their

failure in this way.

Other clays do not melt at any heat but seem to undergo a complete
disunion of their former chemical compounds and become perfectly

worthless. Clays in which iron is the chief impurity and in which it is

believed to be in chemical combination with the clay base, generally

behave in this manner. Some few days cannot be made to undergo
chemical dissolution or even fusion under any heat which metallurgical

practice brings to bear on them. These clays fail by the fluxing and
scorifying action of the slags to which they are exposed. They are simply

dissolved away.

In addition to the facts which are presented to us in the application

of heat to clay, there are other phenomena which are due to the chemical

character of the flames which give off this heat. If the clay is burnt in

an atmosphere which is always free from unconsumed carbon, the colors

it develops will be clear and bright. If the fire places are badly con-

structed and the fires badly managed, clouds of smoke will be produced,

which darken the color of the wares. Sometimes the coloring is done
intentionally, by what is termed "smudging" the kiln, or making a very
dense smoke for a time just before and during the glazing of the ware.

Sometimes the idea is advanced that this darkening color is due to

the absorption of carbon from the smoky flames while the surface of the

ware is sticky with the glaze. This is not so. The variation in color

produced in clay wares by changes in the quality of fire employed is due
to the oxydizing or reducing action of the gases on the oxides of iron

present on the clay.

It is not probable that the quality of the flame affects anything else

except other metallic oxides, artificially employed in the clay for fluxing

or glazing effects. ,
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The oxides of iron have proven themselves to be very sensitive to

these influences. It is a fact that oxide of iron, if it has once been

affected by a reducing influence, is far more susceptible to an oxydizing

influence than it was at first. A clay which has been burnt in a steadily

oxydizing atmosphere shows, for example, a steel gray color. Now burn

the same clay in a fire alternately reducing and oxydizing, if the sample

be withdrawn and suddenly coolcvl when the fire is reducing, or has been

so lately, the color will be still gray or blue. If the ware be left to cool

slowly in the hot air of the kiln, it will be strongly colored by the iron,

much more so than that which had never been reduced. Potters who are

engaged in producing stone ware, have to watch this point with the

greatest care, and use all pains to prevent their fires from burning smoky,

for they know, practically, what has just been stated, that "smothered

ware is always dark colored."

The influences which the burning of a clay have on its ultimate qual-

ities, are thus seen to be very great. While the composition of the clay

limits the qualities which can be obtained from it, while no amount of

skill, in burning, can make a bad clay into a good product, yet, unless the

burning be substantially right, the finest clay in the world is easily

injured or ruined, and unless these principles, which underlie the burning

of clay, be understood by those in charge, there is likely to be a constant

production of wares which are either inferior or a total loss. Now and

then a kiln will be burnt which happened to avoid the transgression of

any law, but, as a general thing, the loss in each kiln will be a noticeable

percentage. Part of this belongs to defects of the kilns, employed, per-

haps, but the importance of manipulating the burning in accordance with

the natural laws is none the less sure.

e. The testing of clays. As to the best means of testing a clay with

regard to its fitness for manufacturing any kind of ware, it cannot be

claimed that much that is new or valuable has been added to already

existing methods in the last decade. Those establishments which are

engaged in manufacturing clay products on a large scale and of a high

grade, usually have perfected a system of testing clays for their own pro-

cesses, which is, in effect, merely their regular process, carried out in a

small and rapid way. Small testing kilns fired by gas or oil, which can

be heated up and burned in a few hours, are sometimes employed. Some
few works, where the artistic effects sought are of the highest class, and
where the use of the highest skill of the potter's art is called in play,

employ skillful chemists, not so much in testing the nature of the crude

clays employed as in working out and keeping control of the delicate

problems of glazing and coloring.

It is a fact, and one to be regretted, that there is no really valuable

way to find out what a clay can be made to do but to try it. It may be

tried in a crude and ignorant way, and rejected, or it may be tried in the

light of all the technical knowledge available on the subject and found
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useful. Instances of this kind are not uncommon, but, after all is said

and done, the proof is by trial alone.

There are certain aids to a proper trial of a clay Vhich are beginning

to find use in clay works in the country. Among them are various

forms of pyrometers for measuring the heat employed in burning. An
instrument which is accurate and convenient and portable has long been

needed in the clay working industries.

There are a large number of patented pyrometers in the market, none

of which have proved their usefulness to the clay-worker. Those de-

pending on the expansion of* a metallic bar by heat are not conveniently

portable and are easily deranged and the bar is constantly liable to give

out, as the temperatures employed in clay working are much higher than

the metallurgical processes for which these bar expansion pyrometers are

especially designed.

A new pyrometer in the market depends on the expansion of a

column of air enclosed in a strong but thin metallic tube. This instrument

is claimed to be very accurate but is very expensive. One of- the com-

paratively recent forms of heat measuring appliances is the Lunette Pyro-

metrique or pyrometric telescope invented by M. M. Mesure & Novel

and manufactured by E. Ducrete, of Paris. This instrument is an optical

one and depends on the use of two nicol prisms, one fixed and the other

capable of revolution on its axis, and separated from the other by a quartz

disc or plate. In looking at a radiant heated object with this instrument,

the light transmitted, when the two prisms are at a certain position with

respect to one another, is almost colorless. When the movable prism is

revolved on its axis by means of a graduated hand wheel, the color

changes through the usual range of colors produced in the polariscope.

There is one point in this array which presents a reasonably sharp tint,

and that is when the green colors fade away to be replaced by red. In

using the instrument, the operator sets the prisms in the colorless rela-

tion, as indicated by the zero mark on the hand wheel, and fixing his gaze

on the hot object to be measured proceeds to turn the hand wheel when
the colors run through the green series and into the pink or reds. The
transition point between the two tints is selected as the reading point,

and when this has been determined by rotations backward and forward,

the number of degrees of rotations ar^ read off from the graduated hand

wheel. This figure can then be turned into degrees, Centrigrade or Fahr-

enheit, if desired, by comparison with a scale of known heats and read-

ings taken from them by the Lunette.

This instrument has been in use by the Survey during the visits paid

to clay working establishments in all quarters of the state. A very large

number of readings were taken and the instrument was found to be con-

sistent with itself on all occasions. The heat of a certain fire being read

by one man several times would give a series of closely agreeing read-

ings, and different parties, including some who had never seen such an in-
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strument before, were able to get the same results. Occasionally a man
would be found whose eye failed to distinguish the minute shades of color

on which the value of the instrument depends, and to such a man the

pyrometer would be useless.

By this careful and extended examination of the instrument, under-

taken with a view to determine its fitness to be used as an instrument of

daily reference in clay works, many valuable facts were ascertained which

will be presented in connection with the latter part of the work, but the

general conclusion arrived at is as follows : 1st. It is the lightest, most

portable and simplest of all the pyrometers of moderate price now in use

in this country. 2nd. Its use is recommended as an instrument of con-

trol for superintendents, managers and foremen in charge of clay factories,

and not directly in charge of the burning processes. By its use, any ir-

regularity in the progress of a burn, any retrogression of the heat by
carelessness, or any undue increase of the heat by ignorance can be de-

tected. 3rd. A fixed temperature reads the same on the Lunette by day

or night, where the unassisted eye is greatly deluded by light or darkness

in judging the heat of a kiln. 4th. This instrument or any other pyro-

meter is not recommended as a means of finishing the burning of a kiln

of any kind of ware, or it is not recommended to supersede the trial piece

system now in use, for the guidance of workmen in the performance of

their duties. The final heat to which a kiln of clay ware is to be sub-

jected is a matter of very great delicacy and can only be determined by
the most careful and vigilant attention and skill.

In no clay working process now in operation is it possible to com-

mand such extreme regularity of composition of the materials that the

burning processes can be brought to a termination by means of the ac-

complishment of any special temperature or heat. The burning of each

lot of material must be concluded for itself and the use of trial pieces

made of the same mixtures at the same time under the same conditions,

and of the same bulk as the articles being burnt forms the safest and

easiest guide which the nature of the case admits.

Dr. Seger, a German chemist and technologist, has perfected a system

of tests for temperature, which, while they are ingenious, are in reality

but little more than a modified form ofthe trial piece system. The theory

of the process involves making a fusible base mixture of ordinary potter's

materials, clay, flint and spar, and perhaps the glazing materials as well.

To separate portions of this base he adds successive portions of silica or

flint each larger than the last and increasing in regular order. These sep-

arate compounds are each infusible in proportion to the amount of silica

added to the fusible base. By taking a well known mixture of predeter-

mined thermal qualities far a starting point and another for a finishing

point and dividing the intervening space into as many aliquot parts as he
desires, he obtains a fairly regular set of melting points.
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The compounds are mixed and molded into pyramids about f of

an inch on each side of the base and one to two inches high. When the

melting point of each one of these is reached it indicates it by drooping

over to one side and gradually fusing.

This system is ingenious and to potters who are in possession of all

the materials and machinery for making the mixtures, as well as the

knowledge of the principles of fluxing involved, it is possible that this

idea may be useful; but for the clay workerin the commoner forms, it is not

likely to find any extended field of usefulness. In fact, the variations

of the clays used in all manufacturing processes are liable to be so con-

stant and so great that it seems doubtful if the pyrometer will ever find

any very important field of usefulness. As an instrument of control in

the hands of those in charge it is certainly valuable now. As a means of

regulating the process and finishing it at the right time it is not likely to

ever become highly useful.
*

The usefulness of chemical work to the clay worker has often been

questioned and in the pottery industries of the country, which are really

a chemical industry, based on chemical laws and principles, it is astonish-

ing to find so little use of the literature of science. Whatever has been

accomplished in these lines has been by the crudest kind of experiment

and by personal transfer of knowledge from one to another Nearly all

the radical steps or changes have been introduced here from Europe,

where much more has been accomplished by way of chemical control of

the process.

It is doubtful if there are many clay working establishments in the

country now that are really able to utilize the services of a competent

chemist. What is much more needed and more directly beneficial to these

great industries is that the young men growing up in the business should

be sent to the best technical schools available for special courses on the

chemistry and technology of the subject. The State University provides

free instruction for the young minersof the state by the establishment of a

short mining course which is designed to teach what will be most directly

useful to them. Why should not the other industries of the state receive

similar recognition ?

Many works that sfre not now able to employ or even to use a chem-

ist would be infinitely benefited if they were managed by a man who had

had the benefit of this scientific and chemical training in addition to the

practice of the shop, and it seems that in this way only will the use of

science be brought to bear on the problems of clay working.

SECTION II.

The Present Condition of the Clay Working Industries of
THE State.

The healthy and vigorous condition of the day working industries

of the state has been alluded to before, and it is because their present
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Status is so inadequately represented by the most recent notice which
they have received in the volumes ot the survey, that the present chap-

ter has been prepared.

The industries represented are practically the same as in the report

of nine years ago; in the department of pottery manufacture, the china

business has been formally introduced, and the whole of the now enor-

mous trade in clay paving material has sprung into existence mostly in

the last five years. It is a matter of regret that accurate figures show-
ing the productions of Ohio as a clay producing state are not accessible.

Statistics of this subject are in process of compilation by the Census
ofl&ce at Washington, but no data from the census of 1890 are yet fur-

nished the public. Wherever possible, approximate figures of the pro-

duction of 1891 were obtained, but these give us only an idea of our own
status and none as to our relative advancements.

However, there is no doubt of Ohio's supremacy in this line in every

department unless, perhaps, the manufacture of fire brick, in which Penn-
sylvania has had the lead for many years and whose deposits of clay for

this particular purpose are larger and probably better than ours.

Also it is likely that the production of common building brick is

larger in some of the eastern states than in Ohio, on account of the enor-

mous consumption of the large eastern cities. But as the production of

common bricks is more nearly a commercial question and less a technical

problem than any other branch of clay working, it is not material to the

points at issue.

The clay working industries of Ohio may be divided into several

well defined groups. The classification is somewhat different from that

adopted in the previous report: in this chapter it has been designed to

treat under one head all materials manufactured to fill one purpose and
the classification is the most easy and most natural one; but in some
groups, notably in the manufactures of pipe and hollow goods, it is

found that articles which unmistakably belong in this section by the

processes of manufacture, find their field of usefulness in another class

of work and do not conflict or compare with the regular products of

their class.

In the principal groups however there is no such difficulty of classi-

fication. The clay working establishments comprise manufactures in

not less than twenty-five distinct lines. These may be divided into the

following general groups

:

1st. The manufacture of pottery.

2d. The manufacture of paving material.

3rd. The manufacture of pipe and hollow goods.

4th. The manufacture of refractory material.

5th. The manufacture of building material.

It may be said that the last three groups are all substantially brick

making industries. This is so in one respect, but the extreme divergence
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of the qtialities sought in the manufacture of each kind of material and

the differences of material and the processes involved, justify their separ-

ate consideration.

I. THE MANUFACTURE OF POTTERY.

The manufacture of pottery is the oldest form of clay working

Tcnown to man. His earliest efforts to establish a home are coupled

with the need of utensils to contain the supplies for his immediate

necessities.

In Ohio the manufacture of primitive stoneware began along the

valleys on the margin of the Coal Measures where the fire clays had been

mellowed and softened into plasticity by the exposure of centuries.

From such beginnings the industry has grown to the present importance.

The pottery manufactures of Ohio may conveniently be divided

into the following classes.

(a.) Earthen wares.

(d.) Stone wares.

(c) Yellow and Rockingham wares.

(d.) C. C. wares.

(<?.) White granite wares.

(/.) China wares.

(^.) Ornamental pottery,

A more detailed description of pottery makes necessary a much
closer division, classifying the higher grades of pottery in many groups

according to the method of decoration or special character of body

employed. But these distinctions belong to the technical treatise on

pottery only and not to a document for general use.

(a) Earthenwares.

Earthenwares are perhaps the lowest form of potterj*^ manufactures.
^

The technical distinction between earthenware and stoneware lies in

the degree of heat used in the burning, or rather the degree of change

which it is desired to produce in the body of the ware by heat. Earthern

wares are expected to be comparatively soft burned and porous, and except

in certain cases where the glazes are used, they are not fit for containing

liquids. The types of earthenware most familiar to the public are the

red and yellow flower pots which are sold in such enormous numbers

every fall for the preservation of the summer's floral treasures.

The production of earthernware in Ohio, while it includes the pro-

duction of flower pots, etc., on a small scale in a good many small shops,

is represented by only three large and responsible concerns, all located in

the Zanesville district.

The clays suitable for the production of earthenware have a very

wide range of composition. Inasmuch as it is not designed to bring the
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clay to a state of vitrification in burning, any clay of suitable plasticity

and color will fill the requirements. Even the purer grades of Drift

clays are occasionally utilized. The earthenware manufactures of Zanes-

ville have, however, been developing a specialty in cuspidors, which
they find it necessary to glaze inside. On account of this specialty

the clays suitable for use are narrowed down very greatly and it is nec-

essary to select a clay which has refractory qualities sufl&cient to make it

stand up well, and not vitrify to any extent at the heat required to melt

a glaze composed of about two-thirds Albany slip clay and one-third

oxide of lead. The Albany slip, the great stoneware glaze, will be

further described under that head; it requires more heat to melt the slip

alone than the clay body of earthernware will stand without vitrification

and hence the addition of lead oxide is necessary to cause the lower

melting point of the glaze.

The choice of cldys is also controlled by the color ofware which it is

desired to make. The staple articles manufactured are flower pots, jar-

diniers, cuspidors, vases and umbrella stands.

One manufacturer uses a body composed of two parts of an exces-

sively tough plastic clay, probably of glacial origin, not unlike the ball

clays used by whiteware potters, one part of a white hard refractory fire

clay and one part of red loam designed to add color. This body has

not much excess of refractory power, though it is successfully glazed. It

has a fine red color characteristic of typical earthenware. Another man-
ufacturer uses a fire clay obtained from the horizon of the Putnam Hill

lyimestone. This clay, however, has too little heat resisting power
to be a profitable one and its color is not a clear 'yellow, but shades ofi*

into brown by any excess of heat.

The best clay used for this purpose is a very sandy stoneware clay,

which has so much silica and so little clay in its composition that it has

no tendency to vitrify at any heat necessary to use.

The processes used in these factories are practically the same as in

the manufacture of stoneware and will be sufficiently described under
that head. The clay is prepared by washing, in two establishments, and
grinding, in the third. For the production of a mixed body like the first

one described, the washing process is necessary as a means of get-

ting uniformity of color. But where porosity and openness of structure

is desired in the ware, it would seem that washing would not be the best

method of preparation of the clay. The superior ease of using the washed
clay on the jolly wheels on which the production of these cheap articles

so largely depends is doubtless the reason why this method of prepara-

tion has been selected.

The kilns used for the burning of earthernwares are not character-

istic of that business or specially adapted to it. There are several kinds

in use. The Akron square, end-fired kiln, the up draft muffle, and the

old-fashioned updraft stoneware kiln are all used successfully. In
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one case a stoneware manufacturer has built a double decked kiln,

in which he bums stoneware in the lower chamber, and the hot

gases from below are used to bum the flower pots in the upper story.

He thereby bums his flower pots for nothing, as no heat is produced

which the stoneware does not require for itself. This is a possible

arrangement only on wares like flower pots, where the heat they receive

may be more or less varied, with but small effect on the ware. Glazed

cuspidors could not be treated in this way as the heat must be gradually

raised on these articles till the glaze is melted, and then stopped at once.

The details of setting, drawing, etc., will be touched on in connection

with stoneware. The most original part of these industries at Zanesville

is the method of decoration which has been devised. The wares are

painted in oil paints, decorated with flowers and other rapidly executed

ornaments, varnished and dried in hot closets at 200 to 225 degrees F.

The effects produced are really creditable and the jardiniers and

cuspidors of this description have made their more costly competitors in

the yellow and whiteware industries a world of trouble in the last four

years.

Almost all the decoration is done by women and girls and the

rapidity with which it is done is wonderful. The prices of these hand-

painted cuspidors vary from $1.50 to $8.00 per dozen according to shape,

size and decoration.

The following tables gives the available statistics in this industry

:

EARTHENWARE.

Name. Location. Output 1891. Present cap'y. Hands.

Samuel A. Weller Zanesville. ...

Roseville

$ 68,000
In construction.

40,000

$ 100,000
100,000
60,000

60

J. B. Owens, Pottery Co.
Roseville Pottery Co....

60
45

( b ). Stoneware.

Stoneware is defined as that kind of pottery which is made from a

natural clay and whose burning and glazing is accomplished in one oper-

ation. It is distinguished from earthenware on the one side, by the

fact that it is always glazed and generally it is vitrified in its body texture,

and it is distinguished from yellow and Rockingham wares on the other

side, ill the fact that its burning and glazing is done in one operation

instead of two.

Stoneware is a crude form of pottery, but a wonderfully useful

one, especially to those engaged in farming and marketing of farm»

orchard and dairy products.
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Stoneware has until comparatively recently been confined to such
uses as have been indicated, for containing fluids, and semi-solid materials
but a promising trade is now growing up in the manufacture of a special

kind of stoneware for cooking purposes, which can be used directly on a
fire or stove with safety and great convenience.

In geographical distribution the stoneware business occupies the
same general limits that it did ten years ago. The largest district is at,

and near to, Akron in Summit county. The Zanesville district has made
great progress and now makes a good second to Akron. Besides these
two well defined districts, there are quite a number of large and well-

appointed shops in various out-lying points. The Rock House district

of Hocking county has ceased to play any part in the business as a
commercial factor.

The clays used in the manufacture of stoneware are confined to one
well defined class, and no great variations are detected in analyses from
a number of points in the state.

The qualities which a clay must have to fill the various needs of a
stoneware potter are essentially as follows :

1st. It must be plastic, so that it can be spun and moulded into any
desired shape, without the expenditure of any excessive power in pre-

paration or the use of excessive strength in turning. There is a great dif-

ference in clays in this respect which in others meet equally well the

demands of the business.

2d. It must be refractory enough to stand up well and keep its shape
at a heat sufficient to melt the clays which are used for glazes, or to take a
good salt glaze on its surface. This condition is of the utmost impor-

tance ; a fusible clay will cause the manufacturer a regular percentage of

loss in every kiln, which can be avoided entirely by using a stronger clay.

3rd. While keeping its shape at this heat, it ought to be undergo-
ing a process of vitrification which, while not being sufiiciently marked
to make the ware brittle or glassy, still makes the body practically imper-

vious to water. Much stoneware is now made which does not fill this

condition, as it is not vitrified at all and depends upon its glaze to make
it impervious.

4th. When burnt with a continuously clear fire or oxydizing
atmosphere, it ought to present a clear and uniform tint, varying from
light straw yellow or buff when rather soft burnt, to a clear stone gray or

blue color when hard. If the clay shows, on short exposure to a smoky
flame, a brown tint or scum, it will be undesirable, as it is always likely

and almost sure to be exposed to reducing influences in a 40 hours' burn,

and a brown color is unpopular in the market.

5th. Blotches, pimples, blisters or any other eruption on the surface

of the ware, which are due to impurities in the clay and not to faults of

burning, will rule the clay out, no matter if all other qualities are correct.

It may seem that it would be a difficult matter to secure clays in

which, these various qualities are united, but such is not the case. The
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average clays in use in both the two stoneware districts fill this descrip-

tion well, with here and there a case which fails to some extent in one or

other of these points.

The following table of analyses has been prepared with a view to

illustrating the chemical character of such clays as are in actual use and

are giving good results.

One clay, however, was selected as being an undesirable one for use

as a stoneware clay, and its analysis very clearly shows the cause of this

failure to develop the proper quality. Also a few analyses which had

never been completed, and one which shows such a marked difference

from the other as to throw doubt on its accuracy, are included in a second

table.
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The clays represented in the first table are as follows:

No. 1. Brumage's Stoneware Clay, Roseville, Ohio.

No. 2. AUen^s

No. 3. Walker's Clay, used for cooking wares, Roseville, Ohio.

No. 4. Zanesville Stoneware Co., clay ground in tracing mill for

liand turning.

No. 5. Zanesville Stoneware Co., same clay washed and pressed for

use in jollies.

No. 6. Bagley & Roberts, Zanesville, clay for cooking wares.

No. 7. Uniontown Stoneware Clay.

No. 8. Akron Stoneware Clay. Averageof several samples selected

from the ground clay used in several plants, and mixed.

No. 9. New Brighton, Pa. Stoneware clay, from the factory which

is supposed to produce the finest American stoneware.

No. 10. Salineville, O. Stoneware clay deficient in fire qualities.

TABLE I.

The analyses of this table comprise a fairly full representation of the clays of

the Zanesville district, but only give one analysis of the more important Akron
district This one analysis is one of uncommon value, however, as it represents in

itself an average.

The analyses referred to before as incomplete or unsatisfactory, are given below

:

1 2 3 4

Silica 72.10

19.38

2.27

6.25

68.24

2101
2.59

6.56

69.05

21.37

2.58

7.00

72.2^
Alumina* 19.23

Impurities .96

Water 7.55

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

*By calculation.

1-2^3: Old analyses ofthe Akron stoneware clay from the Springfield clay pits.

4. Greentown stoneware clay.

A careful study of these figures, even the incomplete ones, shows a

substantial uniformity in the character of clays used for this branch of

pottery manufacture. The following facts are deduced from the table,

which may prove of value to anyone wishing to investigate aday as to

its fitness for this business:

1st. The average of ten accurate and skillfully made analyses of

clays now in use shows

:

Claybase.„ 56.65

Sandy matter 37.45

Fluxing matter 4.44

Moisture 1.57

100.14

Total silica 65.09
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The oxygen ratio of this clay being calculated, shows it to be

:

Oxygen in silica : Oxygen in bases : : 34.72 : 11.52 or 3 : 1

or that the clay in fusion is practically a trisilicate.

The extremes from this average are found to be three pounds and tem

pounds. No. 3 is the sandiest clay of the lot, showing:

Clay base 48.27

Sandy Matter 45.91

Impurities (by dif.) , 4.80

Water 1.97

100.00
Oxygen ratio, acid : base : : 2.66 : 1

This clay is used in making cooking pottery which differs from or-^

dinary stoneware in that it must be open and loose in structure to rapidly

convey the heat through its body, and allow rapid expansion and contrac-

tion, and it depends on the glazes entirely for retention of its fluid contents.

No. 10, the opposite extreme of the series, is a clay used in making a
fair article of stoneware. It is what is called a tender clay or, in the

language of stoneware men, it is not ''safe'' The slightest excess of heat

results in the ruin of some ware and extra precautions have to be adopted

in cooling it down, to prevent cracking. The defects are such as to afiect

the pockets of those who make it rather than those who buy the mar-

ketable ware.

The trouble lies in its readily fusible nature. Clays used in glazing it

have to be softened with lead or borax and even then though a beautiful

glaze is produced there is very little margin between melting the glaze

and sagging the ware.

The chemical character of this clay shows the reasons for this con-

dition of affairs.

Clay base 66.50

Sandy matter 24.1]

Fluxing matter 6.56

Water „ 2.48

99.65
Oxygen ratio, acid : base : : 2.15 : 1

or,but little over the bi-silicate ratio.

The preparation of clays for use in the stoneware pottery is accom-

plished in two different ways, {a) by grinding, {b) by washing. Each
process is specially adapted to the preparation of clay for certain shapes

and sizes of ware and also to different kinds of ware.

Many well equipped stoneware shops contain both a washing and a

grinding plant in order to avail themselves of the advantages of each

kind of clay.

In the Akron district a number of the smaller firms have united to

build a washing plant at the clay mines, some five miles from the fac-
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tones, and the clay is mined and washed at the cheapest price and deliv*

ered to the stockholders according to their requirements.

Those works which have only one method of preparation of their

day are usually strong partisans of the benefits of that method. But the

candid judgment of the majority assigns to each process its advantages.

The preliminary preparation of clay does not cut much figure in this

country; in some foreign places much stress is laid on the proper weath-

ering of the clay, but many of the best works in the United States use

the clay absolutely without regard to this point. That weathering has

the advantage of slacking the clay down to a fine state of division, and de-

creasing the labor of the machinery, is a point generally recognized.

The Grading Process is the old and standard process of preparation.

The simplest device used in Ohio for this purpose, consists of a circular

trough about twelve inches wide and twelve inches deep. Either three

wheels in echelon or four wheels at equal intervals are made to run around

this trough, and their iron tires are forced into the clay by heavy weights

of stone or iron resting on the axles. This was devised as a horse

power machine, and is still used as such wherever the industry is de-

veloped on a small scale; in larger places, the revolution of the wheel is

managed by use of a small engine.

The improved machine in use for this same purpose in larger fac-

tories is variously called a "tracer" or a "chasing mill."

The principal features are a circular iron pan, stationary on the floor,

in which revolves a horizontal, oblong frame, carying heavy iron wlieels,

about thirty-six inches diameter bytwo inches face, on its two extremities.

While this frame is continuously rotated by a vertical shaft with large

over-head gear, the wheels are made to work slowly from the circumfer-

ence to the centre of the pan and return, this motion being actuated by a

small pinion working in an endless rack. Thus the wheels are made in

the course ofone complete round of the pinion to cover successively every

point in the floor of the pan. A charge of clay consisting of one thous-

and to two thousand pounds is dumped in, wet with buckets of water

and ground from one to two hours.

The expenditure of power is very heavy compared to the results

achieved. The character of the work done, is everywhere urged as the

chief recommendation of the machine. The grinding part of the process

has much less to do with securing this, than the kneading and stirring

caused by the wheels and scrapers as they revolve ; and another point of

undeniable weight, is the fact that each panful of clay is homogenous and

of even temper.

These machines are made by several shops around Akron. Messrs

Taplin, Rice & Co., and the Turner, Vaugh & Taylor Co., of Cuyahoga

Falls, both have a high reputation for the perfection they have attained

in the manufacture of these machines.

In one or two works in the state a new departure has been inaugu-

rated, in the use of the same kind of wet pans that are employed in sewer

7 GO
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pipe or brick factories. This: machine will be described in detail later

on. In regard to its use in this connection it would seem a sensible

change. As to the cost, a wet pan is as cheap or nearly as cheap as the

tracer and it has the advantage of requiring far less power in proportion

to the work it is capable of doing. In a wet pan the clay is forced by the

scrapers to pass under the wheels continuously. In ten minutes in the

wet pans, the clay is ground more than in an hour in the tracer, and there

is far less likelihood of any lumps remaining unreduced. The chief ob-

jection urged to it is that the tempering is so rapid that the clay requires

frequent wetting or it becomes too dry and that in emptying a charge

while the pan is in revolution the temper of the first portion removed will

be softer than the last portion. The tracer has to be stopped to empty it

and the product is therefore all alike. The capacity of one wet pan

w^ould be sufficient to grind clay for the largest factories now in opera-

tion, which are using three or four tracers for the same purpose.

The washing process has been introduced largely into the stoneware

industry in the last ten years. Prior to that the only attempt at washing

clay was by boiling it in iron pans. The washing plants now in use are

in all respects similar to those used in all branches of the pottery industry

and need be described only once to answer for all.

The theory of the process is to beat the clays into a thin "slip;' or fluid

pulp with water, and then after sifting out all coarse particles, remove the

water and soluble impurities of the clay by filtration.

The machinery is substantially the same everywhere. The clay is

reduced to a slip in the blunger, a vat generally of wood but sometimes of

iron. An upright shaft driven from overhead by gears, revolve^ in the

center of the tub and three or four stiff blades arranged like a propeller

are fixed near the bottom. As the clay is shoveled into this tub of water

it is kept constantly in motion and reduced to a pulp. Sometimes the

blunger is a double one and has two shafts and two sets of arms, which

are set so that their circles of revolution overlap. The shafts revolving

in contrary directions give an extremely vigorous action to the machine,

and it is wonderful how hard and rocky a clay can be reduced to a fluid

pulp in these machines.

The screens are the next machine employed. They are generally

made of fine brass wire clbth stretched on rectangular frames which are

rapidly shaken back and forth by a high speed crank or eccentric. The
slip is delivered from the blunger on to the screen at its highest point

which slopes away at a small pitch toward either side. The liquid and

fine clay run through, are collected and conducted to an agitator. The
coarsest particles, including gravel, coarse sand, chips, etc., are retained

on the wire and by the constant vibration are carried down and off the

screen into troughs to receive the refuse. The fineness of the mesh for

stoneware is about one fortieth of an inch; it is not considered best to use

too fine a mesh in this business.
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The agitator is the counterpart of the blunger, except as to size and
strength of its driving mechanism. It generally is made big enough to

hold four blungers of slip and its function is to keep this slip in suspension

to prevent the settling of clay.

The next machine is the pressure pump, which is used to take the slip

from the agitator and put it into the filtering press against whatever head

of pressure may exist there. There is nothing peculiar about this pump
except that it must be strong and ought to be provided with extra facili-

ties for packing, etc. Some are arranged to work in oil and impart their

alternate suction and pressure to the slip without coming in contact with

it. The latest and best devise for effecting this purpose is a compressed

air plant made purposely to work up to a pressure of one hundred and

twenty-five to one hundred and fifty pounds. The slip is run into a strong

tank by gravity, and is forced out igain by air pressure into the press.

This absolutely does away with the constant wear and tear of the pump.
Only a factory of large size can afford to use this plan, as the cost of put-

ting it in operation is rather heavy.

The press or filter is the most ingenious and most troublesome part

of the washing machinery. Itconsists of a series of iron or wooden frames

suspended on iron side bars. These frames are covered with single or

double layers of stout canvas or duck, made for the purpose. Through
the center of each frame is a hole also lined with duck. When a press is

in order, ready to fill, these frames or chambers are squeezed up tight

against each other by a powerful screw at one end of the press. The can-

vas between the edges of the iron frames makes a tight gasket or joint

and the holes in the center coincide all the way through, so that between

the canvas of each two frames, there exists a duck-lined cavity, commun-
icating by the central hole with the similar chambers on either side of it.

When the slip is pumped in, it fills these cavities and the water soaks out

through the canvas and drains away, leaving the clay behind. When the

cavities are filled and no more slip can be pumped in at a pressure of one

hundred and twenty-five pounds to the inch, the operation is complete.

The screw is loosened, the frame separated and the clay is disengaged in

flat leaves or plates one to two inches thick and weighing thirty-six to

forty pounds each in the ordinary sizes.

The plates of washed and filtered clay are now tempered to the re-

quired consistency in a pug mill of vertical design and simple construc-

tion. The cost of the various machines for such a plant, will run from

$1,000.00 to |1,500.00, according to details, without the power.

Washing plants are constructed by several machine shops in the

state. The following make a specialty of this business: M. Patterson &
Co., E. Liverpool; H. J. Boyce, E. Liverpool; The Bonnot Co., Canton.

The Griffith & Wedge Co., Zanesville, and the South Zanesville

Machine Co.
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Such is the process of washing clays. The machinery has been

greatly perfected in late years and fine grade clays can hardly be sold now
until they have been washed and dried again to atmospheric condition.

The use of steam in assisting to disintegrate the clay in the blunger

has been tried with very great success in a few places in Ohio. The warm
water does its work quicker, the liquid filters much faster, and the men
engaged in handling the wet clay in the winter time are relieved from the

suiTering from cold.

The peculiar quality of washed clay is its fineness and eveness of

structure. No two particles of the original lump are together in the

washed clay. To a certain extent, the waxy toughness of the original

clay is gone; the result is more granular, though finer grained clay, which
under the hands of the turner usually works ** short." The clay is purer

by the removal of whatever may be of a soluble nature, like lime salts.

Iron existing in the form of grains is very apt to be removed with the

coarse sand. Clay by this process is not considered so **safe'^ in the kiln

as ground clay, on account of its fine, close-grained body, and liability to

checking in cooling. For working into small wares, up to two gallon jars

and crocks, in the jollies, it is far preferable to turned clay.

In order to test the amount of impurities removed by the washing
process, analyses were made of the same clay, both ground and washed,

at the plant of the Zanesville Stoneware Co. The figures are given in

No. 4 and No. 5 of the table. In this case the chemical changes produced

amount to nothing. There is no doubt however that some clays do con-

tain impurities which are largely removed by this treatment. The salts

of the alkalies do not seem to be affected by washing, which proves that

they must be present as insoluble silicates. The highest potash per cent-

found in the table (No. 10) is from a washed clay.

The qualities of ground clay which make it useful are its toughness

and strength. There is a structure to the original clay which washing
destroys, and which grinding only develops. For ware to be made by
hand by the spinning or turning process, this is a very important thing-

Ground clay is just as impure as the natural clay and fuses just as readily,

but on account of its more open structure, it is safer in the kiln. For
large ware, from two gallons up, t is almost a necessity, as it stands up so

much better.

The cost of washing clay varies greatly, according to the quantity

which the press is required to do. To operate a 72 leaved press, to its

maximum is the labor of two (2) men. They can take out five presses a

day, or about 14,000 pounds of clay. This is at the rate of thirty six cents per

ton. By increasing the number of presses and subdividing the labor the

price may be reduced. If steaming the blunger increases the speed of the

operation as it is claimed to do, the cost could be materially reduced. Twen-
ty five cents per 2,000 pounds would be a low figure for the cost of washing
and fifty cents is much nearer the average. The cost of grinding is difficult
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to estimate closely. The duration of a grind depends on the size ofa charge,

and the hardness of the clay. It is not less than one and one-half hours on
the average, or 7 charges per day at 1,200 pounds per charge—8,400 pounds
== K20 tons per day per mill. It would occupy tae time of one man to tend

this mill, and this clay would cost 30 cents. By using more mills the labor

cost could be reduced somewhat. There is not much odds in the labor cost

of clay by the two processes.

The selection of the clays for the stoneware industry has been dis-

cussed and their preparation for use in the potter's hands. In both of

these subjects, there is much room for chemical and technical investiga-

tion and discussion. In the actual fashioning of the wares from the pro-

posed clays, there are but few points of a scientific nature involved. The
problems are mainly mechanical and industrial ones. However, as the

processes employed in all branches of pottery, from the highest to the

lowest, are substantially the same, a brief description of the various steps

will be given in this conection.

Pottery is manufactured by three diflferent plans; 1st, by turning; 2d,

by jollying in molds; 3rd, by casting. Turning clay by hand was the

original method, the two latter processes are out-growths from it. Stone-

ware ten years ago was nearly all turned; now there is probably fifty per

cent, of it jollied ; all of the lighest pieces of simple shape, are produced

in this way.

The steps to the production of turned ware from prepared clay are

wedging, turning and drying.

In wedging the clay, a lump is cut off of a proper size and weight

to make the desired object. This is cut in two by a wire and united again

by a violent blow, kneaded, cut and reunited again, and so on for a few

moments. This treatment is supposed to work out air blebs and make
the clay solid and dense. The turning or spinning is done on a rapidly

revolving horizontal disc. The day is slapped down against this so as to

adhere and revolve with the disc. On wetting it and covering it with fine

pulp of clay, and pressing it with the fingers it can be made to take any
shape when in revolution. There is great art and skill in doing fine turn-

ing. The men take great pride in the possession of this skill and fre-

quently vie with each other in trials of it.

The turner works by a standard known as the *' day*s work ". A day'§

work is a definite number of gallons of each kind and size of ware; it is a
very complicated standard and one which ought to be abandoned, as a
turner now makes frequently seven or eight days' work in a day. The
standard varies greatly in different districts; fifty-six gallons of one of

the standard sizes is a day's work in one place, while eighty maybe the

number in another, and also in making twenty gallon crocks only three or

four would be a days work, which does not compare in labor and time
with making sixty or eighty one-gallon pieces, or thirty or fori:y two-
gallon pieces.
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The ware from the turning wheels is set on board shelves in open

racks, where it slowly dries and sets in a solid shap^. After twenty-four

hours it is removed to a hot room, or oven, or steam heated shelves, or

other appliance for completely drying the moisture from the clay. AH
breakage in drying after the ware is moved from its original position on

the shelf, belongs to the manufacturer. The loss of all cracked or defec-

tive ware on the shelves falls on the turner.

When dry, the ware is stacked in piles in the slip room, which con-

stitutes a sort of storage from which the manufacturer can choose the

materials with which to set the kilns in whatever order may be most

advantageous to him.

The production of ware by the jolly is much more rapid. The clay

is tempered for this purpose to a soft pulp or slush. The jolly is a wheel

like the turner's wheel, provided with a hollow head, \s^hich is made
to receive a large assortment of different sized molds, by the use of appro-

priate rings for each size. The jolly is also provided with a variable

speed arrangement, by which the operator can run his wheel fast or slow

by the pressure from his foot.

Each jolly is provided with from one thousand to three thousand

molds, made in sets for producing the various kinds of ware. The
molds are of plaster of paris and are made from uniform standards which

have been turned to size in a lathe. In a common sized stoneware shop

there will be from fifty to three hundred molds of each shape and vSize,

in the largest pottery shops working on whitewares a wheel may be run

all day on one kind of ware and though each mold be used twice, as they

generally are, and sometimes three times a day, this would necessitate

the possession offrom one hundred to one hundred and fifty dozen molds of

a kind. The mold to be filled is brought by a boy, emptied of its piece of

ware, partlyfilled with soft clay|and given to the jollyman, who sets it'deftly

into his whirling wheel and with his hand forces the clays to cover the

inside of the mold evenly. He then lowers a pivoted arm, which bears a

scraper or '* shoe" fitted to produce the exact inside shape of the ware.

As the wheel and mold revolve the shoe turns up the clay to the desired

form and the surplus collects and is removed by the operator. A com-

mon stoneware jolly man will make six-hundred pieces per day, all sizes

as they come ; a good man will make one-thousand pieces. Many articles

are now made in half on the jolly and the two halves united while still

fresh. Jugs, bottles, fruit jars, cans, etc., are made this way now which

were formerly altogether turned, as the constriction of the neck, makes

it impossible to shape it in one operation by a jolly and then withdraw

the shoe. These double wares, take more time to produce than single

wares, but are greatly cheaper than hand turned goods. A good man will

make five hundred jugs a day by this process.

As soon as the mold is filled the boy takes it away to the drying

closet, close behind the wheel. The heat in these closets is kept up by
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Steam pipes or hot air fans or other devices. Here the water of the clay

is evaporated from the surface of the mold and the ware shrinks away
and loosens in its case. The air currents may be quite strong in these

dry closets, as well as the heat quite high, as the most of the evaporation

of the moisture is from the porous mold and the surface of clay itself is

not exposed. In the drying of hand turned ware on its open shelves,

great care has to be used to protect the ware from any draft, but no pre-

cautions are necessary on drying in mold.

When the ware is removed from its mold, it is fettled, or trimmed
and smoothed up; this is done on wheels turned by hand generally. The
handles are put in at this stage and the surfaces and edges of the ware
are finished fit for the kiln.

The system on which jolly work is done is uniform in nearly all

branches of pottery. The jolly man is paid for the finished product of

his wheel, and he pays all his assistants, carrier boys and finishers, from
his own wages. Sometimes as many as five boys and women are needed
to tend the labor of one jolly man. Wages made by good jolly men are

frequently very large, far out of proportion to the skill demanded.
Casting, as its name indicates, is a process by which a piece of ware

is made by pouring a slip or paste into a dry porous mold. As the dry
mold absorbs the water greedily, the clay is deposited in the surface of

the mold. After the operation has gone on long enough to deposit the

requisite thickness of clay in the mold, the mold is inverted and the re-

maining slip is poured out. The mold is then dried in the hot closets as

before and when dry, is taken apart in two or more pieces and the cast-

ing remains.

This process is adapted to the manufacture of high grade wares,

vases, filigree work, bottles, etc., which can scarcely be made by the usual

processes.

These three processes are common to all branches of pottery mak-
ing and will not receive any further mention in the succeeding parts of

this section. The succeeding steps diverge from this point according to

the kind of ware which is being made.

Stoneware, being distinguished from the other pottery processes, by
the fact that it is burnt only once and that glaze and body are developed
together, is therefore ready to be treated with the glaze at this point, be-

fore being taken to the kilns for burning.

The glazes uniformly employed in stoneware manufacture . are

natural clays of a highly fusible quality and which give brilliant color

and finish to the ware. These natural glazes are called " slip clays.

"

They are found in all parts of the country. Ohio has a number of de-

posits. But really good and serviceable slip clays are rare and valuable.

In a general way, any very fine grained, impure clay is a slip clay, yet it

is only when its qualities have been tried and proved that it is of any
value.
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The slip clays used by Ohio stoneware potters are mainly as follows:

1. The Albany Slip from Albany, N. Y.

2. The Rowley Slip from Northern Michigan.

3. The Brimfield Slip from Summit county, Ohio.

4. The Kaolite Slip.

These are named in the order of their importance. Albany slip is

the finest, single, natural clay glaze known in the country and, while its

qualities can be enhanced by mixture with other clays, it alone will make,

on clays which are refractory enough to stand the required heat, a won-

derfully fine and beautiful glaze.

The peculiarity of this kind of a glaze is that it never cracks or

''crazes"; it is itself a clay; it is burned into another clay; the chemical

changes of burning affect glaze and body alike, and when the operation

is finished there are no artificial conditions of expansion and contraction

always at war with each other in the body of the ware.

The fault of all these natural glazes is, that they require a good heat

to bring them to thorough fluidity and thus many clays which would

make a fair grade of ware are rejected as being too easily fusible for the

glazes. Potters have frequently tried to remedy this fault by use of the

common fluxes, lead oxide, or litharge, borax, spar, etc. It is a possible

thing to make a glaze of which slip clay is the base and which is fusible

at a low heat, but many of those who have tried to do it so far, have too

little technical knowledge to do so successfully.

The addition of lead or borax alone will reduce the temperature of

fusion but it destroys the beauty of the glaze; instead of being a clear

velvety black or reddish black color, it appears thin and washy in color

and irregularly spotted with specks of coloring matter.

An attempt has been made to counteract this clearness b}^ the use of

a little manganese in imitation of the Rockingham glazes, but while a

softened slip glaze thus treated is improved, it still lacks the original

quaility. The cause of the failure of these attempts, is, in many cases,

the addition of a quantity of some base like lead, without any acid to

satisfy its afiinities. The glaze has the desired qualities naturally except

as to fusibility. Then a satisfied compound which is fusible and color-

less or of the same color as the slip should be added, so that the mixture

will fuse easier without undergoing a radical rearrangement of its nature.

The chemical constitution of these natural glazes has been inves-

tigated by the Survey to some extent and the results will be found incor-

porated in the following table. Table No. II.
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1. Albany slip clay, average sample from three or four lots of the
clay. Orton.

2. Albany slip clay. Langenbeck,

3. Rowley slip clay. Orton,

4. Brimfield slip clay, Summit county. Orton.

5. Kaolite slip clay.

6. Springfield slip clay, from Sharonville, Hamilton county. Lan-
genbeck.

7. Bronhar clay, Zanesville. Langenbeck.

Nos, 6 and 7 are not in use as slip clays, as far as is known, but were-

tested with a view to determine their fitness.

The Springfield slip clay was found to be an easily fusible clay,

which gives a greenish yellow glass, very similar to that produced by the
Rowley slip.

The No. 7 Bronhar clay is used in making a fusible body for tilings

and is not used as a glaze at all. It requires too much heat to melt it.

An examination of these clays for their oxygen ratio reveals the
following tabulated facts

:

TABI.E \\a.

No.
Oxygen
in acid.

Oxygen
in base.

Ratio.
Oxygen

in alumina.
Oxygen
in fluxes.

Ratio.

1 30.72 12.28 2.50 : 1 7.11 5.17 1 : .72:

2 32.37 11.28 2.80 : 1 5.80 5.77 1 : 1.

3 23.44 11.93 1.96 : 1 5.20 6.73 1 : 1.29^

4 33.94 10.58 3.20 : 1 6.32 4.26 1 : .67

5 32.21 11.09 2.90 : 1 4.85 6.24 1 : 1.2a

6 22.53 13.03 1.73 : 1 5.16 7.87 1 : 1.52:

• Judging from these figures, these clays are fusible in the following,

order

:

6:3: 5:1 and 2: 4, and from the reports gathered among the potters^

these figures are borne out in practice.

The general character of the natural glazing clays thus is seen to be
as follows ; excessively fine grained sandy clays of about the following,

average composition,

Clay base : 31.00

Sand 39.0(>

Fluxes 21.00

Volatile (water and carbonic acid) 9.0O

100.00
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their oxygen ratio is about as follows:

2.5 acid to 1.0 base and 1 alumina to 1 flux.

Calling to mind the average analysis of the stoneware clays, which
constitute the body which these glazes are used to adorn, we see the ^de
difference best expressed in the oxygen ratio :

3 acid to 1 base and 10 alumina to 1 flux.

The colors which these slip clays bum, varies entirely with the heat

to which they are burned. The Albany slip and the Brimfield slip are

both dark colored, normally. The Albany is in itself a perfect glaze, how-
ever, and becomes glossy and bright alone, while the Brimfield has a

muddy black color, without luster, when used alone. The Rowley slip

and the Springfield slip both bum to a yellowish green glass, due to the

high amounts of lime and magnesia in both. They are neither suitable

to use alone. The finest raw clay glaze in use, is a mixture of the Albany,

Rowley and Brimfield clays. The Rowley adds fluidity, the Brimfield

adds dark color to counteract the light color of the Rowley, and the

Albany gives its own fine tone to the whole. Ware glazed with this

imitation can be detected by an expert as soon as he sees it—it has a

lustre, a clearness and a brilliancy all its own.

In addition to the natural glazes, three or four of the most enterpris-

ing of the stoneware potters are bringing a line of ware into the market^

which is glazed with a white translucent glaze of artificial preparation.

It is a simple white glaze, such as is familiar to every whiteware potter,

but it has to be modified to suit the stoneware body.

In using the natural glazes, the stoneware men meet no problems of

any difficulty, but in adopting an artificial glaze to a natural clay, and
burning both together, tl^ere is much skill required; if the glaze fluxes

too early, it will be bubbled by the escape of the gases of the clay through

it; if it be too hard to run, the ware will suffer.

The results when this glaze is successfully used are beautiful, the stone

gray color of the ware is softened and reduced to an even tint.

The same potters are turning out a fancy red glazed ware, which is

probably a compound of the three slip clays named before, mixed with

the other constituents of a clear artificial glaze and softened a little. The
colors attained are similar to the mixture of the natural slips, but clearer

and brighter and more uniform, a result which has been accomplished

by the use of machinery and expedients similar to those used in the

manufacture of yellow and white ware glazes.

It is a note-worthy fact that nearly all these improvements and spec-

Ities are worked up and introduced by potters who have been or are at

present manufacturing some higher class pottery, usually yellow and
Rockingham wares. Their knowledge of the theory of artificial glazes

enables them to devise and work out these improvements, which would
never come except in some such way.
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The foregoing remarks on the glazing of stoneware are all directed

to the slip glazing. At present the importance of slip glazing is on the

increase; some works produce little else but slip glazed ware. But this

state of aJ0fairs is of recent occurrence. The standard outside glaze of

stoneware in the past has been the salt glaze, so called because it is made

by throwing salt into the fires and allowing the vapors to ascend through

the kiln and attack the surface of the hot ware. The salt glaze is a sili-

cate of soda formed by the decomposition of the chloride of sodium and the

liberation of hpdrochloric acid gas or volatile chlorides. It has the merit

of being cheap and easy to apply, and it answers well enough for the out-

side surface of the ware, but it is usually much crazed and easily perme-

able to water. The glaze on the outside of the ware answers no very

useful effect except making it easy to clean and wash.

The different facilities with which different clays will take a salt

glaze depends, probably, on the amount of free silica they contain and its

fineness of division. The difference is very marked. Some which will

receive the salt retain a granular appearance which is not sharp to the

feel, though it is rough; it is as if the glaze had gathered together in

minute pools like beads of prespiration, instead or spreading evenly. Occa-

sionally the glaze is perfectly smooth like an artificial glaze.

There are chemicals which operate to interfere with the formation of

the salt glaze. Chief among these are the sulphate and carbonate of lime.

The nature of the action of th^se bodies has been much disputed. The view
which seems to be supported most closely by the facts, is that the inter-

ference is a mechanical one and not chemical as has been generally

assumed. The sulphate of lime and the carbonate are soluble in water in

the order named and if these bodies exist in clay they are apt to be dis-

solved, in part or in whole, and as the water evaporates from the surface

of the ware in drying, these salts are left,in a whitish deposit on this sur-

face.

Now when the kiln is very hot and the salt vapors are produced in

the fire holes and ascend through the wares, this film of lime protects the

real surface of the clay, so that there is but little free silica or even sili-

cate of alumina exposed to the action of the salt fumes. The tempera-

ture at which the limesalts are decomposed to form a lime silicate is a

little higher than the heat at which the salt is generally used, hence the

salt fails to do its work simply because it fails to meet the surface of the

clay. Now if the kiln be made hotter and the salting be kept up, a glaze

is finally produced, but it is greenish yellow in color, indicating clearly

that at the increased temperature the lime salts finally united with the

soda to produce a lime-soda-silicate glaze, which, at the lower heat, was

not formed at all. But this glaze is of a dirty color, and requires too

much heat for the safety of the ware. Hence its formation offers no

relief to the interference caused by soluble lime salts in the clay.

The color of a piece of salt glazed ware depends on the amount of

iron in the clay and the kind of fire which was maintained in the burn-
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ing. The effect of the oxydizing and reducing atmosphere in the color

produced by iron has been alluded to in the general remarks on the action

of heat in clays. Its application to the pottery business is vital. Potters

all know, practically, that clear fires throughout a burn will probably pro-

duce clear ware and that a choked draft or smothered fire will, infallibly,

produce red or brown ware. Two or more of the stoneware makers are

using oil fires, in order to get the advantage of perfect combustion of an

oxydizing heat. The clear color of the ware, in their opinion, gives

them an advantage which offsets the increased cost for fuel.

Oil will not be available for fuel purposes much longer, however, and
the problem must be attacked on other lines. The use of fire places, which
are, practically, gas producers, and the use of combustion chambers to

effect perfect combustion of the gases from the fires, or, perhaps, the

direct production if it produces gas in a separate plant and its use in the

various kilns, will be the lines along which improvement will come.

In cases where the iron in the clay is high and the wares are always

an off color, and the clay is in all other respects just what is wanted, it

is convenient and profitable to use a slip of a pure clay, or better still a

white china clay. This is done in a few places in the state and outside,

and one of these places has a very high reputation for the beauty of its

wares. The slip is applied just as the black glazes are, and wh<5n the

ware is salt glazed the thin layer of pure clay unites with the salt fumes

to produce a beautiful white salt glaze better than any natural stoneware

clay can produce. The expense of the clay is an item which has to be

considered. New Jersey white clays suitable for th s purpose cost from

$6 to $15 per ton at the mines.

After the necessary work in making and slipping the w^are has been

done, it is ready for setting in the kiln. In most stoneware shops this

is in charge of the man who does the burning. Each burner prefers to

supervise the setting of each kiln, in order that lie may be familiar with

its contents and every peculiarity which call for variations in his treat-

ment of the kiln under fire.

The general principles involved in setting stoneware are

:

1. To secure a steady and even draft through all parts of the kiln,

and allow no short cuts from the fires to the stack.

2. Secure solidity and good equilibrium in putting the ware in

position. The bottom of each tier rests on '*bats" of stiff clay for

leveling pieces and each tier must be supported from the others by

*' chucks" of stiff clay.

3. The black glazed ware which is to be burnt simultaneously with

the salt glazed ware must be protected very carefully from the salt fumes

which instantly will bleach the dark colors to a light yellow.

4. The heavy and large sized wares must be collected in the centers

of the kiln furthest from the points of admission of the fires in order to
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allow the heaviest sections of cl y to. have the longest time to season

under the heat before the vitrification begins.

Setting stoneware, like burning it, is an art which can only be

learned by actual practice, and which is likely to be costly practice, un-

less it is learned by slow degrees under the tutelage of one who knows
how it should be done.

As in all other clay working processes the burning is the most im-

portant stage. Imperfections in the steps already described are imper-

fections at the end of the process and as such, affect the value and
quality of the ware. They grow no worse nor better; but a little

negligence or mismanagement in burning may ruin a large quantity of

ware, good and bad alike, and make it not only imperfect but valueless.

The care, the skill and the knowledge of all clay v/orking enter-

prises are bound, in the nature of the case, to center around the burning.

In regard to the theory of the burning it is not necessary to make
any detailed statements; it is no way different from the general theories

already laid down, except that due consideration must be given to the

'extremely thin section of the clay in the most of the ware. A great

deal of it does not exceed one-fourth inch in thickness and the heaviest

sections in the bottoms and corners of any large crocks is hardly more
than seven-eighths of one inch in thickness.

In such a thin section it is obvious that the chemical changes of

hnmitig are likely t y progress very rapidly. The duration of a burn

varies with the size of the kiln, etc., but ranges from, twenty-four to

ninety hours. Fifty-five hours is the average figure for the Akron dis-

trict, thirty for the Zanesville district.

As the process is usually carried out, about half this time is spent in

warming the kiln up and getting the ware up to a black heat. This is

the critical point. When the ware is s en to be dull red throughout then

the finishing can be rapidly brought forward. The temperature used on

:stoneware kilns was the subject of some attention. The following meas-

urements were made by the Lunette pyrometer.
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Taking the measurements made under the most satisfactory condi-
tions, Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7 the results 1,922, 1,980, 1,987, 1,982, average, 1,970,

show a closer agreement than was expected. These results are them-
selves the averages obtained in readings in different parts of the kilns.

The maximum temperatures on these four results show 2,010, 2,010,

2,045, 2,045, average 2,027, and the minimum temperatures show more
variations naturally.

The other potteries tested were either distinctly past the maximum
temperature of the process or distinctly below it, and therefore were not
considered in the averages.

Surprise may be felt that tl^e heats assigned are so low. Conversa-
tions with clay workers has generaly shown a very erroneous view of the
heats they employ. A table in the appendix will show the relative heats

of the clay working and iron and steel working processes as measured
by the same instrument and the same observer.

The kilns are naturally the most important, the most discussed and
the most interesting appliance of the stoneware pottery.

An examination of the types of kilns in use in the potteries of the state

and a comparison of these types with those used by other clay working
industries, indicates that there is much in common in their construction

and principles. However, there is much less variation among the kilns

used for burning stoneware than in kilns of the same type used for pipe
or brick.

Examining the kilns in use in Ohio stoneware potteries the following

facts have been classified:

Name of kiln.

Akron Squuare Downdraft
" Round Downdraft...

Mufflle Updraft
Plain Updraft (old style).. .

Totals

Akron Dist

29
18

2

49

Zanesville
Dist.

00
2

17
10

29

State.

29
20
19
10

78

Factories represented in this list, 32.

It is thus seen that the Akron district, including all northeastern

Ohio, uses nearly all downdraft kilns and the standard square Akron, kiln
is the most popular. It is to be noted, however, that the newest works,

almost all of them, are building the round kilns, and the new kilns

being built in all works are mostly all round.

The Zanesville district, on the other hand, goes on record as using

almost entirely the updraft kilns, the only two downdraft being in com-
paratively new plants.

It is impossible in the space assigned to give any adequate^ descrip-

tion of the technical points, pro and con, in these different kilns. But a
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very brief description will be given of each type and as nearly as possible

the consensus of opinion, in regard to their qualities, from those who are
best situated to know.

The Akron Sqtuire Kiln, the most widely used of any one kind in the
stoneware business, is a rectangular structure about fifteen wide by thirty

feet long outside. The inside dimensions are about twelve wide by eight-

een or twenty feet long; the roof is a groined arch, about seven feet

above the floor at the spring and ten feet at the center. The peculiarity

of the kiln is that it is fired at the ends exclusively. There are either

two or three fire holes at each end, opening inside the end wall of the
kiln into a common combustion chamber the full width of the kiln and
about eighteen inches wide. This combustion chamber is formed by the
erection of a fire wall or flash wall across the kiln, parallel with the end
wall and extending from the floor to within about twelve or eighteen

inches of the spring of the arch. This combustion chamber becomes the
hottest part of the kiln and it greatly assists in the combustion of the

flames and smoke from the fires and keeping the reducing influences at

a minimum. The kiln has a cross flue in the center leading to a stack on
one side or the other. This stack for one kiln need not be twenty-five

feet high by four square feet internal area, but is usually made three or

four feet wide by six or eight feet area. The floor of the kiln is checker
work, allowing free passage of the gases into the side flues, which run
from end to end of the kiln joining the main flue at the center. The
door is in the center of one side. The kiln may be built double with only
one wall between two kilns. The strong points in favor of this kiln are:

1. The compact form, and the small amount of yard room which it

requires ; this is a great advantage in grouping kilns closely around the

factory so as to make short distances to handle the unbumt wares.

2. The common combustion chamber, through which the gases

must pass before entering among the wares, reduces, the liability to

smothered or dark colored ware as much as is accomplished in any down-
draft burning kiln.

3. The fire holes are capable of very close regulation and get more
of the gas producer effect than any fire hole in use in the stoneware busi-

ness.

4. The kiln is considered the "safest" one for large wares, on account
of the heat being introduced wholly at the ends which causes the middle
of the kiln to always hang back in burning, and large pieces being set in

the middle, have the greatest time to get up to the finishing heat.

5. It is easy to set and draw, as the courses of ware are all straight

and at right angles to the long way of the kiln.

On the other hand, the following points are against

:

1. The cost of the kiln is high. The brick work is more in quantity

for the capacity of the interior than in the round kiln and the strength of

the bracing and bridging required to hold the roof up is excessive. The

fi GO
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cost of an average kiln is from $1,500 to $2,000, with a capacity of 7,000

gallons per burn.

2. The heat is irregularly distributed, being greatest at the ends and

least in the center.

3. The fuel consumed is higher in proportion to the output. From
unofficial figures furnished by several manufacturers on each side, it ap-

pears that the round kiln will burn ware with from ten to twenty per

cent, less coal per 1,000 gallons.

It is thus seen that there are many things to be said pro and con

about this kiln. In one works, one of these kilns was burned fifty- one

times, in fifty-two consecutive weeks and no money was spent in repair

in that time. A record of this kind can only be accomplished by the best

of care and management.

The Round Downdraft Kiln, regarded by many as the stoneware kiln

of the future, is built in all sizes from sixteen to twenty-five feet in diam-

eter. The latter is the largest size used in the stoneware business, and it

is not in favor with those who have to operate it. The prevalent sizes

are twenty and twenty-two feet which hold respectively 7,000 and 9,000

gallons. Of course these figures as to capacity depend on the kind of

ware being set. They are intended to represent the average.

The kiln is usually about seven feet high to the spring of the arch

from the floor, and the fire places arranged at equal spaces around the

circumference, number from seven to ten.

The fires are smaller than those used in the Akron kiln. Some are

arranged with the Akron fire hole, more often they used the incline grate

bars and open front. The *'bags" or "pockets" inside run from 4 to 6

feet up the wall. The floor is checkered and is usually built from eigh-

teen to thirty inches higher than the level of the surface of the yard and

higher than the bottom of the fire holes. This is the most important

point in the construction of the kiln, and stoneware men, more than any

other class of clay workers, have realized the value of the raised floor, in

getting the heat down to the bottom and making an even burn. It saves

at both ends; it takes less draft to operate the kiln and less coal to burn

it. The points for and against this kiln are conversely the points of the

square kiln ; they will be merely recapitulated. In favor:

1. Cheapness of first cost and repairs. A twenty-foot kiln of the best

material and construction can be put up for $1,000 to $1,200.

2. Heat is distributed evenly at all points around a center; there is

no hot end or cold spot.

3. Economy in fuel.

Against:

1. Takes up more room.

2. Is easier to smother, but if the burner knows his business, there

is less need of smothering as it is easier to drive the heat to the center of
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the round kiln from all sides than it is to the middle of a square kiln from
both ends.

3. The found kiln is thought by some to be safe on small wares but

not safe on thick sections, as the temperature rises too much alike all over

the kiln and gives no place of an especial security for the large pieces.

4. The round kilns are certainly harder to set and draw.

Downdraft kilns of the two kinds are thus seen to be the mainstay

of the Akron district.

It is claimed that it is entirely possible to bum a kiln containing

nothing but black glazed ware in a downdraft kiln, which has been used

previously as a salt glaze kiln—and that the results are good. No
instance was found where this was being done.

The Muffle Updraft Kiln is the commonest kiln in use in the pottery

trade. All the yellow, white and china pottery in the country is burnt

in it. Its adaptation to the stoneware potteries originated with a firm of

Pennsylvania potters, who had been in the yellow ware business and took

some of their old ideas and applianceswith them. Its use in Ohio was begun
about six years ago by the Zanesville Stoneware Company, of Zanesville.

It has become the main kiln of the Zanesville district.

In construction it consists of a circular bench containing the fire

places which are equally spaced around the center. Each fire place,

which is a regular inclosed furnace, with iron doors, delivers its heat

partly to an inside pocket and partly through a horizontal flue to a cent-

ral stack. The kiln proper is built on top of the fire bench. It is round
and tapers to a small diameter about twenty-five feet above the floor. An
arched crown, with numerous perforations, is sprung across the inside

about eight feet from the floor. The bags run up within a foot or so of

this crown, and the central stack runs through the crown and assists to

support it. A door affords access on the level of the floor, which is solid.

In operation the kiln is filled with ware up to the level of the top of

the bags and the heat is, therefore, entirely by radiation from the bag
walls, the central stack and the floor, which is heated by the radial flues

uniting at the center. The gases from the fires do not come into contact

with the ware at all, except on the topmost course and then but slightly.

. Such a kiln, it will readily be seen, is slow to heat up and slow to

cool—sudden changes in the fires cannot affect the ware quickly and

there is, practically, no reducing action from the fires.

These kilns are especially adapted to the production of slip glazed

ware, either black, red or white; they are useless for salt glazing. There

arfe several works in the Zanesville district which do, practically, aU their

work with these kilns.

The points in regard to the kiln are as follows:

1. Cost, A kiln which will hold six thousand gallons of pans or closely

nested ware, or three thousand gallons of ware as it comes from the shop,
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will cost $1,000 to $1,350, well built and of good fire brick in all the essen-

tial parts.

2. Repairs are heavy, if the materials are not first-class. If the best

fire brick are used in the beginning, they will be light. Repairs are

expensive, owing to the shape of the fires and flue system under the kiln

floor.

3. FueL This kiln undoubtedly uses more fuel to the one thousand

gallons than the downdraft. A comparison between the two kilns could

not be had.

4. The convenience of setting and drawing are not equal to the

downdraft kilns, owing to the interference of the central chimney.

5. The safety of the burning is the strongest feature of the kiln.

With any reasonable care there is no need of any loss, while a downdraft

kiln is hardly ever burned ofi" without the rejection of more or less dam-

aged ware.

In one works in the state there are three kilns in use: One square,

Akron kiln of six thousand gallons capacity, one round downdraft of

eight thousand gallons capacity, and one sixteen foot mufile of three

thousand gallons common capacity. The manager of the works placed

himself on record, as follows

:

The best kiln, all things considered, the round downdraft.

The hardest to burn, the Akron kiln.

The easiest to burn, the Muffle.

The safest kiln, the Muffle.

The most expensive, high fuel and slow production, the Muffle.

The old-fashioned updraft kilns are not important as a commercial

factor in the business and are dropping out of use. They are used for

producing salt glazed ware in factories where the muffle is used for the

black glazed articles. In the smaller and outlaying potteries these old

updrafts are still the only reliance.

The cooling and annealing of stoneware after the burning is finished,

offers no special difficulties. It occupies from two to three days, accord-

ing to the weather. The critical point in cooling is when the ware is at

a black heat, just below redness. The kiln can be left open for several

hours until the kiln begins to look dark red. Every air inlet at the bot-

tom of the kiln is then shut up tight, and daubed with mud, and the vent

holes in the crown are opened so that what little draft gets into the kiln

passes out upwards. The connection to the stack is broken soon after

the fires are shut down.

The cost of manufacturing stoneware was approximately obtained in

several places in each important district. The following figures represent

the average of five estimates, prepared by five stoneware men, independ-

ently :
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Clay, 51 cents.

Fuel, 46 "

Pottery work, 1.00 "

Common labor, 91 "

Office supplies and contingent expenses, .42 "

3.3 cents per gallon.

Average selling price, 4 cents per gallon.

The following facts, as tothe magnitudeandimportanceofthe industry,

have been prepared. The figures are not as accurate as would be desir-

able. In default of better information they will sufl&ce to give some idea

of the present situation.
TABLE III.

Stoneware Statistics.

Name of manufacturers.

Whitmore, Robinson & Co
Akron Stoneware Co
United States Stoneware Co
The E. H. Merrill Pottery Co
The Ohio Stoneware Co
Markel, Inman & Co
Cook, Fairbanks & Co
F. H. Weeks
A. J. Weeks
The Diamond Stoneware Co
The Champion Stoneware Co
Canton Stoneware Co
Massillon Stoneware Co
Myers & HaU
T. S. Monroe & Sons
Shattuck & Hill
The Standard Pottery Co
Gerhardt & Goodman
Kuntz & Sons
Zanesville Stoneware Co ,

Muskingum Stoneware Co
South Z. Stoneware, Brick and Pav
ing Co

South Z. Clay Manufacturing Co
Midland Pottery Co
Bagley & Roberts
L. S. Kildow
W. B. Lowry... ,.

Wilson & Williams
Reed Bros, and Settles Estate
Burley & Winters
Crooksville Stoneware Co
Star Stoneware Co
Diamond Stoneware Co
Convay, Watt & Allen
Buckeye Stoneware Co
Small country shops in Roseville,

Potters Ridge, Saltillo, Crooksville,
McLuney and Hopewell districts ...

Totals

.

Location.

Akron

Canton.

Massillon .

Mogadore

.

Salineville
Atwater
LimaviUe ..

Zanesville .

South Zanesville..

Roseville...

Zanesville .

Roseville...

J3 cn

I-

White Cottage..
(( ((

Crooksville

Deavertown .

Saltillo

McLuney., 52

133

It

85

50

20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
25

27
20
12
25
25

18
18
30

• 6

6
6
8

5
16
16
30
30
30
15

100

100

1.^§

« P-bO

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,^00,000

1,200,000

700,000
700,000
700,000
700,000
700,000

Building
1,200,000

1,050,000
850,000

900,000
600,000
400,000
900,000
600,000

500,000
500,000
500,000
125,000
125,000
125,000
175,000
150,000
400,000
400,000
750,000
600,000
600,000
500,000

2,000,000

24,350,000
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In addition to the tabulated data the total quality of ware actually

manufactured in 1891 was made the subject of inquiry and the results

collected indicate that the production of the state was very close to

13,500,000 gallons, with a value $540,000.00 ; of this quantity the Akron
district produced a little over 7,000,000 gallons, the Zanesville district

about 4,000,000 gallons, and outside shops 2,500,000.

The markets reached by Ohio stoneware are only limited by the con-

fines of the country. It is shipped to the Pacific coast, and north and

south. Some competition has been introduced in the western states, by

potteries being located there, but Ohio still manufactures far more ware

than any other state in the union.

(c.) Yellow and Rockingham Wares.

The technical distinction between stoneware and yellow ware lies

in the fact that yellow wares pass through a burning process to develop

the body of the clay, and a second firing to develop the glaze which is

put on after the first or biscuit burning. In this respect the yellow ware

process is exactly like the processes used in the higher grades of pottery,

while it resembles the manufacture of stoneware in being composed of

natural clays entirely.

The yellow ware is glazed with a clear glaze, composed largely of

lead oxide, which developes and adds luster to the natural buff color of

the clay.

The Rockingham wares are glazed with a similar glaze brown or

black by the addition of manganese ; this is either applied solid or spat-

tered over the yellow glaze in blotches.

The clays tor yellow wares should be very plastic, smooth, potters

clays, free from impurities or fine specks, with enough iron to give a fair

color to the ware.

They need not be refractory, as the heat used in glazing is low, and

the intention is only to burn the clay to its best physical strength. In a

general way, any good stoneware clay will make good yellow ware but

the converse of this assertion is not true.
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Two analyses of yellow ware clays have been made as follows

:

1. 2. 3.

Silica, combined fbv calculation) 28.41

24.12
7.77

60.30

31.89
1.20

33.09

1.46

.59

.68

2.42

29.93
25.12

7.75

62.80

29.61

32.33

Alumina 26.60

Water combined 7.59

Clav 66.50^-^*v •••••••••••• • •

Silica, free 24.11

Xltanic acid
SaJD-dy matter 29.61

1.57

.57

.51

1.95

24.11

Iron oxide 2.00

I/ime....

Magnesia
.47

.63

Potash 3.20

Soda M .26

Fluxing matter ^ 5.15

.86

4.61

2.63

6.56

Water 2.48

Grand total # 99.40 99.64 99.65

No. 1. Yellow ware clay from Bast Liverpool. E. Orton, Jr.

No. 2. Yellow ware clay from East Palestine. « «

No. 3. Stoneware clay from Salineville. *• "

TJie two yellow ware clays are seen to be siirprisingly close in

chemical character. The analysis of the Salineville clay was appended
to illustrate that it was out of its place as a stoneware clay, and that it

was by composition and what is known of its physical properties admira-

bly fitted to the yellow ware business. Its easy fusibility as a stoneware

clay would hardly affect it at the lower range of temperatures used in

burning yellow wares, and woiild probably only suflGlce to make the body
of the ware compact and strong.

The average character of the two clays which are now in actual use is
•

Clay base 61.60

Sandy matter 31.35

Impurities 4.88

Water 1.80

Total 89.53

having an oxygen ratio of:

Acid, 2.57 to base 1.

Alumina, 9 to flux 1.

which indicates that the clays selected for this purpose are intentionally

of a more fusible quality than stoneware clays, in order that the best

strength of the clay may be developed at the low heats used in burning

and glazing. Notwithstanding this, there are at least two establishments

engaged in making stoneware and yellow ware from the same cla^'S in the

same pottery.
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Preparation of the Clay, More stress is laid on suitable weathering

than in the stoneware business. There is but little chemical change

involved, merely the physical changes due to exposure.

The mechanical treatment is by washing altogether; no other pro-

cesses are in use so far as is known. The washing is in all respects the

same as for stoneware, except that the screens for sifting the pulp are of a

much finer mesh—sixty to one hundred mesh instead of forty.

The pottery processes are largely confined to jolly and mold work;

very little hand turning is done.

In burning small and delicate clay wares, it becomes necessary to find

a way to vSeparate the wares into small portions so that the weight of one

piece on another shall not deface or bend it. This is accomplished by
what is known as saggers. They are variously shaped and sized boxes or

cases, made of refractory,, open-grained clay ware, which will stand a high

heat and much handling. The ware is packed into these saggers which

are then set in the kiln until it is filled with these cases piled one on

another, the bottom of one forming the cover for the next. Between each^

a thin coating of clay is put so as to make the saggers airtight or nearly

so. The expense of burning in saggers is largely in excess of the direct

burning in stoneware. The cost of heating up the large mass of clayware

in the saggers on each burn is no slight item. The expense of the labor

and material in making them is still more important. In a good sized

pottery two or three men are generally kept busy all the time in making
saggers. In East Liverpool, there are two or more establishments who
do a large business in manufacturing nothing but saggers and other pot-

ters supplies.

The kilns used are the regulation muffle updraft kilns employed iu

burning all kinds of pottery and described in connection with stoneware.

In some potteries, however, there are used double decked kilns, in

which white, or CC wares are burnt in the lower compartment and the

first or biscuit burning of yellow ware in the upper story. This is the

same device used by stoneware men to increase the profits, by burning

flower pots with the waste heat of the stoneware. This process is a great

saving of cost, but in the nature of the case is not as good for the uniform

quality of the ware, for where two kinds of ware are burnt in one kiln the

burning is bound to be adjusted for perfection of one grade, and the other

must take what heat it can get.

The temperature employed in burning yellow ware is low. Only one

opportunity was afforded to measure a kiln of yellow ware at its highest

heat. The temperature in this case showed by the lunette 1,710 degrees

at the top peep-holes and 1,680 degrees at the bottom, or practically 1,700

degrees on the kiln. This is about 175 degrees cooler than a stoneware

kiln. The trials at this point were light buff and could be scratched with

a knife with difficulty.
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The biscuit burn'ng is intended to be hotter than the gloss burning,

in order to take out all shrinkage that the ware is to undergo before the

glaze sets on it.

The ware as it comes from the kiln or biscuit burn is cleaned with

brushes, inspected and sent to the glaze room. The glazes used in this

pottery are the simplest kind; they are composed of lead (litharge) flint

(silica) spar (felspar), paris white and a small amount of white clay.

The ingredients are not fused together and then re-ground as is done in

manufacturing fine white ware glazes, but are merely ground in a glaze

mill with water till the slip feels perfectly smooth to the fingers. This
glaze is used just as the stoneware glazes are used. The porous biscuit

ware absorbs the water and leaves the fluxes in a thin, uniform layer on
the surface.

The ware is taken from the glaze room to the packing room for the

gloss burning and is there put into saggers again, but each piece is kept

carefully from any other by stilts, piers and other devices; these are made
of a very refractory pure clay, and though the glaze melts fast to them
wherever it touches the ware, the difference in the nature of the clay is

such that it is easily broken loose with but slight marks on the piece of

ware.

About one-third as much ware can be put into a kiln for the gloss

bum as can be put into the same kiln for a biscuit bum. The burning
processes are short in duration as vitrification is not desired.

The list of articles manufactured from yellow wares has been gradu-

ally narrowing down for some years past. The main articles now made
are bowls, nappies, pie plates, pitchers, tea pots and chambers. Trade is

as good as ever but the list of articles has been cut here and there.

There used to be a good trade in spittoons which has almost completely

gone to the earthenware industry and to metallic and rubber goods.

The following list comprises the yellow ware manufacturers of the

state

:

Manufacturers. Location. Kilns.

The C. C. Thompson Co East Liveroool g
The Globe Pottery Co (t

5
John W. CroxaU & Sons i(

4
The D. E. McNicol Pottery Co 4(

3
McDevitt & Moore «

2
S. &W. Bafirffott

((
2

John Patterson & Sons Wellsville ......." .. 2
Whitmore, Robinson & Co Akron 2
E. Palestine Pottery Co E. Palestine 3
Fisher & Co Cincinnati 2

Total 33
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{d. e. /)—C. C. Wares, White, Granite and China.

The three kinds of wares included in this list, which constitute the

dififerent varieties of white pottery, are all closely allied.and are all of

them so little connecte d with the mineral resources of the state that it

has been considered best to treat them together.

The materials from which white pottery is made comprise a good

many other articles than clays.

Clays however constitute the base of the mixture and as may be

eypected only the purest and whitest varieties can be used.

In earthen, stone and yellow wares we have seen how the careful

attention of the potter must be directed to the clays which constitute his

body material.

We have seen that these clays contain a clay base mixed with silica

and fluxes in varying proportions, and that the potter is compelled t >

search among the mineral deposits for these clays in which the proportion

of sand and flux are naturally united to secure the ends which he has in

view.

In making the body mixture for white pottery, the process is reversed.

The potter's skill is now directed to compounding a body from its

elements, which, when ultimately finished, shall possess all of the qualities

which an exacting market demands.

The clays for his purposes are limited to those of a pure nature.

Every tinge of iron or impurity which goes into his wares is to be cor-

rected only by the use of expensive chemicals.

The china clays or kaolins of commerce come from very many sources.

Every state which carries the Appalachian mountain range across it, con-

tributes more or less to the supply of pure kaolin and Kentucky, Indiana,

Texas and other localities are producing more or less of this mineral.

The best or at least the most expensive clays are imported from abroad.

Large quantities come annually from England, Germany and other coun-

tries.

Ohio, has so far failed to produce or indicate the presence of one

pound of pure white clay. The geological formation of our state contains

only sedimentary formations. No granite or feldspathic rocks occur on

the surface any where in the state and we naturally therefore expect to

find only such clays as are formed elsewhere and are brought here mingled

with the detritus of many other rocks.

The clays brought into the state for pottery purposes are many of

them devoid of much plasticity and the potters find the need of a tough,

waxy, thoroughly plastic clay. To fill this want, the ball clays are used,

some from this country but the majority brought over from England.

To counteract the excessive shrinkage of these pure clays the potter

uses what he calls "flint." It is practically pure silica, being made out of

the finest white ssand, ground to an impalpable powder. But silica, in
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connection with the pure clays, would make so refractory a mixture that it

would be impossible to vitrify or make solid by heat; therefore it is neces-

sary to add felspar, which takes the place of the impurities of the stoneware

clays. This felspar is ground to a powder like the flint.

The mixture of these ingredients then is the body of white pottery;

kaolins for the body, ball clays for plasticity, silica to counteract

shrinkage and felspar to make the mixture fusible. The proportions of

these ingredients each potter keeps to himself. Each one has his own
recipes, which he has worked over for years perhaps, and which he knows
and understands fully. These recipes are his secret, his stock in trade and
recipes for body and glaze are to potters a merchantable article.

The variations in this body which are made to produce the three

grades of wares, CC, White, Granite and China, are not important in

theory, they are mostly changes in the quality of the ingredients. CC,
was a term originally for " common clay" wares and means a low grade of

white pottery. The ingredients are the same kinds as those used in the

best grades, but the off color varieties and cheapest goods are used alto-

gether, and the slight cast of color, due to iron, which will creep into

white ware bodies is not counteracted by the necessary chemicals, but

instead, a glaze is used which hides the color of the body from view and
makes the surface appear nearly as well as if the body were of a good
•color.

In white granite, the best materials of each class are bought; the

color of the body due to iron, is corrected by adding a minute quantity

of cobalt oxide, the yellow of the iron is thus neutralized by the blue of

the cobalt, and a green color is produced. When the ware is seen in

bulk the green is easily detected, but in a single article it is much less

apparent than either the yellow or blue cast would be.

The aim in white granite is to produce strong white pottery, able to

resist a sharp blow, and able to bear scrutiny as to its tint. It is not

supposed to be thoroughly vitrified or to have any approach to translu-

cency.

In china the aim is to produce a body which shall become more
thoroughly vitrified or fused in its nature and which shows a power to

transmit light like an opaque glass.

This can only be attained by giving it such a composition that it can

be vitrified at the ordinary heats employed by the potter. This increased

fusibility is of course brought about by the increased use of fluxes.

China which is fluxed by felspar is called technically spar china. It

shows a yellowish color to transmitted Hght. China in which a part of

this spar is replaced by calcined bones or phosphate of lime, is called

bone china; it shows a bluish white color to transmitted light and a

much more delicate beauty under all conditions.

China bears the same relation to white granite, that stoneware bears

to earthenware; its burning is accomplished only by use of all the care,
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watchfulness and skill which accompany the production of any clay ware
that owes its value to its vitrification.

The method of preparation of the body for these various kinds of

ware is substantially alike. The ingredients are collected in a charging

car or box, each one being carefully weighed. They are shoved into the

blunger and united in the most intimate mixture by the formation of a

fluid slip. The screens employed are brass or silk gauze from 100 to 160

mesh to the inch. The strained slip is run through a magnet box in

some potteries to try to separate out any magnetic particles of iron from

the machinery or clays.

The pressing and pugging offer no peculiarities.

The pottery processes are also much the same as described before,

except that as the wares grow more costly, the value of the machinery
and appliances increases in like proportion.

The use of every mechanical contrivance which can assist them is

freely adopted by potters of this grade.

The burning is accomplished in just the same way as in yellow ware,

except that the saggers are made of better material and are glazed inside

to prevent the ware from becoming soiled by any effloresence from the

sides of the saggers.

The heats required vary of course with the kind of body com-

pounded. The best practice in making the white granite body is to

make a rather refractory body which requires a high heat to bring it to

its proper degree of combination. When such a body is given the proper

heat, it is stronger and tougher than one which matures at a lower tem-

perature, and consequently the weight of clay used for each piece may
be decreased a little, and the ware becomes lighter and more delicate

without loss of strength.

The heats employed in burning white granite and CC ware were
tested in one factory of each kind with the following results:

But there is no probability that these temperatures stand for these

respective classes, as the body is bound to vary in its chemical qualities

according to the composition which the potters give it and in this they

are regulated each by his own preference. The limits of variation in

which a good body may be produced are rather large.

The glazes used in the white ware potteries are much more complex
than the yellow ware glazes. The nicest problem the potter has to

handle, is the adjustment of his glaze to his body. The defects of the
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glaze are made manifest in many ways; it may "craze" or even "shiver.

"

The first term is applied to the formation of fine cracks all through the

glaze which destroys its beauty and makes it permeable to liquids. This

occurs when the composition of the body and the glaze are not suited to

each other, and they contract at different rates on cooling. If the lack

of adjustment is great, the glaze will craze at once; if the difference is

slight the crazing may begin months after the ware has been sold. If the

difference is excessive, and the glaze is a thick heavy one and the ware is

rather weak or porous in structure the contraction of the glaze is some-

times powerful enough to crush the piece, or chip pieces out of the sur-

face of the ware. This is called "shivering".

Glazes may also devitrify, or become opaque or stony in nature

instead of clear and glossy.

The adjustment of a glaze to a body would not be beyond the range

of even ignorant experimenting, if the body and glaze could be kept

always the same, but the composition of these elements is bound to con-

stantly vary; the purest kaolins vary just as poor clays do; and, above all,

the composition of the felspar, which is depended on to unite the

elements of the pottery into a fused or vitrified material, is subject to

considerable fluctuation.

Consequently, the same body and glaze will work well or ill, even if

mixed with never failing accuracy in the compounding room, on account

of irregularities of the materials.

It seems that the composition of these bodies could be regulated

with the most valuable results by the use of chemistry in the pottery.

It would be useful in keeping track of variations of the strength of

supplies and still more so, in keeping the body of one uniform composi-

tion.

As before suggested, it is not a chemist that is wanted as such but

it is a manager who can understand and use the work of a chemist.

The compounding and manufacturing of white pottery is a chemical

industry; it deals with chemical material and is governed by chemical

laws, and yet the business has been groping along in the dark for decade

after decade using the most expensive " cut and try" methods for the

accomplishment of every improvement.

White ware glazes are usually what is called "fret" glazes. The
constitutents have been weighed out, mixed and melted in a sagger into

a fluid, which solidifies into a solid cake when cool.

The sagger is then broken off from the cake of glaze which is

broken up and ground with the addition of a certain amount of other

materials.

The grinding of the fret is done in mills lined with French buhr

stone, an intensely hard silicious rock. The reduction to the neces-

sary fineness is a slow operation.
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The value of the fret glaze over one in which the ingredients are

merely mixed into a slip is very marked. The essential part of the glaze

is already a chemical compound. It is impossible for its components to

segregate out or to produce soft and hard spots on the glaze, if it has been
united once, all gases expelled and all chemical changes effected. When
applied on the ware and brought up to the melting point it quickly fuses

again, while the freshly compounded glaze has to make a chemical
combination out of a mechanical mixture in the same time.

Glazes are colored to produce effects in the wares, by the use of

metallic oxides. Very little white ware is decorated in colors, under or

with the glaze. This class of work is mostly confined to ornamental pot-

tery.

In burning the ware in the gloss kiln there is the danger of leaky

joints between the saggers or cracks by which the sulphurous gases from
the fire will get among the ware.

Any metallic oxides like lead or manganese are readily affected—the

results generally show a bluish white film or scum in the ware.

An instance was observed of a piece of ware thus affected which
could be wiped bright by a piece of cloth, but after a few moments exposure
to the air the film would reappear. This phenomenon was probably due
to the presence of an inconceivably fine film of metallic lead, reduced to

this condition from the lead oxide of the glaze by contact with reducing

gases in the kiln. This film on being polished showed the bright metal-

lic surface of the lead, but it speedily became clouded again by the

oxydising action of the air.

The decoration of the ware after it is finished is a separate branch
of the business. The colors used are enamel paints or readily fusible

glazes colored with metallic oxides and used as paints. The ornamenta-
tion is chiefly by ''transfers" papers or "prints", though some finer ware
is decorated by hand painting.

The development of the white ware business in Ohio sprung from
the manufacture of yellow wares at East I^iverpool, and the constant

improvement of these wares, by bringing on the better materials from
other states. The industry is most flourishing. The following table

shows the number and location of the manufactures.

TABI.K IV.

CC Ware Potteries

The C. C. Thompson Co
The D. E. McNicol Pottery Co .

Cartright Bros
Goodwin Bros
Cartwright & Green
George Scott & Sons
Brockman Pottery Co

Total . .

Bast Liverpool..

Leetonia
Cincinnati, O.

Total kilns

8 kilns
4 "

5 ••

8 "

•2 "

27 kilns

Total firms.
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WHITE GRANITE POTTERIES.

127

bo

J3

a

bo
a

The Knowles, Taylor & Knowles Co.,

The Potter s Co-operative Co ,

Wm. Brunt, Son & Co
Vodrey & Brother
Wallace & Chetwynd
The Harker Pottery Co
The East Liverpool Co
The Sebring Pottery Co
Burford Bros,
Homer Laughlin
The Standard Pottery Co ,

J. Wiley & Sons
Mountford&Co
Jas. H. Baum
The Pioneer Pottery Works Co
East Palestine Pottery Co
Toronto Pottery Co
Steubenville Pottery Co
Row & Co
Akron Queensware Co
Bell Bros
Brewer Pottery Co
Brockman Pottery Co
George Scott &Sons

East Liverpool..

WellsviUe..

East Palestine..

Toronto
Steubenville....

Tiltonville
Akron
Findlay.-
Tiffin

Cincinnati

24 firms having in use.

17
8
7

4
4
6
4
3
4
4
4
5
2
3
4
3
7

7
3
3
6
8
5
6

127

12
1

4
2
4
4
2

2

2
2

2

52

CHINA POTTERIES.

Knowles, Taylor & Knowles.,
Burgess & Co. Bone china...

2 firms..

POTTERS SUPPLY COMPANIES.

Knowles, Taylor & Anderson Co East LiverpooL

E. O. Connor
Mountford&Co "

Burgess & Co
Garner, Devon & Co *'

E. L. Milling & Mining Co...
"

The Golding & Sons Co
7 firms

Pottery machine shops—making a speciality of the machinery used

in potteries.
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M. Patterson East Liverpool.

A. T. Boyce "

The Bonnot Co Canton.

Griffith & Wedge Zanesville, O.

The growth of the industry has been enormous in the last ten years*

The position of Ohio as a pottery producing state cannot be given

from official data. An intelligent estimate made in East Liverpool

places the White Pottery production of the country about as follows :

Ohio 50 per cent.

New Jersey 33

Scattering 17 "

Total 100

So that, according to this estimate Ohio and New Jersey have

changed places in the last ten years.

East lyiverpool is now the largest pottery producing center of the

United States and aside from Staffordshire, England, ranks among the

first of the world.

(g.) Ornamental Pottkry.

There is only one pottery in Ohio devoted entirely to the production

of ornamental wares ; that is the now famous Rookwood Pottery of Cin-

cinnati. The wares of this institution have met with constantly

increasing favor in the last few years and the business which was
organized and begun at a heavy expense and rewarded its patrons with

a loss at each annual meeting, has at last been put on a paying financial

bavsis and is expanding. The struggles of this infant industry to obtain a

foothold make an interesting story. Its success now safely attained is all

the more flattering.

The character of the wares of this pottery are unlike any other.

They have earned a name and place by themselves, in the records of

ornamental pottery.

The body clays used in the production are largely from Ohio and
adjoining territory. The only object aimed at in this stage is the pro-

duction of a good, strong body. Its color, for a large part of their wares

at least, is immaterial. The preparation of the body material offers no
new or unusual points.

The decoration is of the highest order; competent and trained artists

being employed at liberal rates of compensation.

The characteristic of the work is that it is almost all underglaze

decoration. The figures are painted in enamel paints on the bisque ware

and the glaze is put on over all. The problems which arises are of the

most complex nature—the expansion and contraction of the glaze must be
not only suited to the body, but the effect of these patches of enamel
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paiats must be seen and provided for and as all kinds of composition are

required in the colors, the adjustment of any possible glaze to all of the

various conditions it is required to meet seems well nigh impossible.

The underglaze decoration while it is more difficult to perfect than

any other is the most valuable of any.

The work of the artist is indestructible to anything except the force

which shatters the work as a whole. The decorations of the white ware

potter are sometimes beautiful and well executed, but the work is

external to the ware and not an integral part of it and use will gradually

destroy its beauty.

The success of this institution has caused several attempts to be

made to start others, all of which are unsuccessful so far.

Much artistic skill in parallel work is being expended in the pro-

duction of flooring and encaustic tile by the different tile companies of the

state, but this will be touched on in a later part of the work.

II. THE MANUFACTURE OF PAVING MATERIAL.

The manufacture of Clay Paving Material is a new industry in this

state and country and in the scale and manner in which the business is

conducted, it is a new one to the world as well. Bricks have in the past

been used to pave streets in a small way and in isolated cases for a long

time, but the growth of the modern traffic in vitrified, imperishable

materials designed and guaranteed to bear the severest traffic lor terms of

years is a new and valuable industry.

The enormous bulk which the industry has attained in the last five

years is wonderful and the mental activity which has enabled a people

to so quickly grasp the main principles and with so few blunders carry

a new industry forward to a permanent success, is only another instance

of the energy and intelligence of the nation and the state.

The manufacture of paving materials has been made the stlbject of

special inquiry in collecting the materials for this report, and while the

results have rewarded the effort, it is a matter of regret that the experi-

mental and chemical work which was undertaken was necessarily so

much limited.

The Clays. The choice of materials for the manufacture of vitri-

fied clay ware has been the subject of much discussion among the public

and some research by interested parties.

The production of vitrified clay wares has not been confined to

paving brick or rather the ability to so rapidly and successfully produce

vitrified paving brick, has come from the long experience gained in the

manufacture of vitrified sewer pipes, by which the processes of prepara-

tion of the clays, the kilns and much general information on the subject

of clay working has been a heritage of unlimited value.

The use of vitrified wares has been steadily on the increase and is

not confined to sewer pipes and paving material ; building materials in

9 G. O.
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the shape of foundation blocks, roofing tiles, and even bricks for ordinary-

construction are either required to be vitrified or become specially valu-

able by possession of this quality.

In making a scientific study of the chemical qualities of clays for

producing vitrified materials, it is found that there is nothing about the

character of the clays of any one branch like paving bricks or sewer

pipe to distinguish them from the clays used for vitrified wares in gen-

eral, and it is therefore necessary to consider under one general head all

the clays used in producing material of this kind.

Before making use of the word ** vitrified" any further, it is proper

to carefully define what is meant in this technical use of the term.

In its general acceptation, vitreous means glassy; a vitreous fract-

ure means a glassy fracture and nothing else.

But in discussing the burning of clay wares, the word vitrified has

come to mean rather that the material has entered into the preliminary

stages of fusion, and that its chemical ingredients have begun, if not

thoroughly completed, the process of chemical union by'heat, rather than

that the fracture of the material under question is a glassy one. The

appearance of the ware cannot be made the test of this condition. A
glassy fracture is rather the exception than the rule in vitrified wares.

Many wares are vitrified in this special meaning of the term, which are

strong in fracture.

I

The test of vitrification is the ability of the material to absorb

water. Glass, as the type of a vitrified body, will absorb none. Clay wares

absorb water freely even after the shrinkage which comes with the

expulsion of the combined water has taken place. But when the chem-

ical union of the clay ingredients begins, the appetite for water begins

to cease, and in many clays will absolutely cease as the vitrification

becomes perfect. In other wares, more sandy and coarse grained in

nature, it is impossible to bring about such chemical union by heat as to

destroy the power of the material to still absorb water.

Therefore in the special sense in which this word is used, a piece of

clay ware which still absorbs water freely after exposure of a high heat,

is not vitrified. It is as much vitrified as it will ever become by the use

of heat, but it does not contain those elements which make a fusible com-

pound.

It therefore becomes necessary to set a standard of absorption

which must not be exceeded if the ware is to be called vitrified. What

this amount must be will be carefully considered under the head of Tests

for Paving Material.

The physical appearance which enables us to conclude in a general

way as to the right of a ware to the name vitrified is mainly its smooth

conchoidal fracture, and the absence to the eye of pores in the substance.

There may be cracks, and fissures, and holes, for which the machine or

process of manufacture is responsible, but the mass must not be porous.

As to the fracture, the breaks or surfaces exposed follow no regular
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cleavage lines, but pursue their way in plane surfaces of larger or smaller

area, without any regular arrangement. It is impossible to convey ade-

quately by words the peculiarity of fracture which comes from vitrifica-

tion. But it is something which the natural sense of any one very

readily teaches him to detect by observation.

The qualities which a clay must have in order to be profitably made
into vitrified ware are

:

1st. A combination of refractoriness and fusibility ; there must be
refractoriness to enable the ware to stand up and keep its shape unaltered

during the process of vitrification. In most clays this process begins

somewhere in the neighborhood of a good red heat, and increases in

perfection as the heat is increased until the clay melts or until the iron

changes its condition and the clay puffs and cinders without undergoing

fusion.

In other words, in order to produce vitrified wares at a profit, there

must be a margin of heat-resisting power which shall enable the burner

to conclude his operations with confidence as to the degree of non-absorb-

tion he has produced without too great fear of having destroyed the shape

and condition of the articles under heat.

Thus in the nature of the case, the burning of clay ware to a vitrified

condition is an operation of risk; the two qualities, refractoriness and
fusibility are, as it were, in contention in the clay. If the heat is not

high enough or maintained long enough, the vitrification will be imper-

fect. If it be too high or long continued, the ware will begin to sink out

of shape. It will therefore be readily seen that the clay which is valuable

to the makers of vitrified ware is one which matures slowly under the

action of heat ; one which will begin to vitrify and continue to progress

in that condition at a temperature considerably .below the point where
softening and loss of shape begins.

2d. Assuming that this proper balance between refractoriness and
fusibility is present, the next quality of value is the possession of suf-

^
ficient plasticity to make the working easy and perfect. Many clays fail

in this respect. They may have been plastic once, but they have in a large

measure lost this quality, and the use of expensive mechanical work is

necessary to bring back enough of the quality to make the working of

the clay profitable or the results merchantable. Too great plasticity is as

much of a drawback as too little, however, for the passage of a plastic

material through a die or constricted area is, in the nature of the case,

sure to produce a certain rearrangement of the structure of the material,

and this structure in the manufacture of clay ware is in ever>' case a

detriment to the strength and solidity of the ware.

Here again is a condition of balance between opposing influences.

This condition is, however, one in which the mechanical faults are con-

cerned rather than the chemical, and this subject is therefore less import-

ant in view of the fact that it is possible to greatly influence the mechanical

structure of the clay by varying the treatment to which it is subjected.
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As a rule, the conditions which afford the easiest success and the

least trouble from this cause are when two or more clays can be economi-
cally mixed, one of which shall give to the mass a plasticity and obedience

to the influence of pressure which will allow it to be worked without

great expenditure of mechanical energy and with satisfactory smoothness
of surface and finish, while the other ingredient shall, by its rough, gritty

and granular nature, prevent the too free and rapid motion of the parti-

cles on each other, and the ensuing faults of structure. It is rarely that

a clay or shale is found which in itself unites these fire qualities and
plasticity, while the number which can be made satisfactory by judicious

mixing is very large.

3d. In addition to these all-important qualities, the amount and
character of the iron is worthy of mention. On the state and quantity of

the iron depend two things (a) the color of the ware, (b) the smoothness
of the surface.

If the iron be too low in quantity it is impossible to obtain a good
red brown or dark colored ware, and it is the general demand of the

makers and ihe buyers of vitrified goods that they shall be dark in color.

Many people w^ill wrongly reject an article on the ground of its light ap-

pearance or light colored fracture, while at the same time it may be
vitrified past the point of its best qualities.

Also, if the iron be present as grains of iron ore or sulphide, it not
only does no good to the general color of the ware but it does great harm
by the formation of blotches of silicate of iron which destroy the surface

smoothness and damage its color and appearance. This holds good more
of sewer pipe than it does of paving brick, because smoothness of surface

is a really valuable quality in securing the flow of thick and sluggish

fluids like sewage.

These three qualifications are the important ones to consider in the
selection of a clay for use in making vitrified wares. The conclusions as

to these questions may be, perhaps, indicated by analysis, but must come
to actual trial to form a proper basis for confidence.

The clays which are actually found in use in the state for these pur-

poses may be divided into three classes

:

1st. Shales, Carboniferous and others; 2d. Impure fire clays;

3d. River clays, or sedimentary deposits of recent geological date along
the valleys of the large rivers.

The drift clays, brought here by glacial agencies, do not figure as

available material, for it is only in small patches and isolated cases that

these clays are used at all. They are, as a rule, too readily fusible, or

they fuse too quickly when they begin to fuse, and in addition they are so

contaminated with lime in small pellets that they are likely to ruin the
wares in which they are used.

The following analyses have been made in the I^aboratory of the

Survey, and collected from other sources, which illustrate the character

of shales and clays used for vitrified ware:
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No. 1. Shale used by Bucyrus Brick & Terra Cotta Company, mined at Glouster,

Ohio, on horizon of Cambridge Limestone. Lord, Chemist. Average sample.

No. 2. Same shale with addition of one-fourth leached drift clay, added to in-

crease plasticity ; same place. Lord, Chemist. Average sample.

No. 3. Shale from Royal Brick Company, Canton, Ohio, from the horizon of the

Putnam Hill Limestone ; Average sample. Lord, Chemist.

No. 4. Shale from Waynesburgh Brick & Clay Manufacturing Company, from
the Middle Kittanning horizon. Lord.

No. 5. Shale from the Ohio Paving Company, Columbus, Ohio, mined at Dar-

lington, Ohio, on Lower Kittanning horizon. Average sample. Lord, Chemist.

No. 6. Shale and fire clay mixture, from the A. O. Jones Company, Zanesville,

ftoni the Kittanning horizon. Lord, Chemist.

No. 7. Shales and fire clays mixed from the T. B. Townsend Brick Company,
Zanesville. Freeport shales and Kittanning. Fire clays. Lord, Chemist.

No. 8. Shales from Columbus Sewer Pipe Company, from Huron shale horizon.

Average sample. Macpherson, Chemist.

No. 9. Bedford shale northern Ohio ; Chemist not given.

No. 10. Same shales different sample and another chemist ; name not given.

No. 11. Shales from Royal Brick Works, Canton, Putnam Hill horizon. Kind
of sample not stated. Rattle & Nye, Chemists.

No. 12. Same shales at another opening, kind of sample not stated. O. Wuth,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Chemist.

No. 13. Shales from Holloway Paving Brick Company. North Industry ; from

L. Mercer horizon. Kind of sample not stated. Stein & Schwartz, Philadelphia

Chemists.

No. 14. Average of first ten analyses.

The three last anlyses in the table are by reputable chemists and com-

mand respect on that account, but the extraordinary character of the re-

sults, show that the samples are not indicative of the average composi-

tion of the shales, and the results are excluded from the averages on that

account.

The analyses of the Bedford shales are given as being of interest and

pertinent to the subject, though, as far as is known, they have never been

used tor paving or sewer pipe purposes.

This table of results shows a most unexpected regularity in the char-

acter of the shale clays from the various horizons of the state, and by in-

ference we form a new opinion of the probable character of the other

great shale formations now practically untouched.

These clays show an average composition of

84.78 clay and sand,

13.22 fluxes,

98 00

with a variation in ten samples of only 4.1 per cent, in clay and sand, and
6.04 per cent, in fluxing ingredients.

An examination of the oxygen ratio of the average clay shows
Acid, 2.19: base 1.

Alumina, 2.72: fluxes 1.

or nearly a bisilicate with over a quarter of its oxygen derived from

fluxes. This composition indicates a very ready fusibility, which is what
the facts bring forth.
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None of these shales require a high heat to vitrify them ; many of

them will cinder hopelessly if they get a high heat for a short time only.

They all of them owe their fusibility partly to the large amounts of earths

and alkalies present. It is probable that the iron retards rather than

assists in bringing about the fusing action, as it is observable that vitrifi-

cation begins in all these clays while the iron is still in the sesquioxide

form as evidenced by the handsome color, and that long exposure at a

comparatively low heat will to a large extent perfect the vitrification ; but

as the heat is raised the color darkens until the iron finally breaks up the

combination which has existed, by its conversion to the lower oxide.

Thus while we have in this table the records of a set of very easily

fusible clays, we also have, as is determined by the experience of those

using them, that peculiar quality or balance between refractoriness and

fusibility which allows the vitrification to be made practically complete

without going over the danger line of temperature.

The shales constitute a new and valuable addition to the mineral

wealth of the state, especially valuable in the production of vitrified

wares, but the importance ot the fire clays of the state which have for

years constituted almost the entire source of material for vitrified wares

must not be overlooked.

The table of analyses here appended shows the composition of a few

of the fire clays in use in the state

:
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1. N. U. Walkers, sewtA* pipe clay, Columbiana county Lord.

2. Freeman's sewer pipe clay, Jefferson county Lord.

3. Island Siding Clay ^fefferson county, fit for sewer pipe Lord.

4. Same clay, another sample LoM.
5. E. Palestine paving brick clay, Upper Fresport horizon Lord.

6. Massillon Fire Brick & Stone Co., mixture of fire clay with shale

and surface clays used for paving bricks Lord.

7. Toronto sewer pipe clay, top .Chemist not known.
8.

*' " '' " bottom '
*• ".

9. Average, top and bottom, Toronto " " "

10. Empire sewer pipe clay " " "

11. Elliottsville sewer pipe clay " " *'

13. Croxton Run sewer pipe clay " " "

14. N. U. Walker*s sewer pipe clay Reed.

These analyses were for the most part collected from the previous

report on clays and from other sources. Only two analyses, Nos. 5 and

6, were made for the present investigation, and from samples which are

valuable or important.

The series of analyses from the seventh onward were made from the

excellent sewer pipe clays which are worked along the Ohio valley from

Toronto northwards, but they lose force from our ignorance as to how
samples were taken and to whom the work is to be attributed. It is likely

that the analyses indicate clays of greater purity than the results would
show if the analyses could have been made from good samples of the

finely ground material. However, the results as they are, are interesting

and show far better than mere description the general character of the

vitrifying fire clays.

The average of these analyses shows a clay composed of

93.41 per cent, ciay and sandy matters

with 5.65 per cent, of iron and fluxes.

99.06

This shows on being calculated an oxygen ratio of

2.40 acid to 1 base, and
7.7 alumina to 1 flux.

which shows a clay more fusible than the stone ware clays and yellow

ware clays, but far less fusible than the shales.

These indications are borne out by the facts, as the clays of the Ohio
River Valley, while they vitrify fairly well in the shape of sewer pipe

where the thickest section of the ware is not to exceed 2 inches and most

of it less than IJ inches, when made into paving bricks or blocks, are

very difficult to vitrify sufficiently to stand a good absorption test.

This will be more fully discussed in the paving brick tests later in

this article, but suffice it to say that a clay of such a composition as this

average shows, would not be suitable for paving material without the
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admixture of some more fusible clay. It also seems likely that there is

a decided difference in the thermal qualities of the shales and fire clays

which their analyses and oxygen ratios fail to show.

It cannot be stated as a fact or even a theory of well established

likelihood that such a fact exists, but if such were the fact it would

explain a number of questions which are very difficult to answer or

explain.

If the theory concerning the role of iron in clays, as part of the

hydrous silicate base of the clay, be true, then these shales in which this

condition is best shown will depend on the thermal qualities of an iron-

alumina silicate, about which as a separate ingredient or mineral we know
nothing. The fire clays of the river district contain their iron largely

as granular iron oxide and sulphide, in which the iron acts directly as a

flux from the beginning and is to be classed as such.

The actual temperature used in burning these two classes of clay

throws little light on the problem.

The following measurements were made in kilns of sewer pipe and

paving brick which were at the highest temperature and just ready to

finish the burning:

1. The A. O. Jones Co., Pire clay and Shales mixture 1;860

2. The Logan Fire clay Co., Fire clay and Shales mixture 1,712

3. The Massillon F. B. & S. Co., Fire clay and Shales mixturel 1,890

4. The Nelsonville Sewer Pipe Co., Fire clay 1,920

5. The Canton & Malvern Paving Brick Co., Pure Fire clay 1,920

6. The Crown Sewer Pipe Co., J Shales J Fireclay 1,820

7. V^. B. Harris & Bros., Shales and Drift clay 1,800

8. The Canton Brick Co.. Shales only 1,800

9. The Hill Sewer Pipe Co., Sandy Shales 1,920

10. Akron Sewer Pipe Co., Sandy Shales 1,900

11. The Buckeye Sewer Pipe Co., Sandy Shales 1,875

Average 1,860

In this table, the quality and appearance of the mixture used is very

much alike in Nos. 1, 2, 3 whose temperatures are 1,860, 1,712, 1,890

respectively.

The qualities of 4 and 5 are very sinilar and both show the same

temperature, 1,^20.

The shales used at numbers 7 and 8 are not especially similar in

appearance, the temperatures coincide at 1,800.

The shales at 9, 10, 11 are similar in composition except that the

clay used at 9 was more croppy and sandy than usual and showed the

effect in its fire qualities.

Whether this suggestion as to the part that iron plays be the true

reason or not, suffice it to say that there is not the difference of temper-

ature or duration of exposure in that temperature which the difference in

the average analyses or oxygen ratios would lead us to expect.
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As has been before indicated it is probable that there are few clay

deposits in the state which are able to satisfy all of the conditions of

fire qualities and physical qualities also. But the Coal Measures abound

in the materials which are capable of giving the proper qualities by
judicious mixture.

The following table of analyses was furnished by the Haydenville

Mining and Manufacturing Co., who manufacture the Hayden paving

and sidewalk blocks in one plant, and fire proofing and sewer pipe in

another, side by side. The value and benefits of maxing are well exem-

plified in this case for out of the clays of this table, they are able to pro-

duce material of the best quality and reputation in each of the lines they

have developed.
*"

TABLE VII.

Silica, total

Alumina....
Iron Oxide.
Lime
Magnesia...
Alkalies
Water

Totals. 99.73

69.92 76.24

23.46 16.87

.20 .16

.48

.40 .50

1.43 1.09

3.84 4.90

99.86

62.05

27.71

.60

.15

.20

2.40

6.67

99.78

61.86

26.02

.63

.19

1.26

.31

9.98

100.25

62.10

22.71

3.69

.71

.86

8.65

6.03

99.75

E. M. Reed, Chemist.

No. 1. Soft Lower Mercer.

No. 2. Hard Lower Mercer.

No. 3. Soft Brookvilie Clay.

No. 4. Out-crop Lower Kittanning.

No. 5. Middle Kittanning.

These clays are all fire clays, and it has been the policy of these firms

to confine their production to fire clay goods. However, it is highly

probable that even more beneficial results are attained by the mixture of

fire clays and shales. The vitrifying action in the shales is usually earlier

to begin and relatively slower in its progress than in fire clays, but many
shales are so near the danger line of fusibility that the margin of profit

is much diminished by the results of the least negligence or mismanage-

ment. If to such a shale, a good hard fire clay be added in proportion

of one-fourth or one-third and the machinery be such as will efiect an

intimate mixture of the two, the result is all that would be desired, being

refractory enough and yet easy to vitrify, having still a good dark color

and some glaze.

Instances of the use of the good qualities of shales and fire clays

conjointly to do what neither would profitably do alone are very common
in the state. Some of the best vitrified goods in the market are produced

from such material.
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The use of the sedimentary clays of the Ohio River in the produc-

tion of vitrified wares began some six or eight years ago at Middleport.

Ohio is now represented by three factories, two at Middleport and one

at Addyston, below Cincinnati.

These clays evidently owe their origin to deposition in eddies of

the Ohio River, as they alternate with deposits of sand and gravel.

Where they occur, they are 20 to 30 feet deep, almost without a pebble or

stone in them. They present the cheapest form of clay which can be

used for paving material, as they can be dug by steam shovel for a nom-
inal cost and the work involved in preparing the clay for use is almost

nothing.

The plastic nature of the material is against it however as it is diffi-

cult to prevent faults of structure in producing the brick.

An analysis of the clay from a large test of twelve car loads from

Columbia which was worked into vitrified wares of high grade shows the

following composition :

Silica (total) 63.73

Alumina ,; 17.17

Water (combined) 4.90

Clay and Sand ; 85.80

Oxide of iron 5.85

Lime 58

Magnesia 97

Potash 2.33

Soda 67

Clay and sand 85.80.

Fluxes 10.40 Fluxes 10.40.

Water (free) 2.96 Water 2.96.

Total 99.16 Total 99.16.

E. Orton, Jr., Chemist.

The oxygen of ratio of this clay shows

:

. 3.12 acid to 1 base and 2.77 alumina to 1 flux

which indicates a clay less fusible than the average shales, but much
more fusible than the fire clays.

Under fire this clay vitrifies beautifully, but unfortunately it begins

to bend and lose its shape also, unless the burning is managed with great

dexterity.

The quantity of these clays along the banks of the Ohio River is

enormous, and the discovery of the vitrifying qualities coupled with the

close proximity of shales and fire clay clays, at various intervals, forms a

most valuable addition to the mineral resources of the state. The gen-

eral character of the vitrifying clay deposits may be summed up as

follows:
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Shales, enormous in extent and area, difficultly plastic, but easily

vitrifiable.

The fire clays, less in volume and accessibility, but still present in

large quantity; fairly plastic, but more difficultly vitrifiable.

Sedimentary clays, limited in area but of enormous bulk in their

district, the cheapest of all to dig and prepare—too plastic and easily

vitrifiable.

There are instances in each division of clays which fill the wants of

the manufacturers just as they are naturally found. It can hardly fail,

however, that as the industry gets older and the qualities of the output

become further tested by use, that the brick makers of the future will

avail themselves of the advantages of mixture. Each class of minerals

is deficient in some quality. Any two can be united to better effect than

either alone, and in large areas, the geological conditions admit of this

being easily and cheaply done.

The preparation of clays—As in the selection of clays for the fabri-

cation of vitrified ware, we have seen that no line can be drawn between
the various industries represented, so also in the preparation of clays for

the actual manufacture of the different wares. The methods of prepa-

ration are common to all.

The treatment varies more with the peculiarities of the clays them-
selves, than it does from the character of ware to be made. For instance,

it is true that more tempering and plasticity is required in making sewer
pipe than brick, yet the variations in tempering different clays for brick

are greater than the general differences between the tempering in sewer
pipe shops and paving brick factories.

Both shales and fire clays are minerals in which the natural plasticity

has been to a large degree lost, and it can be brought back only by the

expenditure of power.

The general treatment for both involves grinding the material in its

dry or natural condition to a powder, more or less fine, and tempering

the powder to the desired consistency with water in pug mills or wet
pans.

Grinding— Dry grinding is universally accomplished in Ohio by use

of the machine called a Dry Pan. Preliminary to the grinding, the clays

are sometimes crushed to a uniform size, but this is unusual and in most
places unnecessary.

The Dry Pan is a horizontal iron pan, revolving on a central vertical

shaft and driven by a heavy gear wheel above or below. In the pan are

placed two heavy iron mullers or wheels, with faces from six to fourteen

inches wide and weighing from 2,000 to 6,500 pounds each. These are

held in position by horizontal axles which are arranged to slide in

grooves up and down so that the wheels may run up on the top of any
thickness of clay that may be introduced into the pan. These wheels

revolve only by the tangential friction of the rotating pan floor, and
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scrapers are so set as to catch the clay and throw it in a stream under the

mullers. The floor of the pan is solid under the wheels, but outside of
the area covered by the wheels in revolution, the bottom is made of

grates made in sectional plates which can be removed and replaced with
ease.

The clay being crushed fine under the wheels, flies out over the

grates by centrifugal force and falls through the grates or is forced

through by the scrapers or is carried back under the wheels. When it

falls through the floor plates, it is caught in a circular wooden box and
is carried around by scrapers attached to the pan floor to a point of dis-

charge.

The capacity of a dry pan varies with the size of its screen plates

and with the kind of clay on which it is working. It is highest on
brittle flaky shale, and lowest on wet plastic clays. If the clay be too

wet or plastic it cannot be treated in a dry pan at all.

The maximum quantity which is on record for one dry pan in ten

hours is two hundred tons of rocky fire clay. The clay was fed from an
elevated shute into the pan by gravity by the labor of one man and
passed through screen plates of one-eighth and three-sixteenth aper-

ture. There is no record in this state to compare with this for efiiciency,

so far as is now known.

Under average conditions and with average clay a good dry pan will

grind one hundred tons in ten hours through one-eighth screens; one
hundred and twenty-five is frequently accomplished in good weather and
with dry stock; in wet weather and with snowy or frosty clay, seventy-five

tons would be good work.

There are a number of Dry Pans of a special merit on the market.

Each one has some special feature which recommends it. They can be

divided into two classes=wooden frame and iron frame pans. The
wooden frame pans are made for much less money and their makers and
many of their users contend that they require far less repair than the

iron frame pans; the elasticity of the wood gives the necessary relief

from the shocks which are constantly occurring. This may be true, but

on the other hand it may be said that the wooden frame pans will require

more power to operate them, as it is nearly impossible to keep the bear-

ings in line, since the joints of the frame and the bolt holes will work loose

in a short time and are bound to become more flexible every month the

pan runs. The iron frame pans are neater in appearance and occupy
less space, are easier to get around to fill and repair and keep in line;

they suffer from shocks it is true, and it may be true that the repair

bills on a year's run would be higher; this would have to be proved by
records of the two kinds on the same clay, etc., to make the assertion

good.

There are some nine or ten varieties of iron dry pans in use in Ohio.

Among them the Frey Sheckler Co. of Bucyrus takes the lead, having in

two years sold more pans in this state than any other firm doing business
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here. Their pan unites more good points than any other in general use

though several pans have been built but not yet extensively marketed,

which would equal it in every way.

Among the other pans deserving special commendation are the Bon-

not pan of Canton, the Carlin of Pittsburgh, the Penfield of Willoughby.

The Turner Vaugh & Taylor, of Cuyahoga Falls, and the Hayden of

Columbus must also be mentioned.

The average price of a nine foot dry pan of the best design is $ 1,000

to $1,100.

The wooden frame pans are used more generally in sewer pipe shops

than in brick factories, probably because the sewer pipe shops are largely

old and the brick factories have been built since the use of the iron dry

pan has become popular.

The makers of wooden frame pans supply a much more nearly uni-

form machine than those who make pans with the iron frame. The price

including the timbers framed ready for erection is about $700 and $600
will often buy the bare castings. The frames are of 12x12 oak usually

and are made as strong as they well can be.

The wooden frame pan is probably wasteful of power, but requires

less mechanical skill and care, than the iron frame. In wooden frame

pans, that made by Jas, Means of Steubenville divides the honors

with the Stephenson Pan of 'Wellsville,among the clay working establish-

ments of the state.

The fineness to which it is advisable to grind in the dry pan before

allowing the fine material to escape for more accurate sizing in the screens,

is a question on which some experimenting could profitably be dong.

The usual practice is to use plates with about^ aperture when new; as

the plate wears the apertures rapidly become larger, so that as the difi*er-

ent sections are put on at difierent times, one can find spaces any where
from -^ to J. The action of the pan is much more vigorous and eff*ective

when the fine material is kept screened out, for if fine dirt and coarse

together are allowed to run under the wheels for a few revolutions they

pack into a dense cake which prevents any effective work at all. On the

other hand it would seem foolish to allow material to escape from the pan

to go to the screen which is not yet prepared to pass through it. The
proper course lies between the extremes; the pan plates ought to be so

regulated that not less than 66 per cent, of the product will go through

the screens and probably 75 per cent, is in most cases the better propor-

tion. If the screen plates are too coarse no useful result is accomplished,

for the tailings from the machine must all be returned to be reground,

and energy is being expended in elevating and screening material which

cannot go through the screen.

The screening of the ground clay from the dry pan is the next step

in the process.
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The dirt from the pan is usually dropped into a bucket elevator and
carried up a sufficient height to get proper head room, so that the mate-
rial passes to all subsequent operations by gravity alone.

The methods of screening clay in use are three

:

1st, by fixed inclined screens; 2nd, by rotary screens; 3rd, by
shaking or vibrating screens.

The inclined screens are the simplest and cheapest and the most fre-

quent in use. The clay is merely delivered to the surface of a shute

about thirty inches wide by ten to fifteen feet in length. The bottom of

this shute is th^ screen material which may be sheet metal perforated

with round holes, or sheet metal perforated with parallel slots, or wire

cloth. The first material is the best on every account and the last is the

worst.

The screen shute is given whatever pitch the clay needs to run down
freely. The greater the pitch the more rapid the movement of the clay

and the finer the screenings will be through any size screen ; the less the

pitch, the slower the movement, and the nearer to the size of the open-

ings will the grains be. The objections to this screen are:

1st. It requires a high building to give it proper room for opera-

tion. In a small brick plant it requires the use of an additional story to

the machinery building. In a sewer pipe shop this point is of no weight

as the building is high enough, necessarily.

2nd. The quantity which one screen, thirty inches by fifteen feet

can run through per day is limited, and for the production of a large

quantity of ground clay, a large number of screens must be maintained

and kept in order. One screen to one dry pan is the usual allowance,

yet if the conditions are anything like favorable the dry pan will over-

work two screens of this character.

3rd. The screen requires frequent attention or it w411 become coated

with fine clay until it fails to do its work. One screen will require occa-

sional attention in good weather and frequent attention in bad weather.

Two screens take the time of a boy constantly to make them do their

maximum.
The points in favor of this screen are, 1st, simplicity and cheapness;

2nd, no power required to operate it.

The rotary screens are finding some considerable use in the state at

present. There is hardly a sewer pipe plant in the state that has not

tried them at some time or other. They are finding more extensive use

in brick works than elsewhere.

There are a number of different kinds of rotary screens. The fol-

lowing types have been seen and the workings observed:

1. A cylinder or truncated cone made of perforated metal with its

frame work outside of the screen, so that material introduced at the

higher end works gradually down to the lower end and lies in the bottom

of the cylinder all the time it is in the screen.
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2. A similar cylinder, with its frame and spider wbeels inside^ by
which the dirt is kept in agitation all the time.

3. A similar cylinder, covered with wire cloth, and provided with a

set of flites or buckets inside which carry the dirt up on one side and
throw it violently against the cloth on the opposite side. The dirt in

this case only travels along the bottom as it falls from one bucket and is

caught by the next.

4. A hexagon or octagon frame, like No. 1, which has the advant-

age of carrj'ing the dirt up on its angles and letting it slide back with

some force when its equilibrium is overcome.

Of these lour types—Nos. 3 and 4 will screen more clay than either

1 or 2 of the same dimensions—they will also use more power. No. 4 is

the most efficient rotary screen for the power it uses. No. 3 is the

most efficient in screening dirt regardless of power consumed. They
are all equipped with various automatic devices for keeping the screen

cloth clean from adhering clay; generally knockers or weights dropping

in quick succession on the cloth are used. In spite of all the mechanical

ingenuity expended on this subject there is absolutely no rotary screen

in use in the state that does not require practically all the time of one

attendant man or boy to keep it in efficient operation.

In several cases, a boy was seen at work side by si^e with elaborate

automatic appliances supposed to do away with his services.

The objections to rotary screens as a class are : 1st. That they use

up a good deal of power in doing their work; 2nd. That they require

constant attention; 3rd. That they require much repair.

The points in favor of them are, 1st. That with good construction

and careful attention they can be made to do a very large amount of ser-

vice per day. 2nd. That they occupy but little space and require but

little head room or elevators.

The shaking screens in use in the state are manifold, but so far as is

known,there is only one which is regularly manufactured by a machinery

house. The majority of them are the invention and manufacture of the

various manufacturers and superintendents who have had the troubles of

the other systems to endure, and have tried a new plan as a possible relief.

The following shaking screens have been observed in use in the

state

:

1st. A screen made of perforated metal forty-eight inches wide by
twelve feet long, suspended on iron rods from points eight to ten feet

above, the amount of inclination being about two feet in twelve, or one

in six. The dirt was thrown into the upper end in one stream but

divided by a **V" shaped ploWj it covered the whole area of the screen.

The vibration was given by a small crank and connecting rod and the

necessary jerk and recoil was effected by making the frame strike a solid

post.

10 G. O.
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This arrangement, which cost not over $50.00 and required not over

one-fourth horse power, screened two hundred tons in a day with no
attention but an occasional sweeping by a boy.

2nd. The same general style, but narrower, suspended by flat steel

spring bars and driven by eccentric. This screen invariably gave trouble

until the method of suspension was changed to round rods, instead of

flat springs, which speedily crystallized and broke. The eccentric also

uses more power, and wears out faster and is more expensive to repair

than the simplest crank.

3rd. A screen box, about thirty inches to ten feet long, pivoted at

the lower end and shaken from side to side at the upper end by a rapid

crank motion; this inclination about three feet in ten.

This is, all things considered, the best shaking screen in use—it is

cheap—simple—and requires less power to run it than any other, and it

will do more work per square foot of surface. The motion of the

screen from side to side is quicker, but less violent than the longer sweep

from end to end of the first shaking screen described. The jar of the

latter is hard on a weak building.

The general results obtained, indicate that where a high building is

to be used, the incline screens are the best as by duplication the capacity

can be brought up to any demand. Where a low building is to be used

and the quantity of work is large, the shaking screens will be found the

best and of the shaking screens, those which accomplish the main move-

ment of the clay down the screens, largely by gravity and the short lat-

eral motion, back and forth, by power.

The fineness to which it is advisable to reduce the clay for making a

vitrified ware varies with the qualities of the clay. If the clay is refrac-

tory, it should be ground fine; if it is easily vitrified it need not be made
so fine.

If it is plastic it may be left coarse, if it is rough it must be made
fine. The effect of fineness of division in the clay in the character of

the ware is noticeable; it increases the danger of bloating, and increases

the danger of bad structure by too great plasticity, but the results are

firmer and stronger knit. For paving material it is beneficial in increas-

ing the wearing qualities, and in sewer pipe it assists in getting an even

smooth surface.

The clay from the screens is allowed to fall into a storage bin if the

tempering processes are to be done by a wet pan, or go direct to the pug
mill if the tempering is to be done in that machine. The use of a stor-

age bin for tempering by pug mill is very rare, but it has many advant-

ages to recommend it.

The tempering of clays for the use in the finishing machinery, is one

of the most important steps in the process. Mismanagement in grinding

and screening results in lost time; mismanagement of tempering afiects

the value of the ware produced.
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The two methods in use are by Wet Pans and by Pug Mills.

The wet pan process is used in almost all of the sewer pipe factories,

and in many brick works, while the use of pug mills is nearly limited to

brick works and similar works.

The wet pan is a counterpart of the dry pan except that its bottom

is solid instead of perforated and its muUersare generally narrower in

tread and lighter in weight.

The usual wet pan muller has a face five or six inches across and

weighs from 1,500 to 4,000 pounds. The scrapers are not so long nor

set so deep, nor with so fiat an angle in the wet mill as in the dry.

The framing, be it iron or wood, is just like the dry mill and the

gearing, etc., are also just the same or a little lighter.

The mode of operation consists in running a charge of clay from

600 to 1,200 pounds into tjie pa;i from a large box or shute with proper

valve for controlling it. While the clay is running in, the water is also

turned on, and is being mixed with the clay by the combined action of

the scrapers and muUers. When clay and water are added in sufficient

amount, they are shut off and the grinding progresses. As the clay gets

more uniformly wet and plastic the wheels cut through it cleaner and

grind and crush the particles as they pass under. The grinding action is

not to be overlooked in this process. The mixture secured is intimate

in proportion to the length of the grinding; two and one half minutes

will temper a charge for brick thoroughly; for sewer pipe four or five

minutes ought to be consumed. As the tempering progresses the opera-

tor adds water as is needed. When the charge is ready to withdraw it is

taken out by a shovel. The blade of the shovel is made of wood about

18x24 inches, and the handle is a heavy bar of wood, 3x4, pivoted on a

ring bolt near the blade end.

The shovel is lowered into the pan where it is instantly filled by the

clay sliding upon it. It is then lifted out and dumped into the boot of

the elevator or conveyor which is to take it away.

This operation is always done by the operator who does the temper-

ing. One man can run two wet pans comfortably, filling, tempering and

emptying in rotation so that one pan is grinding a charge while the other

is being emptied and filled.

There are two devices in use for emptying the wet pans automatically.

The first and simplest device has been perfected simultaneously by two

men, working independently. It consists of the shovel arrangement just

described, actuated by machinery, so that it comes down, pauses a moment,

raises, dumps and comes back again with no help but starting and stop-

ping. This device simply saves labor on the part of the temperer, but he

must be there just the same and paying attention to his work just the

same. It accomplishes the work so much easier and quicker however,

that it is alleged that the capacity of a wet pan is increased from twenty

to thirty per cent, by its adoption. :
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The other self-emptying device is that employed on the Carlin pans

made in Pittsburgh. It consists of a movable section in the side of the

pan rim, which is hinged solidly against the frame of the pan. In this

case the bottom of the pan revolves but the rim is stationary. When the

pan is grinding the movable section is out in its place as part of the rim

When the charge is ready to empty, the section is moved inwards slowly

by a screw worked by a hand wheel, and all clay striking it is swept out

of the pan into a belt or table. The action is that of a movable plow,

entering from one side and plowing the contents of the pan out into the

receptacle beyond.

Neither of these devices make anj^ great difference in the expense of

tempering; the only difference is in the slightly increased out put. The
character of the tempering given by a wet pan is the most thorough and

efficient it is possible to give clay. The grinding action is a very impor-

tant adjunct to the tempering. When a hard gritty shale is being used,

and it fails to develop the proper plasticity in being treated by pug mills

it is necessary to add a plastic clay to assist it. But a wet pan will make
any clay plastic that has. the elements of plasticity in it. Also in mixing

clays, a pug mill merely stirs the particles together. A wet pan grinds

them together so that it often happens that the result cannot be detected

as a mixture.

In mixing two clays of different fire qualities together by pug mill,

the ability of the mixture to keep its shape depends practically on the

character of the mineral in excess. Thus a soft vitrifiable shale, would

allow a brick to bend under heat if there were fifty per cent of the shale

used with fifty per cent of the refractory fire clay, but if the ingredients

of the two clays were worked together until practically united, it is pro-

bable that twenty-five per cent of fire clay would sufficiently elevate the

melting point of the shale.

The defects of the wet pan as a tempering machine are 1st. Its cost,

which is two to three times that of the pug mill. 2nd. The fact that it has

to be put on the bottom floor of the building on account of its weight

and vibration and thus generally necessitates a second elevation of the

clay. 3rd. The clay is tempered in batches and even with the utmost

fa thfulness it is impossible to always get each batch of an even tem-

per. 4th. The clay will sometimes absorb water so fast that it will

become quite dry and hard in temper in two minutes after a copious

addition of water. In treating a clay of this nature, the first portions

removed from the pan are likely to be more soft than the last portions of

the same batch.

As to capacity, one good wet mill, well handled, will temper suffici-

ently for brickmaking all the clay that one dry pan will grind. For the

additional plasticity, required by sewer pipe machinery, an additional pan

will be needed to keep one dry pan working constantly. Instances are

on record of one wet pan taking all the clay from two dry pans but this

is exceptional.
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The pug mill, as a tempering device is the oldest machine employed
The principle on which it is founded is the Archimedes screw. A re-

volving bar is equipped with knives, or cutting bars, or propellers, set so

as to form an interupted screw thread. These knives or "paddles" stir

the clay up and pass it slowly forward in the direction the screw is run-

ning. Pug mills are now made horizontal for use in large brick works.

The older pug mills used in small brick yards and potters pug-mills are

still vertical. The trough in which the screw works is either of iron-

bound wooden staves, or sheet iron, and the shaft is usually made of

iorged iron and the paddles are either cast solid to slip on this shaft one
after another, or are made in two pieces, a cast stub which slips on the

shaft as before and a wrought iron or steel blade which bolts fast to the

stub and can be removed or repaired with no trouble. The gears which
drive the mill are either single or double according to the work which is

put on the mill.

The clay is run into the mill in a continuous stream at one end and
is immediately wet with nearly all the water which it requires, further

addition of water is effected, if necessary, when the clay has progresse4

part way down the pug . mill. The discharge of the pug mill may be
either free or under pressure. Some of the recent forms of pug mills

are regular brick machines, forcing the clay out through a constricted

opening and cutting it off in small shavings by a revolving cutter outside

of the delivery. One mill forces the clay out through a dozen or more
holes, one and one half or two inches in diameter and cuts the bar up in

sections from one to two inches long.

The closed delivery pug mills are more efficient in getting uniform

plasticity and uniform structure of the tempered clay, than the open
top mills. In the latter there is no pressure brought on the clay, it is

continually and loosely stirred until it is tipped out at the discharge open-

ing in a loosely granular condition.

The advantages of the closed pug mills over the open ones are mani-

fest in the work they do, but the increase of power consumed is very
great. The character of the tempering done on a rocky clay not pos-

sessed of much natural plasticity is poor and the power consumed is

nearly as great as that used in a wet pan.

In the open mill, much less power is used and the work done is still

poorer in quality.

The advantages which can be claimed for the pug mill are,

1st. Cheapness of first cost and small expense in repairs.

2d. The action is continuous and if clay and water be within the

control of the temperer, more uniformity is possible than can be
attained in the wet pan. Under ordinary conditions, however, this

advantage is lost, for not one in ten of the plants using pug mills have
any storage bin for securing a regular flow of claj', but are made to

depend on the supply of clay that falls from the screen, which in turn
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depends on the dry pan. It is not possible to secure an even supply of

clay for feeding the pug mill in this way. Any inattention, any variation

of the dryness or hardness of the stock, any choking of the screen, or

any one of a thousand conditions is always interfering, and the result is

a constant fluctuation, a feast or a famine, at the pug mill. Hence the

temperer has to face the difficult task of adding the proper amount of

water to a clay supply which does not remain constant two minutes at a

time and it is needless to say that no man can maintain uniformity under

such conditions.

When a storage bin is situated above the pug mill and the clay from

the screens falls into this bin, then there is nothing to interfere with the

maintenance of a steady stream of clay except the constant difficulty,

which is inherent in the nature of the case, of getting any supply of

ground clay to feed freely or run down grade without choking and bank-

ing up. Ground clay is like snow; it will amalgamate on very small

excuse, and in order to get a mass of ground clay to **run" at any regiilar

rate it is necessary that not only every natural advantage should be given

ij:, but that the temperer should have some ready means of dislodging and

stirring it up.

The storage bin should be as tall as is feasible, should be larger on

the bottom than the top, the supply should strike in the center of the bin

and the outlet should leave the center of the bin at the bottom, and the

outlet should be smaller when it leaves the bin than at the bottom, in

order to prevent choking in the spout. Even with all these precautions

observed, the clay will require to be dislodged frequently.

It is possible to arrange a screw, or other mechanical appliance at

the bottom of a bin of clay which shall deliver a constant' supply as long

as any clay remains in the storage bin. In order to use the pug mill to

temper clay advantageously this provision would be worth all it costs.

3d. Pug mills are a good means of uniformly wetting and mixing

clays which by nature are already plastic. In such clays the use of the

grinding action is not only unnecessary but is detrimental.

The use of each of the two forms of tempering apparatus is thus

seen to have its own especial field of usefulness. The wet pan in

tempering rough, hard and rocky clays and shales; the pug mill in

tempering soft plastic clays; the latter can be used in tempering dry,

ground clays of any nature, but the results are not as good as they ought

to be, except when the natural plasticity of the clay is high. Where
mixtures of clay are used to effect changes in the chemical character of

the material the use of a wet pan is nearly indispensable to good results.

The use of hot water in tempering has a very beneficial effect in

many cases. Aside from the comfort to the men who handle the wet

brick in cold weather, and the assistance to the drying of the ware when
it comes warm from the machinery, the disintegrating effect of hot

water and steam is more pronounced and complete than cold water.
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The processes of preparation have now been described. They are

common to all industries using hard or rocky clays for vitrifying pur-

poses, and are used for the preparation of clay for many other purposes

beside. At this stage the clay passes to the special machinery required

in making the kind of ware under discussion.

BrickMaking Machinery, The manufacture of bricks by machinery

is accomplished in several ways, and with a great variety of machines.

As paving brick are liable to be made in any one of the processes it is

necessary to give an outline of all the different means employed. The
bulk of the paving brick manufacture—all that is important-—^falls under

one of two plans which will receive careful consideration. Bricks are

made at present in the following ways:

1. By hand moulding.

2. By soft mud machinery.

3. By stiff mud machinery.

4. By dry press machinery

Hand moulding is not employed to any extent in making paving
material. It is still used in making fire brick and in making common
brick.

Soft mttd machinery is used to a limited extent in paving bricks and
to a large extent in making fire brick and building bricks. The process

is characterized by using the clay in a very soft and pasty state and by
the fact that the soft clay is forced into molds like those used in hand
molding, and these molds are then removed, emptied, cleaned, sanded and
replaced by hand to be refilled by the machine. This process will thus be
seen to be but an imperfect attempt to perform by machinery the same
processes originally carried out by hand. There are a number of different

machines of this class, but all unite the same essential principles and
attain similar results.

St'ff mud machineryy is that now almost universally used in paving
brick plants, and is becoming more and more important in^he manufact-

ure of all kinds of bricks for building and refactory purposes. The
clays in stiff-mud machines, are tempered to a plastic state but are not
soft and pasty. They are able to retain their shape under considerable

weight when taken fresh from the machinery, and the process unites the

benefits obtained by wetting the clay, with those which accrue from the

easier handling of the product.

The dry press process, as its name indicates, takes the ground and
sifted clay, and by the exertion of great pressure forces it into a compact
and dense brick, without the use of any moisture. The products of

this process are used in a limited extent for making fire brick, but are

ordinarily applied to the production of fine building material. Some few
dry pressed bricks have been tried as paving material with nearly always
unfavorable results.

The character of the wares made by these four processes may be
briefly described as follows:
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Hand-molded bricks are irregular in shape, generally more or less

porous or open grained, owing to the lack of all pressure in their form-

ation and to the large amount of water used in tempering. They are

devoid of any cracks, cleavages or laminations resulting from the arrange-

ment of the particles of clay by the power that formed the brick. The
material used is generally poorly prepared and not homogenous but if

clays of suitable composition were used and were ground fine and temp-

ered with the proper machinery,, a brick could be produced by hand-

molding whose structure would more closely approximate our ideal than

can be made by any other method.

Soft mud bricks have most of the good points of the hand-molded

bricks so far as structure are concerned; they very rarely show faults

like laminations or cracks; they are usually open grained and porous on

account of the large quanties of water used in their tempering. This

loose knit structure can only be remedied by the use of compressive

force after the brick have been partly dried and become stiff enough to

benefit by such treatment.

A brick which has had this treatment becomes one of t e best in

structure that it is possible to make. But such a process of manufacture

becomes an expensive one, on account of the necessary division of the

drying into two stages.

The stiff mud bricks have usually a dense compact arrange-

ment of their particles and possess good strength, but are apt to

show evidences of the influence of the machinery in their structure.

This process is the cheapest way to manufacture bricks from tempered
clay, but no machine has yet been devised which is capable of contin-

uously producing material whose structure is even approximately

what is desired and needed by the paving brick industry. The
advantages of the process are such however as to indicate that success

will be attained by overcoming the obstacles which interfere with this

plan, rather than by developing the useful points of any of the othei

ystems of brick making.

Dry press brick possess the most dense, even grained structure

and the highest specific gravity of any kind made. But as a result of the

process of manufacture, the brick is an agglomeration of grains which
owe their conjunction to pressure. If the clay is easily enough vitrified to

unite its various particles at a safe heat and form one coherent mass in-

stead of many thousand separate masses, then the dry pressed brick

would be the best and cheapest known. But the facts are, that no one
has ever succeeded in producing to any profit a dry press brick in which
this has been continuously accomplished. The grains of clay may
vitrify, but do not unite. The green brick is an agglomeration of sepa-

rate particles which can be separated by friction. The burnt brick is the
same, and while each grain may be vitrified to non-absorption and the
brick as a whole be nearly non-absorbent, still the particles will easily

yield to the disintegrating effect of friction.
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In the bricks made by the wet processes, the preliminary cohesion is

accomplished by water, and burning merely perpetuates the bonds

already formed. In the dry press brick, the kind of vitrification required

to establish a bond between the particles would be scarcely less than

fusion.

Hence it is to the stiff mud processes that we must look for the

paving bricks of the future.

The machines in use for the manufacture of brick by the stiff mud
process can be classified as, 1. Plunger machines; 2. Auger machines;

3. Combination of these principles

Plunger machines are those in which the tempered clay is introduced

in a cylinder, or press box, and forced out through the die by pressure of

a piston operating from in rear of the clay.

This is the simplest and most natural method of forming clay or any

plastic material into a required shape or size.

The character of the bar of clay produced by being thus thrust out

of a die or constricted opening by pressure from in rear, is a very im-

portant field for study. To begin with, there are certain qualities which

it is thought probable are inherent in any bar of clay which is formed by

c3Cpulsion from a constricted opening. A study of the product obtained

from a large number of different machines, working on different clays

indicate this very strongly.

When plastic tempered clay is put under pressure before a constricted

opening it issues forth and its flow from this opening appears to operate

tinder the same laws that govern the flow of fluids. That part of the

clay will be in most rapid motion, which is furthest from any solid fric-

tional surface, just as water in the center of a stream flows faster than its

-edges. Hence the center of a bar of clay is sure to move faster than the

outside. These conditions become less marked in producing a large bar

than in a medium sized one. A bar having a section 6x11 inches has but

little tendency to drag on the outside and run ahead in the center, be-

cause the inside area bears so large a proportion to its surface. There are

about two inches square area to every lineal inch of surface in such a bar

In a bar 3x4 there is less than one inch square area for each inch of

surface. Hence the center will L e more likely to run ahead in the small

bar.

But if we reduce the size of the bar to 1 x 4 the tendency to run ahead

in the center again nearly disappears, for while plastic clay under pressure

acts like a fluid, it is a very stiff fluid, and in sections where the surface

is so large in proportion to the area the retarding effect is nearly equal

all over the bar, and it comes out at nearly equal speed in all parts of its

section.

The sizes of aperture then at which the clay develops the greatest

tendency to run at unequal speeds, lies in the limits of those sizes that
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are now used for producing end cut bricks and paving blocks—that is

from 2 X 4 to 4x5. In either larger or smaller sizes the tendency

diminishes.

The effect of this tendency has an important bearing on the structure

of the bar of clay. If made of clay which is a little too dry in temper
it will break into pieces showing on one side of the fracture a cup-shaped

cavity, and on the other a conical projection. If the temper be a little

soft, the corners of the bar will tear back or ruffle up, making an utterly

unsaleable article If the day be temperied well, but too little plastic in

its nature, the corners of the bar will show a multitude of cracks going
down into the clay for quite a distance and trending forward at an angle

toward the center instead of at right angles to the flow. If the clay

be too plastic, the center is liable to flow so much more freely that

division lines are formed between the outside and the center and these

slipped surfaces or laminations can not be made to unite again, by any
subsequent repressing, and naturally these cracks or laminations are a

detriment to the strength of the burnt brick.

These various phenomena which have been mentioned are all due to

the one general cause—the flow of the plastic clay through the die and

they are faults which are inherent in the case, and not the result of the

kind of machine used, or rather of the way in which the pressure which
causes the flow is applied.

Besides these faults, which are common to all, plunger ^machines are

likely to have another which is characteristic of them only—that is the

imprisonment of air in greater or less quantity in the substance of the

clay from which it cannot escape.

The pressing chamber is filled with a mass of more or less granular

clay at the beginning of each stroke. The motion of the piston forward

rapidly consolidates the mass and the air has only the chance to escape

by the leakage of the piston head or through the die with the clay.

Vents on the surface of the chamber serve but small useful purpose, as

they speedily choke with clay and only drain the space close to them.

As the air goes out with the clay through the die it generally occupies

the space between the slipped or laminated surfaces and thus assists in

keeping them apart. Sometimes large cavities are formed and if the clay is

too soft it sometimes swells up like a loaf of bread from imprisoned air.

There is no way yet devised which does away with the introduction

of air in bricks from a plunger machine. As would be expected the

more granular and sandy the clay is, the less the trouble amounts to, but

the limit of sandiness will be attained before the trouble is cured.

One of the most promising attempts to do away with the trouble has
been made by Mr. H. B. Camp at Cuyahoga Falls. He uses a packer

which by constant strokes catches and consolidates the soft granular clay

from the tempering machinery into a large round bar, this is cut off* in

chunks or crumbs of seventy-five to one hundred pounds weight and is
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dropped into the clay cylinder of his machine. This lump is as nearly

the diameter of the cylinder as will allow it to be dropped in and the air

in the cylinder is on the ends and outside of the lump of clay where it

can most easily make its escape when the pressure comes on it.

An application of this idea to the feeding of other forms of plunger

machines will undoubtedly assist in reducing this most troublesome de-

fect in their product. Aside from these faults, 1st, those common to the

production of a bar of clay by any means and, 2nd, those due to impris-

onment of air in the bar, the plunger process affords a result of high

excellence.

By careful attention to keeping the conditions of plasticity, sandi-

ness, richness, etc» as favorable as possible and using every means to

keep air out of the clay, this process can probably be made to yield better

results than any process in which a bar of clay is formed. In the nature

of the case, mere pressure on a plastic mass of clay imparts no structure

other than that due to flow.

The plunger process is subject to one peculiarity or limitation, that

is, the intermittent character of the flow. This is a feature which can-

not be eliminated ; it does not interfere with the production of a good bar

while the flow is in motion, but it limits the methods of removing and

handling the output to those plans which employ a good deal of hand-

ling by men instead of machinery. No automatic devices have as yet

been successfully applied to handling the output of plunger machinery,

and the intermittent character of the flow threatens to stand in the way

of such improvements. The methods of handling a bar of clay for the

production of bricks will be discussed under the head of auger machinery.

There are several types of plunger machines applied to brick making.

1st. The pipe press, in which sewer pipe and hollow goods are

made, is also used to a small extent as a means of making brick. The

machine will be described in detail under the head of sewer pipe, for the

manufacture ofwhich it was devised. It consists of a vertical clay cylin-

der surmounted by a vertical steam cylinder. The piston rod is continu-

ous from the clay piston to the steam piston, and the pressure is there-

fore, a direct one from the steam to the clay. It is an extravagant machine

in the use of steam, but its simplicity atift lack of wearing and breakable

parts make it one of the favorite machiil^S in use.

2nd. The same principle has been used in the horizontal steam

press, this is used for brick and small sizes of hollow goods. It is made

usually double ended, a steam cylinder in the middle and clay cylinder

at each end, so that instead of losing the steam on the return stroke it is

used in making ware; also two kind of ware can be produced at once,

which is of great importance in some places and in any place it saves the

loss of time in changing dies frequently.

3rd. The Penfield Plunger consists of a pair of press boxes of rec-

tangular section, situated on either side of a central vertical shaft. The
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pistons are connected together by a pair of connecting frames of heavy

design, and the rear side of each piston carries a chilled roller. On the

main shaft a large cam is keyed fast and in its revolution it forces the

piston frame backward and forward, the motion being received from the

cam and conveyed to the frame by the rollers alluded to before. Proper

dies bolt into the ends of the press boxes. The press boxes are filled

wath clay from above by a vertical pug mill which surmounts the entire

frame of the plunger machine. This pug mill receives its clay on top

and works it down and into the press boxes wherever the vent is open.

This machine has been used largely in the past in making common
brick ; it has been used to some extent in making paving brick. It is a

good machine for working a plastic clay and making building brick,

For making paving brick from gritty non-plastic clays, and made at a

very stiff temper, the machine has proved itself too complicated and too

expensive in repairs, and the simpler method of getting the pressure by

steam direct is much preferable.

The use of Auger Brick Machinery is growing in importance in the

manufacture of paving material and all other kinds of brick as well.

There are several reasons for this increase: 1st, it produces a continu-

ous stream of clay which allows of the utmost economy in handling the

output and getting the utmost duty from the employees in charge. 2nd,

it is always driven by power from shafting and hence the use of steam

in the engine can be made economical, while in plunger machinery actu-

ated by steam, the use of the steam power is divided and the require-

ments do not admit of very high efficiency being attained. 3rd, the ma-

chines are capable of doing more work in a specified time than any other

of equal cost.

The main underlying principle of the auger machine is the use of a

continuously revolving screw to carry the clay forward and force it out of

the die. The mechanism as usually arranged, consists of a cylindrical or

conical, horizontal iron case with an opening at the rear end on top for

the admission of clay, and a movable front which carries the die and

former.

Inside this clay cylinder is fixed a horizontal shaft carrying the fittings

which give it its character as a sor^w. Sometimes these fittings are noth-

ing less than a cast iron screw cM in sections which slip over the shaft

one alter the other. Sometimes the fittings are merely blades forming a

slightly interrupted screw and sometimes they are a set of steel forged

knives set at variable lead at different points on the shaft. However

the effect is obtained, in all cases the essential elements of the screw are

there, and its action on the clay is just the reverse of the action which

takes place when a carpenter bores a hole with an auger. The chips

from an auger are carried back from the point of production the clay is

carried forward toward the outlet.
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The front end of the shaft is equipped with a casting designed to

.

gather up the clay delivered to it by the knives or blades in rear, and

force it out of the aperture in front.

This casting is a solid, chilled iron screw, made in a single thread or

double thread according to the kind of bar which is to be produced.

The shaft, which is unsupported at its working end, is held firmly in

position in two long bearings and is driven by powerful gears, either

single or double. The backward thrust of the auger shaft is of course

equal to the forward push it gives the clay, and this has to be provided

for by a carefully adjusted step or bearing designed to take the continual

strain and wear without heating.

This is a short description of the main points of an auger mill.

There is a great variety in use and many which have attained special

excellence in securing the maximum out-put with the minimum wear and
breakage.

Auger mills are divided into two distinct grades—^those which make
a side cut brick and those which make an end cut brick.

By a side cut brick is meant one which has been cut from a bar of

clay whose cross section at right angles to its line of flow is equal to the

area of the side or largest plane surface of a brick.

Similarly an end cut brick is a section of a bar of clay whose cross

section represents the end or smallest plane area of a brick. The mechan-

ical problems met in producing these two kinds of bars vary quite widely.

In a side cut machine the bar of clay produced is about four and a

fourth inches high by eight and three-fourths inches wide. A brick repre-

sents a section of this bar two and a halfinches long. The power required

to force clay through so large an area is not great, the back thrust of the

auger shaft is not very heavy and the general working of the machine is

easy.

The clay in side cut machines is often carried forward by a double

thread instead of a single, and nearly all side cut auger points are double

threaded, so that the clay is simultaneously delivered at the end of the

auger in two streams which unite into one bar as they pass out of the die.

In an end cut machine, the bar of clay produced is about two and a

half inches wide by four and a half deep, for common sized brick.

To force clay at a rapid rate through so small an opening requires

the use of great power and great strength in the machine and good

arrangements for receiving the back thrust of the auger shaft.

The auger is a single threaded one—delivering one stream of clay

only.

Some machines are adapted to produce both side cut and end cut

brick—they do it in two ways: 1st. By merely changing dies of a side

cut machine, inwhich case the volume of clay, delivered by the auger is

merely split up into two or three end cut streams instead of one side

cut stream.
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The end cut bars of clay thus produced are not perfect bars except

in outward form; they are in reality a divided or split bar and the arrange-

ment of the particles of clay in various parts of the bar is not alike; this

will usually cause the bar to crook or warp in drying. Other objections

can be raised against this method of making end cut brick.

2nd. By changing the auger and auger cases and dies of an end cut

machine to a side cut outfit, side cut brick can be produced as well as in a

machine especially made for the purpose. If both kinds of brick are

needed, the proper thing to do, is to buy an end cut machine of good

design and capable of making the desired quantity of end cut brick in a

single bar of clay. This machine will then be useful in either capacity,

but if a side cut machine be used to make end cut brick it is either at the

risk of over-taxing its strength in producing a single stream of clay, or

in making an inferior out-put in making two or more streams at once.

The general characteristics of the bar of clay produced by auger

machinery are well marked. To begin with, the bar has the same disposi-

tion to defects, due to its passage through a die, which were carefully set

forth in treating of the bar produced in plunger machines.

Aside from this structure, the gathering and assembUng of the par-

ticles of clay by the constant revolution of a screw unavoidably causes

their arrangement around a center point.

The mere fact of the particles arranging themselves around a center

is not detrimental but when the clay is plastic it tends to slip over the

polished surface of the auger and the smooth surfaces thus produced do

not readily unite again, and as the clay is pushed forward through the die

these separate successive waves or layers of clay coming from the auger

ctre readjusted into layers of clay around the center of the bar. Thus the

tendency of the auger machine to arrange its clay around a central point

becomes a very serious defect in treating a plastic clay. With a gritty^

rough, coarse grained clay this tendency is much reduced, as the clay does

not readily form the slips or smooth spots from contact with the auger.

This tendency of all auger machines to build the bar of clay out of

concentric layers is of course most strongly developed in the end cut ma-

chines for there the propelling force is greatest and the molding forces of

the die are greatest. Side cut bars while still formed around a center are

much less laminated.

This characteristic fault of the product ofthe auger mill is something

which is inherent in the nature of the machine ; it is not like the fault of

the plunger machine which can be partly overcome by the proper appli-

ances. All that can be done is to see that the conditions which tend to

produce laminations are obviated just as much as possible.

The clays which laminate most in auger machninery are rich, fat,

aluminous clays, clays whose natural plasticity is great. Clays of this

kind cannot be worked in an auger machine with the production of ware

which is structurally sound. If the clays are gritty, not naturally plastic
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and only made workable by the aid of efficient machinery, and the dies

are well arranged to promote an easy flow with as little friction or holding

back of the surface as is possible, then the defects can be almost obviated.

Instances are not uncommon of where the very best structure has been
attained in this way, but it could not be maintained continuously.

Sometimes it is attained by sacrificing the outside appearance of the bar

by using clay which is too short and tender and devoid of enough plas-

ticity to make it hold together well.

The adaptation of auger machinery to paving material has been very
greatly assisted by the use of the shale deposits of the state. These shale

clays are really the only class of clays which will give wide success to the^

auger machine for this purpose. As a maker of building brick the auger

machine is without an equal, for the structure of the bar has but very

little to do with the value of the product. But with the paving brick

the structure is all important.

The method of handling the bar when made, is a subject scarcely

less important to the brick maker than the structure is to those who
use the brick, as the cost of the product and its surface finish are largely

influenced by this part of the work.
^

The usual method of handling the output of the side cut machine
is by an ingenious mechanism known as the side cutting table.

The bar of clay is received on a smooth plate which is kept well

greased to assist the clay in slipping over it freely. When the bar has

advanced along the plate to a sufficient length, the operator by use of a

powerful lever draws a set of parallel wires, strung on a metal frame,

through the clay, cutting it into parallel sections of equal length: These
are side cut brick. At the conclusion of the cut, the brick are lying close

to each other, merely separated by the thickness of the cut which the

wires have made. On the return motion of the lever the cut of brick,

usually ten or twelve in number, are slipped adroitly to one side on a

wooden pallet, to make room for the continuously advancing bar of clay.

When thus removed, the bricks are taken to the dryers or to the repress-

ing machinery.

This process of cutting brick by hand and removing them on a

pallet, limits the production which can be attained on a side cut machine

very greatly. The amount of clay which a good side cut machine is

capable of putting out into a well formed bar is enormous, but the amount
of this bar which can be cut on any common side cut table is limited to

about 30,000 bricks in ten hours. By working the hands by relays, and

driving everything to the utmost, more can be managed, but 80,000 con-

stitutes the economical limit of the table.

One great impediment to the speed of the operation of cutting brick

by the common side cut table, is the constant use of dexteritj' and strength

which is called for in disengaging the block of freshly cut bricks, and

moving them out from in front of the constantly approaching bar.
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A new side cut table has recently been devised which does away
with this trouble; the bar of clay is received on a greased metal plate as

before, but the cutting yoke is so arranged that the cut is made on
both the forward and back motion. Instead of separating each cut off to

one side, the advancing bar is permitted to shove the block of cut bricks

ahead of it until they are each in turn caught on the surface of a belt

which moves at a slightly faster rate than the bar of clay moves. Hence
each brick is moved off a little distance before the next one gets in

motion. This device is called a separating belt. From the surface of

this belt each brick can be picked up separately and set on the carriage

to the dryer or on the feed table of the repress machines.

This table, while still actuated by hand power, is a long step ahead

of the pallet delivery and it is said to be as easy to handle 40,000 per day

on this table as 30,000 on the old form. The cutting of a bar of clay

into side cut brick automatically has not yet been successfully accom-

plished. The problem is one which is causing general interest. Many
people believe in the advantages of a side cut brick over the end cut for

any purpose and to these people the production of side cut brick as

cheaply as end cut brick are produced is a vital matter. There are

three or more automatic side cutting tables under construction but none
in the market. The problem is certain to be solved in the near future.

There are a large number of side cut brick machines on the market.

There are two of special merit.

The E. M. Freese Company of Gallon, Ohio has probably the best

all-round side cut brick machine in use. There are more Freese machines
in Ohio than any other kind of side cut machine. The cutting table is

the old style side cut, pallet delivery but of its class, it is the best made.

The Frey Sheckler Co. of Bucyrus are the manufacturers of the

Wellsville side cut table, just described. It deserves the credit of being

called the most successful modern device for handling side cut brick.

Their auger machines are also excellent in every way.

The handling of the end cut bar has attained far greater perfection

than the side cut. In end cut machinery the problems of cutting and
removing the brick have been solved and there is no limit to the work
which may be done, except the limit of the machine itself It becomes
a question of size, speed, power and clay supply rather than ability to

handle the output.

End cut bricks when made in double and triple stream dies on a

side cut machine, are cut off and handled by hand tables, something

similar to the side cut apparatus or by reel cutters also operated by hand.

But in all of the successful, steam, end cut machines, the cutting is

done automatically without the intervention of any labor.

In all of the automatic cut off tables in use, the bar of clay, as it

issues fi'om the machine, is received on a belt, and the friction of the

clay on the belt forms the motive power which actuates the cutter. By
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this means the speed of the cutter is proportioned to the flow of the

clay; if it were otherwise, the brick would be of unequal length. The
cutter is driven in the different types by either a cam motion, or by gear-

ing, or by link belting and sprocket wheels. The cutter consists of a

reel with cross wires which are made to cut down through the clay as it

runs under the axis of the reel.

The bricks as fast as they are cut off, are separated by a belt running

at slightly higher speed; by increasing the speed of the separating belt

and increasing its length, any out put whatever can be removed and

taken care of. In some of the recent trials, the enormous quality of 250

brick per minute were produced and handled perfectly. This is at the

rate of 160,000 brick per day.

There are machines now in operation which have made an average

run for many days at a time of 76,000.

Among the automatic end cut brick machines now in successful

operation the most prominent are the following :

1. The Chambers machine of Philadelphia.

2. The Penfield machine of Willoughby, Ohio.

3. The Frey Sheckler machine of Bucyrus, Ohio.

4. The Wallace machine.

Among the third class of stiff mud, brick making machines, there

are two of more prominence than the rest.

The first of these, made by the Brewer Machine Co. of Tecumseh,
Mich., is a complicated affair. The principle of its action may be de-

scribed by saying that a vertical pug mill is used to force the clay down-
ward and a large "mud wing" or revolving arm is used to give the final

propulsion to the clay. This mud wing forces the clay down into a set

of molds, arranged around the periphery of a horizontal table. Each
mold box is filled with clay and when full, comes under a pair of plungers,

acting vertically, one working up under the clay and one down on it.

The clay is thus compressed to a solid block, which is subsequently re-

moved, when the movable bottom of the mold box is elevated to the

surface level of the table.

The main point about this machine is that the clay is forced into

the molds by a power so obscure in its application that no structure, or

arrangement of particles is imparted to it, and the plunger pressure,

merely operating to compress a portion of clay already introduced into a

confined space, cannot possibly do it any harm in this way. Therefore

this machine should be an especially valuable one to apply to cla3^s which
are naturaly too plastic for use in Auger mills or Plunger mills. The
capacity of the machine is about 26,000 per day.

The second machine of the combination type is called the Grant
machine or the Grant & Murrey. It consists of a vertical pug-mill,

crowdingthe claydownward and forward something like theplunger motion

of the Penfield plunger machine. A large mud-wing at the bottom of

11 G. O.
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the pug mill forces the clay into a space in front of the plunger, v/hich

then forces the wad or ball of clay out into a mold; here it is stamped by

a vertical plunger and consolidated into the brick form and again

forced out on a carrier belt, which takes it away. The action of this

machine is not as clean-cut and desirable as the Tecumseh, the clay being

subjected to movement 3 times, in getting it into the mold box where

it is made into a brick. However, it at no time passes through a die

under pressure, or is acted on by an auger, so that the field of usefulness

of the machine in working plastic clays may be quite important. Its

capacity is about 2500 per day. The structure of the brick made on it

from plastic clays is very fair, free from the defects which would surely

present themselves in working the same clays by auger or plunger

machinery.

A third type of machine, the invention of Mr. H. Camp of Cuya-

hoga Falls has been built and tested at Greentown, Ohio. It is not prop-

erly a combination machine as the clay is formed by a distinct plunger

action. But the novel feature of the machine is, that it combines the

manufacture of the brick, with the repressing of them, and the automatic

delivery on a dryer car so that one man in general charge of the machine

can produce 25,000 repressed bricks per day on the cars ready for drying,

with no assistance. While this machine has been subjected to the prac-

tical test of manufacturing 600,000 brick, in which it gives satisfaction, the

company that controls it has not made a vsuccess of the plant as a whole

and its use was not continued. The machine is a marvel of ingenuity,

and without question has the elements in it of a very great success; it is

likely that some alterations would be needed to adjust its action if it were

being introduced widely.

Repressifig. After the bricks are made and cut to length, they are

finished as far as their lorm is concerned and with no further work

except drying and burning. They are a marketable product. But pav-

ing brick manufacturers have many of them gone farther and submitted

their bricks to a second mechanical operation, for producing the finished

shape. This operation is called re-pressing, though in most kinds of

brick it is not i^ro^^r\y Re-pressing, as it is \h^ first application of pres-

sure in a confined space.

The purposes which makers have in view in the repressing are as

follows:

1st. To give their ware new and ornate shapes and marks which

are not attainable by use of any die where flow of the clay is produced.

2nd. To obliterate the rough sides or ends caused by the passage of

the cutting wire through the clay, and give the biick a smooth, dense

skin which shall assist in preventing the absorption of water.

3rd. To produce a stronger, denser, better wearing material than

can be abtained by the formation of a bar of clay by passing through a

die.
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. The claims of the value of repressing have been very much over-

stated at times and the prices of paving materials have been raised and
kept up, on the strength ot the improved quality and additional cost of

manufacture of repressed bricks.

Recently however, a distinct counter current of opinion has set in.

Opposition to repressing has heretofore been confined to those who had
not provided themselves with the necessary plant for doing the work;
the recent movement is coming from those who make both plain and
repressed brick and are therefore in a position to know the facts in the

case.

The claims of this faction are that the structure of the bar of clay

is determined in the auger machine and die and that to take the bricks

fresh from the machine, and inclose them in a fixed space, and there

subject them to heavy pressure causes a breaking up of the original

structure, and that the new arrangement of the brick, particles is not

as good as the old. They allege that the new material is not denser

than the old and that it will not wear as well, and chips easier. Some
few even say that the pressure in the repress die does not permeate the

entire brick, but only affects it to a slight depth and that the change in

shape which the brick undergoes in the repress die is effected by a sur-

face flow of the clay and not by a rearrangement of the whole structure

of the brick, and that this surface flow of the clay produces laminations

between the unaffected interior and the exterior.

This last claim is an absurd one, and one which ought not to find

credence with any intelligent man. The clay in the brick machine acts

like a fluid; it is still able to respond to the same influences when it is

put into the repress die. One of the laws controlling fluids is that pres-

sure applied anywhere on it, is transmitted throughout the mass equally.

The repress die must be larger than the brick in two dimensions, in

order to admit of the brick being easily and automatically dropped into

the die before pressure; hence the dimensions of the plain brick are

appreciably changed in all directions and the theory of surface flow

being sufficient to account for this readjustment of the mass is absurd. ^

The mass is altered by just such a flow and response to pressure as

occurred when it was made in the auger machine die.

The question as to the benefits of repressing hinges on this point.

No one can doubt that the appearance of the brick is improved by
repressing and that new and desirable shapes can be imparted which
could not be obtained in any other way. Also, it is apparent that the

ragged surfaces of a side-cut or end-cut brick offer facilities for absorption

:

of water, which a smooth surface does not. But whether the new struct-

ure obtained in the repress die is as good as the one first obtained in the

machine die, is a matter still open for debate.

In the paving brick tests, conducted by the Survey on Ohio

material, (and of which extended notice will be given further on) the
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twenty-six varieties of repressed ^material tested, showed a loss in rattling

of 17.92 per cent, while the plain bricks, (nineteen varieties) showed a loss

of 17.42 per cent. Also the tests of the various brands of brick manu-

factured at Canton, Ohio, (which were all furnished both repressed and

plain, and which are included in the general average given above) show
in the rattling test as follows :

Repressed^Loss, 16.43 per cent.

Plain side-cut—Loss, 16.68 per cent.

A special test was made on material submitted by the Holloway

Paving Brick Co., and seven repressed brick and eight plain brick were

given 1,000 revolutions together in the rattler with a loss of

Repressed, 15.02 per cent.

Plain, 19.56 per cent.

Also, in the same test, one repressed brick each from Canton, Royal,

and Williams factories at Canton, were rattled with two each of the same

factories, plain. The results here showed.

Repressed, 11.45 per cent.

Plain, 10.12 per cent

The total average loss of all four brands of paving brick in this

special test of 1,000 revolutions showed

:

Repressed, 13.23 per cent

Plain, 14. 84 per cent.

This difference is not great, and the fact that the plain bricks would

lose their square comers and edges very rapidly, while the rounded edges

of the repressed brick would last some time before the skin would break,

indicates that in the average there is little to choose between the two in

point of toughness and resistance to abrasion.

This test, however, is a very hasty and inconclusive one : it is merely

an indication, not a proof; to make the results conclusive, two kinds of

brick should be made so that every other condition except the pressing

should be exactly the same. They should be made of the same clay, at

the same time, dried alike, burnt in the same course of the same kiln

Such material was not procurable however, and the tests as made simply

represent the run of the yard when they were selected.

The test which is recommended is a very easy one to make, and is

within the reach of any paving brickmaker without expense. The

truth of the matter could in this way be easily ascertained.

The method of repressing is much the same everywhere. The bricks

are taken as directly as possible from the separating belts, cars or pallets,

and fed to a repress machine by a feeder—and the machines now in use

are arranged to automatically receive, press and deliver the finished

block. Two machines at present are in use in the state.

1.
^ The Raymond Repress, of Dayton. 2. The Eagle Repress,

by the Frey Sheckler Co., of Bucyrus.
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The Raymond press has by far the most extended use of any

machinery of its kind. Other types of represses are in process of con-

struction by other manufacturers, but nothing of any importance is yet

on the market, except the Eagle.

The capacity of the single Raymond repress is about 12,000 brick

per day of ten hours. It can be run at a speed sufl&cient to make 15,000

per day, but this speed results in loss of perfection in the work, and

rapid wear. Two men are required to run the machine. The latest styles

of Raymond press are adopted to press large blocks, like furnace tiles,

etc., or to press two bricks of the paving block size together. The con-

struction and action are exactly the same, but the expense of repressing

is much reduced, as one man can feed both dies and two boys can receive

and pile up the pressed blocks. The best records yet made on the new
double press show 26,400 brick in ten hours.

The Eagle repress is also fitted with two dies and makes two bricks

at each pressure.

The labor of feeding it and disposing of the brick is just the same as in

the Raymond. The machine is guaranteed to produce 22,000 bricks per

then ours and it can just as easily produce more as any other machine, since

the results are mainly dependent on the work of feeding and taking away
the bricks.

The mere fact of repressing is not a good reason for any great in-

crease in price over plain material, but if the qualities of a brick are much
improved by repressing, the public should demand that it should be done,

and the maker should be glad to do it at a fair profit on the cost.

The labor of three men, estimated at $3.75, is sufficient to press an
average of 20,000 per day which is less than two cents per thousand.

Drying, The bricks are ready for drying either when they come
from the auger machine, or when they come from the repress.

The work of driving out the water which has been added to secure

plasticity in the clay is no light affair. In the course of a day*s run in a

factory making 30,000 nine-pound blocks, the amount of water used in

tempering is not far from fifteen tons. To remove fifteen tons of water

from bricks by evaporation once in twenty-four hours is a more serious

problem than would appear at first sight.

Paving brick plai.ts are in a state of growth or evolution in this

country and their mechanical processes, and chemical ones as well, are

accomplished in a great variety of ways which a few more years' experience

will considerably simplify.

Many firebrick and sewerpipe plants have been converted into

paving brick plants of late—^hence, we find the methods of drying which
characterize the other industries, applied to paving brick merely because

the facilities are there. There are also several processes of drying

especially designed for the rapid and economical production of brick

which have not yet fully demonstrated their value to the public.
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The systems of dr3dng, excluding open-air racks, may be classified as

follows

:

1st. Dry floors.

2d. Sewerpipe floors.

3d. Compartment dryers.

4tli. Progressive dryers.

Dry floors are the oldest means of drying used in the regular daily

production of a considerable quantity of bricks. The dry floor system

has grown up with the fire brick business in which it is almost univers-

ally used.

The dry floor system uses a large fire proof floor, heated by a sys-

tem of flues underneath. The fires are maintained in fireplaces at one

side of the floor, and the heated products of combustion pass through

the flues, keeping the floor above hot, and unite in a draft stack, at the

opposite side of the floor. The bricks are put down in the floor on their

edge, or end, and sometimes are hacked up in open piles two or four or

six deep: usually, however, the floor is expected to hold the day's run and

must be emptied and filled once a day. The longer the floor is made, the

cooler the products of combustion will become, and the greater number
of bricks can be dried with the same quantity of coal. Dry floors are

naturally of all sizes according to the manufacturer's requirements: the

best ones are often made one hundred and fifty or one hundred and sixty

feet from fireplace to stack, Two hundred feet would not be too long to

get the best economy in the use of fuel. The roof over the dry floor

ought to be provided with ventilation, to allow of air currents through

the room. If other stories are added above the dry floor, the amount of

drying which can be done with the same fuel can be greatly increased,

as the heat arising from the floor is enough to give very good drying

power above. The material is placed on the floor by hand, and is taken

ofi" again by hand. Sometimes it is necessary to move the bricks on

edge or alter their position during the drying which calls for another

handling.

The cost of this system of drying is variable: where slack coal is ac-

cessible for little or nothing, it is a cheap plan. Where coal has to be

delivered by rail, it is not cheap. The moisture in this method is liter-

ally evaporated or driven out by heat. The effect of air currents assists

somewhat, but the air is given no adequate chance to do any work.

There are objections to the use of this plan. The unequal heat of

the two ends of the floors causes the brick to dry under different condi-

tions and to very different extent, in the same time. When a brick is

put down moist from the machine on a floor heated about 212°, the rapid

and unequal drying cannot help but do harm to the structure of the brick.

There is often a loss by bricks cracking and falling in two from this

cause, but the greatest damage comes from bricks whose structure is

weakened but not broken, and whose failure after being burnt and trans-

ported away for use causes more loss.
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The cost of the additional labor and handling required by this method
of drying must be included as a part of the expense. In fact, all of the

systems of drying in use, are so connected with the means of getting

the brick into and out of the drying plant, that the mere cost in fuel and
attendance cannot be given as a fair statement of the cost of the method.

Sewer Pipe Floors. Sewer pipe is an article which it is very diffi-

cult to dry safely and fire proofing is still more troublesome and hence
those engaged in this line of work have perfected a system of drying

which, when applied to bricks, forms the safest and least objectionable

plan that can be used. However, it entails the use of a very expensive

plant, especially if the quantity to be dried daily is large.

The plan of operation is to expose the wares, piled in open order

two or four deep on slatted or open floors, to the gentle heat and soft air

currents caused by steam pipes placed in open order underneath the

floors. The piping is generally applied under the two lower floors, and
the warm air from below is sure to rise and assist in drying the wares

above. The steam is supplied during the day time by the exhaust of

the steam engines and steam presses if they are used. During the night,

the use of a small amount of live steam is necessary especially in cold

weather.

The principle of this process is the absorption of the moisture o

the bricks by simple exposure to warm air. No efibrt is made to pro.

duce air currents and the heat used is usually quite small and cannot be

made high without great cost for extra piping and use of live steam.

The cost of the process is most manifest in considering the expense of

fitting up to use it.

The ordinary period of exposure is about seven days for paving

blocks. It can be managed with less time, but seven days is the least

time to do the work with the attainment of great economy.

To get floor room capable of holding an output of 30,000 per day

and allowing seven days for drying, requires a large, tall and strong build-

ing, as aside from the weight of the machinery, the weight on the floors

will run from 600 to 1,000 tons.

The labor involved in the use of this process is just the same as in

the dry floor; the material all has to be put down and taken up by hand
and in addition, the large area of floors occupied by bricks and the num-
ber of stones generally used, cause extra expense in getting the material

down to the kiln yard after it is dry.

The character of the drying done in this way is the safest, best and
most wholesome that can be obtained; there are no violent changes in

temperature, or forcing of natural conditions at any point.

The cost of drying by this process after the building and piping are

once in operation is very little. Many brickmakers dry during 9 months
of the year at absolutely no expense whatever for fuel, which would not
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be Spent in any event, in the production of power. During the balance of

time they expect to use a little live steam to supplement the exhaust

provided by the power plant.

If the floors are smaller and the time which can be allotted to the

bricks to dry is limited, then the use of live steam becomes necessary all

the time, and while the drying that is secured is still of a good quality,

the use of the heat is not an economical one Many more feet of pipe

are required to accomplish a given amount of drying by this way than

will be required by other plans ; hence the only economy of the process

consists in the possession of ample space and equipment, so that by the

use of the waste steam and time, the work can be done without extra

fuel.

Chamber Dryers. The plan of action of the chamber dryer consist

in exposing the brick piled in open bulk to the drying influences of heat

and air currents continuously until they are dry and then emptying and
refilling the dryer for another change. The dryers are usually built on
what is know as the Tunnel System; the compartments are long, low
rooms, arranged in parallel order, each compartment being provided

with its own heat supply, air supply, and draft arrangement, to carry

off the steam and vapor and each compartment being equipped with its

own doors, and means of control of all the necessary conditions. In

some places, the output is suQh, that two chambers can do all the work,

one being filled and emptied every day while the other is drying its

charge. Elsewhere, three compartments are needed, one being filled,

another drying and another emptying. Again there may be a large

number of compartments operated in rotation as indicated. The
methods of generating heat and air currents and draft are essentially the

same in these dryers as ia the next class and will be described later.

The principle of their action, that of drying a charge by itself and

under conditions that it is some one's business to keep right, is a good

one. It connot be assailed on any theoretical grounds. But in practice,

the dryer is emptied and filled with its air currents and heating arrange-

ments inoperative, and when it is full of a given number of bricks, the

heat and air flow is usually put into operation at once. There is great

danger of cracking the brick at this stage and only the most skillful

manipulation will prevent it.

Progressive Dryers^ are those which are being constantly filled with

greensware at one end, and emptied of dry ware at the other.

The use of this principle depends on some means of advancing the

position of the bricks along the dryer at will. The means adopted in

almost all cases, is by use of iron or wooden cars, each capable of carry-

ing a good load of brick without great use of power in moving it.

The use of the car system is not at all confined to progressive

dryers, but of the progressive dryer it is an integral part.
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The Operation of the progressive dryer offers us the best example
of the highest type of the art of artificial drying at the present time.

The bricks are brought to the rear end of the dryer on their car and
passing through double doors are placed in the rear of a line of similiar

cars. The heat and air are being introduced at the opposite end of the

dryer. By the time the air currents reach the rear end they, have
absorbed in passing through the great volumes of brick ahead, about all

the vapor which they are capable of retaining, consequently, the temper-

ature is low, generally 80 to 100 degrees, and the air is filled with humid-
ity, almost to the dew-point. The new carload of bricks in an atmos-
phere like this, does not begin to dry at all, but it begins to warm
through, till the individual bricks are as hot as the surrounding atmos-
phere. After a time, the cars are shoved down the tunnel to make room
for other cars in the rear. The first car now begins to find itself in an
atmosphere a little warmer and not quite saturated with moisture. The
water now begins to dry on the surface of the bricks, and as they have
been previously brought to a warm steamy condition, the surface evapor-

ation is constantly replaced by moisture from the inside. Hence, there

is no tendency for the outside of the brick to contract faster than the

inside and therefore no tendency to cracking or breaking. As the bricks

proceed onward they yield up successive portions of their moisture and
finally emerge from the hot end of the dryer, ready for the kiln. There
are a few instances of clays which will not yield to this system of drying
as it is ordinarily carried on. These clays are of such a nature that they
are almost sure to crack even on exposure to the open air for a half hour
after they are made. Such clays as these can only be treated in any
form of dryer by the use of special conditions, and the special conditions

necessary, are a prolonged exposure to a wet steamy warm atmosphere,
so that the clay has an opportunity to become not only hot through and
through, but can also have an opportunity to absorb moisture rather

than lose it during this heating up.

The theory of this plan of drying is as near perfection as it is pos-

sible to attain at the same time with rapid and efective work. Where
these styles of dryers are used, it is usually the intention to dry every
day the entire quantity manufactured in the day's run. It is usually pos-

ible to do so with no harm to the bricks, and therefore to make the
investment as small as possible in proportion to the work accomplished,

the drying is always estimated on the basis of the shortest possible

exposure to the conditions.

It is the preliminary exposure to the steamy atmosphere of the rear

end of the dryer which makes the rapid and effectual drjnng without
loss by cracking and checking a "possibility." In the beginning of the
tunnel dryer system, the arrangements in rear comprised only one door
to keep out the outside air and make the draft arrangements do their

work. But great trouble was experienced from cracking of brick, and
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the draft was fou|id to be taking the lighter part of the atmosphere and

the steam out of the top part of the tunnel and the bricks below were in

an atmosphere where they were warmed or dried very slowly. Hence the

top part of each car was often cracked and the bottom part sound, hav-

ing been raised to the dryer heat before meeting the dr> current of air.

Sometimes the reverse of this was found, and was due to the lower parts

of the cars going down into the lower parts of the dryer before they

have been properly prepared for it.

A vertical sliding door was then arranged inside of the outer door

and in front of the stack, so that the entire flow of heated air and steam

had to go down nearly to the floor of the tunnel before it would escape

into the draft. Thus the whole car was subjected to the steamy atmos-

phere and the drying was equally good at the bottom and top.

The importance of the preliminary heating up of the bricks in a

steamy atmosphere, or one so moist that no drying can take place, cannot

be overstated. In any form of dryer where the operations of nature are

sensibly hastened, or rather where air currents other than natural circu-

lation are used, it is the key to the success of the operation.

In the chamber dryer, this condition is best produced by shutting

ofi" all air flow and producing the moist atmosphere by gentle heat alone

until the steaming is sufiiciently performed; then the" heat and air may
be both increased. In the progressive dryer, the effort must be directed

to continuously maintaining the atmosphere of the rear end of the dryer

in this condition.

The action of air in drying brick has been indicated briefly. The
mere use of heat, as is done on the dry floor, is the crudest and most

expensive plan; water is literally baked out or driven out of the clay.

The atmosphere does its drying by absorption or evaporation of the

water from the surface of the wet clay. The ability of the air to absorb

the moisture of the clay depends on its temperature and its previous

condition of humidity. Dry air absorbs water at all temperatures, but

the amount which it will absorb increases enormously as its heat arises.

So that in drying a large quantity of brick, in a small space, in a short

time, the use of the air as a vehicle for the moisture in the bricks is

most important. A strong current of air will of itself dry the clay quite

rapidly, even at a low temperature, and in tunnel dryers the production

and control of the air currents is of equal importance with the production

of heat. The methods by which air currents are produced in tunnel or

compartment dryers are two:

First by stacks and second by fans.

The stacks employed are usually tall wooden chimmeys, of large

internal area, in order to secure the movement of a large volume of air

with a comparatively small difference in temperature between the inside

and outside of the stack.
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The use of fans to produce the air current in brick dryers is increas-

ing rapidly. The advantage lies in the fact that the fan's action is a

positive force; that so many revolutions per minute mean so many
thousand cubic feet of air per minute; and that the action of the dryer

is not made to depend on the natural conditions of the atmosphere,

which greatly influenc^e the draft of a stack, especially where the available

head is so small.

The stack has the advantage of operating without power or the

expenditure of fuel for the purpose, while the fan has the advantage of a

positive supply against a variable one.

The means employed to heat the air supply in these dryers are

four:

** A." By the Radiation of Hot Floors and Brick work, which is heat-

ed by the direct combustion of fuel. The products of combustion pass off

in the stack at the rear, without having been in direct contact with the

ware in the tunnel. This is the principle adopted by the Sherer Dryer of

Philadelphia. A number of dryers of similar design, but each con-

structed on its own plans, are in operation. One at Middleport, Ohio, is

using producer gas as a means of getting the initial heat. The following

points can be raised against this class of dryers.

1st. They consume fuel expressly for drying brick while more
heat than is needed to do the work is thrown away from the plant unused

each day.

2d. They consume more fuel than ought to be necessary, be-

cause all the heat they impart to the atmosphere is by the radiation of

the heated brickwork.

3d. They involve an extra heavy expense for original outlay, as

the structure of the dryer and the brick cars have to be fireproof.

4th. The losses in drying brick are almost universally greater

where direct combustion is used, than where steam heat is the supply, as

the range of temperature is greater, and the radiating surfaces go clear

to the rear end of the tunnel. The brick when newly put into the dryer

are therefore subjected to heat underneath them at once, which is not the

case where steam heat is applied.

**B" By the combustion of fuel and the direct use of the heated

gases, diluted with air as the means of drying. This plan was in opera-

tion at one point. A large flat hearth furnace with grate bars was
used to burn the fuel and the heat, smoke and gases were drawn
away by a fan, and, mingled with the proper quantity of outside

air to cool them down to the proper point, were blown into the tun-

nel .

The operation at the point where it was used was very crude, though
successful and cheap. But the plan is capable of modification to give

good results. It has some inherent faults, however:
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1st. The method of generating the heat is sure to produce

inequality of temperature. It is impossible to always get the proportion

of outside air mixed with the right proportion of gases from the fire to

keep mixture at any given temperature.

2d. It requires a fireproof structure to make its use safe.

3d. The smoke, unless it can be prevented by use of gas fuel,

or coke, is a serious draw back to the cleanliness of the place.

In favor of the plan, it may be said that the total heat generated is

used, except a very small amount for the radiation of the furnace, and

the cost of fuel can be thus kept very low; and also that the plan has

the advantage of using the fans or positive blowers without the expense

of installation attaching to the usual methods of heating the air supply.

" C. " By the radiation of steam pipes placed under the floor of the

dryer at its hot end, and extending part way back toward the cold end.

This is the plan adopted by the Ironclad Dryer Co. of Chicago who have

one of the best and most popular dryers in the market. The pipes are

filled with live steam which is kept in the heating coils at boiler pressure.

The water of condensation is trapped out and returned to the boiler

for use again, so that really all the expense in generating the heat, is the

cost of the fuel used in vaporizing the water.

The advantage of the use of steam as a means of generatng the

heat required are : 1st. That there is no possibility of getting the dryer

very much hotter than is intended; indeed the general mode of operation

is to use all the heat that can be obtained. 2nd. The cheapness of con-

struction which is thus possible, using wood and sawdust partitions and

no brickwork, or iron work except the running parts of the dryer cars.

3d: The comparatively even efficiency of the heating apparatus even

under careless management. If there is any steam in a boiler the tem-

perature of the dryer pipes is over 212°. If the steam pressure is 60 lbs.

the temperature of the dryer pipes is 307°. Thus the steam may vary in

pressure considerably without materially injuring the work of the dryer.

But if a fireman is careless or negligent in tending the fires of direct com-

bustion dryer, it cannot fail to produce bad results by excess or defiency

at once.

"D." By the use of a compact coil of steam piping arranged to se-

cure the largest possible heating surface in the smallest convenient bulk.

By blowing or exhausting air through vSUch a heater by a fan and con-

veying the heated air in underground brick flues to the dryer, the amount
of heating surface may be greatly reduced over the plan of direct radia-

tion on the dryer.

This is the plan adopted in the Benedict dryer, the Sturtevant dryer

and various others. The heaters are all so arranged that exhaust steam

can be used during the day, while it is being made, and then be replaced

by live steam at night. Also in the Buffalo Forge Company's heater the
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latest arrangement allows of simultaneous use of exhaust steam, and
live steam, in any variable proportion which is desired.

This plan probably presents the greatest perfection yet attained in

the art of drying bricks. The use of a fan has many advantages over a

stack, and the use of a compact heater, in which the heat of the exhaust

can be used wherever it is available and in whatever quantity it is avail-

able, enables the manufacturer to do the maximum amount of drying in

the minimum amount of space, with the minimum amount of fuel, and
attention. The efficiency to which these dryers actuated both by stack

or fan are now brought is shown by the fact that there are several firms

willing to make guarantee contracts to dry a daily output of any size, in

twenty-four hours with not over one per cent, loss by cracking in any
kind of clay, at a final cost of about1 1,000.00 for every 6,000 brick per

day to be dried. This cost includes the dryer complete with tracks, turn-

tables, iron cars and transfer cars—^in fact everything necessary to the

operation of a progressive dryer with the car system. The cost per

thousand after the dryer is in operation depends on the fuel, on whether

live or exhaust steam be used, and in the arrangements of filling and

emptying the dryer. Under good conditions the cost can be reduced be-

low twenty cents per 1,000.

In most brick plants the exhaust steam of the engine if applied in

a condensed space and used to impart a low heat to a large body of air

under constant motion, is sufficient to do three-fourths of the drying.

Economy demands that either the waste heat of burning or the waste

heat of manufacturing should be used.

Two plans are open to the manufacturer who wishes to get the maxi-

mum economy in running expense, rather than the minimum first cost

of investment.

Either the exhaust steam of his engine should be made to do all

that it is able to do toward drying the daily product, in which case he is

justified in using a common engine not especially economical of steam,

or he must dry his bricks by the waste heat of the burning processes,

and get the utmost efficiency out of the boiler fuel by use of compound
condensing engines.

The waste of fuel now going on in most of the brick factories in

the drying process seems almost as criminal as the fearful waste in min-

ing the coal from its underground resting place.

Many factories are employing low grade steam engines, whose best

economy of steam consumption is very poor, and are over-burdening

them so that not over one-half of the possible economy is attained, and
then are throwing away into Jthe air the heat which would more than

suffice to dry their whole output. In addition, they calmly proceed to

draw on their already over-taxed boilers for live steam for their dryers or

else use the still worse plan of burning up fuel direct for this purp se.

And to all these wastes the burning and cooling kilns of brick are every
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day throwing out waste heat enough to dry all the daily product twenty

times over.

There have been several attempts made by manufacturers to

use this absolutely wasted heat from the kilns. No method worthy of

general adoption has yet been devised. In one place the kilns are lo-

cated in a leanto building alongside the main shop. The kiln shed is

made tight and has an iron roof. The heat arising is accumulated under

this iron roof and directed into the upper stories of the main building,

through a row of openings. There being no outlet above in the main

building the claim is made that the hot air is forced as it cools to descend

by displacement and as it goes downward it dries the wares exposed on

the floors. The ^ir current is finally allowed free exit at the bottom.

The operators and inventors of this system, which they call ** Down draft

drying" lay great stress on its benefits. In addition to the heat of kilns,

however, the boilers are in the center of the factory on the lower floor

and the heat radiated from this source is in itself no small factor in keep-

ing the drying conditions up to the mark. In addition to this economy
of drying, the generation of power is accomplished by use of a high

grade Corliss engine, so that the best economy of steam consumption

possible with the use of non-condensing engines is attained.

In another place, the kilns themselves are located in the basenient of

the building, which when completed will contain several stories of slatted

floors above. The heated air rises in this case directly through the wares

and escapes at the roof in ventilators.

In still another place the wares are placed in the kiln in a semi-dry con-

dition and by use of a fan system connecting all the kilns in the place^

the heat is abstracted from a cooling kiln and, mixed with the proper

quantity of ccol air from outside, is blown into the newly set kiln; by

this means the temperature is slowly increased until 230° or 250° or even

300° is attained, when the burning proper is commenced. Though this

is a drying process, it is attained in the kiln, and not in the dryers, and

it is conducted on material in which the moisture is not to exceed five

per cent at most. It would be hardly applicable to the proces of paving

material made from stiff" mud, which must be approximately dry before

being set in the kilns.

Though there are grave objections to the use of any of these three

plans, yet they are all based on the proper line of action ; the improve-

rhents which will come to the drying process are sure to be in this line,

for in the burning and cooling of clay wares of any kind there is more

heat wasted than will dry twenty times the output, and the recovery of

the necessary portion of it is only a question of time. With this

economy would come the less important but much needed use of high

grade power generation, by which the full value of the fuel in the boiler

room can be secured.
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The Burning ofPaving Material, The delicacy and importa ce of
this part of the process have been previously alluded to in various con-
nections in this article. Much of the trouble heretofore has lain in the
fact that the pioneers in this business have had to build their own roads,

and find their own way, for while there is very much in common in the
burnitig of sewer pipe and paving brick and in iact any vitrified clay

ware, still the difficulties involved have not only been those of vitrify-

ing larger masses of clay than was ever before attempted, but in also

satisfying a market that did not yet know what it wanted.
What is really desired or needed to produce a perfect paving mate-

rial is now beginning to be better understood, and as it is in the burning
process, where these qualities are largely made or lost, it is best to dis-

cuss the subject in this connection.

The qualities which a city street must have,, to make it a good in-

vestment for the tax payers who build it are:

1st. Durability under heavy traffic.

2d. Sufficient smoothness to make traction easy and comparatively
noiseless, and yet not such smoothness as to make it slippery for horses'

feet.

3d. Reasonable cost.

4th. Good sanitary qualities; that is, that the street as a whole or the
material of which it is composed shall not be absorbent of the filth

which always finds its way there, and thus becomes a receptacle for

disease.

Without entering into a general discussion, it is safe to say that vit-

rified clay is undoubtedly the most satisfactory material now in use in

regard to the 2d, 3d, and 4th specifications and that the position of
brick pavements yet remain to be proved in regard to the first point.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed since the laying of any street with
what we now call good brick paving material, to enable us to make a de-

duction as to its relative wear and cost compared with granite or
other natural stone.

The qualities then, which must be possessed by bricks to fill these
various requirements are

:

1st. Vitrification—by which the material becomes indestructible to

weather or any natural influence it will have to endure.

2d. Toughness, which enables it to stand friction and blows with-

out undue wear.

3d. Uniformity—^which prevents the early failure of the material
in spots, which very soon extend to the ruin of the whole.

Vitrification, as we have already shown is wholly a matter of burn-
ing. Toughness is a quality which depends on three conditions;

1st. The natural quality of the clays, some of which produce tough
ware, and some which do not.
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2d. The burning, which may be so managed as to destroy this

quality wholly.

3d. The cooling or annealing process, which, more than any-

thing else, makes a brick tough or brittle.

Uniformity is a quality affected by two forces; 1st. The process of

manufacture, which ought to secure by its machinery material of 'very

great homogeneity; 2d. The burning, which can be managed so as to

make but little variation in the different parts of one kiln, and also

between the product ot different kilns.

So that in the burning more than in anything else, the value of the

material for paving purposes depends.

The chemical processes of burning are those which have been pre-

viously set forth. The only point of variation consists in the large size

and area of the clay body which is to be vitrified and the greatly increased

danger of bloating in driving off the combined water.

The custom of glazing paving material has been much discussed and

agitated. A popular impression, carefully fostered by the manufacturers

who do not glaze, is to the effect that the glaze is a surface veneer which

merely adorns the surface of an otherwise unprepossessing material, and

that, as a rule, it is used to allow bricks which are too soft in the center

to pass inspection. There is no foundation for this belief. As a matter

of fact, the glaze of a paving brick is harder than the substance of the

brick ; and in addition to this it is a fact that very few clays can be suc-

cessfully and handsomely glazed which have not been thoroughly burnt.

Instead of casting suspicion on the quality of the ware, it is more often

a proof of its quality. Salt glazing cannot be made to take effect on

clay ware at any low temperature; and the presence of any salt glaze is

presumptive evidence, though not a positive proof, not only that the brick

has been at the vitrifying point, but has been held at that temperature

until thoroughly soaked with heat; for practical experience of those who

have used salt glaze invariably goes to show that their glazing is only

satisfactory when a kiln is thoroughly burnt. Thus the salt glaze in

paving material is a source of benefit to the public and makers on the

following accounts: First it delays the wear of the surface for a time,

and assists in preventing absorption. Second, it is an indication but not

a sure proof of satisfactory vitrification, and thereby assists in culling out

soft material.

The attention of the maker or public is always directed to that por-

tion of the product which is "off color" and different from the rest; in

salt glazed goods this portion included most of the soft material. All

the unglazed portions of a kiln are not necessarily soft, because many

clays will not readily glaze, owing to the presence of lime salts. So that

it is not fair to count glazed material as good, or all unglazed as bad.

Nevertheless on a yard where salt glazed goods are made, the good

material is largely found among the glazed, and the bad is largely found

in that devoid of glaze.
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No intelligent objection can be raised against salt glaze, except from

tbose makers who are trying to make paving blocks and building brick

in the same kiln at the same time. In this case, the glazing of a few

courses of the building bricks is likely to happen and is undesirable, for

in building material a certain amount of porosity is essential and a glaze

interferes with it.

T^e Kilns in which the burning of vitrified clay wares is accom-

plished, do not vary much in reference to the kind of the ware to be

burnt, consequently the kilns in use are most of them used indiscrimi-

nately by the makers of vitrified wares.

The conditions which the satisfactory drying of clay wares demand

have been seen to be definite and concise. Any radical departure from

these conditions is fatal to the success of the operation, and that form of

dryer in which these conditions can be most easily brought about, or has

the most power to vary these conditions slightly to suit the peculiarities

of the clay under treatment, is the one which meets the surest and widest

success.

In burning vitrified clay wares, also, the conditions under which

success can be obtained are comparatively sharply marked; to produce

and obey these natural conditions must be the aim of any successful kiln

constructor o'r operator.

The first condition of success in a kiln for burning paving material

is the use of fireplaces which not only admit of regulation and control,

but enable the burner to consume large amounts of fuel without making

poor combustion, and which will allow the cleaning of the fires without

the loss of great heat or time in the operation.

In burning paving material the heat, after being carefully and grad-

ually raised to the vitrifying point must be held there for some time, to

allow it to "soak in" or permeate the entire body of ware, also the

various parts of the kiln are not likely to obtain the proper heat just at

the same time and the production of l;eat must therefore be under

accurate control. The vitrifying action takes place over quite a range of

temperature and it is the aim of the burner to hold the heat at a point

where the vitrifying action will take place slowly and without failure of

the shape of the ware. Also, the burner must be able to produce and

maintain high temperatures for long periods.

If the fireplace be of a type that is difficult to clean when under full

fire, the loss of fuel and time in clearing fires becomes a serious item in

the success and cost of the operation.

There are a number of types of fireplaces in use:—The most impor-

tant ones will be described.

1st. The outside furnace is used in a few kilns. It consists usually

of a square brick structure with flat arched roof provided with firedoor

and ashdoor in front and with a flue leading into the lower part of the kiln

12 G. O.
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in rear. The fire is maintained on grate bars similar to the furnace of a

steam boiler.

There are many objections to this style of fireplace. 1. The
production of heat is too far away from the scene of its usefulness.

2. It is hard to clean the fires thoroughly. 3. The fire is not under
good control, as, on flat grate bars, the air is apt to burn through the fuel

in holes and thus allow the heat to be lowered without the burners'

knowledge. The radiation of the furnace is great and causes a loss of

fuel on this head. One very serious objection lies in the fact that the

outside furnace invariably causes heavy smoke during firing and for

sometime afterwards. This is due to the fact that when fresh coal is

thrown into a furnace full of incandescent coals, the evolution of gasses

is sudden and strong. These gases cannot get enough air in the furnace

for complete combustion and are "fixed" or ''cracked " by the high heat

of the walls and brickwork around them. In this condition they go
into the kiln and though they meet plenty of free oxygen there to

burn them completely, the temperature is seldom high enough to cause

ignition. It is a general rule among fuel and combustion experts, that

''smoke once formed, remains smoke." The only way to prevent it, is

to cause complete combustion of the gases at the point of their formation,

and before they escape from contact with the incandescent objects around
them.

The objections urged against the economy and success of the out-

side furnace, are of a sweeping character; indeed, but little can be said in

favor of this method of heat generation which does not apply with
greater force to every other kind of fireplace.

Car.eful examination of the fireplace as seen in operation in many
points has demonstrated the essential truth of all of the theoretical con-

siderations advanced.

2d. The inside furnace, is a flat hearth, grate bar furnace similar

to the first described,except that it is buiit in the walls of the kiln and
foot of the bags, instead of the outside of the kiln. " Its firedoor and ash-

door open flush with the outside of the kiln wall. The same faults as to

regulation control and ease of cleaning, can be urged against this

kind of fire. But as to loss by radiation, and opportunity of complete
combustion of gases, no fault can be found. The objections to this fire

are confined to points of ease and expediency in manipulation rather than

in radical defects of the combustion itself.

3d. "Tne open front, incline grate bar fireplace," is perhaps the

commonest style in use. Without the bars the fireplace merely consists

of an opening into the kiln wall about eighteen or twenty inches wide,

three feet high and extending from the bagwall in the inside to six inches

or a foot outside the line of the kiln's circumference. The grate bars are

hooked at the upper end over a cross bar near the top of the projecting

side walls of the fireplace and the bottom ends rest on the ground or over

a second cross bar lower down. In this fire the flames proceed directly
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througli the bag which acts as a combustion chamber up into the kiln.

The incline grate allows the air to play freely beneath the fire, but

also allows the burner to see that no air holes are allowed to form through

the coals to the interior. The bars being loose are easily moved about in

cleaning the fires. The loss of heat by radiation is large ; the fuel is piled

up level with top of the fireplace when freshly replenished, but as soon

as it burns a few moments, it settles down allowing a constant stream of

outside air to flow into the fireplace over the surface of the fire. This air

is often needed to promote good combustion but in this type of fireplace

it is not under control and frequently much more than needed is allowed

to enter.

4th. ** The closed front, inclined grate bar fireplace" in use on the

Akron stoneware and sewer-pipe kilns, is one of the best fire places in use.

It is fired from the end as in the preceding, but the front is arranged to

be closed tight by a door or tile and the only influx of air into the kiln

except that which works through the mass of hot coals on the incline

grate, is admitted from small holes in rear of the firedoor and which are

under control of the burner.

The character of the work of this fireplace is of the highest type;

it is practically a gas producer, appUed to the needs of the brick kiln; no

better control of the work of the fire can be had by any means, but in

cleaning the clinkers out from the grates some inconvenience is felt,

especially when burning the fireplace for six or eight day campaigns; in

its original work it was never necessary to clean the fire thoroughly dur-

ing the progress of the short bum.
5th. The last important type of fireplace is hard to describe by a

name. It is fired from above, not from the end as before and no grate

bars are used. The fireplace consists of a space eighteen inches wide by
th ee feet deep and extending from the bag wall inside to about eighteen

inches beyond the kiln in the outside.

The front is closed by a permanent or movable brick wall, leaving an

aperture about 18x18 below it to serve for an ashdoor; on top, the

aperture is 18x18 and is provided with a tile or metal cover. Across the

fireplace close to the circumference of the kiln, a 12x24 tile is placed ver-

tically on its edge, its top flush with the top of the fireplace. This serves

to make a false front for the fire and to hold it back from dropping down
into the foot of the bag too far. Between the tile and the kiln wall a

small space is left which on being opened or closed acts as a damper in

controlling the fireplace and perfecting the. combustion.

It is impossible for any air supply to get into the kiln except what
passes up through the fire from the ash door and down through the fire

from above. Hence all the air is converted into combustible gases which

continue in combustion through the bags and into the kiln.

The advantages of this fire are : 1st. There are no grate bars to bum
out. 2d. It can be cleaned from clinkers with the greastest possible

facility and the least loss of heat. 3rd. The character and amount of tl: j
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combustion is entirely within the burner's control, for by admitting

air in front of the fire the draft in the fire is diminished. 4th. The radia-

tion is at a minimum. 6th. The comsumption of coal is at a minimum.

6th. The quality of the coal used may be very inferior with no further

trouble than increased frequency of clinkering, for the fire acts like a gas

pnoducer and will consume an}'' kind of inflammable material with a pro-

duction of hot flame.

The two last fireplaces are the best in use and are easily adapted to

any form of kiln. Between the two there is little to choose in point of

efficiency; the latter, especially, when provided with the movable front

wall is the easiest to clean and manipulate. Comparing these two and

any of the other types, there is a distinct economy in coal, in their favor.

The saving is slight in the case of the second and third forms described,

and considerable in the case of the first.

The second condition in the arrangement of a successful kiln is the

use of means to produce a strong draft and yet one wholly under control.

In burning material in down draft kilns, the course of the heated

gases is directly contrary to nature. They must go downward, through

the wares, before they can escape up through the stack. The advantage

of the use of this downdraft is in the greater regularity of the distribution

of the heat. In updraft kilns, the gases establish certain channels

which ofier the easiest passage upwards. The burning is thus apt and, in

fact, is nearly sure to be irregular or uneven. In the downdraft kiln, the

heat progresses downward inch by inch as the draft maintains a constant

flow from above to below, and this distribution is nearly even in every

part of the kiln.

To produce this draft, a stack has to be provided which will have

sufficient "head" or power to cause this temporary defection of the heated

gases from their upward passage.

The best form- of stack for producing this draft is a matter which

has furnished ground for much discussion and disagreement among clay

workers. There are several plans in use :

1. Single stacks—or one separate stack to each separate kiln.

2. Compound stacks—or stacks which have two or more kilns depen-

dent on them. The stack may be divided at the bottom into compart-

ments looking upwards so as to prevent the different currents of gases

from baffling each other, but the stack-pipe is one chamber for the greatest

part of its height above ground.

3. Multiple stacks—or the use of two or more small stacks, all

working on one kiln space.

Single stacks for a round kiln are preferable to any other arrangement,

on account of the following reasons:

1st. The draft on the kiln in question, being always actuated by one

and the same stack is always approximately uniform ; or rather it varies

through approximately the same cycle, each burn ; the only sources of
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variations would be in the state of the atmosphere and the closeness of

the setting of the ware in the kiln. In a compound stack, the draft

varies greatly according to the number of kilns on full fire at once, and

the burner, unless he is a man of intelligence and good judgment, is likely

to have constant trouble from this cause, and no matter how good judg-

ment he may possess, the more judgment required, the more frequent

will the failures be.

2d. One stack permits of more easy regulation that) two or more.

One damper affects all parts alike, while in multiple stacks the number
of conflicting currents prevents the burners from securing very accurate

regulation.

On the other hand, it may be urged in favor of the compound stack,

that the heat of one kiln, just finishing or cooling off, gives powerful

assistance to the draft of another which is just starting and whose draft

is therefore in the weakest condition. This assistance is of great benefit

in getting through the drying out and heating up stages of the bum, but

as previously shown, it becomes a source of danger when the vitrifying

stage is attained. Also in favor of multiple stacks it may be urged that

they are cheaper to construct than one stack of any pretensions, and also

they have the great advantage of using no yard room, being built in the

circumference of the kiln walls, and thus affording greater economy of

space and convenience of arrangement than can be attained with either

single or compound stacks.

In producing the draft of square kilns, the conditions vary somewhat
from those of round kilns. By a square kiln is meant a rectangular one;

not one of equal length and breadth. In fact the square kilns in use, are

usually eighteen feet wide, by seventy or eighty feet long. In kilns of

this size, it is impossible to devise any plan which shall enable one stack

to reach the various parts of the kiln with equal efficiency. Therefore,

a multiplicity of stacks is a necessity in this type of kiln. But they may
still be arranged so as to be under as much control as the single stack on

the round kiln or they may be arranged at such frequent intervals along

the sides as to produce entirely different effects.

The most excellent burning that was seen in the state in a rectangu-

lar kiln was accomplished in one which was about thirteen feet wide by
thirty feet long. The stacks were arranged at both ends of the kiln and

the main central flue connected each stack. This flue was divided by a

horizontal partition into a top and bottom compartment. The bottom

compartment, opened only into the central third of the kiln's length, the

top parts drained the two end thirds of the kiln, each to its own stack;

by dampers the whole draft or any part of it could be directed to either

end or the center. By such an arrangement, where control is possible,

two or more stacks are an advantage ; in fact, in long kilns they are almost

a necessity to secure anything like the best work. By the use of a large

number of small stacks built in the kiln walls the problem is somewhat
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complicated, and control is more difficult in proportion to the number of

vents and number of currents to regulate.

Whatever the method of production of draft and there is certainly

room for honest diiference of opinion as to what is best, especially in the

two main types of down draft kilns, the functions which that draft has to

perform are always alike. It must carry the hot products of combustion

down through the kiln; it is the vehicle which transfers the heat from the

fireplace to the wares.

The amount of the draft, or rather the rapidity of the flow of the

gases is a matter which each burner must regulate for himself. If the

flow is too rapid, the heat will not have time to soak or penetrate the sub-

stance of the clay wares, but it is whisked down through them and out at

such a speed that only a surface heat is imparted to the wares. Every crack

and opening is supplying outside air to nullify the effects of the combus-

tion of the fuel in the fireplace, and while the consumption of fuel will

be enormous, the progress made in the burning will be very slow.

The other extreme, that of having too little draft is nearly as bad ; the

consumption gf fuel is also heavy in this case for the burning procCvSS is

prolonged day after day in a vain attempt to draw the heat downward to

the lower portions of the kiln. In this case the upper portions become

overburnt and cindered and the lower portions are still soft and unfinished.

No skill in manipulation can help a kiln out of trouble from this cause.

It is a sine qua non that there must be draft enough ; too much is easily

regulated by a damper, but too little cannot be remedied in any such

way.

The proper amount cannot be laid down in any fixed rule. Every

kiln and every clay has its own character. The best way of determining

the correctness of the draft pressure is by a study of the results of the

kiln. If the top is always overburnt and the bottom soft, an increase is

needed. If the bricks are hard on the surface and soft in the center, de-

crease the draft. When it is right, th^ vitrifying temperature ought to be

produced first on top and then downwards, course by course, until thcv

bottom of the kiln is reached. A complete burn in any good round kiln,

set with dry bricks of moderate heat-resisting power, ought not to occupy

more than seven days, in burning clean to the bottom course, and allowing

three days for the preliminary heating up and raising of fires, and four

days to the finish. If it takes more than this, the draft is in need of regu-

lation, either more or less is required, except in clays of more than the

usual difficulty of vitrification, which demand from one to two more days

to attain their best properties.

3rd. The next CvSsential condition in the burning of vitrified mater-

ials, is the uniformity of distribution of the heat over the area ofthe kiln.

The control of this distribution is obtained by the construction of the

hollow bottom of the kiln; in all down draft kilns, the floor, or level in

which the bricks are set, is merely a false structure designed to hold the
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weight of the material to be burnt, while the gases find ready circulation

through and beneath this floor, and from this lower level they make their

escape to the outside.

On the arrangement of this lower flue area or "bottom", the effi-

ciency of the kiln largely depends.

There are very few, ifany, kiln bottoms in which an adjustable control

of the gases is attempted. The only feasible plan seems to adj ist the ar-

rangement from bum to bum according as the results indicate a need of

more or less draft in certain areas.

In rounds kilns the different kinds of bottoms employed are very

numerous. It is impossible to describe all the types, and the variations

among these types are innumerable. A few of the most important will

be mentioned.

1st. The main flue from the foot of the draft stack runs to the center

of the kiln and is there crossed at right angles by a flue of equal area,

running across the entire w dth of the kiln. The stack flue is covered

over; the cross flue is open to the top; the pier walls which support the

floor run at right angle to the cross flue and they are usually built of

"pigeon work" or checker work to allow free movement of the gases

back and forth as well as toward the point of draft outlet.

The tendency of this bottom is to produce a zone of good burning

for a short distance on either side of the cross flue, and best in the center

of the kiln, leaving the opposite sides furthest from the center, soft.

2d. The main flue from the floor of the stack runs into and straight

across the kiln. A circular flue or ring flue runs around the inside

circumference of the bag walls and communicates with tl^e main flue at

the point of entrance, nearest to the stacks. The portions of the

straight flue and ring flues nearest to the stack are covered over, wholly

or partially ; the pier walls run at right angles to the main flue. This

bottom is the main feature of the socalled New Discovery Kiln, which is

sold under yard rights and "protected by patents." (?) The trouble with

this arrangement is that the draft tends to take the shortest course to the

stack and though the front is more or less blockaded to prevent this

tendency, still the draft will take the shortest course accessible, to the

neglect of the more distant parts of the kiln. The principle of this

bottom is therefore less rational than the first described.

3d. The flue from the foot of the stack goes to the center of the

kiln, being open on the top from the circumference to the center. The
pier walls are built in a series of concentric circles, each circle being cut

by the main flue at one point. The floor bricks are arranged as nearly

as possible at right angles to the pier walls and therefore radiate from

the center like the spokes of a wheel.

This bottom besides being very hard to clean and repair, still allows

the front half of the kiln to rob the rear half of its fair share of the

draft.
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4th. The main flue runs from the stack under cover to a central

well hole which is open to the top. From this wall, radiating pier walls

run to the circumference.

By this arrangement, the draft of any one part of the circumference

.is as good as any other, but the tendency is for the draft to take the

shortest cut to the center of the kiln leaving soft bricks all around the

circumference.

5th. The main flue runs under cover to a center well-hole, which is

partly covered with impediments to the draft. From the well-hole a

number of flues radiate under cover to points around the the circumfer-

ence of the kiln, where they come to the surface with an open top. By
this arrangement the draft is equal in all parts of the circumference, and
in addition, the excess of the draft which cannot get through the aper-

tures above the well-hole is diverted to the circumference of the kiln,

by which the most even distribution of the heat can be effected.

6th. The flue runs under cover to a center well hole which also is

nearly covered up by tiles. From the well hole, 8 or 10 flues radiate under

cover, to a ring flue which runs with open top around the kiln in front of

the bag walls. By this arrangement, practically all the draft is made to

escape from the kiln from this ring flue. No section can possibly have

any advantage over another. And the heat of the kiln being brought to

the floor in a zone around the center and near the outside is bound to

travel to the center by induction.

This arrangement is often varied by making the bnly points for the

draft to leave the kiln to be a set of holes between each bag. There is

danger in this plan, especially when burning brick, that the outsides will

become hot too far in advance of the center and accordingly a little heat

is usually allowed to find its way into the well hole direct, without

going to the circumference of the kiln and then traveling back to the

center under cover.

7th. The flue system is sometimes arranged as in 5 and 6, under a

solid floor; the ends of the flues being marked merely by holes of small

size. The small flues are then made of the material to be burnt, by set-

ting it with this point in veiw. This kiln has one great advantage. It

can be cleaned every burn with no expense, while the others are some of

them very expensive to clean from the sand and ashes and brick dust

and chippings. The distribution of the heat in this style of bottom is

not apt to be as good as in a permanent checker floor.

There are two principal points which ought to be always provided

for in the construction of any round kiln bottom.

1st. Make all the draft accumulate in the center of the kiln, before

conducting by a covered flue to the stack. By this plan only is it possi-

ble to give every point of the kiln an equal chance for draft.

2d. Arrange that the largest part of the draft shall only get to

the center, aftei having passed through the floor of the kiln and then
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travelled through covered radial flues from the circumference to the

central well *hole. By this forcing of the draft to the circumference,

only, is it possible to get the outside portions as hard burnt as the center,

for the circumference is constantly cooled off by radiation and cold air

leaking into the kiln and perhaps water, etc., while the center is sur-

rounded by heat on all sides and is bound to become equally Hot with the

outsides by conduction alone if it is furnished no draft at all. i

If these two principles are adopted in reference to the arrangement

of the bottom, and good economical fireplaces are used and a single stack

of sufficient size with proper dampers for controlling it are provided,

the round down draft kiln cannot fail to be a good and satisfactory

means of producing vitrified clay ware. There is another point of

importance, which directly influences the economy of fuel and time, etc.,

but it is subsidiary to these essentials without which the highest grade

of results are impossible. This point, which has great influence in

assisting the draft to bring the vitrifying temperature down to the floor

of the kiln, is the relative height of the kiln floors and the fireplace

floors. The fireplace floor or gratebars ought to be placed 36 inches

lower than the kiln floor or as near this as the conformation of the kiln

yard and surroundings will admit. The reason is twofold; 1st. The
lower part of the fireholes and bags become choked with clinkers dur-

ing the progress of a bum and therefore cease to radiate heat to any

extent. If the floor of the kiln and the foot of the bag are on

the same level, the bricks around the foot of the bag will not be heated

by radiation and the draft will pass them by in a more direct course

to the escape points, and a constant percentage of soft material around

the bags and walls at the floor may be expected. If however the

floor be 18 or 24 or 36 inches up above, the bag wall is always hot at

that point and by its radiation powerfully assists in drawing the draft

away from the center and other favored spots to those which are natur-

ally cold.

2d. The deeper the kiln bottom, with its network of flues is set

in the ground, the more trouble from dampness and water from

outside and the more time and more fuel are expended in getting

the heated currents of gases to penetrate it and the higher will the stack

have to be built, in order to obtain the necessary head to overcome this

natural reluctance to go down.

By raising the floor, the bottom can be made very shallow, and not

only is the extra expense of a higher stack saved, but the draft of the kilns

begins earlier in the burn thus heating up faster and saving in this way
both time and fuel.

In some situations, the establishing of a different level for the kiln

floor and the firing floor, is a decided inconvenience—^but wherever it

can be obtained it is well worth all the inconvenience it costs, in the

increased and regular percentage of hard burnt wares.
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Among all the various types of Round Kilns in the state it is hard
to select one which unites the greatest number of favorable -points. The
kilns of the Hocking Clay Company at lyOgan and the Haydenville Com-
pany at Haydenville are probably as uniformly successful as any kilns in

the state. Their bottoms are of the best type possible; their fireholes,

using inclined grate bars, are not as economical in fuel or labor as the

kind fired from above and without grate bars. The stacks are four to a

kiln in one case, but merely divide the draft of the well hole into four

parts so that no irregularity in the division of the draft is possible. In

the other case a single stack is used, on one side of the kiln. The floors

are flush with the bottoms of the fire holes.

Another most successful kiln is that devised and used by H. B. Camp
at Cuyahoga Falls, In this case, the floor is raised about twenty or twenty-
four inches above the firehole. The latter use no bars, are fed from on
top and have their front wall made of a cast iron plate or clamp lined

with firebrick—the removal of this clamp allows great saving of time in

cleaning out the fireholes after a burn is over.

The stacks are in all cases separate and outside the kiln.

At the works of the Cincinnati Sewer Pipe Company at Cincinnati

are four kilns built from English designs which have been in operation

for some years. Their novel feature is the use of a central stack running
up through the arch roof of the kiln.

The use of this central stack has some great advantages

:

1st. It enables the greatest economy of construction possible in any
form of round kiln.

2d. It becomes hot as soon as the kiln is lit, and affords a draft at

once which makes it the quickest acting kiln in use.

3d. The central stack, becoming highly heated, radiates its heat

powerfully, and assists in bringing the center of the kiln to its final heat

as early as the sides are ready.

4th. The central stack renders a very shallow kiln bottom easy to

arrange, so that little or no difference of level of the floor and fire holes

is necessary.

As a means of burning, it is the nearest perfection of any kiln in

use. Against it however the following points can be raised.

1st. The cubic contents of the stack kiln room is lost each burn.

This area in a twenty-six foot kiln with a three foot stack is only about

1.5 per cent, of its cubic working space, so this loss is not serious.

2d. The center stack is in the way of drawing and setting, especially

when using cars—for bulky articles like sewerpipes th s interference is

more serious than in bricks, where less lost space is necessary.

3rd. There is the possibility of frequent repairs to the central stack,

if the bricks used in its construction are not of the best and the work

carefully put up.

The disadvantages do not counter-balance the advantages and it is

strange that the virtues of the kiln should have been so long unnoticed.
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In square kilns the arrangement of the flues or bottoms is much less

thorougly worked out than in the round.

There are several types in use however. 1st. A solid floor with a

deep flue from end to end of the kiln dow^n the center. In the Hallwood
Kiln the flue communicates with a stack at one end. In the Thomas
Kiln a stack at both ends is provided. In the Griswold Kiln a stack at

one end is used with a horizontal partition in the flue, dividing it into an
upper and lower half in the two-thirds of its length nearest the stack.

By the use of a damper the heat can be made to escape all from the front

end of the kiln or all from the back, or in any ratio between, that is desired.

This principle has been applied to the other kinds mentioned, though
in different ways of manipulation.

In the Eudaly kiln, which is nearly always built in the rectangular

form, the floor is a checker bottom which is divided up into sections by
dead walls from end to end and crossways. Each section is drained by a

small stack, built up in the sidewalls of the kilns. The claim is that by
the regulation of the dralt of these stacks the most perfect uniformity

can be obtained. This theory certainly looks plausible, but in practice

it is nearly always found that the heat takes the shortest course toward

the outlet and that the portions of the bottom near the dead walls and

partitions suffer from lack of draft.

The Excelsior kiln is practically the same as the Eudaly in form,

but its bottom is made of pigeon work partitions so that the currents

freely circulate from one part of the kiln to another in response to move-
ments ot the dampers in the stacks. In addition the furnaces of the

Eudaly are replaced by incline grate bar fireholes, which make no smoke
when firing. The kiln is a great step ahead of the Eudaly in its opera-

tion while embodying all of the structural advantages and shape of the

latter.

The Yates Kiln is another kiln very much like the last two; the
' stacks, instead of issuing from the sidewalls of the kiln, run up the out-

side of the crown in pairs and meet in a line of low stacks along the

centers of the crown. The fireholes are of good type; the dimensions

and shape and structural points are almost identical with the former two.

The patentee claims great advantage from the use of one stack in the cen-

ter of his kiln instead of two on each side. The reason for any great

superiority by virtue of this point is not apparent, but the use of the

improved fireholes is certainly commendable. Nearly all of the patented

kilns in the market are of the square form—only one or two round kilns

being in use which are operated under patents.

The value and utility of any of these patented kilns have received a

severe check in the last few years in the fact that the results attained

in several forms of the common round down draft and two forms of the

square downdraft have been continuously and steadily of a very much
higher grade than any of the patented kilns have been able to attan;

under these circumstances, the advantage of paying a large royalty or
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yard right is not apparent and it is now chiefly confined to those who are

entering the business for the first time and are not familiar with the

results of modern practice.

The statistics of the kilns actually in use in the state will prove of

interest in this connection.

A—Paving Material.

1. Round down drafts=-

Common unpatented 252

New discovery ." 20

Eudaly 4

276

2. Rectangular down drafts

—

Unpatented 20

Budaly 41

Yates 3

Hallwood 3

3. Updraft clamps used in burning paving material

—

72

Updraft 16

Total kilns 364

B.—In the sewer pipe business the kilns employed are

:

1. Round down draft 369

2. Rectangular Akron downdraft 79

448

The total number of kilns in the two•industries is 812—of which

621 or 76.4 per cent, are round and 191 or 23.6 per cent, are all other

kinds together.

Of these round kilns, those used in the manufacture of brick have

an average diameter of twenty-five and one-tenth feet, and an average

capacity when set 25 courses high, of 30,000 bricks.

If set full, the capacity would be about 40,000. The maximum dia

meter is thirty feet and the minimum seventeen feet. Of the wSewerpipe

round kilns, the average diameter is twenty-seven and three tenths feet

with maximum and minimum diameters of thirty-three and twenty-two

feet.

The production of paving material has now been as tully discussed

as the space will allow. The clays, their preparation, their manufacture,

their drying, and their burning have been treated. 'Much remains to be

said about the methods of handling the output, arrangement of plants

and similar questions which would be useful and interesting to those

engaged in this line of work, but their remains available space for the

discussion of only one more topic in this connection, which is the testing

of paving materials and the results of the Ohio materials which have

been subjected to official test.

The Testing of Paving Material. The testing of paving material

has been subjected to more inquiry and discussion perhaps than any part

of its production.

What constitutes the best means ot testing? As previously described,
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the qualities which paving material must possess must be vitrification,

toughness and uniformity; Of the latter point, inspection is the only

test of the ability of the manufacturer to deHver bricks by the thousand and

hundred thousand of one uniform hardness, toughness and solidity.

Of the vitrification, the ability to absorb water has been constituted

the ofificial test. As usually carried out, two whole bricks and one broken

in halves are dried carefully at a low heat, as over a register or in a

radiator or on top of a boiler setting. This drying should be continued

not less than forty-eight hours. This drying is necessary to expel water

accidentally introduced into the samples, or introduced for purposes of

fraud. When dry, the bricks should be weighed separately, and in the

aggregate,in scales fit to distinguish the influence ofone fourth ofan ounce.

The bricks should then be soaked forty-eight or seventy-two hours in

clean water and then removed, wiped dry and weighed again. The
increase should be reduced to a percentage of the dry weight, and reported

as such. The average of the three is to be taken as the correct figure, pro-

vided none ot the samples fall conspicuously below the required standard.

Under such treatment as this, vitrified material ought not to show a

gain of over two per cent. In Cincinnati and Louisville, the specifica-

tions of the city engineers make two per cent the maximum limit which

will be received. This practice is gaining ground in other cities where

brick pavements are being adopted. Certainly there is no safety in allow-

ing the limit to be raised much over this point. There is some material

which might stand very creditably in actual use which would show an

absorption higher than this amount, but it is only where extreme tough-

ness is combined with high refractory qualities that these conditions are

meti and such material while possibly good in some cases, is apt to prove

dangerous in the long run.

On the other hand, it is not politic to insist on too high a degree of

non-absorption, as manufacturers are likely to burn their material past its

best physical strength and toughness, in their endeavors to produce a

thoroughly vitrified ware.

It should be the aim of the paving brick maker to use a clay which

vitrifies early in its burning; that is one which vitrifies easily; such clays

often show their best physical strength, coupled with their best vitrifica-

tion. Refractory clays like sandy fireclays, while they are capable of

being made into paving material of very great excellence, require to be

burned relatively much harder to come inside the two per cent limit, and

are constantly liable to show themselves above it if the samples are taken

at ramdom.

The value of the absorption test is unquestionable. It is, more than

anything else, a measure of the fitness of the material for the street.

To test the physical quality of toughness, or ability to withstand

abrasion and wear, various tests have been devised.

The commonest and perhaps the fairest test of this nature is the "tum-

bling" test or "rattling" test as variously called. The value of this test
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however, lies wholly in the way in which it is carried out. The best

brick ever made can be reduced to a powder in* an hour or two and the

poorest bricks can be made to come out of the test unscathed, if the

operator so desires.

The process when carried out honestly and to the best advantage is

as follows : A rattler, such as is used for cleaning castings in a foundry

is procured. It should be thirty-six inches in diameter and forty-two to

forty-eight inches long. It should be supported from the ends without

the use of a continuous shaft and its cross section should be an octagon.

This machine should be equipped to run by power and be started and

stopped quickly at the will of the operator. The speed of revolution

should not exceed twenty-six or be less than twenty-two times per /ninute

to secure the maximum grinding effect of the charge.

The bricks to be tested should first be weighed accurately and marked
with white lead paint in several places each. It is also a useful precau-

tion to break off a small chip of each brick and number it so as to use it

as a guide, if all marks are worn off from the samples. The bricks are

then thrown into the rattler, which should not be more than a third filled.

A rattler of the dimensions given will only handle about forty bricks at a

time. For every three bricks, a billet of wood about eighteen inches

long by two and a half inches square should be thrown into the rattler

and the lid bolted tight. The machine should be started and run for

1,000, l,500or 2,000 revolutions according to the severity of the test

desired. The bricks are now weighed again individually and collectively

and the percentage loss of each sample determined.

In conducting a rattler test on these lines, the friction and blows

given and received are wholly by the bricks themselves. The billets of

wood prevent the too great violence ol the falls and blows and the gen-

eral result is that of frictional wear of brick on brick, in which the fittest

survives.

If the amount of brick be increased the efficiency rapidly diminishes

as the space left for falling and jostling is diminished. In the same way
if the bricks do not fill the rattler third full, so also the violence of the

test increases.

The utility of putting the bricks Into a rattler half full of angular

scrap iron is very much doubted—it is undoubtedly a comparative test,

but the conditions in this case find no parallel in the actual conditions of

wear. We have no interest in testing bricks for their fitness to do work
which they will never be called on to do. Rather, the conditions of street

wear should be duplicated in the application of force as nearly as is possi-

ble in this form of test.

Under such a test as has been described brick will lose from five per

cent to thirty-five per cent in an hours run.

Another method oftesting the abrasive strength of bricks is the grind-

ing table. A horizontal iron disc of six or eight feet in diameter is covered

with the brick to be tested and each brick is weighed down with forty or
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fifty pounds of iron. When the table, which is covered with sharp san d

and water, is rotated, the under side of the brick will be worn away to an

extent strictly proportional to its hardness. This test is valuable in

measuring the hardness only; it gives us no true indication of what may
be expected from the same material under the combined blow and rolling

friction of actual wear.

The crushing strength is often obtained as a test of the value of the

material. At one time it was considered the best that could be applied.

The facts wrought out by a comparatively short series of tests in the crush-

ing strength go to show, however, that this factor is of very little real

value in determining the quality of the paving material.

Progressive tests in the same kind of material at different stages of

hardness generally show that the highest crushing strength is attained

sometime before the best vitrification, and that the best crushing strength

is at a pDint where the absorption is much too high. Also, no condition of

actual wear in any way approximates the stress of the testing machine,

and as has been stated before, there is no benefit from applying tests which

only give the relative endurance of materials under conditions they will

never be called on to meet.

In classifying the various Ohio bricks on the results of the test, the

absorption and raitling tests alone were considered; the crushing tests

were made with great care and are recorded with the other tests, but

enough was seen in making these tests to decide that crushing strength is

not a quality worthy of notice in getting the comparative excellence of

brick paving materials.

A test was made in one of the western cities not long ago, by laying

a circular track and paving it with bricks of the various kinds to be tested.

They were put down with all the care that a city street would receive as

to bedding and cement, etc. A heavy, broad tread, wheel, carrying a

heavy load of iron was now pivoted from the center of the circle and run

round the track for hours at a time; after the proper duration of the test

the bricks were taken up and their loss determined. This test, while it

is too cumbersome to be of much public benefit, approximates more

closely to an exact determination of the relative value of the material

than anything but actual trial can do.

The probabilities are that an absorption test and a rattling test, in

which the conditions of the test are made absolutely uniform everywhere,

will soon become recognized as the best modes of making the preliminary

tests of paving material.

The manufacturers of the state were requested by the Survey to fur-

nish each a sample of five (5) of their paving brick for a test, and with

the exception of a few factories, the samples were received and tested,

The tables of the actual figures obtained in each kind of test will be

found in an appendix to this chapter, where those interested can trace the

exact behavior of their material; the summary of the results, however, is

included in the following table:
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Based on the Average Rank obtained on tke Absorption and Rattling Tests—^and

excluding the Crushing Tests.

Name of firm. Kind of material. Per cent.
M

Wassail I^ire Clav ComT)anv Hallwood Block 8

1}
9.5 \
9.5 /
12.0

13.0

15.5

14.0 )
17.0 }
17.0 J

17.5

18.0

19.5 ")

19.5 r

1

Athens Pavinsr Brick ComDanv Hallwood Block
Canton Brick Company Red Granite Paver.,

Side-cut Brick.
2

Bucyrus Brick and Terra-cotta Co
Scioto Star Fire Brick Company
"Rovfil "Rrirk Oomnfltiv

Grant Star Block
Side-cut Brick 3

W. S.Williams Repressed Pavers 4
Roval Brick Comoanv Repressed Paver 5
Los'an Eire Clav Comoanv Hallwood Block. 6
Nelsonville Sewer Pipe Company
Portsmouth Paving Brick Company...
Trotiton Eire Brick ComDanv

Hallwood Block
Hallwood Block 7
Shale Paver
Roseville BlockRoseville Brick and Terra-Cotta Co... 8

Imperial Brick Comoanv.. Metropolitan Block
Side-cut Brick ^...

Side-cut Brick ,

9

Canton Brick Company
State Line Eire Bnck Company 10

Paving Brick Tests.

The results of this test, which is by all means the largest and most

complete investigation of its kind yet made, are of great interest in many
ways. Not only is it interesting to brickmakers, who are competing for

standing, but it is interesting to the public at large, to see that material of

such excellence, and such high average excellence can be produced by our

Ohio manufacturers.

By a careful study of these tabulated results, the following deduc-

tions have been made:

1. I^tre clays vs. Shales, Twenty-three varieties of shale brick, or

bricks whose largest constituent is shale, and whose color is red or dark

were grouped together.

Fifteen varieties of fire-clay brick, or bricks whose largest constituent

is fire-clay, and whose color is light (gray bluish, or buff), were grouped

together.

Four varieties, composed of a shale fire-clay mixture in about equal

proportions, and whose color is speckled white and red, were grouped

together.

Three varieties, composed of Ohio river sedimentary clays exclusively,

and whose color is dark red brown were grouped together.
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The average results of these four classes are:

Absorption. Rattling.
Crushing,
sq. inch.

Crushing,
cub. in.

Rank.

Shales
Fire-clay...

Mixture . .

.

River clay

1.17

1.62

1.44

1.36

17.61

17.32

18.72

19.02

7,307

6,876

5,788

4,605

1,764

1,678
1,400

1,176

The shales are seen to be distinctly ahead in this table; while they

show slightly more loss than fire-brick in rattling, they also show much
better vitrification and much better total strength.

Also, in examining the composition of the bricks holding the ten

highest numbers in the general table, there are seen to be thirteen shale

bricks, against three fire-clay bricks, showing that the best material of

the state is eighty per cent of it made of shale clay.

2. Side Cut Material vs. End Cut Material :

Taking nine samples of repressed bricks made on end cut machinery,

whether plunger or auger, and comparing them with twelve side cut re-

pressed bricks, the following figures were obtained:

Absorption. Rattling.
Crushing

sq. in.

Crushing
cu. in.

Rank.

Side cut 72
92

17.78

17.49

6,925

5,418

1,649

1,354

1

End cut 2

Showing a distinct advantage in general average for side cut mate-

rial; however, the end cut material in this test was made in many differ-

ent kinds of machinery and of very different clay. Separating the va-

rious kinds more closely the following figures are obtained:

End cut material, plunger machines

;

Three samples made in sewer pipe press and then repressed

;

One sample made in Penfield plunger machine and then repressed;

Sewer pipe press
Penfield machine
Avg. for plunger mach's.

Absorption.

1.18

1.08

1.15

Rattling.

11.13

32.77

16.54

Crushing
sq. in.

5,903
4,465
5,544

Crushing
cu. in.

1,480

1,138
1,395

Rank.

{d) End Cut Material, Auger Machines. Five samples, all made en

the Penfield autOTaatic cut off, end cut, auger machine, and then repressed.
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End cut auger brick

.

Side cut auger brick

.

Absorption.

.73

.72

Rattling. .

18.25

17.78

Crushing
sq. in.

5,318
6,925

Crushing
cu. in.

1,822

1,649

Rank.

By still further eliminating the causes of variation in these samples,

aside from the efiFect of the mode of manufacture, the following figures

are deduced.

Four samples of end cut repressed auger brick made of shale clays,

against eight samples of side cut repressed auger brick, also made from
shales.

Absorption. Rattling.
Crushing

sq. in.

Crushing
cu. in.

Rank.

£nd cut shale .58

.74

18.94
15.64

5,326

7,690

1,338
1,187

2

Side cut shale 1

In this last comparison, the sources of variation have been largely

eliminated and the results are therefore much more valuable; as will be

seen, they point strictly to the general superiority of the side cut brick

over the end cut.

In order to test the matter still more fully, five side cut common
bricks made from a sedimentary river clay and five end cut bricks from

the same clay and same factory, were burned side by side in a kiln of

sewer pipe. When burnt and glazed, they were put into a rattler with

some other material for special test and were given 1,000 revolutions.

The bricks were fortunately much too soft to develop the quali-

ties of the clay, the heat having been too low and not continued long

enough to vitrify them.

The results showed more abrasion of the side cut bricks than of the

end cut, but with this important difference; that the five side cut bricks

were represented at the finish by four pieces representing each a brick,

and two pieces which could be fitted together, representing one brick.

The abrasion had stripped off all edges and corners, but had left the main

core or section of the stream of clay as it came through the die, intact

and recognizable.

In the end cut bricks, however, the fragments were, one brick, four

half bricks, representing two whole ones and seven fragments represent-

ing two other bricks, showing that while the fragments left, showed more

actual collective weight, yet the side cut bricks had far the best of the

test in the condition of the bricks coming from the rattler. Only one of

the end cut bricks was in as good condition as four out of five of the

side cut.
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It is much to be regretted that the samples were not burnt hard

enough to develop the qualities of the clay; in this case the results would

be v^ry valuable.

3. Plain vs. Re-pressed Bricks. Has been discussed in connection

with that subject; the general averages of the repressed and plain

materials are of interest however in another connection.

Repressed .

Plain

Absorption.

.85

2.05

RattUng.

17.92

17.42

Crushing
sq. in.

6,228

7,705

Crushing
cu. in.

1,514
1,S69

While the plain material shows the better abrasion test of the two,

the balance between the absorption and crushing strength is beautifully

shown. The repressed bricks were better burnt, and took much less

water, but their crushing strength was lower. The plain bricks, while

not as well vitrified as they should be, several of these going up to 4.5

and even to six per cent absorption, still showed a very distinct improve-

ment in their crushing strength.

4. Effect of size on the strength and testing qualities.

Fifteen samples of material, including the best known materials in

the state, such as the Hallwood Block, Hayden Block, Jones Block, Metro-

politan Block, Parto Block, Roseville Block and several others, all of

which were three by four by nine inches in dimensions or larger, were

compared against eleven samples of smaller repressed paving bricks,

including the Canton and other standard brands.

The results are:

Absorption. Rattling.
Crushing
sq. in.

Crushing
cu. in.

Rank.

Large .89

.80

16.69

19.59
5,857

6,701

1,443

1,604

3

Small 2

In this table, grading the bricks by absorption and rattling tests,

the large blocks have the very distinct advantage over the small ones.

In crushing strength, they are at a distinct disadvantage; their

larger surface is not backed up by proportionate strength of structure,

and while they usually stand fully as much actual pressure per brick as

the small sizes do, they do not stand as much per inch of surface or

bulk.

As has been previously remarked, there seems little ground ta

attach much value to the crushing test, and it seems probable that the

strength of the largest sizes is ample to ensure their bearing any load

they will ever Jiave to stand.

The actual loss in ounces was perhaps the same in the large

bricks as in small ones in the rattling test, but the percentage loss is

much less.
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This same difference extends to the use of the brick in the streets

;

the large material may lose as much in five years as the small, but

there are twenty to thirty per cent^less brick used in paving any given

area and twenty to thirty per cent less joints and points at which failure

is probable. Also while the strength to resist a breaking strain is not as

high per inch of surface or bulk, it is as high per brick as the smaller

ones.

A prejudice has existed in some quarters against the large blocks in

the alleged difficulty of vitrifying them. By the test it will be seen

that there is practictically no difference in the vitrification of large and

small blocks; as a matter of fact, the difficulty of burning large blocks

comes in avoiding the bloating tendency when expelling the combined

water. A very few hours of time and a very few pounds of coal are all

that is required to vitrify the extra half inch in thickness which makes

the brick classed as a " block."

The manufacture and sale of vitrified material for paving purposes

is a new business, and one which is stillin the early stages of evolution.

Five years ago, there was not a brick company in the state of Ohio

which had any comprehension of the needs and necessities of the con-

tractors, whom they so cheerfully agreed to furnish with vitrified brick.

The manufacturers have been learning in the hard school of experience

these five years.

One of the great temptations of the manufacturer has been to grade

his product leniently. Especially has this been true of all manufacturers

who have been making paving blocks, or bricks of special shape and

size, designed for street use only. To the maker of this class of wares, the

merciless system of rejecting anything in any way deficient has been almost

an impossibility. It has meant in many cases a balance on the wrong
side of the ledger at the end of the year. And above all the cheerful

ignorance of those who have been inspecting and laying this material has

made the moral strain on the manufacture still more severe.

The soft brick, or those which do not receive sufficient heat to vitrify

them, and the culls or those, which, while hard enough, are cracked,

twisted, or chipped, constitute a regular percentage of every kiln's con-

tents. The best burning in the state produces some. The average burn-

ing produces twenty-five per cent, to thirty per cent, of material which
has no business in the street.

Many companies in starting out have not made fifty per cent, of

merchantable material in the first six months. The culls must be dis-

posed of for some secondary purpose. The soft brick can now be burn t

over again and made merchantable, at an increased cost of ten or twelve

dollars per thousand.

The advantage of paving blocks over brick are being recognized on
all sides. In Ohio, the Hallwood block was put into the market in 1888;

now there are not less than ten different brands of blocks all of which
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are essentially the same size, shape and weight although manufactured by-

twenty different companies. This growth of the block manufacture

would have been much more marked, except for one thing, that is, the

disposition of the culls.

Block culls are not a merchantable article and are disposed of at a

sacrifice. The culls of the common brick size and shape, while not pro-

fitable to the maker, are not usually a source of loss to him, for they are

a desirable building material when soft and when hard are in good de-

mand for foundations, vaults, sewers and side-wall use, and in fact any

place where exposed service is demanded.

In consequence of this fact, block-makers have had an uphill fight^

and they deserve far greater credit than they receive* on account of what

they have done to raise the standard of the material.

The future of this great industry largely depends on the concen-

trated efforts of paving brick makers to keep up the high grade of their

wares. To sell a soft and imperfect article, merely because the purchrser

is ignorant of what he wants,. or because the contractor who is putting

the pavement down, hopes to hoodwink the citizens who pay for the

street by putting in an inferior material because he makes more out of it,

is not only an act of dishonesty on the part of the manufacturer but is

short-sighted policy, as well.

If brick are put in at one-half the cost of granite or asphalt and last

only one-quarter as long, the market will be largely reduced after the

first crop of streets begins to fail. On account of this fact, the manufac-

ture of blocks rather than brick, and the use of every means to prevent

the sale of soft or imperfect material for paving purposes ought to be the

policy of the manufacturer. By making paving blocks popular, the

market for brick will be damaged; brick of the proper kind are con-

stantly liable to be mixed with low grade brick, which are difficult to

recognize or cull out. It is the constant temptation of the maker who
is selling two kinds of brick of the same size and shape, to sell just as

many as he can for the highest price. Paving brick are worth about

twice as much as building brick, and when both are manufactured at the

same yard it is a moral impossibility to get a shipment of uniformly

high quality.

On the other hand, the public is entitled to the advantage to be de-

rived from large blocks and at the lowest cost which will enable the

manufacturer to make a fair profit on his business. It is unfair that the

makers of large blocks should be compelled to charge the public a price

sufficient to pay for the loss of his culls. What is recommended in the

joint production of vitrified blocks and bricks at the same time. In

down draft kilns set twenty-five courses high, the average paving brick

burn will not include over seventy-five per cent, of thoroughly first class

paving brick. Of the twenty-five per cent, culls, the twenty per cent, is

soft material in the bottom and around the sides of the kiln out of the
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direct line of the draft and* five per cent, is likely to be hard bricks,

twisted or cracked in burning. If the bottom of the kiln had been set

with five or six courses of plain side cut or end cut brick, and on top of

these nineteen or twenty courses of paving material of special design

the loss of the material in the kiln would have been confined to the five

per cent, of damaged ware.

This simultaneous production of two grades of ware has been tried

in many places; it is a much more sensible plan than by trying by the

expenditure oflarge amounts of coal and extra pains in the construction of

the kilns, and setting, to force the heat to every part ofthe kiln. Especially

desirable is this plan in the beginning of the business; in this case fifty

per cent of common material is better than twenty per cent, and more

profitable. There is no trouble in reducing the courses of common brick

at any time that the success in burning paving brick seems to justify it.

The cost ofproduction of paving material is various; the location of the

factory ; its natural advantages as to crude supplies and the equipment of

machinery have everything to do with it. In many old factories, which

have taken up the manufacture of paving material as a new lease of life,

the cost is much too high and they will find themselves overtaken again

in the race of competition.

In a modern, new factory, provided with the best appliances in every

department, and situated where coal, clay and shale and water supply can

all be obtained at the first cost of production, the actual cost of manu-

facture and burning and putting the ware in cars, wagons or yards, can

be reduced to about $4.00 per thousand; $5.00 per thousand is still a

low price; $6.00 is too much for the mamtfacturing cost. To these prices

must be added the losses by inferior grades of goods produced ; cost of

extra handling of product in the times of dull trade ; interest on the in-

vestment; insurance; taxes; cost of maintaining the office and salesman;

and all other items of general expense which are common to all business

interests.

Where blocks are produced, the increased amount of coal and clay

used, with a slight increase on the labor, will cause an additional cost of

fifty cents or seventy cents per thousand. The total expense per thous-

and, then, on a modern plant, located and equipped as described, ought

not to exceed $7.00 per thousand at the factory.

The price which material has been bringing has been much higher

than this. It began, for all points in central Ohio where the freight

would not exceed $2.00 or $3.00 per thousand; at about $20.00. The
price has dropped every year as the confidence of the manufacturers to

produce the required article grew stronger. The sales of 1892 were

largely on a scale of $14.00 per thousand; and $10.00 per thousand for

repressed common brick sizes. Every indication points to a still large

cut in prices this year. A number of new factories are now ready to

market their output, which have in the past season merely been getting

ready for operation and "learning the trade".
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The public are certainly entitled to a considerable reduction in prices;

$10.00 per thousand ought to buy good vitrified blocks in any town in

central Ohio.

One reason for this elevation of prices which has been mantained so

far, has been in the fact that municipal corporations have been the prin-

cipal buyers of the wares. It is a shameful fact, attested to by many of

the most prominent makers of paving material, that the venality of those

who have conducted the public business has hitherto greatly increased

the cost of brick pavements to the public. It is certainly a misfortune

to the industry that its product is bound to be marketed principally to

municipal corporations, if not directly, at least indirectly, through the

contractors who agree to furnish material and build the streets. One
great source of expense to the manufacturers and therefore to the public

has been- the unskillful and prejudiced inspection, to which the paving

material awaiting use in city streets has been subjected. Large lots have

been condemned by reason of the failure of small samples; or have been

rejected on account of trivial surface defects or color.

The present development of the paving brick industry in Ohio has

been put in shape in the following table as far as the data have been avail-

able.
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III. THE MANUFACTURE OF PIPE AND HOLLOW GOODS-

The manufacture of pipe and hollow goods is made to include the

following general divisions

:

1. Sewer pipe.

2. Fire proofing.

3. Terra cotta chimneys and flue linings.

4. Building tiles.

5. Drain tiles.

Of these, the first four are frequently worked all together in the

same factory. The fireproofing and terra cotta work is managed entirely

in connection with sewer pipe plants. The manufacture of building tiles

or hollow foundation blocks of heavy cross section is now carried on in a

few factories as a separate business, entirely apart from the sewer pipe

manufacture. Great expansion is sure to take place in this direction in

the future; the use of vitrified clay products in this class of work has

scarcely begun and it cannot fail to become a constantly increasing source

of wealth to the state.

The manufacture of sewer pipe and building material demands the

use of vitrifying clays; terracotta and fireproofing, though not vitrified,

are as a fact produced from the same clays; the difference in their ap-

pearance is due to the comparatively low temperatures used in burning.

The clays used in the manufacture of the first four kinds of hollow

ware have already received general notice under the description of clays

suited to the manufacture of vitrified wares.

The processes of preparation of these clays has also been described

in connection with paving material; there is nothing about the prepara-

tion which is characteristic of this particular use except that the temper-

ing has to be much more prolonged and thorough, on account of the

difficult shapes and sections of ware which are produced. The shapes

required in fireproofing -are especially difficult and troublesome to manu-

facture, and they require very thorough tempering of the clays.

The manufacture of the various kinds of pipe and hollow goods is

almost virhoUy accomplished on one machine, the sewer pipe press; this

machine has had brief description in connection with brickmaking ma-

chinery. It consists of two vertical cylinders separated by a heav}^ cast

iron frame to which the cylinder heads are bolted; the upper or steam

cylinder is usually forty inches in diameter. The piston rod is made

either single or triple and connects the steam and clay pistons. The clay

piston is a cast iron head, which can be renewed easily and it is not usu-

ally provided with any means of taking up wear. It is rapidly cut away

around its edges by the flow of the clay past it when under great press-

ure. It is sometimes bushed with a wrought iron ring shrunk on, which

can be replaced easily as it wears out. The clay cylinder should be a

14 G. O.
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casting of good strength and thickness to allow for frequent boring out.

The walls are worn by the escape of clay under pressure, the wear being

usually greatest about one-third of the way down the cylinder where the

clay first begins to feel the effect of the pressure.

The cylinders can be bored out by hand without moving from the

piston by use of appropriate devices, but the usual plan is to send the

cylinder and piston to the shop for refitting.

The area of the steam and clay cylinders is usually in the ratio of

four to one. The tendency in the newer shops however is towards the

use of a larger ratio. Clay cylinders of twenty inches are now frequently

equipped with steam cylinders of forty-four inches, and eighteen by

forty is another common combination. Smaller sizes are made down to

twenty-four by eleven.

In response to the growing demand for large pipe, larger presses

have been constructed; one in use is forty-eight inch steam, by twenty-

four inch clay, by five feet stroke. This press will make thirty inch pipe

in one stroke without refilling the clay cylinder.

Another press not yet in operation but in process of construction is

sixty-four inch steam cylinder by thirty-six inch clay cylinder by five

feet, eight inch, stroke.

This will be the largest press ever made for this purpose; the utility

of these large presses will be in the ease with which they can get out a

large run of large pipe. They will make twenty-four and thirty inch

pipe with the same ease and speed that a forty by twenty press will make

fifteen and eighteen inch pipe. The sewer pipe business is conducted on

very close margins and consequently any possible source of economy in

production is eagerly taken up, and the tendency now is towards using

presses capable of making large pipe with a speed and economy com-

mensurate with the production of the smaller sizes.

The steam which is used in the work of the sewer pipe press is regu-

lated by a rotary steam valve, controlled by a lever from the level of the

working platform; the piston is moved up by the steam as well as down,

and is kept at the top of its stroke while the clay cylinder is being filled

by the expansive force of the steam used to lift it up; when the clay cyl-

inder is filled, the steam is liberated from under the piston which by its

weight compacts the clay beneath it and expels most of the air. The

steam pressure is npw used above the piston and is cut ofi* w^hen the

stroke is nearly completed, leaving only a short portion of the stroke to

be accomplished by expansion. The use of steam in the sewer pipe

press is excessively wasteful and if its lost efiiciency were not largely re-

covered by use in drying the pipe and heating the building, the loss

would be still more grievous, The loss of economy in the steam is

greatest when cutting rings or making small sizes of pipe by which the

steam cylinder is successively filled and emptied of steam a number of

times in each cylinder full of clay.
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The lower end of the clay cylinder has a set of rings bolted to it in

the form of an extension. In this extension a tripod casting called the

"spider" is secured; from the center of the "spider" a short, stout bolt

depends, to the lower end of which is fastened the "bell" which is the

core which regulates the interior size of the sewer pipe. The outside of

the pipe is formed by a die ring which bolts onto the extension ring car-

rying the "spider." The sockets of the pipe are made by securing a

core or "socket former" onto the end of the die ring and forcing the clay

to fill the vacancy till it appears at a number of small issue holes around

the circumference. The "socket former" is then undamped and the

further stroke of the clay piston only forces out a stream the size of the

straight part of the pipe. •

The manipulation of the socket former which is a movable counter-

poised piston bearing the former on its upper end, takes the active work
of one man; the manipulation of the steam valve and cutting off gear,

which severs the pipe from the press, and the counterpoise of the socket

former, takes the time of another man. Two men are required to re-

move the pipes, up end them, and turn them to a standard length. Three

men are usually sufi&cient to take them away and deposit them on the

drying floors. If the distance is great, or the use of two or more floors

is needed, another man is required; seven men or eight men thus con-

stitute a "press gang." The amount of work which any average "press

gang" gets out in a day's continuous run is about as follows, for each size

of pipe:

24-inch pipe 350 pieces per day.

20 *' " 450

18 " " 550

15 " " 800

12 •* *' 1000

10 '* " 1200

9 -J' " 1400

8
•' " 1800

6 " " 2200

5 " " 2800

4 " " 3500

These figures hav - often been exceeded. In large pipes, twenty-

four inch have been turned out at the rate of five hundred or six hundred

per day, and in six inch pipes, the best Ohio record is four thousand,

one hundred and six (4,106) pipes in ten hours.

The causes of limitation in the work of a sewer pipe press lie partly

in the expert gang work required to finish and remove the pipes as fast

a.s made, and partly in the necessity of frequent loss of time in refilling

the clay cylinders. The most modem presses are being fitted out now
with a number of labor saving devices for simplying the gang work as

much as possible. The additions are largely in the way of applying

power to each operation of the crew where it is possible to do sp. The
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large 48 x 24 press at the Calumet works has been equipped with power,

1st, for moving the socket former and platform up and down; 2d, for

cutting off the pipe and throwing the knife out of gear; and 3d, with a

small steam cylinder, called the "doctor," for throwing the latch of the

socket former in and out of gear.

These various power appliances are controlled by a set of levers in

front of one man, who in the course of time becomes wonderfully expert in

handling them; so much so that an outsider cannot follow his motions

with any show of intelligence.

The use of the "doctor" and the power cutting off gear are now com-
mon. A movement toward improving the work of the press by using

better means to fill it with clay has been inaugurated at the National

Sewer Pipe Co. at Barberton. A press is in course of construction for

them which will use a horizontal steam cylinder with a long slot in its

upper side, through which the clay will be introduced. This horizontal

cylinder bolts onto the main vertical clay cylinder, close to its upper end;

in operation, the clay is to be filled into the horizontal cylinder loose, and
compacted in the course of the five foot stroke into a solid plug . of the

same dimension as the clay cylinder. When the vertical cylinder is

empty, and its piston drawn up above the level ot the horizontal cylinder's

entrance, the movement of the horizontal piston will fill the vertical cyl-

inder with a solid compact charge ot clay which will enable the work of

pressing to begin instantly when the piston touches it and will enable a

cylinder full of clay to furnish material for two or three pieces of each of

the smaller sizes, in excess of the number obtained by the common
method of filling. By the use of this cevice, which is well secured by
letters patent, it is expected to increase the out put to five thousand or

six thousand pieces of six inch pipe in ten hours.

A similar idea has already been used in the horizontal press and
has long been giving satisfaction. The mechanical appliances in use in

feeding the clay to the steam press have been considerably improved.

There are two plans using mechanical skill, the Smith Feeder and Ander-
son Feeder. Both of these work with great dispatch ; the Smith Feeder is

very easily arranged so that one man can distribute the clay to two presses;

indeed in the National Works, one man feeds three presses on three

different floors at the same time. He is located on the middle floor and
has the lower and middle feeders in plain sight, and uses mirrors to re-

flect the appearance of the upper one down to him. The Smith Feeder
consists of two belts, one running at high speed all the time, and the

other which carries the clay to be fed is stationary except when clay is

needed. The big belt by a motion of a foot or so throws enough clay

into the little one to fill the cylinder; it can be done with very great

celerity.

In some old works the press is still fed by hand power with a shovel,

but this method has nearly disappeared.
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The pipes as fast as they are made are cut to length and deposited

on wooden pallets of appropriate size ; if the pipes are small they are

then set on end on a platform truck until it is loaded and are then

wheeled away and set on the dry floors.

Large pipes are transported to their destination on pronged trucks

which enable the workmen to raise the pipe and pallet an inch or two
off from the floor and run with it at a good speed.

After the pipes have been stiffened in the warm air for a few hours,

they are trimmed and sponged and finished up smooth and any incipient

cracks are mended.

The drying of sewer pipe has been explained and discussed in con-

nection with brick drying, as many brickworks use this plan of drying.

There is no question as to the great benefits of this plan of drying, as

to economy and safety, but even with the use of all the room that is

needed, sewer pipe men frequently have great trouble from cracking of

the pipes. This is likely to be due to faults of the structure of the pipe

or using clay fresh from the mines as much as to any thing else. How-
ever, any hollow ware is more difficult to dry safely than any kind of

solid ware, and as a rule, the use of only the slowest and most natural

processes will suffice to dry without considerable loss.

The burning of sewer pipe is accomplished in all respects like the

burning of paving brick except that much less time is required owing to

the thin section of claj'- to be vitrified. When burning a kiln of fireclay

pipe in which there are many large pipe or double strength pipe, the

burning is much slower, often lasting five, six or even seven days.

For kilns containing no double strength pipe and mostly small sizes,

four days is usually sufficient. Shale pipes require somewhat less time

than fireclay and are never made in double strength ; for a long time it

was asserted that they could not be made more than the usual thickness,

but it is now admitted to be possible to make them, while it is not done.

The kilns for this class of work have been described in connection

with paving brick; the round down draft kiln is the standard every-

where. The contents of a kiln of pipe is estimated by its list value ; for

instance, the average size of the round kilns used for this work is 27.3

feet. A kiln of this size would hold an average of pipe about $1,600 to

$1,800 list value; if a large number of handmade fittings were put in,

the value of the contents might easily be made much larger, but the aim

is to burn a regular proportion of fittings to every kiln, so as to make
the loss as small as possible in event of too much or too little heat.

The surface finish of sewer pipe is a matter of much importance to

the manufacturer; the requirements of the market are very severe and

even unjust. Sewer pipe seems to find a very small and unprofitable

market, and yet the slightest defect, even of color, is frequently enough

to condemn the pipe.

The glaze which is imparted to the surface of the pipe is a matter

of much importance; it not only beautifies the color and appearance,
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but it fills up the pores, smoothes over minute cracks and renders the

surface Of the pipe little liable to offer obstruction to floating solids in

the sewage which the pipe is designed to carry.

The glaze is uniformly obtained by using salt vapors; no instance of

any slip glazing has come to notice. The salt glaze is obtained by one

or two applications of the coarse salt in the fire holes, the operation

lasting from one to two hours.

Great care has to be observed in setting the pipe to avoid bringing

any two pieces too close together, for it frequently happens that the salt

vapors are carried through the kiln, only attacking the exposed parts of

the ware and two pipe leaning together would both be devoid of glaze

from the point of contact downwards.

The inability to secure a good dark glaze is a source of much loss

to the manufacturers; if their clay is difficult to glaze or takes a light

clear glaze,the use of oxide of manganese is sometimes resorted to . It

is mixed with the salt and burnt in the fire and its effect when vaporized

as chloride of manganese is to form a dark, black colored glaze. This

is an unsightly color to one who knows what it is, but it has been of

great assistance to many manufacturers in getting rid of pipes which

would be otherwise rejected on account of their color.

In fact the system of grading sewer pipe is unnecessarily severe.

For any ordinary use, the seconds are as good as the firsts; it is not the

consumer who profits by this severity of selection; it is the middle men
or retailers who buy the seconds at low rates, and work them off on the

public as first class goods, which, for any matter of service and utility,

they are.

The position of Ohio as a sewer pipe producing state has long been

foremost. We not only make by all odds the greatest amount of ware,

but we have the three largest factories of this kind in the world.

The National Sewer Pipe Company at Barberton, Ohio, enjoys the

proud distinction of being the finest plant of its kind in the world; it is

in reality four complete plants in one.

It has introduced a number of labor saving economies in its con-

struction which are worthy of notice. The clay which is a fairly hard

shale is loaded in dumping railroad cars by a steam shovel and hauled by
the company's engine to the factory, two miles distant.

The clay in being dumped is fed to the dry pans by long, steel lined

conveyors which are fed by men stationed along its line in the stock

house.

The grinding and tempering offer no special novelties except the

great excellence of their mechanical arrangements.

vSix presses, two on each of the three lower floors are run by four

crews, who are changed about somewhat, in order to produce the mat-

erials where they can be put on the floor to dry with the least cost.

The drying is novel; it is accomplished by use of the Sturtevant

System of heating buildings, using steam coils and a fan for producing
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a large flow of hot air which is conducted to the building in underground

flues and distributed by large galvanized iron pipes. The system, while

new to the sewer pipe business, has the elements of success in it. The
distribution of air should be around the circumference of the building,

and the fan house ought to be placed in communication with the top of

the building so that the air could be worked over and over without the

useless expense of heating up a fresh supply of air all the time. Some ,

difficulties are likely to occur in this system in regard to cracking the

wares nearest the vents of the hot air supply, which can be remedied by

providing more and smaller vents so as to make no decided currents.

The kilns are fifty-two in number and operated by four crews set-

ting, and four crews drawing ; the kilns are round down drafts 28 ft. 6 in.

in diameter with one of the best kind of fire places and a good arrange-

ment of "bottom :'* The burning is all under the control and supervision

of one man.

The generation of power is accomplished in a magnificently equipped

power plant ,* one engineer and one foreman do all the work for the

daily production and maintenance of seven hundred and fifty horse-

power. The Brightman mechanical stoker and a system of conveyors

and elevators do all the handling of coal, which is only shoveled once,

from the railroad car to the coal bin.

The following table gives the only statistical inform ^tion of the

sewer pipe business which was attainable.

TABLE X.

LIST OF SEWER-PIPE FACTORIES OF OHIO.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Haydenville Mining& Mfg. Co
Jefferson Sewer Pipe Co
John Francy's Son's & Co
The GreatWest'n Fire Clay Co.
Ohio Valley Fire Clay Co
Calumet Fire Clay Co
Excelsior Sewer Pipe Co 's

Freeman Fire Clay Co
Empire Sewer Pipe Co
N. U. Walker & Co
Jos. Lythe & Sons
Knowles Taylor & Anderson...
Royal Clay Manufacturing Co.
Diamond Fire Clay Co
TJhrichsville Fire Clay Co
State I/ine Sewer Pipe Co
United States Fire Clay Co
Ohio Sewer Pipe Co
Camp & Thompson
Crown Fire Clay Co
Hill Sewer Pipe Co
Akron Sewer Pipe Co
Buckeye Sewer Pipe Co
Summit Sewer Pipe Co
Robinson Bros. & Co
George P. Sperry.
Camp & Thompson
National Sewer Pipe Co
Columbus Sewer Pipe Co
Cincinnati Sewer Pipe Co

Haydenville
Toronto

tc

Eliottsville

Freeman's Station
Empire
Walker's Station...

Wellsville
East Liverpool
Midvale
Uhrichsville

East Palestine
New Lisbon

Greentown
Dover
Akron

(i

<(

((

«

Talmadge
Cuyahoga Falls
Barberton
Columbus
Cincinnati

Firec ays:.

Shales....
((

((

(I

<(

((

«

Fire Clay

15
10
16
17
10
21

8
15
8
23
14
15
36
10
10
12
12
12
9

21
11

20
13
12
16
9

16
52
12
4
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Sewer Pipe pi^ants Running on Paving Brick.

31
82
33
34
35

Nelsonville Sewer Pipe Co..

East Clayton Mfg. Co
Haydenvi lie Mining & Mfg. Co
Hocking Clay Co
The A. O. Jones & Co

Total.

Nelsonville...

Lick Run
Haydenville .

Logan
Zanesville....

I

Fire Clay.. 2 20
1 12
1 14
1 14
1 10

41 529

* * One-haif fire clay and one-half shale.

The manufacture of building blocks has been alluded to before as

beinga very promising business, and one which is sure to grow; it offers

two special features for consideration. The first point is, that the use of

Auger machines is possible and indeed profitable, the building blocks

being plain sections of a square hollow bar; the production of such a

bar is more economical by Auger mill than by the vertical steam press.

The Double Ended Horizontal Steam Press is specially adapted to this

class of work and enables the simultaneous production of two differ-

ent kinds of ware.

The second point is the introduction of the car and tunnel

system of drying; the ware having comparatively little variation

in size and like fireproofing, electrical subway conduits, building

blocks, etc. enables the dryers to furnish a steady supply of one kind of

ware to the kiln setters. In the regular sewer pipe process the drying

floors not only serve as means of drying the pipe, but as storage rooms
from which the various kinds of ware needed in setting the kilns most
economically can be drawn as needed. On this account the drying

system for sewer pipe is not likely to undergo material change from

existing plan.

But in bulding blocks this is a great step in advance, as it reduces

the cost of the plant so much that the business is likely to be pushed by
many men who could not otherwise touch it.

The first tunnel and car dryer for hollow wares originated with Mr.

H. B. Camp of Cuyahoga Falls; he worked this plan successfully for

nearly ten years before any one else saw fit to try it; it is now in use in

six or eight plants. The present experience indicates that drying hollow

wares of small and medium size is not only possible, but profitable in a

chamber dryer, and that by rigidly watching the conditions of the air,

larger wares still could be profitably handled in this way. The use of

progressive dryers has not been attempted in this connection and it is

not likely that it will be.

The manufacture of drain tiles for agricultural purposes is to the

art of pipe making, what common brick making is to the paving brick

business.

It not being either desirable or advantageous to have the product

vitrified, the clays used can be of a very low grade. The bulk of the

material used is red plastic clay from the drift, or sedimentary clays-
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from the river valleys. The preparation of this class of clays ranges

from nothing at all to crushing between rollers and pugging. The
Auger mill is almost the universal machine used in manufacturing; the

drying is usually in racks protected from sun and rain but unassisted by

artificial heat. The burning is usually managed in small round down
draft kilns, though some tilemakers retain the old updraft kilns.

The business is not a large or important one, or one which bids fair

to add much wealth to the state for the manufactures are almost wholly

for the home consumption of their district. The low values and fragile

character of the wares stand in the way of any extensive shipments.

There is one tile w^orks, that of Messrs. Dennison Bros, at Delaware,

Ohio, which has taken a new departure in the business. They have

built an entirely new plant, suitable for sewer pipe manufacture, includ-

ing dry and wet pans, sewerpipe press, elevators, etc. and devote their

special attention to the manufacture of the largest sizes of tiles suitable

for county ditches and railroad work.

The product is not vitrified, but is hard burnt, and will stand ship-

ment. They make common drain tile up to twenty four inches in

diameter.

Their clays are derived from a stratum of the Huron Shales, which is

of a very high grade clay here, except for the presence of considerable

iron pyrites in little nodules.

The field of operation in this line is not large however, and a long

experience in the drain tile business has been the only way to get a trade

in this line sufficient to ensure success.

IV. THE MANUFACTURE OF REFRACTORY MATERIAIy.

The art of manufactuing refractory material calls into play a know-

ledge of the higher qualities of clay; we have considered in the discussion of

crude pottery and vitrified wares the kinds of clay suited to each, and have

seen that in these cases, a certain degree of fusibility is required. In mak-

ing refractory material the whole study is to secure the utmost resistance to

the fusing and fluxing action of fire, consistent with a certain physical

structure of the material.

The importance of this form of clay working is hard to justly

represent. It does not now occupy the important stand it once did in

the business industries of the state or the world; other forms of clay

working have easily outstripped it, as far as capital invested and value of

output go. Perhaps, however, the best way to picture its importance is

to try and imagine what we should do without it. Every ton of iron in

the country is smelted inside of firebrick walls; every boiler setting and

household grate uses a small quanity of it. No metallurgical industry is
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possible without the use of fire resisting brick, and no other form of

clay working would be possible if it were not for fire proof kilns.

In a word, while making refractory materials has not had the expan-

sion and development of some of the cruder forms of clay working, it is

par excellence the most impoitant use to which clay can be put.

Taken as a whole, this industry in Ohio is not in as healthy a con-

dition as could be wished; many of the fire brick factories have

deserted their original business to enter into the temporarily more
profitable manufacture of paving materials, and but few new factories

for the manufacture of fire brick have been built in the last decade.

The reason for this is probably due to the over expansion which
prevailed some ten years ago. The iron business, on which, above
others, the firebrick business depends, has been constantly improving
in its metallurgical work, so that while less furnaces are in operation

year by year, and that while for one new furnace built about five old ones
are dismantled, the production of iron increases nevertheless as the

demand justifies it. Also, the introduction of new processes and new
refractory materials in both iron and steel making are combining to cut

down the demand or the product of former years.

Notwithstanding these facts many of the well located firebrick

plants of the state show a gratifying advance in prosperity in the last

decade.

The Clays.—The native clays, suitable to manufacture of refractory

materials, are of two classes

:

1st. The Flint Clays.

2d. The Plastic Fireclays.

Flint clays are the main standby of the refractory material trade of

Ohio and Pennsylvania. As has been mentioned in the preliminary

discussion of the general properties of clay, flint clays are a lusus naturce

which scientific men find it very hard to explain. In composition, the

best of them are practically pure kaolins but other flint clays are found
which are the counterpart of the common plastic fire clays ofthe state in

chemical analysis, and still show the typical flint clay structure to its best

advantage. And furthermore, flint clays have now been encountered

which retain the flinty structure", in connection with the most impure
chemical character and an absence of any high refractory qualities.

The main and essential feature which distinguishes the flint clays

from others is their almost complete lack of plasticity. Flint clays do
exist which are apparently a connecting link between the strictly non-
plastic and the common hard plastic clays, and such clays by use of

severe physical treatment become somewhat plastic.

But, it is claimed by those who use the best grade of flint clays that

no amount of grinding and kneading with water will make a true flint

clay any more plastic than a sand rock would become under similar con-

ditions. One or two dealers in flint clays have asserted their ability to
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make any flint clay plastic, but have failed to prove their assertions or

show any basis for their statements. The effect of weather, including

frost and heat, will undoubtedly crumble a flint clay to a fine sharp sand,

but personal examination of the surface of piles of flint clay which had
been exposed for several years failed to show any indication of plasticity.

Also, the fine dust of flint clays which have been ground dry, which
has settled out of the air, has been collected and wet and kneaded with-

out any indication of plasticity.

The composition of the flint clays of the state is illustrated by the

following table of analysis:
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No. 1. Flint Clay from C. E. Holden, Mineral Point, Ohio, Lower Kittanning,

Horizon, used for high grade refractory material sampled in 1883—analysis by Lord.

No. 2. Same clay, finely ground and averaged, sampled 1892, analysis by Orton*

No. 3. Flint Clay from Carter County, Kentucky, furnished by Portsmouth

Fire Brick Co., analysis by Otto Wuth.
No. 4. Same clay , sampled and analjraed by Kentucky Geological Survey.

No. 6. Gaylord Clay, Scioto Co., Ohio, from Portsmouth Firebrick Co.—by
Kremer & DeDeken.

No. 6. Eifert Clay, Carter Co., Kentucky, from Portsmouth Fire Brick Co., by

Kremer & DeDeken.
No. 7. Tiplan Clay, Carter Co., Kentucky, from Portsmouth Fire Brick Co., by

Kremer & DeDeken.
No. 8. Stone City Flint Clay, Stone City, Kentucky.

No. 9. Salineville Flint Clay, Furnace Fire Brick Co., Salineville, Ohio.

No. 10. Mount Savage Clay ; New Jersey Report.

These clays are seen to be of great purity, the average contents of

fluxing materials being only 1.54 per cent.

The oxygen ratio of the average of these clays is:

Oxygen in acid, 1.36 ; oxygen in base, 1.

Oxygen in alumina, 51 ; oxygen in flux, 1.

indicating a compound between a protosilicate and a sesquisilicate with

very low proportion of fluxing bases.

Silicates of most of the bases are most fusible between the subsili-

cates and bi-silicates with pure compounds of silica and alumina; how-

ever, the point of greatest fusibility seem to be above the bi-silicate ratio

and below the trisilicate ratio.

These flint clays constitute the body mixture of all of the refractory

materials of the state, but on account of their non-plasticity, it is neces-

sary to use plastic fireclays to act as a bond material.

The aim in selecting the plastic clays for a refractory mixture, is to

get as sandy a clay as can be had which will develop plasticity well; the

more sandy the clay is, the less it shrinks, except by vitrification. A clay

free from any impurity but sand will stand a high heat and shrink but

little and it is a clay of the nature that is sought.

In the following table. No. XII, the analysis of five Ohio plastic fire-

clays, which are actually used as bond clays for the flint clays of the state

arecompared.

Also the analysis of a very superior high grade plastic clay which is

imported from Germany for use as bond to flint clays in glass pot manu-
facture is given.

This clay is far superior to anything which we find in this state in

the way of a plastic clay.
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TABLE XII.- .

Number. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Silica combined 3L07
26.47

9.96

29.22
24.97

8.90

60.77

25.74
9.46

53.84

24.93
11.50

63.12

26.20

10.72

72 33
Alumina 19 06
Water combined 5 52

Clay base 67.60

27.71

.94

63.09

31.34

1.30

95.97 90.27 100.05 Qf\ Ql

Silica, free

Titunicacid

Sandy impurities .. 28.65

1.22

.59

.32

.99

tr. LigO

32.64

i.6e

.63

.40

.28

tr.

Sesquioxide t)f iron 1.61

.89

.63

1.20

2.79

.40

1.50

2.18

.51

.71
Lime 28
Magnesia . 18
Potash 45
Soda..' 14

Fluxing impurities 3.12

1.04

2.97

1.69

4.33 7.38 1.76

Moisture 1 33

Total 100.31 100.39 100.30 97.65 100.05 100 00

No. 1. Ballou fire-clay ; Muskingum Co., Ohio, analysis by Lord.
No. 2. Island siding fire-clay, Jefferson Co., Bolivar clay, analysis by Lord.
No. 3. Phelps clay from Hocking Co., used by Wassail fireclay Co., analysis

by McDowell.

No. 4. Hanging rock fire-clay, from Kittanning Horizon, from Portsmouth
Firebrick Co.

No. 5. Oak Hill plastic clay
;
partial analysis by D. O'Brien.

No. 6. Plastic fire-clay from Gros Almerode, Germany.

The average analysis of these' clays indicates about the following

structure :

Clay base 61.50

Sand 32.00

Fluxes 4.25

with an oxygen ratio as follows:

Oxygen in acid, 2.60; oxygen in base 1. Oxygen in alumina, 10.3; oxygen in

flux 1.

This ratio indicates a clay very close to those used in yellow ware
manufacture and less sandy than those used in stone ware manufacture

and more refractory than the sewer pipe clays.

Very much depends on the quality of these bond clays, for the action

of the bond under heat is very similar to its action when wet, even though
there be but 'little of it, it is the envelope which holds the other particles

in shape; if it softens and flows, the particles of good clay flow with it

while not affected much by the heat or water themselves.
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The supply of clays that are fit to make the highest grade bonds is

actually more scarce and difficult to obtain than good, fire resisting, flint

clay.

The compound of the mixture for producing refractory brick depends

on the following considerations

:

1st. The source of fire resisting power is mainly in the flint clay.

2d. The source of physical strength when ready for use depends on

the plastic bond ; when the bricks are in position and under a high heat,

the flint cla}'' becomes softened and cohesive and it then furnishes

the real strength of the brick, but at these high temperatures there is

no danger of friction from material as highly heated as the bricks them-

selves.

3d. To allow of rapid change or alternations of high and low tempera-

tures, the bricks must be ot a loose, open grained structure, so as to admit

of rapid absorption or radiation of heat.

4th. To produce a sound and strong brick composed of non-plastic

material which has a very high shrinkage and a plastic bond, it is neces-

sary, first, that the bond clay should be of very low shrinkage and

second, that part of the flint clay should be calcined pievious to mix-

ture, so as to take out the shrinkage and allow the union of the particles

to remain unbroken when burned. It is impossible to make a strong and

good fire-brick from a mixture of dissimilar clays of high shrinkage, for

one kind invariably tends to separate from the other when under heat,

and the bond is therefore destroyed. It is to this fact that the failure

of all attempts to make a good refractory material out of pure quartz and

pure kaolin is due. Both are infusible, but when mixed and burned

together, the kaolin bond shrinks away from the grains of quartz, and

the whole structure becomes perfectly worthless and rotten. No satis-

factory refractory material was made from quartz until the use of clay as

a bond was given up, and milk of lime in small quantities was substituted.

On these four conditions, the mixtures for refractory clay bricks

depends.

It will readily be seen that these conditions are to some extent ini-

mical to each other, and to secure a brick of the highest fire qualities, it

is necessary to sacrifice its physical strength to a large degree.

A common mixture for this purpose consists of 45 per cent, calcined

flint clay, 45 per cent, raw flint clay and 10 per cent plastic bond. A
brick made of such a mixture is very loose and porous in structure, very

friable and easily worn away by friction, even when hard burned. To
use such a brick to advantage it must be placed where the heat is so

intense that the flint clays become slightly soft and cohesive and the sub-

stance of the brick becomes plastic by the influence of heat. Therefore

to use such a brick where the heat is only moderate and where it would

be subjected to abrasion of stock or tools, would be a waste of money,

for a brick of lower fire qualities would stand the heat equally well

and the friction very much better.
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The charge used to produce a brick of good physical strength and

moderate fire properties is often about 50 per cent, plastic fire cla> and

50 per cent, of calcined and raw flint clay.

Often mixtures, based on these same considerations and compounded
with reference to the kind of work they have to do, are also made; some,

between the two just quoted and some, composed of still larger propor-

tions of plastic clays.

There is a class of brick called mill brick which are used almost

wholly in lining puddling furnaces and like structures and these brick have

to stand quite severe abrasion from the. tools of the puddler and firemen

and the scorifying influence of the iron slags. These bricks are gener-

ally composed of all plastic fire clay which makes a brick of great tough-

ness though of rather low heat resisting power. In some few places,,

paving brick and mill brick are made from the same clay in the same
factory. This is a mistake, for it is a certain fact that a clay which will

make good paving brick cannot make good fire brick and vice versa.

The compounding of the charge of these various clays is accom-

plished in most cases by use of a shovel. The clay is loaded into wheel-

barrows, so many shovelsful of each kind. In only a very few cases is

the compounding done by weight.

The preparation of the clays. The makers of firebrick usually lay

considerable stress on the weathering of the clays, some urging that a

great purification ensues from so doing.

The experiments and experience of potters have shown pretty

clearly just what purification may be hoped for by the exposure of clays

to weather.

Weather acts in two ways, one physical and one mechanical. Phy-

sically it breaks the hard clays up into fine grains which greatly reduces

the labor of grinding. The soft clays are rendered tough and plastic by
their exposure to weather. Chemically, the atmosphere oxydizes sul-

phide of iron to sulphate which the rain water dissolves and carries

away. In addition to sulphate of iron, sulphates of lime and magnesia,

existing as such or formed by metathesis from the sulphate of iron and
carbonates of lime and magnesia, are soluble in water and are removed
by rain. Any changes in the other iron constituents or the potash and

soda compounds must not be expected, as it has been shown that wash-

ings clays in the pottery processes does not diminish these constituents

by solution.

These oxydizing and washing effects are very gradual indeed; the

conditions under which they proceed most rapidly are very seldom pre-

sent in the stock piles of clay companies and as a matter of fact, the

benefits of weathering are almost wholly confined to the improved
mechanical condition of the clay for the machinery.
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The accumulation of day in stock, however, is a necessity with most
works, whose winter supply has to be dug and hauled to market in the

favorable seasons of the year.

The washing of the charge of hard clays is a practice resorted to at

the best works; it is much scoffed at by those who do not use it as being
an utterly useless expense. Its utility depends altogether on the condi-

tions under which hard clay is obtained; if from a mine under ground, it

is not likely to be in need of washing; if from open cut benchings, it is

sure to have more or less mud in it which ought to be removed.

Even drenching with a hose pipe over a sink is beneficial, but the

use of a mechanical device is necessary to do the work thoroughly.

The log washer, or a crude form of pug mill, used in washing iron

ores from adhesive clay would answer this purpose satisfactorily.

The processes of grinding the clay and tempering it ready for use is •

accomplished in three principal methods:

1st. The wet pan.

2d. The dry pan and pug mill.

3d. The dry pan and wet pan.

The wet pan is the characteristic implement of the fire brick makers
of the state; it is in all respects comparable to the machinery already

described under the preparation of brick clays, except that the wheels
are usually very broad and of much smaller diameter. The common
dimensions are twelve to fourteen inch face by twenty-four to thirty

inches diameter; the wheels weigh from three to six thousand pounds
each.

The charge of clay is dumped in altogether and wet down as often

as necessary; the soft clay speedily becomes very plastic, especially as

the amount of water used is often considerable and as the wheels reduce

the hard clay and calcine finer and finer, the plastic clays are distributed

in a thinner and thinner enveloping layer over each particle. The grind-

ing usually occupies from ten to fifteen minutes, occasionally much more
time is allowed.

Such treatment as this will develop the very best plasticity that any
c*ay is capable of; the only thing which can be urged against its efficiency

is the fact that there is no absolute means of regulating the sizes of the

particles of hard clay, which may survive the grinding without being

crushed.

The use of a dry pan proves itself of great value to the makers of

high grade refractories. It permits the accurate sizing of the flint and
calcined clays and it permits their reduction to a size with far greater

economy of power and time than can be attained in the wet pan. The
further tempering after grinding by dry pan may be accomplished by pug
mill or wet pan.

The use of a wet pan is by all means to be recommended. It is of

more importance in making refractory material than sewer pipe and pav-

15 G. O.
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ing brick manufacture, for in refractory material the main value of the

product depends on the proper mixing and blending of the qualities of

the various ingredients.

Clay prepared by dry pan and tempered by wet pan is in the most

satisfactory shape for use that modern experience is able to suggest.

In some cases as in the manufacture of mill brick from all plastic

clays, the use of a pug mill is permissible, because the natural plasticity

of the clay and the fact that it is all one kind, render a mere mixing with

water sufficient.

The tempering of the clay being completed, the moulding process

begins.

Fire brick of good quality are still made largely by hand; the aim

of the maker is to produce in each brick, an absolutely structureless piece

of clay, which can have no tendency to failure of strength by the influence

of any machinery in its formation.

No machinery has yet been devised which enables the production of

such an article. The auger and plunging machines are wholly unsuited

to the needs of the fire brick maker, each brick is with them but a sec-

tion of a bar of clay of very objectionable structure.

The nearest approximation to good structure is obtained in the soft

mud machines and these are sometimes brought into requisition.

The best fire brick, however, are still hand moulded ; by the human
hand each brick becomes a unit by itself and no structural defects are

obtained.

The labor of hand moulding is severe and costly; 4,000 per day is the

standard day's work for each moulder and his off bearers, whose work is

to take the product to its place on the dry floor, sand the moulds, and

bring in the supply of tempered clay.

Where hand moulding is the only means of manufacture, the mould-

ers tables are arranged along one side of the dry floor, a certain space of

which is allotted to the product of each table. The work of the day is

usually finished by noon and is put on the dry floor as fast as made-

Early in the afternoon, the pressing of the brick begins. This is so man.

aged as to allow each portion of the day's product about an equal portion

of the day to dry before pressing. The press crew consists of four men,

who, by use of a portable press, do a similar stint to the moulders, 4,000

per day's work.

This pressing when partly dried is made necessary by the softness of

the temper for hand moulding; it would remove some expense if the

pressing and moulding could be performed in one continuous operation.

By this system, bricks are dried in just twenty-four hours; the work
of each crew being so timed as to keep always a sufficient space for work
between dry brick on their way to the kilns and the new crop being

deposited on the floor.
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The manufacture of fire brick on soft mud machinery can not be

specially objected to as far as the structure of the product is concerned,

but in shape and finish it is not nearly the equal of hand made brick.

The moulds all have to be stroked or cut off level with a large metal

plate; this leaves one side of the brick rough and unpresentable. Also

to operate the brick machine to an advantage it is necessary, to run it

something near its capacity, which is 25,000 to 30,000 per day. The dry-

ing of such a large quantity by hot floor is not usually possible, and the

use of racks and pallets become necessary as the brick are much too soft

when first made to stand handling of any kind. This fact makes their

repressing a source of considerable expense, as they have to be brought

out of the racks and pressed and then put back again or placed on a hot

floor or other drying apparatus.

Hence, the limitations of the soft mud process; it makes a good

brick, strong and of good structure, but of bad appearance, and to

remedy its appearance by repressing is out of the question at the common
prices. On very high grade material it might be possible. In this con-

nection, the use of the iron clad dryer on the product of the soft mud
machine is interesting to note. The drying was effected without trouble

or cracking, and was carried on in connection with stiffmud bricks at the

same time.

The use of auger or plunger brick machinery in the manufacture of

high grade brick is a constant temptation to the brick makers by reason

of the lessened cost of production.

Aside from the structural defects oif the bar from which the brick

are cut, the brick are too dense and compact for the best results,

and it is impossible to get the proper bond with the small qttantity

of plastic clay which is used, unless the temper of the mixture be made
softer than the Auger machine will work to an advantage. The methods
of burning refractory bricks are beginning to experience some change

;

for many years past, almost the only process of burning was in the old up
draft clamp kilns, A great many works still retain them. But the

progressive members of the business have been introducing the down
draft kilns. The down draft kilns employed are mainly of the com-

mon round type. A few square Newcastle kilns, built in blocks or bat-

teries are in use. JSTo Eudalys or other patent kilns are in use in the fire

brick business of this state. The Thomas kiln, a down draft kiln, of great

excellence, which originated from an effort to convert the old up draft

kilns into down draft is in use in the Scioto and lyawrence county d s-"*

tricts. The up draft kiln which furnished the main points of this*""

Thomas kiln was constructed as follows :

The width of the kiln was twelve to thirteen feet inside; the length,

though immaterial, was usually about thirty feet; the walls which were
about thirty inches thick, were pierced at intervals of every twenty-seven

inches by narrow fire holes, twelve or thirteen inches wide. These fire
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holes deliver into the kiln at a point just about level with the floor, the
height of the floor level above the bottom of the fire holes, being about
twenty-four inches. The kiln is entered through a narrow wicket at each
end, just wide enough to let a man come in with a brick barrow.

In setting these kilns, they adjust the arches carefully in front of the
fire holes, so that each arch is filled with the heat from the fire holes at

each side of the kiln. The bricks were burned very satisfactorily in these

kilns but at a rather high expenditure of fuel; the top course of firebrick

were commonly left on edge and in open order, to promote a strong draft

of air through the kiln while drying it off. When the red heat had
worked its way upwards to this course, so that it could be seen red at

night through the cracks, then men were sent out to tighten the platting.

This they did by putting the top cour^^e down flat and as close together as

possible and sprinkling sand j)r ashes or slack coal on the surface.

This acts as a seal to the rising draft and prevents the waste of fuel and
the formation of uneven drafts up through the bricks. The heat being
compressed under the tight course is carried by conduction to every part

c f the kiln equally.

With a well equipped up draft of this description, the burning can
be managed with great precision and excellence though it is undoubtedly
somewhat more extravagant in fuel.

In making this kiln into a down draft kiln, but few alterations were
necessary. The crown was sprung from wall to wall at a height of nine
or ten feet from its centre to the floor. The heat was carried to the top

of the kiln by a fire wall on either side of the kiln, tied to the main
wall by distance brick at frequent intervals to keep it from falling into

the kiln. The draft was provided by a small stack at each end of the

kiln and a continuous flue from end to end down the centre connected

the two stacks.

This flue was divided into an upper and lower section which was
made to draw from separate portions of the kilns' length so as to get an
equal draft at all points.

Simple and cheap as such a kiln is, it meets as many of the essential

constituents of success as any square kiln in use. The burning which
was exhibited from this kiln cannot be surpassed by any appliance now
in use.

The burning of fire bricks is not in any way as delicate or skillful an
operat on as the burning of almost all other clay wares is, for the reason

that the material, being made to endure high heats, cannot easily be over

burned and ifburned less strongly than is desirable there exists no difiiculty

in disposing of the product without sacrifice of the price. In short, the

customers of the fire brick trade are about divided in their preference for

hard and soft bricks, so whatever the kind of burn, the product will be
acceptable to one or the other class of customers.
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In theory, it is much better to use fire brick which have already

passed through severe heat in burning, for most purposes, because their

shrinkage is thus brought to a very small amount, and shrinkage of the

brick of large pieces of brickwork is a frequent cause of very expensive

repai s.

The shrinkage to clay bricks of all kinds is the main reason for their

abandonment for use in steel furnace roofs which are now built almost

entirely of silica brick which expand when heated.

The use of soft burned fire bricks is sometimes justified by the theory

that clay ware will stand just so much heat, that each time bricks are

brought to that heat their life is so much shortened, etc.

Another reason why soft brick in a certain proportion are useful is

found in the case of cutting and trimming them to fiit in odd shaped work.

Fire brick laying has a great deal of fitting and adjusting to do and hard

bricks offer great trouble and delay to the operations of the bricklayers.

The effect of high heat in burning fire brick ought never to produce

any signs of vitrification in its particles; if it does, the clays are not of

high grade. Bricks like the Benizette, Woodland, Mount Savage, Solid

Crown, etc., cannot be made to show the effects of heat in any such tem-

perature as is developed in the burning kiln.

The temperatures actually employed in burning fire brick are very

much the same that are used in burning other clay wares, but the range

of temperatures is greater for the obvious reason that the excess temper-

atures will do no harm other than the waste of a little coal.

The heat which fire brick receives in burning, however, is sufficient

to effect some changes in the impurities. Iron, for instance, in any hard

burned fire brick is apt to indicate its presence by a black blotch of cinder

or silicate of iron. The ends and exposed portions of the bricks often

show a black or brown incrustation, commonly ascribed to the "sulphur"

in the coal, which is in reality a fused layer of fine coal ashes drawn into

the kiln by the draft and attached to the surface of the brick while sticky

by heat.

The regular manner of fire brick manufacture has been briefly set

forth. One important addition to this statement has now to be made.

This is the application of the dry press machinery to fire brick mak-

ing. The origin of this departure from the old customs of the fire brick

business probably came about through the use of dry press machinery

by several firms who are engaged in making fine buff and other light

shades of building brick from fire clays.

However, this may be, the process is in operation at the works of

the Dover Fire Brick Co. near Strasburg. The clays used are a very

hard flint clay from the lower KittatMiing horizon and various plastic fire

clays found associated with the flint clay and in other horizons;

The mixture is ground in a dry pan and screened to a rather fine

powder and is then run through a "Steamer" which is a tempering device

patented by Mr. C. Arnold, the manager of the works.
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The ** Steamer" consists of a tight wooden box, provided with two

small parallel pug mill shafts in the bottom. The clay is fed into it in a

stream, which is broken up into a shower by a high speed rotary wire

brush. The shower of clay falls through a zone where it passes between

jets of steam blowing in contrary directions, and falls to the bottom of

the box where the pug shafts keep it agitated in the steamy atmosphere

until it is ejected.

Mr. Arnold claims great advantage for this arrangement in temper-

ing clay for a dry press machine; he asserts that the strength of the brick

are very materially increased, and the general quality of the ware greatly

improved.

As a means of introducing evenly a small quantity of moisture into

the clay to be pressed, this machine is probably a valuable contribution

to the already existing forms of tempering machinery.

The same effect is to some extent realized by wetting slightly the

clays as they are grinding in the dry pan. This is the wrong place to

add the water however, for it interferes both with grinding and screening

The importance of this addition to the mechanical part of fire brick

manufacture cannot be properly defined. The quality of the material

has hardly been sufiiciently demonstrated as yet, though in this one in-

stance the promises of permanent success are flattering.

Dry pressed brick have certain advantages over all other kinds in the

particular field of usefulness which they are able to fill. They are first,

perfect in form and size, which is of great importance to the brick layers

in their work. Second, they are dense and strong, resisting more pres

sure under a crushing test than any other kind of brick. Third, they

cost less to manufacture than any other kind of brick. On the other

hand they will not resist severe abrasion, no matter how hard they are

burned, as they never develop any cohesive bond at all comparable with

that attained by the use of water.

The structure of good fire brick has always been purposely made

very open and porous. The dry pressed brick cannot be called open in

any sense. It is an aggregation of particles brought into their relative

position by pressure and nothing else, and it is more dense and weighs

more to the cubic inch than any wet brick can be made to do. Neverthe-

less it is easily permeable to water and possibly to air and heat as well,

for it is impossible by pressure alone to force any particles into any close

union like that attained by water.

The question of the value of the process hinges on this point. Is

the fine and minute porosity of a dry pressed brick a fair equivalent for

the coarser and more apparent porosity of the hand moulded article. If

it is, an intelligent and careful trial of the two kinds of material will prove

it to be so, and in that case, the use of dry press machinery in fire brick

manufacture is the most important and valuable addition to the resources

of the trade that has been made in the last twenty years.
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The use of dry press machinery does away with the necessity of the

use of any dryer, though as a matter of expediency a tunnel dryer is gen-

erally used, and the cost of production is very greatly decreased over the

old plan.

The manufacture of other refractory materials than fire brick is rep-

resented at present mainly by the glasis pot and glass works supply trade.

Retorts for gas making were formerly manufactured at three or four

points in the state. The extensive use of iron retorts and the perfection

of other gas processes have very seriously crippled this trade in the

United States however, and clay retorts are only manufactured at a few

points in the county.

The manufacture of steel work specialities, like nozzles, stoppers*

stopper sleeves, ladle brick, Bessemer tuyeres, etc., is carried on in a lim-

ited way in one or two factories.

Glass pot manufacture is probably the highest and the most tech-

nical work in the refractory material business. The service which is ex-

acted from a glass pot has probably no equal for severity, unless the work
of a steel crucible be considered.

The pots are of various types and sizes, but a large pot of the cov-

ered style weighs thirty-five hundred to four thousand pounds. It not

only has to stand up in a furnace filled with flames at a high temperature

and sustain its own weight, but must retain a fluid charge of a ton or

more of molten glass whose ingredients comprise the most powerful fluxes

like soda ash and oxide of lead. It is a wonder how a pot can be made to

last at all, but cases are not infrequent where they are made to last a

number of months. They are never allowed to cool when once heated

on account of the danger of cracking but are kept continuously in service

until worn out.

The material used in glass pot construction comprises only the finest

refractory clays. Ohio furnishes only one or two clays used in this

business.

The Mineral Point clay, which occurs on the Lower Kittanning

horizon has been used for this purpose for a number of years. Its

quality has been greatly improved by a system of rigorous hand picking

and chipping.

The majority of glass-pot clays come from Germany and Missouri.

Every clay now used is subjected to a most rigorous inspection at the

mines and at the factory. At the factor^' this work is performed by
women, who break open every lump and by chipping free it from every

speck of impurity. No piece larger than a walnut is permitted to enter

the mixtures. The mixtures employed are made on the same principal

as those compounding in fire brick. The calcine is supplied in part by

calcined flint clays, but more largely by old pot shells returned from

service. These old shells have to be chipped with the most scrupulous

care from the adhering layer of glass inside and the scorified and incrusted
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outside portion. Strange things are often found imbedded in the bottom

of old glass pots;- bolts, nails, lumps of metallic lead, and all kinds of

iron objects, added with the charge through carelessness or spite.

These old shells come from pots previously made and numbered

and of whose number a record is kept, and can be thus identified as to

compOvSition and graded accordingly so that no uncertainty of composi-

tion is encountered by their use.

The charge when mixed is ground in a dry pan, and tempered in a

pug mill, by repeated passages through, When tempered, the clay is

piled in large masses and compacted by hammering till solid, and

blanketed to undergo a process of sweating or steeping.

By common opinion among glass pot men, this steeping is a very

important part of the work. It is hard to see from a theoretical stand-

point where the value of this process comes in. The only reason that

can be suggested, is that the grinding of the clays, especially hard clays,

exposes more surfaces to the action of the water than would be exposed

by a natural process of cleavage by weather and that a long process of

soaking may induce a softening of its nature not otherwise attainable.

It is claimed that the quality developed by long standing is toughness;

that clay newly mixed is short grained, while old clay is cohesive, like

rubber.

Whatever may be the truth of this claim, the universal practice is

to allow as long a period to elapse as possible between the mixing of the

clay and the using of it. In some cases as long a period as two years is

allowed to pass before the clay is used.

The various parts of the glass pot are constructed of different mix-

tures of clay. The top of the pot has only to stand the heat and bear

up its own weight. The bottom has to stand the weight and the scorify-

ing action of the glass. The sides have the severest work of all, having

to maintain the weight of the roof and the inside pressure of the molten

charge. The usual point of failure is eighteen to twenty four inches

above the bottom of the pot.

The actual process of manufacture is one of slow building. A pot

is built up in sections of a few inches every day. Each days work is

welded onto the last, and the new work is kept from becoming too dry

by wet cloths. Thus the process continues until completion, which

occupies from one month to six weeks. A pot maker will have twenty

or thirty pots in treatment at once, in various stages of progression.

As fast as one crop comes off, a new one is blocked out. The drying it

most carefully managed in perfectly tight rooms; no heat is used except

to prevent freezing and no draughts of air, above all things. A month

or six weeks of air drying is allowed, followed by a few days of heating

in a hot room, preliminary to shipment.

The pots are never burned, except in the place where they are to do

their work. They are put in position and heated very gradually up to
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the full heat of the furnace and never cool until the furnace is shut down
for repairs.

The manufacture of glass in tank furnaces has turned a part of the

energy of the glass pot men into a new channel. Glass tanks are large

iron tanks lined with special shaped blocks of the finest refractory

materials and are covered by an arched brick roof, under which the flames

from the furnace circulate. Very few tank furnaces are built alike and

consequently each one necessitates a complete set of moulds, for every

block and brick required.

A tank is usually constructed by contract, the manufacturer agreeing

to make the blocks and erect the brick work. Great stress is laid on a

perfect fit of the blocks, as the glass is sure to search out any cracks or

fissures in the retaining walls.

Blocks for tank furnaces are of various sizes. Some of them weigh

eight or ten hundred pounds. To dry and burn such enormous lumps
of clay, is a matter of great difficulty. Time is the main feature and

must be used without stint.

The refractory material trade of Ohio is now situated in two districts.

The Scioto district, including the factories at Portsmouth, Sciotoville,

Webster, Ironton and Oak Hill forms the principal center of production.

This district depends mainly on the fine flint clays of Scioto county,

Ohio, and Carter county, Kentucky, just across the Ohio river.

The Ohio Valley from Steubenville to Wellsville is the source of a

large brick and sewer-pipe industry. The bricks however are sold

indiscriminately as fire brick and pavers. The factories on the Ohio side

of the river are mainly in the fire brick business. The factories on the

West Virginia side of the river are in the paving brick business, and

only make fire brick incidentally. These works all use one stratum

of hard fire clay which however, readily becomes plastic when ground

and tempered. The balance of the fire-brick manufacture in the state is

conducted in isolated shops at Youngstown, Niles, Cleveland, Dover,

Mineral Point, Zanesville, Logan and a few other towns. No statistics

were collected or are available from other sources.

V. THE MANUFACTURE OF BUILDING MATERIAL.

The manufacture of building material made from clay really includes

the following lines of production:

Bricks.

'
1. Common hand made brick.
2. Soft mud brick.
3. StiflF mud brick.
4. Stock brick.
5. Pressed brick.

^6. Enameled brick.

Terra cotta.—Building ornaments.

f 1. Fire proofing.
Hollow goods. -! 2. Chimney ana flue linings.

( 3. Building and foundation blocks.

( 1. Roofing tiles.

Tiles. < 2. Glazed panel tiles.

1 3. Encaustic floor tiles.
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The manufacture of hollow goods has been fully considered under

the former heads. The brick industries of the state have also been

largely discussed and described in dealing with the more important and

technical subjects of paving bricks and fire bricks. However, there

remain several interesting forms of clay working which could not justly

be passed by at this point.

The manufacture of low grade brick for the common purposes of

life has become a business of the very greatest importance as a commer-
cial matter, but is becoming less a matter of technical skill or of scientific

interest as the years pass by.

The larger cities, which are the main consumers of brick, now
demand two distinct kinds of brick materials. One class of comparatively

small quantity is needed for the fronts and exposed parts of buildings.

In this grade, the demand is gradually stimulating the manufacturers to

fresh trials of skill and taste, regardless of cost.

The second class includes the inferior grades which constitute the

bulk of all the walls, and of the sides and the rear portions, the whole.

Bricks for this purpose are certainly not becoming any better as tke years

pass by, and many contend that the grading is becoming more and more

lenient. In Chicago and other large markets almost anything made of

clay, regardless of its shape, finish or color, is readily accepted, if it is

only fairly hard. Soft material, especially for tall buildings, is strictly

ruled out, but in proportion as attention is turned to the beauty of the

fronts and architectural shapes, the demands as to the finish of the remain-

ing portions are reduced.

The contractors of these large buildings regard the common brick

as so many cubic inches of hard burnt clay and nothing else about the

brick interests them. This influence has led in many centers of produc-

tion to a distinct lowering of the grade of the common brick, and the

whole attention of the maker is turned to the improvement of his

mechanical facilities, and lowering the cost of his product, rather than to

improve the grade which he is able to produce.

It is. the history in every city where this spirit extends, that the

hand moulding process is rapidly being pushed to the wall. In fact the

hand moulding process is in full and healthy development only around

some of the smaller cities and in country districts. Toledo and Cleveland

have began to depend wholly on the product of yards in which the soft

mud machinery is used. Thirty thousand per day is the usual output of

these machine; yards are therefore classed according to the number of

crews they run, as thirty thousand, sixty thousand or ninety thousand

yards.

In Columbus, the machine brick trade is represented by two factor-

ies making dry pressed shale brick for backing up purposes. No front

brick are made in this vicinity. In Cincinnati, the rushing methods of

Chicago are finding rapid acceptance. Stiff mud brick are crowding the

old time hand moulding yards more sorely each year.
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The hand moulding process, while using less machinery and power
than any other, produces a brick free from structural faults. Manufac-

ture by this process is largely a matter of labor, and the cost is now reg-

ulated by the price of union labor. Everything is reduced to a system,

and one standard price for an alloted quantity of brick per day is the rule

in all centers of production. The actual production of the various manu-
facturers thus costs about the same. Their only chance to economize, is

by management of the details, and the skill of burning; one burner may
produce a larger percentage of good brick than another.

The soft mud machine makes a brick of good structural quality, but

every brick has one rough side where the mold is stroked off. The main

advantage of the machine over the hand moulding is the increased out-

put. The cost of the plant is much higher, however, a large part of the

expense being for racks and pallets for outside drying.

The auger machine process for building brick is mainly confined to

the production of end cut brick. It is in this business that the automatic

end cutting machines originated.

The formation of the bar of clay has nothing to do with the value of

the product for building purposes, and color or smoothness has about

as little, in the large markets.

For building brick, the clays selected are usually plastic drift and

sedimentary clays.

The preparation consists usually in passing through rollers to separ-

ate large stones, and to crush smaller ones, and a pug mill to temper the

clay. For the soft mud and hand moulding process no machinery except

a crude pug mill for preparation is used. The drying is accomplished by
the most elaborate dryers in the large factories, and by racks and open

yards in the smaller yards. Burning is altogether accomplished by the

use of clamp up-draft kilns. The use of oil fuel, and natural gas, has

been a temporary advantage to some few brickmakers, but has been of no
permanant profit to the industry.. The firing of the kilns is done in the

arches, in the fire-holes or in outside furnaces.

Stock brick are a grade between pressed front brick and the best

grades of common brick. The grade is dying out as the introduction

and perfection of the dry press process goes on. At one time stock brick

were the best that could be obtained. The method of manufacture is

much the same as that of common brick, except that they are subjected

to a pressing process after they have been allowed to partly dry, and be-

come of a stiff, cheesy consistency. At this temper the clay,takes a beau-

tiful sharp edge, and if handled carefully the results are very fine. The
clays are selected to make a fine colored brick; no other will sell at the

advanced figures charged, and the burning is done generally in clamp

kilns, in which the arches, benches, sides, ends and top are made of com-

mon brick, and the stock brick are put in a compact mass in the center,

where they are all sure to be burnt hard and informally. The grading
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of the colors produced is managed just the same as the grading of pressed

brick and ten or twelve shades are recognized.

In actual quality, fine stock brick are apt to be of a higher character

than press bricks which sell for more, on the principle that any clay-

ware that has been tempered in water is more cohesive and less absorb-

ent than dry press brick of equal hardness.

Pressed Brick, The manufacture of high grade pressed bricks for

city buildings and artistic architectural construction, has been slowly

developing for some years. It has received much stimulus in the last

few years and the industry is rapidly coming forward. Indeed the younger

generation of architects, and these same progressive manufacturers, are

rapidly making a new industry out of the old one. While there are a

number ofpressed brick manufacturers, in Ohio, there area comparatively

few who are representatives of the new departure. The Columbus

Brick and Terra-Cotta Co., The North Baltimore Pressed Brick Co., The
Akron Vitrified Pressed Brick Co., The Oakland Pressed Brick Co., of

Zanesville, and The Findlay Hydraulic Pressed Brick Co., are types of

the most progressive ones. Of these the last three named firms produce

nothing but fine red front bricks. The clays they use are different in

each case. The Akron Vitrified Pressed Brick Co., whose factory is at

Independence, is the only factory using the red Bedford shales, so far as is

known. These shales constitute a persistentbut comparatively thin stratum,

which crosses the state in a line taking in Cleveland and Columbus. The
shales are always red in color. At Independence they form the top of

the hills and cover the surface down to the top courses of the Berea Grit

which is quarried extensively near by.

Exposures as fortunate as this one, are likely to be rare, as the soft

shales are too easily eroded to form the surface deposit over any large

area. Hard rocks are usually found on the surface. The high grade of

this deposit is undoubtedly due in part to the mellowness which has been

imparted by centuries of exposure.

The Oakland plant at Zanesville began operations on the famous red

loam which has made Zanesville stock brick famous in past years. After

some months of successful work they introduced a change in the compo-

sition by using one-half of the shales which cover the middle Kittanning

coal with the red loam. The change gave them no less choice a color,

together with far greater toughness and strength. The loam clay was

very sandy, and while it made a very beautiful brick it was a very tender

one and the edges were likely to be rubbed off and broken. The shale

is a fine paving brick material, and one which vitrifies easily; by mixing

it with the sandy clay, a bond by partial vitrification was produced.

The Findlay Pressed Brick Co., use a surface drift clay of a very

sandy character, which they gather and shed during the summer season

with great care and by methods which insure thorough mixing and aver-

aging of the composition.
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The preparation of the clays where the shales are used, is by
dry pan and screens. When the drift clay is used, such thorough methods
are not required. Brick are made at Independence, by the Boyd Press,

by the Whittacre at Oakland; and by the Hydraulic at Findlay.

The brick at both Independence and Zanesville are dried in steam

heated dryers, using cars as a means of transportation. At Findlay the

brick are set directly in the kiln and are dried by the heat of one of the

cooling kilns which is blown in to the green kiln by a fan. This method
was alluded to more fully in the remarks on drying of paving brick. The
burning is accomplished by down draft kilns of rectangular form. Each
factory uses a different kiln, one the Eudaly, one the Griswold and one
the Graves.

The two factories located one at Union Furnace, and one at North
Baltimore, are entitled to special credit as being the pioneers in the line

of new architectural work alluded to before. The Union Furnace plant

is located in the edge of the Coal Measures, and has in the hills surround-

ing it a series of strata, comprising three or four veins of fire-clay,

besides several shales and surface clays of value. The colors produced

are a line of buff brick, comprising ten or twelve shades; a line of so

called terra-cotta shades, which are a mixture of buff and dull red; and

a line of grays, which are very light buff with pure black. Other lines

of colors have been experimented on and produced on a small scale.

The North Baltimore Plant produces a similar line of buff brick, and

also a fine red color. They have also gone into the manufacture of

enameled brick.

In these two works, the efforts of the manufacturers have been to

meet the architects half way in the production by accurate and scientific

means, of whatever colors, shades and shapes may be needed for artistic

work in construction.

The mixtures are controlled by weights and thorough care is taken, to

keep the stock always uniform, so that the production of the shades of

any one color will fall inside the regular classified grades. In these

works the process of manufacture is distinctly less important than the

accurate control and grading of the product.

It is found necessary for each line of colors to establish not less than

ten or twelve shades of that color due to the variations of the burning,

and position in the kiln. The accurate grading of the brick into shades

is a matter of great delicacy and expense, and yet on this stage of the

work the artistic value of the product depends.

The process of manufacture is by use of the dry-pan and screen and

Boyd brick press at Union furnace, and by Steadman disintegrator and

Simpson brick press at North Baltimore. The burning is accomplished

by down draft kilns at both plants. At Union Furnace, there are two

large continuous kilns of the Guthrie patent. The principle of these

kilns is undoubtedly correct as it involves the use of the waste heat of
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cooling in pre-heating the air to be used for combustion in the chamber

which is burning, and the use of the heat from the burning chamber in

drying off and heating up the chambers in advance.

The method of accompHshing this result however is defective, in

every style of continuous kiln which has yet been erected in the state.

The failure usually is in the waste of heat in the rear of the fuel cham-

ber. One chamber in the rear of the fire is ample to pre-heat all the air re-

quired for combustion, and it has been determined by practical tests that

no drying takes place further than three chambers ahead of the fire.

If the maximum speed and the minimum consumption of fuel is to

be reached, it must be through some plan by which the surplus heat of

the cooling chambers can be made to assist in the drying off and heating

up of the chambers which are too far ahead of the fire to benefit by the

waste heat of combustion.

The faults of the continuous kiln as it stands are mainly against the

speed of its operation. Only three chambers ahead of the fire can be

benefitte by the heat of combustion, and from six to seven days are re-

quired to the kiln. Hence a chamber can only be burned off every two

days. If, by transfer of heat from rear of the fire to the fourth, fifth, or

sixth chambers ahead of the fire, it could be managed to bring these cham-

bers up to three or four hundred degrees before their time came for direct

heat, then the burning could progress with nearly twice the speed, with-

out any more fuel being used. However, the economy in fuel which is

attained by use of even the most imperfect of the continuous kilns, is so

very great compared with that obtained by down-draft or up-draft kilns

that it cannot but prove attractive to any brick maker who sees it.

The obstacles in the way of its general adoption are, 1st, the great cost

of the kiln; 2d, the comparatively limited out-put; 3d, the skill required

in the proper management of the kiln. These three reasons stand in the

way of any rapid changes to this plan from the older methods, though
the economy in fuel cannot be questioned or doubted by anyone familiar

with its work.

Enameled BrickSy have been produced in Ohio for eleven or twelve

years to a limited extent. At one time the industry seemed to be likely

to go forward rapidly to a substantial development. Comparatively little

headway has been made however in the last ten years. There are three

factories which produce enameled brick in Ohio—W. B. Harris & Co., of

Zanesville, T. B. Townsend & Co., of Zanesville, and The North Balti-

more Pressed Brick Co., of North Baltimore. Possibly there are others

who have taken up this line recently, but none others are known to the

Survey. The enamels, which are thick, opaque, colored glazes, are laid

on the burnt bricks, which are then put into saggers and burned, just as

any pottery ware would be.
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The white colors are the most difficult to produce, as the glaze has

to be sufficiently thick and opaque to conceal the dark red color of the

body of the brick; blues, browns and other strong colors are less trouble-

some.

The use of enameled brick places at the architect's disposal a range

of beautiful effects which he can obtain in no other way. They are more

suitable for inside decoration of public buildings, halls, waiting rooms etc.,

than for the decoration of outside work.

Terra cotta. The manufacture of high grade building ornaments is

not carried on to any extent in Ohio. The process of manufacture is an

elaborate one. The clays for each color are prepared with great care and

are often compounded with other clays and chemicals to obtain the de-

sired effects. The process is dry press machinery on all sizes and shapes

which can be produced in this way; the larger pieces are made in molds

from tempered clays and the highest grades are even moulded and carved

by hand.

Tues, The manufacture of roofing tile has been in progress for

some ten or twelve years in the state, though the industry is still confined

to comparative by small dimensions. There are three factories represented

viz : The J. C. Ewart Roofing Tile Co., of Akron, The Repp Roofing Tile

Co , of New Philadelphia, and the Barnard Tile Co., of Bellaire. The latter

company has only recently completed and perfected its process and

is just begining the manufacture of tile.

The advocates of roofing tile are mainly architects who like it for

artistic reasons. Some forms of it certainly produce very fine effects on

roofs which are designed for its use. The shapes used are diamond or

lozenge shaped, plain flat shingle tiles, scalloped shingles, and a new de-

sign like a modified letter S in section.

The qualities which a roofing tile must have in order to compete

with the other well established forms of roofing are: 1st, vitrification, so

as to stand frost and rain without any sign of failure. 2d, strength and
toughness, by which it will stand transportatiou and handling during its

application. 3d, thinness of section, by which its weight can be brought

within reasonable limits. Tile makers contend that a tile roof is lighter

than a slate roof, owing to the great overlap of the slate and practically

no overlap of the tile. A popular prejudice to the contrary effect, has

a strong hold on the public. 4th, the tile must be true and not easily

warped in order to make its attachment easj^ and secure.

A line now being introduced, in which the tiles are glazed with the

cheapest lead glaze on the exposed portions of the outside. The pur-

pose of this is to avoid the necessity of such hard burning, the strength

and toughness of the tile being at its best stage before the proper vitrifi-

cation is attained. This action is in the proper line as it will allow

lighter, thinner tiles, with equal strength and increased impenetrability.

The manufacture of the tile is by process which the makers wish to
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keep secret. The main principle of the process is the production of thin

flat bars of clay about six by three-eights inches in section, which are

then pressed or stamped into the requisite shape.

The strips may be made by forming a single or multiple bar of clay

of this kind, or cutting up a common sized bar into ribbons by wires

across the die.

The manufacture of panel and flooring tiles is a business which calls

in play the highest skill of the potters art, coupled with mechanical at-

tainments of a superior grade. Panel tiles, which are intended for purely

decorative use in fine buildings, are usually made of a white composition,

similar to the white body employed by white ware makers. The deco-

ration is largely by glazes which are made to produce effects of light and
shade by the thickness of the layer which they form in the elevations

and depressions of the surface. The use of colored glazes and decora-

tion by them becomes a distinct branch of pottery decoration. The de-

signs which are produced on the surface are mechanical in the cheap

goods, and on the most expensive, artistic skill of high grade is demanded.

The manufacture of encaustic flooring tile is a matter of far more
skill than the production and ornamentation of white ware panel tiles.

The process in brief involves the compounding of a separate body-mix-

ture for each color which appears in the finished tiles. The body is pro-

duced by uniting the clays, flint spar, and metallic oxides, which are to

produce the color in a washing plant and the thoroughly mixed ingredi-

ents are separated out by the filter press as in common pottery. The
cakes from the press are dried in tunnels like brick and are then ground

up to a fine powder by high speed disintegrators, and the powder is re-

moved by air blast as fast as it is reduced to the proper fineness. This

powder is then put away in brick cemented bins, where it retains just

the proper dampness for use. Each powder mixture is used in making

a tile by just such means as the ground clay is used in making a pressed

brick, except that where tile are made showing two or more colors, a

separate operation has to be made for each color employed. The presses

used are of special construction. The burning of the ware is done in

saggers in regular pottery kilns.

There are three works in Ohio which are engaged in the manufac-

ture of artistic panel and encaustic tiles. The American Encaustic Ti-

ling Co., of Zanesville is the oldest, largest and best concern of its kind

in the United States. It has recently occupied its new factory which has

been equipped at a cost of over a half million of dollars. It has

mechanical arrangements for the simultaneous production of eight dif-

ferent colors of body mixtures. It uses electricity as a means of trans-

mitting power from the engine house to the various parts of its enor-

mous plant where power is required. Thirty kilns are in user.
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THE COAL FIELDS OF OHIO.

By Prof, Edward Orton.

Areas.—The rocks of the Carboniferous system, in which all our
coal seams are embraced, constitute the surface rocks of about ten thou-

sand square miles in the southeastern quarter of the state. The counties

in* which these rocks are found in whole or in part, are the following:

Trumbull, Mahoning, Columbiana, Carroll, Jefferson, Harrison, Bel-

mont, Guernsey, Noble, Monroe, Washington, Morgan, Athens, Meigs,

Gallia, Lawrence, Scioto, Jackson, Vinton, Hocking, Perry, Muskingum,
Coshocton, Holmes, Tuscarawas, Stark, Wayne, Medina, Summit and
Portage. A few insignificant outliers are found in other counties. But
what has been said is by no means the same as saying that there are 10,000

squares miles in Ohio, under any one of which square miles, one or

more coal seams exists. There are large areas within the general bound-
ary named above in which, although the rocks are included in the Car-

boniferous age,, coal seams were never formed. There are other consid-

erable areas from which the coal seams that once existed have been
entirely removed by the processes of denudation that have been at

work during the millions of years, in which this part of the continent

has stood above the level of the sea. There are still other considerable

areas i|i which coal seams are found in their regular places in the series,

but too thin, or too impure, or too much broken by the accidents of
their early history, to possess any economic value. Finally, there are

considerable sections in which, while half a dozen coal seams are repre-

sented, but one or two are found in volume large enough to justify

mining, at least, under present conditions.

The general statement, therefore, that the Ohio coal field embraces
ten thousand square miles of territory, is calculated to give an erroneous

and misleading impression. In any case, the assumption that the value

of a coal territory can be properly estimated by measuring the surface

which it occupies, is altogether inadmissible. One district may have
but a single seam that is worth mining, while another may have two,

three or four seams. Neither can the value of a coal field be determined

by the aggregate thickness of its several seams. In one district, there

may be a single seam, five feet in thickness, for example; and in another
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district, there may be five seams, aggregating ten feet in thickness. The
chances are that in this case the first named field will be the more valu-

able; the second may not justify mining at all. To determine the rela-

tive values of coal lands, a number of consideration must be taken into

account.

The maps that accompany this volume render it, for the first time,

possible to determine approximately the coal resources of the state.

. They show the separate areas of the principal seams, above drainage.

To these areas there must be added the extensions of the several seams
under cover so far as they have been determined by test borings in

advance of development. In default of such tests, the additional areas

required in carrying the seam to some arbitrary depth below drainage,

as 300 or 500 feet, may be computed. Nothing but the vaguest estimates
of the amount of Ohio coals has heretofore been possible, but it is prob-
able that the amount is always exaggerated in our speculations on the
subject. A study of these maps will reveal the fact that our coal

resources are by no means co-extensive with the ten thousand square
miles of our Carboniferous rocks. Some important deductions from this

study will appear in a later section of this report.

Origin of Coal,—For the last fifty years, there has been no reason-

able ground for doubt as to the real nature and ultimate source of coal.

Coal is more or less metamorphosed vegetable structure, and conse-

quently the materials composing it were, in the main, derived from the

atmosphere, by the cells of growing plants, under the agency of sun-

light, at some earlier stage of the earth's history. These conclusions are

questioned by no one who has earned a right to an opinion. Occasion-
ally, it is true, some belated denizen of the seventeenth century still

attacks the problem of the origin of coal in the a priori way, and
evolves a theory of its formation from his own consciousness. Such
theories do not deserve or require refutation. Like the seed sown in

stony places, they speedily wither because they have no root. They are

inventions, and not discoveries, and in our day at least, they are quite

sure to go to their own place and to be buried with their inventors.

Again, for the last fifty years, there has been no reasonable ground
for doubt, or at least, ever-lessening reasonable ground for doubt, that

the vegetation which formed the coal grew where it is now found. It is

not drifted vegetation, but it was accumulated z>2 ^2/2^, by the slow pro-

cesses of plant growth. This position received powerful support from a

famous paper of the late Sir William Logan, which was read before the

Geological Society of London, in 1841. It was entitled '*On the Char-
acter of the Beds of Clay lying immediately below the coal seams of

South Wales." In it, Sir William announced the significant fact, which
had long been known by the miners and used by them as a guide in

their practical explorations, and from whom he had received it, that all the

coal seams of the South Wales field are underlaid by beds of clay, and that
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these beds always contain the well known vegetable fossils, stigmaria.

The statement of the fact we owe to him. Its modern significance

escaped him for the time. The proof was forthwith furnished by Binney,

that the stigmaria are the roots or underground stems of lepidodendroid

and 'sigillaria trees. At about the same time came the discovery, in a

railway cutting near Manchester, of a number of sigillaria trees, standing

unmistakably where they grew and immediately connected with an over-

lying coal seam. These were the initial and epoch-marking facts of the

subject, but they have been repeated and supplemented and extended in

every region of the world in which coal is mined, from that day to this,

until they have become, to the last degree, familiar and commonplace.

As we advance beyond this position and inquire as to the conditions

and modes of growth of this land vegetation, we find ourselves at once

among unsettled questions. Most of the well matured and more elabo-

rate theories that have been advanced in recent times, however, agree still

further, and, in regard to a very important factor in the discussion. Almost
all of them hold that this vegetation grew on lowlands, and not only near

the sea level but near the sea itself. The obvious facts of almost every

section of Carboniferous rocks, in which a seam of coal is included,

allow, indeed, no escape from this conclusion, but the particular modes of

growth of these great sheets of vegetation are variously conceived and
represented.

{a) Forests growing on swampy tracts, finally submerged and
buried under sheets of sand or clay, the forest trees themselves, and
chiefly their bark, constituting the bulk of the coal; this is one of the

earlier and cruder theories which it is somewhat surprising to find still

surviving. It has recently found new expression through Carruthers,

the distinguished paleo-botanist, who seems to adopt it without reserve.

Several elements of it also enter into the extravagant theory of Grand-

Eury which has recently appeared.

{h) An accumulation of vegetation quite after the manner of the

mangrove swamps of sub-tropical lands at the present time makes
another theory. Sir Archibald Geikie adopts this as the best picture of

the conditions of coal formation that we can find in the existing order of

things.

{(:) By Sir Charles I^yell, the cypress swamps of the lower Miss-

issippi were made to do like service. Sir William Dawson seems to

agree with Lyell that the conditions of coal formation are most adequately

represented by these great accumulations.

{d) Fifty years ago Brogniart made the suggestion in an almost

incidental way that we should find in the peat bogs of today the ana-

logue and representative of the coals seams of Carboniferous time. It

is not necessary to claim that a suggestion of this sort had never been
made before, for such a claim could not be maintained, but the time had

17 G. O.
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come at last for it to strike root. It has been living and growing ever
since.

A young Swiss naturalist, Leo Lesquereux, was perhaps the first to
expand the suggestion into a theory of definite shape and proportions.
Called by the government of his own canton to report upon its peat beds
as a source of fuel, he took up the study of the bog and made himself
thoroughly master of its botany, its physics, its chemistry, its geology-
He extended his observations and studies, still under government patron,
age, to the peat bogs of northern Europe until he knew better than any
one had known be ore, the laws of their formation and growth. From
peat bogs he came to the study of coal. His field now lay on this side
of the Atlantic. He saw, or thought he saw, that the laws of the peat
bog could be applied to the coal seam; that the key, the only key, to the
history of the latter was to be found m the knowledge that he had
already acquired among the beds of fuel that are growing now but whose
roots go back into past millenniums.

In its development, this theory appears to be almost an American
theory. It has found far wider acceptance here than elsewhere, and the
best statements of it all come from this side of the Atlantic.

It was expounded very ably in the main by Henry D. Rogers in

the reports of the First Pennsylvania Geological Survey, but his state-

ment was marred by the introduction of some dynamic features that are
quite foreign to our present thought and in which he has jio followers.

Dr. Newberry made one of the most compact and symmetrical
statements of it that has yet appeared, and he came to the subject with
large and fresh and independent knowledge from every part of the field.

Prof. E. B. Andrews repeatedly presented the theory in excellent shape,
basing his statements in the main on his own observations.

But it still remains true that in view of the central and far-reaching
claims of the theory, no thoroughly worthy or adequate presentation of
it has ever yet been made. We can go further and say that no near
approach has yet been made to such a presentation. All the statements
that we have are limited to a few pages each, designed for popular use
and falling far below the demands of scientific completeness and exact-
ness.

While, therefore, there are considerable differences of view as to the
modes in which vegetation was accumulated in the Carboniferous swamps,
these differences concern points of minor value. All of the leading
theories have a great deal in common.

As to the kinds of vegetation that make the chief contributions to

the formation of coal, a few words must suffice.

The vegetable kingdom is divided into two principal sub-divisions,

viz., the Phanerogamia, or flowering plants, and the Cryptogamia, or flower-

less plants. These divisions are further sub-divided as follows

:
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Exogens, commonJorest andfruit trees,
Phaiierogamia ( Flowering plants.) ..Endogens,/a//w^, grasses, grains, etc,

Gymnosperms, pines^ cedars, etc.

( Club mosses.
Acrogens < Ferns.

(Scouring rushes, etc.

Cryptogamia (Flowerless plants.)...Anogens, Mosses, etc.

Thallogens...{^|g^^;^^ seaweeds.
L Lichens.

The coals of the Carboniferous age are principally derived from
groups of plants that belong near the middle of the series, viz., from the

Acrogens and the Gymnosperms, or, in other words, from the lowest of the

lowering and from the highest of the flowerless. The contributions of

;he Gymnosperms are relatively unimportant and the families of plants

Tom which the coal is almost entirely derived are the lycopods, or club

mosses and the ferns. These families were expanded far beyond their

Dresent condition of development. They have left such abundant ma-
:erials for our study in the coal seams and the associated strata that we
ire able to restore them, with a good degree of confidence as to the faith-

[ulness of our results. We know their roots, their stems, their bark, their

piTDod, their pith, their leaves, their spores, their fruits.

It is to the microscope that we owe the final demonstration of the

iregetable origin of coal. An addition to our knowledge of its composi-

tion, made within the last twenty years, may be stated in this connection,

[t has been proved by means of thin sections of coal that considerable

portions of some seams are made up of the spores and spore cases of lyco-

podiaceous plants. Professor Huxley went so far, in a paper published

[n 1870, as to claim that coal of the Carboniferous age is mainly derived

from this particular source. While this extreme claim cannot be allowed,

Lt is doubtless true that the spores of the ancient club-mosses, took a large

part in the up-building of many seams.

The spores of modern club-mosses are produced in great abundance.

They constitute an article of commerce under the name of lycopodium^

wrhich is found in all drug stores. When it is remembered that the club-

mosses of our day are generally less than one foot in height, it is easy to

understand how the gigantic representatives of the order in Carboniferous

Lime, which attained a height of fifty to seventy-five feet, could make so

important a contribution to our fossil fuel, as has been claimed for them
n the preceding paragraph. The composition of lycopodium is excel-

ently adapted to preservation, under the conditions which must have pre-

irailed in the coal-forming swamps.

It seems probable that the division of our coals into coking and open-

fuming *7ill be found to be based on the particular sources of plant

growth from which they are respectively derived.

Coal seams are generally found combined in great systems, interstra-

;ified with sand stones, conglomerates, shales, limestones and beds of iron

)re, the whole series measuring hundreds and sometimes thousands of
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feet in thickness. We bring to our interpretation of a coalfields thus con-

stituted, the points already made, viz., that every seam was accumulated

by vegetable growth in swamp, or marsh, or bog near the sea level.

It goes without saying that in the explanation of a coal field, subsi-

dence of the coal forming area must be invoked. The swamps are suc-

cessively buried under sediments brought in from the adjacent sea, or

more infrequently, by sheets of limestone that grew in the invading

water.

The northern extension of the Appalachian coal field, as it is found

in Ohio, is by far the most orderly field that has ever been described.

There is a regularity and simplicity of structure in it that makes it the

type and standard for this whole class of formations. The questions con-

nected with coal fields are found here in their simplest form. There

are no folds in its strata, and very few arches, and these few are low and

gentle. There is not, within the limits of the field, a fault that deserves

the name. Its reliefs are almost wholly due to erosion. The dip is re-

markably steady and uniform, and inasmuch as it very rarely rises as high

as one degree, it can be determined only by triangulation. The series

that is found on one side of a hill can be depended on with like intervals

and relations on the other. The general order of its most important coal

beds has long been known, the great economic interests involved leading

to their early and continuous exploitation on a large scale.

What, then, do we find in this, the simplest and most symmetrical,

the least disturbed and complicated of all known coal fields ?

We find a maximum of two thousand feet of strata covering ten

thousand square miles of surface.

Of what does this series consist? Irregularly distributed through

it, but most largely in the lower portion, are found six or eight strata of

sandstone that can be followed with a good degree of steadiness through-

out the field. They have their names and places in the scale. Part of

them are conglomerates, characterized by the presence of quartz pebbles,

which sometimes are of large size and form the bulk of the stratum.

These sandstones and conglomerates constitute the largest single element

of the series.

Next to them in aggregate thickness are beds of shale, frequently

replaced with sandstone layers, the shales being gray, blue, black or red

in color, and gathered in the largest quantity, in the upper half of the

Coal Measures.

There are a dozen sheets of limestone distributed irregularly through

the entire series. All of them are thin. They are often to be measured

by inches instead of by feet, but they hold their places in the scale with

wonderful tenacity. Half of them are of marine origin, as \h clearly

shown by the abundant fossils which they contain, and, on the same

grounds, the rest are found to be of fresh or brackish water origin.

Part of them are underlaid by seams of coal and others of the series
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have coal seams directly above them. In addition to the persistent

sheets of limestone, there are many sporadic deposits of calcareous

character.

Always associated with the limestones, and often replacing them, are

ten or twelve deposits of iron ore, some of which have been of large

economic value.

Distributed throughout the entire series, and giving name and char-

acter to the whole, are fifteen or more seams of coal, ranging from a

black mark to a dozen feet in thickness. The valuable phases of the

seam are uncertain and unsteady, but the horizons are persistent and

distinct, to a wonderful degree. Each, as we know, stands for a land

surface. With the seams of coal and far more extensive and steady

than they, are beds of fire clay, of varying degrees of purity. Almost

every coal seam is underlaid by clay, and the limestone and ores are also

covered or supported by them in many cases.

How are these elements distributed? By no means at hap-hazard

throughout the scale, as it might appear at first sight. A well-marked

order of arrangment comes into veiw when the series is properly studied.

The three elements of those already named that stand for life, that repre-

sent the agencies and forces of life, are always found in close proximity

to one another. Coal, standing for the life of the land, limestone, for

the life of the sea, iron ore, equally dependent on life for its separation

and concentration, but blended with both limestone and coal, these form

vital nodes in the series, relatively of small amount but containing most

of its economic interest and value. The intervals between the nodes

are occupied by the sandstones and shales already named as forming the

bulk of the series. They are, for the most part, barren of life, and owe

their accumulation to inorganic forces. Measured against the products

of life, these sandstone intervals have a thickness of five or ten feet to

one. But these intervals are approximately equal. In every part of

the field, some normal measure will be found that will occur again and

again in the sections we shall meet, as we rise with stair-like regularity

from coal to coal, or from one limestone to another.

The eastern, northern and western boundaries of the Ohio coal field

are well defined and well known. Were the lowest coal seams formed

over this entire area? Have we a right to expect their presence within

the central portions of the basin if we descend deep enough? Were the

earlier seams progressively covered with the swamps of all the latest

coals, and were the last the widest in extent? These questions, and

others of like import, have been variously answered, but the affirmative

replies are so irreconcilable with the facts o the field, and with the first

principles and established laws of coal geology that they must ultimately

be abandoned and discarded. A few propositions embracing these points

that could be abundantly expanded and supported if time and space

allowed, will be stated here.
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1. The present coal field of Ohio, at the beginning of the Carboni-

ferous Age, was occupied by an arm of the sea, the slowly-growing Cin-

cinnati Arch making its western boundary.

2. Around the shores of this ancient gulf, marginal swamps of

varying width existed, which, by their long-continued growths and sub-

sequent fossilization, became the earliest coal vSeams.

3. While the swamps were successively submerged and covered by

shales, sandstone and limestone, derived from or formed in the adjacent

sea, and were finally covered by other swamps, the continental nucleus

was slowly growing to the southward, as it had been growing from the

earliest records, and with it the Cincinnati Arch united, by a like advance

to the eastward, the combined movements gradually expelling the waters

of the gulf and converting the earlier formed portions of the coal field

into dry land.

4. Every successive coal-forming swamp, thus had a narrower area

than its predecessor,

5. As all the coal seams were formed at sea level, so all were raised

by the continental growth to an approximate equality which their outer-

most outliers still retain.

6. To look for the earlier formed seams in the center of the basin,

would be to look for the living among the dead.

7. In the formation of one seam, in particular, the floor of this

gulf around which the coal swamps were growing, appears to have been

raised nearly to the sea level at many points, and coal appears to have

formed in island-like masses over much wider areas than any single

marginal swamp could account for. •

The importance of the facts that are here considered cannot well be

overstated. The resources of the Ohio coal field, as can easily be seen,

are intimately connected with and dependent upon the mode of growth

of the entire field. The affirmative answers to the questions proposed

in a preceding paragraph, would give us a hundred fold more coal within

the boundaries of the field than the answers that the facts oblige us

to make. It does not now appear that Ohio has any great stock of

deeply buried coal. At no point in the state have coal seams been

brought to our knowledge in the repeated tests for gas and oil that have

been carried forward in the last few years, at a greater depth than six or

eight hundred feet. It seems quite likely that these figures will make
the general limit of the extent of our coal seams as they descend towards

the center of the gulf around which they were formed. Such a depth

would be consistent with a breadth of seam of twenty to thirty miles,

the breadth being measured at right angles to the axis of the gulf.

Value of coal.—One of the most striking generalizations of modern

science is to this effect : all the force that is in the world, available for

man's use, is derived from the sun.
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To this statement there is but a single exception, and that an insig-

nificant one. When the tide rises highest upon the land, some little

portion of it can be arrested, and detained by dams and gates suitably

located. By opening the gates when the tide turns, the head of water

which has been secured can for a few hours turn wheels, grind grain,

saw lumber and execute other like offices. This force is, however, limited

to a very small portion of the earth's surface and is of small account at

the best.

But every other form of force that men utilize, is directly or indirectly

referable to the sun.

The wind is one of the natural forces that men learned to use long

ago in their migrations and their mechanical work, but it is the heat of

the sun that is the cause of every movement in the atmosphere. The
entire power of the winds is borrowed directly from the sun.

The force of running water, applied also to transportation and
mechanical work, has been of larger service than the force of the wind.

What gives the running water its force? It is gravitation, as the water

descends the mountain side or the continental slope to the sea. But
how came the water upon the mountain side or the continental slope ?

Every drop that we find above the ocean level was lifted from the great

reservoir by the heat of the sun and borne to its destination by winds
that had the same origin.

But the earliest force that man learned to use in the improvement
of his condition was the power of muscle. To the power of

his own muscle he soon added the patient strength of the animals

that he was able to subdue.

From what source is muscular power derived? The animal world

is, in the last analysis, wholly dependent on the vegetable world and the

vegetable world is, in warp and woof, the direct product of the sun's

rays. All vital or living force can therefore be traced directly back to

the sun.

But what of the great powers that are making over the world in our
time, viz., steam and electricity? Do not these forces of the modern
world come from a new source? By no means. It is the sun's power
that works in and originates both. The changing of water into steam
is the work of fuel, and as fuel is always organic in its origin, it must be
accounted for by the sun's rays as shown in the preceding paragraph.

For electricity, every current that we can utilize takes its rise either in

motion produced by steam or in the chemical changes of certain elements

and compounds, all of which are based ultimately on some form of carbon

derived from the vegetable world and therefore from the sun.

How does this power qf the sun become available to us? By what
process is the solar energy transformed into the power of muscle, steam
and electrcity?
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The vegetable kingdom is the agent of transfer. The all important

office of absorbing, appropriating and storing the power of the sun has

been assigned to the plant. The plant accomplishes the all important

work of storing the sun*s power through the agency of the cells of which

it is composed. The vegetable cell has the surprising property of being

able to live and multiply itself on air alone, through the agency of the

sunlight.

One of the constant constituents of the atmosphere is carbonic acid,

a gas that consists of one atom of carbon combined with two atoms of

oxygen. The bond that holds these elements united is a powerful one.

We are able to break it in our laboratories, it is true, but only by employ-

ing the full resources of chemical skill. But in the vegetable cell, under

the sun's light, this bond melts away, like a thread of flax in the flame

of a furnace. The carbon is fixed in the forming tissues of the plant,

while the oxygen is restored to the atmosphere to maintain its vitality.

To effect this decomposition a certain measure of the sun's force is

required. All the force that was employed in breaking this bond, the

heat, the light, the chemical power, is now held in these products of

growth, in a potential state. But it is readily given back to all appropri-

ate demands and the self-same light and heat by which the vegetable

substance grew, we obtain again when we burn* this substance in furnace

or grate. This is the sole source of the power of fuel, and all fuel, or in

other words, whatever will burn, has borrowed its power, to bum from

the sun.

Taken within the animal system, the products of plant growth give

to it, also, the force that they hold imprisoned. On this account and in

this way, they become the food, the support, of animal life, the sole

source of its heat, its activity, in a word, of its vital force. All animal

movements, muscular or molecular, that we can see or that we are obliged

to infer, result alike from, or at least are alike conditioned by, this trans-

formed power of the sun.

The remarkable office of the vegetable cell is thus brought to light.

It is a storer of power, a reservoir of force. It mediates between the

sun, the great fountain of energy, and the animal life of the world. The
animal can use no power that has not been directly or indirectly stored

in the vegetable cell. This storage is forever going on. Of the vast

floods of energy that stream forth from the great center of our system,

an insignificant fraction is caught by the earth as it revolves in its orbit.

Of the little fraction that the earth arrests, an equally insignificant part

is used directly in plant growth. But the entire productive force of the

living world turns on this insignificant fraction of an insignificant frac-

tion.

Is there any way in which this sun power can be permanently

stored on the large scale ? Nature has devised various ways of retaining

and preserving the power which the vegetable cell has accumulated in the
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past years or centuries or ages. Some of these forms of stored power,

men have long known and valued, but with the really great accumula-

tions, they have but comparatively recently become acquainted.

These accumulations are found in soils, which, originally composed

of the disintegrated portions of the earth's rocky crust, have been

gradually enriched by the remains of vegetable and animal life. Centu-

ries have been spent in storing a fertile soil with this transformed sun

power.

A second example of stored sun power is to be found in forest

growths. They always stand for centuries of accumulation. A forest

consists of air, moulded and subdued temporarily by the sun's rays, but

ready to pass back into the atmosphere again, and bound to restore, as it

either burns or decays, all the heat by which it grew.

Peat bogs, in the third place, furnish a similar example of stored

sun power. Built up of humbler forms than forests, they still represent

in all respects the same great laws of accumulation. They stand for the

separation of large amounts of carbon from the air through the agency

ot the solar ray.

But the accumulations of power that have been already noted shrink

into insignificance when compared with the coal seams of the geological

scale, which represent the forests and the peat bogs of earlier ages in the

earth's history. These are the great accumulations of power. Taking

their place as they do, in orderly fashion, among the stratified deposits of

the earth's crust, and going back in many instances to a high antiquity,

we rightly name \h.&mi fossilpower.

Sir William Dawson estimates that a foot of coal requires for its

origin the patient growth and slow decay of a hundred of the forests

out of which it was formed, for of this vegetable growth only a remnant

was saved. For many thousands of years for every foot of coal, we can

be sure, the sun must have poured down its floods of light and heat up-

on these Carboniferous swamps. The light and heat were absorbed

there in the processes of plant growth, were locked up in leaf and stem

and spore, were buried beneath the sediments of an advancing sea, were

converted at last into stone, became a part of the earth's crust, but still

retaining their original nature, still containing, literally and truly, the

light and heat, the power of the ages of the early world in which they

had their birth.

The fossilpower stored in coal began tobeturned tosome small account

in England several years hundred years ago, but there were only a few

districts in the kingdom that could readily avail themselves of th new

found supplies. The impossiblity of transporting coal on the large

scale forbade any general development of it. All the great applications

of the stored power of the world belong to the nineteenth century and

the most important of them belong to the last fifty years. What has been

done within this century constitutes by far the most important chapter in
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the economic history of the race. Fossil power lies at the root and

center of an unparalleled advance. It is connected in a most intimate

and important way with a single invention, viz., the steam engine.

But the steam engine in all its formsis conditioned by and depend-

ent on the fossil fuels, which are now under consideration.

The forests of any country would, under its exorbitant demands,

melt away like dew before the sun. In large portions of the world, and
even in those as England, where steam power has worked its greatest

triumphs, it would be simply impossible to use it in any large way, were
it not for the vast stocks of power that were stored in the strata during

the earlier ages of the earth's history.

There are, in particular, two great lines of service rendered by coal

through the steam engine. They are found in manufactures and in

transportation.

In manufactures, the steam engine supplies power wherever it is

wanted and just as much as is wanted. Before its advent men were
sharply restricted in their use of power. They were limited to winds,

to streams, to tides and to the power of muscle. The restriction applied,

not only to the amount, but also to the location of the available power.

But the steam engine has changed all this. It brings to any desired

point the energy that is required for the most gigantic and the most
varied tasks.

At the bottom of all this wonderful and, on the whole, beneficent

activity, lies coal, the great representative of the fossil power of the

world. It is coal that turns every wheel, lifts every lever, strikes every

blow. In Great Britain alone, coal does the work of more than a hun-

dred million men. It adds to the wealth of these fortunate islands on
this basis. In transportation, steam has brought about a still more won-
derful change. The civilized world, with all its belongings, has been

mobilized by means of its application to locomotion.

The sun power that in reality does all this work has been buried in

the earth's crust for many millions of years. While coal is rendering

these several lines of service it gives value at the same time to every

other form of power and every other source of wealth, as soils, forests,

mines.

The most striking characteristics of our day center around this one

element. There is no more distinctive feature of the nineteenth century

than ( a ) the remarkable growth of cities throughout the civilized world,

and (d) the unparalleled increase of wealth among men. Both take their

rise in coal. Both are conditioned in its use in all their phases and stages.

In no century of the past has there ever been any close approximation

to these features of our own time. The problem of food and fuel supply

has heretofore held the growth of cities in close check, but coal in the

steam engine removes this check. Since the year 1800, the total wealth

of Great Britain has been more than doubled. Similar facts obtain in
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all progressive nations, in proportion to their utilization of fossil power,

fhe increase of wealth in the United States during the present century

is vast beyond all expression or conception. It is easy to show how
vital a factor in it all, transportation through the stored power of coal

has always been.

Never before has such extreme inequality prevailed in the distribu-

tion of wealth, as in this century. The individual fortunes of our day,

mainly gathered in the last forty years, exceed all that have been known
before, and render the standards of comparison that the world has used

for the last two thousand years, ridiculously inadequate.

The secret of this amazing increase of wealth, is to be found in the

steam engine or rather in the coal which feeds it. A pound of good
coal used in a good engine stands for the work of six horses for an hour

;

a ton of coal, for the work of 1300 horses, for a day of ten hours.

There are lines of railroads under a single management, whose locomo-

tives comsume 10,000 tons of coal in a da3^ But 10,000 tons of coal

stand for the work of 13,000,000 horses, working ten hours a day.

It is considerations like these that set coal before us in its proper

light. It is because we find in it the chief representative and the main
accumulation of the stored power of the sun that we are bound to set

so high an estimate upon it. We are unable to see how the world can

maintain the astonishing rate of progress which has been established

within the last fifty years, if our coal resources are cut off or materially

reduced. But coal is not a mineral of indefinite amount, like limestone

or sandstone or clay. On the contrary, its stocks are sharply limited.

This fact, taken in connection with those already named, lays upon us

the imperative obligation to make every pound of it go as far as it can,

do all the work of which it is capable. Our practice cannot, however,

bear examination from this point of view. We are guilty of the

grossest and most reckless waste in all our dealings with coal, in min-

ing, in marketing, and in utilization. The treatment that this precious

form of wealth is receiving at our hands is a disgrace to our civilization.

A few examples will set the facts before us, as they are found in our

own State.

In one Ohio coal field a seam of coal is found that expands for a

limited area, from four or five feet, to ten or twelve feet in thick-

ness, but the upper or added portion of the expanded seam, though
excellent coal, is somewhat inferior to the lower portion. If all of the

thicker seam is sent out, the product of the mine is discredited to some
extent, in comparison with the output of mines in which the thinner

phase only is mined. The result is that the upper portion of the thick

seam is often left in the mines, hopelessly lost to human use. The rejected

portion is in reality better coal than the best that is produced in the

entire coal fields of some of our western States. This lamentable result

is due to the conditions of marketing coal that prevail.
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In the same field, two seams of coal are found within the same
acreage, fifty to seventy feet apart. The lower seam is the thicker and

stronger coal and on this account is somewhat the more marketable.

But if the lower seam is mined first, the upper seam is rendered value-

less, through the disintegration affected by the unwatering of the coal

and by the irregularities that result from the subsidence of the strata

over the worked-out spaces. If the upper seam, which is also a valuable

bed of coal, is to be saved at all, it must be mined first. But there are

considerable areas in which the lower seam is taken and the upper there-

by sacrificed. The fault in this case, is due to the demand for immediate

returns on the part of the coal operator.

Another lamentable source of loss occurs in the districts in which

the coal is of the open-burning variety. The slack of this open-burning

coal, which results from undermining and handling, is mainly wasted;

but the portions of the coal from which the greater part of it is derived,

constitutes the best and purest portion of the entire seam. This waste

accumulates to the extent of millions of tons in our great coal fields.

Only a brief exposure of it to the air is necessary to rob it of all value.

Still another important source of loss is to be found in the work of un-

skillful miners, especially in the districts in which the open-burning cqals

occur. The unskillful miner reduces a much larger portion of th^ coal

to slack than the properly trained miner and as already stated this pro-

duct of the mines is mainly lost to service.

But the greatest loss of all results from the failure to take out all

the available coal in the operation of mining. This failure has several

roots, as the demand for immediate returns; improper system of mining,

reckless or ignorant administration of whatever system it employed.

The chief cause is, however, the low prices at which coal is sold. No
proper incentive to intelligent and thorough work is found in the value

of the coal thus wantonly wasted.

The unnecessary losses thus far entailed and now in process of

infliction on our most important coal-fields are estimated by those best

calculated to judge as ranging from 6 to 25 per cent. The latter figure

includes losses of the first sort named in this review.

In a civilized state it ought to be impossible for barbaric waste of

the kinds above named to go on. But there is no power that can be

invoked to arrest it. Our whole system of laws forbid interference with

the land owner or the coal producer in the question involved. Each can

do "what he will with his own".

At no distant day, the State will be obliged to take a radically new
departure in putting an end to this reckless and unnecessary sacrifice

of its stored power, which while it does not enrich us, makes the future

poor indeed. The sooner the State assumes the necessary supervisory

and rCvStrictive power, the better. Along with this increased exercise of

power on the part of the State, there should follow an increased price of
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coal. Our coal will never be properly mined or properly l^umed so long

as it costs at the mines less than fl.OO per ton. This question of waste

demands immediate and serious consideration. The present status of

coal mining in Ohio is a reproach to the commonwealth, but like condi-

tions prevail in all the other portions of our coal fields, and a reform

cannot be accomplished in one State or district without the co-operation

of the rest.

Divisions of the Ohio Coal Field.

The number of fairly persistent coal seams that justify mining in

the large or small way in this State at the present time is not less than

15. By the most liberal construction, 18 such seams might be counted.

Of the really important seams there are not more than 10.

Before making out the list, the principles on which our coal seams
are named, will be indicated. The laws of geological nomenclaturs

require that any regular element of the scale shall be known, wherever

it is found, by the name by which it was first adequately described.

The Pennsylvania coal fields were developed considerably in advance of

those in Ohio, and consequently all the principal seams were found to be

provided with names when first recognized within our territory. These

names we were obliged to adopt, even though the Ohio representatives

of particular seams might be more valuable |:han those found in Penn-

sylvania. There are a few seams found in Ohio, the equivalence of

which with Pennsylvania coals has not been fully demonstrated. For

such seams we must use names derived from the Ohio localities in which

they occur. In the lists which follow hereafter both the Pennsylvania

names and the Ohio equivalents, so far as they have been determined

will be presented.

In his original classification of the Pennsylvania coal seams, Pro-

fessor l/csley adopted the letters of the alphabet for the designations,

A being applied to the lowest seam of the lower coal measures; in like

manner, Professor Newberry, in his classification of the Ohio coals,

applied numbers to the seams, using 1 for the lowest seam of the con-

glomerate coal measure, but supposing it to be the same as coal A of

Lesley. It so happened that the numbers were fixed to the coals of the

Ohio scale before the facts as to the series were adequately collected and

consequently their use has brought great confusion and trouble into our

system. Valuable seams were left without a number and again the same
number was given to different seams and one and the same seam received

different numbers in different localities. Numbers are easily remembered

and prove very popular with the practical part of our ^population that is

chiefly concerned with the coal fields, and it cannot be denied that if

the facts were all in hand, there would be comparatively little objection

to the application of such designations. But even in such a case, con-

fusion would sometimes result from the failure of one or more seams to
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put in an appearance in a particular section, thus bringing, in apparently

consecutive order, elements that are separated in nature by well marked

intervals.

Coal Shams of Ohio.

Washington coal.

Waynesburgh "

Sewickley " Macksburgh or Meigs Creek.

Pittsburgh "

Crinoidal Limestone coal.

Patriot coal.

Cambridge Limestone coaL

Mahoning "

Upper Freeport "

Lower Freeport **

Middle Kittaning "

Lower Kittaning "

Clarion "

Brookville '*

Tionesta "

Upper Mercer "

Lower Mercer "

Quakertown *'

Sharon "

Coals above the Pittsburgh as named by Prof. I. C. White, Bulletin

66 y U. S. Geol. Survey are as follows

:

Nineveh coal.

Jollytown "

Washington " with several splits.

Wayensburgh" " "

Uniontown "

Sewickley "

Redstone "

We are obliged also, by the requirements of geology, to adopt the

divisions of the Carboniferous System that were established in Penn-

sylvania. It is certain that the column would have been somewhat differ-

ently dealt with if* its subdivisions had been first established in Ohio.

But all the boundary lines of the Pennsylvania system can be plainly

enough followed here when our atcention is directed to them. Against

one division only, have we even any apparent ground of complaint.

Moreover, the entire system is much more full3'^ expanded in Penn-

sylvania than in Ohio and on this account, the former state furnishes the

best grounds for making out the true order. The main divisions, which

were established by Rogers and his assistants, in the First Geological

Survey of Pennsylvania, have been universally adopted by the geologists

of the Appalachian coal fields. They are as follows : all of the divisions

being represented in Ohio.
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Carboniferous System.

Upper Barren Measures.
Upper Coal Measures.
Lower Barren Measures.
Lower Coal Measures.
Serai Conglomerate.

It is the lowest of these divisions, for the establishment of which

we find no suitable justification in the facts as they occur in Ohio, con-

sidered by themselves alone. With us, this part of the scale would cer-

tainly be merged in the next higher division, viz., the Lower Coal Meas-

ures, if we were to consult our own geology solely. It has, in fact, al-

ways been so treated, in the discussion of our series in the state reports.

But this treatment isolates our coal field and breaks up a scientific ar-

rangement that has a wide spread application and ought to be abandoned.

These several divisions will be considered separately.

SECTION I.

The Coal Seams of the Conglomerate Coal Measures.

( Sef al Conglomerate, Pottsville Conglomerate y No. XII)

This series was originally described as an enormous mass of con-

glomerate, mainly white, interbedded with gray sandstones, with a maxi-

mum thickness of eleven hundred feet in the Pottsville coal field of

eastern Pennsylvania. It was noted at an early date however, that sev-

eral coal seams were found, included in the conglomerate. As the formation

is followed westward, across Pennsylvania, as has been fully demonstrated

by the Second Geological Survey, it is reduced in volume and its con-

glomeritic features are less pronounced and sometimes wholly lost, and

certain intercalated elements acquire greater development and impor-

tance. When the series was at last traced into Ohio in Trumbull and

Mahoning counties, the pebble rock, though present in a thin stratum

was no longer its most striking feature, but it was found to consist of

coal seams, fire clays, limestones, iron ores, shales and ordinary sand-

stones. In other words, it had become a considerable and integral part

of our productive coal measures. The conglomerates are, however, still

recognizable, and while we should never have thought of making them

the normal and characteristic elements of the section, we are still able to

recognize all the divisions of the Pennsylvania system within our limits.

There are three main divisions of the Serai Conglomerate, in western

Pennsylvania, viz., the Homewood sandstone, the Conoquenessing sand-

stones, upper and lower, and the Sharon conglomerate. The Sharon

conglomerate is fairly well developed in northeastern Ohio. The Cono-

quenessing sandstones are also in some localities, well represented. They

are known by us as the Massillon sandstone, while the Homewood sand-

stone is much reduced in thickness, supports no quarries and has conse-
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quently taken no distinctive name, but it can be recognized in a coarse

and uneven-bedded sandstone, containing many coal plants, in a thou-

sand sections. From point to point, around the margin of our coal field,

these elements can be traced, and they thus constitute an identifiable

framework, which has its bodily extension to the eastward into Penn-
sylvania, and to the southward into Kentucky and West Virginia. The
Serai conglomerate in Ohio can be counted as 250 feet in thickness.

The coal seams included in this series, are the following:

Tionesta.

Upper Mercer,

Lower Mercer.

Quakertown.

Sharon.

The Sharon Coal.—This, the lowest coal seam of Ohio, was for

twenty-five years, in the early days of our mining interests, our most

valuable deposit of fossil fuel, but the seam has been almost exhausted

and it no longer holds an important place in the enumeration of our coal

resources.

The peculiarities of its occurrence have been well described in pre-

vious reports of the Geological Survey. Dr. Newberry, in particular,

made a special study of this seam in its economic and geological features.

His descriptions of the seam and its mode of occurrence leave little to

be desired. (Volume I, page 214; volume II, page 126.) He showed

that the Sharon coal in Ohio was formed in basins, excavated in the sub-

carboniferous rocks and that consequently, continuity of the seam on a

large scale does not exist. In volume V, much additional information

is given as to this coal deposit. (Volume V, pages 156, 169, 773, 1011.)

No mapping of the areas of the Sharon coal has been attempted in

connection with the present report, because of the rapidly approaching

exhaustion of the seam in all its known areas. In Trumbull and Mahon-

ing counties, the work of mining coal in the large way has almost come

to an end. There is at present but a single large mine left in this once

prolific field. A few small areas remain, mainly in connection w^ith the

older mines, but no considerable body of untouched coal of good thick-

ness is now known, although explorations have been carried on in a very

thorough and extensive manner through the entire region in which the

coal could reasonably be looked for.

In Portage county, there is still some activity in the mines of this

seam. The Palmyra district supports four or five mines, and explorations

to the eastward show some areas of coal which will probably prove thick

enough for mining.

In Summit county, mining has practically ceased, though it was the

center of an important production for 25 or 30 years.

In Medina county, a small amount of coal is mined in the Wads-

worth district and several new areas have recently been brought to light.
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The most important mines of the Sharon coal in northern Ohio are

now confined to the Massillon field of Stark county. Mining is here car-

ried on with a fair measure of vigor in several bodies of coal. All of

these deposits are reached by shafts of greater depth than was required

in any of the early mines, but there is.no considerable body of the coal

known that has not been already attacked. The end of the field cannot

be removed more than a few years at furthest from the present time.

A few spurs of the Massillon field extend into Wayne county, but

they are of small extent and value.

From this point southward to Jackson county, the Sharon coal is

not mined except in an occasional drift bank, opened for the supply of

one or more households of the immediate neighborhood.

In Jackson county, the Sharon seam has long been worked on a

moderate scale under the name of the Jackson Shaft coal. The mines
in this seam are still in operation, but the boundaries of the known areas

are all in sight and not far distant. A full account of this field is to be

found in volume V, Geol. of Ohio.

From this review is seen that the Sharon coal belongs mainly to the

past, and is no longer an important leature in the supply of Ohio coals.

As explained above, this is the reason why no mapping of the Sharon
field has been attempted, in connection with the present volume. The
areas of the coal now known, if delineated, would be insignificant, while

if the old boundaries were represented as coal lands, the representation

would prove misleading.

The Quakertown Coal,—^The second coal of the Pennsylvania
series, counting upwards, is named the Quakertown coal, from a
loc^ity in the Mahoning Valley. It is here a thin seam, lying about fifty'

feet above the Sharon coal. It was once mined at Quakertown, Pa., on
the small scale. The Quakertown seam can be plainly followed into Ohio
through all the counties in which the Sharon coal is or has been mined.
Its place in the series is well marked, being between the two division of the

Conoquenessing or Massillon Sandstone and it is not likely to be either

missed or confounded with any other seam in the explorations by the drill

which are carried forward in the field. It is familiarly known in the dis-

tricts in which the Sharon coal occurs as the rider seam. It seldom
,

reaches a thickness of more than eighteen inches in northern Ohio and is

often reduced to a black mark. At many points to the southward a thin
coal is found within one hundred feet of the base of the Conglomerate
group which may represent the Quakertown coal, but the facts do not
warrant anything more than the probable reference of these occurrences
to this horizon.

The Wellston orJackson Hill Coal.—In Jackson and Vinton counties,

one hundred or more feet above the horizon ofthe Jackson Shaft coal, a val-

uable coal seam is found. It is locally known as the Jackson Hill coal, and
also as the Wellston seam. The latter designation is decidedly to be pre-

18 G. O.
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ferred, and will be used in this chapter. The coal has been extensively

worked at a few points during the last twenty years and its boundaries have

been constantly widening through all this time, and a much larger area of

it is now known than was suspected when the seam was first opened. This

area is indicated on map No. 2, by a boundary subordinate to that of the

upper coals. Tests have developed the existence of this seam to the

northward and eastward, and the boundary upon the map is made to include

. all of the territory that lies within a line connecting the most distant

points in which the coal is known to exis . It is, therefore, to be expected

that large ''wants" in the seam will be found to exist within the field as

thus indicated. The Madeira shaft sunk on the line of the Baltimore and

Ohio Southwestern Railway, near McArthur Junction, has found the

seam in good condition. This is the northermost mine in the seam.

As was shown by Professor Andrews, in 1869 and 1870, the Wellston

seam is one of unusual excellence. It is in some respects distinguished

from every other coal in our entire field. In its best phases, it runs

exceedingly low in ash, and what ash there is falls through the grate bars

like wood ashes. It also is low in sulphur and therefore makes no clinker.

It is easily kindled and for steam production, where careful stoking can

be provided, it is unsurpassed. The worst charge that can be maintained

against it is, that it is ''flashy," i. e. that it burns up rapidly and conse-

quently requires much care in keeping up the fire. Wherever introduced,

the Wellston coal holds its place against all competition. The coal is soft

and tends to mine small; but on account of its purity, the nut coal com-

mands a ready market, at a price but little below the price of theh ighest

grade or lump coal. The additions that have been made to the Wellston

field during the last ten years, may be counted the most important exten-

sion of our fuel supply from the Coal Measures of southern Ohio within

the period named above. It is altogether likely that the boundaries of

this seam will be still further extended by explorations that are now in

progress. From the statements now made, it is evident that favorable

conditions for coal making prevailed over a considerable area in southern

Ohio during the epoch of the Quakertown Coal. These conditions were

also extended to the southward. We find in northern Kentucky several

important bodies of coal on the level of the Wellston seam.

The Lower Mercer Coal.—Not much more is known of the Lower
Mercer coal than was known in 1888, the date of the last report of the

Survey on the Ohio coal fields. The statements then made would apph^

in unchanged and unqualified terms to the facts of toda}^ The seam is

found around the entire margin of the Ohio Coal Measures. Its place

which is approximately at least, one hundred and fifty feet (100-200) above

the Sharon seam, is distinctly marked in every township in which it

is due, but there are only a few points at which it offers suitable encourage-

ment to mining, even in neighborhood banks. The only work done in it

is confined to Mahoning, Holmes, Licking, Muskingum, Hocking and
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Vinton counties. A few thousand tons, perhaps less than twenty thou-

sand, will cover its annual output. Nor is the prospect for the future

better than the experience of the present. Where thick enough to justify

mining as far as this factor is concerned, the seam is so mixed with slate,

as to be a most unsatisfactory fuel. It is safe to say that the Lower
Mercer coal will stay in the ground until fuel of all sorts becomes more
scarce and more valuable than it is at the present time. The best phases

of the Lower Mercer coal now known are found in the first two counties

named above, Mahoning and Holmes. To this list we may add the Flint

Ridge cannal of Licking county, but this bed seems to have been maimly
worked out.

The Upper Mercer Coal.—A somewhat more favorable account can

be given of the next higher seam in the scale, namely, the Upper Mercer

Coal ; and yet little that is new has been learned in regard to it since 1888.

Its position is so well marked, that wherever the seam is developed to

any considerable extent, it is sure to be noted. The Upper Mercer lime-

stone is frequently replaced on a large scale by flint. This phase of it is

especially conspicuous in its outcrops, which are commonly known as

flint ridges. The coal belongs directly below the limestone or flint, or at

most is separated from it by only a short interval. Wherever the lime-

stone or flint is exposed, the coal, if present, is sure to be seen. The in-

terval between the two Mercer coals generally exceeds 30 feet, and is

rarely more than 40 feet. The approximate measure most frequently

repeated in experience, and which therefore can be counted the best gen-

eral figure, is 35 feet. This interval helps to determine the name and

place of the seam in the cases in which the limestone or flint is found

wanting.

This coal is mined in a small way in Mahoning, Holmes, Coshocton

and Vinton counties, possibly, also, in a few county banks in Hocking
and Jackson counties. It has no constant or established character. In

Mahoning county, in the neighborhood of Can field, several banks are

opened in the seam, where it is known as the Bruce coal. It is here an

open burning coal of ordinary- grade. In Holmes county, near Millers-

burg, the seam shows large volume at a few points, but the quality is so

low that it is hard to say whether the seam is best described as an impure
cannel, or a rich bituminous slate. But in Bedford tovmship, Coshocton

county, it occurs as a valuable body of cannel coal. This field was
described in some detail in Volume V, and nothing remains to be added

at this time except the statement of the fact that railroad facilities have
recently been brought to it and practical development has since gone
forward on a larger scale than was ever before possible.

In Vinton county, the seam attains, on the whole, its best develop-

ment. It is found in the neighborhood of McArthur, where it is kno>^ n
as the Newland coal. The seam has good volume throughout portions

of Hocking, Vinton and Jackson couhties, but its quality is unreliable
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where the thickness is greatest. It tends to become impure and slaty.

Occasionally part of it becomes cannel coal of indifferent grade.

While there is a large body of fuel to be found on this horizon, it

does not seem probable that it can compete in the markets of our day

with the seams that are now being mined. It does not, however, follow

that it will remain without value for all the future. When the time

comes, as it must come at no distant day, in which different grades of

coal can be offered in market at prices corresponding to their intrinsic

value, the Upper Mercer coal will then find its proper recognition.

The Tionesta Coal,—Some doubt has been expressed as to the exis-

tence of a coal seam sufficiently persistent to deserve to be included in

our list between the Upper Mercer and the Brookville coals. It must be

acknowledged that the question as to these lower coals can be studied

further with profit. There are, however, a few sections in Ohio, ar

shown in Volume V, in which a coal seam of thickness sufficient to jus-

tify mining, at least in a small way, is found about equidistant between

the Upper Mercer coal and the seam which underlies the Putnam Hill lime-

stone. The latter is counted in Volume V as the Brookville coal, or the

representative of the first seam of the Lower Coal measures proper. The

question of identification, hower, extends to this last named seam, aa

well as to the one below it. There is more stratigraphical than economic

importance, in the questions so far as Ohio is concerned, and since no

new facts have recently been brought to light upon the section involved,

the question must be left here unsettled, as it was left in Volume V.

SECTION II.

The Coal Seams of the Lower Coal Measures.

The division which we now reach in our review, is by all means the

most important division of the Carboniferous system in Ohio. We find

here not only a larger number of coal seams that justify mining, than in

any other division, but we find avSSociated with these coal seams the most

valuable beds of fire clay of our entire series. The only limestone for*

mation of the Coal Measures that is found reliable in a large way foi

lime-burning and for furnace flux is also included in the same division,

viz., the Ferriferous limestone. To this list there should be added num-

erous beds of iron ore that were counted of considerable value a few

years since, but which have lost their economic importance, in great part,

since the development of the iron ore fields of Michigan, Wisconsin and

Minnesota.

The coal seams of the Lower Coal Measures in Ohio are six in num-

ber. They are named below in decending order :

6. Upper Freeport coal.

5. Lower Freeport coal.

4. Middle Kittanning coal.
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3. Lower Kittanning coaL

2. Upper Clarion coal.

1. Lower Clarion coal ( Brookville ).

The only change made in this enumeration from the order named in

Volume V is in the replacement of the term "Brookville" by "L^ower
Clarion."

Professor I^esley, in his final review of the Pennsylvaina coal fields

has found it necessary to recognize a tri-partite arrangement of the coal

seams of the Lower Coal Measures as follows:

( Upper.
Freeport Group < Middle,

( Lower.

{Upper.
Middle.
Lower,

r Upper.
Clarion Group -^Middle.

( Lower.

The Ohio coal seams can be well enough provided for by a bi-partite

system, as indicated above; though it cannot be denied that occasional

representatives of the extra Pennsylvania seams are found within our
limits. The questions in regard to the exact correlation of these extra

seams are, of course, open ones. The leading seams named above will

be briefly revie\ved in the order of their formation, but for a more
extended account of the facts pertaining to them, the reader is referred

to Geology of Ohio, Volume V.

The Clarion Group.

1. Lower Clarion or Brookville CoaL This seam underlies the

Putnam Hill limestone. It is best developed in Stark county, where it is

mined under the name of the Limestone coal. A full account is given

of it in Volume V, p. 230, to which the reader m referred. The same
seam is mined in a very small way at Zanesville within the city limits.

It has acquired no new importance since the date of the last review. It

adds so little to our fuel resources, that it would scarcely be missed if it

were dropped from" the scale.

2. Upper Clarion CoaL The coal seam which directly underlies

the Ferriferous limestone is confined to the southwestern extension of

the Ohio coal field for the reason that the limestone itself is limited to

this district, so far as a generous development of it is concerned. The
limesitone makes its first appearance as a thin and inconstant bed in

Perry county. It gains strength and steadiness through Hocking county
and comes to itself in Vinton county, extending thence in full force

through Jackson, western Gallia • and Lawrence county, to the Ohio
river. In Vinton, Jackson and Gallia counties, the limestone coal, as

this seam is universally called, is an important local source of fuel. It is

beginning to be appreciated as a possible basis for mining in the large

way, and the lands containing it are now being gathered in considerable
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bodies with reference to future mining enterprises. One or two mines for

the general market have been added to tnose named in Volume V, which

are still extensively worked.

None of the coal seams thus far named have been included in the

maps of Volume VII. But the map of Jackson and Vinton counties, ac-

companying Volume V, gives the main boundary and also the outliers of

the Ferriferous limestone. This map would answer almost equally

well for the "lyimestone coal."

The Kittanning Group.

3. The Lower Kittayming Coal, This is a fairly wide-spread seam and

is accordingly known by many local names. It is Coal No. 5 of New-
berry, from the Tuscarawas Valley, westward and southward. It is Coal

No. 3 of the same author in the Ohio Valley, where it is also known as

the Clay Vein coal. It is the Lower Zanesville and the Lower New Lex-

ington coal of Andrews, and the Newcastle coal of Lawrence county. It

is also the Washingtonville or Letonia coking coal.

The Lower Kittanning coal may be said to be included in the first

main boundary of the maps that accompany this volume. The boundary

is referred to the Middle Kittanning seam only, in the legend of the maps;

but as the two seams are only twenty to thirty feet apart in the region

of their best development, their outcrops, where both seams are present,

are practically identical. There are a few localities, in which outliers of

the Lower Kittanning coal maintain themselves beyond the margin of the

Middle Kittanning coal seam for a mile or two. But even in such cases

nothing is really sacrificed of economicvalue in counting the boundaries of

the two seams identical, because the coal of the outliers is generally under

so thin cover as to be worthless. The frequent absence of the lower coal

forbids us to introduce its name in the description upon the map.

The practical developement of the Lower Kittanning coal remain?

about the same as the date of the issue of Volume V. There is less

rather than more mining done in this seam at present than there was

ten years ago.

4. The Middle Kittanning . Coal, The seam now reached is, on

every account, one of the three most valuable seams of our entire coal

measures. The only two with which it can be fairly compared in econ-

omic importance are the Upper Freeport and the Pittsburgh coals. So

far as Ohio is concerned, the seam now to be considered is, in reality, the

Upper Kittanning seam ; but in the Pennsylvania scale the present seam

is identified as the first seam above the Lower Kittanning coal, while a

distinct seam is found in some counties at a somewhat higher place in

the scale. It must thus be known, therefore, as the Middle Kittanning

coal, though at Kittanning itself, the locality from which the name is

derived, it is the upper of the two seams that are found there. The case

is the same in Ohio.

Of its numerous synonyms no list need be made at this point. By
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outcrops that no geologist could be pardoned for losing for a single mile,

if allowed to connect his series step by step, the seam can be followed

from the Pennsylvania state line in the Ohio valley, where it is known as

the block coal, through the Yellow Creek valley, where it is called, the

Hammondsville strip vein, under the divide that separates Tuscarawas

water from Yellow Creek, to the Little Sandy, where it is universally

known as number 6. Eastward from this point, it is extensively worked
in Stark county, and is also present everywhere, though thin, in northern

Columbiana county. It can also be directly connected, with the Penn-

sylvania series through the Mahoning valley, as was first shown by Pro-

fessor I. C. White.

Westward and southward from the Sandy Creek valley, the seam is

the most reliable and the best known element, as well, of the entire geo-

logical scale of the district traversed. No question is possible as to its

extension and continuity from the Tuscarawas valley to the Ohio River.

This is the lowest of the coal seams, the outcrops of which have

been laid down -on the series of maps that accompany this*volume. As
explained under the previous head, the outline of the Middle Kittanning

seam answers for the Lower Kittanning seam nearly as well, the two

seams being separated by so small an interval.

A study of these maps reveals large areas of the Middle Kittanning

seam in many counties of our Coal Measures. These facts will be treated

under a subsequent head.

The Middle Kittanning seam does not promise to support deep

mines to any great extent in Ohio. It is emphatically a marginal deposit,

in the order of its formation.

The Freeport Group.

The two coal seams of the group next reached are the counterparts

in many ways of the group last passed in review, namely, the Kittanning

coals. While three seams are recognized in the Freeport group in Penn-

sylvania, but two are found in Ohio, viz., the Lower and the Upper.

Again, as in the Kittanning group, the principal valtle belongs to the •

uppermost of the two seams, so far as Ohio is concerned. The Upper
Freeport seam, as has been already stated, is beyond question one of the

three leading seams of our coal field. For the present, the Middle Kit-

tanning seam is much more productive than the Upper Freeport, largely

through the contributions of the Hocking valley field, but in the course

of a generation or two, the table will be completely turned. The facts

pertaining to this point will be presented on a later page, in connection

with a description of the maps.

5. The Lower Freeport Coal, Coal No. 6a. The Lower Freeport

seam supports but one important coal field in the state, namely, the

Steubenville field. At no other point does it attain importance enough

to warrant mining in the large way at the present time. From large

areas where it is due, it is altogether wanting, at least in any econom-
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ically valuable condition. Even its place is by no means always marked.

In numerous sections, distributed through a score of miles at a stretch,

its place in the scale will be passed without a blossom of coal, clay, lime-

stone or iron ore to indicate the fact.

Above Steubenville, in the Ohio valley, the lyower Freeport coal is

known as the Roger seam. Many small mines are opened in this seam

in JeJGFerson and Columbiana counties.

The next best development of the Lower Freeport coal is found

along the western margin of the Ohio coal field, from the Hocking valley

southward to the valley of the Ohio River. In the Hocking valley it is

occasionally fairly developed, attaining a maximum thickness of three

feet. The coal is of fair quality, but capricious in its development to a

high degree.

The reference of what is known as the Hamden Furnace coal to the

lyower Freeport horizon, which was made in Volume V, has been proved

to be erroneous, by the work done in the present report. The seam thus

designated has been shown to be the Middle Kittanning coal by means

of a better series of sections than was before found. *

In Lawrence county the Lower Freeport coal is known as the

Hatcher vein. It is about three feet thick at its best and at present ren-

ders a small measure of service in supporting small mines for neighbor-

hood supply.

The Steubenville coal lies entirely below drainage, but an exception

has been made for this important field by indicating it on map No. 8,

covering the territory in which it is now being mined. As a rule no ac-

count has been taken of coal seams when they have fallen below

drainage.

In regard to the Steubenville coal a question of identification has

always existed. Dr. Newberry referred it confidently to the Upper Free-

port horizon, and he had the analogies of this seam in his favor in this

reference. More careful work, however, done in the preparation of

Volume V, seemed to necessitate its reference to the Lower Freeport hori-

zon. While it has all along been acknowledged that the horizon of this

field is not as definitely settled as those of our other coal fields may be

said to be, nothing has come to light that tends to really unsettle this

conclusion. In the preparation of the present volume, a review of the

Steubenville field, with special reference to this question, has been made
by Prof. F. W. Sperr, who did the work of determination for Vol. V. but

no change has been warranted thereby. The main facts that tend to

keep the question open are those derived from the drilling of deep wells

in the territory contiguous to western Jefi^erson county. The Cambridge

coal (Upper Freeport) is found running down under deep cover towards

the known extension of the Steubenville seam.

The most that can now be said is, that the facts gathered from the

* This new determination is to be credited to Mr. C. K. Sherman, an assistant

on the Survey for 1892-3.
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surface geology seem to point clearly to the Lower Freeport horizon,

while the tinderground facts lean toward a reference of the seam to the

Upper Freeport as the true equivalent. The facts derived from the first

source are the more satisfactory and they oblige us therefore to adopt

the conclusion already given.

6. The Upper Freeport CoaL CoalNo, 7. The seam now to be con-

sidered has already been repeatedly named in the preceding review as one

of the three most important seams of the Ohio Coal Measures. At pres-

ent time it holds the second place in this list, the Middle Kittanning out-

ranking it in production. But in the course of twenty-five years the

Upper Freeport will undoubtedly be in the lead of our coal seams in pro-

duction, and this relativesuperiority it will probably maintain for a consid-

erable period. Its only competitor for the first place in production will

thenceforth be the Pittsburg coal seam.

The Upper Freeport coal has a fairly distinct character through its

entire extent in Ohio. It is always a moderately cementing coal, is well-

jointed, does not contain an excessive amount of ash, but is rather high

in sulphur. It carries 52 to 65 per cent, of fixed carbon, and less than

40 per cent, of volatile matter. It 'is somewhat lacking in physical

strength, and therefore does not bear transportation as well as most

phases of its principal competitor, viz., the Middle Kittanning seam, but

as it is largely used in steam production, this fact does not weigh heavily

against it. Moreover its slack admits of being coked and can be turned

to some account in this way.

The seam has not the continuity that belongs to the Middle Kittan-

ning. The latter, as will be remembered, can be followed in wellnigh un

broken outcrop, around the entire margin of the Lower Coal Measures;

but the Upper Freeport seam, although it can be distinctly traced as a

horizon by the presence of characteristic black shale, fire clay, limestone,

or iron ore, one or all, is found as a valuable seam of coal in limited and

distinct basins. Of these basins there are two that are the present cen-

ters of important mining operations, viz., the Carroll county field and

the Guernsey county field. The Sunday Creek Valley also contains an

important development of the Upper Freeport coal. But the two fields

first named give promise of important extensions far below drainage.

The Guernsey county coal field, in particular, has been proved by

thorough exploration to extend for many miles to the southward and

southeastward in excellent volume and character. The testimony of the

drillers of deep wells in central Harrison county also point to valuable

extensions of the Upper Freeport seam in that region, at a depth of ap-

proximately five hundred feet below the surface. A like report was also

made by the driller of a deep well at Quaker City near the eastern bound-

ary of Guernsey county. In this case the coal brought up was analyzed

and was found to agree in composition with the Upper Freeport coal of

this district.
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This completes the review of the coal seams of the Lower Measures.
There is a single seam in the Lower Barren Measures that has been
mined in a small way for the general market. It was described in Vol-
ume V, under the designation of the Brush Creek coal, but a better name
is now proposed for it in the Pennsylvania scale, viz., the Mahoning coal.

Its place is about midway between the Upper Freeport coal and the Cam-
bridge limestone. It is in Columbiania county only that the Mahoning
coal has been found in volume large enough to justify its being worked
in systematic mining operations in Ohio, and even here the seam has
lost its former importance. It is here known as the Groff vein.

No account will here be given of the several thin seams belonging to

the Barren Measures that are found irregularly developed within our
Coal Measure territority. A coal seam that reaches 18 inches in thick-

ness, if of good quality, is never to be despised. The time will come
when every such addition to our fuel supply will be carefully counted
and utilized.

SECTION III.

The Coai. Seams of the Upper Productive Measures.

Two seams, one of them of first class importance, have been
mapped in connection with the present volume, viz., the Pittsburgh coal

and the Meigs Creek coal, of our scale, which is probably the Sewickley
seam of the Pennsylvania reports. Other seams also find place in the

Ohio series and one and another may be worked in a small way, but none
has importance enough to demand admission to this review.

The Pittsburgh Coal Seam. The Pittsburgh coal is unquestionably*

and by all odds, the most valuable single coal seam of the great Appa-
lachian field. It has a far wider area, a greater average thickness, and,

on the whole, is of better average quality, than any other seam. At the

same time, it is by far the steadiest of all our seams, holding the same
general character from tov/n to town, from county to county and even
from state to state.

It reaches its highest development in western Pennsylvania. Where
it furnishes a considerable portion of the gas coal of the United States,

and where it is also the center of our greatest coke production. This
highest development is attained in Westmoreland and Fayette counties-

As the seam is followed northward and westward from the centers named
it suffers some reduction in quality, even before it reaches the state line.

There is a distinction in all the markets which the Pittsburgh coal

reaches between the eastern and western mines of these Pennsylvania
counties, and the distinction is to the disadvantage of the latter.

A few words will be given to a description of the character of the
Pittsburgh coal in this, its most characteristic field. The description is

drawn from the volumes of the Second Pennsylvania Survey. It is

everywhere a double seam, consisting of a roof coal and a main bed,

between which a clay parting intervenes, ranging in thickness from an
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inch to three teet, but over wide areas this parting is found about ten to

twelve inches in thickness. The roof coal generally consists of several

thin sheets separated from each other by layers of shale. The combined

layers of coal and shale in the roof stratum have a maximum thickness

of eight feet, and an average of three to four feet can be found continu-

ously for hundreds of square miles. The roof coal is never mined, as

the fuel is too impure to find any place in the market.

The lower division of the Pittsburgh coal, which in reality consti-

tutes all that we know by this name, ranges in thickness from three and

one half feet to nine feet. It shows three persistent shale partings which

divide the coal into four benches. These benches are universally known
in the Pittsburgh district, as the Upper, or Breast coal, the Bearing-in

coal, the Brick coal and the Bottom coal. The Upper Bench, or the

Breast coal, is the main reliance of the miner. The Bearing-in bench is

from two to four inches thick and is constant in its occurence. Its name
indicates the use to which it is put by the miner, and its main contribu-

tion to the output of a mine is in the form of slack.

The third bench, or the Brick coal, consists of bright, well-jointed

coal, equal, or nearly equal in quality, to the coal of the main bench. It

holds a thickness of eight to fourteen inches, through large areas.

The bottom bench is so slaty and sulphurous, or, in a word, so nearly

worthless, that it is seldom mined. It generally has a thickness of about

four inches.

The roof coal thickens to the northward at the expense of the lower

or main division ; conversely the latter thickens to the southward and

reaches its maximum of nine feet in some of the townships of Fayette

county. In the vicinity of Pittsburgh and in Allegheny county generally,

it is about five and a half feet thick^ In northern Washington, or the

Pan Handle district, it falls to its lowest mark, or three and one half feet;

and at the same time its quality is less approved than at any other points.

In composition the Pittsburg coal ranges as follows :

Fixed carbon 58 to 64 percent.

Volatile matter 30 to 35 per cent.

Ash. , 4 to 14 per cent.

Sulphur 1 to 3 percent.

Moisture 1 to 4 per cent.

These figures are the result of a very large number of analyses, con-

tinued through many years. They show that the best phase of the

Pittsburg seam is a coal of great excellence, while in its poorer condi-

tion, it may show a large amount of ash and sulphur, and take a com-

paratively low place among our fossil fuels. There are large districts,

however, in western Pennsylvania, in which the better phase predom-

inates.

The Pittsburgh Coal Seam in Ohio.

The statements now given reveal the general structure and char-

acter of the Pittsburgh coal in the district from which it takes its name.
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As this great seam is followed across the Ohio river into Ohio, two dis-

tinct and important areas of it are brought to our view, the first of them,

in eastern Ohio, occupying southern Jefferson, eastern Harrison, Bel-

mont and probably the northeastern corner of Monroe county. Its

approximate western boundary may be indicated, according to present

knowledge, by a line drawn from the southwestern angle of Belmont
county, to New Martinsville, West Virginia. The Pittsburgh seam has

very little value west of this line as a deposit continued from the east.

The second division is found to the south and west of the first. It

occupies in valuable condition, all or most of Meigs county, the eastern

half of Athens and a very small portion of Morgan county on its southern

border, and possibly the southwestern corner of Washington county.

The first of these divisions may be called the eastern Ohio field; the sec-

ond, the southern Ohio field. Between the two, as now appears, a

great "want," or break in the continuity of the seam is found. It

shows itself in a progressive reduction of the seam, the roof coal dis-

appearing first and the Pittsburg sandstone being let down directly on
the coal. The close association of a sandstone with a coal seam shows
itself here in the usual way, viz. : the sandstone cuts into the coal, reduc-

ing its thickness and lowering its quality. In the center of the want, as

for example, in the Duck Creek valley in Noble county, there is nothing

but a fire-clay and a black mark to represent the great coal seam. Its

absence can be explained either by erosion after its regular formation or

by the failure of appropriate conditions for its original growth. Both
explanations are doubtless required for different portions of the area in

which the Pittsburg coal is due, as far as geological horizon is concerned,

but not present. This "want" occupies Muskingum, Guernsey, Morgan,
Noble and probably the northeastern half and the southwestern half of

Washington and of Monroe counties, respectively. Its axis or central

line extends in a southeasternly direction apparently on a line connect-

ing Cambridge and St. Mary, West Virginia, or Newport, Ohio. The
breath of the area from which the coal is missing, measured at right

angles to the axis, is found to be approximately forty miles. For the

southwestern boundry of the "want" a line drawn from McConnelville to

Parkersburg, West Virginia, can be taken as agreeing best with the facts

now known. At least to the east of this boundary, very little coal of the

Pittsburg seam is known to exist until the eastern field is again reached.

Each of these {subdivisions will be briefly characterized.

(a) The Eastern Ohio Division of the Pittsburgh Coal Seam. The
seam enters Ohio from Hancock and Brooke counties, West Vir-

ginia. Its most northerly outcrops in this state are found in the

highest river hills of Jefferson county, a few miles above Steubenville. As
it is followed southwestward, it takes heavier cover and finally extends in

unbroken continuity into the adjacent counties of Harrison and Belmont.
Its dip is to the south and east, but the exact direction and the amount
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of the descent vary in different parts of the field. All the characteristics

of the seam as it occurs in Ohio can be found in the western townships

of Jefferson county and the eastern townships of Belmont county, where it

is mined on a large scale. These characteristics agree closely with those

of the seam on the opposite side of the river which have been already

described.. For an extended account of this field see the chapter of Prof.

C. N. Brown in Vol. VI (Chapter X.)

The Pittsburgh coal in eastern Ohio is a bright, well-jointed and
well-faced coal. It is of a highly cementing nature, is moderate in ash,

but rather high in the proportion of sulphur that it contains. It has a

fair measure of physical strength, and consequently is mined in blocks of

good average size. It "bears the grief" of transportion fairly well, and

the cementing quality of its slack comes in to help it out on every turn.

It has the same remarkable steadiness that marks the seam in the Pitts-

burgh field. Its thickness in the district named ranges from four and a

half to six and a half feet.

In its structure it shows the same alternations of conditions of origin

which the Pittsburgh coal proper everywhere attests. The seam con-

sists of a roof coal and a main coal, as already described. As in Penn-

sylvania, so in Ohio, the roof coal is a worthless deposit of blended coal

and shale, from one foot to four feet in thickness. When exposed in a

fresh cut it is hard to believe that it is destitute of value. It is separated

by about one foot of fire clay from the main coal and this fire-clay is

known as the "draw-slate" among the miners, as in the Pittsburgh field.

The main coal is in reality a four-benched seam, but in Ohio only

two divisions are commonly made of it, viz., an upper and a lower por-

tion which are known respectively, as the top coal and the bottom coal.

The upper bench or top coal, is the "breast coal" of the Pitts-

burgh district. There is a "bearing-in" slate, occupying exactly the

same position and answering the same office, here as there; but the

bottom coal is seldom further subdivided, though, in reality, exactly th^

same divisions could be made of it as in the Pittsburgh field, viz.,

brick coal, lower slate and bottom bench.

The thickness of the two above named divisions is as follows:

Upper bench, 28 to 40 inches, averaging 30 inches.

Bearing-in slate, J to 4 inches.

Lower bench, 24 to 28 inches.

The brick coal, so called, of the Pennsylvania field, ranges in Ohio
from 8 to 14 inches ; but, as already stated, it is not commonly separated

from the coal of the lower bench, proper.

It is difficult to give the average composition of the Pittsburgh coal

of eastern Ohio because of the great differences that obtain in the

methods of mining it. The seam, as has been shown, •carries three

dividing bands of slate, and when carelessly mined, the coal is contami-

nated by more or less of this substance, while careful mining would
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reduce the amount of foreign material and improve the valuable per-

centages correspondingly.

The composition of the Pittsburgh coal as it is sent to market from

the great mines of Jefferson and Belmont counties is about as follows

the figures being the average of a dozen or more analyses

:

Fixed carbon 50 per cent.

Volatile matter *.40 per cent.

Ash 7.5 per cent.

Sulphur 3.5 per cent.

Moisture 2 per cent.

Careful mining, on the contrary, yields a coal in which the figures

run approximately as follows:

Fixed carbon [4 to 55 percent.

Volatile matter 37 to 38 per cent.

Ash 4.5 to 6 percent.

Sulphur '.. 75 to 2 percent.

Moisture 1 to 3 percent.

These results, even the best of them, may seem unfavorable to the

character of the Pittsburgh seam in Ohio, but the coal is easily kindled,

it burns with a hot fire and the utilization of all its slack is possible

These facts outweigh any disadvantage which its composition might lead

us, on theoretical grounds, to expect. It is a thorougnly approved steam

coal and is especially valued for steamboat use because of the readiness

with which it is kindled. It also ranks high as a domestic fuel, and taken

all in all, is a welcome addition to any market.

At some of the great mines, coking ovens have been built for the

better utilization of its slack. While, as has been before stated, the slack

possesses the coking property in a high degree, the amount of sulphur

in the resulting coke, forbids its employment in most kinds of metallur-

gical work. It is never an iron making fuel, and can be used but to a

limited extent in iron working. This important limitation reduces its

market value and the demand for it greatly.

The extension of the Pittsburgh seam below drainage is one of the

important questions pertaining to the coal resources of Ohio. Much is

to be expected from it on account of its persistency, but the view of

twenty-five years ago, that it was reasonable to count on it as stretching

entirely across the interval between Pomeroy and Bellaire, can find no

intelligent defenders today.

The facts, as at present seen, have been indicated, at least by impli-

cation, in the preceding statements. The eastern field gives promise of a

noble extension under cover throughout the southwestern portion of Bel-

mont County.

In map No. 10, the coal is represented as occupying this area in* a

solid body. The ground on which this liberty has been taken has been

already set forth. "On the same ground we have a right to expect the

Pittsburgh coal in good condition in the northeastern half of Monroe
county. The facts derived from the recent drilling of oil wells seem to
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bear out this view, though the unsatisfactory nature of such testimony is

fully recognized. Many years must, however, elapse before mines will

be worked in Ohio through shafts 500 feet or more in depth. It is

probable that the shallow-lying seams will first have been approximately

exhausted.

{d) The Southern Ohio Division of the Pittsburgh Coal Seam,

This division has its chief center of development in Meigs County,

where under the name of the Pomeroy coal, it has been extensively

mined for the last fifty years. This field was treated of at some length

in a chapter of a former report prepared by Ellis I^ovejoy, E. M., (See

Geology of Ohio, Vol. VI. Chap. XI.)

Besides, the great development in Meigs county, the seam is found

in good condition in several townships of Athens county, and it also

extends in a few unimportant outliers into Morgan county. The general

structure of the coal in the Pomeroy field is as follows

:

Roof coal 8 to Hiuches.

Horn coal 3 inches.

Main coal , 42 to 48 inches.

Clay 4 inches.

Bottom coal.,.. 7 inches.

The first two divisions do not furnish marketable coal. The lower

bench is also inferior and is not mined. * This leaves three and a half to

four feet of coal ior the general market.

Pomeroy coal has long been an approved fuel throughout the Ohio

and Mississippi valleys for domestic use and steam production, and large

areas of the original deposit have been exhausted in meeting these

dentands. Its average composition is as follows:

Fixed carbon 50.00

Volatile matter 38.50

Ash 6.50

Moisture 3.50

Sulphur 1.50

It is interesting to note that the establishment and development

of the salt production of Pomeroy and vicinity have been intimately

connected with and dependent upon the character of the Pittsburgh coal.

As noted above, the uppermost portion of the seam, eleven to seventeen

inches in thickness, consists of inferior coal, which the general market

will not accept. To find a use lor this waste portion of the seam,

the salt manufacture of this portion of the Ohio Valley was pro-

jected. By deep drilling a fair source of brine was found in the

great sandrock, that has since been known as the Logan Conglomerate,

and more recently, as the '^Big Injun" oil rock of western Pennsylvania

and West Virginia. On this supply of fuel and brine, an important

business was established, which grew to large proportions between 1865

and 1870. Since that time the industry has languished, being unable

to meet, with comfort, the competition forced upon it b}^ the new centers

and new sources of salt production.
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In the chapter above referred to, the extension of the Pittsburgh or

Pomeroy seam, known as the Federal Creek coal, was also described.

But an important section of it has had its chief development since the

publication of that report and consequently a few additional statements

are demanded here. The tract in question is situated in Berne Town-
ship, Athens county, and is drained by Federal Creek and its tributaries.

Of the latter, the most important is Marietta Run. The seam here

reaches a greater volume than at any other point in the state. It

yields, at its best, eight feet of clean coal, which occurs in two nearly

equal benches that are separated by one or two feet of fire-clay or

sandy shale. This phase of the seam is now being worked on a large

scale in several mines on an extension of the Toledo and Ohio

Central Railway. The output of the mines also finds a way to

market by the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern Railway. The
coal is of the ordinary type of the Pomeroy seam, except that

it runs higher in sulphur than the best phases of the seam. The
latter element thus far stands in the way of the successful production of

coke from the slack of the mines. A bright coke of unusual physical

strength comes from the ovens, but the sulphur runs so high in it as to

forbid its employment in iron making or other metallurgical work of

high grade. This defect can no doubt be corrected to a considerable

degree by washing the coal. The Federal Creek coal, however, has a full

measure of popularity as a steam and domestic fuel.

The seam is at its best volume, as above described, when it descends

under final cover on the east side of Federal Creek Valley. The testi-

mony of certain well drillers who have operated in adjacent territory is

positive as to its extension in the same condition for several mines to the

east and southeast of the valley. If this testimony proves trustworthy,

an important addition to our coal resources is to be found in this new
field. In any case, the proved and fairly inferrible area of the thick

coal constitutes a field of considerable value. There is nothing to render

unreasonable or improbable the view that this phase of the seam is the

one to be looked for under cover through its remaining extent to the

southeastward. It may, therefore, well be that one of the chief remain-

ing coal fields of the state will be found in southeastern Athens and

adjoining parts of Washington county.

The seam falls abruptly from its great volume, as it is followed to

the northward, the loss occuring, as usual, by failure of its upper member.

The Meigs Creek Coal."

The only remaining seam to be considered here, is that which is

known in our reports as the Meigs Creek coal, from its development in

the drainage basin of the stream of that name in Morgan county. It is

probable that this seam is identical with the Sewickley coal of the Penn-
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sylvania series. Its place in the series is seventy-five to one hundred
feet above the Pittsburgh coal and about 250 to 300 feet above the Crinoi-

dal limestone. The outcrops of this seam have been traced in Musk^
ingum, Morgan, Guernsey and Noble counties, and are represented in

Map No. 9. A few outliers occur in Washington and Monroe counties

which were not reached in our work, but these deficiencies are not

important.

A good account of the Meigs Creek coal in Ohio was prepared by
Prof. C. N. Brown for Volume V, of which volume it constitutes Chap-
ter XI.

In its best condition, in Muskingum and Morgan counties, the seam
shows a thickness of four and a half feet of coal fit for the market. It

is, however, split by more or less clay and shale partings. From its

maximum thickness it falls to four, three and two feet in the surround-

ing territory, as indicated in the report above referred to.

Its composition as averaged from a sufficient number of samples, is

as follows:

Fixed carbon 44.50

Volatile matter 40.50

Ash 11.00

Sulphur 6.00

Moisture 3.00

These figures indicate a coal of comparatively low grade, but it is a

welcome fuel, all the same, throughout a large district that is more con-

veniently supplied by it than by any other seam.

The identification made in Volume V, of the coal formerly mined in

the large way at Macksburg, Noble county, with the Meigs Creek, or

Sewickley seam, has been called in question by some geologists, who are

disposed to place the Macksburg coal higher in the series and to count it

the probable equivalent of the Waynesburgh coal of Pennsylvania. But
a review of all the available facts made by Professor Brown with refer-

ence to the present report, leaves him confident, that his original refer-

ence is the correct one. The facts of its occurrence and composition are

in harmony with this reference.

In the higher strata of Belmont and Monroe counties, there are oc-

casionally found coal seams thick enough to justify mining in the small

way. It is probable that if full knowledge of the stratigraphical facts

were in hand, all these cases would fall under one or another of the

seams already named in our general list. But in default of such knowl-
edge, no exact reference is possible.

At a little hamlet called Mechanicsburg, twelve miles south of Woods-
field, Monroe county, a four-foot seam of coal has long been known and
worked in the deep valley of one of the tributaries of the Little Musk-
ingum. The seam has not been followed in any direction outside of the

valley in which its outcrops occur. Some of the facts of its occurrence

give it a decidedly sporadic look. But, on the other hand, it may prove
19 G O.
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to be, on some coal horizon that possesses more or less value for this re-

gion. The seam cannot apparently lie lower in the scale than the Meigs

Creek horizon, and it may be much higher.

This completes the brief account of the coal fields of the state

which was undertaken in the present chapter. A description of the

maps to which frequent reference has been made in these pages will be

found in the preface of the present volume.
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THE ARCHEOLOGY OF OHIO.

an abstract embodying the principaly rksuiyts oi^ expivoratlons

and discoveries thus far made, designed for those to

whom the hitherto pubeished literature of the
subject is not easii.y accessibi^e.

By Gerard Fowke.

From the earliest settlement of Ohio the aboriginal remains of the

State have aroused curiosity and stimulated research. The present paper

will attempt a resume of what has been learned concerning them; but

the limited space that can be allowed to it precludes an}^ citations from

the many books, pamphlets, and shorter articles, or any extended refer-

ence to the various theories, that have been put forth in regard to their

uses or the people to whom they are to be attributed. Its only aim will

be to present in a compact form conclusions based upon a careful study

of the earthworks and the relics associated with them. There is little in

the article that has not previously appeared in some form; the publica-

tions of zealous workers have been so numerous as to render difficult any

originality of statement beyond records of personal discoveries. As it

would be invidious to make particular mention of one investigator to the

exclusion of others equally meritorious, and is impracticable to %iv^ due

credit to all who deserve it, this compendium" will be made as impersonal

as possible.

SECTION I.

PAL/EOLITHIC MAN.

The discovery of rude implements of human fabrication in presum«

ably undisturbed gravel beds along the lower portion of the Delaware

River, has led western archaeologists to believe that similar evidences of
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man's presence in the valley of the Ohio and its tributaries will reward

the patient investigator. The series of gravel beds in the two regions

are practically of the same age, belonging to the period immediately fol-

lowing the recession of the ice-sheet after it had reached its southernmost

limit, and were deposited by the great floods resulting from the

melting ice.

If it can be proven that these implements are scattered promiscu-

ously throughout gravel which has remained as it was originally deposited,

the fact of human existence during or at the close of the glacial period is

beyond controversy.

Implements have been found in several places in Ohio under such

conditions that the time of their manufacture would appear certainly to

have preceded that in which the river valleys were filled with the drift;

notably the chipped flint found at Madisonville by Dr. Metz twelve feet

beneath the surface in a knoll higher than any other ground within

several hundred yards. On the other hand, specimens from Piqua, which

were reported to occur under conditions essentially similar to the last,

and which much resemble some of the European implements from the

drift, have been found, as was afterward determined, intermingled with

ordinary Indian relics, under flood deposits which may have accumulated

within a few decades.

The streams in the glaciated district of Ohio have worn their beds

from the level of the highest terraces bordering them, to that at which

they are now found; this erosion was more rapid in former time than at

present. The shifting of such streams from side to side of the alluvial

lands through which they flow is also quite rapid in some cases; it being

not unusual for a river or creek to change its course hundreds of yards

in a single generation, cutting away the earth on one side and filling it

in at a lower level on the other. With a rapid current to carry away the

detritus, a stream will in this manner often produce a vertical bank to the

top of any terrace against which it may impinge; and when it again

makes its way toward the opposite side of the valley, denudation will

give to this bank a slope whose inclination will depend upon the character

of the material and the length of time given to atmospheric agencies for

their action. These alterations have been continually in progress since

drainage was established along its present lines. For this reason, a stone

implement of any description that was once on top of the ground, or in

the soil near the top, may now be found in clean gravel much below the

present surface, some distance from a stream or at a considerable eleva-

tion above it, or may be covered by a mass of earth nearly equal to the

thickness of the highest gravel bank reached by the water;—and yet

have come to its present position within a few centuries; for polished

grooved axes and well finished spear-heads have been found at a depth

of twelve feet or more in river bottoms. The discovery of an implement,

no matter how rudely finished, under such circumstances is by no means
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to be accepted as indubitable evidence that man existed in that locality

during glacial floods. To establish such existence it is necessary to prove

beyond doubt that the gravel or sand in which the specimen occurs still

retains the exact position and condition in which it was laid down at the

beginning; this can be determined only by geologists who have made a

close and careful study of such deposits in every phase of their compli-

cated structure. The question must remain an open one until the claims

of the advocates and the opponents of glacial man in America are more
definitely substantiated than at present.

The terraces with a thickness of fifty feet or more along our rivers

and creeks owe their formation to precisely the same causes that are

daily creating the minor bars along the shores of these streams; the

difference is merely in the diminished forces now at work.

It will be apparent, therefore, that great caution is to be exercised

by those who are seeking for palaeolithic implements; many things, as

indicated above, are to be taken into consideration. The most skilled

glacialist is liable to be deceived by the arrangement of secondary ter-

races, and thus countenance an erroneous opinion which more extended

observation would correct. All the greater need, then, for one to whom
may not have been given the opportunity for a large field of study, to be

chary of hasty deductions.

It is probable that discoveries of this character will multiply with

the growth of such work as requires excavations on a large scale; those

interested will do well to remember that many persons are given to such

"practical jokes" as making false statements regarding circumstances

under which specimens are obtained, or deftly concealing desirable objects

in places where they are being sought. This is particularly the case

when a pecuniary reward awaits an interesting discovery,

SECTION II.

ENCLOSURES, ROADWAYS, MOUNDS.

Casual mention had been made concerning earthworks by various

travelers, in connection with short descriptions of mounds, but the first

comprehensive account of them was given by Squier and Davis in their

report on "The Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley." The
publication of this volume called general attention to the existence in

Ohio and, to a less extent, in the adjoining states, of a class of prehistoric

remains differing in character from those belonging to any other part of

the country.

In Ohio, works of this kind fall in three separate classes:—the heavy
embankments of earth peculiar to the level or low lands of the southern

half of the state; the larger hill-top fortifications composed of earth and
stone in varying proportions, confined mainly to the same localities as
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the first; and the far greater number resembling in some respects both

of the above, but usually smaller, seldom symmetrical, evincing less care

or design in construction, and placed on high or low ground indifferently,

sometimes with little regard to topographical features. They are of

wider distribution than the others, occurring more or less frequently

throughout the area between the Alleghanies and the Mississippi, from

Tennessee to Michigan.

(a) LOW-IyAND KNCLOSURKS.

Coincident with the appearance of the volume above mentioned was

the manifestation of public interest and curiosity in the remains placed

first in this division. The regularity of curves, the remarkable uniformity

in lengths and areas, the complexity and intricacy of structure, the abso-

lute geometrical accuracy of squares, octagons, and circles, as claimed in

the text and portrayed in the illustrations by the authors, induced the

belief that this region had been occupied by a race which had attained to

a high degree of culture ; and finally extravagant theories were promul-

gated, totally unauthorized by the most liberal interpretation ot statements

which themselves claimed much more than was justified by facts.

The fertile valleys of the Muskingum, Scioto, and lyittle Miami, seem

to have been the favorite homes of the builders of these earthworks,

whose magnitude compels the admiration and serious consideration of

every intelligent visitor. With the exception of one group on the Kana-

wha River, and another opposite the mouth of the Scioto, which is really

a part of the " Portsmouth Works,'* all the principal enclosures of this

class are confined to the vicinity of these streams. Many speculations

have been indulged in concerning the purpose for which such works

could have been constructed; but so far without definite result. Every

explanation or theory yet advanced is largely conjectural, and in some or

many respects inconsistent with facts which soon become apparent to the

careful observer. The term " sacred enclosures '* was among the first

applied to them, from the supposition that they were used only in the

performance of religious ceremonies. It is impossible to imagine any

condition of life that would lead people to enclose areas so great for no

other purpose than to conceal the operations of one portion of the popu-

lation from the remaining portion ; or to conceive of what use the walls

would be in case all should take part in the exercises. There is nothing

in our knowledge of any barbarous race, extant or extinct, that justifies

such a statement. True, the priests of most religious systems in former

ages, concealed the preliminaries of their rites from the multitude;

but to cite records of the use of caves or groves for this purpose

in vindication of the theory that the same object could be attained

by means of a comparatively low wall aro' nd a twenty-acre field, is

a large tax on credulity. Nor is the suggestion more tenable that

they were used as "game drives and preserves," or places wherein to
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decoy and confine wild beasts until such time as it might be convenient

or necessary to slaughter them; for such animals as existed here in that

period would make scant ceremony of surmounting any walls that could

be built of earth. Moreover, such methods are not in accordance with

the disposition of people who live even partially by hunting; the love of

adventure, the desire to achieve noteworthy exploits, the excitement and

emulation of the chase, reacting upon one another, will not be satisfied

by so tame a pleasure as may be derived from slaughtering in cold blood

a defenceless quarry. At any rate, admitting that our aborigines had

become so enervated as to enjoy this form of "sport," they would have

accomplished their aim more readily by making palisade traps at the

head of some ravine near where the game was to be found, than by the

construction of these awkward contrivances, usually placed in a situation

as unsuitable as could be found for such a purpose.

The idea has been advanced, also, that the walls served as founda-

tions for houses, the interior space being devoted to cultivation. Calcu-

lations have been made showing the exact width of such houses. But

the theory takes as its basis that the walls are composed of tough clay

which will stand with a very steep slope from top to bottom. None of

the embankments are thus constructed, being made of the loam and

gravel constituting the soil around them, which will not maintain a

greater angle than an ordinary fill made of similar material for a road or

railway. To erect on them at their present height a dwelling, except of

very contracted width, would require a breadth at the tpp greater than

can be given to any of them with the amount of material used, unless

means be taken, as by palisades or a retaining wall of some description,

to keep them from crumbling down ; there is no evidence that this was

ever done.

Somewhat akin to the last, is the suggestion that the enclosed space

was used for agricultural purposes by the inhabitants of villages at some

place outside the walls, who took this method ot checking the encroach-

ments of animals destructive to their crops; but, as before mentioned,

such animals would find earthen walls a trifling obstacle. This objection

is overcome by supposing palisades along the top of the embankment;

but if such were used only sufficient earth to hold them in place would

be needed. There are no indications of such protection ; logs or posts of

the size to be an efiectual barrier would leave their traces in charcoal,

ashes, decayed wood, or cavities filled with lighter earth; for an indefinite

time., as is fully verified by numerous discoveries of the sort in mounds

and village sites.

Another hypothesis is that villages were located within the walls

which were erected as a defense against invaders. Some of them ma^'^

have answered for such purpose; but in most there is one feature that

militates against this supposition as it does against all the preceding;

—

namely, the openings or gateways, which are usually so numerous as to
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show that ready entrance and exit was to be liberally provided for, and

almost invariably so wide that speedy closure would be impossible even

with much greater facilities for such work than we have any reason for

supposing to have been at the command of the owners. Further, a wall

higher than a man's head,—as many of these now are, after the denuda-

tion of centuries,—especially one with an interior ditch, would give the

defender no advantage over his opponent; for unless a platform were

constructed entirely around the inner side, he could not see over the top

except by climbing up a slope on which it would be difficult to secure a

foothold. With a lower wall and an exterior ditch, the conditions would

be different; and if some adequate method of defending the gateways

were devised, a successful defense could be made against superior num-

bers^—provided the work was at a sufficient distance from a hill or body

of timber overlooking the interior. As an example of this feature, the

circle in the works at Hopetown (Ross County) extends for a part of its

course along the side of a hill, at some distance above its foot. Also, in

the works at Anderson Station in the same county, the larger embank-

ment which encloses considerably more than a hundred acres, is built

on the side facing the high land from which an enemy would naturally

approach, just on the bank of a terrace in such a way that the inmate

would have barely room to stand, while the besieger has an ample space

of level ground in h s favor. Again, the usual indications of permanent

occupation are lacking; village sites are recognized by the great accumu-

lation of refuse due to the life habits of the people, broken bones, ashes,

burned stones, and the like occurring in profusion. These have not been

found in sufficient quantities to lend color to the theory.

Still others have assigned to enclosures an office similar to the

Roman circus, considering them places where persons inclined or com-

pelled to entertain the populace with games or feats of strength and valor,

would have abundant space for the display of their skill and prowess; the

spectators meanwhile viewing the performance from seats provided for

them along the top of the wall. This is giving prehistoric man credit for

more enterprise and public spirit than seems warranted by known facts.

If boundaries were needed, they could be marked by lines; and the hills

or terrace-banks in the immediate vicinity of any of these works overlook

level tracts as well adapted for such purposes as those within the walls.

A few illustrations are here presented that will give a fair idea of the

arrangement and appearance of some of the more notable enclosures.

Except when otherwise stated, all figures are copied from the work of

Squier and Davis.

Plate I is a map of "twelve miles of the Scioto Valley," in the vicinity

of Chillicothe.

Plate II, a map of "six miles of Paint Creek Valley," about Bourne-

ville.
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There is scarcely a point in either valley, below Circleville or Bain-

bridge, where one may not be within a few minutes ride of a mound,
village site, or other evidence of aboriginal habitation. The same is true

of both Miami valleys in the lower half of their course, and of the Cuya-

hoga and some other small streams tributary to Lake Erie; the only

1 eason for showing the one section in preference to the others is because

of the greater extent of its enclosures. The scale upon which the maps
are drawn prevents an accurate delineation of the separate works; but

their relations to each other and to the topography of the territory con-

taining them is sufficiently well shown.

Plates III and IV give an enlarged representation of two groups

according to the surveys and measurements of the authors; the former

being named by them "High Banks" works, and the latter "Liberty

Township" works, situated respectively four and eight miles south of

Chillicothe. At High Banks the river sets against the terrace along the

north side, forming a steep bluff from the top to the water's edge, the

current carrying away the earth as fast as it caves in; and it would seem

that no great length of time has elapsed since the river had its channel

along the western bank of the terrace, as there is a depression or thor-

oughfare at its foot through which the water rushes in time of freshets,

while the higher parts of the bottom land are still several feet above

overflow.

Plate IV shows similar enclosures, but without the long parallel em-

bankments of earth common to most works of this class. Especial

reference will be made in another place to features of these groups.

In Plate V are shown the Newark works, which in extent* variety of

structure, and amount of labor involved, probably surpass any similar

remains in the world. Mile after mile of embankment—circles and other

geometric figures, parallels, lodge-sites, and mounds, covering an area of

more than four square miles, amaze the archaeologist and curiosity-seeker

alike as they spend hours and days traversing the ground in every direc-

tion, constantly finding something worthy of investigation and descrip-

tion. No one who visits this place can fail to be impressed with the

thought that he is viewing the results of a vast amount of labor intelli-

gently performed for a definite purpose; and few can avoid the tempta-

tion of endeavoring to interpret this purpose, to fathom the motives which

would impel men thus to labor, or to frame a theory that will clear away
the obscurity impending as a cloud over these mysterious tokens of an

unknown people. Many have tried; none has succeeded.

The "Marietta Works" shown in Plate VI comprise a group whose

main interest is found in the flat-topped mounds within the lines of em-

bankment. Such mounds are common in the southern states, and several

of great size, including the famous Cahokia Mound, stand in the bottom

land opposite St. Louis; but with this exception they are of rare occur-

rence north of the Ohio River and there is no place other than at the
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mouth of the Muskingum River where they are so large, or are found in

connection with the enclosures belonging to the middle Ohio Valley.

The topographical markings in the figure will show that, whatever

may have been the design of this particular group, it occupies nearly all

the available level ground in the plain on which it is erected. While this

fact does not necessarily reinforce any of the theories above set forth, as

to the purpose of such works, the adherents to some of them will find

difficulty in providing sufficient space for the town or village and culti-

vable ground necessary for the accommodation of those by whom the

structure is supposed to have been reserved for only occasional or tem-

porary use.

Numerous other groups in the state are worthy of separate mention
;

but as a large volume would be required to contain all that might be

properly said regarding them, this sketch must suffice. Some are so

complicated in arrangement as to suggest the idea of a labyrinth; others,

more simple in form, are in such situations as to render approach to them
inconvenient or even difficult. In extent they range from those meas-

ured by square miles to those which are contained within an area of two
or three acres.

{b) HIIvIv-TOP ENCIvOSURES,

The second division is intended to include only the larger enclosures,

on high ground, in the same section of the State containing those just

described. The difficulties in the way of accounting for the uses of the

former do not exist with the latter. To all who examine carefully their

locations it is evident they were intended for defensive structures.

Whether composed entirely of stone, or of earth, or of both combined;

whether confined to a plateau or extending down the hill-side below;

whether having a ditch, either interior or exterior, or rising directly from

a level surface;—in all, the method of construction and their position

relative to the surrounding country, make it obvious they were intended

as a place of refuge in time of danger from foes. Many of them com-
mand extensive views in every direction, notably the one on Spruce Hill,

nearly opposite the village of Bourneville, which overlooks the valley of

Paint Creek from the hills along the Scioto to the high land about Hill$-

boro, as well as the region for many miles north and south. This fortifi-

cation is indicated at C in Plate II, and is shown in detail in Plate VII.

The hill on which it stands is a long, narrow spur projecting from the

table-land to the south, with steep, in some places almost precipitous,

sides. The wall, composed entirely of boulders and cobblestones, result-

ing from disintegration of the sandstone strata at and near the surface,

closely follows the margin of the level summit at every point except

where the lines connecting the ends is carried across. It was only from
this direction that danger need be apprehended by the inmates, as no
other portion of the enclosure could be reached except by a tedious ascent
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of the steep hill, over loose rocks in many places, and constantly exposed

to the missiles of the besieged. Although nowhere more than two feet

in height now, the amount of material scattered along the line where it

has stood is abundant for the construction of a barrier sufl&cient to check

the advance of an unorganized or undisciplined foe. The few breaks or

openings easily accessible are all in the part crossing the neck of the

spur, and are quite narrow, with the wall curving inward at each. Thus
every entrance could speedily be closed to form a cul'de-sac, making an

assault extremely hazardous to a hostile force by exposing them on three

sides to those within. This feature, infrequent in ancient works, is indi-

cative of considerable military knowledge and skill on the part of the

builders.

Somewhat similar in construction is the stone fort near Glenford,

Perry county. It is built on a hill, cut off by deep ravines from the ad-

jacent country except on the southeast side where a narrow isthmus,

scarcely wide enough for a wagon road, connects it with the higher land

in that direction. The outcrop of the cap-rock of the hill, a heavy

stratum of coarse sandstone, forms a vertical cliff of varying height

almost entirely around it ; on the edge of this cliff have been piled thous-

ands of cubic yards of stones. Where the height of the cliffwould obviate

the necessity of further obstacles to an enemy, the wall ceases; where it

is so low as to afford but little protection, an amount of stone sufficient

to answer the purpose is heaped up. There are many crevices in the

bed-rock, all of them guarded according to their size and position ; one of

these opens out on the isthmus, and here was the principal entrance.

Possibly this had something to do with the selection of the site. A w^U
is built along each side, and opposite the end is a wing wall commanding
its whole length. At several different points are minor openings, most

of them convenient to good springs at the foot of the hill.

Fort Hill in Highland county is another example of this class. It is

located on one of the western peaks of the Sunfish Hills, entirely detached

by Brush Creek and deep ravines from any other elevated area. The
hillsides present a succession of minor cliffs, shale banks, washouts, and

loose, broken rock; in only two or three places can a continuous moderate

grade be found to the summit. At the top, a sandstone ledge crops out,

and the weathered fragments of this are piled up into a rude wall around

the hill, conforming in some measure to its irregular outline. The height

of the wall was increased by throwing on it a large quantity of earth,

excavated along its inner, or upper, side, leaving a considerable ditch.

Differing somewhat in method of construction from the above, but.

similarly located in a defensible position is the embankment at North
Bend, also known as Fort Hill. As this title is due by preemption to

the work last described, it would be well to call this one Fort Miami,

from its location on the high hill overlooking all the territory about the

mouth of the Great Miami River. Although there is some stone in the
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embankment, by far the greater portion of it is earth, obtained from a

ditch along the inner foot of the wall. Perhaps careful measurements

would show otherwise, but there appears to be more earth heaped up
than could be replaced in the trench; if so, the surplus was gathered up

close by. The gateways are comparatively narrow and few in number;

from the situation of some of them, it would seem they were little used;

others open toward the easiest approaches. The walls are massive; if

their cubic contents should be divided by their total length, it is probable

the quotient, representing the amount of earth in any given unit of length,

would exceed that similarly obtained in any other structure in the state.

It is doubtful whether nearly all of those described in the first section

would not suffer by the comparison. Unless the embankment has been

much reduced in height by atmospheric agencies since its abandonment,

with a corresponding increase in breadth and diminution of slope, some

of the difficulties in the way of ascribing a military purpose to tjie large

enclosures of the level lands apply with the same force here. Under

present conditions there would be small choice in position on either side

of the wall at equal distances from it. Possibly there was some additional

method of defense or protection of which no trace now remains.

Surpassing all other hill fortifications in magnitude as well as in

systematic design is Fort Ancient in Warren county. Built on a spur

almost detached by deep hollows from the plateau, somewhat more than

two hundred feet above the level of the Little Miami River, which flows

close below, its walls follow accurately the tortuous course due to the

scores of ravines which give a crenulated outluie to the brow of the hill.

The numerous openings, almost without exception, lead out on narrow

points overlooking ravines on either side, and commanding from two or

three directions every possible avenue of approach. The thought at once

suggests itself they were completed by bastions closing in the limited

outside space, usually only a few square yards in extent. Where facing

a slope easily defended, the embankment is quite low; parts most liable

to attack, or commanding important points, are greatly strengthened.

The portion crossing the level is nearly twenty feet in height; the ditch

here is on the outside; elsewhere it is within.

Few modern fortifications equal Fort Ancient as a defensive work.

With ordinary care surprise would be impossible. Omitting the few rods

of level ground at the east, the walls can be reached" only by ascending a

steep slope, in plain view of any who maybe on the watch; while from

the peculiar conformation of the ground nearly every portion of the hill-

sides may be placed under cross-fire. Properly garrisoned, the place

would withstand a prolonged siege by a well-equipped army; with primi-

tive methods of warfare it would be impregnable.

ShoWn in Plate VIII.

A perplexing element in the study of all these forts is the question of

water supply. No springs exist within them, as they are above drainage

;
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shallow depressions in some have been called reservoirs, but these would
be very precarious as they depend entirely upon rain-fall and are dry

most of the summer and autumn; to carry from the base of the hill an

amount adequate for the multitude which could find quarters within the

enclosure or be necessary for its defense, would be an undertaking arduous

always, and hazardous in time of war.

(c.) PROTECTIVE ENCLOSURES.

The more elaborate works, having been so often described and
figured are somewhat familiar to the public; fully as interesting, though
not so impressive, are those which have been less noticed. They vary in

design from a straight wall, to a combination of elliptical or nearly circu-

lar enclosures, with accompanying wing walls or supplementary structures,

covering many acres. Apparently their general purpose was for protec-

tion to villages or settlements within them. The point of a high hill

with precipitous sides, or a peninsula in a level bottom, is cut oflf from

the adjacent country by an earthen or stone wall, straight, curved, or

broken, as may be most suitable; as large a level area as may be desired

is enclosed by a crooked embankment, whose ends abut upon a cliff or

stream; or, where these plans are not feasible, the entire space required

is often artificially enclosed. All these methods may be combined in one

series. Generally, but not always, a ditch accompanies the wall; it may
be interior or exterior. It is probable the earth in the majority of these

embankments upheld palisades. Such barriers were common with the

Hurons and Iroquois of the seventeenth century and earlier; logs were
placed vertically in a ditch and the excavated earth packed solidly against

them. When necessary, greater stability was obtained by piling against

the rampart a quantity of earth gathered from the surface close about, or

taken from a trench which in its turn gave additional security.

Analogous works are found in the southern states, some where Indian

towns are known to have stood, others in natural strong-holds where they

have been erected within this century, during war with the whites, by
Creeks and other Indians who manifested much tactical skill in their

construction and use.

In Ohio, remains of this sort are most numerous in the valleys of

the two Miamis and in the two or three tiers of counties south of Lake
Erie, though not uncommon in other portions of the State. Many of

them closely resemble enclosures and defensive works in other states

known to have been occupied or built within the historic period. In a

few cases transverse cuttings have shown marks along the center line,

due, beyond question, to the decay or burning of posts that stood in them.

The works at Norwalk, Huron county, shown in Plate IX, fairly

represent this division ; the method of closing the entrance in the ellipse,

the manner in which the end of the hill is guarded against forays, the
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dependence upon the stream and its banks, for security in other directions,

and the partially excavated ditch within the ellipse, are well shown and

render further illustrations unnecessary.

{d) SMAI.L ENCI.OSURBS, LODGKSITES, ETC.

Besides all these, there are many small, tolerably regular, circular,

square, and elliptical enclosures, found in nearly all portions of the State,

often on top of the highest hills. They are from fifty to two hundred feet

across, some scare ly traceable, others having an elevation of two or three

feet, with a breadth of five to ten times the height. There is but one

entrance way, on the east side in most, sometimes on the north or south,

very seldom on the west. In Plates III and V, they will be seen in con-

nection with the larger enclosures evidently forming a part of the system
;

they also occur with other groups. With some, mounds are associated;

others are miles from the nearest aboriginal structures. The heavier

embankments frequently have an interior ditch; occasionally a mound
stands on the space thus enclOvSed, sometimes quite small, again taking up
nearly the whole area within the ditch. Skeletons have been exhumed
from such n^ounds. In a few instances a curved bank surrounds a square

center, the ditch varying in width to accommodate itself to both.

In erecting council-houses, lodges, or even temporary wigwams,
Indians are accustomed to make a bank of earth like a circus ring around

the sides, to keep the floor dry and serve as a wind-break. Such may
have been the nature of these prehistoric works; they are^ not larger than

would be required for some Indian houses of recent times. The utility

of the ditch, however, is not apparent; nor is it a part of the modern
Indian's plan. The central mound would certainly exclude a number
from this category, unless it were erected after the building was destroyed

or abandoned. Some of them sufficiently resemble the large enclosures

to induce a belief in their creation for a similar purpose—whatever that

was. If the method of constructing dwellings along the top of an artifi-

cial ridge was ever in vogue, the low, broad embankments would be much
better adapted for such houses than the higher ones which have been

attributed to such intention ; they would be less subject to damage by
erosion, more easily kept in shape, less difficult to reach from the ground,

and sufficiently high to protect the floor from dampness by seepage from

the adjacent soil. If thus utilized, the ditch might form a reservoir

(many of them retain water nearly all the year), while the court would

answer for various public purposes.

In the Scioto Valley, mostly at some distance from other remains,

are several excavations which have no counterpart elsewhere; they are

not properly enclosures, yet cannot be placed with anything else. On the

top of a low hill*; near the edge of a terrace in bottom land; or in the

middle of a level field;—-a circular hole has been dug and the earth
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thrown around the margin. All have been considerably filled in by cul-

tivation, but 'some are yet from six to eight feet deep and eighty to one

hundred and fifty feet in diameter, measuring from the highest part of the

wall. O^he sides now slope uniformly, whatever may have been their

original shape, to form an inverted cone; in wet weather they contain

some water, which soon disappears. The sameend is also effected in a pecu.

liar manner; on a low, depressed ridge connecting two hills, commanded

by high ground on every side, a circular embankment has been thrown

up to a height of eight feet on so small an area as to leave no level space

inside, the inner face of the bank forming a conical basin whose bottom

is at the original surface. This form is the last connecting link between

the enclosures, and the mounds.

The purpose of these pits is beyond conjecture; there is nothing in

use among modern tribes with which they can be compared.

{e.) ARTIFICIAL ROADWAYS.

The existence of a few gentle inclines from a higher to a lower

terrace, or to a stream, lias caused a belief that the "Mound Builders"

cut such roadways, piling the earth on either side. None were thus made.

The few which are actually artificial have escaped notice through their

insignificance ; they are usually found in connection with larger groups

of works situated on a plain with steep banks. To facilitate ascent; steps

would be cut or a pathway dug, the removed earth falling toward the

bottom. With every heavy rain, more or less dirt would wash down, and

from throwing this out of the way, the excavation would widen and

deepen; in time a gully of considerable width and easy slope would

result.

Pig. 1. View of Graded Way, near Piketon.

Those usually described or figured are natural depressions, possibly

slightly modified, which happened to be where they were needed.^The

''Graded |Way" at Piketon has long been cited as a remarkable
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example of such industry. Figure 1 from the original drawing repro-

duced in various archaeological works, has always been taken as a correct

representation. In Plate X are given a plan and sections from a recent

survey. The error and exaggeration of the figure will be apparent at

once. In itself, the work is of no special importance or interest; but the

perverted accounts of it have done much toward impressing the reading

public with erroneous ideas regarding the people who are credited with
its formation.

The depression is not in any degree artificial, but is due entirely to

erosion, being a former cut-off or thoroughfare of Beaver Creek. It does

not rise to the level of the upper terrace, but continues with a slight

grade to the bank of that stream, in a curved line, growing wider as it

proceeds. The bottom at the narrowest part measures 120 feet across,

whereas the greatest base measure of either wall is sixty-nine feet.

Instead of the whole work being 1,080 feet in length, as stated, the

depression is 2,225 feet, one wall 636 feet, and the other 761 feet along

the top. The elevation of the terrace is twenty feet, not seventeen,

while neither wall is more than nine and one half feet at any point and
only a few rods of it is over six feet high. Instead of gradually tapering

to a point, the west wall when viewed from the south end more resembles

an ordinary mound. The earth composing them was not thrown up
from below, but was gathered on the surface and deposited along the

break of the depression, a portion of it being allowed to fall down the sides

to make a steeper slope. Both walls change direction at more than one

point, and so far from extending its entire length on the upper terrace,

the east wall descends into the depression and terminates near its bottom.

(/) BFFIGY MOUNDS.

In several states are mounds presenting a rude outline of some
animal. They are almost invariably made of earth, though occavSionally

one is of stone. By far the greater number is found in the north-west,

especially in Iowa and Wisconsin, where they exist by thousands. The
liuman figure as well as that of many species of quadrupeds and birds

have been recognized, generally by persons who are not expert zoologists.

They are frequently, and it may be correctly, called emblematic or sym-

bolic structures; "eflBgy** is, perhaps, a safer term.

Ohio possesses several of these figures, only two of which really

resemble anything. First, and above all others for its size and striking

appearance, is the Great Serpent of Adams county. With its head at the

end of a narrow point, jutting out over Brush Creek bottoms, restricted by

a perpendicular cliff on one side and a deep ravine on the other, the effigy

winds its contorted body along the surface for a quarter of a mile. The
front part of the figure, which lies on sloping ground, has been partially

effaced by denudation, and was overlooked by earlier visitors, as may be

seen in Plate XI, from the original survey. In this the ellipse is greatly
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exaggerated; instead of filling all the space toward the end of the cliflF, as
represented, it terminates several rods from the point, leaving room for

an elevation, plainly artificial, covering several rods. It is believed by
many archaeologists that the so-called "body" is only the tail; that the

**open mouth" is the expansion of the rear portion of the body; that the

"egg" represents the heart or vital principle, as is common in Indian

pictographs where animals or birds are portrayed; and that the raised

portion beyond the ellipse constitutes the head and beginning of the body,

the outlines along either side having been washed away.

So much as is here figured has been rebuilt by the Peabody Museum,
which now owns the structure. Should the more recent explanation of

the figure be found correct, the restoration will no doubt be completed
and the entire work brought to its original condition.

The other efiigy, known as the "Alligator Mound," is near Granville,

Licking county, on a ridge projecting into the valley of Raccoon Creek.

In direction it does not coincide with the trend of the ridge, which term
inates with a smooth rounded outline, but is built across the extreme
point. A small pile of burnt stone and earth lies to the right of the

mound, a slight artificial bank connecting them.

Fig. 2. Opossum oi^ Alligator Mound. \

The name does not seem well chosen. The body (see Figure 2) may-
be supposed to resemble any short-legged, short-necked animal, while the

tail is not tapering but of nearly uniform size and has a more pronounced

2 G. O.
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coil at the end than a saurian's tail is capable of assuming. The figure

is evidently intended for an opossum—an animal much better known
than an alligator to the aborigines of Ohio.

The small figure near the center of the large circle at Newark (Plate

V) is generally considered an efiigy; but it has not yet been agreed

whether it represents a prostrate man with extended arms, a flying eagle,

a bended bow with an arrow across it, or si bird's foot. A similar, but

smaller mound is near the "Graded Way" at Piketon.

On the right bank of the Scioto, six miles from Portsmouth, in an

enclosure, is an irregular mound supposed to be intended for an effigy,

which has been compared to a tapir ; it resembles that animal about as

much—and as little —as it does any other.

(g.) MOUNDS.

The great majority of mounds in Ohio are composed entirely of

earth, though many are altogether of stone and occasionally one occurs

in which both materials are used.

As a rule the earth mounds resemble in shape a medium between a

low cone, and a flat dome or segment of a sphere. Some have an ellip-

tical outline; others are flat-topped. All these usually come under the

designation of ''conical mounds," which is, perhaps, as accurate as any

single descriptive word could be, though none are, or ever have been,

exactly conical; a mound could not be built in that form, nor, if it could,

would it retain such shape after the first storm. A few are truncated

pyramids, the base dways four-sided, sometimes almost a rectangle. As

it was a rather common practice for southern Indians to use structures

similar to the last as sites for buildings, it has been supposed the ones

found here were utilized in the same way. While this may have been

the case with those standing on low or level ground, in connection with

additional evidences of occupation, as at Marietta and in two or three

other localities, there are some whose situation is contrary to such a sup-

position. For example, a mile south of the stone fort in Perry county, is

a mound of this character about eighteen feet high and covering nearly

two acres. It is on top of a hill which slopes away in every direction.

The soil in the vicinitj^ is poor, the surface is a succession of hills and

ravines, and it is not credible that an aboriginal settlement would have

been located amid such surroundings.

The sparseness of such mounds and their occurrence under the same

conditions as the commoner forms, are inconsistent with the idea which

has been advanced that they owe their origin to a different people or

belong to a different age; their erection is undoubtedly due to the same

motives which induced the building of nearly all the others. Only two
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or three have been opened, but their contents and method of construction

were practically of the same character as shown in numerous mounds of

the usual form, examined in the same localities.

The total number of mounds in Ohio has beed estimated at ten

thousand. This is probably under the correct figure ; for while they are

almost totally absent in the northwestern counties forming the "Black

Swamp *' district, and are comparatively scarce in the rugged hill-lands

of some of the southern and southeastern counties, there is scarcely a

township in any other portion of the state in which they are not found.

In Ross county there were not less than five hundred, probably more,

before any had been destroyed by the advances of civilization. Butler

and Hoicking counties were not far behind. In the valley of every tribu-

tary of the Ohio, except where it flows through rough country, the

surface is so dotted with them that signals could be transmitted from one

to another for a hundred miles or more. On the summits of steep hills;

in bottom lands subject to overflow; on every terrace bordering a stream;

on plateaus and uplands; wherever there is cultivable or naturally drained

land, a good point of observation, an ample supply of water, a conven-

ient topography for trails;—the Mound Builder has left his mark. Even
in places where it would seem a nomad would not care to go, except as

led by the excitement or necessities of the chase, and for as brief a time

as possible, such evidence is not lacking of prehistoric residence or, at

least, sojourning.

In magnitude they vary from one reduced by farming operations

until it is scarcely perceptible and probably never more than three feet in

height or twenty feet across, to those fully thirty feet in elevation with

a base diameter from one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet. But

the latter dimensions are rarely reached; by far the greater number are

below twenty feet in altitude and one hundred feet across at the ground.

The immense pile at Miamisburg, with an elevation of sixty-eight feet

and an estimated volume of more than sixty thousand cubic yards is so

far beyond any other in size that it must be excluded in giving figures

that shall fairly represent those falling within the ordinary limits.

Various schemes have been proposed for the classification of the

mounds into definite groups and systems, but none that will meet all

requirements. There is so much similarity in the arrangement and con-

tents of some amid totally different surroundings, and conversely such

unlikeness in the structure of others which constitute a single group, that

conjectures as to their purpose, based on location or appearance, find as

many exceptions as examples. Of the great number of mounds exca-

vated with more or less care and exactness by farmers, collectors, scientists,

and others, the results of such explorations as have been reported estab-

lish the fact that fully nine-tenths of them, if not more, contained skele-

tons; and it is a fair assumption that the ratio will hold good for all.
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Nor is the absence of human remains to be considered an indication,

unless otherwise substantiated, that they were constructed for some other

purpose; for conditions are frequent in which, although the character

and disposition of relics found are such as invariably mark those deposi-

ted with a corpse, all traces of bone have disappeared. There are many,

.

however, which present not the slightest evidence of ever having been

used or intended for mortuaries; and no hypothesis yet advanced con-

cerning their purpose is satisfactory. The flat-topped ones have been

referred to above. Those on high points are usually called signal mounds
from an idea that fires were built on them as semaphores, the ashes often

found in them being adduced as proof of such use. But skeletons with

relics have been found in such mounds ; in situations so exposed wind

and rain would prevent the accumulation of ashes due to occasional fires

;

there could be no reason for piling a quantity of earth over the spot used

for this purpose; to increase by a few feet the elevation of a point which

already commanded an extensive view, would be of no advantage; ashes

are found in as great quantities in many mounds on low land as in those

on hill-tops ; finally, a pile of damp leaves and trash which would make a

column of dense smoke, and leave few traces of their use, would serve

better than any quantity of large wood. The mound on Mt. Logan,

opposite Chillicothe, so often mentioned as composed nearly altogether

of ashes from signal fires, was found on examination to contain only a

relatively small amount, being mostly of earth, and containing human
remains.

Fires were also maintained for other purposes than as signals. Near

lyinnville, Licking county, on elevated land, is a group consisting of one

stone and three earth mounds. From one of the latter, originally eigh-

teen feet high, eight feet of the upper portion was cut off. Almost from

the top the earth was burned to a deep red, small masses being glazed or

even vitrified; flint fragments the size cf a brick resembled pieces of

chalk, the result of intense heat. Numerous holes filled with charcoal

and ashes, showed plainly by their regularity, and the marks on the sides,

they were casts of upright posts or logs, some of them a foot in diameter.

These were first noticed three or four feet above the point at which the

explorers ceased to work; several of them were followed as far below

that level as the shovels would reach, without coming to the bottom.

They must have formed only a small part of the material necessary to

convert so great a mass of earth almost into the condition of a brick-kiln;

their vertical position shows the earth was piled around and above them

before they were burned, somewhat after the manner of a charcoal pit

It was plain that a fire was kept continuously burning here for a consid-

erable period, perhaps several days ; but for what reason is not apparent.

Certainly it was not as a ''signal," although the mound is visible for

several miles from d fferent directions.

With reference to all earth mounds except "efiigies,'* it seems best

for the present to describe them simply by their situation, shape, and
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dimensions. A definitive name expressive of one certain purpose,
applied to a mound on account of its location or outward appearance, is

very apt to be misleading. ,

Specific descriptive terms, suggested by some peculiarity of internal

structure, have also found a place in mound nomenclature; all are open
to the same objection, namely, the lack of uniformity in those to which
any particular word is applied, and their close resemblance in some
respects to many which are arbitrarily placed in another division. It is

natural to employ the term ''burial mound" for one containing human
remains; but the desire to honor the dead may not have been the only
motive leading to its construction. So with those erected for any other
apparent purpose; while the work may have been undertaken with a
definite object in view, subsequent or subordinate ideas may have led to

modifications of the original plan. Thus, a mound intended as the burial

place of one body may be afterwards made to cover several; one erected

to protect a deposit of various articles, possibly as a votive offering on an
*' altar," perhaps only for concealment, may be extended to include
another in which several bodies are interred. Occasionally several small
mounds placed near together, some for burial purposes; some apparently
to protect property considered valuable; others containing quantities of

implements and ornaments injured or almost destroyed by fires made on
them after they were deposited; still others which contain nothing to
throw light on the reason for their existence;—may all have earth heaped
on them until they merge into a single symmetrical structure that seems
the result of a continuous, effort toward a defined end.

In magnitude and ingenuity the large enclosures and fortifications of

Ohio have no equals; but, as a rule, other remains are less impressive
than similar works occurring elsewhere. The few representatives of the
effigy groups of the northwest are, with the single exception of the Ser-

pent Mound, inferior in size and interest ; the same is true in regard to

those resembling the great flat-topped pyramids of the south. Externally
the ordinary conical or dome-shaped mounds present no remarkable
features, unless it be the great size of some; and even in this respect they
are surpassed by many in other states. Explorations in these mounds
however, have resulted in discoveries which render them of the highest
interest, not only to the archaeologist, who finds in them abundant mater-
ial for careful study, but also to the general public whose attention is

attracted by the novelty of what can be placed on exhibition.

The manner of their construction was long a puzzling question; it

was deemed impossible that such piles of earth could be made without
the aid of machinery or beasts of burden. But there has never been
found the slightest evidence of the use of any mechanical appliances, not
even a hand-barrow, nor a bone of any animal susceptible of domestica-

tion and of sufficient strength to be serviceable in such work. On the
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other hand, scores of mounds of various sizes, in different localities, have

furnished proof that human toil alone was employed. In many, almost

the entire interior is composed of lenticular masses of earth, from a peck

to two pecks in volume, or as much as a man will easily carry, such as

could result only from loads of this size being flattened out by the weight

of the earth above them. They are not apparent in some mounds; sand

and certain kinds of clay or loam will often unite so that no division is

perceptible between different deposits; their regularity may have been

destroyed by the workmen passing over them; the earth scattered as it

was thrown down ; in shallow mounds or in the upper portion of large

ones their outlines may be efiaced by the action of percolating water; but

as no indications of a different mode of construction have been reported

from any source, it is fair to assume this was the ordinary method.

A singular product of aboriginal notions, and one that seems peculiar

to Ohio mounds, is found in the so-called '* altars." There are masses of

clay six to eight feet across,—seldom larger—usually irregular in outline,

and up to a foot in thickness. A sufficient space of ground having been

cleared off and sometimes burned or pounded until hard, the material was

spread out, kneaded or '' puddled" to a firm and uniform consistency, the

upper surface made smooth and flat, and a basin excavated in it. This

is always rectangular, with rounded corners and a level bottom. It varies

from three to five feet in length with a width one-half to three-fourths as

much, and a depth of four to eight inches; very few fall beyond these

Umits in either direction. The margin of the clay was either left as it

had been deposited, or cut away its entire thickness to form a rim of

uniform width around the basin. A fire was then kept burning on it

until all the clay remaining was hard as a brick. Sometimes all the ashes

and charcoal resulting from the fire were carefully removed; in this case

the altar-cavity is usually filled with fine, dark earth, possibly resulting

from decayed organic substance, or with clean white ashes. Occasionally

it contains human bones which may belong to adults or to children, may
be nearly consumed by heat or may show no trace of fire. The name
** altar" is derived from the deposits, presumably sacrificial offerings,

frequently found on theni; though quite often they contain no relics.

Some yield only a pipe, a fine spear-head, ornaments, or a few other arti-

cles, generally well-finished. In others the contents amaze the most

experienced explorer. Ornamental objects of every material which it was

possible for a primitive people to obtain or utilize ; minerals whose near-

est beds are hundreds of miles away; shells from the ocean or gulf;

stamped and carved figures in copper whose design points unmistakably

to a Mexican origin;—all occur, some in the greatest profusion. From a

single altar near Madisonville were taken fully two bushels of specimens;

among them alligator and shark teeth curiously carved; thousands of

pearl beads, ornaments of copper, shell, bone, quartz, slate, meteoric iron,

and many other materials; besides objects whose use is not apparent.
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From another in a small mound near Chillicothe were obtained over two
hundred pipes made from several varieties of stone and carved into faith-

ful effigies of more than a score of different animals and birds. In a very

large mound a few miles from the last, were several altars covered with

specimens, many of them different from any previously discovered; for

examples, a copper axe weighing thirty-eight pounds; obsidian imple-

ments over a foot in length, of exquisite finish
;
pearl and copper beads so

numerous they were measured in cigar-boxes ; copper plates stamped and

cut into most intricate designs and figures seemingly impossible of

accomplishment without steel dies and cutters. Nearly all in the above

list—^which might be indefinitely multiplied, though not with such

remarkable examples—had been injured by fire after they were deposited;

some of the copper was partially fused, the pipes and many other stone

pieces badly shattered, the shells and pearls almost calcified.

Such specimens, though most abundant on the altars, are by no

means confined to them. They are found in other parts of the same

mounds, and in mounds without altars. In these cases they most fre-

quently occur with skeletons, or in positions indicating obsequies. Some,

however, may be found singly or in small collections, at the bottom or in

the body of the mound, having no relation to other deposits or, apparently,

to the general purpose of the structure. Usually the latter are less care-

fully wrought or of inferior material; a part of them may have been

dropped by the builders, but others were so placed intentionally. They
may be votive offerings or a tribute to the dead, overlooked at the proper

time, or added subsequently.

The tumuli usually contain few skeletons ; the ossuaries where, at

long intervals, were deposited the bones of all who had died since the last

general sepulture, or the communal burial mounds in which bodies are

piled one over another year after year, such as are frequent in other

localities, seem foreign to Ohio, unless in the northern counties. Occa-

sionally a mound fully twenty feet high was erected over one person;

often not more than five or six skeletons are found ; very seldom more

than twenty. In most cases the body was extended on the back, though

instances are reported of skeletons sitting up or lying on either side,

extended or drawn up till the knees touch the chin. The head may be

toward any point of the compass; in many mounds no two skeletons are

parallel or in the same posture. Ordinarily the bodies were laid on the

surface and a mound built over them; but it is not unusual to find

remains at various places within the deposited earth. The spot selected

was almost invariably cleaned off before burial, though the sod was not

always removed, as shown by a thin, grayish, clayey streak, seldom more

than an inch thick, produced by decay of grass and roots covered with

earth. Graves, most of them less than two feet deep, have been found in

the earth beneath the tumuli; in some, the disposition of the bodies and

character of the specimens with them is the same as in the mound; in
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Others, different. As the sod line extends unbroken over some of the

latter, they may pertain to a different people.

Although many skeletons are in direct contact with the earth, some-

thing was probably always interposed at the time of burial. Poles,

puncheons, or bark frequently formed a resting place as well as a cover-

ing for a corpse. Sometimes these were placed across two logs, one on

either side of the body. Pens were often built of poles or small logs

crossing at the corners after the manner of a log cabin; some were barely

large enough for one person, others were 4ully ten feet square. The
walls were either vertical, and covered with poles to form a flat top, or

drawn in on two sides like the roof of a house. Again, poles were set

with one end in the ground, the tops being fastened together to form a

conical or bee-hive like structure inside of which the dead were placed;

some of the poles were cut or broken to the desired length, others left

projecting considerably. Such ligneous remains are found only in excep-

tionally dry mounds, and are loose as ashes, their arrangement being

traceable only by the casts or molds left in the earth. Bark exists only

as a very thin layer which appears always to extend somewhat beyond

the bones; hence reports of skeletons wrapped in it are questionable,

unless it be shown to cover a space but little larger than a body would

occupy.

The light, porous, black, earth so often found about skeletons, may
result from decay of furs, cloth, feathers, and the like.

Fire was sometimes an important feature in funerals, as shown by

large quantities of ashes; these were often brought from elsewhere, skel-

etons without any marks of burning being partially or entirely covered

with them.

If it was customary to deposit with the dead his personal belongings,

they must have been largely of a perishable nature; for more than half

of the skeletons exhumed are unaccompanied by relics of any description.

With some are only a few beads or arrow-heads, a pipe, ornament, or

hatchet; others were provided with a considerable variety or large num-

ber of articles. No systematic distribution is manifest in relics associated

with skeletons. Various ornaments are found in positions denoting

attachment to the clothing or person of the deceased; but for the most

part funeral offerings seem to have been deposited promiscuously, the

mourners having little regard for preciseness in the arrangement of their

tributes. Pipes are found near the skull, in either hand, on the breast, or

at the feet; clay vessels containing carbonaceous matter, probably remains

of food, though of rare occurrence, have no particular place; objects suit-

able for war, hunting, or adornment are put anywhere. True a consid-

eraBle degree of uniformity which may signify tribal relationship, has

often been observed in different places, in the positions of skeletons and
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the adjustment of specimens with them; but such coincidences are less

remarkable than a distinct fashion of burial would be for each of many
thousand individuals.

Marks of violent death, as a fractured skull, broken limb, or bone

with imbedded arrow-head, are sometimes met with; but no indications

that any tumulus was erected solely to cover those slain in battle. On
the contrary, all periods of life are represented in many of them, from the

infant of a few days to the man or woman of extreme age.

Below the base line of many mounds, especially the larger ones, are

cylindrical holes sometimes by scores, from six to twenty inches in diam-

eter and from twelve to thirty inches deep. Some of them by their

position and regular intervals seem to have held posts which formed part

of a house or other structure. These contain charcoal, ashes, or traces of

wood; and in a few instances portions of the posts themselves, converted

into charcoal, extend upward two feet or more into the mound. Other

holes are filled to the top with the ordinary refuse of an Indian camp-fire,

as clean ashes, fine loose earth apparently from decay of organic sub-

stance, mussel and snail shells, broken and burned animal bones, frag-

ments of pottery. Very few of these seem to have had fire in them, the

sides rarely showing any evidence of heat. Some were dug considerably

anterior to the construction of the mound, as skeletons have been found

lying directly across them with a thin intervening layer of accumulated

earth.

At least one example is known of a mound being erected above the

charred, fragmentary remains of a person who was burned at the stake.

Intrusive burials by modern Indians, or by whites, at the apex of the

mounds, are very common; and, rarely, a mound has been opened from

thQ top nearly or quite to the bottom by persons who have placed in the

excavation additional bodies and then restored the mound, carrying it to

a height several feet greater than its original elevation.

Stone mounds are confined to such parts of the State as have on the

surface an abundant supply of stones of convenient size for handling, and

to situations where these may be easily collected. Less numerous by far

than the earthen tumuli, they compare favorably with them in average

size. One which stood eight miles south of Newark had a base diameter

of two hundred feet with a height fully one-fourth as great. All the stone

in the retaining wall along the north side ot the Licking reservoir was
taken from this mound, yet several thousand cubic yards remain in place.

This one, however, was exceptional; few exceed twenty feet in height,

with a base line from three to four times as much. The difficulty of ex-

cavation, and a general belief ^hat nothing of interest is to be found in

them, have prevented a thorough examination of any of these mounds;
in such as have been removed the aim was to utilize the material, and
little attention was paid to anything else. Human bones, broken by the
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pressure of the stones and softened by percolating water, have been found

at the original surface; and vague statements are made regarding copper,

shell, and stone objects with them; but nothing definite can be learned

as to their type or arrangement. Relics sometimes occur alone in such

order as to suggest they were deposited with bodies of which no trace

now remains. Earth was very seldom used in constructing these mounds,

but decaying vegetation and the dust borne by winds have caused a con-

siderable accumulation within them.

In a few mounds the bodies were covered by stones over which

earth was piled sometimes to a thickness of several feet. In one of these

a space fully fifteen feet in diameter was covered with human bones pro-

miscuously thrown in as if from sacks or baskets. They were between

two layers of bark, beneath a stone mound four feet high, over which six

feet of earth was heaped. No similar case is reported, bodies usually be-

ing interred as in earth mounds.

Through much of the hilly portion of Ohio, particularly along the

Ohio River, are numerous stone graves. Almost without exception they

are on the summit of a high hill, or the point of a long ridge, command-
ing an extensive outlook. In their construction the ground was cleared

off, sometimes only the humus being removed, at others the earth being

dug away to the subsoil. I^arge flat stones, closely fitted, were then laid

down and the bod}^ or bodies deposited on them. Similar slabs were set

on edge around this base, the tops projecting perhaps a foot above the

surface. Most of the graves are circular or elliptical in shape, a few be-

ing rectangular. The latter are often only large enough for a single

body, though several may be built in a connected group; the former vary

from that size to twenty feet across. Narrow ones have a covering of

slabs, thus forming a box-like receptacle. The enclosed space of those

too wide for such protection is filled with stones which were loosely

thrown in, or supported by timbers whose decay has allowed them to fall

in confusion. Sometimes the vertical slabs rest on the margin of the

pavement instead of around it; occasionally there is more than one row
of them. Over some of the graves loose stones were piled, forming a cairn.

The bones are generally so decayed and broken it is impossible to ascer-

tain the number of individuals buried; and relics of any kind are very rare.

{k.) GRAVES, CEMETERIES, AND VILLAGE-SITES.

As nearly three times the average population of any community will

die within a century, it is obvious that, large as may be the aggregate of

mound interments, only a small portion of the dead were thus disposed of.

The great majority were buried in ordinary graves, whose form is deter-

mined by the nature of the ground. In sandy or gravelly earth they are
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of ample size to receive one, or perhaps several extended bodies, and may
be three feet in depth, though usually less; in tough clay soil they are

not often over a foot deep and barely large enough for one corpse to be

crowded in, either straight or folded to the smallest compass. In most
cases the earth seems to have been thrown back directly on the body*

though flat stones were sometimes placed over them; there are also faint

indications of wood having been interposed. Scarcely a day passes that

skeletons are not unearthed somewhere in the State either singly or col-

lectively. They are most frequent in gravel beds and alluvial laud, but

occur in various other situations, seldom in any definite order. A few,

especially on plateaus or hill-tops, are in graves the bottom and sides of

which are lined with thin stone slabs. Few artificial objects are with

them, principally implements of the chase or simple ornaments. It is

quite probable, from the method of burial, and the character of the relics,

they are the remains of modem Indians, or at least of a tribe different

from the ** Mound Builders;" and as they are not numerous in any one

place they may represent only a small or temporary camp.

Of a different nature are some extensive aboriginal cemeteries and

village-sites, particularly in the Miami valleys, in which explorations have

disclosed hundreds of graves and lodge-sites interspersed in the manner
common to many known tribes. Removal of the soil that has formed

since their abandonment reveals in the latter the characteristic ash-pile of

the central fire, in and around which is scattered all the refuse of a

primitive dwelling, along with almost every variety of tool, ornament, or

whatever property these people had that could resist decay under such

circumstances. The graves are somewhat similar in their construction to

those above described being shallow and usually containing only a single

skeleton, either extended or folded; but a much greater diversity and

amount of personal belongings are found in them and more care seems

to have been taken in the burial.

Remains of this nature have been found in river-bottoms under

several feet of silt that is now subject to frequent overflow.

The discovery of these villages and cemeteries, like that of the

graves, has in nearly every case been accidental. The soil above them
may be cultivated for generations without a suspicion of what lies

beneath until denudation by a freshet, the excavation of a cellar or

foundation, or some more trivial cause exposes them. Their present

arrangement indicates that wigwams, huts, or whatever form of shelter

was in use were placed in any spot convenient to the builders, and inter-

ments made almost at random in the spaces between ; but a more regular

system was probably observed, the apparent lack of order resulting from

moving the domicile occasionally; with such methods of living, house

moving was easier than house cleaning. In the lapse of time, too, the

exact position of graves would be forgotten or disregarded and inter-

ments encroach upon those already made. This confusion makes exam-

ination tedious and expensive; it is necessary to upturn every square
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foot of surface to make sure that nothing is missed, consequently, only

comparatively small areas have been carefully worked over. None of

the principal ones so far discovered, are in the immediate vicinity of large

enclosures or mound-groups; but undoubtedly wherever there are exten-

sive surface remains of any prehistoric people, similar evidences of dense

or continuous occupation exist under a depth of earth that effectually

conceals them. Considering the nature of the soil, the character of their

utensils, and the preservation in low, moist mounds, of childrens' skele-

tons, it is impossible that all vestiges of the ordinary life of the " Mound
Builders" should have disappeared. The remains in question are indeed,

usually attributed to them ; but be this as it may, nothing has been dis-

closed incompatible with the habits of several tribes of modern Indians.

At present, any .attempt to elucidate the principal questions concern-

ing the various earthworks and allied structures of Ohio, must end in

failure. Too little is known ; in some respects the matter stands almost

where it did in the beginning. Nothing can yet be stated positively as to

their age or builders, or the purposes of the enclosures. The evidence is^

mostly negative, confined to showing what is not correct rather than

what is; but the emendation of an error is a step toward the truth, and it

is a satisfaction to know that as one discover37 follows another, and suc-

cessive earnest investigators gradually develop a systematic method of

dealing with the subject, the false impressions due to those who have

attempted to generalize upon insufficient knowledge, are being refuted

and swept out of the path of scientific research. Theorizing and guess-

work are being relegated ; recognizing the necessity for immediate action,

the tendency now among archaeologists is toward closer observation, and

the collection of facts to be collated by future students. Each is stimu-

lated by the thought that he is adding his quota to a result demanding

the continuous and untiring efforts of many diligent workers.

SECTION III.

THE MOUND BUILDERS.

Racial connection, or even ordinary communication is not to be in-

ferred from a practice common to all times and countries. Mounds are

among the earliest and most widely distributed means of honoring the

dead or establishing a land-mark. Savages could pile up earth or stones

before they could carve a rock or hew a piece of wood; barbarians could

show more respect by a memorial in whose erection all might take a part.

Nothing is more enduring; when once heavily sodded a heap of earth

remains unchanged through vicissitudes which will reduce to ruins any

other form of human industry. Oriental cities, now deserted and crum-

bling, were founded in sight of mounds whose origin was even then lost

in the mists of antiquity. The Vikings and sea-kings were thus interred.
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Travelers report them in nearly every portion of the globe, among races

who are ignorant of their meaning.

In our own country the expression "Mound Builder" has been ap-

propriated as a distinctive term for a people supposed to have preceded

the modern Indians, and to have differed from them in almost every

respect; and was made to embrace the authors of not only the remains

in the Ohio Valley, but all cognate works in the United States, Method-

ical investigation has broken up this mythical '* nation" into separate

tribes whose relationship to one another, if, indeed, there be any, is very

obscure. Most, if not all, of the southern Indians built and used mounds
subsequent to the advent of the French and Spaniards; around the lower

lakes are the small mounds and burial pits of the Hurons and Six Na-

tions; east of the Blue Ridge are the ossuaries and communal graves,

some of them more than ten feet high, of the Massawomees who were

probably consanguineous with the last; in the upper Lake region are

similar sepulchres, known to contain the dead of the Iroquois, Sioux,

and Chippewas; through Wisconsin and adjacent portions of Minnesota

are hundreds of mounds, some intended as tombs, others the covering

and banking of huts erected by the "Ground House Indians," who were

exterminated by the Sioux a little more than two centuries ago; there

are reasons for believing that the numerous effigies of Wisconsin and

Iowa, with their attendant tumuli, dome-shaped mounds, and long em-

bankments were constructed by the Saks, Foxes, or Winnebagoes; most

of the stone graves of Tennessee, with the mounds belonging to them,

are thought to be the work of the Shawnees ; in the Shenandoah and par-

allel valleys are the cairns and burial mounds of the Mingoes, Delawares,

and Catawbas; the Cherokees of East Tennessee and North Carolina

used mounds for burial and for house-sites; Osages, Blackfeet, and other

Indians west of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers made tumuli. The
Mandans, Iroquois, and some southern tribes protected their towns with

embankments, ditches, and palisades.

These were all builders, of mounds; but none of their remains can

be compared with those of Ohio, although many efforts have been made
to prove that to the ancestors of some or other of these tribes the latter

works are to be ascribed. Various fugitive clews have been followed, but

all, have, literally, terminated in the wilderness.

It is very desirable that the name of "Mound Builders" instead of

its being used in its present vague and discursive meaning should be re-

stricted solely to the unknown race which constructed the enclosures,

hill-t(jp fortifications, and large mounds of the upper Ohio Valley (in

which sense it is used in this article); adopting some other appellation

for the equally unknown—if different—^people whose traces are found

lower down in the same valley and in the contiguous territory along the

Mississippi—and, for the present, assigning remains in other localities to

such stocks as probably made them. These distinctions would be only
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provisional, and subject to any changes required by new discoveries; but

they would at once convey a more definite meaning than the present in-

coherent generalization which often exacts a lengthy explanation for a

simple statement.

Even with the above limited signification, the title ** Mound Builders"

may be eventually found too general in its application. There is suffi-

cient difference between the symmetrical enclosures of the bottom-lands

or the massive hill-forts, and the smaller or irregular embankments found

in the same sections, to justify a supposition of different builders. So of

the large mounds, whether earth or stone, and some of the smaller

mounds of either material alone or of both combined, or the stone graves

or cairns. Still further subdivision may be necessary as the work pro-

gresses. With the migratory hab.ts of the native Americans, it is not to

be supposed that a single stock or tribe held possession of any section

for an unlimited time, or that fertile districts would remain unoccupied

for a long period. The dissimilarity observed in the various remains

which were at first thrown into a single classification denotes that several

waves of population swept over this region. Perhaps the resultant en-

tanglement may never be unraveled; but better to be confronted with

this difficulty, than to rest content with the partial knowledge that does

not recognize its existence.

An argument in favor of the unity of mound-building people and
their entire disconnection from the modern Indian, has been the sup-

posed lack of knowledge on the part of the latter concerning these works.

The error of this assumption is shown, as specified above, by numerous
cases of comparatively recent construction. The Indians found in the

Ohio Valley by the whites, having been in the region only three or four

generations, no doubt came here long after the departure of the Mound
Builders; they could know nothing of them merely from living among
their remains, and if any vague record had been handed down from a

former age of possible contact, its connection with unaccustomed features

in a strange country would probably not have been noticed.

The Delawares have a tradition—translated and committed to writ-

ing more than a century ago—that their tribe in migrating from the west

toward the east, came to a great river. The country beyond this was
occupied by a people called the Allegwi or Tallegwi, who had many
towns. They gave the Delawares permission to pass through their terri-

|-ory; but when a part of the tribe had crossed the river, the Allegwi

attacked and routed them with great slaughter. Enraged at this treach-

ery, the Delawares formed an alliance with the Iroquois, who had, in the

meantime, come to the same river farther up. The combined forces

crossed and drove back the Allegwi. For many years warfare continued

with varying fortunes, but gradually the allies gained ground. The
Allegwi built large and strong forts, which they stubbornly defended but
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were, sooner or later, compelled to abandon. Finally tlie superior skill

of the invaders- triumplied. To escape utter extermination the remnant

of the native tribe fled southward of the Ohio. The Delawarea passed

on to the sea, while the Iroquois remained west of the mountains.

It is said the Iroquois have a similar legend.

The most that can be made of it, however, is that the Delawares at

some indefinite time and place in their migrations, expelled a people who
made use of some sort of protective works. This is scarcely sufficient to

identify them with the Mound Builders. Still less does it justify a recent

attempt to vShow that because they "went south" and because "Tallegwi"

can by skillful manipulation be transmuted into "Cherokee," the latter

people are therefore lineal descendants of the former. By a similar pro-

cess the name Alleghany has been derived from "Allegwi."

On the other hand, if it be assumed that, after the Allegwi were

driven back from their borders, the struggle reached its maximum in

central Ohio, the progressive development of defensive works will be

accounted for, from the minor embankments forming a part of the prin-

cipal groups, through the hill-top enclosures in the same sections, to the

strongholds in rugged, broken, country remote from other evidences of a

permanent settlement, as exemplified in the forts of Highland and Perry

counties.

But allowing the tradition everything that can be claimed for it, the

question is merely shifted, not solved; there is nothing to indicate what

river may have constituted the boundary, except the statement that it

was "full of fish"—a vague description. The transcriber of the legend

claims to have identified the Detroit as the proper stream, and to have

seen on its banks a great mound under which lay the bones of the slain.

But this stream could not have been crossed by immigrants from the west

unless they had first made their way into the Georgian Bay district and

retraced their route; moreover, the country about the western end of

lyake Erie, and particularly the northwest corner of Ohio where they

must have come first, is precisely the region in which remains of Mound
Builders or any other prehistoric race, are most lacking.

With aboriginal methods, the construction of such works as Fort

Ancient or Fort Miami would have required a considerable length of

time; yet they must have been completed before an enemy could molest

the laborers to any great extent. It does not seem they could be erected

to meet an emergency; on the other hand it is improbable that a people

with foresight thus to provide for a contingency would make no effort to

protect outlying territory in the direction of any river or other natural

division they could choose as a boundary.

The resemblance of the flat-topped mounds at Marietta to those of

the Cahokia group or analogous structures farther to the south may be

merely a coincidence or may indicate a relationship between the builders.

It is easier to accept the former alternative than to believe a single group
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of such size would occur at so great a distance from mounds of the same

type and yet be surrounded by embankments belonging solely to the

region in which it is found. If they be considered the work of the

Mound Builders, as the term is used in this paper, then with Chillicothe,

in whose vicinity their principal settlements seem to have been located,

as a center, a radius of a little more than one hundred miles will include

nearly all the remains which appear to belong to this particular tribe, ex-

cept those in the vicinity of Charleston, West Virginia, and some mounds
on the upper Ohio. Outside of these limits, the size, appearance, interior

arrangement, aind contents of the different mounds and enclosures com-

pel a belief that they are due to different peoples, or if to the same peo-

ple then to different periods. A similar statement may be made for

almost any portion of the country; namely, that no connected system or

definite form of aboriginal work of any nature, prevails over a scope of ter-

ritory much, if any, exceeding two hundred miles in linear extent. This

is a wide departure from the popular view, and may be too radical for

ready belief; but unless the general drift of archaeological discoveries is

very deceptive some such conclusion must be finally accepted. The no-

tion that all prehistoric remains in the eastern United States are the

work of a single race, is now thoroughly demolished; but it may be that

the reactionary idea which supposes a separate tribe for every observed

difference in such remains is equally erroneous. As in all other debat-

able questions, the truth will probably be found at last somewhere in the

middle ground avoided by disputants who seek the extreme in either

direction.

(a,) SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF THK MOUND BUILDERS.

A primitive people must conform their habits to their surroundings;

with the ability to modify physical conditions to meet enlarged desires,

civilization begins. Under analogous circumstances races or tribes of a

like degree of culture, though unrelated, will attain similar ends by prac-

tically the same methods. It is not to be overlooked, however, that the

means must be adapted in large measure to the environment. A resem-

blance in certain typical forms is not absolute proof of identity or even

communication of the people to whom they belonged, but may mean only

that the social conditions were essentially alike. The discovery in mounds
of objects showing characteristic Indian handiwork does not, therefore,

signify that these mounds were built by known tribes, but is only an

indication that the Mound Builder had not, in this particular, advanced

beyond the Indian. Hence the value of specimens; in the absence of

written records or trustworthy traditions, the status of the Mound Build-

ers is to be learned only from a correct interpretation of their tangible

remains.

With the notable exception of grooved axes, of which only two or

three have been unearthed, all the ordinary forms of so-called Indian
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relics, whether of a useful, ornamental, or supposed ceremonial character,

are common in the mounds, and present no special features, in appear-

ance or material, that may not be observed in similar specimens from
the adjacent surface. This statement applies only to articles of stone

or other durable material. Objects peculiar to mounds are almost in-

variably of something that would so n be destroyed if exposed to the

weather; as pottery, bone, shell, copper, wood, textile material, or soluble

minerals, whose preservation is due to the protection afforded by the

earth above them. They are more abundant than mound relics of the

more lasting materials, and of greater scientific value, as a careful study

of them has revealed much that would otherwise have remained unknown
concerning the customs and habits of their makers.

The sole evidence of a mechanical or artistic ability beyond, that at-

tained by many tribes independently of contact with a civilized race,

found in any mound in Ohio under circumstances precluding the possi-

bility of intrusive deposit, and bearing no similitude to any wares of

European manufacture imported for barter with the natives, are some
objects of sheet copper from Ross county. They present an intricacy of

design, a degree of symmetry and finish, impossible of achievement by
the most advanced aborigines who have ever existed within the limits of

the United States, so far as there is any historical, traditional, or other

knowledge; and could have been made only by a skilled artificer, from
accurately drawn patterns, with tools of steel or like metal. A very few
similar pieces have been found in other states. Their rarity refutes the

idea they were made in the vicinity where found; with the abundance of

copper it is unlikely that its use would be confined to rude ornaments
and implements to the exclusion of such ornate specimens; and no signs

have been found of the tools requisite for their manufacture. The
resemblance of human figures among them to characteristic carvings in

Mexican antiquities, points to that country for their origin; but it is un-

certain whether work of this character was performed there.

Omitting from consideration the few articles so plainly of foreign de-

rivation, a comparison of all the relics collected from mounds with those

picked up on the surface and those of known Indian manufacture will

show that the former do not surpass the latter in any particular denoting

superior skill, knowledge, or discernment of harmonious proportion. It

is remarkable that the contrary opinion should be so commonly accepted

and so tenaciously adhered to despite the evidence of abundant material

widely distributed and readily accessible for examination. Because many
specimens, really beautiful in design and execution, are exhumed from
tumuli, and many rude or hastily wrought ones are gathered up on the

surface or observed in use among Indians at the present day, it seems to

be taken for granted that all relics may be brought under this conven-
ient and inclusive system of classification. But the converse is equally

true; some modern or surface specimens are more artistic and of better

3 G. O.
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finish than most of those from mounds. The exquisite, gem-like, war
and hunting arrow-tips from Oregon and Arizona ; the long, slender, deli-

cately chipped knife or spear-like implements of agate and obsidian from

the Pacific coast; the smooth, compact, perfectly moulded pottery from

the Pueblos of the south-west; the ornaments, masks, and engraved em-

blematic figures of shell, of the Cherokees, Shawnees, and others; the

copper tools, weapons, and ornaments around the upper lakes; the care-

fully made arrow or spear-heads and knives of flint, the polished celts or

hatchets, the symmetrical banner stones and various other forms of dec-

orative or so-called ceremonial pieces found so abundantly throughout

the Mississippi Valley ;—are fully equal and often superior in every respect

to objects of the same class taken from the mounds Pipes must be ex-

cepted; while those made of Catlinite by the Sioux are as correct in

design and as skillfully made, so far as the work is carried, the others

are unequaled in their minute carvings and their faithful representations

of the animal life they are intended to portray.

Not everything belonging to the builders of the tumuli was interred

with them, for the objects are too few as compared with the skeletons;

neither was a selection made of personal belongings with reference to

certain types or degrees of imagined excellence, for a great variety is

sometimes found in a single deposit; nor do surface specimens pertain

altogether to either a later br different race, for this would mean that the

Mound Builders never mislaid property about their village-sites, and that

by a singular coincidence the presumed different race lost on these sites

many implements and other articles corresponding closely in appearance

to what their predecessors—or successors according to the point of view

—had carefully hidden away.

These facts in themselves suffice to show that the Mound Builders

had not reached a stage of culture in advance of some tribes well known
to history. But there is ample other evidence to the same effect.

They had no alphabet. They had no domestic animals or beasts of

burden. They knew nothing of the economic use of any metal; copper,

galena, hematite, they had in plenty, meteoric iron, gold, silver, in small

amounts; all were treated as so many stones to be chipped, beaten, or

rubbed into desired tools or gew-gaws. Cement or mortar was unknown.
They could not build an upright wall with flat stones. They could not

dig a well. They did not wall up a spring. They did not facilitate pass-

age up and down the bank of a gravel terrace by constructing a roadway

They had no hand mills, not even as rude an implement as a Mexican

metate or grinding stone, though corn must have been a staple food.

The various objects that have been preserved to the present time, were

picked, rubbed, chipped or flaked into shape according to the nature of

the material and their intended use. Holes were drilled in pipes and

ornaments with a stick, cane-stem, point of antler, horn, or stone, with

sand, either dry or wet, as a cutting medium. Mussel-shells, perforated
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for attachment to a handle, were used as hoes. The principal reliance

for agricultural implements was bone, horn, or wood, which would

soon decay; few or none of stone are found, but this is no doubt because

stone which can be wrought into suitable forms for such usage does not

occur within convenient distance.

They brought together, it is true, various substances from widely

separated localities; but this is far from conclusive that they dominated

the country over so great an area. It is not even evidence they performed

the labor necessary to obtain these things. After settlements were made
by whites along the coast, trade was carried on among the Indians over

a territory requiring journeys of hundreds of miles. Undoubtedly a sim-

ilar traffic had long been practiced. Extended hunting and war excur-

sions were not uncommon among many tribes, notably the Iroquois,

whose raids extended to upper Michigan, the Mississippi River, North

Carolina, and Tennessee. Shawnees and other Indians have migrated

from place to place over several states. The Chippewas carried copper

nuggets for exchange, from Lake Superior to the coast of Virginia. Arti-

cles of barter were passed from hand to hand, from tribe to tribe, through

long periods of time. In all these ways small objects could wander hun-

dreds or thousands of miles from their starting point.

Of material foreign to Ohio, used by the Mound Builders, obsidian

is nowhere nearer than the Rocky Mountains or Yellowstone Park; cop-

per is found in the southern Alleghanies and the Blue Ridge, but chemical

analysis shows their supplies came from northern Michigan; mica was

obtained east of the Blue Ridge in Virginia, or the inountains of North

Carolina; catlinite (it is not definitely determined whether this was

known to them) only from the Pipestone quarries of western Minnesota;

marine shells, native to warm waters, from the Gulf or southern Atlantic

coast; lead ore from central Kentucky, or the vicinity of Galena, Illinois.

Artificial objects of all these sufestances occur more plentifully in the

neighborhood of the natural deposits than farther away; so it is probable

that the principal work of quarrying, and much of the manufacturing

was done by the aborigines living in the vicinity, from whom others ob-

tained their supplies. If outsiders had conducted the necessary mining

operations, they would have taken home, to work up at their convenience,

most if not all of the raw material which could be utilized; and it is

probable this plan was followed with unwrought pieces obtained bv trade.

They certainly would not have been at the trouble to complete, and then

abandon, the great quantities of specimens found remote from their

habitations.

The various positions in which bodies are buried, and the character

of the objects placed with them, accord with what is observed among
many modem Indians. It is said—the report lacks confirmation—^that
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the Chinooks of the extreme northwest bury their dead in the exact atti-

tude in which they died. This custom, if it ever existed, offers the only

reasonable explanation of the extraordinary postures so often noticed,

even to the discovery of sitting skeletons. The last, however, are infre-

quent; the cases reported are usually the skeletons of bodies which were

closely folded and laid on the side ; when the flesh decayed the bones set-

tled to the bottom of the grave in a promiscuous heap, and the skull, if

not broken, apparently rests upon them.

The depositing of food, weapons, or other articles with the dead, is

generally supposed to signify belief in a future life where decedent will

have occasion for the possessions found useful in this. Conceptions of this

nature are necessarily very shadowy in primitive minds. A great many
people in the most enlightened communities believe in ghosts, dread

to remain alone with a corpse, avoid a cemetery after night-fall, deposit

various articles in coffins, array a corpse in the best a parel attainable,

decorate graves at intervals for years. They can give no reasons for do-

ing these things; if any notion of immortality is involved it is only a

vague feeling too faint for logical expression. It cannot be expected

that barbarians or savages should have clearer ideas. Imbued with the

vSame solicitude that animates their more civilized congeners, they may
intend only an offering to make amends for any injury or slight that

might call for retaliation. When private property is concerned, there

may be a feeling that, whether dead or alive, the individual was entitled

to keep what belonged to him and no one else had a right to claim it.

There is a wide-spread superstition, too, that the use of small personal

possessions after the death of their original owner, will entail disaster

upon any one so rash as thus to tempt his fate.

Any or all of these motives may have entered into the custom in

question; and all of them are equally set at naught by the fact that so

many bodies were deposited with absolutely nothing to accompany them.

The opinion that a prehistoric race exercising undisputed jurisdic-

tion over any considerable portion of the territory, or one that attained

as near to civilization as the highest stage of barbarism, ever dwelt in the

Mississippi Valley, is contradicted by all observed facts. Nor does the

assertion of a dense population in any section, even where there is the

greatest evidence of it, rest upon a better foundation. The imagination

is charmed with the picture of toiling multitudes under the direction of

task-masters, engaged year after year in building tumuli, bases for sacred

edifices, enclosures for various purposes, and doing many other things in

a systematic way according to a pre-arranged, intelligent plan. But it is

more probable that structures of this kind, whether intended as a mark
of respect, for social requirements, to afford protection, or whatever pur-

pose, were public in their nature and erected by the joint efforts of the
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whole commnnity. The varieties of earth often intermingled in a mound
show that parties were working from different directions at the same

time, and the small quantities of one sort or other denote that work was

desultory or intermittent. The latter is more plainly shown in mounds
which were carried to a certain height and their completion left to a

future time. In the interim briars, bushes, even small trees grew up,

and were burned off when the work was resumed; the signs being quite

distinct in thin layers or streaks of charred matter parallel to the upper

surface. Some were thus abandoned and renewed several times, a num-
ber of years elapsing between inception and termination. The wall of

Fort Ancient, also, shows marks of such interruption. So the size of

any earth or stone work is no indication of a large force of workmen;

a smaller number, given ample time as was sometimes the case, could as

well accomplish the task.

Aside from all' this, the amount of labor necessary for the construc-

tion of the Mound Builders' remains has been greatly exaggerated.

A regular cone twenty feet high and one hundred feet in diameter

at the base, will contain 1940 cubic yards. For one mound that will exceed

this size, a hundred will fall below it; but taking it to represent the

average and accepting the estimate of 10,000 as correct, the entire amount

of earth—and stone—in the mounds of the state will be about 19,400,000

cubic yards.

A regular enclosure 1,000 feet square or 1276 feet in diameter, meas-

uring twenty feet in breadth at the top, forty feet at the base, and six

feet high, with four gateways each twenty-fiv£ feet wide, wmII contain

26,000 cubic yards. It is doubtful whether any one is so large. The
equivalent of four hundred such will fully equal the contents of all en-

closures, making in all about 30,000,000 cubic yards for the entire vol-

ume of aboriginal remains in Ohio. No one familiar with them will

dispute the liberality of these figures.

A man can easily carry a half a bushel, or five-eighths of a cubic

foot of earth; 83,800 such loads will make the mound whose dimensions

are used above. If one hundred persons engage in the work, each will

have to carry eight hundred and thirty-eight loads; in a day of ten hours,

twenty such loads would not be an onerous task. Thus the mound could

be finished in forty-two days. With the same force, w^orking in the same

way, the illustrative embankment could be completed in five hundred

and forty-six days ; but a village that would require such a work could

furnish a much larger number of laborers.

Or, on the estimate of 30,000,000 cubic yards, one thousand men,

each working one hundred days in the year and carrying three wagon-

loads of earth or stone in a day, could construct all the works in Ohio,

within a century.
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{b) PROBABLE AGE OP MOUNDS.

There has not yet been found in one of these structures, under cir-

cumstances that put beyond question the fact of its being deposited by

the original builders, a single article of such pattern or material as to

prove incontestably that it was obtained from Europeans. Reported dis-

coveries of this nature are not authenticated; nothing less can be accep-

ted as testimony of a date more recent than 1492. How far back of this

time they may have been erected it is impossible to ascertain. Having once

settled compactly and become overgrown, there is no further change due

to age. Trees on them are of the same size as those nearby; but this

proves nothing except that they are older than the timber, which is self-

evident, for they would not have been built in the woods. There are

few, if any, trees in Ohio four hundred years old ; with an annual growth

of one-eighth of an inch of new fiber, a tree in that time will reach a cir-

cumference of twenty-six feet. Few varieties of timber but will exceed

this rate of increase in the fertile ground where most of these remains

occur; in fact they should grow more rapidly on the works than else-

where, as these are usually made of the surface earth and therefore furnish

more nutriment to the roots. A cypress tree planted in Philadelphia in

1808, had in 1892 a height of 120 feet and a girth of twenty-eight feet;

this however, is a soft wood and grows rapidly. An elm in Chicago

known to be just fifty years old measured eight feet and two inches in

circumference, three feet from the ground.

Growth-rings are not an accurate test of age: it is not unusual for

two or three to form in a year.

The irrational assertion is often made that a mound must be at least

five hundred years old for the reason that it is covered with large trees.

It has been reserved for a well-known geologist to cap the climax, within

a few months, by stating that some mounds are at least a thousand years

old, be<:ause not only are large trees growing over them, but on the

ground are remains of other trees which lived out their period and fell

into decay before those now standing had sprung up. This is, in efiect,

to claim that all trees live five hundred years and no longer; that all trees

growing on mounds have reached this age; and that wood in a state of

decay will remain exposed to the weather for the same length of time.

Absurdity cannot go further.

The roots *of trees extend many feet into the interior of mounds;
when they decay, the casts contain mold, from the roots themselves or

settled in from the surface. If successive generations had flourished on
them, it would seem mounds would contain a great number of these casts;

but they are comparatively few. This gives reason for supposing the

•mounds do not reach back many centuries. To avoid such conclusion,

the opinion ventured by some geologists that until relatively recent time

the Ohio Valley was devoid of forests, has been made to support an argii-
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ment that the country was a prairie in the time of the Mound Builders.

The many timber remains in mounds effectually dispel this hypothesis.

Various earthworks have been encroached upon by streams near

which they were built; sometimes a river has partially cut down a mound
or embankment and then worked its way in the opposite direction, form-

ing a low timber-covered bottom of considerable width. Such a process

is generally supposed to require a very long period; but it may take

place in a short time, from the constant shifting of channels in alluvium.

Occasionally embankments appear to have been partially destroyed,

which were really constructed as they now exist. The line B in Plate

III which appears to be the residue of a complete circle originally extend-

ing over a portion of the terrace now washed away, was built thus, to

reach the bank which is now where it was then.

It is singular, though perhaps only a coincidence, that the cairns and

mounds between the Alleghanies and the Blue Ridge, thought to have

belonged to tribes which roamed over that region up to the middle of the

last century, yield numerous slate gorgets and steatite pipes of the forms

common or almost typical to the Ohio mounds, along with relics more

common near the sea-coast. Whether this fact, and the almost total

absence of grooved axes from the mounds, have any bearing on the ques-

tion of age, remains to be decided.

On ground not subject to wash or overflow, the accumulation of soil

from the decay of vegetation, is nearly three inches in a century. Hence
the depth of village-sites beneath the surface offers some clue to the num-
ber of years since their abandonment. But there are so many disturbing

influences that it is unsafe to place much reliance on such measurements.

Nothing can be judged of the age of a skeleton from its condition;

the preservation of bones is dependent entirely upon the protection

afforded them, regardless of the length of time they have been buried.

If kept perfectly dry they may last thousands of years; if exposed to

dampness they may utterly disappear in a very short while.

The existence in Wisconsin of an effigy mound in the form of a

mammoth mastodon, and the discovery in Iowa of two pipes of the same
pattern, shows that their makers had some knowledge of such an animal.

This, also, has led many authors to attribute a very great antiquity to the

remains; the same geologist who has seen wood that had lain on the

ground in the open air for five centuries, asserts that they must neces-

sarily be many thousand years old. Other writers have assailed vigor-

ously the genuineness of the pipes and the likeness of the mound to its
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supposed prototype. The only point of agreement seems to be a reluct-

ance to admit the possibility of the mammoth having survived into

recent time.

While the bones of this species are frequent in gravel deposits of

glacial or post-glacial age, they also occur under other conditions. The
pioneer who discovered the Big Bone I^ick Springs, twenty miles south of

Cincinnati, made tent-poles of mastodon ribs; people now living there

remember having, when children, gathered vertebrae which they used as

seats or door props. The Springs are in a basin .with a very narrow out-

let, so the presence of these remains on the surface cannot be attrib-

uted altogether to erosion.

When aquatic vegetation once gains a foothold, swamps or shallow

lakes fill- rapidly; elephant bones, often much nearer to the surface than

to the solid ground underneath, are common in such places, the animals

probably having mired while seeking food or water.

Instances like these can be accounted for only by admitting the sur-

vival of the living species to within a few centuries at the most. More-

over, there is definite proof that it was not unknown to the aborigines;

the bones of one were found in Missouri, under circumstances which

showed plainly that it had been slain by men, while fast in a bog. Rude
weapons were scattered about it and some of the bones were charred-

The Mound Builders, indeed, have left no indication that they knew of

it; but this is equally true respecting other animals with which they must

have been familiar.

It has been alleged that no earthworks are found on the latest or

lowest formed terraces. Both statement and inference are wrong; mounds

do occur in such places; but if they did not it is only a natural sup-

position that their builders would avoid situations liable to inundation,

when high ground as suitable in all respects could be found close at hand.

The same argument could be used to prove that modern buildings, which

are usually located above ordinary floods, are older than geological form-

ations near them.

To sum up, there seem to be no data from which can be determined

what people built these mounds and enclosures, whence they came, how
long they lived here, when or why they left, or what became of them.

It may, however, be considered definitely settled that in no particu-

lar were they superior to, or in advance of, many primitive Indian tribes.

They hunted with the same kind of weapons. They worked with similar

tools. They were patient and plodding. There is nothing that shows

they had any appliances or conveniences for economizing time or lighten-

ing labor. Agriculture was rudely carried on and practicable only in loose

soil.

Under such conditions a dense population is impossible even among

the most peaceable people; intestine disputes or warlike neighbors would

still further prevent a rapid increase.
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(c.) SOME DELUSIONS REGARDING THE MOUND BUILDERS.

The records of mound exploration and the efforts to explain or

account for all discoveries, go back to the beginning of the present cen-

tury, and are scattered through every form of literature frem a fugitive

newspaper paragraph to a philosophic treatise. Much of this material is

of little scientific value, being the work of relic hunters, persons whose

curiosity has been excited by somethiug they have seen or heard, vision-

aries seeking proof of a pet hypothesis—^and generally finding it;—care-

less, unskillful, or superficial observers whpse statements are unsafe to

rely upon no matter how honest may be their intentions. Almost invari-

ably something has been taken for granted, ultimate conclusions predi-

cated from partial examinations, definite assertions based upon hasty

surmises, indications used as established facts. Some pretentious vol-

umes are only an expression of opinion based upon partial and often

incorrect information interpreted in the light of very limited personal

investigation, and depending for acceptance mainly upon the author's

reputation for ability in some other profession or branch of scientific work.

The specious fictions of the theorist who lets his enthusiasm run

away with his judgment, seems to meet with a more cordial reception than

the moderate statement of the explorer who wishes to record only what

he has seen. As a result, the prevalent notions concerning all the native

races of North America, whether of past or present time, are not at all in

accord with the conclusions of those who have given them long and care-

ful attention. There is always room for difference of opinion on ques-

tions which must be solved by comparative or analytic study. But in

matters that depend entirely upon observation or can be placed beyond

controversy by methods at the command of any one who chooses to in-

form himself regarding them, there can be but one side.

A considerable amount of archaeological literature contains such

gross errors and manifest perversions of fact, as almost to indicate a

deliberate and intentional effort at deception. It is not supposable,

however, that unworthy motives can be attributed to a writer on a

scientific topic; at the most, he can only be accused of reprehensible

carelessness or ignorance of his subject.

Chief of all these mistakes, the one which has done most to create a

totally false idea of the extinct population of the Ohio Valley, and has

resisted years of persistent effort to remove from the popular mind, is the

pretended geometrical accuracy of the enclosures. Several degrees in

angles, scores of feet in lines, rods or even acres in area, have been added

to or subtracted from correct measurements to force a resemblance or

coincidence between works which in reatlity widely differ. Absolute

symmetry, or identity in form or size, is claimed in numerous cases;

whereas there has not been found one true circle, square, octagon, or

ellipse, among these works, nor any two that exactly correspond in
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dimensions, although nearly all of them have recently been very carefully

surveyed. There are some with a striking approach to regularity; but

none that cannot be laid out with sight-stakes and a rope of sufficient

length to reach across them.

Nevertheless, with this assumed mathematical ability as a starting

point, aided by the equally assumed perfection of mechanical skill neces-

sary for the fabrication of their various objects of utility or ornament,

and further reinforced by similar evidence from remains in other parts of

the country, there has been evolved in the minds of some authors a wide-

spread, highly civilized nation with a wonderfully developed government;

—monarchy, oligarchy, aristocracy, hierarchy, or whatever strikes the

writer's fancy.

Many of these errors have been incidentally referred to in the course

of this paper. One other must be mentioned.

In Plate IV, the smaller enclosure is represented as a perfect circle

800 feet in diameter. Figure 3 shows its actual shape—an elliptical

Plate IV. Archeology. Geology of Ohio. Vol. VII

LoY/ JBottotn9>.

lyiberty Township Works.
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figure of irregular curvature, with one diameter more than a hundred
feet longer than the other. Instead of continuing around the head of the
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ravine south of the entrance, the embankment stops more than 300 feet

from the corresponding point on the opposite side. The original forest

extends over this portion of the work, and the ground is perfectly level;

while the southern part is in a cultivated field, and the wall quite distinct.

So there can be no claim that any portion of it has ever been obliterated.

Yet in the original description of this plate, the authors claim to have

been at great pains to ensure the absolute accuracy of their work. In a

foot-note presumably referring to this figure, they give the field notes

and diagram of a purported survey in which they make chords of 300

feet—something no surveyor^ would think of doing—turning off 30° at

the end of each, with the angle on the embankment, thus completing

their figure with twelve chords. This would form a dodecagon with a

perimeter of 3600 feet, which they have inscribed withm a "circle" hav-

ing, according to their figures, a diameter of 800 or a circumference of

2513 feet.

It is not the province of this article to criticise; but when such mis-

takes are made the foundation of a science, it is well to present them in

their proper light.

The minor errors due to hasty observation, or incorrect deductions,

are numberless. Mounds are almost invariably represented much steeper

than they are. Nearly all cuts of the large mound at Marietta show its

height to be equal to its breadth; sometimes it is shown as perpendicular

for fully ten feet up its sides. But the base diameter of a mound undis-

turbed by cultivation is never less than four times and from that to ten
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times its height. An ideal ''section" of the large mound near Licking

Reservoir gives the impression that the stones are each several feet thick.

Fig. 4.

Figure 4, a small work in Pike county, shows a ditch of uniform width

surrounding a square court, the whole enclosed by a circular embank-

ment which touches the ditch only at the corners. Actually, the ditch

occupies the whole space between the inner level and the embankment,

the outer margin following the curvature of the latter-

Such details are in themselves trivial; but they show a negligent,

slip-shod manner, which casts doubt on more important work. It is un-

necessary to multiply instances; they are to be found in nearly all works

upon archaeology.

A vast amount of toil has been expended in attempting to establish

classifications based upon cranial form and development, or other osteol-

ogical peculiarities; but when, in a single mound, are found skulls that

exceed in either direction the limits assigned as the measurements of

long and short heads, respectively, or when in the same cemetery they

occur of almost every normal variety of size and vshape, it is plain that

little value can be attached to these variations. If a single tribe remain

in one place for centuries, under conditions of life that vary but little in

that time, a mediocrity may be reached which will admit of the evolution

of a particular type of cranium ; but with a roving people, or one subject

to alliance with other stocks, the intermingling of different bloods will

be attended with a diversity of physical structure affecting not the skull

alone, but the entire frame. The skeletons from mounds vary much in

size, but none are larger than may be found among any people living a

natural life out of doors. The lower jaw is more massive than in civil-

ized races, as more strength was needed for masticating their tough or

coarse food. Nothing is proven as to size of individuals, by ''slipping

the jaw-bone over the face of a full grown man;" it never slips back to

the coupyles of the experimenter, and the opening of any V-shaped object
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will naturally slip over the point of another like it as far as it can go.

The teeth frequently met squarely, instead of overlapping, so they were
worn down evenly all around ; the dentition was the same as in all the

human race. Decayed teeth were as common as among whites; and full

sets are seldom found.

To conclude here the subject of Mound Builders :—^any statement,

drawing, or description of remains, which attempts to show they were a

race superior to, or different from, all other native tribes of the United

States, is not justified by any evidence so far discovered.

SECTION IV.

INDIANS.

Frequent comparison has been made herein with modern or known
tribes. Some explanation is necessary.

The popular conception of Indians is based altogether upon one

phase of their character, and that, according to civilized ideas, the worst.

Histories, especially those relating to frontier life, novels and romances,

all picture the Indian as a hunter, warrior, or vagabond. They touch

lightly upon, or pass entirely over, the normal condition of sedentary

tribes, or the home life of others few of whom spent more than a portion

of their time in warfare or the chase.

The. Six Nations devised a form of government admirably adapted to

their circumstances; they had fortified towns, cultivated a variety of

crops, and in later times had orchards; they well understood the value of

alliances, planned their campaigns with foresight, and carried them on

with skill and vigor. Several southern tribes, as the Cherokees and
Natchez, though less predatory, were equally advanced in all respects;

their domestic life would compare favorably with that of many agri-

cultural and mining communities of the present time. Tecumseh, Logan,

Blackhawk, Cornstalk, Red Jacket, Pontiac, and scores of others whose
names will live in history, were the intellectual peers of many prominent

men of to-day. Individuals of this stamp are impossible in a degraded

or debased community; they must have at least a moderately intelligent

ancestry and constituency. To suppose that a brain which could formu-

late a confederacy such as Tecumseh came near consummating, or a

conspiracy like Pontiac's that almost wiped out of being the settlements

over a wide territory, could not plan earthworks similar to those found

in the Ohio Valley, is nonsensical. No less so is it to assert that a man
who will chase a deer a hundred miles or travel several times that dis-

tance to attack a foe, or that a woman who will raise a crop of com, is

too lazy to assist in building a mound; or to claim that persons who will

maim, starve, or otherwise maltreat themselves, or destroy property

representing months of labor, on the death of a chief or leader, would not
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be at the trouble to carry a few yards of earth if inclined to show their

grief or respect in that manner.

The name "Indian," as generally used, is not more definite than the

term •* European;" the various tribes, in their primitive stage, were as

diverse in their manner of life as the people of different countries. The

peaceable Mandans or "Ground House Indians," and the blood-thirsty

Apaches or Comanches; the energetic Iroquois or restless Shawnees, and

the stupid Diggers but little above the beasts;—are entirely unlike in

disposition and characteristics.

It is not probable the aboriginal population of the United States was

ever much, if any, greater than at present. True, the New England

Indians were greatly reduced by a pestilence of some sort about the year

1600; but this was only local, and there seem to have been but a few

thousands of them at any time. Smith, in his account of Virginia, speaks

of most villages as containing only a few men, and placed miles apart.

The Iroquois were unable to send more than a few hundred warriors on

a foray. In Ohio, Indian towns of a thousand inhabitants were rare.

No reason exists for supposing a different state of affairs in prehis-

toric times. The conditions of life were practically the same; and from

all indications they were met in the same way.

The ration issued to slaves on southern plantations was a peck of

corn-meal, four pounds of bacon, and in some places, a quart of molasses,

each week. If the allowance proved inadequate, a comprehensive system

of foraging made up the deficiency. On such a basis, supposing that

with their crude methods the Indians or Mound Builders could raise only

26 bushels to the acre, a town of one thousand people would require in a

year the corn from a field of 600 acres; and much more than 200,000

pounds of fresh meat, to allow for the loss of weight in curing. Nuts and

fruits from the forest would considerably augment these supplies.

SECTION V.

RELICS.

In its common meaning this term includes all articles of aboriginal

handiwork, under whatever conditions they may be found, or for whatever

purpose intended. It is so used here; no distinction is attempted between

surface and exhumed specimens.

As noted elsewhere, various substances were imported from foreign

localities; but the vast majority of objects found are made of material

native to the state or near its borders. In glacial deposits are granite,

quartz, diorite, syenite, and other varieties of hard, tough rock suitable

for implements and utensils which must withstand rough usage, as axes*

hatchets, wedges, club-heads, pestles, mortars, hammers, and the like. In

any gravel bank, or along the shores of any stream rising within the area

covered by the drift, such stones are abundant. Slate, for ornamental or

ceremonial objects, although plentiful around the upper lakes, occurs in
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the drift only in small amounts as it is too soft to resist the wear to which

it is subjected in such transportation. Hematite for paint and sundry-

small tools or objects of unknown use, like cones or hemispheres, and

cannel coal for ornaments, could be obtained in the south-eastern part of

the state and in West Virginia. Shells, for domestic use, beads, and

wampum, abound in waters containing lime in solution. Flint in beds

from a few rods to several square miles in extent, replaces limestone in

all the Carboniferous, and to a less extent in the Devonian formations.

No great labor was involved in procuring any of these except the

last; shells were obtainable from any convenient stream, and the minerals

could be gathered wherever they occurred on the surface or were exposed

by erosion.

In working stone, the artisan, after selecting one as close to the shape

of the desired object as he could find, with a tough pebble as a hamme^
went over the surface of his inchoate implement, chipping off angles or

projecting parts, pecking small flakes from such portions as required little

alteration, until it was as near complete as it could be made by such

means. Then with a piece of coarse sandstone he ground off the pitted

surface, concluding his work, if he so wished, by polishing with a stone

of finer grain. If an edge or groove were required, it was often made
before the remainder of the specimen was finished. Axes were grooved

entirely or partly around to afford a secure hold for a handle, which was

often tightened by a wedge driven in on one side that was flattened or

hollowed out for this purpose. Pestles frequently had a depression at the

center of the base, for cracking nuts or to prevent the grain from flying

from beneath them when struck. Hatchets or celts were of various

shapes according to their required use. The hammers themselves were

sometimes worked into spheres which, either with or without grooves,

were utilized as slung-shots, club-heads, or sinkers for use in fishing.

With soft or brittle stones the rubbing process may have been more used

than the hammering. Shell, bone, or cannel coal were cut to proper

length with sharp or jagged flint when necessary, and rubbed smooth with

sandstone; they could not well be pecked or chipped. Hematite was
sometimes chipped into form, but usually ground, the powder being used

for paint. The different varieties of jasper, chalcedony; hornstone, and

other nearly pure siliceous rocks, commonly placed under the generic

name of flint, demanded different treatment. Large implements, not

requiring careful finish, were made by knocking chips from nodules or

blocks with stone hammers, working from the edge of the piece toward

the center. The same method was followed with smaller specimens until

reduced as near as possible to the desired size and shape, when they were

comipleted with a piece of boi|e, horn, or other tough substance in which

a notch or crease was cut to give a purchase. This being set against the

edge of a flint, flakes were split off by quick forcible pressure. The
character of the work determined the size of the tool, and degree of force-
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With such simple contrivances were made all arrow-heads, knives, and other

flint implements of any size or material.

While flint that has long been exposed to the atmosphere can be

converted into serviceable weapons, it is too brittle to allow of delicate

work. For thin, symmetrical pieces, especially those of large size,

unweathered stone was essential. This fact was well known to the peo-

ple having use for them; and in almost every county along the outcrop

of the Coal Measures, from Pennsylvania to Kentucky, are quarries from

which the coveted material was obtained. The largest are in Licking,

Coshocton, and Perry counties, the first, known as "Flint Ridge," being

one of the most extensive in the country. For several miles the surface

is honey-combed with pits and trenches; thousands of car-loads of earth

and stone have been excavated. In some places more than ten feet in

thickness of clay, tough as that in a traveled road, was removed in order

to reach the flint. Piles of refuse rock are scattered everywhere, being

greatest where it lay nearest the surface.

After the earth had been cleared away over a space as large as needed,

the flint was shattered by large fires made on it and kept burning until

the underlying bed of limestone was penetrated; water probably being

thrown on occasionally to hasten the crumbling. All the fragments were

next thrown out, the upper portion of the flint stratum was thickl}- coated

with clay, and intense heat applied to the bottom and to the limestone.

The top, left projecting, was then pounded off with heavy boulders from

the adjacent surface, and broken into small pieces ; most of which, after

being partially chipped into shape, were carried away to be completed at

the leisure of the artificer. A great many well finished specimens have

been collected here, but they are few as compared with the immense

quantity of rejected pieces which in the course of the work were broken

or found to contain some flaw that rendered them worthless.

Nearly all the knives, arrows, or spears, found on or near Flint

Ridge, which have barbs, stems, or tangs, are made of flint from some

other locality, while implements of the native material are almost invaria-

bly of the triangular or leaf-shape pattern; and the former are far in excess

of the latter. But the objects of Flint Ridge stone found farther from

home—and they occur from New York to Tennessee, and from Blue Ridge

to Illinois—usually resemble in form other worked flints found in the

same localities. It would thus appear that the superior quality of this

stone for various purposes was widely known; and, as objects made from

it are found alike in the largest mounds and on village sites occupied by

Indians within a century, that this excellence has long been recognized.

So far as the very limited investigations signify, what is said of this

particular quarry in regard to methods of work and disposition of ipaterial

is true of others. No trace of digging tools is apparent; the earth seems

to have been removed with wood or oth^i: perishable substances; the flint
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was worked altogether with stone hammers, with such aid as could be

derived from fire.

The very wide range of forms and relics, the diversity of material,

and their unlikeness to almost everything belonging to the present inhab-

itants, have caused some misapprehension or confusion as to their prob-

able uses. This is especially the case with the great quantity of objects

whose manufacture may be considered the outcome of esthetic or religious

ideas. They are made of nearly all the different kinds of shell, bone,

metal, and stone, especially slate and steatite, accessible to their fabrica-

tors. Under such names as gorgets, crescents, wands, tubes, banner-stones,

amulets, pendants, butterfly gorgets, ear-bobs, bracelets, breast plates,

beads, buttons, head-dresses, labrets, nose-rings, charms, and a score of

others, they are delineated in many volumes. No detailed description of

them would be intelligible unless accompanied by numerous illustrations;

and to ascribe a purpose to any pattern, unless a similar one had been

seen in actual service, would be as presumptuous as the attempt by an

individual entirely ignorant of modern secret societies to explain the

meaning of badges, pins, or regalia. No doubt some owe their form

merely to a whim or fancy of the maker; others were purely decorative;

while many of them were symbolic, or for use in the manifold dances,

parades, celebrations, superstitious ceremonies, and other observances, so

dear to the minds of an uncultured people. The manner of perforation

in some indicates they were for suspension by cords; in others, that they

were to be placed on a staff; still others, unperforated, may have been

secured in various wa5'^s. Nearly all are made of material that would

break if carelessly handled; many are of such size or shape that no prac-

tical use for them can be imagined. They are to be found in all cabinets

and museums, being much sought by collectors on account of their beauty

or supposed mysterious significance. A statement that each piece had a

certain us^, cannot be gainsaid; but the person who makes such claim

must give satisfactory reasons for his assertion before it is to be accepted

as a fact and not a guess.

There is less trouble in regard to the utensils, weapons, or implements

for ordinary work, comprising articles necessary in agriculture, hunting,

warfare, or domestic affairs.

Trees could be felled, cut in lengths, split for puncheons, or hollowed

into canoes or mortars, with axes, hatchets, wedges, or adzes of stone or

thick, strong shells, set with the edge parallel or transverse to the handle,

according to their manner of use. Usually fire was applied at the proper

points and the charcoal scraped away as it formed; but the remains of

logs a foot in diameter that had been cut entirely through by such rude

tools, have been exhumed from mounds. Hoes and adzes frequently

have notches on each side, the faces being flat; in such cases the end of

4 G. O.
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the handle was placed against one face. Spades had one end inserted in

the end of a stick. The handles of all implements were firmly lastened

with thongs, rawhide, or sinew. PCvStles for pounding corn or acornS

varied in length and shape to fit the mortars; these were flat or dished

stones, or deep cavities in boulders and stumps or wooden blocks.

Among the commoner relics are slabs or angular fragments of sandstone

with hemispherical depressions, sometimes only one, sometimes thirty or

forty, from an inch to two inches in diameter, pecked or drilled in them;

slabs have them on both faces, rougher blocks only on one side. The

purpose of these cup-stones is unknown; theories have been advanced

that the cavities were for grinding paint, holding nuts to be cracked, con-

taining punk or w^ood-dust to be ignited by rapid revolution of a stick,

steadying the lower end of a spindle, or supporting a drill for boring

pipes, tubes, and other large and thick objects; and that where friction

would be a hindrance to the work, rawhide well greased, was fitted closely

to the sides of the depression. There may be a measure of truth in all

these coi^ectures; none of them is applicable to one-tenth of the speci-

mens.

In m^^king pottery, mussel shells or quartz pebbles were beaten

fine and either one, but never both together, mixed with clay; the com-

pound was thoroughly kneaded, molded into form, dried in the open air,

and then burned. None of it was glazed; and it is doubtful whether

any w^as painted.

As a rule the rough flint disks found cached, sometimes in considera-

ble quantities, are only unfinished implements, or cores from which flakes

are to be split off and worked up as needed ; but many of them are dulled

or polished around the edge as if used for cutting or scraping. They
may have answered for dressing skins, but would be diQicult to handle,

or to utilize for any other purpose.

Flint—in the popular meaning of the word—was indispensable to a

people ignorant of iron. For any weapon or tool requiring a keen edge

or sharp point, as knives, arrows, spears and such things, no other stone

could replace it. Hatchets, digging-tools, and, to a small extent, orna-

mental objects were also made of it. Worked pieces are scattered every-

where, in the greatest profusion; in some localities bushels of them may
be, or have been, gathered on a space of a few acres. Only the smaller

ones were for arrow-points; few so used among modern tribes are as much
as two inches in length, and any that long are very slender. Solid flesh

is almost as difiicjlt to penetrate as rubber; few men have the strength

to draw a bow that would drive a wide or thick flint into the body of a

man or large animal. The thicker, larger specimens were probably spear,

lance, or club-heads; the thinner, knives; the long, slender ones, drills or

perforators, though the latter, if for use in skins or leather, were com-

monly made of bones ground to a sharp point.

It is a reasonable supposition that small, triangular points, which

would remain in the wound when the shaft was pulled out, w^ere used in
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war; those barbed and tanged for secure attachment, which must be

pushed on through the. body, or lacerate the flesh when withdrawn, may
also have been for this purpose. Arrows for hunting would be of the

latter shape, to remain fast in the game and be recovered when it was
captured or killed. Spears for slaying large animals were unbarbed that

they could be easily withdrawn for repeated thrusts. The twist or curve

noticed in so many flints is due altogether to the conchoidal fracture of

the stone. The so-called rotary arrow-heads are almost invariably too

large for such use, and are intended for skinning knives, the flat faces and

chisel edges permitting them to pass readily between the hide and flesh

without cutting either. The bevel is produced by pressing off* flakes

along the edge from only one side instead of equally from both. Undue
importance has been attached to serrated flints as being the result of a

definite intention. The only difference between them and others of the

same general pattern is that wider space was left between the points at

which the flaking tool was applied.

The relative scarcity of symmetrical, highly finished, and really

artistic specimens of any class, as compared with the abundance of ruder,

rougher ones, signifies that a few persons in a community or tribe were

more skillful, or had greater aptitude for such work than the majority.

It may be that any given form of superior work, as the manufacture of

pipes, large, finely shaped flints, certain kinds of ornaments, etc., attained

its highest development at the hands of one person whose efforts were

confined to this particular forte. Another evidence of this is the occur-

rence within a limited district of many specimens of a type very rarely

found outside of this area; for example, a peculiar flint knife in two or

three counties of central Ohio—^which, oddly, is also abundant in the

Kanawha Valley— , or spear-head along both sides of the Ohio. Many
sUch instances could be cited.

What sort of work the prehistoric people may have done in wood,

textile fabrics, feathers, fur, robes, skins, or other perishable material, can

never be known; but judging from the few scraps remaining, and from

such other specimens as have been preserved, it was probably on a par

with that of the present day among tribes but little changed from their

condition when first known to the whites.

There are few things of value, beauty, or interest among relics that

have not been counterfeited by unscrupulous tricksters eager to profit by

the credulity of collectors. To such an extent has this been carried that

anything out of the ordinary line is to be viewed with suspicion. Much
ingenuity has been displayed in hiding tablets, carvings, and pottery in

places where they wll afterward be discovered by one unconscious of the

deception who will thus be deluded into the belief that he has a genuine

alphabetic inscription, effigy of a mastodon or other animal, Mexican

idol, paleolithic implement, statue of a Mound Builder, or some other
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wonderful thing that is to throw a flood of light upon the history of an

unknown race. It behooves students to be on the lookout for such frauds,

as they appear in the most unexpected places.

CONCLUSION.

FURTHER KXPI.ORATIONS NECKSSARY.

It is not probable any manuscripts, inscriptions, or oth^r records will

ever be discovered, which will aid in solving the unanswered questions

concerning the Mound Builders. Additional information is to be gained

only by investigation of their mounds, cemeteries, and village-sites. This

work, to be of value, must be done carefully and thoroughly. Sinking

a shaft from the apex, or running a narrow trench in from one side of a

mound, will seldom give satisfactory results. Conclusions based upon
facts thus brought to light, may be correct; but there can be no certainty

that they are even approximately so, for a section at one place may not

at all resemble one made at another in the same structure. The assump-

tion is entirely unfounded that all the artificial contents are deposited in

a small space in the center; sometimes there is nothing within several feet

of it, while remains are found at various other points. There is little doubt

that many, if not most, of the mounds which have been opened, yet con-

tain more than has ever been taken out of them. Almost always, a record

of the structure of the mound, the position of skeletons, and the arrange-

ment of objects with them, would be the most important part of the work;

but these are usually the very features of which no notice is taken by

persons who have not had considerable experience in such matters.

PROPER METHODS OF WORK.

The best method of opening a mound, depends upon its size and

form. It is useless to waste time upon any part which from disturbance

by cultivation or other cause is not where it was placed by the builders.

Only the unaltered portion requires attention. If but little changed in

shape, the entire mound should be removed. Owing to the accumulation

of soil, the bottom may be somewhat below the surrounding surface; for

this reason excavation should be carried to a sufficient depth to make
sure nothing is overlooked. Frequently the original surface is easily

detected by a sod line, or by a slight difference in color; if not, it will be

necessary to work along the top of the subsoil. For convenience of

description, it is well to draw two lines crossing at a right angle at the

center, and other lines, parallel to these, five feet apart, thus dividing the

mound into blocks which may be designated by numbers or letters to

correspond with a plan drawn on a scale of five feet to the inch. Whatever
riiay be found in one of these blocks is to be shown in its proper position

in the drawing. It is best to begin on the side toward one of the cardinal
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points, and to keep the face or bank in front of the diggers vertical and

in straight line from side to side. This is most easily accomplished by

undermining with picks and breaking the bank down from the top, tak-

ing off a section about a foot in width each time. When a skeleton is

reached, the earth should be removed from around and above it until the

bones are completely uncovered before being disturbed, in order that the

method of burial may be ascertained. In all cases the exact distance and

direction of every object from the center should be observed, as well as

its height from the bottom if found in the body of the mound. Full

notes should be constantly made, and a detailed account of the entire

work written in a manner so clear that from it a restoration or model of

the mound could be made if desired. This rule should be observed in

all excavations.

The same plan could be followed in mounds which from any cause

have been reduced in altitude with a corresponding increase in breadth;

except that instead of the work beginning at the margin, it may com-

mence on the line to which the mound probably reached when made, and

be extended toward either side to the same limits. A convenient method

in such mounds is to mark off concentric rings five feet in breadth around

the center, undermining and entirely removing the outer one first, and

proceeding in the same way successively with the others.

In large mounds where it would be inconvenient or daiigerous to

work with a bank of such height as would result from carrying out the

above suggestions, it is well to cut off the upper half before attacking

the lower; or to take off a layer of uniform thickness from the entire

surface, leaving a core of the same shape as the original structure, but

smaller, which can be examined as first described. If desirable, more
than one layer can thus be removed. If the mound is built up m strata,

either curved or horizontal, these can be taken off in regular order, and a

separate description given of each.

When practicable, careful drawings or photographs, should be made of

the entire ground plan; also of the vertical sections at short intervals or

wherever they present anything worthy of special notice. When nothing

better is to be had, sketches with numerouis measurements which may be

re-drawn later, are desirable.

The systematic exploration of a cemetery or village-site requires such

an expenditure of labor and money that it cannot be attempted except by
persons or institutions having ample funds. A trench should be dug
entirely across the area to be examined, deep enough to reach below the

level at which the site was abandoned. This will be sufl&cient to expose

whatever was left on the original surface, and at the same time show, by the

different color or density of the earth, any grave, pit, cache, barbecue-hole,

or other excavation that may have been made by the natives. The work
should progress at this level as far as the remains extend; the thickness
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of each deposit, as well as its distance from the present surface, should be

carefully measured. Every pit should be cleaned out to the bottom and
the depth of each layer of ashes, earth, or whatever else it may contain,

accurately measured. All graves should have the earth taken out with-

out changing the position of a bone or a relic until the mode of burial

is ascertained with certainty. All these points should be clearly written

down, and a uniform system of labeling adopted which will enable the

reader to connect intelligently the text, the illustrations, and the specimens.

A collection of relics that gives no clue as to how, where, or under what
circumstances they were t>btained, is of no greater scientific worth than so

many pebbles.

AN OHIO MUSEUM.

For two generations Ohio has been ransacked for relics by museums,
colleges, and individuals, in many of the states as well as in Europe. If

the prehistoric articles from this state, scattered in hundreds of collections,

could be brought together, they would form an aggregate probably

exceeding in numbers all specimens of American archaeology in any

museum. And yet, if excavations were carried on in the manner above

set forth, there could be gathered a mass of material surpassing what has

hitherto been secured. It is time for this work to be undertaken ; verj-

few cabinets in the state are accessible except through the kindness of

private collectors, many of whom would cheerfully contribute their spec-

imens for the pleasure and instruction of the public, if assured that no

loss or damage would ensue. The opportunity is now offered; the new
geological building of the Ohio State University has ample room which
can be used for this purpose, and here should be established the nucleus

of a Museum of Ohio Archaeology that would properly represent the

great wealth of prehistoric remains within her borders. lyarge maps and
models of all enclosures and fortifications should be made, along with

models of mounds so arranged as to display their interior structure and
the manner in which their contents were deposited. Thus, and only thus,

can future generations gain a clear idea of the nature and appearance of

these vestiges, which are being as slowly but as surely blotted out as are

the aboriginal conditions of life which gave them existence. ^

WORKS 70 BE CONSULTED. .

References to the aboriginal remains of Ohio may be found in hundreds of
archaeological publications. The reader who wishes to pursue the subject further,

will find considerable information in the following volumes. While statements of

facts contained in them are to be accepted as correct, he must exercise his judgment
and discretion concerning the theories and inferences set forth

:

Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley. By Squier and Davis.
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Fort Ancieat. By Warren K. Moorehead.

Mounds of the Mississippi Valley, Historically Considered. By Lucien Carr.

Primitive Man in Ohio. By Warren K. Moorehead.

Some Early Notices of the Indians of Ohio. By M. F. Force.

Scattered Papers in the Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington,

D. C. ; Annual Reports of the Smithsonian Institution ; the Reports of the Peabody

Museum, Cambridge, Mass. ; the Journal of the Cincinnati Historical Society ; th^

Quarterlj^ of the Ohio Historical and Archaeological Society, Columbus, Ohio;

Science^ and various other periodicals.

The "Antiquities of Tennessee and the Adjacent States," by Gates P. Thrus-

ton, is recommended for comparison; also, " Primitive Industry," by Dr. C. C.

Abbott, for its classification of implements and weapons.
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CATALOGUE OF OHIO PLANTS.

By W. a. KhlIvKrman, Professor of Botany, Ohio State
University, and Wm. C. Werner, Assistant

IN Botany.

In the various'Geological Reports heretofore published both the gen-

eral and the special features of the topography and geology of Ohio have
been recorded. Suffice it therefore to note here that there is only mod-
erate diversity in elevation; though the geological formations exposed
are numerous and varied. The soils also exhibit a varied character.

They are composed of drift material over a large portion of the state.

Sedentary soils occur in the southern portion and alluvium is abundant
along the numerous watercourses. The climate is rather uniform, being
tempered on the north by a large body of water. In the extreme south-

ern portion of the state there is a barely perceptible approach to a

warmer climate.

The flora of the state is therefore rather rich in forms—receiving a

few on the north that may be considered as boreal, and a few in the

counties bordering on the Ohio river that may, perhaps, correctly be
regarded as southern species. Besides, plants occur in the western half

of the state which are decidedly significant of the prairie flora. The
more broken and hilly area of the east, south, and south-east allies that

part of the state botanically to the Appalachian region.

EARIvY COI^LECTORS.

The flora has received much attention from the people of the state.

The early settlers found a magnificent forest that inspired them with awe,
though it was to some extent an impediment to their occupancy and til-

lage of the soil. Many years elapsed before anything in reference to the

flora found its way into print, though the lovers of nature, good ob-

servers, and real botanists were doubtless numerous.

As making the first though a small contribution to the botanical liter-

ature of Ohio, Dr. Daniel Drake of Cincinnati, is to be mentioned. He
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was a man of great originality, an able physician, and a genial and inspir-

ing teacher. Numerous others deserve mention. Foremost among these

is Dr. Jared P. Kirtland of northern Ohio, whose botanical interest and

information served to place horticultural pursuits on a higher plane. His

influence was most potent in developing interest in Natural History in

the entire northwest. Dr. Kellogg was largely instrumental in making
known the flora of the northern portion of the state as was also Dr. R. S.

Howard—especially through his pupil Dr. N.S.Townshend; who has for

years been a teacher of Botany as well as a leader among agriculturists.

Dr. John A. Warder of southern Ohio, was an ardent lover of trees and

devotees of forest botany of the state owe much to his contagious enthu-

siasm. Thos. G. I<ea of Cincinnati, made important contributions. He
was the first to collect the fungi of the state and his catalogue contains a

large number of species new to science.

I.ESQUERBUX, SUI.I.IVANT, AND OTHER BOTANISTS, *

Central Ohio was the home of two botanists of world-wide fame;

namely, I^eo Lesquereux and Wm. S. SuUivant. The former, a palaeo-

botanist, gave some attention to mosses; the latter, a renowned bryologist,

devoted much attention to the local flora and contributed very largely

—

as did also his brother, Joseph SuUivant,— to the knowledge of the

plants of central Ohio. Others who deserve mention are Dr. J. M. Bige-

low, Mr. John H. Klippart, Prof. Henry Bolander, Dr. Canfield, Mr. E.

J. Ferris, Dr. Jas. Dascomb, Dr. J. S. Newberry, and Dr. H. C. Beardslee

FLORA OF THE WHOLE STATE.

The first author of a flora of the whole state was Dr. J. S.

Newberry. It was published in 1859. His own botanical explorations

were made for the most part in the northern portion of the state. The
second state catalogue (1874) was also published by a botanist of the ex-

treme northern portion of the state. Dr. H. C. Beardslee. He, like the

preceding, was a very careful botanist and the contributions of both are

highly important. In fact they mark epochs in the botanical history of

the state.

WORK OF LATER BOTANISTS.

Justice demands, though space is scarcely available, that some of the

latex botanists be at least mentioned. Of these, Joseph ^. James and C.

G. Lloyd of Cincinnati, have done much work on the flowering plants.

A. P. Morgan of Hamilton county, has contributed very largely to the

development of Mycology in this country and he has made known a large

number of the higher fungi of vSouth-westem Ohio; he is the author of

many new species. Mrs. E. Jane Spence and Miss H. J. Biddlecome
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have collected extensively at Springfield, Urbana, and Clifton ; and many
others have largely contributed to the knowledge of Ohio plants. In fact

a long list of names would have to be added if this outline sketch of the

botanical history of the state made any pretension whatever to complete-

ness.

The publications arranged in chronological order including all printed

lists however limited the area covered and all articles relating particularly

to Ohio plants, are as follows:

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF OHIO BOTANY.

1816.

Forests of the Miami Country, and Plants Useful in Medicine and

the arts. A Natural and Statistical View or picture of Cincinnati and

the Miami Country. By Daniel Drake, Cincinnati.

A volume of 255 pages, of which pp. 76-90, inclusive, are devoted to

botany. Here nothing farther was "attempted than a catalogue of the

forest trees, and such herbaceous plants as are deemed useful in medicine

and the arts." Under the head of "Forests of the Miami Country" is

given, alphabetically arranged in three columns (the first headed "Fam-
ilies," the second "Species," and third "Popular Name"), a list of one

hundred species belonging to about sixty genera, and several undeter-

mined species of the genera Prunus, Crataegus, Mespilus, and Smilax.

A long note is given on the vSpecies of Aesculus—Ae. flava, L. and Ae.

Maxima, n. sp.—presumably mistaken for Ae. glabra, Willd. and Ae. flava.

The second sub-head is "Plants Useful in Medicine and the Arts." These
are arranged alphabetically under the heads of "Stimulants" (thirteen

species), " Tonics" (eight species), "Astringents" (seven species), "Emet-
ics" (nine species), "Cathartics" (six species), "Diuretics" (three species),

"Anthelmintics" (three species), "Demulcents" (two species), and
" Plants used in Dyeing and the Domestic Arts" (fifteen species). The
botanical name, the common name, and the part of the plant used are

given in each case. The third and last section is "Calendar of Flora."
" Most of the dates given are the mean terms of several years' observa-

tion." Thirty-four entries are made, beginning with March 5th, "com-
mons becoming green," and ending with Oct. 30th, " woods leafless."

1818.

Notice of the Scenery, Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, etc., of Belmont
county, Ohio, by Caleb Atwater, Esq., of Circleville. American Journal

of Science (Silliman's Journal), 1818, Vol. I, p. 226.

Two pages (228-9) of this article are devoted to Botany. Thirty

trees are enumerated in tabular form, and a few others, including some
shrubs and herbaceous plants, are noted. The uses of a few of them are

g'ven.
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1831.

Notices of Western Botany and Conchology, by C. W. Short, M. D.,

and H. H. Eaton, A. M. Transylvania Journal of Medicine and the Asso-

ciated Sciences. Vol. IX, 1831, p. 69.

An annotated list (pp. 70-73) of fifty species of plants noticed in

bloom the preceding fall, on a trip (Sept. 16th to Oct. 1st) from Lexing-

ton, Ky,, to the southern portion of Ohio (vicinity of Cincinnati). Many
ot the plants were found on the banks of tlie Ohio River.

1834.

A Catalogue of Plants growing spontaneously in Franklin Co., Central

Ohio, excluding grasses, mosses, lichens, fungi, etc. By John L. Riddell,

A. M, The Western Medical Gazette, Vol. II, No. 3, July, 1834, pp.

116-120.

The plants enumerated (317 species) are "arranged under the natural

orders approved by Prof. Lindley." Those not native, but naturalized,

are marked with a star. The habitats are given for most of the species.

The plants were collected during the autumn of 1832, and the spring,

summer and autumn of 1833.

1835.

Synopsis of the Flora of the Western States, by John L,, Riddell.

Western Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences. Vol. VII, No.

XXXI (Second Hexade, Vol. II, No. Ill), Jan., 1835, pp. 329-374; No.

XXXII (Second Hexade, Vol. II, No. IV), April, 1835, pp. 489-556.

The region to which this synopsis or catalogue is intended to apply,

•'embraces Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, West Tennessee, and Mis-

souri, a small part of Virginia and Pennsylvania, and of the Michigan,

Northwest and Missouri territories." The plants of Ohio, unless other-

wise accredited, have been personally observed and collected by the

writer (John I/. Riddell). "The philosophic method of Prof. Lindley is

observed in the arrangement." The species are numbered serially, and

include flowering plants (1-1724); equiseta (1725-1731); ferns (1732-

1769); lycopodaceae (1770-1774); mosses (1776-1785); hepaticae (178&-

1789); characeae (1790-1794); and lichenes (1795-1802). The list is

preceded by four pages of prefatory remarks, and followed by an index to

the genera, of four pages. Stations are given, also time of flowering, color

of flower, height of plant, duration of existence (by signs) and the

habitats.

1836.

Supplementary Catalogue of Ohio Plants, embracing the species dis-

covered within the state of Ohio in 1835, catalogue and descriptions read

and specimens exhibited before the Western Academy of Natural Sciences,
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March 16, 1836, by John L. Riddell, M. D. Western Journal of the Med
ical and Physical Sciences, Vol. IX, No. XXXVI (Second Hexade, Vol

III , No. IV), April, 1836, pp. 567-592.

The list contains 170 species, mostly flowering plants and ferns (threi

Lycopods, two Mosses, and one I/iverwort), with localities and stations

general remarks as to size, etc., and a full description of the new species

1840.

A Catalogue of Plants, native or naturalized, in the vicinity of Col

umbus, Ohio, by Wm. S. Sullivant, 1840.

A pamphlet of sixty-two pages, giving a mere list of plants whict

Sullivant collected in Franklin Co. He says, *'The collections here listec

may be taken, I think, as a tolerably fair rejiresentation of the phaenog

amous flora of the central parts of this state; nearly all localities, appar

ently indicating a peculiar vegetation, have been visited." The list (pp,

5-55) contains 779 plants. Seven pages of notes on several species fol

low the list. .

1841.

Florula Lancastriensis, or a Catalogue comprising nearly all the flow-

ering and filicoid plants growing naturally within the limits of Fairfield

county, with notes of such as are of medical value, by J. M. Bigelow.

Proceedings of Medical Convention of Ohio at Columbus, May, 1841.

Not seen. (Title from Britton's State and Local Floras.)

Florula Lancastriensis : A catalogue of the plants of Fairfield county,

by John M. Bigelow and Asa Hor, lyancaster, 1841. A pamphlet oi

twenty-two pages.

Not seen. (Title from Britton's State and Local Floras.)

1849.

Catalogue of Plants, native and naturalized, collected in the vicinity

of Cincinnati, Ohio, during the years 1834-1844, by Thos. G. Lea, Phila-

delphia, 1849.*

The list is preceded by a "notice" (p. ii.) by Isaac Lea (brother oi

Thos. G. Lea), who states that the MS. and herbarium were placed in the

hands of W. S. Sullivant, who determined the phenogams, mosses and

hepaticse. Edw. Tuckerman identified the lichens, and M. J. Berkley the

fungi. Notes and descriptions by the latter are given as foot-notes. The

arrangement is according to the natural system. There are enumerated

about 698 species of phenogams, nineteen ferns, two equisetaceae, eighty-

nine musci, sixty-eight lichens (of which four were new to science) and

about 320 fungi (of which about fifty were new), making in all nearly

1,050 species,

*We are indebted for summary of contents to Mr. Davis I<. James, to whom we extend thanks

for this and other favors
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List of the medicinal plants of Ohio, with brief account of their prop-

erties, by John M. Bigelow, M. D., Columbus, Ohio, 1849.

Pamphlet of forty-seven pages. (Not seen; given in Britton's State

and Local Floras. Torrey Bulletin; vol. X. p. 104).

1862.

Catalogue of Flowering Plants and Ferns observed in the vicinity of

Cincinnati, by Joseph Clark. Adopted and published by the Western
Academy of Natural Sciences, Cincinnati, 1862.

Pamphlet of thirty pages. The list—preceded only by a list of the'

officers and curators of the academy, there being no preface—embraces

the plants "observed growing in a compass of about six miles around

Cincinnati." In a foot-note the author says, "Some of them cannot be

found in the circuit * * * * but they were all found as above indi-

cated, within the last fifteen years." The genera of the flowering plants

and ferns (Chara flexilis also included ) are arranged alphabetically, and
the orders are not indicated. No varieties as such are recognized. Six

hundred and one species are given, and in an Addenda, by Robert

Buchanan, ninety-five more are given, or a total of 696 species.

1864.
i

The Grasses of Wisconsin and the adjacent States of Iowa, Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, and the territory of Minnesota and the

region about Lake Superior, by I. A. I^apham. Trans. Wis. State,

Agr. Soc. Ill, 397-488, 1853. Madison, Wis., 1854.

The introduction covers two pages. "For the grasses of Ohio be-

sides my own (Lapham's) observations in that state, I am indebted to the

catalogues and communications of Dr. J. L. Riddell, Mr. Wm. S. SuUi-

vant, Mr. Joseph Clark and the late Mr. T. G. Lea.'* The list contains

149 species. They are arranged in tabular form giving "the scientific

name, the common name, the duration and time of flowering, height or

length of culms, kind of roots and natural place of growth." Of the 149

species "eleven are found in Ohio and not in the other states or territories,

adjoining Wisconsin." Following the tabulation is a general discussion,

"artificial arrangement" (key), a full description of all the species men-
tioned and eleven full paged plates.

1858.

Ivist of the Grasses found in Ohio, by John H. Klippart. Twelfth

Annual Report of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture, 1869. Columbus,

1868, p. 37.

This compiled list includes both the native and cultivated grasses,

and gives, in tabular form, the scientific name, common name, place where
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found, condition (wild or cultivated), and flowering time. It covers three

pages, and enumerates 105 species.

1859.

Catalogue of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Ohio, by J. S. New-
berry, M. D. Ohio Agricultural Report for 1859, pp. 135-273.

This is "the first effort toward the formation of a complete flora of

the state." The list of plants is preceded by a general discussion of the

"influences which have determined the distribution of species" over the

state, pp. 235-241; and a list of the sources from which the catalogue was
compiled, as follow^s: Catalogue of the plants of Franklin county, by W.
Sullivant; catalogue of the plants of Fairfield county, by Drs. Bigelow

and Hor; catalogue of the plants of Cincinnati, by Thos. G. I^ea; cata-

ogue of the plants of Cincinnati, by Joseph Clark; synopsis of the flora

of the WcvStern States, by J. Iv. Riddell; MS. catalogue of plants in Sum-
mit and Cuyahoga counties, by the author.

lyocalities, as "general," "western," "southern," etc., are given for

all species or particular localities for rarer plants. The catalogue includes

1341 species and varieties of flowering plants, and fifty-three vascular

cryptograms, or a total of 1394. At this place should, perhaps, be noted

the statement of J. H. Klippart, prefixed to the Beardslee Catalogue,

which was published in the Ohio Agricultural Report for 1877, to the

effect that he, in conjunction with a few others, collected plants and
obtained local lists by others, and by this means prepared a catalogue of

plants of Ohio, which was submitted to Dr. Newberry for suggestion and
correction, and that the latter returned for publication not the original

manuscript, but that published whose title is given above.

1860.

List of the Native Forest Trees of Ohio. By John H. Klippart

Ohio Agricultural Report, 1869, pp. 277-8.

This list is appended to Mr. Klippart's article on "Forests, their

influence upon Soil and climate," covers two pages, enumerating in tab-

ular form one hundred and seven trees (including both species and
varieties, also a few of the larger shrubs) gives the botanical names, the

popular names, height in feet, and where (in the State) most abundant.

1865.

Catalogue of Plants Contained in Herbarium of Joseph Clark. By
Rachel L. Bodley, Not published. Cincinnati, 1865.

In this printed pamphlet the Cincinnati plants are starred, and num-
ber six hundred and seventeen phenogams, and twenty-three ferns.
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1872.

New Hepaticac, by C. F. Austin. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical

Club, III, pp. 9. March, 1872.

Original descriptions of species *of which three— Jungermannia
crenuliformis, J. Sullivantiae and Frullania Sullivantiae— are credited to

Ohio.

List of Trees Found Growing Indigenously in Ohio. By John
Hussey. Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Ohio State Board of

Agriculture for 1872. Columbus, 1873, pp. 32-40.

The list contains both the trees and shrubs, of which two hundred

and twenty-seven are enumerated. localities are given for many of the

species, and in several cases notes are added.

1874.

Catalogue of the Plants of Ohio including Flowering Plants, Ferns,

Mosses and Liverworts. By H. C. Beardslee. Painesville, Ohio, Jan
uary, 1874. Pamphlet of nineteen pages. Reprinted in Ohio Agricul-

tural Report, 1877, pp. 346-363.

Dr. Beardslee prepared in the fall of 1873 a catalogue of Ohio plants

for publication in the Geological Survey of the State. This list is a

condensation of that catalogue, giving " merely a list of genera and species

with localities." He reports, including both species and varieties, one

thousand one hundred and seventeen Exogens, four hundred and twenty-

nine Endogens, and three hundred and eighty-two Acrogens: total one

thousand, nine hundred and twenty-eight. Or, rearranging the summary,

there are one thousand five hundred and forty-six phenogams, seventy-

one vascular cryptogams, two hundred and sixty-one mosses, and fifty

hepaticse.

Report on the Geology of Delaware County. By N. H. Winchell.

Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, 1874. Vol. I, Part I. Geol-

ogy, p. 272. (Trees, etc., p. 274.)

Of this report two pages»(pp. 274-5) are devoted to a list of '* Trees,

Shrubs, and hardy vines found growing in Delaware County) *' furnished

b}^ Rev. J. H. Creighton. It is a list comprising the scientific names of

one hundred and twenty-two species.

Report on the Geological Survey of Ohio, 1874. Vol. I, p. 415

(Trees p. 416.)

A list of twenty-nine trees which are "characteristic of the county"

is given, both the scientific and common names being used.

The Geology of Defiance County. By N. H. Winchell. In report

of the Geological Survey of Ohio, 1874, Vol. I, p. 422 (Trees p. 424.)
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" In the survey of the county, the following species of trees were
noted" namely a list (including scientific and common names) of forty

three species.

1875.

Note from Painesville, Ohio. By H. C. Beardslee. Bulletin of the

Torrey Botanical Club. Vol. VI, p. 16. 1875.

Notices viviparous species of Scirpus, and occurrence of Fissidens

hyalinus, Amarantus Blitum, and Hydrodictyon utriculatum.

1876.

Some interesting Cryptogams found near Painesville, H. C. Beardslee

Botanical Bulletin, (Gazette), Vol. I, p. 12. January, 1876.

Discelium nudum found in 1872; Fissidens hyalinus, 1873; Riccia

frostii in 1874.

List of Hepaticse growing in Ohio. Dr. H. C. Beardslee, Paines-

ville, Ohio. Botanical Bulletin (Gazette) Vol. I, p. 22. April 1876.

A list, without stations, of sixty species and varieties.

Forest trees of the United States, Centennial Collection (Varsey )

Ohio Trees (Klippart), Ohio Agricultural Report, 1876, pp. 354-388.

This is a reprint of a Report by Dr. Vasey to the Commissioner of

Agriculture, and Mr. J. H. Klippart added the word "Ohio" to such as

occur in this state.

A peculiar form of Ragweed. Ambrosia artemisisefolia. By Joseph

F. James; Botanical Gazette. Vol. I, p. 63. Dec. 1876.

Specimens found at Loveland, Ohio, with no sterile flowers, but

fertile flowers in upright spikes.

1877.

Wolfiia (mode of reproduction). By H. C. Beardslee. Botanical

Gazette, Vol. I, p. 99. April, 1877.

Indentation and finally fission of the frond.

Camptosorusrhizophyllus Miss H.J. Biddlecome, Botanical Gazette

Vol. I, p. 100. April 1877.

Prolongation of basal lobe five inches, in two cases the apex had

taken root.

Some Hardy Dentarias. By Joseph F. James. Botanical Gazette.

Vol. I, p. 115. June, 1877.

Some specimens of Dentaria laciniata not injured by frost.

Some Nymphaeas. By H. C. Beardslee. Botanical Gazette, Vol. II,

p. 144. October, 1877.

Nelumbium luteum at Bass Lake. Nymphaea with pink flowers.
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1878.

Flora of the Miami Valley. By A. P. Morgan. Published by the

Literary Union, Dayton, Ohio, 1878.

A pamphlet of sixty-eight pages, including the Phenogams, Ferns,

Mosses, Liverworts, Lichens, and Fungi of Miami, Montgomery, Butler,

Warren, and Hamilton Counties.

Botrychium lunarioides var. obliquum. By Mrs. E. J. Spence.

Botanical Gazette, Vol. Ill, p. 39. April, 1878.

Specimen with two disconnected, well-developed spikes.

Report of the Geology of Darke County. By A. C. Lindemuth.
Second Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio. Vol. Ill, part I.

Geology, 1878, p. 496.

The "most common forest trees noticed" are given (thirty-two in

number) both by popular and botanical name (on pp. 511-2).

1879.

Fresh-water Algae; synopsis of discoveries and researches, in 1878
by Francis Wolle, Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, VI. p. 281

Jan. and Feb., 1879.

Several of the species reported in this article for America are described

as new, among them, Chantransia beardslei, found at Painesville, Ohio.

Catalogue of the Flowering Plants, Ferns, and Fungi growing in

the vicinity of Cincinnati. By Joseph F. James. Journal of the Cin-

cinnati Society of Natural History, April, 1879; also separate pp. 1-27.

The author compiled the work from personal observation, and from
the catalogues of Messrs. Lee and Clark. Assistance from others is also

acknowledged. The list of fungi was "copied bodily from the excellent

catalogue of Mr. Lea published in 1846," and a few collected since, added.
The corrections in nomenclature and orthography were made by Prof.

Charles H. Peck. Eight hundred and ninety phenogams and vascular
cryptogams (including also Chara flexilis) and three hundred and nine-
teen fungi are given, or a total of one thousand two hundred and eighteen
species and varieties.

A^aricus Morgani Peck. By A. P. Morgan. Botanical Gazette
Vol. IV, p. 208. Sept, 1879.

Notes extremely large specimen, largest in the world; mentions color
of spores, green.

Notes from Toledo, Ohio. By J. A. Sanford. Botanical Gazette
Vol. IV, p. 219. October, 1879.

5 G. O.
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Mentions Schollera, Solidago, Liatris, Amarantis, Zizania, Cornus,

and I^actuca.

1880.

Draba vema, L. and Sisymbrium Thaliana, Gaud, biennial. By H.

C. Beardslee. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. VII, p. 21.

February, 1880.

Notices of rosettes of radical leaves of three species, Feb. 18, which

were found in the previous fall.

Notes from Painesville, by H. C. Beardslee. Botanical Gazette, Vol-

V, p. 43. April, 1880.

Mentions viviparous specimens of Scirpus and Cenchrus and bien-

nial habit of Draba and Sisymbrium Thaliana.

Teratology; Carya alba. By H. C. "Beardslee. Bulletin of the

Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. VII, p. 54. May, 1880.

Notices occurrence of triangular nuts of Carya alba (apparently C.

sulcata).
,

Double Thalictrum anemonoides. By Mr. Dory. Botanical Gazette,

Vol. V, p. 64. June, 1880.

A note by "T. M." stating the occurrence as noted by Mr. Dory at

Springfield, Ohio, of a fully double Thalictrum of a rosy tint of white.

New Stations for rare Plants. By A. P. Morgan. Botanical Gazette,

Vol. VII, p. 79. July, 1880.

Notes occurrence of Botrychium matricarisefolium at Columbus and

Veratrum Woodii at Dayton.

1881.

Notices of the Floras of Cincinnati, published from 1815 to 1879

with some additions and corrections to the catalogue of Joseph F. James.

By Davis L. James. In the Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural

History, January, 1881.

The additions and corrections are numbered to correspond to the

numbers in Joseph F. James' Catalogue and consist of ninety-three entries.

Nymphaea odorata. By Davis L. James. Botanical Gazette, Vol. VI,

p. 266. Sept., 1881.

Notes structure of the fruit (aril) to secure dispersion of seeds as

noticed by Dr. John A. Warder and son at North Bend, Ohio.

Notes from Dayton. By August F. Fcerste. Botanical Gazette, Vol.

VI, p. 274. Oct., 1881, and Vol. VII, p. 24. Feb., 1882.

Gives arrangement of leaves in Conobea multifida and Nesaea verti-
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cillata; mentions forked pinnae in Dicksonia and notes occurrence of

I/ycoperdon pedicellatum at Dayton.

Potamogeton Hillii, n. sp; by Thos. Morong. Botanical Gazette,

VI, p. 290. Nov. 1881.

Original description of the species. The same plant was collected

at Ashtabula, O., by Rev. E. J. Hill in 1880, but mistaken for a form of

P. zosterifolius—see Bot. Gaz., V, 53. April, 1880.

1882.

Woody Plants of Ohio, arranged under their appropriate Botanical

orders with remarks upon their uses, qualities and sources. By Jno. A.
Warder, M. D., President American Forestry Association, assisted by
Davis L. James and Jos. F. James, of the Cincinnati Society of Natural

History. Presented at the meeting of the Agricultural Convention of

Ohio, in Columbus, January, 1882.

Pamphlet, pp. 1-40. Brief address to the convention referring to

prevailing ignorance as to our native forest trees, explanation of the

paper (pp. 2-3), explanatory note to the reader (pp. 3-4), "note" by D.

L,. J. and J. F. J. p. 4, and Woody Plants of Ohio, pp. 5-40. Native

species printed in blackfaced type of which two hundred and sixty-one

are enumerated. One hundred and thirty-seven introduced species are

mentioned accompanied usually, as are the native species, with brief de-

scriptive notes, printed in small capitals, if foreign plants, and in italics

if introduced from other portions of the United States. The paper is

mostly a record of Dr. Warder's own observations, though many localities

are given on the authority of Beardslee and Newberry.

A large Grape-vine. By C. E. Bessey. Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club, Vol. IX, p. 11. Jan. 1882.

A colony of large grape.-vines (Vitis I<abrusca) in Wayne Co., Ohio,

with trunks ranging from three inches to over one foot in diameter,

Teratological Note. By A. F. Foerste. Botanical Gazette, Vol. VII,

p. 112. Aug. and Sept., 1882.

Multiplication of parts in I^athyrus palustris at Dayton.

A New Polyporus. By A. P. Morgan. Botanical Gazette, Vol. VII,

p. 135. Nov. 1882.

Describes Polyporus reniformis, Morgan, occurring from Dayton to

Cincinnati.

Lactuca Scariola, L. By Aug. F. Foerste. Botanical Gazette, Vol.

VII, p. 137. Nov., 1882.

Abundant at Dayton, Put-in-Bay, etc.; places its vertical leaves so as

to point to the poles.
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1883.

Mycologic Flora of Miami Valley, by A. P. Morgan, in the Journal
of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Apr. 1883, Jan. 1888, Vol.
VI~XI. Nine numbers as follows; April, July, Oct. (1883), Apr. (1884),
July, Oct. (1885), Apr. (1887), Jan. (1888), July, Oct. (1888)

It includes full and original descriptions of Hymenomycetes of all

the species found, some of which are new and many are illustrated by
colored plates.

lyarge Rhus Toxicodendron, by Aug. F. Foerste, Botanical Gazette,
Vol. VII, p. 245. June, 1883.

Specimen at Dayton seventeen inches in circumference.

Abnormal Trillium. By Jos. F. James. Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club, Vol. X, p. 57. May, 1883.

A specimen of T. sessile growing at Cincinnati with parts mostly
in fives.

Violet with Runners. By Jos. F. James. Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club, Vol. X, p. 57. May, 1883.

Many specimens of Viola striata found near Cincinnati with runners
twelve to eighteen inches long.

Chorisis in Podophyllum, by Aug. F. Foerste, Botanical Gazette,

Vol. VIII, p. 259. July, 1883.

Notes on Dedoublement in specimen of Podophyllum at Dayton.

New species of North American Fungi, by J. B. Ellis and W. A.
Kellerman in American Naturalist, Nov., 1883, pp. 1164-1166.

Fourteen species are enumerated and described of which ten were
collected in Ohio, (the remaining in Kansas).

1884.

Report on weeds (by W. S. Devol) second report of the Ohio Agr.

Experiment Station for 1883, Columbus, 1884, p. 187.

Notices number of weeds in the state, means of destruction and
commonest ones in different sections of the state. A part of the same
article is also reported under "Report of Committee on Botany'' in the

proceedings of Columbus Horticultural Society, Dec. 4, 1884.

New species of Fungi. By Chas, H. Peck. Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club, XI, p. 26. Feb., 1884.

Descriptions of new species of which Myriadoporus adustus and
Hypomyces xylophilus were from Ohio.
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Abnormal Trillium, by Jos. F. James. Botanical Gazette, Vol. IX,

p. 113, July, 1884.

Four-parted Trillium erectum, whorl of three leaves and small leaf

on peduncle.

Contributions to the Flora of Cincinnati, by Jos. F. James, in the

Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, July, 1884.

The article covers fourteen pages and gives the results of observa-

tions of the plants of the vicinity of Cincinnati, which have been accu-

mulating the past two years. Besides critical notes on the species, new
localities are given for many plants and a few, not before reported for

that region, are given.

1885.

Descriptive notes of some of the newer and least known weeds of

the State (W. R. Lazenby) in the Third Annual Report of the Ohio Agr.

Experiment Station for 1884, Columbus, 1885, p. 164.

Twelve species are described from notes " from the answers received

from the circulars and from observations made by the Station."

1886.

Report on Forestry (by W. R. Lazenby), in Fourth Annual Report

of the Ohio Agr. Experiment Station for 1885, Columbus, 1886, pp. 242.

The report covers two pages (242-3) and contains, (1) a "list of the

principal timber trees of Ohio," fifty-one species, both common and
scientific names are used; (2) a tabulation of "comparative growth and
hardiness of forest tree seedlings," sixteen species.

Report on Weeds (by W. S. Devol), in Fourth Annual Report of the

Ohio Agr. Experiment Station for 1885, Columbus, 1886, p. 193.

This report covers fourteen pages and includes "weeds on different

soils" (p. 193); "general remarks" (p. 194); "descriptive notes of five

species" (pp. 194-196); "prolificacy of weeds" (pp. 196-198, essentially

the same also in the Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol.

Ill, No. 3, March, 1888, pp. 38-43); and a "Wst of the Plants of Ohio
(229 species) which generally appear as weeds" (pp. 198-206).

The Flora of Ross County, Ohio, compared with that of New Eng-
land, by W. E. Safford, Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XIII,

p. 114, July, 1886.

Notices a large number of conspicuous plants, many of which do not
reach New England.

Natural History of the Grape, by W. R. Lazenby, in Proceedings of

the Columbus Horticultural Society, Columbus, Sept. 25, 1886, pp, 4.
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A general account of the family and gives four species growing wild

in Ohio; Vitis Labrusca, V. Aestivalis, V. riparia, and V. cordifolia.

Notes on some Introduced Plants chiefly in Summit county, Ohio,

by E. W. Claypole, in Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XIII,

p. 187, Oct., 1886.

A record of some introduced plants; ten species of which are well

established and six represented by a single specimen of each.

1887.

Report on Weeds (by W. S. Devol) in the Fifth Annual Report of the

Ohio Agr. Experiment Station for 1886, Columbus, 1887, p. 230.

Sixteen species are named which "have been discovered in the State

since the publication of Dr. Beardslee's Catalogue of Plants of Ohip,"

(pp. 230) (The same list is printed in the Journal of the Columbus Horti-

cultural Society, Vol. Ill, No. 1, Jan., 1888, p. 47). This list is followed

by a "list of plants identified'* (pp. 231-3).

Botanical Notes (by W. R. Lazenby) in the Fifth Annual Report of

the Ohio Agr. Experiment Station for 1886, Columbus, 1887, pp. 304.

A few short notes are given (p. 304) followed by a list (pp. 305-7)

of seventy-four species with their dates of blooming in the years 1882-7.

Notes on Sanguinaria Canadensis by Aug. F. Foerste, in the Bulletin

of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XIX, p. 74, April, 1887.

An article two pages in length and one plate giving the morphology

of the plant; locality, Dayton.

List. of Algae, by H. L. Jones, in Bulletin of the Scientific Labora-

tories of Dennison University, May, 1887, Vol. II, pp, 115-6.

A list of thirty-four species, mostly Desmids, found in the Licking

Reservoir and the ponds about Granville, Ohio.

Botanical Notes (Liquidambar in Ohio) by Jos. F. James. Bulletin

Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XIV, p. 223, Oct. 4, 1887.

Notes occurrence of Liquidambar near Oxford and the vicinity of

Cincinnati.

Plants in bloom in September, October and November, (observed by

Moses Craig and reported by W. S. Devol) Journal of the Columbus

Horticultural Society, Vol. II, Nos. 10, 11, 12, Oct., Nov., Dec, 1887, pp.

166, 189, 207.

The lists number eighty-eight, fifty-eight and six species respectively.

Note on the color of Caulophyllum thalictroides, by K. B. Claypole.

Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XIV, p. 258, Dec. 3, 1887.

Notices the less dark color of this species in Ohio than in Canada.
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1888.

Botanical Notes (by W. R. Lazenby ) in Sixth Annual Report of the

Ohio Agr. Experiment Station for 1887, Columbus, 1888, p. 286.

This article consists of "plants named" pp. 286-8. Date of bloom-
ing of plants for 1882-7, a list of 317 species (pp. 289-298).

List of Diatoms from Granville, Ohio, by J. h. Deming, in Bulletin

of the Scientific lyaboratories of Dennison University, April, 1888, Vol.

Ill, pp. 114-5.

A list of twenty-four species preceded by a general account of

Diatoms.

Arbor Day Number, Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society,

Vol. Ill, No. 5, May, 1888.

Devoted to an account of Arbor Day exercises at the Ohio State

University to which is appended a list of "Native Trees of Ohio."

I^ist of Algae from Granville, Ohio, by Chas. I/. Payne, in Bulletin

of Dennison University, Dec, 1888, Vol. IV, Part I, p. 132.

Sixteen species are enumerated as an additional list to that published

in 1887 by H. ly. Jones. One Spirogyra "appears to be undescribed."

1889.

Preliminary Wst of the Flowering and Fern Plants of I^rain Co.,

Ohio, compiled by Albert A. Wright, professor of Geology and Natural

History in Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, 1889.

A pamphlet of thirty pages, containing a map of lyorain Co., a pre-

face (pp. 3-6), list of botanical books (p. 5, eight entries) and list of

plants (pp. 7-30). The plants introduced from other countries are

printed in italics. The list was "made principally by putting together

the observations of the compiler and a few friends who have made recent

collections in this county * * * also the collection of the late Dr.

Jas. Dascomb * * * the species ascribed to this county by Dr. Kel-

logg in Dr. Newberry*s catalogue and those reported by Dr. H. I^.

Howard * * *i« in Beardslee's yet unpublished catalogue * * *

have all been noted." There are 887 species enumerated.

Report of the Committee on Botany, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of

the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. IX, No. 2, June, 1889, p. 36.

Notices the number of plants in bloom in March and gives a list of

sixteen species.

Report of the Committee on Botany, by Aug. D. Selby, Columbus
Horticultural Society, Vol. IV, No. 4, Dec, 1889, p. 107.
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Notices rarity or profusion of blossoms according to deficiency or
abundance of moisture and occurrence of new and rare plants to the
county.

1890.

A Catalogue of the Uncultivated Flowering Plants growing on the

Ohio State University grounds, by Moses Craig, in the Bulletin of the

Ohio Agr. Experiment Station, Technical Series, Vol. I, No. 2, May,

1890, pp. 49-110.

The catalogue proper is preceded by an Introduction, lyimits of the

flora and its physical characters, Geology of the farm, Notes on the

climate. Extent and beauty of our flora, Time of blooming of plants,

maps, classification, statistics of the catalogue, etc, pp. 49-61. The
number of species and varieties enumerated is 468. In nearly every case

they are accompanied by full notes as to occurrence, abundance, etc.

A preliminary List of the Plants of Franklin county, Ohio, prepared

for the Columbus Horticultural Society, by Aug. D. Selby and Moses

Craig, M. S. Committee on Botany for 1890.

A pamphlet of nineteen pages, three of which (3-5) contain the

Introduction, twelve (7-18) include the neatly printed list—the genera in

black-faced type arranged alphabetically under the orders, and the species

alphabetically arranged under the genera—^and the last page (19) gives a

summary of added and introduced plants. The list contains 1,002

plants, being an addition of 223 to Sullivant's Catalogue published fifty

years before.

Mycologic Observations, I. (January, 1890), by A. P. Morgan, Bot-

anical Gazette, Vol. XV, No. 4, April, 1890, p. 34.

Notices many fungi to be seen in Winter, as Agaricus Sepridas,

Tremellas, Schizophyllum, Menispora, Aithrosporum, Bactridium, Naema-
telia, Stereum, Dacrymyces.

Supplementary I^ist to the Plants of Ohio preliminary to a complete

catalogue of the flora of the State, by William R. Lazenby and W. C.

Werner, Department of Botany and Horticulture, Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio, 1890.

Native species are printed in heavy faced type, those introduced in

small capitals. ''The total number of plants, including both species and
varieties, enumerated in this list, is one hundred and twenty-three. Of
this number sixteen are cryptogams. Deducting these there are one
hundred and thirteen indigenous and sixty-four introduced Phaenogams.'*
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Plants blooming in February and March, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal

of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 2, June, 1890, p. 24.

Gives date of blooming of twenty-four species.

The Snowy Trillium (T. nivale, Riddell), by Aug. D. Selby, Journal

of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 2, June, 1890, p. 36.

Gives a general description, its distribution and a full page plate.

Prickly Lettuce—^An Introduced Weed, by Miss Freda Detmers,

Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 3, September,

1890, p. 53.

Gives a general description of the plant, illustrated by a plate show-

ing infloresence and leaves, natural size.

Wild Carrot (Daucus Carota L.)> by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of the

Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 3, September, 1890, p. 70.

Gives a general description and notices its distribution and means of

eradication.

The Lakeside Daisy, by Clarence M. Weed, Journal of the Columbus
Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 3, September, 1890, p. 72.

Describes and notices occurrences of Actinella acaulis in the lime-

stone plains of the Sandusky Peninsula. (The plant found was Actinella

acaulis, var. glabra, and not A. acaulis).

Report of committee on botany, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of the

Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. V, No. 4, December, 1890, p. 85.

Mentions results of collecting during the year and the new finds at

Sellsville, near Columbus.

1891.

Notes from Columbus, Ohio, by Aug, D. Selby, Botanical Gazette,

XVI, p. 148. May, 1891,

Notes occurrence of Bidens connata with upwardly barbed awns and

gives list of introduced plants on circus grounds of Sells* Brothers near

Columbus, Ohio.

Our Native Oaks, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of the Columbus Horti-

cultural Society, Vol. VI, No. 2, June, 1891, p. 41.

Gives a general account of the oaks and recommends for cultivation

for ornamental purposes especially the Pin Oak, also; Yellow, Scarlet

and Laurel Oaks.

The Fungous Diseases of Lettuce, by Miss Freda Detmers, Journal

of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VI, No. 2, June, 1891, p. 47.

Notices and describes Septoria Lactucae, Septoria consimilis and

Peronospora gangliformis.
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Botany—May, (under Communications and Discussions), by Aug.

D. Selby, Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VI, No. 2,

June, 1891, p. 63.

Notices the collecting of several rare plants near Columbus.

A Vigorous Foreigner, by C. M. Weed, American Garden, Vol. XII,

p. 620.

Notices Lactuca scariola as occurring in Ohio accompanied with

figure of the plant.

Some Troublesome Weeds and the Ohio Statutes Relating to Weedy
Plants, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society,

Vol. VI, No. 3, September, 1891, p. 96.

Mentions characteristics of a weed and gives the six worst weeds for

FrankUn county (Wild Carrot, Canada Thistle, Wheat Thief, Moth Mul-

lein, Toad Flax, Ribgrass, and Narrow Dock) and Ohio laws relating

to Weeds.

Plants Introduced at Sellsville, near Columbus, Ohio, by W. R.

Lazenby. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol. XVIII, p. 301,

Oct. 1891.

Gives a list of eighteen plants occurring in the place used by Sells'

Brothers as the winter quarters for their circus and menagerie, seven of

which occur elsewhere in the state.

lyist of plants observed growing wild in the vicinity of Cincinnati,

Ohio, by C. G. Woyd, Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct., 1891.

A pamphlet of eight pages giving list of six hundred and seventeen

species of phenogams and vascular cryptogams.

Diseases of the Raspberry and Blackberry, by Miss Freda Detmers.

In Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Second Series,

Vol. IV, No. 6, Oct., 1891, p. 124.

A general account of four parasitic fungi infesting the raspberry and

blackberry, namely Gloeosporium venetum, Septoria Rubi, Caeoma

nitens, and Blight of Raspberry.

Report of the Committed on Botany, by Aug. D. Selby, Journal of

the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VI, No. 4, December, 1891,

p. 111.

Mentions activity in collecting plants last year and gives over fifty

"Additions to Preliminary List of the plants of Franklin county, Ohio."

Plum Pockets (Exoascus Pruni, Fckl.), by Miss Freda Detmers.

Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Societp, Vol. VI, No. 4, Dectmber,

1891, p. 113.
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Notices occurrence of Exoascus Pruni, the upper portions of twigs
of Prunus Americana and on the same both of Monilia fructigenum, Pass-

and Phyllosticta prunicola, Sacc.

Apple Scab (Fusicladium dentriticum), by Miss Freda Detmers, in

Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Sec. Ser. Vol. IV,
No. 9, December, 1891, p. 187.

^
An account covering three pages, including general remarks, external

characters and effect on host, and "microscopic^ characters."

On the Occurrence of Certain Western Plants at Columbus, Ohio, by
Aug. D. Selby Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science, 1891,

Terre Haute, 1892, p. 74.

Mentions the blending in central Ohio of eastern and western

spec es of plants and notices presence of "distinctly western and south-

western plants, introduced by wholesale, as it were," giving twenty such

species as found on Sell Brothers' circus grounds at Columbus.

Variations and Intermediate Forms of Certain Asters, by W. C.

Werner. Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Vol. IV.

No. 1, April, 1892, p. 55.

The variations of the species noticed in northern and Central Ohio
are Aster Shortii, A. undulatus; A. cordifolius; A. saggittifolius; A.

lyindleyanus.

A Fungous Enemy of Plant Lice {Empusa Aphidis), by lliiss Freda
Detmers. Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VII,

No. 1, March, 1892, p. 121.

Notices occurrence of Empusa Aphidis in greenhouse on various

species of plant lice, as Phorodon mahaleb, Aphis mali. Aphis on
chrysanthemum.

Some Fungous Pests of Greenhouse Plants, by W. A. Kellerman.

Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VII, No. 1. March,

1892, p. 20.

Describes two fungous diseases, carnation rust, (Uromyces carophyl-

linus fSchrank] Schroet.) and "damping off;" specimens of the former

exhibited, now occurring in Ohio.

Catalogue of the Phanerogams and Ferns of Licking County, Ohio-

by Herbert L. Jones, in Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories of

Denison University, Vol. VII, pp. 4-103, March, 1892.

On pages 4 to 11 inclusive are given the Introduction, Herbaria,

Geology of Licking county. Altitude of different points, rainfall, temper-

ature, etc., a list of the worst weeds, times of flowering, trees, locations

of special botanical interest, forms of certain species, nomenclature and
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map. The list of species (pp. 11-101) is accompanied with notes as to

localities, dates, etc. The total number of species and varieties

enumerated is 945. On page 102 is given a summary of species under
distributions as to soil and comparison with other Ohio floras; on p. 103,

errata. A map of the county accompanies the catalogue.

On the Flora of Northern Ohio, by Edo Claassen, in American Jour-

nal of Pharmacy, March and April, 1892.

This article covers nine pages and describes the explorations of the

author made on the Lake Erie shore and islands. Rarer plants, peculiar

to many different localities, are named, and finally a more extended list

(of several hundred species) of plants more widely distributed concludes

the paper.

Two New Genera of Hyphomycetes, by A. P. Morgan. Botanical

Gazette, XVII, p. 190, June, 1892

Descriptions are given of Cylindroctadium scoprium, Morgan, and

Synthetospora electa, Morgan.

Forest Trees of Ohio for the World's Columbian Exposition (by W.
A. Kellerman.) Bulletin No. 5, Ohio World's Fair Commission, Colum-

bus, (1892); also (in part) in First Quarterly Report of the Executive

Commissioner for Ohio.

Contains a list of eighty-eight species, giving both botanical and

common names; also a list of twenty-three species doubtfully classed as

trees; five doubtfully occurring in Ohio.

Reports of Standing Committees: Botany; May. By Aug. D. Selby.

Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol. VII, No. 2, July,

1892, p. 67.

Notices plants near Central College, allied to Appalachian Flora.

Reports of Standing Committees: Vegetable Pathology; May. By
W. A. Kellerman. Journal of the Columbus Horticultural Society, Vol.

VII, No. 2, July, 1892, p. 70.

Notices abundance of peach curl, black knot, and bramble rust;

mentions weeds as harboring certain fungi which are destructive to

crops, hence the necessity of destroying them.

Field Experiments with Wheat, by J. Freemont Hickman, in the

Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Sec. Ser., Vol. V,

No. 5, Aug. 1892, p. 83.

Under the sub-head of Scab and Smut (p. 93) note is made of pre-

valence of scab, loose smut and vStinking smut or **bunt" on wheat.
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Botanical papers of the A. A. A. S.; note on Yellow Pitch Pine, by
W. A. Kellerman, Botanical Gazette, XVII, No. 9, Sept., 1892, p. 280.

Notices occurrence of a new variety of Pinus rigida, P. rigida, var-

lutea, Keljerman, in Fairfield county, Ohio.

A Preliminary List of the Rusts of Ohio, by Miss Freda Detmers,

in the Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Sec. Ser.,

Vol. V, No. 7, Sep. 1892, p. 133.

In the list (pp. 133-140) of sixty-eight species are given the name of

the rust, the name of the plant on which it is found, the locality in, and

the time at which it has been collected, together with occasional notes.

Description of a New Phalloid, by A. P. Morgan, in the Journal of

the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Oct., 1892.

A new genus and species (Phallogaster saccatus Morgan) found in

Hamilton county, (Morgan); Licking county, (C.J. Herrick); also in New
York and Connecticut is described and illustrated by a lithographic plate.

The Wild Plants of Northeastern Ohio; Preliminary List of the Wild

Plants of Ashtabula county, by Sara F. Goodrich. Western Reserve

School Journal, Geneva, Ohio, Nov., 1892, and Jan., 1893.

A preface precedes the list; the latter gives the scientific and com-

mon names of the plants.

New Plants for the Flora of Ohio, by W. C. Werner. Read before

the Ohio State Academy of Science, December, 29, 1892. Bulletin of the

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Tech. ser., Vol. I, No. 3, April,

1893, p. 235.

Notes the occurrence of Fossombronia cristata. Thuya occidentalis

(apparently mistaken by early Ohio collectors for Chamaecyparis thyoides),

Monarda clinopodia, Oxalis recurva, Lobelia puberula, Centauria Jacea

Cyperus sylvaticus, Eleocharis quadrangulata, Bignonia capreolata, and

Opuntia Rafinesquii.

The Ohio Erysiphese, by Aug. D. Selby. Read before the Ohio State

Academy of Science, December 29, 1892. Bulletin of the Ohio Agricul-

tural Experiment Station, Tech. ser., Vol. I, No. 3, April, 1892, p. 213.

Includes a general account of the group and a list of Ohio species

with hosts, stations, dates, and collectors, and notes on many of the

species

Notes on Rare Ohio Plants, by Aug. D. Selby. Read before the

Ohio State Academy of Science, December 29, 1891. Bulletin of the

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Tech. sen, Vol. I, No. 3, April

1893, p. 241.

Notes the occurrence of Erysimum aspernum and Gonolobus obliquus

at Columbus; and Silene rotundifolia at Ash Cave, Hocking county.
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New and Rare Plants for the flora of Ohio, by W. A. Kellerman.

Read before the Ohio State Academy of Science, December 30, 1892.

Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Tech. ser.. Vol. I,

No. 3, April, 1893, p. 241.

Notices occurrence of one specimen of Ilex opaca, apparently native

in Lawrence county; the occurrence of one specimen of Idea's oak, at

Brownsville, Licking county; and Polypodium incanum, at Mineral

Springs, Adams county; and an unsuccessful search for Magnolia tripet-

ala, in Lawrence county.

Corrections and Additions to Moses Craig's Catalogue of the unculti-

vated flowering plants growing on the Ohio State University grounds, by

W. A. Kellerman and Wm. C. Werner. Bulletin of the Ohio Agricul-

tural Experiment Station, Tech. ser.. Vol. I, No. 3, April, 1893, p. 224.

Gives a large number of corrected identifications and many addi-

tional species.

Notes on the Distribution of Some Rare Plants in Ohio, by Wm. C.

Werner. Read before the Ohio State Academy of Science, December 30,

1892. Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Tech. ser..

Vol. I, No. 3, April, 1893, p. 232.

The following are vSome of the plants: Sullivantia Ohionis, Iris

cristata, Sabbatia angularis, Draba verna, Juncus Canadensis—-with

extended range indicated.

Additions to the Preliminary List of the Uredineae of Ohio, by Miss

Freda Detmers. Read before the Ohio State Academy of Science, De-

cember 30, 1892. Bulletin of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,

Tech. ser., Vol. I, No. 3, April, 1893, p. 171.

Gives a general account of the life history of the species of the group

and an annotated list of the unreported Ohio species.

The Lichens of Ohio, by E. E. Bogue, Read before the Ohio State

Academy of Sciences, December 30, 1892. Journal of the Cincinnati

Society of Natural History, April, 1893, p. 37.

1893.

Additions to the Preliminary List of the Flowering and Fern Plants

of Lorain County, Ohio, compiled by Albert A. Wright, Oberlin, Ohio,

1893, Laboratory Bulletin, No. 1, Supplement.

A pamphlet of eleven pages, giving a list of 106 additions, all the

species being " authenticated by specimens now in the college herbarium."

The Myxomycetes of the Ohio Valley, Ohio, by A. P. Morgan. First

paper (read Jan. 3, 1893), Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural

History, January, 1893.
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Gives a general description of the group, followed by descriptions of

the species. Twenty-four species (five of them new) belonging to seven

genera are described, accompanied by a plate of twelve figures.

Die Glumifloren des Noerdlichen Ohio, von Edo Cla:assen, Cleveland,

Ohio. Pharmaceutische Rundschau, February, 1893.

Gives list of species found along the shore of Lake Erie in the

counties of Cuyahoga, Otfawa, Erie, Lake, Medina, Summit, Geauga

and Portage.

Ipomaea pandurata, by A. F. Linn. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical

Club, Vol. XX, p. 258, June, 1893.

Notes occurrence of a large root (weight twenty-five pounds) of this

species at Springfield.

SCOPE AND CHARACTER OF PRESENT PUBI.ICATION.

This catalogue is the first to include all the groups of plants repre-

sented in Ohio. Our knowledge of the flowering plants and of the

higher cryptogams, or flowerless plants, is based on the work of many
botanists and hosts of collectors. A large portion of the collected mater-

ial has passed through our hands and we have visited many portions of

the state. But few of our botanists have studied the Mosses, Liverworts,

Lichens, Fungi and Algae and collectors have almost invariably neglected

them. The list in the lowest groups (Thallophytes) must be considered

very fragmentary and a mere beginning.

The state catalogue also differs from its predecessors in giving

stations (with credit to first collectors) for all except the commoner

plants. It has been, the aim to admit no plant of doubtful occurrence,

though in some of the groups, especially in the Algae, no censorship was

possible.

A tabulation for popular use is here inserted, presenting a compre-

hensive view of the several groups and their relation to each other.
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SYNOPSIS OF VBGETABLK KINGDOM.

' Angiosperms

Phenogams
(flowering plants)"

( Dicotyls—Ex.—Anemone, Cockle-bur,
-< Mint, Deciduous Trees.
(.Monocotyls—Ex.—^I/ily, Flag, Grasses.

C
Cycads—Ex.—Cycas, Zamia.

^ Gymnosperms -j Conifers—Ex.—Pines, Cedars, Firs.

t Gnetaceae—Ex,—Welwitschia.

r Club-mosses—Ex.—Ground pine, Lyco-
pods.

r Vascular cryptogams^ ""Equtitum^"'"^'"""
" ^

"'"''''''

Ferns—Ex.—Maiden hair. Brake,
Wood-fern.

Cryptogams
(flowerless plants)

"

Bryophytes

^ Thallophytes

/ Mosses—Ex.—Mosses.
\ Liverworts—Ex.—Liverworts.

Fungi—Ex.—Mushrooms, Rusts,
Lichens, Mildews, Yeast-plants.

Algae—Ex.—Green Pond Scums, Des-
niids, Sea-weeds.

Bacteria^—Ex.—Micro-organisms ofde-
cay, fermentation, disease, etc.

Diatoms—Ex.—Diatpms in fresh and
salt water.

Slime Moulds—Ex.—" Flowers of tan,"
Parasite of Clubfoot, etc.

NOMENCLATURE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMEMTS.

In respect to nomenclature, this can be said; that an attempt has

been made to conform to the principies that American and other botanists

are now adopting. But it must not be presumed that in the yet unsettled

state in the application of strict priority, accuracy has been in all cases

attained. The most recent contributions of Dr. N. L. Britton and others

in this line have been followed as far as the literature could be made
available. The sequence of orders followed by Engler & Prantl, authors

of Pflanzen-familien is here adopted. This appiropriately displaces

the arrangement of De Candolle, nearly a century old, very antiquated

and far from natural, though still persisting in the text books.

Thanks are hereby expressed to the various collectors in the state

who have favored us with material and to those botanists who have
kindly examined and compared specimens for us. The plant lists or

catalogues above enumerated have been consulted (the state catalogues

of Dr. Newberry and Dr. Beardslee especially being used) and
where species are given on their authority, credit in each case has been
given.

Finally, the authors would respectfully request collectors to send

specimens to the Herbarium of the Ohio State University, particularly of

new or rare plants and also those that will extend the known area of dis-

tribution over the state or that will illustrate varieties due to local or

other causes. Such material will serve as a basis for future contributions

to the botany of our state.

Botanical I^aboratory, Ohio State University, January, 1893.
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RECENT CHANGES IN NOMENCLATURE.

By reason of delay in binding this volume corrections can be in-

serted to make the Nomenclature correspond to that officially adopted by

the American Botanists and published in the * * List of Pteridophyta and

Spermatophyta of Northeastern North America."

W. A. Kellerman.
Okio State University

,
January, 1895.

Page 81, 4th Species. Strike out " noveboracensis " and add Britt. after "(L.)."

83, 5th " Change name to Euthamia caroliniana (L.) Greene.
83, 6th " Change "hirsuta Nutt" to hispida Muhl.
83, 8th " Change name to Euthamia graminifolia (L.) Nutt,
83, 9th " Change "latifolia L." to flexicaulis L.
84, 8th " Changt "speciosaangustata" to rigidiuscula (T. &G.) Brt.

85, 6th " Change "corymbosus Ait." to divaricatus ly.

85, 9th " Change " villosus Torr. & Gr." to pilosus (Willd.) Porter.

86, 12th " Change "polyphyllus Willd." to faxoni Porter.

87, 1st " Change " laevicaulis Gray" to firmus (Nees) T. & G.
87, 11th " Change "bellidifolius Muhl " to* pulchellus Mx.
88, 1st " Change "villosa Walt." to fcetida (L.) B. S. P.

91, 9th " Change "parviflorus Benth." to microc^phalus T. & G.
91, 11th " Change "mollis (Willd.)" to macrophyllus (Willd.) Britt.

91, last " Change "senifolia Mx." to major Nutt.

93, 3d " Change name to Ptilepida acaulis (Nutt.) Britt.

93, 9th " Change " discoidea DC." to matricarioides (Less.) Porter.

94, 10th " Strike out "aureus " and change " T. & G." to Muhl.
94, 11th " Strike out "aureus," also "T. & G."
95,6th " Strike out "lappa."
96, 1st " Change name to Cnicus benedictus L.

96, 6-8th " Change " Apogon " to Adopogon.
97, 3d " Change "officinale Weber" to taraxacum (L.) Karst.

99, 2d " Change name to Legouzia perfoliata (L.) Britt.

101, 1st
" Change " racemosus L." to pubens Mx.

101, 4th " Change "lantanoides Mx," to alnifolium Marsh.
102, 1st " Change " vulgaris Mx." to symphoricarpus (L.) MacM.
102, 4th " Change "glauca Hill" to dioica Iv.

102, 5th " Change " grata Ait." to caperifolium L.

102, 11th " Change "trifida Mcench" to diervilla (L.) MacM.
104, 12th *' Strike out " patagonica " and " Gray."
105,4th " Change " aubletia L" to canadensis (L.) Britt.

106, 3d " Change name to Mentha longifolia (L.) Huds.
106, 4th " Change "viridis L." to spicata L.
106, 10th " Change "mariana L." to origanoides (L.) Britt.

106, 11-14th " Change " Pycnarithemum " to Kcellia, and terminations
of the species " um " to a.

107, 1st " Change name to Koellia pilosa (Nutt.) Britt.

107, 2nd " Change name to Koellia virginiana (L.) Britt.

107, 7th " Change name to Clinopodium vulgare L.

107, 8th " Change name to Clinopodium glabella (Benth.) Kuntze.
107, 9th " Change name to Clinopodium glabra (Nutt.) Kuntze.
108, 9th " Change name to Vleckia nepetoides (L.) Raf.

108, 10th " Change name to Vleckia scrophularisefolia (Wild.) Raf.

108, 12th " Change name to Glechoma hederacea ly.

109, 1st " Change " canescens Nutt." to incana Muhl.
109, 9th " Change "versicolor Nutt." to cordifolia Muhl.
109,12th " Change "grandiflora Nutt." to hispidula Mx.
111, 6th " Change "myosotis Mcench" to lappula (L.) Karst.

112, 3rd " Change "virginica (L.) B. S. P." to verna Nutt.

112, 10th " Change " hirtum Lehm." to gmelina (Mx.) Hitchc.
113, 10th " Change "cleistantha" to micrantha (Engl. & Gr.) Britt.

113, last
" Change " capreolata L." to crucigera L.

114, 4th " Change "proboscidea Glox" to louisiana Mill.

114, 5th " Change name to Thalesia uniflora (L.) Britt.
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ige 115 8th Speci
'' 115 9th
" 116 1st
" 116 2nd
" 117 10th
" 117 12th
" 119 7th
" 120 13th
" 122 5th
" 122 14th
" 123 1st
" 123 2nd
" 124 10th
" 125 2d
" 125 5th
" 126 2d
" 126 3d
" 126 last
" 127 8th
" 128 7th
" 128 last
" 129 1st
" 131 10th
" 131 11th
" 132 6th
" 132 7-8th "

" 134 8th
** 135 1st
" 135 3d
- 135 8-9th
" 135 10th
'' 135 11th
" 135 12th
" 136 2d
" 137 1st
" 137 2d
" 137 3d
" 137 6th
" 138 3d
" 138 11th
" 140 1st
*' 140 5th
" 141 2d
" 141 9th
" 142 6th
" 142 8th
" 142 10th
" 142 11th
a 144 11th
" 145 1st
" 145 6th
" 145 10th
^' 146 5th
u 147 7th
" 148 2nd
" 151 12th
" 152 1st
" 152 6th
" 152 7th
" 154 3rd
" 154 5th
*' 154 12th
" 155 7th
" 155 9th
" 156 11th
" 156 last
" 157 3rd

Change name to Elatinoides elatine (L.) Wettst.
Change "vulgaris Mill" to linaria (L). Karst.
Change " laevigatas Soland," to pentstemon (h.) Britt.

Change name to Pentstemon digitalis (Sweet) Nutt.
Change name to Leptandra virginica (L.) Nutt.
Change name to Afzelia macrophylla (Nutt.) Kuntze.
Change name to Physalodes physalodes (L.) Britt.

Change " nil (L.) Ph." to hederacea Jacq.
Strike out "incarnata."
Change name to Cynanchum nigrum (L.) Pers.

Change name to Vincetoxicum gonocarpos Walt.
Change name to Vincetoxicum obliquum (Jacq.) Britt,

Change *' pubescens Lam " to pennsylvanica Marsh.
Change " viridis Mx." to lanceolata Borck.
Change name to Mohrodendron carolinum (ly.) Britt.

Change " stricta Ait " to terrestris (L.) B. S. P.

Change name to Naumburgia thyrsiflora (L.) Duby.
Change " monotropa Crantz " to hypopitys (Iv.) Small.
Strike out " corj^mbosum."
Change name to Xolisma ligustrina (L.) Britt.

Change " latifolium " to grcenlandicum Oeder.
Change " Rhododendron lutea (L.)" to Azalea lutea L.
Change " brevistylis (Torn) DC." to claytoni (Mx.) B. S. P.
Change " claytoni (Mx.) B. S. P." to longistylis (Torr.) DC.
Change name to Conioselinum chinense (L.) B. S. P.

Change to Thaspium trifoliatum aureum (Nutt.) Britt.

Change " sericea L." to amonum Mill.

Change name to Chamaenerion angustifolium (L.) Scop.
Change " palustre oliganthum (Mx.)B. S. P." to lineare Muhl.
Change name to Onagra biennis {h.) Scop.
Change name to ICneiffea puticosa (L.)

Change name to Onagra oakesiana (Gr.) Britt.

Change name to Kneiffia pumila (L.) Spach.
Change " filipes Spach " to michauxii Spach.
Change name to Decodon verticillata (Iv.) Ell.

Change name to Parsonia petiolata (ly.) Rusby.
Change name to Lepargyrsea canadensis (L.) Greene.
Change " vulgaris Mill." to polyacantha Haw.
Change " muhlenbergii Torr " to labradorica Schrank.
Change name to Viola scabriuscula (T. & G.) Schw.
Change *' crux-andreae L." to hypericoides L.
Change " cistifolium Lam." to sphaerocarpum Mx.
Change name to Malva verticillata crispa L.
Change " avicennae Gaertn, " to abutilon (L.) Rusby.
Change name to Vitis bicolor LeConte.
Change name to Ampelopsis cordata Mx.
Change name to Parthenocissus quinquefolia (L.) Planch.
Change " riparia Mx." to vulpina L.
Change name to Acer nigrum Mx. f.

Change name to Acer negundo L.
Change "typhina L." to hirta (L.) Sudw.
Change "ambiguum Nutt." to humile (Raf.) Morong.
Change "verna L." to palustris L.
Change " caroliniana Ell." to ostryaefolia Riddell.

Change '* sanguinea L." to viridescens L,.

Change " melilotoides Mx." to pedunculata (Mill.) Vail.

Change " violacea (Mx.) Kuntze" to purpurea (Vent.) MacM.
Change "canadensis L." to carolinensis L.
Change name to Phaca neglecta T. & G.
Change " reticulata (Muhl.) Ph." to virginica (L.) Britton.

Change " intermedium (Wats.) Britt." to frutescens(Iv.) Britt.

Change " glaucifolius Beck." to ochroleucus Hook.
Change "tuberosa Moench." to apios (L.) MacM.
Change "perennis" to polystachyus (L.) B. S. P.

Change " spiraea aruncus L." to Aruncus aruncus (L.) Karst.
Change " spiraea rubra (Hill) Britt." to Ulmaria rubra HilL
Change name to Opulaster opulifolius (L.) Kuntze.
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Page 157, 10th Speci
" 159, 7th
" 159, 8th
" 159, 10th
" 160, 1st
" 160, 10th
" 160, last
" 161, 4th
" 161, 11th
" 165, 3-9th
" 165, 10th
*' 166, 6th
" 166, 9th
" 166, 12th
" 166, last "
" 167, 1st
" 167, 6th
*' 167, 12th
" 167, last
" 168, 4th
" 168, 5th
" 168, 7th
" 169, 8-lOth

'' 170, 8th
" 170, last
" 171, 2d
" 173, 2d
" 178, 7th
" 173, 8th
" 173, 10th
" 173, 12th
" 174, 4th
" 174, 7th
'* 175, 5th
'' 178, 1st
'' 178, 2d
*' 178, 5th
" 179, 2d
" 181, 1st
" 181, 3d
" 181, 4th
" 181, 7th

" 182, 7th
" 182, last
" 183, 10th
" 184, 3d
" 184, 10th

" 185, 6th
'' 187, 8th
" 187, 10th
" 187, last "
" 188, 3d

" 188, 8th
" 188, 9th
" 188, 10th
" 188, 11th
" 188, last
" 191, 13th
" 193, 6th
" 196, 4th
" 196, 9-lOth
" 198, 2d

Change name to Rubus baileyanus Britt.

Change "norvegica L." to monspeliensis L.
Change name to Comarum palustre h.
Change " supina L." to paradoxa Nutt.
Change " poterium (L.) Britt." to sanguisorba {h.) Britt.

Change name to Aronia arbutifolia (L.) Ell.

Change name to Aronia nigra (Willd.) Britt.

Change name to Crataegus macracantha Lodd.
Change name to Crataegus punctata Jacq.
Change " Rorippa " to Roripa.
Change " vulgaris R. Br." to barbarea (I,.) MacM.
Change "ludoviciana Meyer" to virginica (L.) Trel.

Change name to lodanthus pinnatifidus (Mx.) Prantl.
Change name to Dentaria diphylla Mx.
Change name to Dentaria laciniata Muhl.

. Change name to Dentaria maxima Nutt.
Change name to Koniga maritimum (L.) Britt.

Change name to Descurainia pinnata (Walt.) Britt.

Change name to Stenophragma thaliana (L.) Celak.
Change " Brassica alba (L.) Boiss " to Sinapis alba L.
Change " arvensis (I/.) B. S. P." to sinapistrum Boiss.

Change " pastoris L." to bursa-pastoris (L.) Weber.
Change " Neckeria " to Capnoides and the terminations

of the species " a " to um.
Change name to Buettneria florida (L.) Kearney.
Change name to Buettneria fertilis (Walt.) Kearney.
Change name to Benzoin benzoin (L.) Coulter.
Change name to Ranunculus micranthus Nutt.
Change name to Batrachium divaricatum (Schrk.) Wimm,
Change name to Cyrtorhyncha cymbalaria (Ph.) Britt.

Change " delphinifolius terrestris Gr." to purshii Rich.
Change "Ranunculus ficaria" to Ficaria ficaria (L.) Karst.
Change " rhomboideus Goldie" to ovalis Raf.
Change name to Batrachium trichophyllus (Chaix) Bossch.
Change " exaltatum Ait." to urceolatum Jacq.
Change "illinoensis (Mx.)" to regia Sims.
Change " nivea (Nutt.) Otth." to alba Muhl.
Change " pennsylvanica Mx;." to caroliniana Walt
Change " natans Raf." to longipedunculatum Muhl.
Change name to Allionia nyctaginea Mx.
Change " patula hastata (L.) Gr." to hastata L.
Change " patula littorale (L.) Gr." to patula L.
Change " ambrosioides anthelminticum (L.) Gr." to an-

thelminticum L.
Change " hypochondriacus L." to hybridus L.
Change " celosioides ly." to paniculata (L.) Kuntze.
Change " acre H. B. K." to punctatum EU.
Change " dumetorum scandens (L.) Gr." to scandens h.
Change " lapathifolium incarnatuni Wats." to incarna-

tum Ell.

Change " I " in the generic name to T.
Change " bicolor WiUd " to platanoides (Lam.) Sudw.
Change " coccinea tinctoria Gr." to velutina Lam.
Substitute the synonym for the name given.
Change " muhlenbergii humilis (Marsh.) Britt." to pri-

noides Willd.
Change "stellata Wang." to minor (Marsh.) Sarg.
Change name to Castanea pumila (L.) Mill.

Change name to Castanea dentata (Marsh.) Sudw.
Change name to Fagus atropunicea (Marsh.) Sudw..
Change " cornuti Du Roi " to rostrata Ait.

Change name to Comptonia peregrina (L.) Coulter.
Change "innata R. Br." to corallorhiza (L.) Karst.
Change "pubescens Willd." to hirsutum Mill.

Unite under the name Sisyrinchium bermudiana L.
Change name to Polygonatum biflorum commutatumi

(R. & S.) Morong.
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Page 198, 5-7th Species. Change generic name to Vagnera; read Mor. after "(L.)"
199, 10th " Change name to Uvularia sessilifolia L.
200,7th " Change "erj^hrocarpum Mx." to undulatum Willd.
200, 12th " Change angustifolium (Ph.) Gr." to gramineum (Ker.) Mor.
201, last

'' Change name to Jnncus brachycephalus (Engl.) Buch.
202, 13th " Change name to Juncoides campestre (L.) Kuntze.
202, last

" Change name to Juncoides pilosa (L.) Kuntze.
203, 2d " Change "angustifolia Torr." to lancifolia (Muhl.) Morong.
205, 6th " Change "diandrus castaneus (Bigel.) Torr." to rivularis

Kunth.
206, 4th " Change "spithaceum Pers." to arundinaceum {h.) Britt.

206, 6th " Change "compressa Sull." to acuminata (Muhl.) Nees.
206, 7th '' Change " equisetoides Torr." to interstincta (Vahl.) R. & S.

206, 12th " Change " quadrangulata (Mx.) R. Br." to mutata (h.) R. & S.

207, 2d " Change name to Stenophyllus capillaris (Li.) Britt.

207, 10th " Change name to Scirpus americanus Pers.

208, 1st
" Change name to Scirpus cyperinum (L.) Kuntze.

212, 11th '' Change "laxiflora styloflexa (Buckl.)" to styloflexa Buckl.
213, 12th " Change name to Carex flava viridula (Mx.) Bailey.

214, 13tli
" Change "rosea retroflexa Torr." to retroflexa Muhl.

219,10th *' Change "latifolium I/." to walteri Poir.

224, 2d " Change "scabra Willd." to hiemalis (Walt) B. S. P.

227, 4th " Change name to Korycarpus diandrus (Mx.) Kuntze.
227, last

" Change "Poa flexuosa Muhl." to Poa cenisia All.

228, 2d " Change "Poa serotina Ehrh." to Poa flava Iv.

228, 5-12th " Change the generic name to Panicularia.

228, 5th " Change name to Panicularia acutiflora (Torr.) Kuntze.
228, 9th " Change name to Panicularia aquatica (ly.) Kuntze.
228, 13th " Change " duriuscula L." to ovina duriuscula (L.) Hack.
229, 7th " Change " mollis L." to hordaceus ly.

230, 3d " Change "pratense Huds." to nodosum Iv.

230, 9th " Change name to Hystrix hystrix (L.) Millsp.
230, last

" Change " macrosperma suffluticosa Munro " to tecta
(Walt.) Muhl.

231, 3d *' Change name to Alisma plantago-aquatica L.
234, 4th " Change name to Kraunhia frutescens {h.) Greene.



Dicotgls.

ANGIOSPERMS.

I. Order COMPOSITE.* Sunflower Family.

1 . VERNONIA Schreb. Ironwjeed.

VeRNONIA FASICUI^ATA** Michx.

Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.) ; Bur^h Hill (Trumbull Co.) Jno. I. King.

Vernonia gigantea (Walt.) ( V, alHssima Nutt)
Distributed over the wbole state.

Vernonia noveboracensis** (L.) Willd.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Rio Grande (Gallia Co.) Lizzie Davis.

Vernonia noveboracensis"^* gi^auca (L.) ( V. noveboracensis latifolia Gray.)
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

2. ELEPHANTOPUS L. Ei.ephant's-foot.

Et^ephantopus carolinianus Willd.

Near Dayton, O., Dr. J. Eberle, J L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.) ; Otway (Scioto Co.)
W. A. Kellermau; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

3. BUPATORIUM Tourn. Thoroughwort.

Eupatorium ageratoides L. White Snake-root.

Throughout the state.

Eupatorium ai^tissimum L.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

Eupatorium aromaticum L.

Genera), J. S* Newberry, (Cat.)

« The arrangrement of Orders is that of Engler & Prantl in their Natuerliche Pflanzen-FAlidlLIEN*
^

** it will be noticed that capitals for specific names have in all cases been discarded • th*>comma between the name and the author, as well as the word " var." are also omitted This ifm accordance with the present usage of the most advanced botanical authorities.

6 G. O.
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EuPATORiuM COKI.KSTINUM L. Mist-flower.

Over the southern counties.

BuPAXORiUM PERFORATUM L. Boneset; Thoroughwort.
Common. The leaves and flowering tops are medicinal.

KuPATORiUM PURPURKUM I/. Joe-Pye Weed. Trumpet-Weed.
Common over the state.

KUPATORIUM SEROTINUM Mx.
Columbus, on grounds of Sells Brothers' Circus, B. M. Wilcox.

KuPATORiUM SESSiiyiFOi^iUM I/. Upland Boneset
Generally distributed over the state.

4. KUHNIA L.

KUHNIA EUPATORIOIDKS L.

Miami county, J. h. Riddell ( Synop. 1835 ) ; Springfield, Mrs. B. Jane Spence

;

Rio Grande (Gallia Co.) I/izzie Davis ; I^awrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

5. LACINARIA Hill. {LiaMs Schreh.) Button Snakeroot. Bi.az-

iNG Star.

I^ACiNARiA CYI.INDRACKA (Mx.) Kuutze {LiatHs cylifidracea Michx.)

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

lyACiNARiA GRACII.IS (Ph.) Kuntze. {Liatris gracilis Vh..)

Oak barrens near Marietta, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

IvACiNARiA SCARIOSA (L.) Hill [Liatris scariosal^.)

Catawba Island (Lake Erie) Wm* Krebs; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Adams
Co., W. A. Kellerman • Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

IvACiNARiA SPiCATA ( L.) Kuutze {Liutris spicata Iv.)

Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence.

IvACiNARiA vSQUARROSA (L.) Hill {LiatHs squavTosa L.)

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

6. GUTIBRREZIA Lag.

GUTIERREZIA TEXANA (DC.) Torr & Gray.

Columbus, on grounds of Sells Brothers' Circus, Aug, D. Selby.

7. AMPHIACHYRIS Nutt.

Amphiachyris dracuncui^oides (DC.) Nutt.

Columbus, on grounds of Sells Brothers' Circus, E. V. Wilcox.

8. CHRYSOPSIS Nutt. G01.DEN AsTER.

ChRYSOPSIS MARIANA ( L.) Nutt.

Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman; Knox Co., Dr. Kellogg, J. S. Newberry (Cat.)
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9. SOLIDAGO I^. Golden-rod.

SOWDAGO ARGUTA Ait.

Frequent in Northern Ohio'; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.
'

SOLIDAGO BICOI^OR L.

hake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Cuyahoga Co., E.
Claassen ; Licking Co., H. h. Jones ( Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox and
S. Renshaw; Lawrence Co., Wm. Werner.

SOWDAGO C^SIA L.

Widely distributed.

SOI^IDAGO CANADENSIS L.

Common over the state.

SowDAGO CAROWNiANA (L.) B. S. P. (5. tenuif&lta Ph.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Franklin Co., B. M. Wilcox.

SowDAGO HIRSUTA Nutt. (5. bico OT concoloT Torr & Gray.)

Frequent in south central Ohio.

Lake Co., H. C. Beardslee (Cat).

SoUDAGO JUNCEA RAMOSA Porter & Britton.

" Ohio, Sullivant," (N. L. Britton, Torrey Bull. Vol. XVIII, Dec. 9, 1891, p. 368)

SOI.IDAGO I^ANCEOlvATA L.
*

Frequent.

SOWDAGO I^ATIFOWA L.

Frequent over the state.

SoiviDAGO NEGiyECTA Torr & Gray.
'• Painesville," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

SOWDAGO NEMORAWS Ait

Over the whole state.

SOI.IDAGO ODORA Ait
•'Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

SOI^IDAGO OHIOENSIS Riddell.

" Cleves' prairie, Dayton, and two miles south from Columbus," J. L. Riddell

(Synop. 1835); Springfield, Mrs. B. Jane Spence; Franklin Co., B. M. Wilcox

;

Chaftnpaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

SOI.IDAGO PATUI^A Muhl.

Northern and central Ohio; perhaps over the whole state,

SOWDAGO PUBERIII.A Nutt.

" Painesville," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

S01.IDAGO RIDDEL!.!! Frank.

*' Worthington, (Franklin Co.,) and Dayton," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Gyp-
sum, (Ottawa Co.,) B. Claassen; Fulton Co.. J. S. Hine; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner; Springfield,* Mrs. B. Jane Spence; Cincinnati, Jos. F .James (Cat)
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SOWDAGO RIGIDA ti.

" Monroeville," (Huron Co., ) H. C. Beardslee, (Cat); Marblehead, (Ottawa
Co.,) E. Claassen; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Se.by; Law-
rence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

SOlvIDAGO RUGOSA Mill.

Northern and central Ohio ; no specimens seen from southern Ohio.

SOlvIDAGO RUPESTRIS RaF.
'' Ross Co., " W. E. SaiFord. ( Torrey Bull. Vol. XIH, July 1886, p. 116 ).

SOI.IDAGO SEROTINA Ait.

Northern Ohio
,
Wm. C. Werner; W. Krebs; A. A. Wright (Cat.

) ; Licking Co.,
H L. Jones, (Cat); Columbus, W. G. Green; Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

S01.IDAGO SEROTINA GIGANTEA ( Ait. ) Gray.

Northern Ohio , Wm. C. Werner
; E. Claassen ; A. A. Wright ( Cat ) ; Licking

Co., H. L.Jones (Cat) ; Clinton Co., J. S. Van Dervort

SoiyiDAGO SHORTii Torr & Gray.
" Ross Co., " W. E. Safford. ( Torrey Bull, vol. XIII

, July 1886
, p. 116.

SOI^IDAGO SPECIOSA Nutt
Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Franklin Co., W. C. Werner; Cin-

cinnati, Jos. F. James, (Cat ) ;
(Lawrence Co:,) Wm. C. Werner.

SOLIDAGO SPECIOSA anguSTaTa Torr. & Gray.
*' Northern, Ohio, Rare." H. C. Beardslee, (Cat)

SOI^IDAGO SQUARROSA Muhl.

Lorain Co., A. A/Wright (Cat); Cleveland, E. Claassen; *' Painesville," H. C.

B ardslee (Cat) ; Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

S01.IDAGO STRICTA Ait

"Prairies Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Elyria, (Loram Co.,) Dr. Kellogg.
( Newberry Cat.

)

SOWDAGO UI^IGINOSA Nutt.

Painesville, Cranberry Marsh, Licking Reservoir, Wm. C. Werner ;
** Toboso. "

Licking. C(»., H L. Jones (Cat); Columbus Aug, D. Sclby.

SOI.IBAGO UI^MlFOIvIA Muhl.

Widely distributed.

SOI.IDAGO VIRGAUREA L-

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)
;
probably a wrong determination.

10. BOLTONIA L'Her.

BOLTONIA ASTEROIDES ( L. ) L'Her.
" Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Port Clinton, E. Claassen; Toledo,

J. A. Sanford.
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11. SERICOCARPUS Nees. 'White-topped AsTUR.

Sericocarpus asteroides (L.) B. S. p. (5. conyzoides Nees.)

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

12. ASTER L. Starwort; Aster.

Aster acuminatus Michx.

"Norihern Ohio, rare," H. C. BearJslee (Cat.)

Aster azureus lyindl.

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Springfield, Mrs. B. Jane Spence; ** Southern

Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat )

.

Aster concoi^or L.
'• Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

Aster cordifowus L.

Distributed over the state.

Aster corvmbosus Ait

Over the state.

Aster dumosus L.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Aster ericoides L.

Frequent in northern Ohio; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat,); Columbus, Wm.
C.Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Aster ericoides viIvI^osus Torr & Gray.

Frequent througjiout the southern half of the state. " Lake Shore," H. C
Beardslee (Cat) ; Toedo, J. A. Sanford; Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Aster infirmus Michx.

"Ohio," J. S. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)
'

Aster junceus Ait.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Columbus, Sullivant, (H. C. Beardslee.

Cat) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Aster i^aevis L.

Northern and central portions of the state. Lawrence Co., Wm. C Werner.

Aster i.ateriei.orus (L.) Britt. {A. diffusus Ait)

Widely distributed.

Aster i^aterifi^orus hirsuticaui^is Gray. •

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Aster wndi^EYAnus Torr & Gray.

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.
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Aster i.inariifoi,ius L.
'* Duncan's Plains, Ohio," J. I,. Riddell (Synop. 1835;) *' General," J. S. New-
berry (Cat.)

Aster i<ongifoivIUS Lam.
Given in previous catalogues, probably A. novi-belgii is the species referred to

Aster macrophyi.i.us L.

Northern and central Ohio
;
perhaps all over the state.

Aster mui^tifi^orus Ait.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner, Cleveland, Win, Krebsj

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Aster novae-angi^iae L.

Throughout the state.

Aster novi-bei.gii L.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson ; Licking Co.,H. L. Jones

(Cat.); Fultonham (Muskingum Co.,) Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Aster obi,ongifoi.ius Nutt.
'* Toledo, J. A. Sanford ;" (Lazenby and Werner Sup List). Was taken from a list

of names. No authentic specimen.

Aster panicui^atus Lam.
Common over the state.

Aster patens Ait.

"Near Dayton," J. 1. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner, Lick-

ing Co., H L. Jones ( Cat.

)

Aster patens phi^ogifoi^ius ( Muhl. ) Nees.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Portage Co., E. Claassen ; Franklin Co., E. V.

Wilcox: Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence
; Lawrence Co., W. Werner; Cincin-

nati, Jos. f! James ( Cat.

)

Aster paucifi^orus Nutt.
" On grounds of Sells Brothers' Circus, near Columbus, E. V. Wilcox; " (Lazenby

and Werner Sup List). No authentic specimen.

Aster poi.yphyi,i,us Willd.

" Prairie, Dayton, M. G. Wi.liams ;
"

(J. L. Riddell, Sup. Cat.)

Aster prenanthoides Muhl.

Frequent throughout the state.

Aster puniceus L.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

Aster puniceus i.ucidui.us Gray.
" A puniceus vimineus Gray, northern Ohio ;

" H. C. Beardslee ( Cat:) may refer

to this form.
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Aster punicbus i^akvicauIvIS Gray.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.

)

Aster sagittifoIvIUS Willd.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Sprihgfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence ; Licking

Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat) Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Aster SAi^iaFowus Ait.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.

)

Aster sericeus Vent.

"Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Aster shortii Hook.
Apparently over the whole state.

Aster tradescanti L.

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Moses Craig.

Aster umbei.i.atus Mill.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat) Portage Co.,E. Claasen; Logan Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence; Cham-
paign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Aster undulatus L.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

Aster vimineus Lapi.

Cleveland, E. Claassen,

13. ERIGERONL. Fi^eabane.

EriGERON ANNUUS (L.) Daisy Fleabaue. Sweet Scabious.

Common over the state.

Erigeron bei.i<idieoi,ius Muhl.

Generally distributed over the whole state.

Erigeron canadensis L.

Throughout the state.

Erigeron phii.adei.phicus L-

Widely distributed over the state.

Erigeron ramosus (Walt.) B. S. P. {E. strigosus Muhl.)

Over the whole state.

14. PLUCHEA Cass. Marsh-Fi,Eabane.

Pl^UCHEA camphorata (L.) D. C.

"Cincinnati," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)
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PI.UCHEA VII.1.0SA (Walt.) {P.foetida L. P. bifrons DC.)
Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat. ) " Ohio," Gray (Man.)

15. GIFOIylA Cass. (/^//^^^ Toiirn.) CoTTOn-roSEJ.

GiFOWA GERMANicuM L. {Filago germanica L. ) Herba Impia.
*' General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

*%

16. ANTENNARIA Gaertu. {Anaphalis D. C. ) Everi^asting.

ANTBNNARiAPi,ANTAaiNiFOi,iA (L.) Richards. Plantain-leaved Everlasting.
Common over the whole state.

ANTENNARIA MARGARiTACEA (I/.) Hook. {Aftaphaiis margaritacea. Beuth&Hook.)
Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Ashta-

bula, Miss S. F. Goodrich.

17. GNAPHALIUM L. Cudweed.

GNAPHAI.IUM DECURRENS Ives. Everlastinof.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)"; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Franklin Co.,

Selby and Craig (Cat.)

GnaphaIvIUM OBTUSIFOI.IUM L. ( G, polycephalum Michx. ) Common Everlasting.
Over the whole state.

Gnaphalium purpu eum L. Purplish Cudweed.
Throughout the state, but not abundant.

Gnaphawum UI.IGINOSUM L. Low Cudweed.
From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

18. INULA L, EI.ECAMPANE.

INUI,A HEI.ENIUM L.

Widely distributed over the state.

19. POLYMNIA.L. Leaf-cup.

POI^YMNIA CANADENSIS L.

Over the whole state.

POI^YMNIA UVEDAI^IA L.

Lawrence Co., W. A. Kellerman ;Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.) *' Painesville,"

H. C. Beardslee (Cat;) Wm. C. Werner.

20. SILPHIUML. RosiN-wEED.

S11.PHIUM INTEGRIFOI.IUM Michx.
''Monroeville," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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S11.PHIUM 1.A.CINIATUM h. Rosin-weed. Compass-Plant.

Given for Ohio in former catalogues. We have seen no specimens.

S11.PHIUM PERFOi<iATUM ly. Cup-Plant.

Common throughout western half of the state. Painesville, H. C. Beardslee

(Cat.)

S11.PHIUM TEREBiNTHiNACEUM L. Prairie Dock.

Throughout the western half of the state, from I^ake Erie to the Ohio River.

S1I.PHIUM TEREBINTHINACEUM PINNATIFIDUM ( Ell. ) Gray.

"Darby Plains, O.," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman
;

Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence ; l/oudon, Mrs. K. D. Sharpe.

SlI^PHIUM TRIFOI.IATUM It

Throughout the state.

21. PARTHENIUM h.

Parthenium hysterophorus L.

Grounds of Sell's Bros. Circus, (near Columbus) ; W. J. Green.

22. AMBROSIA Tourn. Ragweed.

Ambrosia artemisiaefowa L. Roman Wormwood. Hog-weed. Bitter-weed.

Common everywhere in fields and waste-places and along roadsides.

Ambrosia trifida I,. Great Rag-weed.

Common in low grounds and along streams all over the state.

Ambrosia trifida integrifolia (Muhl.) Torr. and Gray.

With the ordinary form.

23. XANTHIUM Tourn. Cocki^ebur. Ci^otbur.

XaNTHIUM CANADhNSE Mill.
*

Everywhere over the state.

XanThium canadense ECHINATum ( Murr. ) Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. W^right (Cat.) ; Columbus, Aug. D. Selby.

Xanthium spinosum h.

Dayton, H. A. Surface, Mrs. E.Jane Sp nee; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Xanthium strumarium L.

Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat) ; Franklin Co., Selby and Craig (Cat.)

24. HELIOPSIS Pers. Ox-EYE.

Hewopsis helianthoides (L.) B. S. p. (H. iaevis Pers.)

Common all over the state.
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Hkwopsis scabra Dunal.

lyoraiu Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

25. BCLIPTA I,.

EcwPTA AI.BA (ly.) Hassk.

Throughout central and southern Ohio. Cleveland, Wm. Krebs.

26. BRAUNBRIA Neck. {EchinaceaMo^ncK) Purpi^B Cone-fi.ower.

I.RAUNERIA PURPUREA (L. ) {Echinacea purpurea L.)

Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Franklin Co., W. J. Green ; Springfield, Mrs. B. Jane

Spence ; London, Mrs. K. D. Sharpe ; Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

27. RUDBBCKIA L. Cone-flower.

RUDBECKIA FUI.GIDA Ait.

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.); Licking Co.,

H. L.Jones (Cat.)

RUDBBCKIA HIRTA L.

Common.

RUDBECKIA I^ACINIATA L.

Common over the state.

RUDBECKIA SPECIOSA Wenderoth

.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Champaign Co., Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat,

)

RUDBECKIA TRII^OBA L.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River. Throughout the western half of the state.

28. LBPACHYS Raf.

Lepachys pinnaTa (Vent.) Torr and Gray.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Franklin Co. Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Mrs. B.

Jane Spence ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.

)

29. HBLIANTHUSL. Sunfi^ower.

HEI.IANTHUS ANNUUS L- Common Sunflower.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner (Lazenby and Werner Sup. list) ; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox and S.

Renshaw ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.

)

HElylANTHUS DECAPETAI.US L.

Frequent throughout the state.

HEI.IANTHUS DIVARICATUS L.

Throughout the state.
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HKI.IANTHUS DORONICOIDES Lam.
" Ohio," Gray (Manual) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Hewanthus giganteus L.

Geierally distributed over the western half of the state.

Hetianthus giganteus ambiguus Torr. & Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

HeIvIANThus grosse-serratus Martens.

Springfield, Mrs. B. Jane Spence ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat }

Hei<ianthus hirsutus Raf.

Not uncommon.

HElrlANTHUS I.AETIFI.ORI7S Pers.

Licking Co., H, L. Jones (Cat.)

Hewanthus MOi^iyis Lam.
Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

Hei^ianthus occidentals Riddell.

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

HewanThus parviflorus Benth.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

Hei<ianthus strumosus L.

Northern Ohio ; Cincinnati, JoS. F. James (Cat.)

HewanThuS strumosus MOI.I.1S ( Willd) Torr. and Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.

)

HEI.IANTHUS TRACHEtllEOWUS Willd.

" General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Hewanthus tuberosus L.

Common all over the state.

30. VERBESINA L. ( Actinomeris Nutt. ) Crownbeard.

Verbesina alternifolia ( L. ) ( Actinomeris alternifoUa L. A.squarrosa Nutt

)

Throughout the state.

Verbesina hei^ianthoides Michx.

Springfield, Mrs. E.Jane Spence; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Verbesina occidentai^is Walt
"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

31. COREOPSIS L. TiCKSEED.

Coreopsis auricui^ata L.

Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Coreopsis senifoi^ia Mx.

Ironton (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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Coreopsis triptkris ly. Tall Coreopsis.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

Coreopsis verticii,i.ata h.
" Torrey and Gray," ( Beardslee Cat.

)

32. BIDENS L. Bur-Marigold.

BiDENS aristosa (Mx. ) Britt. ( Coreopsis aristosa Mx.

)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson; Licking Co., H. L. Jones

(Cat.) ; Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence; Franklin and Champaign Counties,

Wm. C. Werner.

BiDENS BECKii Torn
Geauga Co., Dr. Canfield (Beardslee Cat.)

BiDENS BIPINNATA L.

Common.

BiDENS CERNUA L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Licking Co., H. L.Jones

(Cat); Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

BiDENS CONNATA Muhl. Swamp Beggar Ticks.

Generally distributed.

BiDENS DiscoiDEA (Torr. and Gray) Britt. {Coreopsis discoidea Torr. and Gray.

)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

BiDENS FRONDOSA L.

Common.

BiDENS i^AEvis ( L. ) B. S. R ( B. chrysanthemoides Mx.

)

Common.

BiDENS TRiCHOSPERMA ( Mx. ) Britt {Coreopsis trichosperma Mx.) Tickseed

Sunflower. Northern Ohio ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

33. GALINSOGA Ruiz and Pavon.

Gai^insoga parvifi^ora Cav.

Cleveland, W., Krebs; Painesville, Otto Hacker; Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; Co-

lumbiana Co., H. Herzer.

34. DYSODIA Cav. Fetid Marigold.

Dysodia papposa (Vent. ) Hitch. ( D. chrysanthemoides Lag.

)

Franklin Co., W. J. Green and E. V. Wilcox; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

;

Ross Co., W. E. Saiford (Torr. Bull.)

35. HELENIUM L. Sneeze-weed.

Hei^Enium auTumnai^e L.

Common everywhere.
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HEI.ENIUM NUDIFIyORUM Nutt.

Grouncis of Sells' Bros. Circus near Columbus, E. B. Bogue.

HEIyENIUM TENUIFOWUM Nutt.

Cxrounds of Sells' Bros. Circus near Columbus, W. J. Green.

36. ACTlNBIvLA Pers.

ACTINEI^I/A ACAUWS GI^ABRA Gray.

Lakeside (Ottawa Co.,) C. M. Weed.

37. ACHILLEA L. Yarrow. Milfoil.

ACHII.I,EA MII^lvEFOLIUM L.

Common over the whole state.

38. ANTHEMISL. Chamomii.E.

Anthemis arvensis L. Corn Chamomile.

Painesviile, Wm. C. Werner ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.

)

ANTfeEMis coTuivA DC. May-weed.
Common in fields and waste places.

Anthemis no'bilis L.

W. E. Safford (Torr. Bull. XIII. 116

)

39. MATRICARIA Tourn. Wild Chamomii^E.

Matricaria CHAMOMILI.A L.

Lake Co., and Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Matricaria discoidea DC.

Cincinnati, D. L. James.

40. CHRYSANTHEMUM Tourn. Ox-EyE Daisy.

Chrysanthemum baxsamita tanacetoides Boiss.

Georgesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Chrysanthemum i^^ucanthemum L. Ox-eye Daisy. Whiteweed.

Throughout the whole state.

Chrysanthemum parThenium ( L.) Pers. Fever Few.

Elyria, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

41. TAlsACETUM L. TANSY.

TanaceTum VUI.GARE L. Common Tansy.

Not uncommon.

Tanacetum VUI.GARE CRISPUM Gray.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones, (Cat.)
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42. ARTEMISIA I,. Wormwood.

Artemisia abrotanum I^.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Artemisia absinthium L. Wormwood,
lyorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

Artemisia annua Iv.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Columbus, E.V.Wilcox; Lf^vvrence Co., Wm. C
Werner.

Artemisia biennis Willd.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Cleveland, W. Krebs;
Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Artemisia canadensis Michx.

Shore of Lake Erie, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.) E.
Claassen.

Artemisia vui^garis h.

Akron, E. W. Claypole (Torr. Bull.); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

43. TUSSILAGO L. Coi^tsfoot.

TUSSII^AGO FARFARA ly.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

44. ERECHTITES Raf. Fireweed.

ERECHTITES HIERACIFOI.IA (L.) Raf
Frequent.

45. SENECIO L. Groundsei,.

SEnECIO aureus Iv. Golden Ragwort
Everywhere.

Senecio aureus bai^samit^ T. & G.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Senecio aureus obovatus (Muhl) T. & G.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Franklin Co.,

Wm. C. Werner ;
Monroe Co., H. Herzer ; Chillicothe, R. E. Bower.

Senecio i<obatus Pers.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Senecio vui^garis L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright, (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

46. CACALIA L. Indian Plantain.
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Cacawa atripwcifoi^ia L.

Througbout the state.

CaCAWA RENIIfORMiS Muhl.

"Miami Country," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.) ; Licking Co., H. ly. Jones (Cat);

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.

)

Cacawa suaveoi^ens h.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cuyahoga
River, W. Krebs; Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence ; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark

(Cat.)

Cacawa tuberosa Nutt
"Central and Western Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)> Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.,) Wm. C.Werner.

47. ARCTIUM L. Burdock,

Arctium i^appa L.

All over the state.

k

Arctium i<appa minus Schk.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

48. CARDUUS L. ( Cnicus. ) Common or Plumed Thisti<e.

Carduus ai^tissimus L. ( Cnicus altissimus Willd.

)

Common over the state.

Carduus discoi^or (Muhl.) Nutt. ( Cnicus altissimus discolor Gray.)

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River throughout the western half of the state,

but infrequent.

Carduus arvensis (L. ) Curtis. {Cnicus arvensis HofFm.)

Frequent throughout the northern and central counties; Cincinnati, Jos. F.

James (Cat.)

Carduus i.anceoi.atus L. ( Cnicus lanceolatus Hoffm.

)

Generally distributed.

Carduus muticus (Mx.) Nutt. {Cnicus muticus Pursh.)

Apparently over the whole state.

Carduus odoratus ( Muhl. ) ( Cnicus pumilus Torr.

)

"General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.

Carduus virginianus L. {Cnicus virginianus Pursh.)

Lorain Co., A, A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

49. ONOPORDON L. Cotton or Scotch Thisti^e.

Onopordon acanthium L.

Sparingly naturalized, J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)
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50. CBNTAUREA t,. Star Thisti^e.

Ckntaurea benkdicta Iv.

" Sparingly naturalized.'* J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

CenTaurEa cyanus L. Blue Bottle.

Cleveland, Wm. Krebs; Columbus, Moses Craig; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.

CenTaurea jacea L.

Richland Co., B. Wilkinson; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Centaurea nigra L. Knapweed.
Painesville, Otto Hacker.

51. CICHORIUML. Chicory. Succory.

CiCHORIUM INTYBUS L.

Northern Ohio; Franklin Co., B. V. Wilcox; Monroe Co., H. Herzer.

52. APOGON Neck. (A>z^/a L.) Dwarf Dandei^ion.

Apogon virginicum (L.) Kuntze. {Krigia ampiexicaulis Nutt.)

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

Apogon dandewon (L.) Kuntze. {Krigia dandelion Nutt.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Apogon caroi^inianum (Nutt.) {Krigia virginica Willd.)

Southern Ohio, Leo Lesquereux (Beardslee Cat.)

53. LAPSANA L. Nippi,e-wort.

Lapsana communis L.

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Columbus, W. R. Lazenby.

54. CRBPISL.

Crepis tectorum L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

55. HIBRACIUM L. Hawkweed.

HiERACIUM canadense Michx.

'^ Northern Ohio, general" H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

HiERACIUM GRONOVII L.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

HiERACIUM PANICUI<ATUM L.

Northern and central Ohio ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James.

HiERACIUM SCABRUM Michx.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.
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HiERACIUM VBNOSUM L.

Not uncommon.

56. LEONTODON h. Fai.1. Dandewon.

Leontodon autumnai^is L.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

57. TARAXACUM Hall. Dandkwon,

Taraxacum officinaIvB Weber.

Everywhere.

58. LACTUCAL. Lettuck.

IvACTUCA CANADENSIS U
Common.

Lactuca floridana (I/.) Gaertn.

Apparently over the whole state.

Lactuca hirsuta Muhl.

lyicking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.) The plant given as above by Craig (O. S. D,

Flora,) and Lazenby and Werner (Sup. Cat. ) is L. fioridana.

Lactuca i^udoviciana (Nutt.) DC.
" Ohio "

J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Lactuca pui.chei.i*a (Ph.) DC.

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Lactuca sagittaefowa Ell. {L. integrifolia Bigel.)

Over the state, not abundant.

Lactuca spicata Lam. [L, leucophaea Qnx^y),

Throughout the state.

Lactuca spicata integrifowa (Gray) Britton. (Z. leucophaea integrifolia Grayf
Northern and central Ohio;' no specimens seen from southern Ohio.

Lactuca scarioi^a L.

Over the whole State.

Lactuca VII.I.OSA Jacq. (Z. acuminata Gray).
" Miami Country," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat),

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.

)

59. PRENANTHESL. Ratti.eSnake-root.

PRENANTHES AI.BA L.

Throughout the state.

7 G. O.
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PRE^NANTHES AI^TISSIMA ly.

Generally distributed.

PRENANTHES aspera, Mx.
"Ohio," Gray (Manual).

PrenanThKS crEpidinea Michx.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Cokimbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F.

James ( Cat.

)

Prenanthes racemosa Michx.

Gypsum (Ottawa Co.,) B. Claassen; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Cleveland, E. Claas-

sen ; Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence.

Prenanthes se^rpentaria Pursh.
" General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat. ) ;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

PrEUANTHES VIRGATA, Mx.

"Southern and Central Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

60. SONCHUS Iv. Sow TmsTi^E.

Sonchus arvensis h.

''Introduced, Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Sonchus asper (L.)

Throughout the state.

Sonchus oi^eraceus L.

Common over the state.

61. TRAGOPOGON L. Sai^siey. Goat's-beard.

Tragopogon poRRiFoiyius ly. Salsify. Oystercplant.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Black Lick

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Tragopogon pratensis L. Goat's-beard.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

II. Order CAMPANUIvACEAE. Campanula Family.

62. CAMPANULA L. BeIvI.FI.owER.

CAMPANUI.A AMERICANA L.

Frequent.

Campanui^a aparinoides Pursh.

Frequent throughout the state, but not abundant in any locality.

Campanula rapunculoides L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ;
Painesville, Otto Hacker.
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Campahui^a ROTUNDIFOI^IA h'

Put-in-Bay Island (Lake Erie), H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.)

63.
' SPECULARIA Heist. Venus' L00KING-GI.ASS.

SpecuIvARIa PERF01.IATA (I/.) A. DC.

Throughout the state.

III. Ordkr LOBELIACEAE. Lobelia Family.

64. LOBBXIAL. LOBKUA.

IvOBEIvIA CARDINAWS L.

Frequent throughout the state.

LOBEI.IA INFI<ATA h.

Over the whole state.

Lobelia kai^mii L.

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Columbus, E. E. Bogue; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.,)

Mrs. E. Jane Spence.

LOBEI.IA I,EPTOSTACHYS.A. DC.

Toledo, J, A. Sanford; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Licking Co., H, L. Jones

(Cat.
) ; Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence.

L0BEI.IA NUTTALLii Roem. and Schult.

Was given for Ohio by Lazenby and Werner (Sup. Cat.) from notes by Prof.

Lazenby. On examination of the specimen it was found to be Lobelia spicata.

LOBEI^IA PUBERULA Michx.

Rio Grande (Gallia Co,,) J. W. Davis.

LoBEiyiA SPICATA Lam.
Throughout the state. Infrequent.

Lobelia syphilitica L.

Frequent over the whole state.

IV. Order CURCURBITACEAE. Gourd Family.

66. MICRAMPELES Raf. ( Echinocystis. ) W11.D Balsam Apple.

MiCRAMPELES LOBATA ( Mx. ) Greene. ( Echinocystis lobata Torr. and Gray.

)

Common throughout the state.

66. SICYOS L. One-seeded Bur-Cucumber.
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SiCYOS ANGUI^ATUS L.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

V. Order DIPSACEAE. Teasel Family.

67. DIPSACUS Tourn. TeaskI/.

DiPSACUS SYi^VKSTRiS Mill. Wild Teasel.

Common over the whole state.

VI. Order VALERIANACEAE. Valerian Family.

eS. VALERIANA L. Vai^eRIAN.

VaIvERIANA EDUI.IS Nutt.

Columbus, W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee Ca . ) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.,) E. M. Wilcox.

Vai^eriana PAUCiEi^ORA Michx.

Central and southern Ohio; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

69. VALERIANELLA Tourn. Corn Sai,ad. Lamb Lettuce.

VaI,ERIANEI.I.A CHENOPODIFOI.IA D. C.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.

)

VAI.ERIANEI.I.A I.OCUSTA (L.) Bettke. ( V. oHtoria Poll.

)

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Cincinnati, C. J. Herrick.

VAIvERIANEIylyA RADTATA ( L. ) Dufr.

W. S Sullivant (Cat. 1840) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

VaIvErianeTvT^a woodsiana PATEI.I.ARIA (Sulliv.) Gray.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840 ) ; Cincinnati, Jos, F. James ( Cat.)

VaIvERIaneeea woodsiana UMBII.ICATA (Sulliv.) Gray.

Throughout south central Ohio.

VII. Order CAPRIFOIylACEAE. Honeysuckle Family.

70. SAMBUCUS Tourn. Ei^der.

Sambucus canadensis L.

Common all over the state.
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Sambucus racemosus L.

Frequent throughout northern Oh o; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox.

71. VIBURNUM I/. Arrow-WOOD. Laurkstinus.

Viburnum acerifowuiCe L. Dockmackie. Arrow-wood
Generally distributed.

Viburnum dentatum I,. Arrow-wood.
Throughout the northern half of the state.

Viburnum i^antanoides Michx. Hobble- bush. American Wayfaring-tree.
Ashtabula Co., John Ramage; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Viburnum i<entago L. Sweet Viburnum. Sheep-berry.

Probably generally distributed.

Viburnum nudum L.
" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Viburnum nudum cassinoides ( h. ) Jacq.

Iworain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, W. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co.,

E. B. Bogue.

Viburnum opui^us I^. Cranberry-tree.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A.Wright (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Viburnum prunifowum L. Black Haw.
Frequent throughout the central and southern part of the state, also Lima, W.

A. Kellerman.

Viburnum pubescens Pursh. Downy Arrow-wood.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co.,

E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

72. TRIOSTEUM L. Fever-wort. Horse-Gentian.

Triosteum angustifowum L.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark ( H. C. Bear 'slee Cat )

Triosteum perforatum L. Tinker's Weed. Wild Cofi"ee.

Throughout the state.

73. SYMPHORICARPOS Dill. Snow-berry.

SympItoricarpos racemosus Michx. Snowberry.

Near Cincinnati. J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835 ) ; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.

)

Symphoricarpos PAUCIFI.ORUS (Robbins.) {S. racemosus paucifiorus Robbins).
Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.,) W. Krebs.
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Symphoricarpos VUI.GARIS Mich. Indian Currant. Coral Berry.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (H. C. Beardslee Cat); Painesville. W. C. Werner;

Licking Co., H. 1,. Jones ( Cat.

)

74. LONICERA 1,. Honkysucklk. Woodbine.

IvONiCERA CAKRUivKA h. Mountain Fly-Honeysuckle.

•^Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

lyONICERA ClIvIATA Muhl.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs, W. C. Werner, A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H.

Iv. Jones ( Cat.

)

LONICERA GI.AUCA Hill.

Champaign Co., W. C. Werner; Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence; Licking Co..

H. L.Jones (Cat.)

LONICE'A GRATA Ait. American Wood-bine.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

LONTCERA HiRSUTA Eaton. Hairy Honeysuckle.

Northern Ohio; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

LONTCERA OBLONGiFOivTA Muhl. Swamp Fly-Honevsuckle,

Lake shore, near Cleveland, W. Krebs.

LONICERA SEMPERVIRENS Ait. Trumpet Honeysuckle.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, W. C. Wer-
ner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

LoNiCERA sui.i,iVANTii Gray.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence; Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; Fairfield Co.,

E. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

LONICERA XYLOSTEUM L.
^

Escaped from cultivation, Painesville, O. Hacker.

75. DIERVILLA Tourn. Bush Honeysucki^e.

DiERViiviyA TRiEiDA, Moencli.

Throughout the northern half of the state.

VIII. Order RUBIACE^. Madder Family.

76. CEPHALANTHUS L. Button Bush.

CEPHAIvANTHUS OCCIDENT AI,IS L.

Frequent all over the state.

77. OLDENLANDIA L.
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Oi^DKNLANDiA UNiFi^ORA L. ( O, glomerata Michx.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

78. HOUSTONIA U

HouSTONiA CAERUI.EA I,. Bluets. Innocence.

Distributed over the whole state.

HoUSTONIA PURPUREA I/.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.); Loveland (Clermont Co.) Jos. F. James.

HouSTONiA ciwoi^ATA, Torr. {H, purpurea ciliolata Gray).

Not frequent, but found from northern Ohio to Cincinnati.

HousTONiA I.ONGIFOI.IA Gaertn. {H, purpurea longifolia Gray).

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state; S. Bass Island (Lake Erie)

W. Krebs.

HOUSTONIA TENUIFOWA Nutt, (
//". purpurea tenuifolia Gray).

" a E. Ohio," Gray ( Manual).

79. MITCHELLA L. Partridge Berry.

MlTCHEIyl^A REPENS L.

Throughout the state.

•80. SPERMACOCE Dill. Button-weed.

SPERMACOCE GI.ABRA Michx.
*' Southern Ohio," Asa Gray (Manual).

81. GALIUM L. Bedstraw. Ci^EaverS.

Gai^ium aparine, L. Cleavers. Goose-grass,

Frequent throughout the state.

Gawum ASPREiyi^UM, Michx.

Common throughout the state.

Gai^ium boreai^e L. Northern Bedstraw.

"Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat);

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

Gawum circ^zans Michx. Wild Liquorice.

Over the whole state.

Gai<ium concinnum Torr. & Gray.

Frequent all over the the state.

Gawum I.ANCEOI.ATUM Torr. Wild Liquorice.

" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Northern Ohio, A. A. Wrights* (Cat) ; Cen-

tral Ohio, Mrs. E. Jane Spence, H. L. Jones (Cat.)
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GaI^IUM I,ATlFOr.IUM Michx.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark ( Cat.)

GaIvIUM pilosum Ait.

YoungstQwn, R. H. Ingraham; Central Ohio, B. V. Wilcox, H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Gawum Trifidum 1(. Small Bedstraw.

Generally distributed.

Gawum trifidum i.atifoi,ium Torn
Not abundant but distributed over the state.

GAiyiUM TRIFIDUM PUSii^ivUM Gray.

lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, W. C. Wer-

ner; Columbus, W. C. Werner.

Gai^ium Trifi^orum Michx. Sweet-scented Bedstraw.

Throughout the state.

Gai^ium vbrnum Iv. Yellow Bedstraw.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

IX. Order PI.ANTAGINACE^. Plantain Family.

82. P1.ANTAG0 Tourn. Pi<antain. Ribwort.

Pl^NTAGO CORDATA Lam. *

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus, D. S. Kellicott.

PlantAGO ei^ongata Ph. {P. pusilla Nutt.)

" General " J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

PlanTAGO ivANCieoLATA L- Ribgrass. Ripplegrass. English Plantain.

Common.

PLANTAGO MAJOR L.

Painesville, Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

PLANTAGO PATAGONICA ARISTATA (Mx.) Gray.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat); Franklin Co., W. S.

Devol.

Plantago ruGEI.ii Decaisne.

Common everywhere.

Plantago virginica L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.) ; Sugar Grove.

E. V. Wilcox; Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.
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X. Order VERBENACE^. Vervain Family.

83. PHRYMA L. LoPSEED.

Phryma I^EPTOSTACHYA If.

Frequent

84. LIPPIA Houst

LiPPiA i/ANCEOi^ATA Michx. Fog'-fruit.

Throughout the southern half of the state.

85. VERBENA Tourn. Vervain.

Verbena angustifolia Michx.

Kelley*s Island, W. Krebs; Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.)

Verbena aubi^etia h.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Verbena bracteosa Michx.

Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Verbena hastata L. Blue Vervain.

Common.

Verbena stricta Vent Hoary Vervain.

Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Columbus, W. J.

Green.

Verbena urTic^foi^ia L. White Vervain.

Common.

XI. Order LABIATAE. Mint Family.

86. MENTHA Tourn. Mint.

Mentha aquatica h.

Columbus, A. F. Wilcox.

MtoTHA ARVENSIS h. Corn Mint
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, Otto Hacker; "Duncan's Plaifts,

Ohio," J. I/. Riddell ( Synop. 1835.)

Mentha canadensis I*. Wild Mint
. Throughout the state.

Mentha canadensis borEAWS (Mx.) Wood. (M. canadensis giabrata Berth).

Ohio, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)
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Mentha pipkrita h. Peppermint.
Widely distributed.

Mentha sativa h. Whorled Mint.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.

)

Mentha syi^vestris ai.opecuroidks (Hall ) Baker. Horse Mint.
Franklin Co., K. V. Wilcox.

Mentha viridis L.

Northern and central Ohio; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

87. COLLINSONIA h. Horse-Bai.m.

Coi,i.iNSONTA canadensis h. Rich-weed. Stone root.

Distributed over the state.

88. LYCOPUvS Tourn. Watkr-Horehound.

Lycopus RUBEI.I.US Moench.
New Antioch (Clinton. Co.,) J. S. Vandervort; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

;

Painesville and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.

)

Lycopus sinuatus Ell.

Common.

Lycopus europaeus L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat ); Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Lycopus virginicus L. Bugle-weed.

Common.

89. CUNILA L. Dittany.

CuNiivA MARIANA L- Common Dittany.

Southern half of the state.

90. PYCNANTHFJMUM Mx. Mountain Mint. Basii^

Pycnanthemum aristatum Mx.
"Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Pycnanthemum fi^exuosum (Walt.) B. S. P. {P. linifolmm Ph.)

Frequent.

Pycnanthemum incanum ( L. ) Mx.
Throughout the state, but not common.

Pycnanthemum muticum ( Mx. ) Pers.

Licking Co., R. H. Ingraham, H. L.Jones (Cat).
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PYCNANTHEMUM MUTICUM PXI^OSUM Gr.

Cleveland, Dover Bay, W. Krebs; Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence; Miami Valley,

A. P. Morgan ( Flora).

PYCNANTHEMUM viRGiNicuM (Iv.) B. S. P. {P. laticeolatum Ph.)

Frequent.

91. ORIGANUM Tourn. Wild Marjoram.

Origanum vulgare I/.

"Interior O.," Leo Lesquereux (Newberry Cat.)

92. THYMUS Tourn. Thyme.

Thymus SERPYLLUM ly. Creeping Thyme.
'• Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

92a. SATUREIA Tourn.

SaTUREIa hortensis L. S uniiner Savory.

''Ohio," Gray (Man.)

93. HEDEOMA Pers. Mock Pennyroyal.

Hedeoma pulEGIOIDES (L.) Pers. American Pennyroyal.

Common,

94. CAIvAMINTHA Tourn. CalaminT.

CalaminTha clinopodium Benth. Basil.

Northern and central Ohio; Fairfield Co., E. V, Wilcox, S. Renshaw.

Calamintha glabella Benth.

"Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Newberry Cat.)

CalaminTha GLABRA Nutt. {C. nuttal/U Gvo-y).

Marblehead, (Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs; Lakeside, Aug. D. Selby; Tiffin (Seneca

Co.) W. H. Egbert; Clifton (Green Co.,) Mrs. E. J. Spence.

95. MELISSA L. Balm.

Melissa oeeicinalis L. Common Balm.

Occasionally throughout the state.

96. SALVIA L. Sage.

Salvia lyrata L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Rio Grande (Gallia Co.) W. W. Deckard;

Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.
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97. MONARDA h. Horse-minT.

MONARDA BRADBURIANA Beck.

Cincinnati, Jos. Clark ( Cat.) ; Southern and western Ohio, Thos. G. Clark

(Beardslee Cat.)

MONARDA CITRIODORA Cerv.

Columbus, grounds of Sells Bros.' circus, Aug. D. Selby.

MONARDA CI.INOPODIA L.

Richland Co., E. Wilkinson; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw; Paines-

ville, Franklin Co., W. C. Werner • New Antioch ( Clinton Co.) J. S. Vandervort.

MONAR.DA DiDYMA L. Oswcgo Tea. Bee-Balm.

Nelson I^edge (Portage Co.) W. Krebs; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

MONARDA FISTUIvOSA ly.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Defiance Co., J. M. Phillips; Summit Co., W.
Krebs ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

MONARDA PUNCTATA h.
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

98. BLEPHIIvIA Raf.

Bl^KPHiiviA ciiviATA (L.) Raf.

Frequent.

Bi^KPHiiviA HiRSUTA Benth.

Frequent.

99. LOPHANTHUS Benth. Giant Hyssop.

IvOPHANTHUS NKPETOIDES ( ly.) Benth. »

Frequent throughout the state.

LOPHANTHUS SCROPHUI^ARI^FOIylUS ( Willd.) Benth.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Medina Co., W. Krebs; Franklin Co., Aug. D.

Selby; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat)

100. NEPETA h. Cat-Mint.

NkpETa cataria Iv. Catnip.

Common.

NepETa HEi^ERACEA (I/.) B. S. P. {N. glechoma Benth) Ground Ivy. Gill-over-the-

ground.

Common.

101. SCUTEIylvARIA L. Skui.i<cap.
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SCUTEI.I.ARIA CANESCENS Nutt
Generally distributed.

SCUTEI.I<ARIA GAI.ERICUI.ATA It.

Throughout the state.

SCUTEI.I.ARIA INTEGRIFOI<IA L.

*• General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

ScUTELIyARiA I.ATERIEI.ORA h. Mad-dog Skullcap.

Generally distributed.

SCUTEI.I.ARIA NERVOSA Pursh.

Throughout the state but not frequent

SCUTEI/IyARIA PARVUl^A Mx.

Lake Erie to southern Ohio, but not common.

SCUTEI^I^ARIA PII.OSA Mx.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. h. Jones (Cat.)

SCUTELIyARIA SAXATII.IS Riddell.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

SCUTEI.I.ARIA VERSICOI.OR Nutt
Frequent throughout the southern half of the state. Cleveland, Wm. Krebs.

102. BRUNELLA Tourn. Sei.f-heal.

BRUNEI/I.A vui<GARis L. Common Self-heal or Heal-all.

Common.

103. PHYSOSTEGIA Benth. Fai.SE Dragon-head.

Physostegia virginiana (L.) Benth.

Generally distributed.

104. SYNANDRA Nutt

SyNANDRA GRANDIFI.ORA Nutt
^

Franklin Co., J. E. Gould; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.) ; Lawrence Co., W. C.

Werner.

105. MARRUBIUM Tourn. Horehound.

Marrubium vui<gare L. Common Horehound.

Fields and waste places all over the state.

106. STACHYS Tourn. Hedge-NettjcE.

STACHYS ASPERA Mx.

Throughout the state.
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Stachys aspKRA gi^abra Gray.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Lickiug County, H, L.Jones (Cat.); Columbus,
Wm. C. Werner.

Stachys cordata Riddell.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.); Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Stachys pai^ustris L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James ( Cat)

107. GALEOPSIS L. Hkmp-Netti.k.

Gai^eopsis tetrahiT L. Common Hemp-Nettle.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

108. LEONURUS L. Motherwort.

Leonurus cardiaca L. Common Motherwort
Common.

109. LAMIUM L. Dead-NeT'iM.e.

LAMIUM AIvBUM L.

Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)

Lamium ampi.exicaui,E L.

Frequent throughout the state.

Lamium macui.atum L.

Loram Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)
;
Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Lamium purpureum L.

Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

110. TRICHOSTEMA L. Bi.uE Cures.

Trichostema dichotomum L. BastardJ*ennyroyal.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

11L ISANTHUS Mx. Fai.SE Pennyroyae.

IsanThus brachiatus (L.) B. S. P. (/. caeruleus Mx.)

Marblehead (Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs; Muskingum Co., W. C. Werner; Warren
Co., W. A. Kellerman.

112. TEUCRIUM Tourn. Germander.

Teucrium canadense L. American Germander.

Frequent all over the state.
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ll2a. AJUGA L.

AjUGA RBPTANS L,.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

XII. Order BORRAGINACE^. Borage Family.

113. HELIOTROPIUM Tourn. T0URNS01.E. Hkwotrope.

Hei^iotropium indicum Iv.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

HEI.IOTROPIUM ANCHUS^FOWUM Poir.

Introduced, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

114. CYNOGLOSSUM Tourn. Hound's-Tonguk.

CynogIvOSSUM officinai^e L. Common Hound^s-Tongue.
Frequent in waste places and roadsides.

CYNOG1.OSSUM VIRGINICUM ly. Wild Comfrey.

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, Otto Hacker; Central and southern Ohio.

115. LAPPULA Moench. ( JSchinospermum hGhm,) Stickseed.

IyAPPUi<A MYOSOTis Moeuch. {Echinospermum lappula Lehm.)

Common.

LAPPUiyA viRGiNiANA (I/.) Greene. {Echinospermum virginicum Irehm.)

Apparantly over the whole state.

116. SYMPHYTUM Tourn. Comfrey.

Symphytum officinai^e L. Common Comfrey.

Appears over the state generally but infrequent.

117. LYCOPSIS L. BUGI.OSS.

Lycopsis arvensis L. Small Bugloss.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

118. MERTENSIA Roth. Uitlgwort

Mertensia virginica (L.) DC.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

119. MYOSOTIS Dill. Scorpion-grass. Forgft-me-not.

Myosotis arvensis (L.) Wind.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Franklin Co., Miss Hulda Hoff-

man; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ;. Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ruth E.
Brockett.
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Myosotis I.AXA Lehm.
Frequent in marshes and wet places throughout northern Ohio.

Myosotis PA];usTus (Iv.) Kelp. True Forget-me-not.
"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Myosotis virginica (L.) B. S. p. {M. verna Nutt.)

Central and southern Ohio, Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Ashtabula Co., Sara
F. Goodrich.

120. ONOSMODIUM Michx. Fai.s^ Gromwei.1..

Onosmodium caroi^inianum (Lam.) DC.
Several localities in the northern half of the state.

Onosmodium carolinianum moi^i^e Gray.
" Ohio " Gray's Man 5th ed...

Onosmodium viRGiNicuM (L.) DC.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

121. LITHOSPERMUM Tourn. Gromwei.1.. Puccoon.

' LITHOSPERMUM ANGUSTIFOI.IUM Michx.

Cedar Point, near Sandusky, W. Krebs.

LITHOSPERMUM ARVENSE L. Corn Gromwell.

Common throughout the state.

LITHOSPERMUM CANESCENS (Mx.) Lehm. Puccoon.

Throughout central and southern Ohio. Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

LITHOSPERMUM HIRTUM Lehm.
Cedar Point ( Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

LITHOSPERMUM I,ATlFOI,IUM Michx.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford , Cincinnati, J. F. James ; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

LITHOSPERMUM OFFiciNAivE L. Common Gromwell.

. " Central Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

122. BCHIUM Tourn. Viper's Bugi^oss.

EcHiUM VUI.GARE L. Blue-weed.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

XIII .Order HYDROPHYLLACE^. Waterleaf Family.

123. HYDROPHYLLUM Tourn. WaTERI^Eap.

HYDROPHYI^IvUM APPENDICUI.ATUM Mx.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.
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Hydrophyi,i,um CANABENSE I/.

Widely distributed.

HYDROPHYIvi;aM MACROPHYI,I,UM Nutt
Central and southern Ohio.

Hydrophyi^i^um virginicum h.

Apparently over the state.

124. PHACELIA Juss.

Phacei<ia bipinnatifida Michx.

Cincinnati, C. J. Herrick, J. F. James (Cat.)

Phac^i^ia dubia (L.) {P.parvifloraVK)
*' Central and southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

PHACei^IA FIMBRIATA Michx.
*• Central and southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Phacewla purshii Buckley.

Throughout the southern half of the state.

XIV. Ordkr ACANTHACE^. Acanthus Family.

125. RUELLIA Pi^umibjr.

RUKIyl^IA CII.IOSA Pursh.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence; Licking Co., H. I^. Jones (Cat)

RUEI.I.IA STRIJPKNS ly.

Throughout the southern half of the state,

RUEI*I.IA STREPENS CI^KISTANTHA Gray.

With the type.

126. DIANTHKRA Gronov. Water-Wii.i,ow.

DiANTHERA AMERICANA L.

Islands of Lake Erie and southward to the Ohio River.

XV. Order BIGNONIAC^B. Bignonia Family.

127. BIGNONIA Tourn.

Bignonia capreoi^ta L. Cross-vine.

lyawrence Co., at Ironton and Hanging Rock, W. C. Werner, and in Sytnmes

Creek Valley, W.A. Kellerman.

8 G. O.
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128. CATALPA Scop., Walt. CaTai^pa. Indian Bejan.

CaTai^pa catai^pa (Iv.) Sudworth (C bignonioides Walt.)

Fairly naturalized in southern Ohio, J. H. Warder (W. PI. O. 1882) ; Warren and
Lawrence Counties, W. A. Kellerman; Licking Co.,H. L.Jones (Cat); Cincin-

nati; J. F.Jones (Cat).

Catai^pa speciosa Warder.
Nearly naturalized in southwestern Ohio, J. H. Warder (W. PI. O. 1882).; Law-
rence Co., W. A. Kellerman.

129. Tecoma Juss. Trumpkt-fi^ower.

Tecoma radicans (L.) Juss.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

XVI. Order PEDALIACEAE.

130. MARTYNIA L. Unicorn-pi,ant.

Martynia proboscidea Glox.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840) ; Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat)

XVII. Ordbr OROBANCHACE^. Broom-Rape Family.

131. APHYLLON Mitchell. Naked Broom-rape.

APHYiviyON UNiFi^ORUM (L.) Gray. One-flowered Cancer-root

. Distributed throughout the state but not abundant

132. CONOPHOLIS Walroth. Squaw-root. Cancer-root.

C0NOPHOI.1S AMERICANA (L. f.) Wallroth.

Widely distributed.

133. EPIPHEGUS Nutt. Beech-drops. Cancer-root.

Epiphegus virginiana (L.) Burt,

Over the whole state.

XVIII. Order LENTIBUIvARIACE^ I.. Bladder-wort Family.

134. UTRICULARIA L. Bi^adderworT.

UTRICUIvARIA cornuta Mx.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840).

Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.
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Utricui^aria gibba h.

Central and southern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

Utricui^aria intermedia Hayne.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840) ; Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (Newberry

Cat) ; Painesille and Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Dtricui^aria minor!/.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Cincin-

nati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Utricui^aria vulgaris L.

Northern and central Ohio no specimen seen from the southern part of the

state.

XIX, Ordkr SCROPHULARIACE^ Figwort Family.

135. VERBASCUM L. MUI.1.EIN.

Verbascum blattaria L. Moth Mullein.

Throughout the state, common in some sections.

Verbascum thapsus L. Common Mullein.

Throughout the state.

136. LINARIA Tourn. Toad-fi.aj£.

LiNARiA CANADENSIS (L). Dumont
"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

LiNARIA EI.ATINE (L.) Mill.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

LiNARIA VUIyGARIS MilL

Common.

137. SCROPHULARIA Tourn. Figwort

SCROPHUI.ARIA MARYi^ANDiCA L. {S. fiodosa marylatidica Gray.)

Widely distributed.

138. CHELONE Tourn. Turti,e-head. Snake-head.

CHEI.ONE GI.ABRA L.

Throughout the state.

139. Pentstemon Mitchell. Beard-Tongue.

PenTSTEMON hirsutu^ (L.) Willd. {P. pubescens Solander.)

Over the state.
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PEnTSTKmon i^^vigaTuS Solander.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

PKNO'STKMON Iv-^VIGATUS DiGiTAlviS Gray.

Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.

140. COLLINSIA, Nutt.

C01.I.INSIA VERNA Nutt.

Rather frequent throughout the central and southern part of the state ;
rare

northward.

141. MIMULUS ly. MONKKY-FI^OWER.

MlMUl^US AI.ATUS Ait.

Distributed throughout the state,

M1MUI.US RINGKNS If.

Frequent.

142. CONOEEA Aublet

CONOBEA MUI.TIFIDA (Mx.) Benth.

Lake Side (Ottawa Co.) Aug. D. Selby ; Dayton, August F. Foerste (Bot. Gaz.,

vol. VI, p. 214) ; Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.)

143. GRATIOLAL. Hedge^-hyssop.

GRATIOI.A AUREA Muhl.

"Eastern and northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

GraTioi^a virginica L.

Over the whole state.

144. ILYSANTHES Raf. (Fai.SE Pimpernei..)

Ii^YSANTHES GRATiOLOiDES (L.) Benth. (/. Hparia Raf.)

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

145. DIGITALIS L.

DIGITAI.IS I<UTEA L.

Cleveland, W. Krebs (introchiccd).

146. VERONICA L. SpEEDwei.1..

Veronica agrestis L.

Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat. ) ; Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Columbus, Cora

McFadden.
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VERONICA AMERICANA Schw,
Common.

Veronica anagai^us h.

Cincinnati, J. P. James (Cat); Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Rensliaw;

Franklin Co., Moses Craig.

Veronica arvensis I/.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

Veronica byzantina (Sibth. and Sm.) B. S. P. ( K buxbaumii Tenore)

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Veronica hederaefoi^ia L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)
'

Veronica officinai^is L.

Common.

Veronica peregrina L.

Generally distributed over the state.

Veronica scuteIvIvATa L.

Northern and central portion of the state ; no specimens seen from the south-

ern counties.

Veronica serpyi,i^ifoi.ia L.

Frequent

Veronica virginica L.

Widely distributed.

147. BUCHNERA L. Bi.ue-HearTS.

BUCHNERA AMERICANA L.

"Central Ohio," W. h. Sullivant (Newberry Cat.) ; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

148. SEYMBRIA Pursh.

SEYMERIA MACROPHYIyUi. Nutt
Frequent throughout central and southern Ohio ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

149. GERARDIAL.

GERARDIA AURICUI.ATA Michx.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840). Has not been found by recent

collectors.

Gerardia purpurea L.

Ca'^awba Island, W. Krebs; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, J. F.

James (Cat)
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Ge:rardia T]e;nuifoi.ia Vahl.

Throughout the state.

150. DASYSTOMA Raf.

Dasystoma fIvAVA { Iv. ) Wood. ( Gerardia flava L .

)

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)

;

Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

Dasystoma i^aevigaTa (Raf.) ( Gerardia laevigata Raf.)

Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox.

Dasystoma pedicui^aria ( L. ) Benth. ( Gerardia pedicularia L.

)

Trumbull Co., Dr. Kellogg (Beardslee Cat.
)

; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

DAvSYSTOMa virginica (L. ) ( Gerardia quercijolia Ph.

)

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

;

Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.) ; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

151. CASTILLBIA Mutis. Painteb-Cup.

Castii,i,eia coccinea (L.) Spreng. Scarlet Painted-cup.

Ironton, (Lawrence Co.) W. C. Werner; Georgesville, Franklin Co.,B. V. Wilcox.

152. PBDICULARIS Tourn. LouseworT.

PEDICUI.ARIS CANADENSIS L. Common Lousewort. Wood Betony.

Common.

PEDICUI^ARIS I.ANCEOI.ATA Michx.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River,

153. MELAMPYRUM Tourn. Cow-Wheat.

MeI/Ampyrum i^ineare Lam. {M. americanum Mx.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, Wm. C.

Werner.

XX. Order SOLANACE^. Nightshade Family.

154. SOLANUM Tourn. Nightshade.

SOIyANUM CAROI^INENSE L.

Frequent.

SOI^ANUM DUI.CAMARA L.

Throughout the state.

Soi^anum nigrum L.

Frequent and common in cultivated ground.
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SOI^ANUM ROSTRATUM Duiial.

Franklin Co., W. J. Green; Painesville, O. Hacker; Burghill, (Trumbull Co.) J.

I. King ; Petersburg, J. A. Crawford.

155. PHYSALIS I/. Ground Cherry.

Physai^is i^anceotata Michx.

Throughout central and southern Ohio ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

PHYSAI.IS PHII<ADEI.PHICA Lam.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Loveland,

J. F.James (Cat.)

Physaws pubescens L.

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.

Jones ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat.)

Physaws virginiana Mill.

Generally distributed.

Physalis viscosa L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

156. NICANDRA Adans. Appi^E OF PERU.

NiCANDRA PHYSAi<oiDES (L.) Gsertn.

Springfield, Mrs, E. J. Spence ; Franklin Co., E. V. Wilcox ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat.)

157. LYCIUM L. Matrimony Vine.

Lycium vui^gare (Ait.) Dunal.

Franklin Co., W. C. Werner; Painesville, O. Hacker; Miami Valley, A. P. Mor-

gan (Flora).

158. DATURA L. JAMESTOWN WEED. Thorn-appi,e.

Datura stramonium L.

Throughout the state.

Datura tatui^a L.

Introduced and widely distributed,

159. HYOSCYAMUS Tourn. Henbane.

HyOSCYAMUS NIGER L.

Shore of Lake Erie, J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

XXI. POLEMONIACEiB. Polemonium Family.

160. PHLOX L.
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PHI,0X divaRICATA ly.

Common.

PHI^OX GlyABEJRRIMA L.

Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat.)

Phi,ox MACUI.ATA L. Wild Sweet-william.

Frequet throughout central and southern Ohio; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson.

PHI,0X MACUI^ATA CANDIDA Mx.
Columbus, Moses Craig.

Phi,ox ovata Iv.

Delta (Fulton Co.) M. G. Aumend.

PHI/5X PANICUIvATA ly.

Frequent throughout central and southern Ohio; Richland Co., B. Wilkinson.

PhI,OX PlIvOSA L.

Summit Co., W. Krebs; Delta (Fulton Co.) M. G. Aumend; Georgesville

Franklin Co., E. V. Wilcox.

Phi<ox rkptans Mx.
"Argillaceous hillsides," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Phi,ox subui^aTa h. Ground or Moss Pink.

Brady's Lake (Portage Co.,) W. Krebs; Franklin Co., C. L. Dickey; Lorain Co.,

A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw; Long Lake
(Summit Co.,) E. E. Bogue.

161. POLEMONIUM Tourn. Greek Vai^erain,

POI.EMONIUM REPTANS L.

Widely distributed.

XXII. Order C0NV0I<VULACE^. Convolvulus Family.

162. IPOMCEA L. Morning Gi.ory.

IPOMCEA COCCINEA L.

"Interior and southern Ohio,*' J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

IPOMCEA I^ACUNOSA L.

Columbus, J. H. Lageman; Cincinnati, C. J. Herrick, J. F. James (Cat); Rio
Grande ( Gallia Co.) Lizzie Davis.

IPOMCEA Nil, (L.) Ph.

Central and southern Ohio.

IPOMCEA pauduraTa (L.) Meyer. Wild Potato-vine. Man-of-the-earth.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.
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Ipomcea purpurea (L.) Lam.
Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

IPOMOSA QUAMOCLIT L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

16^. CONVOLVULlis Tourn. Bindwkbd.

CoNvoivVui.us ARVENSis L. Bindweed
Throughout the state.

CoNvoi.vui,us SEPiUM L. Hedge Bindweed.

Common.

CoNvoi.vui.us REPENS L. ( C. sepiufu repens Gray).

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

CONVOI.VUI.US SPITHAM^US L.

Apparantly all over the state, infrequent.

164 CUSCUTA Tourn. Dodder.

CuscuTA CEPHEI.ANTHI Englm. ( C, tenuiflora Englm.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat); Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodricli.

CuSCUTA COMPACTA JuSS.

Paiuesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

CuscuTA EPII.INUM Weihe. Flax Dodder.
" Interior, general," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

I

CUSCUTA GI.OMERATA Choisy.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

CuSCUTA GRONOVII WiUd.
Common.

CuSCUTA POi:.YGONORUM Englm. ( C. chlorocarpa Englm.)

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

CuscuTA ROSTRATA Shuttleworth.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

XXIII. Order ASCI^EPIADAC^. Milk-weed Family.

165. PERIPLOCA (Tourn.) L.

PERIPI.OCA GRAEGA L.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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166. ACERATES Ell. Grkkn Mh^kweed.

Ac:HRATe:s fi^oridana Lam. ( A. longifolia EU.)

Huron Co., H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

ACERATKS VIRIDIFI^ORA (Raf.) EH.
Northern and central Ohio ; Cincinnati, J. F. James.

167. ASCLEPIAS L. Mii^kweed.

ASCI.EPIAS FXAI.TATA ( L.) Muhl. ( A. phytolaccotdes Ph.)

From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

ASCI.EPIAS INCARNATA L. Swamp Milkweed.

Common.

ASCI.KPIAS INCARNATA PUI^CHRA Ehrh.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co*, H. L. Jones (Cat)

ASCI.EPIAS OBTUSlFOIvIA Michx.

"General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

ASCXEPIAS PURPURASCENS L. Purple Milkweed.

Over the whole state, infrequent.

ASCI.EPIAS QUADRIFOI.IA L.

Throughout the state but not abundant

ASCXEPIAS SUI.I,IVANTII Engelm.
Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Asci^EPiAS SYRiACA L. {A, cornutiV>QQ.Q\.^\i^)

Everywhere.

ASCI.EPIAS TUBEROSA L. Butterfly-weed. Pleurisy-root

Widely distributed.

ASCI.EPIAS VARIEGATA L.

Summit Co., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

ASCI.EPIAS VERTICI3:.I.ATA L.

Marblehead ( Ottawa, Co.) E. Claassen ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence ; Fairfield

Co., W. A. Kellerman.

168. VINCETOXICUM Moench.

ViNCETOXicuM NIGRUM Moench.
Painesville, W. C. Werner.

169. AMPELANUS Raf. {Enslenia Nutt)

AMPEI.ANUS Ai^BiDUS ( Nutt.) [Eftslenia albida Nutt)
Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.)
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170. GONOIvOBUS Michx.

GONOi^OBUS GONOCARPOS (Walt.) ( G, Icsvis Michx.)

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark ( Cat.)

GONOI.OBUS OBI.IQUUS R. Br.

I^awrence Co., W. C. Werner ; Columbus, A. D. Selby.

XXIV. Order APOCYNACEiB. Dogbane Family.

171. VINCAL.

ViNCA MINOR L.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson ; Licking County
H, L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

172. APOCYNUM Tourn. Dogbane. Indian Hemp.

Apocynum andros^mifowum Iv. Spreading Dogbane.
Frequent.

APOCYNUM CANNABINUM L. Indian Hemp.
Common over the state.

XXV. Order GENTIANACE^. Gentian Family.

173. SABBATIA Adans.

SabbaTia ANGUI.ARIS (L.) Pursh.

Trumbull Co., R. H. Ingraham ; Central Ohio; Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.)

Sabbatia brachiata reported for Hocking Co. by Adolph Leue seems to be
this species.

174. GENTIANA Tourn. Gentian.

Gentiana andrewsii Griseb. Closed Gentian.

Apparently over the whole state.

Genimana crinita Froel.

Northern Ohio; Columbus, W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Gentiana puberui^a Michx.

"Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat)

Gentiana quinquefowa L.

Irorain Co., A. A. Wright, (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

Gentiana quinquefowa occidentals (Gray) Hitch.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence, Georgesville (Franklin Co.) E. V. Wilcox.
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GknTiana Saponaria ly. Soapwort Gentiati.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.) ; Columbus, W. S. Sullivant (Cat.)

GenTiana serrata Gunner.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Gentiana VII.I.OSA L. ( G. ochroleuca Froel.)

Rio Grande ( Gallia Co.) Lizzie Davis.

175. FRASERA Walt. American Coi^umbo.

Frasera caroi^inense Walt.

Central and southern Ohio ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

176. OBOLARIA L.

Oboi^aria virginica L.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio river ; rare.

177 BARTONIA Muhl.

Bartonia virginica (L.) B. S. P. {B. tenella Muhl.)

Licking Reservoir,' W. C. Werner; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Licking Co., H-
L. Jones (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

178. MENYANTHES Tourn. Buckbkan.

MENYANTHES TRIFOI.IATA L.

Portage Co., W. Krebs; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L-

Jones ( Cat.)

179. LIMNANTHEMUM Gmelin. F1.OAT1NG Heart.

LiMNANTHEMUM IvACUNOSUM (Vent.) Mx.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

XXVI. Order OLEACEAE. Olive Family.

180. FRAXINUS Tourn. Ash.

Fraxinus AMERICANA L. White Ash.

Frequent.

Fraxinus pubescens Lam. Red Ash.

Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin
Co., W. A. Kellerman; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)

Fraxinus quadrangui^ata Michx. Blue Ash.

Frequent throughout the central and southern portions of the state.
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Fraxinus nigra Marsh. {F, sambucifolia lyam.) Black Ash.
Generally distributed over the state.

Fraxinus viridis Michx. Green Ash.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

181. CHIONANTHUS L. Fringe-Treb;.

Chionanthus virginica L.

Rio Grande (Gallia Go.,) Ruth E- Brockett

182. LIGUSTRUM Tourn. Privet.

LiGUSTRUM VUI/JARE L.

Lorain Co.. A. A. Wright (Cat)

XXVII. Order STYRACACEAE. Storax Family.

183. MOHRIA Britton. {Halesia Ellis.) Snowdrop or Sn<vER Bei^vtree.

MoHRiA CAROI.INA (L.) Brittou. Halesia teraptera h.

Given by Lazenby and Werner (Sup. List.) on the authority of Dr. Warder, but
no specimens seem to have been found in the state. The plant occurs in
West Virginia.

XXVIII. Order EBENACEAE. Ebony Family.

184. DIOSPYROS L. Date-Pi.um. Persimmon.

DiOSPYROS VIRGINIANA L-

Throughout the southern half of the state.

XXIX. Order PRIMULACEAE. Primrose Family.

184a. HOTTONIA L. FeaTherfoii.. Water V101.ET,

HOTTONIA INFI.ATA Ell.

New Lyme (Ashtabula Co.) Florence Tuckerman.

185. DODECATHBON L. American Cowswp.

Dodecatheon meadiaL.
Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat); Franklin Co.,

W. a Sullivant (Cat.)

186. LYSIMACHIA Tourn. LOOSESTRIFE.

Lysimachia nummui^ria L. Moneywo-t
Escaped from cultivation.
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IvYSlMACHIA QUAPRIFOI^IA L.

Throughout the state, but infrequent.

IvYSlMACHIA STRICTA Ait.

Generally distributed.

IvYSlMACHIA THYRSIFI.ORA L. Tufted Loosestrife.

Probably throughout the state; no specimens seen from the southern half of

the state.

187. STEIRONEMA Raf. IvOOSESTRifb;.

Ste^ironkma cii^iatum Raf.

Common over the state.

Stkironkma x.ancbox.a'Tum Gray.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

Stkironkma i,anckoi,atum angustifoi^ium (Lam.) Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Stkironkma i^anceoIvATum hybridum (Mx.) Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.) ; Cincin-

nati, Joseph Clark ( Cat.)

Stkironkma quadrifi^orum ( Sims. ) Hitch. ( S. longifolium Gray.

)

Throughout south central Ohio; Islands in Lake Brie, Aug. D. Selby, B.

Claassen.

188. TRIENTALIS L. Chickwekd. Wintkrgreen.

TriKnTai^is AMERICANA ( Pers. ) Pursh.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat. ) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co. ) Mrs. B. Jane

Spence.

189. ANAGALLIS Tourn. PimpKRNET..

Anagai,i,is arvknsis L. Common Pimpernel.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Gallia Co., Lizzie Davis; Logan Co., Mrs. B.Jane
' Spence; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

190. SAMOLUS Tourn. Water Pimpernel. Brook-weed.

Samoi^us FI.ORIBUNDUS H. B. K. (5. valerandi americanus Gray.)

Throughout the state.

XXX. Order MONOTROPACEAE.

191. HYPOPITYSL. Pine-Sap.

HypopiTys monotropa Crantz.
( Monotropa hypopitys L.

)

Not rare.
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192. MONOTROPA h. Indian Pip».

MONOTROPA UNIFI^ORA I^.

Frequent

XXXI. Order ERICACEAlE. Heath Family.

193. GAYLUSSACIA H. B. K. Hucki^eberry.

Gayi^ussacia dumosa ( Andr. ) Ton. and Gray. Dwarf Huckleberry.

Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (J. S, Newberry Cat.)

Gayi^ussacia frondosa (L.) Torr. and Gray. Blue Tangle. Dangleberry.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S.

Renshaw. No specimen seen by us.

GAYI.USSACIA RESINOSA (Ait) Torr. and Gray. Black Huckleberry.

Frequent throughout the eastern half of the state.

194. VACCINIUM L. Bi^ueberry. Bii^berry. Cranberry.

Vaccinium canadense Kalm.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

Vaccinium corymbosum L. Common or Swamp Blueberry.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Geauga Lake (Summit Co.) B. Claassen; Paines-

ville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Vaccinium atrococcum (Gray). {V. corymbosum atrococcum Gray).

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Vaccinium corymbosum pallidum Ait.

Northern and eastern Ohio, J. S. Nev; berry (Cat)

Vaccinium pennsylvanicum Lam. Dwarf Blueberry.

Frequent throughout sandstone regions.

Vaccinium pennsylvanicum angustifolium Gray.

Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Vaccinium stamineum L.

Frequent in sandstone soils.

Vaccinium vacillans Kalm. Low Blueberry.

Frequent in sandstone soils.

195. SCHOLLBRA Roth. {Oxycoccus V^r%) Cranberry.

SCHOLLERA macrocarpus (Pers.) ( Oxycoccus tnacrocarpus Pers. Vaccinium, mac^
rocdrpon Ait) Common Cranberry.

Frequent in northern Ohio; Licking Reservoir, H. L. Jones (Cat.)
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SCHOivi^KRA OXYCOCCUS (ly.) Roth. {Vacciniunt oxycoccus 1,) Small Cranberry.

"Northern Ohio rare," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

196. ARCTOSTAPHYLOS Adans. Bkarbkrry.

ArcTOSTaphyi^us uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. Bearberry.

Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs.

197. GAUIvTHERIA L. WinTERGREEn.

GauIvTheria procumbkns L. Ground Birch. Teaberry.

Frequent over the state.

198. CHAMAKDAPHNE Moench. {Cassandra Don.) IvEaTher-i^Kaf.

Chamaedaphnk cai^ycui^ata (L.) Moench. {Cassandra calyculata Don.)

Frequent in sphagnum marshes throughout northern Ohio.

199. OXYDENDRUM DC. Sorrki.-treb. Sour-wood.

OXYDENDRUM ARBORKUM (ly.) DC. /

Throughout the southeastern counties.

200. EPIGi^A L. Ground Laurei.. Traii^ing Arbutus.

Bpig^a repens L.

Frequent throughout the eastern half of the state.

201. ANDROMEDA L.

Andromeda wgustrina Muhl.

Marietta, J. I,. Riddell (Syriop. 1835.)

Andromeda poi.ifoi,ia L.

Geauga Co., Wm. C. Werner (H. C. Beardslee Cat.)

202. KALMIA L. American Laurei..

Kai^mia anGUSTifoi^ia Iv. Sheep I^aurel. I^ambkill. Wicky.

Central and eastern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

Kai^mia i^ATiFOi^iA I/. Calico Bush. Mountain L/aurel. Spoon-wood.

Eastern half of the state.

203. LEDUM L. Labrador Tea.

Ledum i^atifowum Ait.

Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (Newberry Cat)
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204. RHODODENDRONS. RoSB Bay. Azai^SA.

Rhododendron i,utba {h.) {R. calendulaceum Torr.)

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) K. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw; Fairfield Co., J. M.
Bigelow (J. S. Newberry Cat.)

RHODODiENBRON MAXIMUM I/.

Fairfield Co., J. M. Bigelow (J. S. Newberry Cat.) ; Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.)

B. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

205 AZALEA L.

AzAivEA NUDiFi^ORA I/. {Rhododendron nudiflorum Torr.)

Painesville, and Ironton (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

AzAivKA viscosA L. {Rhododendron viscosum Torr.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

206. PYROI/ATourn. WinTERGRKEN. Shin-i^af.

Pyroi<a ASARiFOiyiA Mx. (P. rotundtfoHa asarifolia Hk.)

"Northern Ohio, not uncommon," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Pyroi^a ei^WPTICa Nutt. Shin-leaf.

Frequent except in limestone regions,

Pyrola rotundifoi^ia L.
*

Frequent in northern Ohio ; Central Ohio, B. V. Wilcox and H. L. Jones (Cat)

Pyroi^a secunda L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

Pyrola uwginosa Torr. ( P. rotuudifolia uliginosa Gray.)

"Northern Ohio, rare," H. C Beardslee (Cat.)

207. MONBSBS Salisb. One-fi^owerkd Pyroi^

MONESKS UNiFLORA (Gray.) {M, grandiflora Salisb.)

"Northern Ohio," Lazenby and Werner (Sup. Cat), from Prof. Lazenby*s notea.

No herbarium specimen can be found.

208. CHIMAPHILA Pursh, PipsiSSBwa.

ChimaphiIvA macui^aTa (L.) Pursh. Spotted Wintergreen.

In sandstone regions.

Chimaphii,a umbei^i^ta (L.) Nutt Princess Pine.

Frequent in woods.

G. O.
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209. CI.ETHRA Gronov. WhiTK Ai^der.

CI.KTHRA Ai.NiFor,iA L. Sweet Pepperbush.
Akron, H. C. Beardslee, Jr. (Lazenby and Werner, Sup. List); not of the Ohio

flora as the specimens were transplanted from another state.

XXXII. Ordejr UMBELLIFER^. Parsley Family.

210. HYDROCOTYIyE Tourn. Water Pennywort.

HyDROCOTYIvK AMERICANA L.

Painesville, Wni. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Falls (Summit Co.) W. Krebs.

HYDROCOTYI.E UMBEI,I,ATA L.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Portage Co., E. Claassen.

211. ERYNGIUM Tourn. Eryngo.

Eryngium aquaTicum I/. [E. yucccefolium Miclix.) Rattle Snake-Master. Button
Snake-root.

Central Ohio, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); W. S. SuUivant (Cat. 1840); not

observed by recent collectors.

212. SANICUIyA Tourn. Sanici^e. Bi.ack Snake-root.

SANICUI.A MARYI^ANDICA ly.

Frequent throughout the state.

Sanicui^a maryi^andica CANADENSIS ( L.) Torr.

Frequent throughout the state.

213. CONIUM Iv. Poison Hemt.ock.

CONIUM MACUIvATUM Iv.

Northern Ohio (W. Krebs, Wm. C. Werner) ; lyicking Co.. H. L. Jones (Cat.).;

Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

214. EULOPHUS Nutt.

EuiyOPHUS AMERICANUS NuU.
Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant ( H. C. Beardslee Cat.)

215. ERIOENIA Nutt. Harbinger-of>Spring.

ERIGENIA BUI.BOSA (Mx.) Nutt.

Over the whole state.

216. CICUTA I.. Water-Hemi^ocii:.

CiCUTA BUIvBIFERA L.

Throughout the state.
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CicuTA MACUivATA Ir. Spotted Cowbane. Musquash Root Beaver-Poisoxi.

Common over the whole state.

217. CARUM L. Caraway.

Carum carui h. Caraway.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cleveland, Wm. Krebs , Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

218. ZIZIA Koch.

ZiziA aurea (L.) Koch.

Throughout the state.

ZiziA cordata (Walt)

Throughout the state.

219. SIUM Tourn. Water Parsnip.

SiUM cicuT.^FOi^iUM. Gmelin.

Frequent in swamps and low grounds.

220. ^GOPODIUM L. GroutweED.

Aegopodium podagraria ly.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

221. PIMPINELLA L.

PIMPINEI.I.A INTEGERRIMA ( L.) Gray.

Generally distributed over the whole state.

PlMPINEIvI^A SAXIFRAGA L.
" Sycamore, Ohio," Asa Gray (Manual 6th ed.)

222. DERINGA Adans. ( Cryptotcenia DC.) HONEWORT.

Deringa canadensis ( L.) Kuntze. ( Cryptotcenia canadensis DC.)

Throughout the state.

223. OSMORRHIZA Raf. SwEET C1CEI.Y.

OSMORRHIZA BREVisTYi^is (Torr.) DC.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

OSMORRHIZA ci<AYTONi ( Michx.) B. S. P. ( O, longtstylis DC.)

Frequent throughout the state.

224. CHJSROPHYLLUM L.
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CH^ROPHYi^iyUM PROCUMBKNS (L.) Crantz.

Generally distributed.

225. PTILIMNIUM Raf. [Discopleura DC.) Mock Bishop-wbed.

PTn^iMNiUM CAPii,i,ACEA Mx. ( Discopleuva capillacea DC.)

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840);

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

226. JBTHU^A L. Fool's Parsley.

Aethusa cynapium L.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ;
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

227. LIGUSTICUM L. Lovage.

LiGUSTicuM CANADENSE L. ( L. actceifoHum Mx.) Nondo. Atigelico.

Northern and eastern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones

(Cat)

LiGUSTlCUM SCOTICUM L-

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

228. SELINUM L. ( Conioselinum Fisch.) Hemlock-ParslEY.

Selinum chinEnse (L.) ( Conioselinum canadense Torr & Gray.)

Cuyahoga Falls, W. Krebs.

229. THASPIUM Nutt Meadow-ParsniI*.

Thaspium aureum Nutt.

Generally distributed.

Thaspium aureum cordatum ( Walt.) B. S. P. ( T. aureum trifoliatum Coult &
Rose.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, J.

F. James (Cat.)

Thaspium barbinodE ( Mx.) Nutt.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs; Central Ohio, H. L. Jones (Cat), Aug. D. Selby:

Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

Thaspium barbinode angustifolium Coult. & Rose.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Cleveland, Wm. Krebs.

230. ANGELICA L.

Angelica atropurpurea L.

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson ; Columbus, Aug. D. Selby

;

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)
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Angeuca VII.I.OSA (Walt.) B. S. P. {A. hirsuta MuhL)
Throughout the state.

231. PASTINACAL. Parsnip.

Pastinaca sativa, I/.

Fields and waste places, common,

232. OXYPOLIS Raf. ( Tiedemannta DC.)

OxYPOws RiGiDA (L.) ( Tiedemannia rigida Coult. & Rose.) Cowbane.
Central and southern Ohio ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

233. HERACLEUM L. Cow-Parsnip.

H«RACI.EUM I.ANATUM Michx.

Throughout the state.

234. DAUCUS Tourn. Carrot.

Daucus carota L.

Generally distributed, very abundant in some localities.

235. CAUCALIS ly.

Caucai^is anthriscus (L.) Hudson.

Cincinnati, C. G. Lloyd (Bot. Gaz.), Jos. F. James (Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C.

Werner.

XXXIII. Order ARALIACE^. Ginseng Family.

236. ARALIA Tourn. Ginseng. Wild Sarsaparii^i^

Arai^ia hispida Vent. Bristly Sarsaparilla.

Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Aralia nudicauws L.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

Araua racemosa L. Spikenard.

Throughout the state.

Arai^ia spinosa L. Angelica-tree. Hercules' Club.

Washington Co., Aug. D. Selby; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James tCat.)

237. PANAX L. ( Aralia Tourn.)

Panax quinquEfoWum L. ( Aralia quinquefolia Dec. & Planch.) Ginseng.

Rich woods throughout the state, not common.
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Panax trifolia L. ( Aralia trifolia Dec. & Planch.) Dwarf Ginseng.
Northern Ohio; also Franklin Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

XXXIV. Order CORNACE^. Dogwood Family.

238. CORNUS Tourn. Cornei.. Dogwood.

CORNUS AI.TERNIFOI.IA L. f.

Throughout the northern half of the state.

CORNUS ASPERIFOIvIA Michx.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Aug. D.
Selby ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

CoRNUS CANADENSIS L. Dwarf Cornel. Bunch-berr3\

"Northern Ohio," J. S Newberry (Cat); Painesville, Mi^s L. T. Prescott (H.
C. Beardslee Cat.), W. C. Werner; Morgan (Ashtabula Co.) L. B. Tuckerman
Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

CoRNUS CANDiDissiMA Marshall. ( C. paniculata L'Her.) Panicled Cornel.

Throughout the state.

CoRNUS CIRCINATA L'Her. Round-leaved Cornel or Dogwood.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, W. C. Werner; Ottawa Co., Aug.

D. Selby; Franklin Co., Moses Craig.

CoRNUS FivORiDA L. Flowering Dogwood.
Over the whole state.

CORNUS SERICEA L.

Generally distributed.

CORNUS STOI.ONIFERA Michx.

Probably distributed over the most of the state, but no specimens at hand ex-

cept from the northern half.

239.
.
NYSSA L. TuPEi.0. Pepperidge. Sour-gum Tree.

Nyssa AQUATICA L. {N. sylvatica 1^2ixsh.) Tupelo. Black or Sour-Gum. Pep-
peridg?.

Throughout the state.

XXXV. Order ONAGRACE^. Evening-Primrose Family.

240. KPILOBIUM L. Wii.i,ow-herb.

KPIIyOBIUM ADENOCAUI.ON Haussk.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Painesville, Geauga Co., Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.
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Epilobium angustifoi^ium I/. Great Willow-herb. Fire-weed.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lake Co., Geauga Co.,

W. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co., E. B. Bogue; Delta (Fulton Co.) M. G.
Aumend.

EpII<OBIUM COI.ORATUM Muhl.
Lorain Co., A.* A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wil-
cox and S. Renshaw; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.); Rio Grande (Gallia

Co.) Lizzie Davis; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.) Throughout the state.

Epilobium pai^ustre owganxhum (Mx.) B. S. R {E.palustre lineareOray.)
Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co.
A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

Epii<obium strictum Muhl.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

241. LUDWIGIA L. FaIvSE Loosk-strife.

Ludwigia AI.TERNIFOWA L. Seed-box.

Throughout the state, probably not abundant in any locality.

Ludwigia pai^ustris (L.) Ell. Water Purslane.

Common everywhere.

Ludwigia poi^ycarpa Short & Peter.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Licking Co., H. L.
Jones (Cat.)

242. OENOTHERA L. Evening Primrose.

Oenothera biennis L Common Evening Primrose.

Common all over the state.

Oenothera biennis grandifi^ora (Ait.) Lindl.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue ; Painesville, Wm
C. Werner.

Oenothera fruticosa L. Sundrops.

Summit Co., W. Krebs; Franklin Co., J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836.) ; W. S. Sul-
livant (Cat. 1840) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Richland Co., E. Wilkin-
son ;

Springfield, Mrs. E. Jane Spence.

Oenothera oakesiana Robbins.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

Oenothera pumii^a L.

Frequent north; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Oenothera sinuata L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)
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243. GAURA L.

Gaura bie^nnis L.

Common throughout the state.

Gaura fii,ipi5s, Spach.

Cincinnati, Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry, Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) -

Gaura parvifi^ora Dougl.

**Ohio" [?] J. L. Ridciell (Sup. Cat. 1836).

244. CIRC^A Tourn. Enchanter's Night Shads.

Circ^a ai^pina h.

Frequent in the northern part of the state; Franklin Co., J. Iv. Riddell (Synop.

1835); Springfield, Mrs. B.J. Spence.

ClRCig^A I^UTETIANA L.

Over the whole state.

XXXVI. Ordkr MELASTOMACE^. Melastoma Family.

246. Rhexia Lj Deer-Grass. Meadow-Beauty.

RhEXIA VIRGINICA Iv.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (H. C. Beardslee Cat.).

XXXVII. Ordkr I^YTHRACEiB. Loosestrife Family.

246. ROTAIvA L.

RoTAivA ramosior Koehne. [Amntania humilis Mx.)

Columbus, W. C. Werner ; I^icking Co., H. Iv. Jones (Cat.)
; Cincinnati, Jos. F,

James (Cat.)

247. AMMANNIA ly.

Ammannia coccinea Rottb.
'' Ohio," Asa Gray (Manual, 5th ed.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

248. LYTHRUM L. Loosestrife.

LyThrum ai^aTum. Pursh.

Throughout the state.

Lythrum hyssopifowa L.

"Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

Lythrum i^tneare L.

Monroeville (Huron Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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249. NESJEA Commers. {Decodon Gmet.) Swamp i^oosESTrifE.

Nes^a VERTICII.I.ATA (L.) H. B. K. {Decodon verticillata EIL)

Northern Ohio (W. Krebs, W. C. Werner, A. A. Wright (Cat.) ); Licking Reser-

voir (Licking Co.) H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Dayton, Aug. Foerste (Bot. Gaz. VL 274).

250. CUPHEA Jacq.

CUPHBA PETioi^ATA (L.) Koehne {C, viscosissima Jacq.)

Over the southern half of the state.

XXXVIII. Order EL^AGNACE-^ Oleaster Family.

251. SHKPHERDIA Nutt

ShEPHERDIA CANADENSIS, Nutt.

Frequent in northern Ohio.

XXXIX. Order THYMELiEACE^/ Mezereum Family.

252. DIRCA L. Leatherwood. Moosewood.

DlRCA PAI.USTRIS L.

Scarce but generally distributed.

XL. Order CACTACE^E. Cactus Family.

253. Opunxia Tourn. Prickly Pear. Indian Fig.

Opuntia humifusa Raf. {O. rafinesquii Engelm.)

Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs.

OpUNTIA VUI.GARIS Mill.

Southern Ohio, J. A. Warder (Woody PI. of Ohio) ; Cincinnati, Jos. P. James;

(Cat).

XLI. Order PASSIFLORACE^. Passion-flower Family.

254. PASSIFLORA L. Passion-Fi<ower.

PaSSIFLORA I.UTEA L.
' Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) B.V.Wilcox; Castine (Darke Co.) John Longen-

baker; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner; Cincinnati; Jos. F.James (Cat)
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XLI. Order VIOLACE^. Violet Eamily.

255. VIOIyA Tourn. Vioi^et. Hkart's-Kase.

Vioi,A BI.ANDA Willd. Sweet White Violet.

Frequent througliout the northern half of the state, No specimen seen south
of Fairfield Co.

V101.A CANADENSIS L. Canada Violet.

Frequent throughout the state.

V101.A MUHi^ENBERGii Torn {V. canina muklenbergii Ors^y). Dog Violet.

Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Trumbull Co., R. H.
Ingraham; Fairfield Co., K. V. Wilcox; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

Viola hastaTa Michx. Halberd-leaved Violet.

Brighton (Cuyahoga Co.) W. Krebs ; Cleveland, W. C. Werner ; Lake Co., H. C.

Beardslee (Cat.) ; Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue.

VioiyA LANCEOLATA L- Lance-leaved Violet.

Painesville (Lake Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co. A. A. Wright (Cat.)

VioivA OBLiQUA Hill. ( V. palmata cucullata Gray).

Over the whole state.

Viola palmata L. Common Blue Violet.

Frequent throughout the state.

Viola pedata L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee Cat.); Lancaster (Fairfield Co.) J. M. Bigelow
(Beardslee (Cat.), Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat); Lawrence Co., Wni. C.
Werner.

Viola primul^folia L. Primrose-leaved Violet.

''Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Viola pubescens Ait. Downy Yellow Violet.

Generally distributed over the whole state.

Viola pubescens SCABRIuscula Torr and Gray.

Lofain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Mon oe Co., H. Herzer; Licking Co., H. L.
Jones (Cat.) ; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson; Gallia Co., W. W. Deckard.

Viola rostrata Pursh. Long-spurred Violet.

Generally distributed.

Viola rotundifolia Mich. Round-leaved Violet.

Cuyahoga Co
,
W. Krebs; Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Orwell (Ashtabula Co.)

E. E. Bogue.
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V101.A SAGITTATA Ait. Arrow-leaved Violet.

Northern OMo (H. C. Beardslee, W. Krebs, A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co.

(H. L. Jones Cat.) ; Franklin Co., M. H. Frank ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Flora).

V101.A STRIATA Ait. Pale Violet.

Freqnent over the whole state.

V101.A TENEI^I^A Muhl. ( V. tricolor arvensis Gr.) Pansy. Heart's Ease.

Columbus, Moses Craig; Waverly (Pike Co.) C. J. Herrick; Cincinnati, Joseph
Clark (Cat) ; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

V101.A TRICOI.OR L.

Occasionally found as an escape from gardens ; Painesville, O. Hacker.

256. SOLEA Spreng., in part GreEN ViolKT.

Soi,EA CONCOI^OR (Forst) Ging.

Generally distributed over the state.

XIvIII. Order CISTACEAE. Rock-rose Family.

257. HELIANTHEMUM Tourn. RocK-ROSE.

HewanThemum majus (L.) B. S. P. {H. canadense Mx.) Frost-Weed.
** Barrens, Dover on the Ohio canal," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Brady's Lake

( Portage Co.,) W. Krebs ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

238. LECHEA Kalm. Pinweed.

Lechea i^eggettii Britt. & Hal. ( Lechea minor L.)

" Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat)

Lechea racemui<osa Michx.

Marietta, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Fairfield and Lawrence counties, Wm. C.

Werner; Adams Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Lechea stricta Leggett
Ravenna, Portage Co., R. H. Ingrham.

Lechea viei^osa Ell. ( L. major Michx.)

"Barrens, Dover on the Ohio Canal" J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat 1836); Erie and
Summit counties, E. Claassen ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

XIvIV. Order RESEDACEAE. Mignonette Family.

259. RESEDA Tourn. Mignonette. Dyer's Rocket.

Reseda i<uTEoea L. Dyer's Weed or Weld.

Escaped from cultivation; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)
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XI,V. 'Order HYPERICACEAE. St. John's-Wort Family.

260. ASCYRON L. ST. Petbr's-Wort.

ASCYRON CRUX-ANDRKAK li.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) B. V. Wilcox; lyawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

261. HYPERICUM Tourn. ST. John's-WoRT.

Hypericum adpressum Barton.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Hypericum ascyron L. Great St. John's-Wort
Not rare in the eastern part of the state.

Hypericum canadense h.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

Hypericum cistifolium Ivani.

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Hypericum densifi^orum Pursh.

Franklin Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Hypericum ei.i.ipticum Hook.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wni. C. Werner.

Hypericum gai^ioides L/am.

"Darby Plains, Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Hypericum gentianoides (L.) B. S. P. {H. nudicaule Walt)
"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Portsmouth, J. S. Hine.

Hypericum kai^mianum L. Kalm's St John's-Wort
Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Hypericum macuIvATum Walt.

Over the whole state.

Hypericum majus ( Gray) Britton.

Gypsum (Ottawa Co.) Wm. Krebs. {H. canadense majus Gray.)

Hypericum muth^um L.

Widely distributed.

Hypericum perforatum L.

Distributed over the whole state.

Hypericum petioi^atum Walt. (Elodes petiolata Pursh.)

Painesville, W. C. Werner.

Hypericum proi^ificum ly.

Distributed over the state; South Bass Island (Lake Erie), W. Krebs.
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Hypericum virginicum L. ( Elodes campanulata Pursh; E, virginica Nutt.)

Franklin Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Northern Ohio (W. C. Werner,. W.
Krebs, A. A. Wright Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

XLVI. Order MALVACEAE Mallow Family.

262. MALVAL. Mai.i.ow.

Mai^va crispa I^. Curled Mallow.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Majcva moschaTa L. Musk Mallow.

Escaped from cultivation; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat.) ; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, W. C. Werner.

Mai^va rotundifoIvIA L. Common Mallow.

Common in cultivated grounds.

MAiyVA SYi^vESTRis L. High Mallow.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co^

H. L.Jones (Cat.)

263. CALLIRRHOB Nutt ^

Cai,i<irrhoe invoi^ucrata (Mx.) Gray.

On the grounds occupied by Sells Bros'. Circus, Columbus, W- R- Lazenby.

264. NAPABA Clayt. GI.ADE Mai.i.ow.

Napj^a dioica L.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) B. V. Wilcox; Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence; Cin-

cinnati, Joseph F. James ( Cat.)

265. SIDA L.

SiDA SPINOSA L.

Generally distributed throughout the southern half of ^he state ; Painesville,

H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

266. ABUTILON Tourn. Indian Mai.i.ow.

AbuTii<on AVICENNJ9S GsBrtu. Velvet-leaf.

Common in fields and waste places.

267. HIBISCUS L. Rose-Mai,i.ow.

Hibiscus miwtaris Cav. Halberd-leaved Rose-mallow.

Cuyahoga Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat): Columbus, B. B. Bogue; Great Miami

river, Dr. J. A. Warder (Woody PI.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)
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Hibiscus moscheuTos L. Swamp Rose-mallow.
Frequent in swamps near shore of Lake Erie, also borders of inland lakes and

reservoirs.

Hibiscus trionum L. Bladder Ketmia.
Perhaps throughout the whole state.

XLVII. Order TILIACE^. Linden Family.

268. TlIvIA Tourn. Linden. Basswood.

Tii^iA AMERICANA L. Basswood.
Generally distributed over the state.

Tii,iA HETEROPHYi,i,A Vent. White Basswood.
Scioto Co., W. A. Kellerman.

XLVIII. Order VITACE^. Vine Family.

269. VITIS Tourn. ( Cissus L. Ampelopsis Michx.)

ViTiS ^STiVAi^is Michx, Summer Grape.

'^General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co.,

H. L.Jones (Cat.)

ViTis iESTiVAi^is BicoLOR (Le Conte.)

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

ViTis CORDiFOiviA Michx. Frost or Chicken Grape.

Over the whole state.

ViTis CORDATA ( Mx.) ( V. huUvisa Willd. ; Cissus ampelopsis Pers.)

"Ohio," A-a Gray (Man. 5th ed.)

ViTiS ivABRUSCA L. Northern Fox-grape.

*' General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

ViTis QUiNOUEFOi^iA (L.) Lam. [Ampelopsis quinquefolia Mx.) American Wood-
bine; Five-fingered Ivy ; Ampelopsis; Virginia Creeper.

Throughout the state.

ViTis RIPARIA Michx.

Lake Co., Wni. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Ashtabula Co., Sara

F. Goodrich; Franklin Co., Moses Craig; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

XLIX. Order RHAMNACE^. Buckthorn Family.

270. RHAMNUS Tourn. Buckthorn.
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Rhamnus ai^nifoIvIA L'Her.

Cuyahoga Co., W. Krebs; PainesviHe, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner;
Springfield, E. J. Spence ; Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Rhamnus carowniana Walt.

''A tall shrub in Kentucky and probably in southern Ohio," J. A. Warder
(Woody PI.)

Rhamnus IvAnceoi.ata Pursh.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) : Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

271. CEANOTHUS I.. New Jersey Tea. Red-root.

Ceanothus ovatus Desf.

Northern Ohio rare, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Cedar Point, W. Krebs; I^orain Co.,

A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

Ceanothus americanus h. New Jersey Tea.

Generally distributed over the state.

L. Order STAPHYLEACE-^.

272. STAPHYLEA L.

Staphyi^ea TRiFOiyiA I^. American Bladder-nut.

Generally distributed over the state.

LI. Order CElvASTRACEiB. Staff-tree Family.

273. EUONYMUS Tourn. Spindi.e-Tree.

EuoNYMus americanus L.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

EuoNYMUS OBOVATUS Nutt. {£. americauus obovaius T. & G.)

Distributed over the whole state.

EIuONYMUS aTropurpureus Jacq. Burning-bush. Waahoo.

Over the whole state, quite common throughout the southern half.

274. CEIyASTRUS E. Staff-tree. Shrubby Bitter-sweet.

CEI.ASTRUS SCANDENS E.

Distributed over the whole state.

UI. Order IIvICINE^. Holly Tree Family.

275. lEEX E. HOT.I.Y.
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Ii,KX OPACA Art. American Holly.

lyawrence Co. (one specimen), W. A. Kellerman.

Ii.^X VERTiCirvi.ATA (Iv.) Gray. Black Alder. Wiuterberry.

Frequent in swamps and low grounds throughout the state.

276. ILICIOIDES Dumont. {Nemopanthes Raf.) Mountain Holly

Ilicioides mucronata (L.) Trelease. {Nemopanthes fascicularis Raf.)

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

LIII. Order SAPINDACEAE. Soap-berry Family.

277. CARDIOSPBRMUM L.

CardiospERMUM halcacabum Willd. Heart-seed. Balloon Pea.

"Fence corners, etc., four miles north of Cincinnati," Thos. G. Lea (Riddell

Sup. Cat.) ; Pickaway Co., J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836.)

278. AESCULUSL. Buckeye.

AESCULUS glabra Willd. Fetid or Ohio Buckeye.

Frequent throughout the state.

AESCULUS OCTANDRA Marsh. (A.flava Kit.) Sweet Buckeye.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

279. ACERTourn. Maple.

Acer pennsylvanicum L. Striped Maple.

Eastern Ohio, J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

Acer RUBRUM L. Red or Swamp Maple.

Generally distributed over the state.

Acer SACCHARINUM Iv. ( A. dasycarpum Ehrh.) White or Silver Maple.

Throughout the whole state.

Acer Saccharum Marsh. ( A. saccharinum Wang.) Sugar or Rock Maple.
Distributed over the whole state.

Acer saccharum nigrum ( Mx. f.) Britt. {A. saccharinum nigrum Torr. & Gray.)

Black Sugar Maple.

Throughout the whole state.

Acer SpicaTum Lam. Mountain Maple.

Over the northern portion of the state.

280. NEGUNDO Moench. Ash-lEaved Maple. Box-elder.
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S'EGUNDO NEGUNDo (L.) Karst. {N, aceroidesMo^nch', Acer negundol,.)
Frequent throughout the southern half of the state; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat)

XIV. Order ANACARDIACEAE. Cashew Family.

281. RHUSL. Sumach.

Rhus aromaTica Ait. ( R. canadensis Marsh.)

Northern Ohio (S. Bass Island, W. Krebs); Central Ohio (Franklin Co., Moses
Craig); Southern Ohio (Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner); Adams Co., W. A.

Kellerman.)

Rhus copai,i,ina L. Dwarf Sumach.
Thropghout the state.

Rhus gi^abra L. Smooth Sumach.
Frequent over the whole state.

Rhus radicans L. ( R. toxicodendron L.) Poison Ivy. Poison Oak.
Over the whole state.

Rhus TYPHiNA L. Staghorn Sumach.
Throughout the state.

Rhus vernix L. {R. venenata DC.) Poison Sumach or Dogwood.
In swamps and low grounds throughout the state.

LV. Order CALLITRICHACEAE. {Halorageae) Water-Milfoil
Family.

282. PROSERPINACA L. Mermaid-weed.

Proserpinaca pai<ustris L.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs, W. C. Werner.

Proserpinaca pectinata Lam.
Dayton, J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836.)

283. MYRIOPHYLLUM Vaill. Water-Mii.foii^

Myriophyt^um ambiguum Nutt.

Licking Co., J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. Clark (Cat.)

Myriophyx,i,um heterophyi,i<I7m Michx.
Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

MYRIOPHYI.I.UM PiNNATUM (Walt.) B. S. P. {M, scabratum Mx.)
Summit Lake (Akron) J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836); *'Not common," H. C
Beardslee (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F. Clark (Oat.)

10 G. O.
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MYRIOPHYIvIvUM spicatum L.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

MyriophyIvIvUM TENKI.I.UM Bigelow.

Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

MyRIOPHYI^IvUM VERTlCIlvIvATUM L-

Cincinnati, J. h. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ;
Joseph Clark (Cat. 1852.)

In the supplementary catalogue published a year later, Dr. Riddell makes the

statement that *'M. verticillatum has not yet been discovered in our state."

284. CAIylvlTRICHE L. Water Star-wort.

CAI.I.ITRICHE hkte:rophyi.i,a Pursh.

Niles (Trvimbull Co.) R. H. Ingraham; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Paines-

ville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Cai,1vITrichk verna L.

Webbsport (Muskingum Co.) J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836) ; "Common," H. C.

Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

LVI. Order EUPHORBIACEAE. Spurge Family.

285. EUPHORBIA L. Spurge.

EuPHOBTBiA commutata Engelm

Frequent throughout central and southern Ohio; Marblehead (Ottawa Co.)

W. Krebs.

Euphorbia coroli^ata L.

Throughout the state.

Euphorbia cyperissias L.

Occasionally met with along roadsides as an escape from cultivation.

Euphorbia dentata Michx.
" Southwestern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

Euphorbia hei^ioscopia L.

Painesville, O. Hacker.

Euphorbia humistrata Engelm.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ;
Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Euphorbia macui^ata L.

Common.

Euphorbia marginata Pursh.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Columbus, Aug. D.

Selby ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Bot. Gaz. II, 64.)

Euphorbia nutans Lag. {£. preslii Guss. ; E. hypericifolia L.)

Common.
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Euphorbia obtusata Pursh.

Fairfield Co., S. Rensliaw; Licking Co.. H. L. Jones (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos.

Clark (Cat.)

Euphorbia pepi^us L.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. Clark ( Cat.)

Euphorbia pi.atyphyi,la h.

Lake Co., H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Cincinnati, Thos. G.

Lea (Cat.)

Euphorbia poi^ygonifoi^ia L.

Frequent along the sandy shores of Lake Erie.

286. PHYLLANTHUS L.

PhYI.I,ANTHUS CAROIvINENSIS Walt
"Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

287. CROTON L.

CrotoncapiTatus Michx.

Columbus, on grounds of Sells Brothers' Circus, Aug. D. Selby.

288. ACALYPHA L. Thrbe-sebded Mercury.

*ACAI.YPHA CAROI.INIANA Ell.

" Southern Ohio," Gray's Manual ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

ACAI.YPHA VIRGINICA L.

Common.

LVII. Order POLYGALACE^. Milkwort Family.

289. POLYGALA Tourn. Mii^kwort.

POI.YGAI.A brevifoi^ia Nutt

J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835).

POI.YGAI.A CRUCIATA L.

Lorain Co., J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

POIvYGAIvA INCARNATA L.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840), but not since collected.

Poi.YGAi,A MARIANA Mill. {P, JasHgiata Nutt)

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

POLYGAIvA PAUCIFOI^IA Willd.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Elyria (Lorain Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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POl,YGAI,A POlvYGAMA ly.

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

POI^YGAlvA SANGUINEA L.

Generally distributed.

Poi,YGAi,A SENKGA L. Seneca Snakeroot
Apparently over the whole state.

POIyYGAIvA VKRTICII,I.ATA L,.

Frequent.

P01.YGAI.A AMBiGUA Nutt. ( p. verticiilata ambigua L.)

Marietta, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Painesville, W. C. Werner.

LVIII. Order SIMARUBACE^.

290. AILANTUS.

A11.ANTUS Gi.ANDUi.OSUS Desf. Tree of Heaven.
Occasional in the southern half of the state. Naturalized from China.

UX. Order RUTACE^. Rue Family.

291. XANTHOXYLUM L. Pricki^y Ash.

XANTHOXYI.UM AMERiCANUM Mill. Northern Prickly Ash. Toothache Tree.
• Generally distributed over the state.

292. PTELEA L. Hop-tree. Shrubby Trefoii..

PTEIvEA trifoi^iata L.

Apparently throughout the state.

XIv. Order LINAGES. Flax Family.

293. IvINUM Tourn. Fi.ax.

iylNUM SUI.CATUM Riddell.

Licking Co.,H.L. Jones (Cat.) ; Dover ( Tuscarawas Co.) J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat).

Franklin Co., Moses Craig.

LiNUM USITATISSIMUM Iv. Common Flax.

Fields and waste places, frequent along railroad tracks.

I/INUM VIRGINIANUM ly.

Found rather sparingly throughout the state.
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LXI. Order BALSAMINACEAE.

. 294. IMPATIENSIy. Balsam. Jhwbi.-wked.

iMPATmNS AURKA Muhl. {L pallida ^vit\.) Pale Touch-me-not
Common over the whole state.

IMPATIENS BiFi^ORA Walt. ( I.Julva Nutt.) Spotted Touch-me-not.

Common over the whole state.

#

LXII. Order OXALIDACEAE.

295. OXALIS L. Wood-Sorrei..

OxAWS CORNicui^ATA I,. Yellow Wood-Sorrcl.

"Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Paines-

ville, O. Hacker; Galia Co., W. W. Deckard ; Monroe Co., H. Herzer.

OXAI4S STRICTA L. .( O. comiculata stricta Lav.)

Common throughout the state.

OxAWS rEcurva Ell.

Marietta, J. h. Riddell (Synop. 1835 ) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield

Co., E. V. Wilcox; Springfield, Mrs. K. J. Spence; Logan Co., W. A. Keller-

man ; Galia Co., W. W. Deckard; Franklin Co., Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

Oxai^is vioi^acea L. Violet Wood- Sorrel.

Distributed over the whole state.

LXIII. Order GERANIACEAE. Geranium Family.

296. GERANIUM Tourn. Cranesbii.i..

Geranium caroi^inianum L.

Northern Ohio (W. Krebs, H. C. Beardslee Cat.) ; A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus,
Moses Craig ; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

Geranium coi^umbinum L.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Geranium dissectum L.

Painesville, O. Hacker.

Geranium macui<atum Tourn. Wild Cranesbill.

Throughout th^ state.

Geranium moi^i^e L.

Painesville, W. C. Werner.
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Geranium pusii,i.um Iv.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

Geranium robkrTianum h. Herb Robert.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); S. Bass Island, W. Krebs ; Lakeside (Ottawa

Co.) B. V. Wilcox ; Painesville, O. Hacker.

297. ERODIUM L'Her. Storksbii^i,.

Erodium cicuTARiifM (L.) ly.'Her.

Painesville, W. C. Werner, Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Licking Co., H. L
Jones (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

298. FLOBRKEA Willd. Fai.sB Mermaid.

Fl^OERKBA PROSERPINACOIDKS Willd.

Frequent throughout the state.

LXIV. Order LEGUMINOSAE. Pulse Family.

299. BAPTISIA Vent. Fai.SE Indigo.

BapTisia AI.BA (L.) R. Br.

Central Ohio, W. S Sullivant (Cat.), J. L. Riddell (Synop.) ; has not been found

by recent collectors.

BapTisia AUSTRAI.IS (Iv.) R- Br. Blue False Indigo.

Cincinnati, J. L. Riddell (Sj^nop. 1836), Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Baptisia i^eucanTha Torr. and Gray.

Crawford Co., H. Herzer; Franklin Co., E. V. Wilcox; Banks of Ohio River

J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

Baptisia i^eucophaea Nutt.

Cincinnati, Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry Cat.)

Baptisia tinctoria (L.) R. Br. Wild Indigo.

Northern Ohio (W. C. Werner, R. H. Ingraham, A. A. Wright Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. Clark (H. C. Beardslee Cat.)

300. CROTAIvARIA ly. RaTTi.E-box.

CROTAI^ARIA SAGITTAI.IS Iv.

Cincinnati, Mr. Ward (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

301. LUPINUS Tourn. Lupine.

L/UPINUS PERENNiS L. Wild IvUpine.

Tuscarawas Co., J. L. Riddell (Sup. Cat. 1836); Portage Co., W. Krebs; Paines-

ville, O. Hacker ; Summit Co., W. C. Werner ; Delta ( Fulton Co.) M. G.

Aumend.
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302. MEDICAGO Tourn. Me;dick.

Medicago IvUPUI^ina L. Black Medick. None Such.

Frequent throughout the state.

MEDICAGO SATivA L. Lucerne. Alfalfa.

lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C. Werner; Franklin Co., Moses
Craig.

303. MEIylLOTUS Tourn. SwEEl? Ci^over. ^

MEiyiLOTuS AivBA {If) Lam. White Melilot.

Throughout the state, more common than the following.

Mei.ii.otus officinaws ( Iv ) Lam. Yellow Melilot.

Throughout the state.

304. TRIFOLIUM Tourn. C1.0VER.

TriFOI^ium arvensE L. Rabbit-foot or Stone Clover.

Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Painesville, O. Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.) ; Knox Co., Aug. D. Selby.

Trifowum hybridum L. Alsike Clover.

Appears to be generally distributed, escaped from cultivation.

TrifoIvIUM pratense L. Red Clover.

Common over the whole state.

Trifowum procumbens L. Low Hop-clover.

Marietta, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin

Co., W. J. Green ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

TrifoItIUM REFI.EXUM L. Buffalo Clover.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., J, L. Riddell (Synop. 1835)

;

" Western Ohio, General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

TriFOWUM repens L. White Clover.

Common throughout the state.

TRiFOiyiUM STOI.ONIFERUM Muhl. Running Buffalo Clover.

Not abundant but rather widely distributed.

305. PSORALEA L.

PSORAI^EA MEIflLOTOIBES Michx.

Hocking Co., C. J. Herrick; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

PSORAI<EA ONOBRYCHIS Nutt.

Throughout the southern half of the state.
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306. KUHNISTERA Lam. {Petalostemon Mx.) Prairie Ci.over.

KuHNiSTERA vioi^ACEA (Mx.) Kuntze. { Peta/ostemon violaceus Mk.)
" Near Middletown Ohio," J. L. Riddell ( Sup. Cat. 1836.)

307. CRACCA L. ( Tefhrosia Pers.) Hoary Pea.

Cracca virginiana L. ( Tephrosia virginiana Pers.) Goat's Rue. Catgut.
From Lake Erie (J. A. Sanford ) to the Ohio river.

308. ROBINIA L. Locust-tree.

ROBINIA HISPIDA L. Bristly Locust or Rose Acacia.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan. (Flora).

ROBINIA PSEUDACACIA L. Common Locust or False Acacia.

Generally distributed.

ROBINIA VISCOSA Vent. Clammy Locust-tree.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellermau
; Miami Valley,

A. P. Morgan (Flora).

309. ASTRAGALUS Touru. Mii.k-vetch.

Astragalus canadensis L.

Northern Ohio (J. A. Sanford, W. Krebs) ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby

;

Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

Astragalus cooperi Gray.

Southern Ohio, Jos. Clark ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Huron Co., H. C. Beardslee
(Cat.); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

310. STYLOSANTHES Swartz.

StylosanThes biflora (L.) B. S. P. {S. elatior Swartz.)

Central and southern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Fairfield Co., W. A.
Kellerman.

311. MEIBOMIA Moehr. Tick-trefoil.

Meibomia bracteosa (Mx.) Kuntze. {Desmodium cuspidatum T. & G.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Painesviile, W. C. Werner ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence ;

Cincinnati. Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Meibomia canadensis (L.) Kuntze. {Desmodium canadenseDC.)
Painesviile, W. C. Wernerj Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat); Cincinnati, Thos.

G. Lea ( Cat.)

Meibomia canescens (L.) Kuntze. {Desmodium canescens DQ.)

Generally distributed over the state.
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:Meibomia diIvI.ENII (Darlingt.) Kuntze. {Desmodium dillenii Darl.)

Throughout the state.

Meibomia gi.abei.i<a (Michx.) Kuntze. {Desmodium humifusmn Beck.)

Monroe Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

IMeibomia GRANDIFI.ORA (Walt.) Kuntze. {Desmodium acuminatum DC.)

Throughout the state.

Meibomia i^aevigata ( Nutt.) Kuntze. ( Desmodium laevigatum DC.)

"Ohio," J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835.)

Meibomia maryi^andica ( I/.) Kuntze. ( Desmodium marylandicum F. Boot.)

"Miami River," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; I^ancaster (Fairfield Co.) J. M. Bige-

low (J. S. Newberry, Cat.) ; Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Meibomia nudifi^ora (L.) Kuntze. {Desmodium nudiflorum DC.)

Frequent throughout the state.

Meibomia obtusa ( Muhl.) A. M. Vail. ( Desmodium ciliare DC.)

"Miami county," Ohio, J. Iv. Riddell (Synop. 1835) ; Georgesville (Franklin Co.)

Wm. C. Werner ; Summit Co., Wm. Krebs.

Meibomia panicui^aTa (L.) Kuntze. {Desmodium paniculatum DC.)

Northern Ohio (B. E. Bogue, W. C. Werner, A, A. Wright Cat.) ; Central Ohio
(Aug. D. Se by, H. ly. Jones Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Meibomia paucifi^ora (Nutt.) Kuntze. {Desmodium pauciflorum DC.)
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; New Antioch

(Clinton Co.) J. S. Vaudervort; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

Meibomia rigida (Elliott) Kuntze, {Desmodium rgtdum DC.)

Marietta, J. L- Riddell (Synop. 1835); Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

;

Fairfield Co., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Meibomia rotundifowa (Mx.) Kuntze. {Desmodium rotundifolium DC.)

Throughout the state
;
probably not abundant in any locality.

Meibomia stricta ( Ph. ) Kuntze. {Desmodium strictum DC.)

" Middletown," J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835.)

Meibomia viridifi^ora ( L.) Kuntze. {Desmodium viridiflorum Beck.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

312. LESPEDEZA Michx. ,Bush.ci.over.

Lespedeza frutescens ( Willd.) Ell. ( L. capitata Mx.)

Cuyahoga Co., W. Krebs; Painesville, Franklin Co., W. C. Werner; Cincinnati

Jos. Clark (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Lespedeza hirta (L.) Ell. {L.polystachya Mx.)

Throughout the state.
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Lespedeza procumbkns Mx.
Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

lyESPKDEZA REPENS ( L.) Bart.

Frequent throughout the state.

LESpEdeza reticui^ata ( Muhl.) Pers.

Cincinnati, T. G. Lea (Riddell, Sup. Cat. 1836); Painesville, H. C. Beardslee
(Cat.)

; Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Scioto
Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Lbspedeza stuvei Nutt.

Painesville, W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

LESPEdeza intermedium (Watson) Britt.

Cincinnati, T. G. Lea (Riddell Sup. Cat. 1836); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner;
Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Scioto Co., W. A. Kellerman; Muskingum Co.,

Wm. C. Werner; Monroe Co., H. Herzer; Gallia Co., Lizzie Davis; Fulton
Co., J. S. Hine.

LKSPEdezA vioi^acka ( L.) Pers.

Frequent.

313. VICIATourn. Vetch. Tare.

ViCIA AMERICANA Muhl.
** General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

ViCIA CAROIvINIANA Walt.

Throughout the state.

ViCIA CRACCA L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw

;

Columbus, C. E. Morrey; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

ViCIA HIRSUTA ( L.) Koch.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)
; Painesville, W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.)

ViCiA SATiVA L. Common Vetch or Tare.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
; Painesville, W. C. Werner.

314. LATHYRUS Tourn. Vetchi^ing. Everi^asting Pea.

LaThyrus Gi.aucifoi,ius Beck.
(
L. ochroleucus Hook.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lor-
ain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

LaThyrus mariTimus (L.) Bigelow. Beach Pea.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Lake Co., PL C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C.
Werner.
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lyATHYRXJS MYRTIFOLIUS Muhl.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Ashtabula Co., Sara

F. Goodrich ; Licking reservoir, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

LaTHYRUS PAI.USTRIS h.

Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), A. A. Wright (Cat), Wm. Krebs, Sara

F. Goodrich; Licking reservoir, H. L. Jones (Cat); Columbus. Wm. C.

Werner; Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Lathyrus venosus Muhl.

Ohio, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Painesville, H. C Beardslee (Cat); Lorain

Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark ( Cat)

315. CLITORIA L. Butterfi.y-Pea.

CI<I1^0RIA MARIANA L.

"Ohio,"J.'L Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

316. FALCATA Gmel. {Amphicarpaea Ell.) Hog Pea-nut.

Fai^caTa comosa (L.) Kuntze. {Amphicarpaea comosa L.; A. monoica Ell.)

Generally distributed over the state.

Fai^caTA PiTCHERi (T. & G.) Kuntze. {Amphicarpaea pitcheri Torr. and Gray).

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

317. APIOS Boerhaave. Ground-nuT. Wii,d Bean.

Apios TXJBEROSa Moench.

Frequent throughout the state.

318. PHASEOLUS Tourn. Kidney Bean.

PHASEOI.US HEivVOi^us L- (
Strophostyles angulosa Ell.)

Common on the sandy shores of Lake Erie; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat)

;

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat) ;
" Prairie, near Hamilton, Ohio," J. L. Rid-

dell (Synop. 1835.)

PHASEOI.US perENNIS Walt. Wild Bean.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

319. GYMNOCLADUS Lam. Kentucky Cofeee-Tree.

GymnocIvADUS dioicus (L.) Koch. ( G. canadensis Lam.)

Distributed over the state, probably not abundant anywhere.

320. GLEDITSCHIA L. Honey Locust.

G1.EDITSCHIA TRIACANTHos L. Three-thorned Acacia, or Honey-Locust

Generally distributed but more frequent over the southern half of the state.
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321. CASSIA Tourn. Senna.

Cassia cham^crista Iv. Partridge Pea.

Monroeville (Huron Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat) ;
Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby;

Ivicking Co., H. L.. Jones ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Cassia marii^andica L. Wild Senna.

Frequent in the southern and western parts of the state ;
Cleveland, W. Krebs.

Cassia nictitans L.

Frequent in the southern half of the state.

322. CERCIS L. Rkd-bud. Judas-trkB.

Cercis canadensis L. Red-bud.

Over the whole state, especially abundant in the southern half.

LXV. Order ROSACE^. Rose Family.

323. PRUN.US Tourn. Pi.UM, Cherry, Etc.

Prunus AMERICANA Marshall.

Throughout the state.

Prunus angustieoi^ia Marsh. ( P. chicasa Michx.)

"Naturalized in southern Ohio," J. A. Warder ( Woody Pi.)

Prunus pennsyi^vanica L. f. Wild Red Cherry.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs, Sara F. Goodrich, W. C. Werner, A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

Prunus pumh^a L.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Prunus SEROXIna Ehrh. Wild Black Cherry.

Throughout the state.

Prunus virGINIANA L,. Choke-cherry.

Northern Ohio, A. A. Wright (Cat), W. C. Werner; Central Ohio, Mrs. E. J.

Spence, Aug. D. Selby; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

324. SPIR^A Iv. Meadow-sweet.

Spir^a aruncus L. Goat's Beard.

Distributed throughout the state.

Spir^a corymbosa Raf. (5. betulaefolia corymbosa Watson.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

SpiR^a rubra (Hill) Britt. {S, lobata Jacq.) Queen of the Prairie.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Mrs. E. J. Spence ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James

( Cat.) ; Ivicking Co., H. Iv. Jones (Cat.); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)
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SPiRJgA SAiviciFOWA L. Common Meadow-Sweet.
Throughout the state.

SPiRieA TOMENTOSA L. Hard ack. Steeple-Bush.

Silver Lake (Summit Co.) W. Krebs ; Mahoning Co., W. C. Werner; Lorain Co..

A. A. Wright (Cat); Amanda (Fairfield Co.) W. A. Kellerman,

325. EPISCOTORUS Raf. (Neiilia; Physocarpus.)

Episcotorus opuwfowus ( L.) [Neiilia opulifolia Benth. & Hook., Phvsocarpus

opulifolius Maxim., Spiraea opulifolia L.)

Distributed throughout the state ; S. Bass Island, W. Krebs.

326. PORTERANTHUS Britt {Gillenia Moench.) Indian Physic.

PORTERANTHUS STiPUi^ATus ( Muhl.) Britt. ( Gillenia sHpulata Muhl. ; G. stipulacea

Nutt.) American Ipecac.

Southern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.); Athens

Co , Aug. D. Selby ; Logan Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PORTERANTHUS TRiFOi^iATA ( L.) Britt. [Gillenia tH/oHata Moench.) Bowman's
Root.

Knox Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat); Painesville, O. Hacker; Corning (Perry Co.)

J. H. Lageman; Dayton, R. Buchanan (J. L. Riddell, Sup. Cat. 1836.)

227. RUBUS Tourn. Brambi^B.

RUBUS americanuS (Pers.) [R. triflortts Richards.) Dwarf Raspberry.

Frequent in northern Ohio; Champaign Co., Mrs. E.J. Spence.

RuBUS canadensis L. Dewberry.

Frequent throughout the state; a double flowered form from Painesville,

O. Hacker.

RuBUS CUNEIFOI^IUS Pursh. Sand Blackberry.

Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

RuBUS HISPIDUS L. Running Swamp-Blackberry.

Northern Ohio.

RuBUS INVISUS ( Bailey) Britt. [R. villosus humifusus T. & G.)

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

RuBUS occiDENTAi<is L. Black Raspberry.

Frequent throughout the state.

RuBUS odoraTus L. Purple Flowering-Raspberry.

Generally distributed over the northern and central portions of the state.

RuBUS STRiGOSUS Michx. Wild Red-Raspberry.

Throughout the state.
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RUBUS vii^i^osus Ait. Common Blackberry.
Common over the whole state.

RuBus vir,i,osus frondosus Torr.
'' Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

; Lake Co., O. Hacker.

328. DALIBARDA U

Dai^ibarda repens I/.

Worthington (Franklin Co.) J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Morgan (Ashtabula
Co.) L. B. Tuckerman (Lazenby and Werner, Sup. List); Orwell (Ashtabula
Co.) B. B. Bo£iue.

329. GBUM L. A\kns.

Gkum canadense Jacq. {G. album Gmelin.)

Generally distributed.

Geum CII.IATUM Ph. {G. triflorum Ph.)

" Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Geum R3Vai,e L. Water, or Purple Avens.

Northern Ohio (W. Krebs, W. C. Werner, B. B. Bdgue); Champaign Co.
Wm. C. Werner.

'

Geum strictum Ait.

Northern Ohio (W. Krebs, W. C. Werner, A. A.Wright (Cat); Licking Co.,

H. L.Jones (Cat)

Geum vernum Torr.& Gray.

Frequent in central and southern Ohio; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

330. WALDSTBINIA Willd.

Wai^dsteinia fragarioides (Mx.) Tratt

Painesville, O. Hacker; Ashtabula Co., Florence Tuckerman; Franklin Co.,

Aug. D. Selby
; Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat);

Cincinnati, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

331. FRAGARIA Tourn. Strawberry.

FraCxARIA AMERICANA (Porter) Britt {F. vesca, Gray Man.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence. F. vesca, Lorain
Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) and Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.) undoubtedly
refer to F. Americana.

Fragaria virginiana Mill.

Frequent all over the state.

Fragaria virgiaiana ii,i,inoensis (Prince) Gray.

Painesville and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat);

Gallia Co., W. W. Deckard. Perhaps widely distributed.
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332. POTHNTII^LA L. Cinque-foii.. Five-fingkr.

POTENTli,i,A ANSERINA L. Silver-Weed.

Sandy shore of l,ake Erie (H. C. Beardslee Cat.), W. Krebs ; I^orain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.)

P0TENT11.1.A ARGUTA Pursh. .

Cedar Point (Brie Co.) and Lakeside (Ottawa Co.), W. Krebs; Painesville,

Wm. C. Werner.

PoTENTiivi^A ARGENTEA h. Silvery Cinque-Foil.

Cleveland, Lakeside and Cedar Point, W. Krebs.

PoTENTiivi^A CANADENSIS L. Common Five-Finger,

Throughout the state.

POTENTlIvTvA CANADENSIS SIMPI^EX T. & G.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.); Franklin Co.,

J. L. Ridden ( Synop. 1835.)

P0TENTI1.1.A FRUTICOSA L. Shrubby Cinque-Foil.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840); Cedar Swamp, Champaign Co., Mrs.
E. J. Spence.

POTENTII^I^A NORVEGICA L.

Frequent throughout the state.

PoTENTii.i,A PAI.USTRIS (L.) Scop. Marsh Five-Finger.

Northern Ohio, W. Kxebs, A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Reservoir, H. L.Jones
(Cat.)

P0TENTII.I.A RECTA L.

Columbus, W. R. Lazenby; Westerville (FrankHn Co.), E. V. Wilcox.

POTENTlI.IvA SUPINA L.

Painesville and Southern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cedar Point (Erie Co.),

E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

333. AGRIMONIA Tourn. Agrimony.

Agrimonia striata Mx. {A. eupatoria L.) Common Agrimony.
Frequent over the whole state.

Agrimonia parvipi^ora Ait Small-flowered Agrimony.
Throughout the state.

334. SANGUISORBA L. {Poteriumh) Burnet.

Sanguisorba canadensis L. {PoUrium canadense Benth. & Hk.) Canadian
Burnet
Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) , W. Krebs ; Central Ohio, Mrs. E. J. Spence,

E. E. Bogue; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).
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Sanguisorba POTKRiUM (L.)Britt. {Potermm sanguisorbah.) Garden Bureut.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

335. ROSA Tourn. RosE.

Rosa bi^anda Ait.

Throughout the state. Infrequent.

Rosa canina L. Dog Rose.

"Southern Ohio," J. A. Warder (Woody PI.)

Rosa caroi^ina L.

Frequent in swamps and low grounds throughout the state.

Rosa cinnamomea. Cinnamon Rose.

"An old garden variety with double flowers, escaped from cultivation,

Southern Ohio," J. A. Warder (Woody PI.)

Rosa humii^is Marsh.

Freqvient throughout the state.

Rosa i^ucida Bhrh.

PainesviLe, W. C. Werner ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

Rosa rubiGinosa L. Sweetbriar. Eglantine.

Roadsides and uncultivated fields throughout the state.

Rosa setigera Michx. Climbing or Prairie Rose.

Frequent throughout the state.

336. PYRUS L. Pear. Appe.e.

PyruS arbutiFOIvIA (L.) L.f Choke-Berry.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat), W. C. Werner.

PYRUS ANGUSTIFOI.IA Ait.

Franklin Co., J. R. Paddock (J. L. Riddell, Sup. Cat. 1836); Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

Pyrus coronaria L. American Crab-Apple.

Over the whole state.

PvRUS MAivUS L. Apple.

"Frequently found in waste places and along roadsides, Licking Co.," H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

Pyrus nigra (Willd.) Sarg. ( P. arbutifolia melanocarpa Hook.)

Throughout the northern and central portions of the state; Gallia Co., J. W.

Davis.

337. SORBUS L.
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SoRBUS SAMBUCiFOWA (Cham. & Schlecht) Roem. (Pyrus sambuci/olia Cham. &
Schlecht.)

Elyria (Loraiu Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

338. CRATAEGUS h. Hawthorn. White Thorn.

Crataegus apiifolia (Marsh.) Michx.
"Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Crataegus coccinea L.

Throughout the state.

Crataegus coccinea macrantha Dudley.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)

Crataegus crus-gai.i,i L.

Generally distributed over the state.

Crataegus fi.ava Ait.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

Crataegus moi,i,is (T. & G.) Sarg. ( C. coccinea mollis Torn and Gray.)

Over the whole state.

Crataegus oxyacantha L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Crataegus spathui^ata Michx.

''Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835.)

Crataegus tomentosa L.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Franklin
Co., Aug. D. Selby ; Clermont Co., Jos. F. James.

Crataegus tomentosa punctata (Jacq.) Gray.

Throughout the state.

339. AMELANCHIBR Medic. June-berry.

AmEIvANCHIER ai,nifoi,ia Nutt.

Central Ohio, W. S. SuUivant (H. C. Beardslee Cat.)

AmEI<anchier canadensis (L.) Medic. Shad-bush. Service-berry.

Generally distributed.

LXVI. Order PLATANACEAE. Plane-tree Family,

340. PLATANUS L. Sycamore. Button-wood.

Pl^ATANUS OCCIDENTAWS L.

Over the whole state.

11 G. O.
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LXVII. Ordkr HAMAMEIvIDEAE. Witch-Hazel Family.

341. HAMAMELIS L. WiTCH-Hazki,.

HamamkiJis virginiana L.

Over the whole state.

342. LIQUIDAMBAR L. SwKET-GuM Trke).

IviQUiDAMBAR STYRACiFi^UA L. Sweet-GuHi. Bilsted.

Southern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Otway (Scioto Co.) W. A. Kellermaii.

LXVIII. Order SAXIFRAGACEAE. Saxifrage Family.

343. SAXIFRAGA L. Saxifragk.

Saxifraga aizoon Jacq.

"Northeastern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Saxifraga pknnsyi,vanica h.

Throughout the northern half of the state; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Saxifraga virginiensis Michx.

Over the whole state.

344. SULIvIVANTlA. Torr. and Gray.

SUI.I.IVANTIA SUI.I.IVANTII (T. & G.) Britt. (5. ohionis T. & G.)

Highland Co., W. S. Suilivant (J. S. Newberry Cat.) ; Fultonham (Muskingum
Co.) W. C. Werner; Hocking Co., Adams Co., W. A. Kellerman.

345. TIAREIvLA Iv. Fai^se: MiTre-WorT.

T1AREI.I.A CORDIFOI^IA I/.

Generally distributed.

346. MITKIylyA Tourn. Mitrk-Wort. Bishop's-Cap.

M1TE1.1.A DIPHYI.1.A I^.

Frequent throughout the state.

MlTKXrI,A NUDA I/.

Cleveland, J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

347. HEUCHERAL. A1.UM-R00T.

Heuchera AMERICANA L. Commou Alum-root.

Distributed throughout the whole state.
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Heuchera vii.i<osa Michx.

Cincinnati, Mr. Ward (J. S. Newberry Cat.)

348. CHRYSOSPLKNIUM Tourn. G01.DEN Saxifrage.

Chrysospi^enium americanum Schwein.

Generally distributed throughout the northern and central portions of the state.

349. PARNASSIA Tourn. Grass of Parnassus.

Parnassia caroliniana Michx.

l,orain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, W. C. Werner; Columbus, E. V.

Wilcox; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) W.

C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

350. HYDRANGEA Gronov.

Hydrangea arborescens h. Wild Hydrangea.

Frequent throughout the state.

351. PHIIvADELPHUS L. Mock-Orange or Syringa.

PhH^DEIvPHUS coronarius L.

"Almost naturalized in southern Ohio," J. A. Warder (Woody PI.)

PHII.ADEI.PHUS INODORUS h.

" Almost naturalized in southern Ohio," J. A. Warder ( Woody PI.)

352. RIBES h- Currant. Gooseberry.

RiBES CYNOSBATI h.

Distributed over the whole state.

RiBES FI.ORIDUM L'Her. Wild Black-Currant.

Generally distributed throughout the whole state.

RiBES ivACUSTRE Poir

Columbus, Mr. Lapham (J. L. Riddell, Sup. Cat. 1836); Painesville, H. C.

Beardslee (Cat.)

RiBES NIGRUM Iv.

Escaped from cultivation ; Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Painesville, O. Hacker.

RiBES OXYACANTHOIDES ly.

Franklin Co., J. h. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.);

Painesville, Champaign Co., Akron and Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

RiBES ROTUNDIFOWUM Michx.

Northern Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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Rises rubrum subgi^anduIvOSUM Maxim.
Geauga Co., Dr. Canfield (J. S. Newberry Cat.) ; Thompson I^edge (Geauga Co.)

H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, O.

Hacker.

LXIX. Order SARRACENIx\CE^, Pitcher Plants.

353. SARRACENIA Tourn. Side-Saddle Flower.

Sarracenia purpurea L. Pitcher-plant. Huntsman's Cup.

Geauga Lake (Portage Co.) W. Krebs; Chardon ( Geauga Co.) W. C. Werner

;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Akron (Summit Co.) E. W. Claypole.

LXX. Order DROSERACE^. Sundew Eamily.

351. DROSERAL. Sundew.

Drosera intermedia americanum DC.

" Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

Drosera rotundifoi^ia L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ;
Summit Co., W. Krebs and E. Claassen ; Lake

Co., Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Champaign Co., Wm. C.

Werner.

LXXI. Order CRASvSULACE^. Orpine Family.

355. PENTHORUM Gronov. Ditch Stone-crop.

PENTHORUM SEDOIDEvS L.

Common in wet places.

356. SEDUM Tourn. Stonk-Crop. Orpine.

SEDum acre L. Mossy Stone-crop.

" Adventive" H. C. Beardslee-. (Cat.)

SEDUM PUI.CHEI.IvUM Mx.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (P'lora).

SEDUM TEI.EPHIOIDES Michx.

"Eastern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

SEDUM TEI.EPHIUM L. Garden Orpine or Live-for-ever.

Escaped from cultivation, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Mor-

gan (Flora).
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Skdum TMRNaTvU (Haw.) Michx.

Generally distributed over the state.

LXXII. Order CAPPARIDACE^. Caper Family.

357. POI.ANISIA Raf.

Poi^NisiA GRA\reoi.ENS Raf. ( P. dodecatidra Mx.)

Distributed over the state; West Sister Island (Lake Erie) J. A. Sanford.

LXXIII. Order CRUCIFER^.' Mustard Family.

358. RORIPPA Scop. {Nasturtium R. Br.) Water Cress.

RORIPPA AMERICANA (Gray) Britt. {Nasturtium lacustre Gray.) Lake Cress.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Go., H.

L. Jones (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.) ; Madison Co., Mrs. K. D,

Sharpe.

RORIPPA ARMORACIA ( L) Rusby. ( Nasturtiufft armoracia Fries.) Horse raddish.

Escaped from gardens into roadside and waste places.

RORIPPA HiSPiDA (Desv.) Britt. {Nasturtium palustre hispida F. & M.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Monroe Co., H. Herzer.

RORIPPA NASTURTIUM (L.) Britt. {Nasturtium officinale R. Br.) True Water

Cress.

Cpmmon near springs and in clear running water throughout the state.

RORIPPA PAi^uSTRE ( L.) Britt. ( Nasturtium palustre L.) Marsh Cress.

Frequent.

RORIPPA SESSii.iFi,ORA ( Nutt.) Britt. ( Nasturtium sessilifiorum Nutt)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

RORIPPA SYivVESTRis ( L.) Britt. ( Nasturtium sylvestre R. Br.)

Painesville, O. Hacker.

359. BARBAREA R. Br. WINTER Cress.

BarbarEa vui^garis R. Br. Common Winter Cress. Yellow Rocket

Over the whole state, most abundant in heavy clay soils.

360. ARABIS L. Rock Cress.

Arabis canadensis L. Sickle-pod.

Over the Avhole state, probably not common anywhere.
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Arabis brachycarpa (T. & G.) Britt. {A. confinis Watson.)
Distributed throughout the state.

Arabis denTaTa Torr. & Gray.

Throughout the southern half of the state.

Arabis GI.ABRA (Iv.) Bernh. [A. perfoliaia l,2im.) Tower Mustard.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James (Cat.) ;
'' General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Arabis hirsuta (L.) Scop.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Arabis i.aEvigaTa (Muhl.) Poir.

Over the whole state.

Arabis i^udoviciana Meyer.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Arabis i^yrata L.

From the northern (Ottawa Co., W. Krebs) to the southern portion of the state

(Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner).

Arabis patens Sulliv.

Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry Cat); rocky banks of the Scioto River
(Franklin Co.) Aug. D. Selby.

361. THELYPQDIUM Endl.

ThHIvYpodium pinnatifidum (Mx.) Watson.

Frequent over the southern half of the state ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

;^62. CARDAMINE L. (Inch DENTARIA Tourn.)

Cardamink arknicoi^a Britton.

Geneva (Ashtabula Co.) Miss Sara F. Goodrich.

Cardamine bui^bosa (Schreb.) B. S. P. (C rhomboidea DC.) Spring Cress.

Common over the whole state.

Cardamine DIPHYI.I.A (Mx.) Wood. {Dentaria diphylla Michx.)

Distributed over the state.

Cardamine dougi^assii (Torr.) Britt. (C rhomboidea purpurea Torr.)

Common throughout the whole state.

Cardamine fi^exuosa With. ( C. hirsuta sylvatica Gr.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Cardamine i^aciniaTa (Muhl.) Wood. {Dentaria laciniata Muhl.)

Common over the whole state.
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CARDAMiisfK MAXIMA (Nutt.) Wood. {DentaHa maxima Nutt.)

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat); Taylor's Creek, I^eo Lesquereux (J. S. New-

berry Cat.)

Cardamine pennsyi^vanica Muhl. ( C. hirsuta L.) Small Bitter Cress.

Common in low grounds.

Cardamink prat^nsis L. Cuckoo fi^ower.

Northern Ohio, W. R. Lazenby and W. C. Werner (Sup. I/ist.)

More than doubtful since not authenticated by specimens.

Cardamine rotundifowa Mx. Mountain Water-Cress.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840) but not

found since; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

363. ALYSSUM Tourn.

Ai^YSSUM AI.YSSOIDES (L.) Gouan. {A, calycinum L,)

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

AI.YSSUM maritimum (I/.) Lam.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

364. DRABA Dill. Whi1*i,ow-Grass.

DraBA CAROIylNIANA Walt.

Springfield, Mrs. B. J. Spence; Ottawa Co., C. M. Weed; Monroe Co., Rev. H.

Herzer.

Draba incana arabisans (Mx.) Watson.

Akron, Mr. Clinton (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

Draba verna L. Whitlow-Grass.

Found in various places through the state.

. 365. HESPERIS Tourn. Rocket.

Hesperis matronaws L. Dame's Violet.

Frankliu Co., Aug. D. Selby.

366. SISYMBRIUM tourn. HEDGE MuSTARD.

Sisymbrium officinai^e (L.) Scop. Hedge Mustard.

Common in waste places.

Sisymbrium pinnaTUM (Walt) Greene (5. canescens Nutt.) Tansy Mustard.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Ct.-.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Cincinnati,

Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Sisymbrium TH4i,iana (L.) Gaud. Mouse-ear Cress.

Painesville, W. C. Werner; Waverly (Pike Co.) C.J. Herrick.
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367. ERYSIMUM Tourn. Trejaci^K Mustard.

Erysimum asperum DC. Western Wall Flower.

Scioto River, near Columbus, A. Ruppersberg and W. O'Kane.

Erysimum cheiranThoides t,. Worm-seed Mustard.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Brady's Lake (Portage Co.) E. Claasen; Cincin-

nati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

368. CAMELINA Crantz Fai.seFi.ax.

Camewna saTiva (Iv.) Crantz.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lake Co., W. C. Werner-
Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Cincin-

nati; Jos. F. James (Cat.)

369. BRASSICA Tourn.

Brassica ai^ba (L.) Boiss. White Mustard.

Given as general (J. S. Newberry, Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Frank-
lin Co., Selby & Craig (Cat.)

Brassica arvensis (L.) B. S. P. {B. sinapistrum Boiss.) English Charlock.

Common in waste grounds and fields.

Brassica nigra (L.) Koch. Black Mustard.

"General," (J. S. Newberry, Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Licking Co.,

H. L.Jones (Cat.); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

370. BURSA Weber {Capsella Medic.) Shepherd's Purse.

Bursa pastoris L. ( Capsella bursa pastoris Moench.)

Every where in cultivated grounds.

37L LEPIDIUM Tourn. PeppERWORT. Peppergrass.

Lepidium campESTre (L.) R. Br.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat); Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, O. Hacker; Columbus, Moses Craig.

Lepidium intermedium Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Lepidium ruderai^e L.

Painesville, O. Hacker.

Lepidium virginicum L.

Common as a weed in cultivated ground.

372. THLASPI Tourn. Pennycress.

Thi^aspi arvense L.

Cincinnati, J L. Riddell (Sjmop. 1835); Toledo, J. A. Sanford.
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373. CAKILE Tourn. Sea Rocket.

Cakii^e EDENTUI.ATA (Big.) Hook. ( C. amerteana l<init)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat)

374. RAPHANUS L.

Raphanus raphanistrum h. Wild Radish.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, O. Hacker; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Flora).

Raphanus sativuS L. Garden Radish.

Occasionally found as an escape from cultivation.

LXXIV. Order FUMARIACE^. Fumitory Family.

375. BICUCULLA Adans. [Diclytra Borkh.; Dicentra Borkh.)

Dutchman's Breeches.

BICUCUI.I.A CANADENSIS (Goldie) {Dicentra canadensis JyZ.) Squirrel Corn.

Common over the whole state.

BicucuLivA cucuivi^ARiA (L.) {Dtceutra cucullaria DC.) Dutchman's Breeches.

Common over the whole state.

BICUCUI.I.A ExiMiA (Ker.) {Dicentra eximia DC.)

Found in Pennsylvania near the Ohio line by C. D. Beadle.

376. ADLUMIA Raf. Cwmbing Fumitory.

Adi^umia fungosa (Ait) Greene {A.cirrhosa Raf)

Little Mt (Lake Co.) W. C. Werner; Geauga Co., W. G. Werner; Lorain Co.

A. A. Wright (Cat); Knox Co., Aug. D. Selby.

377. NRCKERIA Scop. ( Corydalis Vent.)

Neckeria aurEa ( Willd.) ( Corydalis aurea Willd.) Golden Corydalis.

Little Mt (Lake Co.), W. C. Werner; Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.), W. C
Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat) .

Neckeria fi.avui.a (Raf.) {CorydalisflavuiaT>Q,.)

Franklin Co., W. J. Green ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat), Cincinnati, Jos. F
James (Cat)

Neckeria sempervirens (L.) (Corydalis sempervirens Pers.; C. glauca Pursh.)

Pale Corydalis.

Dover (Cuyahoga Co.), W. Krebs; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox.

378. FUMARIA Tourn. Fumitory.
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FuMARiA OFFICINAI.IS h. Commoii Fumitory; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora);
** Escaped from gardens," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

LXXV. Ordkr PAPAVERACE^. Poppy Family.

379. PAPAVKR Tourn. Poppy.

Papavkr rhokas Iv.

Adventive from Europe, Painesville, W. C. Werner.

Papaver SOMnifkrum L. Common Poppy.
Escaped from cultivation, J. S. Newberry (Cat); *' exists for a year or two in
waste places," Licking Co., H. h. Jones (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morijan
(Flora).

380. ARGEMONE I.. Prickly Poppy.

Arg^MONK mexicana Iv. Mexican Poppy.

"Escaped from gardens," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

381. STYIvOPHORUM Nutt Cki^andine Poppy.

STYI.OPHORUM DIPHYI,I,UM ( Mx.) Nutt.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee. Frequent in the southern half of the state.

382. SANGUINARIA Dill. Bi^ood-rooT.

Sanguinaria canadensis L.

Distributed over the whol. state.

383. CHELIDONIUM L. Cei^andine.

CheIvIDONIUM majus L. Celandine.

Frequently found in waste grounds and by road-sides.

LXXXI. Order CALYCANTHACE^. Calycanthus Family.

384. BEURERA. Caroi^ina Ai.i.spice.

BEUreRA Fi^ORiDA (L.) Kuntze. {Calycanthus Jloridush)
Southern Ohio, " Sandstone soils and cultivated in gardens," Dr. J. H. Warder
(Woody PI.) Reported by Lazenby and Werner (Sup. List) on the above
authority.

BEURERA EERAX (Willd.) Kuntze. [Calycanthus laevigatus Willd.)

Southern Ohio, Dr. J. H. Warder (Woody PI.)
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LXXVII. Order LAURACEAE. Laurel Family.

885. SASSAFRAS. Nees.

Sassafras sassafras (L.) Karst {S. officinale Nees.)

Frequent.

386. BENZOIN Fabric. ( Z^waT^ra Thunb.) Fever-bush. Wild-Allspice.

BjSnzoin pseudo-benzoin (Mx.) {Lindera benzoin Blume.) Spice-bush. Ben-
jamin-bush.

Throughout the state.

IvXXVIII. Order MENISPERMACEAE. Moonseed Family.

387. MENISPERMUM L. Moonseed.

Menispermum canadensE L. Moonseed.
Throughout the state.

LXXIX. Order BERBERIDACEAE. Barberry Family.

388. BERBERISL. Barberry.

Berberis VUI.GARIS ly. Common Barberry.

Escaped from cultivation, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

389. CAULOPHYLLUM Michx. Bi.uE Cohosh.

CAUI.OPHYI.I.UM THAi^icTROiDES (L.) Mx. Pappoose-Root
Woods in rich soil, over the whole state.

LXXX. Order RANUNCULACEAE. Crowfoot Family.

390. CLEMATIS L. Virgin's-BowI:r.

CivEMATiS OCHROI<EUCA Ait.

Central Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; "This identification is possibly erroneous'

(Jos. F. James, in Rev. Genus Clematis).

Ci^EMATis viORHA L- Leather-flower.

Frequent through the southern half of the state.

C1.EMATIS viRGiNiANA L. Common Virgin's Bower.
Common along river and creek bottoms over the whole state.
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391. THALICTRUM Tourn. Meadow-Rue;.

• Thai^ictrum dioicum Iv. Bariy Meadow Rue.

Frequent.

ThaIvICTrum poi^ygamum Muhl.

From the northern (Painesville, W. C. Werner) to the southern portion of the

state (Cincinnati, Jos. F. James Cat.)

Thai^ictrtim purpurascens L.

Generally distributed over the state,

392. ANEMONE Tourn. Wind-fi^ower.

Anemone cyi^indrica Gray.

Marblehead (Ottawa Co.) W. Krebs; Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.);

lyakeside (Ottawa Co.) A. D. Selby.

Anemone quinquefoIvIA L. (A. nEmorosa L. Does not, according to Dr. Britton,

occur in North America.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

Anemone canadensis L. (^. pennsylvanica ly.)

Apparently over the whole state.

Anemone virginiana L.

Common throughout the state; a white flowered form with white sepals,

flowers one and one-half inches across, Painesville, W. C. Werner.

393. HEPATICA Dill. Liver-i^Eaf.

HepaTica acuta (Pursh.) Britton. {H. acutiloba DC.)

Widely distributed over the state.

HEPATICA HEPATICA ( L.) Karst. ( H. triloba Chaix.)

Widely distributed.

394. SYNDESMON Hoff"msg.

Syndesmon THAWCTROiDES (Iv.) Hcff"msg. {Anemonelld tkaHctroides S^^cK)

Over the whole state ; a double flowered form, Springfield, Mr. Dory.

395. TROLLIUS L. Gi.OBE-Fi,owER.

Troi^IvIUS IvAXUS Salisb.

Central Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co.), E. V. Wilcox.

396. TRAUTVETTERIA Fisch. & Mey. Fai,se Bugbane.

TrauTvETTERIA caroi^inensis ( Walt.) Vail. ( T. palmata Fisch. & Mey.)

Mansfield, Dr. Kellogg (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)
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397. RANUNCULUS Tourn. Crowfoot. Buttercup.

RanuncuIvUS abortivus h. Small-flowered Crowfoot.

Common over the whole state.

RANUNCUI.US ABORTiVUS MICRANTHUS Gray.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Beardslee, Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

RANUNCtJlvUS ACRIS L.

Very abundant in fields and pastures throughout the northern portion of the

state; Cincinnati, Jos. P. James (Cat); Columbus, W. S. Devol; Licking Co.t

H. h. Jones ( Cat)

Ranuncui.usobtusiuscui.us {J^. amM£'ens Watson.) Water Plantain. Spearwort
Frequent in low grounds.

RANUNCUI.US ARV:eNSlS L.

An occasional specimen introduced from Europe found at Painesville,

O. Hacker.

RANUNCUIyUS BUI.BOSUS h.

Cincinnati, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Ranuncui<us circenaTus Sibth. Stiflf Water-crowfoot

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Sandusky, Amelia Hammel; Licking Co. H. L. Jones

(Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

RANUNCur.us CYMBAXARiA Pursh. Sea-sidc Crowfoot.

Northern Ohio, W. R. Lazenby and W. C. Werner (Sup. List), doubtful since

authenticated by no specimen.

RANUNCUI.US BEI.PHINIFOUUS Torr. ( J^. multifidus Pursh.)

Ashtabula Co., Florence Tuckerman ; Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Painesville, H. C.

beardslee (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Medina Co., J. S. Newberry
(Cat); Franklin Co., Moses Craig.

RanuncuIvUS dei.phinifoi,ius TERrestris Gray. {R. multifidus terrestris Gray.
" Northern Ohio," Gray's Manual (6th Edition).

RaNUNCUI^US FASCICUIvARIS Muhl.

Toledo. J. A. Sanford; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Licking Co., H. L. Jones
(Cat); Springfield, Mrs. E.J. Spence.

Ranunculus ficaria L.

Adventive from Europe, Painesville, O. Hacker.

RaNUNGUIvUS hispidus Mx.
Widely distributed but mostly confused by collectors with R. fascicularis Muhl.
and R. septentrionalis Poir.

RANUNCUI.US PENNSYirVANicus L. f. Bristly Crowfoot.

Common over the whole state.

Ranunculus pusillus Poir.

J. S. Newberry ( Cat)
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RanuncuIvUS recurvaTus Poir. Hooked Crowfoot.

Commou over the whole state.

RANUNCUI.US REPRNS L.

Intioduced from Europe, Painesville, W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.)

Ranuncui^uS rKpTans L. [jr. flamula reptans E. Meyer). Creeping Spearwort.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

RANUNCUI.US RHOMBOIDEUS Goldie.

Sandusky, Dr. Kellogg ( H. C. Beardslee Cc t.)

RANUNCUI.US SCKI.ERATUS L. Cursed Crowfoot.

Frequent in ditches.

RaNUNCUIvUS SEPTKNTRIONAI^IS Poir.

Generally distributed over the state.

RANUNCUI.US TRiCHOPHYi.i,US Chaix. [R. aquatUis trichop'hyllus Gray).

Throughout the whole state.

398. CALTHA L. Marsh Marigoi^d.

CaIvTHA PAI.USTRIS L.

Over the whole state.

399. HYDRASTIS Ellis.

Hydrastis canadensis L.

Occurs over the whole state.

400. COPTIS Salisb.

CopXis TRiEOi^iA (L.) Salisb.

Portage Co., W. Krebs ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.)

401. ISOPYRUM L.

ISOPVRUM BiTERNATUM (Raf.) Torr. & Gray.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.)

402. NIGELLA L.

N1GE1.1.A DAMASCENA L- Fenuel-flower.

Escaped from cultivation, Southern Ohio, J. S. Hine.

403. AQUILEGIA Tourn. Coi^umbine.
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Aquilegia canadensis L. Wild Columbine.

Usually on rocky banks, widely distributed,

Aquii^egia vuIvGaris L. Garden Columbine.

Escaped from cultivation, Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.) W. C. Werner; Lon-

don (Madison Co.) Mrs. K. D. Sharpe.

404. DELPHINIUM Tourn.

DEI.PHINIUM CAROI.INIANUM Walt { £>. as^ureum Michx.)

Adams Co., W. A. Kellernian.

Dei^phinium consolida L.

Sparingly escaped from cultivation.

DEI.PHINIUM exai^TaTUM Ait. Tall Larkspur.

Georgesville (Franklin Co.) E. V. Wilcox; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

DEI.PHINIUM TRicoRNE Michx. Dwarf Larkspur.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

405. ACONITUM Tourn. Monkshood.

ACONITUM NO\ EBORACENSE Gray.

Cuyahoga Falls ( Summit Co.) E. Claassen.

ACONITUM IJNCINATUM L.

Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Cuyahoga Falls, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

406. ACTAEA L. Baneberry. Cohosh.

AcTAEA AI.BA (L.) Mill. White Baneberry.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

"

AcTAEA rubra ( Ait) Willd. ( A. spicata rubra Ait.) Red Baneberry.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

407. CIMICIFUGA L. Bugbane.

CiMiciFUGA RACEMOSA (L.) Nutt- Black Snakeroot. Black Cohosh.

Abundant throughout the whole state.

LXXXI. Order ANONACE-^. Custard-Apple Family.

408. ASIMINA Adans. Papaw.

AsiMiNA TRii^OBA (L.) Dunal. Common Papaw.

Common throughout the state, usually in rich soil.
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LXXXII. Order MAGNOLIACE^. Magnolia Family.

409. MAGNOLIA L.

Magnoi^ia acuminata L. Cucumber Tree.

Exten'ding from Lake Erie { Painesville, W. C. Werner) through the eastern and
central portion of the state (Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby) to the Ohio River
(Lawrence Co., W. A. Kellerman).

Magnoi^ia virginiana L. {M. glauca L.) Laurel Magnolia. Sweet Bay.
Given by W. K Lazenby and W. C. Werner (Sup. List) on authority of Dr. J

A. Warder, but it seems that Dr. Warder did not report it as native.

MaGnoi^ia Tripetai^a L. ( M. umbrella Lam.) Umbrella Tree.
" Probably native in the southeastern counties of the state," Dr. J. A. Warder
(Woody PI.) An unsuccessful search was made for it in Lawrence Co., where
if anj-where in the state, it should be found ( W. A. Kellerman).

410. LIRIODENDRON L. Tui,ip-Tree.

LiRIODENDRON TUI^IPIFERUM L.

Extending fiom Lake Erie (H. C. Beardslee, A. A. Wright, Lor. Co., Cat.) to the

Ohio River ( W. C. Werner, Joe. F. James, Cat.)

411. JEFFERSONIA Barton. Tv^in-i.Eaf.

JEFFERSONIA DIPHYI^LA ( L.) Pers.

Throughout the state.

412. PODOPHYLLUM.' May-Appi.e. Mandrake

PODOPHYI.I.UM PEIvTATUM L.

Common throughout the state.

LXXXIIL Order CERATOPHYI^LACE^. Horiiwort Family.

413. CERATOPHYLLUML. Hornwort.

Ceratophyi^i^um demersum L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos.

F. James ( Cat.)

Ceratopyi^IvUM demersum echivatum Gray.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant ( Cat.)

IvXXXIV. Order NYMPHAEACE^. Water-I,ily Family.

414. BRASENIA Schreb. WaTer-Shiei.d.
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BrASENiA PURPUREA Mx. {B.peltata Vxixsh).

lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Geauga Lake (Geauga Co.), Silver Lake (Sum-
mit Co.) W. Krebs; Myer's Lake (Stark Co.) W. L. Crubaugh.

415. NYMPHAEA. YEI.1.0W Pond Lixy. Spatter-Dock.

Nymphaea advena Soland. {Nuphar advena Ait.)

Widely distributed over the state.

Nymphaea MiCROPHYiyi.A Pers. ( Nuphar kalmianum Ait.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

416. CASTALIA Salisb. WaTER-Nymph. Water L11.Y.

Castai^ia odoraTa ( Dryanda) Greene. {Nymphaea odorata Kit) Sweet scented

Water Lily.

Inland lakes (Summit Co.) Wm. Krebs; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat).

Castai^ia Tuberosa (Paine) Greene {JC, reniformis 1>^\ Nymphaea reniformis

DC.) Tuber-bearing Water Lily.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); '* Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Licking

Co., H. L.Jones (Cat)

417. NBLUMBO Tourn. Sacred Bean.

NEI.UMBO ivUTEA (Willd.) Pers. Yellow Nelumbo or Water Chinquapin.

Bass Lake (Geauga Co.) and Sandusky Bay, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

I,XXXV. Order CARYOPHYLIvACE^. Pink Family.

418. DIANTHUS L. Pink. Carnation.

DiANTHUS ARMERIA L. Deptford Pink.

Along roadsides around Granville and especially in the south-eastern part of

the township, Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

419. SAPONARIA L.

Saponaria officinaws L. Soapwort Bouncing Bet

Common along roadsides and in waste places over the state.

420. SILENE) L. Catchfi^y. Campion.

S11.ENE anTirrhina L. Sleepy Catchfly,

Throughout the state.

SiLENE ARMERIA L. Sweet-WilHam. Catchfly.

Escaped in a few places, H. L. Jones (Licking Co., Cat.)

12 G. O.
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S11.BNK 11.1.INOKNSIS (Mx.) (5. re^ia Sims.) Royal Catchfly.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840) not seen here by recent collectors;

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence; London {Madison Co.) Mrs. K. D. Sharpe;

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

S11.KNE NivKA (Nutt.) Otth.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Cincinnati, J. ly. Riddell

(Sup. Cat 1886,) Joseph Clark (Cat.)

SiIvKne: NOCTiFLORA h. Night-flowering Catchfly.

Northern Ohio; Columbus, W. C. Werner; Lancaster (Fairfield Co.) J. M.

Bigelow (J. S. Newberry Cat.)

SiivENE^ NOCTURNA L. Night Catchfly.

Dayton, M. G. Williams (J. L. Riddell Sup. Cat. 1836).

S1I.KNE PKNNSYlvVANICA Mlchx.

Monroe Co., H. Herzer; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James

(Cat)

SiivKNE ROTUNDiFOi^iA Nutt. Round-leaved Catchfly.

Ash Cave (Hocking Co.) Aug. D. Selby ; Southern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat)

S11.ENE STEI.1.ATA (L.) Ait. Starry Campion.

Generally distributed over the state.

SiLENE VIRGINICA L. Fire Pink. Catchfly.

Widely distributed.

S11.ENE VUI.GARIS (Moench.) Garcke. (5. cucuhalus Wibel.; 5'. inflata Smith).

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

421. AGROSTEMMA L.

Agrostemma GiTHAGO L. [Lychnts githago Lam.) Corn Cockle.

In grain fields and waste places throughout the state; a specimen with white

flowers collected at Painesville (W. C. Werner.)

422. LYCHNIS Tourn. C0CKI.E.

Lychnis coronaria Desv.

Apparently wild at Christmas Rock ( Fairfield Co.) W. A. Kellerman.

Lychnis vespERTina Sibth. Evening Cockle.

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Painesville, Otto Hacker.

423. CERASTIUM L. Mouse-Ear Chickweed.

CerAvSTium arvensE L. Field Chickweed.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Trumbull Co., R. H. Ingraham; Cincinnati,

Jos. F. Jatnes (Cat)
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Ckrastium arvense obi.ongifoi.uim (Torr.) Britt. & Holl.

lyorain Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Cerastium nutans Raf.

Generally distributed over the state,

Cerastium viscosum L.

Apparently over the whole state.

Cerastium vui^Gatum h. Larger Mouse-ear Chickweed.

Frequent throughout the state.

424. ALSINE ly. {Stellaria L.) Chickweed. Starwort.

A1.SINE BOREAI.IS ( Bigel.) Britt. ( Stellaria borealis Bigel.) Northern Starwort.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

Ai^SiNE GRAMINEA (Muhl.) Britt.

* Near Cleveland, Wm. Krebs.

Ai^siNE 1.ONGIFOLIA (Muhl.) Britt. {Stellaria longtfolia Muhl.) Long-leaved

St.tchwort.

Frequent throughout the state.

A1.SINE 1.0NGIPES (Goldie) Britton. {Stellaria longipes Goldie.) Long-stalked

Stitchwort.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Franklin Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

A1.SINE MEDIA L. ( Stellaria media Smith.)

Common in fields and gardens.

Ai^siNE PUBERA (Mx.) Britt {Stellaria pubera Michx.) Great Chickweed.

Frequent throughout the southern purtion of the state; not observed north of

Fairfield County.

Ai^SiNE uiviGiNOSA (Murr.) Britt. {Stellaria uliginosa Murr.) Swamp Chickweed.

"Ohio,"J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835), though he questioned its occurrence in

Ohio.

425. ARKNARIAL. Sandwort.

Arenaria i^aterifi^ora L.

Lake Co., Otto Hacker; Franklin Co., W. C. Werner, E. M. Wilcox.

Arenaria stricta Mx. {A. michauxii Hook.)

Cedar Point, B. Claassen; South Bass Island (Lake Erie) W. Krebs; Put-in-Bay

Island (Lake Erie) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat
1840) but not re-collected since.

Arenaria serpyi,i,ifoi,ia L. Thyme-leaved Sandwort
Frequent in fields and waste places throughout the state.

426. SAGINA L. PEARI.WORT.
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SaGINA APETAIvA L.

Ironton (Ivawrence Co.) W. C. Werner.

Sagina procumbens L.

Painesville, O. Htxker.

427. ^PHRGUIvAL. Spurrky.

SPERGUI.A ARVENSIS L. CORN SpURREY.
"General," (J. S. Newberry Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C. Werner.

428. • TISSA Adans. {Buda.)

TisSa rubra (L.) Britt. [Buda rubra Dumort; Spergularia rubra Presl.)

Painesville, W. C. Werner.

429 ANYCHIA Mx. Forked Chickweed.

Anychia canadensis (ly.) B. S. P. {A. capillacea DC)
Ivicking Co., H. I,. Jones (Cat); Monroe Co., H. Herzer ; Painesville and Co

lumbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Anychia dichoToma Mx.
Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

430. MOLI.UGO L. Indian Chickweed.

MOI,I,UGO VERTlCII^IvATA I^.

Throughout the state.

IvXXXVI. Order PORTULACACEAE. Purslane Family.

431. PORTUIyACA Tourn. Pursi^ane.

PORTUI.ACA OI^ERACEA Iv.

Common in cultivated ground.

432. CIvAYTONIA Gronov. Spring-BeauTY.

Ci^AYTONIA CAROI.INIANA Michx.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); "Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Cl^AYTONIA PERFOLIATA Donn.
Painesville, introduced, Otto Hacker.

Cl^AYTONIA VIRGINICA L.

Over the whole State.

IvXXXVII. Order NYCTAGINACEAE. Four O'clock Family.

433. OXYBAPHUS Vahl.
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OXYBAPHUS NYCTAGINEUS Sweet
Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

LXXXVIII. Order PHYTOLACCACE^. Pokeweed Family.

434. PHYTOLACCA Tourn. Pokeweed.

Phytoi^acca decandra Iv.

Common.

LXXXIX. Order CHENOPODIACE^. Goosefoot Family.

435. ATRIPIvEX Tourn. Orache.

Atripi^ex paTui<a hastaTa (L) Gray.

Roadsides and waste places from Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

ATRIPLEX PATUI.A I.ITTORAI.E (L.) Gray. »

Cleveland, H. C, Beardslee (Cat.)

436. CHENOPODIUM Tourn. Goosefoot. Pigweed.

Chenopodium aIvBum L. Lamb's-Quarters.

Common. The var. viridr occurs in northern Ohio.

Chenopodium ambrosioides L. Mexican Tea.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Chenopodium ambrosioides anthei<minticum (L.) Gray. Wormseed.

Occasionally found in waste places and roadsides throughout the state.

Chenopodium boscianum Moq.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat); Painesville and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Chenopodium botrys L. Jerusalem Oak. Feather Geranium.

Cleveland, W. Krebs ; Lake Co., W. C. Werner ; Corning, J. H. Lageman ; Berea,

H. Herzer ; Lucas Co., J. S. Hine ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat)

Chenopodium capitatum (L.) Watson. {Blitunt capitatum L.) Strawberry Blite

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Chenopodiun glaucum L.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

Chenopodium hybridum L. Maple-leaved Goosefoot.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs, O. Hacker, A. A. Wright (Cat); Central Ohio, H. L.

Jones (Cat.), S. Renshaw.

Chenopodium murai^e L.

Elyria, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford.
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Chenopodium POI^YSPERMUM ti.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Ch^nopodium urbicum ly.

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Port Clinton (Ottawa Co.) E. Claassen; Cincinnati,

Joseph Clark ( Cat.)

XC. Ordkr AMARANTACE^. Amaranth Family.

437. AMARANTUS Tourn. Amaranth.

Amarantus airbus Iv. Tumble Weed.
Frequent in cultivated fields.

Amarantus bi,itoidks Watson.

lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Lake Co., Franklin Co., W. C. Werner; Fairfield

Co., B. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw.

Amarantus crispus Braun.

"NaUiralized," Painesville (H. C. Beardslee Cat.)

Amarantus hybridus chi^orostachys (Willd.)

Common over the State.
,

Amarantus hypochondriacus L.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.); A hybrid between this and A.retroflexus found
at Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Amarantus pumii^us Raf.

Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry Cat.)

Amarantus rktrofi^exus L.

Commonly reported by collectors, but doubtless to be referred to A. hybridus
chlorostachys.

Amarantus Spinosus L. Thorny Amaranth.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Columbus, W.J. Green; Cincinnati, Jos. F.

James (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

488. ACNIDA Mitch. WaTER-HKMp.

ACNIDA CANNABINA L.

Columbus, W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840); Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

ACNiDA tamariscina ( Nutt.) Wood. {A. tuberculata Moq.)

Painesville, O. Hacker ; Columbus, W. C. Werner.

439. IRESINB P. Browne.

iRieSlNE CKlyOSlOIDES L.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)
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XCI. Order POLYGONACE^. Buckwheat Family.

440. FAGOPYRUM Tourn. Buckwheat.

Fagopyrum FAGOPYRUM (I^.) Karst {F.*esculentmn Moench.) Buckwheat
Fields and waste places.

441. RUMEX L. Dock. Sorrbi*.

RuMiex ACETosEi.i,A L. Field or Sheep Sorrel.

Common.

RuMEx AI.TISSIMUS Wood. Pale Dock.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; I^orain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.

Jones; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat)

RuMEX BRiTANNiCA L. Great Water-Dock.

Lake Co., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Cin-

cinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

RUMEX CRISPUS L. Curled Dock.

Common.

RUMEX OBTUSIEOWUS L. Bitter Dock.

Common.

RUMEx SAi,iciEOi,ius Weinmann. White Dock,

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

RUMEX SANGUINEUS L.

Common, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

RUMEX VERTICII.I.ATUS L.

Frequent

442. POLYGONUM Tourn. Knotweed.

POI.YGONUM ACRE H. B. K. Water Smartweed.

Common. i

POI^YGONUM AMPHIBIUM L.

Painesville, H. C Beardslee (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati,

Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Poi^YGONUM ARiFOiyiUM L- Halbred-leaved Tear-thumb.

Frequent in swamps and low places.

POI^YGONUM AVICUI^ARE L.

Common.

POIvYGONUM CAREYI Olucy.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)
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POI^YGONUM CII^INODE Mx.
"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Poi^YGONUM CONVOi^vuivUS L. Black Bindweed.
Common.

P01.YGONUM DUMKTORUM SCANDKNS ( L) Gray. Climbing False Buckwheat.
Frequent.

Poi^YGONUM EJMKRSUM (Mx.) Britt. {P. muhlenbergiiWots.)

Painesville and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw.

POI^YGONUM ERBCTUM L.

Common.

P01.YGONUM HARTWRlGHTll Gray.

Leib's Island (Licking Reservoir) H. L. Tones (Cat.); Springfield, Mrs. B. J-

Spence.

PoivYGONUM HYpROPiPER I/- Common Smartweed or Water-Pepper.

Common.

PoivYGONUM HYDROPIPEROIDES Mx. Mild Water-Pepper.

Common.

POIvYGONUM IvAPATHlFOlvIUM L.

Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Aug. D.

Selby; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

POI^YGONUM I,APATHlFOI,IUM INCARNATUM Wats.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L-

Jones (Cat.)

POlvYGONUM ORIKNTAI^E L.

Occasionally found escaped from cultivation.

POIvYGONUM PKNNSYIvVANICUM L-

Common.

PoivYGONUM PERSiCARiA L. Lady's Thumb.
Common.

POI^YGONUM RAMOSISSIMUM Mx.
Painesville, O. Hacker; Lake Shore, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Cleveland H. C.

Beardslee (Cat.)

P01.YGONUM SAGiTTATUM L. Arrow-leaved Tear-thumb.

Common.

P01.YGONUM TENUK Mx.
Central Ohio, W. S. Sallivant (Cat. 1840.)

POI.YGONUM VIRGINIANUM L.

Frequent.
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XCII. Order PODOSTEMACE^. River-weed Family.

443. PODOSTEMON Mx. River-weed.

PODOSTEMON CERATOPHYI,I<US Mx.
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.); " Ohio River," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

XCIII. Order ARISTOLOCHIACE^. Birthwort Family.

444. ASARUM Tourn. Asarabacca. Wii,d Ginger.

ASARUM CANADENSE I/.

Frequent.

445. ARISTOIyOCHIA Tourn. BiRTHWORX.

Aristoi<ochia serpentaria I^.

Throughout the state.

XCIV. Order LORANTHACE^. Mistletoe Family.

446. PHORADENDRON Nutt. Fai,se M1ST1.ETOE.

Phoradendron flavescens (Ph.) Nutt.

In the line of counties on the Ohio River, also the counties adjoining these, but

not seen nor reported further north.

XCV. Order SANTAIyACE^. Sandalwood Family.

447. COMANDRA Nutt. Bastard Toad-fi.ax.

COMANDRA UMBEI.I.ATA (L.) Nutt.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs^ W. C. Werner, A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

XCVI. Order HORACES. Mtilberry Family.

448. lOXYLON Raf. Osage Orange. Bois D'Arc.

loxYLON POMIFERUM Raf. ( Maclura aurantiaca Nutt.)

Sparingly naturalized in central and southern Ohio.

449. MORUS Tourn. Mui<berry.
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MORUS Ai,BA L. White Mulberry.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

MORUS RUBRA Iv. Red Mulberry.

Throughout the state.

XCVII. Order ULMACE^. Elm Family.

450. ULMUS L. Bi.M.

UI.MUS AMERICANA Iv. American or White Elm.
Common.

UivMUS PUBESCENS Walt. [U.fulva Mx.) Slippery or Red Elm.
Frequent.

UiyMUS RACEMOSA Thomas. Cork or Rock Elm,
Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Ashtabula Co., Miss B. J. Phillips; Licking Co.

H. L.Jones (Cat); Columbus,W. A. Kellerman ; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat)

XCVIII. Order CANNABACE^. Hop Family.

451. HUMULUS L. Hop.

HUMUI.US I.UPUI.US L.

Occasionally.found in waste places and alluvial soils of water courses.

452. CANNABIS Tourn. Hemp.

Cannabis sativa L. Hemp.
Northern Ohio, Wm. C. Werner, A. A. Wright (Cat); Central Ohio, Wm. C.

Werner, H. L.Jones (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

XCIX. OrdKR URTICACE^. Nettle Family.

453. CELTIS Tourn. Netti.e-tree. Hackberry.

CEiyTis occiDENTAi^is L. Sugarberry. Hackberry.

Frequent in central and southern Ohio ; South Bass Island, W. Krebs ; Lorain
Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

454. URTICA Tourn. Netti^E.

UrTica dioica L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat)
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URTICA GRACIIvIS h.

Common in alluvial soil.

Urtica urens L.

"Interior Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

455. URTICASTRUM Fabric. ( Laportea Gaudichaud.) W00D-NETT1.K.

Urticastrum divaricaTum (I^.) Kuntze. {Laportea canadensis Gaudichaud.)

Frequent.

456. ADICEA Raf. {Pilealjin^) Rxchweed. Ci^Earweed.

Adicea PUMii^A (L.) Raf. {PiIeaptimi/aOv2iy.) Richweed. Clearweed.

Common.

457. BOBHMERIA Jacq. Fai.SE NETTI.E.

BOEHMERIA CYUNDRICA (L.) Willd.

Common.

458. PARIETARIA Tourn. PE1.IJTORY.

PARIETARIA PENNSYI.VANICA Mulll.

Frequent.

C. Order FAGACE^. Oak Family.

459. QUERCUS L. Oak.

QUERCUS AivBA L. White Oak.

Throughout the state.

QuERCUS BicoLOR Willd. Swamp White Oak.

Throughout the state.

QuERCUS COCCINEA Wang. Scarlet Oak.

Fr quent.

QuERCUS COCCINEA TiNCTORiA Gray. Quercitron, Yellow-barked or Black Oak.

Generally distributed,

QUERCUS ILICIEOWA Wang.
" Ohio," Gray's Manual ;

" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

QuERCUS iMBRiCARiA Michx. Laurel Oak.

Throughout the state.

QuERCUS I.EANA Nutt. {Q. imbricaria x coccinea.) Lea's Oak.

Preston (Hamilton Co.) one tree A. P. Morgan; Cincinnati (one tree) Jos.

P. James ( Cat) ; Brownsville ( Licking Co.) one tree—since cut down, W.

A. Kellerman ; but doubtless other specimens occur in the state.
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QuERCUS MACROCARPA Michx. Bur-oak, Over-cup or Mossy-cup Oak.

Generally distributed.

QuERCUS MUHivENBERGii Bngelm. Yellow Oak. Chestnut Oak.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

QuKRCUS MUHi^KNBERGii HUMii^iS (Marsh.) Britt. {Q. prinoides Willd.)

Southern Ohio, J. A. Warder (Woody Plants of Ohio); Q. prinoides Willd.

Moses Craig (O. S. U. Flora) is Q. muhlenbergii.

QuKRCUS NIGRA L. Black Jack.

Lawrence Co., W. A. Kellerman.

QuERCUS PALUSTRIS Du Roi. Swamp, Spanish or Pin Oak.

Frequent over the state.

QuERCUS PRiNUvS L- Chestnut Oak.

Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat); Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw;

Ross Co., Lawrence Co., Scioto Co., W. A. Kellerman; Cincinnati, Jos. F
James (Cat.)

QuERCUS RUBRA L. Red Oak.

Over the whole state.

QuERCUS STEivi^ATA Wang. Post Oak. Iron Oak.

Fairfield, Muskingum, Lawrence and Scioto counties, W. A. Kellerman; "Gen-

eral," J. S. Newberry (Cat); "Darby Plains," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

460. FAGUS L. ( Castanea Tourn.) Chestnut.

Fagus pumii^a L. {Castanea pumila Mill.) Chinquapin.

Marietta, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); "Southern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat);

Fagus castanea dentaTa Marsh. ( Castanea sativa americana Watson.) Chestnut.

Throughout the southern half of the state except on limestone soils.

461. CASTANEA Scop. {Fagus Tourn.) Beech.

Castanea I,ATiFOiviA (Wang.) {Fagus /erruginea Kit.) Beech.

Over the whole state.

CI. Order BETULACEAE. Birch Family.

462. CORYLU^ Tourn. Hazei.-nuT. Fii^berT.

CORYI^US AMERICANA Nutl. Wild Hazel-nut.

Throughout the state.

CORYI^US CORNUTi DuRoi. {C rostrata Ait) Beaked Hazel-nut.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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463. OSTRYA Micheli. Hop-Hornbeam. Iron-wood.

OSTRYA VIRGINICA (Mill.) Willd. American Hop-Hornbeam. Iron-wood.

Frequent.

464. CARPINUSI/. Hornbeam. Iron-wood.

Carpinus CAROI.INIANA Watson.

Frequent over the state.

465. BETULATourn. Birch.

BeTUI^a I.ENTA L. Cherry Birch. Sweet or Black Birch.

Fairfield, Hocking and Athens counties, W. A. Kellerman.

Betui^a IvUTEa Mx. f. Yellow or Gray Birch.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co.,

E. B. Bogue, Sara F. Goodrich.

Betui^a NIGRA L. River or Red Birch.

Hocking Co., Lawrence Co., Scioto Co., W. Kellerman; "General," J. S. New-
berry (Cat.)

BETUI.A POPUWFOi^iA Ait. American White Birch. Gray Birch.

"A large tree in the north, but does not abound in central and southern Ohio."

Dr. J. A. Warder (Woody Plants )

.

BetuIvA pumii^a L. Low Birch.

Central and northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign
Co.) W. C. Werner.

466. ALNUS Tourn. AI.DER.

AI.NUS INCANA (L.) Willd. Speckled or Hoary Alder.

Northern Ohio, W. Krebs, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat)

Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox and S. Renshaw.

Ai,NUS RUGOSA (DuRoi) Koch. {A. serrulata Willd.) Smooth Alder.

Frequent in northern and central Ohio ; Scioto Co., W. A. Kellerman.

CII. Order SAUCACE^. Willow Family.

467. SALIX Tourn. Wii.i<ow. OsiER.

Salix AI.BA L. White Willow.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H.

L. Jones (Cat.) ; Champaign Co., Wm. C Werner; Columbus. E. E. Bogue.

SaIvIX AI.BA CAERUI.EA (Smith) Koch.

^

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)
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Sai,ix ai,ba viTKi^IvINA (L.) Gray.
''General,'* J. S. Newberry (Cat); Painesville, Otto Hacker; Cincinnati, Joseph
Clark (Cat.)

Sai,ix amygdai^oides Anders.
Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat), Wm. C. Werner, Otto Hacker.

Sai,ix babyi^onica Tourn. Weeping Willow.
Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat)

SAI.IX CANDIDA Willd. Sage Willow. Hoary Willow.
Central and Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

SaIvIX cordata Muhl,

*' Common," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat): Licking
Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Akron and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner. A willow in-

termediate between 5. cordata and S. adenophylla was collected at Cedar Point
( Ottawa Co.) by Aug. D. Selby.

Sai,ix cordata angustaTa Anders.

Lima, W. A. Kellerman; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Sai,ix discoi^or Muhl.
" Common," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A.

A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner

;

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

Sai,ix DISCOI.OR prinoides (Ph.) Anders.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

SaIvIX EragiIvIS L. Crack Willow.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L.
Jones ( Cat.) ;

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat)

Sai,ix humii^ts Marsh. Prairie Willow.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ;, Painesville, Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L.
Jones (Cat.)

Sai,ix i,ongifoi.ia Muhl.

''Common," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A.
A.Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Columbus, Wm. C. Wer-
ner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

SaIvIX i^ucida Muhl. Shining Willow.
" Common," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Painesville
and Akron, Wm. C. Werner.

Sai,ix nigra Marsh. Black Willow.

Common throughout the state.

Sai,ix nigra eai^cata Torr.

"Common," J. S. Newberry (Cat)
; Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Sai,ix petioi^aris Smith.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)
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Sai^ix purpurea L.

Introduced, Painesville, Otto Hacker.

SAI.IX ROSTRATA Richardson.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Otto Hacker.

SAI.IX SERICEA Marsh. Silky Willow.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Sai^ix Tristis Ait. Dwarf Gray Willow.
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

468. POPULUS Tourn. Popi^ar. Aspen.

Populous AivBA Iv. White Poplar.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) , Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan (Flora); Cincinnati, J. F. James (Cat.)

Populous BAi,SAMTFERA L. Balsam Poplar. Tacamahac.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan (Flora).
I

P0PUI.US BAXSAMIFRRA CANDICANS ( Ait) Gray. Balm of Gilead.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Populous DIIyATATA Ait.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

P0PUI.US grandidenTaTa Michx. Large-toothed Aspen.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

POPULUS HETEROPHYi.i,A L. Downy Poplar.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

PoPUiyUS MONiiviEERA Ait. Cotton-wood. Necklace Poplar.

Throughout the state.

Populous TREMUiyOiDES Michx. American Aspen.

Toledo, W. A. Kellerman; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright ( Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

cm. Order MYRICACE^. Sweet-Gale Family.

469. MYRICA L. Bayberry. Wax-Myrti,e.

Myrica ASPiyENiFOWA ( L.) Banks. Sweet Fern.

Little Mt. (near Painesville) Mr. Ferris; Kent (Portage Co.) Dr. Dow (H. C.

Beardslee, Cat.) ; Portage Co. Wm. Krebs; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

Myrica cerifera L. Bayberry. Wax-Myrtle.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Presque Isle (Lake Erie) J. L. Riddell

(Synop. 1835).
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CIV. Order JUGI.ANDACE^. Walnut Family.

470, HICORIA Raf. Hickory.

HicoRiA Ai,BA (Iv.) Britt. (Carya tomentosa Nutt.)

"General," J.S.Newberry (Cat); Scioto Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

HieoRiA GI.ABRA ( Mill.) Britt. ( Carya porcina Nutt.) Pig-nut or Broom Hickory.

Frequent.

HicORiA MiCROCARPA (Nutt.) Britt. ( Carya microcarpa Nutt.)

" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

HicoRiA MINIMA (Marsh.) Britt. [Carya amara Nutt.) Bitter-nut or Swamp
Hickory.

Frequent.

HicORiA OVATA (Mill.) Britt. {Carya alba Nutt.) Shell-bark or Shag-bark
Hickory.

Frequent.

HicORiA suiyCATA (Willd.) Britt. {Carya sulcata Y^ViVt)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Central and Southern Ohio.

471. JUGLANS L. Wai^nuT.

JUGI.ANS CiNKRKA I/. Butternut. White Walnut.

Frequent.

JuGiyANS NIGRA L. Black Walnut.

Common.

CV. Order PIPERACE^. Pepper Family.

472. SAURURUS L. Lizard's Taii,.

Saururus cernuus L.

Common.
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CVI. Ordbr ORCHIDACEiS). Orchis Family.

473. ACHROANTHUS Raf. {Microstylis Nutt.) Adder's Mou'Th.

AcHROANTHUS UNiFi^ORA ( Mx.) Raf. {Microstylis ophioglossoides Nutt)
Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner. /

474. LBPTORCHIS Du Pet. Thou. (Z^^ar/^ Richard).

IvEPTORCHis I.II.IIFOI.IA (L.) Kuntze. (\Liparis Hliifolia (L.) Richard).

Licking Co., H. Iv. Jones (Cat); Sugar Grove, W. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos.
F. James ( Cat)

Leptorchis i<oeski.ii (L.) [Liparis loeselii (L.) Richard).

Lake Co., Otto Hacker ; Cuyahoga Falls, W. Krebs ; Champaign Co., Wm. C
Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

475. APIvBCTRUM Nutt PuTTY-RooT. Adam and Ev^

Api^ECI^rum spicatum (Walt) B. S. P. {A, hiemale Nutt.)

In rich woods throughout the state, infrequent.

476. CORALLORHIZA Haller. Coral-Root.

Corai,i,orhiza mui,tifi,ora Nutt
Throughout the state.

Corai,];orhiza innata R. Br.

Southwestern " Ohio," Gray (Man.), J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G.
Lea ( Cat)

Corai,i,orhiza odontorhiza (Sw.) Nutt.

Painesville, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Fredonia, R. H. Ingraham ; Licking
Co., H. I/. Jones (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Cincinnati,

Jos. F.James (Cat)

477. TIPULARIA Nutt Cran«-fi,y Orchis.

TiPUi<ARiA UNIFOI.IA (Muhl.) B. S. P. (7*. discoloT Nutt)
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

13 G, O.
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478. IvISTERA R. Brown. Twaybi^adej.

IvlSl^KRA CORDATA (ly.) R. Brown.
"Bastern and Northern, O.," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

479. GYROSTACHYS Pers. { Spiral^/les Richard), Ladies' Trkssks.

GyrosTachys CERNUA (ly.) Kuntze. {Spiranthes cernua (ly.) Richard.)

Generally distributed.

GYROSTACHYS GRACII.IS (Bigel.) Kuntze. ( Spiranthes gracilis Bigelow.)

*' General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; lyicking Co.,

H. Iv. Jonej ( Cat.) ; Adams and Hocking counties, W. A. Kellerman ; Cincin-

nati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Gyrostachys I.ATIFOI.IA ( Torr.) Kuntze. {Spiranthes latifolia Torr.)

" Northern C," J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Columbus,

K. B. Bogue ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

480. PERAMIUM Salisb. ( Goodyera R. Br.) Ratti^esnakk Pi^antain.

Pi^RAMiUM PUBESCENS (Willd.) {Goodyera pubescens R. Br.)

In rich woods throughout the state, infrequent.

PERAMium rkpEns (L.) Salisb. {Goodyera repens R. Br.)

" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; I^icking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

481. ARBTHUSA Gronov.

Akethusa bui^bosa L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

482. LIMODORUM {CalopogonR.'Qr.)

Limodorum tuberosum L. ( Calopogon pulchellus R. Br.)

Geauga Lake, W. Krebs ; Lorain ' Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C.

Werner ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

483. POGONIA Juss.

PoGONiA TRiANTHOPHORA (Sw.) B. S. P. {P. peudula Liudl.)

Scarce but distributed throughout the state.

POGONIA OPHIOGlvOSSOIDES (L.) Ker.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

POGONIA VKRTicir.i.ATA (Willd.) Nutt.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., S. Renshaw.

484. ORCHIS L.
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Orchis spectabiws L. Showy Orchis.

In woods throughout the state.

Orchis rotundifowa Pursh.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

485. HABBNARIA Willd. Rein Orchis.

HABE]srARiABi.EPHARiGi,OTTis (With.) Torr. White Fringed Orchis.

Munson Pond (Geauga Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Habenaria bracTEaTa (Willd.) R. Br.

•lyorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cuyahoga Co., W. C. Werner; AshtsCbula Co.,

A. C. Bogue; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora.)

Habenaria CII.IARIS ( L.) R. Br. Yellow Fringed Orchis.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Fulton Co., J. S. Hine.

Habenaria ci<avei.i<ata (Mx.) {H. tridentata (Willd.) Hook.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Summit Co., W. Krebs; I^icking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.), Wm. C. Werner.

Habenaria fi,ava (Iv.) Gray. (//. virescens Spreng.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Moses Craig.

Habenaria grandifi^ora (Bigel.) Torn {H.fimbriata R. Br.)

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840.)

Habenaria hookeri (Ph.) Torr.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Habenaria hyperborea ( L.) R. Br.
*• Northern O.," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Habenaria imagera (Mx.) R. Br. Ragged Fringed Orchis.

Frequent in northern Ohio; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Habenaria i<EUCOPHieA ( Nutt.) Gray.

Columbus, W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840).

Habenaria orbicui^ata ( Ph.) Torr.

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Painesville, W. C. Wer-
ner ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

Habenaria peramcena Gray.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.), B. V. Wilcox; Rio Grande (Gallia Co.), Lizzie Da-
vis; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Habenaria psycodes (L.) Gray.

Throughout the state but not abundant.

486. CYPRIPBDIUM L. Lady's Si^ipper. Moccason-Fi^ower.
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Cypripedium acaui^K Ait. Stemless I^ady's Slipper.

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)*,

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw; Stark

Co., W. L. Crubaugh; Rio Grande, W. W. Deckard.

Cypripe^dium candidum Willd. Small White Lady's Slipper.

"Central O.," W. S. Sulliyant (Cat. 1840); Dayton, R. Buchanan (J. L. Rid-

dell, Synop. 18:^5).

Cypripejdium parvifIvORUM Salisb. Smaller Yellow Lady's Slipper.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Central O , W. S. Sullivant (Cat.) ; Champaign

Co., Wm. C. Werner; Stark Co., Ella Keeler.

Cypripe;dium pubESCisns Willd. Larger Yellow Lady's Slipper.

Not common, but distributed from Lake Erie to Southern Ohio.

Cypripedium REGINJ5 Walt. ( C. spectabile Swartz.) Showy Lady's Slipper.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence; Cincinnati,

Jos. F.James (Cat.)

CVII. Order IRIDACE^. Iris Family.

488. IRIS Tourn. F1.0WKR de Luce.

Iris cristaTa Ait. Crested Dwarf Iris.

Near Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Trumbull Co., R.

H. Ingraham ; Franklin Co., W. C. Werner ; Logan Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Law-
rence Co., A. D. Selby.

Iris I^ACUSTris Nutt. Lake Dwarf Iris.

Hocking Co., J. M. Bigelow (J. S. Nswberry Cat.)

Iris vERSICoi^or L. Larger Blue Flag.

Generally distributed throughout the state.

489. SISYRINCHIUM L. B1.UE-EYED Grass.

SiSYRINCHIUM ANCEPS Cav.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat

)

SiSYRINCHIUM ANGUSTIFOWUM Mill.

Generally distributed.

CVIIL Order DIOSCOREACE^. Yam Family.

490. DIOSCOREA Plumier. Yam.

DioscOREA vii.i,oSA L. Generally distributed.
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CIX, Order AMARYLLIDACE-®. Amaryllis Family.

49i. HYPOXIS L. Star-Grass.

Hypoxis hirsuta ( L.) { H, erecta L.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Akron, W. G. Werner; Ucking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.);

Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw ; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner ; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora).

ex. Order HAEMODORACE^. Bloodwort Family.

487. ALBTRIS Iv. Cowc-root. Star-grass.

A.I<KTRIS FARtNOSA Iv.

*' General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat) ; Franklin Co., W. S. SuUivant (Cat.)

CXI. Order ULIACE^. Lily Family.

492. SMILAX Tourn. Greenbrier. Cat-brier.

Smti^ax bona-nox L.

-General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Ross Co., W.
Safford (Torr. Bull. XIIL 117) ; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

SMII.AX ECIRRHATA Watson.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Smii^ax gi^auca Walt.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Smii^ax herbacea L. Carrion-Flower.

Throughout the state.

Smilax hispida Muhl.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); ''General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Painesville,

H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan ( Flora
) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Smii^ax pseudo-china L.

"Woods, Worthington, Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

SmiIvAX ROTUNDIFOI.IA L. Common Greenbrier. Horse-brier.

Common.

SmIXtAX ROTUNDIPOWA QUADRANGUI.ARIS Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ;
'* General," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

493. ASPARAGUS Tourn. Asparagus.
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Asparagus officinai^is 1,. Garden Asparagus.
Throughout the state.

494. POIvYGONATUM Tourn. Soi^omon's Skai..

POI.YGONATUM commuTaTum ( Schult) {P. gigauteufH Dietr.)

Alluvial soil throughout the state.

POI.YGONATUM BiFi^ORUM (Walt.) EH. Smaller Solomon's Seal.

Generally distributed.

495. STREPTOPUS Mx. Twisted-Stai,k.

STREPTOPUS AMPI^EXIFOIvIUS DC.
Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

496. UNlFOIvIUM Adans. ( Smilacina Desf.) Fai,se Soi^omon's Seau

Unifoi^ium racemosum (Iv.) Britton. {Smilacina racemosa Desf.) False Spike-

nard.

Frequent.

Unifoi^ium STEI.I.ATUM (ly.) Greene. [Smilacina stellata'D^si.)

Throughout the northern half of the state. No specimens at hand from south

of Columbus.

Unifoi^ium TRIFOI.IUM (ly.) Greene. {Smilacina trifolia Desf)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

UNIFOI.IUM CANADENSE ( Desf.) Greene. {Maianthemum canadense Desf.) ( Smil-
acina bifolia canadensis Gray).

Generally distributed.

497. HEMEROCALIvIS L. Day Lii.y.

HemerocaIvWS FuI/VA L. Common Day Lily.

Occasionally met with as an escape from cultivation.

498. ALLIUM L. Onion. Gari^ic.

Ai,i.iUM CANADENSE Kalm. Wild Garlic.

Common.

AiyWUM CERNUUM Roth. Wild Onion.

Lake Erie to Ohio River.

AiviviUM STELlyATUM Fraser.

Put-in-Bay Island (Lake Erie) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Ai,i.iUM TRICOCCUM Ait. Wild Leek.

Generally distributed.
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A.I,I,IUM VINBAI^B h.

Columbus, W. R. I^azenby.

499. MUSCARI Tourn. Grapk Hyacinth.

MUSCARI BOTRYOIDES Mill.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

500. CAMASSIA Lindl. {Scilla).

Camassia FRASERi Torr. {Scilla fraseri OtBy), Eastern Camass. Wild Hyacinth.
Generally distributed.

501. CHAMi^LIRIUM Willd. Dkvii<*s bit.

Cham^i^irium i^uTEUM (L.) Gr. {C.caroltntanum Willd,) Blazing Star.

Northern O., Wm. Krebs, Wm. C. Werner ; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson ; Lick-
ing Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

502. LILIUM L. L11.Y.

LiWUM PHii,ADEi.PHicuM, L. Wild Orange. Red Lily.
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.) ;

" Darby Plains," J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835 )

;

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Delta (Fulton
Co.) M. G. Aumend ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

L11.IUM CANADENSE L. Wild Yellow Lily.

Over the whole state.

Lii/iUM SUPERBUM L. Turk's-cap Lily.
'

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Franklin Co.,

Selby & Craig (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

603. ERYTHRONIUM L. Dog's Tooth V101.ET.

Erythronium albidum Nutt White Dog's-tooth Violet

Throughout the state.

Erythronium amkricanum Ker. Yellow Adder's Tongue.
Widely distributed.

604. OAKESIA Watson.

Oakesla SBSSii.ifoi.ia (L.) Watson. ( Uvularia sessilifolia L.)

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Niles, R. H. Ingraham ; Gallia Co., Ruth E, Brockett.

505. UVULARIA L. BEI.1.WORT.

UA^OIyARIA GRANDIFI^ORA Smith.

Lake Erie to Southern Ohio.
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UVUI^ARIA PKRFOI.IATA I/.

Throughout the state.

506. DISPORUM Salisb.

DiSPORUM I^ANUGINOSUM Benth. & Hook. ( Prosartes lanuginosa Don.)

lyake Co., W. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.) ; Rio Grande (Gallia Co.) J. W. Davis.

507. CLINTONIA Raf.

CiviNTONIA BORKAI.IS (Ait.) Raf.

" Northern O.," J, S. Newberry (Cat.)

508. MEDBOLA Gronov. Indian Cucumber-root.

Mkdkoi^a virginiana L.

Not abundant but gennerally distributed.

509. TRILLIUM L. Wake Robin. Birthroot.

T»njjUM CKRNunM L
• General," J. S. Newb^tfy (Cat.) , Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James (Cat.)

TRII.I.IUM erectum L.

Widely distributed.

TRILI.IUM KRYTHROCARPUM Mx. Painted Trillium.
" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat,)

Trii,i.ium grandifi^orum Salisb.

Generally distributed

TRII.I.IUM nivalB Rjddell. Dwarf White Trillium.

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

TriIvWUM recurvaTum Beck.

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

TRU^IylUM SESSII^E L.

Frequent throughout the southern half of the state.

510 STBNANTHIUM Gray.

StenanThium angustifoi^ium (Ph) Gray.

Central and 'Southern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

StenanThium robustum Watson.
Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Amanda (Fairfield Co.,) W. A. Kellerman.
Undoubtedly the S. Angustifolium of former catalogues.
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511. ZYGADBNUS Mx.

Zygabenus EI.KGANS Pursh.

Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C
Werner.

ZyGADENUS GI.ABERRIMUS Mx.
Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

612. MBI/ANTHIUM Linn.

Mei^anthium virginicum h. Bunch-Flower.
Richland Co., B. Wilkinson; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Cincinnati,

Joseph Clark (Cat)

513. VBRATRUM Tourn. Fai.SE Hei.i,EBOR3.

VeraTrum viride Ait American White Hellebore. Indian Poke.

Lake Co., W. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

VeraTrum woodsii R6bbins.

Dayton, A. P. Morgan (Bot Gaz. VII. 79.)

CXIL OrdEa JUNCACE.f5. Rush Family.

514. JUNCUS Tourn. Rush. Bog-Rush.

JUNCUS ACUMINATUS Mx.
Throughout the state.

JUNCUS Ai<PiNUS INSIGNIS Fries.

Cleveland, B. Claassen ; Painesville, Wm. C.Werner. This last the J. articu-

latus (Lazenby & Werner Supp. list).

JUNCUS ARTICUI.ATUS L.

Cleveland, K. Claassen.

JuNCUs BAi^Ticus I.ITTORALIS Engelm.
Sandy shore of Lake Erie, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

JUNCUS BUEONIUS L.

Frequent throughout Northern Ohio ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

JUNCUS BRACHYCARPUS Engelm.

••Ohio," Gray (Man.)

JUNCUS CANADENSIS J. Gay.

Sandusky, E. L. Mosely ; Painesville, W. C. Werner ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer

;

Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen ; Licking Reservoir, Wm. C. Werner.

JUNCUS CANADENSIS BRACHYCEPHAI.US Engelm.
Cleveland, E. Claassen ; Painesville, Columbus and Champaign Co., W. C
Werner.
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JUNCUS Ki'Fusus L. Common or Soft Rush.

Common.

JUNCUS FII.IFORMIS L.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright ) Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat).

JUNCUS GERARDi Loisel. Black Grass.

Lake shore, rare, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

JUNCUS MARGINATUS Rostk.

Lake Co., O. Hacker; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Tiffin (Seneca Co.) W. H.

Egbert; Franklin Co., W. S. SuUivant (Cat) ; Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner;

Cincinnati, Jos. F, James (Cat.)

JUNCUS MIIvlTARIS Bigel.

"Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

JUNCUS NODOSUS L.

Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Marshes along Lake Erie, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Cuy-

ahogo Co., B. Claassen
; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat); Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

JUNCUS NODOSUS MEGACEPHAI^US Torr.

Sandusky, E. L. Mosely ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Columbus and Licking Reservoir, Wm. C. Werner.

JUNCUS PEI.OCARPUS E. Meyer.
" General," J. S. Newberry.

JUNCUS SCIRPOIDES Lam.
•'General," J. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.) ; Cincin-

nati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

JUNCUS SETACEUS Rostk.
" Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

JUNCUS STYGIUS L.
** Northern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

JUNCUS TENUIS Willd.

Common.

515. LUZULA DC. Wood-Rush.

LUZUIvA CAMPESTRIS (L.) DC.

Throughout the state.

LuzuTvA pii^oSA (L.) Willd. (L.vernalis DC.)

Throughout the state.
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CXIII. Order PONTEDERIACEJS. Pickerel-Weed Family.

516. PONTBDERIA ly. Pickerei.-Weed.

PONTEDERIA CORDATA ly.

Frequent in marshes along the shores of Lake Erie ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones

(Cat.)

PONTEDERIA CORDATA ANGUSTIFOI^IA Torr.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

517. HETERANTHERA Ruiz & Pav. Mud-PlanTain.

Heteranthera dubia Jacq. ( H, graminea Vahl.)

Throughout the state.

Heteranthera reniformis Ruiz & Pav.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (H. C. Beardslee, Cat), Jos. F. James (Cat); "Lock-
bourne, Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

CXIV. Order COMMELINACEiE. Spiderwort Family.

518. COMMELINA Dill. Day-Fi.ower.

COMMEl<INA VIRGINICA L.

Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat)

519. TRADESCANTIA L. Spiderwort.

Tradescantia PII.OSA Lehm.
** Ohio," Gray (Man.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora),

Tradescantia virginica L. Common Spiderwort

Central and Southern Ohio; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

CXV. Order XYRIDACE^. Yellow-Eyed Grass Family.

520. XYRIS Gronov. Yei.i.ow-Eyed Grass.

XyRIS CAROLINIANa Walt.

"General," f. S. Newberry (Cat) ; Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) /

Xyris ELEXuosa Muhl.

Portage Co., W. Krebs; Wood Co., Albert Neiflfer; Lancaster { B'airfield Co.), J.

M. Bigelow (H. C. Beardslee Cat.)
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CXVI. Ordbr LEMNACE^. Duckweed Family.

521. IvEMNA L. DucKWEJKD. Duck's-meat.

Lemna minor I/.

Throughout the state.

I/EMNA MINOR ORBICUI^ATA Austin.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

LKMNA TRISUI.CA L.

Generally distributed.

522. SPIRODBIyA Schleiden.

SPIRODHI.A POI^YRRHIZA (L.) ScWeiden.

Frequent.

523. WOLFFIA Horkel.

Woi^FFiA coi<UMBiANA Karsten.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C.Werner; Licking Co.. H. h, Jones

(Cat) , Fdif field Co., B. V. Wiloox; Poud wesL of Big Miami, D. L. Janifcs.

CXVII. Order ARACE^, Arum Family.

ACORUS L. SwKKT-Fi,AG. Cai^amus.

ACORUS CAI^AMUS L.

Throughout the State.

525. SPATHYEMA Raf. { Symp/ocarpus Salish.) Sk.vne: Cabbao-b^.

SpaThyema foetida ( Iv.) Raf. ( Symplocarpus foetidus Salisb.) Skunk Cabbage.

Frequent

526. CALLA L. Water Arum.

CaIvIvA PAI.USTRIS I/.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Ashtabula

Co., E. E. Bogue; Alliance, W. L. Crubaugh.

527. PELTANDRA Raf. Arrow Arum.

Peltandra virginica (L.) Raf. {P. undulata Raf.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cleveland, Wm. Krebs; Painesville, Wm. C.

Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Pickaway Co., J. L. Riddell (Synop.

1835).
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628. ARIS^MA Martius. Indian Turnip. Dragon Arum,

Aris^ma draconTium { L.) Schott. Green Dragon. Dragon-root
Generally distributed.

Aris^ma triphyi,i,um (L.) Torr. Indian Turnip.

Frequent.

CXVII. Order CYPERACE^, Sedge Family.

629. CYPBRUS Tourn.

Cyperus aristatus Rottb.

Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Licking Co., H. h. Jones (Cat) i

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner, Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox; Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan (Flora).

Cyperus dentatus Torr.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Cyperus diandrus Torr.

Throughout the state.

Cyperus diandrus castaneus (Bigel.) Torr.

Gainesville and Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Cyperus erythrorhizos Muhl.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) Wm. C. Werner ; Cleveland, B. Claassen ; Lorain
Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm, C. Werner.

Cyperus escui^entus L.

Throughout the state.

Cyperus fh^icui^mis Vahl.

Cleveland and Summit Co., B. Claassen; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Lake Co.,

Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Cyperus fi^avescens L.

Painesville, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.) ; Cin-

cinnati, Jos. Clark ( Cat.)

Cyperus i^ancastriensis Porter.

Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat

)

Cyperus ovui^aris (Vahl.) Torr.

'* General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Cyperus retrofractus Torr.

"Central and Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Cyperus schweinitzii Torr.

Cedar Point and Port Clinton (Ottawa Co.,), B. Claassen ; Sandusky, B. L. Mosely.
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CypkruS SPBCIOSUS Vahl.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Cyperus STRIGOSUS h.

Common over the whole state.

530. KYLI/INGA, Rottboell.

Kyi,i,inga pumii^a Mx.
Cincinnati, J. F.James (Cat.) ; Franklin and Fairfield counties, W. C. Werner.

531. DULICHIUM Pers.

DUWCHIUM SPATHACKUM ( ly.) PerS.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L.
Jones ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Joseph Clark ( Cat.)

532. ELEOCHARIS R. Br. Spike-Rush.

Ei^EOCHARis ACicui^ARis ( L.) R. Brown.
Throughout the state.

El^EOCHARlS COMPRESSA SulHvant.
*' Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

EXeocharis EQUISETOIdes Torr.
" General "

J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

B1.EOCHARIS INTERMEDIA ( Muhl.) Shultes.

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat.)

E1.EOCHARIS oi^iVACEA Torr.

" Southern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

E1.EOCHARIS OVATA ( Roth.) R. Brown.

Throughout the state.

E1.EOCHARIS PAi^uSTRis (L.) R. Brown.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Licking Co., H.
L. Jones ( Cat.) , Wm. C. Werner ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox; Cincinnati, Jos.

F.James (Cat.)

ElyEOCHARIS QUADRANGUI.ATA (.Mx.) R. Br.

Summit Co., E. Claassen.

El<EOCHARIS ROSTElylvATA Torr.

" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

EivEOCHARis TENUIS (Willd.) Schultes.

Lorain Co., A. A.Wright (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Cin-
cinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat,)
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533. FIMBRISTYLIS VahL

FiMBRiSTYi^is AUl'UMNAi.is(Iy. ( Roem, & Schult).

Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Hocking Co., W. A.

Kellerman ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

FiMBRiSTYlviS CAPII^LARIS (L.) Gray.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

534. SCIRPUS Tourn. BUI.RUSH or Ci^ubrush.

SCIRPUS ATROVIRKNS Muhl.

Throughout the state.

SciRPUS DKBii^is Pursh.

North of Crystal Lake ( Summit Co.,) E. Claassen ; Painesville, W. C. Werner.

SciRPUS FivUViATiws (Torr.) Gray.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Medina Co., E. Claassen ; Cuyahoga Co., Wm. C.

Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Licking

Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) , Wm. C. Werner ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox.

SciRPUS I^ACUSTRIS L.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) , Wm.
C. Werner ; Madison Co., Mrs.-K D. Sharpe; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox.

SciRPUS MARITIMUS L.
*' General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

SCIRPUS PlyANIFOWUS Muhl.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Toledo, J. A. Sanford;

Fairfield Co., Wm. C Werner.

SciRPUS POI.YPHYI.I.US Vahl.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

( Cat) ;
Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

SciRPUS PUNGENS Vahl.

Over the State.

SciRPUS SUBTERMINAX^S Torr.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

SciRPUS SYIvVATlCUS L.

Richland Co., E. Wilkinson. .

SciRPUS TORREYI Olney.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), W. C. Werner.

535. ERIOPHORUM L. Cotton-Grass.

ERIOPHORUM AI.PINUM L.
" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)
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Eriophorum cypkrinum ly.

Widely distributed.

Eriophorum gracii^e Koch.
Plymouth Marsh near Ashtabula, H. C. Beardslee { Cat)

Eriophorum wneatum Benth. & Hook.
Widely distributed.

Eriophorum poi^ystachyon L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), W. C. Werner.

Eriophorum poi^ystachyon i,atifoi,ium Or.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

Eriophorum vaginatum L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

Eriophorum virginicum L.

Lake Co., Geauga Co., Wm. C. Werner; Portage Co., E. Claassen
; Licking Co.,

H. L. Jones (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

Eriophorum virginicum ai,bum Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

535«. FUIRENA Bottboell. Umbrei.i,a-GrasS.

Fuirena squarrosa Michx.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Probably the var. pumila Torr. would be the plant in question.

536. RHYNCHOSPORA Vahl. Beak-Rush.

Rhynchospora AI.BA [ L.) Vahl.

Plymouth marsh near Ashtabula, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Geauga Co., E.
Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat),

Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C.Werner.

RhyncOSpora capii,i,acea Torr.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co) Wm. C. Werner.

Rhynchospora cornicui^ata Gray.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Rhynchospora fusca ( L.) Roem. & Shultes.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Rhynchospora gi^omerata ( L.) Vahl.

Lake Co., Otto Hacker; Wood Co., Albert Neifer ; Plymouth Marsh (Ashtabula
Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Fairfield Co., W.
A. Kellerman.
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537. CIvADIUM. P. Browne. TwiG-RuSH.

CiVADiUM MARiscoiDES (Muhl.) Torr.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

538. SCLBRIA Berl. NuT-RuSH.

SCI.ERIA PAUCIFI.ORA Muhl.
"Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat 1840).

SCEI.KRIA TRIGI.OMERATA Michx.
"Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer.

SCEI.ERIA VERTICII,I,ATA Muhl.
Columbus, Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C Werner.

539. CARKX Ruppius. SEDGE.

Carex ai^boi^uTESCENS Schw. ( Cfoenea Gray Man. not Willd.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex ai^bursina Sheldon. ( C laxiflora latifolia Boott.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Lima (Allen Co.
W. A. Kellerman; Tiffin (Seneca Co.) W.H. Egbert; Columbus, Ironton
(Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Chillicothe (Ross Co.) R. B. Bower.

Carex amphibola Steud ( C. grisea angusHfolia Boott.)

Painesville, Columbus, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex aquatiws Wahl.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Toledo, J. A. Sanford;
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

Carex arctata Boott.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

Carex asa-grayi Bailey. ( Carex grayii Carey.)

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A.
A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Moses Craig;
Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner; Clinton Co., J. S. Vandervort; Cincinnati,
Thos. G.Lea (Cat.)

Carex aurea Nutt.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Carex bromoides Schkuhr.

Throughout the state. .

Carex bui,i.aTa Schkuhr.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840).

Carex canescens L.

Portage Co., E. Claassen ; Painesville, Summit Co., Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Go^
A.A.Wright (Cat.)

14 G. O
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Carex careyana Toor.

Painesville, H. C Beardslee (Cat), Otto Hacker ; Lorain Co., A. A.Wright (Cat);

Columbus, Wm, C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

Carex cephai^ophora Muhl.

From lyake Krie to the Ohio River.

Carex cephai^oidea Dewey.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex chordorhiza Bhrh.

*' Northern Ohio," J. S. Nevrberry (Cat)

Carex conjuncta Boott

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex conoidea Schkuhr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex communis Bailey.

Throughout the state.

Carex communis wheeIvERi Bailey.

Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex criniTa Lam.
Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F.

Goodrich; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Richland Co., E. Wilkinson;

Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

Carex crus-corvi Shutlew..

Wood Co., Albert Neifer ;
" Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Carex davisii Schwein. & Torr.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)
; Licking Co , H. L.

Jones (Cat); Franklin Co., Wm. C.Werner; Chillicothe (Ross Co.) R. E.

Bower; Oxford (Butler Co.) Ada G. Wing; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Carex debii^is rudgei Bailey.

Cleveland. E Claassen; Painesv lie, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat) ; Summit Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex decomposiTa Muhl.

Franklin Co., W. S. SuUivant (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ; Cin-

cinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

Carex dewEyana Schwein.

Northern Ohio, J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

Carex digitaeis Willd.

Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Painesville, Wm. C Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Fairfiield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex digitaeis copueaTa Bailey.

Lake Co., Summit Co., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.
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Carex durifoIvIA Bailey. { Carex backii Boott)

"Ohio," A. Gray (Man.)

Carkx eburnea Boott.

Cuyahoga Falls, Summit, Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex fii^iformis L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ; Cin-

cinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Carex fiuformis i^anuginosa (Michx.) B. S. P.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.)

E. Claassen; Lorain Co., h. A. Wright (Cat); Wood Co., Albert Neifer;

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Thos. G.

Lea (Cat)

Carex fi^ava L.
'• Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm

C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Carex fi,ava viridula Bailey.

" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

Carex foi.i.icui.ata L.

"Miami Country," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).

Carex Formosa Dewey.
" Northern and Eastern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Carex frankii Kunth. ( C. stenloepsis Torr.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Tiffin (Seneca Co.) W.H.Egbert; Sandusky, E.

L. Moseley; Licking Co., H, L. Jones (Cat): Columbus, Wm. C. Werner;

Madison Co., Mrs. K. D. Sharpe; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox; Cincinnati, Jos.

F. James (Cat) ; Clinton Co., J. S. Vandervort.

Carex fusca All.

Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

Carex gi^aucodea Tuckerm.

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

Carex gracii^wma Schwein.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Cuyahoga Co,,

E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

;

Franklin Co., t^airfield Co., Wm. C. Wejner.

Carex gracili^ima x pubescens Bailey.

*' Columbus," W. S. Sullivant A. Gray (Man.)

Carex granui^aris Muhl.

Widely distributed.

Carex granui^aris hai<eana Porter.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.
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Carkx grisea Wahl,

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm.
C.Werner; Madison Co., Mrs. K. D. Sharpe ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
( Flora)

; Gincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Hanging Rock ( Lawrence Co.)

Wm. C. Werner.

Carsx hiTCHCOCkiana Dewey.

Painesville, Otto Hacker : Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., Wm-
C. Werner; Oxford ( Batler Co.) Ada G. Wing; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Carex hystricina Muhl.

Throughout the state.

Carex interior capii.i.acea Bailey.

Licking Reservoir (Licking Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Carex intumescens Rudge.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cu3^ahoga Co., B. Claassen; Ashtabula Co., Sara

F. Goodrich; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Licking Co, H. L. Jones

( Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Carex jamesii Schwein.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) , Wm. C. Werner ; Cuyahoga Co., Portage,

Co., B. Claassen ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Columbus, Fairfield Co.,

Wm. C. Werner; Oxford (Butler Co.) Ada G. Wing; Cincinnati, Jos. F,

James (Cat.)

Carex i,axicui.mis Schw.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville,

Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co.) W. C. Werner.

Carex laxiei^ora Lam.
Painesville, Cuyahoga Falls ( Summit Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Columbus, Fairfield Co.)

Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Carex i^axiflora bi^anda Boott. ( C. laxiflora striatula Carey.)

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.) E. Claasen;

Hanging Rock (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Carex laxifi^ora patui.ifoi.ia Carey.

Painesville, Cuyahoga Falls, (Summit Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat); Tiffin, (Seneca Co.) W. H. Egbert; Lima, (Allen Co.) W. A. Kel-

lermau ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox ; Lawrence

Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex I.AXIFI.ORA STYi.OFi,EXA (Buckley) Boott

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Carex i^axifIvORA varians Bailey.

Painesville, Cuyahoga Falls, Wm. C. Werner; Sandus'<y, B. L. Moseley; Colum-

bus, Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

CaTEX I.IMOSA L.

" Pl3'mouth Marsh " near Ashtabula, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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CaREX I.ONGIROSTRIS Torr.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

CaREX I^UPUI^INA Muhl.

Distributed throughout the state.

Carex i,upui,ina peduncui^ata Dewey.

Painesville, Licking Reservoir (Licking Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co.,

Sara F. Goodrich.

Carex i^upuwna polystachya Schwein. and Torr.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Prospect (Marion Co.) E. B. Boyne.

Carex i^urida Wahl.

Over the state.

Carex moniIvE Tuckerm.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich ; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Wm. C.

Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E.Claasen; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex muhi^enbergii Schkuhr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Sandusky, B. L. Moseley ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford;

WnnH Co.. Alhprt Neifer: Citicintiati. Thos. G. Lea (Cat.^

Carex muhi^enbergii enervis Boott

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Carex muricata L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; " Southern Ohio, rare," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Carex muskingumensis Schw.

Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat)

Carex NOV^-ANGi<LaS Schw. ^

"Northern Ohio." J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Carex <EDERI Ehrh.

" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Carex owgocArpa Schkuhr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co,, Geauga Co., B. Claasen; Licking

Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Ross Co., R. E. Bower

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Carex oi^igosperma Mx.
" Plymouth Marsh " near Ashtabula, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

Carex pai^escens L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat)

Carex peduncui^aTA Muhl.

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claasen.
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Carex PENNSYI.VANICA Lain.

Distributed throughout the state.

Carkx pi^anTaginea Lam.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

;

Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Cuyahoga Falls ( Summit Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Carex pi.aTyphyi.i,a Carey.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.),Wm. C.Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat.)

; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Carex poi.ytrichoides Muhl.
Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Carex prasina Wahl.

Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Niles (Trumbull Co.)

R. H. Ingraham; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)
; Licking Co., H. L. Jones

(Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, C. G. Lloyd.

Carex pseudo-cyperus L.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Carex pseudo-cyperus Americana Hochst.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Portage Co., E. Claassen
; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat); Licking Reservoir (Licking Co.) Columbus, Wm. C, Werner ; Cincin-
nati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Carex pubescens Muhl.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cu3^ahoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat) ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Columbus, Ironton (Lawrence Co.) W.
C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

Carex rigida goodenovii Bailey. ( C. vulgaris Fries.)

Lorain Co., A, A. Wright (Cat.)

Carex riparia W. Curtis.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cuyahoga C, E. Claassen ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
( Cat.) ;

Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Summit Co., Champaign Co., Columbus, Law-
rence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Carex rosea* Schkuhr.

Throughout the state.

Carex rosea radiaTa Dewey.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Cuyahoga Falls (Summit Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Carex rosea retrofi^exa (Muhl.) Torr.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

Carex scabrata Schw.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C.Werner; Cuyahoga Falls (Summit
Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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Carkx scoparia Schk.

Frequent.

Carex scoparia minor Boott.

"Northern Ohio, Painesville," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Carex shortiana Dewey.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat); Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora)

j

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Carex siccata Dewy. *

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora).

Carex sparganoides Muhl.

Occurring over the whole state.

Carex squarrosa L.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen

;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus,

Wm. C. Werner ; Clinton Co., J. S. Vandervort.

Carex sterIlis Willd. ( C. echinata microstachys Boeckl.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Carex sterilis excelsior Bailey. ( C. echinata of Amer. authors.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Wer-
ner.

Carex stipata.

Throughout the state.

Carex straminea Willd.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Toledo, J. A. San-

ford; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Richland Co , E.

Wilkinson ; Ross Co., R. E. Bower.

Carex straminea alaTa (Torn) Bailey.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Carex straminea aperta Boott.

H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) No locality given.

Carex straminea crawei Boott.

Darby Plains ( Franklin Co.) W, S. SuUivant

Carex straminea eerruginea (Gray) Bailey. {C./oeneavsiYl ferruginea Gray
Man. 5th ed.)

" Ohio," L. H. Bailey, Torn Bull. vol. XX., Nov. 15, 1893, p. 421.

Carex straminea mirabii^is (Dewey) Tuckerm.

Painesville, Otto Haeker; Cuyahoga Falls (Summit Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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Carex stricta Lam.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Trumbull Co., R. H. Ingraham; Cuyahoga Co., B.

Claassen; Wood Co., Albert Neifer ; I^orain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Cham-
paign Co., Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan .(Flora).

Carkx Tenei^i^a Schk.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

Carex tenuifi^ora Wahl.

"Northern Ohio," J. S, Newberry (Cat.)

Carex teretiuscui^a Gooden.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

( Cat) ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Licking Reservoir ( Licking Co.) Wm. C. Wer-

ner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Carex teretiuscui^a ramosa Boott

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Carex tetanica Schk.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat)

Carex tetanica meadii Bailey.

'* Ohio," A. Gray (Man. 5th ed.)

CAREX TETANICA WOODII Bailey.

Painesville, Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Carex TorTa Boot
Painesville, Columbus, Wm, C. Werner.

Carex tribui^oides Wahl.

Throughout the state.

Carex Tribui^oides cristata (Schw.) Bailey.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cincinnati, Thos.

G. Lea ( Cat.)

Carex triceps hirsuta (Willd.) Bailey.

Lake Co., Mahoning Co., Wm. C. Weraer; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat);

Franklin Co., Lawrence Co., Wm. C.Werner; Cincinnati, Joseph F. James
(Cat)

Carex trichocarpa Muhl.

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner; Licking Co.,H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Carex trichocarpa aristaTa Bailey.

''Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)
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Cahex TRISPERMA Dewey.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Portage Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A*

Wright (Cat.)

Carsx TuCKBRMANn Bcwey.

Lorain Co., A. A.Wright (Cat); Cuyahoga Co., R. Claassen; Champaign Co.,

Wm. C. Werner.

Carkx umbei^IvATa Schkuhr.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; ** Southern Ohio, rare" J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Carex utricui^ata Boott.

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Geauga Co., K. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat); Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Carex varia Muhl.

Painesville, Summit Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain

Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat) ; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner ; Monroe Co., H. Herzer.

Carex virescens Muhl.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cuyahoga Co.;

E. Claassen ; Lorain Co., A. A- Wright ( CaU : Licking Co.. H. L. Jones (Cat^

:

Cindnn&ti, Jos. Clark (Cat/

Carex virescens costata Dewey.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H.

L.Jones; Fairfield Co., Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Carex vulpinoides Mx.
Not uncommon.

Carex wii,i,denovii Schk.

Parma (Cuyahoga Co.) E. Claassen; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

CXIX. GRAMINE.4?. Grass Family.

539ir. ERIANTHUS Miclix Wooi.v Beard Grass.

Erianthus ai^opecuroides (L.) Ell. {£. saccharaides Michx.)

Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat)

' 640. ANDROPOGON Royen. BEARD Grass.

Andropogon BE1.VISII Desv. {A. argenieus Ell.)

" Tupper Plains," J. Jennings (Lazenby & Werner sup. list). Not authenti-

cated by a specimen.
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Andropogon gIvOme:ratus (Walt.) B. S. P. {A. macrourus Michx.)

Cincinnati^ Jos. Clark (Cat.)

Andropogon nutans avenacejus (Michx.) Hack. ( Chrysopogon nutans (ly.) Benth .)

Indian Grass. Wood Grass.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Sandusky, E. L. Mose-
ley; Marion Co., W. D. Whipps ; Franklin Co., Champaign Co., Wm. C
Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Andropogon provinciai^is Ivam. {A. furcatus Muhl.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co'., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Franklin Co., Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Andropogon scoparius Michx.

Trumbull Co., R. H. Ingraham ; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen ; Wood Co , Albert

Neifer; Franklin Co., 'Moses Craig; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Andropogon virginicus X.
Muskingum Co., Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., Morgan Co., W. A. Kellerman

;

Rio Grande (Gallia Co.) J. W. Davis ; Springbora (Warren Co.) L. M. Gregg;
Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

54L PASPALUM L.

Paspai^um mucronatum Muhl. (P. fluitans Kunth.)

"Southern Ohio," A. Gray (Man. 5th Ed.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat).

PaspaIvUM setaceum Michx.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Sugar-Grove (Fairfield Co.)

E. V. Wilcox.
'

542. PANICUM L. Panic Grass.

Panicum agrostoides Muhl.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cleveland, E. Claassen ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F.

Goodrich; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) : Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)
;

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Panicum capili^are L. Old Witch Grass.

Distributed over the state.

Panicum capili^are fi^exii^e Gattinger.

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum ci^andestinum L.
,

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat); Licking Co,, H. L. Jones (Cat); Fairfield Co., Cincinnati, Jos. F.

James (Cat.)
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Panicum commutatum Schultes.

Fairfield Co., Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum crus-gai,i.i Iv.

Widely distributed.

Panicum CRUS-GAi.1,1 HisPiDUM (Muhl) Torn
Painesville, Wm, C. Werner.

Panicum bkpauperatum Muhl.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos

F.James (Cat); Franklin Co., Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum depaupkratum involutum (Torr.)

Georgesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum depauperatum i,axifi.orum.

Ironton { Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum dichotomum L.

From Lake Erie to the Ohio river.

Panicum fii^iforme L.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.)

Panicum wneare Krock. {P, glabrum Schrad.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., E.

V.Wilcox.

Panicum i,atifoi<ium L.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A.

Wright (Cat); Muskingum Co., W. R. Beattie; Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Wer-
ner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat.)

Panicum microcarpon Muhl.

Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum nitidum viIvI^osum Gray.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Panicum prowferum Lam.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C.Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Marion Co., W. D. Phillips; Franklin Co.,

Wm. C. Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James (Cat)

Panicum sanguinai^e L. Common Crab or Finger Grass.

Common.
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Panicum scoparium Lam.
Sandusky, E. L. Moseley; Wood Co., Albert Neifer.

Panicum virgatum h.

Frequent along the sandy shores of Lake Brie.

Wood Co., Albert Iv[eifer; Marion Co., W. D. Whipps; Franklin Co., Aug. D.

Selby; Cincinnati, Jos. F.James (Cat.)

Panicum xanthophysum Gray.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

543. CH^RAPHIS R. Br. (SefariaBeauv.) Bristi^y FoxTaii, Grass.

Chj^raphis Gi.auCa (L.) Kuntze. {Setaria glauca Beauv.) Foxtail Pigeon Grass.

Abundant.

Ch^raphis IXAWCA GKRMANICa (L.) Kuntze. {Setaria italica Kunth.)

Cleveland, B. Claassen; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw; Painesville, H.

C. Beardslee (Cat); Wm. C. Werner.

Ch^raphis verticii<lata (L.) Porter. {Setaria verticillata L.)

Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat.)

Ch^rAPHIS VTRIDTS fL.) Porter. ( Setaria viridis ^^^\im.\ Green Foxtail. Bottle-

grass.

Common.

544. CBNCHRUS L. Hedgehog or Burgrass.

CENCHRUS TRIBUI.OIDES L.

Throughout the state.

545. ZIZANIOPSIS Doel. and Aschers.

ZiZANioPSiS MII.IACEA Doel. and Aschers. ( Zizania miliacea Michx.)

"Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

546. ZIZANIA Gronov. Water or Indian Rice.

ZiZANiA AQUATICA L. Indian Rice. Water Oats.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., B. Claasen; Toledo, J. A. Sanford;

Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.

Janes (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., B. V. Wilcox; Cin-

cinnati, JOvS. F. James (Cat.)

547. HOMALOCBNCHRUS Mieg. {Leersia Swartz.)

HOMAI^OCENCHRUS i.ENTicui,ARis (Michx.). {Leersia lenticularis Michx.)

"Wet places," Germantown and Cincinnati, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835).
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HoMAi^ocENCHRUS ORYzoiDES (L.) Poll. {Leersia oryzoides Swartz.) Rice cut grass.

Generally distributed over the state.

H0MAI.0CENCHRUS VIRGINICA (Willd.) Britt {Leersia virginicaWiWdi.) White grass.

Throughout the state.

548. PHALARIS L. Canary Grass.

Phai^ris arundinacea L. Reed Canary Grass.

Widely distributed.

PHAI^AlilS CANARIENSIS Iv.

Cleveland, Wni| C.Werner; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Columbus, W. R. Laz-
enby ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

549. ANTHOXANTHUM L. SwEET Vernai. Grass.

Anthoxanthum odoratum L.

Painesville, Akron, Wm. C. Werner; Youngstown, R. H. Ingraham
; Lorain Co.i

A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

550. SAVASTANA Schrank. { Hierochloe Gm€\\n.) H01.Y-GRASS.

Savastana odorata L. {Hierochloe borealis Roem. & Shultes.) Vanilla or
Seneca Grass.

Niles (Trumbull Co.) R. H. Ingraham; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

551. ARISTIDA L, Tripi,e-awned Grass.
Aristida dichotoma Michx.

Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Aristida stricta Michx.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

552. STIPA L. Feather Grass.

Stipa avenacea L. Black Oat-Grass.
" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

Stipa spartea Trin. Porcupine Grass.

Cedar Point (Erie Co.) E. Claasseu ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer.

553. ORYZOPSIS Michx. Mountain Rice.

ORYZOPSIS ASPERIFOI.IA Mx.

J. S. Newberry ( Cat.) No locality given.

ORYZOPSIS JUNCEA (Mx.) B. S. P. ( (9. Canadensis Torr.)

" Ivittle Mountain " (Lake Co.) H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)
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OrYZOPSIS MEI.ANOCARPA Muhl.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Franklin

Co., W. S. Sullivant'{Cat.) ^

554. MILIUM Tourn. MiiXET Grass.

Murium effusum L.

Painesville, H. C. B ardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., E. Classen;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Seiby ; Licking Co.,

•H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

555. MUHLENBERGIA Schreb. Drop-SEFD Grass.
i

MuHivENBERGiA CAPiLivARis (Lam.) Triu.

'General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

MUHLENBEWGIA DIFFUSA Schreb.

Throughout the state.

MUHI^ENBERGIA MEXICANA (L.) Trin.

Throughout the state.

MuHivENBERGiA RACEMOSA ( Michx.) B. S. P. {M. glomevata Trin.)

Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen
; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner;

the specimens represent slender fornls. Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.)

MUHIvENBERGiA SOBOEIFERA (Muhl.) Trin.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

MUHI.ENBERGIA SYI^VATICA T. & G.

Huron Co., J. A. Sanford; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)
; Cedar Swamp

(Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.)

MuHivENBERGiA TENUiFi<ORA ( WiUd.) B. S. P. {M. wUldenovU Trin.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Niles (Trumbull Co.) R. H. Ingraham ; Cuyahoga
Co., E. Claassen ; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox

Cincinnati, Jos. Clark(Cat.)

556. BRACHYELYTRUM Beauv.

BrachyEIvYTrum erectum (Schreb.) Beauv. {B. aristatum Beauv.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Trumbull Co., R. H. Ingraham; Cuyahoga Co., E.

Cla-ssen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

;

Columbus, Wm. C, Werner,

557. PHLEUM L. Cat's Taii. Grass.

PhIvEUM praTense L. Timothy.

Over the state.

558. ALOPECURUS L. Foxtaii. Grass.
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A1.0PECURUS GENICUI.ATUS L. Floating Foxtail.

Franklin Co., W. S. Suilivant ( Cat.)

Al^OPECURUS GENiCUI^ATUS ARISTUI.ATUS (Mx) Torr.
" Put-in-Bay Island," Lake Erie, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

(Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Al^OPECURUS PRATENSIS L-

Cincinnati, Jcs. Clark ( Cat.)

559. BOUTELOUA Lag. MusKiT Grass.

B0UTE1.OUA CURIMPENBUI.A ( Mx.) Gray. ( B. racemosa Lag.)

Adams Co., W. A. ETellerman ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

560. SPOROBOLUS R. Br. Drop-seed Grass. Rush Grass.

SPOROBOI.US ASPER (Mx.) Kunth.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.)

SPOROBOI.US BREVIFOI.IUS ( Nutt.) Scribn. ( 5. cuspidatus Torr.)

Georgesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

SPOROBOI.US CRYPTANDRUS ( Torr.) Gray.

Sand beaches of Lake Brie; Painesville, Wm. C.Werner; Lorain Co., A. A.
Wright (Cat.) Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Sandusky, F. L. Mosely; Catawba
Island, E. Claassen.

SPOROBOIyUS HETEROI^EPXS Gray.

Georgesville (Franklin Co.), Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. AVerner.

SPOROBOI.US VAGiN^Fi^ORUS (Torr.) Vasey.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
(Cat.); Champaign Co., Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., E. V.

Wilcox.

561. CINNA L. Wooi> Reed-Grass.

CiNNA ARUNDINACEA L.

• Widely distributed.

CiNNA i^ATiFOiviA ( Trev.) Geiesb. { C pendula Trin.)

Painesville, H. C. Bear«Islee ( Cat.)

562. AGROSTIb L. Bent Grass.

Agrostis axba L. Florin or White Bent Grass.

Throughout the state.

Agrostis ai,ba vui^garis (With.) Thurb. Red-top Herd's Grass.

Over the whole state.
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Agrostis kxarata Trin.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen; Franklin Co., Fairfield

Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Agrostis SCABRA Willd. Hair Grass.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat); Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Ironton (Lawrence Co.)

Wm. C.Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat)

Agrostis pkrejnnans (Walt.) Tuckerm.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Columbus, Rend-

ville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H.L.Jones (Cat); Cincinnati,

Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

563. CALAMAGROSTIS Adans. Rked Bent Grass.

Cai^amagrostis canadensis ( Michx.) Beauv. Blue Joint Grass.

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A.

A. Wright (Cat); Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer ; Marion
Co., W. D. Whipps ; Summit Co., E. Claassen ; Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant

(Cat.)

66Sa. AMMOPHILA Host

Ammophii^a arenaria (L.) Link. {A, arundinacea Host.) Sea Sand-Reed.

Cedar Point (Ottawa Co.) E. Claassen, Aug. D. Selby.

564. HOLCUS L. Meadow Soft Grass.

HOLCUS I<ANATUS L.
* Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Niles (Trumbull Co.) R. H.

Ingraham ; Cleveland, E. Claassen.

565. DESCHAMPSIA Beauv.

DesCHAMPSIA CAESPITOSA (L.) Beauv.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm..
C. Werner.

DESCHAMPSIA FI^EXUOSA ( L.) Griesb. Common Hair Grass.

''Central and Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Portage Co., E. Claassen.,

566. TRISETUM Pers.

TrisETum PAI.USTRE (Mx.) Torr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Trjsetum spicatum moi,i,e (Mx.) Scrib.

" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)
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567. AVBNA Tourn. Oat*.

AVENA FATUA L.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.); Columbus, on grounds of Sells Brothers' circus.

Wm. C. Werner.

AVENA STRIATA Michx.
" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat)

568. ARRHENATHERUM Beauv. Oat Grass.

Arrhenatherum EI.ATIUS (ly.) Mert & Koch. {A. avenaceum Beauv.)

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. I^ea ( Cat.)

569. DANTHONIA DC. W11.D OaT Grass.

Danthonia spicata (L.) Beauv. •

Frequent.

570. CAPRIOLA Adans. {Cynodon Rich.) Bermuda or Scutch GRAsa

Capriola dactylon ( I/.) Kuntze. {Cynodon dactylon ( I,.) Pers.)

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

571. SPARTINA Schreb. Cord or Marsh Grass.

Spartina cynosuroides (L.) Willd.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co., Summit Co., E. Claassen ; Lorain

Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Sandusky, E. L. Moseley ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer

;

Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

572. ELEUSINE Gaertn. Crab Grass, Yard Grass.

E1.EUSINE indica ( L.) Gaertn. Dog's Tail or Wire Grass.

Widely distributed.

573. LEPTOCHLOA Beauv.

LEPTOCHI.OA MUCRONATA (Mx.) Kunth.
" Southern Ohio," J. S. Newberry ( Cat)

574. PHRAGMITES Trin. REED.

PhragmiTES PHRAGMITES (L.) Karst {P. communis Trin.)

Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue; Mahoning Co., Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cuya-

hoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Wood Co., Albert

Neifer; Maxion Co., W. D. Whipps; Franklin Co., W. S. SuUivant (Cat)

575. SIEGLINGIA Bern. {Triodia R. Br.)

15 G. O.
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Sie:gi<ingia SESIvEROIDEJS (Mx.) Scrib. ( Triodia cuprea Jacq.) Tall Red Top.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Catawba Island,

E. Claassen; Wood Co., Albert Neifer; Marion Co., W. D. Whipps; Warren
Co., L. M. Gregg; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Cincinnati, Jos. F. James
(Cat.)

S1KG1.INGIA PURPUREA (Walt.) Kuntze. {Triodiapurpurea YL2Si)ii) Sand Grass.
Frequent along the sand beaches of Lake Brie.

577. BRAGROSTIS Beauv.

Eracrostis capii,i.aris (L.) Nees.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner; Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

Ei^'AGROSTiS CAROI.INIANA (Spring.) Scrib. {E. purshii Schrad.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
( Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Licking Co., H.

L. Jones (Cat.) ; Athens, W. A. Kellerman.

Eragrostis BRAGROSTIS (L.) Karst. {E. minor Host)
Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

BRAGROSTIS FRANKil Meyer.

Frequent throughout the northern half of the state ; no specimens seen from
south of Fairfield Co.

BRAGROSTIS HYPNOiDKS (Lam.) B. S. P. {E. reptans Nees.)

Frequent along the borders of streams.

BRAGROSTIS MAJOR Host.

Common in cultivated ground and waste places.

BRAGROSTIS PECTINACEA (Mx.) Steud.

"Ohio," A. Gray (Man.)

BRAGROSTIS PII.OSA (L.) Beauv.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F.

James (Cat.)

578. KCBLBRIA Pers.

KCEI.ERIA CRISTATA (L.) Pers.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant ( Cat.)

679. EATONIA Raf.

EaTONIA dudi^EYI Vasey.

Cuyahoga Co., B. Claassen; Marion Co., W. D. Whipps; Painesville, Columbus,
Fairfield Co., Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Logan (Hocking Co.) W. A. Kel-
lerman.
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Batonia obtusata (Mx.) Gray.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Batonia pennsyi^vanica (Spreng.) Gray.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen ; Lorain Co., A. A.
Wright (Cat.) ; Toledo, J. A. Sanford; Columbus, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Wer-
ner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

580. MELICA L. Mewc-Grass.

Mewca mutiga Walt.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat)

681. DIARRHBNA Raf.

DiARRHBNA DIANDRA ( Mx.) Hitch. ( D. amertcana Beauv.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., BL L. Jones ( Cat); Cincinnati,

Jos. Clark (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Wm. C.Werner.

582. UNIOLA L. Spike-Grass.

UNIOI^A I^ATIFOWA Mx.
Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat.)

588. DACTYLIS. L- Orchard-Grass.

DACTYIvIS GI.OMERATA L.

Common.

584. POA L. Meadow-Grass. Spear-Grass.

POAAI.SODES Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, E. Claassen;

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Cuyahoga Falls (Summit Co.), Hanging Rock
(Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

POA ANNUA L.

Frequent.

POA BREVIFOI.IA Muhl.

Niles (Trumbull Co.) R. H. Ingraham; Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner;
Cuyahoga Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat) ;• Ironton ( Law-
rence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

POA COMPRESSA L. Wire-grass. English Blue-grass. *

Over the whole state.

POA DEBII.IS Torr.

Lake Co., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

POA FI.EXUOSA Muhl.

Licking Co. H. L. Jones (Cat.)
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POA PRATENSIS Iv. June grass. Spear-grass. Kentucky blue grass.

Everywhere.

PoA SEROTINA Ehrh. False red top. Fowl Meadow-grass
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Geauga Co., E. Claassen;
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

POA SYivVESTRis Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Painesville, Columbus, Lawrence Co., Wm. C.

Werner.

POA TRIVIAI^IS L.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., W. S.

Sullivant (Cat); Cincinnati, Joseph Clark (Cat.)

585. GLYCERIA R. Br. Manna-Grass.

Gi^YCKRiA BRKViFOi^iA (Muhl.) Schult. ( G. acutiflora Torr.)

Lancaster (Fairfield Co.) J. M. Bigelow (J. S. Newberry, Cat.) ; Licking Co., H
L. Jones ( Cat.)

Gi;yckria canadensis (Mx.) Trin. Rattlesnake grass.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Summit Co., E. Claassen; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright
( Cat.) ; Licking Co. , H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

G1.YCERIA EI.ONGATA ( Torr.) Trin.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C.Werner, Licking Co., H. L.Jones
(Cat)

G1.YCERIA F1.U1TANS (L.) Torr.

Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Wood Co., Albert
Neifer; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Cin-
cinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

Gi^YCERiA GRANDis Watson. Reed meadow-grass.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

G1.YCERIA NERVATA ( Willd.) Trin. Fowl meadow-grass.
From Lake Erie to the Ohio River.

G1.YCERIA OBTUSA (Nutt) Trin.

"Southern Ohio," J. L. Riddell (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

GivYCERiA PAi.i,rDA ( Eddy) Trin.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat) ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co.,

H. L. Jones (Cat)

*

586. FESTUCAL. Festuca-Grass.

Festuca DURIUSCUI.A L. {F. ovina duriuscula Gr.) Sheep's Fescue.
''Northern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (J. S. Newberry, Cat.)

Festuca EI.AT10R L. Taller or Meadow Fescue.

Frequent throughout the state.
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FesTUCA EI.AXIOR PRATENSIS Gray.

Cleveland, E. Claassen; I^icking Co., H. I/. Jones (Cat.); Cincinnati, Thos. G.

Lea (Cat)

Festuca nutans Willd.

Frequent in woods throughout the state.

Festuca octofi^ora Walt ( F. tenella Willd.)

Painesville, Otto Hacker ; Cedar Point (Erie Co.) E. Claassen; Toledo, J. A. San-

ford; Ironton (Lawrence Co.), Wm. C. Werner.

Festuca ovina L. Sheet's Fescue.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

587. BROMUS L. Brome Grass.

Bromus ciwatus L.

Frequent throughout the state.

Bromus kai^mii Gray.

Georgesville (Franklin Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Bromus moi.ws L.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Bromus PURGANS L. {B. ciliatus purgans Grdiy.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat) ; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Cin-

cinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

Bromus racemosus L. Upright Chess,

Frequent in waste places and cultivated fields.

Bromus secai^inus L. Chess. Cheat.

Frequent in grain fields and waste places.

Bromus sterii^is L.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Bromus tectorum L.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cleveland, H. C. Beardslee, Jr., this specimen

referred to as B. sterilis in Lazenby & Werner Sup. List Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

588. LOLIUM L. Darnei^

LOWUM perEnne L. Common Darnel. Ray or Rye-Grass.

L ke Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Cleveland, E. Claassen ; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright

( Cat.) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer ; Marion Co, W. D. Whipps ; Licking Co., H
L. Jones ( Cat) ; Cincinnati, Jos. F. James ( Cat)

589. AGROPYRUM Gaertn.
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Agropyrum rkpENS Beauv. Quack-Grass. Couch-Grass. Quick-Grass:

Frequent in fields and waste places.

690. HORDBUM Tourn.

HORDEUM JUBATUM I/. Squirrel-Tail Grass.

"Lake Shore," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Wickliffe (Lake Co.) E.Claassen; Lorain

Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat) ; Wood Co., Albert Neifer.

HORDEUM PRATENSE Huds.
'•Ohio," A. Gray (Man.)

591. ELYMUS L. Lyme-Grass. Wii.d Rye.

ElvYMUS CANADENSIS L.

Throughout the state.

Ei/YMUS CANADENSIS GivAUCiFO.i.iuS ( Muhl.) Gray.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Wood Co., Albert

Neifer.

ElvYMUS STRIATUS Willd.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.) ; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ;
Cincinnati,

Jos. F. James ( Cat.)

EI.YMUS STRIATUS Vll,I.OSUS Gray.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm C. Werner; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

ElvYMUS VIRGINICUM L.

Throughout the state.

592. ASPRELLA Willd. Botti,e-brush Grass.

ASPREI.I.A HYSTRIX (L.) Willd.

Frequent

b92a. ARUNDINARIA Michx. Cane.

Arundinaria macrospERMA suffruticosa Munro. Switch Cane. Small Cane.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).
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CXX. Order HYDROCHARIDACE^. Frog*s-bit Family.

593. BLODEA Mx. Water-Weto.

E1.ODEA CANADENSIS Mx.
Occurring generally over tbe state.

594. VALI/ISNERIA I,. Tape Grass. Eei. Grass.

Vai,i,isneria spiraws I/.

Generally distributed over the state.

CXXI. AI^ISMACEiB. Water Plantain Family.

595. ALISMA L. WATER Pi^nTain.

A1.1SMA P1.ANTAG0 L.

Common.

596. SAGITTARIA L. Arrow-Head.

SaGITTARIA HETEROPHYI.I.A Ph.

Painesville, Otto Hacker; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Sagittaria heterophylla angustieowa Englm.
lyicking Co.; H. L. Jones ( Cat.)

Saggittaria HETEROPHY1.1.A Ei,i.iPTiCA. Englm,
Painesville, Otto Hacker.

Sagittaria heterophyi,i.a rigiba (Ph.) Morong.
Painesville, Otto Hacker; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.

Jones (Cat.)

Sagittaria sagittaefowa L. {S. variabilis Englm.)

Common and very variable.

Sagittaria sagittaefoma angustifowa (Englm.) Britt

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

Sagittaria sagittaefoi^ia diversifoi.ia Englm.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Franklin Co., Selby & Craig (Cat)

Sagittaria sagittaefoi^ia gracilis (Pursh.) Englm.
Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat)

Sagittaria sagittaefoi^ia i^atifowa (Willd.) Britt

Licking Co., H. L. Jones ( Cat)

Sagittaria sagittaefolia obtusa (Willd.) Britt.

.Licking Co., H, L. Jones (Cat.)
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CXXII. Order JUNCAGINACE^. Arrow Grass Family.

597. TRIGIvOCHIN h. Arrow-Grass.

TRIGI.OCHIN MARITIMA h.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840); Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm.
C. Werner.

TRIGI.OCHIN PAI^USTRIS L.

Franklin Co., W. S. Sullivant (Cat. 1840.)

598. SCHEUCHZERIA I,.

SCHEUCHZERIA PAIvUSTRIS I/.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); lyicking Reservoir, Wm. C. Werner.

CXXIII. Order POTAMOGETONACE.^. Pond-weed Family.

599. POTAMOGETON L. Pond-Weed.

POTAMOGETON AMPI^IFOIylUS Tuck.

Congress Lake (Stark Co.) W. L. Crubaugh.

POTAMOGETON Foi^iosus Raf. {P. paucifiorus Ph.)

Congress Lake (Stark Co.) W. L. Crubaugh.

POTAMOGETON HETEROPHYIvI.US Schreb.

*' General, Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

POTAMOGETON HETEROPHYI,I<US MAXIMUS Morong.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

POTAMOGETON DiVERSiFOi^ius Raf. {P. hybridus Mx.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

POTAMOGETON I^ONCHITES Tuckm.
"General, Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner

POTAMOGETON IvUCENS L.

"Northern Ohio, rare," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

POTAMOGETON NATANS L.

Common.

POTAMOGETON NUTTAi,i,ii Cham. & Schl. [P. pennsylvanicus Willd.)

"General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

POTAMOGETON OBTusiFOi^ius Mert. & Koch.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS L.

Not uncommon.
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POTAMOGETON PERFOI^TATUS I/.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland (inland lakes), Wm. Krebs.

POTAMOGETON PRAEl*ONGUS Wulf.

"Northern Ohio, rare," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

POTAMOGETON ROBBINSII Oakes.

Geauga Co., Dr. Canfield (H. C. Beardslee Cat); Summit Co., E. Claassen.

POTAMOGETON SPIRII.I.US Tuckm.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

POTAMOGETON ZOSTERAEI^OI^IUS Schum.
"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); ** common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Congress

Lake (Stark Co.), W. L. Crubaugh.

600. ZANNICHELLIA Micheli. HORNEp Pond-Weed.

ZaNNICHEI^I^TA PAI.USTRIS L.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Athens, W. A. Kellerman; Cincinnati, Thos.

G. Lea ( Cat), C. B. Going (Jos. F. James Cat)

601. NAIAS L. Naiad.

ISTaias fi<exii.is ( Willd.) Rost & Schmidt.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Silver Lake, Wm. Krebs; Columbus, J. H.

Lageman; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat).

CXXV. Ordkr SPARGANIACE^. Bur-reed Family.

602. SPARGANIUM Tourn. Bur-reed.

Sparganium androci^adium ( Englm.) Morong. ( 5. simplex androcladium Englm.)

Frequent.

Sparganium eurycarpum Englm.

Frequent.

CXXVI. Order TYPHACEiE. Cat-tail Family.

603. TYPHA Tourn. Cat-taii. Flag.

Typha augustifolia L.

"General," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.)

DyPHA IvATlFOIylA L.

Common.
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(M1SP1.ACED Gknera. )

604 {2a) AGBRATUM U

Ageratum conyzoides I/.

Southern Ohio, Miss Jones (I^azenby & Werner, Sup. List.)

605." (195a) Chiogenes Salisb. Creeping Snowberry.

Chiogenes HISPIDU1.A (I/.) T. &G. (C serpyiH/olia Sslish.)

Tamarack Swamp near Myer's Lake, Canton, E. W. Vickers.

606. (442a) Poi.YGONEi.iyA Michx.

Poi,YGONEi.iyA ARTicuiyATA Meisn. {Polygonum articulatum Gray).

'* Lake shore, rare " H. C. Beardsler ( Cat.)

607. (307a) WISTARIA Nutt

Wistaria frutescens Poir.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

CXXVII (XXIVa) Order LOGANIACE^.

608. (172a) SPIGBLIA L. Pink Root. Worm Grass.

SpiGEIvIA mariIvANDIca L. Maryland Pink root.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora).
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Ascyron, 260.

Asimina, 408.

Asparagus, 493.

Asprella, 592.

Aster, 12.

Astragalus, 309.

Atriplex, 435.

Avena, 567.

Azalea, 205.

Balsaminaceae, LXI.
Baptisia, 299.

Barbarea, 359.

Bartonia, 177.

Benzoin, 386.

Berberidaceae. LXXIX.
Berberis, 388.

Betula, 465.

Betulaceae, CI.
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Calla, 526.
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Callitrichaceae, LV.
Callitriche, 284.

Calopogon, 482.

Caltha, 398.

Calycanthaceae, LXXVI.
Calycanthus, 384.

Camassia, 500.

Camelina, 368.

Campanula, 62.

Campanulaceae, II.

Cannabaceae, XCVIII.

Cannabis, 452,

Capparidaceae, LXXII.
Caprifoliaceae, VII.

Capriola, 570.

Capsella, 370.

Cardamine, 362.

Cardiospermum, 27V.

Carduus, 48.

Carex, 539.

Carpinus, 464.

Carum, 217,

Carya, 470.

Caryophyllaceae, LXXXV.
Cassandra, 198.

Cassia, 321.

Castalia, 416.

Castanea, 460, 461.

Castilleia, 151.

Catalpa, 128.

C^ucalis, 235.

Caulophylium, 389.

Ceanothus, 271.

Celastraceae, LI.

Celastrus, 274.

Celtis, 453.

Cenchrus, 644.

Centaurea, 50.

Cephalanthus, 76.

Cerastium, 423.

Ceratophyllaceae, LXXXIIL
Ceratophyllum, 413.

Cercis, 322.

Chaeraphis, 543.

Chaerophyllum, 224.

Chamaedaphne, 198.

Chamaelirium, 501.

Chelone, 138.

Chelidonium, 383.

Chenopodiaceae, LXXXIX.
Chenopodium, 436.

Chimaphila, 208.

Chiogenes, 605.

Chionanthus, 181.

Chrysosplenium, 348.
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Chrysopo^on, 540.

Chrysopsis, 8.

Chrysanthemum, 40.

Cichorium, 51.

Cicuta, 216.

Cimicifuga, 407.

Cinna, 561.

Circaea, 244.

Cissus, 269.

Cistaceae, XLIIL
Cladium, 537.

Claytonia, 432.

Clematis, 390.

Clethra, 209.

Clintonia, 507.

Clitoria, 315.

Cnicus, 48.

Comandra, 447.

Commelina, 518.

Commelinaceae, CXIV.
Compositae, I.

Conium, 213.

Conioselinum, 228.

Conobea, 142.

Conopholis, 132.

Convolvulaceae, XXII.

Convolvulus, 163.

Collinsia, 140.

CoUinsonia, 87.

Corallorhiza, 476.

Coreopsis, 31 ,32.

Cornaceae, XXXIV.
Cornus, 238.

Coptis, 400.

Corydalis, 377.

Corylus, 462.

Cracca, 307.

Crassulaceae, LXXI.
Crataegus, 338.

Crepis, 54.

Crotalaria, 300.

Croton, 287.

Cruciferae, LXXIII.

Cryptotaenia, 222.

Cucurbitaceae, IV.

Cunila, 89.

Cuphea, 250.

Cuscuta, 164.

Cynodon, 570.

Cynoglossum, 114.

Cyperaceae, CXXIII.

Cyperus, 529.

Cypripedium, 486.

Dactylis, 583.

Dalibarda, 328.

Danthonia, 569.

Dasystoma, 150.

Datura, 158.

Daucus, 234.

Decodon, 249.

Delphinium, 404.

Dentaria, 362.

Deringa, 222.

Deschampsia, 565.

Desmodium, 311.

Dianthera, 126.

Dianthus, 418.

Diarrhena, 581.

Dicentra, 375.

Diclytra, 375.

Diervilla, 75.

Digitalis, 145.

D'oscorea, 490.

Dioscoreaceae, CIX,

Diospyros, 184.

Dips ceae, V.

Dipsacus, 67.

Dirca, 252.

Discopleura. 225.

Disporum, 506.

Dodecatheon, 185.

Draba, 364.

Drosera, 354.

Droseraceae, LXX.
Dulichium, 531.

Dysodia, 34.

Eatonia, 579.

Ebenaceae, XXVIII.

Echinacea. 26.

Echinocystis, 65.

Echinospermum, 115.

Echium, 122.

Eclipta, 25.

Eleagnaceae, XXXVIII.
Eleocharis, 532.

Elephantopus, 2.

Eleusine, 572.

Elodea, 593.

Elodes, 261.

Elymus, 591.

Enslenia, 109.
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Kpigaea, 200.

Epilobium, 240.

Epiphegus, 133.

Episcotorus, 325.

Eragrostis, 577.

Erechtites, 44.

Erianthus, 6S9a.

Ericaceae, XXXI.
Erigenia, 215.

Erigeron, 13.

Eriophorum, 535.

Erodium, 297.

Eryngium, 211.

Erysimum, 367.

Erythronium, 603.

Eulophus, 214.

Euonymus, 273.

Eupatorium, 3.

Euphorbia, 285.

Euphorbiaceae, I^VI.

Fagaceae, C.

Fagopyrum, 440.

Fagus, 460, 461.

Falcata, 316.

Festuca, 586.

Filago, 15.

Fimbristylis, 533.

Floerkea, 298.

Fragaria, 331.

Frasera, 175.

Fraxinus, 180.

Fuirena, 535<2.

Fumaria, 378.

Fumariaceae, LXXIV.

Galeopsis, 107.

Galinsoga, 33.

Galium, 81.

G .ultheria, 197.

Gaura, 243.

Gaylussacia, 193.

Gentiana, 174.

Gentianaceae, XXV.
Geraniaceae, LXIII.

Geranium, 296.

Gerardia, 149-150.

Geum, 329.

Gifolia, 15.

Gillenia, 326.

Gleditschia, 320.

Glyceria, 585.

Gnaphalium, 17.

Gonolobus, 170.

Goodyera, 480.

Gramineae, CXIX.
Gratiola, 143.

Gutierrezia, 6.

Gymnocladus, 319.

Gyrostachys, 479.

H

Habenaria, 485.

Haemodoraceae, CX.
Halesia, 183.

Halorageae, IvV.

Hamamelis, 341.

Hamamelideae, LXXVII.
Helenium, 35.

Hedeoma, 93.

Heiianthemum, 257.

Helianthus, 29.

Heliopsis, 24.

Heliotropium, 113.

Hemerocallis, 497.

Hepatica, 393.

Heracleum, 233.

Hesperis, 365.

Heteranthera, 517.

Heuchera, 347^

Hibiscus, 267.

Hicoria, 470.

Hieracium, 55.

Hierochloe, 650.

Holcus, 564.

Homalocenchrus, 547.

Hordeum, 590.

Hottonia, 184^.

Houstonia, 78.

Humulus, 45.

Hydrangea, 350.

Hydrocharidaceae, CXX.
Hydrocotyle, 210.

Hydrophyllaceae, XIII.

Hydrophyllum, 123.

Hydrastis, 399,

Hyoscyamus, 159,

Hypericaceae, XI^V.

Hypericum, 261.

Hypopitys, 191.

Hypoxis, 491.
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Ilex, 275.

Ilicineae, IvII.

Ilicioides, 276.

Ilysanthes, 144.

Impatiens, 294.

Inula, 18.

loxylon, 448.

Ipotnoea, 162.

Iresine, 439.

Iridaceae, CVIII.

Iris, 488.

Isanthus, 111.

Isopyrum, 401.

JeflFersonia, 411.

Jiiglandaceae, CIV.

Juglans, 471.

Juncaceae, CXII.

Juncaginaceae, CXXII.
Juncus, 514.

Kalmia, 202.

Koeleria, 578.

Krigia, 52.

Kuhnia, 4.

Kuhinstera, 306.

Kyllinga, 530.

Labiatae, XI.

Lacinaria, 5.

Lactuca, 58.

Lamium, 109.

Laportea, 455.

Lappula, 115.

Lapsana, 53.

Lathyrus, 314.

Ivauraceae, LXXVII.
Lechea, 258.

Ledum, 203.

Leersia, 547.

Leguminosae, LXIV.
Lemna, 521.

Lemnaceae, CXVI.
Lentibulariaceae, XVIII.

X/eonurus, 108.

Leontodon, 56.

Lepachys, 28.

Lepidium, 371.

Lespedeza, 312.

Leptochloa, 573.

Iveptorchis, 474.

Iviatris, 6.

Ligusticum, 227.

Ligustrum, 182.

Liliaceae, CXI.

Lilium. 502.

Limnantliemum, 179.

Ivimodorum, 482.

Linaceae, LX.
Linaria, 136.

Lindera, 386.

Linum, 293.

Liparis, 474.

Lippia, 84
Liquidambar, 342.

Liriodendron, 410.

Listera, 478.

Lithospermum, 121.

Lobelia, 64.

Lobeliaceae, III.

Loganiaceae, CXXVIL
Lolium, 588.

Lonicera, 74.

Lophanthus, 99.

Ivoranthaceae, XCIV.
Ludwigia, 241.

Lupinus, 301.

Luzula, 515.

Lychnis, 422,421.

Lycium, 157.

Lycopus, 88, 117.

Lysimachia, 186.

Lythrum, 248.

Lythraceae, XXXVII.

M

Madura, 448.

Magnolia, 409.

Magnoliaceae, LXXXII.
Maianthemum, 496.

Malva, 262.

Malvaceae, XLVL
Marrubium, 105.

Martynia, 130.

Matricaria, 39.

Medeola, 508.

Medicago, 302.

Meibomia, 311.

Melampyrum, 153.
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Melanthium, 512.

Melastomacey^e, XXXVI.
Melica, 580.

Melilotus, 303.

Melissa, 95.

Menispermaceae, LXXVIII.
Menispermum, 387.

Mentha, 86.

Menyanthes, 178.

Mertensia, 118.

Micrampeles, 65.

Microstylis,, 473.

Milium, 554.

Mimulus, 141.

Mitchella, 79.

Mitella, 346.

Mohria, 183.

Mollugo, 430.

Monarda, 97.

Moneses, 207.

Monotropa, 192.

Monotropaceae, XXX.
Moraceae, XCVI.

Morus, 449.

Muhlenbergia, 5^:3.

Muscari, 499.

Myosotis, 119."

Myrica, 469.

Myricaceae, CHI.

Myriophyllum, 283.

Naias, 601.

Napaea, 264.

Nasturtium, 358.

Neckeria, 377.

Negundo, 280.

Neillia, 325.

Nelumbo, 417.

Nemopanthes, 270.

Nepeta, 100.

Nesaea, 249.

Nicandra, 156.

Nigella, 402.

Nuphar, 415.

Nyctaginaceae, LXXXVII.
Nymphaeaceae, I/XXXIV.

Nymphaea, 415.

Nyssa, 239.

Oakesia, 504.

Obolaria, 176.

Oenothera, 242.

Oldenlandia, 77.

Oleaceae, XXVI.
Onagraceae, XXXV.
Onopordon, 49.

Onosmodium, 120.

Opuntia, 253.

Orchidaceae, CVI.

Orchis, 484.

Origanum, 91.

Orobanchaceae, XVII.

Oryzopsis, 553.

Osmorrhiza, 223.

Ostrya, 463.

Oxalidaceae, LXII.

Oxalis, 295.

Oxybaphus, 433.

Oxycoccus, 195.

Oxydendrum, 199.

Oxypolis, 232.

Panax, 237.

Panicum, 542.

Papaver, 379.

Papaveraceae, LXXV.
Parietaria, 458.

Parnassia, 349.

Parthenium, 21.

Paspalum, 541.

Passi flora, 254.

Passifloraceae, XL I.

Pastinaca, 231.

Pedaliaceae, XVI.

Pedicularis, 152.

Peltandra, 527.

Penthorum, 355.

Pentstemon, 139.

Peramium, 480.

Periploca, 165.

Petalostemon, 306.

Phacelia, 124.

Phalaris, 548.

Phaseolus, 318.

Philadelphus, 351.

Phleum, 557.

Phlox, 160.

Phoradendron, 446.

Phragmites, 574.

Phylianthus, 286.

Phryma, 83.

Physalis, 155.

Physostegia, 103.

Physocarpus, 325.
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Phytolacaceae, LXXXVIII.
Phytolacca, 434.

Pilea, 456.

Pinipinella, 221.

Piperaceae, CV.
Plantago.

Plantaginaceae, IX.

Platanus, 340.

Platanaceae, I.XVI.

Pluchea, 14.

Poa, 584.

Podophyllum, 412.

Podostemaceae, XCII.
Podostemon, 443.

Pogonia, 483.

Polanisia, 357.

Polemoniaceae, XXI.
Polemonivim, 161.

Polygala, 289.

.

Polygalaceae, LVII.

Polymnia, 19.

Polygonaceae, XCI.
Polygonatum, 494.

Polygonella, 606.

Polygonum, 442.

Pontederia, 516.

Pontederiaceae, CXIII.

Populus, 468.

Porteranthus, 326.

Portulaca, 431.

Portulacaceae, LXXXVI.
Potamogeton, 599.

Potamogetouaceae, CXXIII.
Potentilla, 332.

Poterium, 334.

Prenanthes, 59.

Primulaceae, XXIX.
Prosartes, 506.

Proserpinaca, 232.

Prunus, 323.

Psoralea, 305.

Ptelea, 292.

Ptilimnium, 225.

Pycnauthemum, 90.

Pyrola, 206.

Pynis, 336.

Q

Quereus, 459.

Ranunculaceae, LXXX.
Ranunculus, 397.

16 G. O.

Raphauus, 374.

Reseda, 259.

Resedaceae, XLIV.
Rhamnaceae, XLIX.
Rhamnus, 270.

Rhexia, 245.

Rhododendron, 204, 205.

Rhus, 281.

Rhynchospora, 536.

Ribes, 352.

Robinia-, 308.

Rorippa, 358

Rosa, 335.

Rosaceae, LXV.
Rotala, 246.

Rubiaceae, VIII.

Rubus, 327.

Rudbeckia, 27.

Ruellia, 125.

Rumex, 441.

Rutaceae lylX.

Sabbatia, 173.

Sagina, 426.

Sagittaria, 596.

Salicaceae, CIL
Salix, 467.

Salvia, 96.

Sarabucus, 70.

Sanguinaria, 382.

Sanguisorba, 334
Saraolus, 190.

Sanicula, 212.

Saponaria, 419.

Sapiudaceae LIII.

Santalaceae, XCV.
Sarracenia, 353.

Sarraceniaceae, LXIX,
Sassafras, 385.

Satureia, 92a.

Saururus, 472.

Savastana, 550.

Saxifraga, 343.

Saxifragaceae, IvXVlIL
Scheuchzeria, 598.

Schollera, 195.

Scilla, 500.

Scirpus, 534.

Scleria, 538.

Scrophularia, 137.

Scrophulariaceae, XIX.
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Scutellaria, 101.

Sedum, 356.

Selinum, 228.

Senecio, 45.

Sericocarpus, 11.

Setaria, 544.

Seymeria, 148.

Shepherdia, 251.

Sicyos, 6Q.

Sida, 265.

Sieglingia, 575.

Silene, 420.

Silphiutn, 20.

Simarubaceae, IvVIII.

Sisymbrium, 366.

Sisyrinchium, 489.

Sium, 219.

Smilacina, 496.

Smilax, 492.

Solanum, 154.

Solanaceae, XX.
Solea, 256.

Solidago, 9.

Sonchus, 60.

Sorbus, 337.

Sparganiaceae, CXXV.
Sparganium, 602.

Spartina, 571.

Spathyema, 525.

Specularia, 63.

Spergula, 427.

Spermacoce, 80.

Spigelia, 608.

Spiranthes, 479.

Spiraea, 324.

Spirodela, 522.

Sporobolus, 560.

Stachys, 106.

Staphy ea, 272.

Staphyleaceae, h.

Steironema, 187.

Stellaria, 424.

Stenanthium, 510.

Streptopus, 495.

Strophostyles, 318.

Stipa, 552.

Stylophorum, 381.

Stylosanthes, 310.

Styracaceae, XXVI.
Sullivantia, 344.

Syndesmon, 394.

Symphoricarpus, 73.

Symphytum, 116.

Symplocarpus, 525.

Synandra, 104.

Tanacetum, 41.

Taraxacum, 57.

Tecoma, 129.

Tephrosia, 307.

Teucrium, 112.

Thalictrum, 391.

Thaspium, 229.

Thelypodium, 361.

Thlaspi, 372.

Thymelaeaceae, XXXIX.
Thymus, 92.

Tiarella, 345.

Tiedemaniiia, 232.

Tilia, 268.

Tiliaceae, XLVII.

Tipularia, 477.

Tissa, 428.

Tradescantia, 519.

Tragopogon, 61.

Trautvetteria, 396.

Trichostema, 110.

Trientalis, 188.

Trifolium, 304.

Triglochin, 597.

Trillium, 509.

Triodia, 575.

Triosteum, 72.

Trisetum, 566.

Trollius, 395.

Tussilago, 43.

Typha, 603.

Typhaceae, CXXVI.

U

Ulmaceae, XCVII.

Ulmus, 450.

Umbelliferae, XXXIL
Unifolium, 496.

Uniola, 582.

Urtica, 454.

XJrticaceae, XCIX.
Urticastrum, 455,

Utricularia, 134.

Uvularia, 504, 505.

Vaccinium, 194.

Valeriana, 68.

Valerianaceae, VI.
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Valerianella, 69.

Vallisneria, 594.

Verbascum, 135.

Verbena, 85.

Verbenaceae, X.

Verbesina, 30.

Veratrum, 513.

Vemonia, 1.

Veronica, 146.

Viburnum, 71.

Vicia, 313.

Vincetoxicum, 168.

Vinca, 171.

Viola, 255.

Violaceae, XLII.

Vitaceae, XLrVIII.

Vitis, 269.

W
Waldsteinia, 330.

Wistaria, 607.

Wolffia, 523.

Xanthium, 23.

Xanthoxylum, 291.

Xyridaceae, CXV.
Xyris, 520.

Zannichellia, 600.

Zizania, 546-545.

Zizaniopsis, 545.

Zizia, 218.

Zygadenus, 511.



Gg nrpnosperms.

Order CONIFER^. Pine Family.

1. PINUS Tourii. Pine.

PiNUS DiVARiCATA ( Ait.) Sudw. {P. bauksiaua Lamb.) Gray or Northern Scrub Pine.

"Southern an4 Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); Marietta, Ohio, rare; J,

L. Rid dell ( Synop. 1835). Not reported recently nor found by us.

PiNUS viRGiNiANA Mill. ( P. inops Ait.) Jersey or Scrub Pine.

With the Pitch Pine in southern part of the state.

PiNUS RESINOSA Ait. Red Pine.

"Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

PiNUS RiGiDA Mill. Pitch Pine.

Throughout the southern half of the state.

PiNUS STROBUS Iv. White Pine.
Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Lake Co., Wm. C. Werner.

2. LARIX Tourn. Larch.

Larix i^aricina (Du Roi) Koch. {L. americana Michx.) American or Black

Larch. Tamarack.

Summit Co., E. W. Claypole ; Licking Co., H.L.Jones (Cat); Ashtabula Co.,

E. E. Bogue.

3. TSUGA Carriere. Hemlock.

Tsuga canadensis ( L.) Carr.

Frequent throughout the northern half of the state, extending southward to

Ross and Hocking counties.

4. THUJA Tourn. Arbor ViT.^.

Thuja occidentai^is L. Arbor Vitee. White Cedar.

Urbana (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner;

"Falls of the Little Miami," Daniel Drake in " Pictures of Cincinnati, 1815;

Ross Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

5. CH^M^CYPARIS Spach. WHITE Cedar. CyprESS.

Ch^m^Cyparis thyoides (L.) B. S. p. ( C. spcsroidea Spach. Cupressus thyoides L.^

This, in the older Catalogues, undoubtedly refers to Thuja occidentalis L.

6. JUNIPERUS L. Juniper.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS L. Common Juniper.

Summit Co., J. S. Newberry (Cat.); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Cuyahoga Co.,

Wm. Krebs.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA L. Red Cedar or Savin.

Throughout the state,

TAXUS Tourn. Yew.

TaxuS minor ( Michx.) Britt. ( T. canadensis Willd.) American Yew.

Ground Hemlock.

Throughout the northern half of the state.
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Chsemaecyparis, 6. Taxus, 7.

Juniperas, 6. Thuya, 4.

Larix, 2. Tsuga, 3.

Pinus, 1.



Vascular Grcjpfcogams.

I. Order SEIvAGINEI^LACE^.

1. SBIyAGINELIvA Beauv.

SEl.AGINKr.l.A RUPESTRIS {L.) Spring.
" General," J. S. Newberry ( Cat.)

II. Order ISOETACE^.

2. ISOETES L. Quillwort.

ISOETRS I.ACUSTRJS L.

"Northern Ohio, Rare," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

III. Order SALVINIACE.^.

3. AZOIvIvA Lam.

AZOLI.A CAROI.INIANA Willd.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner.

IV. Order LYCOPODIACE^.

4. LYCOPODIUM L. Club Moss.

I^YCOPODIUM ANNOTINUM L-

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat); " Central Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop
1835).

I/YCOPODIUM CAROLINIANUM L.

"Southern Ohio," J. vS. Newberry (Cat,)

IvYCOPODIUM CI.AVATUM I/.

" Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.) ; Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw.

LYCOPODIUM COMPLANATUM L.

" General," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)
; Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.) ; Lorain Co.,

A. A. Wright (Cat.)
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Lycopodium i^ucidui^um Mx.
Not abundant, but over the state.

Lycopodium obscurum Iv. {L. dendroideuni Michx.)

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

Lycopodium inunda^tum L.

"Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

V. Order EQUISETACiE. Horsetail Family.

5. EQUISBTUM L. Horsktaii.. Scouring Rush.

Equisetum arvense ly. Common Horsetail.

Widely distributed in gravelly or sandy soil.

Equisetum hyemai^e L. Scouring Rush. Shave Grass.

Over the whole state along wet banks.

Equisetum i^^vicaTum a. Braun.

Summit Co., E. Claassen.

Equisetum I.IM0SUM L. Horsetail.

Lake Marshes, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Cincinnati,

J. F. James (Cat); Painesville, Wni. C. Wertier; "Hoffman's Prairie near Day-

ton," J. L. Riddell ( Synop. 1835).

Equisetum robustum A. Braun. Horsetail.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat).

Equisetum scirpoides Mx. Horsetail.

•'Northern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat)

Equisetum SYi^vATicuM L. Horsetail.

"Low Woods, Central Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Painesville, Otto

Hacker; Cincinnati, J. F.James (Cat)

Equisetum variegatum Schleich.

Black River, Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry Cat.); Painesville, W. C. Werner.

VI. Order FILICES. Fern Family.

6. POLYPODIUM L. Poi^ypody.

POLYPODiUM poLYPODioiDES ( L.) Hitch. {P. ificanuui Swtz.)

Monroe, J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Cincinnati, J. F.James (cat.) ; Adims Co.,

W. A. Kellerman ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora.)

POI.YPODIUM VUI.GARE L.

Common.
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7. ADIANTUM t,. Maidenhair.

Adiantum pedatum h.

Throughout the whole state.

8. PTERIS ly. Brake or Bracken.

PTERIS AQUII.INA L. Common Brake.

From lyake Erie to the Ohio River.

9. PELL^A Link. C1.IFE Brake.

Pei.i.^a atropurpurea (L.) Link. Cliff Brake.
** Put-in-Bay Island " Lake Erie, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Springfield, Miss H. J.

Biddlecome; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby; Adams Co., W. A. Kellerman.

10. WOODWARDIA J. E. vSmith. Chain-FERN.

WooDWARDiA areoIvATa ( L.) Moore. ( W. angustifolia Smith).

Northern and Eastern Ohio, J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

WOODWARDIA VIRGINICA ( L.) J. E. Smith.

"Munson Pond " (Geauga Co.) H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Portage Co., E. Claassen

11. ASPLENIUM L. Spi^KEnwort.

ASPI.ENIUM ACROSTiCHOiDES Sw. {A. thelypteroides Mx.)

Over the whole state.

ASPIvENIUM ANGUSTlEOlvIUM Mx.
Throughout the whole state.

ASPI^ENIUM FII,IX-FOEMINA ( L.) Bernli.

Common throughout the state.

ASPIyENIUM MONTANUM Willd.

Elyria, Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg, (J. S. Newberry Cat.)
; Lorain Co., A. A. Wrigh.

(Cat); Cuyahoga Falls (Summit Co.) Wm. Krebs; Clifton (Greene Co.) Mrs.

E. J. Spence; along the Mahoning River, E. W. Vickers.

ASPIvENIUM PINNATIFIDUM ( Muhl.) Nutt.

Licking Co., H. L- Jones (Cat); Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner; Elyria, Dr. Kellogg

(J. S. Newberry Cat.); Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox, S. Renshaw;
Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman.

ASPI.ENIUM pi^ATYNEURO NT (L.) Oakes. [A. ebeneum Ait)

Apparently over the w^hole state.

ASPIvENIUM RUTA-MURARIA L.

" Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Miami Valley A. P. Morgan (Flora.)

ASPI.ENIUM TRICHOMANES L.

Widely distributed.
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12. CAMPTOSORUS Link. Wai^king LEaF.

Camptosorus rhizophyi,i.us ih.) Link,

Widely distributed.

13. PHEGOPTERIS Fee. Beech Fern.

PhegopterIvS connecth^is ( Mx.) B. S. P. ( P. polypodioides Fee.)

Cleveland, W. Krebs; Lorain Co.; A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, H. C.

Beardslee (Cat); Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.), Cuyahoga Falls (Summit
Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Youngstown, R. H. Ingraham.

PHEGOPTERIS DRYOPTERIS ( L.) Fee.

Thomson Ledge, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

PHEGOPTERIS HEXAGONOPTERA (jMichx.) Fee.

Throughout the state.

14. DRYOPTERIS Adams. {Aspidium Swartz.) Shiei^d Fern.
Wood Fern.

DRYOPTERIS ACROSTICHOIDES (Mx.) Kuntze. {Aspidium acrostichoides Swartz.

Christmas Fern.

Common over the state.

DRYOPTERIS ACROSTICHOIDES SCHWEiNiTzii (Beck) B. S. P. {Aspidium acrosHch,

oides incisum Gr.)

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Central Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (Cat); Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

DRYOPTERIS CRISTATA (L.) A. Gray. [Aspidium cristatum Swartz.)

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright ( Cat.); Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E.J. Spence; Lake
Co., Licking reservoir (Licking Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

DRYOPTERIS CRISTATA CUNTONIANA (D. C. Eaton ) Uuderw. {Aspidium cristatum

clintonianufn D. C. Eaton.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), O. Hacker.

DRYOPTERIS GOI.DIEANA (Hook.) Gray. {Aspidium goldieanum Hook.)
Widely distributed.

DRYOPTERIS MARGiNAi^is (L.) Gray. {Aspidium marginale Swartz.)

Common throughout the state.

DRYOPTERIS NOVEBORACENSiS (L.) Gray. {Aspidium noveboracense Swartz)
Throughout the state.

DRYOPTERIS SPiNUi<osA (Retz.) Kuntze. {Aspidium spinulosum Swartz)
Not uncommon.

DRYOPTERIS SPINULOSA Dii^ATATA ( HojBftti.) Underw. {Aspidium spinulosum
dilatatum. Hook.)

"General," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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DryopTERIS spinui^osa intermedia (Muhl.) Underw. {Aspidium spinulosmn

mterniediu^n D. C. Baton.)

Sandusky, K. L. Mosely; Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat.); Fairfield Co., E. V.

Wilcox, S. Renshaw ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby ; Painesville, H. C. Beards-

lee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

DryopTERIS TheIvYPTERIS (L.) Gray. [Aspidium thelypteris Swartz)
Widely distributed.

15. CYSTOPTERIS Bernhardi. Bi^adder Fern.

CystopTERIS BUI.BIFERA ( ly.) Bernh.

Throughout the state.

CYSTOPTERIS FRAGII.IS (L.) Bernh.

Widely distributed.

16. ONOCLEA Iv.

ONOCI.EA SENSIBII.IS Iv.

Widely distributed.

Onoci^Ea struThiopTERiS (I/.) Hoffmann.
Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Wni. C.

Werner.

17. WOODSIA R. Brown.

WooDSiA Gi^ABEiyivA R. Brown.

Elyria, Lorain Co., Dr. Kellogg (J. S. Newberry Cat)

WoODSiA ILVENSIS R. Brown.

Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

WoODSiA OBTUSA (Spreng.) Torr.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome
;
Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat); Fairfield

Co., A. D. Selby. Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Franklin Co., Lawrence
Co., Wm. C. Werner.

19. LYGODIUM Swartz. Climbing Fern.

Lygodium pai^maTum (Bernh.) Swartz.
" Southhern and Eastern Ohio," J. S. Newberry (Cat.)

20. OSMUNDA L. F1.0WERING Fern.

Osmunda cinnamomea L Cinnamon Fern.

Occurring over the state.

Osmunda cIvAytoniana L.

Widely distributed.

Osmunda regalis L.

Not uncommon.
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VI. Order OPHIOGLOSSACEie.

21. BOTRYCHIUM Swartz. MooNWORX.

BOTRYCHIUM MATRICARIABFOUUM Braun.

Columbus, A. P. Morgan (Bot. Gaz., July 1882.)

BOTRYCHIUM lyANCEOi^ATUM (Gmel.) Aiigstroem.
" Ohio," Gray's Manual.

BOTRYCHIUM siMPi^KX Hitchcock.

Elyria (Lorain Co.) Dr. Kellogg (Newberry Cat.)

BOTRYCHIUM TERNATUM INTERMEDIUM Baton.

Ivorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L. Jones (Cat.)

BOTRYCHIUM TERNATUM i^unarioides Milde.

Cincinnati, J. F. James ( Cat.) ; Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

BOTRYCHIUM TERNATUM OBI.IQUUM (Muhl.) Milde.

Lorain Co., A. A Wright (Cat); Cincinnati, J. F. James; Franklin Co., Aug. D.

Selby ; Painesville, H. C. Beai dslee ( Cat.) ; Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich

;

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

BOTRYCHIUM TERNATUM DISSECTUM (Spreng.) Milde.

Lorain Co., A. A. Wright (Cat); Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Cincin-

nati, J. F. James (Cat) ; Franklin Co., Aug. D. Selby.

BOTRYCHIUM VIRGINIANUM (L.) Swartz.

From Lake Brie to the Ohio River.

22. OPHIOGLOSSUM L. Adder's Tongue.

0BHIOGI.OSSUM VUI.GATUM L.

Columbiana Co., H. Wolfgang; Franklin Co., L. H. McFadden ; Cincinnati, J. F.

James (Cat); Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Otto Hacker.



Brgophgta.

CI.ASS I.—SPHAGNA.

1. SPHAGNUM L. Bog Moss.

Sphagnum acuo^ifoi^ium Bhrh.
Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddle-
come; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Sphagnum cuspidatum (Bhrh.) R. & W.
Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Sphagnum recurvum (Beauv.) Russ & Warnst. {S. cuspidatnm recurvum Beauv.)
Ohio, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

Sphagnum, cymbifoi^ium Ehrh.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Sphagnum squarrosum Pers.

Ohio, Leo Lesquerenx (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Sphagnum strictum Lindb. [S. girgensohnii^vissoYf.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Sphagnum subsecundum Nees.

Ohio, lyeo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Sphagnum subsecundum i^escurii (Sull.) Aust.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Class 2.—MUSCI.

Sub-Class I.—ACROCARPI.

I. POIvYTRICHACE-^.

2. POLYTRICHUM L.

POI^YTRICHUM COMMUNE L.
" Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

:= Thanks are due Mrs. Britton for aid 4J1 identifying the specimens and correcting the
nomenclature (Wm. C. Werr.er

)
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P01.YTRICHUM GRACILK Menzies.
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

POI.YTRICHUM JUNIPERUM Willd.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Poi^YTRiCHUM OHIOENSE Ren. & Card. {P. formosum Sull., not Hedw.)
" Common," H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

POLYTRICHUM PII.IFERUM Schreb.
*' Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

P01.YTRICHUM TENUE Menzies. ( Pogonatum brevicaule Beauv.)

Painesville, Rendville (Perry Co.), Fairfield Co., W. C. Werner.

3. CATHARINEA Bhrh. {Atrichum Beauv.)

CaTharinea angustaTa Brid. {Atrichum angustatum Br. & Sch

)

Painesville, Franklin Co., Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss. H.

J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

CaTharinea UNDUI.ATA (L.) Web. & Mohr. [Atrichum undulatnm Beauv.)

Frequent

II. BUXBAUMIACE^.

4. BUXBAUMIA Haller.

BUXBAUMIA APHYI.I.A I/.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

III. GEORGIACEJS.

5. GEORGIA Ehrh.

Georgia PEI/I.UCIDA (ly.) Rabenh. {Tetraphis pcllucidaYLediw.)

Painesville, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Champaign Co., Miss

H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

IV. FISSIDENTACE^.

6. FISSIDENS Hedw.

FisSiDENS adianTOIdes (L.) Hedw.
Painesville, Lawrence Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.)

Miss H. J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Fissidens bryoides (L.) Hedw.
Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C; Werner.
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FissiDKNS DKCIPIENS DeNot.
Fultonham (Muskingum Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.)

Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

FiSSIDENS EXIGUUS Sull.

'' Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

FiSSIDENS HYAUNUS Hook. & Wils.

"Moist rocky ledges at Bank lyick near Cincinnati, T. G. Lea ;" ** clay banks
near Painesville, H. C. Beardslee, very rare "

( Lesq. & James, Man.)

FiSSIDENS INCURVUS Web. & Mohr.
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddle-

come. .

FiSSIDENS jui^iANUS ( Savi.) Schimp. ( Conomitrium julianum Mont.)

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

FiSSIDENS MINUTUI.US Sull,

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Painesville, Columbus, Rend-
ville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

FiSSIDENS OBTUSIFOI.IUS Wils.

Springfield, Miss H, J. Biddlecome ; " Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea, Sugar Grove
( Fairfield Co.) " Lesquereux & James ( Man.)

FiSSIDENS OSMUNDOIDES ( Sw.) Hedw.
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

FiSSIDENS SUBBASiivARiS Hedw.
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Bid-

dlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

FiSSIDENS TAXIEOI.IUS (L.) Hedw.
Painesville, Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss
H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

V. MNIACE^.

7. ASTROPHYLLUM Neck. {MniumX,)

ASTROHYI.LUM CUSPIDATUM ( L.) Lindb. ( Mnium affine Bland.)

Throughout the state.

ASTROPHYI,I,UM CUvSPIDATUM EI.ATDM Br. & Sch.
" On damp sandstone rocks in woods, Southern Ohio," Lesq. & James (Man.)

ASTROPHYI.I.UM ivYCOPODioiDES (Hook.) Lindb.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

AsTROPHYi^iyUM MARGINATUM (Dicks.) Lindb. {Mftium serratum l^QXch..)

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)
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AsTROPHYivi^uM punctaTum (L.) Lindb.
" Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

ASTROPHYI.I.UM ROSTRATUM ( Schrad.) Lindb.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

ASTROPHYIvlvUM SPINUI^OStTM Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

AsTROPHYLiyUM STEI.I.ARE (Reichard) Lindb.
*' Common," H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

AsTROPHYLi^UM syi^vaTicum Lindb. ( Mnium cuspidatum Hedw.)

Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich; Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner

;

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora.)

8. TIMMIA Hedw.

TiMMiA megapowTana Hedw.
Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

9. SPHJEROCEPHALUS Neck. {AulocomniumSchvjd^g,)

Sah^rocephai^us hETEROSTichus ( Brid.) Britt. m. {Aulacomnium heterostichum

Br. & Sch.)

Througout the state.

Sph^rocephai^us palustris ( L.) Lindb. ( Aulacomnium palustre Schwaegr.)

Painesville, Wm C. Werner.

SpH^ROCEPHAIvUS PAIvUSTRIS poi,ycephai,um Br. & Sch.

Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

VI. MEESIACE^.

10. MEESIA Hedw.

Meesia IvONGISETa Hedw.
•' Cranberry swamps in Northern Ohio; not rare," Lesq. & James (Man.)

Meesia triquetra ( L.) Angstr. ( M, tristicha Funck.)

''Southern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

MeESEa UI.IGINOSA Hedw.
" Northern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux. (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)
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VII. BARTRAMIACE^.

11. BARTRAMIA Hedw.

Bartramia pomiformis (Iv.) Hedw.
Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome

;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

12. PHILONOTIS Brid.

PHII.ONOTIS FONTANA Brid.

Painesville, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

PhiIvONOTis muhIvEnbergii Brid. {Bartramia ntarchica SuW.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Bid-

dlecome.

VIII. BRYACE^.

13. BRYUM L.

Bryum AI.BICANS ( Wahl.) Brid. ( Webera albicans Schimp.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Bryum argenteum L.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Bryum bicoIvOR Dicks. ( B. atropurpureum Wahl.)

"Ohio," lyco Ivcsquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Bryum bimum Schreb.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Bryum caespiticium Hedw.
Painesville, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Bryum crudum Schreb.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) \Vm. C. Werner.

Bryum intermedium Brid.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Bryum i^escurianum SuU.

I^ancaster (Fairfield Co.) Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Painesville,

Wm. C. Werner.

Bryum nutans Schreb.

*' Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
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Bryum paixeSCKns Schleich.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Bryum prowferum (L.) Sibth. {B. roseum Scbreb.)

Painesville, Columbus, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Cham-

paign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

m

Bryum pendulum (Hornsch.) Schimp. {B, cernuum Br. & Sch.)

"Southern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Springfield, Miss H.

J. Biddlecome.

Bryum uuginosum Bruch. & Schimp.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami

Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Bryum ventricosum Dicks. ( B. pseudotriquetrum Schwaegr.)
" Lancaster" ( Fairfield Co.) Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Springfield,

Miss H. J, Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

14. LEPTOBRYUM Wils. .

Leptrobryum pyriforme (L.) Wils. {Bryum pyriforme Hedw.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

IX. FUNARIACE^.

15. FUNARIA Schreb.

FunARIA FLAViCANS Michx.
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

FUNARIA HYGROMETRICA (L.) Sibth.

Throughout the state.

FUNARIA HYGROMETRICA CALVESCENS Br. & Sch.

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (K. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

16. APHANOREGMA Sulliv.

Aphanoregma SERRATa (Hook. & Wils.) Sulliv.

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Miami Valley A. P. Morgan
(Flora).

17. PHYSCOMITRELLA Schimp.

PHYSCOMITREI.I.A PATENS Schimp.
" Rare," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

17 G. O.
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18. PHYSCOMITRIUM Brid.

PhyscomiTrium immicrsum Sulliv.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; " River banks Southern
Ohio," Thos. G. Lea (Lesq. & James, Man.)

PHYSCOMITRIUM TURBINATUM (Michx.) Mueller. { P. pyri/orme of Amer. authors

fide E. G. Britton).

Painesville, Ironton (Lawrence Co.), Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J.

Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (P'lora).

X. DISCEIylE-^

19. DISCELIUM Brid.

DlSCElvIUM NUDUM Dicks.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

XI. SCHISTOSTEGE^.

20. SCHISTOSTEGIA Mohr.

SCHISTOSTEGIA OSMUMDACKA Web. & Mohr.

Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.) Otto Hacker.

XII. SPLACHNACE^.

21. SPLACHNUM L.

SPIyACHNUM AMPUI.I.ACIUM L.

"Cranberry swamps of Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)

XIII. WEBERACE^.

22. WEBERA Ehrh.

Wbbkra SESSII.IS (Schmid.) Lindb. {Diphyscium foliosum Mohr.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

23. POHLIA Hedw.

POHI.IA EI.ONGATA Hedw. ( Webera elongata Schwaegr.)

Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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XIV. TORTUIyACK^.

24. TORTULA Hedw.

ToRTUi^A MUCRONIFOWA Schwaegr. ( Barbula mticronifolia Bruch & Schimp.)
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan

(Flora).

25. LEKRSIA Hedw.

Leersia i^aciniata Hedw. {Encalypta ciliata Hedw.)

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

26. BARBULA Hedw.

Barbula convoi^uta Hedw.
"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Barbui^a curvirostris (Ehrh.) Lindb. {Gymnostonmm curvirostrunt Hedw.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan { Flora).

Barbula fali^ax Hedw.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (.Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Dayton, Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

BarbuIvA humiws Hedw. {B, ccsspitosa Schwaegr.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Miss H.J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Barbula LONGiFOLiA (Dicks.) Lindb. {Trichostomum tophaceumBti^.)

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Barbula rigidula Schimp. ( Trichostomum rigidulum Smith.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Barbula RUBELLA (HojBFm.) Mitt. {Didymodum rubellus Bx. 8l Sch.)

"Cedar Swamp, near Urbana" Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat) ; Spring,

field, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Barbula unguiculata (Huds.) Hedw.

Painesville, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Dayton, Miss H.J.

Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

27. PHASCUM L.

Phascum cuspidaTum Schreb.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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28. MOLLIA Sclirank.

Moi^TviA ^RUGINOSA (Sm.) Iviiidb. [Gyinnostofnum rupestre Sc)i2e.gr.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Miss H.J. Biddlecotne.

Moivi^iA CAi^CAREA (N. & H.) Lindb.. ( Gymnostomum calcareum Nees & Hornsch.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Moi,i.iA viRiDUi^A Hedw. ( Weisia viridula Hedw.)

Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Mianii Valle}^ A. P. Morgan (Flora).

MoTvi^iA VIRIDUI.A gymnostomoide;s (Brid.) Braithw. {Hymenostonium microsto-

muin An St.)

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

29. ASTOMUM Hampe.

AsTOMUM NITIDUI.UM Schimp.

"Ohio rare," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

ASTOMUM N1TIDUI.UM PYGM^UM Lesq.
" Central Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)

AsTOMUM SULI.IVANTII (Schimp.) Hampe.
"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

30. SPH^RANGIUM Schimp.

Sph^rangium triquktrum Schimp.

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

31. POTTIA Bhrh.

PoTTiA TRUNCATuivA (L.) Liudb. { P. truhcataV\x^xn)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Plora).

32. DBSMATODON Brid.

DesmaTODON arenaceus SuU. & Lesq.

"Lancaster" (Fairfield Co.,) Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.); "Sand-
stone rocks, Central Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)

DesmaTODON pi^inThobius Sull. & Lesq.
" Southern Ohio, Lancaster," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

DesmaTODON porTERI James.

Springfield, Miss H, J. Biddlecome.

33. EPHEMERUM Hampe.

Ephemerum coh^rans (Hedw.) Muell.

"Cincinnati," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)
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Ephemerum crassinervum Schwaegr.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Ephemerum stenophyllum Schimp.
" Ohio," Lreiquereux & James ( Man.)

XV. DICRANACE^.

34. LEUCOBRYUM Hampe.

Leucobryum GI.AUCUM (L.) Schimp.

Frequent.

LEUCOBRYUM AI.BIDUM (Brid.) Lindb. { L. minus Hampe.)
" Sandusky," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Sugar Grove (Fairfield

Co.,) Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.), Ironton (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner

35. DICRANUM Hedw.

DiCRANUM BONjEANi DeNot. {D. palustre \,2L?y\.)

"Peat bogs, Northern Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.); Sugar Grove (Fairfield

Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

DiCRANUM FI,AGEI.IvARE Hedw.
Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome;
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

DiCRANUM FUI^VUM Hook.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellermau.

DiCRANUM EUSCESCENS Turn.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

DiCRANUM MONTANUM Hedw.
Painesville, H. C. Beanislee (Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J.

Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

DiCRANUM SCHRADERI Web. & Mohr.
" Common," H. C. Beardslee ( Cat)

DiCRANUM SCOPARIUM (L.) Hedw.

Frequent.

DiCRANUM SPURiuM^Hedw.
"Ohio," Leo Lesq.ii,ereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

DiCRANUM UNDUIvATUM Ehrh.

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

DiCRANUM viRiDE (Sull. & Lesq.) Schimp.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.
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36. BRYOZIPHIUM Mitt.

Bryoziphium norvkgicum (Brid.) Mitt. [Eustichia norvegica Brid.)

"Middle Ohio," lyesquereux & James (Man.)

37. SELIGERIA Br. & Sch.

Ski^igeria PUSII.I.A ( Ehrh.) Br. & Sch.

'•Kelley's Island, Lake Erie," Leo Lesquereux (Lesq. & James, Man.)

SKWGERIA triearia (Brid.) Lindb. (S'. tristicha Br. & Sch.)

"Limestone roeks, in shaded ravines, Central Ohio (Sullivant); very rare," (Lesq.

& James, Man.)

38. TREMATODON Michx.

Trematodon ambigens (Hedw.) Hornsch.

"Southern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Trematodon i,ongicoi.i.is Michx.

"Northern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

39. ANISOTHECIUM Mitt.

Anisothecium rubrum (Huds.) Lindb. {Dicranellavaria Schimp.)

Paiuesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Dayton, Miss H. J. Biddlecome

;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

ANISOTHECIUM RUFESCENS (Dicks.) Lindb. {Dicranella rufescens ^q\)\vlv^.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Mor-
gan (Flora).

40. DICRANELLA Schimp.

Dicranei^IvA cerviculata (Hedw.) Schimp.
" Very rare," Leo Lesquereux (H, C. Beardslee, Cat.) •

DiCRANELivA HETEROMAi,i,A ( L.) Schimp.

Painesville, Iroiiton (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Mor-
gan (Flora).

DICRANEI.I.A HETEROMAI^IvA ORTHOCARPA (Aust.) C. Muell.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

D1CRANEI.I.A HETEROMALI.A STRicTA Schimp.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner.
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41. DICRANODONTIUM Br. & Sch.

DiCRANODONTiUM DKNUDATUS ( Brid.) Brittoti, m. (/?. longirostre Br. & Sch.)
'* Southern Ohio,'^ Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

42. CAMPYLOPUS Brid.

C.^MPYLOPUS LEANUS Sull.
'* Ohio, rare," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) . t

43. ONCOPHORUS Brid.

Oncophorus virkns ( Sw.) Brid. ( Cynodontium virens Schimp.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner.

44. RHABDOWEISIA Br. & Sch.

Rhabdoweisia fugax ( Hedw.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

I

45. BRUCHIA Schw^gr.

Bruchia brevicoi^ws Lesq. & James.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Bruchia fi^exuosa ( Schwsegr.) C. Muell.

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

46. DITRICHUM Timm.

DiTRiCHUM PAI.I.IDUM ( Schreb.) Hampe. ( Trichostomum pallidum Hedw.)

Painesville, Ironton, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

DiTRiCHUM TORTii^E (Schrad.) Hampe. [Trichostomum tortile SchrSiA.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

DiTRiCHUM vaginans (Sull.) Hanlpe. {Trichostomum vaginans SuW.)
" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

47. PLFURIDIUM Brid.

Pi^EURiDiUM subulatum fSehreb.) Lindb. [P. alterni/olium Brid.)

" C6mmon," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Pi.EURiDiuM subulatum lyANCASTRiNESB SuU. & Lesq.
" Lancaster Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)

48. ARCHIDIUM Brid.

Archidium ohioense Schimp.
" Central Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)
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49. CERATODON Brid.

Ceratodon purpur:eus (I/.) Brid.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome
;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora^.

XVI. GRIMMIACE^.

50. WEISSIA Ehrh.

Wj^issia AMERICANA { PalHs.) lyiudb. ( Ulota hutchinsics Schimp.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

WeisSIa COARCTATA (Pallis.) Ivindb. [Ulota ludwigiil^ri&.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

WeisSia ui.ophyi,i,a crispui^a (Bruch.) Hammar. { Ulota crispula l^r'id.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

51. ORTHOTRICHUM Hedw.

Orthotrichum anomai^um peckii Sull. ( O. peckii Aust.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

Orthotrichum cupui^atum Hoffm. ( O. sirangulatum Beauv.)

Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome
;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); "Ohio river," Leo Lesquereux (H. C.

Beardslee, Cat.)

Orthotrichum i^escurii Aust. ( O. cupulatum minus Sull.)

" On limestone rocks along the Ohio river," Leo Lesquereux ( Lesq. & James,

Man.)

Orthotrichum ohioense Sull.

Painesville, Ironton, Wm. C. Werner.

Orthotrichum ohioense ciTrinum (Aust.) Lesq. & James. [O. citrinum Aust.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

52. DRUMMONDIA Hook.

Drummondia ci^AVEiyi^ATA Hook.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome
;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

53. PTYCHOMITRIUM Br. & Sch.

Ptychomitrium incurvum (Schwaegr.) Sull.

"Very common in southern Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.)
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54. GRIMMIA Ehrh.

Grimmia apocarpa (L.) Hedw.
' Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

Grimmia apocarpa rivuIvARIS Nees & Hornscli.

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Grimmia campestris (Burch, M S.) Hook. {G. leucophcsa Grev.)

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Grimmia confkrTa Funck.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

Grimmia pennsyi^vanica Schwsegr.

"Lancaster," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.); Painesville, Wm. C. Wer-

^ ner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Sub-Class 2.—PLEUROCARPI.

XVII. HYPNACE^.

55. THUIDIUM Br. & Sch.

Thuidium dewcaTui^um (L.) Mitt. {Hypnum tamariscinum SuU. & Lesq.)

"Very common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Thuidium gracii^E Bruch. & Schimp.

Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Thuidium gracii^e i^ancastriense Sull. & Lesq.

" Ohio," Leo I/esquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

Thuidium minutii^um { Hedw.) Br. & Sch.

Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Thuidium pai^udosum ( Sull.) Ran & Hervey.
" Not rare in the cranberry marshes of Northern Ohio," Lesq. & James (Man.)

Thuidium pygmjevUM (Br. & Sch.) Sull. & Lesq.
" Plymouth marsh" near Ashtabula, H. C. Beardslee (Cat) ;

" Limestone rocks,

in thin close mats, in shaded ravines, Central Ohio, rare," Lesquereux &
James (Man.) ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Thuidium recognitum (Hedw.) Lindb.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Thuidium scitum (Beauv.) Aust.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.
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Thuidium scitum ^stivai^e Aust.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley,

A. P. Morgan (Flora).

56. lyESKEA Hedw.

IvESKEA BENTICUI^ATA Sull.

"Southern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss H-

J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

LESkea obscura Hedw.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

LESkea poi^ycarpa Ehrh.

Dayton, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

LESKEa Tristis Cesati.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley

A. P. Morgan (Flora).

57. ANOMODON Hook. & Tayl.

Anomodon APICUI.ATUS Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H.'C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

Anomodon attenuatus (Schreb.) Hueben.

Painesville, Fairfield Co., Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Springfield,

Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Anomodon obTusifoIvIUS Br. & Sch.

Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora )

.

Anomodon rostratus (Hedw.) Schimp.

Painesville, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

58. AMBIvYSTEGIUM Br. & Sch.

Ambi^ystegium adnaTum Hedw.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Springfield, Miss'H. J. Biddlecome; Miami

Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora) ;
Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Ambi^ystegium aduncum (Iv.) Lindb. {Hypnum uncinaium Hedw.)

Painesville, Columbus, Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

AmbIvYSTEGium chrysophyIvI/UM (Brid.) DeNot.

Painesville, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Cham-
paign Co.) Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Ambi^ystegium CORDIFOI.IUM ( Hedw.) DeNot.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.
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AmbI^YSTEJGIUM FII.ICINUM (L.) Lind.

Painesville, Win. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H.J. Biddle-
come, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

AMBI.YSTEGIUM FLUITANS (h.) DeNot.
Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Ambi^ystegium fi^uviatii^e (Swartz.) Br. & Sch.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C.Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Bidd ecome.

AMBI.YSTEGIUM GIGANXETJM (Sch.) DeNot.
" Urbana," I^eo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Ambi^ystegium HYGROPHII.UM
(
Jur.) Schimp. (Hypnum bergenense Aust.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.), Wm. C. Werner.

Ambi^ystegium ibriguum (Hook. & Wils.) Br. & ScK
Yellow Springs ( Greene Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

AMBI.YSTEGIUM MINUTISSIMUM Sull. & Lesq.
" Ohio," Lesq. & James ( Man.)

AMBLYSTEGIUM REVOI.VENS (Sw.) DeNot.
"Southern Ohio," lyeo I^esquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

AMBIyYSTEGlUM RIPARIUM (L.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, Franklin Co., William C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.)

Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

AMBI.YSTEGIUM SERPENS ( L.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

Ambi^ysTEGium ORTHOCI.ADON (Beauv.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner; Franklin Co., Fairfield Co.,

Wm. C.Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Flora).

AMBI.YSTEGIUM STEi<i<ATUM (Schreb.) lyindb.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

AmbIvYSTEGIUM stramineum (Dicks.) DeNot.
" Sandusky," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Ambi^ystegium Trifarium (Web. & Mohr.)
'* Sandusky," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; "Peat bogs Northern Ohio,
Lesquereux, " (Lesquereux & James, Man.)

AMBI.YSTEGIUM VARiuM (Hedw.) Lindb. {Hypnun radicals Br. & Sch.)

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora);
Ironton, Wm. C. Werner.
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AmbIvYSTKGium waTSONii (Sch.) Lindb. {Hypnun adimcum Hedw.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C.

Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Ambi^ystegium watsonii graciIvE^scens (Br. & Sch.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

69. HYPNUM L.

Hypnum acuminatum Beauv.

Painesville, Rendvilie (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Bid-

dlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum acuminatum setosum Sull. & Lesq.

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

Hypnum acuminatum rupnicoi,um Sull. & Lesq.

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Ciat.)

Hypnum ali^kghaniense C. Muell.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Clifton (Greene Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome

;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum boscii Schwsegr.

Painesville, Sugar Grove, Ironton, Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Va.ley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum cyi^indrocarpum C. Muell.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley A. P.

Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum demissum Wils.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum depi^anatum Schimp.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum diversieouum Schimp.

"Lancaster," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat); "dry sandy hills under

chestnut trees, Ohio, Lesquereux," ( Lesq. & James, Man.)

Hypnum fertii^e Sendt.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Hypnum geophii^um Aust.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Hypnum hians Hedw.
Painesville, Rendvilie (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Clifton (Greene Co.) Miss

H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).
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llYPNUM i^TUM Brid.

Paine sville, Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Clifton (Greene Co.) Miss

H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum microcarpum C. Muell.

"Cedar swamps, Ohio," Lesquereux & James (Man.); Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Flora).

Hypnum mii^deanum Schimp. (i7. acutum Mitt)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Hypnum muei.i<ERianum Hook. fil.

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (Lesq. & James, Man.)

Hypnum NOVje-ANGi^iJ^ Sull. & Lesq.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Hypnum pii^iferum Schreb.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J.

Biddlecome.

Hypnum pi^umosum Hudson. { H. sa'ebrosum HoEm.)

" Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

Hypnum pskudopi^umosum Brid. ( H. plumosum Sw.)

''Common," 1^. C. Beardslee (Cat)

Hypnum recurvans Schwsegr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Hypnum rivui<are Bruch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J.

Biddlecome.

Hypnum rutabui^um L.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Flora).

Hypnum rusciforme .Weiss.

" Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat)

Hypnum scorpoides L.
" Cranberry marshes northern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (Lesq. & James, Man.);

" Urbana," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Hypnum serrui^atum Hedw.
Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Val-

lej^ A. P. Morgan ( Flora).
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Hypnum strigosum Hoff.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

Hypnum sullivantii Spiiice.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.); Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami

Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora); Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Hypnum turfaceum Lindb.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

Hypnum viride Lam. ( H. populeiim Hedw.)
*' Ohio," Leo Lesquereux ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

60. HOMALOTHECHTM Br. & Sch.

H0MAI.0THECIUM suBCAPii^iyATUM ( Hedw.) Br. & Sch.

"Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat); Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddle-

coipe.

61. CAMPTOTHECIUM Schimp.

Camptothecium niTENs ( Schreb.) Schimp. (Hypnum nitens Schreb.)

"Southern Ohio," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

XVIII. STEREODONTACE^.

62. MYURELLA Br. & Sch.

MYURELIvA carEyana Sull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

63. HABRODON Schimp.

Habrodon notarissii Schimp.
" Trunks of trees, Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Lesq, & James, Man.)

64. ANACAMPTODON Brid.

Anacamptodon SPI.ACHNOIDES Brid.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

65. THELIA Sull.

TheIvIa ASPRE1.1.A (Schimp.) Sull.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.
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ThELIA HIRTEI.I.A ( He \w.) SuU.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp { Champaign Co.) Miss

H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

6Q. HYLOCOMIUM Br. & Sch.

HYI.OCOMIUM BREVIROSTRE (Ehrh.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat), Wm. C. Werner.

Hyi.ocomium parietinum ( h.) Ivindb. ( Hypnum schreberi Willd.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hylocomium PROWFERUM (Ir.) Liudb. {Hypnum splendens^r. Sl Sch.)

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

Hylocomium rugosum ( L.) De Not.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Clifton (Greene Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Hylocomium Triquetrum ( L.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co.) Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp ( Cham-
paign Co.,) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

67. CAMPYIvIITM Mitt.

Campywum hispidulum (Brid.) Mitt. {Hypnum hispidulum Brid.)

Painesville, Thompson Ledge (Geauga Co), Columbus, Ironton, Wm. C. Wer-
ner; Richland Co., E. Wilkinson; Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J.

Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

68. CTENIDIUM Mitt.

CTENiDiUM MOi^ivUSCUM (Hedw.) Mitt) {Hypnum molluscum Hedw.)

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

69. PTILIUM DeNot.

Ptilium crista-castrense (I/.) DeNot. {Hypnum crista-castrensis \,.)

" Northern Ohio," H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

. 70. STEREODON Mitt

Stereodon confervoides Brid. {Amblystegium confervoides Brid.)

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

STEREODON cuRViFOiyius (Hedw.) Brid. {Hypnum curvifolium Hedw.)

Painesville, Sugar Grove, Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner
Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).
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StkrEODON cuprKSSiforme (Iv.) Brid. {Hypnum cupressiforme L.)

"Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

STKREODON CUPRESvSIFORME ERICETORUM Br. & Sch.

Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

STEREODON CUPRESSIFORME FIIvIFORME Brid.

On limestone rock near Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

STEREODON HAi^DANiANUM (Grev.) Lindb. [Hypnum haldaniaiium Grev.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

STEREODON IMPONENS ( Hedw.) Brid. (Hypnum imponens Hedw.)

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

STEREODON PAi,i.ESCENS (Hedw.) Lindb. {Hypnum reptile Michx.)

Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

STEREODON PRATENSE ( Koch.) Britt. m. [Hypnum ptatense Koch.)

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

71. PYIvAlSlA Br. & Sch.

Pyi^aisia intricata ( Hedw.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Bid-

dlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

PYIyAISIA SUBDENTlCUIvATA Schimp.

"On the bark of trees, Central Ohio," W. S. Sullivant (Lesq. & James, Man.)

;

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Pyi^aisia VEI.UTINA Br. & Sch.

Black Lick (Franklin Co.), Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

72. PLAGIOTHECIUM Br. & Sch.

Pi^AGiOTHECiUM DENTICUI.ATUM (L.) Br. & Sch. [Hypnum denticulatuvi L.)

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

PI.AGIOTHECIUM SUI.I.IVANT^ Schimp.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; "Lancaster," Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beards-

lee, Cat.) ; "Moist sandstone rocks and shaded banks in pine woods, Ohio,"

Lesquereux & James (Man.)

PI.AGIOTHECIUM PUI.CHEI.I.UM Br. & Sch. [Hypnum pulchellum Dicks.)

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

PLAGIOTHECIUM syi^vaTicum (Huds.) Br. & Sch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H.J.

Biddlecome.
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73. CYIvINDROTHECIUM Br. & Sch.

Cyi^indrothecium brevisetum (Wils.) Br. & Sch.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Cylindroi^hecium ci^adorrhizans (Hedw.) Schimp.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley,

A. P. Morgan (Flora).

CYIvINDROTHECIUM COMPRESSUM Br. & Sch.

Columbus, Leo Lesquereux (H. C. feardslee, Cat.)

CYI.INDROTHECIUM SEDUCTRIX (Hedw.) SuU.

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Spring-

field, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

74. BNTODON C. Muell.

Bntodon PAI.ATINUS ( Neck.) Lindb. {Platygyrium repens Br. & Sch.)

Painesville, Columbus, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

XIX. NECKERACE^.

75. NECKERA Hedw.

Neckera pennata (L.) Hedw.
Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P,

Morgan (Flora).

76. CUMACIUM Web. & Mohr.

CWMACIUM AMERICANUM Brid.

Frequent.

77. FONTINALIS U

FONTINAWS BIFORMIS Sull.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Woodlands, in rivulets, Central Ohio, Les.«

quereux & James (Man.)

78. LEPTODON Mohr.

Leptodon ohioense Sull.

"Central Ohio, on trees in swampy woods; not rare," lycsquereux & James (Man.)

18 G. Q.
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lyEPTODON TRiCHOMiTRiON (Hedw.) Mohr.
Painesville, Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss
H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora).

Leptodon Trichomitrium immkrSum Lesq. & James.
"Cincinnati," Leo Lesqnereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

79. LEUCODON Scliwsegr.

IvEUCODON BRACHYPUS Brid.

" Common," H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)
*

LEUCODON JUI.ACEUS (Hedw.) Sull.

Pcdnesville, Columbus, Sugar Grove, Cedar Swamp, Reudville (Perry Co.) Wm.
C. Werner

; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Flora).

80. HEDWIGIA Ehrh.

Hedwigia CII.IATA Ehrh.
Painesville, Franklin Co., Sugar Grove, Ironton, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield,
Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Flora J.

XX, HOOKERIE^.

8L HOOKERIA Tayl.

HOOKERIA SULI.IVANTII MucU.
"Lancaster," Leo Lesqnereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat); "Middle Ohio," W. S. Sul-

livant ( Lesqnereux & James Man.)
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Hypnum (Amblystegium) fluviatile, 58.

Hypnum geopliilum, 59.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) giganteum,58.

Hypnum (Thuidium) gracile, 55.

Hypnum (Stereodon) haldanianum, 70.

H>pnum hians, 59.

Hypnum (Campylium) liispidulum, 67.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) hygrophilum,

58.

Hypnum (Stereodon) imponens, 70.

Hypnum laetum, 59.

Hypnum microcarpum, 59.

Hypnum mildeanum, 59.

Hypnum (Thuidium) minutilum, 55.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) minutissimum,

58.

Hypnum (Cteuidium) molluscum, 68.

Hypnum muellerianum, 59.

Hypnum ( Camptothecium ) nitens, 61.

Hypnum novse-angliae, 59.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) orthocladon,58.

Hypnum (Thuidium) paludosum, 55.

Hypnum ( Stereodon )
pallescens, 70.

Hypnum ( Hylocomium
)
parietium, 66.

Hypnum piliferum, 59.

Hypnvim plumosum, 59.

Hypnum (Stereodon) pratense, 70.

Hypnum (Hylocomium) proliferum, 66.

Hypnum pseudoplumosum, 69.

Hypnum (Plagiothecium) pulchellum,

72.

Hypnum (Thuidium) pygmaeum, 55.

Hypnum radicale, 58.

Hypnum (Thuidium) recognitum, 65.

Hypnum recurvans, 59.

Hypnum reptile, 70.

H^^pnum (Amblystegium) revolvens, 58.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) riparium, 58.

Hypnum rivulare, 59.

Hypnum (Hylocomium) rugosum, 66.

Hypnum rusciforme, 59.

Hypnum rutabulum, 59.

Hypnum salebrosum, 59.

Hypnum schreberi, 66.

Hypnum (Thuidium) scitum, 55.

Hypnum scorpoides, 59.

Hypnum serrulatum, 59.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) serpens, 58.

Hypnum splendens, 66.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) stellatum, 58.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) stramineum,
58.

Hypnum strigosum, 59.

Hypnum (Plagiothecium) sulHvantae, 72.

Hypnum sullivantii, 59.
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Hypnum ( Plagiotheciutn ) sylvaticum,72.

Hypnum tamariscinum, 55.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) trifarium, 58.

Hypnum (Hylocomium) triquetrum, 66.

Hypnum turfaceum, 59.

Hypnum uncinatum, 58.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) varium, 58.

Hypnum (Amblystegium) watsonii, 58.

Pogonatum, 2.

Pohlia, 23.

Polytricliacese, I.

Polytrichum, 2.

Pottia, 31.

Ptilium, 69.

Ptychomitrium, 53.

Pylaisia, 71.

Rhabdoweisia, 44.

Leersia, 25.

Leptobryum, 14.

Leptodon, 78.

Leskea, 56.

Leucodon, 79.

IveucoSryum, 34.

Meesia, 10.

Meesiaceae, VI.

Mnium, 7.

Mniaceae, V.

MoUia, 28.

Myurella, 62.

M

N

Neckera, 75.

Neckeracese, XIX.

Oncopliorus, 43.

Orthotrichum, 51.

Schistostegia, 20.

Schistostegese, XI.

Seligeria, 37.

Sphserangium, 30.

Bpbserocephalus, 9.

Sphagnum, 1.

Splachnaceae, XII.

Splacbnum, 21.

Stereodon, 70.

Stereodontaceae, XVIII.

Tetraphis, 5.

Thelia, 65.

Thuidiura, 55.

Timmia, 8.

Tortula, 24.

Tortulacese, XIV.

Trematodon, 38.

Trichostomum, 26, 46.

U

Phascum, 27.

Philonotis, 12.

Physcomitrella, 17.

Physcomitrium, 18.

Plagiothecium, 72.

Platygyrium, 74.

rieuridium, 47.

Ulota, 50.

W

Webera, 13, 22, 23.

Weberacese, XIII.

Weisia, 28.

Weissia, 50.



\^ epaticae ; Liiverworts.

JUNGERMANIACE^.

1. FRUIvLANIA Raddi.

Frui^tI^ania aeoi^otis Nees. {Lejeunia aeolotis Nees.)

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E.J. Speiice; Paiuesville, Columbus, Fairfield Co.,

Muskingum Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Frult^ania asagrayana Mont.

Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) ; Lawrence Co., W. C. Werner.

Fruli^ania eboracknsis Lehm. {Lejeunia eboracensis Gottsclie.)

Throughout the state.

Frui^i^ania FRAQILIFOI.IA Tayl. [Frullania siilHvantiae Aust.)

On trees in Cedar Swamp (Urbana) W. S. Sullivant (Iv. M. Underwood, Hep,

Cat.), Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Wm. C. Werner.

FrulI/ANIa squarrosa Nees. {Lejeunia squarrosa Nees.

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) W. S. Sullivant (L. M. Underwood, Hep. Cat), Mrs. H.

J. Spence; Painesville, Columbus (Lawrence Co) Wm. C. Werner.

FruIvT.ania virginica Lehm.
Throughout the state.

2. LEJEUNIA Libert.

Lejkunia caIvCARea Libert.

Cedar Swamp ( Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner.

Lejeunia clypeata (Schw.) Sull. {Phragmicomia clypeata Sull.)

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E.J. Spence; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Lejeunia serpyIvEIEOEIa Americana Lindb. {Lejeunia cavifolia Aust.;

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.), Wm. C. Werner.
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3. RADULA Dumort.

Radui^a compi^ajstata (L.) Dumort.
Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Painesville, Franklin Co., Fairfield Co.,
Perry Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Radula obconica Sull.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Urbana) W. S. Sullivant (H. C,
Beardslee, Cat.), Mrs. E. J. Spence, Wm. C. Werner.

4. POREIvLA Dill.

POREI.I.A DENTATA Lindb. [Madotheca rivularis Nees.
Yellow Springs (Green Co.) W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

POREI.I.A PI.ATYPHYIXA ( L.) Lindb. [Madotheca platyphylla Dumort)
Common.

5. PTILIDIUM Nees.

PTiiviDiUM CILIARE Nees. {Blepharozia ciliaris Dumort.)
Painesville, Summit Co., Wm. C. Werner.

6. TRICHOCOIvEA Dumort

TRICHOCOI.KA BIDD1vECOMIA:E Aust
Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

TRICHOCOI.EA TOMENTELI.A (Ehrli) Dumort
Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E. J. Spence.

7. BAZZANIA S. F. Gray.

Bazzania trii^obata (L.) S. F. Gray. { Mastigobryum trilobatum Nees.)
Painesville, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E. J-
Spence.

8. BLEPHAROSTOMA Dumort

BI.KPHAROSTOMA TRicoPHYi,i.UM (Lr.) Dumort {Jungermannia tricophylia L.)

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

9. CEPHALOZIA Dumort

Cp:phai^ozia bicuspidata Dumort
Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

CEPHAI.OZIA CURVIFOI.IX Dicks.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue ; Columbus
Cedar Swamp ( Urbana ) Wm. C. Werner.
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Cephai^ozia mui.Tifi,ora Lindb.

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

CEPHAI^OZIA SUI.I.IVANTII Aust.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

10. ODONTOSCHISMA Dumort.

. OdonTOSCHisma dknudaTa (Nees) Dumort. {O. hubeneriana Rabenh.)
Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

ODONTOSCHISMA SPHAGNi (Dicks.) Dumort
H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

11. KANTIA S. F. Gray.

Kantia trichomanis (L.) Lindb. [Calypogeia trichomania Corda.)

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

12. SCAPANIA Dumort.

SCAPANIA NEMOROSA ( L.) Dumort.
Painesville, Cuyahoga Falls, Columbus, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cedar
Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E. J. Spence.

13. DIPLOPHYLLUM Dumort.

DiPi,oPHYi:.i,UM TAXIFOWUM (Wahlb.) Dumort. {Scapania albicans taxifolium
Nees.)

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

14. GEOCALYX Nees.

Geocai^yx graveolENS Nees.

Clifton (Green Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Painesville, Champaign Co., Wm.
C. Werner.

15. LOPHOCOLEA Dumort

LoPHOCOTvEA bidentata Dumort
Columbus, Wn?. C. Werner.

lyOPHOCOi^EA HETEROPHYi^lyA Schrad. Nees.

Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome; Lake, Franklin, Fairfield and Muskingum
counties, Wm. C. Werner.

LOPHOCOI^EA MACOUNI Aust
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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hOPHOCOmA MINOR NeCS.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.)

16. CHILO :YPHUS Corda.

Chii^ocyphus ASCijNDENS Dutnort.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Springfield, Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

Chu^ocyphus poi^yanthos it,.) Corda.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

17. PLAGIOCHIIvA Dumort

Pl.AGlOCHIi:.A ASPI.ENIOIDES Nees. & Mont.
Clifton { Green Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

PivAGioCHiivA INTERRUPTA Dumort {P. macrostoma Sull.)

Ohio, W. S. Sullivant ( H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

Pj:.agiochii.a porei^loides Ivindb.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

18. HARPANTHUS Nees.

Harpanxhus scutatus Spruce.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Clifton (Green Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

19. JUNGBRMANNIA Idicheli.

jUNGERMANNIA INCISA Schrad.

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

JUNGERMANNIA SCHRADERI Martins.

Painesville, Franklin Co., Champaign Co., Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

20. MARSUPEIvLA Dumort

MARSUPEI.EA SPHACEi^ATA Dumort {Sarcoscyphus sphacelatus Nees., Nardia
sphacelata B. Gr.)

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

21. NARDIA S. F. Gray.

Nardia crenulata (Smith) Lindb.* {Junq^ermannia crenulata Lindb.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat)
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Nardia CRiiNUiviFORMis Lindb. { /ungermannia crenuHformis Aust.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Coshocton Co., O. SuUivant (Gray's Man.

6th Ed.)

Nardia hyai^ina Lyell. {Jungermannia hyalin Ivyell.)

Ohio, Leo Lesquereux (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

22. FOSSOMBRONIA Raddi.

Fossombronia cristata Lindb.

Rendville (Perry Co.) W. C. Werner.

23. PALLAVICINIA S. F. Gray.

PAI.I.AVICINIA LYEi^Lii S. F. Gray. {Steetzia lyellii Lehni.)

Champaign Co., Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

24. BLASIA Micheli.

Bl^ASIA PUSIIylvA L.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee ( Cat.) ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

25. PELLIA Raddi.

PKI.I.IA ENDiviAE^FOiyiA Dumort.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner,

26. METZGERIA Raddi.

Mktzgfria conjugata Lindb.

Ironton (Lawrence Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
,

27. ANEURA Dumort.

Aneura i^ATiFRONS Lindb.

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss J. M. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner.

Aneura PiNGUis (L.) Dumort.

Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J-

Biddlecome.

Aneura sessii^is Spreng.

Ohio, W. S. Sullivant, (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.) ; Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J.

Biddlecome,

ANTHOCEROTACE^.

28. ANTHOCEROS Micheli.

Anthoceros t.^vis L.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.) ; Rendville (Perry Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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Anthockros punctatus (L.)

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat.)

29. NOTOTHYLAS Siill.

NOTOTHYI.AS UREI.ANOSPORA Sull.

Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

N0T0THYI.AS ORBicui^ARis Sull. {Notothylas valvata Sull.

Ohio, W. S. Sullivant (H. C. Beardslee, Cat.)

MARCHANTIACE^.

30. MARCHANTIA Marchant f.

Marchantia poi^ymorpha L.

Frequent.

81. CONOCBPHALUS Neck.

C0NOCEPHAI.US CONICUS { L.) Dumort.
Throughout the state.

32. GRIMALDIA Raddi.

Grimai^dia rupestris Lindb. {Duvalia rupestris Nels.)

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

33. ASTRELLA Beauv.

ASTREW^A HEMISPHERICA BeaUY.

Springfield, Mrs. H. J. Biddlecome.

34. LUNUIvARIA Micheli.

LUNUI.ARIA VULGARIS Raddi.

Ohio, H. C. Beardslee (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

RICCACE.^.

35. RICCIA Micheli.

RiCCIA FI.UITANS L. »

Newark (J. L. Riddell, Sup. Cat. 1835); Painesville, Champaign Co., Wm. C.

Werner ;
Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.
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RiCCIA FROS^II Aust.

Paitiesville, H. C. Beardslee (I<azenby & Werner, Sup. List).

RiCCIA ivUTKSCENS Schw.

Painesville, Otto Hacker.

RiCCIA NATANS L.

Painesville, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner; Cleveland, Wm. Krebs. A terres-

trial form from Leetonia (Columbiana Co.) H. G. Wolfgang.
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Liichenes ; liicbens.

PARMEIvIACEI.

1. RAMALINA Ach. De Not.

Ramalina calicaris (L.) Fr.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J.

Biddlecome.

RAMAI.INA CAIvICARlS CANAI.ICUI.ATA Fr.

Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.

Ramai^ina calicaris fastigiata Fr.

Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Ashta-

bula Co., E. E. Bogue.

Ramalina cai^icaris fraxinka Fr.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue; Fairfield Co., W. A.

Kellerman.

RaMAI^ARIA POIvIyONARIA (Ach.)

Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.

2. CETRARIA (Ach.) F. Mull.

Cetraria AI.EURITKS (Ach) Th. Fr.

On bare dead branches oT Piuus virginiana, Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

CETRARIA AURESCENS Tuck.

On bare dead branches of Pinus virginiana, Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

CETRARIA CII.IARIS Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E.J. Spence, Mrs. H. J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner; on

bare dead branches of Pinus virginana, Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

* Lichens are ascomycetous fungi, but are seperated here for convenience. Most of the

Bpecimens were submitted to Dr. Eckfeldt, Miss Clara Cumming'S and F. I.eRoy Sargent to whom
thanks are hereby expressed. Miss Biddlecome's and Mrs. Spence's specimens were when col-

lected, submitted to Prof. Tuckerman and Mr. Austin.
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3. EVERNIA Ach.

EVERNIA FURFURACEA (L.) Maiin.

On pine bark, Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

4. USNEA (Dill.) Ach.

USNEA ANGUI.ATA Ach.

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

USNEA BARBATA ( L.) Fr.

Stockport ( Morgan Co.) W. A. Kellerman ; Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

USNEA BARBATA FI^ORIDA Fr.

Widely distributed.

USNEA BARBATA FI.ORIDA * * ruHginea Mx.
Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

USNEA BARBATA HIRTA Fr.

Frequent.

5. THELOSCHISTES Norm emend.

Thei^oschtstes concolor (Dicks.) Tuck.

Common on neglected apple trees.

THEI.OSCHISTES PERIENTINUS (L.) Norm.
Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Eea (Cat); Painesville, W. C. Werner; Marion Co., E.

E. Bogue.

Thelochistes prrietinus poIvYCarpus Ehrh.

Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue ; Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

6. PARMELIA (Ach.) DeNot.

ParmeIvIA borreri rudecta Tuck.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Ashtabula Co.,

Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.

ParmeIvIA caperaTa (L.) Ach.

Common on trees, fences and rocks. In fruit, Ashtabula Co., Fairfield Co., E.

E. Bogue.

Parhelia cetrata Ach.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome,

ParmeUA COI.PODES (Ach.) Nyl.

On tree trunks throughout the state.
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Parmki^ia crinita Ach.

On tree trunks. In fruit, Marion (Prospect Co.), Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.

PARMpIvIA OWVACEAE (L.) Ach.

Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) B. E. Bogue.

ParmEI/IA PERFORATA (Jacq.) Ach.

Frequent throughout the state.

PARMEI.IA PKRIyATA (L.) Ach.

Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.

Parmei^ia pkrtusa Schaer.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

ParmeIvIA SAXITII.IS (L.) Fr.

Cedar Swamp ( Urbana ) Mrs. E. J. Spence ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Parmewa Tii^iacea (Hoffm.) Floerk.

Champaign Co., Mrs. B.J. Spence, Miss PI. J. Biddlecome; Orwell (Ashtabula

Co.) E. E. Bogue ; Morgan Co., W. A. Kellerman.

7. PHYSCIA (DC, Fr.) Th. Fr.

PhYSCIA ADGI.UTINATA (Floerk) Nyl.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; on trunks and branches of apple, bass-

wood, buckeye and hickory, Franklin Co., Marion Co., E. E. Bogue.

Physcia aquiIvA detonsa Tuck.

Not abundant but widely distributed.

Physcia astroidea (Fr.) Nyl.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Physcia comosa (Schw.) Nyl. (/*. galactophylla Tuck.)

Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

Physcia i,eana Tuck.

On tree trunks, near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Physcia i.eucomei.i<a (L.) Michx.

Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

Physcia obscura (Ehrh) Nyl.

Common on limestone fences, trunks and branches of many species of trees.

Physcia pui.verui.Enta (Schreb.) Nyl,

Common on limestone fences and tree trunks.
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Physcia spEciosa (Wulf.) Nyl.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome, Wm. C. Werner.

Physcia speciosa hypolkuca (Muhl.) Tuck.
Champaign Co., Mrs. B. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Physcia stei^laris (I^.) Tuck.

Throughout the state on tree trunks and branches. Abundant on old Osage

hedges.

Physcia tribacia (Ach.) Nyl.

On hickory bark, Ashtabula Co., Fairfield Co., Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.

8. PYXINE Fr. Tuck,

Pyxine sorediata Fr.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Orwell ( Ashtabula

Co.) E. E. Bogue.

9. MYRANGIUM Mont. & Berk.

Myrangium duriaei (Mont. & Berk.) Tuck.

On hard hickory wood, Preston (Hamilton Co.) A. P. Morgan.

10. UMBIUCARIA Hoffm.

Umbii^iC(IR1a diIvLEnii Tuck.

On rocks, Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co ) W. C. Werner, E. E. Bogue.

Umbiwcaria pustui^ata (L) Hoffm.

On rocks, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) W. C. Werner, E. E. Bogue.

11. STICTA (Schreb.) Fr.

Sticta AMPI.ISSIMA ( Scop.) Mass.

Common on tree trunks throughout the state.

Sticta aurata (Sm.) Ach.

On tree trunks near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Sticta pui^monaria (L.) Ach.

At base of trees, common.

Sticta quercizans (Mx.) Ach.

On rocks Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

19 G. O.
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12. NEPHROMA Ach.

Nephroma hei^vkticum Ach.

On tree trunks near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Cedar Swamp ( Urbana

)

Mrs. E. J. Spence; Clifton (Green Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

13. PELTIGERA (Willd., Hoffm.) Fee.

PKI.TIGKRA APTHOSA ( K.) Hoffm.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence.

PEiyTiGEjRA CANiNA (L.) Koffm. {PelHdea canina Ach.)

Damp places, J. L. Riddell (Synopsis, 1835); rotten trunks, near Cincinnati,

Thos. G.Lea (Cat.); Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddle-

come ; Ashtabula Co , E. E. Bogue.

PEI^TIGERA CANINA SPURIA Ach.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Pei^Tigera horizontai^is (L.) Hoffm.

Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clifton (Green Co.) Miss H. J. Biddle-

come; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

PEIvTigera poi,ydactyi,a (Neck) Hoffm.

Common on earth and rotten wood.

PEI.TIGERA rufescens (Neck) Hoffm.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Summit Co., E. E.

Bogue.

PEI.TIGERA SCUTATA (Dicks.) Leight

Cedar Swamp (Urbana) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Marion Co., E. E. Bogue.

14. HEPPIA Naeg.

Heppia despreauxii {Solorina despreauxii Montag.)
" On the earth," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

15. PANNARIA Delis.

Pannaria i^EucosTiCA Tuck.

On Oak bark. Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co.) E. E. Bogue.

Pannaria rubiginosa (Thunb.) Delis.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence.

16.- COLLEMA Hoffm., Fr.

CoIvI^Ema crispum Borr.

Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.
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COIvIvEMA CYRTASPIS Tuck.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

C01.1.EMA F1.ACCIDUM Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. B. J. Spence.

C01.LEMA NiGRESCENS (Huds.) Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; on bark, Wm. C.

Werner.

Coi,I,EMA PYCNOCARPUM Nyl.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

COLIvEMA RYSSOI^EUM Tuck.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

COI^I^EMA TENAX (Sw.) Ach.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

17. LEPTOGIUM Fr., NyL

Leptogium i^acerum (Sw.) Fr.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; Prospect ( Marion Co.) E. E. Bogue.

IvEPTOGiUM myochroum ( Ehrh.) Tuck.

Springfield, Miss H. f. Biddlecome ; Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue.

Leptogium myochroum saturkinum (Sm.) Schaer.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

Leptogium pui.CHEi.iyUM (Ach.) Nyl.

Common on tree trunks.

LEPTOGIUM TREMEt.I.OIBES (L.fil.) Fr.

On sandstone rocks. Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner.

18. PLACODIUM (DC.) Naeg. & Hepp.

P1.ACODIUM AURANTIACUM (Lightf.) Naeg. & Hepp.

Windsor (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue ; on bark, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Pl^ACODIUM CAMPTIDIUM Tuck.

Ohio, Miss H. J. Biddlecome (Tuck. N. A. Lichens).

Pi^ACODiUM ciNNABARiNA (Sm. f.) Fr. {Biatora cinnabarina Sm. f. Fr.)

" On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

P1.ACODIUM CERINUM ( Hedw.) Naeg. & Hepp.
Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Ashtabula Co.,

Franklin Co., Marion Co., Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.
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PivACODiuM ferrugin:i^um (Hudds.) Hepp.
Frequent on rocks and old fences.

19. IvF:CANORA Ach. Tuck.

Lecanora cervina (Pers.) Nyl.

On trunks and rails, near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Lecanora hageni Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. B. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Lecanora macui^ata Ach
Champaign Co., Miss H.J. Biddlecome.

Lecanora pai^lescens (L.) Schaer.

Frequent on trunks, especially chestnut.

Lecanora pai^i^ESCEns rosei.i.a Tuck.

Near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Champaign Co., Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Lecanora privigna (Ach.) Nyl.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman, Wm. C. Werner; Summit Co., E. B. Bogue.

Lecanora subfusca (L.) Ach.

Frequent on trunks.

Lecanora subfusca distans Ach.
" On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Lecanora tartarea (L.) Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Sugar Grove (Fair-

field Co.) W. C. Werner.

Lecanora varia (Ehrh.) Nyl.

"On old rails," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Summit Co., Franklin

Co., Licking Co., Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

20. RINODINIA Mass., Tuck.

RiNODINIA SOPHODES ATROCINEREA Nyl.
'* On trunks and rails," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Windsor (Ashta-

bula Co.) E. E. Bogue.

21. PERTUSARIA DC.

PERTUSARIA COMMUNIS DC. ( P. pertusa Fr.)

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Windsor (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue;

"on trunks " near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Fairfield Co., Wm. C.

Werner ; on Blue Beech, Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.
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Pertusaria i^eiopi^aca {Ach.) Nyl.

On maple, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome

;

on bark of butternut, Franklin Co., Sugar Grove ( Fairfield Co.) E. E. Bogue.

Pertusaria MUI.TIPUNCTA (Turn.) Nyl.

On trunks near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddle-

come.

Pertusaria VEI.ATA (Turn.) Nyl.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Cedar
Swamp (Champaign Co.) W. C. Werner; Franklin Co., Orwell (Ashtabula

Co.) E. E. Bogue.

LECIDEACEL

22. CI/ADONIA Hoffm.

C1.ADONIA CARIOSA (Ach.) Spreng.

Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

C1.ADONIA C^SPITICIA Willd.

Summit Co., Lorain Co., Franklin Co., E. E. Bogue.

Ci^ADONiA cocciFERA (L.) Fr. (C comucopioides L.)

"Ohio," J. L. Riddell (Synop. 1835); Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

ClyADONIA CORNUTA (L.) Fr.

On rotten trunks, near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Ci^ADONiA CRISTATE1.1.A Tuck.

Common on the ground.

C1.ADONIA DEGENERANS Floerk,

Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

Ci^ADONiA DEWCATA (Ehrh.) Floerk.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome, Mrs. E. J. Spence; Fairfield Co., E. E.
Bogue.

CI.ADONIA FIMBRIATA (L.) Fr.

Common on the earth.

CiyADONiA FIMBRIATA TUBi^FORMis Fr. (C adspersa Mont.)

On rotten wood and the earth.

CivADONTA FURCATA ( Huds.) Fr.

Cedar Swamp, ( Champaign Co.) Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

C1.ADONIA FURCATA CRiSPATA Floerk.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome.
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Cl<ADONIA FURCATA RACKMOSA Floerk.

On the earth, very common.

CivADONIA FURCATA SUBUIvATA F1.

" On the earth," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

ClyADONIA GRACII^IS (L.) Nyl.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Cl/ADONIA GRACII.IS HYBRIDA Schaer.

On the earth, Ashtabula Co., E. E. Bogue.

CivADONIA GRACIIvIS VE:RTICII,I,ATA Fr.

On the earth, Fairfield Co., Wm. C. Werner, E. E. Bogue ; Ashtabula Co., E. E.

Bogue.

Cl^ADONIA MACII^KNTA (Ehrh.) HofFm.

Rotton trunks, near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Cedar Swamp (Champaign

Co.) Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

Cl^ADONIA MITRUI^A Tuck.

Springfield, Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Fairfield

Co., E. E Bogue.

CI.ADONIA PAPII^I^ARIA MOIyARlFORMiS Hoffm.

Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

CI.ADONIA PYXIDATA (L.) Fr.

On the earth, common.

Cl^ADONIA RANGIFERINA (L.) HofFm.

In mats on the earth, common.

C1.ADONIA RANGIFKRINA ALPKSTRIS L.

On the earth, Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

ClvADONIA RANGIFERINA SYI^VATICA L.

" On rotten trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

C1.ADONIA SQUAMOSA Hoflfm.

On the earth, rocks and rotten wood, common.

ClyADONIA SYMPHYCARPA KPIPHYI,I<A ( Ach.) NyL
Fairfield Co., E. E. Bogue.

23. BIATORA Fr.

BlATORA CHI^ORANTHA Tuck.

Near Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.
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BlATORA FUSCO-RUBELI<A ( Hoffm.) Tuck.

On trunks, near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Champaign Co., Mrs. E. J.

Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

BiATORA RUBEI.I.A ( Ehrli.) Rabenh.
On Hickory bark, Painesville, W. C. Werner; on Beech, Orwell (Ashtabula Co.)^

on Linden, Georgesville ( Franklin Co.) E. E. Bogue.

BlATORA RUSSEI^WI Tuck.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

BiATORA RUSSUivA ( Ach.) Mont.
Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

BlATORA SCWEINITZII Fr.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome ; on oak bark, Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co.,

E. E. Bogue.

BlATORA SUFFUSA Fr.

"On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Springfield, Miss H. J.

Biddlecome.

BlATORA VARiANS Ach. {B, exigua Chaub. Fr.)

On bark, Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

24. HETEROTHECIUM Flot (emend.)

Hkterothecium i^eucoxanthum (Spreng.) Mass.

On acer sacchafum, Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

25. LECIDEA (Ach.) Fr. Tuck.

Lecjdea ai^bocj^rui^escens (Wulf.) Schaer.

On rock, Sugar Grove (Fairfield Co.) W. C. Werner, E. E. Bogue; Ashtabula

Co., E. E. Bogue.

Lecidea granosa Tuck.

Ohio, Miss H. J. Biddlecome (Tuck. N. A. Lichens).

26. BUELLIA DeNot, Tuck.

BUEI.WA COI.I.UDENS (Nyl.) Tuck.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

BuEi^iviA PARASEMA (Ach.) Th. Fr.

On trunks, common.

BUEI.WA PETR^A (Flot. Koerb.) Tuck. {Lecidea concentrica Dav.)

On rocks and stones, Ashtabula Co., Summit Co., E. E. Bogue; Fairfield Co.,

W. A. Kellerman, E. E. Bogue ; Plain City (Madison Co.) Wm. C. Werner.
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GRAPHIDACEI.

27. LBCANACTIS (Eschw. Koerb., emend.)

IvKCANACTis PREMNKA CHi^OROCONiA Tuck. {BuelUa premnea chloroconia Tuck.)

Prospect (Marion Co.) E. E. Bogue.

28. OPEGRAPHA (Humb.) Ach. Nyl.

Opegrapha atra macuI/Aris Fr.

"On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Opegrapha scripTa i^iMiTATA Schaer.

" On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Opegrapha scripTa skrpknTaria Scliaer.

**0n trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Opegrapha varia (Pers.) Fries.

On maple, Waynesville (Warren Co.) H. A. Surface; on old elm bark, Georges-
ville (Franklin Co.) W. C. Werner.

OpKGRAPha varia puIvICaris Fr.

" On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Opegrapha vui^gata (Ach.) Nyl.

Dayton, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

29. GRAPHIS Ach. Nyl.

Graphis scripTa Ach.

On trunks, very common.

30. ARTHONIA Ach. Nyl.

ArThonia astroides Ach.

Champaign Co., Mrs. E.J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome; Franklin Co., Wm.
C. Werner.

ArThonia dispersa Nyl.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

ARTHONIA I^ECIDEElylvA Nyl.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence ; on Honey Locust, Columbus, W. A. Kellermau.

ArThonia poIvYmorpha Tuck. [Opegrapha polymorpha Tuck.)

"On trunks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); on maple, Madison Co.
Wm. C. Werner.
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Arthonia puncmformis Ach.

On acer rubrum, Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue.

ArTHONIA PYRRHUWZA N}'!.

Springfield, Mrs. K. J. Spence.

ArTHONIA SPECTABII.IS Fl.

On trunks, common.

CAUCIACEI.

81. ACOLIUM (Fee.) DeNot

Acoi,ruM TiGiLi^ARE (Ach.) DeNot.
Columbus, Wm. C. Werner.

32. CALICIUM Pers. Ach. Fr.

Cawcium byssackum Fr.

On old Polyporus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerraan.

Cai^icium CHRYSOCEPHAI.UM (Turn.) Ach.

On Oak-bark, Sugar Grove •( Fairfield Co.) E. E. Bogue.

VERRUCARIACEI.

33. ENDOCARPON Hedw.

Endoc^rpon miniaTum (ly.) Schaer.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence, Miss H. J. Biddlecome"; on limestone rocks»
Georgesville (Franklin Co.) E. E. Bogue; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Endocarpon PusHyiyUM Tuck.

Springfield, Miss H. J. Biddlecome.

34. TRYPETHEI.IUM Spreng.

Trypethewum virens Tuck.

Springfield, Mrs. E. J. Spence.

^

35. SAGEDIA Mass.

Sagedia oxyspora (Nyl.) Tuck.

On Beach-bark, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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36. VERRUCARIA Pers.

Vkrrucaria muraws Ach.

Limestone rock, Plain City ( Madison Co.) W. C. Werner.

Vkrrucaria nigrescens Pers.

" On rocks," near Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Verrucaria rupestris Schrad.

On limestone rocks, Muskingum Co., Wm. C. Werner; on rock, Ashtabula Co..

E. E. Bogue.

37. PYRENULA.

PYRENUI.A gemmaTa ( Ach.) Naeg.

On Beech, Oberlin, E. E. Bogue.

PyrEnula gIvABRATA (Ach.) Mass.

On old bark, Rendville (Perry Co.) , Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Champaign

Co., Wm. C. Werner.

PYRENUI^A NITIDA Ach.

On bark, common.
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^
I. AGARICACE-^.

1. AMANITA Pers.

Amanita caesarea Scop.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Amanita fIvAVo-rubens Berk.

Near Columbns, Sullivant (Sacc. Sylloge Vol. V., p, 17).

Amanita muscaria L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Amanita rubescens Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. I^ea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Amanita pantherina DC.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Ivca (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Amanita verna Fr.

Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James (Add. Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Flora).

Amanita virosa Fr.

Reported in Thos. G. Lea's Cat., but omitted by A. P. Morgan, who does not
think it occurs in Ohio.

2. AMANITOPSIS Roz.

Amanitopsis VAGINATA ( Bull.) Roz.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)
; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

«The species, especially of the higher groups, are given for the most part on the authority
of Prof. A. P. Morgan (see his various published lists)

; specimens of some of the others were
submitted to Mr. J. B. Ellis, and the remainder were determined by the undersigned and are
authenticated by herbarium specimens. This and the subsequent portions of the Catalogue make
no pretention toward completeness. Contributions of specimens from all parts of the state are
earnestly solicited. (W. A. Kellerman.)
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Amanitopsis VOI.VATA (Peek.) Sacc.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan { Fl.)

8. LEPIOTA Fries.

IvEPIOTA AMIBRICANA Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan { Fl.) ; on sawdust in icehouse, Granville, H. L.

Jones.

Lepiota acutesqttamosa Weinm.
Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. I^ea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

I^EPIOTA CARCHARIAS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota cristata a. & S.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

IvEPiOTA* FELINA Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota fuscosquamea Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lepiota granosa Morgan.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota masi^oidea Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FL)

Lepiota miamensis Morgan.

Miami Vallej^ A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota morgani Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota naucina Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lepiota OBi^iTA Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lepiota procera Scop.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James (Add.

Cat.); Miami Vallej!^, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) An edible species.

LEPIOTA RHACODES Vitt.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Said to be edible.

Lepiota rubro-tincTa Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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4. ARMILLARIA Fries.

ArMII,I,ARIA MKLI.EA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) An edible

species.

5. TRICHOLOMA Fries.

TrichoIvOma CERiNUM Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Trichoi^oma i^aTERarium Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Trichoi^oma mkIvAleucum Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Trichoi^oma personatum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

TrICHOLOMA SPERMATICUM Paul.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TrichoIvOma terreum Schaeff.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

6. CLITOCYBE Fries.

CivlTOCYBE CANDICANS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CiviTOCYBE CONNEXA Peek.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CivlTOCYBE CYATHIFORMIS Bull.

Wajmesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L-

'James (Add. Cat); Miami Valley (A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

ClylTOCYBE DEALBATA Schw.

Loveland ( Clermont Co.) D. L. James ( Add Cat,) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Fl.) Edible.

ClvlTOCYBE IIvIvUDENS Schw.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont

Co.) D. L. James ( add. Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C1.1TOCYBE INFUNDIBUI.1FORMIS SchaefF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) An edible species.

ClITOCYBE I.ACCATA ScOp.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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CWTOCYBE MONADKivPHA Morgan.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

ChiTocvBn NEi?ui.ARis Batsch.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat) Edible.

ClITOCYBE OCHRO-PURPUREA Berk.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

C1.ITOCYBE PHYI^I^OPHIIvA Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

C1.1TOCYBE PRUINOSA Lasch.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

CivlTOCYBE TRUNCICOI^A Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

7. COLLYBIA Fries.

COI^l^YBIA BUTYRACEA Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C01.1.YBIA CiRRHATA Schum.
Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.Morgan (Fl).

C01.1.YBIA coi^OREA Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Ji^OIvI^YBIA DRYOPHII.A Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Coi<i,YBiA ESTENSIS Morgan.

Maimi Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

COI^I^YBIA HARIOtORA DC.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COI^IvYBIA I.ACHNOPHYI,I.A Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Coivi^YBiA PI.ATYPHYI.LA Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COLTvYBIA RADICATA Relh.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James (Add.

Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

Cor,I,YBIA STIPITARIA Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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C0I.I.YBIA VKlvUTlPES Curt.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James (Add
Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

COI^IvYBIA ZONATA Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

8. MYCENA Fries.

Mycena fii^opES Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Mycena gai,kricui,ata Scop.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Myckna haemaTopa Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Myckna i^eaiana Berk.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

Mycena pura Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

9. OMPHALIA Fries.

Omphaua albofi^ava Morgan.

On rotten wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Omphai^ia c\mpanei.i.a Batsch.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (P'l.i

Omphai^ia chrysea Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

OmphaIvIa epichysia Pers.

On mouldy wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Omphai^ia FIBUI.A Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A.P.Morgan (Fl.)

Omphai^ia integrei^I/A Pers,

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

OMPHAI^IA MURAlvIS Sow.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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Omphawa rustica Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

OMPHAI.IA UMBEI.I*IFERA L.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.Morgan (Fl.)

10. PLBUROTUS Fries.

P1.KUROTUS ACERINUS Fr.

On Acer saccharinum, Granville, H. L. Jones.

Pleurotus algidus (Fr.) Sow.

Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PlEUROTUS appjWCATUS (Batsch.) Sow.

Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James (Add. Cat)

Pi^EUROTUS CORTICATUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Pl^EUROTUS CRASPEDIUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P1.EUROTUS WGNATAI.IS Fr.

On wood of beech and maple, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Pl^EUROTUS MASTRUCATUS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PlyEUROTUS NIGER Schw.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PlEurotus ptnsitus Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat),

Pl^ETTROTUS SAPIDUS Kalch.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); on old hickory trees, Rendville (Perry Co.)

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman. Edible.

Pleurotus serotinus Schrad.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); on rotten wood, Rendville (Perry Co.) W. A.

Kellerman.

Pl^EUROTUS UI^MARIUS. Bull.

On trunks, especially of elms, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( FL). Edible.

11. HYGROPHORUS Fries.

Hygrophorus ceraceus Wulf.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

20 G. O.
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Hygrophorus chi^orophanus Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hygrophorus coccineus Schaeflf.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hygrophorus conicus Scop.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hygrophorus eburneus Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ;
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

An edible species.

Hygrophorus laur^ Morg.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hygrophorus puniceus Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

12. LACTARIUS Fries.

IvACTARIUS AFFINIS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius cai,ceoi.us Berkl.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.^

LacTariuS CII.ICIOIDES Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius cinereus Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

lyACTARIUS DEWCIOSUS L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.). Edible.

LACTARIUS DISTANS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius pargamenus Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ;^ Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius piperatus Scop.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan

(Fl.). Edible.

Lactarius scrobicui.atus Scop.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lactarius subdui^cis Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan

( Fl.) . An edible species.
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Lactarius triviai^is Fr.

Miami Valley, \. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius veli^ERBUS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

IrACTARIUS VIETUS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Lactarius voIvEmus Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L.

James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

Lactarius zonarius Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A.P.Morgan (Fl.)

13. RUSSULA Persoon,

RUSSULA DECOr^ORANS Fr.

Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

RussuifA FOETANS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

RUSSUI^A FURCATA PerS.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

RussuiyA INCARNATA Morgan,

Under Beech trees, Miami Valley, A. P Morgan ( Fl.)

RussuivA I.ACTEA Pers.

In beech woods, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

RUSSUI<A I.EPIDA Fr.

In beech woods, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) This is said to be an edible

species.

Russui<A I.UTEA Vent.

In beech woods, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

RUSSUI.A NITIDA Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

RUSSULA SORDIDA Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

RussincA viRESCENS SchaefF.

IVIiami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.). Said to be edible.
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14. CANTHARKLIvUS Adans.

Canthar^i^i^us auriantiacus Wulf.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Cantharei^IvUS cibariUvS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L.

James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) Edible.

CantharklIvUS cinnabarinus Schwein.

Miami Valley, A. P. Mor>;an (Fl.)

CANTHARKI.I.US minor Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

15. MARASMIUS Fr.

Marasmius anomai^us Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Marasmius cai^opus Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius campanui^atus Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Marasmius capii^IvARis Morgan.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Marasmius ci^avaeformis Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius erythropus Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius Eagineus Morgan.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Marasmius fusco-purpureus Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

M.ARASMIUS NIGRIPES Schwein.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius opacus B. &. C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Marasmius oreades Bolt.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Granville, H. L. Jones. Edib'e.
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Marasmius pbronatus Bolt

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius pIvAncus Fr.

Rare, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgau (Fl.)

Marasmius prasiosmus Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius pyrrhocephai^us Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Marasmius rotula Scop.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. james; Miami

Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) ; Granville, C. J. Herrick, E. J. Stanley.

Marasmius urens Bull.

On oak trunks and leaves, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

16. LENTINUS, Fries.

IvRNTINUS CAESPITOSUS B. & C.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L-

James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Lkntinus COCHI3ATUS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

LENTINUS I.ECOMTEI Fr.

Distributed over the whole state.

LENTINUS omphaIvOdes B. and C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

LENTINUS PEI,I.ICUI,OSUS Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

LENTINUS STRIGOSUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

LENTINUS SUI.CATUS Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L.James; Miami

Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; on rotten rails, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Lkntinus Tigrinus Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Granville,

H. L. Jones.
./

LENTINUS URSINUS Fr.

On rotten trunks of beech, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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LENTINUS VUI.PINUS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fi.I

17. PANUS Fries.

Panus angustaTuS Berkl.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Panus conchatus Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; On trunks and branches of beech, Miami Val.

ley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

Panus DEAiyBAXus Berkl.

Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; On branches of Elm, Miami Val-

ley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Panus dorsai^us Bosc.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Panus farinaceus Schum.
On trunks of hickory, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Panus rudis Fr.

On beech tree, Granville, H. L. Jones.

Panus stipticus Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); on decaying wood, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

18. TROGIA Fries.

Trogia crispa Pers.

On branches of beech, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

19. LENZITES Fries.

LENZITES BETUI.INA L.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Loveland (Clermont

Co.) D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); on decaying wood, Rend-

ville (Perry Co.) Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

LENZITES S^PIARIA SchaefF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

LENZITES VIAWS Peck.

Loveland ( Clermont Co.) D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FJ.)
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20. SCHIZOPHYLLUM Fries.

SCHIZOPHYI<I,OM COMMUNE Fr.

Throughout the state and over the whole earth.

21. VOLVARIA Fries.

VOI.VARIA BOMBYCINA Schaeff.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Loveland (Clermont Co) D. L.

James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) Edible.

12. PLUTEUS Fries.

PI.UTBUS CERViNUS SchaeflF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Plutkus chrysoph^us SchaeflF.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PI.UTEUS GRANT7LARIS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PI.UTKUS i^EONiNUS Schaeff.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

23. ENTOLOMA Fries.

Entoi^oma clypeatum L.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Entoloma rhodopowum Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

EnTOI^oma strictior Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

24. CLITOPILUS Fries.

Cl.ITOPII.US ABORTrVUS B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

25. LEPTONIA Fries.

Leptonia asprei^la Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)
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26. PHOLIOTA Fried.

Phoi^iota adiposa Fr.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat.) Miami Valley, A. P-

Morgan (Fl.)

Phowota AI^BOCRENUI^ATA Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phowota dura Bolt.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; in gardens, hot houses, etc.,

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phowota i,imonei.I/A Pk.

On trunks of beech, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Pholiota marginata Batsch.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phoi<iota mutabii^is SchaefF.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A.^ P. Morgan ( Fl.)

PhowoTa precox Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phowota spECTabti^is Fr.

At base oak stumps, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phoi^iota squarrosoides Peck.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; on trunks and stumps of maple, Miami Valley,

A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phowota TubercuIvOSa SchaefF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phoi<ioTa unicoi^or Vahl.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

27. INOCYBE Fries.

INOCYBE DESTRICTA Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

INOCYBE DUI.CAMARA A. & S.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

iNOCYBE EUTHEI<ES B. & Br.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

iNOCYBE GEOPHYI^IyA Sow.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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InOCYBE lyANUGINOSA Bull.

Wajmesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

iNOCYBE I^UCIFUGA Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Inocybe pyriodora Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Inocybe rimosa Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

28. HABELOMA Fries.

Habei<oma fastibh^is Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Habeloma II.I.ICITA Peck.

On rotten logs and sticks, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

29. FLAMMULA Fries. •

FlammuIvA poi^ychora Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Flammui<a sapinea Fr.

On fence rails, Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

30. NAUCORIA Fr.

NaUCORIA SEMIORBICUI.ARIS Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Loveland (Clermont Co.) D. L. James; Miami
Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Naucoria vervacti Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

31. PLUTEOLUS Fr.

PluteoItUS mucidoi^ens Berk.

On a rotten trunk, Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea, 1842.

32. GALERA Fr.

GaI^ERA SII.IGINEA Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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Gai^era tenera Schaeff.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

33. TUBARIA Worth. Smith.

Tubaria furfuracea Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl,)

Tubaria inquiIvIna Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Falley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

34. CREPIDOTUS Fr.

Crepidotus crocophyi,i.us Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Crepidotus dobsai^is Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Crepidotus moi.i.is Schaeff.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Crepidotus versutus Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

35. CORTINARIUS Fr.

Cortinarius ai,bo-vioi,aceus Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( F'l.)

Cortinarius caerulescens Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Waynesville (Warren Co,) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Edible.

Cortinarius cai^ochrous Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Cortinarius varius Schaeff.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Cortinarius vioi^aceus L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

36. PAXILLUS Fr.

Paxillus fi^avidus Berk.

Miami Valley. A. P. Mor.2:an (Fl.) ; Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Leia (Cat.)
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Paxii.i,us panuoidbs Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Paxh^i^us porosus Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

87. AGARICUS Linn.

Agaricus arvensis SchaeflF,

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) Edible.

Agaricus campester L.

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner, W. A. Keilerman; Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Cin-

cinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) The common
edible mushroom.

Agaricus fabaceus Berk.

Cincinnati and Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat) ; Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan.

Agaricus six^vaticus SchaefiF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

88. STROPHARIA Fr.

Stropharia aeruginosa Curt.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stropharia semigi<obata Batsch.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Stropharia stercoraria Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

39. HYPHOLOMA Fr.

Hyphoi^oma appendicui^atum Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hypholoma candoi,x<eanum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

HYPHOI.OMA FASICUI.ARE Huds.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

HYPHOI.OMA I^ACRYMABUNDUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)
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HYPHOI.OMA PYROTRICHUM Holmsk.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

HYPHOI.OMA SUBI.ATERITIUM Schaeff.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

HYPHOI.OMA VEivUTiNUM Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

40. PSIIvOCYBE Fn

PSIIvOCYBE SPADICEA Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

41. BOLBITIUS Fr.

BOI.BITIUS I^ITUBANS Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

42. COPRINUS Pers.

COPRINUS ATRAMENTARIUS Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPRINUS COMATUS Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

COPRINUS FUSCESCKKS Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

COPRINUS INSIGNIS Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPRINUS MICACEUS Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

COPRINUS NiVEUS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPRINUS NYCTHEMERUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

COPRINUS PI.ICATII.IS Curt.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

"OPRINUS PUI.CHRIEOI.IUS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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COPRINUS RADIATUS Bolt.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPRINUS SEMIIvANATUS Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPBINUS SQUAMOSUS Morg.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

COPRINUS VARIEGATUS Peek.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

43. PANAEOLUS Fr.

PanaeoIvUS campanui^atus h. {Agaricus campanulatus L.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PanaeoIvUS fimicolus Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FL)

Panaeoi^us solidipes Peek.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

44. ANELLARIA Karst

Anellaria fimiputris (Bull.) Karst. {Agaricus fimiputris Bolt.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

45. PSATHYRELLA Fr.

Psathyrei^i^a atomata Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

PSATHYREI.I*A DISSEMINATA Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

PSATHYREI.I.A FALCIEOIylA Mont.

Columbus, Sullivant (Saec. Sylloge VI. 1134.)

PSATHYREI<I/A GRACII.IS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

II POI^YPORACE.:

46. BOLETUS Dill.

BotETus AURIPORUS Peck.

Scarce, Miami Valley, A. P. Mor/^an (F'.)
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Boletus castaneus Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) Said to be edible.

Boletus chrysenteron Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Clermont Co., D. ly. James.

Boletus edulis Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. I^ea (Cat.) An edible species.

Boletus felleus Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus floccopus Vahl.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus gracilis Peck.

Miami Vall.ey, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus magnisporus Frost.

Rare, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus mutabilis Morgan.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus piperatus Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus radicans Pers.

Rare, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus scaber Fr.

Rare, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus sordidus Frost.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Boletus strobilaceus Scop.

Over the southern portion of the state.

Boletus subtomentosus L.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); .Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Said to be edible.

BCLETUS VERMICULOSUS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

47. POLYPORUS Mich.

POLYPORUS ADUSTUS Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Adams Co.,

W. A. Kellerman. Widely distributed.
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P01.YPORUS ANAX Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

POI<YPORUS ARCUIvARIUS Batsch.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Ivea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L, James; Miami VaUey, A.

P.Morgan (Fl.)

POI^YPORUS BERKI.EYI Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.

Poi^YPORus BRUMAI.IS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YPORUS CAESIUS Schrad.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P0I.YPORUS CINCINNATUS Morg.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

POLYPORUS CUTICUI^ARIS Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

POI^YPORUS DEIyECTANS Peek.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YPORUS DESTRUCTOR Schrad.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

POLYPORUS DICHROUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

roi<YpoRus DisTORTUs Schwcin.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

I'OLYPORUS DBYOPHII^US Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

POI.YPORUS EI.EGANS Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

POIyYPORUS ElyEGANS NUMMUI^ARIUS Fr.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

POLYPORUS ENDOCROCINUS Berkl.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A.P.Morgan (Fl.)

POI<YPORUS FISSUS Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Poi^YPORus fi;avo-virens B. & Rav.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)
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P01.YPORUS FRAG11.1S Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P01.YPORUS FUMOSUS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YPORUs GAivACTiNUS Berkl.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P.Morgan (Fl.)

\

POI^YPORUS GIGANTEUS Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) An edible species.

POIyYPORUS Gii^vus Fr.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L.

James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FJ.); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kelierman.

POI^YPORUS GivOMERATUS Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

POLYPORUS HYPOCOCCiNUS Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Poi^YPORUS INTYBACEUS Fr. {P. gigunteuSy Pers.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

POIyYPORUS I.ACTEUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Poi^YPORUS I.ENTUS Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (F ./

P01.YPORUS i,KucoMEi<AS Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) This is re-

ported as an edible species.

Poi^YPORUS i^uXESCENS ( Pers.) ( P. nidulans Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P01.YPORUS MOi^ivUSCUS Fr.

Miami Vallej^, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

P01.YPORUS NIVOSUS Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

POIvYPORUS OVINUS Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (F .)

Said to be edible.
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POI^YPORUS PICIPES Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (PI.); on deca5'ed hickory log, Fairfield Co. W. A
Kellerman. Edible.

Poi^YPORUS TihOTM Schwein.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Poi^YPORus puBESCEiNS Schum.
Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

POLYPORUS PUBKSCENS GRAYII C. & B.

Ohio, J. B. Ellis (N. A. F.)

Poi^YPORUS RABICATUS Schwein.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

P01.YPORUS RESiNOSUS Schrad.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P,

Morgan (Fl.)

POI^YPORUS SUI.PHUREUS Fr.
^

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L-

James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

P01.YPORUS VARIUS Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

48. FOMES Fr. {Polyporus.)

FoMES APPi^ANATus (Pers.) {Polyporus applanatus Pers.)

Found throughout the state.

FoMES CONGLOBATUS Berk. [Polyporus conglobalus Berk.)

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Wilmington, D. L,

James ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

FoMES CONNATUS Fr. ( Polyporus connatus Fr.)

Clermont Co., D. L.James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

FoMES FOMENTARius (L.) Fr. {Polyporus fomentarius Fr.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L.James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan ( Fl.)

FoMES FRAXiNEUS (Bull.)* Fr. {Polyporus fraxineus Bull.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

21 G. O.
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FoMKS FRAxiNOPHii^UvS Pk. {PolypOTUs fraxinophilus Pk.)

Miami Vallej^ A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

FOMES GRAVKOivKNS Schw. [Polyporus graveolcns Scliw. ; P. con^lobatus'^^rV.'^)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

FoMES I.UCIDUS (Leys.) Fr. {Polyporus lucidus l^^ys).

Distributed over the whole state ; but not abundant.

FOMES NIGRICANS Fr, {Po/yporus nigricans Fr.)

Southern Ohio ; and doubtless distributed over the whole state.

FOMES OBi.iQuus ( Pers.) Fr. {Polyporus obliqims V&y^.)

Waynesville (Warren Co) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James;
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

FoMES RENiFORMis Morg. {Polyporus renifomiis Morg.)

Dayton, A. P. Morgan.

FoMEvS RiMOSUS Berk. ( Polyporus rimosus Berk.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

FoMES SAEiciNUS ( Pers.) Fr. ( Polyporus salicinus Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

FoMES SCUTELI.ATUS Schw. {Polyporus scutellatus Schw.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

FoMES VENZUEEiANUS Mont. {Polyporus supinus Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

49. POLYSTICTUS Fr. {Polyporus.)

PotYSTicTus BIEORMIS Klotz. {Polyporus biformis Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

P01.YSTICTUS CINNABARINUS
(
Jacq.) Fr. ( Polyporus cinnabarinus Fr.)

Everywhere throughout the state, on old cherry logs.

PoivYSTicTus CONCHIFER Schw. {Polyporus conchifer Schw.)

In central and southern Ohio; and perhaps over the whole state.

P01.YST1CTUS FiBUEA Fr. {Polyporus fibula Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P01.YSTICTUS HiRSUTus Fr. {Polyporus hirsulus Fr.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.); Haydensville, W. A. Kellerman. Widely distributed.,
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P01.YSTICTUS MOi,i,iuscui,us Berkl. ( Polyporus molliusculus Berkl.)

Cincinnati, Th6s. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

P01.YSTICTUS MONTAGNEi Fr. ( Polyporus moniagnei Fr.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YSTicTus PARVujvUS Klotsch. {Polypovus pavvulus Koltsch.).

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi<YSTicTus SUBSERICEUS Peek. {P.splendens Pk.)

Rare, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FL)

PoivYSTicTus PERGAMENUS Fr. {Polyporus pergametius Fr.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L.James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

PoivYSTicTus RADIATUS ( Sow.) Fr. ( Polyporus radiatus Sow.)

Cincinnati, Thgs. G. Lea (Cat.); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

POLYSTICTUS SUI.I.IVANTII Mont { PolyporUS sulHvanHi M.ont,)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Poi^YSTiCTUS TENUIS ( Lk.) Cke. ( Polyporus tenuis Schw.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YSTicTus VEivUTiNUS Fr. {Polyporus velutifius Fr.)

Clermont Co.,-D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YSTiCTUS VERSICOLOR ( L.) Fr. ( Potyporus versicolor L.)

Distributed throughout the state.

P01.YSTICTUS viRGiNEUS Schw. {Polyporus virgineus Schw.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Poi^YSTicTus ZONATUS Fr. {Polyporus zoncitus Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fi.)

50. PORIA Pers. {Polyporus)

Porta attenuaTa Pk. ( Polyporus attenuatus Peck.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PoRiA BOMBYCiNA Fr. ( Polyporus bombycinus Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.

)

PORiA CAi^LOSA Fr. ( Polyporus callosus Fr.)

Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Hamilton Co , A. P. Morgan.
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PoRiA CANDiDissiMA Schw. ( Polypovus catididissimus Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PORiA CINKRHA Schw. ( Polyporus cinereus Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PORiA CONTIGUA ( Pers.) Fr. ( Polyporus contiguus Pers.)

• Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

PoRiA CORTICOLA Fr. {Polyporus corttcola Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Porta fe:rruginosa (Schrad.) Fr. { Polyporusferruginosus Schrad.)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PORiA GORDONiKNSiS Berk. {Polyporus gordoniensis B. & Br.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PoRiA MUCiDA ( Pers.) Fr. ( Polyporus mucidus Pers.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

PoRiA NIGRA Berk. ( Polyporus niger Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PoRiA NiGRO-PURPUREA Schw. [Polyporus nigro-purpurasceus Schw.)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L.James.

PoRiA OBDUCENS Pers. ( Polyporus obducens Pers.)

Occurs in southern Ohio; and perhaps is distributed all over the state.

PORiA PURPUREA Fr. [Polyporus purpurens Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PORiA RUFA (Schrad.) Fr. [Polyporus rufus Schrad.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.).

Porta sptssa Schw. ( Polyporus spissus Fr.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Porta untta Pers. ( Polyporus unilus Pers.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Porta vaporarta Fr. ( Polyporus vaporarius Pers.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Porta vtridans B. & Br. ( Polyporus viridans B. & Br.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Porta vtTEIvI.ina Schw. ( Polyporus vitellinus Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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PoRiA viTREA Pers. {Polyporus vitreusVe^rs.)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

PoRiA vui^GARis Fr. ( Polyporus vulgaris Fr.)

Common over the state.

PoRiA XANTHOivOMA Schw. {PolypoTUS xafitholoma Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

51. TRAMETES Fries.

Trametes moi^lis Smfdt.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Trametes PATXIDO-FUI.VA Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Trametes rigida B. & Mont.

Clermont Co., D. ly. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Perry Co, Fair-

field Co.. W. A. Kellerman.

Trametes scutei^i^ata Schw. ( T. ohioensis Berk.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Trametes sepium Berk. {Daedaiea sepiumBtv\i.)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G.Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Trametes seriaws Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

52. DAEDALEA Persoon.

Daedai^EA ambigua Berk. ( Trametes lactea Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Daedai^ea aurea Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Daedalea confragosa Bolt. ( Lenzites crataegi Berk.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

DaedaIvEa unicoi^or Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James;

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.) ; Columbus, E. Mead Wilcox.

53. CYCLOMYCES Kunz.

Cyclomyces greenei Berk.

Salt-peter cave, Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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54. FAVOIvUS Fries,

Favoi^us boucheanus Klotsch. {Polyporus boucheanus Fr.)

Cincinnati, Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. I^ea ( Cat.) ; Clermont Co. D. L.

James.

Favolus canadensis Klotsch.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Lima, W. A. Kellerman ; Columbus, Wm. C.

Werner; Granville, C. J. Herrick.

Favoi^us ohionis B. & Mont.

Columbus, W. S. SuUivant (Sacc. Syl. VI., 397.)

Favolus rhipidium Berk. ( Polyporus rhipidium Berk.)

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A, P. Morgan (Fl.)

56. MERULIUS Hall.

MeruIvIUS corium Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgati ( Fl.)

MeruIvIUS himantioides Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Merui^ius incarnaTus Schwein.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ( Prof. Morgan thinks this may be M. rubellus

Peck.)

MERUIvIUS molluscus Fr.

Miami VaUey, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

MeruIvIUS porinoides Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

MERUI.IUS RUBEi^iyUS Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

MeruIvIUS TREMEI.I.OSXJS Schrad.

Cincinnati, Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan- ( Fl.)

57. POROTHELIUM Fries.

PoROTHEiviUM fimbriaTum Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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58. SOLBNIA Hoffm.

S0I.E:NIA FASCICUI.ATA Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

S01.ENIA OCHRACEA Hoflfm.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Clermont Co., D. h. James; Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan (Fl.)

III. HYDNACE^.

59. HYDNUM Linn.

Hydnum adustum Schw.

Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Fl.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Hydnum ai^boviride Morg.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum ai^utaceum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum byssinum Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum casearium Morg.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum cirrhatum Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum corai,i<oides Scop.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Fl.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James. Edible.

Hydnum diefractum Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum erinaceus Bull.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan
(Fl.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Hydnum fai.i,ax Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum farinaceum Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)
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Hydnum FI.ABEI.I.IFORMK Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum fusco-atrum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum gi^abrfscens B. & Rav.

Miami Valley. A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Hydnum infundibuIvUM Swartz.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum ischnodes Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum mucidum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum nudum B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum nyssae B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum ochraceus Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum ohiense Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum pithyophitum B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum pui^cherrimum B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum repandum L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hydnum sepTEnTrionaIvE Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum udum Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum xanthum B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hydnum zonaTum Batsch.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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60. IRPBX Fr.

Irpex crassus B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Irpex fuscescens Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

IRPEX I^ACTEUS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

IRPEX I,AETIC0I.0R B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Irpex obwquus Schrad.

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Irpex tui^ipiferae Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

61. RADULUM Fr.

Radulum moi^are Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

RADUIvUM ORBICUI.ARE Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

RADUI.UM PAI^I^IDUM B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ) Fl.)

62. PHLEBIA Fr.

Phi.ebia'merismoides Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Phi^ebia pii^eata Pk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.]

Phlebia radiata Fr. ( P. cinnabarina Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

63. GRANDINIA Fr.

Grandinia mucida Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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64. ODONXIA Pers.

OdonTia fimbriata Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FI.)

Odontia hydnoidea Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

65. KNEIFFIA Fr.

Kneii^fia candidissima B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

THELEPHORACE^.

66. CRATHRELLUS Fr.

CRATEREI.I.US CANTHARKlylvUS Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CraTEREi^lus cornucopioides L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

CraterEllus i^uTESCENs Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Moagan (Fl.) ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

67. THElvEPHORA Ehrh.

THEI.EPHORA AI^BIDO-BRUNNEA Scliwein.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TheIvEphora anthocephaIvA Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

ThEIvEphora cristaTa Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TheIvEphora CUTICUI.ARIS Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Miami Valley, A.P.Morgan (Fi.)

THEIyEPHORA FITvAMENTOSA B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

ThEIvEPHORA micheneri B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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THEI.EPHORA MUIvTlPARTlTA Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Mofgan ( Fl.)

Thei<ephora pai^mata Scop. •

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Cincinnati, Thos.

G. Lea (Cat.)

THEIyEPHORA PTERUI.OIDES B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TheIvEphora radiata Holmok.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TheIvEPHORa scHWEiNiTzii Pk. ( T. pallida Schw.)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Clermont Co., D. ly. James; Waynesville

(Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Granville, (Licking Co.), H. L.Jones.

Thei^ophora sebacea Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

THEI.EPHORA SPICUI.OSA Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( FL)

ThEI<EPHORA TEPHROI.EUCA B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( FL)

68. STEREUM Pers.

Stereum ai^bobadium Schw. ( Thelphora albomarginata Berk.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Plamilton Co., A. P. Morgan.

Stereum bicoi^or Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FL); Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Stereum candidum Schw.

On Quercus nigra (bark), Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Miami Valley, A.

P. Morgan (Fl.)

Stereum compi^icatum Fr. *

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat);

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Stereum disciform • DC.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgati ( FL)

Stereum fasciatum Schw.

Ohio, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Athens, Stockport

(Morgan Co.) W. A. Kellerman.
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Stkrkum frustuIvOSUm Pers.

Gommon over the state.

Stkrkum hirsutum Willd.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stereum i^obatum Kunz.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James,

Stereum ochraceofi^avum Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stereum purpureum Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Stereum radians Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stereum rubiginosum Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Stereum rugosiuscui^um B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Stereum sericeum Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.j

Stereum spadiceum Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stereum subpii^eatum B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Stereum versicoi^or Swartz.

Over the whole state.

69. HYMENOCHABTE Lev.

Hymenochaete cinerascens Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Hymenochaete corrugata Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hymenochaete curtIvSii Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hymenochaete insuIvAris Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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IIymenochaetb purpurea Cke. & Morg.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Hymenochajbte rubiginosa Schrad.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (FI.); Clermont Co., D. I^. James.

Hymenochaete spreta Peck.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan { Fl.)

Hymenochae;te umbrina B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

70. CORTICIUM Fr.

CORTICIUM AI<BroO-CARNEUM Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM AMORPHUM Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM AUBERIANUM Mont.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. I^ea ( Cat.

)

CORTICIUM CAERULEUM Schrad.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM CAIvCEUM Pcrs.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM CINEREUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM COMEDENS Nees.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM CONFI.UENS Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM FII<AMENTOSUM B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM INCARNATUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM I.ACTEUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Clermont Co., D. L. James.
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CORTICIUM MOLI^K Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM OCHRACEUM Fr.

Wayuesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A.P.Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM OI^IVASCKNS B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM PORTENTOSUM B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( FL)

CORTICIUM PUBERUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CORTICIUM RADIOSUM Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CORTICIUM SUBGIGANTEUM Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

71. EXOBASIDIUM Woron.

BxoBASiDiUM VACCiNii (Fckl.) Wor.

On Vaccinium vacillans and Gaylussacia resinosa, Sugar Grove, W. A. Keller-

man.

72. CYPHELLA Fr.

CYPHEIyTvA GALEATA Schum.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.); Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

CYPHEI.I.A GRivSEOPALiviDA Weinm.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CypheIvI<a pezizoides Zopf.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

V. CLAVARIACE^.

73. CLAVARIA Vaill.

Clavaria ABiETiNA Pers.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C1.AVARIA AUREA SchaefF.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible.
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Ct^avaria botrytis Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) Edible,

C1.AVARIA CORONATA Sehw.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Cl<AVARIA CRISPUI.A Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CivAVARIA CRISTATA PerS.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( FL)

Ci^AVARiA F];ava Fr.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CivAVARIA FORMOSA PerS.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Cl^AVARIA FRAGII^IS Holmsk.
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C1.AVARIA FUSIFORMIS Sow.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Cl<AVARIA INCURVATA Morg.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C1.AVARIA KUNTZEi Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CiyAVARiA MUCiDA Pers.

Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A.

P.Morgan (Fl.)

C1.AVARIA MUSCOIDES L.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

CivAVARIA PISTII.LARIS L.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.).

Cl^AVARIA PYXIDATA Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

CivAVARIA RUGOSA Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.) An edible species.

C1.AVARIA STRICTA Pers. ( C. albipes Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

C1.AVARIA SUBTIWS Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)
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Cl^AVARIA VKRMICUI<ARIS ScOp.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

74. CALOCERA Fr.

Cai^OCERA cornea Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); .Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P.

Morgan (Fl.)

Cai^ocera FASCICUI.ATA (Sclium.) Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Calocera pai^maTa (Schum.) Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Calocera stricta Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

75. LACHNOCLADIUM Lev.

LachnocIvAdium merismatoidES Schw. ( Pterula merismatoides Schw.

)

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

LACHNOCIvADIUM micheneri B. & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

LACHNOCLADIUM vSEMIRESTlTUM B & C.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

76. TYPHULA Pers.

TYPHUI.A MUSCicoivA ( Pers. ) Berk.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

VI. TREMELLACEiB.

77. HIRNEOLA Fr.

HiRNEOi^A AURiCUivA-jUDAE ( L. ) Berk.

Over the state. Said to be edible.

HlRNEOI^A AURIFORMIS ( Schw. ) Fr.

On trunks of walnut, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)
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78. EXIDIA Fr.

BXIDIA GI,ANDUI.OSA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); on old bark, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman;
Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

BxiDIA TRUNCATA Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

79. TREMEIvLA Dill.

Tremei.i<a albida Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

TREMEI.I.A INTUMESCENS Sow.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

TrEMELIvA I.UTESCENS Pers.

Waynesville ( Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

Tremei<i<a mesen'TERICA Retz.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

rREMEI^I^A VESICARIA Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

80. NAEMATELIA Fr.

NaEmateTvIa NUCI.EATA (Schw.) Fr.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl).

81. DACRYOMYCES Nees.

Dacryomyces chrysocomus (Bull.) Berk.

Miami Valle}^, A. P. Morran (Fl.)

Dacryomyces dkwquescens Bull.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

Dacryomyces fragiformis Nees.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

22 G. O.
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DaCRYOMYCES PKI.I.UCIDUS Schw.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Fl.)

Dacryomycks STII.I.ATUS Nees.

Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Fl.)

82. GUBPINIA Fr.

GUEPINIA SPATHUI<ARIA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

83. HORMOMYCKS, Bon.

HORMOMYCKS FRAGIFORMIS Cke.

On rotten wood. Perry Co,, W. A. Kellerman.

VII. PHALLACE^.

84. DICTYOPHORA Desv.

DiCTYOPHORA DAEMONUM (Rumph.) Lev. {Phallus daemonum Rumph.)

Granville (Licking Co.) W. G. Tight.

DiCTYOPHORA DUPWCATA (Bosc.) E. Fisch. {Phallus dupluatus Bosc.)

Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( N. A. F.)

85. ITHYPHALLUS Fr.

ITHYPHALI.US iMPUDicus (L.) Fr. { Phallus ifftpudicus L.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James; A. P. Morgan

(N. A. F.)

ITHYPHAI.I.US RETusys ( Kalch.) E. Fisch. {Phallus ravenelii B. &. C.)

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

86. MUTINUS Fr.

MUTINUS BOVINUS Morg.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

MuTEsrus CANiNUS ( Huds.) Fr. { Cynophallus caninus Fr.)

Cleves (Hamilton Co.) R. M. Byrens.

87. PHYLLOGASTER Morgan.

Phyi.i<ogaster saccatus Morg.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan ; Licking Co., C. T. Herrick.
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VIII. NIDULARIACE^.

88. CRUCIBULUM Tul.

CitUCIBULUM VULGARE Tul.

Cincinnati, D. h. Jame$ ( Thos. G. Lea, Cat)

89. CYATHUS Hall.

CyaTHUS STRIATUS Hall.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Cyathus vernicosus DC.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

IX. I^YCOPERDACEuE.

90. TYLOSTOMA Pers.

T\XOSTOMA VERRUCOSUM Morg.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

91. GEASTER Mich.

GEASTER I.AGENIFORMIS Vitt.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A F.)

Geaster i^imbatum Fr.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.); Stockport (Morgan Co.) W. A. Kellerman.

Geaster saccatus Fr.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Geaster striatus D. C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Geaster tripivex Jungh.

Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( 1*^1.)

92. BOVISTA Dill.

BOVISTA MINOR Morg.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)
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BOVISTA PII,A B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.) ; Granville, C. J. Herrick.

BoviSTA Pi^UMBEA Pers.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.) Said to be edible^

BOVISTA NIGRESCENS Pers.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Ohio, A. P.Morgan (N. A. P.)
;

Granville, H. L. Jones.

93. CALVATIA Fr.

Cai^vatia craniiformis Schw.
Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( N. A. F.)

CAI.VATIA CYATHIFORMIS BOSC.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Cai^vatia maxima SchaefF.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

94. IvYCOPKRDON Touriu

IvYCOPERDON ACUMINATUM BoSC.

Ohio, A. p. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon asterospermum Dur. & Mont
Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

I^YCOPERDON ATROPURPUREUM Vitt.

Ohio, A. p. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon cepaeforme Bull.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon coi^oratum Peck.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon curtisii Berk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon echinatum Pers.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon ei^ongatum Berk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon gemmatum Fr,

Common.
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LVCOPERDON GIGANTEUM Batsch.

Generally distributed. Edible.

I^YCOPKRDON GI.ABEIXUM Pk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperbon moi^i^k Pers.

Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon peckh Morg.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon pediceixatum Peck.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon pui^cherrimum B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon pusiiyi^UM Batsch.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon pyriforme Schaeff.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.) ; Clermont Co., D. h. James; Cincinnati, Thos. G.

Lea (Cat)

Lycoperdon RiMUiyATUM Pk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon separans Pk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon subincarnaxum Pk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon turneri E. & E.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A. F.)

Lycoperdon wrightii B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (N. A- F.); Clermont Co., D. L. James ; Licking Co., H. L.

Jones. Edible.

95. SCLERODERMA Pers.

SCI.ERODERMA OHIOENSB EU. & Morg.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Jour. Mycal. I. *89.)

ScivERODERMA VUI^GARE Fr. .. .,

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)
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X. UREDINACE^.

96. UROMYCES Link. RusT.

Uromyces appkndicui^atus (Pers.) Fink.

On Phaseolus (cult), Lancaster, W. A. Kellernian.

Uromyces cai^adii (Schw.) Farl.

On Arisaema throughout the state.

Uromyces carophyi,i,inus (Schrank.) Schroet.

On Carnations in greenhouses.

Uromyces euphorbia C. & P.

On various species of E^aphorbia. Common throughout the state.

Uromyces graminicoIvA Burrill.

On Andropogon virginicus, Lawrence Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Uromyces hebysari-panicui^ata (Schw.) Farl.

On species of Meibomia (Desmodium). Widely distributed.

Uromyces howei Peck.

On species of Asclepias. Common.

Uromyces hyperici Schw.

On Hypericum mutilum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Uromyces i^espebez^ (Schw.) Peck,

On species of Lespedeza. Common.

Uromyces peckii DeToni.

On Oenothera biennis, Columbus, Moses Craig.

Uromyces poi^ygoni (Pers.) Fckl.

On Polygonum, widely distributed over the state.

Uromyces terEbinThi (DC.) Wint. {Pileolaria brevipes B. & R.)

On Rhus radicans, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Uromyces Trieoi.ii (A. & S.) Wint.

On species of Trifolium, widely distributed.

97. MELAMPSORA, Casts. RuST.

MElyAMPSORA POPUI.INA Lcv.

On Populus, throughout the state.
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Mei^mpsora SAI.ICINA Lev.

On Willow. Common.

98. CRONARTIUM, Fr.

CRONARTIUM ASCXKPIADEUM Thesii Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

99. PUCCINIA Persoon. RusT.

PUCCINIA ANEMONES VIRGINIAN^ Schw.

On Anemone, Lima, W. A. Kellerman ; on Anemone virginiana, Scioto River, A.

D. Selby ; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA ANGUSTATA Peek.

On Scirpus fluviatilis, Columbns, Fairfield Co. W. A. Kellerman,

PUCCINIA ASTERXS Duby.

On Aster macropbyllus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PucciNiA ciRCAEAE Pers.

On Circaea lutetiana ; common throughout the state.

PucciNiA CORONATA Corda.

On Volunteer Oats, Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PucciNiA EMACUI<ATA Schw.

On Panicum capillare, Columbus, Lovelann, W. A. Kellerman.

PucciNiA HiERACii ( Schum.) Mart. ( P, flosculosornm ( A. & S.) Roehl.)

On Cnicus and Taraxacum ; abundant throughout the state.

PucciNiA FUSCA Relhan. ( P. anemones Pers.)

On Anemone nemorosa, Lima, W. A. Kellerman ; Franklin Co., W. A. Keller-

man, Freda Detmers.

PUCCINIA GAi.li Pers. ( P, galiorum Lk.)

L III. On Galium, Fairfield Co.,W. A. Kellerman; on Galium aparine, Franklin

Co., Moses Craig; Fairfield Co., Freda Detmers.

PucciNiA GRAIONIS Pers.

On wheat, oats and other Gramineae ; common.

PUCCINIA HASTATA Cke.

On Viola hastata, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA HEWANTHI Schw.

On Helianthus ; doubtless over the whole state,

PUCCINIA I^ATERIPES B. & R.

On RuelUa sp., Columbus, C. M. Weed.
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PUCCINIA MARI^ WII.SONI Clint

On Claytonia virginica, Franklin Co., W. A. Kellerman, Freda Detmers.

PUCCINIA MKNTH^ Pers.

On Mentha, Blephilia, Cunila, Pyycanthemum and Monarda ; abundant over the

state.

PUCCINIA NOi^iTANGERiS Cda. {P. argetitata (Schultz.) Wint.)

On Impatiens fulva, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA PIMPINEI.I/AK ( Strauss.) Ivk.

On Chaerophyllum procumbens, Columbus, Moses Craig.

PUCCINIA PODOPHYi,i,i Schw. ( P. aculeata Schw. ; Aecidium podophylli Schw.)

Abundant on Podophyllum peltatum throughout the state.

PUCCINIA RUBIGO-VERA ( DC.) Wint.

On wheat, Central Ohio and doubtless over the whole state.

PUCCINIA SANICUI.A Grev.

On Sanicula, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA SAXIFRAG.^ Schl.

On Saxifraga virginiensis, Fairfield Co., Moses Craig.

PUCCINIA SH/PHii Schw.

On Silphium perfoliatum, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

PuccfNiA SORGHI Schw. ( P. maydis Car.)

On Indian corn throughout the state.

PUCCINIA TENUIS Burr. ( Aecidium tenue Schw.)

I. On Eupatorium ageratoides, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA TIAREI.1.^ B. & C.

On Mitella diphylla, Fairfield Co., Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PUCCINIA VIOI^ DC.

On Viola ; widely distributed,

PUCCINIA XANTHn Schw.

On Xanthium and Ambrosia ; throughout the state.

100. GYMNOSPORANGIUM Hedw.

Gybinosporangium GI.OBOSUM Farlow.

On c^diox(Juniperus virginiana)^ Fairfield Co., Clermont Co., W. A. Kellerman.

GYMNOSPORANGIUM MACROPUS lyk.

On cedar {/uniperus virginiana) ; over the whole state.
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101. PHIIAGMIDIUM Link.

Phragmidium potentii^i^js Pers.

On Potentilla canadensis, in Central and Southern Ohio and doubtless over the

whole state.

Phragmidium subcorticium Schrank. { Ph, mucrottatum Cook^ \ Coleosporium

miniatum (Pers.) Fckl.)

On Rose leaves and stems ; common.

102. COLEOSPORIUM L6v.

CoiyEOSPORiXJM SENECiONis (Pers.) Pr. (Peridermium pint Wallr.; Aecidium
pini Pers.)

On Pinus rigidus ; Central and Southern Ohio.

Coi^EosPORiUM sowDAGiNis Thuem.
On Solidago ; common

C01.EOSPORIUM SONCHI Pers. ( Uredo sonchi-arvensis ( Pers.) L6v. ; C. composita-

rum L6v.)

On Helianthus and Aster; common

Goi.EOSPORItJM VERNONOe B; & C
On Vernonia ; common.

103. RAVENELIA Berk.

Raveneim gi^nduwformis B. & C.

On Tephrosia virginica, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

104. AECIDIUM Pers. YE1.1.OW Ci,usXER-Cupa

Aecidium ACtMM ( Opiz.) Walk.

On Actaea alba, Fairfield Co., Moses Craig.

Aecidium asterum Schw. (Ae. soHdaginis Schyr.)

On Aster and Solidago in Central Ohio, and doubtless over the whole state.

Aecidium cimicifugatum Schw.

On Cimicifuga racemosa in Central Ohio, and doubtless wherever the host

occurs.

Aecidium ci^ytoniai^um Schw.

On Claytonia virginica, Columbus, W. A. KeUerman.
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AECIDIUM COMPOSITARUM.
On several hosts ( Compositse, Bupatorium, Helianthus, etc.) ; over the whole

state.

AECIDIUM DICENTR^ Trel.

on Dicentra cucullaria, Franklin Co., W. A. Kellerman.

AECIDIUM KPii<OBii DC.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

AECIDIUM ERIGERONATUM Schw.

On Brigeron annuus, Fairfield Co., Freda Detmers; on E. bellidifolius, Fairfield

Co., Moses Craig.

AECIDIUM EUPHORBIJ^ Gmel.

On Euphorbia, Central Ohio.

AECIDIUM GERANII DC.

On Geranium maculatum, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman.

AECIDIUM GROSSUi<ARi^ Schum.

On Ribes ; over the whole state.

AECIDIUM HOUSTONIATUM ScllW.

On Houstonia cseru'ea, Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co., Moses Craig.

AECIDIUM HYDNOIDEUM B. & C.

On Dirca palustris. Sugar Grove, Fairfied Co., Moses Craig.

AECJDIUM IMPATIENTIS Schw.

On Impatiens ; Central Ohio.

AECIDIUM NAPu^^ Arth. and Holw.

On Napsea dioica, Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co., Moses Craig.

AECIDIUM NESi^^ Gerard.

On Nessea verticillatus. Licking Reservoir, W. C. Werner, Aug. D. Selby.

AECIDIUM OENOTHERA Pk.

On Oenthera biennis ; Central Ohio.

AECIDIUM PUNCTATUM Pers.

On Hepatica acutiloba, Columbus, Moses Craig, H. A. Surface.

AECIDIUM RANUNCUIyl Schw.

On ranunculus abortivus; common in Central Ohio and doubtless over the

whole state.

AECIDIUM SAMBUCI Schw.

On Sambucus canadensis. Central Ohio, W. A. Kellerman; no specimens seen

from other parts of the ptate.
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Aecibitjm soMMEiafBi.Tn Johanson.
On Syndesmon thalictroides, Hocking Co, Moses Craig.

105. UREDO Persoon.

UREDO AGRIMONIES DC.

On Agrimonia eupatoria ; Central Ohio, and perhaps wherever the host occurs.

Uredo hydrangeae B & C.

On Hydrangea arbprescens, Southern Ohio.

Uredo PAi,YPODn ( Pers.) DC ( U. filicum Desm.)

On Cystopteris fragilis, I^ancaster, W. A. Kellerman.

Uredo smii^acis Schw.

On Smilax rotundifolia, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman,

106. CJEOMA Link.

C^OMA Nil^BNS Schw. Bramble Rust
On Rubus throughout the state.

XI. USTlLAGINACEiE.

107. USTILAGO Pers. SmuX. '

USTII.AGO AVENAE (Pers.) Jensen.

On oats ; over the state.

UsTiivAGO CESATii Fisch. ( U. syntherismal Schw.)

On Panicum sanguinale, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner ; Columbus, W. A. Keller,

man.

USTii^AGO MAYDIS (DC.) Corda.

On Zea mays, everywhere.

USTii<AGO TRiTici Jensen.

On wheat, generally distributed,

USTii^AGO uTRicui<oSA { Nees.) Tul.

On Polyganum pennsylvanicum Columbus, W. A. Kellerman ; Fairfield Co ,

CM. Weed.

108. TILLBTIA Tul. SmuX.

T11.1.ETIA CORONA Scribner.

On Leersia virginica ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

T11.1.ETIA FOEXENS RAv.

On wheat, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.
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Tii,i,ETrA STRiAEFORMis (West) Mdgnus.
On Timothy, Central College, W. A. Kellerman.

109. ENTYLOMA DeBary.

Entyi^oma physawdis Winter.

On Physalis lanceolata ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

110. SOROSPORIUM Rud. SmuT.

SoROSPORiUM EI.I.ISII Winter.

On Aristida dichotoma, Fairfield Co., W. A, Kellerman.

111. UROCYSTIS Rabenh. Smut.

Urocystis carcinodes (B. & C.) Fisch.

On Cimicifuga racemosa, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman, Aug. D. Selby ; Ironton

W. C. Werner.

XII. PERONOSPORACEiE.

112. ALBUGO Kuntze. ( Cystopus Lev.)

Ai^BUGO AMARANTHi ( Schw.) Kuntze. ( Cystopus amaranti ( Schw.) Berk.)

On Amarantus retroflexus, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman ; on A. chlorostachys

hybridus, Columbus, Freda Detmers.

Ai^BUGO CANDiDus ( Pers.) Kuntze. ( Cystopus candidus ( Pers.) Lev.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James; on Brassica nigra

Capsella bursa pastoris, Marion, W. A. Kellerman ; on Sisymbrium officinale

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Ai^BUGO PORTUI.ACAE (Pers.) Kuntze. {Cystopus portulacae Lev.).

On Portulaca oleracea, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman, Freda Detmers ; Fairfield

Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Ai^BUGo TRAGOPOGONis ( Pers.) S. F. Gray. ( Cystopus cubicus Lev.)

On Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

113. PLASMOPARA Schroet. {Peronospora),

PivASMOPARA AUSTRAiyis (Spcg.) Swiugle. {PsroTtospora uustralis Speg,)

On Sicyos angulata, Athens, on Micrampeles echinata, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kel-

lerman.
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Pi^ASMOPARA HAi^TEDii ( Farl.) Berl. & DeTon. (Peronospora halstedii Forlaw).

On Erechtites hieracifolia, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Pi^ASMOPARA PYGMAEA ( Ung.) Schoeter. { Peronospora pygmaea Ung.)

On Anemone pennsylvanica, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Plasmopara VITICOI.A ( B. & C.) Berl. & DeToni. ( Peronospora viticola DeBy.

;

Botytis viticola B. & C.)

On cultivated grapes tliroughout the state. On native species of Vitis also.

114. BREMIA Regel. [Peronospora).

Bremia i^actucae Regel. ( Peronospora ganglifortnis ( Berk.) DeToni.)
On Lettuce (cultivated), Columbus and doubtless over the whole state.

XIII. ENTOMOPHTHORACE^.

115. EMPUSA Cohn.

Empusa aphidis Hoffm.

Columbus, and doubtless in all green-houses, on Aphidse.

Empusa gryi^i,i ( Fres.) Thax. [E. aulicas Reich.)

On Spilosoma virginica Fabr., Wooster, F. M. Webster.

EmpUvSA muscae Cohn.

On houseflies, Columbus and doubtless over whole state.

Empusa sphj^rosperma (Fres.) Thax.

On Phytonomus punctatus, Ashtabula, F. M. Webster.

XIV. MUCORACE^.

116. PILOBOLUS Tode.

Pii.OBOi.us CHRYSTALiyiNUS (Wigg.) Tode.

On Horsedung, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

117. MUCOR, Mich.

MUCOR MUCEDO L.

Common everywhere.
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MUCOR RAMOSUS Bull.

Waynesville, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

118. FRANKIA Brunch.

Frankia ckanothi Atk.

On Ceanothus americanus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

XV. CHYTRIDIACE-^.

119. SYNCHYTRIUM DeBary.

Synchytrium dkcipiENS Farl.

On Amphicarpaea comosa, Nebraska ( Pickaway Co.) , Columbus, W. A. Keller-

XVI. PERISPORIACE^.

(E;rYSIPHE^, Leveille. Powdery Mildkw, White Mildew.)

120. SPH^ROTHECA Lev.

Sph^rotheca castagnei Lev.

On Bidens frondosa, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; on Erechtites, Columbus, Aug.

D. Selby.

Sph^rotheca HUMUt.1 (DC.) Burr. Hop Mildew.

On Agrimonia eupatoria, Lancaster, W. A. Kellerman.

Sph^ROTHECA mors-UV^ ( Schw.) B. & C. Gooseberry Mildew.

Reported over the state on cultivated gooseberries, particularly on English

varieties.

SpH/^rothECA pannosa ( Wallr.) Lev. Rose Mildew.

On cultivated roses ; Athens Co., Aug. D. Selby. Common on cultivated ro; es

generally.

Sph^rotheca phytopTophila Kell. & Swingle. Hackberry Knot Mildew.

On Phytoptus twig-tufts of Celtis occidentalis, Lima, W. A. Keilerman ; Colum-
bus, Aug. D. Selby. Probably all over the state, wherever the host occurs.

121. ERYSIPHE (Hedw.) Lev.

Erysiphe cichoracearum DC. ( E. Idmprocarpa ) Verbena Mildew.

The commonest of all the mildews, particularly on species of Compositae, Bor-

raginaceae, and Verbenacese ; also on Parietaria pennsylvanica, Columbus,
Aug. D. Selby; on Hydrophyllum macrophyllum, Pickaway Co...W. A. Keller-

man ; Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selby; on Dahlia ( cult.) Fairfield Co., W. A. Kel-

lerman; Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; on Phlox sp. (cult.) Fairfield Co., W. A.

Kellerman.
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Erysiphe communis (Wallr.) Fr. Clematis Mildew.

On Aqnilegia canadensis, Columbus, Freda Detmers ; on Clematis virginiana

and Clematis sp. (cult.) Columbus, Aug. B. Selby, Freda Detmers; on Clematis

sp. (cult) Waynesville, W. A. Kellerman; on Desmodium canescens, Colum-

bus, Aug. D. Selby. Quite common on other species of Ranunculaceae and

Leguminosae.

ErYSIPHBJ GAI.EOPSIDIS DC.
On Scutellaria lateriflora, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby, Wm. C. Werner; Fairfield

Co., Aug. D. Selby; on Stachys aspera glabra, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman;

on S. palustris, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; on Chelone glabra, Ashtabula Co.,

Sara F. Goodrich.

Erysiphk graminis DC. Wheat Mildew.

Conidial stage only seen ; on Triticum vulgare, Columbus, Freda Detmers ; Lima,

W. A. Kellerman; on Poa pratensis, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman; on Agro-

pyrum, Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

Erysiphi; i^iriodisndri Schw. Tulip-tree Mildew.

On Liriodendron tulipifera, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby; Fairfield Co., Aug. D.

Selby. Especially conspicuous by the dense felted mycelium.

122 UNCINULA Lev.
I

UnCINULA CIRCINATA C. & P.

On Acer rubrum, Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selby; on Acer saccharum, Co'.umbus,

C. M. Weed.

Uncinula flexuosa Peck.

On Aesculus glabra, Columbus, C. M. Weed, F. M. Webster.

Uncinui^a macrospora Peck.

On Ulmus Americana, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman, Aug. D. Selby, Freda

Detmers ; Columbus, Wm. C. Werner, Aug. D. Selby ; on U. fulva, Columbus,

C. M. Weed, Wm. C. Werner.

UncinuIvA negator { Schw.) Burr. ( U. anipelopsidis Peck; U. spiralis B. & C.)

Grape Mildew.

General throughout the state on species of Vitis and Ampelopsis.

Uncinula salicis (DC.) Wint.

Common on willows.

Uncinula columbiana Selby.

On Scutellaria lateriflora, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby.

123. PHYLIvACTINIA Lev.

Phyllactinia suffulta (Rib.) Sacc.

Common on Oak, Beech, Chestnut, Carpinus, Catalpa ; also on Phlox panicu-

lata, Columbus, Aug. D. Selby.
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124. PODOSPH^RA Kunze.

PODOSPH^RA OXYACANTH^ (DC.) D. By.

Quite common on plum and cherry. On cultivated cherry, Columbus, C. M.
Weed, Freda Detmers ; Dayton, Joseph Potts ; on Spirea tomentosa ( todos^

phcera minor Howe) Lancaster, W. A. Kellerman.

125. MICROSPH^RA Lev.

MiCROSPH^RA Ai^Ni (DC.) Winter. Lilac Mildew.
This species occur on a wide range of host plants. Everywhere upon Lilac r

on Enonymus atropurpureus (conidial stage only); Ross Co., W. A. Keller-

man ;. Columbus, Aug. D. Selby ; on Sambucus canadensis, Columbus, Aug.
D. Selby; on Platanus occidentalis (conidial stage) Columbus, Aug. D.

Selby ; on Castanea sativa americana, Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcox, E. E. Bogue,^

C. M. Weed; Ross Co., W. A. Kellerman.

MlCROSPHJ^RA DIFFUSA C. & P.

On Dcsmodium canescens, Columbus, C. M. Weed, Freda Detmers, Aug. D.
Selby.

MiCROSPH^RA KI.KVATA Burrill.

On Catalpa bignonoides, Columbus, C. M. Weed.

MlCROSPH^RA KUPHORBI^ B. & C.

On Euphorbia corollata, Columbus, E. M. Wilcox.

MiCROSPH^RA QUKRCINA ( Schw.) Burrill.

General on the oaks.

MiCROSPH^RA RAVKNBI.II Berk.

On Gleditschia triacanthos, Columbus, C. M. Weed, W. A. Kellerman ; Warrei>
Co., Ross Co., Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

MlCROSPH^RA RUSSELIyll Clint.

On Oxalis stricta, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman, on Oxalis recurva, E. M. Wilcox.

MiCROSPH^RA VACCiNii ( Schw.) C. & P. Hucklebcrry Mildew.

On Gaylussacia resinosa, Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selby; on Vaccinium vacillans^

Meigs Co., P. L. Pfarr ; Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selby.

XVII. PERISPORIACE^.

126. ASTERINA Liv.

ASTERINA GAUIvTHKRI^ Curtis.

On Gaultheria procumbens, Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selby, W. A. Kellerman.

126«. DIMEROSPORIUM Fckl.

DiMEROSPORiuM COI.I.INSII (Schw.) Thuem.
On Amelanchier, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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127. CAPNODIUM Mont.

Capnodium expansum B. & Desm.
On bark of Acer, Ohio, J. B. Ellis (N. A. P.)

127fl. ANTENNARIA Unk.

Antknnaria PiNOPHiXA Nees.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

128. SCORIAS Fries

SCORIAS SPONGIOSA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); on Beech Granville (Licking Co.) C J. Her-
rick ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

XVIII. SPHAERIACE^.

129. COELOSPHJ3RIA Sacc

CoEiyOSPHieRiA TRisTis (Pers.) Sacc. {Nitschkia tristis Pers.)

Ohio, A. P. Morgan. (Ellis, N. A. P.)

130. QUATKRNARIA Tul.

QuATERNARiA PERSOONi Tul. ( Vaisa quaternata Pers.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

130a. VALSA Fr.

Val?a leuCostoma (Pers.) Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

Vai,sa nivea. (Hoff. ) Fr.

Clermont Co., B. L. James.

131. EUTYPELLA Nits.

EuTYPEi^i^A i^EAiANA ( Berk.) Sacc. ( Valsa ieaiana Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

131a. EUTYPA Tul.

EuTYPA SPINOSA (Pers.) Tul. { £. itmae/ormis Schw.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Clermont Co., D. L. James; Fairfield Co., W.
A. Kellerman.

23 G. O.
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132. DIATRYPE Fr.

DiATRYPEJ DISCIFORMIS HoiFm.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

DiATRYPB PI^ATYSTOMA Schw.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

DiATRYPK TINCTOR Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

133. CERATOSTOMA Fr.

CSRATOSTOMA SKTIGERUM E. & E.

Ohio, A. p. Morgan (Fl.)

134. ROSELLINIA DeNot.

RoSKiyl^iNiA MAMMiFORMis (Pers.) Ces. DeNot {Hypoxy/on mammi/ormisB&v'k.)

On old wood, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

135. BOMBARDIA Fr.

BOMBARDIA FASCicui^ATA Fr. ( SphaeHa bombarda Batsch.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

136. ANTHOSTOMA Nits.

AntHOSTOMA aTRO-pun.TaTum (Schw.) Sacc. {Diatrype atropunciata Schw.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

137. XYLARIA Hill.

XYI.ARIA CASTOREA Berk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

Xyi^aria carpophiIvA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

XyIvARIA CONOCEPHAI.A B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis N. A. P.)

XYI.ARIA DIGITATA Ehrh.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Xyi^aria hypoxyi^on Grev.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Clermont Co.,

D. L. James.
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Xyi^aria poi<ymorpha Pers.

Clermont Co., D. L. James; Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos, G. Lea (Cat);

Columbus, W. C. Werner.

138. PORONIA Willd.

PORONIA POCUI.A Schw.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

139. USTULINA Tul.

USTULINA VUI.GARIS Tul,

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

140. HYPOXYLON Bull.

HYPOXYI.ON AI^BOCINCTUM E. & E.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

HyPOXYLON ANNUI.ATUM Schw.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Hypoxylon atropunctatum Schw.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Hypoxyi^on coccineum Bull.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

HypoxyIvON cohaerens Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat)

Hypoxylon concentricum Grev.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat) ; Clermont Co., D. L. Jamea.

Hypoxylon howeianum Pk.

. Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

HYPOXYI.ON MARGINATUM Schw.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan, (Ellis, N. A. P.)

Hypoxyi^on morgani E. & E.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

Hypoxyi^on ohioense E. & E.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

Hypoxyi^on petersii B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

Hypoxyix)n rubiginosum Fr.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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'HypoxyIvOn sassafras Schw.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

HyPOXYI^ON TURBINUI.ATUM Schw.

Ohio, A. p. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

140a. NUMMUIvARIA Tul.

NUMMULARIA BUIvI^IARDI Till.

On old Oak bark, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

NUMMULARIA GLYCYRRHIZA B. & C.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

NUMMUI^ARIA MICROPIvACA B. & C.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

NUMMULARIA DISCRETA Schw.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

141. GNOMONIEIvLA Sacc.

GNOMONiELiyA CORYI,! ( Batsch.) Sacc. ( Gnomonia coryli Batsch.)

On Corylus americana, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

142. LAESTADIA Auersw.

Laestadia acerifera ( Cke.) Sacc. ( Sphaerella acerifera Cke.)

On Acer saccharinum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

143. PHOMATOSPORA Sacc.

Phomatospora argyrostigma Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( C .t.)

144. BOTRYOSPHAERIA Ces. & DeN.

BoTRYOSPHAERiA QUERCUUM (Schw.) Sacc. { Melogramma fuHginosum ^\\.)

On old leaves of Sassafras, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

BOTRYOSPHAERIA RHizoGENA ( Berk.) Sacc. ( Sphaeria rhizogena Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

145. SPHAERELLA Ces. & DeNot. -

SpHAEREIvIvA asiminae E. & K.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaerei.1vA convexula vSchw.

Ohio, J. B. Ellis (N. A. P.)
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Sphaereei^a fragariae (Tul.) Sacc.

On Fragaria (cult.) Columbus, Freda Detmers.

Sphaerei^la eraxinicoi^a (Schw.) Cke.

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

SPHAEREI.I.A GAUI^THERIA C. & E.

On Gaultheria procumbens, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaerei<i,a wriodendri Ellis.

On Liriodendron tuliperfera, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaerei.i*a maculaeformis Pers.

On Quercus macrocarpa, Q. rubra, Q. alba and Celtis occidentalis, Fairfield Co.,

W. A. Kellerman.

SpHAERELI^A POI.YSTTGMA ElHs.

On Quercus coccinea, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

SPHAEREI.I.A PRAECOX PasS.

On Lactuca canadensis, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaereli^a sassafras E. & E.

On Sassafras, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

SphaerE]:/I<a sparsa Pers.

On Tilia americana, old Chestnut leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

146. DIDYMELI/A Sacc.

DlDYMEl/IyA I<OPHOSPORA Sacc. & Speg.

Ohio, J. B. Ellis ( N. A. P.)

147. GNOMONIA Ces. & DeNot

Gnomonia UI.MEA ( Sacc.) Thuem. ( Sphaeria uhnea Schw.)

On Ulmus americana, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Gnomonia sassafras E. & E.

On Sassafras leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Gnomonia setacea Pers.

On Chestnut leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

148. VENTURIA DeNot.

Venturia orbicui^a Schw.

On Quercus prinus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

149. DIAPORTHE Nits.

f

DiAPORTHE MAYDis Berk.

Ohio. Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)
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150. V-\I,SARIA Ces. & DeNot.

Vai^Saria fuIvVO-pruinaTa ( Berk.) Sacc. ( Valsa fulvopruinata Berk.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

J 51. IvEPTOSPHAERIA Ces. & DeNot

LbpTosphaeria ogiIvViensis Berk.

On Achillea millefolium, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

152. CARYOSPORA DeNot.

Caryospora putamium Schw. [Sphaeria putamium Sohvr.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

. 153. PSEUDOVALSA Ces. & DeNot.

PSEUDOVAivSA CONVERGENS (Tode) Sacc. ( Valsa convergens Tode.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

154. LASIOSPHAERIA Ces. & DeNot.

LasiosphaERIA criniTa ( Pers.) Sacc. ( Sphaeria crinita Pers.)

Cincinnati, Waynesville, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

155. HERPOTRICHIA Fckl.

Herpotrichia diffusa Schw.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan ( Ellis, N. A. P.)

HERPOTRICHIA rhodomphai^a (Berk.) Sacc. {Sphaeria rhodomphala^^x\i:)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

156. CALOSPORA Sacc.

Calospora ACUI.EANS ( Schw.) Sacc. ( Valsa aculeans Schw.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

157. PLEOSPORA Rabh.

Pi^EOSPORA herbarum ( Pers.) Rabh. [Sphaeria herbarum Pers.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

158. PYRENOPHORA Fr.

Pyrenophora Trichostoma (Fr.) Sacc.

On old wheat stems, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

160. OPHIOBOLUS Riess.

Ophioboi^us FUI.GIDUS ( C. & P.) Sacc. ( sphaeria fulgida C. & P.)

On Ambrosia trifida, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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161. OPHIOCERAS Sacc.

Ophioceras ohioense E. & E.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

162. SPHAERIA.

Sphaeria maydis Berk.

On Zea mays, Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Sphaeria verbascicoi^a Schw.

On Verbascum thapsus, Fairfield Co,, W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaeria virescens Schw. { Diatrype virescens Schw.)

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

XIX. HYPOCREACE^.

163. HYPOMYCES Fr.

Hypomyces i^actifi^uorum Schw.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Hypomyces xyi.ophii.us Pk.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

164. NECTRIA Fr.

Nectria coccinea (Pers.) Fr. {Sphaeria coccinea Pers.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Nectria lactea Ell. & Morgan.

On old Polyporus, Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

165. HYPOCREA Fr.

Hypocrea papyracea Ell. & Hoi.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

166. PLEONECTRIA Sacc.

PI.EONECTRIA DENIGRATA Winter.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P)

167. CLAVICEPS Tul.

Claviceps purpurea (Fr.) Tul.

On Elyinus canadensis, E. virginicus, Festnca elatior, Glyceria fluitans; Colum-

bus, W. A. Kellerman.
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168. CORDYCEPS Fr.

CORDYCKPS HKRCUI.EA ( Schw.)

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

169. EPICHLOE Fr.

Epichi^oe Typhina (Pers.) Tul.

On Grass sheaths; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Ironton, W. C. Werner.

XX. DOTHIDEACE^.

170. PHYIvLACHORA Nits.

Phyi^i^achora graminis Pers.

On various grasses ; widely distributed.

Phyli^achora trifoi.ii (Pers.)

On Trifolium repens; Fairfield Co., W. A. Kererman.

171. PLOWRIGHTIA Sacc. Bi.ack-Knot.

Pi^owRiGHTiA MORBOSA ( Schw.) Sacc. {Sphaeriu fHorbosa.)

On Plum and* cultivated cherry, apparently over the whole state.

172. DOTHIDEA Fr.

DOTHIDEA GRAMINIS Pers.
*

On Panicum latifolium, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

DOTHIDEA POTENTII.I.AE; Fr.

On Potentilla canadensis, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

DOTHIDEA SOWDAGINIS Schw.

On Solidago canadensis, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

DOTHIDEA TETRASPORA.

On old stems of Osage Orange, Columbus, E. M. Wilcox.

XXI. HYSTERIACE^.

173. GlyONIUM Muhl.

Gi^ONiUM SIMUI^ANS Gerard.

Ohio, J. B. Ellis (N. A. P.)

GI.ONIUM STEIyl^ATUM Muhl.

On rotten wood, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)
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174. HYSTERIUM Tode. '

Hystbrium ei^ongatum Wahl.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Hysterium puwcare angustatum Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Hysterium prostii Duby.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

174. DICHAENA Fr.

DiCHAENA FAGINEA Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

176. HYSTEROGRAPHIUM Corda.

Hysterographium cookeianum Ger.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (EUis, N. A. P.)

Hysterographium lesquereuxii (Duby.)

Ohio, Leo Lesquereux, A. P. Morgan (EUis, N. A. P.)

Hysterographium praei^ongum Schw.

Ohio, A. P. Morgan (Ellis, N. A. P.)

177. LOPHODERMIUM Chev.

LoPHODERMIUM ARUNDINACEUM CUI.MIGENUM (Fr.) Fckl.

On old wheat stubble, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

178. ACROSPERMUM.

Acrospermum compressum Tode.

On Verbena articifolia, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

XXII. HEIrVEl^LACE^.

179. MORCHELLA DilL

MORCHEI.I.A ESCUI^ENTA PerS.

Common.

MoRCHEi,i.A HYBRiBA Pers. {M. rimosipes T>C)

Columbus, Wm. C. Werner & W. A. Kellerman ; Granville, E. G. Stanley.
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180. GYROMITRA Fr.

GyromiTra ESCUI.ENTA Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Gyromitra gigas Knab.

Granville, C. J. Herrick.

XXIII. PEZIZACE-^.

181. PEZIZA Dill.

Peziza aurantia Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea { Cat)

Peziza coccinea Jacq.

Cincinnati, D. L. James.

Peziza pustui^ata (Hedw.) Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

182. LACHNEA Fr.

Lachnea scuteIvI^ata L. ( Peziza scutellata,)

Common.

183. PSILOPEZIZA Berk.

Psii<OPEziZA nummui^aria Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

184. SARCOSCYPHA Fr.

Sarcoscypha fi^occosa (Schw.) (Peziza Jloccosa Schw.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sarcoscypha occidentaus Schw. ( Peziza occidentalis.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Clermont Co., D. L. James.

185. HELOTIUM Fr.

Helotium aeruginosum Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)

Helotium citrinum Batsch.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Rendville (Perry Co.) W. A. Kellerman.

Helotium pallescens Fr.

On rotten wood, Fairfied Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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186. PHIALEA Fr.

PHIAI.EA scuTui^A (Pers) Gill.

Granville, H. L. Jones.

187. PBZIZELLA Fckl.

Pezizei.i<a I.EUCOSTIGMA (Fckl.) Sacc. {Peziza leticostigma^t.)

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) °

188. MOLLISIA Fr.

Moi,i,iSiA DEHNii (Rabh.) Karst. (Peziza dehnii Rabh.)

On Potentilla norvegica, widely distributed.

189. TRICHOPBZIZA Fckl.

Trichopeziza CAPITUI.A ( Pk.) Sacc. ( Peziza capitata Pk. ; P. echinulaia)

On Quercus alba, old leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

190. DASYSCYPHA Fr.

Dasyscypha nivea (Hedw.) Sacc. {Peziza nivea Fr.)

On old rails, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

XXIV. DERMATEACE^.

191. URNULA Fr.

Urnui<a craterium (Schw.) Fr. {Peziza craterimn Schw.)

Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman, B. B. Bogue.

192. CENANGIUM Fr.

Cenangium craterium Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea { Cat.)

Cenangium triangui^are Fr.

On rotten stems of Quercus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Cincinnati, Thos.

G.Lea (Cat)

XXV. BULGARIACE^.

193. LEOTIA HiU.

Leotia lubrica (Scop.) Pers.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.
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194. BULGARIA Fr.

Bulgaria ophioboIvUS Bll.

Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman.

BUI^GARIA RUFA Schw.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

195. CORYNE Tul.

CORYNE EI.I.ISII Berk.

Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman.

CoRYNE URNAi^is Aul. { Corytte purpurea Tck\.\ Bulgaria purpurea C\ie.)

Perry Co., W. C. Kellerman.

XXVI. STICTACE^.

196. STICTIS Pers.

STICTIS STEREI B. & C.

On Stereum frustulosum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

STICTIS STEREICOI.A B. & C.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

XXVII. PHACIDIACEiE.

197. RHYTISMA Fr.

Rhytisma acerinum (Pers.) Fr.

On Acer rubrum, Sugar Grove, W. A. Kellerman ; A. saccliarinum, Bainbridge

(Ross Co.) W. A. Kellerman.

Rhytisma punctatum Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

XXVIII. PATELLARIACE^.

198. PATELLARIA Wahl.

PATEI.I.ARIA CARPINEA Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat)
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XXIX. GYMNOASCACE^.

199. EXOASCTTS Fckl.

ExoASCUS AI.NITORQUUS (Tul.) Sadeb.

On Alnus serrulata, Fairfield Co., Hocking Co , W. A. Kellerman.

ExoASCUS DEFORMANS Fckl. (Tapkrtna deformans Tul.; Ascomyces deformans.)
Widely distributed and usually abundant on peach leaves.

EXOASCUS PRUNiFckl. {TaphrinaprunitxxX.)

Probably over the whole state.

XXX. SPHaRIOIDACE-^.

200. PHYLLOSTICTA Pers.

PHYI.I.OSTICTA AMPEI.OPSID1S E. & M.
On Anipelopsis quinquefolia, Athens, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerm n.

PHYLI.OSTICTA ASIMINAE E. & K.

On Asimina, Southern Ohio, and doubtless wherever the host occurs.

Ph\xi.osticta chenopodii West /

On Chenopodium album, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PHYI.I.OSTICTA DECIDUA E. & K.

On Nepeta cataria, Peppermint leaves, I^eornus cardiaca, Fairfield Co., W. A.
Kellerman.

Phyi,i,osticta deutziae E. &. E.

On Deutzia gracilis tnd D. scabra (cult), Columbus, W. A. Klellernian.

PHYI.I.OSTICTA i^ABRiTSCAE Thuem.
On Vitis, Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue ; on Vitis aestivalis bicolor, Fair-

field Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PhYI,I.OSTICTA I.APPAE E. & K.

On Lappa major, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

PHYI.I.OSTICTA LYCII E. & K.

On Lycium vulgare, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Phyi^losticta persicae Sacc.

On Peach leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Phyi.i<osticT4. podophyi.1,1 Winter.

On Podophyllum peltatum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Phyi^IvOSTicta verbenaE Sacc.

On Scutellaria Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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201. PHOMA Fr.

Phoma glandicola Desni.

On old cupules of Quercus rubra ; over the whole state.

Phoma i^ongissimum Berk.

Clermont Co., D. L. james.

Phoma uvicoi^a Arc.

On cultivated grapes, common,

Phoma phytoi^accae B. & C.

On Phytolacca decandra, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

202. SPHAERONEMA Fr.

Sphaeronema macrospora B. & C.

On Robinia viscosa, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaeronema oxysporum Berk.

Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

Sphaeronema fersicae Schw.

On old Peach limbs, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

203. VERMICULARIA Fr.

Vermicularia dematium Fr.

On Xanthium strumarium, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Cincinnati, Thos. G.

Lea (Cat.)

Vermicularia liliacearum West.

On Pardanthus ( cult.) Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Vermicularia trichilla Fr.

On European Ivy (cult.) Lake Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

204. CYTOSPORA Ehrh.

Cytospora carbonacea Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

205. SPHAEROPSIS Lev.

Sphaeropsis pericarpii Pk.

On old Walnut hulls, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaeropsis sphaeroides Ellis.

On Platanus occidentalis, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sphaeropsis vinca Cav.

On Vinca minor (cult.) Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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206. DIPLODIA Fr.

DiPLODiA MORI Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

207. DARLUCA Cast

Dari^uca fii,um Cast.

On -Lespedeza violacea {wromyces) Fairfield Co., E. V. Wilcoic

208. SEPTORIA Fr.

Septoria aescuw (Ivib.) Westd.

On Aesculus glabra, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers.

SEPTORIA ANEMONES AQUII.EGIAE E. & K.

On Aquilegia vulgaris, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

SEPTORIA CACAWAE Ell. & Kell.

On Cacalia atriplicifolia, Central and Southern Ohio.

SEPTORIA CONSIMILIS E. & M.

On Lactuca sativa ( cult.) , Lactuca scariola, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers.

SEPTORIA DESTRUENS auct. Amer.

On Malva rotuudifolia, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers.

Sfptoria erigerontis Pk.

On Erigeron, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria gei Desm.

On Geum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria graminum Desm.

Oh wheat, Bromus ciiiatus, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers.

Septoria kai.maecoi.a (Schw.) B. & C.

On Kalmia latifolia, wherever the host occurs.

Septoria i^ophanthi Ellis.

On Lophanthus nepetoides, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria ochroi^euca B. & C.

On Castanea sativa americana, Fairfield Co.. W. A, Kellerman.

Septoria oenotherae West.

On Oenothera, common, W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria phi^yctaenoides B. & C.

On Phytolacca decandra, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria podophyi.i.ina Pk.

On Podophyllum peltatum, Fairfield Co., Franklin Co., I/ima, W. A. Kellerman.
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Septoria poi^ygonorum Desm.
On Polygonum, perhaps over the whole state.

Septoria ribis Desm.
On Cherry, Currant (cult), Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria rubi West.

On the species of Rubus, common.

Septoria scrophui<ariae West.

On Scrophularia nodosa marylandica, Franklin Co., and doubtless over the state.

Septoria specui^ariae B. & C.

On Specularia perfoliata, Pickaway Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria sphaerei^loides E. & K.

On Hypericum corymbosum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria tritici B. & C.

On wheat leaves, Fairfield Co., Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria ui^mi Fr.

On Ulmus fulva, Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria verbascicoi^a B. & C.

On Verbascum blattaria, Franklin Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria verbenae Desm.
On Verbena, Central Ohio, W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria vestita B. & C.

On Squash, Franklin Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria vioi^ae West.

On Viola hastata, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Septoria wai^dsteiniae P. & C.

On Waldsteinia fragarioides, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman.

XXXI. LEPTOSTROMACE^.

209. MELASMIA Lev.

MEI.ASMIA GI.EDITSCHIAE E. & M.
On Gleditschia triacanthos, common.

210. LEPTOSTROMA Fr.

IvEPTOSTROMA ACTAEAE C. & E.

On Cimicifuga racemosa, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.
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Leptostroma prtioi^arum C. & E.

On Allanthus glandulosa (petioles), Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellennan.

Leptostroma vulgare Fr.

On Eupatorium purpureum, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

211. ENTOMOSPORIUM Lev.

Entomosporium mespiw (DC.) Sacc.

On Quince and Pear, over the state.

XXXII. MELANCOMACEiS.

212. GLOEOSPORIUM Desm.

Gi^oEOSPORiUM wndemuthianum Sacc. & Mag.

On bean pods, Columbus.

GLOEOSPORIUM NERVISEQUUM SacC.

Ohio, T. B. Galloway (1888).

Globsporium venetum Speg.

On Raspberry (cult.) Columbus, Freda Detmers.

213. LIoERTELLA Desm.

L1BERTEI.1.A FAGINEA Desm.

On Beech bark, Central Ohio, W. A. Kellerman.

214. PESTALOZZIA DeNot.

Pestalozzia aquatica E. & E.

On Sarracenia sp. cult. ( in green house ) Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

XXXIII. MUCEDINACEJg.

215. MONILIA Pers.

Moniwa fructigena.
On fruits over the whole state.

MoNiiviA AUREOFULVA C. & E. ( Oidiuffi simile Berk.)

On rotten wood, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

216. OIDIUM Link.

OlBIUM MONILIOIDES Sh.

On Agropyrum repens, Lake Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

24 d. O.
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OlDlUM SIMII.K Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

217. BOTRYTIS Mich.

BoTRYTis GENICUI.ATA Corda.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

BoTRYTiS VUI.GARE.

On cultivated Paeonia, old leaves and stems, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellermaii.

218. OVULARIA Sacc.

OVUI.ARIA VERONICAS (Fckl.) Sacc. {Ramulariaveronicae^z\L\)

On Veronica peregrina, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

219. MICROSTROMA Niessl.

MiCROSTROMA JUGI.ANDIS (Ber.) Sacc. {M. leucosperma Nees.)

On walnut leaves, Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman.

221. DIDYMARIA Corda.

DiDYMARIA UNGERI Corda.

On Ranunculus recurvatus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

222. CYLINDROCLADIUM Morgan.

CyIvINDROCIvADIUM scoparium Morgan.

On old pod of Gleditschia triacanthos, Preston (Hamilton Co.) A. P. Morgan.

223. DACTYLIUM Lk.

Dactywum roseum Lk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

224. RAMULARIA Ung.

Ramui^aria arvensis Sacc.

On Potentilla norvegica. Central Ohio.

Ramui^aria epigaeae Ellis.

On Epigaea repens, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellermanv

Ramularia i^ineola Pk.

On Taraxacum officinale, Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

RAMULARIA MlTElvI/AE Pk.

On Mitella diphylla, Fairfield Co., Aug. D. Selbv.
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Ramularia obovata Fckl.

On Rumex crispus, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

RaMUI^ARIA PI.ANTAGIN'IS E. & M.
On Plantago rugelii, Fairfield Ca., Columbus, Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman.

Ramularia TUI.ASNBI Sacc.

On Fragaria virginiana, Lima, W. A. K. Herman.

225. SYNTHBTOSPORA Morgan.

Synthetospora bi^kcta Morgan.
On the hymenial surface of some Peziza, presumably P. semitosta, Preston,

( Hamilton Co ) A. P. Morgan ( Bot Gaz.)

XXXIV. DEMATIACE^.

226. TORUIvA Pers.

TORUI.A HERBARUM Lk.

On old stems of Alternanthera, in green house, Columbus, W. C. Werner.

227. STACHYBOTRYS Corda.

Stachybotrys i.obui<ata Berk.

On old valise in cellar, Columbus, W. C. Werner.

228. MENISPORA Pers.

Menispora APIcaws B. & C.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan (Bot. Gaz.)

Menispora CI1.IATA Corda.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan (Bot. Gaz.)

Menispora cobai^tina Sacc.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan (Bot. Gaz.)

Menispora gi^auca (Link.) Pers.

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan ( Bot. Gaz)

Menispora libertiana Sacc. & Roum.
Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan (Bot. Gaz.)

229. FUSICLADIUM Bon.

FuSICLABIUM DENTRITICUM Fckl.

On Pyrus malus, Columbus, Freda Detmers.
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230. POLYTHRINCIUM Kunze & Schum.

P01.YTHRINCIUM TRiFOi^ii Kunze.

On Trifolium pratense aijd Trifolium repens, Columbus, Freda Detmers.

231. CLADOSPORIUM Link.

Cl^ADOSPORIUM EPIPHYI,I,UM Link.

On Sassafras leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cl^ADOSPORIUM FUI^VUM Cke.

On Tomato vines (cultivated) Columbus, Freda Detmers W. A. Kellerman.

C1.ADOSPORIUM HERBARUM Link.

On cultivated Paeonia, old stems and leaves, and Vinca minor, Fairfield Co., W.
A. Kellerman; Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

232. SEPTONEMA Corda.

Septonema spiIvOmeum Berk.

Cincinnati and Waynesville (Warren Co.) Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

233. HELMINTHOSPORIUM Link.

HEI.MINTHOSPORIUM GRACII^E Wallr.

On Iris (cult), Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

HEI.MINTHOSPORIUM BERSISTENS Cke.

On dead leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

234. CERCOSPORA Fr.

Cercospora acaIvYpha Peck.

On Acalypha virginica, Franklin Co., W. C. Werner.

Cercospora ai^thaeina Sacc.

On Hollyhock leaves, Ashtabula Co., Sara F. Goodrich.

Cercospora apii pastinacae Fres.

On Celery and wild Parsnip, Central Ohio, Freda Detmers, W A. Kellerman.

Cercospora asiminae Ell. & Ke 1.

On Asimina triloba, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Franklin Co., Freda Det-
mers.

Cercospora betaecoi^a Sacc.

On Beet, Columbus, Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora cana Sacc.

On Erigeron, PVanklin Co., and Columbus, Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman
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Cercospora DAtURAE Peck.

On Datura stramonium, Franklin Co. and Fairfield Co., Freda Detmers and W.
A. Kellerman.

Cercospora dbsmodii Ell & Kell. *

On Desmodium acuminatum, Adams Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora diantherae E & K.

On Dianthera americana, Columbus, Warren Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora ei<ongata Peck.

On Dipsacus sylvestris, Franklin Co., Freda Detmers, W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora effusa (B. & C.) Ellis.

On Lobelia inflata and h. syphilitica, Central and Southern Ohio, W. A. Keller-

man.

Cercospora ferruginba Fckl.

On Ambrosia trifida, Athens, W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora gymnoci^adi E. & K.

On Gymnocladus dioicus, Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

Cercospora i^iriodendri Ell. & Hark.

On Liriodendron tulipifera, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora poi^ygonacea Ell. & Ev.

On Polygonum convolvulus, Columbus, Freda Detmers.

Cercospora sabbatiae E. &E.
On Sabbatia angularis, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora sagittariae E. & K.

On Sagittaria sagittaefolia, Scioto Co. and Franklin Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora smh^acina Pk. {Helminthosporium petersit B. & C.)

On Smilax, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Cercospora sympi^ocarpi Pk.

On Symplocarpus foetidus, Orwell (Ashtabula Co.) E. E. Bogue.

Cercospora vioi^e Sacc

On Viola palmata, Columbus, Freda Detmers.

235. SPORODESMIUM Link.

Sporodesmium concinnum Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Sporodesmium cei.i,ui.osum Fr.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)
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m- MACROSPORIUM Fr.

MACHOSPOjaUM PINGUEDINIS Berk.

Cixicinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

MACROSPORIUM PI^EOSPO^OIDES E. & K.

On Lappa major, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

MACROSPORIUM PUNCTIFORME Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

XXXV. STILBACE^.

236. CERATIUM A. & S.

CKitATlUM HYNOIDBS A. & S.

On rotten wood, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman; Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L.

Jones.

^ 237. SPOROCYBE Fries.

Sporocybe BYSSOIDES Fr.

On Papaw and on Rumex (old leaves), Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Sporocybe persicae Fr.

Clermont Co., D. L. James.

XXXVI. TUBERCUI^ARIAC^^.

238. TUBERCULARIA Tode.

TUBERCUI^ARIA VUI.GARIS Tode.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

239. BACTRIDIUM Kunze.

BacTridium FI.AVUM K. & S. ( B. clavatum B. & Br. ; B. ellisii Berk.)

Hamilton Co., A. P. Morgan ( Bot. Gaz.)

240. FUSARIUM Link.

FuSARiUM I.ATERITIUM Nees.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.) ; Clermont Co., D. L. James.

FUSARIUM OXYSPORUM AURANTIACUM Cda.

On Squash (fruit), Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.
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241. EPICOCCUM Link.

Epicoccum purpurascens Ehr.

On old paper, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Epicoccum sphjsrospermum Berk.

On Carex, Fairfield Co., W. A. Kellerman.

242. EXOSPORIXJM Link.

ExospoRiUM nuM.
Clermont Co., D. L. Jamea.



fllplpabetical Liist

OF

HOST-PLANTS OF THE PARASITIC FUNGI.

Acalypha virginica (Cercospora acalyphae).

Acer rubrum ( Rh3^isma acerinum, Uncinula circinata).

Acer saccharinum (Rhytisma acerinum, Uncinula circinata).

Achillea millefolium ( Leptosphaeria ogilviensis).

Actaea alba ( Aecidium actaeae )

.

•

Aesculus glabra (Septoria aesculi, Uncinula flexuosa).

Agrimonia eupatoria (Ureo agrimoniae, Sphaerotheca humuli).

Agropyrum (Erysiphe graminis, Oidium monilioides).

Ailanthus glandulosa ( lyeptostroma petiolarum).

Alnus serrulata ( Exoascus alnitorquus )

.

Amarantus chlorostachys (Albugo amaranthi).

Amelanchier ( Dinemasporium collinsii.)

Ambrosia artemisiaefolia (Albugo tragopoginis, Puccinia xanthi).

Ambrosia trifida ( Cercospora ferruginea )

.

Ampelopsis quinquefolia ( Phyllosticta ampelopsidis, Uncinula necator).

Amphicarpaea comosa (Synchytrium decipiens).

Anemone ( Puccinia anemones virginianae )

.

Anemone quinquefolia (Puccinia fusca).

Anemone pennsylvanica (Plasmopara pygmaea).

Andropogon virginicus (Uromyces graminicola).

Aquilegia canadensis ( Erysiphe communis )

.

Aquilegia vulgaris (Septoria anemones).

Arisaema (Uromyces caladii).

Aristida dichotoma (Sorosporium ellisii),

Asclepias ( Uromyces howei ).

Asimina triloba (Cercospora asiminae, Phyllosticta asiminae, Sporocybe byssoides).

Aster (Coleosporium sonchi, Aecidium asterum).

Aster macrophyllus (Puccinia asteris).

Beech (Scorias spongiosa, Phyllactinia sufFulta, Libertella faginea).

Beet (Cercospora betaecola).

Bidens frondosa (Sphaerotheca castagnei).

Blephilia (Puccinia menthae).

Borraginaceae (Erysiphe cichoracearum).

Brassica nigra (Albugo candidus).

Bromus ciliatus (Septoria graminum).
Cacalia atriplicifolia (Septoria cacaliae).

Capsella bursa pastoris ( Albugo candiclus ).
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Carex (Epicoccum sphaerospermum).

Carpinus (Phyllactmia sufFulta).

Castanea sativa americana ( Microsphaera alni, Gnomonia setacea, Sphaerella sparsa,

Septoria ochroleuca),

Catalpa bignonioides (Microsphaera elevata, Phyllactinia suffulta).

Ceanothus americanus (Frankia ceanothi).

Cedar (Gymnospor«»ngium macropUs, G. globosum).

Celery (Cercospora apii pastinacae).

Celtis occidentalis ( Sphaerotheca pbytoptophila, Sphaerella maculaeforinis).

Chaerophyllum procumbens (Puccinia pimpinellae).

Chenopodium album (Phyllosticta chenopodii).

Cherry (cult.) (Septoria ribis, Plowrightia morbosa, Podosphaera oxyacantha).

Chestnut (Phyllactinia suffulta, Gnomonia sectacea; Sphaerella sparsa, Septoria

ochroleuca).

Cimicifuga racemosa (Aecidium cimicifugatum, Leptostroma actaeae, Uromyces

carcinodes).

Circaea lutetiana (Puccinia circaeae).

Claytonia virginica (Aecidium claytoniatum, Puccinia mariae-wilsoni).

Clematis (cult) (Erysiphe communis).

Clematis virginiana (Krysiphe communis).

Cnicus (Puccinia hieracii).

Compositae ( Aecidium compositarum, Erysiphe cichoracearum ).

Cunila ( Puccinia menthae )

.

\

Currant (Septoria ribis).

Dahlia (cult.) (Erysiphe cichoracearum).

Datura stramonium (Cercospora daturae).

Dead leaves (Helminthosporium persistens).

Desmodium (Meibomia) ( Uromjxes hedysari-paniculata).

Desmodium accuminatum (Cercospora desmodii ).

Desmodium canescens (Erysiphe communis, Microsphaera diffusa),

Deutzia gracilis (Phyllosticta deutziae). •

Dianthera americana (Cercospora diantherae).

Dicentra cucullaria (Aecidium dicentrae).

Dipsacus sylvestris (Cercospora elongata).

Dirca palustris (Aecidium hydnoideftm).

Elymus canadensis (Claviceps purpurea),

Elymus virginicus (Claviceps purpurea).

Epigaea repens (Ramularia epigaeae).

Erechtites hieracifolia ( Plasmopara halstedii )

.

Eiigeron (Cercospora cana, Septoria erigerontis).

Erigeron annuus (Aecidium erigeronatum).

Erigeron bellidifolius (Aecidium erigeronatum),

Euonymus atropurpureus (Microsphaera alni).

Eupatorium ageratoides (Puccinia tenuis, Aecidium tenue).

Eupatorium perfoliatum (Aecidium compositarum).

Eupatorium purpureum (Leptostroma vulgare).

Euphorbia ( Uromyces e^phorbiae, Aecidium euphorbiae).

European Ivy (Vermicularia trichilla )

.

Fagus (Scorias spongiosa, Phyllactinia suffulta, Libertella faginae).

Festuca elatior (Claviceps purpurea).

Flies (Empusa muscae).

Fragaria virginiana (Ramularia tulasnei).
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Fruits (Monilia fructigena).

Galium (Pucciniagalii).

Gaultheria procumbens (Asterina gaultheriae, Sphaerella gaultherise).

Gaylussacia resinosa ( Microsphaera vaccinii, Exobasidium vaccinii).

Geranium maculalum (Aecidium geranii).

Geum (Septoria gei).

Gleditschia triacanthos ( Melasmia gleditschia, Microsphaera ravenelii ).

Gleditschia triacanthos (old pods) (Cylindrocladium scoparium).

Glyceria fluitans (Claviceps purpurea).

Goose berries (cult.) ( Sphaerotheca mors uvae).

Gramineae, wheat, oats, etc. (Puccinia graminis).

Grapes (cult.) (Plasmopara viticola, Phoma uvicola).

Grasses (Phyllachora graminis, Bpichloe typhina).

Gymnocladus dioicus (Cercospora gymnocladi).

Helianthus ( Coleosporium sonchi, Puccinia helianthus, Aecidium compositaruni).

Hepatica acutiloba (Aecidium punctatum).

Hollyhock leaves (Cercospora althaeina).

Horse dung (Pilobolus crystallinus).

House flies (Empusa muscae).

Houstonia caerulea (Aecidium houstoniatum).

Hydrangea arborescens ( Uredo hydrangeae )

.

Hydrophyllum macrophyllum (Erydphe cichoracearum).

Hypericum corymbosum (Septoria sphaerelloides),

Hypericum mutilum (Uromyces hyperici).

Impatiens (Aecidium impatientis).

Impatiens fulva ( Puccinia nolitangeris.)

Iris (cult.) ( Helminthosporium gracile).

Indian corn (Puccinia sorghi, Ustilago maydis).

Juniperus virginiana ( Gymuosporangium macropus, G. globosum).

Kalmia latifolia (Septoria kalmaeco'a).

Lactuca canadensis (Sphae'Vella praecox).

Lactuca sativa (cult.) (Septoria consimilis).

lyactuca scariola (Septoria consimilis).

Lappa major ( Phyllosticta lappae, Macrosporium pleosporoides).

Leersia virginica (Tilletia corona).

Leguminosae (several species) (Erysiphe communis).
Lespedeza ( Uromyces lespedezae )

.

Lespedeza violacea (Darluca filum).

Lettuce ( cult.) ( Bremia lactucae )

.

Lilac (Microsphaera alni).

Liriodendron tulipifera (Cercospora liriodendri, Erysiphe liriodendri, Sphaerella

liriodendri).

Lobelia inflata ( Cercospora effusa )

.

Lobelia syphilitica ( Cercospora efFusa).

Lophanthus nepetoides (Septoria lophanthi).

Lycium vulgare (Phyllosticta lycii).

Malva rotundifolia (Septoria destruens).

Meibomia (Uromyces hedysari-paniculata, Erysiphe communis, Microsphaera diffusa).

Mentha (Puccinia menthae).

Micrampeles echinata (Plasmopara australis).

Mitella diphylla (Puccinia tiarellae, Ramularia mitellse ).

Monarda (Puccinia menthse).

Napsea dioica (Aecidium napseae).
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Nepeta cataria (Phyllosticta decidua).

Nes£ea verticillata (Aecidium uesaeae).

Oaks ( Microsphaera quercina, Phyllactinia suflfulta).

Oak bark ( Nummularia buUiardi).

Oats ( Ustilago avenae, Puccinia graminis, P. coronata).

Oenotherae (Septoria oenotherae).

Oenotherae biennis (Aecidium Oenothera, Uromyces peckii).

Old wood (Rosellinia mammiformis).
Pseonia (cult.) (Botrytis vulgare, Cladosporium herbarum).

Panicum capi.lare (Puccinia emaculata).
^

Panicuni latifolium (Dothidea graminis).

Panicum sanguinale (Ustilago cesatii).

Paper (old) Epicoccum purpurascens).

Pardanthus (Vermicularia liliacearum).

Parietaria pennsylvanica ( Erysiphe cichoracearum).

Parsnip (Cercospora apii pastinacae).

Peach leaves ( Exoascus deformans, Phyllosticta persicae).

Peach limbs (old) (Sphaeronema persicae).

Pear ( Entomosporium mespili).

Phaseolus (cult.) (Uromyces appendiculatus).

Phlox (cult) (Erysiphe cichoracearum).

Phlox paniculata (Phyllactinia suffulta).

Physalis lanceolata (Entyloma physalidis).

Phytolacca decandra ( Phoma phytolaccae, Septoria phlyctaenoides).

Pinus rigidus ( Coleosporium senecionis).

Plantago rugelii (Ramularia plantagmis).

Platanus occidentalis ( Sphaeropsis sphaeroides, Microsphaera alni).

Plum (cult.) (Plowrightia morbosa, Podosphaera oxycanthae).

Poa pratensis (Erysiphe graminis).

Podophyllum peltatum (Phyllosticta podophylli, Puccinia podophylli, Septoria

podophyllina).

Polygonum ( Uromyces polygoni, Septoria polygonorum).

Polygonum convolvulus ( Cercospora polygonacea).

Polygonum pennsylvanicum (Ustilago utriculosa;.

Popnlus (Melampsorapopulina).

Portulaca oleracea (Albugo portulacae).

Potentilla canadensis ( Dothidea potentillae, Phragmidium potentillae).

Potentilla norvegica (Mollisia dehenii, Ramularia arvensis),

Pycnanthemum (Puccinia menthae).

Pyrus malus (Fusicladium dendriticum).

Quercus ( rotten stems ) (Cenangium triangulare).

Quercus alba ( Trichopeziza capilula, Sphaerella maculaeformis).

Quercus coccinea (Sphaerella polystigma).

Quercus macrocarpa ( Sphaerella maculaeformis).

Quercus prinus (Venturia orbicula).

Quercus rubra, ( Sphaerella maculaeformis, Phoma glandicola).

Quince ( Entomosporium mespili).

Ranunculaceae (various species) (Erysiphe communis).

Ranunculus abortivus (Aecidium ranunculi).

Ranunculus recurvatus ( Didymaria ungeri).

Raspberry (cult.) (Gleosporium venetum).

Rhus radicans (Uromyces terebinthi).

Ribes (Aecidium grossularise).
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Robin ia viscosa ( Sphaeronema macrospora).

Rose (leaves and stems) ( Phragm idium subcorticium).

Roses (cult.) ( Sphaerotheca pannosa).

Rubus (Caeoma nitens, Septoria rubi).

Ruellia (Puccinia lateripeb).

Runiex (old leaves) (Sporocybe byssoides).

Rumex crispus ( Ramularia obovata).

Sabbatia angularis ( Cercospora sabbatiae)

.

Sagittaria sagittaefolia (Cercospora sagittariae).

Sambucus canadensis ( Microsphaera alni, Aecidium sambuci).

Sanicula (Puccinia saniculae).

SarraCenia (sp. cult.) (Pestalozzia aquatica).

Sassafras (Spbaerella sassafras, Cladosporium epiphyllum, Gnomonia sassafras,

Mtlogramma fuliginosum).

Saxifraga virginiensis (Puccinia saxifragae).

Scirpus fluviatilis (Puccinia angustata).

Scrophularia nodosa marilandica (Septoria scrophulariae).

Scutellaria (Phyllosticta verbaenae).

Scutellaria lateriflora (Erysiphe galeopsidis), Uncinula Columbiana.

Sicyos angulata (Plasmopara australis).

Silphium perfoliatum (Puccinia silphii).

Sisymbrium officinale (Albugo candidus).

Sniilax (Cercospora smilacina).

Smilax rotundifolia (Uredo smilacis).

Solidago (Aecidium asterum, Aeisolidaginis, Coleosporium solidaginis).

Specularia perfoliata ( Septoria speculariae)

.

Spiiosoma virginica ( Empusa grylli).

Spiraea tomentosa (Podosphaera minor).

Sqvnsh (fruit) (Fusarium oxysporum).

Stachys aspera glabra (Erysiphe galeopsidis).

Stachys palustris (Erysiphe galeopsidis).

Stereum frustulosum ( Stictis sterei).

Symplocarpus foetidus (Cercospora symplocarpi).

Syndesmon thalictroides (Aecidiuai sommerfeltii).

Taraxacum officinale (Ramularia lineola, Puccinia hieracii).

Tephrosia virginica (Ravenelia glanduliformis).

Ti.ia americana (Sphaerella sparsa).

Timothy (Tilletia striaeformis).

Tomato vines (Cladosporium fulvum).

Tri folium (Uromyces trifolii.)

Trifolium pratense ( Polythrincium trifolii).

Trifolium repens (Polythrincium trifolii, Phyllachora trifolii.)

Triticum vulgare.( Erysiphe graminis, Ustilago tritici, Tilletia foetens, Septoria-

tritici).

Ulmus americana (Uncinula macrospora, Gnomonia ulmea).

Ulmus fulva (Uncinula macrospora, Septoria ulmi).

Vaccinium vacillans (Exobasidium vaccinii, Microsphaera vacinii).

Verbascum blattaria (Septoria verbascicola).

Verbascum thapsus (Spheria verbascicola). •

Verbena (Septoria verbenae).

Verbenaceae (Erysiphe cichoracearum).

Vernonia (Coleosporium vernoniae).

Veronica peregrina (Ovularia veronicas).

V'inca minor (Cladosporium herbarum, Sphaeropsis vinca).
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Viola (Puccinia violae).

Viola hastata (Puccinia hastata Septoria violae).

Viola palmata (Cercospora violae).

Vitis ( Phyllosticta labruscae, Uncinula necator).

Vitis aestivalis bicolor ( Phyllosticta labruscae).

Waldsteinia Iragarioides (Septoria waldsteiniae).

Walnut hulls (old) { Sphaeropsis pericarpii).

Walnut leaves (Microstromajuglandis).

Wheat ( Puccinia rubigovera, Puccinia graminis, Tilletia foetans, Septoria grami-

num, Ustilago tritici, Septoria tritici, Pyrenophora trichostoma).

Willow (Melampsora salicina, Uncinula salicis).

Wood (rotten) (Ceratium hynoides, Monilia aureofulva).

Xanthium strumarium ( Vermicularia deniatium, Puccinia xanthii).

Zea mays (Sphaeria maydis, Ustilago maydis, Puccinia sorgbi;.
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Agaricus, 37.

Albugo, 112.

Amanita, 1.

Amanitopsis, 2.

Anellaria, 44.

Antenn aria, 127a.

Armillaria, 4.

Asterina, 126.

Anlhostoma, 136.

Bactridium, 239.

Bolbitius, 41.

Boletus, 46.

Bombardia, 135.

Botryosphaeria, 144.

Botrytis, 217.

Bovista, 92.

Bremia, 114.

Bulgaria, 194.

Bulgariaceae XXV.

Clavaria, 73.

Llavariaceae, V.
Claviceps, 167.

Clitocybe, 6.

Clitopilus, 24.

Ciyclomyces, 53.

Coelosphaeria, 129.

Coleosporium, 102.

Collybia, 7.

Coprinus, 42.

Cordyceps, 168.

Corticium, 70.

Cortinarius, 35.

Coryne, 195.

Craterellus. 66.

Crepidotus, 34.

Cronartivim, 98.

Crucibuluin, 88.

Cyathus, 89.

Cyclomyces, 53.

Cylindrocladium, 222.

Cynophallus, 81
Cyphella, 72.

Cystopus, 112.

Cytospora, 204.

Cseoma, 106.

Calocera, 74.

Calospora, 156.

Calvatia, 93.

Cantharellus, 14.

Capuodium, 127.

Caryospora, 152.

Cenangium, 192.

Ceratium, 236a.

Ceratastoma, 133.

Cercospora, 234.

Ohytridiaceae, XV.
Cladosporium, 231. ,

Dacryomyces, 81.

Dactyliuni, 223.

Daedalea, 52.

Darluca, 207.

Dasyscypha, 190
Dematiaceae, XXXTV.
Dermateaceae, XXIV.
Diatrype, 132.

Diaporthe, 149.

Dicliaena, 174
Dictyophora, 81.

Didymaria, 221.

Didymella, 146.
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Dimerosporium, 126a,
Diplodia, 206.

Dothidea, 172.

Dothideaceae, XX.

Empusa, 115.

Entoloma, 23.

Entomophthoraceae, XIII.
Entomosporium, 211.

Entyloma, 109.

Epichloe, 169.

Epicocctim, 241.

Erysiphe, 121.

Erysipheae, XVL
Eutypa, IHla.

Eutypella, 131.

Exidia, 78.

Exoascus, 199.

Exobasidium, 71.

Exosporium, 242.

Favolus, 54.

Flammula, 29.

Fomes, 48.

Frankia, 118.

Fusarium, 240.

Fusicladium, 229.

Q

Galera, 32.

Geaster, 91.

Gleo poriuni, 212.

Glonium, 173.

Gnomonia, 147.

Gnomoniella, 141.

Grandinia, 63.

Guepinia, 82.

Gymnoascaceae, XXIX.
Gymnosporangiuni, 100.

Gyromitra, 180.

H

Habeloma, 28,

Helminthosporium, 233.

Helotium, 185.

Helvellaceae, XXII.
Herpotrichia, 155.

Hirneola, 77.

Hormomyces, 83.

Hydnaceae, III.

Hdjmuni, 59.

Hygrophorus, 11.

Hymenochaete, 69.

Hypholoma, 39.

Hypocrea, 165.

Hypocreaceae XIX.
Hypomyces, 163.

Hypoxylon, 140.

Hysteriaceae, XXI.
Hysterium, 174.

Hysterographiunj, 176.

Inocybe, 27.

Irpex, 60.

Ithj^phallus, 85.

Kneiffia, 65.

K

Ladinea, 182.

Lachnocladium, 75.

Lactarius, 12.

Laestadia, 142.

Lasiosphaeria, 154.

Lentinus, 16.

Lenzites, 19.

Leotia, 193.

I/Cpiota, 3.

Leptonia, 25.

Leptosphaeria, 151.

Leptostroma, 210.

Leptostromaceae, XXXL
Libertella, 213.

Lophodermium, 177.

Lvcoperdaceae, IX.
Lycoperdon, 94.

n
Macrosporium, 236.

Marasmius, 15.

Melampsora, 97.

Melogramme, 144.

Mfilanconiaceae, XXXII.
Melasmia, 209.

Menispora, 228.

Merulius, 56.

Microsphaera, 125.

Microstroma, 219.

Mollisia, 188.

Monilia, 215.

Morchella, 179.

Mucedinaceae, XXXIII.
Mucor, 117,

Mucoraceae, XIV.
Mutinus, 86.

Mycena, 8.

U

Naematelia, 80.

Naucoria, 30.

Nectria, 164.

Nidulariaceae, VIII.
Nitschkia, 129.

Nummularia, 140a.

Odontia, 64.

Oidium, 216.

Omphalia, 9.

Ophiobolus, 160.

Ophioceras, 161.

Ovularia, 21 R.
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Panaeolus, 43.

Panus, 17.

Patellaria, 198.

Patellariaceae, XXVIII.
Paxillus, 36.

Peridermium, 102.

Perisporiaceae, XVI.
Perisporieae, XVII.
Peronospora, 113, 114.

Peronosporaceae, XII.
Pestalozzia, 214.

Pezizaceae, XXIII.
Peziza, 181.

Pezizella, 187.

Phacidiaceae, XXVII.
Phallaceae, VII.
Phallus, 84, 85.

Phialea, 186.

Phlebia, 62.

Pholiota, 26.

Phoma, 201.

Phomatospora, 143.

Phragmidium, 101.

Phyllachora, 170.

Phyllactinia, 123.

Phyllogaster, 87.

Phyllosticta, 200.

Pilobolus, 116.

Plasmopara, 113.

Pleonectria, 166.

Pleospora, 157.

Pieurotus, 10.

Plowrightia, 171.

Pluteolus, 31.

Pluteus, 22.

Podosphaera, 124.

Polyporaceae, II.

Polyporus, 47.

Polystictus, 49,

Polytb-rinciuni, 230.

Poria, 50.

Poronia, 138.

Porothelium, 57.

Psathyrella, 45.

Pseudovalsa, 153.

Psilocybe, 40.

Psilopezia, 183.

Pterula, 75a.

Puccinia, 99.

Pyrenophora, 158.

Quaternaria, 130.

Sarcoscypha. 181.

Scleroderma, 95.

Scorias, 128.

Septonema, 232.

Septoria, 208.

Schizophyilum, 20.

Solenia, 58.

Sorosporum, 110.

Sphaerella, 145.

Sphaeria, 162.

Sphaeriaceae, XVIII.
Sphaerioidaceae, XXX.
Sphaeronema, 202.

Sphaeropsis, 205.

Sphaerotheca, 120.

Sporodesmium, 235.

Sporocybe, 237.

Stachybotrys, 227.

Stereum, 68.

Stictaceae, XXVI.
Stictis, 196.

Stilbaceae, XXXV.
Stropharia, 38.

Synchytrium, 119.

Synthetospora, 225,

Thelephora, 67.

Thelephoraceae, IV.

Tilletia, 108.

Torula, 226.

Trametes, 51.

Tremella, 79.

Tremellaceae, VI.
Tricholoma, 5.

Trighopeziza, 189.

Trogia, 18.

Tubercularia, 238.

Tuberculariaceae, XXXVI,
Tubaria, 33.

Tylostoma, 90.

Typhula, 76.

U
Uncinula, 122.

Uredinaceae, X.
Uredo, 105.

Urnula, 191.

Urocystis, 111.

Uromyces, 96.

Ustilaginaceae, XI.
Ustilago, 107.

Ustulina, 139.

Radulum, 61.

Ramularia, 2?4.

Ravenelia, 103.

Rhytisma, 197.

Rosellinia, 131.

Russula, 13.

Valsa, 130a.

Valsaria, 150.

Venturia, 148.

Vermicularia, 203.

Volvaria, 21.

Xylaria, 137.
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ALGJS.

1. NITELLA Ag.

NlTBI^I^A I^KNUISSIMA (Desv.) ICtz.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

la. CHARA h.

Chara contraria a. Br.

Cedar Swamp (Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner; Columbus, B. M. Wilcox.

Chara coronata Ziz.

Clermont Co., J. F. James (Cat.) Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Chara fi.exii.IvS Willd.

Cincinnati, Jos. Clark (Cat); Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Chara fragh^is Desv.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Chara fcetida A. Br.

Cedar Swamp ( Champaign Co.) Wm. C. Werner.

Chara gymnopus michauxii A. Br.

Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Chara intermedia A. Br.

Champaign Co., Wm. C. Werner ; Springfield, E. M. Wilcox.

2. LBMANBA Bery. '

Lemanea torui<osa (Roth.) Ag.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

3. BATRACHOSPERMUM Roth.

Batrachospermum monii^iforme Roth.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

4. THOREA Bory.

Thorea ramossissima Bory.

Ohio river, Cincinnati, G. B. TwitchelL

5. CHANTRANSIA Fr.

Chantransia pygmaea Kg.

Ohio river, Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

25 G. O.
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ChANTRANSIA VIOI.ACKA Kg.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

Chantransia vioi^acea beardsi^^ki Wolle.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

6. COLEOCHAETE Breb.

CoIvKOChaetk scutata Breb.

Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

C01.EOCHAETE SOI.UTA Pringsb.

Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

7. OEDOGONIUM Lk.

Oedogonium borisianum (LeCl.) Wittr.

Ponds and ditches, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Oedogonium capii.i:.are (L.) Kg.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

Oedogonium crispum (Hass.) Wittr.

Ponds and ditches, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Oedogonium cryptoporum Wittr.

Ponds and ditches, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Oedogonium fonticola A. Br.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

Oedogonium fragii^e Wittr.

Granville, C. h. Payne ( Bull. Den. U.)

Oedogonium gracii^limum Wittr. & Lund.
Ponds and ditches, G. B. Twitchell.

Oedogonium poi^ymorphum Wittr. & Lund.
Granville, C. L. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

Oedogonium woi.i,eanum Wittr.

Painesville, H. C» Beadslee.

8. BUIvBOCH.^TE Ag.

Bui^BOCH^TE CRENUI.ATA Pringsh.

Muddy Creek, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

9. CYLINDROCAPSA.

CYI.INDROCAPSA AMOENA Wolle.

Muddy Creek, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.
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10. DRAPARNALDIA Ag.

DraPARNALDIA GI.OMERATA Ag.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell ; Columbns, W. A.

Kellerman ; Ironton, W. C. Werner.

Draparnai^dia pi^umosa Ag.

Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

DRAPARNAI^DIA RAVENEI^II WoUc.
Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

11. STIGEOCLONIUM Kg.

Stigeoci^onium nanum (Dillw.) Kg.

Ponds, Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

Stigeoci^onium radians Kg.

Ponds, Cncinuati, G. B. Twitchell.

STIGEOCI.ONIUM TENUE Kg.

Ponds, Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

12. CHABTOPHORA Schrank.

Chaetophora ei<egans Ag.

Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Chaetophora endiviaefowa Ag.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Chaetophora endiviaefoi<ia wnearis Rab.

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Chaetophora pisiformis (Roth.) Ag.

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman; Delhi, G. B. TwitchelL

13. APHANOCHAETE A. Br.

AphanochaETE repEns a. Br.

Columbus, Mrs. W. A. Kellerman.
*

14. CLADOPHORA.

CIvADOPHORA AEGAGROPILA (L.) Kg.

Springs, Price Hill, Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

CIvADOPHORA crispata Kg.

Near Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell ; Granville, C. J. Herrick.

CI.ADOPHORA FRACTA Kg.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.
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CivADOPHORA GI.OMERATA Kg.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee, Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell ; Georgesville, E. B.

Bogue.

15. ULOTHRIX Kg.

Ul.OTHRIX FIvACClDA Kg.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

UIvOTHRIX SUBTII.IS Kg.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

U1.OTHRIX SUBTII^IS VABIABII.IS Kg.

Columbus, F. B. Eldridge.

U1.0THRIX ZONATA (W. & M.) Arescli.

Cincinnati, 'G. B. Twitchell ; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

16. CONFERVA lA.

Conferva bombycina Ag.

Granville, C. J. Herrick.

Conferva givACiaIvIOides Wolle.

Painesville. H. C. Beardslee.

Conferva rhypophiIvA Kg.

Granville, C. L. Payne, (Bull Den. U.)

Conferva vui^garis Rabh. ( Microspora vulgaris Rab.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

Conferva vui^Garis farIvOwii Wolle.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

17. VAUCHERIA DC.

Vaucheria dichotoma Lyngb.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

Vaucheria diTvI^wynii Ag.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

Vaucheria geminata (Vauch.) DC.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

Vaucheria geminata racemosa Walz.

Columbus, F. B. Eldridge.

Vaucheria SESS11.1S (Vauch.) DC.

IvOgan Co., Cedar Swamp (Urbana), Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Cincinnati,

G. B. Twitchell.
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Vaucheria terrestris Lyngb.
Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

18. BOTRYDIUM Wallr.

BOTRYDIUM GRANUI.ATUM h.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

19. VOLVOX Ehrb.

VOI.VOX GI.OBATOR h.

Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

20. EUDORINA Ehrb.

EUDORINA STAGNATE Wolle.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

21. PANDORINA Ehrb.

P.\NDORINA MORUM Bory.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

22. EUGIvENA Ehrb.

EuGivENA viRiDis Ehrb.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell; Columbus, W. C. Werner.

23. CLAMYDOCOCCUS A. Br.

ClAMYDOCCUS PI.UVIALIS A. Br.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

24. HYDRODICTYON Roth.

FIVDRODICTYON UTRICUI<ATUM Roth.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell; Granville, F. B. Eld-

ridge; Columbus, W. C. Werner.

25. SCENEDESMUS Meyer.

ScENEDESMUS CAUDATus Corda.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

ScENEDESMUS POIvYMORPHUS Wood.
Granville, H. h. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

26. CHARACIUM A. Br.

Characium SESSII.E Herm.
Cincinnati. G. B. Twitchell.
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27. PROTOCOCCUS Ag.

Protococcus viridis Ag.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

PROTOCOCCUS VIRIDIS GIGAS Kg.

Fairfield Co. (in gelatinous mass around frogs eggs) W. A. Kellerman.

28. TETRASPORA Ag.

Tl^TRASPORA BUIvI^OSA (Roth.) Ag.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Tetraspora expi^anata Kg. Kirch.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Tetraspora IvUbrica (Roth.) Ag.

Columbus, Mrs. W. A. Kellerman ; B. B. Bogue.

29. GLBOCYSTIS Naeg.

G1.OEOCYST1S ampha Kg.

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

30. RAPHIDIUM Kg.

Raphidium poi^ymorphum Fres.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

31. SPIROGYRA I,iuk.

Spirogyra adnata Kg.

Granville, C. L. Payne ( Bull. Den. U.)

Spirogyra crassa Kg.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Ponds, Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Spirogyra decima (Muhl.) Kg.

Georgesville (Franklin Co.) B. B. Bogue; Columbus, F. B. Bldridge.

Spirogyra dubia Kg.

Granville, C. h. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

Spirogyra fIvUviatii^is Hilse.

Granville, C. h. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

Spirogyra grevii,i,eana (Hass.) Kg.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Spirogyra herricki Payne.

Granville, C. Iv. Payne (Bull. Den. U. IV. 132.)

Spirogyra inflata (Vauch.) Rab.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.
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Spirogyra insignis (Hass.) Kg.

Granville, H. I,. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

Spirogyra i,ongata (Vauch.) Kg.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Spirogyra nitida (Dill.) Link.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Spirogyra quinina (Ag.) Kg.
Painesville, Logan county, H. C. Beardslee ; Fairfield Co. W. A. Kellerman.

Spirogyra rivui^aris Rab.

Painesville, Logan Co., H. C. Beardslee.

Spirogyra tenuissima (Hass.) Kg.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Spirogyra varians (Hass.) Kg.
Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Pickaway Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Spirogyra weberi Kg.

Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

32. ZYGNEMA Kg.

Zygnema cruciatum Ag.

Granville, C. L. Payne (Bull. Deu. U.)

Zygnema insigne Kg.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

Zygnema sTEi/iyiUM Ag.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Zygnema stei^wum genuinum Kirch.

Granville, C. L. Payne (Bull. Ben. U.)

33. PLEUROCARPUS A. Br.

Pleurocarpus coi^umbianus minor Wolle,

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee.

PI.EUROCARPUS MIRABIWS A. Br.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Columbus, Mrs. W. A. Kellerman.

34. HYALOTHECA Ehrb.

Hyai<oTHECa MUCOSA (Mert.) Ralfs.

Granville, C. L. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)
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35. DESMIDIUM Ag.

Desmidium swartzij Ag.

Granville, C. t. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

36. SPHAEROZOSMA Corda.

Sphakrozobma fii^iformk Rab.

Granville, H. Iv. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

37. CLOSTERIUM Nitsch.

C1.OSTKRIUM ACEROSUM (Sclirank) Ehrb.

Granville, C. h. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

C1.0STERIUM DTANAE Ehrb.

Granville, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

C1.OSTERIUM ivlNKATUM Ehrb.

Granville, H. I^. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

C1.0STKRIUM MONii^TFERUM Ehrb.

Granville, H. L. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.) *

CivOSTERIUM PARVULUM Naeg.

Granville, H. ly. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

Cl^OSTERIUM STRIGOSUM Ehrb.

Granville, H. Iv. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

38. DOCIDIUM Breb.

DociDiUM TRABECui^A (Ehrb.) Naeg.

Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

39. COSMARIUM Corda.

COSMARIUM BIRFTUM Breb.

Granville, H. L. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM BOTRYTIS Menegli.

Granville, H. L.Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM BREBISSONII Meuegh.

Granville, H. L.Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM BROOMEi Thwaites.

Granville, H. L. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM CONTRACTUM Kirch.

Granville, H. h. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)
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COSMARIUM INTERMEDIUM Delp.

Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM I.ATUM Breb.

Granville, H. I,. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM ORBICUI.ATUM Ralfs.

Granville, H. I,. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM RALFSii Breb.

Granville, H. t,. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM SEElvYANUM Wolle.

Granville, H. h. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

COSMARIUM TINCTUM Ralfs.

Granville, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

40. BUASTRUM Bhrh.

EUASTRUM EI<EGANS Breb.

Granville, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

BUASTRUM ROSTRATUM Ralfs.

Granville, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

41. MICRASTERIAS Ag.

MiCRASTERiAS TRUNCATA (Corda) Ralfs.

Granville, C. L. Payne, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

42. STAURASTRUM Meyen.

Staurastrum anaTinum Cooke & Wills.

Granville, H. L. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

Staurastrum inconspicuum Nord.

Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. TJ.)

Staurastrum poi<ymorphum Breb.

Granville, H. L. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

Staurastrum pseudopachyrynchum Wolle.

Granville, H. h. Jones ( Bull. Den. U.)

43. PEDIASTRUM Meyen.

Pediastrum ANGUI.OSUM Menegh.
Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

Pediastrum boryanum (Turpin.) Menegh.
,

Granville, H. U Jones (Bull. Den. U.) ; Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.
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PKDIASTRUM EHRKNBiSRGlI A. Br.

Granville, H. h. Jones (Bull. Den. U.)

PEDIASTRUM SIMPI.EX Meyen.

Granville, H. L. Jones (Bull. Den. U).

PEDIASTRUM TETRAS Ehrb.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

44. GLOEOTRICHIA Ag.

G1.OEOTRICHIA NATANS Thur.

Ross Lake, G. B. Twitchell.

G1.OEOTRICHIA PivSUM Thur.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

45. NOSTOC Vauch.

NoSTOC COMMUNE Vauch.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

NOSTOC MUSCORUM Ag.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

NOSTOC RUPESTRE Kg.

Granville, C. L. Payne (Bull. Den. U.)

NoSTOC SPHAERICUM Vauch.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

46. ANABAENA Bory.

Anabaena oscii,i<arioides Bory.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Anabaena stagnai^is Kg.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

47. CYLINDROSPERMUM Kg.

CYI.INDROSPERMUM macrospermum Kg.

Delhi, G. B. Twitchell; Columbus (green house) W. A. Kellerman.

48. LYNGBYA Ag. & Thur.

Lyngbya PAI.1.IDA (Naeg.) Kg.
Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.

Lyngbya vuIvGaris (Kg.) Kirch. {Phormidium vul^areKg.)

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee; Delhi, G. B. Twitchell.
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49. MICROCOLBUS Desra. et. Thur.

M1CROCOI.EUS GRACILIS Hass.

Columbus (green house) F. B. Bldridge.

60. OSCILIvARlA Bosc.

OSCII^I^ARIA EI.EGANS Ag.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell,

OSCII.I.ARIA FROELICHII Kg.
Columbus (green house) W. A. Kellerman, F. B. Eldridge.

Oscii,i,ARiA FROE1.ICHII FUSCA Kirch.

Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

OSCII.I<ARIA IMPKRATOR Wood.
Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

OSCILLARIA MAJOR Vauch.

Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

OSCII^IvARIA NIGRA Vauch.

Painesville, H. C. Beardslee ; Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell ; I/ima, W. A. Keller-

mau.

0SCII,I,ARIA PRINCEPS Vauch.

Columbus, E. E. Bogue.

OSCIXrl^RIA SUBTII.ISSIMA Kg.
Cincinnati, G. B. Twitchell.

OSCILI^ARIA TENERRIMA Kg.

Columbus, W. A. Kellerman.

OSCII.IJIRIA TENUIS Gg.

Granville, C. h. Payne (Bull. Den. U.) ; Columbus, E. E. Bogue.
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MYXOMYCETES. Swme-Moulds.

1. PHYSARUM Pers.

Physarum cinkrbum (Batsch.) Pers.

On grass, clover etc., Central Ohio.

Phys^arum poi^ymorphum Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

PaysARUM SimiIvE Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Physarum sinuosum Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

2. FUIvIGO Hall.

FuwGO SEPTICA (Link.) Gmel.

On apple tree, Granville, H. L. Jones.

FuwGO VARIANS Sommf.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.)

3. CRATERIUM Trent.

Craterium leucocephaIvUm Rost.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Craterium rubiginosum Mass.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

4. LEOCARPUS Link.

Leocarpus fragii^is (Dicks.) Rostf.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

5. TILMADOCHE Pr.

T1I.MADOCHE COMPACTA Wing.
Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

TiLMADOCHE MUTABIIylS Rostf,

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

TiLMADOCHE GYROCEPHAI^A Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Tflmadoche nutans Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.
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6. CHONDRIODERMA Rostf.

ChONDRIODERMA RETICUI.ATUM Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Chondrioberma testackum Rostf.

. Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

7. DIDYMIUM Schrad.

DiDYMiUM farinaceum Schrad.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

DiDYMIUM RUGUI.OSUM Berk.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

DiDYMIUM vSQUAMUI^OSUM A. & S.

On old oak leaves, Fairfield Co., W. A." Kellerman ; Granville, W. G. Tight, H.

L. Jones.

8. LBPIDODERMA DeBary.

LepidodERMA Tigrinum (Schrad.) Rostf.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

9. DIACHAEA Fr.

Diachaea i^eucopoda Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

10. LAMPRODERMA Rostf.

Lamproderma physarioidES ( A. & S.) Rostf.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.)

Lamproderma vioi.aceum Rostf

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

11. COMATRICHA Preuss.

COMATRICHA FRIESIANA DcBy.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea ( Cat.) ; Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

COMATRICHA TYPHINA Roth. '

Rendville (Perry Co.) W. A. Kellennan; Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

12. STEMONITES Gled.

StbmoniTes eusca Roth.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Hocking Co., W. A. Kellerman ; Granville, W.
G. Tight, H. L. Jones.
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Stemonites ferruginea Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

Stemonites maxima Schw.
Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Stemonites morgani Peck.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Stemonites tenerrima B. & C.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h, Jones.

Stemonites virginiensis Rex.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Stemonites webberii Rex.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

I2a. LICEA Schrad.

LiceA biforis Morgan.

On inside bark of Liriodendron, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan { Myx.)

LicEA PUSiiyi^A Schrad.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

LiCEA VARiABiws Schrad.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

13. TUBUUNA Pers.

Tubuuna caespiTosa Peck.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

TubuIvIna cylindrica Bull.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

Tubulina spermoides Mass.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

TUBUI^INA STIPATA Rostf.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

14. CLATHROPTYCHIUM Rostf.

C1.ATHROPTYCHIUM RUGUI.OSUM Wallr.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

15. DICTYBIUM . Schrad.

DiCTYDIUM CERNUUM Pers.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Mjrx.)
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DiCTYDiUM lyONGiPKS Morgan.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

16. CRIBRARIA Pers.

Cribraria argit^lacea Pers.

.
• On rotten trunks, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Cribraria cuprea Morgan.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Cribraria dicdydioides C. & B.

Granville, W. G. Tii ht, H. Iv. Jones.

Cribraria ei^egans B. & C.
'

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Cribraria tenei^IvA Schrad.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Cribraria vui^garis Schrad.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

17. RETICULARIA Bull.

RETICUI.ARIA ATRA A. & S.

On wood and bark, especially pine, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

RETICUI.ARIA SPI.ENDENS Morgan.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

RETICUI.ARIA UMBRINA Fr.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

18. PBRICHABNA Fr.

Perichaena depressa Lib.

On inside of bark of Jnglans Acer, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Perichaena marginata Schw.

Outer surface of bark of Acer, Fagus, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.^

Perichaena irregui^aris B. & C.

On outer bark of Acer, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

19. OPIOTHECA Currey [Cornuvia Rostf.)

Opiotheca chrysosperma Currey ( Cornuvia circumscissa Rostf)

On inner surface of old bark of Quercus, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Mjrx.)

V

Opiotheca pai.i.ida B. & C.

On dead stems of herbaceous plants, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)
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OpIOTHECA VERMICUI.ARTS Schw.

On inside of old bark, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Opiotheca wrightii B. & C. {Hemiarcyria melanopeziza Speg.)

On inner bark of Acer, Hicoria, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

20. ARCYRIA Hall.

Arcyria adnata (Batsch.) Rost.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Arcyria cinerjSa (Bull.) Schum.
Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland, D. L.James.

Arcyria cookei Mass.

On old wood, moss, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Arcyria digitaTa Schw. ( A. bicolor B. & C.)

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Arcyria minor Schw.

On old wood, bark, Polyporus, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Arcyria nutans.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Arcyria punicea Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Loveland, D. L. James.

21. LACHNOBOLUS Fr.

I^ACHNOBOI^US GI<OBOSUS Schw.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

22. LYCOGOLA Mich.

Lycogoi^a conicum Pers.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Lycogoia Epidendron Buxb.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Rendville (Perry Co.) W. A. Kellerman; Gran-
ville, C. J. Herrick.

Lycogoi^a exiguum Morgan.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

LYCOGOI.A FLAVO-FUSCUM Ehrh.

On Apple tree, Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

26 G. O.
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23. OLIGONEMA Rostf.

Ol<lGONEMA BRBVIFOWA Peck.

On old wood and mosses, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myic)

O1.IGONEMA Fi^AviDUM Peck.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

OiviGONEMA Pui^vuM Morgan.

On old effused Sphaeria, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

OliGnema niTENs Lib. ( Trichia nitens Libert.)

On and within rotten wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

OiviGONEMA PUSii,i<A Schw. { THchta pusilla Schroet.)

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

24. TRICHIA Hall.

Trichia aeeinis DeBy. [T.jackii Rost.)

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Trichia andersoni Rex.

Inside of bark of Acer, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Mj^x.)

Trichia chrysosperma DC.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L.Jones.

Trichia paxlax Pers.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan ( Myx.)

Trichia fragii^is Sow.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Trichia scabra Rost.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Trichia varia Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L.Jones.

25. HEMIARCYRIA Rostf.

Hemiarcyria abi^ata Morgan.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

Hemiarcyria ci^avata Pers.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat); Fairfield Co., Perry Co., W. A. Kellerman.

Hemiarcyria funalis Morgan.

On old wood, Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)

Hemiarcyria i,ongipii.a Rex.

On old wood of Oak, etc., Miami Valley, A. P. Morgan (Myx.)
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Hemiarcyria plumosa Morgan.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

Hemiarcyria rubiformis Pars.

Cincinnati, Thos. G. Lea (Cat.); Granville, W. G. Tight, H. h. Jones.

Hemiarcyria serpula Scop.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. L. Jones.

IIbmiacyria stipata Schw.

Granville, W. G. Tight, H. X,. Jones.

26. CAIyONEMA Morgan.

CAI.ONEMA AUREUM Morgan.

On and within rotten wood, Miami Valley^ A. P. Morgan (M3rx.)
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Additions and Corrections.

Page 81, add Vernonia ai^tissima grandifi^ora, Nutt, Ashtabula Co., Sara

F. Goodricli.

Page 83, for " S01.IDAGO arguTa Ait ,'* read S01.IDAG0 juncea Ait.

Page 84, add S01.IDAGO TENUIFI.ORA Pursh, Toledo, J. A. Sanford ; Franklin Co.,

E. M. Wilcox.

Page 85, add AsTER drummondii Lindb., Franklin Co., Wm. C. Werner.

Page 85, add AsTER dumosus CORDifowus T. & G., Franklin Co. W. S. Sulli-

vant (Cat.)

Page 85, add AsTER lateriflorus bifrons Gray, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner
Page 85, add ASTER l^TERlFivORUS Thyrsoideus Gray, Painesville, Wm. C

Werner.

Page 87, add AsTER novi-bELGII i^aevigatus Gray, Ironton, Wm. C. Werner.
Page 91, under Helianthus trachewifowus, insert Ashtabula Co., Sara F.

Goodrich.

Page 92, add BidENS CONNATa comosa Gray, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner.

Page 103, add Lonicera japonica Thunb., near Ironton, Wm. C. Werner.

Page 104, under Houstonia purpurea, insert l/oveland, Jos. F. James.
Page 100, add Vai^eRIANA syi^vaTica Banks, ** Northern Ohio," J. S. New-

berry (Cat)

Page 121, add CoNvoi.vui.us SEPium americanus Sims, Richland Co., B.' Wil-
kinson.

Page 122, add ASCI.EPIAS TUBEROSA decumbens Pursh, "Ohio," Gray (Man.)

Page 158, under Fragaria Americana, strike out "Painesville, Wm. C. Werner;**

for "Springfield " read Clifton (Green Co.)

Page 159, transfer " Painesville, Wm. C. Werner," from PotenTii,i,a arguta to

p. ARGENTEA.
Page 161 , under AmeIvANChier canadensis add A form toward var. rotundifo-

LiA T. & G., Georgesville (Franklin Co.) Aug. D. Selby.

Page 161, add Amelanchier canadensis obovalis (Mx.) B. S. P. {A. can. ob-

longifolia T. & G.), Painesville, a large leaved form, Wm. C. Werner ; Lorain Co., A.

A. Wright (Cat); Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

Page 166, add Arabis CONFINIS Watson, Painesville, Wm. C. Werner; Lorain Co.,

A. A. Wright (Cat); Licking Co., H. L.Jones (Cat); Franklin Co., W. S. Devol.

Page 166, under Arabis hirsuTa insert Cuyahoga Falls ( Summit Co.) Wm. C.

Werner; Put-in-Bay Island (Lake Erie) H. C. Beardslee (Cat)

Page 166, strike out "Cardamine fi^exugsa ( C. hirsuta sylvatica), Lorain Co.,

A. A. Wright (Cat)"

Page 167, after Cardamine pennsyi^vanica Muh'. ( C. hirsuta), change "L" to

Gray, Man. not L.
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Page 173, under Ranuncui^uS circinaTus strike out Toledo, J. A. Sanford.

Page 176, Jeffersonia diphyi,i.a and Podophyi.i.um pei^Tatum should be

placed under Berberidaceae page 171.

Page 186, under UlmuS racemosa, read Chagrin Falls (Cuyahoga Co.) instead

of "Ashtabula Co."

Page 209, add CarEx grayi hiSpidui^a Gray, Ashtabula Co., Sara ;F. Goodrich.

Page 213, strike out Carex i^axiflora styi<ofi.EXA, Licking Co., H. L,. Jones.

Page 224, for **AgrosXIS ExaraTa" read a. ai^tissima (Walt.) Tuck. {A, elata

Trin.), slender forms.



OH[^?%.I^^E>Ri III.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PALEONTOLOGY OF OHIO.

By R. p. WHITFIEI.D.

[ Reprinted by permission from the Annats of the New York Academy of Science. Read

October 13. 1890.]

I. DkSCRIPTIONS of Fossil^ FROM THE PaI^^OZOIC RoCKS OF OhIO.

In submitting for publication the following descriptions and obser-

vations of Ohio fossils I feel it due to myself to account for its detached

and apparently incomplete character, to state that this, arises from the

fact, that it is essentially a report on certain groups of fossils submitted to

me, partially for the purpose of ascertaining their horizons or for de-

termining their relations to other beds the horizons of which were sup.

posed to be already known. In the effort to carry out these objects, be-

sides the specimens and information which I have receivied from Dr.

Newberry, I have been aided by the loan of specimens and by other as-

sistance from President Edward Orton, of the Ohio State University,

and by the Hyatt Brothers, students in that institution, who have fur-

nished me much information in regard to localities and horizons of dif-

ferent species, as well as lists of those known to occur in particular

beds in the vicinity of Columbus ; and also with specimens from their

private collections. To the late Rev. E. B. Andrews, of Lancaster, Ohio,

I am also indebted for the use of many of the specimens illustrating

the Maxville limestones.

The fossils illustrated on Plate I, represent forms that are found ex-

clusively in the hydraulic cement beds of the State,* which represent

the lower part of the Lower Helderberg and Waterlime groups of New
York. The character of the fossils is such that no comments are

necessary in regard to the horizon they represent. Plates II to VI in-

clusive, contain figures of species from the limestones below the hori-

zon known as the "Bone bed" in the vicinity of Columbus, Ohio, and
are to a great extent illustrations of heretofore undescribed forms. The
forms represented on Plate VII are, with one exception, known species

;

they represent horizons not hitherto recognized within the limits of the

State, and require something more than a passing notice ; I have there-

^ The b<5ds of this horizon in Ohio are magnesian limestone, of the ordinary

tj'pe, and are burned into common lime, on the large scale.—B. O.
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fore made some remarks upon them, preceding their descriptions, more

extended than would be convenient in this place.

The species illustrated on Plate VIII are from the Huron and Erie

Shales with one exception {Aristozoe canadensis), and the remarks pre-

ceding their description will sufficiently explain their grouping.

Those illustrated on the two following Plates, Nos. IX and X, are

all from the limestone layers known as the Maxville limestones, and al-

though several are of previously undescribed species, enough of them

are recognized forms to fully establish their geological horizon, which

appears to be equivalent to the St, Louis and Chester beds of Illinois

and the surrounding States. This conclusion, I believe, had been

reached by Mr. F. B. Meek during his work on the Ohio fossils, at least

his labels on some specimens of Spirifera contracta in the State Cabinet

at Columbus would indicate this conclusion. The possibility of fully

and satisfactorily identifying any of the divisions of the Lower Car-

bonifereous formations of the more western States among the beds

represented beneath the true Coal Measures of Ohio, must certainly be

considered as an advantage in the study of these formations. Not only

is this true from a stratigraphical point of view as enabling us to

identify a stratum or formation over a much greater extent of country

and thereby trace out and locate its history in time; but also palseonto-

logically, as enabling us to satisfactorily identify many of the slightly

varying forms of fossils represented in these beds with tho^e from other

localities, instead of having them described as distinct species, founded

upon minute or imaginary differences resulting principally from a

change in the state of preservation or of the conditions of life under

which they may have existed during the deposition of the sediments

in which they are now found. There seems to be a constantly growing

tendency to describe as new species forms which vary in the slightest

particular from the established species, and it often arises from the in-

ability to satisfactorily identify the beds in which they are found with

those from other localities where the stratigraphical relations are already

known, and I cannot but regret that it is not practicable to work out

the fossils of other of the Ohio formations, as I am fully persuaded

there are several of these which could be positively identified with well-

known formations in other States, were this done. This is shown by

the fossils from the red Iron-stone beds of the Waverly at Sciotoville,

Ohio, among which are forms which indicate the Burlington or Burling-

ton and Keokuk beds of Iowa and Illinois. On Plate X, fig. 4 a-c, of

Vol. II, Pal. Ohio, is represented a Productus in the condition of an in-

ternal cast, which when studied in numbers in connection with Pro-

ductus flemingi var. burlingtonensis Hall, from Burlington, Iowa, apd

Quincy, Illinois, cannot fail to be identified as the same species, while

the Hemipronites crenistria of the same plate scarcely differs from Orthis
keokuk of the same beds; and on Plate XIV of the same volume, fig. 6,
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is already identified with the Athyris lamellosa of the Iowa locality.

Although there may be many entirely new forms embraced within the

vertical limits occupied by these same shells at the localities from which
they are derived, I do not think this is a sufficient reason why they

should be considered as other than equivalents of the Burlington and
Keokuk beds of the western States above mentioned.^

Plate XI is occupied principally by new forms from the Coal Meas-

ures, while Plate XII contains many previously described species. The
smaller forms represented being mostly illustrations of species found in

two separated layers of chert, within the limits of the Coal Measures,

near Webb Summit and at Mrs. Banks's Farm, Falls township, Hock-
ing county, which were particularly examined for determining their hori-

zons, and the figured specimens were obtained from them in place. These
species sufficiently mark their places as within the true coal bearing

series.

For the interesting new forms illustrated on Plate XI, I am indebted

to H. Moores, Esqr., of Columbus, Ohio, and to Mr. Somers, of the same
place, who have taken pains to collect and send to me for examination
much of the well developed fauna of Carbon Hill, Hocking county, Ohio.
On this same plate is represented a new genus and species of air breath-

ing Mollusk, the discovery of which in the Coal Measures of Marietta,

Ohio, is an exceedingly interesting fact, as showing the wide distribution

over the American coal region during its formation, the conditions of

climate and terrestrial circumstances which permitted the existence of

this form of life to extend over Ohio, Indiana, and Nova Scotia.

^ It may be well to state in this connection that these remarks were written in

J880.—R. P. W.



DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES.

SPECIES FROM THE HYDRAULIC LIMESTONES OF THE
LOWER HELDERBERG GROUP.

MOLLUSCOIDEA.

BRACHIOPODA.

Genus STREPTORHYNCHUS King.

Streptorhynchus hydraulicu7n,

PI.ATE I, figs. 1—3.

Streptorhynchus hydraulicum Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 193.

Shell small to minute, the largest individuals yet observed not exceeding five-

eighths of an inch in greatest diameter, while the most of those observed are not
more than two-thirds as great. Valves depressed convex, or, more commonly,
appearing very flat, as seen on the surface of the stone. Hinge-line t^traight,

nearly as long as the width of the shell below, and the. latter usually more than the

length, frequently nearly once and a half as great. Ventral valve characterized by a

very narrow and nearly vertical cardinal area, and a usually more or less twisted

or otherwise distorted beak. Dorsal valve slightly more convex than the ventral,

with a perceptible mesial depression extending from beak to base, becoming broad
and undefined below the middle of the length. Surface of the shell marked by
coarse and somewhat rigid radiating strise, which are distinctly alternating in size;

the principal ones proportionally very strong.

The small size of the shell, with the strong radiating and alternate

strise, are distinguivShing features of the species. There is no species

resembling it, to any degree, among the fossils of New York rocks of a

corresponding age. It presents much more the features of forms of the

genus from the Coal Measures than any heretofore described from Silur-

ian rocks of America, and will not be readily confounded with any known
species.

Formation aud Locality.—In the hydraulic beds of the Lower Helder-

berg group, at Belleville, Sandusky county, and at Greenfield, Ohio;

associated with Meristella bella^ Nucleospira rotundata and Leperditia alia,

occurring sometimes in great numbers, almost covering the surfaces

of slabs.
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GenusSPIRIFERA Sowerby.

Spirt/era VaauxetnL

Pl<ATE I, figs. 4 and 5.

Orthisplicata Vatiuxem, Geol. Rept 3d Dist N. Y., 1842, p. 112, fig. 1.

Spirifera Vanuxemi Hall.

The shells of this species are abundantly scattered over the surface

of certain layers of the Waterlime rock, at Peach-Point, Put-in-Bay

Island ; associated with Leperditia alia of Conrad, and occur of all sizes

from those of not more than an eight of an inch in transverse diameter

to those of about five-eighths of an inch, and present all the features of

those of the Tentaculite limestone of eastern New York. The form is

transversely oval in outline and convex in profile, on each side; the

ventral being the most rotund; cardinal angles rounded and cardinal

line short; ventral beak strongly incurved. The shell is marked on

each side of the mesial fold or sinus by about four strong, rounded pli-

cations and are separated by concave spaces, which on the ventral valve

appear of about equal width with the plications, but on the dorsal are

narrower and somewhat sharper in the bottom. The mesial fold is fully

twice as wide as the strongest plication, is somewhat regularly rounded

or depressed convex, while the mesial sinus of the ventral valve appears

narrower and deeply concave. The surface of the shell is marked by
fine transverse or concentric striae which are strongly undulated in cross-

ing the plications and fold, and under a magnifier are seen to present

considerable regularity in size and arrangement.

The species presents many similarities to ^. crispus Hisinger ; as it

occurs in the Niagara group of New York and other places in America,

as well as to those of European localities. In fact it is quite difiicult to

see wherein they differ, but as the Lower Helderberg forms are nearly

always found only as separated valves and more or less exfoliated, there

is some difficulty in instituting satisfactory comparisons.

Formation and Locality.—In hydraulic limestone of the Lower
Helderberg group, at Peach Point, Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie.

Genus MERISTELLA Hall.

MeristeUa Icsvis,

PI.ATE I, figs. 6—7.

Atrypa Icevis Vanuxem, 1842. Geol. Rept 3d Dist. N. Y., p. 120, fig. 2.

Mertsta Icevis (Vanux.) Hall, 10th Rep. State Cab., p. 94.

Merista (= Meristelias tcevis (Vanux.) Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 247, pi. 39, fig. 3.

Shell below a medium size, longitudinally ovate in form, and very ventricose
;

ventral valve much longer than the dorsal, with a strong incurved beak, from which
the shell constantly widens to below the middle of the length; body of the valve

flattened along the centre in the upper part, and gradually becoming more and more
depressed until it becomes concave toward the front, forming a very distinct mesial

sinus; front slightly prolonged and bent upward. Dorsal valve very convex in the
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upper part, approaching gibbous on the umbo, the beak small but strongly incurved;
front of the valve truncate or slightly emarginate to accommodate the front exten-
sion of the ventral, but no distinctly defined mesial fold exists. Surface of the
shell marked only by numerous concentric lines of growth, some of which are

strongly defined.

The specimens of this species noticed from Ohio are smaller than
the usual size of individuals from New York, but present the usual

features of the species as shown on the specimens figured by Prof. Hall,

on Plate XXXIX, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, fig. 3, f and k, which is by far the

most common and characteristic form among those from that State. The
Ohio specimens are internal casts, and show the slit in the dorsal valve

caused by the removal of the median septum very distinctly. The casts

of the ventral side show the characteristic form of muscular impression

but it is small and faintly marked.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic beds of the Lower
Helderberg group, at Greenfield, Ohio.

Meristella Bella.

PI.ATE I, figs. 8-10.

Merista bella Hall, 10th Rept. State Cab., 1857, p. 92.

Meristella bella Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 248, pi. xl, fig. 1.

Shell rather below a medium size, somewhat oblate in form, at least as wide as

long, the narrowing of the beak giving an oblate appearance to the shell. Va ves
usually ventricose and sometimes highly convex, generally a little more full above
than below the middle ; margins of the shell regularly curved except near the beak,

which is slightly projecting and moderately incurved. Surface of the valves
smooth, but each characterized by a slightly impressed mesial sinus along the
centre, more strongly marked on the ventral than on the dorsal side, and which not
unfrequently causes an emargination of the front border of the shell.

The Specimens of this species from Ohio are mostly in the conditions

of internal casts, but a few among them retain the substance of the shell

in the condition of a white chalky coating, sufficiently well preserved to

afibrd material for description and illustration. They vary much among
themselves in the form of the outline and in the degree of convexity of

the valves, a few of them presenting a globular form, while others are

but moderately convex. They sufficiently resemble the New York forms
to be readily identified where the shell is retained, but in condition of in-

ternal casts are not so easily recognized. The muscular imprints as seen

on them are small and faint, those of the dorsal valve narrow and
elongated, and that of the ventral is quite small, though deep, and is con-

fined to the rostral portion of the valve.

Formation and Locality,—In a soft drab-colored hydraulic limestone
referred to the Lower Helderberg group, at Greenfield, Ohio, associated

with forms which appear to represent Nticleospira,
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Genus NUCLEOSPIRA Hall.

Nucleospira rotundata.

Plate I, figs. 11-14.

Nucleospira rotundata Wbitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 194.

Shell attaining a rather large size for the genus, being often more than ha^f an

inch in transverse diameter, and when of medium or large size, strongly ventricose

or rotund. The younger individuals, however, are depressed-convex or lenticular

in profile. Length of the shell as great or greater than the transverse diameter.

Beaks small and incurved, not at all conspicuous. Valves marked by a slight de-

pression along the median line, strongest on the ventral side.

This species, like all those of this formation yet obtained in Ohio,

are mostly internal casts and impressions; consequently the true ieatures

of the shell are not readily obtained. The general features of the

species, however, are preserved suflBciently for identification and com-
parison, when good individuals are selected. The shell bears much re-

semblance to N, ventricosay Con., from the I^ower Helderberg group of

New York, in its general form, except the much greater size and more
elongated form of the adult individuals. There is more difficulty in

separating them satisfactorily from the casts of Meristella bella Hall,

with which they are associated. In fact, it is all but impossible to do
this with certainty, unless they are in a good state of preservation, as

the difference in the form of the muscular imprint of the ventral valve,

and the more strongly incurved beaks, are the only features that can be

relied upon.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower
Helderberg group, at Greenfield, Ohio.

Genus RETZIA Kin^j.

Retzia formosa.

PI.ATE I, figs. 15 and 16.

Waldheimia formosa Hall, 10th Rep. State Cab., 1857, p. 88.

Trematospira formosa Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 215, pi. 36, fig. 2.

Rhynchospiraformosa Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 485, pi. 95 A, figs. 7-11.

Shell small, the specimens observed not exceeding five-sixteenths of an inch
in length, by about one-fourth of an inch or less in width; elongate-ovate in form,
widest below the middle and narrowing at the beak on the ventral side, the apex
being slightly incurved. Valves highly convex, with a slight depression along the
middle. Surface of the shell marked by about twenty-two simple, round, radiating

plications, two of which in the middle of the valves are more slender than the
others and depressed below their level, forming a slight mesial sinus on each valve.

The shell, or rather the impression of the shell of this species as left

in the rock, appears to represent an adult specimen, but is very much
smaller than those of the lyower Helderberg group of New York, or

those of R. evax in the Niagara group at Waldron, Indiana, but possesses

all the essential specific characters of the species except in this one
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particular. The species as recognized in the Silurian rocks of Perry

county, Tenn., resemble exactly this from Ohio, both in size and gen-

eral characters. It has proven hitherto quite rare, but might possibly be

found in greater abundance were it sought for; the specimens noticed oc-

curring on blocks of stone selected for other fossils.

Forfnation and Locality,—Lower Helderberg group (Waterlimebeds),

at Greenfield, Ohio.

Genus RHYNCHONELLA Fischer.

Rhynchonella hydraullca. .

PI.ATK I, tig. 17.

Rhynchonella hydraulica Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 194.

Shell rather smaller than medium size, transversely oval in outline and ventri-

cose in profile; the dorsal valve being highly convex, and the ventral somewhat de-

pressed convex. Beaks small, not prominent or conspicuous; that of the ventral

valve moderately incurved, and the other rather strongly incurved. Surface of the

shell marked by from sixteen to eighteen simple plications, four of which are

strongly elevated on the front half of the dorsal valve to form the mesial elevation,

which does not extend beyond the middle of the valve, and six or seven may be

counted on each side of the valve. The plications are but slightly elevated, are

round on the summit, and do not extend beyond the middle of the shell, the upper
part of which is smooth, and marked only by concentric lines of growth. The in-

terior of the dorsal valve is marked by a moderately strong mesial, extending from
the apex of the valve to about one-third of its length. The shell appears to have
been also marked by fine concentric lines of growth, some of which form distinct

vnrices.

This species belongs to the semi-plicated group of the genus, of

which there are many species having close resemblance to it, but none in

rocks of corresponding age or position having very close affinities.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower
Helderberg group, at Greenfield, Ohio.

Genus PENTAMERUS vSowerby.

Pe?itamerus pes-ovis.

PI.ATK I, figs. 11-22.

Pentamerus pes-ovis Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 195.

Shell quite small, and of a somewhat broadly triangular form, with depressed

convex valves, the ventral side being nearly twice as deep as the dorsal, antl more
elongated at the beak, giving it the triangular character ; cardinal slopes straightened

and rapidly diverging; front broadly rounded.

The species is known only in the condition of internal casts, and as thus seen,

the ventral valve is deeply cleft along the median line by the removal of the central

septum, the slit often extending more than three-fourths of the length of the valve.

The filling of the spoon-shaped cavity is proportionally large, being long and nar-

row, and not strongly arched. Cast of the dorsal valve characterized by a pro-

portionally large and broad cardinal plate, from which project two long and
strongly divergent and distant crural processes, reaching far along the surface of

the cast in some cases, while in others they are quite short. The surface of the
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valves has been destitute of plications, but is usually marked in the larger indi-

Tiduals by several strong varices of growth near the front margin, Which give to

the shell a prematurely old appearance for so small a species ; the individuals seldom

exceed five-eighths of an inch in length on the ventral side.

This species is unlike any known form of a similar size, in the shal-

lowness of the valves, in the erect character of the ventral beak, and in

the deeply divided feature of the cast of this valve. The dorsal valve is

much less marked, and is often destitute of any distinguishing feature.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower
Helderberg group, in Adams county, Ohio, occurring in numbers densely

packed together, but having the shelly substance entirely removed.

MOLLUSCA.
LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Genus PTERINEA Goldfuss.

Pterinea aviculoidea.

Pirate I, fig. 23.

Megambonia aviculoidea Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 274, pi. 49, figs. 7 and 8.

Pterinea aviculoidea (Hall) Whitf , Geol. Rept. Wis., vol. iv, p. 322, pi. 25, figs. 6-7.

Shell of proportionally small size, obliquely rhomboidal in outline, with a

moderately long, straight hinge-line, l^ut little shorter than the length of the body
of the shell below. Left valve depressed convex, with a small, slightly incurved

beak, scarcely extending above the cardinal line. Anterior end short, and the an-

terior projection scarcely defined; posterior wing concave and the posterior margin

nearly at right angles to the hinge-line for a short distance below, then gently curv-

ing backward to the rounded postero-basal extremity; basal line rounded and on
the anterior side of the umbonal ridge curving rapidly upward to the anterior ex-

tremity. Body of the valve convex and oblique to the hinge, the umbonal ridge

broadly rounded. Surface of the shell marked only by lines of growth some o^^

which are stronger and form slight varices.

The Species is poorly represented in individuals, but the specimens

seen are so precisely like those of the Tentaculite limestones of New
York as to be not readily mistaken.

Formation and Locality,—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower
Helderberg group on Put-in-Bay Island, Lake Erie.

Genus GONIOPHORA Phillips.

Goniophora dubia.

Pi,ATK I, figs. 24-26.

Modiolopsisf dubius Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 264, pi. 49, fig. 2.

Shell small, transversely elongate, nearly twice and a half as long as high.

Valves ventricose, most highly convex on the anterior half, becoming more de-

pressed toward the posterior; beaks small, very slightly incurved but not elevated

above the cardinal border and rather inconspicuous, situated about half or rather

less than half the height of the shell from the anterior extremity, proportionally

more distant on the larger specimens than on those of small size. Hmge-line long
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and straight, extending four-fifths of the length of the shell behind the beaks and
characterized ^y a narrow but distinct escutcheon. Anterior end short and fulU

very obtusely pointed at the longest part, which is at about the middle of the

height, above which point there is a very distinct but narrow luuule extending to

the extremity of the hinge-line. Basal margin of the valve very broadly curved,

slightly emarginate just anterior to the middle and the whole subparallel to the

cardinal line. Posterior extremity sharply rounded below and the upper margin
very obliquely truncated ; body of the valve marked by a broad, distinct, mesial

sulcus extending from behind the beak to the broad sinus of the basal margin. The
umbonal ridge is rather sharply marked and angular in the upper portion, but be-

comes less distinctly marked posteriorly; postero-cardinal slope of moderate width,.

very slightly concave in the younger stages of growth but less strongly marked as

the growth advances. Surface of the valves marked by strong, sublamellose, con-

centric lines of growth parallel to the outer margin of the valves.

The shell undergoes considerable change in form and in the strength

of the surface characters between the younger and more advanced stages

of growth; the sharpness of the features being much reduced on the

older portions, by the rounding of the unbonal ridge and of the angular-

ity of both the anterior and posterior extremities of the shell. The shell

differs in several of its external features from the genus Modiolopsis^ pos-

sessing a distinct lunule and escutcheon as well as the angular unbonal

ridge, in all of which features it corresponds with Goniophora.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower

Helderberg group at Peach Point, Put-in-Bay Island, Lake Erie, and at

Middletown, Marion Co., Ohio.

ARTICULATA.
CRUSTACEA.

MEROSTOMATA.

Genus EURYPTERUS DeKay.

EurypievMS Eriensis.

Pi,ATK I, figs. 31, 32.

Eurypterus Eriensis, Whitf., Ann. N. Y., Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 196.

Among the fossils from the hydraulic limestones of Peach Point,

Put-in-Bay Island, Lake Erie, there are several detached cephalic shields

and one body, of a species of Eurypterus, which is so distinctly different

from any of those described, that it seems necessary to class it as a

separate species. The differences, so far as seen on the parts preserved,

consist in the form of the cephalic plate, in the size and position of the

eye-tubercles, and in the proportions of the body as compared with the

known forms. There are undoubtedly other and more important differ-

ences in the appendages, but as these are not preserved on any of the

individuals examined, comparison is impossible.

The cephalic shield is proportionally broader than that of E. remipes

or E. lacustris, and is more regularly rounded or arched on the anterior
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border, lacking that subquadrate form characteristic of those species.

The eyes are proportionally smaller, and situated near each other, and
also farther forward, as well as being somewhat more oblique to the

longitudinal axis of the body. The minute ocular points are somewhat
larger than in E, remipes, are situated close together, and are nearly

opposite the posterior end of the real eye-tubercles; they consist of a

pair of distinctly elevated rings surrounding rather deep, although minute,

central depressions; the inner margins of the rings being almost in con-

tact. The head does not show evidence of having been margined by an

elevated oi thickened rim, as in those species, but as the specimens are

rather impressions of the inner surface of the external crust than actual

external surfaces (being more properly internal casts, the substance of

the carapace having been entirely removed), this feature may not be

properly shown. The head-plate more closely resembles that of E.

microphthalmus Hall (Pal. N. Y., vol. iii, p. 407,* pi. 80 A, fig. 7), from

the Tentaculite limestone near Cazenovia, N. Y., than of any other

described species; it differs, however in being proportionately much
shorter, which gives it a more semi-circular form. The eye-tubercles are

also more nearl>' of the size of those of that species and similarly situ-

ated.

The thorax closely resembles that of E. remipes in its general form,

but the lower three or four segments are proportionally shorter, giving

the posterior extremity a much more compact character. The principal

distinction between the two species, as shown by the thorax, exists in a

difference of the ornamentation of the surface, as seen on the specimen

used. Thi§ consists in the minute spine-like pustules or pointed granules,

marking the surface of the crust, being arranged in irregular transverse

lines across the body, and parallel to the anterior and posterior margins

of the segments, instead of being irregularly disposed, as in all other

species described. No indication of the longitudinal rows of larger

pustules, marking the median line of the thoracic segments can be

traced. Caudal spine not obser\^ed.

OSTRACODA.

Genus LEPERDITIA Ronault.

Leperditia alia.

Pi^TE I, fig. 27.

Cytherina alia (Con.) Vanuxem, Geol. Rept, 3d Dist. N. Y., 1843, p. 112, fig. 6.

Leperditia alta (Conrad) Jones, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, vol. 17, 2d series, p. 88;

Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 3, p. 373; Meek, Pal. Ohio, vol. 1, p. 187, pi. 17, fig. 2.

Valves of the carapace transversely sub-ovate, widest posterior to the middle

and narrowed in front, the proportional height and length being somewhat variable,

but are usually about as two and three. Hinge-line straight nearly two-thirds as

long as the entire valve, extremities salient. Anterior end of the valves narrowly

rounded and the posterior extremity broadly curved ; basal-line curved but with a

27 G. O.
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scarcely perceptible angularity just posterior to the middle of the length. Surface

prominently convex and a little the fullest anterior to the middle ; ocular tubercle

small, situated a little below and just behind the anterior extremity of the hinge-

line. Lower margin of the valves slightly inflected, and in some cases the posterior

margin appears to have been bordered by a slightly thickened rim.

The individuals, examined are either internal casts or impressions of

the exterior, owing to which fact the finer surface features of the crust

cannot be definitely ascertained; enough is seen however to show its

identity with those from the Tentaculite limestones of New York. The

species as described by Mr. F. B. Meek includes this and the following

one, which are very distinct species, the differences being very strongly

marked in the great prominence of the lower part of the valves of that

one, and its strongly sub-angular form as well as in its greater size. The

principal variation noticed among the individuals of this species, is in the

greater proportional length of some of them, producing a cylindrical

form. This feature is however seen occasionally among those from

Schoharie, N. Y., but does not appear to be worthy of specific considera-

tion.

Formation and Locality.—In the hydraulic limestone of the Lower

Helderberg group, at Bellevue, Sandusky Co., Ohio.

Leperditia angulijera,

PI.ATE I, figs. 28-30.

Leperditia anguli/era Whitf., Ann. N. Y., Acad. Sci., March, 1882, 196.

Carapace of medium size, having a length, in adult individuals, of about three-

eighths of an inch, by a height of one-fourth of an inch in the broadest part. Gen-

eral form of the outline broadly sub-ovate and widest posteriorly; hinge-line

straight, equal in length to two-thirds that of the entire valve ; anterior end a little

the shortest, narrowly rounding into the broadly curved basal line
;
posterior end

broadly rounded. Surface of the carapace highly elevated and prominent, forming a

strong, somewhat angular, longitudinal node just within the basal margin, and near

the middle of the length. From this point, the surface slopes somewhat gradually

upward to the hinge-line, with a barely perceptible convexity, except on the anterior

end, where it is more strongly convex, and characterized by a rather prominent and

well-marked ocular tubercle. From the angular node near the lower margin, there

is, on well-preserved individuals, a perceptible angulation, extending along the sur-

face to the point of greatest length on the anterior end, and a similar one, but less

strongly marked, on the posterior side. There is no perceptible difference in form

between the right and left valves, each showing the features about equally devel-

oped. No appearance of striations radiating from the ocular tubercle can be

detected, either on the internal casts or in the matrices; still the nature of the rock

in which they are imbedded is such that very obscure markings would scarcely be

preserved.

This species differs from Leperditia alta Conrad, of the same forma-

tion, in its larger size, and in the larger and more distinct eye-tubercle, as

well as in its slightly different position; but most distinctly in the sub-

angular ridge-like node, and greater convexity of the lower border of

the valves. This projecting node being situated near the lower margin.
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and also being the most proniinent point of the valve, causes the rock to

adhere to the more abrupt sides when fractured, and gives to the valves

as they appear upon the fractured surface a very decidedly triangular

aspect, entirely unknown in L, alia.

Formation and Locality,—In the hydraulic lime<itone of the Lower
Helderberg group, at Greenfield, Ohio, where it occurs in great numbers,

forming distinct layers through the rock, as does the L, alta in the

Tentaculite limestone of New York.

SPECIES FROM THE LIMESTONES OF THE UPPER
HELDERBERG GROUP.

PROTOZOA.

Genus RECEPTACULITES DeFrance.

Receptaculites devonicus,

PI.ATE n, fig. 10.

Receptaculites devonicus Whitf., An. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 198.

A very decidedly marked and characteristic specimen of the genus

Receptaculites, DeFrance, has been obtained from the limestones of the

Upper Helderberg group, by Mr. Edward Hyatt, of the Ohio State Univer-

sity, from a quarry at Fishinger's mills, about eleven miles north of

Columbus, Ohio. The specimen is about two and a half inches in dia-

meter, is broadly concave across the disk, and slightly recurved at the

outer margin. The concentric lines of pores or cells are strongly

marked, and increase rapidly in size as they recede from the centre of

the disk, but the surface has been so much weathered that the grooves

left by the removal of the stolons at the foot of the cells are not distin-

guishable, so that the entire specific characters are not recognized;

enough, however, remains to show the general form and proportions.

It has much the appearance of specimens of a corresponding size of R,

Oweni Hall, from the lead-bearing limestones of the West, both in its

general form and in the concavity of the disk, as well as in the propor-

tions and rate of increase of the cell-openings as seen exposed on the

surface of the limestone.

The occurrence of a species of this genus at this horizon, is a rathet

tinexpected feature in its history. The highest horizdn of its occurrence

hitherto recorded, is in the shaly limestone of the Lower Helderberg

group of New York, from which the type of the species Receptaculites

infundibuliformis {Coscinium infundibuliformis Eaton, Geol. Text-book,

2d ed., 1833, p. 132, fol. 5, figs. 64, 65), was derived. The figure and

description, as given by Prot. Eaton, are both poor, but the specimen is

still in the cabinet of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, bearing the
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original lab^l, and I have seen several specimens of the species from the

same formation. /?. dactyloides {Dlctyocrinus dactyhides Conrad) is also

from about the same horizon. Both of these species, however, are in

the Silurian, while the present species brings the genus up to the Devon-

ian ; so that we now know of its existence from the base of the Lower
Silurian to the Lower Devonian.

RADIATA.
Genus STYLASTREA Lonsdale.

Stylastrea Anna,

Pirate II, figs. 1-5.

Stylastrea Anna^ Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 19D.

Corallum compound, growing in irregular or more or less hemispherical

masses of several inches in diameter, which are formed of a large number of

closely aggregated polygonal cell-tubes or polyps, of rather small size, divided by

intercellular walls of considerable thickness, as in most forms of the compound
Cyathophyltidos. Full-grown polyps, measuring about half an inch in diameter,

but usually somewhat smaller ; the prevailing size being about three-eighths of an

inch. Calyces deep, abruptly declining from the intercellular walls to a depth

nearly equaling the tranverse diameter. Longitudinal septa or rays well developed,

extending about one-third, or less of the diameter of the tube from the outer wall,

and averaging about forty in number in adult individuals ; some containing thirty-

six, and one large one counted gives forty-two. Crest of the rays strongly denticu-

late, the denticles being thickened and knot-like at their junction with the rays.

Central chamber within the limits of the longitudinal rays, equal to one-third of

the entire diameter of the polyp, and divided by numerous distinct transverse

tabulse, which are variously bent or interrupted by contact with the adjoining ones,

leaving irregular cavities of considerable size, between them. Interseptal spaces

oc upied by a series of horizontal plates, which originate at the outer wall, and

extend upward and inward with increased growth to the edge of the rays, where

they form the denticulation of the crest. Between the latter plates, the spaces are

occupied by the smaller irregular vesicular structure.

The species, in its general features, resembles Cyathophyllum rugosum

Hall, sp., from this formation, and may be easily mistaken for that one,

in obscure or imperfect specimens; but where the internal structure is

observable, especially in longitudinal sections of the polyps, can be very

readily distinguished by the large central space in each polyp, and by

the strongly developed transverse tabulae; also by the rays not extending

to the centre, as in that species and in those of the genus Acervularia.

When the coral is weathered, or the substance becomes chalky, so that

the polyps are readily separable from each other longitudinally^ the

appearance very closely resembles that of Cya'hophyllum rugosum when
in a similar condition, but the interruption of the rays before reaching

the centre, and the great extent of the tabulae, will then serve to distin-

guish them.

Formation ajid Locality.—In the Upper Helderberg group, in Pauld-

ing county, Ohio.

* Named in honor of Mrs. Orton, wife of President Edward Orton, of the State

University, Columbus, Ohio.
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MOLLUSCOIDEA.

BRACHIOPODA.

Genus STREFTORHYNCHUS King.

Streptorhynchus flabellMtn,

PI.ATE II, figs. 7 and 9.

Streptorhynchus flaheflum Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 200.

Shell below a medium size, semi-circular or semi-ovate in outline, with a

straight hinge-line of variable length ; the lateral and front margins are somewhat

regularly rounded and, in a profile view, irregularly bi-convex. Ventral valve

depressed convex, with a more or less elevated and projecting but twisted or dis-

torted beak, overhanging a nearly vertical cardinal area of irregular form and width,

which is divided in the middle by a narrowly triangular convex deltidium. The
dorsal valve is almost regularly semi-circular, very depressed convex, with a slightly

more prominent umbo, and is destitute of cardinal area. Surface of the valves

marked by from twenty-two to twenty-four strong, rather sharply elevated, radiat-

ing plications, which are entirely simple, and separated by broad, concave inter-

spaces. The shell is also further marked by fine, regular, concentric striae of

growth, which arch backward in crossing the radii, and may have been sub-lamellose

on the external surface, but the examples seen are all exfoliated.

The species is of a somewhat unusual type, especially in Devonian

rocks. The dorsal valve seen alone presents so much the appearance of

a strongly-marked Aviculopecten, that when first observed it was thought

to belong to that genus; but the ventral valve, similarly marked, and

possessing the characteristically twisted cardinal area and beak with its

covered fissure, at once indicates its true position. It is entirely unlike

any species hitherto described from American rocks, and will not easily be

mistaken. It resembles, in the features of the dorsal valve, specimens of

Orthisflabellum from the shales of the Niagara group of New York and

elsewhere; but it is more coarsely marked, with wider and more deeply

concave interspaces.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone of the Upper Helder-

berg group, at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio. Col-

lected by Mr. Hyatt.

Genus RHYNCHONELLA Fischer.

Rhynchonella f raricosta.

Pirate II, fig. 6.

Rhynchonella raricosta Whitf, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 201.

Shell of moderate size, and somewhat transversely sub-triangular in outline,

when seen upon the ventral side. Ventral valve flattened and very shallow, with a

short, obtuse, and not at all incurved beak ; cardinal slopes incurved, and the mar-

gins straight from the beak to near the point of greatest width of the valve,

the angles of divergence being nearly or quite 120 degrees. Front of the valve

broadly curved, and marked by several deep indentations corresponding to the

number of plications marking the surface. Middle of the valvemarked by a broad,

shallow, slightly angular mesial sinus, which is more than one-third as wide at the
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front of the valve as the length from beak to base. Surface of the valve marked
on each side of the sinus, by two low, angular, but distinct plications, besides those

bordering the sinus ; no other markings are traceable on the surface of the shell.

The margin of the valve between the plications is extended, forming rounded pro-

jections similar to that of the mesial sinus, and probably corresponding to low

rounded plications which have characterized the dorsal valve, which has not been

observed.

The broad sub triangular form of the shell, with the shallow ventral

valve and the small number of low, angular plications, will readily dis-

tinguish this from any species hereto known. There may possibly be

some doubt as to the generic reference of the species; but this cannot be

positively determined until more perfect individuals are obtained.

Formation and LocalLy.—In limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio. Collected by

the Hyatt brothers, of the State University.

MOLLUSCA.
LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Genus MYTILARCA H. and W.

Prelim. Notice Lamellibranchiate Shells^ Up. Held., Ham. and Chemung Groups

etc. State Cab. Nat. Hist., Dec. 1869.

Mytilarca percarinata.

Pi^ATK VI, figs. 1 and 2.

Mytilarca percarinata Whitf , Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 202.

Shell less than medium size, the specimen used for description and illustration

measuring but one and three-fourths inches in extreme height; and the distance

from the anterior to the posterior margins across the point of greatest diameter,

only a trifle over one inch; the depth of the valve being nearly half an inch. Form
of the shell elongate triangular-ovate, rather acutely pointed at the beak, which is

small and incurved; anterior, or byssal, margin straight and absolutelv vertical in

the example mentioned; basal margin broadly rounded from the anterior line

nearly to the point of greatest length of the valve, where it is more rapidly curved,

and finally passes abruptly into the rapidly ascending posterior margin ; the lower

part of which is nearly parallel to the anterior side, but above inclines more rapidly

toward the short and very obUque hinge-line. The surface of the valve is most
elevated along the anterior umbonal ridge, where it is at right angles to the ante-

rior surface, but slopes gently backward for two-thirds of the distance toward the

posterior margin, and on the other third much more abruptly. Near the beak, the

surface rounds rapidly from the anterior ridge to the posterior border. Surface of

the shell marked by numerous concentric ridges, parallel to the margin of the valve,

many of which are strongly marked and form varices of growth. On the anterior

surface, these varices and the concentric striae are well marked. Cardinal area not

observed.

The example used is a right valve, and bears evidence in its charac-

ters of being an adult shell. It is associated in the same layers of cherty

material with M. ponderosa, H. & W. (Prelim. Notice Lamell. Shells, etc.,

p. 21), but may be readily distinguished by the vertical anterior surface

and the angular umbonal ridge. From the young of that species, it is
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readily distinguished by these characters, as those are distinctly round
and ventricose. The only known species approaching this in the angu-

larity of the ridge, is M, attenuatay H. & W., of the Chemung group;

but this is quite distinct in other respects.

Formation and Locality,—In the white chalky chert-beds of the

Upper Helderberg Group, near Dublin, Ohio.

GASTEROPODA.

Genus PLATYCERAS Conrad.

Plaiyceras squalodens.

Plate III, figs. 6 and 8.

Plaiyceras squalodens Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 202.

Shell small, sharply conical when viewed in a lateral direction, with the apex
gently curved anteriorly ; but in a posterior view, the form is narrowly lanceolate,

with the dorsal portion rising into a thin, sharp crest or ridge; anterior side

rounded and the anterior slope conclave. Aperture narrowly ovate, rounded on the

anterior side, widest just above the middle, and extending backward into a narrow
point. Surface of the shell marked by fine, hair-like, concentric lines of growth
parallel lo the margin of the aperture, which is a little bent down anteriorly and
posteriorly, and also by a rather faintly marked, but still distinct sulcus, which
passes from the apex on the left anterior slope, and over which the striae are

slightly undulated, indicating a slight notch in the margin at this point.

In the narrow and curved lanceolate form of the shell, this species

differs very materially from any of the numerous species of this very

monotonous genus, and may be readily distinguished by the sharp dorsal

ridge.

Formation and Locality,—In the Upper Helderberg limestone, at

Columbus, Ohio, Collection of Columbia College.

Genus DENTALIUM I^innseus.

Denialitim Martini,

Plate; III, fig. 10.

Dentalium Martini Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 203.

Shell somewhat larger than medium size, rather rapidly expanding from the

apex to the aperture for a species of this genus, and moderately curving through-
out the length; cylindrico-conical in form, and circular in a transverse section.

Surface marked only by encircling striae, which form rather broad undulations on
the shell, and are strongly arched forward on the innei side of the curvature, show-
ing that the Hp of the shell has been somewhat extended on this side of the aper-

ture. Shell-substance thick.

This species attains a rather large size, and expands more rapidly

than most species of the genus, reaching a diameter of one-fourth of an
inch in a length of less than two- inches. The curvature is also consid-

erable, being deflected fully an eighth of an inch from a straight line

within the length of the specimen when tested on the inner face. There
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is no species of similar character from rocks of Devonian age. so far as

can be ascertained. On some of the internal casts, there occurs a longi-

tudinal ridge, as if there had been a slit or interruption of some kind at

that point, which gives rise to a supposition that it may have belonged to

the genus Coleoprion Sandberger, though no positive interruption of the

striae of the surface is seen on any specimen examined. This fact may

suggest its belonging to the recently formed genus Coleolus Hall; but its

perfect resemblance to Dentalium more strongly indicates its affinities as

in that relation, rather than with the Pteropoda. Nor does there appear

any sufficient reason among the species referred to Coleolus by its author,

for a generic separation from Dentalium, other than their more strictly

straight form. But there are straight or nearly straight Dentalia, and

also curved forms which he has referred to the new genus. The generic

feature "shells thick" would also be opposed to pteropodous affinities.

In its more rapid taper and greater curvature, it is sufficiently distinct

from described forms of that genus.

Fon7iation and Locality.—In the cherty layers of the Upper Helder-

berg limestones, near Dublin, Ohio.

Genus MACROCHEILUS Phillips.

Macrocheilus priscus.

PI.ATE III, figs. 3 and 4.

Machrocheilus priscus Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 204.

Sliell small and very ventricose, the height but little greater than the diameter

of the body volution; the former in the figured example being three-eighths of an

inch, and the latter only about one-sixteenth of an inch less. Shell composed of

about four volutions, which are 'very ventricose and rapidly increase in diameter,

the last one forming the great bulk of the shell, equaling fully two-thirds of the

entire height. Suture line distinct, but not strongly marked* Apical angle about

eighty degrees. Aperture somewhat semilunate, strongly modified oa the inner

side by the body of the preceding volution, which occupies fully one-half its

height. Columella strong, straight and rounded, and the twisted ridge obsolete.

Surface of the shell apparently smooth; at least no striae are perceptible.

This pretty little species reminds one strongly of M. ventricosus

Hall, from the Coal-measures, but is somewhat shorter in the spire, al-

though resembling it in most other respects. The substance of the

shell is soft and chalky, and might not retain minute surface striae if

they had ever existed; but no remains of them are visible at present.

Formation and Locality.—In the white cherty layers of the Upper

Helderberg group, near Dublin, Ohio.

Genus LOXONEMA. Phillips.

Loxonema parvuhim.

PlvATE III, fig. 5.

Loxonema parvulum Whitf, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 204.

Shell minute, scarcely exceeding a fourth of an inch in length, and propor-

tionally slender, with a rapidly ascending spire, which is slightly more rapidly
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tapering in the upper than in the lower part Volutions six or six and a half, mod-
erately convex on the outer surface, and more strongly rounded on the lower part

of the exppsed portion than on the upper; suture-line distinct, but not margined
hy a flattening of the upper edge of the succeeding volution. Aperture elongate,

slightly angular at the base, and pointed above. Surface of the volutions marked
by a large number of distinct vertical striae, which are more numerous and slightly

finer on the body volution than above, and are so nearly destitute of sigmoid curva-

ture as to appear vertical until closely examined.

The small size of the shell, the nearly vertical lines, and the un-

equally expanding volutions, are distinguishing features; the latter char-

acter, however, appears to vary a little in degree on some of the speci-

mens. It will be readily distinguished from the young shells of L,

HamiltonicB, which occurs in the same rock, by the number of volutions

and the slender form.

Formation and Locality.—In the w^hite cherty layers of the Upper
Helderberg limestone, near Dublin. Ohio.

CEPHALOPODA.

Genus ORTHOCERAS Breyn.

Orthoceras nunfium.

Plate III, figs. 1 and 2.

Orthoceras mmtiuni Hall, 15th Rept. State Cab., p. 79. pi. 8, figs. 3 and 4. Pal. N.

Y., I lust. Dev. Foss., p. 43, figs. 4 and 15.

-Comp. O. subulatum Hall, Geol. Rept 4th Dist. N. Y., p. 180, fig., and Pal. N. Y.

Illust. Dev. Foss., pi. 38; also O, Thoas and O. Hyasl^dXX of same work.

Shell attaining considerable size, the specimen used for description and figured

having a length of nine inches, and still imperfect at both extremities, retains only

al:out an inch of the outer chamber, and has a diameter of half an inch at the lower

extremity. Section circular ; tube moderately increasing in diameter with increased

length, slightly curved throughout, and marked by regular encircling annulations,

which are elevated, round on the crest, separated by deeply concave interspaces,

which regularly increase in distance and also in strength from below upwards.

Those of the lower part where the shell is uncompressed and is half an inch in

diameter, are about one-tenth of an inch distant from each other; and at the upper
end where the diameter is about one and three-fourths of an inch are about three-

eighths of an inch from crest to crest. Surface of the shell marked by fine, closely

arranged and sharply elevated concentric striae, and also by longitudinal striae of

similar character, but more or less alternating in strength, the two sets giving a

finely cancellated structure just discernable to the unassisted eye. Septa very

deeply concave and regularly curved, uniting with the shell a little above the crest

of each annulation. Siphuncle small and centrally situated.

The species is of the ordinary annulated type dififering from other

species of the group only in the strength and comparative distance of

the annulations; in the rate of increase in diameter, and in the nature

of the surface markings. The shell, like many of the annulated forms

of any considerable size from the upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups,

shows a slight curvature of the tube, a little more perceptible in the

lower part than above. The Ohio specimens correspond more nearly to
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the one from the Hamilton group of N. Y., figured by Prof, Hall (PaL

N. Y., Illust. Dev. Foss., PI. 43, fig. 14), in the rate of increase in the

diameter, and in the form and relative strength of the annulatifons than

with the original specimens to which the name was first applied, or to

most of those figured under the same name on the same plate. The
specimen from Ohio figured on PI. 41, fig. 9, Illust. Dev. Foss., Pal. N.

Y., under the name O. Thoas, is identical with the one here described,,

but does not retain the shell nor show surface markings, but corresponds

in the form of the annulations and in its slight curvature and rate of in-

crease in diameter, in which particulars it differs materially from those

from New York, given on the same plate. It is barely possible the Ohio

specimens may represent a species distinct from any of those from New
York, but it seems totally impossible to detect characters sufiicient to

distinguish it as such. O. subulatum Hall, from the Marcellus shell is a

very closely allied if not identical form.

Formation and Locality,—In the cherty layers of the Upper Helder-

berg group, near Dublin; and in the limestone of the same formation

near Delaware and Columbus, Ohio.

CEPHALOPODA.

Genus TREMATOCERAS Wh tf.

Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 205.

A straight, obconical, cephalopodous shell, presenting the characteristics of

an OrthoceraSy so far as the appearance of the tube, septa and siphuncle is con-

cerned; but with the additional feature of a line of elongated, raised tubercles

along one side of the «hell, which have formed perforations at certain stages of

growth, probably confined to the outer chamber as openings, which were closed as

the animal extended the shell, and before the septa opposite them were formed.

Type, T. Ohioense.

The shell for which the above generic name is proposed offers an

entirely novel feature among the Orthoceratidae. The line of nodes seen

on the cast of the shell is entirely different from anything pertaining to

the ornamentation of the shell, and presents the same appearance as

would the partially filled perforations of a Hallotis, or like those shown

on the back of species of Buca?iia, and those on which the genus

Tremhnotus was founded ; neither is it a feature at all dependent upon

the position of the siphon or directly connected with it ; for in the speci-

men used the siphon is slightly eccentric, on the opposite side of the

tube from the nodes. Its position would thus indicate that it was a fea-

ture pertaining to the dorsal lip of the shell, corresponding to the sinus

seen in the lip of many other genera. Taking this view of it, it would

appear to indicate the existence of a deep, narrow notch, with raised

margins, in the lip of the shell at stated periods, beyond which the shell

was again united for a time, leaving a perforation to be closed by a de-

posit of shell from the mantle as it approached the lower part of the
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chamber of habitation. Many species of Orthoceras have been observed^

having a raised line, or rather markings, along the dorsal side; but none,

so far as I am aware, presenting these evidences of a series of separate

openings, which I consider a feature worthy of generic distinction.

Trematoceras Ohioense,

Pi,ATB VI. figs. 3 and 4.

Trematospira Ohioense Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Sci., March, 1882, p. 206.

Shell of medium size, straight, and somewhat rapidly tapering from below
upward; the rate of increase being equal to nearly one-sixth of the increase in

length. Septa moderately concave, rather closely arranged; five of the chambers
about equaling the diameter of the uppermost of the five counted. Siphon of mod-
erate size, and in the specimen used slightly eccentric. The surface of the shell, sa

far as can be determined from the internal cast, has been smooth. Perforations, or

nodes representing them, large and elevated, two to three times as long as wide,^

and occurring at every third septum below, and at every second in the upper part

of the specimen.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, at Smith and Price's quarry, near Columbus Ohio. The discovery

and preservation of this peculiar specimen are due to the careful observa-

tion o^Mr. Edward Hyatt, of the State University, at Columbus, Ohio.

Genus GOMPHOCERAS Sowerby.

Gomphoceras Hyatti,

PI.ATE IV, fig. 1, and Pirate I, fig 1.

Gomphoceras Hyatti Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 206.

Shell large and robust, slightly arcuate throughout, but more strongly curved

below than in the upper part ; somewhat rapidly expanding from below upward to

near the middle of the outer chamber, where it is suddenly contracted to the aper-

ture, and on the lattral margins again slightly expanding. The rate of increase in

diameter, as compared with the increased length, is about as one and two, when
measured on the inside curvature. Transverse section of the shell obtusely subtrian-

gular, flattened or but slightly convex on the inner surface, rounded on the lateral

surfaces, and obtusely rounded on the back; the dorso-ventral and lateral diameters

are about as four and five, and the triangular form is more perceptible in the earlier

stages of growth, owing to the greater convexity of the inner face in the upper
portion and on the outer chamber. Outer chamber comparatively short, being about
two-thirds as high as wide. Aperture large, irregularly tri-lobed, straight on.the

inner face, and about four-fifths as wide as the entire width of the shell, and ap-

parently about two-thirds as wide in a dorso-ventral direction as laterally. The
exact form of the aperture on the outer side cannot be ascertained, owing to the

imperfection of the specimen in this part. Septa moderately concave, very closely

arranged in the lower part, but more distinctly disposed above ; the rate of increase

in distance somewhat gradual to near the upper portion, where two or three of the

septa are slightly mpre crowded. In the more distant portions, three chambers oc-

cupy the space of one inch, but in the lower part of the specimen, where the trans-

verse diameter is a little more than one and a half inches, they are less than one-

twelfth of an inch apart. Siphuncle of moderate size and sub-centrally situated.

Surface of the shell unknown.
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The specimen from which the description is taken Is an internal

cast, not retaining any portion of the shelly structure; but it appears to

have been destitute of strong surface markings. It measures about seven

inches in length by nearly four inches in transverse diameter at the widest

part, which is near the lower part of the outer chamber. The lower

end is imperfect, and measures one and a half inches in transverse diam-

eter. It is with some hesitation that I place the species under the genus

Gomt>hoceras, owing to the strong curvature of the shell and the struc-

ture of the aperture, which is reversed in its relation to the curvature of

the shell as compared with most species of the genus; the widest por-

tion being on the inside curvature, instead of on the outer side. The
general triangular or tri-lobed form of the aperture, together with the

greater lateral diameter, would seem to overbalance the fact of the curva-

ture.
^

Formation and Locality,—In limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio. Named in

honor of Mr. E. Hyatt, from whose collection it was obtained.

Gomphoceras amphora.

Platk III, fig. 9.

Gomphoceras amphora Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 207.

Shell of large size, elongate-ovate or short sub-fusiform, somewhat rapidly

expanding from below upward to within a short distance of the base of the outer

chamber; from which point it again contracts more rapidly to about one-half the

height of the outer chamber, and is then drawn out into a narrow neck, resembling

the neck of a bottle, of a width but little exceeding one-third of the diameter of

the larger portion of the shell. Aperture not distinctly traced, but on the side

figured, there is an appearance of a deep, rather narrow sinus, extending nearly one-

half the depth of the outer chamber. The shell bears the appearance, also, of hav-

ing been curved, as indicated principally by the obliquity of the septa, which are

numerous, rather deeply concave, and arranged at a distance of about one-fourth of

an inch in the largest part of the specimen, and decreasing in distance below and

above ; while near the base of the outer chamber there about six septa closely crowded

together. Position of the siphuncle not determined.

The species resembles G. eximium Hall, of the same formation, in

the lower part of its length, although more rapidly expanding, but in the

upper part, and especially near the aperture, differs entirely from any

other species known.

Formation and Locality.—In the limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, in Marion county, Ohio. Collection of Columbia College, New
York.

Gomphoceras Sciotense.

Plate IV, fig. 4; Pirate V, fig. 2; Pirate VI, figs.' 6 and 7.

.

Gomphoceras Sciotense Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 208.

Shell of medium size or smaller, short obconical in form, or rapidly expanding

from the apex upward ; slightly flattened in a dorso-ventral direction, giving a

broadly oval transverse section, which is a little more flattened on the dorsal than
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on the opposite side, in tlie more perfect specimen, but may not be constantly so in

all individuals. Septa shallow, arranged at nearly equal distances from each other

in the larger parts, and numbering about seven in an inch, except near the outer

chamber, where there are usually one or two more closely arranged. The outer

chamber is proportionally short, and rapidly contracted in the upper part to about

one-half the diameter below, to form the transversely sub-triangular or obscurely
'

trilobed aperture, which is rounded at the lateral extremities, straightened on the

dorsal side, and provided with a moderately deep but rather narrow sinus on the ven-

tral margin. Siphuncle proportionally small, and situated close to the dorsal side.

Only two individuals have thus far been observed, and these show
some slight variation in the form of transverse section and in the propor-

tional length of the outer chamber; the one retaining the chambers

being shorter above, and more flattened on the dorsal side than the other.

In this specimen, the septa are somewhat obliquely arranged, being high-

est on the dorsal side, which may, however, be owing to oblique com-

pression in the matrix. The individuals, being both internal casts, have

afforded no opportunity of observing the surface structure.

Formation and Locality,—In the limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio. Collected

by Mr. Hyatt.

Genus CYRTOCERAS Goldf.

Cyrtoceras cretaceum,

PI.ATE IV, figs. 2 and 3.

Cyrtoceras cretaceum Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 209.

Shell of medium size, somewhat moderately expanding in its upward growth to

the base of the outer chamber, from which point it again contracts to the aperture;

the increase not always regular, but in some individuals more abruptly expanding
above than below. Shell slightly curving throughout its length, appearing less

arcuate in the upper portion, owing to the contraction of the outer chamber toward

the aperture. Transverse section oval, widest in a lateral direction, and with the

inner surface much less arcuate than the outer or dorsal surface. Outer chamber
proportionally short, the length not exceeding the dorso-ventral diameter of the

lower end ; margin simple, so far as can be determined from any of the specimensi

showing only a broad, shallow sinuosity on each side. Septa somewhat closely

arranged and deeply concave, but slightly increasing in distance in the upper part,

the average length of the chambers being about one-tenth of an inch, but some-
what more crowded just below the outer one. Siphuncle of moderate size, situated

a little within the dorsal surface, and very slightly expanded within the chambers.

Surface of the shell marked only by transverse lines of growth parallel to the mar-
gin of the aperture.

The shells are moderately abundant, and show slight variations in form

among individuals, especially in the rate of increase in dimensions or in

the regularity of the expansion, as well as in the comparative distance

between the septa; a single individual showing a much greater distance

between them in the upper part of its length. The shell would probably

be considered by some as belonging to the genus Oncoceras^ as the de-

crease in diameter in the upper part of the outer chamber gives to the
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shell, below, the peculiar bulging appearance supposed to be characteristic

of that genus; but the transverse form and elliptical section, together

with the form of the siphuncle and other features, present characters

-common to the genus Cyrtoceras, It is most nearly related, in general

form, to C Conradi Hall, from the Marcellus shales of New York, but

attains a much greater size, has a shorter outer chamber, and is destitute

of the small lip-like sinus on the ventral side, as seen in that one. The
upper portion of Gcmphoceras oviforme Hall, from the limestone of the

Marcellus shale, bears considerable resemblance, except in the closing of

the aperture, which constitutes a generic difference.

Formation and Locality.—In the cherty layers of the Upper Helderberg

limestone, near Dublin, and at Bellenaris quarry at Georg^sville, Franklin

-county, Ohio.

Genus GYROCERAS DeKoninck.

Gyroceras Columbiense.

PI.ATE vr, fiR. 8.

'Gyroceras Columbiense Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 210,

Shell of about a medium size, often attaining a diameter across the disk of about

six inches, although the majority of the specimens seen will not measure more
than five. The shell is closely coiled, the volutions being in absolute contact and
about one and a half or two in number. Volutions nearly circular in a transverse

section, being a very little greater in the lateral direction than in the dorso-ventral,

and the back of the volution barely perceptibly flattened on the outer portion of the

larger one, but not perceptibly so on the inner portions. Septa deeply concave and
distantly arranged ; the chambers measuring about half an inch each, on the outer

two-thirds of the body volution of a specimen where the vertical, or largest, di-

ameter of the disk is five inches. Position of the siphuncle not absolutely deter-

mined. Surface of the shell unknown.

All the individuals of this species observed are internal casts, and

occur in a rather rotten limestone, under conditions very unfavorable for

the preservation of the shelly substance; consequently^ the surface char-

acters have not been observed. It is an abundant species, but owing to

the conditions of preservation, is not often found in collections. It will

be readily distinguished from the other described species by the closely

^coiled volutions and the nearly circular section. It is perhaps more
nearly related to G, cyc/ops Hall, 15th Rept. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist.,

than to any other described species; but it differs from that one in its

smaller size, and more .rapidly increasing as well as more closely coiled

solutions, and does not appear to have been provided with the broadl}^

expanding and foliated varices which are so characteristic of that species-

It might be objected, that as the shell of this species is unknown, the

determination of the absence of these foliated expansions is not well

authenticated; but it may be answered, that as the two species are asso-

•ciated in the same layers in the quarries where they are both rather com-
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tnon, if they were really one and the same, the shell would be preserved

on these as well as on the G, cyclops, and the expansions readily detected.

Formation and Locality,—In the limestone of the Upper Helderberg

^oup, near the lower part, at Smith and Price's and at other quarries

near Columbus, Ohio.

Gyroceras seminodosum*

Plate IV, fig. 6.

-Gyroceras seminodosum Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., March, 1882, p. 211.

Shell small, compactly coiled, and consisting, in the specimen used, of a little

more than two volutions, which increase rather rapidly in diameter with increased

age; they are somewhat wider transversely than in a dor^o-ventral direction, and

are slightly triangularly elliptical in a transverse section ; the greatest transverse

diameter being very slightly outside of the middle of the dorso-ventral diameter.

The inner one and a half coils are smooth on the exterior, but the outer volution,

for a little more than the larger half, is ornamented by a single series of compara-

tively large, transverse, triangularly elliptical nodes on each lateral surface, having

the angular side of the node placed anteriorly and the opposite side nearly straight.

The nodes are placed at distances from each other about equal to one-half the

dorso-ventral diameter of the tube at the node indicated. The septa are not clearly

defined and cannot be given with certainty; but they appear to be distantly placed

on the inner portions of the shell, while on the nodose portion they seem tj) be

placed at about half t% distance of the nodes apart. The siphuncle has not been

observed. The surface of the shell, as seen on a fragment of the substance remain-

ing on the dorsum of the outer volution, is marked with rather close, distinct,

revolving lines or ridges, crossed by more closely arranged transverse lines, which

^nake a shallow retral bend in crossing the back of the shell.

The specimen is probably an immature shell, but is a distinctly

marked species, differing strongly in its form and nodose character from

any of those assoc.ated with it. It most nearly resembles G, {Hercoce-

rasf) paucinodus Hall, from the Upper Helderberg group of New York

{see Illust. Dev. Foss., pi. 55, figs. 1 and 2), but is less distinctly triangu-

lar in a transverse section, that one being widest near the outer portion

of the volution, with a nearly regular sloping surface on the side of the

whorl to its junction with the preceding one, while this species is rounded.

The form of the nodes is also different—those being situated near the

dorsal margin. The triangular form of these nodes is peculiar in having

the two short sides of the triangle directed forward. It also differs in

having a greater number of volutions for a given diameter.

Formation and Locality,—In limestone of the Upper Helderberg

:group, near Dublin, Ohio. Collected by Mr. Hyatt, of the State Univer-

sity, at Columbus, Ohio.
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NOTE ON THE MARCELLUS SHALE AND OTHER MEMBERS
OF THE HAMILTON GROUP IN OHIO, AS DETERMINED

FROM PAL^ONTOLOGICAL EVIDENCE.

During the early summer of 1878, President Edward Orton wrote,

asking if I could spend a few days with him in central and southern

Ohio, in an effort to ascertain from palaeontological evidence, the true

horizon of certain layers of rock which had been somewhat of a difficulty

to him; and in the month of August I spent several days with him for

that purpose. While making these somewhat hurried observations at a

locality about six miles N. W. of Columbus, in Perry township, on the

east bank of the Scioto riyer, we accidentally discovered a thin bed of

dark brown shale, somewhat fissile and bituminous in character, in what

Prof. Orton had considered as a representative of the Delaware lime-

stone of Delaware, Ohio. • The peculiar texture of the shales, occurring

where I had expected only a light-colored limestone, excited my interest

;

and after a few minutes' examination, I discovered that they contain

numerous flattened shells of Leiorhy7ichus limiiaris, Vanuxem. I also

obtained from them two specimens of Dlscina mifiuta, and examples of

Lingula Manni Hall; the two former being well-known and characteristic

forms of the Marcellus shales of New York. On exfamination, we found

that these shells, especially the Leiorhynchus, extended through a thick-

ness of several feet of the rock, and that the peculiar bituminous char-

acter of the shale accompanied them, but with intercalations of thin layers

of less bituminous and light-colored limestones. Subsequently, at a point

nearly opposite Dublin, Ohio, some miles north of the above-mentioned

locality, the same shale was again recognized in a corresponding horizon,

accompanied by the same species, the Leiorhyfichus being quite numerous.

At a subsequent visit, Mr. Edward Hyatt obtained Discina LodcnsisYLsiW,

another New York Marcellus species. At this second locality, immedi-

ately above the shale, and while the limestone layers retain much of the

bituminous character, the layers become thicker and more calcareous,

and their surfaces are covered with the shells of Spirifera gregaria QXdi'p^,

and Tentaculites scalariformis Hall, both of which are likewise common
in the blue limestone layers at Delaware, Ohio.

A section of the rocks at the first-mentioned locality, six miles N.

W. of Columbus, on the east bank of the Scioto, subsequently furnished

by Prof. Orton, is as follows:

The lower bed. No. 1 of section, is a heavy-bedded limestone about

thirty feet thick, representing the Columbus quarries, including the coral

beds and those containing the large cephalopods. (Lower Corniferous

of the Ohio Geol. Rept.)
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No. 2, a thin layer of limestone, four to six inches thick densely

filled with teeth, plates and bones of fishes, locally known as the " Bone-

bed."

No. 3, about thirty feet of thin-bedded shaly limestone, the "Dela-

ware bed" of Prof. Orton. The upper part of this is supposed to repre-

sent the beds of similar character at Delaware, Ohio, which contain the

large fish-remains.

No. 4, about fifteen feet of bluish, somewhat marly shales, the^'Olen-

taugy shales" of N. H. Winchell. This is followed above by the Huron
shales, the supposed equivalents of the Genesee slates and Portage shales

of New York.

Near the lower part of No. 3, only a few feet above the "Bone-bed,"

occurs the dark brown shale in question, with the peculiar fossils, which
I have no hesitation in pronouncing the equivalent oi the Marcellus

Shales of New York. Admitting this—and there certainly appears to be
no alternative—the rocks found above this limit should represent the

Hamilton group of the New York system ; and we ought to find some
fossils here, characteristic of that formation, which would not pass below

this line. To ascertain if this wa» so, 1 requested Mr. Edward Hyatt,

who has collected carefully the fossils around Columbus, to furnish me a

list^ of the species known, with their horizons indicated; and also re-

quested the use of specimens of species not known to occur below the

horizon of the *' Bone-bed," that being the most easily recognized limit,

and the one most generally studied in connection with the vertical dis-

tribution. Contrary to my expectations, the species yet known not to

pass below the "Bone-bed" are very few. These, with the exception of

the Tentaculites scalariformis, have been illustrated on Plate III, and are,

with two exceptions, known Marcellus and Hamilton types, one being a

new species, and the other {Spirifera Maia Bill.), occurring in the Upper
Helderberg limestone in Canada. The examination of the upper layers

for characteristic fossils was not carried far enough to make it perfect,

owing to Mr. Hyatt's absence from Columbus ; but the few forms found

above these bituminous layers will readily be recognized as characteristic

of the Hamilton group, and warrant one in considering the Black shales

and other beds coming above these thin limestones in central Ohio, as

equivalent to the Genesee slates and succeeding formations of New
York.=^

The following lists, prepared by E. and H. Hyatt, of Columbus,

Ohio, are from the limestones within twenty-four miles of that place.

Those of the first list are from below the horizon of the " Bone-bed,"

and the next from above; Strophomena rhomboidalis being the only

species fully recognized from both horizons. All species have been col-

lected by them from known horizons, or have been seen from the beds

by myself.
1 Names given by Mr. Hyatt, which I cannot verify.—R. P. W.
^These lists wiU be found appended at the end of the present article.

28 G. O.
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Sp:ecies from below the ''Bone-Bed."

PROTOZOA.
Stromatopora DeBlainville.

S. granulosa Nich.

»S. nodulata Nich.

S,ponderosa Nich.

•S*. Sanduskyensis Rominger.
6*. substriatella Nich.

Cannopora Phillips.

C columnaris Nich.*

C densa Nich.*

Receptaculites DeFrance.

R, Devonicus Whitf.

RADIATA.
Favosites Lamark.

F, basalticus Goldf.

F, Gothlandic Lamarck. (?)

F, hemispheric Yand. and Shumard.
F. invaginat Nich.

F, pleurodictyoides Nich.

F, polymorph Goldf. ?

7^ turbinat Billings.

MiCHKLiNiA DeKoninck.

M, convexa Emmons.
M. maxima Troost.

Emmonsia Ed. and Hairae.

E. Emmonsi HalL

Trachypora Ed. and Haime.

T, elegantula Billings.

* Since writing the above remarks, Vol. V. of the Pal^ont. of New York has

been published. In it the author has, on p. 139, some remarks on the limestones at

the Falls of the Ohio, and their relations to the Hamilton group of New York.

After showing that the Hydraulic-cement beds of the Falls of the Ohio are the

equivalents of the Hamilton group of New York (which had already been stated in

the Geol. Kept. Ind., 1875, pp. 147, 148, and also shown in sections on page 157), the

author remarks, "In the State of Ohio, similar conditions may be inferred, from the

fact that certain known species of Hamilton fossils are published in the Ohio Geo-
logical Reports as from the Corniferous group." At the meeting of the Am. Assoc,

for the Advancement of Science, at Saiatoga, August, 1879 (see Proc. A. A. A. Sci.,

vol. xxviii, p. 297), I read a notice of the occurrence in Ohio of rocks representing

the Marcellus shales of New York, embracing most oi the substance of this note,

and in which it was shown that a considerable thickness of the limestones previously

recogniajed as '* Corniferous " in Ohio, were above the horizon of the beds which I

had recognized, from palaeontological and lithological evidence, as of the age of the

Marcellus shale, and would be of necessity equivalents of the Hamilton group.

This was in August, 1879. The volume above-mentioned is dated, in the letter of
transmissal, Dec. 15, 1879.
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AUI.OPORA Goldfuss.

A. cornuta Bill.

A,filiformis Bill.

A, tubaformis Gold. ?

Syringopora Goldf. ?

6*. Hisingeri Bill.

kS*. Maclurei Bill.

S. tabulata Ed. and Haime.
ERIDOPHYI.LUM Ed. and Haime.

E, Simcoense Bill.

E, strictum E. and H.
E, Verneuilanum E. and H.

Styxastrea Lonsdale.

^. Anna Whitf.

Zaphrentis Rafinesque.

Z. *cornicula Ed. and H.
Z, Edwardd Nich.

Z. gigantea Ed. and H.
Z. prolifica Bill.

Z, Wortheni Nich.

Cyathophyi^lum Goldf.

C rugosum Hall.

C Zenkeri Bill.

Hadriophyli^um Ed. and H.
/f. />' Orbignyi Ed. and H.

Heliophyllum Ed. and H.

H. confluens Hall.

H. Halli Ed. and H.

Aulacophyi,i,um Ed. and H.
A, sulcatum Ed. and H.

Cystiphyleum Lonsdale.

C, Americanum Ed. and H.
C. Ohioense Nich.

CRINOWEA.
Megistocrinus O. and S.

M, spinulosus Lj'on.

DoEATocRiNus Lyon.

D. tnultiradiatus Hall.

D. radiatus Hall.

BLASTOIDEA.
NucEEOCRiNUS Conrad.

, N, Verneuili Troost.

CoDASTER McCoy.
C. pyramidatus Shumard,
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Ancyrocrinus Hall.

A. spinous Hall,

IMOLLUSCA.
BJ^VGZOA nmrnQvich.

Stictopora Hall.

kS. Gilberti Meek.

LiCHKNALIA Hall.

L. lichenoides Meek.

BRACHIOPODA.
DisciNA Lamarck.

D. grandis Vanux.?

Crania Retzius.

C crenistriata Hall.

C Hamiltonics Hall.

Orthis Dalman.

O, Livia Bill.

O. propinqua Hall.

O. Vanuxemi Hall.

Streptorhynchus King.

S.flabeHum Whitf.

kS. pandora Bill.

Strophodonta Hall.

S. anipla Hall.

6*. demissa Conrad.

kS*. kemispkerica Hall.

6^. inequiradiata Hall.

S. nacrea Hall.

S. Patersoni Hall.

S. perplana Conrad.

kS. subdemissa Hall.?

Strophomena Rafinesque.

6". rhomboidalis Wilck.

Chonetes Fischer.

C acutiradiata Hall.

C arcuata Hall.

C dejiecta Hall.

C. mucronata Hall.?

C Yandellana Hall.

Productelea Hall.

P. spmulicosta Hall.

Spirifera Sowerby.

kS". acuminata Con.

S, duodenaria Hall.

S. euruteines Owen.

S. fimbria'a Con.
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S, Grieri Hall.

S. macra Hall.

S. macrothyris Hall.

5. Manni Hall.

S. Marcyi Hall.

S*. Oweni Hall.

5*. segmenta Hall.

S. varicosa Hall. .

Spiriferina D'Orb.

S. raricosta Conrad's sp.

Cyrtina Davidson.

C. HamiltonicB Hall.

MKRISTEI.LA Hall.

M. nasuta Conrad^s sp,

M, scitula Hall.

NUCLBOSPIRA Hall.

N. concinna Hall.

Atrypa Dalman.

A, reticularis Linn.

RHYNCHONELiyA Fischer.

R, Billingsi Hall.

R, Carolina Hall.

R. Dotis Hall.

R, Thetis Billings.

R. ? raricosta Whitf.

Pkntamerkli^a Hall.

P. arata Hall.

Terebratula Schlotheim.

T, Sullivanti Hall.

Tropidoi^eptus Hall.

T, carinattcs Conrad.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

AvicuLOPECTEN McCoy.

A, crassicostatus H. and W.
A. parilis^ Conrad.

Pterinea Goldf.

P. flabella Conrad? The specimens referred to this species

are very doubtfully identified. They are large, coarse

forms, very unlike any of those in the higher beds.

MYTII.ARCA H. and W.
M. ponderosa H. and W.
M, percarinata Whitf.

CoNOCARDiUM Brown.

C trigonale Hall. C Ohioense Meek, is the young of the

above.
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GONIOPHORA Phillips.

G, perafigulata H. and W.
Paracyclas Hall.

P, lirata Conrad.

P, Ohioensis Meek=/^. lirata Conrad. P. occidentalis H.

and W.
MoDiOMORPHA H. and W.

M, elliptical

M. perovata Meek.

Sanguinolites McCoy.

^. Sandtcskyensis Meek.

GASTEROPODA.
Pi^ATYCERAS Conrad.

P. attenuatum Meek.

P, bucculentum Hall.

P. carinatum Hall.

P. conicum Hall.

P. dumosum Conrad.

P, multispinosum Meek,

P. squalodens Whitf.

Pi^ATYOSTOMA Conrad.

/*. lichas Hall.

EuOMPHAi^us Sowerby.

E. Decewi BU.lmgs=Pleuronotus Decewi Hall.

Turbo Klein?

T, Kearneyi Jlall=PalaotrocAus Kearneyi.

T, Shumardi D'Vern.

ISONKMA M. and W.
/. bellatula }lai\l=Callonema bellatula Hall.

/. depressum M. and W.
/. humile Meek.

Xknophora Fischer.

X, antiqua Meek.

Naticopsis McCoy.
N, (zquistriata Meek.

N, cretacea H. and W.
N, Levis Meek.

LOXONKMA Phillips.

L, Leda Hall.

L, HamilionicB Hall,

L, pa^vulum Whitf,

L, pexatum Hall.

Orthonkma M. and W.
O, Newberryi Meek,
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MACROCHEIIyUS Phillips.

M, prisais Whitf.

Plkurotomaria DeFrance.

P. adjutor Hall.

P. Doris ll3ll=Oyclonema Doris Hall.

P. Hebe Hall.

P, Lucina Hall.

MURCHISONIA De Verneuil.

M, desiderata Hall.

M. Maia Hall.

M, obsoleta Meek.

Dentai^ium Linnaeus.

D, Martini WhiXS.

Bei<i,ERophon Montfort.

B, Newberryi Meek.

B. Pelops Hall.

B. propittquus Meek.

PTEROPODA.
CoNULARiA Miller.

C elegantula Meek.

TENTACUI.ITES Schloth.

T. scaiarifarmis Hall.

CEPHALOPODA.
Orthoceras Breynius.

O. nuntium Hall.

O. Ohioense Hall.

O, profundum Hall.

Trematoceras Whitf.

T, Ohioense Whitf.

GoMPHOCERAS Sowerby.

G, amphora Whitf.

G. eximium Hall.

G. Ifyatti Whitl
G. sciotense Whitf.

Cyrtoceras Goldfuss.

C cretaceum Whitf.

C Ohioense Meek.

C undulatum Vanuxem ?

Gyroceras Meyer.

G, Columbiense Whitf.

G, Cyclops Hall.

G, inelegans Meek.

G. Ohioense Meek.

G, seminodosum Whitf.
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CRUSTACEA.
Dai^mania Emmerich.

D, Calypso Hall.

D. Helena Hall=Z>. Ohioense Meek.
D, selenurus Green.

Phacops Emmerich.

P. r'ana Green.

Proktus Steininger.

P, crassimarginatus Hall.

Species from above the Bone-Bed.

CRINOIDEA.

Goniasteroidocrinus lyyon.

G. spinigerus Hall.

BRACHIOPODA.
lyiNGuivA Brugiere.

L. Manni Hall.

L. ligea Hall.

DiseiNA Lamarck.

D. Lodensis Hall.

D. TTiinuta Hall.

Strophomena Rafinesque.

kS. rhomboidalis Wilck.

Chonetes Fischer.

C scitula Hall.

C. reversa Whitf.

Spirifera Sowerby.
6". Maia Billings.

6*. zic-zac Hall.

lyElORHYNCHUS Hall.

L, limitaris Vanuxem.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
AVICUI.OPECTEN McCoy.

A. equilaierus Hall.

Pterinea Goldfuss.

P. similis Whitf.

AcTiNODESMA Sandberger.

A. subrectum Whitf.

Grammysia DeVern.

G, bisulcata Conrad.

Nyassa H. and W.
N, arguta H. and W.
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RECOGNIZED SPECIES FROM THE MARCELI.US SHALES
OF OHIO.

MOLLUSCOIDEA.
BRACHIOPODA.

Genus LINGULA Brug.

Lingula Mannu

Plate VII, figs. 1 and 2.

Lingula Manni Hall; 16tli Rept State Cab N. Y., p. 24; Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, No. 6,

pi. 2. fig. 3.

Shell of medium size, longitudinally subovate, somewhat more than half as

wide as long, very obtusely pointed at the upper end, with subparallel lateral

margins, and often rather squarely truncate in front, with rounded basal angles.

Substance of the shell thin and polished, with irregular concentric lines of growth
which do not produce any marked surface character. Interior of the valves some-
times characterized by a thin, hair-like, median ridge, which extends to below the

middle of the valve, leaving a distinct median depression on the cast where the

substance of the shell has been removed.

The specimens of this species are usually about three-fourths of an

inch in length by a little less than half an inch in width. They vary

considerable in outline, the variation being principally in the form of the

front, some of them being much more round on the front margin than

others, • or than the type specimens. This variation also causes a differ-

ence in the form of the lateral margins producing a more rounded or

oval form, and giving the shells an appearance approaching that of L.

Delia Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. iv, p. 12, pi. 2, fig. 9. The two forms are

associated in the shales and can scarcely be considered as distinct species.

Many of the specimens are so distinctly like L Manni, that it seems im-

possible the others having so slight a difference in form could be dis-

tinct, that I have not thought it advisable to attempt their separation.

Lingula ligeaf

PI.ATE VII, figs. 3 and 4.

f Lingula ligea Hall ; Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, part 1, p. 7, pi. 1, fig. 2.

Shell elongate elliptical in general outline, being about twice as long as wide,

rounded on the anterior end, and slightly more pointed at the beak in full grown
forms ; but in young or partly grown shells the extremities appear nearly equal.

Valve moderately convex, and sometimes a very little flattened along the middle.

Surface marked by fine concentric lines of growth.

The examples referred with some slight doubt to this species are

quite numerous in the thin bedded layers of bituminous limestones from
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above the "Bone-bed/' at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus,

Ohio. The young shells have much the appearance of L. spatulata Hall,

but when fully grown are almost exactly of the character of L, ligea.

Genus DISCINA lyamarck.

Discina minuta,

PI.ATE VII, figs. 5 and 6.

Orbicu/a minuta Hall, Geol. Rept. 4th Dist. N. Y., p. 180.

Discina minuta Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 16, pi. 1, fig. 16.

Shell minute, subcircular. Dorsal valve moderately convex or flattened as

occurring in the shales, the apex situated a little nearest the posterior margin, often

about one-third of the diameter^ from the border, pointed and directed toward the

posterior or peduncular margin. Ventral valve not observed. Surface of the shell

marked only by closely arranged, very fine concentric striae.

The shells of this species usually occur of about three-sixteenths of

an inch in diameter, and are usually very much flattened by compression

in the shales. They closely resemble those from the black Marcellus

shales of New York, but lack that convexity and finely polished surface

usually present on the Avon specimens.

Formation and Locality,—In the brown shale capping of the Upper
Helderberg limestone near Dublin, Ohio.

D scina Lodensis,

Plate Vll, fig. 7.

Orbicula Lodensis Hall, Geol. Rept. 4th Dist. N. Y., p. 223.

Orbicula Lodensis Vanuxem, Geol. Rept. 3d Dist. N. Y., p 168.

Discina Lodensis Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 22, pi. 1, fig. 14.

Discina media Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 20, pi. 2, figs. 25-29.

A single lower valve, referable to this species, was obtained from the

black shales. The form is subcircular and discoid, a little narrowed
toward the peduncular margin, and broadest forward of the middle.

Foramen comparatively small, narrowly elliptical, not extending quite to

the margin, the inner end not reaching to the centre of the disk; the

point of origin on the valve being slightly eccentric. Surface marked
by fine, not closely arranged, elevated, concentric lines.

The specimen described and figured very closely resembles the New
York species above cited; so nearly so in fact as to preclude the possi-

bility of detecting specific differences. The specimens from New York
differ greatly among themselves in the general form and outline of the

valves; so that on this character alone it would not be safe to rely; and
the general features of the shell, so far as can be determined from a single

valve, are not the same in both cases.

Formation and Locality.—In the brown shales at the top ' of the

Upper Helderberg limestone near Dublin, Ohio.
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Genus CHONETES Fischer.

Chonetes scitula,

PI.A.TE VII, fig. 10.

Chonetes scitula Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 130, pi. 21, fig- 4.

Shell small and semicircular in outline, or in some cases semi-ovate being a
little more than half of a circle. Hinge-line as long or a little longer than the shell

below, and but slightly mucronate at the extremities. Ventral valve nearly equally

convex or a little depressed just within the cardinal extremities. Dorsal valve flat-

tened or slightly concave. Surface marked with about sixty, fine, even sttiae in the
larger specimens, as counted on the ventral valve, and the hinge-line bears three

short spines on each side of the beak.

The specimens being in limestone are all much exfoliated, so that

the surface striae are not distinctly shown toward the cardinal borders.

The shells are perhaps a little longer than the more typical forms of C.

scitula as they occur in the Hamilton shales near Cayuga Lake, N. Y.>

and are somewhat intermediate in this respect between those and C Yan-

delli Hall, from the hydraulic limestones from near lyouisville, Ky.
Formation and Locality,—In thin-bedded bituminous limestones of

the Marcellus shale, above the "Bone-bed" at Smith and Price's quarries,

near Columbus, Ohio.

Chofzetes reversa.

Pi,ATB VII, figs. 8 and 9.

Chonetes reversa Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, 213.

Shell of about medium size, semicircular in outline, with a long, straight hinge-
line exceeding the width of the shell below. Valves resupinate, or reversed in their

curvature ; the ventral being very slightly convex in the earlier stages of growth,
and subsequently recurved so as to appear concave ; the entire deflection from a
plane being very little, so that the general appearance of this valve may be said to

be nearly flat. Area linear. Hinge-line ornamented by four, long, very slender

spines on each side of the centre, which are projected from the hinge-line at an
angle of about 65 degrees, measured on the outside; or 115 degrees as counted on
the inside of the spine. Surface of the ventral valve marked by exceedingly fine

striae, which are slightly alternating in size ; there being from two to five finer ones
between the coarser kind. Interior of the valve characterized by fine pustules, ar-

ranged in indistinct lines, presenting the usual characteristics of the genus. Dor-
sal valve not positively known ; but there is associated with it, in the same layers, a
slightly convex valve with similar striae, but more distinctly alternating, which may
possibly represent this valve. Its form is similar, and the convexity correspond-
ingly great.

This species is peculiar in its resupinate character, so far as the genus
is known in American Devonian rocks, and this character, together with
its form, its fine striae, and its nearly erect slender spines, will readily

distinguish it from any other species. The dorsal valve above spoken of

was at first supposed to be the young of Strophodonta perplana Conrad's

sp., but the similarity in size and character of striae to this species ren-

ders it doubtful

Formation and Locality,—In thin-bedded bituminous limestone, from
above the "Bone-bed" at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio.
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Genus SPIRIFERA Sowerby.

Spirifera Maia,

Plate VII, fig. 14.

Athyris Maia Billings, Can. Jour. Ind. Sci. and Arts, May, 1860, p. 276.

Sperifera Maia (Bill.) Hall, Pal. N. Y. vol. 4, pt 1, p. 416, pi. 63, figs. 6-13.

Several single valves of this species have been obtained from the

thin-bedded limestones, associated with the Discina and Leiorhynchus

bearing shales, on W. Meeteer's farm, two and a half miles south of Dub-
lin, Ohio; but in too imperfect a condition for illustration; still, how-
ever, sufficiently distinct to leave no reasonable doubt of their identity.

They are smaller in size than those from the Upper Helderberg limestone

of Canada, but otherwise not different so far as can be discovered from

the imperfect material on hand.

Genus LEIORHYNCHUS Hall.

Leiorhynchus limitaris.

PI.ATK VII, fig. 11.

Orthis limitaris Vanuxm, Geol. Rept. 3d Dist. N. Y., 1842, p. 146, fig. 3.

Atrypa limitaris Hall, Geol. Rept. 4th Dist. N. Y., 1843, p. 182, fig. 11.

Leiorhynchus limitaris Hall, 13th Rept. State Cab., p. 85, 1860.

Leiorhynchus limitaris Hall, Pal. N. Y. vol. 4, p. 356, pi. 56, figs, 6-21.

Shell small in size, seldom exceeding five-eighths of an inch in width and usu-

ally not more than three-eighths; form orbicular in outline and lenticular in pro-

file when not compressed. Valves subequal in depth and rotundity, the ventral

beak slightly extending beyond that of the dorsal and the middle third or more of

the width of the valve depressed, forming a broad but shallow sinus which extends

to within a short distance of the beak. Dorsal valve elevated in the middle to form
the fold which corresponds to the sinus of the ventral, but which does not continue

much beyond the middle of the valve. Surface of the shell marked by from ten to

twelve or more low, angular plications, four or five of which are seen in the sinus of the

ventral, and a corresponding number elevated on the fold of the dorsal valve, and
from three to four or even five marks each side of the shell beyond the limit of the

fold and sinus. The specimens are usually marked also by several strong concen-

tric lines of growth which form strong varices on the larger specimens, and the

plications are not unfrequently divided by slighter depressions along their surfaces,

which gives the appearance of being bifurcated, and the plications themselves are

very unequal in strength and seldom extend entirely to the apex of the valves.

This shell is a very well-marked species and cannot well be mistaken

for any other of the several species, which, so far as is yet known, are

limited to certain horizons; this one characterizing the horizon of the

Marcellus shale in New York, wherever the species has been found. Its

occurrence in Ohio has not heretofore been known or suspected, and its

presence in numbers, flattened and compressed in a dark brown, some-

what fossil shale, presenting so exactly the characters and appearance

that it does in the shales of New York, and also associated with other

characteristic forms of the Marcellus shale, is a somewhat significant

fact, and one of considerable importance in its stratigraphical relations.
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MOLLUSCA.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Genus AVICULOPECTEN McCoy.

Aviculapectenf eqtdlatera.

Pirate VIT, fig. 16.

Avicula equilatera Hall, Rept. 4th Dist Geol. Surv. N. Y., 1843, p. 180, Table 71,

fig. 71.

Shell small and slightly oblique, somewhat trapezoidal in outline, hinge-line
straight and as long as the greatest length of the shell; beaks nearly central on the
hinge ; anterior cardinal angle mucronate, and the anterior border gradually sloping
backward from the point; basal broader, broadly rounded; posterior margin slightly

extended at the lower third beyond the extremity of the hinge, and also slightly

sinuate above to form the sulcus of the posterior wing, which is small and rounded.
Surface of the valves very depressed convex, and marked by numerous fine bifur-

cating radii, and also by several concentric undulations which give to the shell a
strongly corrugated appearance.

The Species is, in New York, a very characteristic form of the Mar-
cellus shales, and is readily distinguished from any of those of the Ham-
ilton or other formations by its fine striae and corrugated surface. The
striae, although somewhat increasing in strength toward the margin, are

frequently bifurcated so that the increase in strength is not equal to that

of simple radii.

Formation and Locality.—In the bituminous shale from above the
** Bone-bed" at Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio, asso-

ciated with Discina minuta and Leiorkynchus limitaris.

Pterinea similis,

PI.ATE VII, fig. 15.

Pterinea similes Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 214.

Shell small, oblique ; the body, exclusive of the wings, being almost regularly
although obliquely ovate in outline, the anterior part being the larger ; hinge-line
about two-thirds as long as the entire length of the valve ; anterior wing small, dis-

tinctly rounded on the end, and separated from the body of the shell, on the left

valve, by a distinct sulcus along the surface, and which constricts the margin of the
shell

;
posterior wing one-third longer than the anterior side, pointed at the ex-

tremity and sinuate below. Body of the valve ventricose, strongly so on the um-
bone, with a strong, tumid beak, which projects distinctly beyond the hinge. Sur-
face of the left valve marked by distinct radii, which plainly alternate in strength
over the body of the valve, but less distinctly so toward and on the wings ; also, by
less strong concentric lines, and varices of growth. Right valve unknown.

The shell is of the type of Pterinea decussata Hall, which occurs abund-
antly in the Hamilton group in New York, but is of extremely small
size, and very ventricose; the proportionally strong varices of growth

^Thts ts probably the A. {Fterinopecten) invalidus Hall, of Pal. N. Y., vol. 5,

part I, pi. 1, fig. 18.
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showing its adult character. The type is one represented in the Devonian

rocks, from the Hamilton to the top of the Chemung, inclusive, in New
York, by several distinct species, but which is seldom recognized below

this horizon. We may, therefore, consider it as an additional evidence of

the age of the beds in which it is found.

Formation and Locality.—In the thin shaly layers of bituminous

limestone, from above the "Bone-bed" at Smith and Price's quarries,

near Columbus, Ohio.
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SPECIES FROM THE UMESTONES ABOVE THE "BONE-
BED." IN THE VICINITY OF COLUMBUS, OHIO, AND

NOT KNOWN TO OCCUR BELOW THAT
HORIZON.

ECHINODERMATA.

CRINOIDEA.

Genus GILBERTSOCRKSTUS Phillips.

Gilbertsocrinus spinigerus,

PI.ATE VII, fig. 12.

Trematocrinus spinigerus Hall, 15th Rept. State Cab., p. 128.

Gilbertsocrinus {Trematocrinus) spinigerus Hall, Descript of New Species of

Grinoidea from the Carboniferous rocks of the Mississippi valley, Plate I, fig 9.

Body small, of nearly equal height and width, broadly truncated at the base,

slightly rounded and expanded in the lower half of the height, but. generally con-

tracted above to the base of the arms. The base of the cup is deeply impressed,

including the basal and sub-radial plates; the first radials form the lowest part of

the cup, the second radials are placed at the point of its greatest diameter, and the

third at about one-half the entire height. The first and second radials are compar-

atively large, the first being heptagonal, the second hexagonal, and the third which
are smaller than the second are heptagonal, obtusely cuneiform above, and support

on each sloping face two proportionately large supra-radial plates, one above the

other, the upper face of the second one of which is excavated and its surface cica-

trized for the attachment of the true arms, while the summit arms arise from above

and are formed by the junction of the plates from the two adjacent rays. The first

interradial plates are moderately large, are truncated below the rest on the upper
truncated ends of the subradials, thereby separating the first radials of the adja-

cent rays from each other. Above the first interradials the plates are in arches of

^hree plates each for two or three transverse ranges with two and then one at the

top, except in a single lateral area where there is but two plates transversely.

The anal area is somewhat larger than the other areas, but the arrangement of

plates cannot be determined from excess of silicification. The inter-supraradial

areas are marked by two plates in each, situated one above the other, the second

one having its upper end forming a part of the summiit or dome of the crinoid.

The summit arms have been small but proportionately strong at the base, the ear-

lier series of plates only being reserved.

The surface of the plates has been elevated in the middle and perhaps ridged in

a stellate manner, but they are too small and too much weathered to allow of a per-

fect determination of this feature. The centre of the radial series is elevated so as

to form a distinctly marked ridge traversing the series from and above the third

radial ; while the first and second radials bear short obtusely rounded spines, of a

length somewhat greater than the diameter of the plate. The spines of the first

radials project outward and downward at an angle of nearly forty-five degrees to the

line of the base, while those of the second radials are a little inclined below a hori-

zontal.
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I had at first described this as a distinct species from the New York
form, on account of the less depressed interradial areas, but on more

critical comparison have decided that this may be only an individual dif-

ference. It agrees so nearly in all the details of structure in the perma-

nent features of the crinoid, that it does not seem possible to point out

any distinguishing features that can be called specific. It is true that in

the details of the true and the summit arms there may have been distin-

guishing characteristics, but in their absence I should prefer not to name
it as a different species from that one.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone above the " Bone-bed," at

Smith and Price's quarries, near Columbus, Ohio. Hyatt Brothers, col-

lectors.

MOLIvUSCOIDEA.

BRACHIOPODA.

Genus SPIRIFERA Sowerby.

Spirijera ziczac.

Pirate VII, fig. 13.

Dethyris ziczac Hall, Geol. Rept. 4th Dist. N. Y., 1843, p. 200, fig. 5.

Spirijera ziczac Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 222, pi. 35, figs. 15-23.

The specimens of this species recognized in Ohio are in a very imper-

fect condition, being single valves preserved in a limestone matrix, and

consequently much exfoliated when detached from the rock. Enough,

however, remains to show the strongly lamellose structure of the surface,

which together with the form of the shell and the mesial rib in the bot-

tom of the sinus of the ventral valve is sufficient to fully characterize

them as belonging to this species.

The form of the ventral valve is somewhat triangular, much wider

than high, the beak somewhat prominent and extended beyond the line

of the hinge; body of the valve ventricose and strongly arcuate, with a

deep, moderately wide mesial sinus, the bottom of which is occupied by

a slightly elevated rib, corresponding to the depression in the fold of the

dorsal side; from eight to ten angular ribs occupy each side of the valve

;

cardinal area moderately high and incurved, foramen nearly as wide as

high. Suriace of the shell marked by strong, concentric, lamellose

lines.

Formation and Locality.—In the blue limestone layers above the

** fish-beds '' at Delaware, Ohio.
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MOLIyUSCA.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Genus PTERINEA Goldfuss.

Pterinea flabella,

PI.ATB -VII, fig. 17.

AvicMla Jlabella,ConTa.di. Jour. Acad, Nat. Sci. Phila., 1st series, vol. 8, p. 238, pi. 12,

fig. 8.

Avicula flabella (Conrad), Vanux., Geol. Rept. 3d*Dist. N. Y., 1842, p. 152, ^%. 3.

Shell obliquely subrhombic including the wings, or the body of the valves

alone obliquely ovate, largest below. Hinge line straight, generally pretty long,

especially on the posterior side, the wing on this side usually extending backward

as far as the posterior extremity of the body of the shell, and sometimes even be-

yond that point ; but always distinctly separated from it by a broad, more or less

deep, rounded sinus ; leaving the wing of a triangular form, with the extremity

sometimes rounded but often pointed or even mucronate. Anterior wing on the

left valve much smaller, but still well developed, rounded on the margin, sloping on

the cardinal border, and separated from the body of the shell by a broad, often deep

rounded channel, which gradually widens with the growth of the shell. Body of

the left valves highly convex, and often with an abrupt cardinal slope much straight-

ened beyond the middle of the length. Beak large, tumid, projecting somewhat be-

yond the cardinal border, and placed at about one-third or less than one-third of

the entire length of the cardinal line from the anterior extremity; anterior border

of the valve rounding backward from a little below the sinus of the ariterior wing,

and usually forming a nearly regular curve to beyond the middle of the valve be-

fore beginning the upward curvature of the posterior portion. Posterior extremity

of the valve subangular at the point of greatest length. Surface of the left valve

marked by several strong, distinct, radiating costae, varying in number on different

individuals but usually ten or twelve : those making the centre of the valve and on
the umbonal slope being nearly straight in their direction from the beak to the base

of the shell ; while those nearer the anterior end become more and more curved in

their direction as they approach the margin. From three to five intermediate costae

occupy the usually slightly concave but often flattened interspaces. The entire sur-

face of the valve is often marked by more or less strongly marked concentric lines

of growth, which in crossing the stronger radii often form lamellose projections on

their surface when perfectly preserved, but are usually represented by small knotty

prominences as commonly seen. The posterior wing is often marked by indistinct

radiating lines, though not uncommonly these are entirely obsolete, and the con-

centric lines are strongly marked. The right 'valve of this shell is very slightly

concave, proportionately smaller than the left, with the radiating lines much sub-

dued, and the concentric lines not so elevated or knotty.

The specimens of this species observed from the rocks above the
** Bone-bed," in Ohio, have been left valves mostly. I have a recollection,

however, of having seen one slab in the Ohio State Collection, at Colum-

bus, which contained the impression of one right and one left valve, pos-

sessing the usual features of the species common in the Hamilton rocks

of New York; and which was said to be from layers above the ** Bone-

bed." The specimen figured on Plate XII, fig. 17, is from this horizon,

and presents all the features common to the New York Hamilton forms,

including the great gibbosity of the left valve. In the Upper Helder-

29 G. O.
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berg limestones of New York few representatives of this species have

been recognized, and those present a coarser, ruder form tl^an the Hamil-

ton group specimens ; and specimens from the limestones from below the
" Bone-bed," near Columbus, are not uncommon, but are very large, very

coarse, and rude in character, having but a distant resemblance to the

typical forms of the species. These I strongly suspect are properly a

distinct species, but the examples thus far obtained have been of so im-

perfect a character as not to furnish characters sufficiently marked to

determine this question.

Formation and Locality.—In rocks above the "Bone-bed;" horizon

known as the '* Petroleum Rock," in TuUy township, Marion county, Ohio,

TJie specimen figured is from the State collection at Columbus, and was
collected by Rev. Mr. Herzer.

Genus ACTINODESMA Sandb.

Aciinodesma subrecta.

Pirate VII, fig. 20.

Actinodesma subrecta Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. vSci., 1882, p. 215.

Shell of moderate size; the body of the shell, exclusive of the wings and
hinge extensions, ovate in outline, and slighly oblique to the cardinal line. Hinge-
line extended in the form of strong articulations or wings on the sides of the shell;

the upper margin straight, or a little declining on each side of the beak; anterior

wing short, triangular and divided from the body of the shell by a deep and wide
sub-triangular notch

;
posterior side long and sub-mucronate at the extremity,

three to three and a half times long as the anterior side, and its area much greater,

extending along the body of the valve to nearly half its length from the beak.

Body of the left valve more than moderately convex, and strongly arcuate or bent

between the beak and base of the shell ; so that when placed on a flat surface, the

margin, especially on the posterior side, would be much elevated above the plane.

Beak of the valve large, sub-tumid, and slightly extended above the cardinal line.

Length of the body of the shell, from the cardinal line to the base, about one-fifth

greater than across it in the opposite direction. Anterior border broadly rounded,

the basal margin more sharply so, with a slight angularity at its junction with the

nearly direct posterior border. Surface of the shell marked by irregular, concentric,

strongly lamellose lines, resembling those of the oyster. Right valve not yet

observed from Ohio.

The species is allied to A, recta—Avicula recta Conrad, but is shorter,

more ventricose on the left side, more arcuate or bent, and with

less extended wings. It is not an uncommon species in the solt

shales of the Hamilton group of New York, where it is readily

recognized from A. recta by the above mentioned characters. The A.

recta is most common in the arenaceous beds of eastern New York, while

this is the prevailing form among the soft shales further west. The right

valve is there recognized as being shorter than the left, concave instead

of convex, with an appressed beak or umbo not extending beyond the

cardinal line, and the valve is much thinner in its substance.

Formation and Locality,—In layers of brownish limestone above the

"Bone-bed," at Fishinger's mill, Franklin County, Ohio. Collected by
the Hyatt brothers, of the S ate University at Columbus.
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Genus NYASSA H. & W.
Prelimiuary Notice of Lamellibranchiata shells of the Upper Helderberg Hamilton
and Chemung Groups, etc., Albany, N. Y. 1869, p. 28 (generic description

omitted) :—Whitf. Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 216.

Shells bivalve, very oblique and transversely ovate in form. Posterior hinge-

plate narrow, bearing from one to four long, slender, ridge-like teeth. Anterior

plate broad, marked by numerous small point-like teeth with intermediate depres-

sions, arranged somewhat radiating from the middle of its inner border. Adductor
muscles two, one at each extremity. Pallial line entire. Ligament internal. TypeJ
JV. arguta. Name, mythological. Geological range, so far as known, Devonian.

Family relations apparently near Megalomus Hall, and Megalodon Sowerby.

Nyassa arguta.

Pirate VII, fig. 18.

Nvassa arguta H. and W. Prelim. Notice of the Lamellib. Shells of the Upper
Held., Hamilton and Chemung Groups, etc., Albany, 1^. Y., Dec. 1869, p. 28;

—

Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 216.

Shell of medium size, transversely sub-ovate or sub-trapezodial, much longer
than high. Valves moderately ventricose, most prominent along the umbonal ridge,

which is stronly arcuate and sub-angular. Beaks rather small and appressed, slightly

incurved, and situated near the anterior end. Surface of the valve generally de-

clining from the umbonal ridge to the basal line, and with a slight sinus or sulcus

below the ridge, which gradually widens toward the margin of the shell, where it

causes a broad, but not marked, emargination in the border of the shell. Cardinal

slcpe narrow and abrupt; hinge-line arcuate; posterior end of the shell narrowed;
anterior end broad, rounded, and slightly excavated below the beaks.

Surface of the shell marked by concentric lines of growth pitrallel to the mar-
gin of the valve, and often forming rather strong, irregular varices, most distinctly

marked on the anterior half of the shell.

The Ohio specimens, although preserved in an entirely different

matrix, are yet such exact counterparts of the New York shells that no
question can exist of their positive identity.

Formation and locality.—In limestone above the *' Bone-bed" in

Tully township, Marion County, Ohio. The specimen figured is from

the State Cabinet at the State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Genus GRAMMYSIA DeVern.

Granunysia bisulcata.

Plate VII, fig. 19.

Pholadomya anomafa Goldf Pet Germanica, p. 272, pi. 157, fig. 9.

Pterinea bisulcata Conrad, Ann. Rept. Geol. Surv. N. Y., 1838, p. 16.

Cypricardites bisculcata Conrad, Anji. Rept. Geol. Surv. N. Y., 1841, p. 52.

Gramntysia Hamiltonensis DeVeru., Bui. Geol. Soc, France, 2d Series, vol. 4, p. 696.

1847.

Cardinia Hamiltonensis DeOrb., Prod. Palaeon., vol. 1, p. 76, 1850.

Grammysta bisculcata Conrad, H. and W. Prelim. Notice Lamellib. Shell of the Up.

Held. Hamilton and Chemung Groups. Published as ext. from Rept. State-

Cab., Dec. 1869. (Anonymously.)
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Specimens of this species, presenting all the specific features of the

typical forms from the Hamilton beds of New York, are found at Fish-

inger's Mills, and at Scioto Station, in beds of limestone above the

''Bone-bed.'*

The general form is transversely elliptical, a little more than half as

long again as high, the valves usually compressed somewhat in the direc-

tion of bedding, but still moderately convex and extremely Unio-like in

their general expression. The body of the valves is marked by the

characteristic oblique rib and furrow passing from the beak to the postero-

basal margin, somewhat modifying its border; also b}?- numerous concen-

tric folds or wrinkles parallel to the margin of the shell, and marking

stages of growth. These wrinkles are usually well marked on the ante-

rior end of the shells, and become faintly marked or obsolete posterior to

the oblique furrow, and on the rather wide posterior cardinal slope. The
hinge-line is nearly straight and shorter than the length of the shell be-

hind the beaks, causing an oblique truncation of the posterior end above

the longest point of the valve. Beaks large, tumid, situated well forward

on the valves and enrolled. The oblique ridge is generally more or less

nodose from the crossing of the concentric folds of the shell.

This species has always been considered a very characteristic and

well-marked Hamilton type; and its occurrence in layers above the horizon

of the ''Bone-bed," and not below, is very significant.

FOSSILS OF THE ERIE SHALES.

There appears to be no question regarding the equivalence of the

Erie shales of Ohio with the Portage and Chemung groups of New York

,

and the palaeontological features of these latter formations are so well

known, and so marked, that there ought to be no doubt as to their geo-

logical position. Their stratigraphical relations also to the Catskill group,

the American equivalents of the Old Red Sandstone of England, which

is considered as typical Devonian, would apparently leave no doubt as to

their place in the geological record, or to the zoological age to which they

should be referred. From these considerations I have considered

the following fossils from the Erie shales, as of Devonian age, an opinion

for which I alone may be held responsible. The group, taken as a whole,

are of special interest on account of the Crustaceans; while the other

forms associated with them are sufficiently characteristic to show their

stratigraphical relations.

MOLLUSCOIDA.
Genus DISCINA Lamarck.

Discina humilis.

Plate VIII, figs. 1 and 2.

Discma humilis Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 16, pi. 2, fig. 18.

A crushed and fragmentary specimen of this species, but quite too

imperfect for illustration, has been detected in one of the nodules from
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the Erie shale at I^eroy, I^ake county, Ohio. The shell shows it to have

been circular, nearly discoid in form, with the surface covered by distant

elevated lides or ridges, and corresponds in all respects, as far as can be

seen on the specimen, to those from the Marcellus shale and Hamilton

beds of New York.

Genus ORTHIS Dalman.

Orthis tioga.

PI.ATE Vni, fig. 3.
^

Orthis tioga Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. 4, p. 59, pi. 8, figs. 20-29.

Among the concretionary nodules of the Erie shale from Leroy,

Lake county, there is one which contains impressions, or casts, of sev-

eral valves of the above named species. The specimens are some-

what smaller than the general run of the New York Chemung
specimens, but otherwise cannot be distinguished from them. The
most entire ones are dorsal valves, and are moderately convex, with a

decided mesial sinus. The form is transversely oval or elliptical, with a

short cardinal area and small depressed beak; the striae are rather coarse,

frequently bifurcated and much recurved on the cardinal margins and

slopes, many of them running off on the cardinal border. Muscular

scars large and sub-flabellate, all the features being the same as the typi-

cal forms of the species, modified only in size.

Genus PAL^ONEII.0 H. and W.
Preliminary Notice of Lamellib. Shells of the Upper Held., Hamilton and Che-

mung groups, etc., N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist, Dec, 1869, p. 6.

Palcsoneila similis,

Plate VIII, figs. 4 and 5.

Palcsoneilo similis Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 217.

Shell oblong, with nearly equally rounded extremities, and almost
^
parallel

dorsal and ventral margins. Anterior end short, a little narrower than the body of

the shell, resulting from the constriction below the beaks. Posterior end rounded

with a slight oblique truncation below the middle of the height, corresponding to

the very shallow umbonal sulcus of the valves. Beaks situated within the anterior

third of the length of the shell, small and unrolled. Valves ventricose, most prom-

inent just below the umbones, and slightly sulcated along the posterior slope.

The surface of the shell, so far as can be determined from the matrix, has been

smooth or without visible markings. On the internal cast, the condition in which

specimens are found, the muscular imprints are faintly marked—the pedal muscles

being the most distinct.

The species is closely related to P. (Leda) BarrisiWhito: zud Whitf.,

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 8, p. 29^ {Palcsoneilo Barrisi (W. and

W.), H. & W., Prelim. Notice of Lam. Shells of the Up. Held., Ham-
ilton and Chemung groups, etc.), but has been somewhat more nearly

parallel on the margins, and has a smoother shell.

Formation and Locality,—In calcareous concretions of the Erie shale,

at Leroy, Lake county, Ohio, accompanying the fossil entomostracan

from the same lociality (next described.)
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CRUSTACAEA.

PHYLLOPODA.

In the 16th Rept. State Cab. New York there is represented a

peculiar bivalve crustacean from the Hamilton group of that State, under

the name of Ceratiocarispunctata ; and in the Illustrations of Devonian

Fossils, Plate, XXIII, fig. 7, Section Crustacea, it is repeated under the

name Ceratiocaris (
Aristozoe) punctata. Among the fossils of the Erie

shales of Leroy, Lake county, Ohio, similar forms have been detected,

but specifically distinct from the New York forms : Others, not yet de-

scribed, have been observed from the Hamilton and Chemung groups of

New York. The Ohio species here given, together with the Macrurian

decapod and the following observations on the genera with but slight

modifications, were published in the Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts for January,

1880, as preliminary to this report.

The fossils in question differ from the true types of Ceratiocaris in

so many particulars, and to so great an extent, that it is quite impossible

to include them under that genus. The reference to Aristozoe Barr, is

however, still more erroneous, as the forms to which that name is

apphed by its author are true Ostracods, having all their parts con-

cealed within the carapace, as in Leperditia and its allies ; while the

forms under consideration are provided with a bivalve, or at least a two-

sided carapace, which incloses the thoracic portions ; while the abdomen

and caudal parts are naked, or not inclosed within this covering, and are

more properly classed among the Phyllopods.

That this latter character, the naked abdomen and caudal plate, per-

tains to these organisms, is abundantly proven by the Ohio specimens

now under consideration. The fossils are found inclosed in small con-

cretions; and there would be but little chance for specimens or parts of

specimens of different species, or less likely of parts of individuals of

distinctly related generic forms, -to be inclosed in the same small con-

cretion ; so we may safely conclude, that, where parts or fragments of

individuals of corresponding size are found in the same concretion, they

are parts of one individual or at most, of the same species. In the con-

cretions in question, there are two examples where parts of the naked

abdomen and caudal plate with its accompanying spines, are imbedded in

the concretion together with the carapace which I have classed as of the

same species. This I consider as ample proof that the parts belong to

the one individual ; and that the animal of which they are the remains,

was provided with a naked body and spinose caudal appendage as in

Ceratiocaris, It is also, stated in the Illust. Dev. Foss., that one specimen

resembling C. punctata, has been found with a body similar ,to that called

C armata attached to the carapace, showing their individual relations.

The several species above mentioned, while differing greatly from

Ceratiocaris, possess features in common which at once characterize
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them as a natural group, sufficiently marked to be readily distinguished.

I therefore propose to recognize them as a distinct genus under the gen-
eric name EcmNOCARis, possessing the following characters

:

Genus ECHINOCARIS Whitf.

Echimcaris Whitfield, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d series, vol. 19, p. 34, 1880.

Carapace bivalve, valves subovate in outline ; united on the dorsal margin by a
straight hinge ; the anterior, basal and posterior margins rounded, and generally
more or less produced posterior^. Surface of the valves marked by a more or less

distinctly elevated, curved, longitudinal ridge, centrally or subcentrally situated;

also by one or more ( usually three ) vertical ridges, or ridge-like nodes, extending
from the hinge-line on the body of the valve, and usually situated anterior to the
middle of the length. Abdomen naked, composed of several segments (four

known) and a caudal plate, which is produced into an elongated spine with a lat-

eral, movable spine on each side. Posterior margin of the abdominal segments
bearing spines on the now known species.

Type Echinocaris sublevh Whitf.

Among the genera now known and referred to of the CeraiiocaridcE

there are several distinct types of structure, indicated by the features of

the carapace alone, independent of the changes which take place in the

abdominal segments and in the caudal spine and appendages. The fol-

lowing synopsis of some of their characters may serve to illustrate their

peculiarities and to show more distinctly the relations which Echino-
caris bears to other known genera

:

1st Section : Carapace more or less elongated, with a straight or slightly arched
dorsal line; anterior end sharply rounded or pointed (rostrate); posterior end
truncate ; sides convex, smooth or simply striate, sometimes marked by a simple
ocular node near the antero-dorsal margin ; no ridges or other nodes. Ceratiocaris

McCoy, 1849; Caryocaris Salter, 1862; Hymenocaris Salter, 1852; Solenocaris

Meek, 1872; (?) Colpocaris Meek, 1872. The last somewhat questionable in char,

acter.

2d Section: Carapace similar in form to that of Sect. 1, with the posterio-

basal angles produced into spines, and the surface with longitudinal ridges-

Dithyrocaris Scouler (= Argas Scouler).

3d Section: Carapace rounded at both extremities, elongate-elliptical or
elongate-ovate in form with a straight dorsal margin; surface concentrically
striate, no nodes or ridges. Lingulocaris Salter, 1866.

4th Section : Carapace triangular, dorsal margin straight ; surface punctate or
reticulate, and concentrically striated (growth lines ?). Dictyocaris Salter, 1860.

5th Section: Carapace suboval or subovate with a straight hinge-line; sur-

face marked with longitudinal ridges or representative nodes and ridges. Surface
of parts smooth, punctate or pustulose. Echtnooaris new gen.

6th Section : Carapace broadly oval or ovate, no straight cardinal line, con-
sequently no hinge, anterior end rostrated or beaked, surface destitute of nodes or
ridges. Physocaris Salter, 1860.

7th Section : Carapace composed of three pieces, or apparently of three ; two
of which are semi-circular, with the anterior end of each obliquely truncate, form-
ing when the two are united, an anterior triangular notch into which the third or
rostral plate is inserted. Surface concentrically marked by growth lines ; no nodes
or ridges. Peltocaris Salter, 1866; DiscinocarisWooA^bxA, 1866; Aptichopsis Bar.
rande, 1872; Pterocaris Barrande, 1872 (not Heller, 1862).
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It will be readily seen from the above synopsis that Echinocaris

differs materially in the features of the carapace from all the other

genera enumerated. The features of the abdomen and caudal parts are

not as reliable, but are somewhat distinctive as may be seen by the fol-

lowing table of comparison. (A mark of interrogation indicates that

the parts are unknown or only partially known.)

Genus Ceratiocaris, abdominal segments 5 or 6, smooth, caudal spines 3.
" Dithyrocaris, '* "

" Hymenocaiis, *' "

" Dictyocaris, '* "

" Physocaris, '* "

" Bchinocaris, '* "

'*
' Discinocaris, " "

" Peltocaris, " *'

" Caryocaris, " "

" Lingulocaris, " **

** Colpocaris, " "

** Solenocaris, " '*

" Aptychopsis, " "

The number of segments here allotted to any given genus indicates

the maximum number of naked segments known; some of them con-

tain species having a smaller number, and in some a much greater num-
ber exists, some of which are concealed within the carapace. Thus
Ceratiocaris is known to possess in one species fourteen segments in the

abdomen, only six of which are naked.

The genus Dithyrocaris McCoy, is described as having three longi-

tudinal ridges. This feature is seen only when the two valves are

pressed open as in McCoy's example, so as to present the appearance of

one large plate ; in which case the hinge line forms the middle ridge.

The third or rostral plate in Peltocarisk, Caryocaris, Discinocaris and
Aptychopsis would appear to be quite analogous to the small rostral plate

seen in Ceratiocaris, and supposed to exist in Dithyroca7'is, and perhaps

some others, but which is usually absent. It is possible many of the

forms may have possessed this rostral plate, at least among those that

are deeply notched in front when the valves are spread open. In this

case they would as properly be considered as having three plates in the

carapace as those grouped under section 7. The forms of this section are

usually found with the carapace spread open on the rock, and are then

circular and discoid, but when in their natural position would have been

more or less roof-shaped.

Colpocaris Meek presents some features that raise a question as to

its true afi&nities. The longitudinal crenulated line and the inflection of

the supposed ventral border do not seem to be properly understood ; and
I am of the opinion they may belong to a different group of Crustaceans.
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Echinocaris subievis,

PI.ATE VIII, figs. 12-14.

Echinocaris subievis Whitfield, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d series, vol. 19, p. 36, 1880.

Carapace obliquely subovate in general outline, the height equal to two-thirds

the length, widest and deepest behind the middle, the posterior portion projecting

obliquely backwards and downwards beyond the extremity of the hinge-line-

dorsal-line straight, forming a hinge-line two-thirds the length of the valve ; outer

margin of the valves, except on .the dorsum, bordered by a narrow, slightly raised

and thickened rim ; anterior border nearly vertical from the extremity of the dor-

sal line, for about one-half the width of the valve, except a very slight rounding

backward to the hinge-line above ; below it slopes abruptly backward to and along

the basal line, and again more abruptly curving around the posterior end of the

valve and forward to the extremity of the cardinal line ; below which it is distinctly

excavated. The portion of the valve which projects beyond the hinge is nearly or

quite equal to one-third the length of the valve. Surface of the valves convex, and
marked by ridges and tubercles. The principal ridge commences at about the an-

terior third of the valve, and just above the middle, as an elevated, rounded, and
nearly vertical ridge ; but soon bends somewhat abruptly, and is directed backward
in a broad, sweeping curve, at less than one-third of the height of the valve from
the lower margin, and gradually decreasing in strength terminates a little within

the margin opposite the longest part of the valve. A second and slightly stronger

ridge rises from just behind the middle of the length of the hinge, and descends

with a gentle forward curvature, terminates near the upper anterior end of the first

one. The anterior or principal tubercle is large and distinct, and situated near the

aiitero- dorsal angle of the valve, occup3dng the greater part of the space between
the front margin and the two ridges just described. Between this and the second

ridge the surface is elevated, forming a low tubercle. The surface of the anterior

tubercle is occupied by several small but distinct pustules, and the entire surface of

the valve covered by a mmutely granulose structure.

Abdomen apparently consisting of four free segments ; the first one being

short and much thicker than the others on the anterior end, but rapidly narrowed
posteriorly; the posterior margin being armed with several small spine-like tuber-

cles. The other three segments are shorter than wide, gradually decreasing in

strength and increasing in length backwards, the first of the three being appar-

ently less than half as long as wide, their posterior margins all spine bearing; a

long curved lateral spine on each side, with three short ones between, and all in-

creasing in length backwards from the first or anterior segment.

Telson proportionally large, of a general triangular form, but slightly pro-

truding at the origin of the movable spines, and projecting behind into a long,

slender, and apparently cylindrical spine, making the telson with its spine about as

long as the four free segments together. Lateral- spines cylindrical, very gently

curved, and standing at an angle of about forty-five degrees to the central spine.

Surface of the telson highly convex and somewhat angular at the origin of the

spine. Surface of the crust of the abdomen smooth.

This species is closely allied in the form of the carapace to E. punc-

tata Hall (16th Rep. State Cab. N. Y., p. 74, plate 8, fig. 1); but differs

in the form of the nodes and ridges, and in the surface structure, also in

wanting the projection at the posterior end of the hinge; if this feature

is natural on that specimen. It is probable that the abdomen and telson

figured on the same plate under the name Ceratiocaris armata, belong to

the same species as the carapace of E. punctata, as suggested by Prof..
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Hall in the explanation of plate 23, section Crustacea, Illust. Dev. Fos-

sils, and if so, the distinction between these parts of the two species is

much more marked than between the carapaces.

Formation and Locali y.—In small calcareous concretions in the

Erie shales (Portage and Chemung) at Leroy, Lake count}^ Ohio.

Echinocaris pusiulosa,

PI.ATE VIII, fig. 15.

Echinocaris pusiulosa Whitefield, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d series, vol. 19, p. 38

1880.

Carapace ovate, widest anterior to the middle, the greatest height equal to

three-fourths of the length, hinge-line straight, rather more than half as long as

the valve, while nearly one-third the length of the valve projects behind its ex-

tremity. Margin of the valve bordered by a narrow, thickened rim. Anterior end
of the valve slightly excavated below the hinge extremity, and the margin broadly

rounded in front
;
posterior end more pointed, while the basal line is broadly and

evenly curved. At the posterior end of the hinge the margin is also slightly con-

stricted as in front. Surface of the valve convex and marked by the characteristic

nodes or ridges. The principal ridge commences in an oval node, which is situated

just within the anterior third of the length of the valve ; is placed vertically, just

above the middle of the height; and the horizontal position, which is sharply

elevated and slightly curved, is situated almost in the middle of the width, and
terminates a little less than one-fourth of the length from the posterior extremity.

The second ridge commences at the hinge-line near the middle of its length, and
descends with a slightly forward direction to within a very short distance of the top

of the vertical portion of the principal ridge. The anterior ridge, corresponding

to the anterior node or tubercle of E. subleviSy is narrow and vertical ; of a slightly

sigmoid form, and originates near the anterior extremity of the hinge-line; the

lower end reaching more than one-third the depth of the valve. The surface of the

ridges and of the valve in the postero-dorsal field, as also of the space be ow the

principal horizontal ridge, is marked by correspondingly large and distinct pustules.

Abdomen and telson unknown.

This species differs from C, sublevis in its slightly broader form, and

in the want of the obliquity of the axis of the valve with the hinge; in

the narrower posterior extremity, the pustulose surface, and in the form

of the surface ridges; most notably in the anterior one being ridge-like

and vertically sigmoid instead of round. The individual used in descrip-

tion is half an inch in length and three-eighths of an inch in its greatest

height.

Formation and Locality. —In calcareous concretions in the Erie

shales, at Leroy, Lake county,.Ohio.

Echinocaris multinodosa,

PI.ATK VIII, fig. 16.

Echinocaris multinodosa Whitefield, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d series, vol, 19, p.

38, 1880.

Carapace elongate-subovate, about twice as long as high, rounded in front and
somewhat pointed behind; the basal-line straightened along the middle portion and
parallel to the hinge-line; cardinal line straight and nearly half as Ibng as the
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length of the valve, and a little nearer the anterior than to the posterior end of the

carapace. Margin of the valves bordered by a narrow, elevated, thickened rim»

which is expanded considerably in width around the anterior end of the valve, and
terminates in a rounded, elongated ridge at the posterior extremity of the hinge

;

from which point the ridge is directed obliquely forward and slightly downward
from the caudal line. The surface of each valve is divided into three slightly

elevated areas, with depressed sulci between ; an anterior, a central, and a posterior

one. The first is situated in the middle of the anterior end of the shell ; the cen-

tral one unites with the anterior one below, and extends along the basal margin be-

hind, in a narrow curved point below the posterior one, and projects upward near

the centre of the valve in a triangular form, terminating in an elevated point just

above the median line. The posterior and largest area is ovate in form, and occu-

pies a little less than one-half the length of the shell, is narrowed in front and
pointed behind, taking the form of the extremity of the shell. The centre of the

anterior area is slightly tumid. Along the hinge-line and just below its margin

there are three sub-angular tubercles or nodes, at nearly equal distances and of

nearly equal strength, except that the posterior one is prolonged at its base into a

low, rounded, and slightly curved elevation, which extends to near the point of the

central raised area before mentioned. These three nodes, together with the

oblique ridge-like one terminating the marginal rim, border the hinge-line on each

valve. General surface of the valve finely punctate, but most distinctly so on the

posterior field.

The elongated form of the carapace readily distinguished this from

any of the other species described, while the number of node-like ridges

is a very marked feature. The abdomen and telson of this species have

not been observed, although several imperfect carapaces, mostly showing

parts of both valves, have been obtained.

Formation and Locality,—In calcareous concretions in the Erie

shales, at Leroy, I^ake county, Ohio.

DECAPODA.

Associated with the specimens of Entomostraca, described from the

concretions of the Erie shales of Ohio, are the remains of a Maprouran

Decapod, which appears to differ so much from any described genus as

to make undesirable to refer it to any of them. One of the peculiarities

consists in the possession of a pair of very strong antennal appendages,

which projects from beneath the anterior end of the thoracic carapace^

and are of such size and strength as to raise considerable doubt as to

their true nature. The existence of five thoracic limbs, exclusive of

these, projecting from beneath the carapace on one side would seem to

place their pedal nature out of the question; while their great develop-

ment as seen on the specimen would indicate that they had served some
purpose other than simple antennae, and to raise the question as to the

possibility of their having been chelate at their extremities. As only

the basal portions of these organs are represented, however, this question

cannot be satisfactorily determined. Having had an opportunity of con-

sulting Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., in regard to them, he gave as his opinion,

that from their position and the representation of the other five pairs of
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thoracic members without them, they could not be other than antennal

in their functions, notwithstanding their great size and anomalous char-

acter. Taking this view of their nature, the specimen would conform

strictly to the type of Macrouran Decapods.

In its generic relations, as well as in its general expression, the speci-

men resembles most nearly the genus Pygocephalus of Prof. Huxley,

first given in the Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. lyondon, vol. 13, p. 363, 1857,

with figures and descriptions of three specimens, under the name P.

Cooperi, Neither the genus or the species were well characterized at

that time. It is however again referred to in vol. 18, p. 420, of the same

journal, with a figure of a specimen supposed to be of the same species,

much better preserved, from the coal shales at Paisley. There are how-

ever, too many limbs represented as originating from the thorax for a

Decapod, and the antennae, although represented as of large size are not

like those of the Ohio specimen, while there is a second pair shown. In

other parts the figure is indistinct, and in the description the parts are

not defined sufficiently for close comparison. The differences, however,

are so great that I shall propose for this form the new generic name
PaIv-^opai,^mon, with the following diagnosis

:

Genus PAL^OPAIv^MON Whitfield.

Am. Jour. Arts and Sci., 3d series, vol. 19, p. 40, 1880.

A marouran decapod crustacean, having a shrimp-like body, with a thoracic

carapace narrowed but not rostrate in front, and keeled on the back and sides.

Abdomen of six segments terminated by an elongated triangular and pointed telson
;

segments arched, pleura smooth, not expanded nor lobed, their extremities rounded.

Sixth segment bearing caudal flaps, one on each side, composed of five visible ele-

ments, the outer four apparently anchylosed to form a single large triangular plate

on each side of the telson. Thoracic ambulatory appendages elongated, smooth,

and filiform, except the upper (second) joint, which is laterally compressed. Abdom-
inal appendages short, the upper joints flattened or convex anteriorly, as if for the

attachment of plates or fimbriae. Antennae with the basal joints strong and well de-

veloped, of large size, much exceeding in strength any of the thoracic limbs. Eye
peduncles short.

This is so far as I am aware the most ancient decapod crustacean

yet recognized, and on that account alone is of great interest. The
character of the caudal plates, in having the parts combined to form a

solid plate on each side of the telson, is also an interesting feature, if

-rightly understood. From the impression of the plate as seen on the

ventral side, it was at first supposed to be a simple element only, but on

obtaining an impression in the fragment of rock, chipped from the top

or dorsal surface, the obscure lines of the first and second joints were

detected, while the outer three are only traceable from the very slight

difference in the surface character of two of them, and the thickened

substance of the third or marginal one. Of the thoracic limbs only parts

have been seen, and of the abdominal members the three anterior ones

on one side; the others being concealed by the rock. The eye-stalks ap-
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pear to have been very short, judging from the spherical cavities beneath
the anterior extremity of the carapace, which are small, close together
and shallow.

The earliest form of decapod crustacean previously described, so far
as I can ascertain, is given by Mr. Salter in the Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.
London, vol. 17, p. 531, 1861, as Palmocrauf^on sociale\ said to be from
the Lower Carboniferous limestone of Fifeshire, Scotland. There is

another supposed decapod, Gttocrangon, noticed by Richter (Beitrage
Palaeont. Thiring.) from the Upper Devonian, which is mentioned by
Salter; but of which he says he is doubtful if it be a crustacean at all.

I have not seen the work in which the original description occurs, and
can only judge of its nature from Mr. Salterns remarks.

Palcsopalmmon NewberryL

PI.ATE VIII, figs. 19-21.

PalcBopalemon Newberryi Whitfield, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d series, vol. 19,

p. 41, 1880.

Body slender, the carapace forming a little more than one-third of the entire
length, higher than wide, narrowed anteriorly and truncate behind; being longer
below than above!; median line carinate, with a second carina on each side a little

below the crest; anterior end not rostrate but obliquely truncate, and sloping
rapidly backward above the truncation, forming when looked upon in front, a nar-

row elongated shield shaped and slightly depressed area, obtusely pointed above
and rapidly widening at the base, the lateral carine rising from the lower angles

;

lower posterior angles rounded, basal margins gently curved thoroughout and bor-
dered by a narrow thread-like band with a narrow groove within it. Abdomen
moderately robust, highly arched along the dorsal line, the pleura curving inward
below, giving a cylindrical form. Pleura broadly rounded at their extremities on
the anterior face, but slightly angular on the posterior comers

; posterior margin
of the segments strongly arching forward on the back. Telson elongate-triangular,

a little less than twice as long as wide, somewhat angular above and marked by a
central ridge below, and by a backward curving transverse ridge across the widest
part. Caudal flap large, forming a triangular plate on each side, the first and
second joints short, subtriangular ; marginal plate of the flap thickened, narrow,
and elongate, central plate narrowly triangular, a little longer than wide ; third or
inner plate of equal length with the second, and a little wider than the marginal
one ; the three combined as one, being apparently anchylosed at their margins to

form a solid piece. Antennae very strong, the first joint half as long as the thorax,

slightly swollen in their lower half, and flattened on the under side; the other por-

tions unknown. Thoracic limbs very slender and only of moderate length, the
second joint laterally compressed, making the height nearly double the width

.

other joints apparently cylindrical. Abdominal limbs known only by their second

(?) joints, which appear to be triangular in form, widening below, flattened and
plate-like in character or slightly convex on the anterior face. (In one case only
a single thread-like appendage can be seen as if projecting from the outer lower
angle.)

Surface of the carapace marked by very fine tortuous and interrupted, raised

lines, strongest anteriorly and running obliquely upward and backward; also by
a single, slender, distinct, raised ridge, extending more than one-fourth the length

of the carapace, orignating at the lower anterior angle, and passing upward and
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backward, with a bifurcation at the anterior third of its length. Surface of the

abdomen essentially smooth. Caudal flaps marked by impressed lines, increased in

number and fineness from above downwards.

The following species is introduced for comparison with Echino-

caris :

ENTOMOSTRAGA.
Genus ARISTOZOE Barrande.

Aristozoe Canadensis n. sp.

PI.ATE VIII, figs. 17 and 18.

Carapace of large size, being more than one and a half inches in extreme

length, and nearly one inch in height. Form subovate, widest at the anterior end

and straightened on the dorsal margin. Hinge-line straight nearly five-sixths of

the entire length of the valve, and reaching nearer to the anterior than to the pos-

terior extremity. Valves very ventricose, but more especially so anterior to the

middle. Margin strong and rounded, separated from the body of the valve by a

distinct furrow, border narrow in front and along the base, but rapidly widening

at the posterior end, and again narrowed toward the posterior extremity of the

hinge. Anterior (occular?) tubercle large, more than one-fourth of an inch in

diameter, ovate in form, and narrowest in front, situated close in the antero-car-

dinal angle; its surface smooth, but capped by a smaller sub-central, nipple-like

tubercle. Behind the tubercle, and nearly two-fifths of the length from the ante-

rior end, there is a sharp vertical constriction of the surface, which extends from

the hinge to about one-half the width of the valve, where it becomes obsolete.

Posterior to this there are two other slight sulci, the anterior of which appears

to be slightly curved. Surface of the crust, so far as can be ascertained from the

specimen, smooth, except near the lower margin, where it is covered with distant,

rounded tubercles of about a twentieth of an inch in diameter each, arranged in

t^iree horizontal rows, which decrease rapidly in length from below upward ; the

upper one containing not more than one-half as many tubercles as the lower or

marginal line.

Formation and Locality,—The specimen is an internal cast, in a

rather coarse, slightl}^ ferrugineous sandstone. It is said to have come

from the Trenton formation in the Ottawa basin of Canada, the exact

locality unknown. I introduced it here for comparison with the species

of Echinocaris^ under the impression that it had been described by the

late Mr. Billings, of the Canadian survey; but the strictest search has

failed to reveal any such description, and I have been obliged to give

it a name, notwithstanding the uncertainty of its origin.

SPECIES FROM THE HURON SHALES.

MOLLUSCOIDA.
brachiopoda.

Genus EINGULA Brugiere.

Lingula ligea.

Pirate VII, tigs. 3 and 4.

Lingula ligea Hall, Pal., N. Y., vol. 4, pp. 7 and 8, pi. 1, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-oval, widest in the middle, and nearly twice as long as wide,

very slightly pointed at the upper end and neatly rounded in front, surface of the
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^alve regularly and evenly convex, and marked only by very fine concentric lines

of growth.

In the interior of the shell the median line is marked by an elevated

ridge, representing muscular scars, which reaches fully two-thirds the

length of the valve. The impression contains four elements, two above

and two below, the upper pair inclosing the upper half of the lower.

Near the rostral extremity another widely diverging pair of scars are

seen, which also appear double.

The specimen is undistinguishable from examples of L. {D) ligea

Hall, from New York, where it occurs in the Hamilton and Portage

groups. The median line of muscular scars and the diverging rostal

scars show that it belongs to the section of Lingulidae for which Prof.

Hall proposed the generic name Dignomia.

Formation atid Locality,—In the calcareous nodules from the Huron
shales at Delaware, and also from the Erie shales, at Leroy, I^ake

county, Ohio, with Echinocaris, etc.

Plumulites Newberryi,

Plate VIII, figs. 6-11.

Plumulites Newberryi, Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 217.

The specimens for which the above specific name is proposed, con-

sist of several detached plates, and of one of several plates, irregularly

folded together in such a manner as to be difficult of interpretation.

The several plates vary considerably in form among themselves, and

probably represent those from different parts of the body.

The general form of the plates is triangular, with the apex, or initial point

of growth, a little inclined to one side ; the base, or margin of accretion, is usually

the longest side, but not in all cases. One set of plates has the shorter sides

diverging at nearly right angles. On this form, the basal line is convex for more
than two-thirds its length, and concave on the remaining portion, giving a

sigmoidal outline; of the' shorter sides, one is straight to near the apex, where it

becomes rounded, and the other is slightly concave. Another form has the shorter

sides diverging at an angle of about 105 degrees, one slightly convex and the other

concave ; while the basal margin is convex in two sections, with a constriction or

interruption between the two sections, or at about one-third of its length from the

straight margin. The plates of this and the preceding form have the surface reg-

u'arly anuulated transversely, parallel to the basal margin, the annulations very

fine, and regularly increasing in size and strength from the apex to the base, ex-

cept in aged specimens, where they are again crowded near the border : five un-

dulations may be counted in an eighth of an inch where strongest. These forms,

also, have the straight margin often fractured and bent, as if they had been broken

along that side ; indicating that two such plates may have been united along this

line ; and on the only individual showing several plates together, this would ap-

pear to be the case. A third form of plate is narrowly triangular or conical, the

basal border being the shortest, and simply convex ; the other sides being slightly

curved thoroughout, but more distinctly so near Ihe apex, which is obtusely

rounded; the lateral margins are of unequal length, and the annulations of the

surface finer and more closely arranged than on the other forms.
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The individual specimens are much too few in number to give any

very satisfactory idea of the general form of the complete body, or of

the number of ranges of plates of which it may have been composed.

There appears to be no reason however, to doubt the correctness of the

reference of these plates to the genus Phimulites Barrande, as their gen-

eral form and surface structure are exactly like those given by Dr.

Barrande, and also to those given in Vol. II, Pal. Ohio, pi. 4, figs. 1 and

2 {P. Jamesi), as occurring in the rocks of the Hudson river group, at

Cincinnati; while some idea may be obtained of the probable form of

the entire body from the outline figure of a European species, repre-

sented in fig. 3 of the same plate. These Devonian specimens, however,

have been of very much greater size than the above, as the plates here

figured are all represented of natural size, the larger individual plates

being more than an inch in transverse diameter, while the species above

referred to is minute. The occurrence of forms of this genus in rocks

of Devonian age is also a new feature in its history; as those of Europe

are confined to the Lower Silurian formations and the lower beds of the

Upper Silurian; while these occur above the middle Devonian.

Formation and Locality.—In the Cleveland shale at Shefiield and

Birmingham, Erie county, Ohio.
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SPECIES FROM THE MAXVILLE LIMESTONE, THE EQUIV-
ALENT OF THE ST. LOUIS AND CHESTER LIMESTONES

OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.

COELENTERATA, RUGOSA.
CYATHOPHYLLID.E.

Genus ZAPHRENTIS Rafinesque.

Zapkrentis Cliffordana,

PI.ATE IX, figs. 1-3.

Zaphreniis Clijfordana Edwards and Haime, Polyp. Fobs. Terrains Palseoz., p. 329.

pi. 3, fig. 5.

Coralhim small, measuring from an inch to one inch and a half in height, with
a transverse diameter at the summit of from five-eighthsto three-fourths ofan inch;
somewhat regularly taperingand distinctly curved, without distinct varices ofgrowth,
but showing slight corrugations of the surface in most individuals. Rays well de-

veloped, numbering from thirty to thirty-six in the primary series, with an equal,

number of secondaries which are much less strongly developed ; the primary series

extending nearly or quite to the centre of the rather deep calyx. Transverse plates

strongly developed. Fosset situated on the inner side, strong, deep, apd extending
to the middle of the calyx in the specimens seen. Epitheca thin, frequently show-
ing the lines of the rays impressed on its surface.

The species does not attain a very large size, but is a very common
form on the surface of the limestone, and is somewhat persistent in char-

acter, the greatest variation being in the somewhat more rapid expansion
of some examples. The specimens from Ohio accord quite closely with
that figured by the authors of the species as cited, and also with speci-

mens from the Chester limestone from several localities in the western

States, especially from Chester, Ills.

Formation and Locality,—In the Maxville limestone, at Maxvilleand
Newtonville, Ohio. I found them quite plentiful on the surfaces ofblocks

of limestone, at Winona Furnace, obtained at Culver's quarry, near Max-
ville. The originals of the species are cited from Button-mold Knobs,
near Louisville (Keokuk limestones); and from Mammoth Cave, Ky.
(Chester limestone).

Cyathocrintis Maxviliensis ^ n. sp.

Plate IX, figs. 5-8.

Cyatkocrinus inequidactylus Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 219.

Not C. inequidactylus (McCoy ) W. and Sp.

Body of rather small size. Calyx deep cyathiform, being nearly hemispherical
in one example, and somewhat broad obconical in another, and composed of smooth
plates, which have only the general convexity of the body, or very slightly tuberose.

30 G. O.
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Basal plates minute to moderate size, higher than wide. Subradials large ; height

and width nearly equal ; two of them heptagonal and the others hexagonal, the

lower sides barely diverging from a straight line. Fir.st radials wider than high.and

about two-thirds as high as the subradials. Anals visible, three in number ; the first

elongate pentagonal, nearly twice as high as wide, and situated a little obliquely on
the right side of the area; the other two are small and pentagonal. Second radials,

or first arm-plates, smaller than the first radials and narrowing upward, wedge-

formed above, and each supporting two arms. On the postero-lateral rays they are

long and cylindrical, with the arms slender. On the anterior ray, it is short and sup-

ports two slender arms ; while on the antero-lateral rays they support a slender arm
similar to those of the other rays on the anterior side, and on the outer side an arm
several times larger and stronger than the others, and composed of larger and

stronger plates.

Plates of the arms short and unequal-sided, and giving origin to jointed tenta-

culse from the longer side of each plate, which is upon the alternate sides of the

arm, or on the same side from every second plate. Surface of the plates smooth.

Length of the arms and subsequent bifurcations not known. Column small, round,

and composed of unequal-sized plates alternating with each other.

The slender arms are preserved on two individuals to the length of about one

inch, and the strong antero-lateral arm on one, to more than an inch ; but no evi-

dence of bifurcation appears.

The inequality of the antero-lateral arms will be the distinctive

feature of the species, as the form of calyx is similar to many other

species of the group.

Formation and Locality,—In the Maxville limestone (shaly portion),

at Newtonville, Ohio.

BLASTOIDEA.

Genus PENTREMITES Say.

Pentremites elegans.

Pirate IX, fig. 4.

Pentremites elegans Lyon, trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. 1, p. 632, pi. 20, fig. 4.

Body small, broadly subpyriform, the length equal to about once and a half

the height, but somewhat variable with age"; the greatest width being at the base of

the ambulacral areas, or considerable below the middle of the height ; the outline of

the lower portion being nearly straight lines, or a little concave between the base of

the ambulacral areas and the lower extremities of the basal plates ; while above the

form is generally rounding or convex. In a basal view the form is pentangular, and

viewed from above somewhat pentalobate ; the ambulacral areas being slightly sul

cated. Basal plates small, extending to rather less than half the height of the body

below the base of the areas, and in their lower half are somewhat more attenuate

than above, the cicatrix for the attachment of the column being very small. Forked

plates elongated, and the sinus very broad and deep ; the length of the plates being

equal to more than once and a half their greatest width, and their summits slightly

truncated for the reception of*the small-pointed interambulacral plates, which are

in length about equal to one-fourth of the entire length of the areas. Ambulacral

areas proportionally wide, distinctly depressed along their middle and composed, in

the specimen figured, of about twenty-six pairs of transverse poral-plates, from ten

to eleven of which occupy the space of an eighth of an inch in length, in the lower

and middle portions, but become shorter above. Summit openings rather large,

surface smooth.
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The examples observed vary considerable in form according to their

relative age, the smaller ones being shorter above than figured, with nar-

rower areas and shorter poral plates, while the diameter is somewhat less.

The species is proportionally broader and shorter than P. pyriformis Say>

although somewhat resembling it, but is sufficiently distinct to be readily

recognized.

Formation and Locality.—In the Maxville limestone (Chester group),

at Newtonville, Ohio. Collection of Columbia College.

MOLLUSCOIDA.
BRYOZOA.

Genus POLYPORA McCoy.

Polypora Varsouviensisf

fPolypora tarsouinensis Prout, Trans. St. Louis Acad. Nat Sci., vol. i, p. 237, pL
15, fig. 3.

Some macerated fragments of Polypora, very closely resembling this

species, have been examined on the surface of thin shaly layers of the

Maxville limestones, from Newtonville, Ohio. But the examples are too

much worn and too fragmentary for description or illustration. A species

of Fenestelia has also been detected showing only the nonporiferous sur-

faces of fragments. The rays are very fine and slender, with slightly

elongated, quadrangular fenestrules. The rays are finely striate longitu-

dinally, but too imperfect for use or identification,

Synocladia rectistyla,

Plate IX, figs. 9 and 10.

Svnocladia rectistyla Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci, 1882, p. 220.

Bryozoum growing in spreading funnel-formed fronds, rising from a rooted

base and widely diverging in their upward growth ; the inner surface of the cup
bearing pores. Rays straight and somewhat rigid in their upward direction, with

frequent bifurcations, which are not abrupt with rapidly diverging branches, but
rise gradually from a thickened space, and gradually diverge as slender but con-

stantly thickened rays until the normal strength is attained.

The rays are slender, rather closely arranged ; about six of them occupying the

space of a fourth of an inch in the widest parts, and from eleven to twelve may be
counted in the same space in the most crowded parts.

Transverse dissepiments nearly as strong as the longitudinal rays, and often

slightly arched upwards between them in the wider parts, but more frequently di-

rected obliquely upward in passing in one ray to the next and very often directed

upward to the right from one side of a ray, and to the left on the opposite

side; but they are generally direct in the more crowded portions. The middle
of the ray on the poriferous surface is elevated or roof-like, with a central crest or

ridge bearing distant nodes ; a single row of large pores is arranged on each side,

which are usually less than their own diameter apart, and more or less alternating

with those of the opposite side. From two to three pores occupy each side of each

fenestrule, and the pores are margined by an elevated lip, which on unworn spaces
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are very prominent. From one to three similar pores, although sometimes of

smaller size, occupy the surface of each dissepiment. Non-poriferous surface noL

observed.

This species is somewhat similar to S. biserialis Swallow (Trans. St.

Louis Acad. Sci., vol. i, p. 179), as identified and figured by Mr. F. B.

Meek (Final Rept. of U. S. Geol. Surv. Neb., pi. 7, fig. 5), but differs in

wanting the longitudinal nodose ridge between the pores of the dissepi-

ments, and in having only a single row of pores on those parts occupy-

ing the middle of the dissepiment as well as in the more slender, finer,

and more direct, and much more crowded rays, also in having a larger

number of somewhat smaller pores on the rays. Mr. Meek. loc. cit,, iden-

tifies the above species with Synocladix Cestrieiisis {SepHpora Cestriensis

Prout, Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. i, p. 448, pi. 18, fig. 2), which differs

from the Ohio specimens in the stronger and thicker, as well as more flexu-

ose rays; in the rounded fenestrules, and smaller-sized pores, which are also

more abundant, often showing three ranges on parts below bifurcations.

On direct comparison of the Newtonville specimens with specimens from

Chester, 111., these differences, Cvspecially those pertaining to the mode
of growth, are very marked and characteristic.

Formation aiid Locality—In the Maxville limestone (Chester), at New-
tonville, Ohio. Collected by Prof. E. B. Andrews.

BRACHIOPODA.

Genus STREPTORHYNCHUS King, .

Streptorhynchus crasswii.

PI.ATE IX, figs. 11 and 12,

Hcmipronites crassum M. and W.
Orthis Lasellensis McChesney, New Pal. Foss., 1859, p. 32, pi; i, fig. 6.

Shell very variable in size and form, but usuall}^ more or less plano-convex as

seen in profile, somewhat semi-oval in outline, but usually a little too long from

beak to base to be strictly so considered. Ventral valve more or less flattened, a lit-

tle prominent on the umbo, but usually becoming slightly concave toward the front

of the shell; cardinal area of moderate height wnth a covered deltidium; beak more
or less distorted. Dorsal valve convex, often quite rotund, but usually depressed

convex, with a slightly prominent umbo. Surface of the shell marked by radiating

striae of considerable strength, which are sometimes sharply elevated and uniform,

but on other specimens may be distinctly alternating in strength or arranged in fas-

cicles ; these are crossed by fine concentric strise which give a finely crenulated sur-

face when viewed through a lens. Coarser concentric undulations of growth also

mark the shell at irregular distances.

The individuals referred to this species are so extremely variable in

all their characters that it becomes next to impossible to properly charac-

terize the species by any kind of verbal description. There are, how-

ever, two distinct types of shell included among them, which possess

characters sufficiently distinct to indicate. One of these is strongly pla-

no-convex in profile, the dorsal valve being very highly convex, with a
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large and strong beak, incurved; the ventral valve usually being dis-

tinctly concave toward the front margin, and the beak usually more or

less distorted and twisted. This form generally attains a considerable

size, occurring of a diameter of two and a half or three inches. The other

form is much smaller, seldom exceeding one and a lialf inches in its trans-

verse diameter; the shell is less convex, in fact never very highly rounded,

the cardinal area much narrower and the beak less liable to distortion.

These forms usually characterize different beds, and are easily recognized

from each other, but among them there are usually intermediate forms

as-^ociated, which tend to destroy the line of specific distinction, on which
account they are usually considered as varieties of the one species ; al-

though there is not the least trouble in recognizing the different types in

well-marked specimens, still many individuals occur which cannot be
satisfactorily referred to either, rendering it impossible to strictly classify

hem, except as one species.

In placing this species under the genus Streptorhynchus King, I do
so with the belief that 5. crenistria, the shell upon which the genus was
lounded, is generally distinct from or//iis adspeclans and its congeners

which formed the types of Pander's genus FJemiproyiites ; as, besides the

strong internal differences, the entire absence of a cardinal area on the

dorsal valve of the former shell and those of that group, and the presence

of a very well-developed area on that of the latter, together with the dif-

ference in the general form of the shell, offer good grounds for generic

separation.

Genus PRODUCTUS Sowerby.

Productus elegans.

Plate IX, figs. 15 and 16.

Productus elegans N. and P., Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., vol. iii, 2d series, p. 13, p?

l.fig.7.

Productus elegans of Authors.

Productus fasciculatus McChesnty, New Pal. Foss., 1859, p. 38.

Shell small, rather below a medium size, highly arcuate, and often much pro-

duced in older specimens ; hinge-line short, frequently not more than half as long
as the width of the shell below. Body of the shell somewhat quadrangular in the

upper part, being flattened or even slightly sinuate along the median line, and also

flattened on the sides ; beak proportionally large and obtuse, not projecting much
beyond the line of the hinge when viewed from above ; auriculations very small.

Visceral cavity proportionally small, the distance between the valves as seen when
the front extension of the valves is removed b'eing not more and generally less than
half the width of the shell. Dorsal valve slightly concave. Surface of the shell,

marked by strong fasciculating striae, strongest near the front, often showing some
stronger ones with scattered spine bases ; spines often most numerous on the sides

of the shell near the hinge extremities. The upper portion of the ventral and the
surface of the dorsal valve are marked by strong concentric wrinkles, generally dis^

tinct, but sometimes quite obscure.

The Ohio specimens of the species are of very characteristic form,

so closely resembling those from the limestone at Chester, 111., that there
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is scarcely a chance of mistaking them. They are also usually of about
the same size with the western specimens, only occasionally an individual

occurring of large size; in which case they present the characters of the

form described by Mr. McChesney as P, fasciculatus. A few individuals

have been noticed from the harder and more compact limestone, which
are less quadrangular in the upper part, and the striae appear a little finer

and smoother, and the front of the shell in its extension somewhat
rounder than the usual form. Some of these peculiarities, especially the

smooth finer appearing striae and apparent absence of spines, are the re-

sult of excessive exfoliation, but the difi^erence of form is probably of

other origin.

Productus pileiforrnis,

Platk IX,.figs. 13 and 14.

Productus pileifofmis McChesney, New Pal. Foss., 1859, p. 40.

Com. Productus cora D'Orb.

Shell of medium size, pileiform, highly arcuate from beak to front and rounded
from side to side, beak small, somewhat pointed, and the body of the shell some-
what gradually expanding toward the front. Hinge-line usually quite short and in-

conspicuous; auriculations small or obsolete. Surface of the shell marked by
very fine radiating striae which are even and usually quite smooth or free from spine-
bases

;
increased by implantation on the ventral valve, the added ones at first ver>^

small, presenting a strongly alternating character, soon becoming of full size. The
striae of the dorsal valve do not present this feature on any of the specimens ex-

amined. Body of the shell marked in the upper part hy numerous strong, irregular
and unequal, transverse undulations, a portion of which only are projected entirely
across the shell on the ventral side.

There is some question as to the propriety of separating these forms
from /*. cora D'Orb. of the Coal Measures; there are, however, many
points of difference as well as many of resemblance, although none of

them on either side are very constant beyond limited localities; except
perhaps the general form arid usually fine striae. There is perhaps equal
reason for uniting with P. cora, P. tenuicosta Hall, P. coriformis Swallow,
and some others ; but these names seem useful and convenient in desig-

nating forms of different horizons and geographical areas; as there are
differences between them readily recognized and appreciated by those ac-

customed to examining them, which cannot be portrayed in a figure or

described verbally, but which often serve to detect, or at least aid in de-

tecting the true horizon of beds of rock which would otherwise be left

in doubt, and it appears necessary to have some means of referring to or
designating such forms when speaking of beds characterized by them.
The form under consideration resembles those from the Chester lime-

stone of Illinois, used in the description given by Mr. McChesney, more
closely than they do those from the St. Louis limestone, given under the

name P. tenuicosta by Prof. Hall, which have a larger and more rounded
beak and much longer hinge-line; the striae, however, in their extreme fine-

ness resembles those of the St. Louis limestone specimens.
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Genus SPIRIFERA Sowerby.

Spirifera {Mariinia) contracta.

Plate IX, figs. 17-19.

Spirifera {Mariinia) glater var. contractus M. and W., Geol. Rept. 111., vol. 2, p. 298,

pi. 23, fig. 5.

Shell of medium size, broad ovate or globular in general form with highly

ventricose or gibbons valves, and a short hinge-line with rounded cardinal extrem-

ities. Ventral valve the most gibbous, with a large and strong incurved beak; car-

dinal area small, one-third or less than one-third as high as long, divided in the

centre by a rather wide fissure; hinge-line less than half the width of the shell

below, the cardinal slopes strongly and abruptly rounded; centre of the valve

deeply impressed by a moderately wide, subangular mesial sinus. Dorsal valve

nearly orbicular, moderately convex from side to side; beak small, slightly tumid,

projecting slightly beyond the cardinal line; mesial portion somewhat strongly

defined at the margins, and does not extend above the middle of the shell. Sur-

face of the valves smooth to the naked eye, but under a magnifier is seen to be

marked by fine, obscure, radiating lines and by transverse lines of growth.

All the specimens seen are exfoliated to a greater or less degree, so

that the real surface has not been seen. The surface striae, seen by the

aid of a lens, are too strong and distinct not to be a surface character, as

they are readil}^ felt by the hand, although not readily visible to the un-

assisted eye. The shell does not attain a very large size, no specimens

examined exceeding one and three-eighths inches in length, by a trans-

verse diameter of about one and one-fourth inches. The shells are

somewhat variable in form, being proportionally more or less elongate

than the measurements above given. They also differ much in the size

and strength of the mesial elevation and sinus, and in the length of the

hinge-line. I have much doubt as to the absolute identity of this shell

with the Illinois shells described and figured by Messrs. Meek and

Worthen, from the fact that these appear distinctly marked by the radi-

ating striae, while those from the west are said to be smooth, except for

the concentric lines of growth, though occasionally showing faint evi-

dences of obscure radiating lines. The fact that the authors of that

species refer it to Sp, glaber, which is entirely destitute of radiating lines,

would seem to indicate it as different from the Ohio forms.

Spirifera Rockymontanaf

Plate IX, fig. 20.

Spirifera Rockymontana Murcou, Geol. N. Amer., p. 50, pi. 7, fig. 4; Feb., 1858.

Spirifera Keokuk Hall, Geol. Rept. Iowa. vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 642, pi. 20, fig. 3 ; Sept., 1858.

Spirifera Keokuk var. Hall, Ibid., p. 672, pi. 24, fig. 4.

Spirifera opima Hall, Ibid., p. 711, pi. 28, fig. 1.

Several specimens of a Spirifera, of the form referred to 6*. Keokuk
var. Prof. Hall, have been obtained from Newtonville, Ohio, which are so

entirely similar to those from the St. Louis and Chester limestones of

Iowa, as to be absolutely undistinguishable ; the form of the shell, the
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form and number of the plications, and the minute surface structure

being exactly as in those.

The form of the shell will vary from longer than wide to much
wider than long, dependent on the extension of the hinge-line. In pro-

file the shell is extremely verltricose, wnth a strongly enrolled beak ; a

moderate cardinal area, vertically striated ; a well-marked mesial fold and
sinus;, from seven to ten simple, rounded, or sub-angular plications on
each side, and from four to six bifurcating or dividing plications on the

fold and sinus. The plications and intervening spaces, when the surface

is well preserved, are marked by fine longitudinal lines, showing even on
partially exfoliated specimens, and are also crossed by still finer trans-

verse striae which undulate in crossing the plications, and on perfectly

preserved surfaces appear to be minutely setose on their edges.

The species is extremely variable in its general outline, as exhibited

among the collections from all of the many localities from which I have
examined specimens, especially in the extension ot the hinge-line, and
the proportional width of the shell below, and also in the prominence of

the mesial fold ; but the form of the plications and the character of those

marking the fold and sinus are usually the same in all ; while the most
constant and persistent character, and one I have have been able to de-

tect on specimens from almost every locality noticed, consists of the

minute structure of the surface. I have lately examined a large number
of examples from the limestones and sandstones of the Coal Measures of

New Mexico, which correspond exactly with those figured by Prof. Mar-
cou under the name 5". Rockyino7itana, and find them showing all the

variations in form noticed among the Keokuk, St. Louis, Chester, and
Coal Measure limestones of Ohio and the West, and am thoroughly con-

vinced they cannot be separated, even as local varieties, with any degree
of safety or satisfaction.

Formation and Locality.—The specimen figured is from the Maxville
limestone (Chester), at Newton ville, Ohio.

Genus ATHYRIS McCoy.

Athyris siibqiiadrata.

PI.ATE X, figs. 1-3.

Athyris subquadrata Hall, Geol. Iowa, vol. i, pt. 2, p. 703, pi. 27, fig. 2, and p. 708,

fig. 1.18.

Shell small or of medium size, subquadrate in outline and strongly trilobate,

very variable in its proportional length and breadth, varying from longer than wide
to much wider than long. Valves ventricose, the ventral the most rotund, with the
beak more or less prolonged and incurved, the extremity distinctly and rather
strongly truncated and perforated by a round foramen of considerable size ; the
middle of the valve is marked by a rather deep, m<»re or less angular mesial sinus,

which extends to the beak, but is faintly marked in the upper third of its length
becoming strong and distinct toward the front where the shell is prolonged and
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bent upward in a Ungulate extension. Dorsal valve most rotund on the umbo, the

beak obtuse and incurved ; middle of the valve strongly elevated in front, forming

an abrupt, rounded, mesial fold, which is not strongly marked posterior to the mid-

dle of the length, and scarcely defined in the upper part. On the .sides the shell is

bent downward, forming on each side of the fold a deep sulcus, outside of which the

shell is again inflated or elevated, giving a strongly trilobed form to the front half

of the valve. Surface of the shell marked only by concentric lines of growth, wh:ch
are mostly confined to the anterior portion, and are often very numerous and

crowded, giving the shell a much thickened appearance on the margin.

The Species is a well-known type of the Chester limestones of

Illinois and Kentucky, and is often identified with Athyris {Terebratula)

^mbigua, of the European Carboniferous rock. The Ohio specimens are

equally characteristic in form with any of those from the West, and may
be readily distinguished by its strongly trilobate form.

Locality.—Newtonville and Maxville, Ohio.

Genus TEREBRATULA Llhwyd.

Terebrahila turgida.

Plate IX, figs. 21 and 22.

Terebratula turgida Hall, Trans. Albany Inst. vol. iv, p. 6, extract page 6, 1856.

Shell rather smaller than medium size, ovate in general form, the point of

greatest width usually below the middle of the length, and the length nearly one-

third greater than the transverse diameter ; base truncate and slightly emarginate.

Valves moderately to highly ventricose, the ventral generally the deepest and sinu-

ate below the middle of the length, often deeply so; beak strong, incurved, obliquely

and very distinctly truncate, and perforated by a proportionally large foramen.

Dorsal valve highly convex, with an abruptly incurved beak, which passes within

the deltidial opening of the opposite valve; front of the valve sometimes convex

and sometimes slightly sulcated, causing the emargination or truncation of the base.

Shell structure finely punctate, and the surface often ornamented by concentric

variesf of growth.

The specimens from Ohio are larger than those from the typical

locality (Spergen Hill, Ind.), usually are, but not so large as they are

sometimes found. They correspond closely in form and general char-

acters, but are not so generally sulcated on the dorsal valve. They are,

however, altogether too similar to afford means for specific distinction.

The most of the specimens which I have examined from Ohio have been

slightly distorted by compression and in this condition may not afford as

many points of difference as more perfect individuals would have done

.

Formation ani Locality,—In the Maxville limestone at Maxville and

Newtonville, Ohio.
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MOLLUSCA.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Pinna Maxviile?isis,

Pla'Te X, fig. 5.

Pinna. MaxviUensis Whitf., Ann. N Y., Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 221.

Shell of about a medium size, very acutely triangular in outline, with highly

convex valves ; the length along the hinge equal to nearly three times the greatest

width. Hinge-line straight, not quite as long as the shell below; anterior end
acute; basal margin very slightly arcuate, and the posterior extremity rather

broadly rounded; the point of greatest length being at about one-third of the wndth
below the hinge-line. Surface of the shell, except for a short distance within the

basal margin, marked by moderately strong, simple radiating plications, about

eighteen in number, as counted at the posterior end of the specimen figured, but
increasing in number with increased growth; the additions being near the hinge.

There are also numerous strong concentric lines of growth parallel to the margin,

often forming undulations of the surface.

I find no American species described that closely resembles this one;

but P, flexicostata McCoy, from the English Carboniferous rocks (British

Pal. Foss., p. 499, pi. 3, E, figs. 11-13), is very similar, but has slightly

stronger radii, is somewhat broader, and differs in having a longitudinal

depression just below the hinge-line, which this species does not possess.

FormaHon and Locality.—In the Maxville limestone, at Maxville,

Ohio. Collection of Prof E. B. Andrews.

Genus SCHIZODUS King.

SCHIZODUS CHESTERENSIS.

Plate X, fig. 4.

Schizodus Chesterensis M. and W., Geol. Rept. Ills., vol. 2, p. 301, pi. 23, fig. 6.

Shell of medium size, transversely subovate, with moderately convex valve!>

and large, strong, incurved, and projecting beaks. Anterior end forming one-third

the length of the shell, inflated, and rapidly sloping from the beaks to the longest

point, which is near the middle of the height, and rounding backward below; pos-

terior end elongated and narrowed, obtusely pointed at the extremity ; basal margin
irregularly convex, most strongly arcuate opposite the beaks; posterio-cardinal

margin sloping somewhat rapidly from the beaks backward, and the cardinal slope

rather abrupt. Surface of the shell smooth, except for the fine lines of growth.

The specimen used in the above description was identified by Mr. F.

B. Meek, and labeled by him with the name here applied to it. The
specimen is slightly distorted and otherwise injured, but in its present

condition very closely resembles those described in the Illinois Report.

Still on one valve which preserves nearly all of the posterio-cardinal slope,

the lines of growth would indicate a shell with a much higher posterior

end than those above cited; and when better material is obtained it may
be necessary to give it another specific n^me.

Formation and Locality.—In the Maxville limestone, at Maxville,

Ohio. Collection of Columbia College.
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Genus ALLORISMA King.

ALLORISMA ANDREWSL
PI.ATE X, fig. 6.

Allorisma Andrewsi Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 222.

Shell of medium size or smaller, transversely elliptical in outline ; the length

being about twice the height, and the thickness a little more than two-thirds the

height. Valves ventricose, most rotund a little in advance of the middle and along

the umbonal ridge, and wedge-shaped posteriorly, as seen in a cardinal view; beaks
of moderate size slightly projecting above the hinge-line, incurved, directed anter-

iorly, and situated at about one-sixth of the entire length from the anterior end.

Cardinal line straight or appearing slightly concave, extending about three-fourths

of the length of the shell from the beaks backward, and bordered by a proportion-

ally large and w ide escutcheon. Anterior end short, sloping forward from between
the beaks, at about an angle of forty-five degrees to the hinge-line, to near the mid-

dle of the height of the shell, and then abruptly rounding backward into the some-
what regularly convex basal margin. Posterior end broadly rounded from the point

of the umbonal ridge to Jthe extremity of the cardinal line. Anterior end of the

shell characterized by a very small lunule. Surface of the shell marked by several

strong concentric undulations or folds, which are simple, and regularly increase in

size and strength to near the full size of the shell ; but near the outer margin of the

valves, in the specimen figured, they are smaller and doubled by the interpolation

of an intermediate rib. The undulations are crossed obliquely from the beak to

the basal margin, just posterior to the middle, by a narrow, almost imperceptible

sulcus, and along the crest of the umbonal ridge by a line of low-convex and faintly-

marked nodes, one on the surface of each undulation ; the posterior umbonal slope

is also marked, immediately below the margin of the escutcheon, by a slightly con-

cave sulcus, across which the undulations are more faintly marked than below.

The species is closely allied to Allorisma clavata McChesney, and

was at first supposed to be identical; but on comparison, it shows so

many points of difference that it became necessary to consider it as a dis-

tinct species.

Forniatio7i and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Chester group

(or Chester and St. Louis combined), at Newtonville, Ohio. Collected by

E. B. Andrews, to whom the species is dedicated.

ALLORISMA MAXVILLENSIS.

PI.ATE X, figs. 7 and 8.

Allorisma Maxvillensis Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 222.

Shell small, the specimen used being a little less than one inch in length, and
the height less than half the length. Form of the shell transversely elongate,

and cylindrically oval, the cardinal and basal margins parallel and very slightly

curved, and the extremities very nearly equally rounded; beaks small, inrolled,

barely projecting above the cardinal line, and situated at about one-fourth of the

entire length from the anterior end. Body of the shell very evenly and highly

rounded from the cardinal to the basal margins, and almost as convex posteriorly as

ih front. Umbonal ridge scarcely perceptible, and the umbonal slope convex;
escutcheon and lunule not defined ; anterior slope abruptly rounded. Surface of

the shell marked by faint concentric undulations of unequal strength, but most
strongly marked on the posterior end and on the umbonal slope.
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The evetil}^ convex and regularly cylindrical form of the shell,

together with the inconspicuous beaks and the equal-sized anterior and

posterior extremities, are distinguishing features of the species. The
shell shows evidence in its form and curvature, in a profile view, of hav-

ing been slightly gaping behind.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the age of the Chester

group of Illinois, at Newtonville, Ohio.

GASTEROPODA.

Genus STRAPAROLLUS Montfort.

STRAPAROLIyUS SIMILIS.

Pr.ATE X, figs. 9-11.

StraparoUus siniiiis M. and W., Geol. Siirv. 111., vol 3, p. 285, pi. 19, figs. 4 and 5.

Shell about a medium size, lielicoid with a slightly elev^ated spire, and a broad,

open umbilicus in which are exposed portions of several of the volutions. Volu-

tions from four to four and a half in number, moderately increasing in size, flat-

tened on the upper surface, sharply carinate on the upper peripheral angle, and
rounded on the periphery and on the basal and umbilical surfaces. Besides the ca- -

ination on the upper lateral angle of the volution, the larger one often bears a sec-

ond ridge, of considerable strength, on the middle portion of the lower surface

;

which, on many of the larger specimens, is developed into a sharply elevated ridge;

while on other specimens of similar size it is entirely obsolete. Aperture circular.

Surface of the shell marked by fine, closely crowded, transverse lines of growth, pre-

senting a slightly roughened surface under a lens.

A number of the specimens on hand, of both small and large size,

are marked on the centre of the periphery by an irregular fringed expan-

sion of considerable width, presenting an appearance similar to what

might result from a vertical crushing of the volution and spreading out

of this portion of the shell laterally; but as many of them do not possess

this character to any extent, it can vScarcely be considered as an organic

feature of the species. A single individual among them shows this feat-

ure existing on all of the volutions, the outer whorls reaching to just

below the expansion.

The shell is of a form common to the Lower Carboniferous forma-

tions, and also to those referred to the Waverly group and to the Chemung
of New York; species occurring both with and without the revolving

carinae, E, Hecale Hall (Illust. Dev. Foss., pi. 16, fig. 12), of the Chemung
group, is usually destitute of the ridges, as is also 6". cyclostomns, of the

Burlington sandstones of Iowa and other States. There are forms in the

lyower Carboniferous of Illinois, in the St. Louis and Chester groups,

showing the carinae, as does also Euoinphalus {Strap) laxus White, and

Euomph. {Strap) Utahensis H. and W., from the Waverly group as repre-

sented in the far West. The different species described present slight

differences from each other, but are all so closely allied in form as to be

not readily distinguishable/
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Formation and Locality,—In the Maxville limestone, Chester group,,

at Newtonville, and near Maxville, Ohio. Collected by Proi. Andrews.

Genus NATICOPSIS McCoy.

NATICOPSIS ZICZAC.

Plate X, figs. 15 and 16.

Naticopsis zkzac Whitf., Ann. Sci., 1882, p. 223.

Shell small, the greatest diameter of the body-volution, in the only individual

seen, being about nine-sixteenths of an inch ; and the entire vertical height of the

shell only half an inch. The shell is very obliquely ovate in form, and consists of

about two and a half ventricose volutions, which increase somewhat rapidly in size

to the last one, which forms nearly the entire bulk of the shell. The surface of the

shell is ornamented by a series of strong and raised t^jansverse lines, which, on the

upper volutions, are simple as far as the suture below, and are directed strongly

backward in their passage; but on the body-volution they appear more distant and
conspicuous, and are directed strongly backward in their passage for about one-third

the vertical diameter of the volution, where they are bent forward at an acute angle,,

and after continuing for a distance nearly equ.il to their length above, are again bent
backward. Across the middle of the volution, they make two or more zig-zagging

bends in vertical lines, forming a revolving band of vertical ridges on the periphery;

below this band, the lines are directed forward obliquely, running nearly parallel to

the base of the shell.

The peculiarity of this shell consists entirely in the structure of the

surface ornamentation, as the general form of the species is similar to

that of many others, but the peculiar zig-zag feature of the ornamenting

ridges will at once distinguish it from all other described species. Sev-

eral ornamented forms of the genus are known from the Coal Measures,

but their markings consist of nodes, either promiscuously scattered or

arranged in patterns.

Formation afid Locality.—In the limestone of the age of the St.

Louis and Chester beds of Illinois (Maxville limestone), at Newtonville,

Ohio.

Genus HOLOPEA Hall.

Holopea Newtonensis.

Plate X, fig. 12.

Holopea Newtonensis Whitf., Ann. N. Y.Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 224.

Shell of medium size, ovate in outline and ventricose, with a moderately
elevated spire and extremely ventricose volutions, which increase very rapidly in

bulk from the apex. Volutions three and a half to four in number, with strongly

rounded surfaces and moderate sutures. Apical angle about seventy degrees. Aper-

ture broad ovate, modified on the inner side by the preceding volution, pointed at

the upper end and broadly rounded at the base. Surface of the shell smooth and
substance very thin.

The form of the shell is much like that of a Macrocheilus, but the

substance is much thinner than those usually are, and the base of the
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columella is not prolonged, nor is there a solid axis; but specimens show
satisfactory evidence of having been distinctly and largely umbilicated.

Formation afid Locality.—In the Maxville limestone (Chester), at

Newtonville, Ohio. Collection of Columbia College, New York.

Genus MACROCHEILUS PhiUips.

Macrocheilus subcorptilaitus*

PI.ATB X, fig. 14.

Macrocheilus subcorpulentus Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 224.

Shell small, the specimens observed not exceeding five-eighths of an inch in

length, and the diameter rather exceeding half the length; spire conical, the apical

angle being about fifty deg^es. Volutions about three or three and a half, rapidly

increasing in diameter and ver>' ventricose, the last one forming more than half the

length and much the greater bulk of the shell; suture deep and well marked.
Aperture ovate, short, and oblique. Surface of the shell smooth. Columella not

seen.

This species is rather closely related to several forms which have

been described from the Coal Measures of the Western States, but differs

in the form of the volutions somewhat from any, and in the more regular

tapering spire—those mostly having the body-volutions proportionally

enlarged.

Formation and Locality.—In the Maxville limestone (Chester and St.

Louis groups), at Newtonville, Ohio. Collected by Prof. E. B. Andrews.

Genus POIyYPHEMOPSIS Portlock.

Polyphemopsis melanoides.

PI.ATE X, fig. 13.

Polyphemopsis melanoides Whitf, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1832, p. 225.

Shell rather below a medium size, elongate-fusiform ; the length nearly twice

and a half the greatest diameter, when not compressed; spire elevated, pointed at

the apex, the apical angle being about thirty-five degrees when uncompressed. The
specimen figured gives on measurement thirty degrees in the line of compression,

and forty degrees in the opposite direction. Volutions about five and a half, gradu-

ally increasing in size, moderately and evenly convex, with distinct sutures. Aper-

ture elongate ovate, widest across the middle, rounded and effuse below and pointed

above. Columella not observed. Surface apparently smooth.

This species nearly of the form of M. fiisiforme Hall ( Geol. Rept,

Iowa, vol. i, part 2), from the Coal Measures of Iowa, but is considerably

more slender. It is possible it may not properly belong to the genus, as

the columella has not been closely observed ; but so far as can be deter-

mined, it appears to be twisted.

Formatiofi and Locality.—In the Maxville limestone, at Newtonville,

Ohio. Collected by Prof. E. B. Andrews.
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HETEROPODA.
Genus BELLEROPHON Montfort

Bellirophon subkevisf

PI.ATE X, figs. 20 and 21.

f Bellerophon subloevis Hall, Trans. Albany Institute, vol. iv, p. 32.

Shell of a medium size or smaller, subglobose in general form, with a moder-
ately expanded lip around the sides of the aperture. Umbilicus closed, the axis

being solid and the auriculations thickened at their junction with the body of the

shell, covering the central or axis portion. Volutions round and globular within

the auriculations, the inner ones projecting into and strongly modifying the forms
of the aperture, which is transversely reniform and expanded at the sides. Surface

of the shell not known from Ohio specimens.

The Ohio specimens referred to this species are all quite imperfect
;

being imbedded in compact limestone and the shell replaced with crystals

of carbonate of lime, they do not give the entire characters, so their cor-

rect reference to B. Icsvis Hall is somewhat doubtful. The species as seen

on entire individuals from the original locality is slightly keeled on the

outer volution, and marked, rather faintly, by curved transverse striae

parallel to the margin of the aperture, and indicates a rather shallow but

broad notch in the margin of the aperture.

Formation and Imocality,—The originals of the species are from Sper-

gen Hill and Bloomington, Indiana ; and the Ohio specimens are known
from Newtonville and Maxville, Ohio, in the Maxville limestone.

Bellerophon alternodosns.

Plate X, figs. 17-19.

Bellerophon alternodosus Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 225.

Shell of about a medium size, and somewhat subglobose in general form, with

an appearance of being slightly flattened on the dorsum in immature specimens

;

while on the adult forms, the dorsum is marked on the outer half of the body-volu-

tion by a double series of rounded uode^, those on one side of the center alternating

with those of the other side, and the inner margins of the two series interlocking

with each other. Aperture broadly elliptical, strongly modified by the projection

of the preceding volution, on the inner margin. Auriculations largely developed

and slightly reflected. Axis very distinctly perforate. Inner lip somewhat callous

on the protruding inner volution. Surface of the shell, so far as can be ascertained,

marked only by lines of growth, beyond the nodes mentioned.

This species is somewhat similar in general form to B. Montfortianns

N. and P., from the Coal Measures, in its general form, but does not pos-

sess the strong transverse folds nor the carina between the lines of nodes

marking the dorsum. It also diflfers in the alternating positions of the

nodes.

Formation and Locality,—In the Maxville limestone at Newtonville,

Ohio. Collection of Columbia College, New York.
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CEPHALOPODA.
Genus NAUTILUS Breynius.

Nautilus ( Temnocheilus) spectabilis,

Plate X, fig. 22.

Nautilus spectabilis M. and W., Proc. A. N. S. Pliila., 1860. p. 469.

A'. (Endotobfis) speetabilis Geol. Rept., 111., vol. ii, p. 308, pi. 25, fig, 1.

Shell of medium to large size, composed of several volutions, which increase^

rapidly in size, and are transversely elliptical in a transverse section ; the diameter

from side to side being about one-third greater than the dorso-ventral diameter at

the same point; the lateral edges being obtusely angular, and the dorsal portion

of the section larger and more conn^ex than the inner part, strongly convex and

subangular on the back. Inner surface of the volution strongly impressed by the

one preceding, which it embraces to near the point of greatest diameter. Umbilicus

very broad d'nd deep, exposing each of the inner volutions to just beyond the point

of greatest transverse diameter, the umbilical surface of the volutions being

moderately convex but quite abrupt. The sides of the volutions are marked by a

series of nodes of considerable strength and size, arranged at regularly increasing

distances, and occurring, as nearly as can be determined from the example on hand,,

at about every st cond septum. The nodes are situated on the crest of the side, and

are obtusely rounded and prominent. Septa moderately distant and but slightly

bent downward on the dorsum. On a specimen measuring about three inches in

its greatest diameter, the whole of which is septate, they are arranged at about one-

third of an inch apart, near the outer extremity of the last volution. Siphuncle

not observed, and the depth of the septa not ascertained. The surface of a portion

of the specimen bears marks of a series of .strong varice« of growth, which have

crossed the dorsum and show a strong retral sinus or notch in the margin of the lip

at this point. The varices are seen on the inner portion of the last volution and

appear to have been arranged at distances nearly corresponding to the septa at the

same place. No other markings of the surface are retained.

The specimen from the Maxville limestone is somewhat smaller than

that from the Chester limestone figured by Meek and Worthen (Geol. Ill.»

vol. ii, plate 25, ^%. 1), and varies slightly in having the larger bulk of

the volution outside of the line of nodes that occur on the lateral angles
;

or in other words the dorsal portion is larger than the ventral, though on

the inner volutions of the specimen this character is not so distinct. Be-

yond this .slight difference they appear to agree as far as the characters are

preserved. The difference between this species and Naiitiais Forbesamis

McChes. (New Pal. Foss., page 63, and accompanying plate 3, fig. 4a and

b ), from the Coal Mea.sures, Mercer county, 111., are almost too slight for

.specific distinctions, where all the examples are internal casts. In the

last-named species the bulk of the volution is on the inner side of the

line of nodes instead of on the outside as in the one now under con-

sideration, while in the one now figured by M. and W. it is very

nearly or quite equally divided. Where all other features are the same in

all, these would scarcely seem to be of specific importance.

From the strong sinus in the lip on the back of the shell the species

has been referred to McCoy's genus Temnocheilus, and would be so

classed if that division should be retained.

Formation and locality.—In the Maxville limestone (Chester), near

Ru.shville, Ohio, from the collection of Prof. E. B. Andrews.
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NAUTILUS PAUPER.
PI.ATE X, fig. 23.

Nautilus pauper Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. ScL, 1882, p. 226.

Shell somewhat below the medium size, and consisting of about two and a

half volutions, which increase rather rapidly in size, and are so coiled as to expose

almost the entire diameter of the inner coils in the umbilical cavity ; the outer one

embracing only the dorsal surface of the inner volution. Volutions quadrangular

in form, with the lateral diameter only about two-thirds as great as the dorso-

ventral diameter ; while the dorsal and ventral surfaces are nearly vertical to the

plane of the sides, so far as can be determined from the specimen on hand ; or

possib y the dorsal surface may be slightly rounded. The sides of the shell are

marked by a faint, narrow, revolving sulcus bordering the margin of the umbilicus,

and by a correspondingly faint ridge close to the dorsal margin; while a much
stronger rounded ridge occurs on the surface at about one-third of the width of the

volution from the dorsal border. Internal- features of the shell not known.

A single individual only of the species has been observed, and is

altogether too imperfect to reveal all the features. It consists of the

non-septate portion of the shell, in the condition of an internal cast,

with the impression of one side of the entire shell; but gives no indi-

cations of the septa themselves. The only features indicating its cepha-

lopodous nature, upon which one can rely, are its symmetrical form, and

the evidence of a similar ornamentation on the opposite sides; otherwise

it might have been supposed to represent a form of Eiiomphalus.

Fonnation and Locality,—Tn the Maxville limestone (Chester), near

Rushville, Ohio. Collection of Prof. E. B. Andrews.

81 G O.
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FOSSILS FROM THE COAL MEASURES.

ECHINODERMATA.
crInoidea.

Genus CYATHOCRINUS Miller.

Cyathocriniis Somersi

Pirate XI, figs. 4 and 5.

Cyathocriniis Somersi Wliitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 226.

Calyx very shallow, being low and spreading ; the extreme height to the to[)

of the first radial plates not exceeding one-fourth of the diameter ; the sides, above

the middle of the subradial plates, gradually and almost evenly curving. Centre

of the calyx below deeply impressed, the cavity embracing the basal and inner half

of the cubradial plates. Basal plates very small, extending but little beyond the

circumference of the proportionally small column, and forming by their union a

somewhat regular pentagon. Subradial plates of medium size, four of them being

equal, and pointed at their upper ends, the upper edges being convex; the fifth

plate is larger than the others, and is truncated above b}'- the very small first anal

plate, which rests between the adjacent first radials, and has apparently joined three

other plates above. The surface of this plate iDears a single round granulose tuber-

cle. First radial plates nearly twice as wide as high ; their lateral faces being short

and uniting with those of the adjacent plate, except on the anal side, where they

are separated by the first anal plate. Articulating face for the second radials

nearly straight, but deeply grooved. Second radial plates short; that of the an-

terior ray being cuneiform above, and has supported an arm-plate on each upper

sloping surface. The second radials of the other rays have not been fully deter-

. mined; but on the antero-lateral rays, where partially detached plates remain, they

have been quadrangular, as if for the supporf of other radial plates in a direct

series. Surface of the inner half of the subradial plates smooth, while the outer

half and the entire surface of the other plates are covered with proportionally

large, distinct,*irregular tubercles, which are flattened on their surfaces and covered

with numerous small, distinct granules. The -granules also extend to parts of the

intermediate surface. The upper margin of the first radial is bounded by an ele-

vated transverse ridge, which is also granulose.

This species bears considerable resemblance in its general surface-

markings to Eupachycrinus tuberculatus M. and W. (Geol. Surv. 111., vol.

V, pi. 24, figs, a, b), but the tubercles are very distinctly granulose. It,

however, does not possess the structure of Eupachycrinus, having only

one small anal plate, the upper end of which projects above the line of

the first radials. The only specimen yet obtained of the species measures

about three-fourths of an inch in diameter, aujd is about three-sixteenths

of an inch high to the top of the first radial plates.

Formation and Locality.—In the Coal Measures at Carbon Hill,

Hocking county, Ohio. Collected by Mr. Somers, of Columbus, Ohio.
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Genus ZEACRINUS Troost.

Zeacrinus MootesL

PI.ATE XI, figs. 6-10.

Zeacrinus Mooresi Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Sci., 1882, p. 227.

Form of entire body unknown. Calyx of moderate size and pentagonal in

outline, very broadly cyathiform or shallow cup-shaped ; the region of the basal

plates being impressed, and the radials but moderately curving upward at their

outer edges. Basal plates small, forming by their combination a nearly regular

pentagon. Subradials proportionally large, wider than high, four hexagonal and
one on the anal side heptagonal. Subradials short, but not very broad, twice to

twice and a half as wide as long; the cicatrix for the second radials very large and
nearly straight. The anal plates, three of which are preserved, are longer than
wide. Column small, round, composed near the calyx of alternately small and
large plates, with very coarse radiating lines of articulation. Surface of calj^

smooth, except a line of granules just within the margin of the subradial plates.

The second radial plates present the strong specific feature of the

species, and are large and spine-bearing, as in Zeacrinus mucro-spinus Mc-
Chesney. The spines are long, much tjiickened, and bulbous in the

lower part, presenting in this respect a strong contrast with those of that

species. The cicatrix for the attachment of the arm-plates is very large,

showing that the plates above were of large size. Arms and dome un-

known.

The species has bpen quite abundant, as the spines are found in great

numbers, and vary considerably in size, according to the width of the

first radial plates upon which they have rested. But all are thickened

and bulbous, and many of them are more than an inch in length. They
are seldom found attached to the calyx, but are scattered through the

shale in the bed where found.

Formation and Locality,—In shale of the Coal Measures at Carbon
Hill, Hocking county, Ohio. Named in honor of H. Moores, Esq., of

Columbus, Ohio, their discoverer.

MOLLUSCOIDEA.
BRACHIOPODA.

Genus DISCINA Lamarck.

Discifia Meekana.

Plate XI, figs. 1-3.

Discina nitidaf (Phil.) M. and W., Geol. 111., vol. v, p. 572, pi. 25, fig. 1.

Not Discina nttida Phillips, Geol, Yorkshire, vol. ii, p. 221, pi. 11, figs. 10-13.

Discina Meekana Whitf, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 228.

Shell of moderate size or larger, circular or subcircular in outline. Dorsal

valve convex, with an elevated beak which is directed backward and situated at

about one-third of the length of the shell from the posterior margin. Posterior

slope slightly concave jHist below the apex; anterior slope convex. Surface of the

shell, when preserved, marked by fine, even, but elevated and regular concentric

lines, with flattened interspaces ; about ten or eleven of the elevated lines occupy at
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space of an eighth of an inch on the middle of a shell, being finer within and
coarser beyond that point. On the partially exfoliated shell, fine radiating vascular

lines are perceptible. Ventral valve flat, discoidal, circular in outline, or perceptibly

elongated in some cases ; the apex a little more than one-third the length of the

shell from the posterior margin. Foramen small, elongate-elliptical, narrow, not

extending more than one-fourth of the distance from the apex toward the margin,

and the depression somewhat further. Surface marked as in the other valve.

This shell would appear to be identical with the one described and

figured by Messrs. Meek and Worthen as D, nitida f under the supposi-

tion that it was the same as that figured by Prof. Phillips, in the Geol.

Yorkshire Coast, vol. ii, pi. 11, figs. 10-13; but it differs very much in

outline from those figures, as well as those given by other authors, in its

circular form; those being ovate, narrowed behind and widened in front

;

also, in having the apex much more distant from the margin. They also

cite D. Missoicriensis Shumard, as a synonym of the European species.

That author indicates his shell as parabolic in outline; from which state-

ment I should consider it as distinct from the present species.

Formation and Locality.—In the Coal Measures at Carbon Hill and

Flint Ridge, Ohio; also in Illinois and Iowa.

Genus CRANIA Retzius.

C^^ania carbona7'ia.

Pirate: XI, figs 11 and 12.

Crania carbonaria Wliitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 229.

Shell small, none of the specimens observed exceeding three-eighths of an
inch in diameter; subcircular in outline, or varied in form by the outline of the

object to which they are attached. Free valve depressed convex, marked by a few
concentric lines of growth ; attached valve thin, but with a slightly thickened mar-
gin. Posterior muscular impressions large and submarginal, the others being nearly

central and forming a small elevation just posterior to the middle of the valve.

The shells of this species are found attached to the spines of Zea-

crinns and other bodies, one of those figured being upon the operculum
of Naticopsis. They are very thin, and not easily detected in the rough-

ened condition caused by the adhering material in which most of the

fossils from these beds are found. Species of this genus are rather rare

in the Coal Measures, but very few having been described. Crania

per^niana Shumard, from the white limestones of the Guadalupe Mts.,

Texas, is a large form, and probably not a Crania, according to the de-

scription given. C modesta White and St. John, from the Coal Measures
of^Iowa, is described as "rather small, finely punctate, smooth, except

somewhat strong concentric lines of growth toward the margins. Upper
valve moderately convex, umbo oblique, nearly central. Lower valve

moderately concave." There would appear to be some similarity be-

tween the upper valves of this and the "Ohio species; but the remark
concerning the lower valve being ** moderately concave" throws consid-
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erable doubt on their identity, as the lower valve of this species is at-

tached over its entire surface, while that one would appear to be free or

partially free, if it is a Crania.

Formation and Locality.—In the Coal Measures of Carbon Hill,

Hocking county, Ohio. Collected by H. Moores, Esq., of Columbus,

Ohio.

MOLLUSCA.
GASTEROPODA.

Genus MACROCHEILUS Phillips.

Macrocheilus regularis.

Plate XI, fig. 13.

Loxonema regiUaris Cox, Geol. Rept. Ky., vol. iii, p. 566, pi. 8, fig. 2, 1857.

Shell of moderate size, fusiform, with an elevated, rapidly ascending spire

^

which is composed of about nine volutions, and has an apical angle of from twenty

to twenty-five degrees, in different individuals when not compressed. Spire, when
viewed in front, forming considerable more than half the length of the shell, but

when measured on the opposite sixie formd a little less than one-half the entire

length. Volutions slightly convex and in some individuals presenting a slightly

shouMered aspect caused by a very slight, almost imperceptible angularity at about

the upper third of the exposed part. Greatest diameter of the body-whorl situated

^ little below the suture and decreasing below. Suture close and not strongly

marked. Aperture narrow, elongated, the outer lip sharp and compressed in the

upper part. Columella twisted and marked in the lower part by a single, but very

strong twisted fold ; anterior end of the. lip rimate. Surface of the shell marked
only by obscure lines of growth.

The species is one of the most elongated forms of the genus yet

recognized from the American Coal Measure strata, and will be readily

recognized by the grieat length of the spine-, especially as seen in a front

view ; while the unusually strong columellar fold will also distinguish it.

In most of the specimens observed the body volution appears to con-

tract more abruptly above in its outer half than before, giving a some-

what unsymmetrical feature to this part of the shell. All the examples

seen are compressed in the direction of bedding, usually to the extent of

one-third of their original diameter or more, and some of them are en-

tirely flattened. This gives them in appearance a much greater apical

angle than the living shell really possessed, which may easily mivslead

one in making a hasty comparison. The longest individual observed

measures two inches and five-eighths in length, and has a diameter of the

body-whorl of one inch. The shell is considerably flattened except in

the upper part of the spire, which shows the diameter of the lower part

to have been increased fully one-third. The species was originally de-

scribed by Prof. T. C. Cox, loc. cit., as a Loxofiema, and his figure would

indicate a shell like Polyphemopsis, but feeling uncertain of its accuracy

i»3 consequence of the great similarity, I procured the loan of the type
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specimen, which with but httle cleaning shows the columellar fold as

strongly developed as any of the Ohio specimens.

Formatio7i arid Locality.—In the Coal Measure strata at Carbon Hill,

Hocking county, Ohio. Collected and presented by Mr. H. Moores, of

Columbus, Ohio.

Genus LOXONEMA Phillips.

Loxonema pticahmi,

PI.ATE XI, figs. 14 and 15.

Loxonema plicatum Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 231.

Shell small and slender, spire elevated, presenting an apical angle of about

fifteen degrees ; composed of about eleven volutions, in the example used and

illustrated, which are flattened on the surface in the direction of the spire, and
marked by strong vertical plicae, which are directed a Httle forward in their passage

across the volution from above downward. The body or largest volution, counting

from the lip backward, contains fifteen of these plications, and the volutions above

contain nearly the same number; those of the several volutions being in line with

those on the one below, but set enough back of it to be in line with the slope of

the plication. This gives them a somewhat spiral arrangement on the shell, the

whole having a twist of about one-fourth of one turn in the length of the shell.

On the last volution the plicae are not distinct much below the bulge of the whorl.

Aperture elongate and pointed below. Suture distinct, but not grooved or banded.

Columella straight, about half as long as the aperture, solid, and terebra-like

;

shell without umbilicus.

The species belongs to a group of the genus which has but few

representatives in our Coal Measures ; and even those that are nearest

allied to it appear to differ in the form of the columella, which is some-

what peculiar ; and if other species should appear presenting these same

characters, it may be necessary to separate them generically from the

true JLoxo?iema.

Formation and Locality.—In the Coal Measures of Carbon Hill

Hocking county, Ohio. Collected by H. Moores, Esq.

CEPHALOPODA.

Genus NAUTILUS Breyn.

A^autilus Ortoni.

Pr.ATE XII, fig. 20.

Nautilus Ortoni Whitf, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p. 231.

Shell of medium size, and consisting of about two and a half or three closely

coiled volutions, but which are not at all embracing ; the outer one being simply

ni close contact with the medio-dorsal portion of the next within, and exposing

nearly the entire dorso-ventral diameter of the shell. Volutions transversely sub-

pentangular, being angularly convex on the back, strongly subangular on the sides

and concave on the abrupt umbilical slope, which forms a somewhat sigmoidal

curve resembling an ogee moulding, while the slightly concave ventral surface is

quite narrow, and forms a fifth surface. Lateral angles obtuse or round subangular,
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and ornamented b}' a series of nodes which are strong and very distinct on the

inner coil, broad and rounded on the first part of the last volution, and become ob-

solete on the outer third. The substance of the shell has been very thick and

strong, and the surface shows no evidence of growth-markings or striae. Septa

and other internal features unknown. '

The shell resembles somewhat N, spectab lis M. and W., but has a

smaller number of coils in a shell of corresponding size, while the con-

cavity of the umbilical slope and the subangular back are strong dis-

tinguishing features.

Formation and Locality,—In the Coal Measures at Springfield, Sum-
mit county, Ohio. Cabinet of the School of Mines, N. Y. City.

Nautilus {Gyrocerasf) subqtmdrangiilaris,

PI.ATE XI, fig. 16.

Nautilus {Gyrocerasf) subquadrangularis Whitf., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1882, p.

232.

Shell of about medium size, consisting of two volutions, as seen on the spec-

imen used, which increase somewhat rapidly in size with increased length, and are

closely coiled so as to bring them in close contact, but not to be in any degree em-
bracing. The inner volution, however, is coiled in so large a circle that it leaves

an opening within it of about one inch in diameter. The shell is at first circular in

section, but before the completion of the first coil the form has become modified so

as to produce a subquadrangular section, narrowest on the dorsal side, and the

second volution becomes distinctly quadrangular, being nearly as wide on the

dorsum as across the lateral face ; but the angles are all distinctly rounded, and the

inner or umbilical margins most particularly so. The inner part of the shell has a

line of strong node-like undulations on each dorsal angle, which becomes obsolete

at about the first third of the second volution. Margin of the aperture greatly ex-

tended on the sides beyond the line of the inner edge, and apparently sinuate on

the back. Septa deeply concave and numerous ; those at the base of the outer

chamber showing about three chambers in the space of one inch, and gradually de-

creasing in distance toward the earlier part of the shell. On the quadrangular

parts, they are deeply receding on the sides and back, and correspondingly ad-

vanced on the angles ; a consequence of the quadrangular form on a deeply con-

cave septum. Surface of the shell apparently smooth and the substance thin.

Siphon unknown.

The species is peculiar in its quadrangular form, and in the wide

opening through the centre : in these characters it differs from any pre-

viously described species. It is of a form that is with difi&culty placed

in the genus Nautilus—its characters, so far as the external features are

concerned, nearly resembling those of Gyroceras—and in the absence of

a knowledge of the position of the siphuncle, must remain doubtful.

Formation and Locality.—In limestone of the Coal Measures, at Can-

field, Ohio. Collected by H. C. Bowman, and now in the cabinet of the

School of Mines, New York City.

The following species are forms which characterize two diflferent beds

of chert in the Coal Measures in the Hocking Valley, and are sufficiently

pronounced to leave no doubt of their true horizon. These beds have

been used as horizons from which to determine the position of the rocks

in that vicinity.
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MOLLUSCOIDEA.
BRACHIOPODA.

Genus DISCINA Lamarck.

Discina Jlleek»na Wkitf.

For references and synonym see page 483.

Specimens of this species are not uncommon in both of these chert

beds, the imprints only remaining.

Genus SPIRIFERA Sowerby.

Spirifera {Martinid) lijieata,

PI.ATE XII, fig. 3-5.

Spirifera lineata Martin.

Internal casts, of small size, of this shell are quite common in the

upper chert layers of the Coal Measures in Hocking county, bearing all

the features of the species so far as the casts are concerned, but the

matrix was not obtained in a sufficiently perfect condition to yield the

eKternal form of the shell. In the black or lower cherts some of the in-

dividuals have obtained a larger size, one specimen measuring about five-

eighths of an inch in transverse diameter. A small individual of the

species was obtained in the lower black chert, at Webb Summit, retaining

all the fimbriae of the surface in a most perfect manner, an enlarged figure

of which is given on Plate XII, fig 6.

Genus ATHYRIS McCoy.

Athyris subtilita.

Pirate XII, figs. 7-9.

Terebratiila subtilita Hall, Stansbury's Rept. Great Salt Lake, 1852, p. 409, pi. iv (by

error in text pi. ii), fig. 1 a, b, and 2 a, b. Terebratiila subtilita^ Athyris subtilita,

and Spirigera stibtilita of various authors.

Internal casts of specimens of this species, of small size, are com-

mon in the upper chert beds of the Coal Measures in Hocking county,

Ohio. Individuals have been observed varying in size from less than one-

eighth of an inch to more then half an inch in diameter, but all in the

condition of casts. The larger specimens, although much smaller than

those usually found in the shaly limestones at Greentown and elsewhere,

nevertheless show distinctly by their markings and the distinctness of the

musculars scars that they were adult shells, but probably stunted in

growth by unfavorable conditions, as they are perfect in form and mark-*

ings. The specimen illustrated on Plate XII, figs. 7-9, is from the cherty

layers at Mrs. Banks, in the railroad cutting, Falls township. The indi-

viduals from the black cherts, at Webb Summit, Hocking county, are of

larger size, and correspond more nearly with the ordinary forms of the

species.
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MOIyLUSCA.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Genus AVICULOPECTEN McCoy.
.

Avictilopecten interiineatus.

Pirate XII, figs. 10 and 11.

Aviculopecten interlineatus M. and W., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 454;

Geol. Rept. 111., vol. 3, p. 229, pi. 26, fig. 7.

Shell small, subcircular in outline, hinge-line straight, nearly as long as the

width of the shell below, and with sharp angular auriculations. Valves very gently

convex. Surface of the left valves marked by fine, even, lamellose, concentric

striae; several of which are more strongly and highly elevated, forming varices at

regularly increasing distances. Right valve also marked by similar fine striae, but

with the varices very indistincly marked, or barely perceptible under a lens.

The species is a very strongly marked, one, and very characteristic

of the Coal Measures. Mr. Meek describes indications of faint radii

between the varices on the examples from Illinois, but which do not

appear on specimens from Ohio so far as observed. The right valve fig-

ured occurs close by the other, and is evidently of the same individual

;

the features are very similar, differing only in the absence of the strong

concentric varices. •

Formation and Locality,—In a thin layer of chert of the Coal

Measures, near the farm of Mrs. Banks, Falls township, Hocking county.

Ohio.
GASTEROPDA.

Genus NATICOPSIS McCoy.

Naticopsis Ortoni.

Pirate XII, figs. 12 and 13.

Naticopsis Ortoni Whitf , Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1885. p. 230.

Shell small, with a somewhat depressed conical spire, which forms an, angle of

about 105 degrees, and the two and a half to three volutions are obliquely flattened

on their upper side, in the direction of the spire; the outer one being marked just

below the suture by a barely perceptible concave channel of considerable width,

which produces a very slight angularity of the upper part of the volution. Suture-

Hne slightly grooved. Lower side of the volution rounded; umbilicus closed; callus

slight; aperture obliquely ovat#at the outer margin, but rounded within from the

excessive thickening of the shell. Surface of the shell marked by fine, rather equal

and somewhat regular transverse striae of growth, most distinctly marked on the

lower half of the volution. On the outer half of the last volution, there occur lines

of nodes, very faintly indicated, having a direction opposite to the growth-lines, and

becoming faintly and finally imperceptible toward the lower side.

The species resembles N. nana M. and W. (Geol. Rept. 111., vol iii,

p. 865, pi. 32, fig. 4), in size and general form, but differs from it in the

greater flattening of the volution in the direction of the spire and in the

faintly nodose surface.

Formation and Locality.—In a thin cherty band of the Coal Measures

in the railroad cutting at Mrs. Banks' farm, Falls township, Hocking

county, Ohio.
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PULMONIFERA.

The existence of shells of terrestrial air-breathing Mollusca in the

Coal Measures of this country was first made known in the year 1851,

when Sir Charles Lyell and Prof. J. W. Dawson made known their dis-

covery of Pupa vetusta in the coal-beds of the South Joggins, Nova
Scotia. Since that time there have been several additional species dis-

covered in the same region, and others in the Coal Measures of Indiana.

In the Am. Jour. Sci. for November, 1880, Prof. Dawson has given a

summary of the species known from the coal formations up to that time,

and also described what he supposes to be a similar form from the Devo-

nian plant-beds of St. John, New Brunswick. At the time Prof. Dawson's

memoir appeared I was w^orking on the form herein described, from the

Upper Coal Measures at Marietta, Ohio, which has proved to be so

entirely distinct from any of those previously known that it became nec-

essary to found a new genus {A?ithracopupa) for its reception, which was

published in the above-mentioned journal, February, 1881.

All the species known up to the time of Prof. Dawson's paper were

supposed to belong to the inoperculate division of the terrestrial Gaster-

opods, and had been referred to the Hei.icid^ and PupinE--^. In making

the studies of the*Ohio shell I had obtained, through the kindness of

John Collett, Esq., State Geologist of Indiana, specimens of the two forms

from that State, and in freeing them from the matrix I discovered that

the species Dawsofiella Meeki Brad, possessed not only the reflected and

slightly thickened lip described by its author, but that the inner lip and

much of the umbilical region were covered by a thickened and flattened

callus closely resembling that of Hcliciyia, furnishing strong presumptive

evidence that it had been provided with an operculum, like the shells of that

genus. If this view of its nature is correct, it would place it with the

Helicinid^ in the operculate section of the Pulmonifera. The Ohio shell

has also some peculiar features that are not recognized among any of the

Pupa-form species heretofore described from this formation. It is of

small size, and the general form is similar to that of the group of the

Pupae usually referred to the genus Vertigo ; minute shells with a nearly

vertical aperture, armed with several projecting tooth-like points within

its cavity. This shell not only presents these same features, but the ad-

ditional one of having a small, nearly circular notch in the peristome

near the upper end of the outer lip, very closely resembling the minute

pore-like notch occurring near the upper angle of the aperture in the

genus Pupifia Vignard; or that seen in Anaulus PfiefFer. This latter

feature is not present so far as I am awaie in au}^ genus of operculated pul-

moniferous shells; at least not in the same degree nor with the same *ap-

parent purpose that it occurs in the operculated genera above mentioned.

The last volution is also flattened or contracted on the back in a very

similar manner to that of Piipina, as well as of many of the Pupae. It

would therefore almost seem as if in this little shell, of this early age,
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there were foreshadowed features that afterwards pertained to these two
groups of a later time; although the projecting teeth within the aperture

as hereafter described would preclude the possibility of an operculum in

this case. •

Genus ANTHRACOPUPA Whitf.

Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xxi, February, 1881, page li6.

Shell minute, pupaform, with few volutions, the last one unsymmetrical ; axfs

imperforate; aperture large, nearly vertical; peristome thickened, united above by
a thin callus on which may occur one or more palatal teeth; other tooth-like pro-
jections occur on the inner margin of the lip, and a small, nearly circular notch,
resembling that in Pupina, deeply indents the inner edge of the outer limb near
its junction with the body-whorl. Surface of the shell marked by fine, nearly ver-

tical lines.

Type A, Okioensis,

Anthracopupa Okioensis,

Pi.ATE XII, figs. 15-17.

Anthracopupa Okioensis Whitf., Am. Jour. Sci^, Feb. 1881, vol. xxi, p. 126.

Shell small and robust, having a length of about three and one-third mm.
with a transverse diameter of about two mm., and consisting of about four volu-

tions, the last one extremely ventricose, except on the outer half, where it is

obliquely flattened and contracted, and with the aperture, forms about three-fourths
of the entire length of the shell. Aperture large, longer than wide, and broadly
rounded at the base; lip thickened, rounded within and forming a flattened thick-

ened rim on the outside
;
particularly on the lower part Labial notch situated

very near the upper extremity of the lip, regular in shape, and forming nearly two-
thirds of a circle. A single tooth-like ridge of moderate size extends inward from
the lip at about the middle of the columellar side, and another of greater size pro-
jects nearly vertically from the middle of the callus which coats the body of the
volution within the aperture. Umbilical chink small. Surface of the shell

marked by fine, nearly vertical, even striae or lines. Apex apparently mam iliated.

Formation and Locality.—In the higher beds of the Coal Measures,

near Marietta, Ohio. The specimen figured is in the collection of the

Schools of Mines, Columbia College.

Pupa vetusta and P. Vermilionensis are both associated in the material

in which they are found with small helicoid shells {Zonites and Dawsonelld),

also pulmoniferous in character; but the Ohio shell up to the present

time is not known to have any such associate; on the contrary, like the

first individuals of P. vetusta discovered, it is accompanied in one of the

layers in which it occurs, by immense numbers of what appears to be a

species of Spirorbis, which is so abundant that small hand specimens
from which two of the Anthracopupas were obtained appear to be nearly

half composed of these shells. The form of the shell is similar to most
species of the genus, and has a diameter of nearly one line. Although
it occurs packed together in such immense numbers in the rock it has
one surface generally more or less flattened as though for attachment to
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some foreign body, and has 1 presume during life been attactjed to

marine plants, from which it has fallen as they were decomposed, and

thus been amassed on the muddy bottom.

ANNELIDA.

Spirorbis anthracosia.

Pi,ATK XII, figs. 18 and 19.

Spirorbis anthracosia Whitf., Am. Jour. Sci., Feb., 1881.

Shell minute, planorbiform, composed of from one to two and a half volutions,

tube slender, and very gradually increasing in diameter, marked by very fine, irreg-

ular encircling striae, which are often gathered into little knots or points near the

border of the open umbilicus. Lower side of the shell more or less flattened as if

for the attachment to some foreign substance. Diameter seldom exceeding one

line, generally less.

Formation and Locality.—In the higher strata of the Coal Measures,

near Marietta, Ohio.

NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF BURROWING FOSSIL BIVALVE
SHELL.

Several years ago Prof. Edward Orton of the Ohio Geological Survey,

called my attention to a mass of Tetradium from the Hudson river group^

Brown County, Ohio, which was filled with perforations or burrows

like those often seen in living corals, made and occupied by species of Lith-

odomus. On close examination several of the burrows were seen to have

shells, occup3dng them, which at the time were thought to be examples

of Sedgewickia f divaricata, described in Vol. II, Pal. Ohio, p. 89, Plate

2, fig. 3. More recently, on closer examination, and by removing one of

the shells from the burrow, it proves to be a very distinct species and to

present some of the general appearance of a Modiolopsis.

That the shells now occupying the burrows in this coral were the

original excavators of the perforations, there can be no question, I think;

as there are remains of no less than twelve individuals to be seen in the

burrows, all of the one form, while no other shell is present. Moreover,

they are each suited in size to the burrows they occupy. So far as I am
aware no shell resembling^ Modiolot>sis and possessing burrowing habits, is

known to occur in Silurian or Devonian rocks; these therefore present

a new feature. in the molluscan life of this period that is highly interest-

ing.

The perforations or burrows in this coral are of various sizes from

very smalUones to. those more than an inch in length as seen in section

and of a diameter of more than a fourth of an inch, and where shells are

seen in them they appear of a size suited to the burrow they occupy.

The shells when fully grown, or what appear to be adult, are nearly or

quite three-fourths of an inch in length, and of nearly three-eighths of an

inch in height from base to cardinal margin. The burrows are not uni"
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form in direction as seen in the coral, but are vertical, lateral or oblique in

direction indiscriminately ; but are confined principally to the lower side

and margins of the mass; which is about seven by four and a half inches

in diameter and nearly three inches thick, of an elongated oval and sub-

hemispherical form.

Although the shells have much the form of Modiolopsis in general

outline, and have large anterior and posterior muscular scars, with an
entire pallial line, they differ much in surface characters, being strongly

marked by regular, elevated, concentric ridges, parallel to the margin of

the valves. This structure is so markedly different from that of Modio-

lopsis, that, when taken in connection with the burrowing habit, I think

it necessary to place them under a distinct generic head, and therefore

propose for them the name Corallidomus, in allusion to their habitat, and

designate them as Corallidomiis conce7itricus , from the concentric surface

markings, with the following diagnosis of generic and specific characters.

Genus CORALLIDOMUS, New Genus.

Korallioriy a Coral and Domos^ a House.

A bivalve mollusk having anterior and posterior muscular scars, and
an integral pallial line ; shell oblong, with an external ligament and some-

what modioliform outline, coupled with a burrowing habit of life. Type
C. concentriais.

Corallidomiis concentriais y New sp.

Plate xin.

Fig. 2.

Fig. L* View enlarged of a shell restored, the measurements taken from the two
best specimens.

Fig. 2. Enlarged view, two diameters, of the right side of the shell indicated by
the cross on the large figure. The shell is exfoliated and reveals the muscular
markings.

Shell small, twice as long as high, and moderately ventricose; cardinal and
basal margins subparallel, generally converging slightly anteriorly ; valves subangu-

^ar along the umbonal ridge; beaks small, rather pointed anteriorly, situated at about

one-fourth of t|ie entire length of the shell from the anterior end ; anterior end rounded
below the median line of the valve, posterior end obliquely truncated and broad ; sur_

face of valves marked by even, sharply elevated, concentric ridges or lamellae, which
are abruptly curved in crossing the umbonal ridge, presenting or rather accentu-

ating the slight angularity of the ridge.

Formation and Locality.—In the Cincinnati Shales of the Hudson
River group. Brown County, found in its native burrows in Labechia

Ohioensis Nich.

•'I regret that the cut for figure 1 has been lost since it came into my possession. K. O.
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Leiorhy7ichus Newberryi.

I/EiORHYNCHUS Newbkrryi H. and W., 23d Rept. State Cab., N. Y. Iii,the

descriptions of this species it is correctly referred to the Chemung group, but
improperly to the Waverly group on the plate.

Genus PHOLADELLA H. and W.

Preliminary Notice of Lamellibranchiate Shells of the Upper Helderberg,
Hamilton, and Chemung groups, etc. (State Cab. Nat. Hist, Dec, 1869, p. 63). The
name ("Hall, n. g.") incorrectly inserted without my knowledge.—R. P. W.

*

Pholadella Newberryi.

Phoi.adei.la Newberryi H. and W. Prelim. Notice, cited above, p. 65.

Aliorisma {Sedgwickiaf) pleuropistha Meek, Pal. Ohio, vol. i, p. 309, plate 13,

Figs, ^a and ^b,

Pteurotoniaria Mississippieyisis .

PivEUROTOMARiA MiSSiSSiPPiENSiS White and Whitf., Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1862, p. 203, vol. 8.

Pleurotomaria texiiligera Meek, Pal. Ohio, vol. i, p. 314, plate 13, figs, la

and b.

NOTE.

The material embodied in the foregoing paper, with the accompanying plates,

was originally prepared for, and was expected to form a part of Volume III. of the

Palaeontology of Ohio, and to be published as a part of the work of the geological

survey of that State, then under the directorship of Prof. John S. Newberry ; but

owing to a change of policy of the State authorities, the volume was never published.

Subsequently, a part of the matter was published in the Annals of the Academy of

Sciences in March, 1882, under the title of "Descriptions of New Species of Fossils

from Ohio," and references made to the volume and plates as prepared for the sur-

vey report. Consequently the new genera and species will date from that publica-

tion, except a few of the Crustaceans which had been previously published in the

Am. Jour. Science for January, 1880, pp. H3 to 42, in conjunction with one hundred
and twenty-five copies of an artotype plate distributed with author's copies. In

preparing the matter for republication in the Annals at the present time it became
necessary to alter the numbering of the plates^ from one to twelve, as at first made,

to five to sixteen ; otherwise the matter stands essentially as originally prepared.

—

R. P. W.

iThe original n-umbering- is restored in the present volume. E. O.
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OBSERVATIONS UPON THE SO-CALLED WAVERLY GROUP
OF OHIO.

By Prof. C. L. ^Ikrrick:, Denison University, Granvii^le, O.

Introduction.

It is proper to say that the following pages were prepared, at the
request of Professor Orton, as a summary of results arrived at in the
course of a number of years of desultory exploration among the sub-

carboniferous and infra-carboniferous rocks of Ohio. These studies oc-

cupied such intervals of time as could be filched from a laborious pro-
fessional life and cannot be said to have had much coherency or system.
The results, such as they are, have been published in the Bulletins of

Denison University, the American Geologist, and the Bulletins of the
Americaii Geological Society. That these studies have contributed
something to the solution of a vexed problem of long standing is to be
attributed, first, to the method employed, viz. : the strict coordination
and mutual supplementing of paleontological and stratigraphical data.

In a region where, in the nature of the case, lithological characters are
inadequate and unreHable, the necessity of minute and pains-taking study
of the organic remains of each horizon is imperative. Such detailed

study is chiefly desirable from a biological standpoint and the compara-
tively small amount of work done in the present case is sufficient to

prove that there is a most interesting field for the study of evolutionary
changes in the Waverly rocks of Ohio. It is only the uninitiated who
need to be warned that in strata apparently barren of fossils the labor in-

volved is enormous. The writer will, perhaps, never hope to again have
the patience to examine, literally inch by inch, acres of shales as has
been done in the prosecution of this stud}^ The secDud fortunate ele-

ment ill our work has been the circumstance that it was begun in a
typical portion of the series where the (hitherto over-looked) landmarks
separating important subdivisions are conspicuous. The fact that the
Waverly has been most often studied as exposed in the northern p^rt of
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the State, where only one of the members is well developed, has occa-

sioned much confusion. The strange assumption that the entire series

of over 500 feet is essentially homogeneous paleontologically has mili-

tated against a correct appreciation of the nature of the problem. This

may be in part explained as a result of the great monotony of the lithe-

logical characters of the series and is, in part, an illustration of the dom-

inancy of a name. So long as collectors remained satisfied with labeling

specimens "from the Waverl}^ group of Ohio" (as adequate a datum as

''from the Upper Silurian of New York" would be), it is little wonder

that the formation was found irreconcilable to any scheme of classifi"

cation.

Furthermore, the fact that the strata are almost " exclusively littoral

and that their position is frequently complicated by sand-bar and fluviatile

agencies explains many perplexing complications. In the present paper

it will be impossible to enter into detail; in the paleontological portions

especially it must be admitted that a final clearing up of the synonomy
cannot be undertaken until the numerous species more or less fully de-

scribed by the- lamented Alexander Winchell shall have been reviewed

and illustrated. This work, which the distinguished Michigan geologist

left unfinished when so unexpectedly called hence, remains an impera-

tive need of American geology. It should also be remembered that the

writer makes no pretense at being a professional paleontologist and only

ventured to describe the material collected when it was possible to ac-

company the description by a figure which would serve to enable others

to use the data on which his conclusions were drawn. After some years

of complete neglect of this subject, to which he never expects to return,

it would be useless to attempt a revision of the descriptions .already as

fully elaborated as the opportunities permitted. The accompanying il-

lustrations will enable the reader to determine at a glance the salient

characters of the several horizons. Mistakes of various vSorts made dir-

ing these studies and incident to the method of publication have been

corrected as far as possible, while those which remain are recommended

to mercy. It remains to acknowledge the assistance afforded me in this

study by my revered friend, Professor Edward Orton, to whom Ohio and

the science of Geology, in common with hundreds of students who have

sat under his personal instruction during more than a score of years, are

deeply indebted.

Historical.

It will be untiecessary to attempt a complete resume of the history of

opinion because Professor Alexander Winchell has given a very elaborate

discussion of the subject in the Proceedings of the American Philosoph-

ical Society, vol. XI, 1869. The earliest reference to the rocks here in

discussion is a paper by Dr. S. P. Hildreth in the American Journal, Vol-

29, upon the "Bituminous Coal Deposits of the Valley of the Ohio."
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In this paper they are described as "argillaceous sandstone rocks,

very fine grained," and the fossil remains are imperfectl}^ illustrated by

Dr. S. G. Morton. Although C. Briggs, in his paper in the First Annual

Report of the Ohio Geological Survey, 1888, applied the name Waverly

Sandstone series to these rocks, they were for a long time designated

simply "Fine grained sandstone series."

When Professor Hall, in 1842, announced the results of his extended

western explorations (American Journ. Science, XLIII, etc.), he regarded

all the strata lying between the black (Ohio) shale and the mill-stone

grit as equivalent to the Chemung and Portage.

The black shale was considered as the only representative of the

Marcellus shale of New York, the Hamilton group, and Genessee Mate.

The equivalence of the Ohio "fine-grained sandstone series" with the

Chemung was several times reiterated by Professor Hall and Professors

White and Whitfield, and seems not to have been called in question,

although evidence was fast accumulating that the equivalent horizons in

Missouri, Iowa and Michigan have a Carboniferous habitus, until 1862,

when Professor Hall remarks that "the Waverly sandstone group Of the

Ohio reports, at one time regarded by me as entirely equivalent to the

Portage and Chemung groups may, in its upper members, constitute a

distinct group, though we do not know any line of demarkation between

them \" More direct evidence of the position of the Waverly was aflforded

by the descriptions of Crinoids from Richfield, O., in 1863. The list, con-

taining seventeen species, was reissued by Professor Hall in 1865', and

closes with the statement that "Left to the evidence afforded alone by

the collection, and the means of comparison at present possessed, I should

infer that the geological position of these beds is between the Hamilton

group and the lower Carboniferous beds; while the occurrence of a single

species identical with a species in the middle of the Chemung group

will ally them more nearly with the fauna of the Hamilton group than

with that of the Carboniferous period." With respect to this statement it

may be added that in the locality mentioned there is exposed almost

solely a small range of very fossiliferous shale from the lower third of the

Waverly in which we nowhere find the typical Waverly faunal habitus.

The upper portion of the series is wholly absent and only here and there

are remnants of the middle Waverly (Kinderhook) to be found and these

often in abnormal proximity to the lower series. The next lower fossil-

iferous horizon is that of the Bedford shale, which, as I have shown, has

a large series of forms identical with or similar to Hamilton species. It

thus appears that inasmuch as, faunally at least, these beds lie between

Kinderhook and Hamilton horizons, it is not unnatural that the Crinoids

should have resemblances to Devonian types. At the same time the

fact, now abundantly proven, that true Chemung (Erie) beds lie below

^Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. VIL
*XVII Rep. N. Y. Regents. 1865.

32 G. O.
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the Bedford shales in the northern tier of counties shows the fallacy of

seeking exact parallelism of strata or faunae originating under such

diverse physical conditions.

In July, 1865, Professor Alexander Winchell undertook a comparison

of the faunae of the various formations supposed to be the western equiv-

alents of the Chemung of New York, and found to his astonishment that

not a single species out of about 175 forms collected in Ohio, Iowa, Michi-

gan and Illinois proved identifiable with Chemung species. He says

''In the light of these identifications, and in the absence of all identifi-

cations between western species and those of the Chemung, as well as

between the species of this so-called Chemung conglomerate and those

of 4he Chemung, it might not seem tmreasonable to doubt its afiinities

with recognized Chemung rocks and to suspect its continuity with the

supposed Carboniferous conglomerate until observation shall have dem-

onstrated that its stratigraphical position is really below that formation-

And further, since we must probably abandon the attempt to coordinate

the Chemung of New York with the fossiliferous portions of the sand-

stones and shales of the west lying between the * Black slate' and the Coal

conglomerate, it seems not unlikely that we may yet be able to prove the

conglomerate of Western NewYork to be the attenuated and littoral pro-

longation of those western sandstones and shales—at least of the supe-

rior and fossiliferous portions of them, so that the latter would stand as a

hitherto unrecognized group of strata lying at the ver}^ base of the Car-

boniferous system, while the Chemung rocks of New York fall within

the Devonian system, toward which the writer is now inclined to think

that their paleontological afi&nities attract them.*'

In 1866 Professor Winchell made a brief survey of Knox and Co-

shocton counties in company with Professor Newberry, and reported that

several of the Waverly species were known to extend into the Coal Meas-

ures, and therefore suggested that the ''chocolate shales" (estimated thick"

ness 534 feet) are the equivalent of the Portage and Chemung. The
chocolate shales here referred to embrace the Bedford, Berea, Cuyahoga

and Waverly shales of my own reports.

Professor Winchell is therefore to be credited with the first attempt

to separate an upper, sandy (lyOgan) group as Carboniferous in faunal

characters from a lower shaly, Devonian portion.

On the other hand, the attempt to definitely parallelize the upper

Waverly with the Catskill group of New York may be said, in the light

of our present knowledge, to have proven quite futile.

In 1866 Professor Hall again insisted on the Chemung age of the

Waverly and his conclusions were so generally accepted as to close, for

the time, all discussion of the subject.^

In 1869, however. Professor Winchell again resumed the discussion

and published in the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society

^ Trans. American Philosophical Society, 1866, p. 246.
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a very elaborate historical and paleontological review of the whole ques-

tion, seeking to effect a parallelism between the formations of all the

western states and New York. To this paper the reader is referred fof

the materials for a critical study of the question. The second part

of this paper appeared in May, 1870, and contained a list of over 400 spe-

cies from rocks supposed to be contemporaneous with the Waverly or Mar-
shall group. Of these 139 were from Ohio and 160 from Iowa, and some-
thing over 100 from Michigan. At least 50 species in the Iowa list are

also found in Ohio and 27 found in Michigan were also found in Ohio.

It should be noticed that Professor Winchell distinctly separates the Mar-
shall from the chocolate shales of the lower Waverly. It is necessary

to apply a name to the exclusion of the "Chocolate Series" of Ohio, un-

derlying the fossiliferous sandstones of the Waverly series.

He did not discover that the Cuyahoga shale, and indeed the entire

exposed Waverly of the northern counties of Ohio, belongs to this lower

shaly series, nor that, instead of being unfossiliferous, it is locally one
of the most richly fossiliferous horizons of the State. Had he discovered

that the strata upon whose fauna Professor Hall pronounced the Wa-
verly of Chemung age belonged in the "chocolate series" which he ex-

pressly relegated to the Devonian, we had been spared a long and fa-

tiguing discussion.

It still remains to note that the upper and sandy portions are by no
means as homogeneous as supposed hitherto. All of the attempts to as-

sign the Waverly to its proper position in the series have been wrecked
on the fatal fact that the collections have been made indiscriminately

without regard to altitude in the series. This is due to the lithological

and physical similarity of the rocks from top to bottom and to the very

fickle and irregular character of the conglomerates.

It may be added that the extent to which the upper surface of the

Waverly has been eroded varies greatly in various parts of the State so

that the distance beneath the Millstone grit is absolutely no guide in

those portions where the entire series is represented, and much less so

where the fluctuations in level have superposed the grit on the project-

ing base of the Waverly series. In no other way can the Waverly prob-

lem be understood than by considering the slow but extensive oscillatory

or rocking movements of the earth's crust which have shifted the depos-

iting waters back and forth, and even caused two adjacent basins or re-

gions to play hide and seek with each other.

Of the work of the Ohio Geological Survey, it is here unnecessary

to speak. The paleontological work of Mr. Meek served to throw into

stong relief the Carboniferous character of the Waverly. The list of fos-

sils studied was very small and Mr. Meek was at the time in precarious

health, so that we unfortunately were deprived of a thorough discussion

of the subject at the hands of the ablest of American paleontologists.

To this lack may be ascribed the slow progress subsequently made in
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Ohio stratigraphy. The economy which sacrifices exhaustive paleontol-

ogical study of a series of stratified rocks is sure to prove short-sighted

ill the long run. Mr. Meek said, **I have seen no reason to change an

opinion long since expressed in a joint paper with Prof. Worthen, that

this rock and its equivalents in Illinois, Indiana, etc., belongs to the Car-

boniferous system. It may also be added that, from the first, I have been

impressed with the rather curious fact that many of the Waverly fossils

have much more closely allied representatives in the Coal Measures of our

Western States than in the I^ower Carboniferous limestones of the same

region." He adds that he has not the slightest suspicion that the Wa-
verly should be included in the coal measures^ Of the thirty-two Waverly

species described only about twelve are from the lower portion of the

Waverly which might alone be sufficient to indicate that the opinion

of Professor Meek was chiefly formed upon the basis of specimens from

the lyOgan group or sandy' portion of the Waverly. But of the remainder

it is significant that the forms are either species with a recognized wide

range, like Grammysia hannibalensis ^ Hemipronites cre^iisiria^ etc., or

species like Palceoneilo bedfordensis which too closely resemble Devonian

forms, or new species whose resemblances are either decidedly Devonian

or unsignificant. The great weight of Mr. Meek's opinion cannot, there

fore, be applied to sustain the Carboniferous relationship of the lower

division of the Ohio Waverly. Professor Newberr^^ insisted that *'the

series of strata which begins with the mechanical sediments of the Port-

age has a fauna more Carboniferous than Devonian in character. The

commencement of the epoch of the deposition of this series of mechan-

ical sedimnts * * * was in fact the beginning of the Carboniferous-

period." In the second volume of the Ohio Geology he says: "That all

its rich fauna is of a decidedly Carboniferous type; second, that it includes

a number of species of the lower Carboniferous rocks of Kentucky,

Tennessee, Illinois, Iowa, and Michigan; third, that it furn ish<es at nearly

all of its fossiliferous localities certain species which are also common in

the coal measures above; fourth, that our collections made include no

Chemung or Portage species; fifth, that it is continuous with the 'vesper-

tine* and *umbrar rocks of Pennsylvania." The curious fauna of the

Bedford was at that time almost unknown nor had the abundant fauna

of the concretionary shales near the base of the Waverly been explored.

The basal shales were supposed to be practically unfossiliferous. In the

fifth volume of the New York Paleontology, Professor Hall seems to

withdraw his oft-repeated statements as to the Chemung habitus of the

Waverly fauna; he says: '*A careful examination of those species supposed

to have a vertical range from the Chemung group to the Waverly group,

has shown that they are allied forms but specifically distinct." The gen-

era, however, are for the most part identical, only four genera of lam-

ellibranchs found in the Waverly are not also found in the Hamilton or

Chemung.

^Paleontology of Ohio, Vol. II, p. 272.
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Professor Orton's earful stratigraphical work has done much to

place the Waverly question on a permanent and satisfactory basis. In

as much as his labors have been largely directed to the lower portion

of the series, particularly the Berea grit and associated strata, he has not

attempted to employ paleontological data to as large an extent as might

be requisite in a similarly detailed study of the upper series. Professor

Orton suggested a division of the Cuyahoga of Newberry (all the Wa-
'verly above the Berea) into an upper sandy portion, which he terms the

Logan group and a shaly basal series, for which he retained the name
Cuyahoga shales. The student of the Waverly is referred to volume VI
of the Ohio Geological Survey reports for a summary of our knowledge

of the subject. In this resumfe Professor Orton corrects many of the

errors of earlier writers and offers the most satisfactory description of the

Waverly which had appeared up to that time. In the meantime the

writer had been feeling his way toward the same results by means of a

minute comparison of the faunae of various horizons. A first result

of these studies was printed in the third volume of the Bulletin of the

Laboratories of Denison University, April, 1888. This paper was chiefly

devoted to an annotated list of fossils from Licking county and adjacent

regions in Ohio. In this paper it was attempted to show that the Wa-
verly consists of three rather distinct portions, which, in central Ohio, are

bounded by two thin layers of conglomerate. The lower division, indu-

ing the Berea and Waverly shales, was considered to have a decidedly

Devonian habitus, while the middle portion included a mingled fauna

of Carboniferous and Devonian character (the latter prevailing), and the

upper third merged rapidly into the lower Carboniferous. The following

passage is quoted as substantially embodying the results of a study of the

Waverly in central Ohio:

"The Waverly group of Ohio is a composite assemblage of litholog-

ically constant character. The lower portion of it is chiefl}' composed

of greyish, yellowish, and greenish arenaceous shales with local grits

and nodulary masses of limestone and occasionally, near the base, inter-

calated layers of bituminous shale. This series is faunally nearly dis-

tinct in central Ohio and should be regarded not only as Devonian, but

as containing persistent elements from the Hamilton type in connection

with Portage and Chemung forms. Moreover, it is believed that geo-

graphical variation must be called in very largely to explain the specific

divergences, while generic resemblances remain perfect^ obvious. Our
division II, although so relatively small, was evidently a transition period.

Most of the strata may have been deposited while the Catskill was form-

ing at the east, but the fauna was essentially of Chemung character.

Nevertheless the connection in Ohio was much more direct with areas

where carboniferous types were alread}^ appearing and a more or less

marked admixture was the result. Conglomerate II marks a slight oscil-

latory wave passing from north to south, resulting first in mud flats in
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which burrowing mollusks thrived, and later, in shore-lines kept supplied

with pebbles by re-invigorated rivers. When the sea next returned it

was with its freight of Carboniferous forms, but the old Chemung species

had chiefly perished during the slight oscillation. Comparatively few

deep-sea forms accommodated themselves to the littoral conditions for

some time, but such as did are related to Burlington or Keokuk species,

which formations were then accumulating to the westward.'*

, In this paper, by a curious mistake, the word *'Berea" is included in

a table on page 26 at the level of the Licking county freestones (Kinder-

hook) and has given rise to some misconception. In December of the

same year the concluding portion of the same paper appeared, complet-

ing the list of fossils and summing up the evidence then at command.

About forty species regarded as new were described and most of the

forms mentioned were figured. A few cursor^' collections in the upper-

most layers at- Cuyahoga Falls led to the suspicion that there existed a

thin band of shales belonging to horizon of division III. This opinion

was materially strengthened by the report of Mr. E. O. Ulrich which

appeared in the fourth volume of the Bulletin of Denison University.

In his own words, ''The bryozoa are thus decidedly indicative of an

equivalence between the Cuyahoga shales on one hand and the Keokuk

group on the other."

We noted the fact that "an almost entire change in fauna appears a

mile or two below Cuyahoga Falls and there is little in common between

the upper shales and those below the flags forming the second falls o^

the Cuyahoga. Subsequent observation has served to emphasize the

last statement, but renders it improbable that there is any considerable

representation of division III in the typical Cuyahoga as exposed at the

falls of that name. It was sufficient to attract attention to discover, by

a more careful examination of Mr. Ulrich's list, that a number of identi-

cal species occur in the Cuyahoga shales at the Falls and at Bagdad,.

Richfield and Lodi, as well as in the shales at Moot's run in Licking

county, the position of which was well known to be near the base of the

Waverly. An abundant fauna, with a strong Devonian facies, was found at

this horizon. Glancing at the list of bryozoa we find twenty-four species

not previously described. Fenestella aperta, F. tenax and F, burling-

tonensis v^^ere recognized on admittedly imperfect material while the form

identified with F, regalis was thought possibly varietally distinct from

the Keokuk type. Similarly with the other genera; many of the species

may have a wide vertical range and others of those compared to Keokuk
species are not well preserved. Glyptopora megastoma, if associated

with Spirifer striatifor7nis at Sciotoville, is from a horizon comparable

with the Burlington. Thus it appears that the evidence for che Keokuk

age of the Cuyahoga is less convincing than was at first supposed. In a

subsequent visit to these northern localities the calcareous concretionary

layer which has yielded so abundant a fauna in central Ohio, was discov-

ered at a distance of forty feet beneath the coal-measure conglomeiate
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and most of the cliaracteristic species re-collected. This served to settle

the question conclusively except for the few feet above this horizon. At
a level twenty feet higher a curious depauperate fauna is found which
seems to be the greatly modified product of the above mentioned. The
conditions appear to have been unfavorable and the same species which

is large and conspicuously marked in the forty-foot layer is here half the

size and faintly marked. A few species belonging to a horizon just be-

neath conglomerate I, have also been found just below the coal-measure

conglomerate at Weymouth. This is a most interesting illustration of

the effect of changed conditions on the fauna.

At the August meeting of the American Geological Society in 1890

the writer summarized the then state of the problem substantially as in

what here follows. It should be added that valuable assistance was
afforded in the field work in various parts of the state by Mr. W. F.

Cooper.

Generai, Summary.

As stated by Professor Orton, the Waverly rests with practical con-

formability on the great series of "Ohio Black Shales," including three

divisions which are distinct in the northern part of the State, but, accord-

ing to Orton, are blended in the central and southern parts of the State.

Whether the Huron, Erie and Cleveland shales are fused or regarded as

distinct in age (as Dr. Newberry insists) or whether the Erie be regarded

as a wedge inserted from the east into homogeneous series formed by
Huron, Cleveland and Bedford in the west, it cannot be doubted that the

Erie is a close homologue and direct continuation of the New York Che-

mung. The paleontological and stratigraphical evidence for this state-

ment is complete.

The following passages from a paper in the Bulletin of Denison

University, vol. 12, express the general conclusions reached by a study

of these faunae:

** All discussion of the age of the lower Waverly now turns upon the

question as to the age of the Erie and Bedford, and this question stands

in need of careful field-work and especially more extended and minute
palseontological examination. Meanwhile the following suggestions may
be hazarded. First, we may assume as proven that the Erie shales are

of Chemung age, that is, in the broad sense, including Portage. The
fossils, on the whole, indicate lower Chemung or Portage. Are we to

conclude from this that all which lies stratigraphically above the Erie is

certainly later faunally than the top of the Chemung as seen in New
York strata? We think this does npt by any means follow. We are .

struck in examining the stratigraphy of the Waverly by the fact that the

dip of the true Waverly strata is southeast and the great area of its de-

position is in a different basin from the Chemung. The Waverly strata

thin out to the northeast while the Erie increases in thickness in the
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same direction. The point where the Erie and Waverly strata come
into juxtaposition is not, however, along the shore of the Waverly sea,

but far to the eastward of the littoral deposits. The two sets of rocks

were formed then by different but occasionally interblended seas. The
line of strike measurably conforms to the shore line in the Waverly.

Thus the plane of 1,000 feet elevation intersects the Moot's run horizon

in Licking county and some distance west of Portsmouth in southern

Ohio, while at Lodi the same horizon seems nearly at 825 feet probably,

throwing the line of intersection further toward the west. There has not

been any considerable change of level since the sediments were deposited

beyond the gradual sinking of the centre of the basin. It is evident

that the Devonian basin in New York and that of the Carboniferous in

Ohio are not coincident nor have their movements followed the same
rhythm.'*

"When the strata which constitute the Chemung in New York were
forming, what was going on in Ohio?"

''There seems to have been a pretty general uniformity in conditions

during the Hamilton period over the entire area considered—indeed a

much more extensive one. The change which made the sediments of

New York littoral sands and induced a modification of fauna may not

have been felt at once in distant areas in Ohio. The undisturbed seas in

Ohio may have been concealing a fauna more closely allied to the Ham-
ilton, while the oscillation along the western border of the Chemung area

may have once and again thrown a great apron of its own sediments over

Hamilton beds, only to be in turn covered by a similar apron from the

Ohio beds."

"What, indeed, is to prevent us from believing that when the early

fluctuation of the northeastern part of this area was bringing more and
more of the Silurian shore-line within its own erosive power and accumu-
lating coarse detrital material in great masses, the weedy sea of the

Hamilton continued unaltered in Ohio. Sandy bottom, stormy waves
and unaccustomed conditions of all kinds must have their effect on the

organization of the fauna and, if accepted ideas of the causes of evolu-

lution are correct, a sudden change would be seen in a faunal develop-

ment more or less forced, one-sided, and local."

"Great variety within narrow groups is the rule under such condi-

tions. Just as the sudden formation of a prairie out of a morass develops

hundreds of species in a few genera, so, in this case, such groups as could

cope sucessfully with the new conditions would eicpand, while others dis-

appear. As the agitation extended westward the plot thickens. Some-
where on the western part of our area we should expect to find strata

strangely interblended, just as a player in cutting and shuffling a pack
thrusts the edges of the cards between each other. Here we should find

a stratum marking the return of the former conditions."

" Such a state of things as we have supposed would explain the con-

ditions in northern Ohio in the period before the Berea grit, which put
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an end to all this by calling in the agency of shore action on its own ac-

. count in the western part of the basin. Of this there is abundant evi-

dence in the oblique lamination and fucoids of that horizon. If we
admit the probability that Hamilton and New York Chemung played a

game of hide and seek during the preliminary oscillation they certainly

were sadly disturbed during the Berea epoch.'*

''Then followed a gradual depression with occasional infiltration

from the Chemung area, now rapidly contracting. The Berea shales

mark the long period of isolation and gradual depression. When the

subsequent upheaval began the sea must have extended as far as to the

northern highlands and, after gnawing away at their bases and storing

up great reservoirs of material, there began the gradual depression which
spread them over the whole of the area. Time was then ripe for the

^opening of the Carboniferous period. The old descendents of Hamilton
forms had done what they could, assisted by strays from the Chemung
areas further east, and having grown sadly out of fashion they were now
subjected to nearly the same influences which were applied in the Che-

mung area. Littoral action and coarse sediments soon bore fruit in a

fauna very like the later Chemung, though that period was now closed in

New York."

"Thus grew up our Kinderhook or middle Waverly. But a tempo-
rary recession swept the waters backward depositing a shale containing

a few descendants of the old Waverly-shale fauna with interspersed forms

•of Carboniferous types. It was now sub-carboniferous time and the ele-

vation which next followed left its trail of sandy material with a fauna

not unlike the Burlington but so hastily retreating as to build no lime-

stone fortifications. But in the far southeast now these limestones gath-

ered strength and with the next gain of Neptune flung a thin apron over

the lap of southwestern Ohio into which stormy Coal-measure seas cast

millions of tons of stones worn by the universal torrents from the

northern shores."

''There can be little doubt that the materials of middle Waverly
sandstone and conglomerate were carried by rivers or the like. The
epoch of coal-measure conglomerate we have also spoken of as a torrent

period. On what grounds? 1st. The accumulation of tree trunks of

Carboniferous aspect. 2nd. The nature of the deposits. 3rd. The
fickle distribution of the material. 4th. The combination of new and old

material in its make-up, etc."

An episode in the evolution of the Waverly problem was the publi-

cation of a paper by Professor H. S. Williams^ announcing the discovery

at the base of the Chemung at High Point, Naples, N. Y., of a fauna with

decidely Carboniferous aspect, most nearly resembling that of the Kinder-

liook. This statement rests upon the similarity of the fauna with that

^ On a Remarkable Fiiana at the base of the Chemung Group in New York.
American Journal of Science, Feb., 1883.
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of the so-called Lime creek beds of Iowa, which latter were, however,

referred by Professor Hall to the Chemung and by Western geologists to

the Hamilton. The general conclusions are thus referred, *' The Kinder-

hook, well-developed in the interior of the continent, is represented by a

thin wedge at 'the base of the Chemung period of New York; that the

upper Chemung fauna probably did not extend far west of New York
state, but if it does appear farther west, it should be looked for in the

upper part of, or above the Kinderhook group.'*

In a subsequent number of the American Journal, Professor Calvin

^

discusses these statements, and, w^hile admitting the equivalence of the

High Point and Lime Creek faunas, shows clearly that neither is legiti-

mately comparable with the Kinderhook of the West. He says, ''Not a

single species of the Lime Creek fauna has yet been recognized in all the

Kinderhook of Missouri, Indiana and Illinois.", The generic assemblage

is also entirely distinct. This discussion is referred to for the reason

that it seems to indicate that in New York, as well as the western states,

there are instances of the apparent interpolation of lower strata in higher.

If the High Point fauna prove to be Hamilton or Helderberg, the case is-

similar to the Bedford fauna in Northern Ohio.

We may next take up in order the several horizons with such help as

can be gained from paleontology and stratigraphy.

Thk Erie Shale.

Dr. Newberry has apparently never recognized the necessity of com-

bining the Cleveland, Erie and Huron shales as the Ohio Black Shales.

The Huron he regards as the representative of everything in New York,

from the Gardeau shale to the Marcellus, inclusive, finding in it in central

and western Ohio, fossils of the Portage, the Genessee, and the Marcellus

shales, viz : Goniatites complanatus , Leiorhynchtis quadricostatus, Lingula

spatulata, Discina lodensis, Lunuiicardium fragile, Styliola fissurella, and

Leiorhynchiis liniitaris.

If Professor Orton's suggestion that the Cleveland forms ''the larger

half of the great black shale of southern Ohio" be correct, many of

these forms may be derived from that horizon. However this may be,

we are treated to a complication quite as perplexing in the fauna of the

next group.

The Bedford Shale.

This so-called "chocolate shale" has long been regarded as the base of

the Waverly. The shales vary greatly in color and habitus, but as Pro-

fessor Orton says "there is not a stratum in our geological column that

can be followed across the State in more easily demonstrated identity

than this." The description given by this author in volume VI of the Ohio

^ On the Fauna found at Lime Creek, Iowa, and its relations to other Geological

Faunas. American Journal of Science, June, 1883.
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Geological Reports is so complete that a reference is all that is here requi-

site. Dr. Newberry has long since decided that the Bedford is Carboni-

ferous, basing his conclusions upon the occurrence of such fossils as-

Syringothyris typa, Hemipronites crenistria^ Ckonetes loganiy Orthis micke-

lina^ and Spiriferina solidirostris. As Professor Orton states, *'none of

these fossils have been reported south of the lake shore," and a study of

these localities and collections on which Dr. Newberry's opinion w^as-

founded has convinced the writer that these species do not occur in the

typical shaly Bedford, but in thin flags associated or interbedded, while the

typical Bedford, especially in central Ohio where it reposes directly uport

the "Black Shale," carries a considerable series of fossils forming a decid-

edly Devonian assemblage. More remarkable still, the specific resem-

blances are unquestionably with Hamilton (in the broad sense) rather

than the Chemung fauna.

List of Fossils from the Bedford Shax:^.

i. Linguia melie^ H.

2. OrHculoidea newberryi, H.

8, Orthis vanuxenti^ H.*

4. Ckonetes scitu a^H.^
6, Ambocoelia umbonata, H. *

' 6, Hemipronitesy sp.

7. Macrodon hamiltonice, H.*
8, Microdon bellistriatus , Con.^

9. Leda diversa^ var. bedfordenis, var. n. (*)

10, PalcBonilo bedjordensis (=:var. of P, constricia,)

11, Pterinopecten^ sp.

12, Bellerophon newberryi ? (*)

IS, Bellerophon lineala ^ H. ?

IJf.. Loxonema, sp. (resembling L. delphicola.^)

15. OrthoceraSy sp. (resembling O, linteum/^)

16. GoniatiteSy sp. (resembling Portage sp.)

17. Pleurotomaria (cf. sulcomargittata.^)

These fossils are figured on plate XX. The absence of uncon-

formity between the black shale and the Bedford, and the occasional

lapses into the same lithological peculiarities in the latter, permit us tO'

assume a substantial continuity of faunae from one to the other. The
peculiar interblending of faunae along the border region of northern.

Ohio is to be explained, as already indicated, by the shuffling of the sed-

iments of adjacent basins—a process which was continued in the Cuya-

hoga shale. Very careful study of the Bedford has not been rewarded

by any fossils south of Columbus. The most complete series of fossils

*The species thus marked are identical with, or closely related to Hamilton^

forms.
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was found near Central college, near Westerville. If there is substantial

continuity up to the Bedford, an equally close transition connects the

latter with the following.

The Bkrea Grit.

This very constant and well-marked stratum has been most ex-

haustively described by Professor Orton, in volume VI of the Ohio re-

ports. It is exceedingly poor in fossils and with the exception of

Strophomena rhomboidalis and a few lingulse, these are not identifiable.

In all probability the fauna was identical with that of the next.

The Berea Shale.

This layer of black bituminous shale which forms the immediate

cover of the grit, contains besides fish remains a vast number of Lingula
melie and Discina newberryi wherever it occurs throughout the State.

In northern Ohio the same fauna, supplemented by other species of

Lingula, is continued some distance higher.

The writer has in previous papers extended the term to the gray

and greenish shales following, which, as admitted by Professor Orton,

cannot be sharply separated. The faunal similarity would warrant such

a procedure, but it has the obvious disadvantage of leaving the upper
limit of the Berea shale ambiguous. It will be preferable to restrict the

term to the bituminous portion with the understanding that it is but a

lithological modification in a continuous series. It can hardly be doubted

at present that the Berea grit is the real floor of the series—not necessar-

ily the base of the Carboniferous, but the most convenient base line for

the Waverly, if this term is still to be used for this remarkable series of

Ohio shales and flags.

The Cuyahoga Shai,e.

In deference to the usage of the Ohio geologists, this term is here

used to embrace everything between the Berea shale and conglomerate

I, but it should be remembered that in fauna this series is not homo-
geneous but presents at least a three-fold subdivision. The lower courses

contain beds of flags in southern and central Ohio, of which the Buena
Vista beds are the most important. In Scioto county these beds follow

immediately the fifteen feet of Berea shales and attain a thickness

of twenty-five feet. In central Ohio, while less distinctively developed

they nevertheless can be recognized. They are followed by a few feet

of shales, which have yielded to a long continued search only a few
specimens of imperfectly' preserved fossils.

Several days' labor during which the shale was systematically exam-
ined bit by bit, inch by inch, have yielded about half a dozen species in

obscure fragments. A spirifer apparently intermediate between Sp,
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marionensis and Sp. dispmctus^ a Chonetes like C. scitula, a Palseoneilo

like P. sulcatina, a Schizodus somewhat like 5. medinaensis , a fine Pleuro-

tomaria, consimilis and a Proetus being the entire find. The
patient student will perhaps secure added material from exposures of

this horizon one mile east of Harlem and four miles west of Jersey.

In northern Ohio the same series may be found near the lower falls

of the Cuyahoga, where a number of specimens occur, constituting a

faunal assemblage quite different from that nearer the conglomerate.

{Ailorisma cuyahoga, Discina newberryi, etc., occur.) At Portsmouth,

in southern Ohio, this series of shales is nearly suppressed and the true

Cuyahoga fauna appears only a few feet above the Buena Vista flags.

The most important portion of the Cuyahoga is that which occupies

the upper 90-100 feet at Cuyahoga Falls. Professor Orton says, "The
fossils with which the Cuyahoga shale^ has been credited have been

largely derived from the division next to be described [lyOgan Group]

while this was counted part of the shale. As here limited, it is for the

most part very poor in fossils." This, as we have seen, is true of Mr.

Meek's work but does not apply to the collections studied by Professor

Hall and others. Geologists have been looking at two sides of the

shield. Statements based on the collections from the Logan do not

apply to the Cuyahoga. At the present time it can no longer be said

that the Cuyahoga is poor in fossils. As stated in 1888, "^This division

is one of the most interesting in the State, preserving its fossils, thanks

to the calcareous concretions, in perfect condition. The species are

mostly new tp science but have analogies with Chemung and Hamilton

forms. The bryozoa have not furnished conclusive evidence, most of

them being new. The upper thirty or forty feet contain the concretions

with three or four new trilobites, and Spirifer marionensis, FenestelUti

herrickana, Lyriopecten f cancellatus , Pterinopecten cariniferus, Sireblop^

teriafragilis^ Promacra ? truncata, etc., are characteristic species. Traces

of the same fauna can be followed downward over 100 feet." .

Probably the best consecutive exposure of the Waverly is near Lyon's

Falls a few miles southwest of Loudonville. Here the fauna of this

horizon is abundantly represented, both in calcareous concretions and

th^ enclosing shales. The characteristic portion is seventy feet below

conglomerate I. and contains Pkcethonides spinosus, Proeius prcBCursor,

Edmondia sulciferay Limatulina ohioensis, Lyriopecten cancellatuSy L. nodo-

costatus, PalcBoneilo ignota, Pterinopecten cariniferus, Pterinopecten shum-

ardianus, P. ashlandensis, Streblopteria fragiliSy Cyclonema strigillatum,

Chonetes tumida^ Spirifer marionensis, Sp, tenuispinatus.

An identical fauna is found in the same horizon at Moot's run some

five miles west ot Granville in Licking county, where it has been most

carefully studied.

Along the Ohio river the same association of fossils is found in the

shales twenty feet above the Buena Vista flags, apd may be easily studied
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-one mile west of Portsmouth. The upper part of this horizon appears
below highwater mark at Sciotoville, at which point it disappears from
view. The constancy in fauna is only more remarkable than the litho-

logical uniformity. The same calcareous or ferruginous concretions

loaded with fossils greet us at all exposures.

When the same band of concretions was found at the water's edge,

40 feet below the carboniferous conglomerate at Cuyahoga Falls and at

Akron in the creek bed near the tile works, the stratigraphy of the

Waverly became clear.

A large percentage of the fossils found in Licking county have since

been collected from the calcareous nodules in Cuyahoga valley. The
'depauperate faunae of the shales in which these concretions lie when com-
pared with the well-formed species of the concretions is explained, and
we are convinced that, with the^possible exception of 30 feet immediately

below the conglomerate, there is nothing in the Cuyahoga valley to repre-

sent any part of the Waverly of southern Ohio which rises above the

conglomerate I.

Subsequent study of the exposures at Bagdad, Weymouth, Richfield

and lyodi, have shown that at a little distance from the margin still more
of the series appears and some elements of a fauna which in lyicking

county lies immediately below conglomerate I are represented in the

highest part of the shales. It becomes necessary, accordingly, as already

indicated, to place nearly all of the bryozoa and crinoids of the Waverly
in this subdivision.

It has already been seen that the crinoids suggest a Devonian age for

this series. The bryozoa are mostly new and cannot afford a decisive

answer. What of the remainder of the fauna? Unfortunately the spe-

cies are chiefly unique, but the generic assemblage should be instructive.

Among the trilobites we have three genera—Phcethonides extends from
the Upper Helderberg to the Hamilton. No trilobites being found in

the Chemung, its upper limits in America remained uncertain. It does
not occur in the Carboniferous. It extends to the top of division II of

the Waverly, z. e. from the base to the top of conglomerate II which is

the upper limit of the Kinderhook of our classification. It is most
abundant in the shales under consideration.

Dalmanites f cuyahogcSy Claypole, even if it should prove that the

pygidium described cannot be included in the genus Dalmanites, adds to

the Devonian habitus of the Crustacea. Proetus is a genus which in

America extends from the Upper Helderberg to the Hamilton. In the
Waverly it is represented by several species which merge into Phillipsia

as we enter division III. A species occurs at the very base of the Cuy-
ahoga shales and others are abundant in the Kinderhook. The obvious
resemblances of our species are to the Hamilton forms. The evidence
of the trilobites is strongly in favor of the Devonian age of the Cuyahoga
shale and affords a beautiful illustration of the slow, evolution of genera.
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Thus, the genus Phillipsia was evolved during the Kinderhook from

Proetus and the genus Brachymetopus from Phaethonides. Turning now
to the lamellebranch mollusks, what is their evidence as to the age of the

Cuyahoga shales? The genera Leiopteria, I^yriopecten, Palaeoneilo,

Pterinopecten, Streblopteria and particularly the forms representing them

have a decided Devonian habit. Crenipecten occurs in the middle Wa-

verly and Aviculopecten only near the summit of the series. The species

of Schizodus are mostly allied to Devonian types. Among the brachio-

pods Productus and Chonetes are Carboniferous genera, but in the Cuy-

ahoga they are sparingly represented and are mostly allied to recognized

-Devonian groups. Productella is more abundant than Productus proper

The fossils which have been referred to carboniferous species seem in

-every case to have been incorrectly identified. Productus semirecticu-

latus does not occur within the Ohio Waverly. Without too greatly ex-

tending this discussion it would be useless to consider the remaining

groups, but enough has been said to show that the Cuyahoga shales are

Devonian and lie above the Hamilton. That the fauna is unlike that of

the New York Chemung is explained by the different physical conditions

prevailing in the two basins. Professor J. J. Stevenson has recently

shown^

First, that the Chemung and Catskill deposits were laid down in a

shallow basin subsiding most rapidly at the east and along a line rudely

parallel to the Blue ridge trend;

Secondly, That the deposits would be much greater near the main-

land at the east than at two hundred miles away; so that six hundred feet

or more of fine material would more than fairly represent the four thou-

sand feet of Chemung in eastern Pennsylvania; and

Thirdly, that the water beyond the reach of the great land wash

lield a Chemung fauna throughout the whole of the time of the Catskill

deposit. He concludes that the series from the beginning of the Portage

to the end of the Catskill. forms but one period; that the deposits of the

Catskill were not made in fresh-water lakes; that the disappearance of

animal life over so great a part of the area toward the close of the period

was due to the gradual extension of the conditions existing in south-

eastern New York as early, perhaps, as the Hamilton period, and that

the Chemung should be retained in the Devonian. Professor Stevenson

suspects that the westward prolongation of the Catskill may be found

interlocking with the Bedford and Cleveland shales For our own part

we should not be surprised to find that the Catskill included representa-

tives of our conglomerates I and II and that Ohio temporarily suffered

from influences which prevailed for a much longer period in New York.

This would make the Catskill the eastern equivalent of the Kinderhook

as nearly as such a parallel could be carried through series originating

under so diverse conditions. Our present contention is for the essential

1 Address before the Section of Geology of the American Association, Auer.,

1891.
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Devonian habitus of the Cuyahoga and not for any strict chronological

parallelism.

The upper fifty feet of the Cuyahoga shale in central Ohio (that por-

tion previously called " Waverly shale" ^) has a remarkable and very dis-

tinct fauna. This has apparently not been fully studied by any previous

observer. The typical exposures are between Granville and Newark and

a few other localities in Licking county. The same fossils are found near

Loudonville, at Gann, at the water's edge below the dam at Ports-

mouth, etc. ; in all these cases these fossils are within a few feet of con-

glomerate I. Most of the species are limited to the horizon, not extend-

ing more than thirty feet below this conglomerate, which may be sought

below the freestone everywhere quarried in Licking and adjacent

counties. It is a noteworthy fact that this stratum contains a very large

portion of the Waverly species which have also been described in Michi-

gan. Ctenodonta iowensis^ Edniondia burlingio7ie7isis, Grammysia fam-
elica^ Nuculana spatulata, N. similiSj Orthonota rectidorsaliSy PalcBoneila

ellipticay P, plicatella^ P, elegantula, P, marshalle^isis, P. allorismiformiSy

P. attennata, Sanguinolites unioniformis ^ S. seniliSy S. naiadiformis

^

Schizodus prolongatusy Streblopteria squama^ S. media^ Bellerophon cyrto-

liteSy B. galericulatuSy Orthoceras rushensiSy and many others give an

unmistakable habitus to the assemblage. Many of these or allied forms

occur in the Kinderhook and Marshall groups and quite a number are

found above the conglomerate in the freestone of the middle Waverly.

Division II

—

Kinderhook Group—Waverly Freestone—Lower
Part of the Logan Group—Waverly Conglomerate.

This period was one of greater activity and slight fluctuations in

level. The distance between the two conglomerates is only about 60 feet

in a normal section and the conglomerates vary from a few inches to sev-

eral feet. The writer has attempted to show that many of the difficulties

in the way of a clear understanding of the middle Waverly arise from the

local eccentricities of these conglomerates. That there are two such

bands seems not to have been suspected. Both are subject to great local

variations. They may take the place of the whole series. On the other

hand, they may be absent or only represented by a few pebbles of quartz.

Fortunately both are indicated by the remarkably persistent associated

fauna. That of the lower conglomerate has been recognized near the

top at Weymouth.
A number of fossils are characteristic if not exclusively restricted to

the freestone of this division, viz: Proetus aurictilatus^ Allorisma

nobilis, A. cooperiy Dexiobia ovata, Crenipeden winchelli, Leiopteria ortoniy

Aficrodon reservatuSy Modiola waverlensiSy Modiomorpha hyaleay Myalina

michiganensis , Oracaraia cornutUy Pholadella newberryiy Sanguinolites

^The Cuyahoga shale and the Waverly problem. Bui. Geol. Soc. America, vol.

IL p. 37, Jan., 189L
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naiadiformis, Schizodus cimeus, S. chemungensis, S, palceoneiliformis, S,

quadrangulariSy S. triangularis, Spathella ventricosa, Streblopteria graci-
lis, Belterophon galericiilatuSy Comdaria newberryi, Cyclonema leavenwortk-
iana, C. strigillatum, Euomphalus latus, Flem'ngia stulta, Goniatites lyoni,

Platyceras herzeri, P. bivolve, Cryptonella eudora, Rhynchonella sappho, R,
marshellensiSy Syringothyris cuspidatus, and many more.

Crenipecien winchelli is ubiquitous and its presence is almost a dem-
onstration that the rock in question lies within or at most a little above
these limits.

The upper portion of this section is a soft blue shale which usually

has become but slightly compacted. It retains the boring moUusks
which originally inhabited it in situ, so that the valves of these shells are

found in connection, obliquely inbedded in the soft clay, from which they
roll on weathering in a fragile but perfect state.

Such forms are Allorisma winchelli^ A, ventricosa^^ A, convexa,

Edmondia depressa, Grammysia ventricosa^ G, rho^nboides, Prothyris

nieeki^ Pholadella, newberryi, Sanguinolites obliquus^ S. aeolus^ Discina

gallaheri Orbiculoidea newberryi^ O. pieurites.

Those species marked by an asterisk may be regarded as diagnostic

of this horizon. In a period of collecting, extending over seven years,

these forms have never been found far (^istant from conglomerate II. It

seems clear that this section of the Waverly is the specific counterpart

of the typical Kinderhook, and with the underlying shale, of the Marshall

group of Michigan.

We venture to append the remark published in 1888 which seems in

the main to fairly state the case:

"The middle Waverly is essentially a littoral zone and its fossils ^re

for this reason largely peculiar, but it can be readily shown that Prof
Alexander Winchell was correct in identifying this horizon with the

Kinderhook, etc., of the west. We do not claim that no fossils of the

Kinderhook occur above conglomerate II or below conglomerate I, for

this would be contrary to all analogy, but we do believe that, as a rather

distinct factor of the Ohio Waverly, this may be wholly referred to that

age and is its specific equivalent. That this horizon is equivalent to the

Catskill of New York, as suggested by Winchell, would be in our judg-

ment too specific a claim. The Catskill is another such local develop-

ment but it is more intensel)^ local as it is a restricted member of the

Chemung series, itself a littoral and provincial deposit. Very strict cor-

relation of strata deposited under diverse conditions may never be pos-

sible. Chronological and faunal equivalences are rarely strictly identical.

We may safely say that our middle Waverly is representative of the Cats-

kill, and that is enough. It is not necessary to rehearse the accumulated
evidence to show that this group is more closely allied to the upper,

Chemung than the Carboniferous limestones of the west. The vSpecies

which give to the Waverly its carboniferous aspect as maintained by all

writers, are largely from division III.

38 G. O.
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'* Nevertheless, the transition is gradual and almost imperceptible.

The following are a few of the species which substantiate the identity

with the Kinderhook. (It should be observed that the fossils of the

lower sandy portions of the Burlington have been referred to the Kinder

hook, hence quite a number of so-called Kinderhook species occur in our

division III.) Cojiocardmm pulchellum, Nucula iowensis, Sanguinolites

rigida, Spathella ventricosa, Mytilarca fibristriata (below) Dexiobiaovata

Syringothyris sp., Edmondia burlingtonensis, Goniatites lyoniy Murehis-

oma quadricincia, BeUerophon cyrtolites, Produdus arciiaUis, P. Shumardi-

anuSy Chonetes logani^ etc.'*

In Scioto county, where conglomerate II is wanting, the shale, with

Sanguinolites obliquits and Prothyris meeki, occupies the same position

as at Loudonville or Rushville.

Division III

—

Burlington and Keokuk.

Although for a long time laboring under the mistaken notion that a

part of the Cuyahoga shales in the northern tier of counties represents

the Logan, the personal study of the region has convinced us that the

stratigraphical conclusions of Professor Orton are borne out by paleon-

tology. As stated in the 1890 meeting of the Geological Society of Amer-

ica, '*Mr. Cooper and I have traced the limits of division II by means of

the conglomerates and associated fossils along a line emerging from be-

neath the coal measures apparently not far from Seville, passing between

Wooster and Burbank, southeast of Ashland, west of Independence, west

of Granville and Newark, east of Lancaster and west of Rushville to the

Ohio river near Buena Vista." The horizon of the second conglomerate

is at about the level of the track of the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus

R. R. near Holmesville and is about 200 feet above the river at Scioto-

ville. A fossil characteristic of the strata somewhat above conglomerate

II is the small Productus identified as P. areuatus. This is quite con-

stant and serves as an excellent approximate guide. The 150-200 feet

which follow are quite homogeneous in appearance and the faunal suc-

cession is so gradual that it is difficult to fix upon any basis for subdivision

though the uppermost layers contain an interesting fauna as yet but little

studied. This series attains its maximum thickness along the Ohio river.

West of Portsmouth about 250 feet of shales and flags occur above con-

glomerate II. The fossils which are characteristic of the lower part of

the series OiXe Spirifer striatiformis , Crenipeeten ere7iistriatus, C. granvill-

ensiSy Grammysia ovata, Limatula ohioensis, Maerodon newarkensis, Schiz-

odus newarkensisy Productus burlingtonensis , P. areuatus, and many others

as yet insufficiently studied. The general habitus of the fauna resembles

that of the Burlington group while a few species seem to be identical.

From the upper portions of this series all traces of the Kinderhook fauna

have disappeared.
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At the very summit of the Waverly is a band of variable thickness

which carries a rich though poorly preserved fauna. It is exposed

at various places near Rushville and on the summits of the hills

west of Portsmouth, and especially immediately below the carboniferous

conglomerate near Loudonville. The rock is a crumbling red sandstone

with numerovis casts of fossil which, on the whole, resemble those of the

Keokuk of Illinois more than any other known assemblage. Phillipsia

meramacensis , P. serraticaudaia^ Cythere ohioensiSy Cytherella union-

iformis, Chonetes illinoisensis , Productus burlingtonesis, Productus rush-

villensisy Productus nodocostatus , and a few bryozoa are common species;

a small Cypricardinia like C. sciiula is also associated with Spirifer pst u-

dolineatus at these localities. In the tabulated list of Waverly fossils,

given by Mr. Cooper in the fourth volume of the Bulletins of Denison

University, there are a number of species of bryozoa, crinoids, and a

few other forms referred to this horizon upon the supposition that the

upper fossiliferous horizon at Cuyahoga Falls was equivalent to the

Keokuk, as suggested by Mr. Ulrich. This position, we have already

seen, is now untenable. It is very desirable that the few localities

where this horizon is undisturbed, by erosion should be carefully

studied. At Sciotoville extensive erosion of the surface of the

Waverly preceded the deposition of the fire-clay, which here forms the

base of the coal measures. The Keokuk is entirely removed and the

combined thickness of the Waverly correspondingly reduced.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the study of the series of de-

posits long known as the Waverly group of Ohio affords suggestive data

toward the solution of many of the perplexing problems connected with

the transition in America from Devonian to Carboniferous faunas. The

unif rmity of physical conditions permitting the deposition of materials

lithologically so constant for a long period enable us to study the almost

unbroken transition and slow evolution of the faunas of distant horizons.

Upon this background of uniformity the striking limitations imposed by

many stations upon the life supported in them, become all the more con-

spicuous. The fact that the slow migrations of aquatic forms in the di-

rection of the slow oscillatory movements of the crust bring unrelated

stations into juxtaposition, has been well illustrated in the course of

these studies. It is thus, for example, that the seemingly isolated oc-

currence of a collection of Michigan "Marshall group" species beneath

conglomerate I is to be explained. Among the most interesting paleon-

tological results is the evidence that the Carboniferous trilobites evolved

gradually from Devonian genera during the period represented by the

Waverly, and while the conditions in New York were unfavorable to the

existence of these animals. No portion of the series is without trilobites

in Ohio. In a single word, we have represented in the Waverly series a

large segment of what has long seemed a missing interval in American

geological history.
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OH[^ki^arE>i%t \r.

FOSSILS OF THE CLINTON GROUP IN OHIO AND INDIANA.

By Aug. F. Foerste, Ph. D.

Introduction.

The Lower Silurian age is represented in Ohio almost exclusively

by the Cincinnati Group, the equivalent of the Hudson River Group of

New York. Its upper part consists of a rapid alternation of thin lime-

stone layers with blue clays, usually terminating above in a blue clay bed

of variable magnitude, sometimes reaching 30 feet in thickness, at other

times almost disappearing. So far this blue clay bed has yielded only

such types of marine Lower Silurian fossils as are well known in the

limestones immediately below. These blue clay fossils however (for ex-

ample, Orthis occidenialis and Orthis biforata), are slightly altered in type

from their earlier representatives, as though the shells had made an effort

to accomodate themselves to new conditions of life. If these consisted in

a shallowing sea, the rise of a land surface, and the formation of an in-

termediate coastal region, the observations so far made in Ohio have not

made known any geological facts sufficiently attesting to the existence of

these conditions. The upper surface of the blue clay layer formed an

undulating surlace upon which the rocks of Upper Silurian age were laid

down. In consequence, the lower Upper Silurian rocks also have undu-

lating surfaces. Little has been done, however, so far to determine what
share of this undulation in the various beds is due to post-Silurian

folding locally affecting all the rocks of Silurian age, and to what extent

folding may have taken place in the interval separating Lower Silurian

from Upper Silurian rocks. The rapid thickening or disappearance of

the blue clay bed, in places, is perhaps the only fair argument, at present,

for assuming any marked folding of Lower Silurian rocks in Ohio, before

the Clinton period of deposition.

The lowest Upper Silurian deposits known in southwestern Ohio
are sand}^ beds of unknown age, presumably Medina. At Fa^'r Haven
they are only two feet thick, and a lamellibranch shell {Pterineaf) ap-

parently belonging to this layer was lost before it could be determined.
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At Todd's Fork near Wilmington this sandstone is about five feet thick,

and contains in its lower layers a number of annelid teeth, some of which
were described in the American Geologist', Notes on a Geological Sec-
tion at Todd's Fork, Ohio, 1888, p. 412-419. Figs. 1-7, reprinted here.

Annelid teeth from the Medina at Todd's Fork, Chio. This rock graduates into the basal

Clinton so that it is impossible to distinguish the same by a definite plane of separation. Fig. 1.

The so-called" skins" of annelids. Fig. 2. OenitesdeHpiens, ^o^rste. Fig. 3. Arabellites procur-

sus, Foerste. Fig. 4. Lumbriconerettes Austini^ Foerste. FiG. 5. Eunicites falcatus, Foerste.

Fig 6. Eunicites conJiniSy Vo&rsi^. Fig. 7. Eunicites paulu/us, Foerste. FiGS. 2-7 much magnified.

So far- these are the only localities in southwest Ohio where rocks re-

erable to the Medina have been seen by the writer. As a rule the

Clinton follows immediately upon the blue clay layer. At one point

near Belfast in Highland county, Ohio, a conglomerate occurs in the

Clinton, containing limestone pebbles of unknown age in a cement full

of Clinton fossils. The pebbles often are nearly two and a half inches in

diameter. Strongly indicative of land conditions, nothing comparable

with this conglomerate has been found elsewhere in the State and at

present no data exist which will determine the source of its pebbles.

Owing to the absence of similar phenomena in more western areas of

the State, where Clinton exposures are not infrequent, it seems not im-

probable that if the pebbles indicate land conditions at some distance not

remote from Belfast, this land surface may have lain entirely outside of

that area now well known in geology as the area of the Cincinnati anti-

clinal.

The Clinton is generally an unusually pure limestone, containing

quite commonly 97.75 per cent, of carbonate of calcium. Its upper

courses are ferriferous in some of the more southeastern exposures, the

limestone having been replaced in part by a red iron ore. Quite regular

deposits extend from Todd's Fork, north of Wilmington, southward. At
Todd's Fork the ore occurs in the form of so-called oclitic iron grains,

which are evidently pseudomorphs formed by ore replacing little round
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grains formed of bryozoan remains, broken and rounded by the more or

less strong currents of the Clinton sea of this region. Sometimes only

the original cell walls of the bryozoans are thus replaced, at other

times only the original lime cement filling the cells has been altered, or

again, both may have been transformed into an iron ore.

The Clinton varies between 10-30 feet in thickness, though sections

of greater thickness are quoted in the reports of the Ohio Survey. At

its base the Clinton is often massive, with the fossil material so commin-

uted as to be unidentifiable. The coarser frondose bryozoans are however

often still preserved. Towards it upper portion, thin blue clay layers are

not infrequent in places and both the limestones and blue clay are then

usually filled with fossils. At the very top of the CHnton the blue clay

contains not infrequently fossils of Niagara types, not found, at least in

as typical a form, in the limestones beneath; some of these are Orthis

hybrida. Or. his elegantula, Eichwaldia reticulata, and Callopora elegan.ula,

Immediately over the Clinton limestone at Huffman's quarry south

of the Dayton asylum, to a much lesser degree in the quarry at the

northern edge of Beavertown, more typical in the quarries along the

Carrollton road southwest of the Soldiers' Home— occurs a greenish mas-

sive rock, with conchoidal fracture, not exceeding fifteen inches in thick-

ness at the most typical exposure: Huffman's quarry. This, formerly

called the Beavertown marl, contains a number of small fossils, peculiar

to this horizon, and a number of other fossils of upper Clinton type.

The fauna of this marl is in part also represented in the ferriferous upper

CHnton at Todd's Fork near Wilmington, so that the marl when present

is regarded as the close of the Clinton in Ohio.

Immediate above the Clinton, or the marl when the latter is present,

lies in many places a firm white compact massive limestone divided by

partings at various intervals, often quite constant for long distances. This

is the Dayton limestone. South of Dayton it locally sometimes shows

fossils on the lower surface of the bottom layer, of such types as are known

from the Clinton. It contains few fossils, but persons walking the streets of

of Dayton and frequenting the stone yards will have noticed occasionally

Favosites and Orthoceras, rarely Syri?igopora, coarse gasteropods, very

rarely Haiysites, Strombodes, and Prof Orton recently found an Atrypa

related to A. reticularis. In this relation a quarry in the Dayton limesto e,

on the east side of the Bellbrook road, half a mile south of itsjunction with

the Beavertown road at the Presbyterian church, or five and a half miles

south of Dayton, proved very interesting. Here eight inches of drab,

dolomitic, poor limestone, often divided into two courses, was underlaid

by sixteen inches of good solid Dayton limestone, forming a single

course, and filled with crinoid beads and stems, which were partially

visible on freshly broken surfaces but which showed in considerable quan-

tities over weathered surfaces, giving one the idea that the Dayton lime-

stone here was a great mass of encrinital material roughly jumbled to-
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gether and then consolidated into a massive rock. On freshly fractured

surfaces this rock looked like the Dayton limestone elsewhere, suggest-

ing the origin of the Dayton limestone in general as an encrinital mass,

the original structure having generally disappeared in consequence of the

crystallization of the lime material. Beneath this lay two layers of thin

Dayton limestone, each varying from two to three inches in thickness. If

the Clinton does not occur immediately«beneath,the quarrymen found some
other reason for stopping quarrying at this horizon.

It is customary to begin the section of the Niagara series of south-

western Ohio with this Dayton limestone as the base. Above the Day-
ton limestone there is commonly a thickness of thirty feet or more of a

dolomitic rock with frequent partings known as the Niagara shales. It

is usually almost entirely destitute of fossils. The Dayton limestone is

in reality only a basal variation of these dolomitic limestones, be-

ing typically developed between Dayton and Centerville, merging into

the shales laterally and, locally, also vertically. Above the Niagara dolo-

mitic shales are more massive dolomitic limestones, containing Penta-

merus oblongus quite abundantly and for the first time, and other fossils

having a facies intermediate between the Niagara and Guelph. These
form the Springfield group, and may be seen along the Eaton pike about

three miles west of Dayton. The Cedarville dolomite, representmg the

true Guelph, occupies the next higher horizon.

In Indiana the succession of the Middle Silurian is not so well

known. At Hanover the blue clay at the top of the Lower Silurian seems
to be followed by 8 to 10 inches of Medina, and the Clinton, after twenty
feet of barren limestone, develops first into a cherty rock 2 to 3 feet thick,

and then into the fossiliferous Clinton 12 to 20 inches thick, the last present-

ing all the characteristics, lithological, and paleontological, of the upper

Ohio. Clinton, where it is tinged reddish or brown by iron. This fossilif-

erous Clinton has not been traced north as far as the Waldron beds, by
means of its characteristic fossils, but all the detailed work so far done

indicates that the Clinton of Ohio and Indiana belongs just below the

base of the series of shales which in its upper horizons contains the fa-

mous Waldron Niagara fossils. Indeed, the Clinton is represented by
limestones at the base of sections not far from Waldron localities. The
Waldron shales are the only beds in Ohio or Indiana which closely imi-

tate the typical Niagara fauna 'of New York. The Clinton of Ohio and

Indiana carries a fauna showing many resemblances to Niagara fossils

elsewhere, but presenting also many distinctions, and the distinctions

have been considered sufficient to warrant the separation of the Clinton

fauna in Ohio, from the more marked Niagara fauna as exhibited at Wal-

dron, Indiana, and less perfectly known in Ohio. In general, it may be

said that the Ohio Clinton presents forms often closely allied to Niagara

forms of other states, but of an earlier type, and sufficiently distinct to

make their discrimination from Niagara forms desirable, so as to secure
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names by means of which it will be possible to designate accuratel}^ the

types discussed .in any future investigation of phylogenetic problems

of Middle Silurian life.

It has sometimes been questioned, whether the Clinton of Ohio be

really identical with the Clinton of New York. With our present knowl-

edge of paleontological stratigraphy, precise equivalencies will hardly be

expected by the modern paleontologist. The lower part of the New
York Clinton has still a strong Medina facies. The shales at the top are

by many now considered as practically Niagara in type. The lime-

stones and siliceous beds between have a fauna which could very profit-

ably be made the subject of renewed investigation, but from the glimpse

the writer was able to obtain of the same in the cabinet of Dr. E. N. S.

Ringueberg, at Lockport, New York, he is of the opinion that the Clin-

ton of Ohio, with its upper shaly courses corresponds as well as could be

expected with the siliceous and limestone beds of the upp^r half of the

Clinton in western New York, and to those shaly layers immediately

above which are of an acknowledged Niagara type, excepting that in

western New York it seems possible to draw a line between the two, and

in Ohio this line can not be drawn until the base of the Dayton lime-

stone or, in its absence, the base of the dolomitic Niagara shales (or the

Waldron shales in Indiana) has been reached.

The following table includes a list of the fossils common to the

Clinton of Ohio and Indiana and that of New York, as far as may be de-

termined from the literature available. Some of these forms also occur

in the Niagara of New York, so that the comparison is not satisfactory.

When the comparative study of the typical Clinton and Niagara faunas

of New York is again taken up, there will be provided a more satisfactor}^

basis for the correllation of the Ohio Clinton fauna with the typical fauna

of New York.

Acidaspis Ortoni.

IllcBnus Daytonensis.

Calymene Vo^desi.

SphcErexochus pismn.

Phacops trisulcatus.

Encrinurus punctaius,

Cornulites distans.

Orthocer'as clavatufn.

O. virgtilatufn?

O. {Discosorus) conoideum.

Bellerophon fiscelio striatus, differs from B. stigntosa only in the absence of a r^r/w^

B. {Bucania) trilobatus.

Platyceras
(
Platystonia ) Niagarense^ the small Clinton form.

Loxonema stibulatum.

Cypricardites Caswelli.

Plectarnbonites transversalis, var. elegantuhis.

Leptcsna rhomboidalls, small Clinton form.

Strophoffiena paie?tia.
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Orthis biforata.

Orthis eiegantula.

Orthis circula occurs possibly also in Ohio, but the identification is not altogether

satisfactory.

Meristella umbonata finds its nearest relatives with Clinton forms in New York.

Atrypa fnarginalis seems to be identical with A. plicatulay but there is need of

actual comparison with the types of the New York species.

Rhynchoneila scobina is closely related to Rh. neglecta.

Phylioporina angulata.

Phcsnopora platyphylla, is almost certainly Ph. consteliata.

Rhinopora verrucosa^ including also the form Rh. tubulosa,

Favositesfavosoideus,

Halysites catenulatus.

In the following pages it has not been attempted to make either the

list of fossils or the description of the same complete. The writer has

simply used such material as was available at the time of writing, there

being no satisfactory library at command, and even his private collections

not being all at hand, when needed, various portions of this report hav-

ing been prepared at different places as tim? would permit. It is hoped^

however, that even in its present state it may serve as a contribution to

the rather small list of Clinton literature. The full description of the bra-

chiopod forms was prepared fot the reason that in the Ohio Clinton it is rare

to find interiors or hinge areas, except of a few species, and it was consid-

ered desirable for purposes of phylogenetic study to have minute descrip-

tions at least of that part of Clinton brachiopod forms which was known
in order to compare the same with better known Niagara material. In

the case of trilobites, cephalopods, gasteropods, and lamellibranchs, where-

ever there was no new material to offer, the descriptions were made as

brief as possible, calling attention only to the most important character-

istics. No description is provided in the case of br^^ozoans and corals,

excepting where changes of nomenclature or the addition of a new form

to the list of previously known species has rendered a description im-

perative. By this means it has been possible to offer a certain amount of

new material, and to keep the chapter within certain bound.?, prescribed

to the same. Acknowledgments for information and use of specimens

are made as far as possible at the appropriate points in the text.
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A Description of the Trilobitks, Mollusks and Brachiopods
OF the Clinton Grouv of Ohio and Indiana.

Acidaspis Orfoni, Foerste.

(Plate 23, Fig. 23 ; Plate 27, Fig. 1.)

This species was first described from the Clinton rock at Brown's

quarry where the species, although by no means common, at least occurs

in every day's collecting ^Bulletin of Denison University Lab. volumes

I and II). In the **Orthoceras block" from the base of the Clinton at

Huffman's quarry several heads were found. In the siliceous Clinton,

near Lockport, New York, the same form seems to occur, judging by

specimens in the cabinet of Dr. E. N. S. Ringueberg.

Very little has been added to our knowledge of this species by recent

investigations. The occipital segment is prolonged and pointed posteri-

orly. In a specimen from the **Orthoceras block," the head anterior to

the occipital groove was 5 mm. long; the occipital segment was 3.3 mm.
broad, and 3 mm. long, the postero-lateral sides of the segment having

a concave outline owing to the posterior prolongation. In the* more ma-

ture specimens the proportions are not maintained, but^ the prolongation

of the occipital segment posteriorly is always discernable. The "Ortho-

ceras block" specimens showed longer spines along the margin of the

free cheek than any hitherto observed. The longest spines are fully 2.7

mm. long. The ridge running from the eye anteriorly curves around

inwardly so as to connect with the anterior margin of the glabella, being

depressed, however, just before reaching the more convex outline of the

margin. A groove outlines the anterior of ihe glabella and passes thence

along the border of the free cheek. Anterior to this groove in that por-

tion of the head anterior to the glabella the marginal border follows a

slightly more convex outline than it does along the free cheeks, thus this

portion of the border is advanced slightly beyond the general outline of

the head, but whether this median portion of the border possessed spines

or not is unknown. It is, of course, impossible to determine whether

this species is distinct from the A. fimbriata, Hall, until that species is

better known, but the figure of the free cheek of that species, published,

indicates a bend in the postero-lateral spine which is not present in any

Ohio specimens.

Acidaspis brevispinosa^ sp nov.

(Plate 37A, Fig. i:^.)

At Huffman's quarry is found a free cheek which may be easily dis-

tinguished from that of A. Ortoni by the shortness of the lateral spines,

these being scarcelymore than lateral monticules in the anterior and poster-

ior parts of the series. The spines, moreover, are not perpendicular to the

outline of the free cheek but where longest are directed postero-laterally.

Finally the spines do not cease opposite the general posterior outline of

the head but are found some distance down the side of the great postero-

lateral spine, in which the free check terminates.
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A pygidium found at the same quarr}'^ was 3.6 mm. broad and, minus

the spines, had a length of 1.7 mm. Its entire anterior margin was bor-

dered by a distinct segmental ridge, and from a similarridge along the poste-

rior border projected the posterior spines. In the center of the pygid-

ium lay the inversely triangular median segment on either side of which,

further enclosed by the ridge-like border just mentioned, lay a depressed

area. Of spines, there were at least six, the two exterior being larger,

but their total length being unknown. The pygidium may not be entire.

Small gabellae occur at Huffman's quarry, south of Dayton, and also

at the Centerville quarry, northeast of the village. At the latter locality

a fragment of the free cheek was also found. These small glabellae are

constant in character and are probably the glabellae corresponding to the

free cheek and pygidium already described. The glabella has two

strongly defined, strongly convex lobes on either side, there being no ad-

ditional segmentation of the glabella anterior to these lobes as in A.

Ortoni. The fixed cheeks are also strongly defined and bold, curving in

a semi4unar way from the occipital groove to about the middle of the

anterior lobe of the glabella. The ocular ridge is low and narrow at the

eye, becoming broader and stronger anterior to the fixed cheeks and still

more so in passing before the anterior of the two lateral lobes of the

glabella. The groove anterior to the ocular ridge and the glabella,

behind the anterior border of the head, is broad and distinct, especially

laterally. The anterior border of the head is markedly convex in front

of the glabella, thus projecting beyond the general margin of the head.

The occipital furrow is broad, and the occipital segment is broad but does

not give evidence of posterior prolongation. The most marked feature

is the coarse, close, granular ornamentation on the glabella, its lobes, the

fixed cheek, the anterior portion of the ocular ridge, and the middle por-

tion of the occipital ridge. Length of the Huffman's quarry head, 4.6

mm.; of the Centerville head, 6 mm.
All specimens referred to this species occur in the upper shaly

courses of the Clinton.

Proetus determinattis, Foerste.

(Plate 26, Fig 5; Plate 27, Figs. 2, 3, 3a).

This species was described in the Bulletin of Denison University,

Vol. II. from the Soldiers' Home quarries. Since then a well marked

glabella has been found at Brown's Quarry. A free cheek with rather

broad border, and prolonged postero-laterally into a spine, was found at

the last named quarry and may belong to the same species. The occi-

pital segment is separated from the glabella by a strong occipital groove

;

towards either side of the segment a less deep groove crosses the segment

obliquely, giving rise to two lateral lobes within the area of this segment.

A specimen recently found at the Soldiers' Home shows that the glabella

is low and but moderately convex, and not strongly elevated at the

margins above the general curvature of the head. The glabella is defined
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by a distinct but not deep groove. The fixed cheek and anterior portion

of the head continues the low curvature of the glabella, and the anterior

border of the head is defined rather by its upward curvature than by any

distinct defining groove. The glabella was 3.8 mm. long; the distance

from the occipital groove to the anterior border was 4.7 mm. and including

the anterior border, 5.1 mm. At the Soldiers' Home the specimens

occur in the upper third of the limestone but beneath the shaly portion.

Cyt>haspis Clintonensis, Foerste.

(Plate 27, Fig. 5 ; Plate 31, Fig. 22;.

This species was described in the Proceedings of the Boston Society

of Natural History, 1889, from Brown's Quarry, and the occurrence of

the same species at Anticosti, and Cumberland gap, Tennessee was noted.

Since then one glabella has been found in the upper third of the Clinton

limestone at Huffman's Qiarty, and various glabellse and two more per-

fect heads occurred in the "Orthoceras block " at the same locality. The

latter enable us to define the specific characters of the species much

more clearly.

The glabella shows the usual pair of postero-lateral lobes. . Anterior

to the glabella, separated only by a narrow groove,lies the flattened, thick-

ened anterior border. Both groove and border are continued parallel to

the margin of the free cheek, being met at the postero-lateral angle by a

similar border and inner groove running parallel to the posterior margin

of the head. The free cheeks are continued beyond this angle as a spine.

The eyes are boldly convex and very large for such a small species A
small but very perfect specimen had a head ahnost 5 mm. long, and 7

mm. wide. The glabella alone was 3.6 mm. long, and just anterior to

the postero-lateral lobes it was 2.7 mm. wide A line joining the most

exterior points of the eyes measures 4.6 mm. The eyes are 1.7 mm.
long. The postero-lateral Sj^nes project at least 2 mm. beyond the pos-

terior margin of the head.

With these data it now becomes easy to distinguish this species from

Cyphaspis Christyi, Hall of the Niagara group. In that species there is

also a narrow groove anterior to the glabella, anterior to which is a broad

raised area which, when the real border is broken off, aby nomeans uncom-

mon occurrence, very much resembles the actual border of the Clinton spe-

cies. Anterior to this area in the case of the Niagara species, separated by a

deeper groove, comes the real anterior border of the head. The Clinton

species was probably the progenitor of the Niagara form, by a gradual

widening of the groove between the anterior border of the head and the

glabella into an anterior area. This groove in the case of the "Orthoce-

ras block" specimens from the base of the Clinton, was very narrow.

In the Brown quarry specimens it was wider but still fairly narrow.

From the upper red tinged limestone at Huflinan's quarry come the spec-

imens with the widest grooves; length of head in one case, 5.2 mm.; of the
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glabellum, 3.5; of the submarginal groove, 5 mm., an advance towards C
Christyi with glabella only half the length of the head.

Illmnus Daytonensis, Hdl and Whitfield.

(Plate 26, Figs. 4rt, b ; Fig:. 6; Figs, la, b, c \ Plate 27, Figs. 6, 10a.)

This species is found in the limestones at Soldiers' Home, Centerville,

Brown's quarr>^ Yellow Springs, Ludlow Falls, Fair Haven, Todd's Fork^

Fauver's quarry, in the ''Orthoceras block" at Huffman's quarry, and at

Hanover, Indiana. It occurs also in the flinty Clinton at Lockport, N. Y., in

the collection of Dr. E. N. S. Ringueberg. In the quarry in John Glaser's

woods, on Brandt pike, a glabella.

Ilicenus ambigMUs, Foerste.

(Plate 26, Figs 9 a, b; Figs. 10 a, b, c; Fig. 11?}

Typical specimens occur in the limestone at the Soldiers' Home
quarries, Fauver's quarry, the quarry in John Glaser's wood on Brandt

pike, 5J^ miles northeast of Dayton, Fair Haven, Todd's Fork and Han-
over, Indiana, in the limestones. Somewhat similar specimens occur in

the Niagara shales at Lockport, N. Y., but it will require further study

to discriminate them from /. loxus. Hall.

In its typical development the pygidium presents an almOvSt semi-circu-

lar outline, and a surface which is moderately convex above, but which

increases in curvature greatlytowards the posterior and lateral borders. Not
the slightest trace of a marginal concave curvature ought to be seen towards

the border. This pygidium differs from that of ///. insignis solely in its con-

stantly much smaller size, and in its semi-circular outline, there being no

trace of elongation as in the latter vspecies. The Niagara specimen from

Springfield, Ohio, figured in the Pal. of Ohio, vol. I, plate 15, fig. 5, is of

the type of ///. ambiguus. III. insignis, has a somewhat elongated pygi^

dium, as described later.

Id(snus insignis y Hall.

Plate 26, Fig. 11?)

Pygidia having the characteristics of this species are found in the

limestone iat Soldiers' Home. The corresponding heads show stronger

dorsal furrows than is indicated in published figures of this species.

They are stronger on the lower cast than on the upper surface of the orig-

inal. The specimens usually attain large size, equalling those from

Wisconsin. The pygidium, though rounded along the entire exterior mar-

gin, is distinctly though not strongly elongated. It attains its greatest

height and also its greatest convexity towards the posterior two-fifths of
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the pygidium. The diagonal antero-lateral furrows soon disappear pos-

teriorly, and alons^ the posteriormargin the pygidium retains its convexity,

no trace of a concave border being present.

IllcBuus MaUlsonianus, Whitfield.

(Pla'e 26, Figs. 1, 2, varieties; Plate 27, Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10.)

In the limestone at Brown's quarry occur small heads and pygidia

showing all the characteristics of this form except as regards size. In

the '' Orthoceras block" from the base of the Clinton at Huffman's quarry

the same form, but of typical size, was common; the movable cheeks being

at times still in position, a rare occurrence elsewhere in the Clinton. Inform

the pygidia resemble those of /. insignis. but are less elongated, taking in

this respect a position intermediate between /. ambiguus and /. insignis ;

this is especially true in the Orthoceras block specimens. The pygidium

differs from both species, however, in possessing a distinctly concave bor-

der. The hypostoma and rostrum of this species are known from the

same " Orthoceras block."

At Huffman's quarry, in the middle limestones, was found a specimen

also with a concave border but decidedly elongated, more equally and

strongly convex, with the greatest elevation at the anterior third of the

p3gidium. This form maybe designated as var. elongatus. (Plate 26, figs.

l'a,b.)

Another form, found at Stoltz's quarry in the limestone, presents also

a concave border, but the general form of the pygidium is broad and

much less convex; as in the last form, the greatest height is well towards the

anterior : in this . case near the anterior margin. It may be called

var. depressus (Plate 26, figs. 2, a, b.)

These forms can scarcely be said to have the value of distinct va-

rieties, yet it may be useful in tracing out the phylogenetic variations of

Illaeni to have a name. for some of the intermediate forms. IllcBmts

ambiguus, III. insignis and Illcsnus Madisonianus form a group of very

closely allied species. /// cuniculus seems to belong to the same group. In

the cabinet of Dr. E.N, S. Ringueberg I noticed various species or forms

of Illcsnus. In the Niagara shales from Lockport, New York, forms like

///. Madisonianus. III. cuniculus, a form near ///. ambiguus, and ///. Dayton-

€7isis were seen. It has already been noted on a former occasion that

various species of Iilcenus exist in New York Upper Silurian rocks. All

these still await a careful revision.

Calymene Vogdesi, Foerste.

(Plate 25, Fig. 25 ; Plate 27, Figs. 12, 13, 16 ; var. Plate 25. Fig. 24 ; Plate 27, Figs 14, 15.)

This form, first described in the second volume of the Bulletin of

Denison University, is scarcely more than a varietal phase of a poly-

morphus species including a large percentage of the forms found in mid-
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die Silurian rocks. Its chief characteristic is its large size ; the broad

frontal border rather flattened; the deep lateral furrows defining the

glabella, especially anterior to the middle pair of lobes ; this middle pair

of lobes is connected with the high fixed cheeks; anteriorly the fixed

cheeks curve a little inwards but do not connect with the anterior end of

the glabella as in the case of C earnerata, Conrad, from the Niagara of

New York. The figures of C camerata, are certainly not exact for our

form, but they are so similar in many ways that, not having seen actual

specimens of C, earnerata, it is possible to imagine that the differences aie

more due to the imperfect preservation of the New York forms than to

any actual distinctive characteristics. This larger, more typical form oc-

curs at Centreville, Soldiers' Home, Huffman's Quarry in the upper

shaly courses ; and in the limestone at the Eaton Pike Quarry, Todd's

Fork, Ohio, and Hanover, Indiana. It occurs also in the Clinton lime-

stone of New York, near Lockport. (Plate 25, Fig. 25; Plate 27, Figs.

12, 13, 16.)

A medium sized form with heads about 13 mm. long is found in the

middle limestones at Soldiers' Home. (Plate 25, Fig. 24; Plate 27,

Figs. 14, 15.

)

A small form with heads 8.6 mm. long, and pygidia 7 mm. long oc-

curs in the limestone at Brown's Quarry. The anterior border of its

head appears more rounded, and the groove behind it is of almost equal

size, so that these forms would agree very well with Calymene

Niagarensis,

Most species of Calymene are founded upon slight varietal, rather

than marked specific characters. Establishing C. Vogdesi in this sense,

it has lately become doubtful whether it deserves to be separated from

C Blumenbachii under any circumstances.

Ceraurtis ( Pseudosphaerexoehus) Clintoni^ sp. nov.

(Plate 27, Figr. 17.)

This species was described in the Bulletin of Denison University,

Vol. II. Only the glabellae have been found and these are fairly com-

mon at the southern end of the quarry at Brown's Quarry. Since the de-

scription was published the occipital segment has become better known.
The occipital groove is distinct. The occipital segment is inversely and
very broadly triangular, being very obtusely pointed posteriorly, becom-

ing very much attenuated and depressed laterally, and lying close, and

almost under, the posterior lobes near their lateral termination. P^'rom

drawings sent to him, Mr. J. M. Clarke judged these specimens to

belong to the proposed sub-genus PseudosphcerexochMS of Schmidt.

Glabella oval, strongly convex, with three pairs of furrows—the pos-

terior pair is situated about a third of the length of the glabella from
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the posterior margin of the same, curving regularly inwards and back-

wards, forming large round posterior lobe^, similar to those of SphcBrex-

ochus, the defining groove terminating abruptly before reaching the

nuchal furrow. A little anterior to the middle of the glabella lies the

middle, much shorter pair of furrows, also curving more or less back-

wards. A third, very short pair, lies still farther forward. A strong nar-

row furrow defines the glabella anteriorly, in fr-ont of which lies the very
narrow margin of the head, only wide enough to receive an irregular

row of granules, of about the same size as those ornamenting the entire

glabella. The granules of the glabella vary greatly in size, smaller ones

being interspersed among those of larger size, the general effect being

decidedly granular as in species of Lichas,

SphcsrexocJms pistim, sp. nov.

(Plate 87A, Figs. 14, a. b.)

In the Niagara shales at Lockport, New York, are found small glabel-

Ise presenting from above and in front a decidedly globular aspect. An-
terior to this globose glabella is a deep, very distinct groove, separating

as far as known only a very narrow -border or rim, forming the anterior

margin of the head. Laterally this groove curves around strongly, then

upward and backwards, until, after a strongly concave curvature along

the side of the glabella, separating, it is presumed, the fixed cheeks, it

connects with the strongly characterized occipital groove. The occipital

segment is strongly arched from side to side. No evidence of segmenta-

tion or furrows occur on the glabella. The surface of the glabella is

ornamented by distinct larger granules, between which are interspersed

much smaller ones. Both are best developed towards the circumference

of the glabella, the larger granules becoming less distinct and widely

separated towards the centre of the glabella, while the smaller granules,

though becoming much more frequent near the centre, are smaller and
far less distinct over the central regions of the glabella. In a figurative

sense they may be said to have a somewhat '*bald headed" appearance.

The type specimen is 5 mm. long and antero-posteriorly the outline of

the head describes slightly more than a semicircle. (Plate 37A, Figs. 14,

a. b.) Obtained in exchange from the cabinet of Dr. E. N. S. Ringue-

berg.

In the limestones of the Clinton Group at Soldiers' Home two speci-

mens of this species were found which are evidently the Clinton progenitors.

One of these was an imperfect fragment of the glabella. The other,

collected by Mr. Geo. Caswell, presented almost the same characteristics

as the New York Niagara type. The chief difference consists in a

slightly less globose curvature, and in the greater coarseness of the or-

namentation, there not being such a fine distinction between the large
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granules and tlie finer interspersed ones along the margins of the glabella,

though this may partly be due to the state of preservation in a limestone

cement. The generic reference is tentative.

Lichas brevicepSy Hall.

(Plate 25, Fig^. 26 a, b, c, d, e ; Plate 27, Figs. 18, 19.)

This species occurs in the Ohio Clinton limestone at Brown's Quarxy,

common (glabellae sometimes 22mm. long); Soldiers' Home, rare;

Fauver's Quarry, a glabella; in the "Orthoceras block" from Huffman's

Quarry; upper shaly courses at Huffman's Quarry, several specimens; Fair

Haven, a glabella; Hanover, Indiana, rare. A careful study of the head of

the typical forms oiLichas breviceps from the Niagara of Waldron, Indiana,

was prepared for the Bulletin of Denison University vol. Ill, plate XIII, fig.

21. An entire head was found in the above mentioned " Orthoceras block."

It presents all the features of the Waldron head with one exception. In

the occipital furrow—between the postero-lateral lobes of the glabella the

occipital segment, and the area posterior to the eye—lies, in the case of

this as well as all other Clinton specimens, a transversely oblong, very

distinct, and fairly large lobe, represented in the case of the Waldron

specimens only by a very slight ridge. When it is desired to distinguish

this Clinton form from its Niagara descendant the varietal name Clinton-

ends may be used. The Clinton pygidia show no distinctions. The
hypostoma is frequent at Brown's Quarry.

A somewhat shorter type of hypostoma is represented by a single

specimen from Soldiers' Home. Plate 27, Fig. 11. It belongs to some

distinct species.

In the limestone at Soldiers' Home was found also a glabella, having

all the parts very strongly accentuated. This gives it an aspect quite

distinct from the ordinary species. Possibly it represents only a cast of

the lower side of the more ordinary form, but the convexity of the middle

and lateral lobes of the glabella, and of the lobes in the occipital groove

is so strongly marked that it may belong to a distinct species. The ma-

terial will not permit us to determine. It bears a strong resemblance to

Calymene phlyctainoideSy^x^^nyVi\i\(:^iyxA^\n% from the figures alone,

may also be some form of Lichas, ( Plate 37A, fig. 15.)

Phacops trisulcatus^ Hall.

( Plate 26, Fig. 3 ; Plate 27, Figs. 4, 20 21 ; Plate 31 Figs. 20, 21 ;

)

This species was described from the Soldiers' Home quarries as Pha-

cops pulchellus (Bulletin of Denison University Vol. II). Later it was

identified at Cumberland Gap, Tennessee (Proc. of Boston Soc. Nat.

Hist., 1889.) In the "Orthoceras block" at Huffman's Quarry occurred

a pygidium quite similar to that elsewhere associated with this species.

34 G. 0.
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The type specimen of Phacops irisulcatus. Hall, is certainly a closely

allied form if not identical. It has 11 segments in the thoracic region, the

first three lateral segments of the pygidium are distinct, the fourth is

visible, the fifth and sixth are mere fine transverse striae. The first three

segments of the medium portion of the pygidium are distinct, the fourth

is visible, the fifth is a mere point. It was found in the Clinton at

Rochester, New York, and the only distinction so far known lies in the

relatively broader pygidium, a character which may be due to the state

of preservation when found in shales.

At Brown's Quarry is found a pygidium suggesting affinities with

Dalmanites, with three pleural segments distinct, the groove along their

upper line being better shown in a cast of the lower side than on the

upper surface of the original. The fourth and fifth segments are indis-

tinct. The sixth and seventh can barely be madeout, an,d an eighth segment

is perhaps possible. The striking feature of this pygidium consists in its

broad concave border. The pygidium is 5 mm. long as far as thetermination

of the axial region; including the border it measures 6.5 mm; the border is

incHned and is almost 2 mm. broad. The width of the pygidium is

about 7.3 mm. minus the border, but including the latter it measures 9.0

mm. The folds of the pleural segments descend as indistinct wrinkles

upon this border, and posteriorly a narrow ridge or elevation descends

from the axial region to about the middle of the border. The posterior

margin is perfectly rounded, and has no trace of posterior prolongation.

A very shallow but distinct groove separates the border from the remain-

der of the pygidium.

The pygidium figured from the Soldiers* Home is similar but not iden-

tical. The groove defining the broad border from the remainder of the

pygidium is not present, the pleural segments descend to within a short

distance of the margin, there is no distinct border, and while a broad

shallow groove runs along the margin posteriorly this is distinct only

along the posterior half of the pygidium (Plate 27, fig. 4.)

A much smaller pygidium from the " Orthoceras block" found at

Huflfman^s Quarry shows features identical with the last though it is

much smaller: 6 mm. wide and 4 mm. long. There is a sort of elevation

running posteriorly from the axial region to the border.

The rounded posterior borders of these specimens suggest affinities

with Phacops. The Soldiers' Home and Huffman Quarry specimens,

especially the latter, resemble the pygidia usually associated with Phacops

irisulcatus. The first described pygidium from Brown's Quarry, if not

identical, belongs possibly to a closely allied species. It is well known

that the genera Phacops and Dalmanites are closely allied.

Dqlmanites Werthn€7'i, Foerste.

(Plate 27, Figs. 22 22(Z, 23, 24, 25.)

This species was described in the Bulletin of Denison University

Vol. I, and figured in Vol. II, from the upper third of the limestone at
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the Soldiers' HomeQuarrie^?. Since then it has been found at Fauver's

Quarry, and at Todd's Fork. It is evidently the precursor of Dalmanites

vigilans and D, verrucosus, from which it differs in the character of the

pygidium, this being neither spined nor prolongated posteriorly, The
anterior outline of the head approaches the latter species more closely.

In specimens from Soldiers' Home, with pygidia varying from 8.3 to 14

mm. in length, there are ten or eleven axial segments plainly seen, the

eleventh or twelfth being indistinct; eight pleural segments are distinct,

the ninth being indistinct, a tenth being barely visible in one specimen

but having no groove along the top, as indeed is usually the case with

the ninth? Theoretically there ought to be as many pleural segments

J
as axial ones.

Ericrmurus pundatus, Wahlenberg.

(Plate 27, Fig. 26.)

This species occurs in the limestone at the Soldiers' Home quarries,

rare; Hanover, Indiana, rare; in the Orthoceras block, Huffman's Quarry,

rare. The following measurements were taken from various pygidia

:
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The ''Orthoceras block" specimen shows the longitudinal rows of

tubercles crossing the pleurae of the pygidium very well. The inner row
terminates posteriorily at the fourth, the middle row at the fifth, the outer

row at the sixth, and a row just within the terminations of the pleural

ridges, at the last pleura. These rows ai^e approximately parallel to the

outline af the sides of the pygidium. Th^ Hanover, Indiana, specimen

vshows similar but less distinct tubercles, with similar arrangement. The
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Soldiers' Home specimen shows tkese lateral rows of tubercles very in-

distinctly. A glabella in the ''Orthoceras block" from Huffman's Quarry

was ornamented by strong, coarse tubercles.

Elpe Ulrichi, sp. nov.

(Plate 37, Figs. 14 a. b. c.)

Carapace bivalve, equivalve, the valves apparently smooth, inequi-

lateral, the length of the shell being greater than the height. Both

valves are strongly convex, this convexity culminating at a point near

the anterior third of the carapace, thus producing a considerable eleva-

tion of the valves towards this point. The upper or dorsal border \%

straight but is infolded transversely both from the anterior and posterior

sides, thus producing a transverse groove in the dorsal region of the cara-

pace at a point almost above or slightly anterior to the umbonate eleva-

tion of the valves described above. The dorsal view showing this trans-

verse infolding and the outline of the umbonate convexity of the valves

is especially characteristic of the species. lycngth of carapace, 5.5 mm.;

height 4.5 mm.; thickness from valve to valve 4 mm.; the umbo or point

of greatest convexity lies 1.75 mm. from the anterior edge ofthe carapace.

The specimen was found in the ''Orthoceras block" at Huffman's Quarry.

Mr. E. O. Ulrich, to whom the specimen was submitted for generic

determination, writes that this "ostracoda is congeneric with Meek's

Cythere Cincinnatejisis , Miller's C. irregularis and Ulrich's Leperditia

radiata. They are quite different from Leperditia, belonging more likely

to the Cyprinidae. The genus into which they must go is not fully

decided, Jones being of the opinion that a new genus should be estab-

lished for their reception, while Ulrich is of the opinion, at present, that

Barrande's Elpe may justly include them."

Cormilites dis'ans, Hall.

(Plate 30, Fig. 7; Plate 31 Figs 11, 10.)

This shell, as identified by us, is represented by one specimen from

Brown's Quarry, and one from Soldiers' Home. One of the specimens

from the upper shaly courses at Huffman's Quarry may belong to the

same species. In the upper shaly courses of the latter quarry occur a

considerable number of specimens, some of which equal Cornulites dis-

tans in size, but all of them agree in the habit of being more or less flex-

uous and in being attached by one side to some other object. In the

cases at hand these objects were Orthis elegantula, Cyclonema bilix,

Rhinopora frondosa, and Hom^trypa confliiens. It is evident from this

that it grows upon any object it can find. Whether, as in the case of C
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propriMSy Hall, these forms are only young stages of species whose sub-

sequent growth becomes free and more erect cannot be determined with

the material at hand.

In a second specimen from Brown's quarry, the same habit of shell

was noticed; it started its growth attached to the side of Platyceras, curved

around on its surface, attached to it along one side, and then, swinging

loose from the Platyceras, assumed a straight course for the rest of its

growth. The straight species also occurs at Pennsylvania, as collected

by Prof. E. W. Claypole, from the top of the Clinton just under the

red Onondago shales, near Mifflintown, Juniata county, Pennsylvania.

Gomphoceras Ortoni, sp. nov.

(Plate 33, Figs. 8 a, b ; Plate 36, Figs 7 a, b, c.)

In the Proc, Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., 1889, Plate VIII, fig. 8, was
represented the living chamber of a species of Gomphoceras found at

Brown's Quarry (See Plate 33 of this volume). Recently the specimen fig-

ured has been better cleaned from the encrusting calcite and though in the

form of a cast of the chamber its configuration can now be better deter-

mined. The living chamber was contracted towards the top and bent a

little backwards so that the posterior side is slightly concave in outline

about 17 mm. above the base of the chamber. The various intricate

markings towards the aperture caused by flexures of the shell will be

better undersood by a reference to the figures than by a detailed descrip-

tion.

At the same quarry was found a specimen with the living chamber

only indifferently preserved, but almost the entire septate part of the shell

is shown, thus adding considerably to our knowledge of this species.

The specimen belongs to the collection of the Ohio State University.

At the base of the body chamber the shell is 30 mm. broad. Measuring

along the sides of the shell, the fifth septum below this point is 16 mm.
distant, and the septum has a diameter of 22 mm. The tenth septum

below the body chamber is 28 mm. distant and the diameter of the sep-

tum is 14 mm. The fifteenth septum below is 38 mm. distant and the

septum has a diameter of 9 mm. The twentieth septum is 47 mm. dis-

tant; this portion is less well preserved, but the diameter does not seem

to have been less than 8 mm. In other words, after a rather low rate of

expansion, the shell expanded rapidly up to within three chambers of the

living or body chamber, after which the rate of increase was again very

small. A fragment of some Gomphoceras found in the upper shaly

courses at Huffman's Quarry, consisting of two chambers only, is referred

to the same species, on account of its similar rate of expansion at a cor-

responding diameter of the shell. Of course this determination is
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practically without value excepting as a means of calling the attention of

collectors to the possibilit}^ of finding this form at the locality named.

Cyrioceras Cimtonense, sp. nov.

(Plate 36, Viga. 2 a, b, c, d, e.)

In the upper shaly courses at Huffman's Quarry was found a speci-

men measuring 55 mm. along its convexly curved side which describes

an arc of 67°, and 29 mm. on its inner or concave side which describes

an arc of 40°. Laterally the shell is strongly compressed. The inner

concave side remains distinctly and quite evenly rounded, while the outer

or convex side is angulated by the meeting, along this side, of the two
lateral flattened faces of the shell at almost a right angle. The specimen

shows 14 septa, the later formed ones becoming rapidly more distant and

larger, and describing an angle of 40°. The transverse diameters at the

smaller end are 12 mm. and 7 mm., at the larger end 30 mm. and about 22

mm. The siphuncle is contracted as it passes through the septa, and the

separate divisions meet each other obliquely, but in longitudinal sections

the divisions of the siphuncle present a nearly tubular outline, though -en-

larging somewhat above, if the contraction immediately at the septa be not

considered. The siphuncle lies within 2 mm. of the outer margin. The
width of the siphuncle at the larger extremity is '6 mm. Careful exami-

nation of the curvature of the septa showed that in general these were

regularly concave, but that towards the outer and inner sides, for a short

distance from the junction of the septa wnth these portions of the shell, the

degree of concavity decreased so as to give a slightly reflexed appearance

to the outline of the septa, as seen along these sides in the case of

the internal casts of the shell. A similar specimen was found in the up-

per vshaly courses at Centreville, Ohio.

In the collection of the Ohio State University is found a fragment of

a Cyrioceras from Brown's Quarry which also possesses an angulate outer

and a rounded inner side, compressed lateral sides, a similar siphuncle

also within 2 mm. of the outer margin, and a similar curvature of

the septa. The specimen, however, differs widely from the type in the

rate of increase of the shell. The fragment which is 55 mm. long, with

15 septa, measures 28.5 mm. for its greater diameter at the smaller end and

34.5 at its larger extremity. The smaller diameter shows an even lower

rate of increase within this length of shell. The general rate of curva-

ture of the fragment is also less. The decreased rate of expansion and

the smaller curvature of this Brown's Quarry specimen are, however,

only characters which quite commonly belong to the older stages of

growth of species of Cyrioceras, the younger stages of which frequently

show more rapid rates of expansion and greater curvature than the later

grow^th, and the Brown's quarry specimen is therefore regarded as repre-

senting merely an older portion of the species just described.
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Cyrioceras {Glyptocerai) subcompressum, Beecher.

( Plate 32, Figs. 7 a, b, c, d ; Fig. 3 of p^ate on page 536,)

The type specimen came from Brown's Quarry (Pal. N. Y., Vol. 7, p.

35). Otlier specimens were collected at the same locality (Proc. Bost.

Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889 ; Am. Geol., Sept., 1893). The shell increased quite

rapidty in size and was strongly bent, but not coiled as at first supposed.

The outer or convexly bent side of the shell was flattened, giving rise to

angulate outlines on either side where this outer side merged into the

lateral faces of the shell. The inner side of the shell shows the greater

convexity in cross-sections. A fuller discussion is provided in tfie pub-

lications above mentioned.

Cyrioceras {Giyptoceras) Eatonensey (Claypole) Foerste.

(Figs. 1 a, b, c, 2, of plate on page 5'i6.)

At the base of the limestone at Huffman's Quarry, in a companion
piece to the ''Orthoceras block,*' was found a specimen of this genus

whose concave septa can readily be seen at the fractured ends of the shell,

above and below, 'but the siphuncle is not exposed. At the smaller ends

its diameters are 60 mm. and 53 mm., and here the specimen has a sort

of transversely quadrangular appearance in spite of its general rounded

form, due probably in part to compression. Towards the upper

end the shell, although the fragment is only 45 mm. long, is seen to in-

crease very rapidly in size. The surface of the shell is well preserved.

It is covered by a regularly arranged series of markings, crossing each

other in diagonal rows, being larger on the outer curve of the shell.

Each marking is bounded* beneath by a concave raised more prominent
ridge, above which lies a moderatjely concave or depressed region trav-

ersed by ridges slightly less prominent, which are also concavely curved,

following the outline of the defining ridge. Owing to the arrange-

ment of these figures in diagonal rows and the interference of newly
added figures wath the upper margins of the older ones, a sort of imbri-

cated appearance is produced, which, were it not for the additional orna-

mentation caused by the parallel curved lines above described, might be
likened to the imbrication of leaf scars in the case of Lepidodendra,

The width of these figures is 6 mm. on the inner side and 8

mm. towards the outer curve ot the shell. On closer examination
it may be seen that the larger ridges, defining the bases of the figures

or scars, are formed by the deflection and massing together of the

minor parallel ridges where these pass over the defining or limiting

borders of the figures. The peculiar structure produced is therefore

only an aberrant form of the transversely striated type of ornamentation.
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Cyrtoceras [Glypioceras^ Ea'onense (Clavpole) Foerste. Fig 1 a, view of one of ihe lateral

faces ; 5, view of dorso-lateral angle of the shell ; c, the surface character of the scars of the lat-

ter, slightly enlarged ; d, the dorsal side, "scars" omitted, showing contorsion of specimen owing
to accidental crushing before fossilization, companion piece to ''Orthoceras block" Huffman's
Quarry, O Fig 2, type of Glyptodendron Eatonense, Claypole, referred to above species, Eaton, O

Cyrtoceras (Glyptoceras) sMbcompressum,^ (Beecher), Foerste, Fig 3, this is the opposite side

of fig 7 b of plate 32» and correi-ponds to b of Fig 7 a on the same plate
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Repeated examination of the type of Glyptodendron Eatonense Clay-

pble has led to the conclusion that our species was not distinct from

that form. The Eaton specimen possesses the same ridge defining

the lower border of the figures. To be sure the figures in Glyptoden-

dron Eatonense have a greater height compared with their breadth than

our specimens, but it has been noticed in the Huffman Quarry specimen

that the relative heights of the markings increase towards the outer or

convex side of the coil. The Eaton specimen is therefore regarded as a

cast of the surface of the outer side of the shell, where it is convexly

bent. The general contour of the figure is preserved, but the finer mark-

ings are gone. The type specimen was described from the Clinton near

Eaton, Ohio, Geol. Mag. Dec. II, Vol V, lyondon, 1878. Further discus-

sion may be found in the Amerian Geologist, loc. cit. The writer here

acknowledges the repeated generosity and courtesy shown him by Prof.

E. W. Claypole in the use of this and other specimens, and for all

information desired in connection with this and other geological subjects.

Recently a large Cyrtoceras fragment has been found in the upper

shaly courses at Huffman's Quarry, having a diameter of 150 mm. It

includes 4 chambers, the total height of which toward the middle is 60

mm. The siphuncle was large, the segments are much contracted at the

septa, and are very oblique. They are 26 mm. in width in a direction

parallel to the septa, and 20 mm. high in a direction perpendicular to

that surface. A certain amount of compression has evidently also taken
place.

The ornamentation of the two species here described is so remarka-

ble that the subgeneric designation, Glyptoceras, may be valuable for

distinguishing this class of species from the more ordinary types.

Orthoceras {Actinoceras) Youngi, Foerste.

(Plate 33, Fig. 8; Pate 36, Fig. 1.)

The type specimen was found at Hanover, Indiana, (Proc. Boston

Soc. Nat. Hist, 1889). Recently three magnificent specimens were

obtained from the "Orthoceras block" at Huffman's Quarry. These ena-

ble us to give a much better description of the same. Of these the finest

was 190 mm. long; at its larger end it was 63 mm. in diameter, and at its

smaller end 31.6 mm. At its larger end 10 septa occurred in a length of

57 mm. In a second specimen of about the same length, the siphuncle was
seen to be distinctly contracted toward the septa, securing thus a structure

which may be compared to a string of large beads in which however the

beads join each other closely. There where the shell had a diameter of

66 mm. the siphuncle had annulations 9.5 mm. wide. Where the diame-

ter of the shell was only 32.5 mm., the siphuncle had annulations 7 mm.
wide. The two points chosen for measurement were about 195 mm. apart.

The connection between the annulations was 7 mm. and 4.2 mm.
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wide at these extreme points. The septa near the smaller end showed arcs

of 90®. This is considerably less than in the case of the type specimen,

yet, all other features being identical, the variation in the degree of con-

cavity of the septa only serves to indicate to what extent this feature is

variable. The exterior surface is smooth. The shell itself was thick.

Near the larger end of the Ohio specimens just described the shell had
a thickness of 8 mm.

Orthoceras {Actinoceras) clavatuni, Hall.

(Plate 33, Figf. 2; Plate 36, Figs. 5, a. b. q.

The type of O, rhythmoides was found at Brown's Quarry (?roc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889.) It showed rather closely placed septa, and, as

far as we could judge, the rate of increase in diameter of the shell was
very small, A section across the same showed no siphuncle. A second

specimen in the collections of the Ohio State University having septa

disposed at similar intervals, and describing similar arcs, but possessing

a greater rate of increase in diameter undoubtedly belongs to this species

and sheds much light upon the same. It is 56 mm. long, and presents

in this distance, 21 septa. The diameters at the opposite ends are 27

mm. and 19 mm. respectively. The siphuncle is contracted at the

septa producing bead like segments; at opposite ends of the specimen

their width is 4 mm. and 3 mm. respectively. A tiny remnant of the

surface seems to indicate that the shell was smooth. This second speci-

men resembles closely the cast figured by Hall from the Clinton of New
York as O. clavatii^n, with which the Ohio species is therefore provision-

ally identified.

Orthoceras (^Actinoceras) lata-7iummuiaiu?n, Foerste.

(Plate 33, Fig. 4.)

The type came from Soldiers' Home (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1889.) The large size of the species and its very broad strongly annulated

siphuncle are its chief distinctions.

A fragment of some very large and closely related species is represented

by a fragment in the collection of Geo. Caswell. Its siphuncle is very

large and is strongly excentric. Plate 35, Figs. 4, a, b, c.

Orthoceras {Actmoceras) turgido-numnndatum, Foerste.

(Plate 33, Fig. 7 ; Plate "5, Figs. 1, 2.)

The type specimen from Soldiers' Home shows an annulated siphun-

cle which is rather broad, considering the diameter of the shell. ( Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889.) This seems to be its chief distinction from
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the next species. A much better specimen occurs in the collection of
Mr. Geo. Caswell; it was found at the type locality, Soldiers' Home.
Plate 35, Fig. 1. A second specimen in Mr. Caswell collection has more
distant septa. Plate 35, Fig. 2.

Orthoceras {Actindceras) Dayfonense, Foerste.

(PiateSa, Fig. 6.)

This species, described from Soldiers' Home (Proc. Boston Soc.

Nat. Hist., 1889) has a broadly annulated siphuncle and rather close

septa.

Orthoceras {Eu-Ort/wceras?) rectuMy Worthen, y^lv:Junius, Foerste.

(Plate 32, Figs. 1, 2.)

The very low rate of increase of diameter in this shell and its very

distant septa are the only features known at present which will serve to

characterize this species. (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889.) The
siphuncle and surface have not been seen.

Orthoceras {Eu^Orthoceras) ignotuniy Foerste.

{Plate a2, Fig. 4; Plate 36, Figs. 6, a, b, c ; Figs. 5, 6, 7. Page 540 )

The type specimen was found at Hanover, Indiana. On re-examina-

tion it appears that the figure published Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889
• (See Plate 32, Fig. 4, of this volume) represents the divisions of the si-

phuncle distinctly contracted at both ends towards the septa, whereas they
are in reality almost cylindrical, enlarging very slightly towards the upper
septum in each case, and contracting suddenly before passing through the

septum. The same form is found in the upper shaly courses at Huffman's
Quarry. Fragments of the same individual were found which, when added
together, gave a length of more than 180 mm. One of these fragments,

59 mm. long, was 17 mm. broad at the upper, and 13 mm. at the smaller

end, and contained in this length 16 septa. Another fragment, 47 mm.
long, contained in this length 12 septa, and at its upper extremity where
the diameter was 20 mm. the almost cylindrical siphuncle was 2.3 mm.
broad. In another specimen 35 mm. long, with 10 septa, 20.6 mm.
broad at the upper extremity and 17 mm. at the lower, the siphuncle

was 2.8 mm.. at the larger end. The divisions of the siphuncle between
the septa were almost cylindrical, showing only a trace of convexity in

longitudinal sections. This last specimen showed a thin shell .25 mm.
thick. It was perfectly swiooth. Its septa described an arc of 100*^ in

cross-section. Another specimen 23 mm. long, with the diameters at the

ends 17 and 15 mm. respectively, shows 7 septa, and the cylindrical

siphuncle is 2.1 mm. wide; the shell is thin and smooth. (See
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Fig. 5 on this page.) A specimen from Soldiers' Home retains

the diameter of 12.5 mm. in a length of 21 mm. including 8 septa;

the cylindrical siphuncle is 1.7 mm. wide; the surface of the thin shell is

smooth. The very low rate of tapering shown by this specimen' is

worthy of note, but is not sufficient for its separation from the previous
ly described forms. A more typical but much smaller specimen was
found at Todd's Fork, in the upper ferruginous layer. It was 35.2 mm.
long, with diameters at its extremities of 10.5 mm. and 8,2 mm.; at the

larger end the cylindrical siphuncle was 1.4 mm. broad, the specimen

showed 15 septa; the shell was thin and smooth, the arc described by
the septa was only 80°, but this does not warrant the separation of this

specimen from the species.

A single specimen from the Soldiers' Home presents many char-

acteristics of O. ignotuni\ the shell is rather thin and seems to have been

smooth, the septa describe an arc of 105"^, the siphuncle is 2.9 mm.
wide, and is cylindrical; the shell has a diameter of 22 mm. In two im-

portant particulars this specimen however differs from the former. In

a length of 37 mm., it maintains the same diameter, and in this

same length it has only 7 septa, whereas the more typical forms of equal

size would show 9.5 septa. Fig. 7 on this page—a partial figure.

Specimens showing the same rate of expansion and the same relative

distances between the septa as Orihoceras ignottim are known from

Todd's F'ork. Their shell is quite thick, .4 to .5 mm. Their siphun-

cle is unknown but they very probably belong to this species. Several

specimens are in the cabinet of Dr. Chas. Welch.

Orihoceras {Eu-Orthoceras) erraticum, Foersle,»Figs. 1, 2, 3, showing the

change from an annular to a more cylindrical siphuncle. Figs. 2 and 3 show the

variation in position of the siphuncle. Fig. 1 is cvtt transversely to this plane of

variation and so does not show the change in position of the siphuncle. " Orthoceras
block," Huffman's Quarry, Ohio.
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Orthoceras described on page 542 Fig. 4, Todd's Fork, Ohio.
Orthoceras ignoium, Foerste, Fig. 5, a medium sized specimen ; section show-

ing siphuncle, Soldiers' Home, Ohio. Fig. 6, interior cast, Huffman's Quarry, Ohio.
Fig. 7, section of fragment from large sized specimen, Soldiers' Home, Ohio.

Orthoceras {Eu-Orihoceras) erraficum, Foerste.

(With characters of Actinoceras when young).

(Figures 1, 2, 3, on page 540.)

In the "Orthoceras block" at Huffman's Quarry were found rather

abundant fragments of a form which shows about the same rate of taper-

ing as O. ignotum. In several cases, the more aged parts of the shell,

where they were 24 mm. wide, practically ceased tapering, producing in

this manner a cylindrical growth in the later formed parts of the shell.

These shells were very instructive in showing certain variations which
siphuncles may undergo not only in the same species but even in the same
shell. The remarkable fact was discovered that fragments more than 18

mm. in diameter showed cylindrical sipiiuncles, and those less than 16

mm. in diameter had siphuacles whose segments were more or less

strongly contracted towards the septa, thus producing the appearance of

a close string of beads. Moreover in three cases the gradual change of

the siphuncle from an annular or bead like one to a cylindrical one
could be distinctly traced. Judging from this series of specimens it

would therefore seem that the annular siphuncle was the earlier form
from which the cylindrical form was a later development. Moreover the

position of the siphuncle varied in quite a number of specimens in such

a way that the siphuncle, which was annulated and excentric at smaller

diameters of the shell, became central while becoming cylindrical, and
then continued to change its position in the same direction so that the

more recent cylindrical part of the siphuncle was again excentric, but

situated on the opposite side of the shell from the siphuncle in the earlier

part of its growth. The freedom with which the siphuncle has changed
its place in these specimens is remarkable, and may well nigh be regarded

as a characteristic of the species. Whereas it has been observed before

that the position of the siphuncle was variable in the same species, its

position in the same individual has usually been found to be more con-

stant. Moreover in the other Clinton species so far examined the varia-

bility of the siphuncle has been slight. It will be instructive, therefore,

to add a few measurements showing this variation in the Orthoceras

block specimens. In one specimen 48 mm. long, with 18 septa, the

centre of the siphuncle was 4 mm. away from the shell at the smaller

end, and had passed to the centre near the larger end. For this entire

length the segments of the siphuncle were very distinctly and almost

equally contracted towards the septa; at the smaller end, 11 mm. in

diameter, the siphuncle was 2.8 mm. wide; at the larger end 16 mm. in
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diameter, the siphuncle was of the same width. In a second specimen 55

mm. long, with 20 septa, the centre of the siphuncle was moderately excen-

tric at the smaller end with a diameter of 15.5 mm., the siphuncle being 2.6

mm. wide. Where the shell has a diameter of 18 mm. the siphuncle

is 2.8 mm. wide, showing a slight accidental increase of its diameter;

here the centre of the siphuncle lies only 8 mm. from the side of the

shell. From this point the diameter of the siphuncle decreases so

rapidly that the fifth succeeding segment is only 2.2 mm. wide. At the

larger end where the shell has a diameter of 20.5 mm., the siphuncle is

2.1 mm. wide, and while approaching very closely to a cylindrical

siphuncle, it yet shows a moderately convex outline in longitudinal sec-

tions. Another specimen with 17 septa, 47 mm. long, shows an annu-

lar siphuncle 2.8 mm. wide at the smaller end, which has a diameter of

15 mm., and ^ almost cylindrical siphuncle only 1.8 mm. wide at the

larger end where the shell has a diameter of 20.5 mm. The septa de-

scribe an arc of 80°. Figs. 1, 2, 3, on page 540).

Orthoceras
(
Eu- Orthoceras ) .

(Fig. 4 on page 540).

Specimens of a small Orthoceras occur having septa at distances

intermediate between those of O. erraticimi and O. Hanovere^ise, but

the shells show neither the markedly variable siphuncle of the first nor

the peculiar groovings of the internal cast of the last species. Good
specimens of Orthoceras are not common enough in the Ohio Clinton to

settle all doubtful points and in the case of the specimens just mentioned

it will be necessary to let their position remain doubtful for the present.

At Todd's Fork was found a specimen tapering in a length of 44

mm. from 8 mm. to 14 mm. It had a smooth shell; there were 26

septa, which varied considerably in convexity. The siphuncle was ann-

ular during its entire length and, wjiere the shell had a diameter of 12

mm., was 1.8 mm. wide. The siphuncle changed its position slightly

during its growth, but the change of position was too small to have any

special significance. (Fig. 4 on page 540).

Several small fragments of the same type were found at Hanover,

Indiana, though they were too small to show anything but the annular

siphuncle and too short to show arly considerable change of position of

the siphuncle, even if any occurred.

A specimen from Brown's Quarry wdth smooth shell, and septa

approaching each other as closely as those of the forms just described,

is doubtfully referred here. The siphuncle is not preserved.

Specimens in the form of casts with septa at distances from each

other corresponding to those in O. erraticimi, and with slightly eccentric

siphuncle, are common at Todd's Fork, but the form of the segments of
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the siphuncle is unknown. The shell is about ,2 mm. thick, and, while the

surface is practically smooth, a trace of cross-striation owing to irregular-

ity of growth is seen in some specimens. This shows how closely re-

lated must be the subgenera Eii-Orthoceras and Cydoceras, The vertical

linear marking, called a carina, is seen on one side in some specimens.

Until the siphuncle is better known, these specimens will be best re-

ferred to the present variety.

Orthoceras [Eti-Orthoceras) Hanoverense^ Foerste.

(Plate 32. Figf. 6; Plate 35, Fig. 5.)

This species was described from Hanover, Indiana, in the Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889. It may well be questioned if all the inter-

esting and peculiar structures discovered in the type specimen will be
found characteristic of the species. From typical forms of Orthoceras

ignotum it can always be distinguished, but whether the greater num-
ber of septa and the somewhat narrower, and at a corresponding age

more moderately annulated siphuncle will always serve to distinguish

this form from the species O, erraticum remains to be determined.

A species from Hanover, Indiana, shows the numerous septa, but

the cast of the chambers has no obliquely impressed line as in the type

;

it did not show the siphuncle, its shell surface was smooth. (Plate 35,

Fig. 5.) A second specimen from the Soldiers' Home in the cabinet of

Mr. Geo. Caswell, and a third in the collection of Dr. Chas. Welch, from
Todd's Fork, possess similar close septa, but no obliquely impressed line.

For the present at least these forms will be placed under O, Hanoverense.

Orthoceras {Eu-Orthocerasl) virgulatuniy Hall?

(Plate 32, Fig. 6: Plate 86, Fig. 3.)

This very doubtful form, described from the Soldiers' Home, (Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889), is characterized by a very low rate of in-

crease in diameter, rather distant septa, and a very attenuated cylindrical

siphuncle. O. mceptum seems never to have the septa so far distant in

the broader parts of the specimens, nor the siphuncle so regularly at-

tenuated as this specimen. A form with somewhat broader siphuncle

occurs in the collection of Mr. Geo. Caswell from Soldiers' Home. Plate

35, Fig. 3.

Orthoceras {Cycloceras) incepium^ Foerste.

{Plate 2% Figs. 1 a, b c.)

Typical specimens of this species are rather common in the Reaver-
town marl at the top of the Clinton Group at Huffman's Quarry (Bull.

Denison Univ. Vol. I), and in the corresponding marl at Geo. Young's
quarry, west of Soldiers' Home. At both localities the specimens are

always in the form of internal casts. They are quite small, the largest

specimens attaining a diameter of only h.b mm. The position of the
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siphuncle is almost invariably well shown; it is only moderately excen-

tric. Most of the casts are perfectly regular and present nothing un-

usual. In others, however, the surface of the cast shows on one side a

vertical series of markings which are so regular in size and form as to

indicate that they are connected with some internal structure of the shell.

These markings consist of an impressed line which rises from each lower

septum to about half the height of the chamber, and then falls again,

describing a convex curve extending from one-fourth to one-third the

distance around the shell. Apparently the region along this line often

weathers away and in that case the part below the impressed line remains

behind as a triangular projection with rather concave lateral sides, bounded

along these sides by deep grooves which gradually disappear laterally

along the lower septum, but which unite above and reach the upper

septum. The bottom of these grooves is at times pitted, and the exterior

of the casts also at times shows very faint vertical lines, which may be

pitted, but at present it is no longer possible to place any stress upon

this pitting since it is too exceptional, and seems to be simply a sign of

weathering. Although the termination of the septa at the siphuncle is

well shown in longitudinal sections, the siphuncle itself is almost never

seen, and even then not satisfactorily. The best section indicates that

it was cylindrical, and narrow, a view which gains support from other

specimens described next.

In the "Orthoceras block" at Huffman's Quarry were found in con-

siderable numbers a species of Orthoceras which in its rate of tapering,

slightly excentric siphuncle and curvature of the septa resembles the

marl specimens from the same quarry. The septa seem in general to be

rather more closely arranged. The siphuncle is cylindrical. The
exterior surface of the shell is marked by transverse rings or striae,

which are very variable in distinctness but which in general may be said

to gain in strength and distinctness and to grow more distant in the

larger, later parts of the shell. Quite a typical rate of curvature is shown

by a specimen 20.5 mm. long, with diameters of 2.9 mm. and 5.3 mm. at

the opposite ends. In another specimen 30 mm. long, the diameter

increases from 3.8 mm. to 8.2 mm. Now this larger diameter approaches

closely to the smaller diameter of a larger specimen also with transverse

but coarser striae and a cylindrical siphuncle, at times showing a

slight tendency toward annular structure. This specimen in a length of

19.5 mm. increases in diameter from 8.7 mm. to 11.2 mm. and shows 12

septa; the siphuncle is 1.4 mm. wide at the larger end, a rather abnormal

width for this size. Another specimen with a siphuncle 1.2 mm. wide

reaches a width of 13.3 mm. at its larger end. The larger specimen col-

lected had a diameter of 17 mm. There seems no reason for separating

the larger specimens from the smaller ones described earlier, and there-

fore small size ceases to be a distinguishing feature of this species,

although most specimens found are small. At a point 3.7 mm. in dia-
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meter one specimen showed a siphuncle .5 mm. wide. At a diameter

of 10 mm. another siphuncle was 1 mm. wide.

Whether certain specimens in the marl at Huffman's Quarry, which

consists only of casts of the siphuncle, are to be associated with this

species as an indication that also the larger forms existed there, remains

to be proved. One of these siphuncle casts was 2mm. broad and three

of the segments occupied a length of 10 mm.
Small specimens, not exceeding 6 mm. in breath, showing all the

characters above described except the problematical structure of the

casts occasionally present in the marl specimens, and lacking the exterior

surface, are found at Todd's Fork in the upper ferriferous courses, and

seem to belong to the more typical forms of this species.

Orthoceras inceptunty var acceleratum, var. nov.

( Plate 37 A, Figr. 10.)

A single specimen in the collection of Geo. Caswell, from Soldiers*

Home is remarkable foi the rapidity with which the distance between

the septa increases with growth. For this we suggest the term: variety

acceleraium.

Orlhoceras {Cycloceras) Nova-CarHslense^ Foerste.

( Plate 30, Fig. 25 ; Pi ate 33, Fig. 1.)

This species is rather common at Brown's Quarry. ( Proceedings

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889.) Its exterior surface is transversely striated,

about 40 striae occupying a length of 20 mm. Other specimens showed
twelve to thirteen striae in a length of 2 mm. These much finer and
closer striae are interpreted as belonging to the inner shell of the species

Neither surface shows longitudinal striations.

Orthoceras {Spyroceras f) spyroceroideSy sp. nov.

Associated with Orthoceras Nova-Carlislense at Brown's Quarry is

another form, presenting the same stout cylindrical siphuncle almost 4 mm.
broad, there being 8 septa in 32.5 mm. where the shell is 29 mm. broad.

The rate of increase and general habitus is the same as that in the preced-

ing species, and it would be associated with it were it not for its surface

ornamentation. The writer feels dubious whether all forms intermediate

between this and the last species will not eventually be found, but since

writers who have made special study of Orthoceratidj^ seem to arrive at

conclusions that the distinctions to which we here call attention, are of

subgeneric if not of generic value, it seems necessary at least to place this

form in another species. It shows quite distinct transverse striae,

about 40 striae in a length of 43 mm. although that is of course likely

to prove a variable feature. The longitudinal striae are very fine, about

twelve of the stronger ones occupying a width of 8 mm., but very much
finer, almost hair-like striae, which require a lense to be seen, are inter-

calated between these.

85 G O.
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Or hoceras (Spyrocerasf) Jamesi, Hall and Whitfield.

(Plate 32, Fig. a.)

Quite a number of specimens, none of them of any considerable size

or length, have been found at the original locality, Todd's Fork, in

Clinton county, Ohio.

Orthoceras {Cycloceras) amycus, Hall.

(Plate 38, Fig. 5.)

A large specimen, not preserving the shell, was described from
Brown's Quarry (Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889, pp. 282.

283). A similar specimen from Ludlow Falls had annulations 26
mm. broad; five annulations occurred in a length of 21.5 mm.;
they were slightly more prominent than those of the Brown's Quarry
specimen.

At Huffman's Quarry a very small specimen was foun& in the
upper shaly courses. It had 5 annulations in a length of 7 mm.
and the shell itself w^as about 9 mm. broad. In the "Orthoceras
block" from the same locality three specimens were found, 9, 13, and 19
mm. broad and with 5 annulations in 8.3, 11, and 15 mm. respectively. All

of these Huffman Quarry specimens showed transverse striae in addition

to the annulations, often distinct enough to be recognized without a lense.

In the smaller fragments so far found no measurable degree of taper-

ing is discovered. No longitudinal striae occur. The siphuncle is sub-cen-

tral and its sides are nearly straight, showing but a very slight degree of

contraction towards the septa. For a siphuncle of .this kind it is very
broad, having a width of 2.5 mm. in the specimen 13 mm. broad. The
septa are of medium concavity, forming an arc of about 100°.

Orthoceras {Kionoceras) Crawfordi^ Foerste.

(Plate 30, Fig. 26.)

The type, collected at Soldiers* Home, is in the collection of Ira

Crawford (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889). The exterior of the shell

is ornamented by numerous fine distinct longitudinal striae of which 9 or
10 occupy a width of 2 mm.

Orthoceras {Discosorus) conoideum, Hall.

fPlate 36, Fig. 8.)

Forms essentially like those figured from New York are not uncom-
mon in the Clinton group, at Todd's Fork, near Wilmington, Ohio. All

the specimens seen are in the cabinet of Dr. Chas. Welch, of Wilmington.
They are evidently the siphuncles of some cephalopod belonging to the

Orthoceratid^.
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Coleolus Clintonensis; sp. nov.

(Plate 37a, Fig. 11.)

In the limestone at Soldiers' Home doubtful forms occur, having the

rate of increase of the specimens of Vrthoceras inceptum. One specimen has
very faint indications of transverse striae. A second has, instead, very-

sharp and clear-cut transverse very fine groovings, which are so regular

and occur at such equal distances that it does not simulate the forms of

O. iftceptum. The failure to find either septa or siphuncle in these speci-

mens, even when 24 mm. long, has led to the opinion that they are Clin-

ton species of Coleolus y for which reason the term Coleolus Clintonensis has
been reserved for them. They are very rare and for this reason their

generic reference is not considered as satisfactory as though many speci-

mens had been found habitually to lack the septa and siphuncle.

Conularia Niagarensis, Hall.

(Plate 30 Fig. 16.)

In the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, 1889, a
specimen found at Todd's Fork was identified with C. Niagarensis, Hall.

More recently the same form was fqund at Huffman's Quarry in the upper
shaly courses. A comparison of the two specimens enables us to make
the following observations. Although when flattened out so as to expose
two sides simultaneously this shell seems to have a considerable

apical angle, when in its natural condition the apical angle is seen to be
small. Our specimens are not perfect enough to give this apical

angle with exactness, but approximately in one specimen 18 mm. long the
diagonal diameter measured 7.8 mm. at the smaller end of the specimen
and 10 mm. towards the larger end. Along the four corners the shell

was incurved, forming a longitudinal furrow which was most distinct

below, but grew less distinct near the upper or larger end. The sides

themselves were very gently convex.

Conularia bilineata^ sp. nov.

(Plate c{7a, Fig. 12.

A very small fragment of a species of Conularia was found at Sol-

diers' Home. In it the normal simple transverse striae of this genus were
represented by so many pairs of very distinct striae, the pairs being
separated by the usual strong grooves, crossed by rather more distant and
less sharp longitudinal striae than in C Niagarensis. Seven of these
pairs of transverse striae occupied a length of 1^.2 mm., and 9 longitudinal
striae occupied a width of 1.7 mm. The name Conularia bilineata is

suggested for this species.
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Bellerophon Jiscello-striatus, Foerste.

(Plate 25, Figs. 19 a, b, c, d, e )

This species when first described in the Bulletin of Denison Univer-

sity, Vol. I, was known only from Sto^tz quarry near the Soldiers' Home.
In the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, 1889, its

occurrence at Brown's Quarry and near Hanover, Indiana, was noted.

Since then it has been ifound in the "Orthoceras block " from the base of

the Clinton at Huffman's Quarry, and in the shaly layers of the same

quarry have been found compressed shells with median slit-band, longitu-

dinal and less distinct transverse striae, which might be the same species.

Recent examinations of Bellerophon stigmosus from the flinty beds of

the Clinton near Lockport, New York, showed similar surface ornamenta-

tion, but the median slit-band was raised into a low yet distinct carina, a

fact never true of the western forms here described. Whether this be

enough to distinguish the species is very questionable.

Bellerophon {Bucania) exiguus^ Foerste

( Plate 25, Figs. I8a, b ; Plate 31, Fig. 3 ; Plate 37a , Pigs. 2a. d, c.)

This species was first described in the Bulletin of Denison University,

Vol. I, from the Beavertown marl, at Huffman's Quarry. Since then it

has been found in the upper more shaly courses at the same quarry, at the

quarry north ofBeavertown, and in the equivalent of the Beavertown marl at

Geo. Young's Quarry. In the Proceedings of the Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1889, larger specimens from Hanover, Indiana, were referred to this species,

and the specimen from Todd's Fork, Ohio, showing surface markings,

w^as also referred here. As at present understood this species presents

two constant characteristic features; one of these is the narrow umbilicus,

the last whorl not closing the same; the second is the character of its

surface ornamentation. This consists of transverse striae only, which

from the low carina or median angulation of the shell bend backwards.

The sides of the shell spread out considerably at the aperture. The
marl specimens are usually small, and show rather coarser transverse striae,

moreover the carina in many specimens is a little more developed. The
specimens from Todd's Fork are larger, the carina is always only a low

median angulation, and the transverse striae are perhaps a little finer.

The largest specimen measured w^as 18 mm. across, and its aperture must

once have spread to 19mm.

Bellerophon {Bucania) operhis, sp. nov.

(Plate 25, Fig.s. 18c, d\ Plate 37a, Figs. 3a. b.)

The type specimen of this species is a specimen from Hanover, In

diana, but small forms, apparently of the same species, though not pre-

serving the exterior markings, occur in considerable numbers at
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Huffman's Quarry. When the shell itself has been entirely removed
the space remaining vacant in the umbilical region is larger in this

species than in the case of B, exiguus. But when the shell is preserved,

the last whorl closes the umbilical region, leaving only a very shallow

depression there. The specific terra is intended to recall this feature of a

closed, covered, umbilicarregion. Along the median line or back of the

shell there never is a distinct carina, a very indistinct median elevation

may be found towards the aperture of larger individuals, but this has

never been observed to be as strong as in the case of B. exiguus. The
largest diameter of the shell is 17 mm. and it must have had about the

same width at the aperture.

Bellerophon {Bucania) trilobatuSy Sowerby.

( Plate 27, Pigs. 33a, *.)

Conrad's Bucania irilobata is at least generically related to the

Bellerophon trilobatus of Sowerby. If therefore it be not identical it re

quires at least a new name. A form of this general character was found
in the Beavertown marl at Huffman's Quarry. Prof E. W. Claypole has

found more typical specimens in the top of the Clinton, near Miffin-

town, Juniata county, Pennsylvania.

In these specimens the shell was preserved here and there in a frag-

mentary way. The surface was smooth ; no trace of a carina nor of a slit-

band was present.

Cyrtolites Youngi^ Foerste.

(Plate 31, Figs, 7, la.)

The shell is very much compressed laterally, the sides meeting under
very acute angles forming a sharp keel. The surface of the shell is or-

namented by fine not very distinct striae, visible under a lense, bending
backwards toward the keel. The specimen is 6.8 mm. long, and the

aperture is 1 mm. wide. The type was found at Hanover, Indiana.

Pleurotomaria inexpectanSy Hall and Whitfield.

But little can be added to the description of this species, published

in the Paleontology of Ohio, Vol. II. The species is not at all infrequent

at Todd's Fork, near Wilmington. In one good specimen six transverse

striae occurred in a distance of 2 mm. Longitudinal striae are scarcely

visible, being best seen below the median ridge of the last volution. This
median ridge is a longitudinal or revolving striation which passes along the

middle of the upper part of each volution, gradually increasing in size

towards the mouth. It is present in all specimens examined recently,

and, while never sharp, becomes broad and high enough to form at least

a low ridge. The slit does not form a groove bounded by distinct raised

ridges or striae as in most Pleurotomari(By but forms an obtuse ridge there
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wher^ the flattened upper side of the shell meets the regular and strong

curvature of the sides and the lower, ab-apical surface. There is no
umbilicus. The inner lip is slightly thickened and stands out from the

last volution. The striae are almost obsolete in some specimens.

Pleurotomaria Jilitexta, sp. nov.

(Plate 37A, Fig-.s 6 a, b.)

This shell has quite a low spire, owing to the fact that the newer
whorls rise high up on the previous whorls, covering their slit-

band entirely. The upper part of each whorl (holding the initial

end of the shell upwards) is less convex than its sides, thus

assisting in the general depressed appearance of the spire. The shell

is 10 mm. wide, the spire shows an elevation of 1.7 mm. above
the surface of the end of the last whorl. It has 5 whorls. The total

height of the shell is hardly 6 mm. Along the middle of the side of

the volutions runs a slit-band which is barely two-fiffhs of one millimeter

wide near the mouth of the shell. It consists of a broad groove, bor-

dered on each side by a single striation, which is distinct, though but

slightly raised above the general surface of the shell. On the upper
surface numerous very regular, distinct, close, filiform, transverse striae

ornament the surface and curve back to the slit-band, forming with it

an angle of about 70 degrees, if no account of the more rapid backward
curvature at the slit-band itself be taken into account. Below the slit-

band, similar striae also curve backward to the slit-band. Near the

aperture about 22 striae were counted in a length of 2 mm. This species

was found in the '* Orthoceras block " at Huffman's Quarry.

' Raphistoma affine, Foerste.

(Plate 26, Fig. 18 ; Plate 37 .\, Figs, 1 a, b, c.)

Since the description of this species in the Bulletin of Denison

University Vol. I, the exterior of the shell has been observed in speci-

mens from Todd's Fork Ohio. The transverse striae are close and fine

;

from the junction of each whorl with the preceeding one, the striae bend
back strongly towards the quite sharp angle, which is formed at the

middle of each whorl, laterally. In a general way the striae form an

angle of forty-five degrees with the latter. In the larger shells there is

commonly a very shallow depression on the upper surface of the last coil,

a short distance from its edge, which causes an apparent slight thickening

of the shell along the edge, especially towards the aperture. The mouth
is oblique, facing diagonally downwards ( if the apical end of the spire be
placed at the top). The largest specimen so far found had a greatest

diameter of 20 mm. The height of the spire varies considerably. It is

usually very low. The species occurs in the Beavertown marl at Huff-
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man's Quarry, and in the corresponding formation at Geo. Young's
Quarry. It also occurs in the upper shaly courses at Huffman*s, and
in the upper ferriferous courses at Todd's Fork, Ohio. In the Clinton

on the east side of Taylor's Ridge, Summerville, Georgia.

Cyclonema bilix^ Conrad.

( Plate 26, Fig. 15, var ; Plate 30, Fig. 15 ; Plate 37A, Fig. 9, var.)

The outer lip of the aperture is sharp. The inner lip is strongly

broadened, thus increasing a little the size of the aperture. This broad-

ened flange of the lip meets the lower surface of the shell with a concave

curvature, which is strongest toward its inner end of attachment to the

previous whorl; here it forms often a strong though rounded groove

with the slightly raised margin of the shell. In other respects the shell

is very variable. In the ordinary form the whorls are rounded. Very
distinct fine close sharp striae of growth traverse the shell transversely,

indicating the outlines of the aperture at various stages of developmejit.

In addition to these striae, transverse wrinkles of moderate distinctness

and having the same general direction, also are frequently present. The
longitudinal revolving strise are much less closely placed, and at more or

less regular intervals certain of these striae are very strong and sharply

elevated, forming the most prominent lines in the exterior ornamenta-

tion of the shell. This form is found at Soldiers' Home, Fauver's, Huff-

man's, Centreville, Brown's, Todd's Fork, Ohio, and Hanover, Indiana.

(Plate.30, Fig. 15.)

In a variation of this form the surface ornamentation is iden-

tical, but the spire of the shell is much more strongly elevated,

the apical angle is therefore less and the successive whorls

do not differ so much from each other in transverse measure-

ment. Succeeding whorls do not conceal quite so much of

the earlier smaller ones, and the latter are therefore more ex-

posed and appear more convex. This form occurs at Brown's Qaurry.

A third variation shows a similar increase in height of the spire, and a

corresponding rounding of the successive whorls. But in this case the

last or fifth whorl shows only the fine transverse striae ; these are less

sharp and hence give a more fibrous appearance to the ornamentation.

The longitudinal revolving striae are either absent upon the main surface

of the whorl, reappearing only towards the lojver side of the shell, or else

they are at least sufficiently indistinct not to be readily seen at an ordi-

nary examination of the shell. The younger whorls however usually

show these revolving striae more distinctly, indicating that this is a charac-

ter lost only in the adult shell, while still present in younger specimens.

This form is found at the Soldiers' Home. In it the transverse wrinkles

are more prominently developed, especially along the suture line of the

last whorl.
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A form with the spire much less elevated than usually, with the
transverse striae well developed though less sharp, and with the revolving
striae indistinct or obsolete on the last whorls, except towards the under
surface of the shell, represents another extreme of this species, comparable
with the form last described. It is not improbable that the earlier whorls
also showed the revolving striae more distinctly. This form occurs at

Soldiers' Home (Plate 26, Figure 15).

Finally a form occurs which differs from the ordinary types enough
to form at least a distinct variety. In it the transverse striae are very
fine and close, much more so than in ordinary forms. Of the revolving
striae only the stronger ones remain. These are much more distant from
each other, and are strongly raised, the intermediate parts of the shell

being strongly concave in cross section. It is these distant coarse revolv-

ing ridges which gave the name varicosum to the variety. This feature

can be seen already at the end of the second whorl, which indicates that

it is a variation of a much more distinct character than the others so far

described. The altitude of the spire is quite normal. This variety

occurs at Soldiers' Home, and Todd's Fork, being not uncommon at the
latter locality. (Plate 37A, Fig. 9.)

Cyclora alia, Foerste.

(Plate 26, Figs. 17a, b.)

This species looks very much like a very small Holopea. The speci-

mens seem to occur almost invariably in the form of smooth casts. In

one single specimen it was thought that minute transverse striae could be

detected under a lense. It is very common in certain parts of the *'Bea-

vertown marl" at Huffman's Quarry, and occurs also in the corresponding

layer at Geo. Young's Quarry. At the latter quarry it occurs also in the

upper shaly courses of the Clinton.

Straparollus {cf, Oriostoma) incarinatum, sp. nov.

(Plate 37a, Fig. 7a,b.!

The transverse striae show no trace of sinuous flecture anywhere,

corresponding to the obtuse sinus of Straparollus. Any possible aflBni-

ties of this species with Oriostoma can not safely be determined as long

as no characteristic operculum has been found. Some species of Stra-

parollus have a sinus so faint that it would be but a small step to this

specimen, which shows none at all. The spire is very depressed, rising

but four-fifths of a millimeter above the surface of the last whorl near

the aperture. The total height of the shell is 4 mm. The greatest width

is 7 mm. The mouth is round, but situated oblique to the vertical diam-

eter. The umbilicus is wide, permitting a view of all the whorls from
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beneath, though from its position each whorl hides a little of the previ-

ous one. The surface is marked by numerous close, fine, transverse

striae, too fine as a rule to be seen without a lense. Traces of very fine,

distant, longitudinal striae are indistinctly visible under an ordinary

lense; in other cases they might be altogether obsolete. No longitudinal

carinae of any kind are visible.

This species was found in the "Orthoceras block" at Huffman's

Quarry, Ohio.

Platyceras {Platystomd) Niagarense, Hall.

(Plate 25, Figs. 3 a, b; 22 a. b.)

This is in some respects quite a variable species, yet on close inspec-

tion it will be seen that the variations are characteristic chiefly of the

later stages of life, and hence are usually found in the last whorls or at

least the later ones, while the earlier whorls of various forms are apt to

be closely similar. Thus the earlier whorls of almost all specimens form a

quite regular, though rapidly widening spire, in which smaller whorls

successively expose about half of their height above the larger, partly

enveloping, succeeding whorls. At this stage the aperture shows a dis-

tinct though neither large nor deep umbilicus, a thin outer lip, and an

inner lip, the latter, after having passed the umbilicus, apparently termin-

ating on the lower surface of the previous whorl—so that the upper end of

the outer lip (holding the shell with the initial end up) appears to join the

previous whorl independent of the lower lip. In reality, the upper inner

edge of the lip has grown tight to the previous whorl.

From these similar younger stages of growth are developed the differ-

ent variations. The normal and more common type shows a very rapid

expansion of the last whorl, which, however, does not envelope the pre-

vious whorl much more than is the case with the younger whorls, so that

a moderately elevated spire is produced. Less commonly this last whorl

envelopes the previous whorl to a greater extent, at least for two-thirds

its height, thus giving the upper, apical part of the shell a much more

flattened aspect. In these forms it is usual to find the upper part of

the inner lip still adnate to the surface of the previous whorl, even in

specimens 20 mm. wide (Plate 25, Fig. 22). There is also a much rarer

variety, comparable to the variety plebeium, Hall, in which the last whorl

leaves from two-thirds to four-fifths of the height of the previous whorl

exposed, thus producing a much more elevated spire (Plate 25, Fig. 3 b).

These forms all show, with very rare exceptions, well marked though

fine striae of growth; fine revolving striae are also present; they often

equal the transverse striae in distinctness, though quite as commonly they

are less distinct. Very rarely the revolving striae are very distinct and

the transverse are almost obsolete. These various forms occur at Soldiers'

Home, Fauver's, Centerville, Fair Haven, and Brown's Quarry, Ohio.
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In the previously described forms the last whorl is frequently more

or less expanded towards the aperture producing a slightly trumpet

shaped peristome. At Brown's Quarry are found specimens having a

maximum transverse diameter of 25 mm. In these the shell is also

rapidly expanded towards the aperture, but the peristome is more or less

strongly wrinkled perpendicularly to the edge of the lip, the upper edge

of the inner lip, however, being adnate to the surface of the previous

whorl as heretofore. At Huffman's Quarry, in the upper shaly courses,

the end of the last whorl becomes free from the earlier whorls of the

shell, and becomes more or less distant from the rest of the shell. The
inner lip, therefore, is no longer adnate to the surface of the previous

whorl, but assists in forming the more or less strongly angulated peris-

tome, wrinkles transverse to the edge of the lip being developed as in

the previously described form. On examining the inner lip of these

Huffman quarry specimens, it is seen to be twisted^ and interiorly, along

the line of the twist or fold, a certain amount of thickening has taken

place. In these shells with the transversely wrinkled or plicated peris-

tome the surface of the last whorl usually shows only transverse striae,

the revolving striae being almost obsolete even over most of the remain-

ing parts of the shell, though sometimes preserved on the younger whorls.

These forms attain a width of 25 mm.
It does not seem possible to maintain any distinction between the

genera Platyceras and Platystoma.

Platyceras Niagarense, Var, Clintonejise, var. nov.

(Plate 37a, Fig. 8.;

In the ferruginous limestone at the top of the Clinton, just under the

Onondaga shales, near Mifflintown, Juniata county, Pennsylvania, Prof E.

W, Claypole found a number of specimens of Platyceras of a type quite

distinct from those just described. The young are very much after the

fashion of the previously described shells excepting that the spire is per-

haps more depressed. Two to three of the initial whorls touch each

other, after which the succeeding whorls grow loosened from each other,

and show a tendency towards a straight growth, the last whorl being of

the form of a massive, spirally twisted pillar, in which the coiling is but

very moderate. No trace of longitudinal or revolving striae were present.

Transverse striae were frequent, but these were broad and flattened, and

did not have the sharpness often seen in the ordinary Ohio specimens.

It may be distinguished as variety Ciintonense and seems to be the pre-

cursor of such forms as Plactyceras spirale, Hall, of the Lower Helder-

berg.
Subulites directns, sp. nov.

(Plate 37 a, Figs. 5 a, b.)

Shell elongate, slender, fusiform; some of the specimens are almost

straight, most of them however show a very moderate curvature, the
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curvature being suflSciently pronounced to be readily recognized ; some-
times the curvature is more marked but it never equals that of such
forms as Subulites ventricosa. The largest specimens were about 60 mm.
long; the length of the third whorl was 1.5 mm.; of the fourth, 2.5 mm.;
fifth, 3.5 mm.; sixth, 5 mm.; seventh, 7 mm.; eighth, 12.6 mm.; the

body whorl was not shown for its entire length but in another specimen
of about equal size it was 30 mm. long and 10 mm. broad. It is possible

that the measurements of this body whorl, as taken from another speci-

men, are slightly too small. The aperture was 18 mm. long and, as far as

one could judge from the outer broken lip of the shell, about 5 mm. wide
or possibly a little less. In the case of several specimens the shell sur-

face was well preserved, but it was perfectly smooth. The shell itself

was quite thick.

This species is closely related to Subulites terebriformis, Hall and
Whitfield, of which it is the precursor, and of which it may be regarded

as a variety. The Clinton form differs in having a much shorter body
whorl, which shows greater curvature on the side opposite the aperture

.

the mouth is broader and more elongate-ovate.

The moderate curvature shown by many of the specimens of this

species, suggests the origin of these forms from a still more curved form
while they themselves are precursors of the straight Guelph species,

Subulites terebrijormis, Subulites attenuatus, Lindstrom is a still more
similar form.

This species occurred in considerable abundance in the "Orthoceras

block," from the base of the Clinton at Huffman's Quarry, Ohio.

Subulites
( Polyphemopsis) plani-lateraliSy sp. nov.

( Plate 37a, Figs. 4 a, b, c.)

This Species is represented by the single specimen used as the type,

belonging to Mr. Geo. Caswell, who informed the writer that he had him-

self cut the specimen out of a piece of Clinton limestone, from the Clin-

ton rock of the Soldiers* Home Quarry. It is now 8.2 mm. long, but has

lost its apical whorl which would have given the specimen a total length

of at least 8.5 mm. Its width was about 3 mm. There were 7 whorls in

the complete specimen. The mouth was 8.5 mm. long and perhaps about

1.7 mm. wide; above, towards the apical end of the shell, it was pointed;

at the opposite extremity it was rounded evenly; the inner lip of the shell

aperture was formed by the curvature of the outer lip around so as to

join the previous whorl on the inner side; it thus formed a moderately ele-

vated inner lip on the side opposite the outer lip, which became obsolete

on reaching the middle height of the aperture. The whorls present flat

sides, very moderately incurved near the line of meeting of successive

whorls, so as to form a very moderate groove there. The surface is

marked by straight, rather faint striae, which curve moderately at the
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point where the fiat sides of the shell curve rapidly inwards so as to form

the mouth. Since this is the line of junction for successive whorls the

curvature of the striae can only be noticed along the lower side of the

last whorl, but over the main body of the shell only straight striae appear

It was the decidedly flattened sides of this shell, and the straight striae,

showing no trace of even a very obtuse sinus which forbad the reference

of this specimen to Loxonema or any other genus having a sinus. Some
published figures of Polyphemopsis, such as P. nitidula seemed to show

at least a strong external resemblance. No notch in the lip was noticed.

There is a resemblance also to such forms as Eunema cerithioides, Salter,

which however seems to differ considerably from the type of the genus,

E. strigillata, Salter. There is also a certain similarity with Orthonema

conicum, Meek and Worthen, which differs however from the more typi-

cal species of this genus (if the fig. 5a of Plate 29, Geol. Surv. Illinois,

vol. 5, be taken as the type of this species), in the absence of more or

less strong striae, usually one above and one below the suture lines be-

tween the successive whorls. The above reference to Polyphemopsis

seemed therefore the best possible one under present circumstances,

though not made with confidence.

Loxonema f {cf. Holopell'm) subulaia, Conrad.

(Plate 30, Fig-. 21.)

The generic reference of these specimens is doubtful. In the Pro-

ceedings of the Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., 1889, a specimen from Todd's

Fork, Ohio, was described, which showed traces of transverse striae in

the last whorl, of such a kind as to preclude the idea that a slit, even a

very shallow obtuse one, had ever been present. This would shut it out

from Loxonema, and hence these shells are rather doubtfully referred

to that genus. At Huffman's Quarry specimens were found whose re-

lationship to the Todd's Fork specimen is undoubted, although only in

the form of a cast. One specimen was about 25 mm. long. The Ohio

specimens seemed to have the whorls less oblique than the forms figured

from New York, and hence the whorls are less frequent in the same dis-

tance, but this may not indicate a different species.

Paleopupa abrupta^ gen. et sp. 7iov,

(Plate oT-a, Figs. 21 a, b.)

The material serving for the description of the species is a single

shell and a cast of a second, neither one perfect. It is with difiidence,

therefore, that a new generic term is established. The reason lies in the

failure to discover any old genus to which it seemed to have clear affin-

ities. The spire is sinistral. The last two whorls do not differ greatly in
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width, but the third from the last, which is probably the second oue of

the spire, is very much narrower, producing an eflfect very much like

that of small varieties of Pupa. But if the lip of our shell be all the

shell ever possessed, then it will be noticed that its margin is not turned

outwards, but remains perfectly simple and thin along the outer lip^

while bending inwards slightly along that part of its margin usually

called the inner lip. The aperture is oval or almost round. The surface

of the shell is perfectly smooth. The height of the fourth whorl was 1.9

mm., of the third 1.4 mm., of the second .7 mm., and of the first con-

siderably less, as well as measurements could be made out in one speci-

men ; the width of the fourth whorl was 3 mm., and of the third whorl

2.6 mm. In the cast, the fourth whorl was 1.7 mm. long, the third 1.3

mm., the second .25 mm.; the width of the fourth whorl being 2.2 mm.,
the third whorl about 2 mm., the second 1 mm.

Whether there be any real genetic relationship between Paleopupa

and the later fresh water forms belonging to the old genus Pupa, it is

difiicult to tell, though the general form of the shell might suggest that

conclusion. The specimens- described were obtained in the " Orthoceras

block'* at the base of the Clinton, Huffman's Quarry, which was filled

with a great variety of well known Clinton forms, none of which sug-

gested a fresh water origin, so that the fresh water nature of our shell

cannot be asserted. For the present, therefore, the generic name must
indicate an old form of the same general appearance as Pupa, rather than

the existenceof a genetic connection with the latter genus. Its posses-

sion of a sinistral spire might be emphasized.

Pterinea brisa^ Hall.

(Plate 25, Figs. 14 a b ; Plaie 27, Fig. 30.)

Pterinea brisa, Hall, is probably identical with Pterinea stricEcostafa^

McChesney, and the latter name should have precedence. In Ohio the

species is very common at Brown's Quarry; very few specimens have

been found in the limestone at Soldiers' Home; a single specimen was
found in the upper shaly courses at Huffman's Quarry; very typical

specimens occur at Todd's Fork. The species is too well known, and is

well enough indicated by the accompanying figure, to require detailed

description.

The anterior wing is sinuate at its junction with the body, this

sinuosity giving rise to a concave area between the wing and the body
towards the margin. The wing is quite convex, excepting at the hinge

margin where it is moderately concave before the beak. From the beak

radiate striae traverse the entire surface of the shell, and concentric

striae cross these. Sometimes both are equally developed, at other times

the concentric striae are more distant, being less like striae but rather re-

sembling lamellose layers ending at the surface of the shell. The shell is
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bent and depressed along the entire length of the posterior hinge line,

forming a raised hinge area interiorly on which one or two teeth were

probably inserted.

Avicu'a Whitfieldi^ Foerste.

( Plate 37, Fig. 5.)

Prof Edward Orton kindly lent a:e the original specimen from

which Hall and Whitfield described their Cypricardites ferrugineum

from Todd's Fork, Wilmington, Ohio, in the Paleontology of Ohio, Vol.

II. It soon became evident that the gutta-percha cast which the authors

had used for s.udy and illustration had been a failure. From a much
better cast we have been able to secure a better interpretation of the

fossil, though much is yet to be desired as regards our knowledge of the

anterior and the posterior extremities of the hinge line. It is evi-

dent however that we have here an aviculoid shell. If an Avicula, the

name given by its first authors is preoccupied by the Avictda ferruginea

of Gonrad, and hence a new name, as above, is suggested. Attention is

called to the somewhat similar forms published under Avicula subplayia

by Hall in the Paleontology of New York, Vol. 2, especially to figure 2 b,

on plate 59.

The valve, the only one so far found, has. in general a rather orbicu-

loid outline, interrupted of course at the straight hinge line, which it

meets posteriorly at a general angle of about 110 degrees. To the best

of the writer^s judgment the posterior side of the valve was slightly concave

before reaching the hinge line, but there is no direct evidence of inaequiv-

ocal character that the outline did not continue to be convex as far as

the hinge line, as is the case with Leptodomus undulatus for instance.

The hinge line posterior to the beak is straight and about 27 mm. long.

The beak itself is strongly inclined, and presents a strongly angled and

raised, though rounded, upper margin which becomes indistinct at 11 mm.
from the tip of the beak. Posteriorly it is defined by a strongly concave

area which also soon looses its pronounced character, but which con-

tinues obliquely to the posterior end of the shell as a sort of indistinct

concave slope between the umbonal ridge and the posterior wing. The
umbonal ridge soon disappears into the general rounding of the shell.

The anterior third of the shell is but moderately convex or rather flattened

except near the margin, especially towards the upper anterior extremity

of the shell. The surface of the valve as here described was covered by

a series of concentric undulations,, quite distinct from each other except

on approaching the region anterior to the beak, where they become nar-

rower and more like coarse, broad, low striae. At the farthest point to

which they can be traced they still show an outline convex towards the

anterior. This point is so near any possible hinge line that it is altogether

improbable that a short concave curvature intervened, so as to define an

anterior wing. Moreover, the shell is here strongly convex and the last
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point to which the shell can be traced is too near the plane of the junc-

tion of the valves to permit the idea that a concave line of surface inter-

vened between it and the upper margin of the shell. All the evidence is

therefore in favor of a rounded anterior outline, becoming concave above,

anterior to the beak, as in the figure 3a, of plate 59, in the second volume
of the Paleontology of New York, repesenting Avicula subplana. The
greatest length of the valve was 48 mm., the greatest height 36.5 mm.,
the greatest depth of the valve 9 mm.

In the collection of Mr. Geo. Caswell is a valve, which is evidently

that of an Avicula, which has a slight exterior resemblance to that of

Avicula Whitfeldi, but there is a stronger indication of an anterior wing,

and posteriorly along the hinge line a part of the exterior surface is still

preserved showing the presence of numerous fine, sharp, radiating, and
concentric striae. Its specific identity could not be determined. Plate 37,

fig. 6.

Mytilarca mytilijormis, sp. nov.

(Plate 37, Figs 11, a, b. c.)

In the absence of all interiors to show the characters of the hinge
line or the teeth, the position of this shell can only be approximately

determined by means of its exterior surface. The shell is mytiloid,

and very gibbous. The beak is terminal. The anterior margin of the

valve extending almost the entire length of the shell is gently and quite

evenly convex. The hinge line posterior to the beak is not long. The pos-

terior margin almost rounds into the hinge line; at first it is only moder-
ately convex but posteriorly it rounds more strongly, merging into the

anterior margin with a very convex curve. An umbonal ridge extends
with slight curvature from the beak to the posterior extremity. From
the beak it rises up strongly for a distance equalling one third the length

of the shell, after which it looses in elevation and distinctness. A
flattened, but gently rounded, surface is enclosed by this umbonal ridge

and the anterior margin of the shell. It is strongly inclined, making an
angle of about 60 degrees with the median plane between the valves.

Posteriorly the shell is quite regularly and not very strongly convex, ex-

cept towards the hioge line at which the curvature becomes concave where
the umbonal regions slope down towards the hinge line. The greatest

convexity of the shell lies therefore along the umbonal ridge, especially

towards the beak. Length of the valve here described 34 mm
; greatest

width 20 mm ; distance from the anterior end of the beak to the posterior

end of the hinge line, 14 mm; the greatest measurement in line of thick-

ness of the valve is the elevation of the umbonal ridge at one third the
distance from the beak above the margins of the valve: 12 mm. The
anterior margin makes a general angle of about 60 degrees with the

hinge line. The surface is marked by numerous but not very fine con-

centric striae.
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Mr. E. O. Ulrich, to whom this specimen was referred for generic

determination, says regarding the same: "The lamellibranch I regard

as a species of Mytilarca which is placed with the AMBONYCHiiDi^ in the

new classification. Hall's Ambonychia aphara, and acutirostra are

regarded as congeneric, likewise his Myalina mytiliformis. All four

of these species are closely related but it can not be said that

any two are identical. They have cardinal and obscure lateral teeth as

in Ambonychia radiata, a species really distinct from Ambonychia. Myti-

larca and Plethomytilus differ chiefly in having a byssal opening. In this

they agree on the other hand with the original Ambonychia, which differs

again in having radiating striae and a peculiar plate beneath the beaks."

Modiolopsis rhomboidea^ Hall.

(Plate 37, Figs. 8 a.)

In the upper shaly courses of the Clinton at Huffman's Quarry the

interior cast of a shell was found presenting the following characteristics

:

It is 20 mm. long. The form is rhomboidal oval; the greatest height is

at the posterior end of the hinge line, where it is about 11.3 mm. The
length of the hinge line posterior to the beak is 12 mm. The posterior

end of the shell is 15.5 mm. distant from a line drawn vertically through

the beak. The hinge line in the cast leaves an elevated line both before

and after the beak. The shell was but slightly convex except along the

umbonal ridge. In the cast a line of depression or broad groove extends

along, and a short distance within, the basal margin; it becomes more dis-

tant from the margin going posteriorly, also at the anterior extremity of

the cast, where this groove rounds towards the beak. Anterior to this

curved line at the anterior end of the cast is a semi-lunate elevation, cor-

responding to a similar depression in the original shell. These markings

indicate the presence of a raised pallial line, and of a deep anterior muscu-

lar scar in the original. The identity of this specimen with the species

described by Hall from the Upper Silurian at Arisaig, Nova Scotia, is

probable. (Plate 37, Fig. 8 b.)

Modiolopsis subrhomboidea, Simpson,

(Plate 37, Figs. 7 a.)

At Huffman's Quarry in the upper shaly courses was found a valve

17 mm. long and 9.5 mm. high. The basal line is moderately convex,

curving strongly at its extremities. The anterior margin is strongly

rounded, being concave however just before the beak. The posterior mar-

gin is slightly convex, or quite straight, meeting the hinge line at an angle

of about 125 degrees. Valves moderately convex, more strongly convex
along the umbonal ridge. The hinge line is slightly oblique. The
posterior end of the hinge line is about 10 mm. from the beak. The
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anterior muscular impression is not well marked, but it was thought pos-

sible to trace a sort of impression similar in its interior outline to that

published by Mr. Simpson for his type, in the Dictionary of Fossils of

Pennsylvania. The surface was marked by concentric striae.

The type used by Mr. Simpson came from the Clinton shale above

the fossil ore, at McKee's ore bank, northeast of McKee's house, Fergu-

son Valley, seven miles northwest of I^ewiston, Mifflin county, Penn-

sylvania. (Plate 37, Fig. 7 b.)

Cypricardites Caswelli^ Foerste.

(Plate 26, Figs 12 a, b ; Plate 37, Figfs. 1 a, b, c}.

Since the publication of this species in the Bulletin of Denison

Univ., Vol. I., additional specimens have been found at Soldiers' Home,
and one was also collected at Fauver's Quarry north of Da^^ton. The
same species occurs also in the flinty rock of the Clinton and in the

shales of the Niagara, near Lockport, New York, as witnessed by flat-

tened specimens in the collections of Dr. E. N. S. Ringueberg.

The generic relations of the species cannot be determined with cer-

tainty owing to the absence of interiors or interior casts, but it has an

exterior similar to that of some species referred to Cypricardites, The
valves are strongly inequilateral. The total length of the shell is about

40 mm.; from the beak to the anterior extremity of the lunule was 8 mm.
and from the beak to the posterior end of the hinge line was about 22

mm. Measured in vertical projection the beak is 8 mm. from the ante-

rior end of the shell and 32 mm. from its posterior end. The height of

the shell posterior to the slopes of the beak was about 24 mm. The
beaks rise about 2 mm. above this height. The greatest thickness of the

shell lies near its middle and amounts to about 23 mm. From these

measurements it may be seen that it is strongly and quite equally ventri-

cose. The anterior and lower margin is quite regularl}^ convex, round-

ing into the posterior margin which slopes anteriorly so as to meet the

hinge line. The anterior lunule is short, and distinct, the hinge line

forming a median ridge for the same. The beaks are strongly incurved.

Posterior to these the character of the hinge line is practically unknown;

no specimen preserving the same. There is no evidence of ridge lines,

curved or otherwise in addition to the line of junction of the two valves.

From the beak a rounded umbonal ridge runs backwards and downwards

towards the posterior extremity but merges very soon into the general

rounded surface of the valves. Concentric series of low rounded ridges

ornament or rather wrinkle the shell. Probably it once had also finer

concentric striae but these have so far not been observed.

Cypricardinia Mndulosiriatay Hall.

(Plate n7, Figs. 9. a b.)

In the collection from Soldiers' Home occurs a left valve and in that

from Brown's Quarry a better pr-eserved and more typical right valve, which

36 G. O.
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are referred to the C midiilosiriata of Hall (Plate 37, Fig. 9 C.) from the

Niagara shale at Lockport, New York. The valves are subovate, strongly

convex, especially along the umbonal ridge. Thebasal margin is moderately
convex. Both extremities are rounded. The beak has a position near the

anterior end of the shell along the hinge line. The posterior side is

very moderately convex, and makes a general angle of about 135 degrees

with the hinge line. The hinge line is moderately inclined. The sur-

face is marked by distinct though rather distant concentric striae, between
which occur much finer and more numerous striae of growth, seen only

under a lense.

The specimen from Brown's Quarry is 6.2 mm. long, and 3.8 mm.
high. The depth of the valve is about 1.2 mm. Of large concentric

striae there are ^v^, not counting those within a millipieter and a half

of the beak. (Plate 37, Fig. 9 a.) The Soldiers' Home specimen was 7.5

mm. long, and 4.3 mm. high. The depth of the valve was 1.3 mm.
(Plate 57, Fig. 9 b.)

Tellinomya ellipHca, Hall.

(Plate 37, Figs. 4 a, b,c.)

In the collection of Dr. Charles Welch, of Wiltn'ngtonisavalve ob-

tained at Todd's Fork by his father. As regards identity with known spe-

cies the choice lies between T. ellipiica of the Clinton (Plate 37, Fig. 10) and
T. cequilateraoiih^ Coralline Limestone (Plate 37, Figs. 4d, e, f). With
only the published figures to serve as guide the first species is a little

larger and has a more rounded posterior extremity, but the beak is sim-

ilarly located. The second species has nearly twice the size. So that the

Todd's Fork specimen seems to more nearly agree with tellinomya

ellipiica.

The Todd's Fork specimen is 33 mm. long and 21 mm. high. The
lower outline is equally convex. The upper Outline is rather straight

from the beak for some distance towards either extremity. The anterior

extremity is more rounded than the posterior one. From a line drawn
vertically through the beak the anterior extremity of the valve lies 13.5

mm. and the posterior 19 mm. The shell is quite regularly convex. A
sort of rounded ridge extends from the beak backwards and a similar

one forwards, marking off a posterior and an anterior lunule. Con-

centric striae are rather indistinct and not regular in disposition. No
teeth were found and hence the generic reference of this shell is not

certain.
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Tellinomya {Nucuiaf) minima, Foerste.

( Plate 26, Figs 8 a, b. c ; Plate 37, Figs. 18 a, b, c.)

This form, first described in the Bulletin of Denison Univ., Vol. I,

is represented by only a few specimens from the Beavertown marl at

Huffman's Quarry. They are all casts, and the following description

refers to these casts : A raised line extends along the hinge margin.

Along this, especially in the anterior lunule, one specimen shows
traces of transverse teeth, but whether the series is interrupted at the

beak or not is unknown. In the posterior lunule two lateral ridges

branch off from the median one. The posterior lunule has a lanceolate

outline, the anterior one is very broadly ovate. The shell .is oblong,

much longer than high. The convexity is most marked at the beak.

The length of the largest specimen is 3.9 mm., the height is 2.7 mni.,

and the thickness from valve to valve 1.9 mm. The beak is n^ar the

anterior fourth of the cast.

Tellinomya {Nucuiaf) socialis, sp. nov.

(PLte87, Figs, 12a, b. c.)

The great majority of the minute lamellibranchs found in the

Beavertown marl at Huffman's Quarry, and in the corresponding layer at

Geo Young's Quarry, on the Carrollton Pike west of Soldiers* Home,
belong to a species quite distinct from the last. All are casts. A raised

line extends along the hinge margin, and shows transverse teeth plainly

both in the anterior and in the posterior lunules, but whether the series

was interrupted at the beak or not could not be determined. The pos-

terior lunule has a lanceolate outline though narrower than in T. minima.

The anterior lunule is of almost linear outline, and this alone will readily

distinguish the two marl species. The form of the shell is also different

—

being triangular oval. The convexity is most marked at the beak. The
largest shell is 3.5 mm. long, the height is about the same, the thickness

is 1.9 mm. from valve to valve. The muscular impressions are well

•shown, that of the anterior muscle being narrower*

Tellinomya {Nucuiaf) Clintonensis, sp. nov.

^Plateav, Fig. 15.)

In the collections made by Prof. E. W. Claypole in the ferruginous

Clinton limestone near Miffiintown, Juniata Co., Penna., occurs a valve of

a decidedly nuculoid shell. Its precise generic relations could notbe deter-

mined owipg to the fact that the row of teeth is well shown only along the

posterior hinge line, and its interruption or continuation at the beak could

not be determined. In Middle Silurian rocks Tellinomya is however apt to

be a more common genus than Nucula, and hence the reference to that
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genus. The anterior extremity of this shell is not perfect, but, even if it

were, there is no doubt that the beak would have a more anterior posi-

tion, and the anterior ifiargin would bend more abruptly into the lower

margin than is the case with T. mactriformis , H all ; moreover, the shell is

relatively less long. The resemblances to the published figure are also

striking, but since Hall does not redescribe it in volume 2 of the Paleon-

tology of New York, it is probable that the form he described was in

reality not to be considered very distinct from some other species of

Teliijiomya, such as T, lata, Hall, for example, in which case the Penn-

"sylvania specimen probably belongs to a different type of this genus.

The valve is 10 mm. long, and 8.2 mm. high. The basal margin is gently

rounded, increasing in convexity posteriorly as far as the upper side of

the umbonal ridge, whence the posterior margin takes a straight course at

fii^t, becoming convex again as it meets the posterior hinge line. The
latter is at least 5 mm. long. At the anterior extremity of the shell the

basal \nargin curves quite suddenly upwards, following a straightish

course at first, becoming slightly convex as it joins the short anterior

hinge line. The shell is moderately convex in general, more so along the

umbonal ridge. The area above the latter is rather flattened, and a slight

tendency in the same direction is shown by a narrower area along the

anterior margin. The surface is covered by fine, regular concentric

striae, about seven to the millimeter near the posterior end of the shell.

There are also several more distinct and rather distant lines of growth

;

these are grooves caused by the growth of the shell in thickness without

adding much to its margins.

Nuctdites {Cleidophorus) ferrugineuni, sp. nov.

( Plate 37, Figs. 2 a. b.)

In the same piece of rock with the type specimen of Cypricardites

ferrugineum, Hall and Whitfield, in the collections of the Ohio State

University, is a cast of a valve bearing the oblique impression character-

istic of many species referred to Cleidophoriis. A close comparison

however of this impression with that of published figures of Nuculites
*

oblongatus, the types of the genus Nuculites y does not show the slightest

difference. It is evident that this impression in the cast corresponds to

a raised ridge in the shell, defining sharply the anterior muscular im-

pression from the general body of the shell interior. But in the shell

here described the lower border of this muscular impression, and the

posterior muscular area remain undefined. The general form is* trans-

versely elliptical, with strongly convex extremities. The length of the

cast is 7.7 mm., the height 5 mm. The convexity is moderate. * A groove

runs along the hinge line of the cast posterior to the beak and another

for a short distance anterior to the beak. No transverse teeth were seen.
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f Crania dubia

, (Plate 37A Figs. 17 a, b.)
^

At Soldiers' Home was found a specimen which may possibly have
been a Crania, A closely similar specimen from Hanover, Indl&na,

shows that we are dealing at least with forms of definite shape and size.

No surface structure remains. Only the interiors are shown and
these do not exhibit muscular scars. Hence it is only possible to say that

the identity of these fossils with Crania is within the reach of probability.

The shell is convex conical, the apical point is excentric, the valves are

broader than long. The regions posterior to the apical point are quite reg-

ularly convex, those anterior to the same are much steeper, and in the

more median regions show decided flattening.

The Soldiers' Home specimen is S mm. long, and 9 mm. broad. The
apical point lies 5.2 mm. from the posterior edge, and about 2 mm. from
the anterior line. The convexity of the valve is 2.8 mm. at the apical

point. The Hanover, Indiana, specimen is 7.3 mm. long, 9 mm. broad.

The apical point is 5.2 mm. from the posterior ^Ag't, and about 2 mm.
from the anterior end. The convexity of the valve is 2 mm. The name
f Crania dubia is suggested.

f Craniella CHntoneksit:

(Plate 37, Fig. 3 a, b.)

In the collection of Dr. Chas. Welch, at Wilmington, Ohio, collected

by his father, is a peculiar cast of a valve, from Todd's Fork, Ohio, which
is very much more satisfactory, inasmuch as it preserves muscular
impressions. As regards its relationship to some known genus there is

considerable doubt. Possibly it is a Crafiielia. The accompanying
figuie is sufficiently explanatory. Its length is 11 mm., its breath 11.5

mm. its convexity is 1.9 mm. The convexity of the shell is quite regular

except near the margin where a concave border prevails as shown in the

side view. The muscular markings are distinct lor the two upper cir-

cular elevations of this cast, and for the upper end of attachment of the
lateral sinuous lines. Between the two upper circular elevations is a

delta shaped elevation distinct only anteriorly. For this form the name
Craniella Clintonensis is suggested.

|

A single linguloid shell was found in the Clinton, near
Dayton, Ohio. It still preserved its phosphatic calcareous shell. The
specimen was merely a fragment and would not be worth mention-
ing at all, were it not for the fact that it is the sole fragment of a lingu-

loid shell so far found in the Clinton of the west.
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Plectambonites transversalis, Wahlenberg.

(Plate 25. Fig:. 5, a, b ; Plate 30, Kig 13; Plat>e 31, Fig:, fi-)

The variety prolongata occurs at Soldiers' Home, Fauver's Quarry,

an^ Huffman's Quarr}^, Ohio, in the upper shaly courses. The hinge

a^ea is long and narrow, its inner anterior border is straight. The car-

dinal process is elongate triangular. The two divergent crural plates are

closely approached to the process, and have coalesced with it below, so

that the cardinal process falsely appears to be trilobate. No interiors

have been found. The great width of the shell is the distinctive feature.

It is usually strongly bent near the beak, and is much more moderately

convex anteriorly. (Plate 25, Figs. 5 a, b; Plate 30, Fig. 13.)

The variety eleganiula, including the forms with medium width of

shell, rather more equal convexity antero-posteriorly, and with some ot

the striae rather decidedly elevated above the general surface of the

shell, is common at Hanover, Indiana. (Plate 31, Fig. 6.)

Leptaena rhoniboidalis, Wilkins.

During the earlier stages of growth the pedicle valve is moderately

convex and the brachial valve still more moderately concave. In some in-

dividuals the curvature of the shell remains moderate until the geniculation

is reached, the la ter being found at the last anterior and usually strongly

elevated concentric wrinkle; shells of this description are of medium
size, and occur at Brown's Quarry, Soldiers' Home, and elsewhere. In

other individuals the curvature of the shell posterior to the geniculation

is more marked, the last concentric wrinkle is less sharply elevated, and

the anterior part of the shell beyond the geniculation is far more devel-

oped, almost equaling at times the part posterior to the geniculation in

length; shells of this kind are of largest size, and occur at Soldiers'

Home, Huffman's Quarry and elsewhere. In addition to the concentric

wrinkles occurring posterior to the geniculation, numerous fine radiating

striae exist, crossed by often still closer, less prominent concentric striae.

Hinge area of the pedicle valve very narrow but still broader than th t of

the opposite valve. The delthyrium is closed by a convex triangular del-

tidium except at its apex where one of our specimens shows a small

foraminal opening. Tl|e teeth are quite short and very oblique, a groove

defining their postero-lateral side. -

The muscular area is strongly bordered laterall}^ by a very narrow but

sharp ridge. In a small valve the sides slope outward a short distance

anterior to the hinge area, and then inwards with a email curve which

increavSes anteriorly, where the border almost disappears. The general

outline of the muscular area in this case was obovate. In a mature

strongl}'^ curved pedicle valve the postero-lateral borders of this area
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diverge strongly at first, and then are almost parallel along tlie sides, in-

curving again strongly along the anterior margin where they become

indistinct before meeting. This gives a strongly quadratic appearance

to the muscular area. In Ather words the muscular area of the pedicle

valve of Ohio specimens is distinctly elongate. A fine median striation

divides the muscular area; it disappears anteriorly. The adductor mus-

cular impressions lying on either side of it are narrow. Lateral branches

of the median striation, which start out some distance anterior to the

hinge area, and curve almost directly forwards, making a low angle with

the median striation, define the posterior and lateral part of the adductor

impressions, but disappear anteriorly in one specimen, while in another

they become once more distinct anteriorly at the median line which here

is again a raised striation.

The cardinal process of the brachial valve is so strongly divided

anteriorly as to appear like two strongly diverging teeth, fastened to the

lower side of the valve. A foraminal opening appears in onespecimen atthe

beak, where two divisions of the cardinal process meet. Two, much
lower, and more diverging ridges, twice as long as the divisions of the

cardinal process, and occupying the outer angle between these divisions

and the hinge area, represent the crural plates. The muscular area does

not show distinct impressions in the meagre material so far found.

This species occurs in the upper shaly courses at Soldiers' Home,
Huffman's, Centerville, Fauver's, Beavertown; in the middle limestone at

Soldiers' Home, moderate; Huffman's, rare; Brown's, common; Todd's

Fork. In the upper courses of limestone at Brown's Quarry.

Stropkomena {O^thoihetes) Hanoverensis^ Foerste.

( Plate 31, Figr. 1 ; Plate 27, Fig. 34.)

Since the publication of this species but little uew material has

been added to our collections. What is regarded as the brachial valve

is strongly convex in mature shells, although the degree of convexity

varies considerably in different shells, especially if extreme forms are

compared; moreover, the point of greatest curvature or highest eleva-

tion of this valve varies considerably. In a specimen in the cabinet of

the Ohio State University this valve is very evenly convex, whereas, as

a rule, there is a region of greatest convexity which may lie nearer the

beak, usually within 8 mm. of the same, or which rarely lies nearer the

anterior margin. In the latter case the greater anterior curvature is

due to the presence of larger wrinkles of growth, these wrinkles of growth

being not infrequent in this valve, although entirely absent in some

specimens, as for instance in the above mentioned cabinet specimen.

These brachial valves are quite common. Ridiculous as it may sound

to others who have not worked in our western Clinton limestones, it

was at first impossible to determine with confidence the character of the
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pedicle valve. The valves always adhere by one face or the other to the

matrix; the hinge area is not shown, the shell is usually more or less ex-

foliated, the muscular area can not be detected and so it becomes impossible

at times to tell whether the exterior or the ^ interior of a valve is pres-

ent, even when both are known to be present, among this partly ex-

foliated material. On the same piece of rock with the cabinet speci-

men above mentioned, and in one collected by the writer at Todd's Fork^

Ohio, ( Plate 27, Fig. 84 ) flattish valves or rather moderately convex

valves are found presenting an unequivocal exterior surface with numerous

fine radiating plications or strise, and much finer concentric striae of

growth visible only in good specimens and with a lense. The radiating

strise are quite equal in size except for the intercalated less prominent

strise, which do not however occur in groups between the larger speci-

mens, but are found usually only one or two at a time between the larger

striae. Judging from the similarity of their surface ornamentation, and

their similar size, the specimens should belong to the same species, while

their being so much ICvSs convex makes their identification as pedicle

valves exceedingly probable. We have here therefore pedicle valves

which are not concave but moderately convex. As a rule the

brachial valve shows a very slight median depression near the beak,

while the pedicle valve does not in the same region in the Todd's

Fork specimen, which is regarded typical. In the cabinet speci-

men in the Ohio State University there seems to be a very shallow

median depression.

This species occurs at the Soldiers* Home and Todd's Fork in

Ohio, and more abundantly at Hanover, Indiana. The double convex-

ity of this shell, if determined with greater certainty from a greater supply

of material, will remove it from the more typical strophemenoid shells,

and will place it apparently with Orthothetes.

Strophomena {Orthot/ietes) tenuis, Hall.

(Plate 27; Figs. 31, 32, 38.)

Shells of this species are quite readily recognized by their flattish

pedicle valves, moderately convex in the immediate neighborhood of the

beak which is therefore a little elevated. The brachial valve on the con-

trary always shows pronounced convexity, although this convexity never

reaches the point of the shellbeing even moderate gibbous. By digging

away the shell from the matrix the pedicle valve was found to have its

muscular area sharply outlined postero-laterally by a ridge on either side,

which began near the beak where the teeth usually are, and continued

antero-laterally, soon disappearing. The postero-lateral outlines form an

angle of fifty or fifty-five degrees near the beak. A low rather broad

median elevation is seen in the posterior part of this area but soon dis-

appears anteriorly. Antero-laterally and anteriorly the muscular area

does not show any boundaries in our specimens. The brachial valve
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shows a fairly low linear but distinct or moderately triangular cardinal

process flanked on either side by a diverging linear ridge, and these are

flanked in turn on the exterior side by a much larger linear ridge, the

crural plate, the extension of which antero-laterally serves to give a dis-

tinct outline to the more posterior parts of the muscular area, which an-

teriorly shows no outlines in our specimens. A broad median low ridge

starts from the cardinal process but soon disappears anteriorly.

This shell is found at Fauver's Quarry, Soldiers' Home, Huff"man's

Quarry, Fair Haven, Ohio> and apparently at Hanover, Indiana.

Strophomena {Stropkoneiia) paienta, Hall.

( Plate 27, Figfs. 35, 36, 37, young specimens.)

The shell begins its existence with the pedicle valve convex and the

brachial concave. Later the anterior and lateral margins of the pedicle

valve become concave or turned up, and those of the brachial valve con-

vex or turned down. This is likewise true oi- Strophonella\AmphisirO'

phia) stria. a. In spite of the abundance of this shell in the Clinton of

Ohio and Indiana, no interiors have yet been found, nor has a clear hinge
area been seen. By digging away the shell from its matrix in case of the

pedicle valve, it was found that the postero-lateral angles were well de-

fined, owing to a sort of low ridge running from the usual position of the

teeth antero-laterally, the ridges on either side of the muscular area

presenting a concave outline for a short distance neai^ the beak and alter

that being strongly divergent. These ridges in our rather unsuccessfully

cleaned specimens can usually not be traced more than 5 mm., hence the

general form of themusculararea must remain undetermined, but it seemed
to us that as far as it extended it showed rather strongly typical stro-

phomenoid characters. In one specimen, 1*5 mm. long, the ridges were
seen to curve forward and a little inward before they disappeared, while

not leaving the slightest trace anteriorly. In this they resemble the

degree of distinctness of outline of the musculararea in Sir. striata, but the

included area is relatively somewhat broader. A low median elevation

seen near the beak soon disappears entirely, but not before showing in

some specimens at least a fine mediati groove, which begins a short dis-

tance anterior to the beak and also soon disappears.

The exterior of the shell is marked by numerous fine radiating pli*

ations or rather striae. These are intercalated so frequently and develop,

in size so gradually anteriorly that the earlier started plications are of

larger size, and are more prominent than those successively later in origin,

so that anteriorly the shell shows stronger striae at more or less regular

intervals among the finer striae. Very fine concentric striae of growth
cover the entire shell. At Fauver's Quarry occur specimens in which
the radiating striae are rather more equal in size and are rather larger
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than usual. The species occurs also near Dayton, at Soldiers' Home, also
,

at Fair Haven, Centerville, Ohio, and at Hanover, Indiana.

At Hanover, Indiana, and at Soldiers' Home, Ohio,, occur specimens

which look like sickly specimens of Str. patenta, in which the radiating

striae are rather large for this species, and the shell is decidedly flattened,

so that in the brachial valve for instance the part anterior to the usually

more or less geniculate bending of the shell is but moderately depressed

below the general surface of the shell, and in the case of a large Soldiers'

Home specimen, 28 mm. long, the curvature was reversed a second time

within 4 mm. of the margin, the shell becoming quite concave; so that in

this specimen, the brachial valve was plainly concave near the beak, turning

to moderately but distinctly convex at 14 mm. from the beak, and it again

became concave at 25 mm, from the beak. In these sickly forms there is

a tendency to an obscure irregular mesial fold, owing to the general flat-

tening of the shell. A careful examination of the specimens precludes

the idea that tliese peculiarspecimens could be due to pressure acting upon

the ordinary Str, patenta.

Orthis {Orthis-Dinorthis) calligramma, Dalman.

(Plate 25, Figs. 12, a, b ; Plate 31, Figs 4, 5; Plate 87a, Figs. 20 a, b var.)

This is a very variable species, of which the extreme forms are

readily distinguishable, but between these are all imaginable intermedi-

ate stages, as a former publication (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. vol.

XXIV, pp. 308-312, 1889) attempts to show.

One extreme is represented by a rather large form with a moderately

convex brachial valve, with a shallow broad median sinus, and a strongly

convex pedicle valve, especially convex along its median area, towards

the beak, the beak itself being strongly incurved. In this form are found

the fewest and strongest radiating plications. The plications <are strong

and rounded and are separated by grooves of breadth almost equal with

the plications, in exfoliated specimens apparently broader. The shell is

further marked by numerous much finer and closer radiating striae, and

by fine striae of growth, which in the specimens examined are some-

what less distinct than the radiating striae. Search was made for little

oblique openings along the middle of the plications, but nothing could

be accurately determined as such, although at times it was thought that

they could be seen in exfoliated Specimens. This form finds its nearest^

relatives with typical Orthis, as redefined by Hall and Clarke. It is

found at the Soldiers' Home, Fauver's and Huff'man Quarries in Ohio,

and at Hanover, Indiana. (Plate 25, Figs. 12 a, b.)

The other extreme of this is represented by a form with much more

strongly, although still moderately, convex brachial valves and a pedicle

valve, which although quite strongly convex when very young, becomes

decidedly flattened when older. At this stage the shell begins to curve
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Strongly inward only near the beak, and this for such a short distance

that the cardinal area remains almost flat. The radiating plications are

in general much more numerous and closer, though still presenting the

same general characteristics. In this form the finer radiating striae

could not be distinctly detected, while the concentric striae of growth

were very distinct. If this character should hold good in larger collections,

it would indicate another means of differentiating these extreme form's

but that seems at present doubtful. Specimens showing these charac-

teristics are found at Soldiers' Home Quarry, Ohio, and at Hanover,

Indiana. (Plate 31, Figs. 4, 5.)

Specimens of this type find their nearest relatives, at least as regards

external form, in the sub-genus Dlnorthis of Hall and Clarke. Moreover.

in the internal characters there is more resemblance than has perhaps

been suspected. At least on cleaning specimens of pedicle valves from

Soldiers' Home, Ohio, and Hanover, Indiana, muscular scars were found,

which bear considerable resemblance to those of Orthis pedinel a except

in the character of the adductor muscular impressions. The anterior edge

of the muscular area is namely strongly indented, and its antero-lateral

border is more or less sinuately concave, giv.ng to the middle portion of

this area the greater width. The adductor muscular impressions are

represented by a narrow median linear groove, bordered on either side

by a narrow ridge. This linear groove is traversed at times lengthwise

by a fine raised striation. In Dlnorthis the adductor muscles are con-

fined to the more ceptral portion of the area, and are ofan oval-oblong form.

The muscular impressions of the first described form were not dis-

tinct in specimens from these localities, but, as far as could be made out,

were of practically the same character. In a former paper a strongly

bordered and markedly tripartite muscular area, with a broad central

division, was figured from a pedicle valve found at Hanover, Indiana.

(Plate 31, Fig. 4.) Its anterior margin was greatly thickened, and from

its middle extended a short median ridge, very sooti disappearing ante-

riorly, or in other words these are characteristics recalling features of the

muscular area of the pedicle valves of Orthis fausta and Orthis Dayton
rnsis. T^e convexity of this valve is moderate and rather equal,

though apparently occupying quite an anomalous position in this

group of shells; forms with a closely similar structure of the muscular area

in the pedicle valve will be described below.

Orthisflabellites as recently figured by Hall and Clarke, occupies an

almost exactly intermediate positon between the extreme forms above

described. Its brachial valve is about as convex as that of the second of

these forms. Its pedicle valve is however neither as convex nor as

much flattened as in the above described extreme forms. The artist

evidently found the anterior margin of the muscular area of the pedicle

valve of the typical I^ockport, N. Y. forms to be indented as in our speci-

mens. If it be indeed necessary to distinguish our American forms
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specifically from the European Orthis calligrafmiia (or perhaps Orthls

callaciis), then the name Orthis Jiabellites, Hall, will do very well to

represent the intermediate forms, while the forms with quite flat brach-

ial valves and very convex pedicle valves could be conveniently desig-

nated as variety eu-orthiSy and the other extreme with more convex brach-

ial valves but decidedly flattened pedicle valves would be variety

dinorthis.

Very closely related to this latter form is a series of shells found at

Reed's Hill, in the quarry just north of Beavertown, and at Huffman's
Quarry in Ohio. (Plate 37A, Figs. 20 a, b.) The brachial valve is quite

strongly convex in the specimens from Huffman's Quarry, but very mod-
erately convex in most of those from Reed's Hill. The median sinus is

chiefly posterior and shallow, with its outlines undefined. The pedicle

valve is very much flattened. In specimens from Huffman's Quarry this

flattening is not so marked as to exclude at least a very moderate con-

vexity of the shell, especially towards the beak. In valves from Reed's

Hill the flaftening is more marked, beginning almost at the very beak,

and admitting almost of no curvature anteriorly. The radiating plica-

tions are finer and closer and therefore more numerous than in variety

dinorthis at the same stages of development. The rounded plications

are branched, often twice in full grown specimens, a feature shown in a

less marked degree by that variety. A further resemblance to it is the

presence of very fine concentric striae of growth, distinctly visible under

a lense. This is the only form of which interiors were found in the Ohio
collection, the previously described interiors having been obtained by
cutting away the shell and taking an impression of the cast of the inte-

rior thus prepared. The interior of the brachial valve, although 22 mm.
long, does not show thickening excepting along a median line, posteriorly,

where a rounded elevation, broadening and disappearing anteriorly, serves

to separate the muscular area into halves. This muscular area is how-
ever not further defined, the grooves of the exterior showing up as radi-

ating plications over the interior of the shell. The cardinal process is a

narrow linear and not much elevated ridge. The crural plate is a con-

tinuation of the ^^L^^ of the hinge area bordering the delthyrium, and a

well marked, rather deep notch in the outer angle between it and

the hinge area serves as a socket for the teeth. The interior

of a pedicle valve likewise shows radiating plications, except over

the muscular area. This is divided into three parts by two diverg-

ing ridges, which are very low, though still distinct enough to be recog-

nized. The two lateral divisions are bounded laterally by similar low

but more distinct convex ridges, which uniting anteriorly give the area

there a circular outline, though the border happens to be very indistinct

in front of the middle section in our specimen. The middle division is

concave, of about equal size with the lateral divisions, and does not show
signs of a median ridge. The interesting feature of this shell is the
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tripartite division of the muscular area, similar to that of the valve fig-

ured from Hanover, Indiana, described on page 715. The presence

of muscular scars of such different character in specimens of the same

species seems truly remarkable, but could no doubt be readily explained

if the more intimate anatomy of this species were known. This variety

reaches a length of 27 mm. and around the margin of the larger individ-

uals about 70 radiating plications may be counted. For this variety the

noxsi^ fissi'Plicaia is suggested.

At Brown's Quarry a small form 8 or 9 mm. long is found with sim-

ple coarse plications. The ventral valve is strongly convex, and its mus-

cular area has a quite prominent border. In one valve the tripartite

character of this area is strongly marked, the middle division being a

little larger than the two lateral ones.

Orthis {Herbertelld) fausta. Foerste.

(Plate 25, Figs. 15 a, b, c, d; 16 a, b )

Both valves of medium and almost equal convexity, the greatest cur-

vature of the pedicle valve being about two-fifths the distance from the

beak. The brachial valve has a small, narrow, ill-defined median depres-

sion or sinus posteriorly \^)'hich disappears usually towards the middle of

the valve and is, therefore, a character retained only in the young of this

species. The adult forms of the ancestral types of the species, of

Lower Silurian Age, had usually a distinct, though often shallow sinus,

a character perhaps retained in part only by the young of the present

species. Both valves marked by rather sharp radiating plications, crossed

by lines of growth, which in some specimens are merely fine striae, but

which in others are more prominent, developing into lainellose striations,

the zigzaging lamellae being either more or less appressed to the shell, or

distinctly elevated above the same, in the latter case giving the shell a

highly ornate appearance. Hinge area of the brachial valve low and

erect, that of the pedicle valve much higher, outwardly inclined below,

incurved above, rarely marked by horizontal, parallel striae of growth.

Delthyrium open in both valves, in the brachial valve bordered by the

raised margin of tlie h'inge area, which here forms a sort of ridge increas-

ing in size anteriorly, jutting beyond the outline of the hinge area and

forming the crural plate. A diagonal notch in the angle between the

tooth and the hinge area receives the tooth of the other valve. The

sharp, inner margin of the hinge area of the pedicle valve where it bor-

ders upon the delthyrium is also prolonged anteriorly, forming a plate-

like tooth, resting upon the plate-like walls bounding the muscular area

laterally, as a support; no notch separates this tooth from the hinge area,

of which it is practically an outgrowth.

The cardinal process of the brachial valve is a very thin erect plate

along its posterior line of attachment, the curved upper margin of this
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plate, as far as its anterior end of attachment, being thickened, sometimes

more or less abruptly, so as to form a sort ot recurved cardinal tooth

resting posteriorly u on a thin plate as a support.

The valves are thin, readily showing the radiating plications inter-

iorly, except where they have been thickened at the muscular areas. In

the brachial valve this thickening is almost confined to the production of

a low median elevation, which separating the adductor impressions

scarcely extends the full distance. From this branch off perpendicularly

two narrower elevations, obsolete in the great majority of specimens,

and separating the anterior from the posterior pair of adductor impres-

sions. The posterior of these impressions is very small, and the anterior

ones though of twice the diaHieter are also small. They cannot be said

to have any anterior or lateral boundaries. The muscular area of the

pedicle valve is much better defined owing to the thickening of the shell

which has taken place over its area, this thickening ceasing at the ante-

rior boundar}^ of the scars, where it is also the most developed. The an-

terior end of the area has a rounded or slightly trilobate form, the area

i self being often traversed by fine striae parallel to its anterior outline.

Laterally where the shell of the area is thinnest the radiating plications

show through ; two larger striae, also diverging, border the strongly thick-

ened elongate triangular median portion, occupying the larger portion

of the muscular area. If this be regarded as the adductor muscular im-

pression, the smaller lateral portions of the area will be the diductor

muscular impressions. Bordering the latter on the sides is a low ridge,

rising posteriorly into acute erect, platelike w^alls supporting the teeth,

as already described. The shell structure is fibrous-impunctate.

The typical forms of Orthis fausta differ from Orthis Nisis of Hall

and Whitfield from the Niagara at Louisville, Kentucky, in Jiaving

coarser radiating plications than the type of that species, and a less ele-

vated cardinal area in the pedicle valve. But the two forms are evidently

very closely related and the Clinton species is regarded as phylogeneti-

cally the immediate precursor of the Niagara O. Nists. Orthis rugce-

piicata is a much coarser species.

Orthis fausta is found in the upper shaly courses at Soldiers' Home,
Huffman's, Fauver's, Centreville, and probably* in the limestone at

Brown's Quarry.

Orthis fai^sta, var, squamosa, var. ttov,

(Piate o7A, Figs. 19 a, b.)

Associated with Orthis Jausta at the Carrollton Pike Quarry, about

half a mile west of the Soldiers' Home, near Dayton, Ohio, and south

of the road, is a distinct form, readily recognized, but evidently related

to the former, and hence here described merely as a variety. Its internal

features are not known ; but when found these may raise the variety to

the dignity of a species.
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The shell has in general the same characteristics as that of Orthis

fausia. The brachial valve is moderately convex and has a faint sug-

gestion of a median sinus posteriorly, owing to the intercalation ot

radiating plications in this region at a sufficient distance from the beak

to cause this suggestion. The pedicle valve is more strongly convex,

especially towards the beak. The hinge area is narrow and erect in the

brachial valve and considerably higher and outwardly inclined in the

pedicle valve. No delthyrium could be detected, although the hinge

area was distinct, but this may have been filled up in the specimens

found. The breadth of the shell is however relatively greater than in

Orthis faiista in shells of the sam|? size, the largest specimen of the

variety squamosa having a brachial valve with a length of 9 mm. and a

width of 15 mm. while in Orthisfausia a valve of the same length would

have an average width of about 18 mm. Moreover, for the same sized

shell the variety has fewer radiating plications, especially fewer which

start from a point near the beak. This diflFerence is well seen in the

brachial valve^ where in the case of variety squamosa only eight to ten

radiating plications seem to reach or almost reach the beak, whereas in

Orthisfausia this number of plications varies from twelve to fifteen on

the average. The radiating plications of the variety are therefore more

divergent, more distant, and seem therefore to be larger and bolder.

Lastly, the concentric lines of growth in the variety are more prominent

;

being lamellose, and the borders being rather strong, and at the same

time distinctly elevated above the general surface of the shell, the valves

have that coarseness of ornamentation, to which the name squamosa was

intended to give expression. The lamellose lines of growth are bent

in zigzag fashion over the plications, but in the type specimen to such a

moderate extent that the shell seems ornanxented by coarse, fairly

regular, concentric lamellae, rather than by zigzaging striae oS growth.

The greater width, fewer plications, and stronger and more elevated con-

centric striae of growth are therefore the distinguishing features of this

form.

This form has a different outline from O. rugaepiicata, Hall and

Whitfield, the radiating plications are less prominent, but the concentric

squamose striations are at least equally distinct if not more prominent than

in the Louisville species. It is also less obese. The species do not seem

closely related.

Orthis {Herdertet/a) Daytonensis^ Foerste.

(Plate 2\ Figs. 13, a, b, c, d: Fig^. 20 a, b ; Fig. 21.)

When young both valves are moderately and almost evenly convex.

With increasing age the brachial valve becomes more and more convex,

while the pedicle valve diminishes in convexity, owing to the flattening

of anteriorly added portions of the valve, and a somewhat similar flatten-

ing of the area added to the postero-lg,teral angles of the same. In the
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mature shell the brachial valve is therefore strongly convex, and the ped-

icle valve is decidedly flattened excepting in its posterior half, around

the beak. A shallow narrow median depression or sinus extends in the

brachial valve from the beak, anteriorly, usually disappearing before

reaching the middle of the valve; a similar sinus appears in Orthis
fausta. It is a character belonging to the young of this species. The
marked flattening of the pedicle valve, anteriorl}^ is seen also in related

Lower Silurian types, where this flattening may even be represented by
a more or less developed broad sinus. The numerous, fine, rounded,

radiating plications are crossed by fine concentric lines of growth, which
in well preserved specimens are seen to be lamellose. These fine lamel-

lae are appressed to the anterior portions of the shell, or are but moder-

ately elevated above the same, never as much as in OrthisJausta. Finer

concentric striae are seen at times between the lamellae. Hinge area of

both valves quite flat, that of the pedicle valve a little incurved towards

the beak. In the brachial valve it is erect, in the pedicle valve it is in-

clined outwards. In both valves the area is marked horizontally by fine

close parallel striae of growth, which are crossed at times diagonally by
still finer striae, scarcely visible under a lense. Delthyrium open in both

valves, the adjoining margin of the hinge area being slightly elevated,

forming a minute bordering ridge or striation, best seen in brachial

valves, where an anterior continuation of this margin of Jthe hinge area

gives rise to the crural plate, which is supported upon a part of the cal-

lous thickening which characterizes the hinge region of this valve, inte-

riorly. This posterior thickening of the valve occurs in younger speci-

imens only near the teeth, as in Orthis iausta, but in older specimens

is continued almost to the postero-lateral angles of the shell, strengthen-

ing this part of the valve. In the angle between this crural plate and

the hin^ area is either a deep diagonal notch, or a deep rounded im-

pression, forming the socket for the tooth of the opposite valve. The
margin of the vhinge area bordering the delthyrium in the pedicle valve

is also produced anteriorly forming in fact an angular extension of this

part of the hinge area ; it is supported by the plate-like elevation of the

posterior part of the border defining the muscular area. At times there

is the merest trace of a depression in the angle between the tooth and

the hinge area.

The cardinal process of the brachial valve consists as in Orthisfausta

of a thin vertical plate posteriorly, considerably thickened at its margin

above and in front, this thickening increasing and widening anteriorly,

until an ovate process is formed which almost altogether hides its lower

more posterior plate-like portion.

The valves are thin, and frequently show the radiating plications in-

teriorly, especially towards the anterior and lateral margins. The thick-

ening of the shell over various areas, to be described later, frequently

c Jvers up these plications, especially in the older shells. In the brachial
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valve this thickening extends chiefly along the hinge margin ; elsewhere

it is moderate, being most pronounced over the muscular impression

area, and at times a little within the anterior and lateral borders of the

valve. From the anterior end of the cardinal tooth a ridge extends for

wards which is strong and well defined between the posterior adductor

impressions, and quit^ high in older individuals, and lower and narrower

between the anterior adductor impressions. The posterior impressions

are smaller and are separated trom the anterior ones by a low ridge running

from the median ridge antero-postefiorly, the two branches of the median

ridge making an angle of about one hundred and thirty-five degrees. The
anterior border of the anterior adductor impressions is more or less par-

allel to the ridges just described. The lateral boundaries are nearly

enough parallel to the median ridge to give all the adductor impressions

a general rhomboid shape. The anterior and lateral outlines of the

muscular area are sometimes indifferently indicated in these valves; at

other times, especially in older specimens, they are very distinct. The
degree of distinctness of the muscular impressions is evidently a question

of the degree of thickening of the shell between and around the points of

attachment of the muscles. Under favorable circumstances other mark-

ings may be seen. Along the exterior side of the lateral border of the

muscular area this border gives rise to lateral branches which soon dis-

appear laterally, and which give rise to a number of depressions along

the borders of the muscular area, especially along the anterior adductor

impressions. These are the ovarian markings. From the antero-lateral

angles of the muscular area the anterior and the lateral borders extend

forwards towards the margin of the shell. A third, usually smaller, ridge

extends between them. The anterior border of the muscular area and its

anterior continuations describe a sort of semi-circular figure. The grooves

between these ridges branch a little anteriorly. These are the vascular

markings.

The pedicle valve has a muscular area whose anterior and lateral

edges are indicated by the line of greatest thickening of the shell in this

region, posteriorly this border rises suddenly into a vertical wall support-

ing the teeth. The posterior end of the muscular area is quite thin, often

permitting the radiating striae to be seen. The thickening increases

more or less gradually anteriorly. Fine striae parallel to the anterior and

lateral margins traverse the area, and may be regarded as striae of growth

with reference to these margins. Two elevations, usually low and indistinct,

becoming more evident anteriorly, traverse the muscular area, dividing it

into three long triangular areas, of which the central area is a little larger

than the lateral ones. Corresponding to these divisions of the area, the

anterior border of the area is often more or less roundly triangulate. It

is difficult to determine to what extent the middle triangular area repre-

sents the adductor muscular impressions; perhaps a part of this areawas

occupied by other muscles which have not left separate impressions. The

37 G. O.
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lateral areas are ascribed to the diductor muscles. Ovarian markings have

not been detected. Vascular markings are rather common but are quite

variable. In' all cases they consist of a few parallel low ridges extending

from the anterior border of the muscular area anteriorly about half the dis-

tance between the muscular area and the anterior margin of the shell.

Here evidently the vascular tissues branched considerably. This is well

shown in some specimens, while in others the abnormal and at times very

marked thickening along the margin of the shell, especially along

its anterior border, gives rise to a broad, often very thick border, against

which the aforesaid vascular markings abut, without giving further indica-

tion of their course. Usually two broad and ver^^ distinct elevations ex-

tend forward from the muscular area. Between these may lie a single,

much narrower ridge marked by a median groove anteriorly, or a broad

ridge of equal or even greater width may lie between them, and this eleva-

tion also is then marked by a median groove anteriorly; in some speci-

mens these median elevations are far more distinct and much broader

than the ridges between which they lie, increasing in width anteriorly,

whereas the lateral elevations on the outside of this pair are but moder-

ately distinct. All of this seems to indicate the existence of a median

vascular tube, which at times did not approach the shell until near its

anterior extremity ; also the presence of a vascular tube on each side of

the median one, usually quite close to the shell. On the outside of these

lay perhaps on either side another vascular tube. From the last named
pair of tubes branches curved outwards and backwards towards the lateral

margins of the shell, branching dichotomously two or three times. From
the inner pair of vascular tubes a branch starts off laterally in the same

direction. From this branch of the inner vascular tubes, from the tubes

themselves, and from the median tube, a series of branches start off an-

teriorly leaving on the shell, as casts, a series of reticulating grooves with

rather wide meshes, it this figure may be used. None of these vascu-

lar markings continue to the very edge of the shell, and they are never

seen where the border is abnormally thickened. The degree of thicken-

ing of this border is sometimes remarkable and may reach a thickness of

4 mm., though this is shown only by a single specimen. In other shells

of the same size the margin of this valve of the shell can hardly be said

to be thickened at all. It is difficult to assign a reason for such a great

variation in the thickening of the shell. It is usually accompanied by a

corresponding unusual thickening over the muscular area, but this is not

necessarily the case.

This species is found at Soldiers' Home, Fauver's, Huffman's, and

Centreville in the upper shaly courses.
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Orihis {Piatystrophia) biforaia^Sohloih^iva,

{ Plate 25, Figs. 7, 8 )

Brachial valve with a strong median fold corresponding to a deep

sinus in the opposite valve. Both valves very convex, marked by strong

radiating plications, traversed by fine striae of growth, more frequent

towards the margins ol older specimens, and further ornamented by
minute granules, arranged in more or less regular close, intersecting

rows. One of the diameters of the quincuncial figures thus formed is

often fairly parallel to t}ie zigzaging striae of growth where these

traverse the sides of the plications. Hinge area in both valves fairly

erect, incurved, leaving perhaps less of the area exposed to view in a

perfect shell than is true of many lower Silurian varieties of this species.

The area is marked by straight parallel horizontal striae of growth, cor-

responding to, and often connecting with the striae of growth on the ex-

terior surface of the valves. Vertical to these are still finer parallel

striations, crossing the area in its shorter diameter, and visible only un-

der a lense. Delthyrium open in both valves, the hinge area on either

side slightly elevated into a sort of bordering ridge.

In the brachial valve this ridge after crossing a slight groove is con-

tinued in the acute angled outline of the crural plate where the latter

borders the delthyrium. The plate is strongly recurved, so that the

upper and broader side of its somewhat triangular acute tip passes be-

neath the corresponding tooth of the pedicle valve along its inner side,

a deep notch in the outer angle between the plate and the hinge area

serving as the resting place for the tooth* of the pedicle valve. The
acute, strongly recurved tips of the crural plates of the brachial valve

are rarely well preserved. The inner margin of the tooth of the pedicle

valve is also evidently in line with the raised margin of the hinge area

bordering the delthyrium, and it likewise has a deep notch along its

outer angle, to receive the adjoining border of the hinge area of the

brachial valve. In specimens with strongly incurv^ed beaks at times

only two narrow slits communicating with the space between the hinge

areas remain for the exit of any pedicle.

In the brachial valve the cardinal process is a low linear ridge.

This ridge in well preserved specimens is however often bordered on
either side by two similar ridges, which may be of the same size through-

out, may widen anteriorly, or may be replaced anteriorly by another

pair of ridges.

The valves are thin, readily showing the radiating plications in-

eriorly, except in the vicinity of the muscular area ; at the latter place

the shell is considerably thickened. The muscular area of the brachial valve

is quadruplicate, the posterior adductor scars being sunk into the thickefned

shell; they are bounded laterally by low, broad ridges, often not well

defined ; their limits anteriorly are indicated by the line at which the
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thickening of the shell suddenly becomes very slight. Anterior to

this line lie the anterior adductor scars, in an area where the shell is but
slightly thickened; their anterior margin is but rarely well defined, and,

when best indicated, consists of a few striations there where even the

meagre thickening over this area totally ceases. The posterior adductor

scars iare separated by a low flattish elevation, often provided with a me-
dian groove. The scars on either side are traversed by longitudinal ridges,

parallel to the lateral boundaries ofthe scars, with reference to which they

may be regarded as striae of growth. Crossing these and sometimes al-

most concealing them are curved striae following the inner contour of the

anterior boundary of the adductor scars, with reference to which they

may be regarded as striae of growth. In one specimen a single striation

parallel to the outer contour of the anterior boundary of the scar is seen,

and this is also a striation of growth. A much narrower low ridge

branches from the posterior end of the median elevation and extends a

little beyond the middle of each scar where it usually becomes indistinct.

A median ridge of moderate width, decreasing in size anteriorly, separates

the anterior adductor scars.

The muscular area of the pedicle valve is sharply defined laterally

b}^ a limiting ridge which is low anteriorly, where the thickening of the

valve abruptly diminishes but which posteriorly becomes developed into

thin very acute erect plates, serving as a support to the teeth, this pos-

terior portion being rarely well preserved. Along the bottom of this

muscular area extend several diverging striations, on a moderately eleva-

ted flattened surface. In the specimens where this part of the shell had
undergone but very little thickening three striations were seen, corre-

sponding to three groovesbetweentwo plications in the sinus, as seen from

the exterior of the valve. In cases where tlie thickening of the shell

over this area is more pronounced the striae are sometimes quite well

preserved, but often in less distinct form ; at other times however the

central striation disappears more or less, and the other two striae seem
to be less divergent than they were during their earlier growth. The
linear area between these striae coresponds to the adductor muscles ; the

elongate areas on either side, to the diductor muscles; no line of dilimita-

tion serves to fix the boundary of the pedicle muscle in the specimens at

hand, but striations following the anterior outline of the area mark the

inner surface of the scar in the more thickened specimens. Ovarian im-

pressions characterized by the presence of numerous short subparallel

striae, following in a general way the direction of the plications of the

exterior shell, are often seen covering a considerable area on either side of

the muscular area in the pedicle valve, but in the opposite valve these

striae, if present, are confined to a very narrow area on either side of the

muscular scars. Vascular markings evidently extend from the anterior end

of the muscular scars of the pedicle valve forwards but their course could
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not be traced in the material examined. The shell structure is compact

and finely fibrous without punctation.

The detailed description just given is drawn from specimens desig-

nated in an earlier publication as the variety reversata (Plate 25, Fig. 7),

established to contain forms which have usually an odd number of plica-

tions on the median fold and an even number in the sinus, and in which

plications are intercalated with more than usual frequency, conspicuously

so in the sinus and on the mesial fold. It occurs in Ohio, in the upper

shaly courses at the Soldiers' Home, Fauver's, Huffman's, in the quarry

just north of Beavertown ; Centerville quarries in the shaly Clinton ; at

Reed's Hill in the limestone; at Huffman's in the Beavertown marl; also

in the Clinton of New York at Lockport. A smaller form was designated

as variety Dayton ensis (Plate 25, Pig. 8). This has usually much
fewer striations; it occurs in the solid limestone of the Clinton at Soldiers'

Home, near Dayton, Ohio, quarry in John Glaser's woods five and a third

milesfrom Dayton on Brandt pike, Hanover, Indiana, Lockport, New York,

and at Cumberland Gap, Tennessee, Collinsville, Alabama, and elsewhere

extending also into the Niagara. The markings of the interior of the

shells valves of this species are but little known. It is probably also

represented at Brown's Quarry.

. Ortkis {Dalmanelia) elegantula^ Dalman.

( Plate 25, Pi>c. 11,* a b ; Figfs. 17, a, b.)

Brachial valve fl^ttish or moderately convex, with a median sinus or

line of depression, fairly distinct near the beak, but widening and usually

becoming less distinct anteriorly, at least as regards its lateral bounda-

ries. Pedicle valve strongly convex, especially towards the beak along

the median area of the shell. Both valves are marked by rather

fine, frequent radiating plications. With the aid of a lense, the surface

of the shell is seen to be further ornamented by fine little granular mark-

ings. These apparent granules are arranged much as those described in

the case of Orthis biforata. They are namely arranged more or less in

rows, these intersecting each other so as to give rise to a sort of quin-

cuncial disposition of the granules, though this may not be apparent

where the granules are more irregularly arranged. In worn shells it can

frequently be seen that these granules open below into very fine tubes,

entering the substance of the shell. Whether they are closed above could

not be determined in even the best preserved specimens, but it is not im-

possible that the supposed granules represent only the broken off bases

of very fine, hollow, hairlike spines, which once ornamented the shell,

and connected with the fine tubes which give the poriferous structure to

the worn shell. Hinge area of the valves very unequally developed,

that of the brachial valve usually very low, and inclined outward, while

the area of the pedicle valve is much higher, being erect and somewhat
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incurved at the top. In both valves the hinge area is considerably nar-

rower than the width of the shell. The anterior margin in both is a

straight line, parallel to which there are often striae of growth, which are

best seen in the hinge area of the pedicle valve. The delthyrium in the

pedicle valve is open, that of the brachial valve is almost if not quite

closed by the cardinal process. This brachial process varies considerably

in different specimens. In form it resembles usually a triangular plug

almost filling up the delthyrium, excepting along a narrow groove on

either side, which serves to define the neighboring boundary of the hinge

area. It juts out a considerable distance beyond the hinge area at times.

In one young specimen the process does not show any definite lobation,

in another it is marked above by three, strong, acute lobes or ridges. In

an older specimen the cardinal process is triangular, and flattish above,

divided by a not deep, narrow, median groove. In other specimens only

the anterior edge of the process is notched by a groove which extends for-

ward for some distance on the anterior prolongation of the cardinal pro-

cess which in turn is continuous with the ridge separating the muscular

scars. According as the anterior margin of the process is indefinite or a

more or less straight line, the appearance of the process will vary greatly.

Even in old specimens the process is at times undivided, and prominent;

or bilobate, owing to a single median furrow; or it is trilobate, owing to three

diverging more or less prominent and often acute ridges on its upper

side ; or, lastl}^ quadrilobate, owing to a slight median elevation of the

process anteriorly, which is not only itself divided by a median furrow,

but which is also bordered on either side by a groove, dividing the

upper surface of the process into four ridges. The inner margin of the

hinge area along the delthyrium may or may not be slightly raised into

a fine bordering ridge, but in either case the sharp crest of the crural

plates can be seen to be the continuation of this margin of the hinge area.

These crural plates are flattened laterally, and rest for support on thick-

ened callosities, developed in the posterior part of the shell, near the

beak. The crural plates jut out strongly from the inner surface of the

shell; their elevation above the plane of the hinge area is however much
less than might at first be imagined, the hinge area of the brachial valve

having a quite strong outward inclination. A quite strong notch or

rounded impression in the outer angle between the plate and the hinge

area forms the dental socket, and together with the supporting callosities

adds to the rather heavy appearance of the crural plates of this species.

In the pedicle valve the teeth are also evidently the continuation of the

inner margin of the hinge area, along the delthyrium. The teeth, however,

usually bend a little towards the lateral side of the shell and at the

same time are moderately elevated above the plane of the hinge area, es-

pecially along their inner acute outline. They are supported by callosities,

which are plate-like anteriorly, and which serve to limit the muscular

impressions of this valve posteriorly.
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The muscular impressions of the brachial valve are always separated

by a median ridge, which may be low in young specimens but which is

strong, though rounded, in older individuals. This ridge extends back-

wards, with about equal width, to its junction with the cardinal process,

there bei»g often no well defined line of demarcation between it and the

latter. This, in young specimens, is about the only marking to be seen

over the muscular area ; but in older specimens, owing to the general thick-

ening of the shell, especially posteriorly and towards the beak, except

over the muscular impressions, this muscular area receives a distinct

boundary posterorlaterally, which becomes prominent antero-laterally,

and which can be quite distinct or almost absent anteriorly. When best

developed it has a rather round outline, with a slightly heart-shaped

anterior margin at the termination of the dividing median ridge. It is

further divided into anterior and posterior impressions by narrow ridgeS

connecting the median ridge with the lateral margin of the area. These
lateral ridges are rarely distinct, so that the anterior and posterior adduc-

tor impressions are rarely clearly defined from each other. The anterior

adductor scars are a little larger and wider. Vascular markings were not de-

tected unless faint furrows crossing the anterior border of the muscular area

and a few indefinite markings anterior to the median part of the muscular

area be so interpreted.

The muscular area of the pedicle valve is distinctly bounded
postero-laterally by the general thickening of the shell posteriorly

around the muscular area. While this thickening, where it adjoins

the muscular area and bears the vertical plates that serve to support

the teeth, is well marked posteriorly, it disappears so rapidly anteriorly

in some shells, that even the lateral boundaries cannot be said to

be well defined, whereas the antero-lateral boundaries are commonly
indistinct. This being the case, it may be imagined how rarely the ante-

rior margin of the muscular area, which depends for its definition upon
a similar thickening of the shell anteriorly, is well defined. When best

defined the muscular area of the pedicle valve is seen to resemble in out-

line that €>f Orthis testudinaria. It has namely, laterally, a diverging

outline for a short distance anterior to the teeth, after that a converging

outline, after which the outlines on either side of the muscular area

become parallel, as far as the antero-lateral angles of the area. Ante-

riorly the area has a more or less obversely V-shaped outline (a)> the

antero4ateral angles being more or less rounded or acute. At the point

where the converging lateral outlines of the area assume a parallel direc-

tion, there is found on either side the termination of a sort of low

ridge which serves to divide the muscular area into anterior and posterior

diductor muscular impressions. These divergent ridges are however

rarely developed. Along the median line of the muscular area, between

the impressions on either side, there is anteriorly at times as light, or more
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distinct, elevation or ridge, formed by a thickening of the shell cor-

responding to that which forms the margin of the area. It serves no doubt

for the attachment of the adductor muscles, but is rarely well defined.

Commonly therefore the muscular area of the brachial valve is seen only

as a rounded area, fairly well defined, divided into halves by a strong

rounded median elevation or ridge, and that of the pedicle valve is as a

rule well defined only posteriorly.

This species is found at the Soldiers' Home, Fauver, Hufiman,

Beavertown and Centerville Quarries in the upper shaly courses; at

Todd'sFork in the ferruginous limestone; at Brown's Quarry in the lime-

stone; and at Hanover, Indiana.

A smaller form, described as variety parva, Plate 25, Fig. 17a, b is

foimd in the limestones of the Soldiers' Home and Fauver Quarries, and in

the quarry in John Glaser's woods five and a third miles from Dayton,

on the Brandt pike. They probably do not even form a distinct variety,

but are only the young stages of this species; but w^hy in the middle

limestones of the Soldiers' Home quarry these small specimens should

have been so common, and the fully developed specimens either absent

or at least exceedingly rare, could not be well explained. In the upper

shaly courses at the Soldiers' Home the full-grown forms just mentioned

are very common.

Orthis {Rhipidomella) hybr'da, Sowerby.

(Plate 25, Figs 10 a, b )

Of this species no interiors were found. At least no interiors were

found which resemble published figures of this species, which would

serve as a means of identification, had the existence of this species in the

Ohio Clinton otherwise escaped our attention. This may be accounted

for by the fact that even the exteriors of this species are quite rare, hav-

ing been found but rarely in the upper shaly courses at the Soldiers'

Home Quarry and in the limestone at Fauver's. The species is readily

recognized by the commonly almost equal convexity of the valves, and

the fact that in the more mature individuals the anterior half of the ped-

icle valve is more or less flattened. To a certain extent, moreover, the

fine radiating plications are finer and closer than those of Orthis e egantula.

At Brown's Quarry is found a form also with fine radiating plica-

tions, and with the valves about equally convex. The anterior half of

the pedicle valve, however, does not show flattening. But since our

specimens are not more than 11 mm. long it is probable that this represents

either a less developed form or merely the young of Orthis hybrida^ cor-

responding to the variety parva of Orthis eleganiula.

At Brown's Quarry are also found forms in which the hinge area

does not seem to be sufficiently elongated to form postero-lateral angles
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in the outline of the shelL The beak is strongly developed. The shell

has the aspect of Meristella Prinstana ^ or of some slightly more elongate

type, like Meristella intermedia, but it is covered with fine radiating striae

exteriorly, like those of Orthis elegantula in size.- On closer examina-
tion it seemed possible to recognize the pitted structure of this section of

the genus Orihis, and so the specimens are probably an aberrant form of

Orthis elegantula, with at times several concentric lines of growth. In-

teriors have not been found, and these shells are mentioned only ior the

sake of completeness, and to indicate the difficulties at times attending

the identification of these Ohio shells, the hinge area being frequently

not shown, even on otherwise fairly preserved exteriors.

If Orthis circulusy Hall, be indeed present in Ohio rocks, it can be
only represented by a few valves found at the very top of the Clinton at

Soldiers' Home, where it changes to the stratigfaphical equivalent of the

Dayton limestone, the base of the Niagara, by a decrease in the amount
of lime, and the increase of the magnesium carbonate, the rock not being

here a true limestone. These valves resemble valves of Orthis hybrida,

but are larger, 19 mm. long, and the anterior half of the pedicle valve is

not so much flattened, remaining slightly convex in all directions. What
was regarded as the brachial valve was similar, with the posterior half of

the surface, especially near the beak, more convex than the rest of the

valve. It will be impossible to identify these forms more accurately

until better specimens are found, some showing the two valves in posi-

tion, and others showing the muscular scars and the hinge area.

Tripiecia Ortoni^ Meek.

In the initial stages of growth this species has both valves nearly

equally convex. In specimens 10 mm. long the pedicle valve has be-

come more flattened than the brachial valve, the latter having become
strongly convex. This difi'erence is increased by the appearance of a

broad shallow median siaus in the pedicle valve, and a less distinct me-
dian fold in the brachial valve. As growth increases the sinus becomes
deeper, broader and more distinct. In mature specimens the sinus forms

a rather triangular area, the general surface of which is more or less

equally concave posteriorly, but anteriorly the median region is often

quite flattish, the sides of the sinus rising more abruptly to the general

surface of the valves, giving thus more distinctness to the rounded
lateral boundaries of the sinus. This sinus is strongly convex antero-

posteriorly. Leaving however the sinus out of account, the pedicle

valve is seen to be much flatter, in mature shells, than the brachial valve.

In forms with a long hinge area this flattening is much more marked
than in those with a short hinge area. Th^ median fold increases in

height and breadth with age. Owing to its broad lateral slopes anteriorly,

it is not so easy to appreciate the full degree of increase in width of the

fold as the increase in width of the median sinus. The median fold has
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therefore a more elongate triangular appearance. Often the lateral bound-

aries of the median fold are rendered more distinct by broad, shallow

grooves, which begin 10 mm. or more from the beak, and extend anteriorly

along their border. Occasionally the anterior and lateral parts of the valves

are slightly wTinkled radially, forming very shallow, broad, indistinct radi-

ating plications. Very fine concentric striae of growth are readily detected

with a lense.

The hinge area is quite variable in length. In the short-hinge forms

the area has a length equivalent to only half the width of the shell. In

the long-hinge forms the length of the area is equal to about four-fifths

of this width in the majority of shells, but occasionally longer hinge

areas are found, the longest being that of one specimen in which the

length of the area equaled six-sevenths of the width of the shell.

From this it may readily be seen that the general outline of the shell

varies from a quite triangular form, to one whose more nearly parallel

sides give it quite a quadratic appearance, excepting along its anterior

margin. In well preserved specimens the posterior part of the lateral

outline is always more or less concave, making more prominent the

postero-lateral angles, especially in the shells with more quadratic outline.

The hinge area of the pedicle valve is low, and outwardly inclined,

this inclination varying from an angle of thirty to one of seventy7five

degrees when measured with reference to the plane passing through

the lateral margins of the shell. The delthyrium is narrow, and is cov-

ered by a linear or moderately triangular convex plate, excepting at its

posterior extremity where a small circular ioramen is seen. In speci-

mens in which the outer surface of the shell at the beak has been worn,

this foramen is seen to be the mouth of a small tube which lies close to

the exterior of the shell, and this tube in good interiors is seen to open

by an equally small, round opening at the posterior extremity of the

muscular area, thus passing behind and under the callosity formed by

the thickening of the shell posteriorly. The straight anterior edges of

the hinge area are continued inwards, beyond this junction with the

teeth, but they do not join at the median line of the shell, leaving a

small notch anterior to the deltidium on either side of which there is at

times a slightly increased thickening of the posterior regions of the shell,

to support these inner angles of the hinge area. In one specimen the

shell was not thickened posteriorly beneath the hinge area, and here it

can be seen that the teeth are an outgrowth from the interior of the valve,

starting at a point on either side of the beak, under the hinge area.

Thence they grow out in a very divergent direction, resting on the shell

beneath and being connected with, and supporting, the hinge area above.

As a rule the posterior parts of the shell below the hinge area are strongly

thickened, especially nearer the teeth. In that case the outer side of

the teeth is no longer so distinctly shown, but is merged into the callous

thickening of the shell laterally. The teeth project beyond the margin
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of the hinge area, at a broad angle, forming a deep notch laterally, ren-

dered still more distinct by a narrow groove outlining the anterior edge
of the hinge area. The inner surface of the teeth is flat, the anterior

margin being acute, and curved upwards, the tip of the teeth being acute

and rather pointed, and rising a little above the plane of the hinge area.

The brachial valve does not possess a real hinge area. The posterior border

of the valve is an almost straight, sharp ridge, from which diverges at a

very low angle another fine, sharp, almost paralled ridge, starting near

the crural plate and extending almost or quite to the postero-lateral

angles of the shell. The narrow groove between these fine ridges or

striae serves as a resting place for the acute anterior outline of the hinge
area of the pedicle valve. In one specimen this margin of the pedicle

valve seems to have slipped out of the groove at one time, and a new
pair of striae, at a slightly greater angle was formed anteriorly, provid-

ing a new groove as a socket for the anterior margin of the |hinge area

of the opposite valve. The space between all these striae belongs to the

hinge area. This may be all of the hinge area of the brachial valve

which is developed, but not infrequently anterior to these striae, a long

and very narrow surface, with a straight anterior margin is seen, more or

less flattish towards the middle regions of the hinge line, and strongly

inclined outward. , Posterior to the teeth it usually shows fine parallel

striae of growth. This is the remainder of the hinge area. In many of

these specimens it may be seen that the delthyrium is closed, since the

anterior margin of the hinge area turns up abruptly over the outer pos-

terior side of the cardinal process, forming there a callosity and leaving

behind it a groove into which fits the indentation of the hinge area of

the pedicle valve, the anterior edge of the deltidium. In some valves

the continuous connection of this callosity with the anterior margin of

the hinge area is not seen, so that were it not for the other specimens it

would seem to be onlythe posterior thickening of the cardinal process itself.

The cardinal process varies considerably in its minor features, but

it is always very large, and deeply bifurcated ; the supporting region of

the beak is always strongly incurved, so much in fact that the cardinal

process after growing downward and inward for a short distance, curves
abruptly backward and occupies, in shells with a short hinge area, and more
convex pedicle valves, an almost horizontal position, whereas in shells

with larger hinge area, and flatter pedicle valves the process is obliged

to take a more inclined, position, its extremities being apparently directed

more towards the anterior of the opposite shell, in order that the card-

inal process may find room within the pedicle valve. The undivided portion

of the process may be more or less rounded or flattened laterally, often so

as to give its inner median line quite an acute edge, especially anteriorly,

or it may be flattened above and below so as to give the lateral edges a

more acute outline, or the broadening of the cardinal process may be ofsuch
a character as to give a general triangular cross-section. At times the
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anterior edge of the process where it curves strongly inwards is produced

somewhat anteriorly beyoi;d its point of attachment so as to form a small

anterior projection. The bifurcated extremities of the process are

strongly grooved above in most specimens, the grooving however rarely

extends beyond the point of junction of these extremities, although

sometimes reaching the hinge margin as a much finer groove. In some

specimens the bifurcated extremities are evidently hollow interiorly, and

the grooves above named are then caused by the failure of the sides of

these tubular extremities to meet above. The crural plates are pointed,

rather triangular bodies, diverging strongly on either side of the car-

dinal process; their tips are often curved upwards; their triangular cross

section is caused by their rather acute upper margin from which the

flattened sides slope towards either side to the rounded lower surface of

the process. As a rule the teeth are quite prominent, but by the thick-

ening of the posterior parts of the shell, the teeth are at times almost

covered up, so as to leave only their tips projecting distinctly above this

callous thickening. The thickening takes place at first around the car-

dinal process and the crural plates. Thence it extends laterally to other

regions anterior to the hinge line. At first it is greatest near the process*

but in old specimens the thickening increases until it involves also regions

anterior to the cardinal process, and in the most pronounced case of

thickening, where the shell had a thickness of 8 mm., this maximum
measurement came from a region a short distance anterior to the cardinal

process. In these extreme cases the thickening causes a sort of very

broad convex transverse ridge in the interior of the shell, decreasing

rapidly posteriorly to the hinge line, and anteriorly to the muscular im-

pressions, to be described later.

The pedicle valve is therefore moderately thickened near the hinge

line, towards either side ot the teeth, while the brachial valve is also thick-

ened near the hinge line, but the maximum is reached along the more

median portions of the shell, near the teeth and the cardinal process, or

just anterior to the same ; the strongly concave inner surface of the beak

of the brachial valve is usually filled up in this way. It may be

imagined from the descriptions above given that posterior portions of

brachial valves, with their teeth and cardinal process, which are quite

commonly found as fragments separated from the remainder of the shell,

may present quite a series of variations, greater perhaps than one is

accustomed to expect in shells of the same species.

Except over the thickened area already described the pedicle valve is

very thin. The inner edges of the thickened portion of the shell continue

for a short distance the border of the muscular area furnished by the

base of the teeth, but this thickening soon disappears anteriorly, so that

the muscular area is not defined anteriorly. In one specimen the trian-

gular space thus partially bordered seemed indistinctly striated radiately.

Towards the anterior of this striated area a sort of very broad median
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elevation appears, which may have something to do with the strong in-

dentation of the anterior border of the muscular area. The antero-lat-

eral edge of the area was probably rounded, but our specimens only
allowed a faint suggestion of such a rounding in on^ case. At the poste-

rior end of the muscular area, within the anterior end of the teeth, the

anterior edge of the callous posterior thickening is often slightly and
rather roundly indented. This is the resting place for the distal extrem-
ities of the bifurcated cardinal process. The broad oblique flange-like

teeth of the pedicle valve rest firmly behind the acutely pointed rather up-

turned crural processes. From a point near the hinge area and a little to

one side of the teeth of the pedicle valve, two or three narrow parallel

grooves extend antero-laterally across that portion of the shell where
usually ovarian markings would be looked for. These grooves however
seem to be vascular markings.

In the brachial valve at least sufficient thickening Occurs anterior to

the great posterior thickening of the shell, already described, to render

more or less distinct the muscular impressions of this valve. These in

mature specimens are usually quite distinct. The muscular area is di-

vided by a median ridge, which may be low and indistinct posteriorly in

shells in which this region does not seem to have been greatly thickened.

In proportion however as this posterior thickening increases, the posterior

end of this median ridge becomes more prominent by the development of

two lateral furrows, w^hich terminate abruptly at their deeper posterior

end, and thus give a high relief to this part of the median ridge. These
grooves have their posterior termination at the anterior edge of the region

of marked thickening, and therefore are quite a distance anterior to the

crural plates and cardinal process. Anteriorly these defining grooves

rapidly decrease in depth; the median ridge, rounded and strong poste-

riorly, becomes less elevated, broader and flatter anteriorly ; a median
groove begins to appear usually before the anterior adductor muscular
impressions are reached, and increases in distinctness between the lat-

ter. Between the more anterior parts of these anterior muscular im-

pressions this groove is traversed by a fine median striation or ridge.

In mature specimens, about 5 mm. anterior to the distinct posterior end
of the median ridge as just described, curved lateral branches start out

from the sides of the ridge antero-laterally, and separate the muscular
area into anterior and posterior adductor impressions. The lateral

ridges are low and are distinct only between these impressions; their in-

ner posterior edge curves backwards laterally, forming a scarcely visible

border for the antero-lateral portion of the posterior aaductor muscular
impression, but even this faint border fails more posteriorly. The poste-

rior adductor impressions are therefore distinctly defined only along

their anterior half, the posterior half having no distinct margin and be-

ing usually smooth owing to the generally marked thickening of this

])ortion of the shell. Low broad ridges, fairly parallel to the strong main
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median ridge, traverse the anterior part of this posterior impression, be-

ing most distinct near its anterior border and disappearing rapidly poste-

riorly. In one specimen as many as ten of these low ridges form a lunate

arc occupying the anterior part of this impression. The general form of

the posterior adductor scars is obliquely oval. The anterior adductor im-

pressions are well defined only along their posterior and inner margins

as described above. In one specimen the edges of the median ridge

separating them seem fairly parallel almost to the anterior end of the

anterior adductor impressions, but in one case this grooved median ridge

begins to separate about on line with the middle of these impressions,

the divisions curving strongly outwards laterally and becoming faint so

rapidly that the continuation of this ridge into a slight border, caused by

the thickening of the shell which bounds the sides of the anterior impres-

sions and connects with the lateral ridges defining their posterior margin,

was perhaps rather suspected in one specimen than definitely deter-

mined. No markings seem to characterize the area of these anterior

adductor impressions. The impressions are therefore distinctly bounded

only posteriorly and along their inner margin; they are obliquely oval in

form.

This species is found at the SDldiers' Home, Fauver, Huffman, Cen-

terville quarries in Ohio, in the upper shaly courses, rarely in the lime

stones.

MeriStella umbonata, Billings.

(Plate 25, Fig-s. 2, a, b.)

The absence of interiors of this and other meristelloid shells in Ohio

makes it not only impossible to determine accurately their generic re-

lations, but casts considerable doubt upon their specific identification, no

matter how carefully made, by means of their exterior characters.

Nothing has been added to our knowledge of Ohio forms of the species

identified as Meristella umbonata, Billings. After a careful examination

of New York Clinton and Niagara forms of this and related genera, the

Canadian species, above mentioned, still seemed to be the most nearly

related form. The even curvature of the lateral outline, the total

absence of antero-lateral angulation, the very moderate curvature of the

line of junction of the two valves anteriorly, and the very even though

elongate convexity of the shell, seemed to be the. characteristic features.

The surface of the shell is marked by fine concentric striae of growth.

The exfoliated pedicle valve of a small specimen left a matrix which

indicated an elongate deep delthyrium slightly constricted anteriorly at

its base, then widening out anteriorly into the muscular area, which

shows six to eight moderately radiating striae, and a shallow median

groove. This form is found at Soldiers' Home, Ohio. Single valves are

found at Huffman*s Quarry and at the Soldiers' Home in Ohio, which
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indicate a much broader form, the general outline of the pedicle valv*

being more ovate and much less elongate^ the sides being not at all com
pressed. In other respects this form agrees exteriorly with the last

there being no antero-lateral angulation, no tendency of the anterioi

border to be strongly sinuate, nor to flatten out so as to suggest a tri-

angular outline for the shell. The surface is marked by fine concentric

striae of growth. At Hanover, Indiana, a small entire shell was found

which seems to belong to this form. In outline these shells most nearly

resemble Meristelia Prinstana, Billings. From Meristella intermedia they .

diffier in the more rounded outline of the postero-lateral parts of the shell.

Atrypa marginalise Dalman.

(Plate 25. Figr- 6 ; Fig 9. Plate 31. Figs 8 9, 9 a.)

This species, though quite variable, presents certain general char-

acteristics which are readily recognized and which are quite character-

istic. Thus the median fold of the brachial valve which is fairly

high and strong anteriorly, begins as a simple plication near the beak,

and may retain its simple character for almost four or five millimeters

before it begins to divide. Moreover the fold is defined laterally by a

bordering line of depression, these lines 6f depression or grooves being

most distinct posteriorly, where they not uncommonly meet so that in

those cases the median fold starts as a simple narrow plication a slight

distance anterior to the beak. This median ridge usually does not begin

td rise above the general surface of the shell, at least to any marked de-

gree, until it is 5 to 7 mm. distant from the beak, so that for a time it has

rather the appearance of resting in a sort of median sinus. The pedicle

valve begins to develop a median sinus close to the beak, which* becomes
deep anteriorly. In forms from Brown's Quarry, the sinus remains

narrow for quite a distance, increasing but moderately in depth, after

which the sides curve outwards and the depth of the sinus increases

rapidly. This valve shows a tendency towards flattening laterally. At
Huffman*s Quarry, Fauver's and at Soldiers' Home a slightly different

form occurs in which the sides of the sinus diverge more regularly, and
the sinus therefore increases in depth earlier. The pedicle valve is

usually a little more convex. '

Variety multi-siriata from Hanover, Indiana, (Plate 81, Fig. 8.) has

still more divergent side^ to the sinus, and the number of radiating pli-

cations is somewhat greater. Aside from the radiating plications the

surface of the valves of this species ishows only more or less strong con-

centric wrinkles.

Atrypa iati-corrugata^ sp. nov.

(Plate 37A. Figs, 16, a, b, c, d.)

In the "Orthoceras block" found at Huffman's Quarry, shells were
found which on superficial examinati<:)n might be taken for a form of

Atrypa reticularis, but which a closer view shows to be intimately related
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to Airypa marginalis. It has developed, however, new characters of

sufficient distinctness and constancy to be regarded as a new species,

and it is described here as lata-corrugata, a form regarded as related to

Atrypa marginalis genetically. The median fold of the brachial valve

and its lateral defining depressions are visible only in young individuals

and are retained only near the beak, within 6 to 8 mm. of the same, in

adult specimens; but since at this stage the median fold never rises

above the general surface of the shell, the appearance is rather that of

two diverging grooves, disappearing at the first strong concentric

wrinkle, or at least showing but faint traces anterior to this point. The
median sinus of the brachial valve has left yet fewer traces. Its posi-

tion is indicated by the strong convexity of the shell along a median line

just anterior to the beak, but the traces of the sinus are confined to the

existence of two radiating plications which occupy the position of the

sides of the sinus, and which are raised either indistinctly, or slightly, or

more or less distinctly, above the general surface of the shell, but the de-

pression which ought to lie between these lines does not exist. As a

rule, no traces of either the median sinus nor the fold appear over the

middle or the anterior regions of the shell, but in one specimen a broad

low elevation, with its corresponding depression in the other valve, indi-

cates a reversal of this specimen to its former habits of growth in its

old age. The surface of both valves is marked by radiating plications,

and by a series of concentric wrinkles, which are so strong and so distant

from each other as to form the most conspicuous feature of this variety,

and to give name to the same. The partial retention of the characters

of Atrypa marginalis in the young of A. lata-corrugata is an interesting

illustration of similar facts in higher orders of animal life.

Rhynchoiiella scobina, Meek.

Rhynchonella scobina is a very frequent shell in many localities in

Ohio. Corresponding to its general distribution is a wide range of

variations in form. The typical specimens present a rather rotund out-

line, when mature ; the postero-lateral sides of the pedicle valve form a

wide angle, often 90 degrees or more, and the straight conjour of the

shell along this region is too short to make the beak break in very much
upon the general rotundity of outline. Both valves are very convex.

The adult pedicle valve has a deep sinus, and the brachial valve a high

well defined median fold, with steep sides. Three plications are found

in the sinus of the pedicle valve, and four on the median fold of the brachial

valve; in each case the two exterior plications are much less elevated

and narrower. The line of junction of the valves is very sinuous at

this fold or sinus. A variation of this t3^pe has an equally strong con-

vexity of shell, but the width is so great as to exceed the length. The
young of both of these forms show a rather rotund outline, and a consider-

able convexity of shell, even when only 7 mm. long. In a third variation
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the flattening of the postero-lateral sides is sufficiently extended to give

the shell a more triangular outline; this appearance is increased by the

fact that these sides usually form much less than a right angle at the beak,

at times only 70°. Corresponding to this difference the shell is less strongly

convex, the sinus and fold are narrower, all the plications are narrower

and closer, a fact which can bs readily remarked even in the young
when only 7 mm. long. The height of the fold and depth of the sinus

is usually less, these median regions not unfrequently projecting a little

beyond the anterior outline of the shell. In a fourth form the outline is

quite rotund, but the shell is still less convex, so as to show in

comparison with the ordinary types, a considerable flattening, even in

adult shells, so that a shell 16 mm. long may show a depth of only 7 mm,
this flattening being still more marked in smaller specimens. Rarely

these flattened specimens have lower and broader plications, giving still

another aspect to the shell. The surface of all these forms is ornamented

by very fine concentric striae uf growth visible under a lense. These

striae of growth are interrupted at regular intervals. When these intervals

are longer,the striae are formed by a succession of short, fine, minute ridges;

when shorter, the striae are reduced to a succession ofminute granules; the

latter are rather more common, though both forms may be seen on the

same shell. The intervals of interruption occur with such regularity as

to produce that quincuncial arrangement of granules already remarked

while describing the similar surface ornamentation of Orthis biforata

The species is found in considerable abundance at Huffman's Quarry^

Soldiers' Home, Centerville, more rarely at Fauver's, Todd's Fork, and

rarely at Brown's Quarry, in the quarry in John Glaser's woods five and

a third miles northeast of Dayton, on Brandt pike.

Rhychonella acinus^ var. convexa, Foerste.

{ Plate 31, Fig. 13, a, b, c.)

Found at Todd's Fork, Soldiers' Home and more commonly at

Hanover, Indiana, in the Clinton. Described in the Proc. Bost. Soc.

Nat. Hist, for May 1,1889.

Cyclospird ? sparsi-plica a, sp. nov.

Plate 37a, Figs. 18, a, b.)

At Huffman's Quarry a shell was found with the pedicle valve exceed-

ing the brachial in convexity and depth, the beak of the former being

also much more incurved and its umbo more elevated. The posterior

half of the valves is evenly convex. The anterior half is plicated, es-

pecially towards the anterior margin of the shell, the general effect being

the production of a sort of broad median sinus in the brachial valve and

a corresponding elevation in the opposite valve. Two broad plications

88 G. O.
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occupy the fold, flanked ou each side of the fold by one that is less dis-

tinct. The sinus contains one plication and its boundaries are formed by

two plications less distinct, especially along their exterior margin. All of

these broad plications as well as the sinus and fold soon disappear pos-

teriorly. The surface is marked by fine concentric striae of growth, visi-

ble under a lense. The general outline of the shell is circular. Among
published species it most closely resembles Camerella Ops, Billings, from

which however its general form will readily distinguish it, and Cyclospii a

biculcata^ Emmons, a small Trenton form. No specimens showing the

hinge area or internal structure were found, and hence the generic de-

termination is largely a guess.

Eichwaldia reticulata, Hall.

(Plates 25, Figs. 4, a, b.)

This species was found by Mr. E. M. Thresher at Fauver's Quarry,

and is represented by a specimen in his cabinet.

Stricklandinia triplesia7ia, Foerste.

(Plate 26, Figs 13, a, b, 14)

The hinge line almost equals the shell in width, and is not much shorter

than the length of the shell. Both valves slope posteriorly to the hinge

line, very much like the sides of a dull, cold chisel. Their convexity is

moderate and about equal in the two valves. A low median fold marks
the brachial valve, and a corresponding sinus the pedicle valve. Both
sinus and fold are indistinct at the beak, and become distinct features

first at five to ten millimeters from the beak, after which they broaden out

and become more accentuated anteriorly. Fine concentric striae of growth
are visible under a lense. The radiate fibrous structure of the shell is

also visible, perhaps owing to partial exfoliation. The type specimens
were found at the Soldiers' Home Quarry in the middle limestones. Since

then it has also been found at Huffman's Quarry.
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TkILOBITES, MotLUSKS AND BrACHIOPODS OF THE ClINTON GrOUP
IN Ohio and Indiana.

TRILOBITA.

Acidaspis Orioni, Foerste.

Acidaspis brevispinosa^ sp. nov. •

Proetus deierminatuSy Foerste.

Cyphaspis Ciintonensis, Foerste.

la^enus DaytonensiSy Hall and Whitfield.

Ll^enus ambiguus, Foerste.

liloenus insignisy Hall.

Illmius Madisanianus, Whitfield, {var, elongatm, var, depresstis)
Calymene Vogdesi, Foerste.

Calymene Niagarensis, Hall.

Ceraurus {Pseudasph^rexochus) Ciintonensis, sp. nov.
Sphcerexochus pistiniy sp. nov.

Lichas breviceps, Hall, {var, Ciinionensts)

{Lichas phlyctainoidesf Green.)

Phacops trisulcalMSy Hall.

Da/maniies Werthneriy Foerste.

Encrinurus punctatiSy Wahlenberg.

OSTRACODA,
Elpe Ulrichiy sp. nov.

ANNELIDA.
Cornulites distanSy Hall.

CEPHALOPODA.
Gomphoceras Ortoni sp. nov.

Cyrtoceras Clinfanensey sp. nov.

Gyroceras {Glyptoceras) subcompressuMy Beecher.
Gyroceras {Glyp'.oceras) Eaton^nsey Claypole.
Orthoceras {AcHnoceras) Youngiy Foerste.

Orthoceras {AcHnoceras) clavatuniy Hall.

Orthoceras {AcHnoceras) laH-mmimulatuniy Foerste.
Orthoceras {AcHnoceras) turgido-numnvulatuniy Foerste.
Orthoceras {Actinoceras) Daytonensey Foerste.

Orthoceras {Eu-Orthoceras) rectunty Worthen, var. Junius, Foei^te.
Orthoceras {Eu-Orthoceras) ignotunty Foerste, variety erraticum var. nov.
Orthoceras {Eu-Orthoceras) Hanoverensey Foerste.
Orthoceras {Eu-Orthoceras) virguiatunty Hall.^
Orthoceras {Cycloceras) incep!umy Foerste, var acceleratum,

Orthoceras {Cycloceras) Nova-CarHslensey Foerste.
Orthoceras {Spyrocerasf)y spyroceroides sp. nov.
Orthoceras {Sbyrocerasf) Jamesiy Hall and Whitfield.
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Orthoceras {Cycloceras) arnycus, Hall.

Orthocerds \Kionoceras) Craivfordi, Foerste.

Orthoceras {Discosorus) conoidewn, HalL

PTEROPODA..

Coleolus Clintonensis, sp. nov.

Conularia Niagarensis, Hall.

Co7iuiaria bilineata^ sp. nov.

GASTEROPODA.

Bellerophon fiscello-striahis, Foerste.

Beilerophofi {Buca?tia) exiguus, Foerste.

Bellerophon {Bucafiia) operius, sp. nov.

Bellerophon {Bucania) trilobatus, Sowerby.

Cyrtolites Youngi, Foerste.

Pleurotomaria inexpectaris, Hall and Whitfield.

Pleurotomaria filitexta^ sp. nov.

Raphistofna affine, Foerste.

Cyclonana bilix, Conrad, (var. varicositm, HalL)

Cycloraalia, Foerste.

Straparollus {cf. Oriostoma) incari7iatu7ny sp. nov.

Platyceras {Platystoma) Niagarense, HalL ( Var. plebium; var. Clm
tonense)

Stibulites directus^ sp. nov.

Subulites {Polyphemopsis) plani-lateralis, sp. nov.

Loxonema? {cf. Holopella) subulatumf, Conrad.

Paleopupa (Gqn. nov.) abrupta, sp. nov.

*

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Pterinea brisa. Hall.

Avicula Whitfieldi, Foerste (equivalent to Cypricardites /errugmeus.HaU
and Whitfield.

Mytilarca mytuiforTnis, sp. nov.

Modiolopsis rhomboidea, HalL

Modiolopsis subrhomboidea^ Simpson.

Cypricardites Casweili, Foerste.

Cypricardinia undulostriata^ Hall.

Tellinomya elliptica^ HalL

Tellifiomya {Nuculaf) minima, Foerste.

Tellinotnya {Nuculaf) socialis, sp. nov.

Tellijioniya {Nuculaf) ClinionensiSy sp. nov.

Nitculites {Cleidophorus) ferrugirieus , sp. nov.
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BRACHIOPODA.

{Crania dubia)

{Cranielia CHntonensis)

Plectambonites transversalts^2^^uh^r%,{yd,x. elegantulus, \diX, prolongatus

Foerste.

)

Leptcsna (formerly Stropkomena) rhomboidalis, Wilckens.

Strophomena {Orthothetes) HanoverensiSy Foerste.

Stropkomena (Orthothetes) tenuis, HalL
Strophome7ia {Strophonella, Amphistrophia) patenta, Hall.

Or his {Orthis, Dinorthis) calligramma, Dalman (van eu-orthis; v2X,flabel-

HteSy Hall; vdir.'dinorthis)'; v^r.Jissi'plicatay var. nov.

Orthis (Herbertella) Jaustay'^odcste, var. sqtcamosa, var. nov.

Orthis {Herberiella) Daytonensis, Foerste.

Orihis (Platysirophia) biforata, Schlotheim.

Orthis {Dalmanelia) elegantula, Dalman.
Orthis {Rhipidomella) hybrida, Sowerby.
Triplecia Ortoniy Meek.
Meristella umbonata^ Billings.

Atrypa marginalis, Dalman (var. multistriata), var. lati-corrugata^ var.

nov.

Rhynchone la scobina, Meek.
Cyclospiraf sparsi-plicata, sp. nov.

Eichwaldia reticulata, Hall.

Stricklandinia triplesiana^ Foerste.
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Bryozoans and Corals of the Clinton Group of Ohio and

Indiana, with a List of Localities, and Occasional Notes.

BRYOZOA.

Ptilodidya lanceolata, Goldfuss, var. Americana var. nov. (Plate 36, Fig.

3 a, b). This form is very common at the Soldiers' Home Quarry

;

in the quarry in Glaser's woods five and a third miles from Dayton

on the Brandt pike. It is the form confused by Hall and Whitfield

with their Phaenopora expa?isa at the time of publication of the lat-

ter species. It is evidently closely related to the Gotland species

Ptilodictya lanceolata, from which it may differ in attaining a larger

size, or being at least broader, and in the fronds showing a tend-

ency towards undulose folding laterally.

Ptilodctya Whitfieldi, sp. nov. (Plate 28, Fig. 5; Plate 36 Fig. 4). This is a

form with fiat, not very broad fronds, with almost parallel edges, ex-

cept of course towards the base. One of the specimens in the Ohio

State University collection from Todd's Fork is 80 mm. long and 19

mm. broad. A second in Dr. Chas. Welch's collection from the

same source shows a tendency towards a falciform outline at its

basal extremity, but its upper two-thirds are quite straight. It is

11 mm, broad, 2 mm. thick, and 80 mm. long. A vspecimen in the

writer's collection from this locality is 8 mm. wide and 1 mm.
thick. This is another form confused by Hall with his Phcsyiopora

expansa in the 12th Annual Report of the Indiana Survey, 1883.

This form has never been seen by the writer from Dayton quarries.

Clathropora frondosay Hall (Plate 28, Fig. 3), Soldiers' Home, Fauver's

Quarry, Centreville, Todd's Fork, Ohio; Hanover, Indiana. In

the Clinton iron ore at Red Mountain near Birmingham, Alabama,
very typical specimens in Ohio State University collection.

Clathropora Cltntonensis, Hall and Whitfield (Plate 28, Fig. 4), Soldiers'

Home, Fair Haven, P^'auver's.

Phcsnopora ensiformis, Hall, according to E. O. Ulrich in the Clinton of

Ohio.

Phaenopora expansa, Hall and Whitfield (Plate 29, Fig. 1). This species

is probably identical with Phaenopora constellata, Hall. In the

Beavertown marl at Huffman's and Geo. Young's Quarries only

forms with low monticules and thin fronds have been found. Low
monticules also predominate in the upper shaly courses at Huff-

man's. Medium sized monticules occur at Fair Haven ; and in the

upper, shaly courses at Centreville, Huffman's Quarry and Soldiers'

Home, the fronds are of medium thickness and only a small num-
ber of interstitial cells are added to the normal number (two

between every cell) in the monticules. The most prominent mon-
ticules occur in the limestone specimens at Soldiers' Home, and
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occasionally in the shaly courses; here there is a considerable in-

crease in the number of interstitial cells in the monticules. A
frond from Todd's Fork measured 94 by ^4 mm. and a second was

50 mm. broad. In the collection of the Ohio State University

occurs a specimen from Brown's Quarry. Prof. E. W. Claypole

collected this species at Yellow Springs, Itoccurs also atSiebold's

Quarry on Brandt pike.

Phaefiopora magna, Hall and Whitfield (Plate 28, Fig. 6; Plate 29, Fig. 2

a, b, c), Soldiers' Home, Brown's Qttarry, with branches 5.5 to 7.3

mm. wide. Fauver's Quarry; in the cement of the conglomerate

at Belfast, Highland county, Ohio.

Phaenopora multifida, (Van Cleve) Hall. (Plate 29, Fig. 3), Soldiers'

Home, Brown's quarry, with branches 3 mm. broad and 2 mm.
apart. Hanover, Indiana, very typical.

Phaenopora Jimbriata, James (Plate 28, Fig. 7), Soldiers' Home, Fauver's

Quarry, Centreville, Todd's Fork, Fair Haven, in the cement of

the conglomerate at Belfast, Ohio,

Pachydidya emarcescens^ Foerste, (Plate 31, Fig. 30 a, b) Eaton, Ohio.

Pachydidya farcta, Foerste (Plate 31, Figs. 31), Eaton, Ohio.

Pachydidya rudis, Foerste (Plate 31, Fig. 32, 33), Eaton, Belfast, Ohio.

Pachydidya emaciata, Foerste (Plate 28, Fig. 8), Soldiers' Home and

Fauver's Quarr3^

Pachydidya bijurcata (Van Cleve), Hall (Plate 28. Fig. 9). Soldiers'

Home, Fair Haven, Centreville, typical. At Brown's Quarry this

species occurs with narrower branches (4 mm. wide), with more
cells laterally in a distance of 2 mm. (=8 to 8.3 cells), but with

the same number of cells in 2 mm. measured longitudinally {=h.h

cells). At Brown's Quarry forms with 7 cells in 2 mm. measured

laterally, also occur.

Pachydidya bifurcata, var. instabiiis, Foerste (Plate 28, Fig. 10), Brown's

Quarry.

Pachydidya turgida, Foerste ( Plate 28, Fig 11), Soldiers' Home, Fair

Haven.

Pachydidya obesa, Foerste (Plate 28, Fig. 12), Soldier's Home.
Trigonodidya Eatonensis, Ulrich. The Bryozoa of the I^ower Silurian

in Minnesota, 1893, Eaton, Brown's Quarry.

Stidopora similis. Hall. In the cementing material of the conglomerate

at Belfast, Highland county, Ohio.

Rhinopora verrucosa. Hall (Plate 28, Figs. 13, a, b, c). Soldiers' Home,
Centreville, Fair Haven, Todd's Fork, collected at Yellow Springs,

by E. W. Claypole. Fauver's Quarry, Brown's Quarry, the

frondose variety. "Orthoceras" block at Hufiman's Quarry,

also at Siebold's Quarry on Brandt pike.

Hemitrypa Ulrichi, Foerste (Plate 28, Fig. 2), Brown's Quarry, Yellow

Springs (E. W. Claypole's collection), Reed's Hill, common and

typical at Siebold's Quarry, Fauver's, Soldiers' Home, Huffman's.
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Phylloporina angidata, Hall (Plate 28, Fig. 1), Brown's Quarry, Yellow
Springs (E. W. Claypole's collection), Fauver^s Quarry, Soldiers'

Home, Siebold's Quarry four and three-quarters miles from Day-
ton on the Brandt pike, Fair Haven, Todd's Fork, Centreville.

Homotrypa confluens, Foerste (Plate 29, Fig. 4a, b.). According to a letter

from Mr. E. O. Ulrich the species belong to the section of H.
separata. It possesses cystiphragms and mesopore-like interspaces,

the latter howcver very short. Soldiers' Home, Centreville.

Aspidopora pannu/a, Foerste (Plate 28, Fig. 14), Huffman's quarry in

the Beavertown marl; quite common at the same quarry in the

upper shaly courses of the Chnton. Soldiers' Home, in the up
per ferriferous layer of Todd's Fork. The completed frond is

discoid in form, very thin, slightly curved so as to be convex
above, about 25 mm. in diameter. A form with little areas about

3 mm. apart,' within which the regular cells are very distant, giv-

ing the appearance of lactmcg in the frond; may be designated as

var. fenestelliformis.

Callopora eleganhda, Hall. Huffman's Quarry in the upper shaly

courses.

Callopora magnopora, Foerste (Plate 29, Fig. 5). According to E. O.

Ulrich it is doubtless a direct development of C, amplao{\h^
Trenton, and C. subplana of the Cincinnati rocks.

Lioclemella (gen. nov.) Ohioensis, Foerste (Plate 29, Fig. 6). The fol-

lowing notes are taken from a letter to the writer from Mr. E. O.

Ulrich, who very ^lindly assisted him here as well as elsewhere

in his w^ork. This species belongs to a new genus having relations

to Lioclema, Ulrich, from which it differs almost solely in its mode
of growth. Lioclema, as is usual with ramose forms is attached

to foreign bodies by a broad, continuous basal expansion. In

L. Ohioensis and other species of the same type, the zoarium is

simple or but sparingly divided, and the base pointed, whether
for articulation as in PHlodictya or other cases can not be said.

The new genus will include besides L. Ohioensis, Foerste, and
Trematopora f nitida, Ulrich, one or two undescribed Cincinnati

species, most probably Whitfield's Trematopora annulifera, and
perhaps his ChcBtetes fusiformis as well. Mr. Ulrich suggests the

use of L, Ohioensis as a good type of the new genus. Centreville.

Ceramopora expansa, James, Todd's Fork, in the collection of Dr. Chas.

Welch, son of Dr. E. B. Welch, the collector; Brown's Quarry, a

typical specimen.

HYDROZOA.

Didyonema pertenue Foerste (Plate 27, Figs., 27 a, b). Soldiers' Home.
Dictyonema scalariforme, Foerste (Plate 27, Figs. 28,29). Soldiers'

Home.
Clathrodictyon vesiculosum, Nichols and Murie. Yellow Springs.
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ANTHOZOA.

Heliolites subtubulatMS , McCoy. Ludlow Falls, Fauver's Quarry, Huff-

man's Quarry, Fair Haven. At Brown's Quarry the form with

cells 7 mm. in diameter occurs, also a second form with cells 1.2

mm. broad. Siebold^s Quarry on Brandt pike.

FavosUes favosus^ Goldfuss. Fair Haven, Brown's Quarry.

Favosites favosoideuSy Hall. Soldiers* Home.
FavosUes NiagarensiSy Hall. Fair Haven, Brown's Quarry, Soldiers'

Home, Siebold's Quarry, Ludlow Falls. At Todd's Fork speci-

mens occur with 10 tubes in a width of 18 mm. At Brown's

Quarry, tubes 1.8 mm. in diameter occur, with 9-11 diaphragms

in 4 mm. Another form has tubes 1.9 mm. wide, and 6 to 7

diaphragms in 4 ram. A third has tubes 2.2 mm. wide.

Favosites venusius, Hall. Ludlow Falls, Fair Haven.

Alveolites Niagarensis, Romingjer. Ludlow Falls.

Striatopora flexuosa, Hall. Fair Haven, Ludlow Falls.

Halysites catenulatus Linnaeus. Ludlow Falls, Fair Haven, Soldiers'

Home, Siebold's Quarry.

Syringopora {JJrymot>ora) fascicularis {DdiV\s)y^oerstQ,, Ludlow Falls,

Fair Haven, Siebold's Quarry on Brandt pike.

Aulopora precia^ Hall, var. compressa, Foerste. Ludlow Falls.

Cyathophyllum celator, Hall, var. Daytonensa, Foerste. (Plate 34, Figs-

9-11.) Soldiers' Home.
Cyathophyllum f caliculufn, Hall. ( Plate 34, Fig. 8.) The outer area is

supplied with dissepiments; the value of this character in dis-

tinguishing this form from the genus Streptelasma, the writer has

not the material to determine. Soldiers' Home, Huffman's, Fau-

ver's, Fair Haven. Casts of apparently the typical form occur at

Collinsville, Alabama.

Ptychophyllum ipomea (Davis) Foerste. Centreville.

Diphyphyllum cmspitosum. Hall. Brown's Quarry, Ludlow Falls, Sol-

diers' Home, Centreville, Yellow Springs.

Acervularia ClintonenjsiSy Nicholson. Yellow Springs.

Sfreptelasma Hoskinsoni, Foerste. (Plate 31, Figs. 1-6.) Brown's Quarry.

Streptelasmaf geometricum, Foerste. (Plate 34, Figs. 7, 12, 13.) Soldiers'

Home, Todd's Fork. This may be but another form of Cyatho-

phyllum caliculum, but no dissepiments were noticed.

Streptelasma obliquins, Foerste. (Plate 34, Figs. 14, 15.) Hanover,

Indiana.
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THE FOSSIL FISHES OF OHIO.

By Prof. E. W. Ci^aypolk, B. A., D. Sc, (Lond.), F. G. SS L.E. and A.;

BucHTKiy C01.LKGE, Akron, O.; with a Suppi^ement By

Prof. A. A. Wright, of Oberi^in College, O.

No more interesting or more important contribution has been made
from Ohio to the world's knowledge of its extinct forms of life than the

chapter which begins with the breaking open of a concretion near Del-

aware, by the Rev. H. Hertzer, in 1864. He, by that stroke, exposed the

earliest of the strange fleet of Upper Devonian fishes, clad in bony
armour, which subsequent discoveries have so multiplied that it now^

forms a fauna scarcely second to that which was brought to day by the

labors of Hugh Miller from the almost equivalent rocks of the Old Red
Sandstone of Scotland.

Taking up the work where it was dropped by Mr. Hertzer, Mr.

Terrell of Oberlin, and Dr. Clark of Berea, have been the foremost la-

borers in the field though others have given important assistance. Chiefly

through the indefatigable efforts of these two men we now have collec-

tions of fossils equaling in interest and value those which have been

yielded by any area of equal size anywhere. They have made the shales

of northern and central Ohio classic ground forever to the palaeontol-

ogists of the world.

It was the genius of the late Dr. Newberry that interpreted the fos-

sils thus brought to light, traced their relations and illustrated their

structure. He it was who sagaciously outlined the anatomy of the

strange monsters of the Devonian seas leaving to his successors the task

of filling in the details and extending the work.

No single species proved identical with any on the other side of the

Atlantic and though new genera were defined to receive most of them,

yet their family resemblance was obvious to the anatomist. Parallel

types were found to have existed in both continents with wide differ-

ences of detail.

Since that time, however, further research has discovered a few Eu-

ropean genera here and a few American types have been found in
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Europe. By these "finds" the fish-fauna of the two worlds has been

brought into closer agreement.

That no actual or immediate communication existed between the

waters of Europe and of North America is rendered certain by the differ-

erence of the species. But that such communication had once existed

cannot be doubted when the obvious similarity of structure in the fossils-

indicative of genetic connection, is taken into account.

Into this question however of Devonian and Silurian geography we

cannot here enter. The evidence is too indirect to admit of condensa-

tion into the space at our command. One point in connection with

these fossils is nevertheless of sufficient general interest to justify a short

notice.

The line of descent of these strange armored monsters has not yet been

traced. They appeared suddenly in the waters of the Devonian seas and

at present stand as it were almost without father and without mother.

But no one accustomed to modern views of the relationship of the ani-

mal kingdom, fossil or recent, doubts that behind creatures of so com-

paratively high a development there must have existed ancestors nearly

as high, of which we at present know nothing. The rocks below those

which have yielded such treasures must hold other treasures thus far

unknown—the fossils of earlier seas hitherto unfound. This statement,

will be better understood after examining the following table.

The Cleveland Shale of Dr. Newberry (upper part of the Ohio Shale

of this report) is the stratum from which have been extracted nearly all

the fossils above alluded to. This is the uppermost part of the Devon-

ian of Ohio of most authors, but it was placed in the Carboniferous by

Dr. Newberry. Below it lie the beds as here given

:

n f
Cleveland Shale Fish-fossils abundant.

.2 Ohio Shale ^ Erie Shale Fish-fossils absent.

g i Huron Shale Fish-fossils present.

g Hamilton Shale >ish-fossils absent.

3 Corniferous Limestone Fish-fossils abundant.

o

I

Lower Helderberg Limestone.
Salina Group.

Si'urian -{ Niagara Limestone.
Clinton Limestone.
Medina Shale.

Thus we see that while the Cleveland shale is so rich the immedi-

ately underlying Erie Shale is absolutely barren, but the still deeper and

therefore older Huron has yielded at least five species. Below this

again the Hamilton or Olentangy has, so far as . I am aware, proved en-

tirely devoid of fish-remains, while the Corniferous Limestone, the base

of the Devonian rocks of the State, is even richer than the Huron, hold-

ing as it does several large and striking forms of ichthyic life and abund-

ant fragments of smaller species. It is hardly necessary to add that

there statements refer only to the State of Ohio.
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At the base of the Corniferous Liipestone we lose in Ohio all trace

of vertebrate existence and must go elsewhere to find any older forms.

And even elsewhere the search has not been very well rewarded in so far

as it regards the problem of the ancestry of fishes. Though the Upper

Silurian strata of Europe have yielded a considerable number yet these

differ in structure so far from those of Devonia that comparison is difii-

cult, and direct lineage scarcely probable. Similar fossils were found in

1883 in rocks of almost the same age in Pennsylvania *but they furnished

no new material for answering the question. The Silurian type is one

and the Devonian another and very different and the links are lacking.

Some hope was raised in 1890 by a reported discovery of fish-fossils

in Colorado, in Ordovician (Lower Silurian) strata.f But the results

thus far have not realized the expectation, and the evidence is far from

sufiicient to bridge for the palaeontologist the enormous time-interval

or to outweigh logically the immense improbability that creatures so

comparatively high existed at a date so remote. Time will show, but at

present we must admit that the origin of the vertebrates is shrouded in

mystery.

Possibly the imperfection of the geological record is sufficient to

account for the whole of this great gap in evolutionary history. So much
destruction and relaying of the rocks has taken place that the old family

record of the fishes may have been altogether destroyed, or if still in

existence it may be buried deep beyond our reach. But if we may trust

that the future will be as the past there is ample ground to hope that

when the yet unexamined parts of the globe are studied by geologists, or

even when a more thorough investigation shall be made of regions com-

paratively well known, we shall come upon precious fossils that will be

eloquent to the ear of science regarding the ancestry of the long extinct

but deeply interesting residents of our State before it had been raised

above the waters of the primaeval ocean.

The discoveries of the Rev. H. Hertzer were made known to the

world by Dr. Newberry at the meeting of the American Association at

Buffalo, in 1866, and excited considerable interest. This was the

greater because the beds in which they were found had been previously

regarded as altogether barren. In like manner the Cleveland Shale where

Dr. Clark and Mr. Terrell have since made discoveries rivaling those of

Mr. Hertzer in all except date, was looked on by geologists as barren

ground. It is so generally, but the fact that these usually unfossiliferous

beds prove in certain places so wonderfully productive should encourage

all to search well a stratum before condemning it.

Accounts of the fossil fish fauna of the Ohio Shales have been

published in three places—in the first and second volumes of the '' Palae-

ontology of Ohio," in the ''Monograph of the Fossil Fishes of North

* B. W. Claypole on Palaeaspis in Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lend.. 1884 and *91.

t C. D. Walcott in Bulletin of Geol. Soc. of America, 1892, p. 15^.
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America*' and in the annuals of the New York Academy of Science. All

three came from the pen of Dr. Newberry, and since the appearance of

the last named work nothing of importance has been published except a

few articles in the "American Geologist, " the results of which will be for

the most part incorporated in this chapter which is intended to supple-

ment the work of the late State Geologist of Ohio.

10^

a

Section of Cleveland Shale in Cuyahoga County.

Drift.

Large Cladodus.

Dinichihys Terrelli.

Gorgonichthys.

Titanjchthys.

Titanichthys Clarki, T. rectua

Small Cladodus.

Dhiichthys intermedius, Titanichthys.

15"

W

D. intermedius.

D. intermedius.

Coccosteus

No fossils at Brooklyn, fossils on Rocky R.

No fossils.
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DiNICHTHYS, Nby.

Of this genus of strange fishes that inhabited the early sea of Ohio

the first described and the typical species, as already mentioned, was

that found by the Rev. H. Hertzer in 1864, and named by Dr. Newberry

D. Hertzeri. It is still the oldest known Dhiichthys (excluding one

doubtful form), having been found in the Huron Shale about 500 feet

below all the rest of its congeners in Ohio. The shape of the mandible

and its dentition proclaim at once its relation to the Coccosteids, but its

size surpasses nearly tenfold the largest Coccosteus hitherto described.

Not until some years later was another member added to this ancient

family and then it came from the Cleveland Shale on the shore of Lake

Erie, where Mr. J. Terrell found another species with still more extraor-

dinary dentition. In this species, D. Terrelli, the jaws are not set with

teeth along the upper edge as they were in the older form but close one

on another as a pair of shear-blades, the upper one cutting outside.

Since then D. Gouldi, named after its discoverer, D. intermedius

and D, curtus have been added to the list, all of about one-half the size of

the older species, and all showing the shear-blade dentition of D. Terrelii,

D. corrugatus and D. minor are still smaller species whose dentition is

not yet fully known. The fragments found do not prove the presence

or absence of the cutting shear-blade. Of D. tuberculaius only a few

plates have been found and these do not include the jaw. They came

from the Chemung near Warren, Pa. It is noteworthy that this species

i- said by Dr. Newberry to be identical with one found near Liege, in

Belgium, and now in the collection of Prof. Lohest of that University.

If so it is probably the only international species of fish yet found in

Ohio.

All these additions to the Dinichthyid family, except the last, have

come from the Cleveland Shale of Northern Ohio.

It is very doubtful if the dorsal plate from the Corniferous Limestone

called D.prceairsor will prove to belong to the genus when its other parts

are known.

Of D. Ringuebergi {minor), from the Portage Group of N. ¥., only

a single dorsal plate has been described, and D, Newberryi is represented

by the mandible only.

In addition to the above a single premaxillary tooth (of N.)was

lately described by Mr. Whiteaves from the Upper Devonian of Snake I,

in L. Winipegosis, Manitoba, and this, named D. Canadensis, with a

doubtful D. Eifelensis from Belgium, completes the list of named and

described species of this genus down to date so far as the writer is aware.

After this chapter w^as put into type three additional species were de-

scribed by the writer in the American Geologist for December, 1893.

A New Species of Dinichihys.

In Dr. Clark's collection is a single mandible of a Dinichthys which

I cannot identify with any of those already described and am therefore
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obliged to consider it new. It is represented on PlateXLIiSg. I. A
glance will be sufficient to assure any one familiar with the genus that it

can belong to none of the four heavy forms

—

D. Hertzeri, D. Terrelli,

D. curtus and D. intermedius. From D, minor and D, Gouldi it differs

in its greater slenderness and from the former also in its lack of the

second denticle. It more resembles D, corrugatus but surpasses even

this in lightness. With D. tuberculatus we cannot compare it as the jaw
of that species is unknown. Moreover, it was found in Pennsylvania.

The upturned end of the mandible is almost at right angles with the

shaft which carries on the upper edge a thin wing of bone beveled off

to a feather blade and continued up the hinder face of the front tooth.

The upper edge of this blade is not even, being low in front as shown
in the figure. But there is no sign of the trenchant cutter which char-

acterizes several species of this genus and indeed with so thin and slender

a mandible such a blade would have been powerless, for this jaw can

hardly have been employed as a weapon of ofense by its wearer. The
narrowness of the spatulate expansion at the back would also indicate

that the motor-muscles were less massive than in the more formidable

species. So far as I am aware this is the only p^t of this Dinichthys

that has yet come to light and it was found in Cuyahoga county , O., and
I have named it D, gracilis from its slender build.

Structure of the teeth of Dinichthys.

The shear-blade of the mandible of Dinichthys shows an interesting

microscopical structure well adapted to the work which it performed.

As many artificial cutting-tools it is composed of a dense material forming

the edge backed by a less dense and brittle substance to sustain the

pressure.

A polished section of the mandible is represented on fig. 1. PI. 43 •

The inner part is of a deep brown color, almost black, solid, and to the

eye homogeneous. The outer part is dense in texture and lighter in tint.

When cut or ground down thin for microscopic examination the two
parts as shown in the small figures present very different appearances.

The open and spongy tissue of the jaw (figs. 2, 8) is traversed by a great

number of very wide Haversian canals with thick walls in which are

scattered the lacunae or osteoblasts in moderate abundance with their

accompanying canalicules. The Haversian canals are so large and

numerous that they occupy most of the space, the solid portion of the

bone consisting merely of their walls and these do not exceed in thick-

ness the diameter of the canals. These latter are filled with pyrites

which is perfectly opaque and shows in clear distinction from the bone

which is stained dull red with infiltered material.

On contrasting |his structure which characterizes all the bony plates

of Dinichthys as well as the jaw with that of the inner and solid dense
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portion, the difference is obvious. The large Haversian canals of the

former are represented by the merest traces ( fig. 5). Successive deposits

of bone on the inner faces of the walls have so far lessened their diameter

that they are almost effaced while the solid tissue filling their place is

crowded with lacunae and traversed in every direction and in every

spot with canalicules forming a perfect and minute net-work over the

field of the microscope

—

a feature which could not be well shown in the

same figure without overcrowding it, but which is represented in a small

degree in fig. 5.

This dense bony tissue forms upwardly the inner edge of the man-

dible, and as the shear-tooth of the upper jaw closed down outside of it

the constant u>se and wear ground down the outer soft tissue and kept

a permanent, sharp edge upon the inner bone thus exposed, as shown in

figure 1.

It is not easy to see with such a structure of the dental apparatus

how any renewal of the tissue was possible, and probably the life of the

creature was limited to the duration of its mandibular edge. That very

extensive wear actually occurred is evident from the appearance of

specimens which have been found and which show no indication of

repair. This is contrary to the usual structure of fishes where provi-

sion is generally found for the renewal of the dentition almost ad infinitum.

This dense tissue of the mandible in no respect resembles true tooth

structure. There is no trace of dentine or of osteo-dentine, still less of

enamel. It is true bone, but exceedingly dense and Ifard, and consequently

more resembling the cementum of the teeth of the higher vertebrates.

In this respect however it is in close accord with the tooth-structure of

most fishes which is traversed by similar canals and contains abundance

of lacunae and of inosculating canalicules. It is, in fact, a kind of trans

itional materal between typical bone and typical tooth.

TiTANICHTHYS.

When Dr. Newberry published his ''Fossil Fishes of North America,"

he mentioned two species of this genus. These were all that were then

known from Ohio, and the genus has not yet been reported elsewhere.*

Of these two species Titanichtkys Clarki was the larger and heavier form

T. Agassizi the lighter and slenderer. The type of the former is in the

Museum of Columbia College, in New York, and that of the latter in the

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge.

In the present state of our knowledge it is not possible to charac-

terize the whole fish. Only separated and scattered parts have thus far

been found, except in a few cases. Of these parts the most frequent and

* Titanichthys Pharao, of Dames,from the Cretaceous of Egypt of course drops

as a synonym, being published only in 1887. This fossil ftas no connection with

those here mentioned.
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at the same time the most characteristic are the lower jaws or mandibles.

It is consequently advisable for the present purposes to define the various

species by these organs, reserving the special appropriation of the other

plates and bones to their several jaws until accidental discovery of speci-

mens showing them in direct or indirect combination shall furnish the

requisite evidence, or until their structure can be interpreted by the anal-

ogy of kindred or similar species. By this plan the multiplication of

names is avoided.

On this method of distinction we now add to the genus a third

species whose jaw diiFers from the other two in the absence of curVature.

Wide at the spatulate or hinder end it narrows and thickens forward

developing the gouge-like form of the other species by the incoming of

the alveolus. In consequence of this straightness which at present suf-

ficiently characterizes the mandible, we propose for the species the name
of T. rectus.

One of the most remarkable of the fish fossils of the Cleveland shale

lately discovered is figured on Plates XXXVIII and XXXIX. It consists

of three bones, two at least of which are in their natural position. The
largest of the three—an exceedingly massive plate—measures 17 inches

by 17 and is of the form of a carpenter's square, consisting of two arms

meeting at a rounded r ght angle. Of these two arms one, as shown, is

a plate perfectly flat on one face and straight on one (outer) edge while

the other, curving from the point sweeps out and meets it at a slightly

acute angle. Both edges are thin, the latter showing a slight iinderlap-

ping margin. The other arm, also nearly plane, is narrow and much
thicker than the former and makes at its end a sutural connection with

the bone next to be described.

From the extreme point of the first plate there rises gradually a

strong flange which becomes higher and thicker as it nears the angle.

At length it separates and forms a wide, strong bone nearly as heavy as

the other which it really doubles. ( PI. XXXVIII.) This also ends in a

fornix that seems to indicate sutural connection with some other bone.

Considerable space is left between the branch and the main plate at their

ends but a curved bony connecting plate exists throughout.

To the suture first mentioned at the end of the plate is firmly united

the second of the series, which is of the same general form as the pre-

ceding but its angle is turned in the opposite direction. This bone is

very thick and rounded. One arm measures five inches and the other

four inches in length. Its free end indicates a suture to form a connec-

tion with another yet unknown.

The third bone of this set lay across the second in its angle. Its

length is about ten inches and it is somewhat club-shaped, tapering down
from the large end which is in contact with the other bone. See figs,

plates XXXVIII and XXXIX.

39 G. O.
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That these three plates are organically related admits of no reason-

able doubt. Two of them are still in union and the third cannot have

been much if at all displaced. Its position suggests the possibility that

it may in life have been united with the branch plate mentioned above

whose end indicates such a suture.

Regarding the position of these bones in the fish w^e cannot be cer-

tain. That the flat plate was external and ventral can hardly be doubted.

That the flange and other bones were so is unlikely. Bones so heavy'

must have served an important purpose in the economy of the animal,

and it seems quite legitimate to regard them as the supporting mechan-

ism of the fins or locomotive organs whatever these may have been.

This reference would bring them into the position of the shoulder

or pelvic girdle of one of w^hich they probably are parts. The elements

of the former are the scapula, clavicle and coracoid but among these

it is not easy to determine which of these is, or are represented.

The plates have considerable resemblance to one figured by Dr.

Newberry, on Plate XLVIII of the Palaeozoic Fishes, as the clavicle of

Dinichthys, though the specimen represented in his figure seems to pos-

sess only one of the parts here described. The two are almost equal in

size but differ considerably in outline as may be seen on comparison.

Though the cranium is not present yet the other plates indicate that the

whole "find" was a specimen of TUanichthySy and we can therefore

scarcely, do otherwise than consider these three bones as a part of the

or pelvic !-houMer girdle of that genus.

Yet the' mawSsiveness of these bones ill 'agrees with the thinness

of the armour of the head of Titanichthys, but we must bear in mind
that so vast a body . needed powerful moving organs and that these in

turn must have had a heavy framework to carry them. The shoulder

girdle need not have corresponded in lightness with the cranium.

Dr. Newberry says of a specimen of an apparent homologous plate

in his possession (p. 131). '*A strong framework was required for the lo-

comotive apparatus of so large a fish and some of the bones of the shoul-

der girdle are remarkably large and strong. The coracoid for example
is nearly two feet in length and one end is a massive, cylindrical bone

nearly as large as one's arm. The clavicles are more than two feet in

length but were composed of a relatively thin shell of bone which was
once lined and reenforced with cartilage."

The specimen in the hands of Dr. Newberry if homologous must

have differed considerably from that here described, but the differences

may have been due to age, sex or species so that it does not necessarily

exclude either from the genus.

We may add that these probably belong to the right side of the fish

and the specimen of Dr. N. to the left. The latter also seems to repre-

sent only the first of the three bones here described.
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If we carry on the comparison to the case of Coccosteus, we should

consider these plates the honiologues of the interlaterals of that genus.

But in those no sign of sutural separation is indicated in any of the fig-

ures or descriptions that are accessible to me. Perhaps the small size of

Coccosteus may render this intelligible, as the whole clavicle there does

not exceed two inches in length.

On Plate XXXIX is figured, on the same scale, a smaller plate obvi-

ously homologous with that above described, but found by the Rev. H.

Hertzer in the Huron Shale at Delaware, O. .As the Huron Shale has

thus far yielded no specimens of Titaiiichthys it is reasonable to refer this

specimen to Dmichthys Herizeri, though so little has yet been done in

the above named stratum that the reference must be merely provisional.

Again on Plate XXXVIII is figured on the same scale another ho-

mologous plate in the collection of Dr. Clark, only six inches in length and

differing from both the others. There are the same flat surfaces on one

side and the same strong ridge rising into a flange and then becoming

separate vSo as to form a double bone at the thick end.

It seems likely, therefore, that plates of the same general form and

nature composed parts of the skeleton of DinichiJiys and of Jitanichthys

Avith differences of size and outline betokening distinct species.

The bone figured on Plate XL, fig. 1, is also provisionally referred to

Titanichthys. That it was a median plate admits of no doubt. That it

was a ventro-median is almost as certain. It w^ould in that case corre-

spond to the " lozenge-plate " of Coccosteus. It is very thick and solid

and shows a wide overlapped margin all round. At one end is shown
another plate which formed a continuation either forw^ard or backward^

fitting into the socket excavated in the larger plate. This would then

correspond to the anferb-ventro-median of Coccosteus.

Dentition of.Titanichthys.

Since the publication of the Monograph on Fossil Fishes a consid-

erable amount of detail regarding the dentition of* Titanichthys has been

•discovered, and we are now able to represent it much more fully than

was then possible. A reference to that w^ork will show that the evidence

at hand induced Dr. Newberry to believe that the grooved mandible was

covered with horn, as in the turtle, or held bony wedges which had dis-

appeared. In addition to this he figures in Plate XLVIII a tooth doubt-

fully referred to T. Ciarki. The latter of the two structures above men-

tioned is now known to have been the actual one, in consequence of the

discovery by Dr. Clark of the teeth of this species w^hich are represented

in place in Fig. 2 of Plate XLH.* One of these was found as repre-

sented, the other is supplied from the evidence given by the jaw.

*NoTE. Several slight differences between the specimen here figured and that

given in the Monograph will be noted on comparison, but in the present condition

of our knowledge they are not important enough to constitute a specific distinction.
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The largest of these teeth is almost four inches lon^ and bluntly

conical, and was set in the alveolus of the jaw as shown. This structure

is not common among fishes where the teeth are either attached to the

skin as in the shark, etc., or are anchylosed to the mandible as in most

of the Teleosts. Examples are not, however, wanting of their insertion

in an alveolus or even in distinct bony sockets as.in Pristis^ SargodoJi, etc.

Though we actually know the teeth of T. Clarki .
only, yet it is

scarcely rash to infer that the other species were similarly furnished.

The only parts previously described of Tiianichthys were as follows:

Titanichthys Clarki; Mandibles, Ventral? plate. Suborbital, Supra-

scapula and Coracoid with a tooth marked doubtful. (Monograph, New-

berry.)

T. Agassizi; Mandibles, Cranium, Suborbital, Exoccipital (part.)

(Monograph, Newberry.)

We have at present no means of determining to which species the

clavicles? here figured belong as no part of the head was found with any

of the specimens.

Regarding the habits of the genus we can do little more than specu-

late. A glance at the mandibles represented on Plate V is sufficient to

show that they cannot have been tyrants of the ocean as were the Din-

ichthyids. Jaws so long and slender were ill-adapted for tearing and

fighting. They lacked the bony strength and motive muscles of Dinich-

thys. Yet the teeth were formidable to creatures less heavily armoured.

The size of the mouth, 3 by 4 feet when open, enabled Titanichthys to

take in fishes of no small size which were most likely swallowed whole

or but slightly crushed. But the thinness of the plates of the head ren-

dered it far inferior to Di?i:chthys as a warrior.

The suggestion has even been made that Titanichthys was a vegeta-

rian and used his long jaws and their teeth for collecting sea-weed. Such

a mode of life is possible but far from probable. Few fishes, so far as

we know, live on sea-weed and very few large fishes are not carnivorous.

Some day the coprolites will be found and will solve the problem.

Tiianichthys attenuatus, Wright, sp. nov.

( Plate 42, Figs. 1, 2.)

Mandible, slenderer and lighter than in the two species of the genus,

described by Dr. Newberry, the anterior portion running out into a thin,

Note. To state more miuutely and exactly the evidence on this somewhat

critical point we will give the details of this find : The base of a tooth was found

set in the alveolus but the tip was missing. About three inches from this spot the

second tooth was found broken into two pieces. One of these, the base was in the

same slab with the jaw. The other was in the adjoining stone so that the parts

were only separated by a natural joint.

The attachment of the teeth to the mandible was not apparently very close, and

certainly there was no bony union as this is the only specimen yet found showing

teeth that can confidently be refeiH-ed to the genus.
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flat plate, somewhat horizontally directed, but bent upward as it proceeds

forward ; extremity truncated ; the groove upon the upper surface of the

mandible forming a broad and shallow trough which becomes obsolete

anteriorly several inches before reaching the extremity; the under sur-

face of the mandible slightly concave along its median axis, -while the

outer and inner longitudinal angles are somewhat thickened and rounded,

the inner angle approaching the outer angle as it runs backward.

Total length of the portion figured..., Hinches
Breadth at anterior end , If inches.

Breadth at posterior end 2i inches.

Greatest width of upper groove 2 inches.

Locality; Cleveland Shale, east branch of Vermillion river, Florence,

Huron county, Ohio. Collected by Jay Terrell, Esq.

The specimen upon which this species is based is one of a consider-

able series of Titanichthys bones in the museum of Oberlin College, dis-

covered by the indefatigable and experienced collector, Mr. Jay Terrell.

Although the posterior part of the mandible is missing, the most char-

acteristic anterior portion is perfectly preserved; and, as is well known,

no portions of the skeletons of the fossil fishes of the Cleveland Shale are

more distinctive than the mandibles. I have for comparison specimens

of the mandibles of T. Clarkii and T, Agassizii, of Newberry;* and

while the present species approaches the general outlines of T, Clarkii,

it is distinctly slighter and lacks the compressed form with narrow and

deep superior groove of that species, and has no approach to the tolera-

bly stout, gouge-like anterior extremity which characterizes T. Agassizii.

The exceedingly thin p ate, only an eighth to a sixteenth of an inch

thick and three or four inches long, into which the mandible is drawn

out anteriorly, seems to reach the climax of the surprising contrasts in

the skeletal structures of these two genera of huge fossil fishes Titanich-

thys and Diitichthysy which swam the seas of northern Ohio together in

the Paleozoic era. Especially is this true, as the weaker dentition belongs

to the larger flsh.

As to the nature of the functional surface of the mandibles of Ti an-

ichtkySy whether it was covered with a homy sheath, or whether the

groove was set with bony "teeth," the specimens at my command yield

no positive information. The present species furnishes less suggestions

than does T. C/ary^// that there was a horny sheath as Dr.. Newberry
inclined to believe. None of the species of Titanichthys could have been

so predaceous as Di?iichthys plainly was; and the present species would
seem to be a retrograde development from the more typical forms of the

genus, in that the possibility of any powerful use of the mandibles seems

to be more widely removed. This suggests that its food must have been

either simple vegetation or minute pelagic animals, which require no very

* Paleozoic Fishes of N. Am., Monographs U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. 16.
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hard mouth parts either for capturing or for mastication. The causes

which produced the retrogrde development in the jaws of some modern
Sirenians may have wrought with corresponding effect upon the jaws of

Titanichthys.

The details of the structure of the anterior part of the mandible

are exhibited in the series of cross sections given in figure 2 of the plate.

The posterior portion of the mandible was not preserved; but if it was
as long proportionally as in the other species the entire length may have

reached thirty inches. This description was contributed by Prof A. A.

Wright.

Gorgo7iicJithys Clarki, CI.

Formidable as was the dentition of both the species of Dinichthys,

the researches of Dr. Clark in the Cleveland shale have lately been

rewarded by the discovery of an armored monster whose offensive weap-

ons surpassed even those carried by these terrible fishes. In 1891 he

found a pair of mandibles presenting characters not previously recognized

and with them a mass of bony plates evidently belonging to the same
creature. Little of the material has yet been worked out, but following

the principle here adopted of defining the species as far as possible by
the lower jaws, they were first extracted from the matrix. It then became
obvious that in several respects they differed from any previously known.
The shearing tooth and edge of the lower mandible were lacking. In

place of the latter was a blunt process rising at some distance behind the

great front tooth and set with rounded tubeicles on its fore and hind

slopes. Opposed to this in the upper jaw was an enormous doubly

pointed tooth so set as to play on the tpp of this process which was
received between its two points. This character alone is sufficient for

the identification of the genus if the mandibles are obtainable. No doubt

when the rest of the plates have been extracted from the matrix, or other

specimens found, many more characters will be determinable.

The great front tooth so closely resembles that of Dinichthys that no
special description is requisite. Its antagonist in the upper jaw closed

down behind it as usual in Dinichthys but only its tip was present in this

specimen, the rest having been broken off at or before its discovery.

This tip lay in the groove which it had worn in the back part of the

lower tooth as shown in the figures, but for the sake of clearness it has

been represented lying entirely clear. See Plate XLI.
In size the mandible of Gorgonichthys about equals that of Di7iich-

thySy being about 25 inches in length. • But it is considerably heavier and

better adapted to meet the greater weight of the opposing tooth in the

upper jaw. This tooth measures nine inches from front to back by seven

in a vertical direction. Like the rest it consists of the peculiarly hard,

black, dense, bony tissue of which the shear-tooth and blade of Dinickthvs
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are composed. The structure of those parts enabled them to resist the

severe xtsage to which they must have been subjected.

The enormous teeth of Gorgonichthys constitute the most formida-

ble dentition known in the animal kingdom, unless possible exception be

made in favor of the great Eocene shark, Carcharodon.

Coccosteus CuyahogcBy sp. n.

A single plate was described bf' Dr. Newberry in the second volume

of the Palaeontology of Ohio (p. 32), which so closely resembled the dorso-

median plate of Coccosteus both in form and in ornamentation, that it was

named C, occidentalis. This, if rightly named, was the first specimen of

the genus from North American strata, all previoUvSly described having

come from Europe. In the first volume of the same work Dr. N. had

figured a small jaw under the name of Liognathus spatula uSy and sug-

gested that it belonged to the same fish or was at least Coccostean. The
specimen is very imperfect and it is impossible to feel certain of the refer-

ence. If it really belongs to this genus it differs considerably from all

the other known mandibles.

Both these fossils came from the Corniferous limestone at Delaware

and belong consequently to the lower part of the Deyonian strata.

Since the publication of Dr. Newberry's report, Mr. Whiteaves, of the

Canadian Survey, has published the ^description of a Coccosteus
( C. Aca -

dicus), from the lower Devonian beds of Campbelltown, N. B., whereby

the geographical range of the genus is extended to the Atlantic coast in

the northeast.

Coccosteus does not occur in the lowest or flagstone beds of Scotland

and is not found until the middle strata are reached. In Acadia it is

associated with Cepkalaspis\ a fossil characteristic of the lowest Scottish

Devonian. Conditions probably had much to do with this distribution

but the evidence of the vertebrates seems to point to a conclusion that

the Corniferous of Ohio does not exactly correspond to the lowest Devon-

ian or Europe, but rather to the overlying strata there classed as middle

Devonian The complete absence, so far as yet known, of all Cephalaspid-

ian and Pteraspidian fossils bears strongly in the same direction espe-

cially as we now know that fishes of this order existed in NewBrunswick
in early Devonian and in Pennsylvania in late Silurian times.

The recent discovery by Dr. Clark of a Coccosteus in the Cleveland

shale enables us to add another species to the American list and to carry

the upper limit of its generic range almost to the top of the Devonian

system.

The new species is much larger than any previously reported. The
largest of the Scottish species {C. decipiens) measures only sixteen inches

* Illustrations of the Fossil Fishes of the Devonian rpcks of Canada, 1881.
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in length and its jaws are but three inches long. Liog^iathiis, of Dr. New-
berry, is yet smaller. But the anterior part of the new species—the only

piece found—is five and a half inches long and indicates at least eight

inches as the total length of the mandible when perfect, that is to say, a

living Coccosteus of about forty inches. This is in harmony with the

great size attained by the other species in late Devonian time.

The mandible shows a row of eight blunt denticles on a raised part

of its upper edge in advance of the middle. In front and at the back of

these the edge is lower. The characteristic symphysial teeth are present,

but have boen broken so that only their bases can be seen. There are

three of these, as may be seen by an examination of the end view of the

mandible shown at a in figure 2. The number of these in Coccosteus

varies from five to eight. In Hugh Miller's figure six are represented,

though only five are spoken of in the description.^

In writing of the mandibles of Dinichthys and Titanichthys ( Monog.

p. 132), Dr. Newberry has likened them to that of Coccosteus. He says:

*'I found in the British Museum a number of jaws of Coccosteus in

which the form is essentially that of Dinichthys y viz., the anterior ex-

tremity is turned up and forms a prominent denticle and the whole organ

is only a miniature copy of the mandible of Dinichthys Hertzeri''

There is, however, no such resemblance between the jaws here de-

scribed and those of Titanichthys and Dinichthys. No indication of the

upturned tip forming a pointed tooth can be detected. Nor is any sem-

blance of such a structure shown in any figure of Coccosteus known to

the writer. The explanation of the confusing statement of Dr. Newberry

is given by Mr. A. Smith Woodward, in his ".Catalogue of Fishes in the
* British Museum," (p. 285, vol. II), where he writes: ''This and the fol-

lowing specimens are probably relerred to by Newberry as closely resem-

bling the mandibular rami of Dinichthys, The beak-like appearance, how-

ever, is entirely due to the accidental flaking of the bituminous substance

into which the fossils are converted."

' The Sharks of the Cleveland Shale,

B-it these gigantic Placoderms or armor-clad fishes were ndt the only

denizens of the ancient sea of Ohio. If they dominated the muddy bot-

tom where the black shale was accumulating as do the mud-fish of the

present day, yet above them in the clearer water swam sharks of various

forms and sizes. Between them these two groups probably divided the

empire of the sea.

We as yet know only a few of the latter group. The labors of Messrs.

Fyler and Kepler, and especially later of Dr. Clark, have brought to light

several specimens, the first of which were figured in the Monograph by

Dr. Newberry under the names of Cladodus Kepleri and Of C. Fyleri^

* Old Red Sandstone.
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The fossils are unfortunately not very well preserved, being, as is usual

in this formation, heavily pyritized. But to the palaeontologist they are

nevertheless invaluable. Thus far we have known nothing of the form

and appearance of these early sharks. Containing, as do all the rest of

their family, a skeleton that was almost entirely cartilaginous, they left

few fossil bones or plates to carry down to us an idea of what they were.

Their disjointed teeth which, being attached to the skin of a j^w for the

most part cartilaginous, were set free by its decay and strewn over the

sea-bottom, together with the strong and often highly ornamented spines

which fronted the dorsal and other fins, have hitherto been almost the

only relics of the shark-life of the older seas. On these teeth and spines

genera and species have been founded for want of better data, and doubt-

less in not a few cases the temporary nomenclature thus established will

be found largely synonymous. Not a few of these genera and species are

based on a single tooth, and when we consider the variety of form and

pattern of the teeth in the mouth of a single shark we can fully under-

stand how one fish may be bearing several names. This is unavoidable

in the present state of our knowledge, but cannot lead to serious error

except in those who are unacquainted with the limits of discovery. The
palaeontologist will not be deceived, because he well knows that these

terms are merely the names of teeth or spines and not of fishes, and he is

awaiting the time when their connecting links shall be found.

These few words of explanation will serve to show the value of the

recent discoveries in the Black Shale of Ohio. Though in consequence of

their want of distinctness we are unable to characterize the species as

fully as is desirable, yet we are able for the first time to form a concep-

tion of the general form and outline of these primaeval elasmobranchs

and to recognize in them many of the features that mark their descend-

ants of to-day.

The specimen described and figured by Dr. Newberry was found by

Mr. Fyler. A second was discovered by the Rev. W. Kepler and a third

by Dr. Clark. The last was figured under the name of Cladodus Fyleriy

but no description was given and there is apparently very slight ground

for its separation from the former. No teeth are visible.

Since the Monograph was issued several other specimens of these

sharks have been found by Dr. Clark, indicating the existence of other

species, one of which will be described below.

Considering the nature and date of these fossils we are justified in

drawing the inference that the sharks are among the oldest ichthyic

inhabitants of our globe. They shared the Devonian seas of Ohio with

the Placoderms and their teeth are found yet deeper in the Corniferous

Limestone. Shagreen, indicating shark-life, occurs in the English Ludlow

or Upper Silurian rocks among almost the oldest fish-remains known in

the Old World and no vertebrate remains of undoubted authenticity are

yet known below the Upper Silurian strata. We must therefore date the
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primeval sharks as the comrades or the antagonists of the primeval

Pteraspidians of the Silurian seas.

The genus Ckidodus was founded by Agassi z in 1848 to receive cer-

tain teeth consisting of a median cone on an elliptical base with one or

more lateral denticles on each side, the largest of which (if several were

present) were at the two extremities. The tooth of the species described

by Dr. Newberry was of this character, with however only a single denti-

cle on each side, as shown in Plate XI/VI. The second specimen, figured

as C Fyleri, shows no teeth and was referred to the genus from its general

resemblance to the former.

One of the specimens found by Dr. Clark is of a very peculiar form,

and allowing for a considerable change due to the conditions of fossiliza-

tion which may have somewhat modified its original outline, it yet mark-

edly differs from Dr. Newberry's species. It is shown on Plate 43, fig. 6.

Its reference to the genus Cladodus must be regarded as merely provi-

sional as no teeth have been found with it or on it. The head is wide

behind and narrower in front. It was comparatively a small fish, not

measuring more than twenty-eight inches in length, allowing for the in-

complete condition of its posterior end. The body is thicker in propor-

tion in the middle than is usual with sharks and tapers rapidly behind.

The pectoral fins are less straight in outline and less rigid than in C.

KeplerI. They contain about seventeen or eighteen rays the larger of

which fork near the tip. The margin is membranous.

At its hinder end the body or rather probably its superficial skin is

extended into a wide membranous sheet lying horizontal, rather abrupt

in front and tapering away behind till it merges in the median extension

of the body carrying the caudal fin. This fin is not shown but the bases

of two distinct bony rays are seen indicating its presence. These spi-

nous rays are better shown in some of the other spegies.

No ventral or anal fins are visible, they having been apparently of a

very soft and perishable nature, differing much in this respect from the

powerful and thick-rayed pectorals. Traces of the jaws and of the

branchial arches remain. The shagreen covering the body is well pre-

served in many peaces. No trace of a dorsal fin or of any fin-spines can

be detected. The dorsal surface is shown for the most part except where

the stone flaked so as to expose the lower aspect near the head. There

is consequently no appearance of the scaly ventral defensive skin, that is

seen on these fossils when the lower aspect is exposed.

For this species the name Cladodus^, sinicatus is proposed, on

account of the sicuous outline of the head as it is preserved in the fossil.

Another of Dr. Clark's specimens shows in spite of the necessary

indistinctness of a p5^ritized fossil, points of divergence so strongly ac-

centuated as to render it doubtful if it can rightly be referred to the same

genus. Yet in other respects it so clearly resembles the above as to for-

bid the drawing of any very strong line of demarcation between them.
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In general outline they correspond. The caudal fins are better preserved

but do not apparently differ in any essential feature. The ventral and

anal fins are not preserved. The single specimen yet found shows the

dorsal aspect and the shagreen coating differs little if at all from that of

the other species. The pectoral fins are also of the same form as in those

but contain*about tweniy rays.

But the fossil measures sixty-three inches in length, in spite of some
slight imperfection at the hinder end, and its teeth which are remarkably

well preserved and have been exposed with great care and skill, show
none of the usual cladodont features in the presence of lateral denticles.

For these reasons I am induced to separate this large form from the others

generically and yet to indicate its relationship by adopting the name
MonocladoduSy in allusion to its single coronal tooth, which is shown in

Plate XL, fig. 2.

The tooth consists of a single flattened pointed medial cusp, slightly

striated below and forking near the base which does not outwardly ex-

tend beyond the front of the cusp, but inwardly widens out so far as to

form a spreading surface of attachment to the skin of the jaw. In trout

view the general form is strikingly suggestive of Lamna, but the resem-

blance disappears on close examination. The striation is strictly confined

to the lower part of the cusp and does not consist merely of a longitudi-

nal roughening or of a faintly visible line-marking as in Cu Kepleri, but of

distinct and tangible unevennesses of the surface. The front face is

nearly flat, the hinder convex or doubly sloping

Perhaps the most remarkable |»eculiarity of these teeth lies in the

fact that towafrd the back of the jaw they stand in pairs as shown in the

figure, one being close outside of the other. The outer one is frequently

broken, but this has evidently been done during fossilization or in the

extraction of the specimen from its refractory matrix. At least four of

the eight teeth remaining in position in the left mandible show this

character and more than one on the right side is also double. It is there-

fore not an accidental circumstance. Moreover in the front part of the

jaw two at least of the teeth show at their bases, outside, what are ap-

parently the points of others that scarcely rise above the base of those

in front of them. These cannot be young teeth, for the young teeth in

the sharks grow inside and behind those outside them which show signs

of use and wear that are not visible on these. If the outer teeth are

really in the act of being shed they would scarcely present the appear-

ance shown by those in the front of the mouth though this interpreta-

tion might be accepted regarding those near the back of the jaw.

I propose to give to this fish the name Monoaadodus Clarki. It was

found in the Cleveland Shale in Cuyahoga county, Ohio, by Dr. W.
Clark.
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Supplenper;)t.

ON THE VENTRAL ARMOR OF DINICHTHYS.

By Prof. Ai^bkrt A. Wright, Oberi^in, Ohio.

PLATE VII.

Owing to the isolated and imperfect condition in which most of the

remains of Dinichthys are found, it has not yet been possible to give a

complete account of the skeleton and armor of the fish, or to assign

the plates to their correct positions. Many unfigured and undescribed

bones in the collections are awaiting the hitherto undiscovered evidence

as to their precise position and relationships. From time to time, how-

ever, advances are made by the finding of more perfectly preserved ma-

terials, either in their correct original relations or in those that are very

suggestive; and I am now fortunate enough to be able to add something

to our previous knowledge of the ventral armor of Dinichthys from

specimens in the museum of Oberlin college.

The facts which I have to offer are not precisely an addition to

knowledge in a region where nothing was known before; but principally

a rearrangement of some of the isolated elements of the armor, which
elements have already been figured and described.

In order that these facts may stand in a clear light, it will be

necessary to refer to the original account of the ventral armor given by
Dr. Newberry in the Paleontology of Ohio* and to his supplementary

account in the Monograph upon the paleozoic fishes of North Americaf
These accounts give an instructive history of the progress of dis-

covery in this field, and of the changes which it has already been

necessary to make in the arrangement of the plates.

*Ohio Geo. Survey, Paleontology Vol. II.

tU. S. Geol. Survey, Monographs, Vol. XVII.
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In the former of the two volumes above quoted the five plates which

were originally supposed to constitute the "plastron'Lare figured in out-

line (p. 10) and fully described. The cut is here leproduced.

Ven'ral Armor of Dinchthys Terrelli. N. Dr. Newberry's first restoration.

The upper pair are designated as
*

'anterior ventrals," the lower pair

"posterior ventrals," while the narrow one between the anteriors is the

"ventral median" plate. The general correspondence of this plastron

with that of Coccosteus as restored by Pander is noted, as well as the

divergencies, which latter are greatest in the posterior pair.

Prior to the publication of the Monograph referred to above (1889),

the true position of the so-called "posterior ventrals" was found to be

upon the sides of the head, where the}^ constituted the "sub-orbitals,"

and to this position they are assigned in the latter work. The place

thus left vacant in the plastron is not positively supplied by anything de

scribed in the Monograph. The subject is alluded to however as follows:

*'No figure is given of the plates which are supposed to have formed the

posterior half of the plastron, because no perfect ones have been found,

but I have numerous fragments of relatively large plates which must

have been oblong in form and had the moderate and uniform thickness

and plainness of surface which characterize the plates that defended the
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under side of the bod3\ As they are apparently assignable to no other

place in the armor of Dinichthys I provisionally locate them here." (P.

138).

Ventral Armor of Coccosteus decip-ens, Ag. Pander's restoration.

But while the vacancy in the plastron in not positively filled, another

series of four bones is described which is believed to have defended the

under side of the head. These are apairofjugulars" fitting intothe arched

space betw^een the mandibles, and a pair of "post jugulars" or "hyoids"

which overlapped the jugulars at their tips. The description is as fol-

lows: ''They [the jugulars] are each semi-elliptical in outline, sixteen

inches in length by seven and a half wide ; the outer margin is sym-

metrically arched ; the inner margin nearly straight ; the posterior ends are

obliquely truncated and overlapped by the anterior extremity of a second

pair of plates. ^'^ ^ ^ The posterior pair of jugulars—or as they should

perhaps be called hyoid plates—are long triangular in outline, smaller

than the anterior pair, but much thicker. Their anterior angles overlap

and are sunk ijito the obliquely truncated ends of the jugulars. The out-

side and posterior ends of the hyoid plates are irregular and thin and

show that they were overlapped by other plates." [Monograph p. 137-8.]

The valuable material in n:}^ hands now enables me to show, as I

think beyond a doubt

—

First, that the ''post jugular" or "hyoid" bones refered to above are

in reality the anterior ventrals of the plastron, but with their apices

turned in the opposite direction.
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Second, that the plates called jugulars are not such, but are the pos-

terior laterals of the plastron. They are the missing pair which are

needed to replace the sub-o bitals.

Third, consequently the four plates supposed to form the jugular

armature are the four principal plates of the plastron in reversed position.

The fifth, a median plate, should doubtless remain in the plastron.

Fourth, this arrangement shows the plastron of Dinichthys to have

a much closer homology with that of Coccosteus than has hitherto been

supposed to exist.

The outline figures on Plate VII give various views of the four

bones in question. The arched bones (3, 4, 6, 7, 9), are the "jugulars"

figured in Dr. Newberry's Monograph; the others are the anterior laterals

ot the plastrons.

Taking up the points above enumerated in their order I have first

to show that the so called *' postjugulars " are really the anterior ventrals.

The most perfect specimen of an anterior ventral of D, TerrcUi, which

I have seen is that shown herewith in figure 8 ; the inner or dorsal side

being there represented. The four accompanying cross-sections show

the nature of the margins. This bone was figured by Dr. Newberry, in

the large chart accompanying the second volume of the Paleontology of

Ohio. His specimen, however, was incomplete, lacking ^v^ or six inches

of the triangular apex. The dotted line by which he indicated the sup-

posed outline lacks the triangular apex, which is fully preserved in. my
specimen. Placing the latter upon his chart, the two coincide in outline

perfectly, with the exception mentioned. The corresponding bone for two

smaller species, D. intermedms and D. czirtus, is figured on plates XLVIII
and L of the Monograph. In the first of these also the apex is wanting,

while in the second it is complete and its identity unmistakable. If the

apex had been preserved in Dr. Newberry's original specimen of D,

Terrelli, he would have been spared the discussion of the question as to

why the anterior ventrals of Coccosteus overlapped the posterior pair,

while those of Dinichthys did not^ and his original restoration of the

plastron of Dinichthys might have been quite different from that given.

II. The plates with arched outlines which are described by Dr.

Newberry as ''jugulars " in his Monograph are demonstrated by my
material to be the companions of his " anterior ventrals. " The three

cases of overlapping which I have figured on Plate VII furnished the

proof upon this point. The bones numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, belonged to

a single individual of Dinichthys Tcrrelli. When the posterior apex of

the anterior ventrals is applied to the sunken triangular area on the so

called "jugulars," it precisely fits. The four bones are arranged in the

drawing, in very nearly their natural position. The anterior and pos-

terior plate on each side are in their exact natural relation to each other,

but the space between the two anteriors may have been a trifle wider, to

* Paleontology' of Ohio, Vol. 2. p. 11.
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admit of the presence of the ventro-mediau plate which was not preserved.

The margins of the overlapping area, both on the right and left sides, are

so entirely coincident, that no one on seeing the specimens can doubt that

the two were related to each other as shown.

The bones numbered 5 and 6, belonging to another individual, con-

stitute a third case in which there is a perfect fit in the overlapping.

Whether these two belong to the same species as the other four is a

matter of no moment so far as the relationship of the bones is concerned.

The three cases taken together make an array of fact which must be

conceded to be conclusive. The only alternative would be that each fish

carried somewhere upon his armor a pair of bones other than the ante-

rior ventrals, which nevertheless had the same shape and size of tip as the

anterior ventrals, and which therefore would fit into the excavations upon

the "jugulars.'* I have already quoted Dr. Newberry's description of his

supposed *' post jugulars" and ''hyoid" bones which overlapped the '*jug-

ulars." It will be seen that the description corresponds almost completely

with that of the perfect anterior ventrals which I am now able to figure.

If he had procured perfect specimens of the "post-jugulars," I feel confi-

dent that he would have figured them with the "jugulars" in the Mono-

graph. And as his published figures of the anterior ventrals lacked the

triangular tips which fit upon the "jugulars," we must assume that his

material failed to show him the idenlnty of his "post-jugulars" and "an-

teriqr ventrals."

III. Since the so called "jugulars " and the anteriar ventrals were

companion bones, the question arises whether these four plates (together

with the narrow median plate) covered the jugular or the pectoral

or the ventral portion of the fish. The preponderance of evidence

to my mind is in favor of placing them in the ventral position, the "jugu-

lars" becoming the posterior ventrals with their arched outlines pointing

backward.

I am not aware that any individual specimen has yet been found with

the bones so completely in place as to settle this question. There are

some difficulties in the way of the view which is taken, to which refer-

ence will be made later. Butthereare.anumber of weighty considerations

in favor of it. In the first place the so called "jugulars" are pretty large

for service as jugulars. They are longer than the mandibles. In the spe-

cimen from which figures 3 and 4 were taken (a fish of which eighteen

bones were preserved together), the mandibles were fourteen and a half

inchesin length while the "jugulars" are sixteen, measured either from

tip to tip or around the arched border. Fig. 6 is 22^ inches long, while a

plate of the general shape of Fig. 4 has been discovered near Columbus,

as I am informed by Professor Claypole, who has kindly sent me a tracing

of it, which was at least 30 inches in length. They would thus seem to be

somewhat large for filling the "space between the mandibles," while upon

he belly there was room for considerable expansion.
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In the second place the nature of the overlapping joint between these

bones and the anterior ventrals is one which was not adapted to furnish

the freedom of motion which the jugulars under the jaws of the preda-

tory Dinichthys would need. The same, in a less degree, may be said of

the overlapping joint between the two "jugulars," the nature of which is

shown in figure 9.

To this must probably be added the overlapping joint between the

"ventro median" or "sternal" plate which bound all four of the bones

together into a piece of armor not especially flexible.

These points might not be against the idea that this portion of the

armor was drawn back to a pectoral or intermediate position between the

jugular and the ventral, by which the arched outline of the jugulars

would still be anterior in position.

And thirdly, if we consider all these plates as forming the ventral

aimor, retaining the anterior and median ventrals as Dr. Newberry placed

them, and making the "jugulars" the posterior ventrals, we shall have a

most complete and convincing homology with the plastron of Coccosteus,

removing discrepancies which were previously vSupposed to exist, and
adding some harmonies which were not before suspected.

All the points of harmony which Dr. Newberry so admirably makes
out* concerning the anterior laterals and median plate remain in their

full force. If now the "jugulars" be placed as the posterior plates there

will be added: First, the overlapping of the posterior plates by the ex-

tremities of the anterior plates; second, the overlapping of the right pos-

terior plate by the left posterior plate along the median line; third the

sinuous line of overlapping between the posterior plates in both genera;

fourth, the less breadth of the posterior plates behind than in front.

This brings the whole plastron of the two genera into striking ac-

cord and it is difficult to resist the belief that whatever position upon
the body was occupied by the "plastron" of Coccosteus must likewise

have been occupied by the ventral armor of Dinichthys, If it was really

ventral in the one, it doubtless was in the other.

A real point of dilBficulty in this view may seem to exist in the ab-

sence of any projecting angles upon the arched margin of the posterior

plates of DinichthySy with which other plates could have articulated. I

do not detect any evidence that other plates, either by overlapping or

articulation, were connected with the outer margins of the posterior ven-

trals of Dinichthys, Such a bold, curved outline might seem to be more
easily explainable in an anterior position than in a posterior. But the

balance of evidence is so strong upon the other side that it must be ac-

cepted as best expressing our knowledge upon the subject.

To recapitulate, then, this discussion shows that the four bones,

which have been supposed to constitute the jugular armor of Dinichthys^

•'• Paleontology, Ohio, Vol II, p. 11.

40 G. O.
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viz., the "jugulars" and the "post jugulars" or "hyoids," really belong to

the ventral armor, the supposed hyoids being identical with the anterior

entrals, but with their points turned in the opposite direction, and the

jugulars" being the missing posterior ventrals. This arrangement of

the plates brings out new points of harmony between the two placo-gan-

oids Dinichthys and Coccosteus.

In connection with the figures now published it may be w^ell to

allude to one point. The outer margins of the anterior ventrals are

seen to be "rabbeted" for a considerable part of their length, as if for

the reception of the margin of some contiguous plate. No plate, how-

ever, has yet been brought to light which could occupy this position.

It may be of assistance to future students of Dinichthys to give the

measurements, and therefore the relative size, of various bones which

are known to have belonged to one individual specimen of D. Terrell! a

Specimen of moderate size, found up an the east branch of the Vermillion

river by Mr. Jay Terrell.

Cranium, length, median line, 15.] inches.

width, flattened, with suborbital, 24 inches.

width between supra-clavicular joints, 16 inches.

back of supra- occipital to center of e3^e-orbit, 12 J.

Suborbital, length Vl\ inches, width 6 inches.

back extension from center of orbit, 12 inches.

Supra-occipital, vertical thickness, 2i inches.

Premaxillary, width of tooth, 3 inches, height SJ inches.

width, with prong, 4}.

Mandible, length, 14} inches, height, tooth, 5} inches.

length of posterior ramus 7} inches, width 3| inches.

Maxillary, length 4f inches, width 3} inches.

Dorsal shield, length 13 inches, with neck, 19 inches.

width 17 inches.

Posterior ventrals, ( "jugulars "), length 16 inches, width 7 inclieis.

Anterior ventrals, width 5 inches, length lejinches.
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NEW AND LITTLE KNOWN LAMELLIBRANCHIATA FROM
THE LOWER SILURIAN ROCKS OF OHIO AND

ADJACENT STATES.

By E. O. Ulrich.

Description and figures of many of the following species were pre-

pared in 1881 for Dr. Newberry's proposed Volume III on the Paleontol-

ogy of Ohio. After successive failures to secure an appropriation from

the legislature, the plan of publication by the Ohio Survey seems to have

been abandoned, since much of the work prepared for the volume has

appeared through other channels. The same course would have been

adopted in my own case had my plates not been destroyed in a fire at the

lithographing establishment that was to print them.

Although at the time a great disappointment, I cannot but believe

that science has, after all, gained through their loss, for the work as now

presented is moie thorough and as I believe better in every respect.

Whether it is accepted as good or not, the fact will remain that I have

spent a great deal of time and labor on the class and that I have conscien-

tiously striven to do my best under what, to say the least, were not

always favorable circumstances.

The present addition to our knowledge of paleozoic Lamellibranchi-

ata is really to be viewed as supplemental to the work which I have just

completed for the paleontological report of the Minnesota Geological

Survey. In that work, which is now going through the press, the stu-

d:nt will find an amended classificat on of the paleozoic representatives

of the class and full descriptions of nearly all the genera occurring in the

Lower Silurian rocks of America. It may have seemed to those who

were not conversant with the facts that much had been done on the

Lower Silurian forms previous to the present decade, but I would assure

them that it amounts to little indeed compared with what has been done

since the beginning of 1890 and what remains yet to be accomplished.

Including the present work no less than twenty-three new genera have

been proposed by the author, and four by Mr. S. A. Miller for Lower

Silurian types.

The erection of a new genus is a serious matter and, unless the

type is very obviously distinct, ought not to be attempted except on suf-

ficient evidence showing that the proposed grouping of species actually
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obtained in nature. Opinions will always vary as to what degree 6f dif-

ference is required to establish a genus, but all agree that it is a larger or

smaller group of closely related species. The first essential then is to

show that the supposed generic characters exist in two or more specifi-

cally distinct forms—the more the better for the genus.

Now, it happens that a majority of the new genera founded by me
upon shells of the Cincinnati group have earlier representatives in the

Trenton limestones of the Northwest, and these as well as the genera

are described in the Minnesota work referred to. The real types and

bulk of the genera, however, could find no place in that work, and I do

not doubt that their publication would have been postponed for years had

the present opportunity not become available. That it did is most fortu-

nate, since I was thereby enabled to give a degree of thoroughness to

my studies that would not have been possible had I been obliged to

depend entirely upon my own resources. This thoroughness lies chiefly

in the delineation and comparison of the generic groups in accordance

with facts gathered in a study of collections containing a large number

of hitherto unknown forms. By itself the Minnesota work is probably

insufiicient in its specific part to establish all the innovations proposed,

and it is therefore again fortunate that the date of the present publica-

tion will be little if at all subsequent to that of the Minnesota volume.

Between the two it is hoped that the desired completeness may be

obtained, and that the validity of some of the new genera will be estab-

lished almost by force of numbers alone.

So far I have published nothing on the AviadidcE, although the

Lower Silurian forms have been studied thoroughly and drawings of

many of them prepared. Some important facts relating to their preser-

vation have been discovered, and sufficient new material to make an

interesting paper by itself, is already available. Aside from the avicu-

loids there remains also a considerable number of Lamellibranchiata that

have never been described. Indeed, of nearly every Lower Silurian

genus established previous to 1890 from one to as high as six and seven

undescribed species are known, and with every year the number is in-

creased. I have not therefore by any means exhausted the subject even

in its specific part, and when it comes to the classification of the species

and genera we are really but little beyond a good beginning. And, ac-

cording to my views, this is just as it vShould be. I go namely from the

standpoint that the higher classification must evolve itself, and come, if

the expression be allowed, as a by-product from our studies of individual

and specific forms, and finally of the generic types.

The plates accompanying the present work were prepared by myself.

The specimens used, except where they are credited to other parties, are

to be understood as belonging to my private collection.
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Class LAMElyLIBRANCHIATA.

Family AMBONYCHIID^, Miller.

Genus Byssonychia, Ulrich, 1894.

( Paleontology of Minnesota, Final report vol. Ill, p. 498.)

Byssonychia vera n. sp.

Ambon chia belltstriata, S. A. Miller, 1874, Ci'h. Quart. Jour. Sci., vol.1, p. 14. (No

Figs. a. and b, the left side and an anterior view of a partial cast of the exterior ; c, ex-

cellently preserved, cast of the interior, showing the pallial and muscular impressions, Utica
horizon of the Cincinnati group, Newport, Ky.

This name is proposed for the form which, for more than twenty

years, has been erroneously identified by Cincinnati collectors with Hall's

Ambonychia bellistriata. That species is restricted to the Trenton and

differs from B. vefa in its greater obliquity, longer hinge line and finer

striae, and more importantly in wanting a byssal opening as well as post-

erior lateral teeth.

From B, radiata Hall, sp., the type of the new genus, B. vera differs

in its smaller size, finer striae, (there being about fifty to Irom thirty-

seven to forty in the typical form of that species,) shorter hinge line, more
evenly convex valves, and shorter byssal opening. A new variety of

that species, found near the tops of the hills at Cincinnati, and which
may be called B. radiata var. approxhnata^ approaches B. vera in being as

a rule of smaller size than the typical form and in having the number of

the radii increased to as high as forty-five.* In all other respects

however this variety is the same as the usual form of B. radiata.

B. vera, I am satisfied, is not a descendant of the Trenton variety of

B. radiata, but of the Galena B. intermedia, Meek and Worthen, sp. That
species is the earliest known and B. vera the second, of a group of spe-

cies in which the hinge is short, the beaks and the anterior part of the

valves tumid, and the byssal opening short and thickened on the inner

margins so as to leave an unusually deep and abrupt depression beneath

* A comparison of hundreds of specimens of the various species of Byssonychia

has shown that wittan reasonable limits the number of the radiating costse is con-

stant for each species, and the same in specimens of all ages. Young specimens

therefore appear to have been much more finely striated than the old shells, but a

count will show, as also will a comparison of the young shell with the rostral por-

tion of the old, that the number of the striae is approximately the same in both.
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the beaks in casts of the interior. Other species of this type are the B
obesa and probably B. grandis, and one or two other species of this

report. Of these the first is larger and has coarser radii, while the

second is very much larger and has anteriorly flattened and widely separ-

ated beaks. B. intermedia is more gibbous, especially in the umbonal
region, and B. temtistriata, Ulrich, from the upper beds of the Cincinnati

group, has much finer radiating striae, the number being not less than

seventy.

Formation and localities: Utica horizon of the Cincinnati group,

occurring at localities in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio, from 50 to 200
feet above the bed of the Ohio river.

BysSonycMa obesa ^ n. sp.

Plate 45. Figs. 10-12.

Shell usually of less than medium size, obese, ovate in outline

except w^iere the full and prominent beaks project beyond the regular

curve; hinge short, rounded behind; byssal opening small, situated high,

the inner margin thickened so that a decided depression is formed in the

anterior side of casts of the interior. Radii from forty-two to forty-five;

length from 20 mm. to 33 mm.; height (from beak to base) from 26.5 mm.
to 40 mm.; thickness from 15 mm. to 25 mm. In one specimen that dif-

fers a little from the rest these measurements are respectively 27 mm.
38 mm. and 20 mm.

This species rarely occurs except in the condition of casts of the
interior, but these are easily distinguished from B. radiata Hall, sp., wiih
which collectors have generally identified them, by their more ventricose

valves, more rounded form, and deeper byssal excavation. From B. vera

the species is separated by its greater size, and more ventricose valves.

B. grandis is much larger and has carinated beaks, they being flattened

on the anterioi: side ; B, subereda is a more erect shell and has a longer
hinge. Probably nearer than any of these species, at any rate in the

general expression of casts of the interior, is the Galena limestone spe-

ciesdescribedby Meekand Worthen as intennedia {Ambonychia interrnedia)

,

Young specimens may be difficult to distinguish from that species, but I

have not yet seen any of B. obesa that were as small as the largest of B. inte?--

7?iedia. Aside from the point of size, comparison shows that the Galena
species is, relatively speaking, higher, and that the outline is less rounded
especially in the postero-cardinal region.

Two large specimens from a lower horizon (about fifty feet below
the tops of the hills at Cincinnati,) may belong to an early variety of this

species. As however they had at least fifty radii we might be equally

justified in regarding them as examples of a gigantic variety of B. vera.

The length ot the larger of the two is about 60 mm.
Formatio7i and locality : Near the top of the Cincinnati group at

Richmond, Indiana, where it occurs in association with B. richmonde^isis.

Ulrich. and Orto7iella haincsi. Miller, sp.
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Byssonychia alveolatay n. sp.

Plate 48, Figs. 1-3.

Shell of medium size, moderately convex, obliquely acuminate-ovate,

wider than usual, with the basal half of the outline semicircular; cardinal

margin somewhat shorter than the middle length of the shell; umbones
full, beaks but little incurved, separated; ligamental area very large;

beneath the beaks the anterior side is impressed, forming an obscurely

defined subcordate lunule, in the lower part of which the byssal opening

is situated. Surface marked by about fifty rounded radiating costse.

The large ligamental area indicates relationship with B. grandis and

B. obesUy both of which are restricted to a higher horizon. The first is

sufficiently distinguished by its carinate umbones; the second is a more

erect shell, with a shorter hinge line, narrower area, and differently

j«haped byssal depression. The wide area should separate the species at

once from B, radiata with which a careless collector might confound it-

Formation and locality : Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Byssonychia grandis y n. sp.

Plate 46, Figs. 6-9.

Shell large, ventricose, subquadrate, the length and height as ten is

to thirteen; anterior margin sinuate above, broadly convex in the lower

two-thirds; outline of basal half semicircular; hinge line about two-thirds

as long as the shell is at the middle of the height. Beaks projecting less

than usual, carinate, flattened on the anterior side; apices separated widely,

the intervening space being occupied by a broad, striated ligamental area.

Upper part of the anterior side with a broad and deep impression in the

bottom of which lies the byssal opening. Surface marked with about

forty radiating costae. These are rounded and broad in the lower half of

the shell. Posterior lateral teeth small, two, situated neal»* the extremity

of the hinge.

This species probably attained a larger size than any other known..

It may be equaled in this respect by the associated B, cultrata^ a species

that resembles it in its outline and in having carinate umbones as well.

But the present species is readily distinguished from that one by its

greater convexity, coarser and therefore fewer costae, and by the large

depression around the byssal opening, this part of the shell being quite

flat in that species. The ligamental area, furthermore, is of a peculiar

type and much narrower in B. cultrata, allowing the beaks to come into

close proximity. Despite the somewhat striking agreements, I am well

satisfied that the two species are widely distinct. In B. robusta, Miller,

sp., the whole anterior side is flattened, the outline different, and the

beaks do not curve forward as in th'is species, nor are they as widely
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separated. Despite these and other differences, I wish it to be under-

stood that I think it just possible that B, grandis is not distinct irom the

species intended by Mr. Miller. I tried to see his types but failed because

they were packed away. I am therefore obliged to rely upon his illus-

trations and to assume that they are correct. Comparing my specimens

with his figures it will be noticed that in the convexity of the valves and

the number of costae the two species agree very well, but in all other

respects they are so obviously different that we are forced to regard them

as specifically distinct. The carinate umbones will distinguish the species

from all the other forms of the genus.

There remains to mention that the outline of the shell and the coarse

rays, which however are rounded instead of flattened, remind of Anomal-

odonta gigantea, Miller. That spiecies, however, is not so ventricose, and

is without the large depressed area which surrounds the b^^ssal opening

in B. grandis.

Formation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Ox-

ford and Clarksville, Ohio.

Byssonychia cultrata, n, sp.

Plate 45, Figs. 5-7.

Size and outline practically the same as in B. gra?idisy while another

resemblance to that species is found in the carinate umbones. Critically

compared however a number of well marked differences will be observed.

First, the convexity of the valves is less, the thickness of an example

70 mm. high being only 30 mm. Second, the radiating costae are more

numerous, their number varying two or three either way from fifty-five.

Third, the upper part of the anterior side is almost flat and not, as in that

species, deeply sunken about the byssal opening. Fourth, the posterior

lateral teeth are much stronger. And fifth, the ligamental area is much
narrower in a dorsal view, thus permitting the beaks to come into close

proximity. The ligamental area, in which the species differs also from

all the other species of the genus, consists of a narrow but deep and sharply

defined groove extending about two-thirds of the hinge from the beaks-

Compared with other species B. robusta, Miller, will be found to be

more convex, relatively higher, and much straighter anteriorly, while most

of the remaining forms are readily separated by their rounded instead of

carinate umbones.

Forfnation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynes-

ville, Ohio.

Byssonychia richmondensis, n. sp.

Plate 45, Figs 3 and 4.

Ambonychia robusta (part), Miller, 1880, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. Ill, p.

315.

Shell large, high, triangular in a cardinal view, the anterior side be-

ing flat; height, length and thickness of an average specimen, respectively,
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57 mm., 87 mm. and 30 mm. Beaks rather prominent, triangular, cari-

nate, curving very slightly forward, and rather widely separated in casts.

Anterior outline nearly straight, the margin projecting a little in the

lower part; base strongly convex, posterior margin broadly rounded;

hinge line about two-thirds as long as the middle length of the shell, rang-

ing at an angle of about 95® with the anterior margin. Byssal opening

large, in casts appearing as an acutely elliptical low prominence, situated

about its length beneath the summits of the beaks. Costae of moder-

ate strength ; their number, though not certainly determined, is not less

than fifty. Posterior adductor scar and pallial line as shown on plate 45.

The shell of this species has not yet been observed, but the casts are

not uncommon, and with their broadly flattened and nearly straight an-

terior sides are so easily distinguished from all the other species of the

genus, except B. robusta. Miller, sp., that a name for them has long been

desirable. In 1880 {loc. cit.) Mr. Miller referred these casts to his species

robusta, but in a recent conversation he admitted that they probably be-

longed to a distinct species. B, robusta, as figured, is relatively not so

high and has coarser rays, their number being only about forty, while in

B, richmondensis there are at least ten more. B, cultrata is closely related,

but differs decidedly in its outline, being a wider shell and not so convex.

The flattening of the anterior side also is confined to the upper part,

while in the lower part the outline curves forward in a much greater

degree.

Formation and locality. Associated with Bkynconella dentata, Hally

and Ortonelia hainesiy Miller, sp., in the upper beds of the Cincinnati

group at Richmond, Indiana.

Byssonychia pracursa, n. sp. or var.

Plate 45, Figfs. 1 and 2.

This form I regard as a small forerunner of B, richmondensis, B, ro-

btcsta, and possibly of B. cultrata as well. The shape agrees best with B.

richmondensis, the principal difference being in the hinge line which is

always longer and sometimes quite equal to the greatest length of the shell.

The number of the costae varies from thirty-eight to forty-two, the aver-

age number being the same as for B. robusta and ten less than in B-

richmondensis.

In the number of costae and in the outline B. prcscursa is very much
like the typical form of B, radiata, Hall, sp. * As a rule, however, the

latter is a little more oblique, the hinge shorter and the central part of its

valves a trifle wider. But the principal difference lies in the flattening

of the anterior side in B. prcscursa.

* In twenty specimens of the Cincinnati form, of B. radtata the number of the

rays varied between thirty-six and forty, while a good example from an unknown
locality in New York has thirty-six.
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Formation and locality : Loraine shales, Loraine, New York; also

in the equivalent middle beds of the Cincinnati group, at Covington,

Kentucky, and Cincinnati, Ohio.

. BysSonycIlia subereeta, n. sp.

Plate 45, Figs. 13-15.

Shell exceeding the medium size for the genus, moderate!}' convex,

suberect, the length and height as five is to six. Hinge Hue forming an

angle of about 105° with the anterior margin ; this is a few degrees

wider than the posterior angle. Anterior outline gently sinuate in the

upper half, and in the central part bending forward enough to give the

shell the appearance of leaning backward rather than forward
;
posterior

margin broadly convex; basal half with a semicircular curve. Beaks

full, rounded, not very prominent, bending somewhat forward and

strongly incurved. Greatest convexity in the umbonal region, but tak-

ing the surface as a whole it is more uniformly rounded than in any

other species of the genus. Radiating costae rather small, fifty-five to

fifty-eight on each valve. Ligamental area about 3 mm. wide, almost

vertical, so that in a dorsal view it appears as very narrow, with five or

six distinct longitudinal striae. Cardinal teeth apparently three in each

valve. Strong posterior lateral teeth are present, but whether more than

one in each valve could not be learned from the material at hand. Bys-

sal opening long though very narrow. Muscular and pallial impression

as usual for the genus. In casts of the interior the beaks are compara-

tively erect and obtusely pointed.

This species has an outline that is closely similar to that of B, cul-

traia. The two species are also associated in the same strata, but can be

distinguished at . once by the rounded instead of carinate beaks of B.

suberecta. The latter is also a little smaller. B. radiata is probably

more nearly allied, but has fewer costae and is a much more oblique shell.

Formation a7id locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, at

Waynesville, Ohio, and Versailles, Indiana.

Byssonychia acutirostris, n. sp.

Plate 45, Figs. S and 9; Plate 46, Fig. 10.

Shell moderately convex, 75 mm. or less in height, acuminate-ovate

in outline, the transverse diameter or length usually about two-thirds of

the height; without the acuminate rostral portion the outline forms a

nearly regular oval. Beaks attenuate, small but prominent, not strongly

incurved (rather erect in casts of the interior), obtusely pointed. Upper
fourth of anterior side slightly flattened and somewhat sinuate in out-

line. Hinge line very short. Radiating costae thirty-six to forty on each
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valve. Byssal opening rather small and narrow, lying in a sharply

defined, small, impressed area; in casts of the interior this impressed area

is considerably larger than in the shell itself. Ligamental area narrow,

striated; cardinal teeth very small; posterior lateral teeth not observed,

apparently wanting.

A large specimen afforded the following measurements: Height,

from beaks to center of base, 73 mm.; height from posterior extremity of

hinge to same point, 60 mm.; greatest transverse diameter, 42 mm.;

thickness, 25 or 26 mm.
The beaks are more attenuate and the hinge line shorter than in B.

radiata, Hall, sp. The general appearance of the shell is more like that

of the proposed Eridonychia apicalis, but the presence of cardinal teeth,

though unusually small for the genus Byssoriychia, is quite sufficient to

distinguish it from that species and geiius. For comparisons with B. im-

bricata see next description.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group at a

number of localities in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Byssonychia imbricata, n. sp.

Plate 46, Figs. 4 and 5.

Shell rather small, not known to exceed 85 mm. in height, moder-

ately convex, acuminate-ovate in outline, widest a little beneath the mid-

dle, he greatest width about two-thirds of the length; beaks prominent,

not strongly incurved, approximate; hinge vary short, upper half of an-

terior margin nearly straight; byssal opening small and very narrow.

Surface marked with Irom twenty-six to twenty-eight strongly rounded,

almost angular, radiating costae. These are crossed by distant, strong,

imbricating lines of growth, showing quite distinctly through the shell so

as to be reproduced on casts of the interior.

The form of this species is almost exactly as in B, acutirostris, and,

were it not for the distant imbrications, it might be mistaken for the

young of that species. That such a view would be incorrect is shown

not only by the imbricating lines but by the smaller number of radiating

costae as well. These number, so far as observed, not less than thirty-six

in B, acutirostris and not over twenty-eight in B. imbri^ata. Compared

with B. radiata, it will be found that the hinge is shorter, the costae

fewer and the ccncentric lines very much stronger.

Formatiofi and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, near

the tops of the hills at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Byssonychia (?) bymesi^ n. sp.

Plate 47. Figs. 4 and 5

Shell of medium size, obliquely ovate, with a short hinge, the cardi-

nal border often passing almost uniformly into the broadly rounded pos-

terior margin; valves strongly convex in the anterior and umbonal
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regions, compressed in the postero-cardinal part ; beaks moderately prom-

inent, incurved; byssal opening small, not impressed. Surface ot each

valve with twenty to twenty-two more or less curved, strong, radiating

costae. In the best preserved specimen these are ridge-shaped and sepa-

rated by wide concave interspaces, while the whole surface is marked with

rather regular, sharp, concentric lines distinctly visible to the naked eye.

lyigamental area very narrow and short, hinge plate thin, posterior lateral

teeth wanting; one oblique cardinal tooth and socket in each valve.

The hinge in this species is peculiar, having no lateral teeth and

only one cardinal tooth. It must be a transitional form and, as I believe,

from Byssonychia to the Eridonychia and Allo7iychia types of structure.

I cannot now enter into a discussion of these possible relationships, yet,

to avoid misunderstanding, I should say that I do not regard Eridonyichia

as having been evolved from B. byrnesi : another aberrant species, B.

acutirostris, being as it seems to me, better qualified to stand as a progen-

itor of that restricted genus. With Allonychia, however, the case proba-

bly is different, at any rate we have no conclusive evidence against the

view that this genus is genetically related to the species under considera-

tion.

Considered as a species, B, (?) byrnesi is so easily recognized that com-

parisons with other forms are quite unnecessary. The specific name is

given in remembrance of the late Dr. R. M. Byrnes, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Formation and locality: Lower beds (Utica horizon) of the Cincin-

nati group, at Covington, Kentucky, where it occurs in the banks of the

Ohio and Licking rivers; also in an equivalent position at Nashville,

Tennessee.

Genus ANOMALODONTA, S. A. Miller.

Anomalodonta, S. A. Miller, 1874, Cin. Quart. Jour. Sci., Vol. I, p. 16; also 1889,

North Amer. Geol. and Pal., p. 462.

Shell suberect, equivalve, profoundly inequilateral, alate posteriorly,

abrupt anteriorly; beaks terminal, incurved, umbones prominent; byssal

opening present, sharply defined. Surface with coarse, radiating cost'ae.

Ligamental area broad, grooved longitudinally; beneath the posterior

half of the external area a variable number of large, irregular folds

which probably served for the attachment of an internal ligament; at

the anterior end of the hinge an oblique, irregularly pitted fold together

with a corresponding depression in one or both valves; the pits continue

downward as grooves to the byssal opening. Posterior adductor impres-

sion large, its inner margin deeply sinuate, situated in the middle of the

shell or more or less above and behind the center, the position varying

in the species according to the length of the shell; paUial line distinct,

extending forward from the posterior side of the large muscular scar in

a direction nearly parallel with the margin of the shell, bending around
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the byssal sinus, and terminating at a point on the inner side of the

umbonal cavity. Anterior muscular scar not observed, apparently want-
ing. A deep pedal muscle scar situated a short distance behind the beak
and partly under the hinge plate.

Type: A, gigantea, S. A. Miller. Plate 50, figures 1 to 4.

Plate 50, figures 1 to 4.

The above description is based upon a fine series of specimens be-

longing to my private cabinet and upon the original types of the genus
which were kindly loaned for the purpose by Dr. S. A. Miller. I have
endeavored to give the facts without prejudice and just as they appear

to me after a careful study of the whole family to which the genus be-

longs. This statement is necessary considering the fact that some points

in Dr. Miller's original description were questioned by Dr. C. A. White,

notably the position of the muscular scars. *

I shall not, however, enter into the discussion carried on by these

gentlemen except to say that Dr. Miller is certainly in error when he says

that there is an ^'anterior muscular scar below the byssal sinus.'* The
depressed subtriangular space (see plate 50, fig. 4), which he mistook

for a muscular impression is without doubt due to some abnormal thick-

ening of the internal surface of the valve. Nothing of the kind has

been observed in any other of the numerous specimens seen by me, while

the true position of the large muscular scar, which was left by the pos-

terior adductor and not the anterior, is unequivocally shown in several

cases. The pallial line also is clearly shown in the specimens, and as it.

runs through the space to which the muscle was supposed to have been

attached and on to the cavity of the beak, it affords the very best evi-

dence in favor of the view here adopted.

As understood by me Anomalodonta agrees in all esssential respects,

except the hinge, with the new genera Bysspnychia and Eridonychia, and
as far as the muscular impressions and the pallial line are concerned, with
all the genera now referred to the AmbonychiidcB, The absence of true

cardinal and lateral teeth sufficiently distinguishes the genus from Bys-

sonychia. In Eridonychia, however, the hingement is very similar to

that of Anomalodonta; yet it difi^ers and is even more simple in wanting
the peculiar oblique fold at the anterior extremity of the hinge plate.

The latter is also shorter and not so strong, and the shells more oblique.

Beside A. gigantea there are only two or three species that may be

referred to Anomalodonta, These are the Ambonyckia alata, Meek, a new
species, and possibly the little known Ambonyckia costata, Meek ; and all

of them are found only in the middle and upper beds of the Cincinnati

group. The generic type seems therefore to have been a limited one in

every sense.

*See CiHcinnati Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. I, p, 326, 1874: and Vol. II,

t). 280. 1875.
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Anomalodonta alata, Meek.

Plate 46, Fig. 1.

Amhonychia alata. Meek, 1872. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., p. 819; alsp 1873, Ohio

Pal., Vol. I, p. 131.

Anomalodonta alata^ Miller, 1874, Cin. Quart. Jour. Sci., Vol. I, p. 16.

The interior of the right valve figured on plate 46 was obtained by

means of gutta percha from an unusually well-marked cast of the interior.

It show^s the posterior internal cardinal folds, the large muscular scar,

and the pallial line in a very satisfactory manner, and every feature

points unmistakably to Anomalodonta. Specifically the form is distin-

guished from A. gigantea by the much greater length of the posterior

wing, the length of the shell near the dorsal edge equaling or even

exceeding the greatest height. Other differences are brought out in a

careful comparison of good specimen.?, but the one mentioned generally

suffices in the separation of the two species. In the new species, A.

plicata, the width of the shell is less, the posterior margin is not produced

above, and the radiating plications are fewer in number and therefore of

larger size.

Forma' ion and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, at

Clarksville, near Morrow% Blanchester, Waynesville and other localities

in Ohio; also at Versailles and other localities in Indiana. Prof. Meek
gives Cincinnati as the original locality, but I doubt very much that it

occurs so low in the series.

Anomalodonta plicata^ n. sp.

Plate 46, Fisrs. 2 and 3.

This species is founded upon a single specimen, a rather well-pre-

served cast of the interior of a right valve. Although we have no

positive knowledge of the hinge, the downward bend of, and the fold

bordering the posterior half of the dorsal edge of the specimen, indicate

very strongly the presence in the shell of large internal cardinal folds.

The obtusely pointed beak and the depressed space in the cardinal slope

also, indeed the whole expression of the cast is so much like that of A.

gigantea that I cannot hesitate in referring the species to Anofnalodon a.

The form of the shell is much narrower than in A. alata, the leng h

being about 38 mm. and the height 55 mm. These dimensions show it to

be relatively also narrower than A. gigantea. But the difference that

will distinguish the new form most readily from those species lies in the

number and size of the radiating costae. Their exact number cannot be

determined from a cast of the interior, they being too obscurely indicated

in the cardinal and byssal regions. Still, as the costae are so uniformly

distributed over the surface in this and related genera, it is possible to
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make an estimate that will not be far from the truth. My judgment

places the number at about twenty on each valve. Comparing these

with about thirty for A. alata and not less than thirty-six in A, gigantea,

the result is, especially in shells of the same size, a much more coarsely

plicated surface for A, plicata.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Genus ERIDONYCHIA, n. gen.

Like Bysso7iychia and Anofnalodonta, excepting that the hinge is edentu-

lous. Type: E. apicalis, n, s^.

This genus includes, as far as known, a small and comparatively un-

important group of Lower Silurian shells, agreeing with Byssonychia in

all respects except that their hinges are entirely without cardinal and

posterior lateral teeth. A well defined, striated ligamental area however
is present, and in the type species several obscure and irregular small

ridges beneath the posterior extremity of the external area remind of

the internal ligament supports of Anomalodonta, But the oblique cardi-

nal fold of the latter genus is not represented, and the acuminate beaks

and oblique form of the shells gives them a peculiar expression, so that

no other course seemed open than to erect a distinct group for their

especial benefit. If we could decide with which of the two genera, Bys-

sonychia or Anotnalodonta, the affinities were greatest, it might be ad-

visable to reduce Eridonychia to the rank of a subgenus.

Eridonychia apicaliSy n. sp.

Plate 47, Figr. 1.

Shell oblique, ovoid, with prominent, subacute and very little in-

curved beaks; hinge short, edentulous; ligamental area erect, wide

beneath the beaks, tapering posteriorly, marked with four or five hori-

zontal grooves; several obscure folds within the posterior extremity of

the hinge; byssal opening long, narrow, its border sharply inflected; at

its lower end the outline of the valves is slightly produced and rather

abruptly rounded. Surface with about thirty distinct rays, separated by

flattened interspaces as wide as the costae.

This species resembles Byssonychia acutirostris very closely, and col-

lectors will no doubt find it difficult to separate them when the specimens

are not very good. A careful comparison shows that the margin of the

byssal opening is more sharply inflected and the beaks, especially in casts,

more erect in the Eridonychia. The principal differences however lie in

the hinge, that species having true cardinal teeth and a narrower liga<
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mental area. (Compare plate 45, fig. 8, and plate 47, Hg. 1). Eridonychia

paucicostata, as the name implies, has fewer costae. E, ci^enata also has

larger costae and is peculiar in having a crenated margin.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group at

Cincinnati, Ohio, and localities in the immediate vicinity. Good speci-

mens are very rare.

Eridonychia paucicostata, n. sp.

Plate 47, Fig. 2.

This species, since it agrees very closely with E. apicalis, will be

sufficiently characterized by pointing out the only difference of con-

sequence shown by the material at hand. The surface namely is more
coarsely folded, the costae numbering only seventeen or eighteen, while

in that species there are about thirty. It is a difference that strikes the

eye at once.

Formation and locality: I have seen only two specimens. These

were collected in the middle beds of the Cincinnati group, at Covington,

Kentucky.

Eridonychia crenata, n. sp.

Plate 47, Fig. 3.

This form may be a later variety of E. paiicicostata. It also has

coarse plications, but there are more of them, the best specimen having

twenty-three. A peculiar feature is the projection of the costae at the

lower margin, giving a crenate outline. In the other forms the outline

is simple.

Formation aiid locadty: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Waynesville, Ohio.

Genus ALLONYCHIA, n. gen.

Megambonia, Meek, 1872, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 321. (Not Hall, 1859.)

Shell attaining a large size, a little obliquely subovate in outline,

strongly convex, most gibbous somewhat above and in front of the mid-

dle, but with the point of greatest convexity situated further behind the

anterior extremity than in any of the other genera of this family; beaks

large, tumid, incurved, not terminal. Hinge line short, not alated pos-

teriorly; just beneath the beaks a more or less well-defined, lobe-like pro-

tuberance of the anterior side, contains the byssal opening and usually

forms the most anterior part of the shell. Surface radially costate.

Hinge short, apparently edentulous, ligamental area high
;

posterior ad-

ductor scar large, deeply sinuate above, situated somewhat behind the
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middle of the valves; pallial line simple, extending up the anterior side

to the umbonal cavity.

Type: Megambonia jamesi. Meek. (Plate 48, Fig. 7.)

The protrusion of the byssal opening, short, edentulous hinge, and

'

non-terminal beaks are the characters that distinguish this genus from Bys-

sonychia. The same features, excepting the one that relates to the

absence of hinge teeth, also separate the genus from Anomaiodonta and

Eridonychia, The presence of a large byssal opening and the short

hinge sufficiently distinguish the new genus from Ambonychia as restricted

by me. As, to Megambonia, Hall, under which genus, because of an ex-

ternal resemblance, Meek and others have placed the typical species

jamesi, it is enough to say that Allonychia is totally different internally.

Indeed, the two genera cannot possibly belong to the same family.

On plate 48, figure 7 illustrates a large and well preserved cast of

the interior of Allonychia jamesi. Comparing it with the exterior we
learn that the test was thick on the anterior side both beneath and

above the byssal protrusion; and that the umbo is more pointed and

smaller in the cast than in the shell, and not so much incurved. A
small lobe is separated from the upper part of the byssal protrusion and

thus lies immediately beneath the anterior extremity of the hinge. It is

believed to be equivalent to a similar protuberance met with in internal

casts of certain species of Byssonychia (<?. g, B, intermedia, M. and W.
sp.) and in Amphiccelia, Hall. Perhaps it is also to be likened to the sub-

rostral lobe of Ambonychia, Though highly improbable it is still possi-

ble that the cavity of which it is the filling may have lodged an anterior

adductor muscle. The feature should perhaps have been included in the

generic diagnosis.

Allonychia ovata, n. sp.

Plate 48, Figs. 4-6.

The shell in this species is not so oblique (it is almost erect) and

relatively higher than A. jamesi. The beaks are smaller and situated

farther behind the anterior extremity of the shell, giving the false. im-

pression, in a side view, of *being placed quite in the middle of the hinge.

The anterior and posterior slopes of the surface, therefore, are more
nearly equal. The number of the radial ribs also is not as great, being

about forty and certainly not exceeding forty-five.* Though other dif-

ferences have been made out, those mentioned will, in connection with

the illustrations, suffice for the recognition of the species.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, about

325 feet above the bed of the Ohio river at Covington, Kentucky.

In a series of eight specimens of A. jamesi the number of the ribs varies

between fifty-five and sixty-eight, and in only one of these is it less than sixty.

41 G. O.
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Allcnychia subrottinda, n. sp.

Plate 48, Figs. 8-9.

This rather small shell is of a more rounded form than A. jamesi,

the height being proportionally less and but little greater than the length.

Another difference in the outline consists in the greater prominence of

the central part of the anterior margin. Indeed, this part projects

beyond the byssal lobe. The radii number about fifty.

Formation aud locality : Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio; about 400 feet above low water mark in the Ohio river.

Genus. OPISTHOPTERA, Meek.

Subgenus Megaptera^ Meek and Worthen, 1866. Proc, Chicago Acad. Nat Sci., Vol.

I, p. 22. (Not Megaptera, Gray, 1846.)

Opisthoptera, Meek, 1872, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.,p. 319; also 1873, Ohio Pal.,

Vol. I, p. 131 (note).

Shell equivalve, usually triangular in outline, with the beaks of

moderate size, incurved and terminal, and the hinge line straight and

very long, in most cases forming a great posterior wing; length greater

than the height; anterior side more or less abrupt. In the typical sec-

tion the greatest height is in the anterior half, and the surface marked

withnumerousandfrequently bifurcating costae. In anothergroup of species

provisionally regarded as congeneric, the posterior part of the shell is the

highest, and the radiating costae few and mostly simple. Byssal opening,

muscular scars and pallial line as in Anomalodonta and Byssonychia.

Hinge with two small cardinal teeth in each valve, but so far as known,

no posterior lateral tooth; external ligamental area usually narrow; no

internal ligament.

Type: Ambonychia casei, Meek and Worthen.

In 1866 Meek and Worthen proposed to separate the type of this

genus in a subgeneric sense from Ambonychia, under the name Megaptera.

This name, however, cannot stand having been used previously in zoology

by Gray. The preoccupation of their name having been brought to the

notice of Mr. Meek- he subsequently {loc. cit) suggested that if the name
Megaptera could not stand it might be replaced by Opisthoptera. Had he

characterized the subgenus and adopted the latter name himselfwe would

have no warrant to reject it, even when the rank of the group is raised

to that of a genus. But he did neither, and consequently the group,

whether viewed as a subgenus or genus, failed of being established.

Still, as the substitution of a new name might lead to undesirable con-

troversy and perhaps create unnecessary confusion, I have decided to

adopt Opisthoptera and to define the name as that of a distinct genus.

As intimated in the above description Opisthoptera comprises two

groups of species. The typical section is restricted to the upper beds of
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the Cincinnati group and contains O. casei, O. fissicosta. Meek, sp., and
probably O. alternata, all three having small and bifurcated costae, and
the greatest height of the shell in the anterior half. The other group,
comprising O. notabilis, O. laticostata, and O. illinoisensis (Ambonychia
Illinoisensis, Worthen), occurs in the middle beds of the group and possi-

bly in the upper as well. It is distinguished from the casd section by
the coarsely plicated surface and by the more or less decided posterior

position of the line of greatest height. Yet it seems to me a case rather
of undiscovered connecting links than one of distinct aflSnities. In evi-

dence of this view I would cite the finely striated but posteriorly high O,
obliqua, which links closely enough to O, altematay and the coarsely pli-

cated and centrally highest O. ampla. There is, I grant, much room for

intermediate forms, but I expect confidently that diligent search will

sooner or later close the gaps.

The great length of the hinge line is the character now chiefly relied

upon in distinguishing the genus from Byssonychia, Anomalodonta and
Eridonychia.

Opisthoptera casei, Meek and Worthen,

Plate 49, Fig^s. 1-5.

Ambonychia {Megaptera) casei. Meek and Worthen, 1866, Proc. Chicago Acad. Sci.'

Vol. I. p. 23 ; also 1868, Geol. Sur. 111., Vol. Ill, p. 337.

Not Ambonychia {.Megaptera) caset, M. and W. ?, 1873, Ohio Pal., Vol. 1, p. 133 {O.

fissiscosta^ Meek sp.)

The figures of this species on plate 49 will give, it is believed, a
better idea of both its internal and external character than has been pre-

sented heretofore. They are also clear enough to render a detailed de-

scription unnecessary.

Formation and localities : Good specimens are always rare, and so
far as known the species is restricted to the upper fifty feet of the Cin-

cinnati group. More or less imperfect casts of the interior are not un-
common at Richmond, Indiana, and are occasionally met with at

Waynesville and Clarksville, Ohio. A good mold of the exterior (see

plate 49, fig. 1) was collected near Lebanon, Marion county, Kentucky.

Opisthopterafissicosta. Meek.

Plate 49, Fig. 15.

Ambonychia {Megaptera) caseif Meek, 1873, Ohio Pal., Vol. I, p. 133 (The name
fissicosta is suggested as appropriate should the peculiarities of the species
described prove constant).*

* It is unfortunate that Meek so often shirked the responsibility of the erection
of a species by merely suggesting a name that may be used should the characters
observed by him prove to be constant or of sufficient importance to merit recogni-
tion. An injustice was thereby perpetrated upon those who followed him, and who
accepted the responsibility that he would not, for they, though not really obliged
to adopt his name are still in a measure bound to do so. Such a proceeding may
show a cautious mind, but it is a kind of caution that is scarcely to be recommended,
since it s^ures credit that is not deserved.
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The outline and general expression of this shell is almost exactly the

same as in O, casei M. and W. The anterior side seems to be somewhat
straighter, a little more oblique, and more obtuse, but the principal differ-

ence no doubt lies in the radiating' costae. These are small, subequal,

and rather closely arranged in O. casei, but in 0,fissicosta the greater

part of them, though at first of nearly equal size, soon become separated

by gradually widening interspaces in which new ones are produced by
bifurcation and interpolation. Bundles of three to five are then formed
with the central one the strongest and most prominent. The inequality

of the costae, however, becomes less in nearing the margin of old exam-
ples, while in the cardinal region they appear always to be more equal

than in the central portion of the valves.

Formation and locality: Meek gives Cincinnati, Ohio, as the locality

for his specimen, but this is probably an error^ So far as can be learned

the species occurs only in the upper beds of the Cincinnati Group, in

which I have seen it at Clarksville and Waynesville, Ohio. Good speci-

mens are very rare.

Opisthoptera alternata, n. sp.

Plate 49, Figs. 9 and 11 ; also cut on page 645

In this species the surface markings seem to be almost exactly as in

O.fissicosta, the costse being at first simple, close together and equal,

then, by widening the interspaces and the addition of new ones, either

by interpolation or bifurcation, an alternation of the costae is produced

that is highly characteristic of the two species. Though agreeing so

closely in this respect, a considerable difference in the outline is at once

apparent. Thus, in O, alternata the posterior wing is much shorter and

the posterior margin therefore much less oblique—indeed, it may some-

times be almost vertical—the angle formed with the hinge line in O.Jis-

sicosta being less than 40° and over 70° in O. alternata. The anterior

outline on the other hand is more oblique in the latter. Among other

differences it will be found that there is no broad fold in the wing of O,

alternata as is always present in O.fissicosta and (9. casei, while the high

anterior part of the valves is rounded instead of subangular, the latter

being the case in those species. The ligamental area, furthermore, is

much more of a feature, being nearly as wide and distinct as in O. obliqua

(see plate 48, figure 6). In the last species the form is somewhat similar,

yet they may be distinguished at once by the greater convexity and the

almost flat anterior side of O. obliqua. In O. extenuaia the anterior side

is also flattened, but a more striking distinction is afforded by the remark-

able posterior prolongation of the wing.

Formation and locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati Group,

Waynesville, Ohio. It seems to be a rare shell.
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Opisthoptera extenuata, n. sp.

Fig. 2, a-d, Opisthoptera extenuata, n. sp., upper beds of the Cincinnati group
Warren county, Ohio : «, the right valve described, of the natural size ; b^ anterior

view in outline ; c, cardinal view ; and d^ oblique cardinal view showing the flattened

anterior side, e, Opisthoptera alternata, n. sp., upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Waynesville, Ohio. Diagrammatic sketch, x 2, of the original of figure 9 on
plate 49. The specimen is very young and therefore has simple costae only except

along the front. With age their number is much increased by interpolation and
bifurcation, producing an appearance much as in O, fissitosta.

Shell small, triangular, the height and length respectively as two is

to three; anterior side thick, flattened, with a nearly straight and rather

strongly oblique outline, forming an angle of about 57° with the hinge

line; ventral margin narrowly 'rounded, its center almost directly beneath

the middle of the hinge; posterior margin strongly insinuated a little

above the middle, sloping backward very gently in the lower part and

abruptly prolonged in the wing; hinge long, though seeming not to

extend quite to the sharply rounded extremity of the wing. Beaks mod-

erately prominent, strongly incurved. Ligamental area narrow. Beneath

the wing the surface of the valves is distinctly depressed. Surface of the

specimen described marked with about thirty small costae at the margin,

those on the wing larger than elsewhere. An approximately uniform

size is maintained by bifurcation. Greatest length 16.5 mm.; height 11

mm.; from beak to center of base 13.5 mm.; thickness of one valve 4.5

mm.
This species seems to occupy an intermediate position between O,

casei and O. obliqua. For the former the anterior side is too oblique, too

fiat, and too straight, while the posterior margin also has a much deeper

sinus. With the latter it agrees in the anterior and basal parts, but

differs very decidedly in the prolonged wing and deeply sinuate posterior

margin.

Formation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, War-
ren county, Ohio. The horizon is probably one hundred feet beneath

that occupied by O. casei.
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Opisthoptera obliqua, n. sp.

Plate 49, Figs. 6—8.

Shell small, triangular, highest in the posterior third, and thickest

along the oblique anterior side; hinge line as long as the shell, posterior

margin vertical, gently convex, basal margin narrowly rounded ; anterior

side very abrupt, almost fiat, forming an angle of about 65° with the

hinge. Beaks rather large, prominent, but little incurred and separated

by a considerable interval in casts of the interior. Ligamental area very

wide. Surface marked with small, apparently bifurcating costae, of

which those near the cardinal margin are if anything smaller than else-

where. On the whole they may be described as subequal.

This species doubtless is closely related to O. extenuata^ the two

species being very similar in their anterior halves. Still, it is highly im-

probable that they will ever be confounded, since they are so dififerent

posteriorly, this part of the outline being vertical and slightly convex

in the present form and deeply sinuate centrally and prolonged above in

that one. The ligamental area also is much larger in O. obliqua. Com-
pared with O, alternata it is found that the valves though more convex

are not as uniformly rounded, the anterior side more oblique and much
more abrupt, and the costae of nearly equal size instead of alternately

large and small. None of the other species are near enough to require

comparisons.

Associated with O, obliqua we find Byssonychia richmondensis ^ another

species having the anterior side flat. But as it attains a much larger

size, is relatively much higher and almost erect, and has a much shorter

hinge, they are not likely to be confused.

Formation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana. It is there associated with O. casei and Ortonella kainesiy

Miller, sp. The type specimens were collected by Mr. John Misener,

and are now in the author's cabinet.

opisthoptera laticostata, n. sp.

Plate 47, Fig. 6.

Shell of medium size, rather long, obliquely triangular in outline^

widest in the posterior half, and most convex in the umbonal and anter-

ior parts; greatest height a little less than two thirds of the length.

Hinge line straight, extending the full length of the shell; posterior

margin somewhat oblique, on the whole sloping forward and forming an

angle of about 63*^ with the hinge; sinuate in the middle and gently

convex above and below; basal margin rounded in the posterior

half in front of which the outline ascends with a very gentle curve to

the lower extremity of the narrow byssal opening, when it turns abruptly

upward and finally forward again to the beaks. The latter are large
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and terminal, projecting well forward though but little above the hinge.

For a short distance behind the lower part of the thin projecting margin

of the byssal opening the shell is compressed, A wide, undefined sulcus

crosses the valves from the sinus in the posterior margin to the posterior

side of the beaks. Surface of the best specimen seen marked with about

twenty simple costse. These increase in size from the cardinal margin

downward, the first four being much smaller than those beneath them,

while anterior to the tenth, which may be the largest, a gradual decrease

is observable. The concentric growth lines aie very regular and unusually

distinct.

The large costae will distinguish this fine species from all of the pre-

ceding forms of this genus. The next species, O. ampla, though closely

related, is readily distinguished by several obvious differences. O.

notabilis also is closely allied but has differently shaped ends and seems

to be without radiating plications on the cardinal slope.

Formation and locality: The type specimen was collected by Prof.

Edward Orton in the upper beds of the Cincinnati group at some locality

in Warren county, Ohio. Two imperfect specimens belongto the cabinet

of Prof J. M. Safford and were collected by him in Hickman county,

Tennessee, where they occurred in strata regarded as equivalent to the

middle or upper beds of the Cincinnati group of Ohio.

Opisthoptera ampia, n. sp.

Plate 47, Fig. 7.

The specimen upon which this species is founded is a cast of the in-

terior and not a good one either. Still it preserves sufficient of its

specific characters to give us a fair idea of the position of the species in

the genus. Evidently it is more closely related to O, laticostata than to

any other known. Yet, the greater height, especially of the anterior part,

more oblique and more deeply sinuate posterior margin, larger ventral

part and differently arranged radiating costae, are differences obvious

enough to render the separation of good specimens of the two species a

matter of small difficulty. The wing also is broader and the anterior end

is not compressed, while the byssal opening seems to have been larger.

Being a cast the costae near the cardinal border are difficult to make out,

but enough of them can be determined on the wing to show that there is

not that uniformity in the increase of the size of the costae which per-

tains to O. laticostata. The large plications will of course distinguish

the species at once from all the other forms of the genus save O. nota^

bilis^ and that one is very different in nearly every other respect.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

<:innati, Ohio.
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Opisthoptera notabiliSy n, sp.

Plate 49, Figf. 16.

Shell very elongate for this family, highest posteriorly, the length

and height respectively as sixteen is to nine. Cardinal margin long,

nearly straight, rather acutely prolonged posteriorly though not as far as

the rounded part of the posterior outline ; basal margin broadly convex,

ascending anteriorly, turning abruptly into the short, nearly straight, and

almost vertical anterior margin. Beaks neither large nor prominent;

valves with the greatest convexity in the anterior third, the anterior slope

rapid though not abrupt; wing compressed; byssal opening apparently

long and very narrow. Surface marked with distinct but irregular con-

centric lines of growth. Excepting the conjpressed cardinal slope or

wing, on which radiating costae are very obscure or are wanting entirely,

the rest of the surface is thrown into about twelve radial folds, of which

the five or six occupying the central part of the valves are large and

moderately prominent. The remainder, however, gradually decrease in

size and distinctness anteriorly.

Though clearly a near relative of O, laticostata, the present species is

still not at all likely to be confounded with it nor with any other ambony-

chioid shell now known. The distinctive features are the unusual length

of the shell and the comparative obscurity of the costae.

Formation and locality : Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio,

Genus PSILONYCHIA, n gen.

Shell large, slightly oblique, high, acuminate-ovate; anterior side

abrupt, beaks prominent, incurved, terminal. A large byssal opening in

the somewhat flattened upper half of the anterior side. Surface marked

with concentric lines of growth only. Hinge rather short, scarcely alate

posteriorly, apparently without teeth; ligamental area well developed,

horizontally striated. Muscular scars and pallial line as in Byssonychia

and other genera of this family.

T^^pe : P, perangulata, n. sp.

This interesting genus seems to occupy an intermediate position

between the radially ribbed genera Byssonychia^ Eridonychia^ Allonychia,

Anomalodonta and Opisthoptera^ and the concentrically marked genera

Clionychia, Myiilarca, Hall, and PleihomytiluSy I^bM, having a large byssal

opening like the former and concentric surface markings only like the

latter. Still, we cannot regard Psilonychia as in any way lessening the

gap between these two groups of genera. Should species of this type

be discovered in, say the Chazy limestone, we might reasonably view the

genus as a connecting link. But, why speculate on species that probably

never existed? With our present light we are obliged to accept Pstlony-
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€hiA as a departure from Clionychia during the Cincinnati epoch. The
radially ribbed, byssiferous genera having been established either pre-

viously or at the same time, it follows that Psilonychia cannot stand in

genetic relationship to them.

Although I am acquainted with two species having the characters of

this genus, only one can be described at this time, the specimen of the

other being too imperfect for satisfactory delineation. Though so imper-

fect, it yet preserves all the essential characters of the genus. So far as

<:omparison between it and P, perangulata is possible, the undescribed

species appears to diflfer in being more oblique, and in having the anter-

ior and umbonal regions strongly rounded instead of angular. The
specimen is also from a higher horizon, having been found at Clarksville,

Ohio, in the upper beds of the Cincinnati group.

Psilonychia perangulata^ n. sp,

PlateSX, Figs. 1-3.

Shell large, high, accuminate-subovate, very slightly alate, rather nar-

now above, the lenght of the hinge line equally only about five-eights of

the greatest width of the shell; greatest width andgreatest height (from

umbo to center of base) about as three is to five; cardinal outline

straight in the posterior half, anteriorly rising to the umbo; anterior side

almost flat and at right angles to the hinge line in the upper half, curv-

ing backward below; lower half of outline semiovate. Beaks very prom-

inent, strongly incurved, carinate, the flattening of the anterior side

extending to their apices. Byssal opening large, situated about its length

beneath the beaks. Surface of test covered with concentric lines of

growth. These are rather regular and fine, except in the vicinity of the

byssal opening where they are gathered into distinct wrinkles.

Byssonychia rickmondensis, though a smaller shell, has a similar form,

but as it is restricted to strata between three and four hundred feet above

the beds holding P, perangulata, and as the Byssonychia has strong radiat-

ing ribs, which are wanting entirely in the species just described, there is

not the slightest occasion for confusion between them.

Formation and locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, near

the tops of the hills at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Genus ANOPTERA, n. gen.

Shell subovate, high, moderately convex, with a very short hinge,

not alate posteriorly; beaks terminal, directed forward, compressed; a

long, lunule-like depression beneath the beaks; no byssal opening. Sur-

face marked with concentric lines of growth only. Hinge apparently

edentulous; so far as known, no external ligamental area, but an inter-

nal cartilage, extending nearly the full length of the hinge, is indicated
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by a narrow and sharply defined prominence lying between the com-
pressed beaks of casts of the interior. Posterior adductor scar large,,

situated in the postero-basal third of the valves
;
pallial line simple,

sharply defined in casts, extending up the anterior side to the umbonal.

cavity.

Only known species, A, miseneri. n. sp.

This remarkable genus probably is related to Clionychia, but the

relation cannot be very close. The hingement seems to be totally differ-

ent, and the muscular impression occupies a lower position. The general

aspect also is quite different, being much more like that of certain species

of Mytilarca. Some may see in the new genus an intermediate type

between Clionychia and Mytilarca, but I am fully satisfied that such a

view, even considering that A, miseneri is found in the proper horizon

for it, would be erroneous. The hinge of Anoptera is of such a nature

that I cannot see how it could have been changed to that of Mytilarca.

On the other hand, I can readily conceive how the long hinge of Cliony-

chia was at first shortened, and then modified by the development of

teeth at each end till Mytilarca had been established. As now viewed by

me, Anoptera, like Psilonychia, represents a departure from the regular

line of Clionychia that became extinct with the close of the Lower Silu-

rian.

Anoptera miseneri, n. sp.

Plate 50, Figfs. 5-9.

Shell compressed-convex, rather erect, subovate, narrowest above,

the length and height respectively as three is to four and a small frac-

tion ; hinge line very short, passing gradually into the posterior

margin ; upper half of anterior outline distinctly concave. Beaks

compressed, curving mostly forward over a long and laterally well defined

lunule; umbonal ridge defined by a distinct furrow in the postero-cardi-

nal slope. Surface with strong, unequal, subimbricating lines of growth.

I am not acquainted with any Lower Silurian shell with which

Anoptera miseneri might be confounded.

The specific name is given for Mr. John Misener of Richmond, Indi-

ana, an excellent collector and keen student of the fossils of the Cincin-

nati, group. Science is indebted to him for the discovery of a number
of entirely new forms as well of instructive specimens of several species

that were but little known heretofore.

Formation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati groups

Blanchester, Ohio and Richmond, Indiana,

Genus CLIONYCHIA, Ulrich.

Clionychia, Ulrich, 1892, American Geologist, Vol. X, p. 97 ; also Pal. Minn., p. 493.

(In press.)

During the present year I succeeded in obtaining two species from

the rocks of the Cincinnati group that seem to belong to this genus.
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One is from the lower beds (Utica horizon) and of considerable interest

because of its oblique shape and consequent approximation toward the

upper Silurian and Devonian genus Mytilarca. The other is from the

upper beds of the formation and has an erect form like the typical lower

Trenton species of the genus.

Clionychia subundata, n. sp.

Clionychia subundaia, Ulrich. lyeft valve of the natural size.

Shell less than the average size for the genus, moderately convex,

oblique, the outline obscurely rhomboidal; anterior and basal margins

gently rounded, oblique, post-ventral extremity strongly rounded, pos-

terior margin but little convex; hinge line straight, about half as long as

the greatest oblique diameter of the shell; post-cardinal angle about 125°,

antero-cardinal angle between Qb'^ and 70°. Beaks moderately promi-

nent, not strongly incurved. Surface marked with fine concentric lines

of growth and irregular concentric undulations, generally strongest on

the anterior slope. Interior unknown.

This species is smaller and more oblique than any other now referred

to the genus, ' C. rhomboidea Ulrich, of the lower Trenton (Birdseye

limestone) in Minnesota, is the most like it so far as shape is concerned,

but the concentric undulations are believed to indicate closer affinities^

with C, undata Emmons, sp. In the latter the surface undulations are

much broader, the hinge longer, and the shell much less oblique.

Formation and locality: I^ower beds (Utica horizon) of the Cincin-

nati group, at Covington, Kentucky; associated with Leptobohcs lepis,

Hall.

Clionychia excavata, n. sp.

Plate 51, Figs. 4 and 5.

Shell, as seen in a cast of the interior, of medium size, erect, strongly

convex, subquadrangular, straight above, slightly sinuate anteriorly, and

rounded below and posteriorly; post-cardinal angle obtuse, perhaps

rounded; length of hinge line about two-thirds of the greatest width

(length) of the shell ; length and heighth respectively as six is to seven.

Beaks compressed, scarcely projecting above the hinge, separated by an

unusually wide interval; between and beneath them the greater part of

the upper half of the anterior side of the shell is deeply excavated,.
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Muscular scar situated lower than usual, placed just behind the center of

the valves. Surface of cast with distant lines of growth in the outer

Mlf.

The hinge is shorter and the anterior excavation larger than in C.

lamellosa and C ereda, two species of the lower Trenton rocks of Min-
nesota and Wisconsin.

Formation and locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana, where the specimen described was collected for the author

by Mr. John Misener.

Family MODIOLOPSID^, (Fischer) Ulrich,

Genus Modiolodon, Ulrich.

Cyrtodonta {i>art), SafFord, 1869, Geology of Tennessee.

Modiolodon, Ulrich, 1893, Final Rep., Vol. Ill, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. Minn.»

p. 521.

Modiolodon oviformiSy Ulrich.

Plate 53, Figs. 7 and 8.

Modiolopis Oviforntis, Ulrich, 1890, American Geologist, Vol. V, p. 276.

Shell 50 mm. or less in length, slightly oblique, almost regularly

oval transversely, narrowest in the anterior half; greatest height and
length as three or three and one half is to five. Valves moderately and
nearly uniformly convex, the point of greatest convexity a little in front

and above the center. Cardinal margin arcuate, basal margin with
nearly the same amount of convexity; anterior and posterior ends nicely

rounded, the latter much the widest and often produced slightly beyond
an even curve in the lower part. Beaks small, inconspicuous, and situ-

ated a very short distance behind the anterior extremity in the shell, ap-

pearing more prominent and less nearly terminal in casts of the interior;

umbonal ridge nearly obsolete. Shell of moderate thickness, strongest

in the umbonal region, its outer surface nearly smooth, exhibiting only a

few faintly imprCvSsed fine concentric lines. Hinge with two subequal,

nearly horizontal rather strong cardinal teeth, in each valve, situated

mostly in front of the beaks and above the strongly impressed anterior

muscular scars.

Casts of the interior, in which condition the species is usually found,

are in most cases terminated anteriorly by the well marked pair of mus-
cular scars. Pallial line simple, distinct and pustulose in the anterior

third, behind which it is obscurely defined to the large and faintly im-

pressed posterior adductor scar. The latter is obovate and situated close
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to the posterior extremity of the cardinal border. Umbonal ridge much
more distinct than on the exterior (tf the shell, being defined anteriorly

by a distinct sulcus.

This species is widely removed from Modiolopsis modiolaris^ Conrad,

with which collectors of Kentucky fossils have often confounded it.

Aside from the well developed cardinal teeth, the more oval shape and

rounded instead of sinuate basal margin, should under ordinary circum-

stances, be quite sufficient to separate them. The Modiolodon winchelli

(Cyrtodonta winchelliy Safford), of the Trenton of Tennessee, I considei

as closely related. The latter is distinguished, however, by its less regu-

larly ovate form, the shell being as a rule not so high and always more

produced in the post-basal region, and less uniformly rounded at the

junction of the cardinal and posterior margins. The cardinal teeth also

are more oblique and situated almost entirely behind the beaks, while

one in each valve is stronger than the other. Occasionally, again, only

one tooth is developed in the left valve.

Formation and locality: This shell is very abundant at numerous
localities in Boyle, Mercer, Anderson and Franklin counties in Kentucky.

Its vertical range is restricted and it is, therefore, a highly characteristic

fossil of the argillaceous limestone beds resting uppn the massive crys-

talline limestone which has furnished so many remarkable forms of

cystidea and other echinodermata, and constitutes the base of the Tren-

ton group proper in Kentucky. I believe the species also occurs in a

similar position in Tennessee.

Modiolodon oviformis^ var. amplus n. var.

Plate 63, Figs. 1 and 2.

The above provisional designation is proposed for a form that is to

be found associated with M, oviformis at Frankfort, Kentucky. It dif-

fers, so far as the characters of the variety are shown in four specimens,

in the straighter basal margin, more distinct pallial line, and larger size.

The length of the four specimens varies between 60 mm. and 68 mm.

Modiolodon subrectus, n. sp.

Plate 53. Figs. 5 and 6.

This species is known only from casts of the interior. Of six speci-

mens the largest is 47 mm. long and 27 mm. high, the smallest 29 mm,
long and 17 mm. high. Cardinal and basal margins nearly straight and

subparellal, diverging slightly posteriorly; posterior margin obliquely

subtruncate, obtusely angular above, most prominent and strongly rounded

in the lower half; anterior end short, small, the upper margin sunken
considerably beneath the dorsal outline. Beaks compressd, prominent
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anteriorly, situated well forward, on a line with the back, scarcely incurved,

separated by a well defined, wide, channel-like depression extending pos-

teriorly from the points of the beaks half the length ofthe cast. Umbonal

ridge and sulcus strong, extending from the beaks obliquely downward

to the central third of the base; and producing a decided compression of

the antero-basal third of the cast. Anterior muscular scar very strong,

obliquely ovate, large, occupying the greater part of the small anterior

end. The inner side of the elevated scar is marked with about six hori-

zontal folds. Pallial line and posterior adductor impression indistinct.

The casts exhibit no indications of the surface markings. The hinge

plate seems to have been strong, while of cardinal teeth the evidence at

hand indicates two in each valve, one larger than the other.

The casts of this species might be confounded with those of small

specimens of Ischyrodonta elongata, Ulrich, but a careful comparison will

show that the Modiolodon is narrower posteriorly, the dorsal and ventral

margins being more nearly parallel and also straighter; the ventral mar-

gin is not sinuate, and there is no small pedal muscular scar above the

anterior adductor impression, while the inner side of the latter is thrown

into folds instead of being sharply edged. Excepting the following

species there is no other known to me with which it need be compared.

That M. subrectus is not an Ischyrodonta is shown by the black film

so characteristic of the Modiolopsidce which is retained by two of the

specimens. The absence of the small pedal muscles over the anterior

adductor impressions also is significant.

Formation and locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana.

Modiolodon declivis, n. sp.

Plate 53 Figs. 3 and 4.

Of this species also only casts of the interior have been seen. These

are so much like those of M. subrectus that a detailed description is un-

necessary. On comparing the casts we find that M, declivis is more elon-

gate, the length being twice as great as the height; the ventral margin is

slightly sinuate instead of straight, and the dorsal margin arcuate, the

posterior part sloping downward in a manner quite unusual in this family

of shells. The two ends are nearly equal, the posterior one being there-

fore relatively narrower than in M. subrectus.

Formation and locality: , Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich"

mond, Indiana, where five specimens were collected.

Modiolodon obtusus, n. sp.

Plate 52, Figs. 20 and 2L.

Modiolapsis modiolaris, Hall and Whitfield, 1875, Pal. Ohio, Vol. II, plate IT, Fig. 17.

(Not M. modiolaris, Hall, 1847, nor Pterinea modiolaris, Conrad, 1838.)

Shell large, compressed-convex, oblong, subovate or obscurely quad-

-rangular, highest behind, though unusually wide and blunt in front. Car-
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«dinal margin very long, distinctly arcuate, passing gradually into the

regularly curving anterior margin; post-cardinal angle obtuse, sometimes
rounded but always projecting beyond the line of a regular curve; pos-

terior margin nearly erect, not strongly curved, except at the base where
the outline turns rapidly forward into the basal line, which may be
straight or more or less sinuate. Ventral and dorsal margins nearly par-

-allel in the posterior two-thirds, the height in this part of the shell com-
paring with the length about as six to eleven, while the height at the

beak is represented by a little more or less than four. Beaks small,

scarcely distinguishable, situated very near the anterior end; umbonal
ridge inconspicuous, low, defined only on the lower side by the broad
mesial depression. Surface marked by rather fine concentric lines of

growth. Shell thick, especially in the anterior part. Anterior muscular
scar large, deep, of rounded or ovate shape. Hinge plate wide, furnished

with long cardinal teeth immediately over the muscular scar. There
appear to be three teeth in all, one large one in the right valve and two
more slender in the left.

In a form obtained from the upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

which I shall consider provisionally as belonging to this species, the an-

terior end is narrower and the anterior muscular scar almost straight on
the inner side. A good specimen measures as follows: Length, 79 mm.;
^central height, 43 mm.; anterior height, 23 mm. It is this variety that

seems to correspond with the figure given, as above cited, by Hall and
Whitfield as of Modiolopsis modiolaris. If this specimen is correctly

represented by their drawing, it cannot belong to Conrad's species nor
even to the genus Modiolopsis, since it had well developed cardinal teeth.

This large shell finds its nearest congeners in the three species de-

scribed on the preceding pages and figured on plate 53, but as the means
for comparison are thus at hand and as the differences between the forms
must be obvious to every one, it is not necessary to point them out.

Formation and locality: The typical form is from the middle beds of

the Cincinnati group, at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Covington, Kentucky, the

exact horizon being about 350 feet above the bed of the Ohio river. The
variety mentioned I have seen only from the upper beds of the group
near Waynesville, Ohio, but the specimen figured by Hall and Whitfield

is credited to Cincinnati.

Modiolodon subovalis, n. sp.

Plate 51, Figs. 11-13.

Shell, as seen in casts of the interior, subovate, highest posteriorly

rather compressed-convex, thickest a little above the middle, the hight

and length about as two is to three; length varying in different specimens
between 35 mm. and 50 mm. Dorsal outline slightly arcuate ; posterior

imargin somewhat oblique, generally a little straightened (scarcely trun-
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cate) in the upper lialf and well rounded in the lower, at other times

more uniformly curved; base broadly rounded, ascending anteriorly;

anterior end very short and small, regularly curved, Beaks very small,

scarcely distinguishable, situated far in front ; no distinct umbonal ridge;

mesial sulcus comparatively deep in the umbonal half, not sharply

defined however anywhere.

Anterior muscular scar very faint, prominent, occupying about half

of the small anterior end; pallial line moderately distinct, submarginal

posterior scar very faint. Back of cast deeply channeled, indicating

either a strong hinge plate or an escutcheon in the shell, the former most

likely. Cardinal teeth were present but they are not shown clearly

enough in casts to be described. Surface of casts with a few distant

lines of growth.

This species is closely related to the Modiolopsis truncatay Hall, but

may be distinguished by its more nearly oval outline, and deeper mesial

or umbonal sulcus. In the outline it is more like the type of the genus

M. oviformis but the casts of that species are not channelled dorsally in

any degree comparable with M, subovalis.

Respecting the generic position of the species, I see nothing to

oppose an arrangement with Modiolodon. The same applies also to

Modiolopsis truncata^ because it is unquestionably congeneric with M. sub-

ovalis. Until the latter was discovered and studied I found Hall's species

(truncata) most troublesome to classify, and for a time I was inclined to

place it into the new genus EurymyUy founded upon Modiolopsis planUy Hall.

Formation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Ver-

sailles, Indiana. Five specimens.

Genus ACTINOMYA, Ulrich.

(Final Rep. Geol. Sur. Minn., Vol. Ill, p. 513 (In press.)

The type of this genus is the Modiolopsis cincinnatiensiSy Hall and

Whitfield, described in the second paleontological report of this survey.

It is a common and highly characteristic fossil of the lower fifty feet of

the Cincinnati group. The figures given by the authors of the species

on plate II of the work cited, do not, according to my observation, cor-

rectly represent the species. During the past eighteen years I have had

opportunities to examine an aggregate of several hundred specimens,

most of them in an unusually good state of preservation, and all of them

bearing evidence for the great constancy of the specific characters of the

form. None, so far as I can remember, could be said to approach even

the figures given by Hall and Whitfield in the angularity of the posterior

extremity.

Figure 16 on plate 66 of this report, represents a well preserved

cast of the interior of a large right valve. It shows beside the normal

form of the shell, the merely outlined anterior muscular scar, obscure
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traces of the posterior scar, and radial lines on the ventral slope. The

latter, as is the case also with other species of the genus, never show on

the exterior of the shell but are strictly an internal feature and rarely

noticeable except on well grown or old examples.

AvSSociated with this species, at any rate with the shell that every

collector at Cincinnati has identified with Hall and Whitfield's M. cincin-

7iatiensis, another is found, though much more rarely, which may have

been included by them in their M. cincinnatiensis and perhaps used in

the illustration of their species. The posterior end of this shell has an

outline really very much like their figure 14, being subangular at the end

of the hinge and but little curved in the oblique slope from that point to

the sharply rounded post-basal angle. While I can believe readily that

specimens of this second form may have been included among those to

which they applied the name cinctn7iatzensis, I cannot understand, con-

sidering the attention they were obliged to give it in making a drawing

of it, how they could have failed to notice the radiating lines which trav-

erse the cardinal and posterior parts of the surface and are distinguisha-

ble even on all the interval casts seen by me. Such radii are not often

to be seen on the common form, but it is important to know that the}^ do

exist occasionally, though always fainter than in the rare one.

6

Figs a and b. Actinomya cancellatal Walcolt, sp.

In the above cut a represents the cast of a small left valve, and

b a natural mould of the exterior of two imperfect valves joined together

by the external ligament, which, together with the hinge, is retained by

the specimen. Comparing these figures with figure 16, plate 56, certain

differences appear aside from the posterior radii. Thus the anterior end

is relatively a little longer, narrower and less regularly rounded, the post-

cardinal angle is better defined, the posterior margin less curved except be-

low where it turns more abruptly into the basal line, and the umbonal

ridge more prominent and better defined. These differences, though

slight, are constant, and, coupled with the greater distinctness of the

posterior radii, it seems reasonable to consider them as of specific import-

ance.

Granting that the two forms are distinguishable, whether as species

or varieties is immaterial, the question arises, to which of the two is the

42 G. O.
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name cincinnatiensis strictly applicable? The evidence afforded by the

description and figures is not entirely conclusive for either the one or the

other. One thing however may be accepted as reasonably certain, and

that is that the majority of the specimens so named by Hall and Whit-

field belong to the common form. Hence, if a separation is to be made,

the best justified course is the elimination of the rarer form. Another

good reason for this course is found in the fact that Walcott proposed the

name Modiolopsis cancellatd^ for what I believe to be merely a young

example of the latter, which he discovered in the Utica slate of New
York.

Actinoniya kentonensis, n. sp.

Plate 56, Fi^s. 18-.0.

Shell of medium size, moderately convex, elongate, subovate, narrow

anteriorly; thickness, height at beaks, greatest posterior height, and

length respectively to each other as three, four and six or seven are to

thirteen or fourteen. Cardinal margin nearly straight or gently arcuate,

passing gradually into the uniformly rounded—almost semicircular—pos-

terior margin; basal line gently convex behind, nearly straight in the

central half, on the whole, rising gradually to the short and narrowly

rounded anterior end. Beaks comparatively small, projecting but little

be^^ond the hinge line, situated about one-seventh of the length of the

shell behind the anterior extremity. Umbonal ridge rounded, not prom-

inent; mesial depression quite undefined, producing but a slight flatten-

ing of the umbones and of the surface of the valves beneath them. Sur-

face marked with rather obscure, concentiic undulations and fine lines of

growth, the former showing through the shell so as to be visible on casts

of the interior. Two or three faint ra^^s may be observed on the poste-

rior half of the umbonal ridge of casts. Anterior muscular scar rather

small, obovate, erect, not strongly defined
;
posterior scar and pallial line

faint, not satisfactorily observed. Test very thin.

The position of this fine species seems to be intermediate between

the typical section of the genus and that other group of species of which

A. pholadiformis,lii2i\\y s^,y v[i2iy be regarded as representative. Of de-

scribed species, there is none that is at all likely to be confused with A,

kentonensis, but I have illustrated two closely related forms on one of the

plates, which, because of a lack of room, had to be omitted from this

report.f One has very nearly the shape of A. pholadiformis, but is with-

out the peculiar surface ornamentation so characteristic of that species.

The obliquely truncate posterior end will distinguish it from the present

species. The other is more elongate and has, for so long a shell, an

unusually convex base.

* 1879, Trans. Albany Insti., Vol. X, p. 22.

tl shall endeavor to publish these plate =i as soon as possible, together with
•others on Lower Silurian Aviculidcs, the only important family of those known
from these early paleozoic rocks remaining to receive the semi-finil treatment
accorded to the other families in this and the Minnesota work.
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Associated with this species and A. cincinnatiensis I found a single

imperfect left valve, agreeing very closely with A, modioliformis y Meek
andWorthen, sp.

Formation and locality: Lower 75 feet of the Cincinnati group, at

Covington, Kentucky, where it has been found only in the banks of the

Ohio river.

Genus COLPOMYA, Ulrich.

(Final Rep. Geol. Sur. Minn., Vol. Ill, p. 522. (In press.)

Colpomya constricta, n. sp.

Plate 52, Figs. 17-19.

Shell somewhat elongate, strongly convex on the umbonal ridge, 25

mm. to 35 mm. in length, 14 mm. to 18 mm. in height at .the beaks and at

the posterior extremity of the hinge; thickness about three-fourths of

the height. Outhne subrhomboidal, with the hinge line straight, and

extending about two-thirds of the entire length ; anterior margin curv-

ing neatly backward from the sharply rounded or subangular extremity

of the hinge; ventral margin gentle sinnate
;
posterior margin very oblique,

produced and strongly rounded below, but littte curved in the cen.

tral and upper parts; post-cardinal angle about 135°. Beaks strong^

incurved, situated one-third or more of the length of the hinge line from

the anterior extremity; umbones large, prominent, distinctly constricted

by the small end of the strongly developed, oblique mesial sulcus; pos-

terior umbonal ridge very prominent, not angular but sharply rounded,

distinguishable from the beak to the post-basal angle; anterior umbOnal
ridge consisting of a broad swelling in front of the mesial depression;

cardinal slope abrupt, concave. Surface marked by somewhat unequal

though on the whole strong concentric lines of growth.

Hinge plate straight and very thin posterior to the beaks, twice as

strong in front of them; beneath the beaks of the right valve a tooth

like prominence that fits into a corresponding depression beneath the

beak of the left valve ; in front of and beneath this pit in the left valve a

strong process projects obliquely downward, backward and toward the

opposite valve and is partly received in a socket that defines the anterior

side of the tooth in the right valve, while its lower end curves under that

tooth. Anterior muscular scar subovate, not very large, distinct, bounded
upon the inner side by a thin ridge running down from the hinge.

Immediately behind the top of this ridge a small pedal muscle scar is

excavated out of the undt/ side of the hinge plate. Posterior scar and

pallial line not satisfactorily shown in the specimens at hand. .

Two other species of Colpomya are associated with the present form,

but as they are much smaller and obviously different in their outlines,

there is little likelihood of confusion between them.
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Formation and locality: . In the uppermost beds of the Tienton

limestone on Reservoir hill near Frankfort, Kentucky.

Genus ORTHODESMA, Hall and Whitfield.

Orthodesma, Hall and Whitfield, 1875, Pal. Ohio, Vol. 11. p. 93; Ulrich, 1894,
Pal. Minn., Final Rep. Vol. Ill, Geol. and Nat. Hist, Sur. Minn., p. 516.

In the Minnesota report above indicated, I have restricted and rede-

fined this genus, and shown that it is related to Modiolopsis rather than to

Orthonota. So far as known, the genus is restricted to the lyower Siluri-

an rocks in which it is represented by about fourteen species, three of

them occurring in the Trenton, the rest in the various beds of the Cin-

cinnati group. The greater number of the latter are new to science and

as I found room for only two of them in the present work, the remainder

will have to await some other opportunity for publication.

Orthodesnia siibangulatuni, n. sp.

Plate 55, Figs. 21-23.

This species is closely related to O. rectum, H. and W., the type of the

genus, but may be distinguished by a number of minor differences,

chiefly in the matter of outline. The shell is more elongate, the posterior

height being less and only about one-third of the entire length. The
ventral margin is straighter and sinuate rather than convex, while the

central and dorsal outlines are more nearly parallel. The anterior end is

uniformly rounded instead of being oblique with the most prominent

point in the upper part. Finally the posterior margin is a little more
oblique. Of other differences we may mention that the umbones seem
to have been somewhat smaller and merely flattened instead of sulcate,

while the umbonal ridge is stronger and more curved.

The Trenton species O. siibnasutum {Modiolopsis subnasuta. Meek
and Worthen),is higher posteriorly, while O, curvatum, Hall and Whitfield

has a more rounded posterior end and more sinuate ventral margin. None
of the other species are near enough to require comparisons.

Fo7'mation and locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana.

Orthodesma parvum, n. sp.

Plate 55, Figs' 19-20.

Shell small, elongate, about 22 mm. long, 7 mm. high at the beaks,

and 7.5 mm. near the uniformly rounded posterior end; greatest thickness

subcentral, about 5 mm.; anterior end narrowly rounded, almOvSt acute;

back straight, base straight in the middle, on the whole very gently con-

vex. Beaks small, not prominent, situated about one-fourth of the length
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of the shell behind the anterior extremity; umbones and sides of valves

flattened; umbonal ridge rather distinct though not angiflar. About
midway between the umbonal ridge and cardinal margin an obscure im-

pressed line. Surface with comparatively coarse concentric lines,

strongest and regular on the cardinal slope, faint anteriorly.

The point of greatest convexity is situated farther forward than usual

in this genus but in other respects this small species seems tobe a true

Orthodesma, Of described species it is probably nearest O. rectum, H. &
W., but as it is much smaller and not so high posteriorly^ and has a more
evenly rounded posterior extremity it is not likely to be confused with

that species.

Formation and locality. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinati, Ohio, where it occurs about 400 feet above the bed of the Ohio
river.

Genus CYMATONOTA, n. gen.

Orthonoia {part.), Convdid, 1841, N. Y. Ann. Geol. Rep., p. 51; Hall 1847, Pal.

N. Y., Vol. I, p. 299.

Orthodesma [part.), Hall and Whitfild, 1875, Pal. Ohio, Vol. II, p. 93.

Elongate solen-like shells, gaping more or less at both ends, with the

hinge line long and extending in a straight line anterior and posterior to

the small beaks; ventral and dorsalmargins subparallel. Hinge
plate very thin, edentulous; valves united by a delicate linear ex-

ternal ligament seemingly extending the full length of the hinge. Test

very thin, marked externally with fine concentric lines, and on each side

of the hinge line by short wave-like furrows; Pallial line and muscular

scars so faintly marked that even in the best preserved specimens they

can not be made out with certainty.

Type: Cymatonata typicalis, n sp.

Species of this genus were first referred to Orthonota, Conrad, and

later to Orthodesma, Hall and Whitfield.

The first of these genera is now generally used and I believe justly

so, for upper Silurian and Devonian species only. I admit however, that

the proposed genus is in many respects like Orthonota, yet I would main-

that they are not identical. The ornamentation which usually pertains to

the species of Conrad's genus is wanting in Cymatonota. The ligiment

is believed by Hall to be internal in Orthonota whereas it is clearly exter-

nal in the earlier types here described. Finally, in the absence of any
statement to the contrary, we must believe that the margins of the valves

do not gape in Orthonota while they do at both ends in Cymatonota,

The relations to Orthodesma are doubtful. That genus is, I am fully

convinced, closely allied to Modiolopsis and Whiteavesia, but I cannot say

this of Cymatonota, On the contrary the last genus seems to me to be

widely different and my arrangement of the group as a member of the
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ModiolopsidcB is to be regarded as entirely provisional and mainly in

deference to the views of others. While I might indicate a number of

differences between Cymatonota and Orthodesma, I deem it best to post-

pone their consideration till some more final classification of the genus is

undertaken. For the present the generic difference of the two groups of

species will be sufficiently established by the mention of a single point.

Namely, the muscular scars of Orihodesma are precisely as in ModiolopsiSy

the anterior adductor scar being strongly impressed, while the posterior

scar is faint. In Cymatonota however both scars are exceedingly faint,

and even in very favorably preserved specimens not the slightest traces

of them are to be observed.

Conrad's species pholadis, which I regard as belonging to Cymatonota,

is the first to follow his generic description of Orthonota, and would

therefore under ordinary circumstances be entitled to consideration as the

type of the genus. It is however clear that Mr. Conrad always regarded

his O. U7idulata as the typical species.

Cyiuatonota typicalis, n. sp.

Plate 55, Figs, 1—5.

Shell elongate, with the dorsal and ventral margins parallel, the

iength three and one-half times the height, the greatest thickness, which

is a little behind the center, about two-thirds of the height; anterior end

nearly vertical, rounded but not uniformly, the turn into the hinge line

being rather abrupt; posterior margin rounded, slightly oblique, most

prominent in the lower half ; ventral margin gently concave. Beaks

appressed, scarcely prominent, situated one-fifth of the length of the

shell behind the anterior extremit}^; umbonal ridge and mesial sulcus

rather distinct features, cardinal region anterior to the beaks sharply com-

pressed. Surface wdth fine equal striae anterior to the beaks, of which

not over half continue over the flanfcs of the shell w^here they take on an

irregular character, some being much stronger than the others; or several

may be united into a fold. The umbonal ridge is almost smooth, but the

upper part of the posterior cardinal slope is marked with rather regular,

strong, oblique folds.

Formation and Locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group.

Waynesville, Ohio.

Cymato7iota recta, n. sp.

Plate 55, Figs. 8 and 9.

This Species is very much like C typicalis but may be distinguished

by the following differences: The length is a trifle greater, the height

and length of a specimen in which these dimensions are not affected by
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pressure being about as three to eleven. The thickness is proportionally

a little less, being about 7 mm. in a specimen 12 mm. high. More im-

portant difiference is found in the mesial sulcus and umbonal ridge, both

of these features being less distinct than in C typicalis. Because of the

very slight development of the mesial sulcus, the ventral margin, except

at the ends, is perfectly straight, and thus furnishes us with another

diagnostic point since in that species the base is gently concave. The
umbones again are smaller and not so distinct from the cardinal region

on each side of them. Finally the ends of the shell are somewhat dif-

ferent, the anterior one being more uniformly rounded and the posterior

straighter above causing a sharper post-cardinal angle.

Cymatonoia pholadis, or at any rate a form that we identify with

Conrad's Orthonota pholadis, is closely related and associated in the same
beds with C recta. It is however a more elongate shell, the length be-

ing quite ^v^ times the height, while its valves are more convex, giving

the entire shell a sub-cylindrical appearance that is quite foreign to

C. recta.

The Orthonaia (later Orthodesma) parallella of Hall (Pal. N. Y.

Vol. I, p. 299; 1847), includes two or three distinct forms. They are

' badly illustrated and insufficiently described, and it is scarcely safe to

draw conclusions respecting their generic atfirmities without access to

th€ original specimens. While at least one probably belongs to Cyma-
tonota, I am satisfied that all of them are widely different from the

species here described.

Formation and Locality.—Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, at

several localities in the immediate vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio. The
species has a vertical range of about 60 feet.

Cymatonota s^mistriata, n. sp.

Plate 55. Figs. 6 and 7.

Length about 35 mm., greatest height about 11 mm. Posterior end

subtruncate, base very gently convex, anterior margin sloping backward

almost from the right angled cardinal extremity. Umbonal ridge rather

distinct and subangular in the upper half; mesial sulcus not developed.

Anterior half of surface marked with very fine, thread-like, regular con-

centric lines. The majority of these lines cease suddenly before reach-

ing the umbonal ridge. Oblique cardinal furrows smaller and more
numerous than usual. Three faint lines diverging from the beak may
be noticed on the cardinal slope between the umbonal ridge and dorsal

border.

This beautiful shejl is readily distinguished from C. typicalis and C,

recta by the shape of the anterior end and the more abrupt ceasing and
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finer character of the anterior surface markings. Other differences may
be noticed in comparing the figures on plate 55.

Formation and Locality.—Upper beds of the Cincinnati group)

Clarksville and Waynesville, Ohio.

Cyma^onota constricta, n. sp.

Plate 55. Figs. 10 and 11.

Shell strongly convex, elongate, the length equaling about three and

one-fourth times the greatest height. Dorsal and ventral margin nearly

parallel, diverging very slightly posteriorly; dorsal margin straight, ven-

tral margin gently convex in the posterior half, and slightly concave in the

anterior half; anterior end somewhat blunt, its outline almost uniformly

rounded; posterior margin slightly "oblique, gently rounded, subangular

where it joins the dorsal line, sharply rounded and most prominent

below. Umbones rather large though distinctly impressed by the mes-

ial sulcus; the latter is deeper than in any other species of the genus

known and causes the constriction of the shell in a dorsal or ventral

view that has suggested the specific name. Umbonal ridge well de-

veloped and subangular near the beaks, obscure in the posterior half of

the valves. Anterior and posterior gape of valves larger than usual.

External surface marked by rather coarse irregular concentric lines of

growth, of which only the stronger ones pass through the shell so as to

be visible on casts of the interior. Oblique dorsal furrows not sharply

distinguivShed from the lines of growth. In casts of the interior two

obscure sulci, one in the middle of the cardinal slope, the other close to

the hinge border, may be observed. Hinge and muscular impressions

unknown.

This species is quite distinct from all the others referred to the

genus. It might be compared with C. typicalis when it will be found to

differ in its more obtuse anterior end, deeper mesial sulcus, and wider

posterior end.

Formation and Locality.—In the lower part of the upper beds of the

Cincinnati group, Butler county, Ohio, and Versailles, Indiana.

Cy7nato7iota attemiata, n. sp.

Plate 55. Figs. 12-14.

«

Shell strongly convex, gaping at the ends, elongate, highest at the

beaks, gradually tapering posteriorly, the length at least four times the

height; dorsal margin gently arcuate, declining posteriorly; anterior end

neatly rounded, ventral margin almost straight, normally, apparently a

little concave; posterior end narrowly rounded, above passing rather
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gradually into the dorsal margin. Beaks small, compressed; mesial

sulcus and umbonal ridge but little developed. Surface marked by con-

centric lines of growth, very fine, crowded and subequal on the anterior

third, fewer and coarser on the central and posterior parts, and obscure

on the umbonal ridge; oblique dorsal folds strong and regular.

The tapering character or the posterior end will distinguish this

peculiar species from all the others now referred to the genus Cyma-
tonota.

Formation and Locality.—Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Waynesville, Ohio.

Cymatonota prodtidifroyiSy n. sp,

Plate 55. Figs. 17 and 18.

Shell ventricose in the posterior half, only moderately elongate, the

length about three times the greatest height. Beaks small, situated

more than one-third of the length of the shell behind the anterior ex-

tremity. Anterior end very long, tapering slightly, the outline some-

what sharply rounded above; hinge line nearly straight, but little

shorter than the greatest length of the shell; posterior end one-third

wider than the anterior, the margin rounded; basal line nearly straight

in the central half, curving upward strongly at each end. Mesial sulcus

and umbonal ridges scarcely defined. Surface marked with concentric

lines of growth. These are distinct and regular on the sides of the

valves and comparatively obscure on the ends. Dorsal furrows strong

and regular for two-thirds of the length of the hinge posterior to the

beaks, under a good glass exhibiting exceedingly fine lines of growth.

This shell, though appearing to agree in all other respects with the

genus Cymatonota, di£fers very conspicuously from the other species in

its greatly produced anterior end.

Formation and Locality,—Only two specimens have been seen of this

species, and these were both collected in the lower shales of the Cincin-

nati group at Covington, Kentucky. The horizon is about 100 feet

above the bed of the Ohio river.

Genus PSILOCONCHA Ulrich.

[ Final Rep, Geol. Sur. Minu. vol. iii, p. 530 (in press).]

Psiloconcha grandiSy n. sp.

Plate 52. Figs. 1 and 2.

Shell large for the genus, compressed convex, highest near the mid-

dle, the length two and two-fifths times th^ height, the thickness less than

one-half of the height. Outline elongate subelliptical ; cardinal margin
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nearly straight for one-half of the length posterior to the beaks, declining

and very slightly convex anterior to them
;
posterior end almost regularly

rounded ; ventral margin broadly yet distinctly convex, the curve accele-

rating slightly as we follow the outline to the upper part of the anterior

margin where it forms an obtusely angular junction with the sloping

antero-cardinal edge. Beaks small, appressed, situated one-fifth or a little

more of the entire length behind the anterior extremity.

A faint posterior umbonal, ridge and an undefined mesial depression

or mere flattening. Surface of cast with rather strong concentric striae

or furrows on the anterior half, very few of them passing over the um-
bonal ridge. On the posterior cardinal slope several obscure rays may
be observed. Anterior muscular scar large, acuminate-ovate, pointed

above, situated immediately in front of the umbones
;
posterior scar

occupying the center of the cardinal slope, very large and elongate;

pallial line simple, rather distinct for so thin a shell.

This is the type of the genus and the largest of the known species.

Compared with the other species it is distinguished by the great size and

the greater obliquity of the anterior margin. The back also is straighter

and the ventral margin more convex than in most of the others.

Formatio7i and Locality,—Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Waynesville, Ohio.

Psiloconcha subovalis Ulrich.

Plate 52. Figs. 5-7.

Orthodesfna subovale, Ulrich, 1879, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist, Vol. ii, p. 82.

In this species the shell is higher than in any of the others, the length

being usually but one millemeter greater than twice the height. Compared
with P, grandis, its nearest congener, it is further distinguished as fol-

lows: The post-cardinal margin slopes downward in a manner not to be

observed in that species, and this peculiarity causes an obliquity of the

posterior margin and a greater arcuation of the dorsum. The hinge line

is horizontal for a short distance in front of the beaks, and the whole

anterior margin is less oblique and more rounded. Finally, there seems

to be a difference in the surface markings, the concentric lines being of

nearly equal strength on all parts, which appears not to be the case in

that species.

Formation and Locality.—The original types were collected at Mor-

row, Ohio, where they occurred in the middle beds of the Cincinnati

group. Recently specimens that cannot be distinguished were obtained

from the lower beds of the group by Mr. George Asherman and the

author. His came from Boldface creek, Cincinnati, while mine are from

a branch of Willow run, near Covington, Kentucky.
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Psiloconcha inornata, n sp,

Plate 52. Figs. 11 and 12.

Shell about 30 mm. long, by 12.7 mm. high in the middle, with regu-

larly rounded, subequal ends, very slightly convex ventral and more

strongly arcuate dorsal margin. Beaks very small, umbonal ridge and

mesial depression scarely distinguishable. Surface markings concentric,

very obscure, the surface appearing almost smooth in most cases.

This shell is closely related to P. subovalis but does not attain as great

a size, is relatively longer, and has a smoother surface and more regularly

rounded anterior margin. The last difference is the most important and

may always be relied upon.

Formation and Locaaty.—Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Psiloconcha elliptica, n sp.

Plate 52. Figs. 3 and 4.

Shell 30 mm. to 40 mm. in length, and a very little more than twice

rs long as high; thickness less than half the height. Outline elongate

ovate ; the regularity and neatness of the curves being a striking feature

;

yet when examined the posterior half proves distinctly wider than the

anterior, the height at the beaks being one-eighth or one-ninth less than

the greatest posterior height. Beaks very small, situated 8 mm. behind

the anterior extremity in a specimen 38 mm. long ; umbonal ridge just

appreciable. Surface nearly smooth, marked with mostly distant con-

centric lines.

Formation and Locality,—Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Clarks-

ville, Ohio. Several casts of the interior from Richmond, Indiana, may
belong here, but for the present I am obliged to consider them as doubtful.

Psiloconcha subrecta, n. sp.

Plate 52. Figs. 13 an i 14.

Shell about 32 mm. long, 12 mm. high, and nearly 6 mm. in thick-

ness ; cardinal margin gently arcuate, posterior end gaping widely, regu-

larly roundeii in outline; basal line nearly or quite straight in the central

part; anterior end straight on the upper side, then turning abruptly

downward, the rest curving regularly like the posterior margin. Beaks

very small, situated a little less than one-sixth of the length of the shell

behind the anterior extremity ; umbonal ridge moderate, mesial depress-

ion just appreciable. Surface of the cast with moderately distinct, sub-

equal lines of growth, very obscure on the cardinal slope.

In this species the anterior end is shaped as in P, subovalis^ but the

length is proportionally too great for that species. In P, inornata the
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surface markings are not nearly as distinct, and the anterior end is more
uniformly rounded. Of species occurring in the same beds, P. grandis is

much larger and has a convex basal line, while P. elliptica has a more
regularly curved outline, and is higher posteriorly.

Formation and Locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Waynesville, Ohio.

Psiloco7icha simiata, n. sp.

Plate 52. Figs. 15 and 16.

This species is associated in the same layers with P. inornata, but it

will be distinguished from that form at once by the unusual develop-

ment of the mesial depression, which is deep enough to produce a slight

sinuation of the ventral margin and gives. a degree of definition to the

umbonal ridge that is not equaled in any other species of the genus.

The length also is relatively greater than in any of the others, being 36

mm, in a specimen 13 mm. high. Comparing other features P. subrecia

has a differently shaped posterior outline, and P, inor?iata is more regu-

larly rounded in front. P. subovalis seems to me to be the nearest, differ-

ing chiefly in its greater height and much less developed mesial depres-

sion. None of the other species are near enough to require special com-

parisons.

The general expression of the shell reminds greatly of certain

species of Cymatonota, but the absence of dorsal folds shows that it can-

not belong to that genus.

Formation and Locality : Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Psiloconcha tenuistriaia, n. sp.

Plate 52. Fig. 10.

Shell small, about 11 mm. in length, and 4.5 mm. in height ; valves

depressed convex, narrowly rounded in front, slightly oblique posteriorly

with the ventral margin nearly straight, and the dorsal margin posterior

to the beaks very gently arcuate and almost parallel with the basal line.

Beak very small, situated more than one-fourth of the entire length from

the anterior extremity ; umbonal ridge and mesial depression scarcely

distinguishable. Except on the cardinal slope, the surface is covered

with exceedingly fine thread-like concentric lines, of which as many as

fifteen are to be counted in the space of 1 mm
The narrowly rounded anterior end, and the exceeding fineness ot

the concentric surface markings are the distinguishing features. The
small size is probably also distinctive for the species.

Formation and Locality: Near the base of the Cincinnati group,

having been found near low water mark in the Ohio river, at Covington,

Kentucky.
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Psilocoficha mi7iima n. sp.

Plate 52. Figs. 8 and 9.

Shell small about 10.5 mm. high at the beaks, rather strongly con-

vex in the umbonal region when compared with the other species. Out-
line narrowly elliptical ; anterior end a little wider than the posterior,

and more regularly rounded ; dorsal margin arcuate, base more gently

convex. Beaks comparatively prominent, full, strongly incurved, situ-

ated about one third of the entire 'length from the anterior extremity.

Umbonal ridge moderately developed, rounded; mesial depression

scarcely distinguishable. The specimen described, which is a well pre-

served cast of the interior, is perfectly smooth. Anterior muscular star

faintly defined, relatively large but occupying the same position and of

about the same form as in P. grandis and /*. elliptica.

The prominence and less anterior position of the umbones, and the

small size of the shell, are the distinctive features.

Formation and Locality : Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-
ington Kentucky, where it was obtained in a layer about 150 leet above
the bed of the Ohio river.

Family CYRTODONTID^ Ulrich.

Genus ORTONELLA, n. gen.

Cypricardites^ S. A. Miller, 1874. Cin. Quart. Jour, Sci., vol. i, p. 147; also {part)

1892, North Amer. Geol. and Pal., p. 476. {Not of Conrad.)

Shell subquadrate, highest posteriorly, equivalve, very inequilateral,

with moderately prominent beaks and umbonkl ridge. Surface with con-

centric lines of growth. Hinge as in Cyrtodonta, Billings, excepting

that the cardinal teeth are relatively stronger and placed immediately

beneath the beaks. A well defined lunule and escutcheon present.

Adductor muscular scars subequal, the posterior one very faintly im-

pressed, ovate, and situated just beneath the posterior extremities of the

lateral teeth, the anterior one very deep, sharply defined on the inner

and upper sides by a clavicular ridge extending obliquely backward from

the hinge plate, Pallial line simple, distinct. Small pedal muscle
attached to the under side of the hinge plate immediately over the ante-

rior adductor scar. Casts of the interior marked by an oblique umbonal
sulcus.

Type: Cypricardites hairiest, S. A. Miller.

Although on the whole much like Cyrtodonta, this genus is still

quite distinct and easily separated. The cardinal teeth are different as

stated above, and the lunule is a feature unknown in that genus. Then
the anterior muscular scar is more deeply impressed an i defined on the
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inner side by a ridge that is not known in Cyrtodanta. Nor has that

genus a small pedal muscle over the anterior adductors. Finally the

two adductors are more nearly equal in size. Practically the same differ-

ences, besides others that it is not necessary to point out, obtain when
compared with Vanuxeinia, Billings and Cypr{cardites, Conrad.

It seems to me that Ortonella is nearest Ischyrodonta, Ulrich. Only

two differen<^es have I been able to find. Namely, the escutcheon and

lunule, and the posterior lateral teeth, both of which are wanting in

Ischyrodonta. In all other respects however the shells in the two genera

seem to be identical even to the smallest detail.

Ortonelta hainesi, S. A. Miller*

Plate 53 Figs. 9-18.

Cypricardites hained, S. A. Miller, 1874, Cin. Quart. Jour. Sci., vol. 1, p. 147.

This interesting species is so fully illustrated on plate 53, that a de-

scription is unnecessary. It will be well however, to compare it some-

what carefully with species of Ischyrodonta that are to be found at the

same locality, though not in exactly the same strata.

I refer especially to Ischyrodonta decipiens, n. sp., and /. truncatay

Ulrich. Both may be distinguished at once, providing the specimens

are complete enough, by the fact that their hinges are without posterior

lateral teeth, Ortonella having two strong laterals as shown in figures 11

and 12. Even with respect to this point, the student is cautioned against

the possibility of mistaking the linear ridges which served as supports

for an internal ligament in "Ischyrodonta (see plate 54, figures 16 and 19)

for lateral teeth. That they could not have served as hinge teeth is

proved by the fact that they do interlock. Indeed, the corresponding

ridges in the two valves are separated by an interval, the valves being in

contact dorsally only at the outer margin. Externally the Ortonella is

recognized principally by the lunule and escutcheon, but it differs also

in its stronger umbonal ridge and in the outline, the basal line being

somewhat straighter and the anterior end higher so that the dorsal and

ventral margins are more nearly parallel. There is besides a difference

in the surface markings, the concentric lines in the Ischyrodonta being

much coarser.

Formation and Locality.—Ortonella hainesi is associated with Rhyn-

chonella dentata Hall, at Richmond, Indiana, where both species, though

common fossils, are restricted to a few feet of strata, less than forty feet

beneath the extreme top of the Cincinnati group. Ischyrodonta truncata

seems likewise to be restricted to this bed, but the /. decipiens, which is

most like the O, hainesi has so far been found only in beds at least

twenty feet above the Ortoyiella horizon.
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Genus ISCHYRODONTA Ulrich.

Anodontopsis (part), Meek, 1871, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d ser., vol. ii, p. 299;

also 1873, Ohio Pal., vol. i, p. 141.

Ischyrodonta^ Ulrich, 1890, Axiier. Geol., vol. vi, p. 173.

Short or moderately elongate, thick bivalve shells, having small, an-

teriorly situated beaks, with the hinge line straight or arcuate and ex-

tended posteriorly. Hinge plate wide and strong, without posterior

lateral teeth, but with two strong cardinal teeth in the left valve, and

one large one, and occasionally a small one on each side of it, in the

right valve.* Ligament internal, posterior to the beaks, linear, sup-

ported by from one to three subcardinal ribs. Anterior adductor im-

pression large, deep, subovate, sharply defined on the inner and upper

side by a ridge extending from the cardinal teeth to the base of the

scar. A small pedal muscle was attached to the under side of the hinge

plate immediately above the inner side of the anterior adductor scar.

Posterior muscular scar faintly defined, generally but little larger than

the anterior scar, situated a short distance beneath the posterior extrem-

ity of the hinge. Pallial line simple. Test thick, chiefly calcareous,

without the dark epidermis of the Modiolopsidce and Ambonychiidcs,

In casts of the interior the beaks are prominent and strongly com-

pressed, and a more or less well defined sulcus, corresponding to an in-

ternal thickening of the shell, extends from the umbones more than half

the distance to the center of the basal margin.

Type: Ischyrodonta truncafa Vlrich.

,

The relations of this genus are clearly with Ortonella, The reader

will find them discussed in the remarks following the description of that

genus on the preceding page. Through Ortonella the genus is linked with

the CyrtodontidcB, and in referring the species to this family I have been in-

fluenced in a great degree by the composition of their shells which

seems to be precisely as in Cyrtodonta and reiated genera, and not as in

the true members oi the Modiolopsidcs. Except for this fact it would be

a difficult matter to draw the line between Ischyrodonta and Modiolodon,

the general aspect of the shells and the dentition of their hinges being

practically the same in both. It may seem, therefore, that when casts

of the interior only are available it is not possible to discriminate suc-

cessfully between the two genera. This is, however, not so, since the

casts of every species of Ischyrodonta now known exhibit at least one

small feature that has not been seen in any species of Modiolodon nor in

any now referred to the ModiolopsidcB, Namely, the small pedal muscle

* In the original description the arrangement of the cardinal teeth 'was in-

advertently reversed.
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scar which in casts appears as a sharply elevated point situated close to

the hinge line between the base of the beak and the upper part of the

anterior adductor scar.

The total number of species now known to belong to this genus is

seven. With one exception, /. tmionoides, Meek sp., which belongs to

the middle beds of the Cincinnati group, all are restricted to the upper

one hundred feet of the same formation, leaving over three hundred feet

of strata between the known first and second appearance of the genus in

which it is as yet unknown. Respecting the origin of the Ischyrodo7ita

type of structure, I am obliged to confess total ignorance.

Ischyrodonta truncata, Ulrich.

Ischyrodonta truncata, Ulrich, 1890, Amer. Geol., vol. vi, p. 174; S. A. Miller, 1892.

Appendix to N. A. Geol. and Pal
, p. 700.

Fig.l. Ischyrodonta triincata, Ulrich, Cincinnati group Oxford Ohio, a, outline view of a left

valve of this species, slightly restored. In some spec miens the anterior 'margin slopes back-
ward more rapidly and in accordance with the inner line; b, internal view of same, showing
only the hinge plate, cardinal teeth, and anterior muscular impression, the cavity being filled

with adhering matrix; c, d and e^ three views of a very nearly perfect cast of the interior. Be-
tween the beaks of the central figure is shown a thin film of stone that had originally filled a
narrow interstice between the hinge plate and cardinal teeth.

Shell of medium size, rather strongly convex, subquadrate to tri-

angular-ovate, highest posteriorly. Cardinal margin straight or very

slightly arcuate, more than three-fourths the length of the shell; anterior

end very short, narrow, rounding almost uniformly into the obliquely

convex basal margin, from which the outline turns rather sharply up

into the truncate-rounded posterior margin; post-cardinal region sub-

angular. Beaks small, umbonal ridge inconspicuous, no mesial sulcus.

Surface of the thick shell with a small number of sublamellose lines of

growth.
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'Hinge plate thick and wide, almost flat, with a ridge forming the
lower edge in the posterior part; cardinal teeth strong, very oblique, two
in each valve, the second often small and obscure. Anterior muscular
scar deep, acuminate-ovate, pointed below where the well marked pallial

line joins it. Posterior scar very faint, broadly ovate, situated near the
post-cardinal angle. In casts of the interior the beaks are prominent
and strongly compressed, while a deep and wide sulcus, extending from
the beaks nearly to the center of the base, produces an obtuse umbonal
ridge of which no sign is apparent on the exterior of the shell. Another
but less deep and shorter furrow occupies the space between the long
sulcus and the anterior muscular scar and pallial line. Within the latter

space the casts often exhibit a series of four or five rounded elevations.

A large testiferous specimen has the following dimensions: I^ength
39 mm.; greatest oblique length 41 mm.; greatest posterior heighth 38
mm.; from post-cardinal angle to antero-basal margin 35 mm.; greatest

thickness 20 mm.
Formation and Locality,—Near the top of the Cincinnati group, Ox-|

ford, Ohio, and R.chmond, Indiana.

Ischyrodenta dedpiens, n. sp.

Plate 54. Figs. 16-19.

Shell scarcely attaining medium size, moderately convex, the beaks
small, the umbonal ridge distinguishable though not strong, the outline

almost regularly oval excepting that the cardinal region is produced and
angular at the posterior extremity. Surface marked with numerous,
strong and more or less irregular concentric lines of growth. Cardinal

teeth nearly horizontal, three in the right valve, the central tooth much
the largest, and two in the left valve. Posterior to the cardinal teeth the
hinge plate bears three or four slightly diverging slender ridges, which
served as supports for the internal ligament. Muscular impressions sub-
equal, strongly marked, the anterior one especially; pallial line distinct.

Internal umbonal ridge undefined so that the surface of casts of the in-

terior is comparatively even.

This species is founded upon an excellent series of specimens, most
of them recently obtained from Prof. Joseph Moore and Mr. John
Misener of Richmond, Indiana. One specimen I had for at least ten
years believed to belong to the similar Orio7iella haifiesi Miller, sp,y and
it is the liklihood of confusion with that species that has suggested
the name decipiens. A careful comparison however brings out a
number of differences that will appear very obvious to the student after

he has once made himself familiar with them. First, the surface mark-
ings are much coarser in the Ischyrodonta ; next, the outHne will be found
to be not strictly the same; then the Ortonella has a well developed

43 G. O.
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lunule and escutcheon while the margin of the valves of the Ischyrodonta

are not in the least inflected; finally, that shell has a different hinge,

having true posterior lateral teeth.

Compared with species of this genus, /. ovalis will be found to have

a thinner hinge plate and more regularly oval shape, while /. truncata is

a higher shell, with fewer concentric surface markings, and much more

oblique cardinal teeth.

Formation and Locality,—Near the top of the Cincinnati group,

Richmond, Indiana.

Ischyrodonta ovalis, Ulrich.

Plate 54. Figs 12-15.

Ischyrodonta ovalis, Ulrich, 1892, Nineteenth Ann. Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur.

Minn., p. 242.

Shell small, moderately ventricose, almost regularly elliptical, with

the greatest heighth and thickness subcentral; heighth and length about

as two is to three. Occasionally the ventral margin is less convex than

is the case in the specimen figured on plate 54. Beaks small, situated

near the anterior extremity, compressed by a flattening of the surface

which, expanding, extends over the greater part of the ventral slope.

Umbonal ridge strongly rounded, not however prominent enough to con-

stitute a conspicuous feature; cardinal slope abrupt, very little concave.

Surface marked with strong lines of growth and a few finer concentric

striae, both somewhat irregular. Hinge plate not very strong, arcuate,

widening posterior to the beaks and grooved for the reception of the in-

ternal ligament. Cardinal teeth two in the right valve, projecting down-

ward and backward from the hinge plate, which is thin at this point,

and supported by an internal process that seems to extend up into the

rostral cavity and projects on each side of the teeth so as to give the

whole the appearance of a quadrifid tooth. Anterior muscular scar

rather small, occupying the anterior end of the valve. Posterior scar

and pallial line not observed.

In the original description of this species I stated that it was not

strictly congeneric with the types of Ischyrodonta. Additional speci-

mens and further comparisons however have convinced me of the error

of that statement, and I now regard the species as an unequivocal

member of the genus. Specifically it differs from all the other species

now referred to the genus, excepting /. unionoides. Meek, sp., by its more

regularly oval shape. The excepted species is too different in other re-

spects to require comparisons. The associated /. decipiens is, I believe, a

much nearer species, but, as may be seen by comparing the figures on

plate 54, their outlines are quite different in the post-cardinal region and

the hinge plate of /. ovalis comparatively weaker.

Formation and Locality.—Uppermost beds of the Cincinnati group,

near Richmond, Indiana.
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Ischyrodonta elongatay Ulrich.

Plate 54. Figs. 20 and 21.

Ischyrodonta elongata^ Ulrich, 1890, American Geologist, Vol. VI,.p. 175.

Shell large for the genus, transversely elongate-ovate, widest pos-

teriorl}?-, strongly convex, with point of greatest convexity a little in

front of the center. Beaks rather large, compressed, almost terminal;

umbonal ridge rather strong, mesial sulcus broad. Cardinal margin

strongly arcuate; posterior margin nearly vertical in the middle and

lower part, uniformly rounded above, sharply curved at the base; ven-

tral margin faintly and broadly sinuate; anterior end very short and

abruptly rounded. Surface marked with strong and irregular lines of

growth.

In casts of the interior the beaks are very prominent, incurved, and

greatly compressed by the deep umbonal sulcus, behind which the some-

what curved and sharply elevated umbonal ridge is distinguishable al-

most to the basal line. Anterior muscular scar deep, subrhomboidal,

sharply defined on the upper side, radially marked and situated immedi-

ately beneath the beak. Just above it is the small pedal muscle scar.

Posterior scar faint, ovate; pallial line distinct in the basal part of the

valves.

This fine species, though closely related to /. truncata, is readily

distinguished by its much greater length. The next species is also re-

lated, but is smaller and widely different in the post-cardinal part of its

outline.

Formation and Locality.—^Near the top of the Cincinnati group, at

Oxford, Ohio, and Richmond, Indiana.

Ischyrodonta miseneri^ n. sp.

Plate 54. Figs. 10 and 11.

This species, as far as known, is very similiar to I. elongata, and a

detailed description is scarely necessary. Though agreeing in most re-

spects very closely with that vSpecies, a comparison still brings out differ-

ences that doubtless will suffice in discriminating between the two
species. The shell of /. niistmeri is considerably smaller (the largest

seen is but 38 mm. in length), comparatively a little shorter, and sub-

triangular in outline. The posterior margin is more oblique and con-

siderably higher, and its junction with the straight cardinal margin
angular, while the post-cardinal region is distinctly alate and thus quite

different from the rounded and sloping character of this part of the out-

line in /. elongata. The umbonal ridge furthermore is a i|iore decided

feature. Of the other species /. decipie7is is much shorter, and /.

modiolifo) mis longer, and more produced and obliquely rounded posteriorl3^
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The specific name is given in honor of Mr. John Misener of Rich-

mond, Indiana, who collected and from whom I received the best speci-

mens of the shell see^.

Formation mid Locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana, where it occurs in association with Ortonella hairiest and
Rhynchonclla de?itata.

Ischyrodonta modioliformis, n. sp.

Plate 54. Fig. 4 9.

Shell scarcely attaining medium size, moderately convex, modio'a-

like, elongate subovate, the base straight or very gently sinuate, the

back straight for a short distance behind the beaks, then curving very

gradually down into the very obliquely rounded posterior margin ; a'n-

terior end short, sharply rounded, much narrower than the posterior.

Beaks small, situated a short distance behind the anterior extremity;

both the mesial sulcus and the umbonal ridge are but little developed.

The cardinal slope and the posterior part of the surface is marked with

rather strong, subregular, concentric furrows, of which from ten to four-

teen may be counted in the space of 10 mm. Besides these furrows a

set of very fine concentric lines, barely visible to the unaided eye, are

to be observed on well preserved specimens. The anterior part of the

surface seems to be smooth, the furrows at any rate ceasing suddenly

a short distance in front of the middle of the shell.

In casts of the interior a narrow and more or less distinct umbonal

ridge may be traced from the beak to the pallial line a short distance be-

hind the center of the cast, while in front of the ridge there is usually

a well defined depression or sulcus. Anterior muscular scar strongly

elevated, very oblique, sharply defined on the upper side, occupying the

greater part of the small anterior end and extending a little posterior

to the points of the beaks. Posterior scar very faintly impressed, nearly

twice the size of the anterior, situated just within the sloping post- card-

inal border of the cast. Pallial line distinct only in the ventral part

of the valves. Close to the cardinal border of the casts a long and

slightly impressed line represents the support of the internal ligament.

Of cardinal teeth there seem to have been but two, one in each valve,

the right above the left. The scars left by the small pedal muscles

occupy the usual position immediately in front of the cavity between the

filling of the beaks.

This well marked species, of which I have seventeen speci-

mens, is probably nearest /. elo?igata. It is however a much smaller

shell and readily distinguished by its narrower form, more oblique

posterior margin, and difi^erent surface markings, the concentric

lines of growth extending almost uniformly over the whole surface in

that species.

In a general way /. modioliformis greatly resembles several species

of Modiolopsis, but that it is not really related to them is proved by the
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fact that it has the shell structure, cardinal teeth and small anterior

pedal muscles of a true Ischyrodonta,

Formation and Locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Rich-

mond, Indiana.

Ischyrodonta unionoides^ Meek.

Plate 54. Figs. 1-3.

Anodontopns f unionoides, Meek, 1871, Atner. Jour. Sci. aud Arts, Vol. II, p! 299.

Anodontopsis {Modiolopsisf) unionoides, Meek^ 1873, Pal. Ohio, Vol. I, p. 141.

Modiolopsis unionoides, S. A. Miller, 1890, N, Arner. Geol. and Pal., p. 491.

Shell of medium size, subovate, a little the highest posteriorly, com-

pressed convex, thickest slightly above and in advance of the middle.

Anterior margin regularly but rather narrowly rounded ; base forming a

broad semielliptic curve; posterior margin broadly rounded, very slightly

oblique; dorsal outline more or less strongly arcuate, passing gradually

into the ends. Beaks small, compressed, projecting very little beyond the

hinge margin, placed between one-fourth and one-fifth of the length of

the valves behind the anterior extremity ; umbonal ridge scarcely dis-

tinguishable. Surface showing only a few distant subimbricating marks

of growth.

Hinge comparatively weak for the genus, with one oblique cardinal

tooth in the right valve and two(?) in the left. The ridge-like internal

ligament support leaves a linear depression within the dorsal edge ex-

tending posteriorly from the beak for a distance equaling about one-third

of the length of the shell. Anterior adductor and pedal muscle attach-

ments having the characters usual for the genus, except that they are

with respect to the beaks, more anterior in position for the reason that

the anterior end is uncommonly long.

Meek's type of this species has almost beyond question, been dis-

torted by pressure so that its height is now less than it should be. In

one of my specimens the height has been reduced to an even greater de-

gree. The second specimen mentioned by Meek [foe. cit.), which he re-

fers to the species with doubt because it is proportionally higher, seems

to agree exactly with those now illustrated on plate 54, and which I re-

gard as representing the normal form of the shell.

Having the hinge and muscular impressions characterizing Isckyro-

donta, and the shell structure prevailing among the Cyrtodontidce , the

species cannot possibly belong to Modiolopsis nor to any other genus of

that family. As to placing the shell with McCoy's Anodontopsis, it is

out of the question if McCoy has defined his genus correctly.

The rather regularly ovate form of /. unionoides suggests relation-

ship to /. ovalis. It is however a larger shell, relatively higher, es?-
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pecially in the posterior half, not so convex, and has less anterior beaks

and different surface markings.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, at

Cincinnati, Ohio, and Covington, Kentucky, where it-occurs at an alti-

tude of about 350 feet above the bed of the Ohio River.

Genus WHITELLA, Ulrich.

Whitella, Uh-ich, 1890, Amer. GeoL, vol. vi, p. 176 ; Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Miiiii.^

Final Rept, vol. iii, p. 564 (in press).

The reader may obtain a good idea of this well marked Lower Silu-

rian genus from the Minnesota work above cited. Descriptions of twelve

species, nine of them Trenton, the rest from the Hudson River group,

are contained therein.

Whitella Ohioensis, n. sp. or var.

Compare Whitella compressa Ulrich, 1890, Amer, Geol., vol. vi, p. 180.

Fig. 2. Right valve of Whitella Ohioensis
;
Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Shell large, compressed convex, subrhomboidal in outline, very lit-

tle the widest posteriorly. Anterior margin very gently rounded and

nearly vertical in the upper half, sharply rounded (almost angular) at the

extremity of the hinge, sloping backward below ; the outline from the

prominent and strong^ rounded post-basal angle to the antero-cardinal

angle forms nearly a semielliptical curve; posterior margin slightl}^

oblique, nearly straight in the middle, above curving forward and rather

gradually merging into the dorsal line. Beaks very prominent but small

and not strongly incurved, situated about one-fifth of the length of the

shell behind the anterior extremity; umbonal ridge very little developed,

especially as compared with the majority of the species of the genus.

Surface with distant subimbricating marks of growth and finer concen-
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trie lines between them. Escutcheon rather narrow but long and deep.

This shell though larger, is exceedingly like the geologically earlier

W, compressa Ulrich, from the lower Trenton of Minnesota, and might
well be considered, if not a reapparition, a variety of that species. Still,

as the Ohio shell is somewhat narrower across the posterior half and rep-

resented by casts of the exterior, while the Minnesota form is known
only from casts of the interior, it is not unlikely that other differences

may be shown when we can compare better and equal material of the

two. Differences in their hinges and muscular impressions are to be

looked for since there is some evidence to show that these parts were
stronger in W. compressa than in W. Ohiocnsis,

Compared with associated species, W. obliquata Ulrich is much more
convex and has stronger umbonal ridges, W. umbonata Ulrich is much
fuller in the umbones and has a different outline, W, subovata Ulrich is

ovate rather than rhomboidal in outline, and W. quadrangularis Whit-
field, sp., is shorter and much more ventricose.

FormationandLocality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynes-
ville and Clarksville, Ohio.

Family NUCULID^, Gray.

Genus CTENODONTA, Salter.

Teijinoniya, Hall, 1847, Pal. N. Y., vol. i, p. 151; 1857, Tetitli Ann. Rep. Reg. Univ.
N. Y., p. 181. Not Tetlinomya, the correct form of Tettunya, Brown, 1827, as

given by Agassiz in his " Nomenclator Zoologicus" in 1846.

Ctenodonta, Salter, 1851, Rep. Brit. Asso. p. 63; 1859, Can. Org. Remains, Decade 1,

p. 34; Ulrich, Pinal Rep. Geol. Sur. Minn., vol. iii, p. 578 (in press).

I had prepared an entire plate of species of this genus for this paper,

but the lack of time required for the final study which it is my habit to

give to all species described by me immediately preceding the trans-

mission of the manuscript to the printer, has induced me to delay their

publication to some other opportunity. The illustrations of the three

species following happened to be placed on plates devoted chiefly to other

shells here described, so that I could not very well postpone their con-

sideration,

A full description of the genus and of numerous species will be
found in the Minnesota work above cited.

Ctenodonta retrorsa^ n. sp.

Plate 50. Fiffs. 14 and 15.

This species is founded upon the cast of the interior of a single

valve, probably the right. If this view^ is correct the beaks are situated

a short distance behind the center and curved toward the longer end.
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thus giving them the appearance of being turned backwards. The
subreniform shape is peculiar, as is also the unusual fullness of the pos-

terior half. The anterior muscular scar is well marked but the posterior

one is quite indistinct in the specimen.

Formation and Locality : Middle or Mod olodon beds of the Trenton
formation, near Burgin, Kentucky.

Ctenodonta cingulata, Ulrich.

Plate 48. Figs. 10-12.

Jellinomya cingulata, Ulrich, 1879, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. ii, p 23.

The types of this species do not prevServe the hinge teeth clearly so

that they were misrepresented in the original description and figures.

Better examples have since been obtained and the two now illustrated

on plate 48 give a reliable idea of both the external and internal char-

acters of the shell. The hinge teeth are very slender and crowded in

the central part of the hinge. Their great length and the unusual width
of the hinge plate are the principal peculiarities of the species.

Formation and Locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group.

Boyle and Oldham counties in Kentucky, and Dayton, Ohio.

Ctenodo7ita perminuta, n. sp.

Plate 46. Figs. 11-14.

Shell very small, commonly about 1.5 mm. in length and 1.15 mm.
in height, widest anteriorly; anterior outline rounded below, generally

nearly vertical in the upper half, and subangular in the antero-cardinal

region ; basal margin broadly convex, posterior end obliquely truncate,

strongl3' rounded in the lower half The species is known from casts of

the interior only. In these the beaks are prominent, moderately

incurved, and situated between one-fourth and one-third of^the entire

length behind the anterior extremity. The muscular impressions are

unusually distinct for so small a shell, and the structure of the hinge

seems to have been very much as in C. levata, Hall, sp., and other forms
of that section of the genus.

The extreme minuteness of the shell and the comparative strength

of the muscular attachments, will distinguish this form at once from all

other species of the genus having a similar shape. The C. obliqua Hall,

sp., another minute species of the Cincinnati rocks, and of which the

recently '^ro'^os^^' PalcEoconcha faberi (S. A. Miller, 1892, N. A. Geol.

and Pal., p. 498), seems to me to be a synonym, is a higher shell and
doubtless belongs to quite a different section of the genus, being closely

related to such forms as C. compressa Ulrich and C. astaricsformis Salter.

Formatio7i and Locality : lyow^er and middle beds of the Cincinnati

group, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Genus PYRENOMCEUS, Hall.

Pyrenomoeus, Hall, 1852, Pal. N. Y., vol. ii, p. 87.

I refer two species provisionally to this little known genus. They
agree in all respects with the published characters of P, cuneatus^ Hall,

the type of the genus, except that the anterior muscular scar is not

strong, being on the contrary even less distinct than the posterior one.

So far as the muscular impressions can be made out they seem to be as

in the most of the NuculidcB. Still, I have no idea that they reallj''

belong to that family of shells, the hinge being thin and almost certainly

without denicles, while the test is very delicate and polished externally.

Stoliczka, in his great work on the Cretaceous Pelecypoda of Southern

India," places the genus with the Solenomyidce, This arrangement seems

to me entirely unwarranted, the short, nuculoid form of the shell being

totally unlike the elongated form so strictly adhered to by the typical

members of that family. All other authors who have had occasion to

refer to Pyrenomosus have placed the genus more or less doubtfully with

the Nuc7didm, and here I would leave it till something definite is learned

of its hinge, when I believe we will have reason for the erection of a

new family.

Pyrenomoeus decipiens, n. sp.

Plate 51. Figs. 7 and 8.

Shell from 12 mm. to 15 mm. long, 9.8 mm. to 11.5 mm. high, nucu-

loid in shape, narrowest posteriorly, strongly convex, with prominently

rounded umbones situated between one-third and one-fourth of the entire

length from the anterior extremity. Antero-cardinal region slightly com-
pressed and subangular in outHne ; upper half of anterior margin nearly

vertical, base regularly convex; posterior margin oblique, scarcely trun-

cate, sharply rounded below. Umbonal ridge rounded, inconspicuous;

an obscurely defined line or narrow ridge traverses the middle of the

cardinal slope posteriorly from the beak. Test very thin, the surface pol-

ished and marked by very fine concentric lines, of which the strongest

only are visible to the unassisted eye. A small heart-shaped ligamental

area or lunette in front of the beaks. Hinge very thin, as far as ob-

served, without teeth. Anterior muscular scar and pallial line not shown
by any of the casts of the interior seen; we may therefore assume that

they are very faint; posterior scar scarcely defined, rather large, occupy-

ing the greater part of the post-cardinal slope.

The casts of this shell look very much like testiferous examples of

an undescribed associated species of Ctenodonta. The latter is usually

identified by Cincinnati collectors with Hall's Tellinomya levata, Testif-

erous specimens of the two species are no more likely to be cotfifused than

are casts of the interior. In the first dase the surface of the shell is not
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polished in the Ctenodonta, while in the second the surface of the casts

of the Pyrenomceics are more evenly rounded and the muscular scars

much less distinct.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group. Four

specimens only have been seen and these were collected on Mount Au-

burn in the city of Cincinnati, from strata lying about 400 feet above the

bed of the Ohio river.

Pyrenomoeiis subcuneatus, n. sp.

Plate 51. Fig:. (3.

Shell about 11 mm. long, 7 mm. high, and- 4.5 mm. thick, cuneate

behind, rounded, though not quite regularly, in front; base rounded, car-

dinal outline sloping down on each side from the beaks which are situated

about one-third of the length behind the anterior extremity. Posterior

cardinal slope abrupt. Surface polished, marked with very fine concen-

tric striae and a few stronger irregular folds. The specimen figured ex-

hibits traces of several radiating lines in the post-cardinal region.

There are several Lower Silurian shells that resemble the species un-

der consideration, but I cannot say that the resemblance is in any case

very close. In none of them is the posterior end so cuneate, nor is the

surface in any except the preceding species polished. P. decipiens is a

higher shell and shorter anterior to the beaks.

Formation and Locality: Lowest beds of the Cincinnati group, river

quarries, Covington, Kentucky.

Family LYRODESMID^, Ulrich.

Genus LYRODESMA, Conrad.

(Ann. Geol. Rep. N. Y., p. 51 ; 1841.)

Lyrodesma inornatum, n. sp.

Plate 50. Fig-s. 10 and 12.

Shell not known to exceed 18 mm. in length, transversely subovate,

compressed convex, the three dimensions length, height and thickness,

respectively to each other as nine and seven is to four. Anterior margin

regularly curved, base broadly convex, posterior margin slightly oblique,

strongly rounded and most prominent below, gently curved and sloping

forward above to the subangular extremity of the short hinge line.

Beaks rather small, moderately prominent, situated a little in front of the

center; cardinal slope compressed, slightly alate; umbonal ridge very

moderately developed, the greater part of the surface being rather evenly

convex. Surface nearly smooth, without radial lines on the cardinal

slope, in the best specimens exhibiting only a small number of obscure
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concentric lines of growth. Eight transversely striated and radially ar-

ranged cardinal teeth in each valve, the anterior one usually not quite

distinct from the dorsal edge of the valves. Muscular and pallial im-

pressions not observed.

This species agrees with L, planum Conrad, in the number of its

cardinal teeth and in wanting the post-cardinal striae which are usually

present in species of the genus. They are however readily separated by

differences in their outlines, L inornatum being shorter (relatively higher)

and more nearly ovate. Hall's L, cincinnatiense presents considerable

resemblance in the way of outline, yet is really quite a distinct species,

having a shorter hinge line, only six cardinal teeth, an angular umbonal

ridge, and distinctly striated post-cardinal slopes.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky, and Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lyrodesma grande, n. sp.

Plate 50. Fig. 13.

Of this large species I have seen only the cast of the interior figured

on plate 50. While I cannot doubt that it really belongs to Lyrodesma,

it is still a fact that there are features in which it differs from all the pre-

viously known forms of the genus. In the first place it is much larger

than any of the others, and unusually short, while the plate bearing the

cardinal teeth seems to have filled the entire rostral cavity, as that practi-

cally no beaks are to be distinguished on the cast. The muscular scars

also exhibit peculiarities, the anterior one being very elongate and the

posterior one of unusually large size. Having no strong umbonal ridge

( the surface of the cast is almost uniformly compressed-convex) the affin-

ities of the species seen to be nearest L. inornatum. Compared with that

species it is found to differ in having the anterior end relatively narrower,

the basal margin more obliquely rounded, and the hinge line shorter and

not alate posteriorly. From L. cincinnatiense Hall, it is sufficiently dis-

tinguished by its great size and in wanting a distinct umbonal ridge.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Lyrodesma subplanunty n. sp.

Plate 47. Figr. 8.

Compare Lyrodesma planum, Conrad, 1841, Ann. Geol. Rep. N. Y., p. jl.

The outline of this shell is very much like that of L. planum Con-

rad, as figured by Hall in 1847 (Pal. N. Y., vol. i, pi. 82, figs. 11«, IW).

As represented by Hall, that species is longer, without radiating lines on

the post-cardinal slope, and with the umbonal ridge not nearly so strong.
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If the published figures and description of Conrad's species do it justice,

the Cincinnati shell under consideration is certainly distinct.

The outline is quite different from that of any of the other species

of the genus occurring in the Cincinnati rocks. Of Trenton forms cer-

tain varieties of L. acuminatum Ulrich, approach it rather closely, but, so

far as observed, the post-cardinal angle never projects as far beyond the

line of the umbonal ridge as it does in L. subplanum

Formation and Locality: Near the base of the Cincinnati groUp^

in strata exposed in the bank of the Ohio river at Covington, Kentucky-

Lyrodesma conradi^ n. sp.

Plate 47, Fig. 9.

Shell a little oblique, transversely subovate, somewhat the highest

across the middle of the posterior end; length 15 to 22 mm., height 11.5

to 15 mm., thickness about half the height; just beneath the middle of

the slightly oblique posterior margin, the outline is a little produced and

more narrowly rounded than elsewhere. Valves moderately convex, the

posterior umbonal ridge rounded, not a prominent feature, the beaks small,

situated just within the anterior third of the length. Surface marked by
very fine, closely a-rranged, sharp concentric lines, crossed on the pos-

terior cardinal slope by about 'ten radiating striae. Hinge with seven

teeth of the usual type in each valve. Adductor scars distinct, the

posterior one rather small and situated a very short distance beneath

the submarginal pedal muscle impression. Pallial line with a small

though undeniable posterior sinus.* A peculiar feature of internal casts

is the broad and shallow furrow shown in the figure just in front of the

umbonal ridge.

This species resembles L. inornaium but is less broadly rounded

posteriorly and has a stronger umbonal ridge. Casts of the exterior or

testiferous specimens may be distinguished at once by their surface mark-

ings, that species being, as its name indicates, smooth and entirely with-

out the posterior rays. The surface markings ally it to L. subplanum

and L. ci7icinnatiense, but the first of these species is longer and quite

differently outlined, wh le in the latter the umbonal ridge is very sharp,

the posterior end angular basally, and the beaks more centrally situated.

Formatio7i and Locality: In the lower 200 feet of the Cincinnati

group, at Cincinnati, Ohio, and localities in Kentucky opposite that city.

••'The cast illustrated on plate 47 is a recent acquisition, and since its discover}'

E have reexamined the other species accessible to me and found that in ever}^ case

—

they are not rnany, it must be admitted—where the posterior part of the pallial line

?ould be determined, it was similarly sinuate.
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Genus TECHNOPHORUS, Miller.

Technophorus punctosiriahiSy n. sp.

Plate 47 Figrs. 10-12.
I

Shell small, moderately convex, alated posteriorly, the height and

length nearly as two is to three. Cardinal margin long, nearly straight,

in front passing rather regularly into the rounded anterior margin, behind

drawn out into a small, compressed, triangular wing, the acuminate ex-

tremity of which projects slightly beyond the post-basal angle; ventral

margin nearly parallel with the dorsal, straight in the middle and behind,

curving regularly upward anteriorly; posterior margin biconcave, the

upper concavity less oblique and twice as long as the lower. Beaks small,

projecting very little in both the shell and in casts of the interior, situ-

ated, in specimens of the usual size, only about one tenth of the entire

length of the shell in front of the middle. Two strong and sharp ridges

extend in a strongly curved direction from the beak across the posterior

half of the valves to the lower part of the posterior margin. With the

exception of the posterior wing, the surface is marked with regular

raised concentric lines, separating series of small punctse. The latter

may be arranged in quincunx or in lines radiating from the beaks. Three
or four of the concentric lines occur in the space of 1 mm. The poste-

rior wing is marked by similar lines but here they are straight and oblique,

folloifving a direction at right angles to a line drawn from the post-cardi-

nal angle to the antero-basal margin. Of internal characters we know
only that the clavicle was short and blunt, yet very strong, and that the

cavity immediately in front of it contains a small and faintly defined

muscular impression.

This small species is decidedly like the T. subacutus, Ulrich, from

the lower Trenton of Minnesota, yet I have no doubt that they are spe-

cifically distinct. At present we know that species only from a cast

of the interior. Comparing this with casts of the present shell we find

that in the earlier form the beaks are more prominent and situated far-

ther forward, the cardinal outline is different and the posterior ridges

much less distinct. In the associated T, Jaberi, Miller, the posterior

wing is shorter and the surface markings consist, so far as known, of very

fine concentric lines only. It is besides a larger shell.

Formation and Locality : Middle bgds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky, where it occurs at an altitude of from 300 to 350 i^t\

above the bed of the Ohio River.

Tecknophorus yoldiiformisy Ulrich.

Plate 47. Figs. 13 and 14.

Nuculites yoldiaformis^ Ulrich, 1879, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. ii, p. 24.

Though not entirely satisfied with the present generic arrangement

of this peculiar species, I am still convinced that it is nearer the truth
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than was the original placement. The shell is more elongate than any
of the other species now referred to Technophorus, while the clavical is

not only longer and more slender, but much more oblique as well.

Formation and Locality: Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky.

Family CYCLOCONCHID^, Ulrich.

Genus CYCIyOCONCHA, Miller.

AnodoniopsiSy Meek, 1871, Atner. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d sen, vol. ii, p. 297; 1873,

Pal. Ohio, vol. i, p. 140. (Not Anodontopsis of McCoy.)

Cycloconcha, S. A. Miller, 1874, Cin. Quart. Jour. Sci., vol. i, p. 231.

Shells rather small, rounded or ovate, subequilateral; valves equal,

moderately convex, with small beaks and no umbonal ridge. Surface

marked with very fine concentric lines and occasionally with obscure

rays on the post-cardinal slope. External ligament occupying a narrow

groove extending both anterior and posterior to the beaks. Hinge with

one strongly defined, snbtriangular cardinal tooth beneath the beak of

the right valve, with a small pit just in front of it and a corresponding

large pit and a small tooth in the left valve. Posterior lateral teeth long

two in the left valve and one, two or three in the right. Anterior lateral

teeth similar to the posterior laterals only shorter. The large cardinal

tooth (in the right valve) is usually divided into three radially disposed

portions. Pallial line simple, muscular impressions well defined though

not deep, the posterior slightly the larger, both with a small pedal muscle

scar above and occupying the small spaces left between the adductor scars

and the opposite extremities of the two sets of lateral teeth.

Type: Cycloconcha mediocardinalis^ S. A. Miller.

Plate 51, Figs. 14-21.

I have not the slightest doubt of the generic identity of Dr Miller's

type and the shell named Anodontopsis f milleri by Prof. Meek, and the

one next described as a new species under the name of Cycloconcha ovata,

I have given figures of the exterior and iuterior of these three species

on plates 48 and 51, and am confident that no one can compare them
without coming to the conclusion that they are congeneric. I will ad-

*mit that while there are really three lateral teeth on each side in the

right valves of C. mediocardinalis and C ovata there is but one that

strictly speaking may be called a tooth in C. milleri. Still, and this part

was noticed also by Meek, the other two laterals are represented in that

species in a rudimentary condition, there being a faintly raised line on
the outer sides of the two furrows which received the two laterals of the

left valve.

Meek's description of Anodontopsis f milleri, or Cycloconcha milleri,

IS it should now be called, is full and correct in all respects except when
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Genus TECHNOPHORUS, Miller.

Technophorus pundosiriatus, ii. sp.

Plate 47 Figs. 10-12.
/

Shell small, moderately convex, alated posteriorly, the height and

length nearly as two is to three. Cardinal margin long, nearly straight,

in front passing rather regularly into the rounded anterior margin, behind

drawn out into a small, compressed, triangular wing, the acuminate ex-

tremity of which projects slightly beyond the post-basal angle; ventral

margin nearly parallel with the dorsal, straight in the middle and behind,

curving regularly upward anteriorly; posterior margin biconcave, the

upper concavity less oblique and twice as long as the lower. Beaks small,

projecting very little in both the shell and in casts of the interior, situ-

ated, in specimens of the usual size, only about one tenth of the entire

length of the shell in front of the middle. Two strong and sharp ridges

extend in a strongly curved direction from the beak across the posterior

half of the valves to the lower part of the posterior margin. With the

exception of the posterior wing, the surface is marked with regular

raised concentric lines, separating series of small punctse. The latter

miay be arranged in quincunx or in lines radiating from the beaks. Three

or four of the concentric lines occur in the space of 1 mm. The poste-

rior wing is marked by similar lines but here they are straight and oblique,

following a direction at right angles to a line drawn from the post-cardi-

nal angle to the antero-basal margin. Of internal characters we know
only that the clavicle was short and blunt, yet very strong, and that the

cavity immediately in front of it contains a small and faintly defined

muscular impression.

This small species is decidedly like the T. subacutus, Ulrich, from

the lower Trenton of Minnesota, yet I have no doubt that they are spe-

cifically distinct. At present we know that species only from a cast

of the interior. Comparing this with casts of the present shell we find

that in the earlier form the beaks are more prominent and situated far-

ther forward, the cardinal outline is different and the posterior ridges

much less distinct. In the associated T. Jaberi, Miller, the posterior

wing is shorter and the surface markings consist, so far as known, of very

fine concentric lines only. It is besides a larger shell.

Formation and Locality: Middle b^ds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky, where it occurs at an altitude of from 300 to 350 feet

above the bed of the Ohio River.

Technophorus yoldiifonms^ Ulrich.

Plate 47. Figs. 13 and 14.

Nuculites yoldiaformis, Ulrich, 1879, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. ii, p. 24.

Though not entirely satisfied with the present generic arrangement

of this peculiar species, I am still convinced that it is nearer the truth
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than was the original placement. The shell is more elongate than any

of the other species now referred to TechnophoruSy while the clavical is

not only longer and more slender, but much more oblique as well.

Formation and Locality: Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky.

Family CYCLOCONCHID^, Ulrich.

Genus CYCLOCONCHA. Miller.

AnodoniopsiSy Meek, 1871, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 3d sen, vol. ii, p. 297; 1873,

Pal. Ohio, vol. i, p. 140. (Not Anodontopsis of McCoy.)

Cycloconcha, S. A. Miller, 1874, Cin. Quart. Jour. Sci., vol. i, p. 231.

Shells rather small, rounded or ovate, subequilateral; valves equal,

moderately convex, with small beaks and no umbonal ridge. Surface

marked with very fine concentric lines and occasionally with obscure

rays on the post-cardinal slope. External ligament occupying a narrow

groove extending both anterior and posterior to the beaks. Hinge with

one strongly defined, snbtriangular cardinal tooth beneath the beak of

the right valve, with a small pit just in front of it and a corresponding

large pit and a small tooth in the left valve. Posterior lateral teeth long

two in the left valve and one, two or three in the right. Anterior lateral

teeth similar to the posterior laterals only shorter. The large cardinal

tooth (in the right valve) is usually divided into three radially disposed

portions. Pallial line simple, muscular impressions well defined though

iiot deep, the posterior slightly the larger, both with a small pedal muscle

scar above and occupying the small spaces left between the adductor scars

and the opposite extremities of the two sets of lateral teeth.

Type: Cycloconcha mediocardinalis, S. A. Miller.

Plate 51, Figs. 14-21.

I have not the slightest doubt of the generic identity of Dr Miller's

type and the shell named Anodontopsis? milleri by Prof. Meek, and the

one next described as a new species under the name of Cycloconcha ovata.

I have given figures of the exterior and interior of these three species

on plates 48 and 51, and am confident that no one can compare them
without coming to the conclusion that they are congeneric. I will ad-

'mit that while there are really three lateral teeth on each side in the

right valves of C mediocardinalis and C ovata there is but one that

strictly speaking may be called a tooth in C milleri. Still, and this part

was noticed also by Meek, the other two laterals are represented in that

species in a rudimentary condition, there being a faintly raised line on

the outer sides of the two furrows which received the two laterals of the

left valve.

Meek's description of Anodontopsis? milleri, or Cycloconcha milleri,

is it should now be called, is full and correct in all respects except when
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he says "there are no traces of au external ligament to be seen." My
specimens show clearly a narrow dorsal groove between the edges of the

valves which I believe to have lodged a ligament.

As to the use of McCoy^s genus Atwdontopsis for this group of shells,

I would say only this, that before such a cause is justifiable it must be

shown that the type of his genus really has the same kind of hinge and

muscular impressions as is above ascribed to Cycloconcha. Meek's name
OrthodontiscuSy which he suggested might be used for the species milleri

should it prove to be generically distinct from Anodontopsis, has no claim

to recognition at the expense of Miller's name, since it was never de-

fined nor used as a genus by anyone.

It is very difl&cult to determine the family relations of this genus.

The hinge is quite different from all paleozoic shells, but agrees rather

well with those of the recent genera Cyrena and Crassatella. At present

however, we cannot say that this resemblance indicates natural relation-

ship, since Cycloconcha is, so far as known, restricted to the Cincinnati

group, and not a single shell is known from rocks succeeding that forma-

tion as high up as the Lias, that might be regarded as connecting the

Lower Silurian genus with those recent genera. It may be that such con-

necting links may yet be discovered, if indeed they have not alreadybeen

found and are misunderstood, but until we do know something better, I

propose to classify Cycloconcha as a peculiar family by itself.

Cycloconcha ovata^ n. sp.

Plate 48. Figs. 13-15.

Shell about 17 mm, long, 12.3 mm. high, and 7.2 mm. thick; outline,

excepting the slightly prominent beaks, regularly oval; occasionally the

posterior end seems to have been a little higher than the anterior. Sur-

face covered with such fine concentric lines that unless viewed through a

strong lens, it appears perfectly smooth. The only specimen on which

these surface markings can be detected also shows in the middle of

the posterior cardinal slope six or seven obscure lines radiating from

•the beak. Hinge strong, with the cardinal tooth of the right valve

triangular, only a little oblique and distinctly triplicate. Posterior lateral

teeth of same valve three in number, the central one the strongest.

Anterior lateral teeth of right valve three, the middle one the most prom-

ipent, the upper one formed by the margin of the valve, the lower one

curved, shorter, and not as prominent as the central one. In the left

valve the cardinal tooth is about half the size of the cardinal tooth of the

right valve and situated in front of the pit into which that tooth entered.

Of lateral teeth there are four, two anterior and two posterior; both pairs

strong and subequal. Muscular scars not satisfactorily observed. As
exhibited in a cast of the interior they api>ear to be less distinctly im-

pressed than in C milleri Meek, sp.
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Externally this species is very much like C milleri, yet when care-

fully compared, several constant differences may be observed. Thus, the

ends in that species are relatively narrower, and the cardinal margin slopes

regularly down in both directions from the beaks. This is not the case

in C. ovata, in which the dorsal outline is slightly sinuate on each side

between the point of the beak and the two extremities of the hinge. Fi-

nally, the surface markings are more delicate in the present form. In-

ternally the rudimentary character of the upper and lower pairs of the

lateral teeth in the right valve of C. milleri is a sufficient differentation

to constitute a specific variation. The oval instead of subcircular outline

distinguishes the new species from C mediocardinalis. In all other re-

spects however the two sptcies are exceedingly close.

Formation a?id Locality: Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, at

several localities in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio. The horizon is

about 100 feet above the bed of the Ohio river at Cincinnati.

Family PHOLADEIyLID^, Miller.

Genus RHYTIMYA, Ulrich.

[Final Rep. Geol. Sur. Minn., Vol. iii. (In press.)]

Rhytimya producta, n. sp.

Plate 56 Figs. 6-9.

Shell rarely exceeding 39 mm, in length, tapering slightly and ex-

tended posteriorly, constricted beneath the moderately prominent um-
bones; sulcus somewhat oblique, anterior part of shell slightly inflated

;

length equaling two and one half times the height at the beaks and three

times the height of the posterior third. Cardinal outline very gentl\

concave posterior to the beaks, nearly straight but sloping down about
one-third of the height in front of them ; anterior margin subrectangular
in the middle, then curving gradually backward into the basal line

; pos-

terior margin narrowly though rather regularly rounded; ventral margin
distinctly sinuate centrally or a little in advance of the center. Lunule*
very narrow. Surface marked concentrically, with ten or more sharp
regular folds anterior to the beaks and less distinct as well as less regular

wrinkles and striae posterior to them. On the compressed post-cardinal

region the surface markings are very obscure. The best specimens seen
are casts of the interior and on only one of the molds of the exterior are

any traces of the radiating series of minute granules perserved.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, about
325 feet above the bed of the Ohio river at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Coving-
ton, Kentucky. Not an uncommon fossil, but good specimens must be
considered as rare.
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Rhytimya byrnesi, Miller.

Plate 56. Figs. 4 and 5.

Orthodesma byrnesi, Miller, 1881, Jour. Cin, Soc. Nat. Hist, vol. iv, p. 76.

Dr. Miller's description of this species is not as complete nor as defi-

nite as we could desire, and his figures are not satisfactory. Add to this

that the type specimen has been lost and that no others are known that

have been strictly compared with the specimen upon which the species

was founded, it is evident that some doubt must necessarily attach to all

attempts at identifying the species. Yet I entertain considerable confi-

dence in the correctness of the present attempt, for the reason that

shortly after the appearance of Dr, Miller's description I had an oppor-

tunity of studying his type. I remember distinctly that I at once recog-

nized in it a member of Rhytimya^ and one that was very near the

species just described as R, produda. Dr. Byrnes' specimen preserved

a good part of the test, but as it was exceedingly thin we ma}'' reasonably

assume that casts of the interior would not look much unlike testiferous

examples. Of course we cannot expect that they would preserve any-

thing of the superficial spines.

The specimens here referred to the species are good c^sts of the in-

terior found at Richmond, Indiana, in beds believed to be exactly equiva-

lent to those at Weisburg, Indiana, from which Dr. Byrnes obtained his

specimen. If my memory is not at fault, they agree with that example

also in every essential character, so that the standing of the species may
be, in the absence of the original type, with justice transferred to them.

Compared with R. producia^ which Rhytimya byrnesiy as the species

should now be called, resembles perhaps more than any other, it will be

found to be relatively higher, especially in the posterior part where the

height equals about four-ninths of the entire length instead of one-third.

The anterior part of the shell again is not inflated, at any rate it is much
less so than in R, producta, the mesial sulcus is shallower, wider and

directed more obliquely backward, and the ventral margin less sinuate,

indeed, it is almost straight.
.
Finally, the convexity of the shell is less,

the posterior margin is not so regularly rounded and the lunule a little

wider. For further comparisons the reader is referred to several of the

descriptions following.

Formation and Locality : Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Weis-

burg and Richmond, Indiana.

Rhytimya cehanay n. sp.

Plate 56. Fig. 1.

Shell large, compressed convex, elongate-subrhomboidal, with sub-

parallel dorsal and ventral margins, and obliquely truncate posterior

* This and other genera of Lamellibranchiata now being published for the first

time, was outlined in 1881-82 and has been in manuscript since 1883.

44* G. O.
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margin; anterior end gently concave in front of the beaks, rounding reg-

ularly downward and backward from the obtusely angular antero-cardinal

extremity which is but little beneath the line of the hin^e; ventral

margin distinctly though broadly sinuate, mostly in front of the middle.

Beaks of moderate prominence, incurved, situated about one-fourth of

the length of the^hell from the anterior extremity. Mesial sulcus dis-

tinct, broad, directed obliquely backward, the part of the shell lying in

front of it slightly inflated, while posteriorly the surface of the valves

rises very gently into a broadly convex umbonal ridge ; cardinal slope

concave, compressed and subalate posteriorly. Concentric surface mark-

ings very faint on the post-cardinal third, rather strong and irregular

on the anterior and lower side of the umbonal ridge and in the mesial

sulcus, becoming finer as they pass over the anterior swelling and finally

gathered into strong folds with fine lines between them on the antero-

cardinal slope. Radial markings not preserved on the specimen described.

Greatest length 55 mm.; posterior or greatest height 21 mm.; height

at beaks 20 mm.; greatest thickness shown by the specimen described

only 6 mm. for each valve. The convexity of the valves has doubtless

been reduced by pressure. I estimate the entire normal thickness of the

shell at about 15 mm.
This fine species, which it gives me pleasure to name for the dis-

coverer, Mr. George Geh, a liberal collector and careful student of the

fossils of the Cincinnati group, is closely related to R, byrnesiy yet may be

distinguished readily by its much greater size, more distinct mesial sul-

cus, and subtruncate posterior margin. R, producta is much smaller and

narrower posteriorly.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ghio, where it was found at an elevation of about 390 ieet above

the bed of the Ohio river.

Rhytimya micklcborotighi^ Whitfield.

Plate 56. Figs. 14 and 15.

Orthodesma mickleboroughi, Whitfield, 1878, Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. i, p. 139.

This species is near R, oehana, but is a trifle longer, more produced

posteriorly, less rounded in front, and more convex, especially* on the

umbonal ridge which is more prominent than in any other species of the

genus.

An examination of the original type of this species shows that it is

incomplete at the ends and that the abnormally short form which this im-

perfection itself would cause has been emphasized by compression. Whit-

field's statement therefore that the valves are *'twice as longashigh" applies

only to imperfect specimens like the one used by him and not to such as

have retained the normal relations of those dimensions, in which the
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length is about three times the height. With this exception both hia

description and figure are exact. The specimen here illustrated on plate

55 has suffered in nearly an opposite direction so that it is more elongate

than natural. But as at least nine-tenths of the specimens seen have

been compressed in a similar manner the figures now given may justly

be considered as highly characteristic of the shell as it is represented in

collections.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group at*

several localities in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rhytimya convexa, n. sp.

Plate 56. Figs. 2 and 3.

Shell elongate, strongly convex, the outline narrowly subelliptical,

converging slightly toward each end froin the middle; height equaling

nearly two-fifths of the length, thickness a little less than four-fifths ot

the height. Cardinal and basal margins gentle arcuate; anterior end curv-

ing obliquely backward from the subangular extremity of the hinge line,

nearly vertical, however, in the upper half; posterior margin strongly

rounded and most prominent in the lower half, oblique and somewhat

straight in the upper. Beaks small, not very prominent, situated a little

less than one-fifth of the entire length of the shell from the anterior end;

posterior umbonal ridge subangular near the beaks, its convexity becom-

ing less as it recedes from them ; anterior umbonal ridge low, nearly ver-

tical ; sulcus rather shallow, not deep enough to cause a sinus in the basal

margin. Concentric surface markings unusually strong on the posterior

part of the valves, but anterior to the center they are precisely . as in R,

oehana and other species of the genus. Postero-ventral fourth of valves

with series of large pustules arranged in a radial manner with respect

to the beaks. Pustules about one millimeter apart measuring from

center to center.

Excepting that the concentric furrows are stronger on the posterior

half of the valves, the surface markings are about the same as in R,

mickleboroughi. Further comparisons with that species show that R,

convexa differs also in having a less prominent posterior umbonal ridge,

less attenuate ends, a shallower mesial sulcus, and a convex instead ot

sinuate ventral margin. In R. oehana the valves, are a little higher, the

basal line gently sinuate, and the posterior margin more truncate. In R,

compressa the valves are less convex, the post-cardinal angle sharper, and

the mesial sulcus so little developed that it is practically wanting.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. It is found associated with R. mickleborought Whitfield,

sp., but is a much rarer shelL
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Rhytimya compressa, n. sp,

Plate 56. Fig. 13.

Shell of medium size, compressed-convex, elongate, the length two

and one half times the greatest height. Beaks small, very little promi-

nent, about one-fifth of the entire length behind the anterior extremity;

umbonal ridges very inconspicuous; mesial sulcus scarcely distinguish-

able. Cardinal margin long, about seven-eighths of the entire length of

the shell, straight posterior to the beaks, declining very little anterior to

them; anterior end wide, sharply rounded above, uniformly curved in the

middle and below; ventral margin gently but almost regularly convex

throughout; posterior margin oblique, strongly rounded in the lower

half, subtruncate in the upper; post-cardinal extremity obtusely angular.

Concentric surface markings as usual for the genus. Radial markings

not shown by the specimen figured which is the best seen. From the

same block of shale, however, I obtained fragments of the posterior part

of a Rhytimya, probably of this species, that are beautifully marked with

closely arranged radial series of exceedingly small spines. In a cross-

light the lines formed by them are just visible to the unassisted eye.

The slight convexity of the valves and the absence of a distinct

mesial sulcus or constriction sufficiently distinguishes this species from

all the other shells referred to Rhytimya save the next, R. radialis,

which see.

Formation and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, about 325 feet above the Ohio river.

Rhytimya radiatay n. sp.

Plate 56. Figs. 10-12.

This species is closely related to R. compressa, but seems to have

been more convex, and is a smaller shell. There are slight differences in

the outline, the posterior margin being less oblique, the basal line straight

in the middle and for a short distance forward, and the anterior end more
angular above. Of the surface markings the grano-lineate ornamentation

is coarser, and the anterior concentric folds smaller. Finally the length

is proportionally a little greater, the height being to the length as three

is to eight instead of three to nine.

The mesial sulcus being very slightly, developed the species is

readily separated from R. producta and R. oehana. From the other species

R, radiata differs in such obvious respects that comparisons are not nec-

essary.

Formation and Locality : Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, and Covington, Kentucky ; 100 to 150 feet above the bed

of the Ohio river.
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Genus PHYSETOMYA, n. gen.

Shell somewhat elongate, inflated anteriorly, tapering to a narrow or
acute extremity posteriorly; base arcuate. Beaks situated a little in front

of the middle, strongly incurved, not prominent though the umbones are
full. A narrow escutcheon and an obscurely defined lunule. Hinge ap-

parently edentulous; test very thin, muscular attachments not observed,

probably very faint. Surface with concentric strige and wrinkles of

growth, strongest anteriorly, and fine radiating lines.

Type: P. acuminata, n. sp.

This genus is believed to be closely related to Rhytimya, Ulrich, and
Ailorisma, King, differing from both in the subcentral position of the

beaks and tapering posterior end.

Pysetqmya acuminata, n. sp.

Plate 49. Figs. 12-14.

Shell small, transversely elongate, inflated and rounded in front,

tapering to an acute extremity behind ; basal margin broadly arcuate on
the whole, somewhat straightened for a short distance in front of the

centre. Beaks strongly incurved, situated about 8 mm. behind the an-

terior extremity in a specimen 22 mm. long; umbones full, though a lit-

tle depressed in the middle by an obscure flattening of the surface that

extends vertically across the shell; posteriorly the umbo is drawn out

into a strongly rounded ridge which, however, is defined on the upper
side only by the abrupt descent to the hinge line. Escutcheon very nar-

row, extremity about two-thirds the length of the hinge posterior to the

beaks; lunule obscurely defined, narrow. Surface markings consisting

of rather irregular concentric furrows, very indistinct on the posterior

cardinal slopes and a little the strongest on the anterior end. These are

crossed, at any rate on the posterior half of the ventral slope, by fine

radiating lines.

The characters of this shell are so distinctive that I cannot see how
it might be confounded with any known Silurian lamellibranch.

Formatioft and Locality: Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, at

Cincinnati, Ohio, where the specimen described was discovered by Dr.

S. A. Miller.
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Figs. 1-3. Streptorhynchus hydrauwcum Whitf 410

1. view of a cast of a ventral valve, twice enlarged.

2 and S Views of a dorsal valve, natural size and enlarged.

Figs. 4-5. Spirifera Vanuxemi Hall 411

4. View of a very large dorsal valve.

5. View of a ventral valve, also of large size.

Figs. 6-7. MERISTEI.I.A i^v^vis Vanuxem 411

(). Cast of a ventral valve.

7. View from a gutta-percha impression in the mould of a dorsal valve.

Figs. 8-10. MERiSTEr.i.A BE1.1.A Hall 412
8. View of a ventral. valve.

y and 10. Opposite sides of an internal cast, the first showing indications of the in-

ternal spires. .

Figs. 11-14. NuCIvEOSPIRA ROTUNDATA Whitf. 413

11 and 12. Casts of ventral valves.

13 and 14. Dorsal and profile views of an internal cast of a large and rotund specimen.

Figs. 15-16. Retzia FORMOSA Hall 413
15. View of a small dorsal valve.

16. View of a ventral valve enlarged. This individual resembles the form common
in Tennessee.

Fig. 17. RHYNCHONEI.I.A HYDRAUUCA Whitf 414
17. View of a cast of a dorsal showing the form of the shell as noticed in several speci-

mens.

Fjgs. 18-22. Pentamerus pes-ovis Whitf. 414
18-21. Views (feasts of ventral valves, showing som^variations in form.

22. Cast of a dorsal valve showing the long and- distant processes.

Fig. 23. Pterinea avicui^oidea Hall 415

23 View of a left valve .showing the general form.

Figs. 24-26. GONIOPHORA dubia Hall 415
21. View of a right valve, natural size.

25. Cardinal view of the two valves in outline.

26. Enlargement of a similar valve.

Fig. 27. LepeRditia ai.ta Conrad 417
27. The right valve of a specimen enlarged showing slight indicationsof the ocular

tubercle.

Figs. 28-30. IvEPERDiTiA ANGUI.IFERA Whitf. 418

28 and 29. Views of a right and a left valve showing a very slight variation in form.

30. Outline profile of the valves united.

Figs. 31-32. EuRYPTERUS Eriensis Whitf 416
31. View of a head-plate showing the rounded front, the small occular tubercles, and

small single facets between them.
32. View of the dorsal surlace of the thorax lacking the terminal spine.
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Figs. 1-5. StYI^ASTRRA ANNA Whitf 420
1. view of the upper surface of a specimen showing the center of the cells occupied

by the transverse tabulse

2 IvOngitudinal section showing the external surface of the cell-walls striated by the

rays.

3. l^nlarged transverse section of a single cell to show the vertical interadial ridges

extending Irom the sides of the rays. The central portion also shows the tab-

ular plate,

4. Vertical section of a part of a large mas^, showing the tabulae and also the side

of the vertical rays with vertical ridges and intermediate cystose structure.

5. Transverse section of several cells, natural size, and showing the transverse

tabulce.

Fig. 6. RhynchoneIvIvA raricosta Whitf. 421

6. View of the ventral valve of the specimen described.

Figs. 7-9. Streptorhynchus Fi,ABEiyi.UM Whitf 421

7 View of a ventral valve

8. View of the dorsal valve.

9. Cardinal Anew of the specimen fig. 7, enlarged to tvro diameters

Fig. IOl RKCEPTACUI.ITES Devonicus Whitf. 419
10. View of the specimen described.
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PLATE III.
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Figs. 1-2. OrThgceras nuntium Hall 425

1. view of a laree individual of this species from the white cherty layers of the for-

mation near Dublin, Ohio, vshowingf the general features of the shell, the figure

being cut to accommodate the length of the plate. The lower portion of the

short section represents the form of the septum at about that position, the

shell having been broken near that point.

2. Knlargement of the surface from the lower part of the shell.

Figs. 3-4. MacrocheiIvUS priscus Whitf. .,. 424

3 and 4 View of the aperture showing the straight columella, slightly imperfect

at the lower end, and a back view of the same specimen, both enlarged to two
diameters.

Fig. 5. LoxoNKMA PARVUiyUM Whitf.,., 424

5. view of a very perfect specimen enlarged four times

Figs. 6-8. Pi^ATYCKRAS SOUAI.ODENS Whitf. 423
6-8. Lateral and vertical views of the specimen described, the latter showing the

form of t' e base.

Fig. 9. GOMPHOCERAS AMPHORA Whitf 428

9. View of the upper part of a specimen showing the deep sinus of the aperture

and the crowding of the septa in the upper part.

Fig. 10. Dentalium Martini Whitf , 423

10 view of a specimen retaining the shell and preserving nearly the entire length
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PLATE IV.

PAGE.

Fig. 1. GoMPHOCERAS? HyaTTi Whitf. (See also Plate V) , 427

1 Side view of an imp rfect specimen showing the rapid contra :tion of the dorsal

side toward the aperture.

Figs. 2-3. CyrTOCERAS CRKTACKUM Whitf. 430
2 Dorsal view of an imperfect specimen, slightly restored in the outer chamber,

showing the siphuncle in the lower part The lirations in the lower part are

produced by the advancing scars of muscular impressions.

3. Side view of another individual, a part of the separate portion removed to show
the siphuncle.

Fig. 4. GOMPHOCERAS SCIOTENvSE Whitf. 428

4. Side view of the outer chamber of the specimens Pigs. 13 and 14, on Plate II,

showin,> the depth of the septum^

Fig. 5. Gyroceras seminodosum Whitf 431

5 Side view of the specimen describe!, showing the absence of nodes on the inner

whorls. On the dorsum of the outer volution a fragment of the shell re-

mains indicating its thickness.
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PLATE V.

PAGE,

Figs. 1-2. GoMPHOCERAS HyaTTi Whitf. 427

1, Ventral view of the specimen figured on Plate IV showing the breadth of the

specimen.

Fig. 2. GOMPHOCKRAS SciCTENSE Whitf • 428

2 Diagram showing the form of the aperture and its relation to the body of the

shell as seen in a top view of the specimen figured on Plate VI.
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PLATE VI.

F'igs. 1-2. Mytii^arca pkrcarinata Whitf 422

1. Vertical view of a left valve, the extremity of the hinge is restored in outline

2. View of the anterior side of the shell showing the depth of the shell.

Figs. 3-4. TrematocKRAS Ohioense; Whitf. 426

3. Ivateral view of the specimen used for description showing the line of nodes

formed by the closing of the perforations, the upper one being in the outer

chamber was not entirel}' closed.

4. Section of the lower end of the specimen showing the form of the siphon.

Figs. 6-7. GOMPHOCERAS SciOTENSE Whitf 428

f) and 7 P'ront and lateral views of the specimeli showing the form and the septa

For other figures see Plates VIII and IX.

Fig. 8. Gyroceras CoIvUMBIEnse Whitf 430

8. Eateral view of an imperfect internal cast of a specimen of about the usual size

showing indications of the arrangement of the septa.
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PLATE Vri.
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Figs 1-2. lyiNGUi^A Manni Hall 441

1 and 2 Views of two diffi-rent individuals varying slightly in siz^. From near Du 3-

lin, Ohio

Figs. 3-4. L1NGUI.A I.IGEA (?) Hall 441

3 and 4. View of a specimen natural size and enlarged.

Figs. 5-6. DivSCiNA MiNUTA Hall 442

5. view of a lower valve enlarged to three diameters.

6 View of an upper valve enlarged to the same extent.

Fig. 7. DisciNA IvODENSiS Hall 442

7. View of a lower valve, natural size.

F.gs. 8-9. ChonetKvS rev-ejrsa Whitf 443

8. View of the specimen described showing the general form and the cardinal spines.

9 Kn argement of the surface to show the alter.lating strise.

Fii^r. 10. ChonetKvS SCITUI.A Hall 443

10. view of a specimen referred to this species, the diagram at the side shows the

depth and curvature of the valves.

Fig. 11. IvKiORHYNCHUS iviMiTARis Vanuxeni 444

11 A view of a ventral valve, natural size.

Fig. 12. G11.BERTSOCRINUS SPiNiGKRUSHall 444

12. View of the anterior side of the specimen.

Fig. 13. Spirieera ziczAC Hall.. 448

vs. view of a ventral valvc?, the surface exfoliated.

P^ig. 14. Spirifera Maia Billings 447

14. View of a cast of a dorsal valve.

Fig 15. Pterinea simiIvIS Whitf. .' 445

15. View of a left valve showing form and surface markin^^s

Fig. 16. AVICUI.OPECTEN ? EQUii<ATERA Hall 445

16. View of an impression of a left valve enlarged.

Fig. 17. PTERINEA Fi^ABEivLA Hall •• 449

17. view of a left valve restored on the anterior margin

Fig. 18. Nyassa arguta H. and W , 451

18. View of a right valve showing the general form.

Fig. 19. Grammysia bisui^CATa Conrad 451

19. A right valve, natural size.

^']g. 20. ACTINODESMA subrecta Whitf. 450

20 Impression in the stone of a left valve
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PLATE VIII.

£*AGE

Figs. 1-2. L1NGUI.A 1.1GEA Hall 462

1. view of a spec men from the Huron Shales at Delaware, Ohio.

2. The same enlarged to show muscular imprints.

Fig. 3. OrThis TIOGA Hall 453

3. View of a concretion containing valves of two individuals, natural size.

Figs. 4-5. PAi^^ONKiiyO siMiiyis Whitf. 453

4 Side view or the specimen described, natural size.

5. Cardinal view enlarged showing impressions of teetli

Figs. 6-11. Pi^UMUiviTKS Newbkrryi Whitf 463

6. A small plate of the prevailing form.

7. An elongated plate probably from near the extremity of the body.

8-10, Three plates showing as many forms.

11 View of a conical plate which overlies a second, from a concretion.

Figs. 12-14. EcHiNOCARis SUBI.EVIS Whitf... 457

12. view of one side of a concretion showing a part of a valve and the abdomen and
telson of this species, natural s'ze.

^13. View of the left side of a carapace as taken from the other half of the same-concre-

tion as Fig. 12, enlarged.

14. The abdomen and tel.son enlarged from the specimen Fig. 12

Fig. 15. BCHINOCARIS PUSTUI.OSA Whitf 458

15. The right valve of a carapace enlarged.

Fig. 16. ECHINOCARlSMUIyTlNODOSA Whitf...... , 458

16 Dorsal view of both valves of a c-^rapace, natural size.

Figs. 17-18. Aristozoe Canadensis Whitf 467

17. Dorsal view of the specimen described, natural size.

18. Lateral view of the same showing the three rows of small pustules near the basal

margin.

Figs. 19-21, Pal^opal^mon Newberryi Whitf. 461

19. Lateral view of the specimen enlarged to two diameters, showing the parts de-

scribed.

20. Posterior view of the last abdominal segment and telson as seen on the specimen,
in impression of the under surface.

21

.

View of the upper surface of the same as obtained from the matrix by gulta-percha

both enlarged as Fig 19 The figures indicate the different elements of the

caudal flap.
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Figs. 1-3. ZaphrenTis Ci^iffordana Bd. and HaimK 465

1, View ot an imperfect specimen showing the interior of the cup.

2. I^ateral view of another and smaller specimen.

o. J^nlarged transverse section of a specimen just below the bottom of the cup.

Fig. 4, PknTrkmite^s KLE^GANS Lyon W
4. I^ateral view of a specimen from Newtonville, Ohio

Figs. 5-8. Cyathocrinus Maxvii^i^ensiS Whitf. 465

5. View of the anal side of a small specimen showing the long second radial plates

and anal series, enlarged to two diameters

6 and 7. Anterior and posterior sides of another individual showing the thickened

outer arm of the antero-lateral ray and the small second radials of the anterior

ray, natural size

8. Anterior view of a third specimen, natural size showing the thickened lateral anus.

Figs. 9-10. SYNOCI.AD1A RKCTISTYI^A Whitf. ., 467

9. View of the inside of a frond, natural size, showing the straight rigid rays.

10. E^nlargement of a portion of the celluliferous surface showing the arrangements

of the cells.

Figs. 11-12. StrkpTorhynchus crassum M. and W..-. 468

11 and 12 Impression of a ventral valve and a dorsal valve retaining the shell, the for-

mer showing the flattening of the umbonal area.

Figs. 13-14. ProducTuS PiivBiFORMiS McChesney 470

13 and 14. Front and profile views of a specimen referred to this species.

Figs. 15-16. Productus KivKGANS N. and P 469

15 and 16 Two views of a specimen of this species of characteristic form.

Figs. 17-18. Spirifera contracta M. and W 471

17. Dorsal view of the type specimen from the Chester limestone of Illinois, introduced

for comparison.

18 and 19. Dorsal and profile views of a specimen from the Maxville limestone, at New-
tonville, Ohio.

Fig. 20. Spirifera RoCKYMONTANA (?) Marcon 471

20. View of a ventral valve showing rather stronger plications than most individuals.

Figs. 21-22. TerEbratui^a turgida Hall 47.3

21 and 22. Dorsal and profile views of a specimen from Newtonville, Ohio. The figures

are slightly restored on the lower part
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Figs. 1-3. Athyris* subquadraTa Hall 472

1 and 2, Dorsal and front views of a specimen of the prevailing form.

3 Dorsal view of a specimen wi h a more strongly marked fold

Fig, 4. SCHizoDUS ChkstkrKnSis M. and W 474
4. View of a left valve, from Maxville, Ohio, formerly identified an I labeled by F B.

Meek.

Fig. 5. Pinna MaxviIvI^KNvSis Whitf. 474
5. View of a left valve slightly restored at the apex.

Fig. 6. Ai,i,ORiSMA Andrkwsi Whitf. 475
6. View ofa right valve from Newtonville, Ohio. The figure is slightly restored on

the borders.

Figs. 7-8. Ai,i,ORiSMA MAXViivLENSiS Whitf. 475
7. View of a right valve, natural size.

8. View of a specimen retaining both valves, one of which is slightly larger than the
other, perhaps accidentally so.

Figs. 9-11. Straparoi.i,us SiMiivis M. and W 476
9-11. lyateral vertical and basal views of a specimen showing the irregularly ex-

panded carinatirn on the middle of the shell.

Fig. 12. HoivOPEA Newtonensis Whitf. 477
12. Side view of the specimen from which the description was drawn.

Fig. 13. PoivYPHEMOPSiS MElyANOIDES Whitf 478
13. View of a specimen showing the form and proportions.

Fig. 14. MACROCHEiiyUS SUBCORPur^ENTus Whitf 478
14. View of the aperture.

Figs. 15-16. Naticopsis ziczac Whitf. 477
15 and 16, View of the back o^ the shell, natural size and enlarged, vShowingthe pecu-

liar surface markings.

Figs. 17-19. BEIyl^EROPHON AI^TERNODOSUS Whitf 479
17-19. Three views of the same specimen, which is slightly imperfect.

Figs. 20-21. BEiviyEROPHON subl^^viS Hall 479
20 and 21. Back and profile views of a specimen from which the shell is mostly re-

moved. The auriculations being only partially preserved and the front removed.

Fig. 22. NAUTII.US ( TEMNOCHEII.US ) SPECTABiiyiS M. and W 480
22. lyateral view of the inner septate portion of a specimen from near Rushville, Ohio,

showing the character of the shell.

Fig. 23. NauTii^us pauper Whitf 481

23. View of the specimen described showing the outer chamber and the impression of

the inner coils.
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Figs. 1-3. DisciNA MeKkana Whitf. 483

1 and 2 Vertical and profile vieWvS ofan upper valve from Carbon Hill, Ohio.

3 Vertical view of another imperfect specimen.

Figs. 4-5. CyaI'hocrinus SomkrSi Whitf. 482

4. Basal view of the specimen, natural size.

5. Enlarged radial plate showing the character of the nodes.

Figs. 6-10. ZbacrinUv^ Moorksi Whitf 483

6. Basal view of a calyx

7. Anal view of the same.

8 and 9. Lower and lateral views of a second radial plate showing the character of the

spine The specimen bears a valve oi crania Carbon^ria.

10 Lateral view of a more slender spiiied plate

Figs. 11-12. Crania CARBONARiA Whitf. 484

11 Miew oi SiVslvQ of Scfiizodus amplus Meek and Worthen, bearing a number of at-

tached valves of this species.

12. Another lower valve parasitic on the operculum of Naticopsis alfonensis var.

giganteus M. and W.

Fig. 13. MacrochkiIvUS regularis Cox 485

13. Front view of a specimen froni Carbon Hill, Ohio,

Figs. 14-15. LoxONEMA plicaTum Whitf 486

14. Lateral view of a specimen natural size.

15. View of the last volution enlarged

Fig. 16. NauTilUvS (Gyroceras?) subquadrangularis Whitf 487

16 Lateral view of the specimen showing the features of the species as far as known.
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The figures on the tipper halfof the plaie illustrate thefauna of the Coal Measure Cherts

of Hocking County. Ohio.
PAGE.

Figs. 1-2. DisciNA Mke^kana Whitf. 488

1

.

view of a lower valve from th ; black chert beds.

2. View of a more nearly entire valve from Flint Ridge. See lower left corner of plate.

Figs. 3-6. Spirifera (MarTinia) i^inkaTa Martin 488

3. 4 and 5. Dorsal, ventral and front views of an internal cast from the yellow cherts.

6. View, enlarged to two diameters, of a partial cast from the black chert. The speci-

men shows the setje where the shell is retained.

Figs. 7-9. Athyris Subtiwta Hall 488

7-9. Dorsal ventral and profile view\s of an internal cast of this species

Figs. 10-11. AvicuivOPFCTEN INTKRI.INKATUS M. and W , 489

10 and 11. Views of an imperfect left and right valves as obtained by gutta-percha

from the casts in the yellow cherts.

Figs. 12-14. NaTicopsiS OrToni Whitf 489

12 and 18 Front and back views enlarged to two diameters, of a specimen from the

yellow cherts.

14 Diagram of the aperture, as shown by the breaking of the shell back of the aperture,

showing the thickened shell.

Figs. 15-17. Anthracopupa OhioeNvSis Whitf 491

15. View, greatly enlarged, of the back of the shell.

16 and 17. Similar views of the front and side showing the apertural features and

thickened lip.

Figs. 18-19. Spirorbis anThracosia Whitf
18 and 19. Upper and lateral views, greatly enlarged, of a specimen of the prevailing

form.

Fig. 20. NauTiIvUS OrToni Whitf. '.

20. lyateral view of the specimen described showing the characters of the shell.
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CoRAi^iDOMUS CONCI^NTRICUS, Whitf., in Labeckta Ohioensis, Nich 493

view of the under surface of the coral showing- the burrows penetrating in

different directions, and at the point marked x the side of the specimen which
was removed and from which figure 3 was made
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Figs. 1-3. PrcETus precursor Herrick 509

1. Head and portion of thoracic segments. Cuyahoga shale, Moot's run, lyickingCo.

2. Glabella of the same species

3. Facets of the eye prominence, magnified.

Figs. 4-5. Ph^Thonides spinosuS Herrick.
4 Glabella and portion of the head, twice natural size. Cuyahoga shale, lyicking and

Ashland counties.

5. Pygidium of the above.

Fig. 6. Phti^IvIPSia mkramkcknsis Shumard.
Pygidium, enlarged two diameters.

Fig. 7. PrcETus minuTus Herrick.

7. Greatly enlarged It is probable that this is a young specimen of Proetns prsecur-

sor. Intermediate forms show that the length oi the axial portion of the glabel-

la varies with age. This specimen is almost microscopic Moot's run.

Fig. 8. PhiIvIvIPSIa serraTicaudaTa Herrick.
8 Pj'^gidium and its markings.
M Portion of head. Upper (Keokuk) layers of Waverly at Newark.

Fig. 9. Phje:thonides immaturus Herrick.
Pj'^gidium. Probably immature or depauperate forms of P spinosus. This form

occurs in the shales, while the typical specimens are from the lime concretions

of the same strata, Cuyahoga shale, Cuyahoga Falls, 40 feet below the coal

measure conglomerate. This form is generally labeled P. lodiensis by collectors.

Figs. 10-11. Ph^thonides occidenTai^is Herrick.
a Portion of head, enlarged two diameters.

d. Pygidium, natural size Kinderhook division (conglomerate I) Granville

11. Hypostome of some trilobite, perhaps Phillipsia seraticaudata Herrick

Fig. 12. PrcETus sp? (perhaps haldemaui ).

Shales near base of Waverly, one mile east of Harlem, Ivicking cou nty

Fig. 13. PRCETUS (?).

Portion of head from the upper division.

Figs. 14-15. PrcETUS AURtCUivATus Hall.

14. Reduced one-half Kinderhook freestone, near Granville

15. Pygidium of unknown trilobite (perhaps Phsethonides) from upper division (Bur-

lington) near Newark.'

Fig. I6a. PrcETUS precursor Herrick.
A rather immature specimen. Cuyahoga shale L,odi, Ohio.

Fig. 16d-c. Ph^Thonides spinosus Herrick (?) .

Pygidium apparently of this species from shales of Cuyahoga strata at Lodi. In

the fourth volume of the Bulletin of Denison University these pygidia and the

associated heads were recognized as a distinct species (Phillipsia? cousors) but

the attempt to unite the characters of two genera should not have been made
We have since found the forms connecting such glabellse with typical Proetus

pi sematurus, which species is typically represented in the concretions at the

same place. The pygidia can hardly be other than depauperate forms of P spi-

nosus of the same horizon
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Fig. 1. Hemipronitks crenistria 512

Ten feet above the Ohio river at Sciotoville. Cuyahoga shale at same horizon as

Moots' run. This species is abundant throughout the Waverly in numeious vari-

etal forms, deserving close study.

Fig. 2. Spirifer marionensis, Shumard.
Cuyahoga shales, Portsmouth, O It would appear that S. centronota, Winchell

applies to the variety of this species which occurs in the northern part of the

state and which has frequently Cas by the writer) been identified with S. bipli-

catus. The latter is however, restricted to the upper third of the Waverly and is

a smaller species.

Fig. o. Hinge View of Spirifer.
vSp. (like S altus) from Moot's run. ( See Fig. 11.)

Fig. 3. Spirifer tenuispinatus, Herrick.

Cuyahoga shales, Moot's run.

Fig. 5. HemiproniTES.
Young individual from Moot's run.

Fig. 6. Spirifer, sp. <

Keokuk division, Newark.

Fig. 7. Spirifer dei^toideus, Herriek.

Conglomerate (Kinderhook) Granville.

Fig. 8. Spirifer bipwcatus, Hall.

Upper layers, (Keokuk and Burlington) Newark, O

Fig. 9. Spirifer striatiformis, Meek.
Full-grown dorsal value. Upper layers, (Keokuk and Burlington) Newark, O.

Fig. 10. Spirifer (see Fig. 3.).
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Fig. 1. Sphenotus VALvui^us, Hall 514

Upper part of Cu}^ ihoga shale 30 feet below conglomerate I.

Fig. 2. Prothyris meeki, Hall.

Kiiiderhook, Shales below conglomerate II

Fig. 3. Ctenodonta houghtoni, Stevens.

Cuyahoga shale.

Fig. 4. Pai^^oneiIvO curTa, Herrick.
Kinderhook Freestone, Granville.

Fig. 5. Dexiobia ovaTa^ Hall.

Kinderhook, near conglomerate II, Newark.

Fig. 6. Oracardia cornuta, Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale, "Waverly shale" below conglomerate I

Fig. 7. Dexiobia ovaTa, Hall.

Kii derhook, Gann
Figs. 8-10. Oracardia cornuta, Herrick.

Kinderhook Freestone, Granville.

Fig. 11. NUCULANA Sp.

Kinderhook, near conglomerate II, Gann.

Fig. 12. NuCUIvANA Sp.

Kinderhook, Granville.

Fig. 13. NucuivANA SIMII^IS, Herrick.

Below conglomerate I

Fig. 14. PAiv^ONEiiyO cONSiMiiviS, Herrick.

Ba^e ot Cuyahoga shale, Harlem, Delaware county

Fig. 15. PAiv^ON:^iiyO IGNOTA, Herrick,

Cuyahoga shale, Moot's run.

Fig. 16. NuCUIyANA SACCATA, Wiiichell.

"Waverly shale." below conglomerate I.

Fig. 17. Pal^onEii.0 sui^caTina, Conrad.
Cuyahoga shale.

Fig. 18. Pai.^oneii.o (?) maRvShai,i,ensis, Winchell.

This specimen is Irom the upper parts of the Wav rly but is found throughout

the series with no obvious diffeiences. It seems to be identical with Hall's

Palaeoneilo truncata and Winchell's Sanguinolite.s marshaliensis

Fig. 19. Macrodon newarkensis, Herrick.

Burlington and Keokuk, Newark, O.

Fig. 20. SpatheIvT-A ventricosa, Hall.

Keokuk Freestone at Granville O.

Fig. 21. MyTii^irca FiBRtSTRiATA, W. and W.
Cuyahooa shale Moot's run.

Fig. 22. NucuivANA diversaH (?).

Peninsula O
Fig. 23. NucuLANA NUCUi.y^FORMis, Stevens (?).

Burlington, Newark, O
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Fig. 1. SCHizoDUS proIvONGaTus Herrick 512

Cuyahog-a shale (upper portion or Wav rly shale) Licking county.

Fig. 2. SCHizoDUS PAL^ONiLiFORMis, Herrick.

Kinderhook Freestone; Licking county.

Fig. 3. ScHizoDUS harl:^mfnsis, Herrick.

Lower part of Cuyahoga shale. Near Harlem, Delaware county.

Fig. 4. Sphenotus (Cypricardia?) sp.

Upper layers of Cuyahoga shale, Licking county.

Fig. 5. Grammysia famELICa, Herrick.

Upper layer of Cuj^ahoga shale. Licking county

Fig. 6. • SCHIZODUS NEWARKENSis, Herrick.

Burlington group, Newark, Ohio.

Fig. 7. Macrodon sp.

, Cuyahoga shale, Moot's run

Fig. 8. Cypricardinia sciTula, Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale. Moot's run.

Fig. 9. Macrodon reservatus, Hall.

Kinderhook, Granville, Ohio.

Fig. 10. SCHIZODUS triangularis, Herrick.

Kinderhook, Granville, O,

Fig. 11. Grammysia? hannibalEnsis, Shumard.
Kinderhook Granville, Ohio.

Fig. 12, SCHIZODUS QUADRANGULARIS, Hall.

Kinderhook, Granville Ohio.

Fig. 13. SCHIZODUS TRIANGULARIS, Herrick.

Kinderhook, Granville, Ohio.
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Fig. 1. OrTHOCKRAS RUSHENSIS (?) 512

Cuyahoga s ale, upper layers ( Waverly shale

Fig, 2. GONIATITKS IvYONI, Hall.

Kinderhook Freestone; Granville, Ohio

Fig. 3. NauTIIvUS Sp.

Cuyahoga shale, Moot's run

Fig. 4. OPERCUI.UM?
Cuyahoga shale

Fig. 5. EuOMPHAIvUS LATUS, Hall.

Kinderhook Freestone ; Granville, Ohio

Fig. 6. MURCHISONIA Sp.

Cuyahoga shale. Moot's run.

Fig 7. LOXONKMA Sp-

Kinderhook, Granv lie

Fig. 8. Nautii^us sp.

Burlington, Newark
(

Fig. 9. Pi^KUROTOMARiA strigit^i^ata, Herrick.

Kinderhook, Granvi le.

Fig. 10. Pi^EUROTOMARiA (Fi^EMINGIa) STuIvTa, Herrick.

Kinderhook, Granville

Fig. 11, Pleurotomaria vadosa, Winchell?
Near the bise of the Cuyahoga shale, near Harlem.

Fig. 12. Platyceras vomerum, Winchell?
Cuyahoga shale, Moot's run
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.
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Pi^ATYCHRAS I^ODIENSIS, Meek, var ? 514
Cuyahoga shale, Bagdad, O

CoNUivARiA GRACiiyiS, Herrick.

Two specimens, Cuyahoga shale, Ivicking county

CoNUivARiA viCTA, White.
Burlington Newark, O
C0NUI.ARIA MiCRONEMA, Meek

Kinderhook

CONUI.ARIA NKWBERRYI, M:?ek,

Kinderhook.

Zaphrentjs?
Burlington or Keokuk, Rushville, Ohio

PivATYCERAS I^ODIKNSK, Meek.
Cuyahoga shale

CyTherk ohioensiS, Herrick.

Keokuk Rushville,

RhOMBOPORA OHIOENSIS, Ulricli.

Cuyahoga shale.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

PIvATE XX.

PAG E
From Bedford shales at Central College.

LlNGUI/A MEI/IE, H 507

DiSCINA, SP.

Martinia UMBONA'TA, H.

Macrodon hamii^toni^, H.

goniatitks, sp.

STROPHOMKNA RHOMBOIDAIvIS.
From shales above Berea Grit.

ATRYPA RKTlCUlvARlS.

PAI^^ONKIIyO BKDFORDK]^SlS.

MiCRODON BKI.IvlSTRIA'PUS, Cotin

Orthis VANUXKMI, H.

BKIvIvKROPHON HEIvENA.

Ptkrinopecxen, SP.

NUCUI.ANA DIVKRSA, H.

PivEUROTOMARIA SUIyCOMARGlNATA.

LOXONEMA DElyPHlCOI^A.

OrI'hoceras, SP.
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Fig. 1. Rhynchonki^i,a sappho Hall 512

Kiiiderhook or base of Burlington

Figs. 2-3. Spirife^r winchKIvI/I Herrick.

lyower part of Burlington. Above conglomerate II

Figs. 4-7. Syringothyris hkrrtcki Suchert.

Finderhook Freestone at Granvill©,

P'ig. 8. PlvATYCERAS HKRTZKRI Meek.
Cast, Kinderhook, Granville, O.

Fig. 9. OrThis vanuxemi, var graciIvIS Herrick.

Kinderhook, Granville

Fig. 10. CrypTonfi^IvA fudora Hall.

Kinderhook, Granville.

Fig. 11. PaIvAFOnFiIvO ? MARSHAi.i.FNSivS Wiiichell.

Kinderhook, Granville.

Fig. 12. Unidfntiffi).
Kinderhook or Burlington.

Fig. 13. Spiriffrina soi^idirostris White.
Burlington.

Fig. 14. HfmiproniTFS crfnistria Phil.

Kinderhook, Granville.

Fig. 15. SCHizoDUS CONEUS Hall.

Kinderhook.

Fig. 16. Unidentified crinoid.
Kinderhook.

Fig. 17. Ctenodonta houghtoni Stevens.

Kinderhook.

Fig. 18. RHYNCHONELI.A Sp.
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Fig. 1. IviNGuivA ( SCOTICA VAR.) WAVKRiyiE^NSiS Herrick 508
In shale immediately above conglomerate II at Newark, O

Fig. 2. LiNGuiyA CANNE^NSIS Herrick.
Knox county, O.^ middle Waverly.

Fig. 3. Ventrai, vai^vk of samk species.

Fig. 4. lyiNGUi^A MEMBRANACEA Winchell.
Sixty feet above conglomerate II, near Tvoudonville, O.

Figs. 5-6. L1NGUI.A ATRA Herrick.
Ventral and dorsal valves. Near junction of the Cuj^ahoga with lyittle Cuyahoga

river. Lowest part of Cuyahoga or Berea shales.

Figs. 7-8. LiNGULA MEEKi Herrick.

Locality and position as above.

Fig. 9. LiNGULA Cuyahoga Hall.

Locality and position as above.

Fig. 10. LiNGULA MELIE Hall.

Locality and position as above

Fig. 11. OrbiculoidEa newberryi Hall.

Locality and position as above.

Fig. 12. Orbiculoidea plEURITES Meek.
Shale above conglomerate II, Newark, Gann and Loudonville.

Fig. 13. Orbiculoidea newberryi Hall.

Cuyahoga or Berea shale.

Fig. 14. CrEnipecten cancellaTus Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale. Moots' run and northern Ohio

Fig. 15. Pterinopecten laetus Hall.

Cuyahoga shale. Moots' run.

Fig. ! 6. Pterinopecten cariniferus Herrick.

A left valve without the usual sinus beneath the ear. Cuyahoga shale

Fig. 17. Allorisma Cuyahoga Herrick.

Flags below the lower falls of the Cuyahoga river, near base of the Cuyahoga shale.

Fig. 18. Bdmondia sulcifera, Herrick.

Small specimen from Cuj'^ahoga shale at Cuyahoga Falls

Fig. 19. Kntolium aviculatum H.
Cuyahoga shale The two valves are almost in their natural relation, the upper

one upper one having been broken away to show the interior of the opposite

valve

Fig. 20 Bdmondia sulcifera Herrick.

Hinge view

Fig. 21. Entolium aviculaTue H.
Right valve.

Fig. 22. PTERINOPECTEN ASHLANDENSIS Herrick.

Cuyohoga shale, near Ashland.

Fig. 24. Bdmondia sulcifera Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale Licking county.

Fig. 25. SoLENOMYA ( ? ) CuyahogensiS Herrick.

Cuyahoga falls, 30 feet below conglomerate.

Fig. 26. Macrodon sp.

Cuyahoga shales.

Fig. 27. LyriopEcTEN nodocostaTus Herrick.

Cuyahoga shales, Licking county.
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Fig. 1-4. CrknipecteJn ( AvicuIvOPKCTKn ? ) coope:ri, Depauperate form

of, Herrick 509
1-2. Allied species, as represented in the shales 50 feet below the conglomerate at

Cuyahoga Falls.

3-4. Right and left valve of apparently the same species from the same place.

Fig. 5. AvicuivA RKCTA Herrick.
From same locality.

Fig. 6 NuCUTvA HOUGHTONI (?).

From same locality.

Fig. 7-8. Gypricardit:^s Sp?
7. From the highest horizon of the Waverly at Rushville.

8. An interior view of the beak of a species of Syringothj^ris to show the form
of the tube.

Fig. 9. Productus raricostaTUS Herrick.
From the Cuyahoga shale at Moots' Run, I^icking County. A variable form in

some cases approaching P. lachrymosus. Found in shales and concretions.

Fig. 10. Athyris ashIvANDKnsis Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale of Ashland and Licking counties.

Fig. 11. Spirifer disjunctus Hall.

From the Frie shale, to compare with the Waverly species.

Fig. 12. Martinia prematura H.
Erie shale as above.

Fig. 13. ,Productus newberryi, var. annosus Herrick
Lowest fossiliferous levels of Cuyahoga shale in Licking county.

Fig. 14. RHYNCHONELiyA MARSHALLENSIS Winchell.
Very closely allied to R. sappho of the Chemung. The species occurs in the Cuy-

ahoga division and continues with slight variations into the upper series.

Fig. 15. Productus rushvillensis Herrick.

Characteristic of a horizon nearly 100 feet above conglomerate II at Rushville,

Newark and Loudonville.

Fig. 16. Rhynchospira ( ? ) ashlandEnsis Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale at Lyon Falls. (On the description of plates in vol. IV of the

Bulletins of Denison University where this species was first mentioned it was
called Heiorhynchus ? richlandensis.)

Fig. 17. Terebratula inconstans Herrick.

Lodi, Moots' Run, Richland Co , etc , Cuyahoga shale

Fig. 18. Sanguinolites naiadiformis Winchell.

Top of middle Waverly at Granville. The species is most abundant immediately
beneath conglomerate I.

Fig. 19. Allorisma convexa Herrick.
Middle Waverly in Licking county.

Fig. 20. Allorisma nobilis Dekoniuck.
Middle Waverly in Licking county.

Fig. 21. GoNiODON (Pal^oneilo? ohioensis Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale, Moots' Run
Fig. 22. Sphenotus contractus W. W.

Cuyahoga shale at Moots' Run.
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IvEiOPTERiA (IvEPTODESMA) ORTONi, Herrick 512

upper part of Cuyahoga shale, ("Waverly shale,") Mcking county.

AviCUivA SUBSPATUIyATA, Herrick.

Division III, (Burlington) Newark.

Crknipecten crknistriaTus, Meek.
Same position and locality as the last.

Crenipectkn caroIvI, Will. (?).

Kinderhook (Div, II.) Gann.

Strebi;opteria Sp.

lyocalily and position like the last.

StrebIvOPTERIa Sp?.

Division III (Burlington group) Newark. There is apparently a complete series of

transitions from Streblopteria media of the Cuyahoga shales to S. gracilis of the

Kinderhook and the present form.

Grammysia ovaTa, Herrick.

Upper part of Division II (Burlington group), Newark.

IvEiC»PTERiA HAI^I,!, Herrick.

Kinderhook group (Freestone of Division II), Granville.

Leiopteria Sp ?

Location and position as above.

LeiopTi^ria (variety of) orToni, Herrick.

Freestone ©f Kinderhook group.

LEpTodesma scuTEIvIvA, Herrick.

Location and position as above

Leiopteria ORTONI, Herrick
Three views of the cast. Cuyahoga shale.

Unidentified lamellibranch.
Cuyahoga shale

Streblopteria squama, Herrick.

The generic position is doubtful. Cuyahoga shale (Waverly shale), immediately below

conglomerate I Granville.

Fig, 15. Streblopteria gracilis, Herrick.

Kinderhook or Burlington division.

Figs. 16-17. Streblopteria media, Herrick

P'igs 16-17 Cuyahoga shales. Moot's run.

Fig. 18. PosiDONOMYA (Streblopteria) fragilis, Herrick.

Cuyahoga shales, Moot's run.

Fig. 19. LiMATULiNA ? OHIOENSIS, Herrick.

Division III (Burlington group), Licking county

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21. MODIOLA WAVERLIENSIS, Herrick.

Division II.

Fig. 22. MyALINA MICHlGANENSiS, Will.

Division II (Kinderhook).

Fig. 23. GoNiODON (Pat,eoneilo) ohioensE, Herrick.

Cuyahoga shale.

Fig. 24. PTerinopecten cariniferus, Herrick.

Right valve. Cuyahoga shale. Moot's run.

Fig. 25. Unidentified.

Cuyahoga shale

Fig. 26. Bntolium aviculatum, Schum.
Two specimens of the left valve. Cuyahoga shale. Moot's run.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4,

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Pig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.
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Fig. 18.

18.

Fig. 18.

18.

Fig. 19.

19.

PLATE XXV—Coucluded.

BEiyiyKROPHON (BuCANiA) EXIGUUS Foerste 548

a. View from above, b. Side view. The umbilicus here is very small. H. O. Marl.

Bki^i^KROPHON (Bucania) opkrTus Foerste 548

Not the type ; the umbilicus in the cast is larger than in B. exiguus. c. I^ateral view.

d View almost from in front. H. O Marl.

BkIvIvKROPHon FISCEI.I.O-STRIATUS Foerste , 548

a. lyateral view, the inner margin of the whorl not well shown, though the umbili-

cus is large, b. Front view. c. Upper view. d. View showing sinuous outer lip

of aperture, e. A little of the carina and part of the adjacent strise, enlarged.

S H. O. Stolz's quarry.

Fig. 20. OrThis ( Hkrbertki.i.a ) Daytonensis Foerste 575

20 «. Pedicle valve, (i^. Interiot of the same C O

Fig. 21

.

OrTHIS ( HKRBERTBl.iyA ) DAYTONKNSIS Foerste 575

21. A lateral view showing outlines of a perfect shell. C O.

Fig. 22. Pl^ATYCERAS { Pl,ATYSTOMA ) NiAGARENSE Hall 553

22. A mature specimen, a. Side view. b. Top view ot spire. B. O.

Fig. 23. AciDASPiS ORTONi Foerste 522

23. Glabellar regions not correctly shown, and the spines of the free cheek should be a

little longer. B. O.

Fig. 24. Cai^ymenE VOGDESI Foerste 526

24. Smaller specimens from the limestone. S. H O
Fig. 25. Cai^ymENE voGDESi Foerste 526

25 The type. C. O.

Fig. 26. IviCHAS BREVICEPS Hall 529

26. a, b. Two glabellae c. Surface enlarged. These specimens have lobes of consider-

able size in the occipital furrow not well shown in the figure beneath the lateral

lobes of the glabella. This distinction belongs to variety Clinionensis . S. H. O
d. Pygidium. S. H. O. e. Part of a glabella, B O., belonging all to the same va-

riety.





PI.ATE XXV.
Note —The letters at the close of each description of the figures indicate the locality at

which the specimen figured was found, as follows : S. H. O -Soldiers' Home ; F. O —Fauver's
;

H. O.—Huffman's ; B. O.—Brown's; C- O.— Centreville ; T. F. O.—Todd's Fork; F. H. O.—Fair
Haven; F O —Faton, Ohio ; H.I —Hanover, Indiana ; C A.—Collinsville, Alabama ; C. T.—Cum-
berland Gap, Tennessee

PAGE

Fig. 1. OrThockras (cycIvOCFRas) inckpTum Foerste 543

1 a Views of the carina after the action of strong weathering, removing part of the

cast. The rows of pits illustrated in the two figures to the right are too regular

and were the result of weathering; they represent no real structure of the shell

b Views, showing position of the siphuncle. c. A longitudinal section, showing
the cylindrical siphuncle at the centre, and accidental concretionary material

around the same. H. O. Marl.

Fig. 2. MkrisTFi<IvA UMBONATA Billings 590

2 a. I^ateral view. b. View of the brachial valve. S. H. O.

Fig. 3. PivATYCFRAvS ( PIvATYSTOMA ) NiAGARFNSB Hall 553

8 a. Ordinary, immature form b Form approaching variety //^(^^m?;?. S H. O.

Fig. 4. BlCHWAI^DIA RETICUI.ATA Hall 594

4 a Brachial valve b Pedicle valve F O

Fig. 5. Pi^KCTAMBONiTFS TRANSVERSAi^iS Wahlenberg b^Q

5. Variety reversata, Foerste. a. Pedicle valve, b. Outline, showing curvature of

the shell. vS H O
Fig. 6. ATrypa MARGiNAiviS Dalman 591

6 A young brachial valve H O. Marl.

Fig. 7. OrThis ( pi^aTystrophia ) biforaTa Schlotlieim 579

T Of the form with many plications in sinus and in fold, called reversata ,
pedicle

valve. S. H. O.

Fig. 8. Orthis ( Pi^ATYSTROPHiA ) BIFORATA Sclilotheiiii , 579

8. Of the form with two plications in the sinus and three on the fold, called Daytonen-

ensrs ; pedicle valve. S H O

Fig. 9. Atrypa MARGi^Ai^is Dalmaii :
591

9. Pedicle valve S H. O.

Fig. 10. OrThis (RHIPIDOMFI.I.A) HYBRIDA Sowerby 584

10 a Brachial valve, b. I^ateral view, drawn to show outline only S H O.

Fig. 11. Orthis (dai,manei.i.a) ki.KGantui<a Dalman 581

11 a. Brachial valve b L,ateral view, drawn to show outline only S. H O.

Fig. 12. Orthis (orthis) cai^i^igramma Dalman 572

12. Of a type nearest to the typical forms of Hall and Clarke's redefinition of the

genus Variety eu-orthis a. Brachial valve, b. Pedicle valve S H. O.

Fig. 13. Orthis (HfrbfrTFi.i.a) DayTonfnsis Foerste 575

ItS a. Brachial valve, b. Lateral view, drawn to show outline of brachial valve only.

c. A few of the radiating plications, d The same slightly enlarged S H, O.

Fig, 14. Ptfrinfa BRISA Hall ,... 557

14. Fragments of the lelt valve. S. H. O
Fig. 15. Orthis (Herbkrtei.i,a) fausta Foerste 573

15. «. Brachial valve b Pedicle valve <:. I^ateral view, drawn to show outline of shell

only. of. A few of the plications, slightly enlarged. S. H. O Carrollton Pike

quarry.

Fig. 16. Orthis (Herbertei.i.a) fausta Foerste 573

16. a. Brachial valve b Plications slightly enlarged S H. O. Carrollton Pike quarry,

now abandoned, halfway between Geo. Young's present quarry and the German-
town pike.

Fig. 17. Orthis (Dai.manKI.IvA) Ei.EGANTui.a Dalman 581

17. Variety />«?'?/«, probably only young specimens of the species, a Pedicle valve, b.

L,ateral view of the same S H. O.
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Fig. 1. IlIv^nus Madisonianus, Whitfield 526

1. Var. elongatus ; a, pygidiuni ; d, lateral view of the same. H. O^

Fig. 2. Iivi^^NUS Madisonianus, Whitfield 526

2. Var. depressus ; a, pygidium ; b, lateral view of the same. S. H. O. Stolz's quarry.

Fig. 3. Phacops TRISUI.CATUS, Hall 529

3. Glabella. S. H O.

Fig. 4. Ii,i,^NUS DayTONENSiS, Hall and Whitfield 525

4- ^, pygidium ; b lateral view of the same. S. H. O
Fig. 5. Proe^tus dktkrminaTus, Foerste 523

5. Glabella. S H. O.

Fig. 6. Iiviv-^NUS DayTONKnsiS, Hall and Whitfield 525

6. Free cheek, seen obliquely from below. S. H. O,

Fig. 7. Ii.i,^nus Daytonknsis, Hall and Whitfield 52,5

7. «, glabella side view, with free cheek belonging to a smaller individual ; b, gla-

bella, Irom above ; c, posterior view of glabella. S. H. O.

Fig. 8. TETviyiNOMYA ( NucuivA ? ) MINIMA, Foerste 563

8. ,«, view of anterior lunule ; b, lateral view, ( the markings on this cast near the beak
are probably accidental) ; c, view of posterior lunule, showing a median line

or ridge along the cast ; branch posteriorly on either side. H. O, Marl. En-
larged.

Fig. 9. Ii,i,^NUS AMBiGuus, Foerste 525

9. a, pygidium ; b, lateral view of another specimen. S. H. O.

Ii,i,^NUS AMBIGUUS, Foerste 525

a, lateral view of glabella, with movable cheek of another specimen ; b, posterior

view of glabella ; c, glabella. S. H. O.

Ili<^nus iNSiGNis? Hall; or 111. ambiguus ? P'^oerste 525

Free cheek. S. H O.

CypricardiTKS CaswKi.1.1, Foerste 561

a, right valve ; b, upper view along hinge line, beak too far forward. S. H. O.

Coll. of George Caswell.

StrickIvANDinia tripIvKSiana, Foerste 594

a pedicle valve; b^ lateral view S. H. O.

Stricki^andinia Tripi^kSiana, Foerste 594

Brachial valve S. H. O.

CYCiyONKMA Bii,ix, Conrad 551

This belongs to the form with a low spire, and transverse strise, the revolving

strise being present only toward the lower side of the last whorl ; a poor draw-

ing. S. H. O.

Casts of the umbii^icus of Rhaphistoma affine
Similar casts of the umbilicus of Bucania can be distinguished only by means of

their symmetry, on eithei side of a median plane. H. O. Marl

Cyci^ora ai,Ta, Foerste 552

a, side views ; 3, basal view ; all of casts magnified. H. O, Marl.

Raphistoma affine, Foerste 550

A view from above and one from the side. H. O. Marl.

Fig. 10.

10.

Fig. 11.

11.

Fig. 12.

12.

Fig. 13.

13.

Fig. 14.

14.

Fig. 15.

15.

Fig. 16.

16.

Fig. 17.

17.

Fig. 18.
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Fig. 22. Dai^maniTKS wKRTHNKRi Foerste 530

22 Head. S. H O.

Fig. 23. DaIvMANITES wERTHNERi Foerste 530

23. Pyg:idium S H. O.

Fig. 24. DaIvMANITKS WKRTHNERI P'oerste 5.30

24. A specimen preserving a part of the bo;iy S H O.

Fig. 25. DaIvMANITES WERTHNERI Foerste 530

25 An eye magnified. S H O.

Fig. 26. Fncrinurus PUNCTATus Wahlenberg 531

26. Pygidium used as type of £. Tkresken. S. H O. In cabinet of Mr. B. B Thresher

Fig. 27. DiCTYONEMA PERTENUE Foerste 600

27. A frond; b, part of the same magnified showing also the distance at which the pores

are situated S H. O
Fig. 28. DiCTYONEMA SCAiyARiEORME Foerste '600

28 A frond. S. H. O
Fig. 29. DiCTYONEMA SCAI^ARIEORME Foerste 600

29. A part of the latter magnified S. H. O.

Fig. 30. Pterinea ERISA Hall 557

30. l^eft valve. B. O.

Fig. 31. Strophomena (orthothetes) tenuis HaU 568

31. A brachial valve S. H O.

Fig. 32. Strophomena (orthothetes)tenuis Hall 568

32. a pedicle valve. S H. O.

Fig. 33. BEiyi^EROPHON (bucania) TRiivOBATus Sowerby 549

33. Two views. H. O Marl

Fig. 34. Strophomena (orthothetes) hanoverensis Foerste 567

34. A pedicle valve referred to this species, forms of this type are moderately convex,

and the posterio-lateral angles are not produced so prominently beyond the sides

of the valves as in the figure, which obtained its character from the accidental

manner in which it was exposed in the rock. T K O

Fig. 35. Strophomena (strophoneIvIvA or amphistrophia possibly) pa-

TENTA Hall 569

35. Pedicle valve, beginning to be reflexed at the margin S. H O

Fig. 36. Strophomena patenta Hall 569

36. Pedicle vaive, alreadj^ quite reflexed anteriorly, but not a nature specimen F. O.

Fig. 37. Strophomena patenta Hall 569

37. Brachial valve, young specimen, not at all bent towards margin. S H. O.

Fig. 38. Strophomena (orthothetes) tenuis Hall 568

38. A portion of a few plications enlarged. S. H. O
Fig. 39-41. CrinoidaIv remains.

39. Basal part of several arms. C. O. 40 and 41. Base of calyx, Reeds Hill, Ohio

42 and 43. Plates of caU'x. S. H. O 41. Specimen of unknown relations S H. O
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ig. 1. AciDASPiS OrToni Foerste 522

1. A head B. O.

ig. 2. ProKTUvS DKTKRMINATUS Foerste 523

2. A glabella with part of anterior border ; same as figure 5 of plate XXVI S H. O.

ig. 3. PrcETus DKl'EiRMiNATus Foerste 523

3. A glabella, S. H. O.

ig. 4. PhacopS TRiSUivCATUS Hall 529

4. Probably a p3-giduni of this species S. H O,

ig. 5. Cyphaspis Ci^iNTONKNSiS Foerste 524

5 Glabella. B O.

ig. 6. Ii.i.^NUS DAYTONKNBiS Hall and Whitfield 525

6 A rostrum in position. B. O. Collection of Prof. W. S. Hoskinson.

ig. 7. Ir,i,^NUS MADisoNiANUS Whitfield 526

7. Glabella B. O
ig. 8. Ii^iv^NUS MADISONIANUS Whitfield 526

8. Pygidium ; moderately elongated. B. O
ig. 9. Ii,i,^NUS MADISONIANUS Whitfield 526

9. Pygidium, very slightly elongated. B O.

ig. 10. Iiviv^NUS MADISONIANUS Whitfield 526

10. Pygidium not at all elongated, all these specimens are only very small forms of

the species.

ig. 10a. Ii,i,^NUS DAYTONKNSIS Hall and Whitfield 525

10a. Movable cheek, lyudlow Falls, O.

LiCHAS
Hypostoma, differing considerably from that of L breviceps, and possibly belong-

ing to a poorly preserved apparently distinct form, described in the text as

Ltchas phlyc ainoides

CaIvYMKnk vogde^si Foerste 526

Head, same as figure 25 of plate XXV C O.

Cai^ymknK vogdksi Foerste 526

Outline of the preceding head. C. O,

CaIvYmknk vogdksi Foerste 526

Part of head, same as figure 24 of plate XXV, reconstructed from fragments

S. H O. In the middle limet-tones

Cai^ymenk VOGDKSI Foerste..... .- 526

Outline of the preceding head. vS. H, O.

Cai^ymknk vogdksi Foerste , 526

A characteristic pygidium, associated vi^ith forms like those show^n in figure 12

and 13. C O.

Ckraurus (pskudosph^rkxochus) ci^inTonknsiS Foerste 5^7

A Glabella. B. O
LiCHAS BRKVICKPS Hall , 529

18. of the form vs^ith a veiy distinct lobe towards either end of the occipital furrow^,

a characteristic of the Clinton specimens, hence called variety Clintonensis.

B O.

Fig. 19. LiCHAS BRKVICKPS Hall 529

19 Hypostoma B. O
Fig. 29. Phacops Trisui^caTus Hall 529

20. Part of head, same as figure 3 plate XXVI, B. O.

Fig. 21. Phacops TRISUI.CATUS Hall 529

21. Head, a more perfect specimen. S. H. O

Fig. 11.

11.

Fig 12.

12.

Fi^. 13.

13.

Fig. 14.

14.

Fig. 15.

15.

Fig. 16.

16

Fig. 17.

17.

Fig. 18.
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Fig. L PHYI.I.OPORINA ANGUI.ATA Hall 600

A small form for which the specific name Ph. Daytonensis was suggested by Hall

and Whitfield. Fig, 4, Plate V, Ohio Pal., should show four rows of cells on the

branches S H. O,

Fig. 2. Hemitrypa UI.RICHI Foerste 599

Part of the infundibuliform frond. B. O.

Fig. 3. CIvAThropora frondosa Hall 598

Lower part ot a frond separated along the epithecal membrane. S. H O.

Fig. 4. CivATHROPORA civiNTONENSiS Hall and Whitfield 598

Lower part of a frond, separated along the epithecal membrane ; both in this

specimen and the last the line of articulation with the basal segment is shown
S. H. O.

Fig. 5. Ptilodictya WHiTFiKiyDi P'oerste 598

A typical specimen of this species (now distinguished irom Pt. expansa, Hall and
Whitfield,) parted along the epithecal membrane. T F. O.

Ph^nopora magna Hall and Whitfield 599

A fragment showing the surface ; the monticules are usually lower and broader.

S. H O.

Ph^nopora fimbriaTa James 599

A typical frond parted along the epithecal membrane. S. H. O

PachydicTya bmaciata Foerste 599

Showing surface. S H. O.

PACHYDICTYA bifurcAta (VanCleve) Hall 599

Part of a very large specimen. S. H. O
PACHYDICTYA BIFURCATA VAR INSTABILIS Foerste 599

One of the extreme forms, with more than one row of monticules on the branches.

B. O.

PACHYDICTYA TURGiDA Foerste 599

The distinctions between this form and the next are not yet well understood S H. O.

PACHYDICTYA OBFSA Foerste 599

Specimens of this species usually have the fronds broader and strongly undulate

S. H. O.

P'ig. 13. Rhinopora VERRUCOSA Hall 599

a, the form of preservation called Rh. venosa, Spencer; C. O. b^ the vsame weath-

ered leaving only the grooves, called then Ph. frondosa^ Hall and Whitfield ; C O.

c, areas with more distant cells more or less regularly disposed are not infre-

quent, and are usually associated with the " frondose " phenomena, occurring

then at the intersections of " veins " S. H. O.

Fig. 14. ASPIDOPORA PARMULA Foerste 600

A fragment ; H. O, The perfect fronds are thin, discoid, curved so as to be moder-

ately covex above, about 25 inches in diameter, the cells form diagonal intersect-

ing and concentrically arranged rows. H. O. Marl.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig- 11.

Fig. 12.
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Fig. 1. Ph^nopora kxpansa Hall and Whitfield 598

A frond parted along the epithecal membrane S H. O
Fig. 2. Ph^nopora magna Hall and Whitfield 599

Fronds parted along- the epithecal membrane S. H O,

Fig. 3. Ph^nopora mui^tifida (VanCleve) Hall , 599

a frond parted along the epithecal membrane, collection of Geo Caswell S H. O.

Fig. 4. HOMOTRYPA coNFivUENS Foerste 600

a, Branch of usual size, b, Gnarl formed by coalescence of several branches.

S. H. O.

Fig. 5. Cai^i^opora magnopora Foerste 600

A branch starting to divide or branch at the top C. O
Fig. 6. Iviocr,E:MKi.iyA OHIOENSIS Foerste 600

Two branches of quite large size for this species. CO.
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Figs. 1-4 StrickIvANDINIA pi^anus Poerste.

1-3-4. Casts of pedicle valves.

2. Cast of brachial valve.

2. a. Reconstructed interior of the brachial valve. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 5. Spirifera ( CyrTia ) rosteIvI^um Hall.

5. Cast of pedicle valve and a line indicating its convexity. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 6. Spirifera PI.ICATEI.I.A var. radiaTa Sowerby.
6. Brachial valve Cumberland Gap Tenn.

Fig. 7. CoRNUiviTES DISTANS Hall 532

7 CoUinsville, Alabama

Fig. 8. CORNULITES SERPUIyARIUS var. ClylNTONI, Hall.

8. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 9. PlkctamboniteS Transversai^is, var. Ai^abamensiS Foerste.

9. Cast of pifdicle valve, and a line indicating its convexity. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 10-12. EUOMPHAI^US SINUATUS? Hall.

10 View of the spire conjecturally completed from the curvature of the fragment

found.

11. An entirely conjectural figure of a side view^ based on the slight elevation of the

spire indicated by the fragment found, but serving to indicate the actual posi-

tion of the sinus at a ; a is a view of the sinus, the position of which is indicated

in figs. 10 and 11.

12. A view from the umbilical side of a part of the fragment found. CoUinsville,

Alabama. It is an Euomphalus but probably not JS. stnuatus.

Fig. 13. Pi^ECTAMBONiTES TRANSVERSAi<iS, var. PROi^ONGATA Foerste 566

13. Pedicle valve and a line indicating the convexity of the same Wildwood station,

Georgia

Fig. 14. Pi^EUROTOMARiA I.ABROSA var. OCCIDENS, Hall.

14 CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig 15. CYCI.ONEMA Biivix, Conrad 551

15. Brown's Quarry, near New Carlisle, Ohio.

Fig. 16. CONUIvARIA NIAGARENSIS Hall 547

16 Todd's Fork, Ohio.

Figs. 17-18. Pentamerus ovai^is Hall.

17. A finely preserved cast of a brachial valve

18, A cast of a pedicle valve. CoUinsville, Alabama,

Fig. 19. Pterinea.
18 CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 20. Ili^^nus, perhaps I. loxus Hall.

20. Fragment of a glabella
;
possible outlines indicated. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Fig. 21. LoxoNEMA ( cf HOI.OPEI.I.A ) suBUivATA ? Conrad 556

21. The striae partly preserved on the last coil. Todd's F'ork, Ohio.

Fig. 22. Strophomei^a ( Amphistrophia ? ) paTEnta Hall 569

22. Fragment, brachial valve, its origin U outlines restored. CoUinsville, Alabama.

Figs. 23-24. Rhynchonei.i;a Janea Billings.

23 a. Inner cast of a brachial valve.

23. b. Inner cast of a pedicle valve.

24 Side view of an inner cast CoUinsville. Alabama.

P'ig. 25. OrThoceras ( CycIvOCERAs ) Nova-Cari,isi.Ense Fgerste 545

25. A section of the siphon Brown's Quarry near New Carlisle, Ohio.

Fig. 26. Orthoceras ( KiONocERAS ) Crawfordi Foerste 546

26 A vertical section showing the siphon. Soldiers' Home near Dayton, Ohio.
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Fig. 22. A glabella of CyphaspiS CIvINTOnknsis, Foerste : 524

Cumberland Gap, Tennessee.

Figs. 23-24. Rynchone:i,i.a dkckmpi^icata Sowerby?
23. A brachial valve and a side view of the same.

24. Perhaps a young form of this species Cumberland Gap, Tennessee.

Fig. 25. Strophome^na ( Strophkodonta? ) corrugata Conrad.

The elongated form figured first by Hall under this species, but not the typical

form of Conrad Cumberland Gap, Tennessee.

Figs. 26-29. Strophomena (Stropheodonta?) corrugata var. pi,uri-STriata

Foerste.

More like that figuied second by Hall under S. corrugata. It is not impossible that

this may prove to be the typical form of Conrad.

26. Brachial valve and a line indicating its lack of convexitj^

27. Pedicle valve with a line indicating its convexity. Cumberland Gap, Tennessee

29. Pedicle valve of an unknown species and a line indicating its convexity. Cumber-
land Gap, Tennessee.

Fig. 30. PachydicTya kmarckscrns, Foerste 599

30a Part of a frond, with a section showing its convexity.

30/^ A part of the same magnified. Eaton, Ohio.

Fig. 31. PACHYDICTYA FARCTA Foerste 559

31« Part of a frond with a section showing its convexity.

31<^ Part of the same enlarged. Eaton, Ohio

Fig. 32. PACHYDICTYA ( Rhinodictya ? ) RUDis Foerste 599

o2« Parts of two fronds with section showing their convexity

Zlb Ji. part of the left hand specimen enlarged Eaton, Ohio.

Fig. 33. PACHYDICTYA ( Rhinodictya ? ) rudis Foerste 559

33a Parts of two fronds with sections showing their convexity.

33(^ A part of the left hand specimen enlarged Eaton, Ohio
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Fig. 1. Strophomena ( ORa^HOTHKTKS ) HanovEREnsis, Foerste 567

Pedicle valve and a line indicating its convexity Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 2. Strophomena (amphistrophia) paTEnTa, Hall? 569

Apparently a sickly form, brachial valve ; and a line indicating its convexity.

Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 3. Bki.i.p:rophon ( BuCANiA ) KxiGuus, Foerste 548

3. Side view.

3« lyines indicating the character of a section transverse to Fig 3. Hanover, Indiana,

Figs. 4-5. OrThis cai,i,igramma, Dai^man var. dinorThis 572

4. Cast of a pedicle valve.

5. Cast of a brachial valve Hanover, Indiana.

Fig. 6. PIvECTAMBONITES TRANSVKRSAIvIS, var. KlyKGANTUIvA Hall 556

Pedicle valve and a line indicating its convexity. Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 7. Cyrtoi^iTES YouNGi Foerste 549

la A magnified side view with a line indicating the real size of the specimen

7. Lines showing the outlines of a section vertical to Fig la also magnified. Han-
over, Indiana.

Fig. 8. Atrypa marginaIvIS, var. mui^Tistriata Foerste 591

Pedicle valve. Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 9. ATRYPA MARGiNAiviS, Dalmaii ? 591

9. Pedicle valve.

9a A brachial valve. Brown's Quarry, New Carlisle, Ohio

Figs. 10-11. CORNUI.ITES BISTANS Hall 532

10. Resembles a species of Tentaculites.

11. Both in the cast and in the exteiior views, is a figure of a true Cornulites Cum-
berland Gap, Tennessee

Fig. 12. RhynchoneIvIvA NEGivECTA Hall 592

Pedicle valve. Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 1 3. RHYNCHONEiyLA ACINUS var. CONVEXA Foerste 593

13« Brachial valve.

Vib Pedicle valve.

13c Side view. Hanover Indiana.

Fig. 14. RhynchoneIvIvA ACINUS Hall 593

From the Niagara of Waldron, Indiana, the most distinct form
\Aa Brachial valve.

14(^ Pedicle valve.

lAc Side view.

Figs. 15-16. Lept^na ( Rafinesouinia ) obscura, Hall?
15. Brachial valve and a line indicating its convexity

16. Pedicle valve and a line indicating its convexity Cumberland Gap, Tenne see.

Fig. 17. HoivOPEA OBSOI.ETA var. EEEVATa, Foerste.

Cumberland Gap, Tennessee,

Figs. 18-19. IvEPToccEiviA ? HEMISPHERICA Sowerby.
18. Pedicle valve, with a line indicating its convexity

19, Brachial valve with a line indicating its convexity Cumberland Gap, Tennessee

Figs. 20-21. Phacops TRISUI.CATUS Hall 529

20 A glabella

21. A pygidium Cumberland Gap, Tennessee
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Figs. 1-2. Orthockras (Eu-Orthockras?) rKCTum Worthen, var. Junius... 539

2. A side view.

1. A specinTen with a smooth exterior, perhaps of this species Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 3. OrThockras ( SPYROCKRAS ? ) JAMESI Hal 1 and Whitfield 546

side view, Todd's Fork, Ohio.

Fig. 4. Orthockras { Eu-Orthockras ) iGNOTUM Foerste 539

A vertical section through the siphon, with a transverse section indicating the po-

sition of the same. Hanover, Indiana

Fig. 5. Orthockras (Eu-Orthoceras) virgui^atum Hall ? ^ 543

A vertical section throusfh the siphon Soldiers' Home, Dayton, Ohio.

Fig. 6. Orthoceras ( Eu-Orthoceras) HanovkrEnse Foerste 543

The upper part of the figure, ( Fig Ga ) represents a view of the cast of the interior

of the shell ; the lower part represents a vertical section of the same passing

through the siphon.

6/7 Represents a part of the other side of Pig 6a, where it has been weather-worn

Hanover, Indiana.

Fig. 7. CyrTOCERAS (G1.YPT0CERAS) SUBCOMPRESSUM Beecher 535

7u Is a side view of two fragments upon which this species is founded ;
the smaller,

the type ; the larger, a part of the living chamber, placed in the position it

was supposed to have once occupied ; the character of the remainder of the

coil was conjecturally indicated. The diameter of t e whole is reduced to one-

fourth. Recent observations have led us to believe that the rate of expansion

of the- shell is much more abrupt, and that the appearance.of the coil might be

more intermediate between that of Crytoceras and Gyroceras ; fig. Id, a vertical

section thorough the type showing the character of the siphon
;
fig 7c, a trans-

verse section of the living chamber near the last septum reduced to one-half

the diameter ; fig 7d, showing the character of the surface markings of the type

at d, in fig. 7a, but representing the same far more distinctly than warranted

by the actual state of preservation B O

Fig. 8. C0RNUI.1TES SERPUivARius var. CIvINTOni, Hall.

CoUiiisville, Alabama
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Orthoceras (CycIvOCKRAS), Nova-Cartjsi.e:nse, Foerste 545

view of interior cast B. O.

OrTHOCERAS (ACTINOCKRAS) ClyAVATUM Hall 538

View of the interior cast, B, O
Or'Thockras (actinoceras) youngi Foerste 537

A vertical section showing the siphon on one side. H I.

Orthoceras ( ACTINOCERAS ) i^Al^A-NUMMUi^ATUM Foerste 538

A vertical section through the siphon S. H. O.

OrTHOCERAS ( CYCI^OCERAS ) AMYCUS Hall 546

A badly preserved exterior. B. O
Orthoceras (actinoceras) daytonense Foerste 539

A vertical section pasidng through the siphon. S H. O.

Orthoceras (actinoceras) turgido-nummui.atum Foerste 538
A vertical section passing through the siphon S. H. O.

GoMPHOCERAS ORTONi Foerste 533
a. A side view of the living chamber, b. A transverse section of the same near the

last septum B, O
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Figs. 1-6. STRE;pTKiyASMA HOSKiNSONi Foerste 601

1-4 Various typical forms "

5 A very contorted form doubtfully referred here.

6 A transversely wrinkled form perhaps an Am-plex'us, provisionally referred

here. B. O.

Figs. 7, 12, 13. STREPTEI.ASMA ? GKOMKTRICUM Foerste 601

7. The type specimen. S. H. O.

12. A similar form, Todd's Fork, Ohio.

13. A larger form referred here. S. H. O.

Fig. 8. Cyathophyi,i.um ? CAi,icui.UM Hall 601

8. Found at the roadside quarry east of the Soldiers' Home, Ohio.

Figs. 9-11. Cyathophyi,i,um cei^ator var. daytonensE Foerste 601

9. 10. From S. H O.

11. Probably from the same place, now in the cabinet at the Ohio State University

Figs. 14, 15. StrepteIvASma ? oewquius Foerste 601

14 Typical form.

15. Perhaps larger form of the same. H.I.

Fig. 16. LiTUlTKS ?

16 The living chamber with the recurved apertural end. Brown's Quarry, Ohio.
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Fig. 1. Orthoceras (Actinoceras) "tURGiDO-NUMMUivATUM, Foerste 538

1. S. H. O. Collection of Geo. Caswell.

Fig. 2. Orthoceras (Actinockras) 539

2, A form closely related to the last, but the septa more distant and the siphuncle more
elongated. S H. O. Collection of Geo. Caswell A fcecond specimen in my own
collection shows a smooth surface.

Fig. 3. OrTHOCERAS (Eu-ORTHOCKRAS?) VIRGUI.ATUM? Hall 534

8. The specimen figvired lesembles one identified by us on an earlier plate as this spe-

cies, in having the same distant septa; but the siphuncle is wider, 1.1 mm. ap-

proaching in this respect the wider siphuncle of O. tgnotutn. S H. O. Collection

of Geo. Caswell

Fig. 4. OrTHOCKRAS (ACTINOCERAS) 5.38

4. A form closely related to O. lata-nummulatum, but the rate of expansion of the shell

seems to be much greater; a, lateral view; b, view from below showing eccentric

siphuncle; c, a section showing the large siphuncle. vS. H O. Collection of Geo.

Caswell.

Fig. 5. OrThoceras (Eu-OrTHOCERAS) Hanoverense? Foerste 543

5. See text. S. H. O. Collection of Geo. Caswell
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Fig. 1. Orthoceras (ActinocKRAS) Youngi, Foerste 537

3. From the Orthoceras block, a large block full of fossils from a local deposit near the

base of the Clinton at Huffman's quarry, south of Dayton. The block was acci-

dentally saved by a quarryman who became interested in three large fragments of

this species included in the block. Had some collector been at hand to explore the

deposit it would have probably proved the richest locality so far discovered in the

vState for the rarer fossils. H. O.

Fig. ' 2. Cyrtockras CIvINTonknsk, Foerste 534

2. a , A rapidly curving fragment; d, a section of the siphuncle of the same; c, a

transverse section H. O. 2e, a less rapidly curving fragment believed to resemble

a more matured stage of growth of the shell ; d, a section of the siphuncle of the

same. B. O. Ohio State Univ. collection.

Fig. 3. PTII.ODICTYA i^ANCKoivATA, Goldfuss, var. Americana, Foerste 598

3. a One of the more lanceolate fronds with the median band and some of the stronget-

wrinkles of growth intentionally emphasized; d , a broader frond from the same
locality, showing the more aberrent form of the species, upon which the variety

was founded. S. H. O
PTiivODiCTYA WHiTFiKiyDi, Foerste 598

Orthoceras (Actinockras) Ci^avatum, Hall '.. 538

, a fragment showing the tapering of the species ; d, a section of the upper end ; c a

section of the lower end ; siphuncle. B O. Ohio State Univ. collection.

OkTHOCERAS (Eu-OrThoceras) iGNOTUM, Foerste 538

, d, c, Three separate fragments !?howing the characters of this species. H. O.

Gomphoceras OrToni, Foerste 533

7. a, d, same as figs. 8 a, b, of plata 32, after more careful cleaning of the original speci-

men. The cleaning tools may have emphasized characters in the soft limestone,

but every attempt was made to avoid that result. B. O. c. A specimen of Gom-
phoceras from the same quarry. B. O. Ohio State Univ. collection.

Fig. 8. Orthoceras (Discosorus) conoideum, Hall.^ 546

8. T F. O Collection of Dr. Chas. Welch.

Fig. 9. iLi^^NUS, Glabella ,... 525

9. T. F. O Collection of Dr. Chas Welch.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

5.

Fig. 6.

6.

Fig, 7,
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Cypricardite:s caswei.1^1 Foerste 561

«, Lateral; i^, front ; <:, hinge view. Same specimen a.s figs 12 a-*^. plate 25. vS H O.

Collection of Geo. Caswell

NucuiviTES (Cle^idophorUvS) ferruginkum Foerste 564

d, Cast, natuial size ; a, magnified. T, F. O Ohio State University collection.

Craniella clintonensis Foerste 565

a, Interior cast, the details are scarcely visible ii: the original specimen ; d. an
elevation of the same T. F. O. Collection of Dr. Chas. Welch.

Tellinomya ^ouilaTKRA Hall , 562

a, Cast of one valve magnified; d, curvature across the shell; c, curvature length-

wise with the shell, natural size. T. F O. Collections of Dr. Chas. Welch ;

d, lateral; e, front; f, hinge view of Telhnoynya equtlatera, Hall, from the

Coralline limestone of Schoharie, N. Y., copied from Pal. N. Y Vol II, Plate 75,

Fig. lb,d,c

Fig. 5. AvicuiyA WHiTFiKiyDi Foerste 558

5 Cast of exterior. Same as CyPricardites ferriigineiim of Hall and Whitfield,

Pal. Ohio, Vol. II, Plate V, Fig 11. Prepared from the original cast. The
details near the posterior end of the hinge line are not well shown in the origi-

nal, and at this point it would have been better if the drawing had been left

more non-committal. Possibly the posterior margin was not incurved here but
continued its convexity as far as the hinge line. T. F. O. Ohio State University

collection

Fig. 6. AvicULA.
6 Cast of interior with a little of the exterior preserved near the hinge S. H O.

Collection oi Geo. Caswell.

Fig. 7. MoDiOLOPSiS SUBRHOMBOiDKA Simpsoii 560

7. «, Interior cast showing concentric striations and interior muscular impressions.

H O ; (5, interior cast type ; copied from Rep. Penn. Geol. Survey, Diction-

ary of Hossils of Pennsylvania, p 4L1, Vol. I, Fig. Va., from Clinton shale,

above fossiliferous ore, McKee's ore bank, northeast of McKee's house,

Ferguson Valley, 7 miles northwest of lyCwiston, Mifflin county, Pennsylvania.

MODIOLOPSIS RHOMBOIDKA Hall 560

«, Interior cast, showing a strong anterior muscular scar. H. O. b, cast of interior,

type, copied from Dictionary of Fossils of Pennsylvania, p. — , Fig — , from the

Upper Silurian at Arisaig, Nova Scotia,

Cypricardinia undulostriata Hall 561

«, Rightvalve HO; b, leftvalve. S. H. O.; c, right valve, type, copied irom Pal.

N. Y. Vol II, Plate 59, Fig 6a from Niagara shale at IvOckport, N. Y
TKiyiyiNOMYA ELiviPTiCA Hall 562

Copied from Pal N Y. Vol II, Plate 30, Fig. 4^ ; from upper Clinton sandstone,

south of Mohawk Herkimer Co , N. Y.

MyTilarca myTiliformis Foerste 559

«, lycft valve ; ^, elevation along the anterior margin ; c, elevation across the valve

T. F. O. Collection of Prof. E. W. Claypole.

Tellinomya (NucuIvA?) sociaIvIS Foerste 563

a.^Anterior; <5, left valve ; c, posterior view. H. O. Beavertown, Marl.

TEiyiyiNOMYA (NucuLA?) MiNiNA Foerste 563

a, Anterior ; b, left valve ; c, hinge views, same as figs Sa-b~c, of plate 25, type.

H. O Beavertown Marl.

ElpE uerichi, Foerste 532

a, Left valve; b, anterior; c, hinge view. H. O. " Orthoceras block "

Tellinomya (Nucula?) clinTonensis Foerste 563

Right valve. Collection of Prof. E- W Claypole.

Fig. 8.

8.

Fig. 9.

9.

Fig. 10.

10.

Fig. 11.

11.

Fig. 12.

12.

Fig. 13.

13.

Fig. 14.

14

Fig. 15.

15.
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Fig. 18.

18.

Fig. 19.

19.

^^ig. 20.

20.
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Crania dubia, Foerste... '. 565

a, Shell from Soldiers' Home, O ; d, shell from Hanover, Ind.; no details of struc-

ture are visible in either case.

Cyci^qspira SPARSI-PI.ICATA, Foerste 59c)

a, Pedicle valve ; d, lateral view

OrThis FAUSTA, var. SQUAMOSA, Foetste 574

a, Brachial valve ; d, lateral outlines Carrollton pike quarry, about half a mile

west of the Soldiers' Home, on the south side of the pike.

OrThis (Dinorthis) cai,i,iGramma, var. fissipi^icata, Foerste 573

a, Pedicle valve ; d, lateral outlines. Huffman's quarry, Ohio.
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Fig. 1. RaphiSToma AFF^iNK, Foerste 550

1. a, Apical view, magnified two diameters ; b, apertural view ; c, umbilical view. In

all three figures the details of the aperture are restored from fragments and by
tracing out the outline in accordance with the stiise of growth. T F. O Cabi-

net of Dr. Chas. Welch.

Fig. 2. B:ei.i.KROPHON (Bucania) bxiguus, Foerste 548

2. a, Posterior view ; ^, apertural view; c, umbilical view, the rapid expansion of the

outer lip not well shown. In all three figures the outline of the outer lip has

been restored from the course of the strise of growth. T. F Q. Cabinet of Dr.

Chas. Welch.

Fig. 3. Bei,i,KROphon (Bucania) opERTus, Foerste 548

3. a, Posterior view ; b, umbilical view. In both figures the outlines of the aperture

are restored from the course of the strise of growth. H. I

Fig. 4. SuBui^iTES ( Poi^YPHKMOPSiS ) Pi,ANii,ATKRAi,is, Foerste 555

4. a, Natural size ; b, the same magnified three diameters, apertural view ; c, posterior

view S, H. O. Collection of Geo. Caswell

Fig. 5. SuBUiyiTES DIRKCTUS, Foerste 554

5. a, Apertural view; b, apical posterior of another specimen. "Orthoceras block "

near base of Clinton at Huffman's quarry.

Fig. 6. Pi^EUROO^QMARiA FiiviTKxTA, Foerste 550

6. a, lyateral view ; (5, apical view. "Orthoceras block," Huffman's quarry, O.

Fig. 7. STRAPAROI.I.US (of. Oriostoma) incarinaTum, Foerste 552

7. a, lyateral view ; b, apical view. "Orthoceras block," H. O.

Fig. 8. PivATYCKRAS ( Pi^ATYSTOMA ) NiAGAR^NSE, Hall, var. Cl.INl'ONEN-

SE, Foerste 552

8. Showing the loosening coil. Pennsylvania collection of Prof. E. W. Claypole.

Fig. 9. Cyci^onema Bii,ix, var. varicosum.. = 550

9. Apertural view. TF. O. Collection of Dr. Chas. Welch; the aperture restored from
fragments in the writer's collection.

Fig. 10. Orthoceras inceptum, var. acceivEratum, Foerste , 545

10. SH. O. Collection of Geo. Caswell.

Fig. 11. Coi,Eoi,us C1.INTONENS1S, Foerste 547

11. SH. o.

Fig. 12. CoNUi^ARiA BHviNEATA, Foerste 547

12. view of a portion of the small fragment, showing the bilineate character of trans-

verse strise, magnified about fifteen diameters. SH. O.

Fig. 13 AciDASPiS BREViSPiNOSA, Foerste 522

18. Huffman's quarry, Ohio.

Fig. 14. SphaerExochus PiSUM, Foerste 528

14. a. View of glabella from above ; b, lateral view. Niagara shales at lyockport, N. Y,

Secured from Dr. E. N. S. Ringueberg.

Fig. 15. LiCHAS PHi^YCTAiNOiDES ? Green 529

15. A glabella, SH. O.

Fig. 16. Atrypa i,ATi-coRRUGATA, Foerste 591

16. «, b, c. Three lateral views to show the varying convexity of the shell, and the

strength of the corrugations; d, view of the brachial valve. "Orthoceras block,"

Huffman's quarry.
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Supposed clavicular element or portion of the shoulder-girdle of Titanichthys or of Dinich-

thys. The measurements of this plate are 20 by 17 inches exclusive of the separate

bone. The smaller figures represent homologous plates of a smaller species, prob-

ably of Dinichthys 609
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Supposed clavicular plate of Dinichthys or of Titanichthys, portion of the shoulder girdle.

Opposite, (outer) aspect of that represented on Plate XXXVIII. The smaller

figure represents. a corresponding plate or bone of a somewhat smaller species

from the Huron Shale of Delaware, O, found by the Rev. H. Hertzer 609.
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Fig. 1. Vkntrai, PIvATe: of Titanichthys ? 611

Outer face showing wide marginal overlaps of adjoining plates and narrow plate

fitting on in front.

Fig. 2. MONOCI^ADODUS C1.ARKI 619

Showing position of teeth in the jaw with a magnified view of a single tooth and
of the two teeth in position.
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Fig. 1. DiNICHTHYS C1.ARKI..
,

607

SJiowing- slender right mandible with thin flange of bone rising at back of the

front tooth.

Fig. 2. Coccosi'E^us Cuyahoga „ 615

Part of right mandible, outside view; a shows the bases of three symphysial teeth.

Fig. 3. GoRGONiCHTHYS Clarki « 614

Outside view of right mandible showing groove worn by upper tooth in which it

was lying when found; a shows the tooth of the upper jaw fitting on the double

point of the mandible.
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Figs. 1-2. TiTANICHTHYS A'TTKNUATUS, Sp. n 612

1. Side view of mandible.

2. Xop view of mandible with sectional views.

Fig. 3. TiTANiCHTHYS Ci^ARKi, Nby ; 611

3 Showing dentition as explained in text. The front tooth in the fossil fitted close

to the others and should be so represented

Fig. 4. TiTANiCHTHYS Agassizi, Nby 613

Fig. 5. TiTANiCHTHYS RECTUS, Sp. n..f.
'
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Figs. 1-5. Sectionai^ view of mandibi^e oe Dinichthys TERREi.i.r..„... 607

1. Showing outer spongy and inner dense bone.

2. Section of outer or spongy bone showing Haversian canals and lacunae

3 Part of section 1.

4. vSection of inner dense bone showing small Haversian canals and lacunae with

larger canalicules.

5. Part of section 4 showing canaliculi traversing the bone

Fig. 6a. C1.ADODUS , 619

ba. Showing teeth in position in jaw and a large coprolite in the body of the fish.

Fig. 6. C1.ADODUS ROTUNDICEPS 618

6. A small shark only about 30 inches long with less strongly marked pectorals and
showing the membranous expansion at hinder end of body and the bases of

two rays of the caudal fin
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PIvATE XIvIV.

PAGT2.

F gs. 1-9 Anterior ventrai, pirates of Dinichthys Terrei.i.i Newb... 623

1 and 2. The space between these was filled with a ventro-median plate. Ventral sur-

faces

3 and 4. Posterior ventrals (formerly called "jugulars " ).

5-7. Anterior and posterior ventral plates from another specimen.

6. Reversed view (dorsal side) of 7.

8. Inner (dorsal) view of anterior ventral from a third individual. The four sections

are taken at the points where the letters correspond.

9. The same as Fig 3 detached to show the overlapped spaces.

All figures drawn to the same scale and locality. Cleveland shale, Vermilion River

and Ivake Shore, IvOrain Co., Ohio.
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PLATE XLV.

Figs. 1-2. Byssonychia pr^cursa, ii. sp 633

1. Cast of the interior of a right valve of the usual size The hinge line often is

longer

2. Anterior view of same and of a left valve belonging to the Illinois State Museum
Loraine shales, Loraine, New York

Figs. 3-4. Byssonychia RiCHMONDENSiS, n. sp 632

Anterior and lateral views of a cast of the interior of the average size and proportions

Near top of Cincinnati group, Richmond, Ind.

Figs. 5-7. Byssonychia cui^trata, n. sp 632

5. Right valve of the usual size. The specimen preserves some of the test but is most-

ly a cast of the interior.

6 and 7. The anterior portion of the hinge of a left and a right valve, showing the car-

dinal teeth and the channel-like ligamental area. Upper beds of the Cincinnati

group. Waynesville, Ohio

Figs. 8-9. Byssonychia acutirostriS, n. sp. (See also Plate 46, Fig. 10) 634

8. The hinge and the upper part of the anterior margin of a small testiferous speci-

men, X 2. The figure shows the small cardinal teeth, ligamental area and the

plicated character of the margin of the byssal opening Posterior lateral teeth

seem to be wanting in this species. t

9. Anterior view of same specimen , natural size. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 10-12. Byssonychia OBESA, n. sp.... 630

10-12. Three views of a cast of the interior of meditfm size, showing the usual rounded
form, the depression surrounding the small byssal opening, and other charac-

ters of the species. Some specimens are proportionally a little higher. Upper
beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 13-15. Byssonychia subkrkcta, n. sp 634

13. An imperfect testiferous right valve of the average size showing the erect form,

and the wide angle formed by the hinge line and the anterior margin.

14. The anterior part of the hinge of a left valve.

15 Anterior views of the two valves. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Versailles

Indiana.
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Fig. J. AnomalodonTa aIvATA, Meek, sp 638

Interior of a right valve as shown in a gutta-percha impression of a cast of the in-

terior, from the Cincinnati group, near Morrow, Ohio. Specimens of this spe-

cies often have the wing more extended than is shown in this figure.

Figs. 2-3. AnomaIvOdonTa pi^icata, n. sp 638

Two views of a cast of the interior of a right valve Middle beds of the Cincinnati

group, Covington, Kentucky.

Figs. 4-5. Byssonychia imbricata, 11. sp 635

The left side and a front view of the largest specimen seen. It is a cast of the ex-

terior. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 6-9. Byssonychia GRANDis, n. Sp 631

6 and 7. The left side and an anterior view of an imperfect and slightly distorted cast

of the exterior. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Oxford, Ohio.

8. Cast of the interior of a left valve, preserving the outline perfectly The convex

region beneath the umbones, however, has been planed away by exposure to the

weather; Clarksville, Ohio.

9. Anterior view of same showing the broad depression around the byssal opening,

and other features of the species.

Fig. 10. Byssonychia acutirostris, n. sp. (See also plate 45, Figs. 8 and 9)634

A small testiferous right valve The drawing is not exactly true to nature The
back should be a little narrower and the upper fourth of the anterior margin
more distinctly concave. (About as in Fig. 3 on p. ate 47

)

Figs. 11-14. GtknodonTa perminuTa, n. sp , 680

Right and left sides of four casts of the interior, X 6, showing slight variations. Cin-

cinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Fig. 1. Eriuonychia apicalis, n. sp 639

Interior of a left valve as shown in a gutta-percha impression of a cast of the in-

terior. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Newport, Kentucky.

Fig. 2. Eridonychia paucicostata, n. sp 640

An average left valve of this species. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Coving-

ton, Kentucky.

Fig. 3. Eridonychia cre^nata, n. sp 640

a left valve showing the greatly attenuated beaks and the wavy character of the ventral

outline Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 4-5. Bysonychia? byrnesi, n. sp 635

4. Gutta-percha impression of a natural mold of the exterior of a light valve. The
outline of this specimen is a little unusual in the post-dorsal region.

5. A left valve of the usual size and form. L,ower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky.

Fig. 6. Opisthoptbra i^aticostata, n. sp 646

The right side of a somewhat imperfect cast of the exterior. Upper beds of the Cin-

cinnati group, near Waynesville, Ohio. Collection of the Ohio State Uni-

versity.

Fig. 7, OpisthopTKRA ampi,a, n. sp 647

view of the imperfect specimen described. It is a cast of the interior of a left valve.

Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fig. 8. Lyrodksma subpIvAnum, n. sp 683

Partial cast of the interior of a large right valve, lyower beds of the Cincinnati,

group, Covington, Kentucky.

Fig. 9. IvYRODbsma cotstradi, n. sp 684

Sharply defined cast of the interior, showing the muscular scars and the sinuate

pallial line very clearly. Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Ken-

tucky.

Figs. 10-12. Tbchnophorus PUNCTOSTRiATus, n. sp 685

10. Right valve of the natural size.

11 Cast of the interior of a left valve.

12. The original of lE^ig. 10 magnified two and one-half diameters to show the regular

puncto-lineate surface marking. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cov-

ington, Kentucky.

Figs. 13-14. Tkchnophorus YOI.DIIFORMIS, XJlrich 685

13 The original type of this species, x 2. The specimen is preserved in soft shale as

a partial cast of the interior.

14. The same valve together with a right valve found in the same block of shale. I^ower

beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky.
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Figs. 1-3. Byssonychia ai^veoIvATa, n. sp 631

Three views of a right valve of this species. In two of the vieWs the opposite

valve is restored except the radii. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio

Figs. 4-6. Aivi^ONYCHiA OVATA, n. sp , 641

4. A valve, somewhat weathered, showing, however, all the essential features of the

species. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky.
5. The upper part of an inner view of the same specimen, showing the high ligamen-

tal area and other characters.

6. Anterior view of same.

Fig. 7. Ai^ivONYCHiA JAMESI, Meek, sp 641

An excellent cast of the interior of a right valve of this species. Middle beds of the

Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio

Figs. 8-9. Al^IvONYCHIA SUBROTUNDA, n. Sp 642

lyateral and anterior views of the specimen described. Middle beds of the Cincin-

nati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 10-11. Ctenodonta CINGUI.ATA, Ulrich 680

10. Exterior of a silicified right valve.

11. Interior of same, x 2.

Fig. 12. CYCI.OCONCHA MEDiocARDiNAiyis, Miller 686

A right valve showing the hinge. Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Figs. 13-14. CYCI.OCONCHA OVATA, n. Sp 687

13. A finely preserved left valve.

14, Hinge of a right valve, x 2.

15 Hinge of a left valve, x 2. lyower beds of the Cincinnati group, near Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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Figs. 1-5. OpiSThopTKRA casKi, Meek and Worthen 643

I. Gutta percha impression of a natural mold of the exterior of a large left valve.

Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Marion county, Kentucky,
2-4. Three views of a nearly perfect cast of the interior of a small shell. Richmond,

Indiana
5. The leit side ofa larger cast of the interior from the same locality. The specimen is

imperfect posteriorly but shows the muscular scars and pallial line very dis-

tinctly.

Figs. 6-8. Opisthoptbra obi^iqua, n. sp 646

6. Dorsal view of the largest and best cast of the interior seen. Upper beds of the

Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana

7 The right side of same with some remains of the radial stiise. Generally the sur-

face markings are not distinguishable on the casts

8. Anterior view of same

Figs. 9-11. Opisthoptkra ai^te^rnata, n. sp : 644

9. I^eft side of a small cast of the exterior. The specimen is slightly distorted. (See

p. 645, fig.— e.)

10. Anterior view of same x2, showing the byssal opening and bifurcating costae.

II. Anterior view of a large cast ot the exterior believed to belong to this species. The
surface markings in this specimen are much as in figure 15 of this plate, and it is

possible that it is really a distorted example of O. fissicosta. Upper beds of

the Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 12-14. Physe^tomya acuminata, n. gen. et sp 693

Anteiior, cardinal and lateral views of the specimen described. Middle beds of the

Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fig, 15. Opisthoptkra fissicosta, Meek... 643

Gutta percha impression from a natural mold of the exterior of a right valve, showing
the form of the shell and the fissicostate surface markings. Upper beds of the

Cincinnati group, Clarksville, Ohio

Fig. 16. Opisthoptkra NOTABii^is, n. sp , 648

Gutta percha impression from a natural mold of the exterior of a left valve. The spec-

imen is imperfect at the posterior extremity of the wing Middle beds of the

Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio

Figs. 17-20. Prothyris sp (compare P. meeki, Wincliell).

17-28. Three views of a large specimen.

20. I^eft side of a smaller example.

These two and other specimens were found by myself several years ago on the hill

quarry dumps west of Covington, Kentucky, How they came there is not known,
but I have satisfied myself that they do not belong to the Cincinnati group As
the species is closely related to if not identified with Winchell's P. meeki, and as

the shells were evidently imbedded originally in a fine-grained, bluish-gray sand-

stone, it is not improbable that they belong to the Waverly of Ohio.
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Figs. 1-4. Anomai^odonO^a GiganTKA, Miller 637

I. Very good cast of the interior of a left valve, showing the large posterior ad-

ductor muscle scar, the pallial line, and the impression of a pedal muscle a

short distance behind the beak The pallial line continues uninterruptedly, as

in all the genera of the family, to the inner side of the beak, and there is no an-

terior adductor scar unless it be a very small one in the rostral cavity. The liga-

mental area is wanting in the specimen, but has been restored, perhaps too nar-

rowlj^ in the drawing.

2 Anterior view of an unusuaily complete testiferous example, showing the ab-

ruptly impressed byssal opening.

3 and"4 Internal views of the original types of the genus and species, kindly loaned

by Dr. S. A. Miller. Figure 3 shows about one half of the anterior margin and
nearly all of the hinge of an old right valve, while figure 4 shows the greater

part of a left valve. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Versailles, Indiana.

Figs. 5-9. Anoptkra misknkri, n. gen. et. sp 650

5 and 6. Dorsal and lateral views of a cast of the interior.

7 and 8 Anterior and lateral views of another cast of the interior. Both specimens
show the pallial line very distinctly, and rather faint impressions of the posterior

adductor muscles. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana

9. Gutta percha impression from a natural mold of the exterior of a small left valve

in the base of a parasitic bryozoan The mold is imperfect at the apex, Clarks-

ville, Ohio.

Figs. 10-12. Lyrodksma inornatum, n. vSp 682

10. a small right valve.

II. A larger right valve that m^ay be considered as of the average size. This species is

without the radiating striae usually found on the posterior cardinal slope in

shells of this genus
12. Hinge of a right valve, natural size. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Coving-

ton, Kentucky.

Fig. 13. lyYRODESMA GRANDE, n. Sp , 683

The left side of a complete cast of the interior Middle beds of the Cincinnati group,

Cincinnati, Ohio

Figs. 14-15. CtenodonTa rktrorsa, n. sp 679

I^ateral and cardinal views of a cast of the interic^r. Middle Trenton, near Burgin,

Kentucky.
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Figs. 1-3. PSIlvONVCHIA PKRANGUI.ATA, n. Sp 649

1. Left valve with some of the test veeathered away so that the posterior muscular
impression is exposei to view. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati,

Ohio
2. Anterior view of same.

3 Hinge ot same.

Figs. 4-5. CivIONYCHIA KXCAVATA, 11. Sp 651

I^ateral and anteiior views of a cast of the interior The thickness of the specimen

has doubtless been reduced by pressure and I believe to an amount not less

than shown in figured. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Fig. 6. Pyre:nomcEus subcunkaTus, n. sp 682

A left valve of this species. lyOwer beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky

Figs. 7-8. Pyrknomgb^us dkcipiKns, n. sp 681

7. A good cast of the interior of a left valve, showing the usual form of casts and pre-

serving more distinct traces of the muscular scars than any other specimen seen.

8. Testiferous example. The raised line in the middle of the posterior cardinal

slope is natural, but the concentric strise are too fine to be successfully repre-

sented of the natural size. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio

Figs. 9-10. MODIOIvODON TRUNCATUS, Hall sp 656

9. The left side of a cast of the iliterior belonging to the collection of Mr. George

Asherman. This is the usual form of the species as it occurs in the middle beds

of the Cincinnati group near the tops of the hills at Cincinnati, Ohio.

10. The right side of an internal cast of a variety occupying a higher position in the

Cincinnati group, and found associated with the next species at Versailles; In-

diana. In this variety the anterior end is wider than in the more typical form

of the species represented in figure 9,

Figs. 11-13. MoDioi^ODON SUBOVAWS, n. sp 655

11 and 13. The right side and a cardinal view of a good cast of the interior.

12. The left side of a larger cast of the interior. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,

Versailles, Indiana

Figs. 14-21. Cyci^oconcha miIvIvKRI, Meek sp 686

14 A large right valve preserving faint radiating lines on the posterior cardinal slope.

15 and 16. Two views of a smaller testiferous example.
17. The hinges of thiee small right valves, x2, showing a gradual change in the

cardinal teeth with age.

18. Hinge of a fully grown right valve x2

19-21. Hinges of three left valves, x2. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Ver-

sailles, Indiana.
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Figs. 1-2. PSII.OCONCHA GRANDIS, n. sp 665

The left side and a dorsal view of an excellently preserved cast of the interior. Upper
beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 3-4. PSII.OCONCHA E:i,iyiPTiCA, n. Sp 667

3. A testiferous example of a right valve.

4. The right side of a cast of the interior, showing muscular scars and pallial line.

Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Clarksville, Ohio.

Figs. 5-7. PSII.OCONCHA SUBOVAI^IS, Ulrich 666

5. Imperfect left valve from the lower beds of the Cincinnati group. Collection of

Mr George Asherman.
6. A small specimen from the same horizon near Covington, Kentucky
7. Right side of the original type of the species Middle beds of the Cincinnati

group. Morrow, Ohio.

Figs. 8-9. PSlI,OCONCHA MINIMA, tl. Sp 669

The right side of the specimen described. It is a sharply marked cast of the interior

and shows the anterior muscular scar but no trace of either the posterior scar

or the pallial line. I^ower beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky

Fig. 10. PSII.OCONCHA TKNUISTRIATA, n. Sp 668

The right side of an imperfect testiferous example, x2. On a small space beneath the

beak, I have attempted to give an idea of the extreme delicacy of the concentric

lines. I^^ower beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington Kentucky,

Figs. 11-12. PSII^OCONCHA INORNATA, 11. Sp. 667

11. Cast of the exterior of a right valve

12. A specimen retaining both valves in position, the upper one showing the normal
convexity of the valves. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 13-14. PSIIyOCONCHA SUBRKCTA, n. Sp 667

The left side and a dorsal view of a cast of the exterior Upper beds of the Cincinnati

group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 15-16. PSiIyOCONCHA SINUATA, n. Sp 668

Casts of the exterior of a right and a left valve Middle beds of the Cincinnati group,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 17-19. COI^POMYA CONSTRICTA, n. Sp.... 659

17 and 18. Interiors of a left and right valve, showing the hinge and muscular im-

pressions. These two figures suffered somewhat in the reproduction.

19. Exterior of a large right valve. Uppermost beds of the Trenton group, Frankfort,

Kentucky,

Figs. 20-21. MODIOI.ODON obtusus, tl. Sp 654

Impressions of the exterior of a left and a right valve of the typical form of this species,

both showing traces of the anterior muscular scar. Middle beds of the Cincin-

nati group, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Figs. 1-2. MoDioi^ODON oviFORMiS, var AMPi^UvS, n. var 653

1. The left side of a nearly perfect cast of the interior.

2. Mold of the exterior of a right valve. Trenton group, Frankfort, Kentucky

Figs. 3-4. MoDioivODON dkcIvIVTs, n. sp 654

The right side and a cardinal view of a cast of the interior of the average size Upper
beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond Indiana.

Figs. 5-6. MoDioivODON subrfctuS, n. sp 653

The left side and a dorsal view of a small but characteristic cast of the interior of this

species. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 7-8. MoDioivODON oviFORMis, Ulrich 652

7. A perfect impression of the interior of a left valve. The specimen is of the usual

size and from the Trenton at Frankfort, Kentucky.

8. Gutta percha impression from the preceding to show the character of the hinge, the

anterior adductor scar and the pallial line.

Figs. 9-18. OrtonkIvIvA hainksi, Miller sp 670

9. The right side "of a perfect though rather small specimen of the typical form.

10. Antero-dorsal view of same, showing the lunule and escutcheon.

11. Interior of a left valve.

12 Almost entire mold of the interior of a right valve, showing impressions of the

posterior lateral teeth.

13 The left side of a large and complete cast of the interior.

14 and 15. The right side and an antero-dorsal view of a small cast of the interior be-

longing to a variety that is shorter than the typical form.

16 A small cast of the next variety

17 and 18. The right side and a dorsal view of an excellent cast of the interior of an
unusually long variety. The small pedal muscle scars are shown very distinctly

in figure 18 Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.
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Figs. 1-3. IscHYRODONTA UNiONOiDES, Meek sp 677
1. Interior of a large right valve showing the hinge and the anterior adductor and

pedal muscle scars. Also the left side of an unusually well preserved cast of

the interior.

2. Kntire impression ofthe inner side of a right valve, showing the anterior muscular
scar and the impression of the subcardinal rib that supported the internal

.

''

ligament.

3. A testiferous example of a right valve of less regularly ovate shape than usual.

Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky.

Figs. 4-9. ISCHYRODONTA MODIOIvlFORMiS, n. Sp 676

4. Rather small example preserved in part as a mold of the exterior. In this specimen
the outline, especially in the basal region, differs somewhat from the usual form
of the species.

5. Sharply marked cast of the interior showing the muscular scars and the pallial line.

6. The right side of a large and nearly perfect cast of the interior.

7. Ivcft side of a cast in which the hinge is longer than usual.

8. Dorsal view of same.
9 From a gutta percha impression of a natural mold of the exterior, showing the

surface markings, x2, as they appear in the central part of the posterior half of

the left valve Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 10-11. ISCHYRODONTA MISENKRI, H. Sp 675

10. Antero-cardinal view of a testiferous specimen
11. Right side of same showing the usual size and form of this species. Upper beds

of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 12-15. ISCHYRODONTA OVAI^IS, Ulrich 674

Four views of the original type of this species. Uppermost beds of the Cincinnati

group, near Richmond, Indiana,

Figs. 16-19. ISCHYRODONTA DECIPIENS, n. Sp 673
16-18. Three view5, respectively inner, antero-cardinal, and outer, of a nearly perfect

right valve:

19. Interior of the largest left valve seen. The specimen is slightly weatherworn.
Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, near Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 20-21. ISCHYRODONTA KI.ONGATA } 675

20. Small specimen preserved as a mold of the exterior. Upper beds of the Cincinnati

group, Richmond, Indiana,

21. Left side of the original type of the species. The specimen is an excellently de-

fined cast of the interior, Irom Oxford, Ohio.
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Figs. 1-5.' Cymatonota typicalis, n. sp 662

1. lycft side of a nearly complete cast of the exterior. The specimen is a large one but
its thickness has been somewhat reduced by pressure.

2 Dorsal view of same in outline, to show gaping extremities and the oblique dorsal

fuirows.

3 Dorsal view of an incomplete cast of the exterior. The length of this specimen has
been reduced by pressure, bringing the dorsal furrows a little closer together

than is normal for the species.

4 and 5 The left side and a dorsal view of an incomplete but otherwise well preserved

cast of the interior, showing faint traces of the anterior muscular scar. Upper
beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 6-7. CymaTonoTa skmistriata, n. sp 663
6. The anterior half of the left side of a nearly complete cast of the exterior, x2, show-

ing the fine, equal, threadlike surface markings of this part

7, The entire left side of same, natural size. The length of the specimen has been re-

duced probably from the outline restored in the figure. Upper beds of the Cin-

cinnati group, Clarksville, Ohio.

Figs. 8-9. Cymatonota rkcta, n. sp 662
8, Cast of the interior of a small left valve, preserved in a limestone matrix. A few of

the concentric lines on the flanks of the shell should be stronger than represented

in the figure. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Newport, Kentucky.
9. Cast of the exterior of a large left valve, preserved in soft shale. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 10-11. Cymatonota constricta, n. sp 664
The left side and a dorsal view of a nearly perfect cast of the interior, showing the

gaping extremities, the obtuse anterior end, and the constriction of the shell be-

neath the beaks. Upper beds of the Cincinnati group. Butler county, Ohio.

Figs. 12-14. Cymatonota attbnuata, n. sp 664
12 and 13. The right side and a dorsal view of a small specimen, preserving very nearly

the shape regarded as normal
14. A peculiarly distorted large specimen believed to belong to this species. Upper

beds of the Cincinnati group, Waynesville, Ohio.

Figs. 15-16. CORAI.I,IDOMUS CONCENTRICUS, Whitf. 493

The right side and a dorsal view of a partial cast of the interior of this boring shell

;

natural size. The specimen shows a gape between the edges of the valves at

each end, and a strong anterior muscular scar precisely as in Modiolopsis
and Orthodesma.

Figs. 17-18. Cymatonota productifrons, n. sp 665

The right side and a dorsal view both restored—of a slightly distorted cast of the ex-

terior. The unusual length of the anterior end is the principal peculiarity of

the species. lyower beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky.

Figs. 19-20. Orthodksma parvum, n. sp 660

The left side and a dorsal view of the type specimen. It is a nearly complete cast ol the

interioi. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 21-22. Orthode;sma suBANGUi^ATUM n. sp 660

The left side and a dorsal view of a cast of the interior. Upper beds of the Cincinnati

group, Richmond, Indiana.
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Fig. 1. RhyTimya cehana, n. sp 689

view of the specimen described Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, O.

Figs. 2-3. Rhytimya convkxa, n. sp 691

Right side and cardinal views ot a large and well preserved example The original

shows remains of radial series of pustules on the post-ventral slopes, but their

sigaificance wis not appreciated until it was too late to change the drawing.

Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio

Figs. 4-5. Rhytimya byrne^si Miller, sp , 689

I^eft side and dorsal views of a large cast of the interior In figure 5 the linear de-

press on on e ich side of the hinge line has been reproduced too much like an
escutcheon Upper beds of the Cincinnati group, Richmond, Indiana.

Figs. 6-9. Rhytimya producta, n. sp 688

6 and 7. Right side and dorsal views of the largest specimen seen. Middle beds of the

Cincinnati group, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
8 Right side of another specimen preserving more of the concentric lines.

9. An unu-,ually short but otherwise typical example. This and the preceding one are

from Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 10-12. Rhytimya radiaTa, n. sp 692

10 and 11 Two specimens preserved in soft shale and retaining the outline and surface

markings lyOwer beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky, and Cin-

cinnati, Ohio..

12 A small part of the ventral slope x3, to show the grano-lineate ornamentation

Fig. 13. Rhytimya compressa, n. sp 692

A right valve, imperfect at the posterior end but otherwise in a good state of preserva-

tion Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 14-15. Rhytimya micki^Kboroughi, Whitfield 690

lyeft side and* cardinal views ol a specimen showing the usual characters of the

species. The height has been reduced by pressure to perhaps four-fifths of what
it was originally. Middle beds of the Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Figs. 16-17. •••WhiTKaveSia cincinnaTiknsis, Hall and Whitfield 656

16. A large and nearly perfect cast of the inteiior of a right valve, showing the true

form ol the species, the anterior muscular scar, traces of the posterior scar, and
unusually distinct rays on the ventral slope The latter as a rule are very ob-

scure, while the exterior of the shell generally exhibits faint radiating lines on
the cardinal slopes which in rare cases may be distinguishable even on casts of

the interior.

17 Hinge of a right valve, showing its simple character. Ivower beds of the Cincinnati

group, Covington, Kentucky.

Figs. 18-20. Whiteavp:sia kkntoneNvSis, n. sp 658

18. A large left valve, imperfect anteriorly and unusually high posteriorly. The
specimen pieserves small patches of the shell.

19 and 20 Two views ot a small cast of the interior, showing the usual characters of

the species. Lower beds of the Cincinnati group, Covington, Kentucky,

Figs. 21-22. Whitkavksia phoi^adiformis, Hall sp.. 658

21. The greater part of the hinge of a left valve.

22. Hinge of a right valve, imperfect at both ends.

'•Tn the text the genus for this and the next two species reads Actinomva This name having
been preoccupied a few years ago by Mayer for a Cretaceous genus of shells, it cannot be used for
these lyOwer Silurian types The name WhUeavesia is therefore proposed instead I am not sorry
for the change, since it affords me an opportunity of expressing my high appreciation of the
paleontological labors of Prof. J F. Whiteaves of the Canadian Geological Survey.

E O Ulrich
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